Product Short Case ID
Name
NOBIVAC L4 AT-NLINTVINT-2013-AT-00117

Occurrence
Country
Austria

Human or Animal Species
Report
Animal
Canine/dog

Age

NOBIVAC L4

AT-NLINTVINT-2014-AT-00009

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/11/2013

11/02/2014

6

6

0 01/11/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>No 'Skin'),Weakness,Breathing
difficulty

NOBIVAC L4

AT-NLINTVINT-2014-AT-00018

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

22/02/2014

25/02/2014

2

2

NOBIVAC L4

AT-NLINTVINT-2014-AT-00146

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

03/09/2014

02/10/2014

9

NOBIVAC L4

AT-NLINTVINT-2014-AT-00152

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

15/10/2014

16/10/2014

NOBIVAC L4

AT-NLINTVINT-2014-AT-00155

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

23/10/2014

24/10/2014

6 Month(s)

Treatment Most Recent Number Number Number Date of
Recommended
Start Date Info Date
Treated Reacted Died
Event
Use?
20/11/2013
21/11/2013
1
1
0 20/11/2013 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Signs (Veddra)

Off Label Narrative
Breed
Use
Other
SAR: On 20 Nov 2013 one dog was vaccinated concurrently with Nobivac L4 and Merial SHPPi. 5-10
Other
minutes after vaccination the dog showed projectile vomiting, lateral recumbency and urination. The
Canine/dog
mucous membranes were pale and the dog was non responsive. The owner (is also a veterinary nurse)
brought the dog into a clinic, where it was treated first with NaCl -infusions and an antiemetic
(Cerenia). As the health condition of the dog worsened after 2 hours again the dog received 250 mg
Solo-Decortin (Cortisone). 1,5 hours later the dog was fine again. Additional information: The dog had
received Merial SHPPi before (age 8 and 12 weeks), but basic immunization was not completed, as the
dog was ill. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: Merial SHPPi Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Weight

Other

Suspected adverse reaction: Animals reacted allergically 10 minutes after vaccination with Nobivac L4 Chihuahua
and Nobivac SHPPi, swellings at the head occurred within 15 minutes. In total 6 animals (5 puppies, 1
adult dog) were vaccinated on different days since Nov 2013. Always the same adverse reactions
occurred. The vet only administered the half dose of Nobivac L4 with Nobivac SHPPi in a mixed
syringe(ELU). Besides the swellings, the animals showed difficult breathing and faintness. The 5 puppies
were over 3 months old, all 5 puppies had been pre-vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi. The adult dog had
been vaccinated in 2013 with Versican (incl. Lepto) and had never received Nobivac. All animals
received prednisolon as therapy, the symptoms abated quickly. All animals are without special findings
again. The vet sees a relation with Nobivac L4, because in the meantime, several Chihuahuas were
boostered only with Nobivac SHPPi and showed no symptoms. Start / Duration of symptoms: 10
minutes after vaccination / 1-2 hours, then okay. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: yearly
vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - .5,N/A,N/A ,10,0.5 ml B - Possible
Once (01/11/201301/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Vial/Ampoule(s) Once (01/11/201301/02/2014)<BR><BR>

0 22/02/2014 Not
Vomiting,Convulsion,Trembling,Foa Other
Known,<BR><BR ming at the mouth
><BR><BR><BR>
No

SAR: On 22 Feb 2014 two dogs were vaccinated concurrently with Nobivac L4 and Eurican SHPPi. One
dog showed 1,5 hours and the other 3 hours after vaccination the following symptoms: trembling,
foam at the mouth, epileptiform convulsions and vomiting. Both dogs were treated symptomatically
with Valium and infusions with NaCl. The dogs were sent to a nearby clinic for over-night observation.
On 23 Feb both dogs were sent home completely recovered. The vet suspected the dogs to be
poisoned, as other dogs showed the same symptoms without receiving vaccination before. Other vets
from this region reported the same kind of poisoning signs. This case of suspected poisoning was also
reported to the police and official veterinarian. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: Brand: Eurican SHPPi Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Eurican SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,Unknown Unknown (22/02/201422/02/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown (22/02/201422/02/2014)<BR><BR>

2

0 08/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Increased skin sensitivity,Walking
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes difficulty,Sleepiness - neurological
disorder,Vocalisation,Epileptic
seizure,Disorientation,Hypersensitiv
ity to light,Pain NOS,Foaming at the
mouth

SAR: On 03 Sep 14 nine puppies (German Pinscher) were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac
German
L4. One of the puppies had an epileptic seizure with foam at the mouth twice 5 days after vaccination Pinscher
(08 Sep 2014). The dog was presented to a vet clinic. All blood tests and a liquor examination for
canine distemper were without findings. The dog was hospitalized for a few days (treatment
unknown). No further seizures or other reactions were seen. Another puppy woke up during the night
of 13 Sep 2014 and was howling. He was very sensitive to light and was in pain. He could not walk
stairs, was disorientated and showed hypersensitivity of the skin. This puppy was presented to the vet
in the same night and treated with analgetics (Meloxicam). On the next day the dog was sleeping a lot,
on 15 Sep 2014 he was completely recovered. No further reactions since then. The breeder and the vet
have never seen such signs after vaccination before. No further information expected. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 SUSPENSION FOR
OINJECTION - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Once 1 Animal (03/09/2014ble
03/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi Lyophilisat und Lösungsmittel
zur Herstellung einer
Injektionssuspension für Hunde 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(03/09/2014-03/09/2014)<BR><BR>

1

1

0 15/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin'),Itching,Breathing difficulty
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: On 15 Oct 2914 a dog (pug) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHP plus Nobivac L4 by the vet (booster Pug
vaccination) and directly afterwards treated by the owner at home with Bravecto (first treatment).
Approximately 45 minutes post treatment with Bravecto/vaccine: high-grade facial swelling, itching,
difficulty to breath. Treatment: Cortisone iv., immediate improvement of signs. The animal owner did
not contact the vet again, therefore dog probably recovered. Further information: the dog has an
allergy to grain. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 250MG
1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Ectoparasitic control Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

1

1

0 23/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Facial swelling (see
R><BR><BR>Yes also 'Skin'),Weakness

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction: Approimately on 3 Oct 2014, a puppy was vaccinated with a vaccine for Chihuahua
puppies against distemper/parvo (no Intervet-/ MSD-product) in a foreign country. On 23 Oct 2014, the
puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (the vaccines were administered at the
same time, but at different injection sites). 15 minutes after this vaccination, the dog showed
anaphylaxis with high-grade swelling at the head and was languid. The dog received 0.3 ml Dexa-Vana
and the swelling got better after approx. 20 minutes. Approx. 1 hour after the vaccination, the dog was
without special findings again. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]

Pale mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Reduced
responses,Lateral
recumbency,Urination

Labrador
Retriever

Reported Product List, Dosage
Causality Assessment
Information, Treatment Regime
NCA
25 EURICAN CHPPI2 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown (20/11/201320/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(20/11/2013-20/11/2013)<BR><BR>

9.2 Bravecto 250 MG - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown Unknown (15/10/201415/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(15/10/201415/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP,
Lyophilisat und Lösungsmittel zur
Herstellung einer Injektion 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(15/10/2014-15/10/2014)<BR><BR>

1 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
Vial/Ampoule(s) Once 1 Animal
(23/10/201423/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi Lyophilisat und Lösungsmittel
zur Herstellung einer
Injektionssuspension für Hunde 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s)
Once 1 Animal (23/10/201423/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Causality Conclusion NCA

NOBIVAC L4

AT-NLINTVINT-2014-AT-00172

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

18/11/2014

21/01/2016

1

1

0 22/11/2014 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Aggression,Anxiety,Restlessness,Sle Other
epiness - neurological disorder,Eye
redness,Epileptic seizure,Circling neurological disorder (see also
'Behavioural disorders'),Urinary
bladder disorder NOS,Urinary
incontinence,Reddening of the
skin,Weakness,Allergy to
food,Localised itching,Temporary
blindness,Tiredness

NOBIVAC L4

AT-NLINTVINT-2014-AT-00177

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

12/08/2014

27/11/2014

1

1

0 13/08/2014 Not
Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

AT-NLINTVINT-2015-AT-00030

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

14/03/2015

23/03/2015

1

1

0 14/03/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

AT-NLINTVINT-2015-AT-00031

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

02/04/2015

03/04/2015

1

1

0 02/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

AT-NLINTVINT-2015-AT-00032

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

27/03/2015

24/04/2015

5

1

1 29/03/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Dyspnoea,Lung
R><BR><BR>No, oedema,Death,Anaphylactic
<BR><BR><BR>< shock,Asphyxia,General illness
BR><BR>Not
Known

Other

NOBIVAC L4

AT-NLINTVINT-2015-AT-00035

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

19/09/2014

15/04/2015

1

1

0 21/09/2014 Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

AT-NLINTVINT-2015-AT-00047

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

06/05/2015

07/05/2015

1

1

0 06/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Urticaria,Panting,Pruritus,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes, oedema,Respiratory sound
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Not
Known

Pale mucous membrane,Circulatory No Data
collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic
disorders'),Vomiting,Allergic
reaction,Weak pulse

Cystitis,Urinary incontinence

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog was vaccinated on 18 Nov 2014 with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac Maltese
5.5
L4 in a mixed syringe (extra-label use) and with Nobivac T at the same time, but at another injection
site. On 22 Nov 2014 in the evening, the dog got epileptiformal seizures, approx. every 12 hours one
seizure of 5 - 10 minutes (duration). After the seizures, the dog is tired, but otherwise normal. On 18
Nov 2014, besides the vaccination, additionally an ultrasound-examination of the heart was
performed, because a cardiac sound was suspected. The ultrasound-examination was without special
findings. Seizures occurred on 22 Nov 2014 in the evening, on 23 Nov 2014 in the morning and on 24
Nov 2014 in the evening. The owner came to the practice with the dog for an examination on 25 Nov
2014. The frequency and the strength of the seizures is permanently increasing. So far, no therapy has
been performed yet. Start / Duration of symptoms: 22 Nov 2014 / ongoing. Follow-up information is
expected. Follow-up from 26 Nov 2014: Phone call with the owner: the dog had already been
vaccinated with (an)other vaccine(s), the vaccination on 18 Nov 2014 was a booster vaccination with
Nobivac L4, combined with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac T. Since 22 Nov 2014 in the evening, epileptic
seizures occurred with duration of 10 minutes. Then on 23 Nov 2014 in the morning and in the evening,
on 24 Nov 2014 in the morning, before noon and in the evening and in the night, then on 25 Nov 2014
in the morning. Thereafter a veterinary control check was performed at another vet. Since then the
dog receives homoeopathics and responds well to this treatment. The owner spoke to a woman which
works for an internet website which critics vaccinations and where a "vaccination damage syndrome
of dogs" is described and suspects such a vaccination damage syndrome in her dog. Start/Duration of
symptoms: 4 days after vaccination / approx. 3 days (dog under treatment). On 2 Dec 2014, we
phoned the reporting vet again for a further follow-up and it was confirmed that since 25 Nov 2014,
the dog hasn't been treated at the reporting practice anymore, but at another vet in the neighborhood
who also uses homoeopathy. According to the feed-back of the owner, the dog seems to be doing
better. So the dog can probably be considered as recovered, but the definite outcome is unknown.
Note: the dog's weight and age was given by the reporting vet as 5.2 kg / 1 year, but by the owner as
5.5 kg / 18 months. It is unclear which data are (more) correct. For the case entry, the owner's data
were coded. No more information expected, case closed. Follow-up from 15 Dec 2014: Phone call
with the owner: the owner applies homoeopathic medicaments. Until 13 Dec 2014, no seizures
occurred.
However,
then on
2014 in
and
onevening.
14 Dec 2014
seizure
occurred
again.
SAR:
Dog was
vaccinated
on 13
12 Dec
Aug 2014
the
In theeach,
nightone
serious
swelling
of eyes
andNo
face. French Bulldog
12.7
The pet owner brought the dog to a clinic. The dog was treated with cortisone and infusions. The dog
recovered quickly. Dog was fully normal again. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 14 Feb 2015, a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac Other
6
L4 without symptoms (both for the first time, before product from another company had been used). Canine/dog
On 14 Mar 2015, the booster-vaccination with Nobivac L4 was performed and approx. 15-20 minutes
after the vaccination, the dog vomited once and then collapsed, showed massive allergic reactions:
circulatory collapse, weak pulse, dog was pale. Therapy: venous entry, infusion, prednisolon,
diphenhydramin (= antihistaminic), Cerenia. The dog responded well to this treatment. The dog was
doing fine again and it could be released home without further symptoms after approx. 30 minutes (=
duration of symptoms). No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: booster-vaccination for
L4] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 02 Apr 2015, a bitch was vaccinated at the same time, but at different Labrador
Not
application sites with Nobivac L4 and with a SHPPi-vaccine from Merial. One hour after the
Retriever
Known
vaccination, a facial oedema occurred. In a vet clinic, the dog was treated once with cortisoneinjection, then the dog was again without special findings. Duration of reaction: 2 hours. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination against Lepto Generic: Brand: SHPPi-vaccine
(Merial) Reason: Vaccination against SHPPi] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC SHPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
OVial/Ampoule(s) 1 Dose (18/11/2014- Unclassifiable/unassessa
18/11/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC T - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1
Dose (18/11/201418/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1
Dose (18/11/201418/11/2014)<BR><BR>

Suspected Adverse Reaction: A puppy was vaccinated in the 5th week of life with Nobivac SP without Rottweiler
Not
adverse reactions and in the 8th week of life with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 without adverse
Known
reactions. In the 12th week of life it was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 in a mixed
syringe (extra-label use) on 27 Mar 2015 (Friday afternoon). First, no adverse reaction occurred, the
dog was fit until 29 Mar 2015. On 29 Mar 2015 in the afternoon (Sunday), during a promenade, the dog
was doing bad within half an hour. The dog received infusion at another vet. In the evening, the dog
had dyspnoea, in the clinic a lung oedema was noted, the puppy died/suffocated without further
treatment. Samples of heart, lung and milt were sent for examination, result: anaphylactic shock. The
vet and the breeder however don't believe that the vaccination is responsible, but the owner thinks
that the vaccination is responsible. The vet assumes an intoxication or a bee sting. Additional info: On
the day of the vaccination, a Seresto-collar was additionally applied. Start / Duration of symptoms: 29
Mar 2015 / 29 Mar 2015 (death). No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
Brand: Seresto collar (Ectoparasitic / flumethrin and imidacloprid) Reason: Unknown] [State of
health: Good]
SAR in 2014 A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unclear if vaccinated in Germany or Austria) on 19 Border Collie
5
Apr 2015. On 21 Apr 2015 the dog was presented to the Austrian vet with bloody cystitis (diagnostic via
"stick"). Incontinence. Homeopathic treatment, after 3 days cystitis improved, but the incontinence
continued for approximately 1 month. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Susp Adverse Reaction: On 06 May 2015 at 11.30 am a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHP, Nobivac French Bulldog
12
T and Nobivac L4. At 6.30 pm on the same day the dog had shown massive pruritus, and urticaria on
the whole body as well as a strong facial edema. The dog was treated with Prednisolone and after 1.5
hours was ok again. According to the vet the dog had not shown signs of suffocation, but had been
panting strongly and had shown strong respiratory sounds. The dog had previously been vaccinated
twice with the same combination of vaccines approx every half a year (approx May 2014 and approx
Nov 2014; ELU: treatment program). In approx May 2014 the dog had additionally been treated with
Exspot and shown similar reactions. No reaction was seen after the following vaccination in approx
Nov 2014. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHP 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 10X1ML 120 Reason: Unknown. Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC SHPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
N - Unlikely
Dose Once 1 Animal (27/03/201527/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(27/03/201527/03/2015)<BR><BR>Seresto collar
unknown - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Collar
Once 1 Animal (27/03/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC SHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
Dose Once (12/08/201412/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(12/08/2014-12/08/2014)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (14/03/201514/03/2015)<BR><BR>

A - Probable

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (02/04/201502/04/2015)<BR><BR>SHPPivaccine (Merial) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,unknown (02/04/201502/04/2015)<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (19/09/201419/09/2014)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NOBIVAC SHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
Dose Once 1 Animal (06/05/201506/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(06/05/201506/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(06/05/2015-06/05/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

AT-NLINTVINT-2015-AT-00048

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

01/05/2014

07/05/2015

1

1

0 01/05/2014 Not
Urticaria,Pruritus,Facial
No Data
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Respiratory sound,Panting
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Susp Adverse Reaction: While reporting a current reaction post vaccination in a dog (see linked case
French Bulldog
2015-AT-00047) the vet mentioned that the dog had previously reacted in a similar way one year
before (approx May 2014). The dog had been vaccinated with Nobivac SHP, Nobivac T and Nobivac L4
and additionally treated with Exspot 1ml. Symptoms approx a few hours later: massive pruritus, and
urticaria on the whole body as well as a strong facial edema. According to the vet the dog had not
shown signs of suffocation, but had been panting strongly and had shown strong respiratory sounds. It
is not known if and how the dog was treated, but it had recovered similar to the current case, so
approx on the same day. The dog had subsequently been vaccinated again with the same combination
of vaccines approx half a year later (approx Nov 2014; ELU: treatment program) without reaction. No
more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1ML
120 Reason: Unknown. Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Unknown. Generic: PERMETHRIN SPOT-ON Brand: EXSPOT 6X1ML 120 Reason: Ectoparasitic
control] [State of health: Good]

12 EXSPOT - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (01/05/201401/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
SHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (01/05/201401/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(01/05/201401/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(01/05/2014-01/05/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

AT-NLINTVINT-2015-AT-00068

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

21/04/2015

10/06/2015

1

1

0 28/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Pancreatitis,Ele No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes vated liver enzymes

Crossbred

7.7 Bravecto 250 MG - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 O Tablets Once 1 Animal (24/04/2015- Unclassifiable/unassessa
24/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(21/04/2015-21/04/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

AT-NLINTVINT-2015-AT-00117

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

17 Month(s)

11/06/2015

12/11/2015

1

1

0 20/06/2015 Not Known

Other
Canine/dog

8.7 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,unknown (11/06/201511/06/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2016-AT-00015

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

9 - 12
Week(s)

01/01/2016

22/02/2016

4

4

0 01/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Allergic oedema,Anaphylactoid
R><BR><BR>Yes reaction,Allergic reaction

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2016-AT-00025

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

08/04/2016

11/04/2016

1

1

0 09/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: A Shih-Tzu-Mix was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 21 Apr 2015 and a tablet of Bravecto 250 mg
was handed out to the owner which the owner applied approx. on 24 Apr 2015. On 28 Apr 2015, the
dog showed vomiting and elevated liver values of 180 IU/l (GPT; reference range < 55 IU/l) and later a
pancreatitis was diagnosed (exact values not reported). In the following days / weeks, the dog showed
diarrhoea and vomiting (fluctuating; increasing decreasing etc.). Since 09 Jun 2015, it showed again
diarrhoea and vomiting and is currently under therapy with infusion in the practice. The vet assumed
that the situation will stabilize, but will contact us if worsening should occur. Otherwise no more
information expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW
TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Ectoparasitic control Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: One dog (Wire-haired Dachshund) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4
approx. on 11 Jun 2015 at another vet. On approx. 11 Jul 2015, the dog was presented to the attending
vet due to fatigue, dog was languid and floppy, since 3 weeks (so onset of symptom approx. 1 week
post vaccination, approx. 20 Jun 2015). During daily jogging with its owner, the dog showed visible
physical degradation of performance. Cardiac, faecal and examination of blood only revealed very
mild non-regenerative anaemia. Treatment with analgesics showed almost no improvement and so
was stopped again. Since Aug 2015 the dog showed time periods where problem had improved and in
Oct 2015 the dog was the same as before. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
SAR: 4 dogs had been vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi (booster vaccination) and Nobivac L4 (1st
vaccination) in 2016. All 4 dogs showed allergic/anaphylactic reaction (neck, ears and face swollen). All
4 recovered quickly after treatment with cortisone. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: On 08 Apr 16 in the evening a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi,
Nobivac L4 simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently. On the next morning (09 Apr; approx 12 hours
later) the dog was biting into his tail (also described as miss-sensation / sensory abnormality) later also
in the croup area, showed ataxia / unsteady gait at first in the hind limbs but during the day also
beginning in the front limbs. These CNS symptoms as described by the vet worsened during the day,
therefore treatment with Dexamethasone. The next day improvement was seen, however, due to a
previous Borelliosis disease in another dog of the household, Doxycycline treatment was also started.
Gradual improvement over the next days, recovery after approx 3 days (on 11 Apr the dog was doing
fine). Blood tests: Anaplasmosis, Borelliosis etc. were negative. The vet's causality assessment is O
unclassified, he does not exclude other cause (trauma etc.), but had not found any abnormalities like
swellings or wounds / orthopedic problems in clinical examination. No more information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1ML 120 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Belgian
Shepherd Dog Malinois

31 NOBIVAC T - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(08/04/201608/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (08/04/201608/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(08/04/2016-08/04/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2016-AT-00041

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

06/04/2016

02/05/2016

1

1

0 06/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Generalised
rash,Hypersensitivity reaction

No Data

German Shorthaired
Pointing Dog

9.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(06/04/201606/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(06/04/2016-06/04/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2016-AT-00044

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

11.5
Week(s)

02/05/2016

03/05/2016

1

1

0 03/05/2016 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: One dog (Pointer, German short hair) was booster vaccinated with
Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously. 30 minutes later the dog showed a hypersensitivity
reaction with facial swelling and a rash covering the whole body. The dog received treatment with
cortisone (dose unknown) and recovered within 30 minutes. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction: On 02 May 2016 a 11.5-week-old puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac
SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently. Approx 1 hour after vaccination the
dog showed massive facial swelling (especially eyes and flews) and strong pruritus at the head and
vomited several times. Respiratory involvement (oedema) could not be excluded. The owner treated
the dog with one Prednisolone tablet (5mg) after consultation with the vet and approx 30 minutes later
the symptoms had improved. Until the next day the dog had fully recovered. Note: At the time of
vaccination the owner had first said the dog was 12 weeks old, therefore also rabies vaccine was
applied, but according to the vaccine card the dog was only 11.5 weeks old (ELU: treatment program).
Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1ML 120 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Flat-coated
Retriever

11 NOBIVAC T - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(02/05/201602/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (02/05/201602/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(02/05/2016-02/05/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2016-AT-00059

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

24/05/2016

25/05/2016

1

1

0 24/05/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Other

SAR: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T (all together in mixed
Other
syringe, ELU). Approx. 1 hour after the vaccination, a massive swelling in the facial area occurred.
Canine/dog
Cortisone treatment and infusion was applied and the swelling then abated quickly (dog recovered). No
more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1ML
120 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

10 NOBIVAC T - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(24/05/201624/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (24/05/201624/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(24/05/2016-24/05/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2016-AT-00066

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

26/06/2015

09/06/2016

1

1

0 16/08/2015 Not
Abnormal test result,Blood in
Known,<BR><BR urine,Haematuria
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: One dog was vaccinated on 26 Jun 15 with Nobivac BbPi intranasal,
Portuguese
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T and on 30 Jul 15 booster vaccinated with Nobivac L4 by the reporting vet.
Water Spaniel
On 16 Aug 15 owner reported that the dog has blood in her urine. A SNAP test for Borrelia and
Anaplasma was tested positive, so the dog was started with Doxycyclin. No improvement occurred, so
the dog was transferred to the vet university clinic and after various diagnostics (total blood count,
urine examination, ultrasound, cytological sample examination, all without findings) performed, the
dog was diagnosed with idiopathic renal hematuria. The general health status of the dog is good. Vet
was concerned if to vaccinate with Nobivac L4 this year again. Case closed. Note: case was classified
as serious due to the long duration of the adverse reaction. [Reason for use for product: Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1ML 120 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]

Non-regenerative
anaemia,Weakness,Fatigue

Central nervous system disorder
NOS,Ataxia,Hind limb
ataxia,Sensory abnormality
NOS,Unsteady gait

Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Vomiting,Allergic
pruritus,Allergic
oedema,Respiratory distress

Not
Known

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(01/01/2016-01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

19.9 NOBIVAC T - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
O(26/06/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
26/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac BBPI ble
- 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (26/06/201526/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,twice (4 Week(s)
26/06/2015-30/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2016-AT-00073

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

06/06/2016

28/06/2016

1

1

0 10/06/2016 Not
Injection site
Known,<BR><BR swelling,Inappetence,Fever
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (unknown if Crossbred
concurrently or simultaneously) on 06 Jun 16 by the reporting vet. On 10 Jun 16 a swelling with 7 cm in
diameter occurred after vaccination at injection site. The dog showed fever with 40° degrees,
inappetence. The swelling was punctured and the pus was partly removed. Therapy with Amoxicilin,
Clavulan acid and Carprofen. Case closed [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2016-AT-00084

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

12/07/2016

12/07/2016

1

1

0 12/06/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Fever,General
R><BR><BR>Not illness,Medication error
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2016-AT-00087

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

12/07/2016

13/07/2016

1

1

0 12/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Inappropriate
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes defecation,Inappropriate
urination,Vocalisation,Diarrhoea,V
omiting,Convulsion,Collapse (see
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Weakness,Anaphylactic
shock

Suspected adverse reaction: On 12 Jun 16 one puppy (Parson Terrier) was vaccinated with Nobivac
SHP and L4 and by accident with Nobivac BbPi subcutaneously (ELU: route). 2.5 hrs later the dog was
presented to the vet again with vomitus (5x, every 30 min) , loose stools, reduced general health and
fever 40.1°C (before 38.8 °C). Treatment by infusion, stomach protector, pain reliever performed. The
next day the owner reported the dog is doing better. Not presented to the vet again. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: On 12 Jul 16 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
simultaneously. Approx 5 to 10 minutes after vaccination the dog showed symptoms of an
anaphylactic shock: the dog collapsed, was howling/ screaming, showed convulsions and uncontrolled
stool (diarrhea) and urine loss, later vomiting. The vet immediately applied a Cortisone
(Methylprednisolone) and drip infusion. Approx half an hour later the dog had stabilized, was still a
little weak. Dog released home, vet expects that the dog has recovered meanwhile .Case closed.
Note: Same dog had reacted before to other vaccinations (see linked case 2016-AT- 00088 and 2016AT-00089 ). [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2016-AT-00092

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

27/07/2016

27/07/2016

1

1

0 27/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Scratching,Localised
itching,Swollen eye

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction: A bitch had received the basic immunization in another practice on an
Crossbred
unknown date in the past with the vaccine Biocan Novel DHPPi/L4R (company Bioveta). On 27 Jul
2016, the bitch was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (mixed, fresh sterile needle). After
this vaccination, approx 15 minutes later, the eyes have swollen, first one eye, then both, and then the
whole face has swollen. The dog also showed itching / scratching at the eyes. No dyspnoea occurred.
The vet administered a cortisone to the dog. Within 30-45 minutes, improvement occurred. The vet
handed out Betnesol-N-Augentropfen (eye drops) for the itching/scratching at the eyes. In the evening
of the same day, the dog was okay again. The vet described the reactions as "severe" and is sure that
dyspnoea would have occurred if no immediate treatment had been applied. Case closed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2016-AT-00121

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

21/10/2016

25/10/2016

4

1

1 22/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucopenia,Haematemesis,Epilepti No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes c seizure,Unable to stand,Death by
euthanasia,Lateral
recumbency,Apathy,Generalised
weakness,Regurgitation

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2016-AT-00130

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

19 Month(s)

27/09/2016

09/11/2016

1

1

0 10/10/2016 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Suspected adverse reaction: 4 puppies were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
Chihuahua
simultaneously on 21 Oct 16 as part of basic immunization by the reporting vet. On 22 Oct 2016 one of
these vaccinated puppies was presented to the reporting vet due to intense weakness. According to
the attending vet was the puppy very apathetic and in lateral recumbency, the dog could barely stand
up. The dog showed regurgitation, and had an epileptic seizure. Blood analysis showed high-grade
leukopenia. After another 12 hours the dog showed bloody emesis. Due to his general health condition
the puppy was euthanized on 23 Oct 16. The dog is no longer available for further pathological
examination. The rest of the vaccinated puppies is doing fine. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Basic immunization
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Basic
immunization] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 27 Sep 2016 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T
Crossbred
simultaneously mixed in one syringe and applied on the left flank. On 10 Oct 2016 the dog was
presented again with a granuloma at the left flank (not sure if injection site, but assumed by owners).
The attending vet recommended to monitor it without further treatment. On 19 Oct the dog was
brought to a vet clinic due to pain at the left flank. In ultrasound an accumulation of fluid was seen.
The dog was operated on 21 Oct. Surgery revealed necrosis of the fatty tissue which reached to the
abdominal wall (muscles?). This was split and a drainage was inserted. On 02 Nov the wound had
healed without complications and the sutures were removed (=recovered). The vet's assessment is O
unclassified to N unlikely. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 10X1ML 120 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2016-AT-00134

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

01/09/2015

11/11/2016

1

1

0 01/09/2015 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Weakness,Ana Not
Known,<BR><BR phylactic-type reaction
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

SAR: The vet's own dog (Biewer Yorkshire Terrier, female, 1y) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Yorkshire
Nobivac L4 concurrently in Sep 2015. Soon after the vaccination the dog had an anaphylactic reaction Terrier
with weakness, vomitus, diarrhoea. Treated with infusions, recovered after about 2 days. Case closed.
Case linked to cases 2016-AT-00135 and 2016-AT-00136 (similar adverse reactions in the same dog
after subsequent vaccinations in Sep/Oct 2016). [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(01/09/201501/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (01/09/201501/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2016-AT-00135

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

15/09/2016

11/11/2016

1

1

0 15/09/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose A - Probable
Not applicable 1 Animal
(15/09/2016-15/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2016-AT-00137

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2015

15/11/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes and 'Systemic disorders')

SAR: The vet's own dog had shown an adverse reaction after vaccination in Sep 2015 (see linked case Yorkshire
2016-AT-00134) and was re-vaccinated with Nobivac L4 alone about 1 year later (approx. 15 Sep
Terrier
2016). 30 minutes post vaccination the dog showed an anaphylactic reaction with massive vomitus,
high grade weakness, low grade bloody diarrhoea. Treatment with infusion. Dog recovered after 1-2
days. Case closed. Case is also linked to case 2016-AT-00136 (similar reaction in the same dog after
subsequent vaccination with Nobivac SHPPi alone in Oct 2016). [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: While reporting other cases (Cases 2016-AT-00134/135/136, cases linked), the vet mentioned,
Chihuahua
that a similar reaction happened in another small dog in 2015. A Chihuahua was vaccinated with
Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac L4 and collapsed after 1-2 minutes. Treatment with glucose infusion. Vets
assessment: vet was unsure if an anaphylactic reaction happened or if the dog collapsed because of
stress/hypoglycaemia. No further information is available, the case happened about one year ago.
Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O (01/01/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
01/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(01/01/2015-01/01/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2016-AT-00144

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

19/12/2016

02/02/2017

1

1

0 20/12/2016 Not Known

SAR: One puppy (breed Bavarian mountain scenthound) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and other
Other
Nobivac vaccines (details not yet known, will be provided in FU) at approx. 19 Dec 2016 at an age of 11 Canine/dog
weeks. The same day the breeder gave away the puppy to the new owner. The next day (approx. 20
Dec 2016) the new owner recognized that the dog showed kind of convulsion in standing position, the
legs strongly extended and the head was moving back and forth. This condition lasted for approx. 10
seconds and was observed once or maximal twice a day. FU pending Note: according to vet this breed
shows a predisposition for convulsions when they are puppies. FU 2 Feb 2017: The owner started to
feed the animal very periodically and this has reduced the symptoms to a very rare frequency (almost
completely disappeared). No further diagnostic was performed. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,24,Unknown Unknown (19/12/2016- Unclassifiable/unassessa
19/12/2016)<BR><BR>
ble

Granuloma,Localised pain NOS (see Other
other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Necrotising steatitis,Abnormal
ultrasound finding

Anaphylactic-type reaction,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Weakness

Convulsion,Stiffness limb,Head
tremor

Not
Known

Not
Known

Other
Canine/dog

Other
Canine/dog

13 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(06/06/201606/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(06/06/2016-06/06/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC BBPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once B - Possible
(12/07/201612/07/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
SHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(12/07/201612/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (12/07/201612/07/2016)<BR><BR>

6.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(12/07/201612/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(12/07/2016-12/07/2016)<BR><BR>

2.2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1
B - Possible
dose (27/07/201627/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1 dose
(27/07/2016-27/07/2016)<BR><BR>

0.64 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
O(21/10/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa
21/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(21/10/2016-21/10/2016)<BR><BR>

21.3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(27/09/201627/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (27/09/201627/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (27/09/201627/09/2016)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2017-AT-00003

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

27/12/2016

03/01/2017

1

1

0 27/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin'),Reddening of the
<BR><BR><BR>< skin,Dyspnoea
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: A 7-year-old pug was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac T and Nobivac L4 on 27 Dec 2016. Pug
It's vaccination history is unknown, but it never showed an adverse reaction after vaccination before.
20 minutes after this vaccination the owner presented the dog to the vet again with high grade facial
swelling, reddening of the skin and a very mild dyspnoea. Treatment with Prednisolone and
Diphenhydramine and dog recovered soon. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV
Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1ML 120 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2017-AT-00018

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

15/02/2017

15/02/2017

1

1

0 15/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Respiratory signs,Swollen
R><BR><BR>Yes eye,Allergic pruritus

No Data

SAR: On 15 Feb 2017 one dog was vaccinated concurrently with Nobivac T and Nobivac L4. Approx. 1 Pug
hour later the dog started to show swollen eyes, head shaking (due to pruritus) and respiratory
problems. The dog was presented to the vet and due to brachycephaly the vet treated the dog with
prednisolone. The next day the dog had completely recovered. Case closed. Note: Case linked to 2017AT-00017 and 2017-AT-00019 [Reason for use for product: Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV
Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1ML 120 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2017-AT-00034

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

07/03/2017

09/03/2017

1

1

0 07/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction: On 7 Mar 17 one dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHP, Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac T (unknown if simultaneously or concurrently). The dog was very anxious and fidget during
vaccination, so intramuscular injection cannot be excluded. A few minutes after vaccination the dog
vomited and got very quiet. The vet treated the dog subcutaneously with infusion and cortisone.
Despite of that the dog started to show lateral recumbency and pale mucous membranes, so
intravenous infusion was given. The dog started to improve and was sent home. After 30 minutes the
dog was presented again (with visibly improvement, eating and drinking) but showed reddening and
swelling of the flews and eyes. Until the next day the dog had completely recovered. Attending vet's
level of suspicion is probable = A. Note: the dog already showed SAR after vaccination one year
before, entered in linked case 2017-AT-00033. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1ML 120 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2017-AT-00061

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

01/04/2017

05/04/2017

1

1

0 01/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Panting,Face and neck swelling (see No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes also 'Skin'),Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Pruritus

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2017-AT-00118

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

17/05/2017

19/12/2017

8

1

1 26/05/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Unsteady gait,Vocalisation,Seizure Other
R><BR><BR>No NOS,Death by euthanasia,Foaming
at the mouth

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2017-AT-00148

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

21/04/2017

25/07/2017

1

1

1 28/04/2017 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2017-AT-00175

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

14/09/2017

18/09/2017

1

1

0 14/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tiredness,Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: On 14 Sep 2017 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously, and
Nobivac T concurrently. Approx 15 minutes after the vaccination the dog showed a strong facial
swelling including mouth and cheeks. The dog received veterinary treatment with a Cortisone and
Calcium. Over night the swellings subsided and after being a little tired the next morning the dog had
completely recovered. Previous vaccinations had been tolerated well (unknown products).The vets
suspicion is possible. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T
10X1ML 120 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Shetland
Sheepdog

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2017-AT-00180

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

09/10/2017

10/10/2017

1

1

0 09/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swelling NOS,Anaphylactic-type
R><BR><BR>Yes reaction

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: On 09 Oct 17 approx at 8 p.m.1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi
and Nobivac L4 simultaneously for the first time. At approx 11 p.m. the dog was presented to a vet
clinic. (exact reaction and temporal relation are unknown, because the attending vet was only
informed by the owner on the next day). Reporting vet suspects an anaphylactic reaction, since the
owner reported that the dog was all swollen. Kind of treatment in the vet clinic is unknown. The next
day (10 Oct) the dog had recovered. Attending vet's level of suspicion is possible = B. Note: Previous
vaccination(s) had been performed with non-company vaccines. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

French Bulldog

Behavioural disorder NOS,Pale
mucous membrane,Lateral
recumbency,Facial swelling (see
also 'Skin'),Reddening of the
skin,Vomiting

Thrombocytopenia,Profuse
No Data
bleeding,Epistaxis,Death by
euthanasia,Weakness,Increased
percentage
reticulocytes,Apathy,Mucosa
petechiae,Localised oedema (not
application
site),Hypoalbuminaemia,Petechiae
NOS,Regenerative anaemia

Maltese

Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (Chihuahua, about 2 years old) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI Chihuahua
and Nobivac L4 in April 2017. One hour post vaccination the dog came back as emergency case with
anaphylactic signs: strong swelling of the head/neck, general pruritus and panting. Successful
treatment with Cortisone. Further information: Owner reported, that the dog did show an anaphylactic
reaction with vomitus one year ago, but other vaccine. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: A vet reported that she vaccinated about 8 German Pinschers (born 27.3.2017) with Nobivac
German
SHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 17 May 2017 (7.5 weeks old; ELU: treatment program, dogs too young). 9
Pinscher
days post vaccination (26 May 17) one of the dogs showed unsteady gait, foaming, seizures,
vocalization and had been euthanized in a neighbor vet clinic on the same day. The dog was forwarded
to autopsy and intensive investigation will be performed. Note: The vet reported that she noticed
about 2-5 other German Pinscher puppies in former times, which showed similar signs after
vaccination, only after the first vaccination, never after a re-vaccination (no case details available,
unknown product). Vet presumed that there are interferences with maternal antibodies. FUP pending.
FU from 19 Dec 2017: The vet practice was contacted several times, however, the initially reporting vet
does not work there any more and the other vet cannot remember the case. Therefore, no more
information was received. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: One dog was vaccinated twice with Nobivac L4 in Jun 2017. Two weeks after vaccination the dog German
showed bleedings, petechiae and thrombocytopenia. FU expected. FU 25 Jul 2017: One dog vaccinated Shepherd Dog
with Nobivac L4 on 21 Apr and 18 May 2017. Since middle/end of April (approx. 7-10 days after first
vaccination) the dog showed weakness, apathy, petechiae on the tongue, gum bleeding and epistaxis.
CT of the skull and thorax was performed without abnormalities. The dog was treated with antibiotics
and Dentisept. On 22 Jun 2017 the dog additionally received cortisone. On 27 Jun the dog was
presented to vet clinic. Examinations: Hemogram, blood chemistry, travel profile and ultrasound of
the abdomen. Results: high grade thrombocytopenia (22 Jun: 50 K/microliter (reference: 175-500), high
grade bleeding induced regenerative anaemia (result 22 Jun: reticulocytes 235.2 K/micro liter
(reference range 10.0-110.0), high grade bleeding in gastrointestinal tract and subdermis (peri
articular); travel disease tested negative (E. canis, Lyme disease, heart worms). Treatment: blood
transfusion, Prednisolone 2 mg/kg initial bid after two days sid, Cyclosporin 5mg/kg sid. Hematocrit
increased by 10 percent and dog was able to keep it stable, but still bleeding was observed. So
Vincristine was applied for increase of thrombocytes release. Unfortunately the health condition of
the dog worsened (high grade hypoalbuminemia (massive peripheral edema), further bleedings, no
increase of amount of thrombocytes). The vet clinic recommended the euthanasia (no exact date
known, so approx. 7 Jul was chosen for case entry). [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: unknown antibiotics Reason: Unknown Generic: Brand: cortisone Reason: Unknown
Generic: Brand: Dentisept Reason: Unknown Generic: Brand: Prednisolone Reason: Unknown
Generic: Brand: Cyclosporin Reason: Unknown Generic: Brand: Vincristine Reason: increa... Reason
for use truncated. [State of health: Unknown]

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(27/12/201627/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (27/12/201627/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (27/12/201627/12/2016)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (15/02/201715/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (15/02/201715/02/2017)<BR><BR>

3.5 NOBIVAC SHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once B - Possible
(07/03/201707/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (07/03/201707/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(07/03/2017-07/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (01/04/201701/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (01/04/201701/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(17/05/201717/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (17/05/201717/05/2017)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

24 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 O Animal (27 Day(s) 21/04/2017Unclassifiable/unassessa
18/05/2017)<BR><BR>
ble

7.2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(14/09/201714/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (1 Day(s)
14/09/201714/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (14/09/201714/09/2017)<BR><BR>
10-Dec Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(09/10/201709/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(09/10/2017-09/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2017-AT-00183

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

06/10/2017

18/10/2017

1

1

0 06/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylactic shock
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2017-AT-00184

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

01/03/2017

18/10/2017

1

1

0 01/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-MERCKMSD-2017-AT-00196

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

1.4 Year(s)

03/11/2017

22/11/2017

1

1

0 03/11/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>No, 'Skin'),Itching,Tiredness
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

AUT-ZZELANCO-AT2016_000014

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

11/04/2016

09/11/2016

1

1

0 13/04/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Leucopenia,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,No Not
t drinking,Lack of efficacy,Not
Known
eating,Abnormal test
result,Sickness,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hyperglycaemia

NOBIVAC L4

BE-FAGG-DVV-N2015-133

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

1.83 Year(s)

01/03/2015

21/05/2015

1

1

0 01/04/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Pancytopenia,Petechiae
NOS,Dull,Anaemia NOS,Blood and
lymphatic system disorder
NOS,Leucopenia,Heart
murmur,Digestive tract disorder
NOS,Vomiting,Decreased
appetite,Hyperthermia,Chewing oral cavity disorder (see also
'Pruritus'),Swallowing
difficult,Swollen lymph node,Bone
marrow disorder NOS,Ecchymosis

NOBIVAC L4

BE-FAGG-DVV-N2016-151

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

09/02/2016

26/05/2016

1

1

09/02/2016 Not
Pruritus,Pain NOS
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Poison Center - Call from a veterinarian on a dog with tearfulness ( pain NOS) and pruritus after IM Not Applicable Not
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 .The delay mentioned between the incident and the phone call
Known
(09/02/2016) was 12 hours. A follow up is expected. On 6 JULY 2016 -No follow up was received. Case
closed

NOBIVAC L4

BE-FAGG-DVV-N2017-058

Belgium

Human

Human

Not Known

14/12/2016

01/02/2017

1

1

0 14/12/2016 Not
Injection site oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Poison Center - Public call on a woman with injection site oedema after SC of NOBIVAC DHPPI and
NOBIVAC L4. No delay between the incident and the phone call (14/12/2016). Additional information
from Poison Center: the owner had injected himself. Local swelling Case closed.

Facial swelling (see also
No Data
'Skin'),Circulatory collapse (see also
'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Vomiting

Other

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac T simultaneously
French Bulldog
(ELU: simultaneous use) and Nobivac L4 concurrently on 06 Oct 17 by the reporting vet. Thereafter, the
dog showed symptoms of an anaphylactic shock which was seen and treated with a high dose
Cortisone injection by another vet. The dog recovered approx. the same day. Previous vaccination with
Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac Lepto on 19 Oct 16 and Nobivac T and Nobivac L4 on 14 Nov 16 was
tolerated well. Attending vet's level of suspicion is probable = A. Note: case linked to 2017-AT-00184
(same practice, same vaccines). Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 10X1ML 120 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac T simultaneously
(ELU: simultaneous use) and Nobivac L4 concurrently in Mar 17. Thereafter, on the day of vaccination
(exact time to onset symptoms unknown) the dog started vomiting and was close to a collapse (almost
unconscious). The vet injected high dose Cortisone and the dog recovered but his face was still
swollen. The swelling disappeared on the same day but the vet doesn't know when exactly. Attending
vet's level of suspicion is probable = A. Note: Previous vaccination in this combination was tolerated
well. The case is linked to 2017-AT-00183 (same practice, same vaccines). Case closed. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1ML 120 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: On 03 Nov 2017 the vet vaccinated the dog with Nobivac T, Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
simultaneously mixed in one syringe (extra-label use: simultaneous use of all three vaccines). As soon
as the owner arrived at home they called the vet and reported that the dog vomited and was very
tired. Later the dog showed strong itchiness and the face was heavily swollen. The vet treated the dog
with Cortisone and the dog recovered right away. No further information expected. Note: This case is
linked to periodic case 2017-AT-00195 (cluster of reports from same vet). [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1ML 120 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
Case received from national authority: On 11-Apr-16 the owner went with his/her bitch to the
attending vet for booster vaccination and deworming. The dog was vaccinated again with Nobivac L4 +
Nobivac SHPPi. The vet gave two Milbemax tablets for 5 kg dogs and advised that the tablets should be
administered to the dog in the evening. The dog was treated with Milbemax in the evening of the 11Apr. On 13-Apr in the morning the first signs of sickness and vomiting occurred. In the evening the dog
showed diarrhea (partly also mucous) and did not want to eat and drink. The dog received a solution of
water, sugar and salt. After a short recovery the dog got worse again and therefore the dog went to
clinic in the morning of the 16-Apr. Diagnosis: AST and GPT increased, white blood cells decreased,
glucose increased. A serological quick test for Parvovirosis was positive. Therefore, the diagnosis of
the vet was suspicion of parvovirosis, but toxication and AE due to a VMP was not excluded. The dog
went to quarantine. The responsible person of the quarantine station confirmed that the Parvo quicktest could be false-positive after a vaccination. The breeder told the owner that she saw exact the
same signs in another dog (it is unknown if this AE was reported). After research in the internet the
owner found similar reports in other cases/breeds. The owner attached the following report from the
internet from 21-Aug-09 (reported in separate case): Translation of the internet report: two Yorkshire
terrier received Milbemax because suspicion of worms. Both dogs were fine before deworming.
Shortly after administration of the tablets, one of the dogs (female) collapsed. The dog vomited and
was completely apathic. The dog didn`t eat and drink. The dog was dehydrated and got an infusion.
The dog also had fever (40 degrees). One day later the dog had hypothermia. The attending vet doesn`t
think that there is a causality between product administration and the signs. Also the other dog (male)
is behaving strange. He seems to have pain at the after. Source:
http://www.gesundehunde.com/forum/archive/index.php/t-134943.html Follow up 09 Nov 16: The
case was reported to MAH as follows on 17 Apr 2016. Missing patient/product details as well as RfA
added and narrative incorporated: Suspected lack of expected efficacy: One dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac L4, simultaneously on 11 Apr 16. In the evening of the same day, the dog
received 2 tablets of Milbemax 5kg from its owner. In the morning of 13 Apr 16 the dog showed
nausea and vomiting. In addition the dog showed watery, partly mucous diarrhea as well as refusal to
drink or eat in the evening of the same day. The dog received treatment in form of a water/salt and
sugarimported
solution,from
to increase
hydration.
short Several
time of VeDDRA
improvement
condition
the dog
SAR
BE authority
on 21After
May a2015.
codesthe
added
End ofof
March,
the dog

French Bulldog

Beagle

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

Other
had problems swallowing and shewing. April 1, the vet thought that an ear infection was the cause and Canine/dog
treatment with antibiotics was given during 10 days. After these 10 days, the vet was consulted again
and the idea was that the inflammation of the ear was caused by problems in the throat since the
submandibular lymph nodes were swollen. Gentamycin and prednisolone were administered and
tablets were given to continue treatment during 3 dyas. After a short improvement in the morning, the
situation worsened. One day later, a urine sample was collected and inflammation cells were detected.
Urination was normal. A few days later, gentamycin and prednisolone were repeated. That day,
abnormal faeces were noted, first part black and hard, the second part normal with mucus. On 21/04
the vet was consulted again and the dog showed a temperature between 40 and 41°C. Blood analysis
showed anemia (HCT 17), leucopenia, eosinopenia, lymfocytosis, increased ALT, 2x higher ALF, slightly
increased ureum and mild hypocalcemia. During one month the dog showed less appetite and is dull.
The weekend before the dog vomited. Occasionally the dog drinks from puddles, buth does not swim in
open water. The owner grows fruit and it is not excluded that the dog might have had contact with
chemicals. In March the owner had worked with round-up and kept the dog in house that night. No
history of going abroad, last vaccination was 2 weeks before the beginning of the signs. Deworming
OK, no ticks, no prevention of ticks administered. The dog was sterelised when puppy. 21/04: temp.
39,1°C, condition score 4/9, systolic murmur 2/6, dark brown faeces, 22/04: systolic murmur 2/6,
echymosis caudoventral, 24/04: 39,6°C, 26/04: mild murmur 1/6 ao/mi, 39,2°C, 27/04: systolic murmur
L 1/6, echocardio: trivial mitralis reg, 30/04 and 1/05: 2 petechiae, RX 21/04: no major abnormalities,
bone marrow puncture: hypoplasia, cause could not be determined, treatment: ronaxan 100 mg,
xeden 50 mg, prednisolone 5 mg/20 mg, imuran mitis 25. Prognosis is guarded, dog was stable and sent
home, treatment should be continued for 2 weeks. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: DHP
LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Unknown. Generic: Brand: PNEUMODOG Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]

Human

7.4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(06/10/201706/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(06/10/201706/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(06/10/2017-06/10/2017)<BR><BR>

14.8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(01/03/201701/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(01/03/201701/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(01/03/2017-01/03/2017)<BR><BR>

13.65 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(03/11/201703/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (03/11/201703/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (03/11/201703/11/2017)<BR><BR>
7 Drontal Plus Tablets - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal (5
Week(s) 01/02/201607/03/2016)<BR><BR>Milbemax
Tablet Dog 2.5 mg - 2,N/A,N/A
,24,once (1 Day(s) 11/04/201611/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,once (11/04/201611/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(11/04/2016-11/04/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

13.1 NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 O1 - Inconclusive
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(01/03/201501/03/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown (01/03/201501/03/2015)<BR><BR>PNEUMODO
G - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(01/03/2015-01/03/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (09/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (09/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
NOBIVAC DHPPI ,,,,<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 ,,,,<BR><BR>

OAssociation in time , possible signs and too succinct
Unclassifiable/unassessa information to can draw an appropriate conclusion
ble

No assessment
performed

Association in time , Off label use, sign is compatible
after self injection. Two products were used

NOBIVAC L4

BE-FAGG-DVV-N2017-212

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

07/03/2017

12/05/2017

1

1

07/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Pale mucous membrane,Low blood Not
pressure,Loss of
Known
consciousness,Weakness,Anaphyla
ctic shock,Apathy,Prolonged
capillary refill time,Decubitus,Weak
pulse

NOBIVAC L4

BE-FAGG-DVV-N2017-318

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2017

25/07/2017

1

1

0 01/05/2017 Not Known

Hind limb paralysis,Anorexia

NOBIVAC L4

BE-FAGG-DVV-N2017-394

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

28/08/2017

20/09/2017

1

1

1 29/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Groaning,Lameness,Death,Anorexia No Data
,Lumbar pain,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Fever,Skin
haematoma,Prostration

NOBIVAC L4

BE-FAGG-DVV-N2017-565

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

17/05/2016

15/01/2018

1

1

1 02/04/2016 Not
Seizure NOS,Death,Neurological
Known,<BR><BR symptoms NOS,Status epilepticus
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Other

Case received from NCA. Form from an owner received on 24/11/2017 on a dog ( born on
Belgian
10/02/2016) after vaccination with Nobivac L4 . First injection of Nobivac L4 on 25/03/2017 (lot
Shepherd Dog number: A041AO1) and the second injection on 17/05/2017 ( lot number: A042A01). Neurological
Tervueren
disorders (further to the first injection) evolving into the epilepsy of great evil (status epilepticus) since
04/06/216 after the second injection. Crises of +/- 2 minutes, at the rate of several a month (1-20) and
these during 19 months. The dog is dead.Other tests: blood test: normal- brain scan: normal-Analysis
of cerebrospinal fluid: normal-magnetic Bioresonance .Treatment:Phenoleptil high dose, essay of
crisax, homeopathy, acupuncture. Follow up on 29/11/2017, the death of the animal on 3/11/2017
following to several crises. The dog Pepsi was a Belgian Shepherd Tervueren , female - 16kg;
Treatment : Phenoleptil: 200mg per day in two administrations during August 2016 in November 2017
and Crisax 4 tablets per day from June 2016 till August 2016. 15JAN2018 Clarification received from
the NCA. Vaccination dates of Nobivac L4: 25MAR2016 and 17MAY2016. (Not 2017) This was already
corrected in the product screen before. 2nd clarification: Phenoleptil and Crisax are to be registered as
concomitant because NCA informed us they did not not receive information concerning the frequency
of the crisis and on the use of Phenoleptil. A request has been sent to the veterinarian by the NCA, but
no response was received . Event narrative and product screen updated. No additional information
awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Phenoleptil Reason: Epilepsy
Generic: Brand: Crisax Reason: Epilepsy] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

BE-FAGG-DVV-N2017-586

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

24/11/2017

05/12/2017

1

1

0 24/11/2017 Not
Angioedema,Urticaria,Pruritus
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Case received from NCA. Form from a veterinarian received on 29/11/2017 on a dog (French bulldog - French Bulldog
male-14,8 kg-4 years) after vaccination with Nobivac L4 (batch a074a02) administered SC in the flank.
Within one hour after administration the dog showed urticaria and angioedema in the region of the
injection and severe pruritus in the flank and the head. The signs lasted for 16 h. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: Brand: Suprelorin Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2013-BE-00151

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

19/10/2013

18/11/2013

1

1

1 19/10/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Gastroenteritis,Vomiting, Other
R><BR><BR>No Icterus,Anuria,Renal disorder
NOS,Death by euthanasia,Appetite
loss,Ascites,Acute renal
failure,General illness,Organ
petechiae,Liver degeneration

Suspected adverse reaction. Vomiting and diarrhoea was observed in a 14 week old pup 30 minutes
Shiba Inu
after vaccination with Vanguard DA2Pi-CPV and Nobivac L4 on 19 Oct 2013. 2 days later the dog was
presented to the vet clinic with loss of appetite and yellow membranes. The pup was kept in
observation with IV drip and amoxicillin. Diagnosis on 22 Oct 2013 acute renal failure (loss of vital
functions). No results from blood or urine analysis are available at this moment. The pup was
previously already vaccinated with a CPV and DHP vaccine (brand is unknown), and an allergic reaction
against these antigens is not suspected according to the attending vet. Further examination pending.
Follow-up 24 Oct 2013: Dog has been euthanised on 23 Oct 2013 because of blocked kidneys (no
urination in spite of infusion) and decline of general health status. The body has been sent for autopsy,
results pending. 15NOV2013 follow up autopsy report UGENT 2013 A 00662 Conclusion Katarrhale
gastro-enteritis, icterus, hepatomegaly + degeneration, Ascites, nefritis?, multiple petechiae CODA
2013/16462 Kidney, liver, urine PCR Lepto negative PCR Parvo pending? 18NOV2013 follow up
serology results L. icterohaemorrhagiae MAT 1/100 L. interrogans PCR pos (Scanelis) Most likely the
dog suffered from a pre-existing leptospirosis infection [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
Brand: Vanguard DA2Pi-CPV Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2013-BE-00167

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

28/10/2013

20/11/2013

1

1

0 30/10/2013 Not
Leucopenia,Haemorrhagic
Not
Known,<BR><BR diarrhoea,Enteritis,Vomiting,Fever, Known
><BR><BR><BR> Dehydration,Abnormal test result
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

2 days after vaccination with Nobivac L4 a pup presented with fever 39.1°C, vomiting, diarrhoea,
Staffordshire
dilated intestinal loops, 4 days after vaccination dehydration, slimy vomit, hemorrhagic diarrhoea.
Bull Terrier
Feces positive for CPV, white blood cell depletion, hospitalisation, infusion, antibiotics, primperan,
cerenia, virbagen. Kennel owner accuses vaccination with Nobivac L4. Kennel vet has no information
on serious health problems in kennel. Vaccinations in kennel: 21 Sep Primodog and 15 Oct Vanguard
DHPPi-CPV-Pneumodog. 28 Oct vaccination with Nobivac L4 and deworming. 20 Nov 2013: No more
information expected. Comments NCA: The use of vanguard DA2PI CPV instead vanguard DHPPI-CPV
had been confirmed by intervet [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: Brand: Primodog (Merial) Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: Brand: Vanguard DHPPi-CPV (Zoetis) Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health:
Good]

Not
Known

Form from a veterinarian received on 12/05/2017 on a dog ( Pug-male neutered -4 years -10,5 kg) after Pug
10.5
vaccination (SC) with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4. Time to onset reaction = 10 minutes .The dog
showed some apathy / weakness on the parking lot of the center. Mucous membranes whites / pulse
weak / low blood pressure +++/weakness +++/sternal decubitus / loss of consciousness / increased
capillary refill time+++: Treatment: dexamethasone IM ++IV O2: always not better; Adrenalin + drip.
Recovery in 3 - 4 hours. The dog had been vaccinated with Eurican CHPPI + Istolept +canigen cHP+l
without reaction. The assessment of veterinarian : the dog was healthy before : probably anaphylactic
shock.
Complaint received from an animal owner on an AE after administration of Nobivac L4: one week
Not Applicable Not
after vaccination the dog had no strenght in the hind legs, could not stand up or walk. A full blood
Known
examination was performed, scan of neck, back and hind legs, bone marrow puncture and ultrasound
of the abdomen. No indication of the paralysis was found. In the previous years the dog had received
the 'old' vaccine and never experienced problems. After 2 months and weekly fysiotherapy there is
improvement. The dog also showed anorexia. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Form from a vet received on 12/09/2017 on a dog ( Shih Tzu -male neutered- 7 ?) - 8,4 kg) after SC of Shih Tzu
8.4
Nobivac Pi( A048B01) and Nobivac L4 (A068A0) and ingestion of Simparica 20 mg (183865G) on
28/08/2017. Reason for treatment: prevention . On 31/08/2017 , the dog showed fever ( 40°4 ) ,
lumbar pain and lameness of the left hip (possibility whether it is the site of injection). At the time of
the death 18 hours later, the appearance of two subcutaneous bruises: 1 big lower on the flank and
the smaller one inside the left thigh Treatment: Injection of AINS Ketofen on the morning of
31/08/2017 but without effects according to the owner An autopsy had been performed. Follow up on
14/09/2017: age of the Case received from NCA. dog: 7 years . On 29/08/2017, the groomer found
choco rather calm and sensitive of the left hindquarters.Death at night at 3h: the day Choco remained
prostrate and painful despite the anti-inflammatory (31/08/2017). Presence of a subcutaneous
hematoma of the flank G low part = single lesion (no petechiae, no anemia). The veterinarian does not
exactly remember the site of injection but is generally higher (lumbar or neck?). Dog suspicious of food
or possible bait. The veterinarian decides to explore this hematoma from the inside: no abdominal
effusion or internal hematoma. Decision to send in official autopsy: DIC? arthritis. Result of the
necropsy from ULG:diagnosis: abdominal surgical wound of gaping laparotomy, subcutaneous
hematoma on left flank and left hind limb. Phone call on 19/09/2017 with the veterinarian : no blood
test was performed , the dog have received previously vaccine againts leptospirose and respiratory
disease without reactions. The dog showed anorexia, lethargy and groaning before the death (around
10:00 last night) ; 24/07/2017 treated by another veterinarian for seasonal pruritus with one injection
of Dexamedium and Apoquel. The treatment with Apoquel was ended before the administration of
the two vaccines and Simparica. 26 SEP 2017 Follow up (response to question) received from NCA. See
call note. Batch number adapted. Agreement for change Veddra code lethargy and for change RfA.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 130
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545
Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: SIMPARICA 20 mg Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Unknown]

NOBIVAC DHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (07/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (07/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Strong association in time and signs fit in the
pharmacological profile of the product. Two vaccines
were used .Therefore the case is assessed as B

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (01/01/201701/01/2017)<BR><BR>

OAwaiting further information. Analyses were
Unclassifiable/unassessa performed but no results were communicated.
ble

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (28/08/201728/08/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 130 - N/A,N/A,1
Days,24,Unknown 1 Days 1 Animal
(28/08/201728/08/2017)<BR><BR>SIMPARICA
20 mg - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(28/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Association in time. Lameness, fever, lumbar pain
could be post vaccine reactions, however, no blood
test was performed and the results of necropsy
remain inconclusive. Multiple drugs were used.

16 Crisax - 4,N/A,1 Days,24,4 Tablets 1 O Stress, excitation and medication in general may
Days 1 Animal (01/06/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa possibly trigger an epileptic seizure in epileptic animal.
01/08/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 ble
Epilepsy is more often seen in this dog breed
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Not applicable 1
Animal (17/05/201617/05/2016)<BR><BR>Phenoleptil 200,N/A,12 Hours,3,200 mg 12
Hours 1 Day (01/08/201603/11/2017)<BR><BR>

14.8 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (24/11/201724/11/2017)<BR><BR>Suprelorin N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

A - Probable

3 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(19/10/201319/10/2013)<BR><BR>Vanguard
DA2Pi-CPV - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (19/10/201319/10/2013)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N - Unlikely
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(28/10/201328/10/2013)<BR><BR>Primodog
(Merial) - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Once (15/09/201315/09/2013)<BR><BR>Vanguard
DA2Pi-CPV (Zoetis) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown (15/10/201315/10/2013)<BR><BR>

Associative connection in time and Adverse event fits
the pharmacological/toxicological profile of the
product and No other equally plausible explanation
and No indication of insufficient/unreliable
information.

Clinical symptoms, histological picture, positive
serology and PCR make it most likely that the dog
suffered from a Leptospirosis infection prior to
vaccination Even though the vomiting and diarrhoea
could be related to a hypersensitivity reaction post
vaccination,two vaccine were used so it is impossible
to distinguish the vaccine responsable for these signs.
PCR Parvo pending. Waiting additional information
.For the moment NCA asess as O1

clinical picture of CPV and positive identification make
it clear that dog was in incubation of CPV infection at
moment of vaccination with Nobivac L4

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00022

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

01/01/2014

21/01/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00061

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Year(s)

17/03/2014

05/05/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00063

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

01/04/2014

01/04/2014

2

2

0 01/04/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>No

Other

01 Apr 2014 a vet reports swelling of the head in 2 dogs after vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi and
Chihuahua
Nobivac L4. The 2 chihuahua puppies belonged to the same nest. Treatment: Corticosteroids. 2
puppies recovered. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 B - Possible
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (01/04/201401/04/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown (01/04/201401/04/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00098

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/05/2014

28/05/2014

1

1

1 01/05/2014 Not Known

Not
Known

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (01/05/201401/05/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00121

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

26/05/2014

27/05/2014

1

1

0 26/05/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Bloated,Lethargy (see also Central Other
R><BR><BR>No nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Anorexia,Vomiting,S
hock,Intestinal stasis

06 May 2014 Dog found dead after administration of Nobivac L4. According to owner dog died
following administration of Nobivac L4. Until now no other information available, follow-up is
expected. 28 MAY2014 Follow-up No more information received, case lost to follow-up. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction reported 27 MAY 2014 Dog sick after vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi and
Nobivac L4. Vaccinated on 26MAY2014; According to vet dog showed lethargy and vomiting after
vaccination. 27MAY2014 Dog has been hospitalised because of shock symptoms. Treatment:
corticosteroids and infusion. Until now no further information received. No information on concurrent
or simultaneous use. 03JUN2014 NEW INFORMATION From telephone call with vet colleague: Male
Labrador 5 years old. some time (not specified) after vaccination reported with belly ache, vomiting
and inability to pass faeces, no fever. Hospitalised on suspicion of leptospirosis,( but no specific
symptomatology), treated with IV drip, Rapidexon, Antibiotics. Dog sent home because not wanting to
eat in hospital. Day after again brought to vet practice with ileus, much intestinal gas. Surgery and
massage of intestines to remove gas (reason for surgery in view of vaccination SAR unclear) Primperan
to improve intestinal motility + painkillers. Day after dog was recovered No written PV report.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Once 1
Animal (26/05/201426/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Once 1 Animal
(26/05/2014-26/05/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00157

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

02/07/2014

04/07/2014

1

1

0 02/07/2014 Not
Lameness,Recumbency,Fever,Intest Not
Known,<BR><BR inal stasis,Apathy,Stiffness
Known
><BR><BR><BR> NOS,Urine abnormalities NOS
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

SAR 04 JUL 2014 Reaction in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac L4, DHP and BbPi. 03 JUL 2014 The
same day as vaccinated, dog shows fever (39,8 °C), is very lethargic and shows lameness at one site.
Treatment: NSAIDs and monitoring 04 JUL 2014 Fever has gone, dog is less lethargic and seems
improving; Until now no further information. 09 JUL 2014 follow-up: No information if Nobivac DHP
and Nobivac were mixed or not. Dog was vaccinated 02 JUL 2014. The day after dog lays down, no
urinating, no defaecation. Clinical examination: Fever: 39,8 °C, apathic. No other abnormalities.
Treatment: Metacam (NSAID) and Rimadyl tablets (NSAID) for 5 days. 04 JUL 2014 Owner notifies the
vet that the dog shows lameness at a hind leg and stiffness. T: 38,6°C. Clinically alert. No further
information. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130
Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

American
Bulldog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (02/07/201402/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHP 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Once 1 Animal (02/07/201402/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (02/07/201402/07/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00162

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

08/07/2014

11/08/2014

1

1

1 08/07/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Intestinal congestion,Pancreas
disorder,Dyspnoea,Death,Lateral
recumbency,Apathy,Liver disorder
NOS,Splenic neoplasm

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00174

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Month(s) 07/07/2014

28/07/2014

1

1

1 17/07/2014 Not Known

Digestive tract disorder NOS,Death Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00177

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

09/09/2014

1

1

0 30/07/2014 Yes

Polydipsia,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Lack
of efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hypokalemic
condition,Bilirubinuria

8 Jul 2014 a vet reported that a dog died shortly after vaccination with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP. 8
Jul 2014: 11 h: Dog vaccinated; general examination ok 12 h: Dog is more apathic and is recumbent.
General examination ok. 18 h: Owner calls that the dog is in agony, stays in lateral recumbency and
does not breathe anymore. 18 h15: Owner brought dead dog to the vet. General examination ok.
Further information is expected. 16JUL2014 Follow-up Results of autopsy communicated by vet:
Congestive, red aspect. Liver and pancreas doesn't seem well.Tumor of the spleen. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS
130 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
SAR: Rottweiler pup reported dead from leptospirosis 12 days after first vaccination with Nobivac L4
on 7 JUL 14. On 17 JUL 2014 pup reported with digestive symptoms and died within 2 days. No lesions
or diagnostic method reported. Pup suffered Canine Parvovirus infection 6 weeks before the
vaccination, which could have weakened the immune system. Vet asked if vaccine could have been the
origin of leptospirosis infection, and therefore reported this case as SAR. Follow-up 6 AUG 2014: PV
form received from vet, with only limited information since he was on holiday when the dog got sick
and died, and has no more information on the course of the disease, the diagnosis, possible treatments
or autopsy data. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Unknown]
SLEE 7AUG2014 Vet notifies dog with signs of Leptospirosis and positive serology for Leptospira
Australis although vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Dog received vaccination with Nobivac L4 on 06 Jun
2014 and 27 Jun 2014. Historically appropriately vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto. 30 Jul 2014 dog
comes to practice and shows lethargy, doesn't eat well and drinks a little bit more than usual. Blood
sample shows strong bilirubinuria, usg > 1050, strong hypokaliaemia, hyperchloraemia and mild
elevated liver values. Treatment: Symptomatic, infusion. Blood check for 3 days. Normalised the 3rd
day. Diagnostics: Serology titer positive for L.Australis 1:2000. Serovar not specified. Owners have a
pond in which the dog likes to jump. End of April dog has been treated with Doxycycline after a severe
tick infestation. 13 AUG 2014 Follow-up Veterinarian mentioned additionally that dog wasn't feeling
already some days before 30 Jul 2014. No additional information expected, case closed. 9 SEP 2014
Follow-up Results of combined sera received.Second serology titer positive for L. Australis 1:1000.
Serovar not specified. Dog is doing well. No further information. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

27/06/2014

0 01/01/2014 Yes

Hypersalivation,Convulsion

tetanic convulsions and excessive salivation 1 day after vaccination with Nobivac L4. No loss of
consciousness. Several crises lasting 30 seconds at intervals of 5 minutes. Treated with 1 vial valium
and cortisone (1mg/kg) After a few minutes the crises stopped and after 30 minutes the dog was
normal again. Dog in good health with no history of epilepsy Vaccine stored in fridge and injected
secundum artem. Other dogs vaccinated with the same batch and packaging did not present any
symptoms. Report first mailed to emailaddress: animal health communications USA on 21JAN and
transmitted to MSDAH Belgium on 22JAN2014 at 5:51pm. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Good]
0 25/03/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Impaired vision,Uveitis,Eye disorder Unauthori SAR. On 27 Mar 2014 vet notifies eye pathology and bumping against objects, swollen lymph nodes,
R><BR><BR>No, NOS (for photophobia see
sed
swollen spleen and blue discoloration of the groin area after vaccination with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
<BR><BR><BR>< 'neurological'),Spleen
dosage - PI. Dog was vaccinated 17 Mar 2014. 25 Mar 2014 dog bumps against every object and owners have
BR><BR>Not
hypertrophy,Eye
other
the impression the dog is blind. After examination vet sees blue line around the eye, contusions in the
Known
haemorrhage,Abnormal test
eye, swollen lymph nodes, swollen spleen and blue discoloration of the groin area. Blood sample was
result,Bruising,Swollen lymph node
taken, no indication for tumor. Fluid taken from lymph node. Results awaited. Together with the
vaccination vet gives along to the owner Contralac (Hormone, Metergoline) which he has to give to the
dog from 18 Mar 2014 for 4 days. Because of pseudopregnancy. Follow-up received from the agency
on 29/04/2014: 09 Apr 2014 Follow-up 25 Mar 2014: Uveitis was also diagnosed. At moment of
vaccination no swelling of lymph nodes, no bleeding in groin area. 28 Mar 2014: Swelling in abdominal
cavity? Result of punction biopsy of axillar lymhnode: Cytology suggestive for reactive lymphnode. 29
Mar 2014 Haematology: Strong elevation of D-dimers/AP304 02 Apr 2014 Haematology: Strong
elevation of D-dimers 08 Apr 2014 Haematology: Thrombocytes 111000/microliter(-), Protrombine
time: 13 (+) Further information expected. Follow-up received from the agency on 12/05/2014:
05MAY2014 Follow-up 14APR2014 Treatment: corticosteroids. Lymhnodes still swollen. Strong
elevation of D-dimers. Suspicious for tumor. 29APR2014 No additional information received. No more
information expected.

Found dead

No Data

Not
Known

No Data

Other
Canine/dog

Dutch Spitz Keeshond

Not
Known

10 CONTRALAC 2 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,0.5 Tablets BID (18/03/2014N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION FOR
DOGS - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml
(17/03/2014N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml (17/03/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

23 NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 1,N/A,N/A Years,24,1 Dose Once 1
Year(s) (08/07/201408/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A Years,24,1
Dose Once 1 Year(s) (08/07/201408/07/2014)<BR><BR>

Rottweiler

English
Springer
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 OWeak temporal association for an anaphylactic
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal Unclassifiable/unassessa reaction. Symptoms not specific for an anaphylactic
(01/01/2014-01/01/2014)<BR><BR> ble
reaction.

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose As needed 1
Animal (27/06/201427/06/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

ONo information on time range between vaccination
Unclassifiable/unassessa and reaction. No information on other symptoms or
ble
other products used, if any. Other underlying
pathologies not excluded. No necropsy was
performed
B - Possible
NCA agrees with MAH assessment

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

9 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N - Unlikely
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(07/07/2014-07/07/2014)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00196

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/08/2014

26/09/2014

1

1

1 01/08/2014 Not Known

Haemolytic anaemia,Pale mucous
membrane,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Death,Anorexia,Lack of
efficacy,Decubitus

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00217

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/08/2014

24/10/2014

1

1

1 01/09/2014 Not Known

Swollen lymph node,Neoplasia
NOS,Death by euthanasia

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00218

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/08/2014

24/10/2014

1

1

0 01/09/2014 Not Known

Swollen lymph node,Neoplasia NOS Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00221

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

10.5 Year(s)

18/08/2014

01/10/2014

1

1

0 17/09/2014 Not Known

Lymphoma,Dysuria,Swollen lymph
node,Tiredness,NT - tumour (NOS)

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown As
needed 1 Animal (01/08/201401/08/2014)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Jack Russell
Terrier

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (01/08/201401/08/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (01/08/201401/08/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

SAR. 17 Sep 2014 Vet reported lymphoma in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac L4. Dog received
Border Collie
first vaccination end of July. Booster vaccination has been given 18 Aug 2014. Dog was ok but showed
swelling of the teats at moment of vaccination. 17 Sep 2014 Dog shows swelling of the lymph nodes.
No further information available until now. 26 Sep 2014 Follow-up information received. According to
vet, dog showed no fever. Dog is very easily tired, shows dysuria and lays down quickly while walking.
All lymphnodes were very strongly swollen. They felt hard and not warmer than other parts of the
body. No additional research or diagnostics performed. Treatment: Corticosteroids (Prednisolone)
since acute strong swelling of the lymph nodes. Additionall information has been requested. 1 Oct
2014 Follow-up information received: At palpation: no swelling of lymphnodes anymore but a mass
was felt in the abdomen. RX abdomen: mass at the spleen/thorax; swollen lymph nodes in the ventral
part of the thorax + tracheal dorsal displacement. Suspected of spleen tumor. No further information
expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown As
needed 1 Animal (18/08/201418/08/2014)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00237

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

9.9 Year(s)

04/07/2014

14/11/2014

1

1

0 20/07/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Muscle wasting,Reduced
Not
reflexes,Quadriplegia,Paralysis,Peri Known
pheral
neuropathy,Spondylosis,Polyradicul
oneuritis

SAR. Reported on 1 Oct 2014: Dog shows paralysis at 4 legs, 2-3 weeks after vaccination with Nobivac Labrador
DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac BbPi. On 4 Jul 2014 dog has been vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac Retriever
L4 and Nobivac BbPi. 2 to 3 weeks later dog shows acute paralysis at 4 legs during his stay in a pension.
At university of Ghent diagnosis of polyneuropathy has been established (synaptical problem).
Treatment: medication (not specified) and hydrotherapy. Dog is improving at this moment. Follow-up
information is expected. Follow-up 20 OCT 2014 Clinical examination 21JUL2014 at university clinic
Differential diagnosis idiopathic polyradiculoneuritis: Infectious: toxoplasma, neospora, viral, bacterial;
Neoplastic: paraneaneoplastic, Metabolic: hypo T4; Immunemediated? Electromyography:
spontaneous activity on 4 legmuscles. Radiography: Soft tissue opacity overlying dorsal aspect of
trachea at thoracic inlet (Q neoplasia?); severe vertebral spondylosis T3-T7 Parasitology: Toxoplasma
IgM neg, IgG pos; Neospora: IgM neg, IgG neg. Thyroid: T4 canine 1.6µg/dl (0.5-3.4) Follow up
examination dd 12SEP2014 Improvement slow, stands on hind- and forlegs, makes steps; reflexes weak
No more information expected Case closed [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (04/07/201404/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHP 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Once 1 Animal (04/07/201404/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (04/07/201404/07/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Weak association in time . Etiology of polyneuropathy
unknown (Viral, bacteria........ ) Several vaccines were
used .Relation to the product cannot be excluded but
underlying pathology cannot be excluded, either

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00275

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

26/09/2014

18/12/2014

1

1

1 19/10/2014 Not Known

Anaemia NOS,Haemorrhagic
Not
diarrhoea,Death,Hypothermia,NT - Known
intestinal intussusception

3 Nov 2014 report was received of dog showing haemorrhagic diarrhoea after vaccination with
Other
Nobivac L4. 26 Sep 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. 19 Oct 2014 Dog showed
Canine/dog
haemorrhagic diarrhoea, hypothermia, anaemia. Treatment: hospitalisation, perfusion and antibiotics.
22 Oct 2014 Dog died due to intestinal involution. Puppy belongs to the same nest as case 2014-BE00276. No more information expected, case closed. 18 Dec 2014 Follow-up information 10 Nov 2014:
Results of autopsy: Generalised icterus, suspicious for Leptospirosis. 18 Dec 2014 Results of PCR:
Negative for Leptospirosis. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N - Unlikely
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(26/09/2014-26/09/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00295

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

13/11/2014

15/12/2014

1

1

1 16/11/2014 Yes

Haemoglobinuria,Elevated
No Data
cholesterol (total),Abnormal test
result,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Death,Tachypnoea,I
cterus,Vomiting,Neutrophilia,Lymp
hopenia,Thrombocytopenia,Anaem
ia NOS,Electrolyte
disorder,Bilirubinuria,Hypoglycaemi
a

SAR 20 NOV 2014 Vet notifies reaction 3 days after administration of Nobivac L4, no other vaccine
German Spitz associated. 13 NOV 2014 Dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (2nd time). 16 NOV 2014 Dog shows
Pomeranian
vomiting, severe bilirubinuria and haemoglubinuria, lethargy, tachypnoe.Treatment: Infusion
(Hartmann); Coricosteroids (Dexamethasone IV (0.25mg/kgq24h); heparine (500IU/kgSC q8h); Antiemetic (Metoclopramide; 0.25mg/kg IV q 8h) 19 NOV 2014 No reaction on treatment. Icterus and
death. (According to vet suspected of pulmonary embolism). Results of blood analysis17 NOV 2014:
Neutrophils, ureum, GOT, GPT, Bilirubine, AP, Cholesterol: High. Erythrocytes, lymfocytes,
haemoglobine, haematocrite, thrombocytes, glucose, beta-globulines, Natrium, Kalium: Low.
According to vet, suspected diagnosis is immune mediated haemolytical anaemia. Further lab
examination pending. Results are awaited. Last year dog also reacted to vaccination (brand not
specified) with fever (39°C), lethargy and vomiting. Dog recovered after treatment. 10 Dec 2014 Followup information added: 1 Dec 2014: Lab results: Haemoglobine: 7.7mmol/L (8.5-12.0) Haematocrite:
394.0 ml/L (420-540) Thrombocytes: 98 (200-400) Blood parasites: negative for Babesia. Direct
Coombs test: positive. Negative for: Borrelia, Anaplasma, Ehrlichia, Dirofilaria., ANA-test: negative. 4
Dec 2014: Additional information received from veterinarian: the first vaccination (one year ago) was
also with Nobivac L4 in combination with a vaccin against parvo, distemper and hepatitis. (Trivirovax).
See linked case 2014-BE-00309. 15 Dec 2014: Leptospirosis: MAT 1/100 for L.Ballum. No PCR on blood
possilbe. No additional information awaited, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

6.8 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Twice 1
Animal (13/11/201413/11/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00301

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

02/10/2014

31/12/2014

1

1

0 02/10/2014 Not
Anxiety,Behavioural disorder
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Restlessness,Nervous system
><BR><BR><BR> disorder NOS
Not Known

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00301: 30 Nov 2014 Veterinarian notifies reaction in a dog a couple of hours Other
after vaccination with Nboivac L4 and Pneumodog. 2 Oct 2014 Dog was vaccinated for the first time
Canine/dog
with Nobivac L4, and Pneumodog. Concurrent or mixed use unknown. A couple of hours after
vaccination dog shows psychomotoric complaints: restlessness, he seems biting to imaginary flies "fly
snapping", nervosity, anxiety. No treatment, situation went better after a few weeks but dog didn't
fully recover. According to owners dog is still more restless and behaves different than before. 30 Oct
2014 Dog was revaccinated with only Nobivac L4 (See case:2014BE00303 ). [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB; Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545; Reason:
Vaccination. Generic: Brand: Pneumodog Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]; HR
update 31 JAN 2014: reformatting - no other changes except for a coding and assesment. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Unknown. Generic: PNEUMODOG Brand: PNEUMODOG Reason: Routine vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

43 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(02/10/201402/10/2014)<BR><BR>PNEUMODO
G - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (02/10/201402/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Not
Known

SAR SLEE Dog was first vaccinated. age unknown, on 16 Jun 2014 Dog was then vaccinated with
Nobivac L4 in Aug 2014 (date unknown), he was more quite prior to vaccination than the first time, but
nothing abnormal was found on clinical examination. 4 to 5 days later: dog eating less, no diarrhoea,
no vomiting. 2 Days later dog has to go to the pension. There he shows haemorrhagic diarrhoea, he
lays down and shows anorexia. Blood examination: pale, haemolytic anaemia, elevated kidney values
(no further information). Treatment: blood transfusion. Dog died during perfusion. Owner refuses
autopsy. Follow-up 26SEP2014 No more information expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
12 September 2014 Dog developed cancer of the lymph nodes a couple of weeks after vaccination. A
couple of weeks after vaccination with Nobivac L4 (first time) dog shows swollen lymph nodes. After
further examination cancer of the lymph nodes was diagnosed. No further specification. Dog has been
euthanised. Dog was being vaccinated before with Nobivac L2 and DHP. A second dog (independent
from the first one) showed same symptoms but wasn't euthanised. See linked case: 2014-BE-00218 24
OCT 2014 Follow-up: No additional information received. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]
12 September 2014 Dog developed cancer of the lymph nodes a couple of weeks after vaccination. A
couple of weeks after vaccination with Nobivac L4 (first time) dog shows swollen lymph nodes. After
further examination cancer of the lymph nodes was diagnosed. No further specification. Dog still alive.
No further information A second dog (independent from the first one) showed same symptoms and
was euthanised. See linked case:2014-BE-00217 24 Oct 2014 Follow-up: No additional information
received. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Association in time .Two products were used and rechallenge + for Nobivac L4

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00303

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

30/10/2014

15/12/2014

1

1

0 30/10/2014 Not Known

Anxiety,Restlessness,Nervous
system disorder NOS

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00310

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

29/11/2014

03/12/2014

1

1

0 29/11/2014 Not Known

Anorexia,Shivering,Hypoglycaemia, Not
Pseudopregnancy behaviour
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00314

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

12 - 12
Year(s)

25/10/2014

08/12/2014

1

1

0 18/11/2014 Not Known

Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Fever,Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test result,Blood
in urine,Urine abnormalities
NOS,Proteinuria,Haematuria,Bilirub
inuria

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2014-BE-00320

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

13/12/2014

14/12/2014

1

1

1 14/12/2014 Not Known

Death

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00012

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

24/11/2014

12/01/2015

1

1

0 24/11/2014 Not Known

Pyelonephritis,Ovarian
Not
cyst,Fever,Lack of efficacy,Oedema Known
of the extremities (see also other
SOCs for most applicable
oedema),Swollen lymph
node,Abnormal test
result,Interstitial
nephritis,Glomerulonephritis,Recu
mbency,Joint pain,Liver disorder
NOS

SAR 24 NOV 2014 Dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Dog suffered already of some pain at right hind
American
knee. Treatment: Rimadyl (Carprofen) Dog became better. 05 DEC 2014 Blood analysis: Leucocytes
Bulldog
26.5 (6-12) Neutrofils 82.4% (50-63) AP 112(10-50) 06 DEC 2014 Dog couldn't stand up. He showed
generalised oedema on front and hind legs. T°C: 40.4. Radiographic examination of the knees:
negative. Dog was redirected to the Faculty of Veterinary Medecine Merelbeke. Anamnesis: T°C: 38.9.
Local swollen lymphnodes left: Popliteus. Dog only stands up after stimulation. Inflammatory oedema
on the 4 legs. No swelling of the joints. Radiographic examination: Mild diffuse pulmonary changes. 07
DEC 2014 Bilateral changes of the kidneys: pyelonephritis, glomerulonephritis, interstitial nephritis.
Hypoechogenicity of the liver: leptospirosis should be included in the differential diagnosis (suggesting
acute hepatitis). Right ovarian cysts/follicles. Diagnosis: Fever, inflammatory oedema at the 4 legs
(suspicious of vasculitis. Pyelonefritis as underlying cause? Treatment: Tramadol (painkiller opioid) and
antibiotics (Baytril + Amoxyclav) 08 DEC 2014 Leptospirosis: antibody titers: L.Canicola: 1/1000 L.
Grippotyphosa: 1/500 L. Australis: 1/100 L.Icterohaemorrhagiae: 1/100 22 DEC 2014 Urine analysis:
negative for pathogenic bacteria. Proteine/creatinine ratio: 1,54 (<0,5) No other abnormalities.
Treatment: antibiotics Doxycycline for at least 14days. 12 JAN 2015 Leptospirosis: antibody titers:
L.Canicola: 1/500 L. Grippotyphosa: 1/2000 L. Australis: 1/1000 L.Icterohaemorrhagiae: 1/300
Joints still painfull. 13 JAN 2015 Joints still painfull. Dog goes to orthopedics and receives
corticosteroids. No additional information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Fair]

35 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N - Unlikely
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(24/11/2014-24/11/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00016

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

11/12/2014

20/02/2015

1

1

0 24/12/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anorexia,Spleen
hypertrophy,Apathy,Abnormal test
result,Decreased red blood cell
count,Abnormal red blood
cell,Haemolytic
anaemia,Thrombocytopenia,Abdo
minal pain

Not
Known

12 Jan 2015 Veterinarian notifies suspicion of Immune Mediated Haemolytic Anaemia in a dog after
Maltese
vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. 11 Dec 2014 Dog has been vaccinated with Nobivac
DHPPi and Nobivac L4. 27 Dec 2014 Suspicion of IMHA (no specific information). Spleen was swollen
and has been removed. Results of analysis: nothing abnormal. Treatment: blood transfusion. No
information on symptoms or outcome. No investigations for differential diagnosis. Until now no other
information, but this is awaited. 9 Feb 2015 Follow-up information received. Nobivac DHPPi and
Nobivac L4 were injected together. Dog has no history of going abroad and didn't receive other
medication. 24 Dec 2014 Dog became sick: anorexia, apathic. (Information received from owner) 27
Dec 2014 Dog presented to the veterinarian.Clinical examination: pale mucosae. Cranial abdomen
painful. Mass felt in the abdomen. (Spleen?)Radiographs: Splenomegaly. Echography: Spleen:
homogenic mass. Reactive? Bloodanalysis CO.082150: Abnormal test results: RBC 2.61 (5.5-8.5)Hct:
16.4 (37-55) Hgb: 7.1 (12-18) Thrombocytes 108 (175-500) Bloodsmear: spherocytes. Treatment:
Bloodtransfusion/Spelenectomy. Histology: stowed spleen with a bleeding and rupture of the spleen
capsule. According to vet: Diagnosis IMHA. 31 Dec 2014: RBC: 3.8 ; Hct: 25.2; Hgb: 11.2; WBC: 36.12
(5.5-16.9)Neutrofils 26.98 (2-12) 30 Jan 2015: Dog is fully recovered and is doing very well. case closed
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

8 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(11/12/201411/12/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(11/12/2014-11/12/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00028

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

20/01/2015

20/02/2015

1

1

1 20/01/2015 Not Known

Diarrhoea,Renal disorder
NOS,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Weight loss

Not
Known

23 Jan 2015 Vet notifies sickness and euthanasia in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac L4. It
Other
concerns an adult dog which was vaccinated 3 times in one year. The first time dog was vaccinated
Canine/dog
with a non-specified bivalent Leptospirosis vaccine. The 2nd and 3rd time he was vaccinated with
Nobivac L4 was around 20 Dec 2014 and 20 Jan 2015 (there was one month in between). After the 2nd
injection dog became sick. Anorexia, diarrhoea, weight loss. Blood analysis: (According to vet) Results
for Leptospirosis (strains not specified) were 10 times above normal. Kidney totally lost. 22 Jan 2015
dog's condition got worse and the dog has been euthanised. Dog has been sent in for autopsy. Results
pending. 20 Feb 2015 Follow-up information: No additional information received. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

30 Nov 2014 Veterinarian reports a reaction in a dog a couple of hours after vaccination with Nobivac
L4. 30 Oct 2014 Dog has been vaccinated for the 2nd time, with only Nobivac L4. After vaccination
(time association not specified) he was restless, anxious, he stared into the sky. Treatment:
Fluvoxamine (SSRI). Dog is recovering. Dog had a similar reaction after 1st vaccination, with Nobivac
L4, and Pneumodog (See case 2014BE00301). Until now no other information available. 15 Dec 2014
Follow-up information Dog is doing very well. Fluvoxamin treatment continues. At this moment no
restlessness or convulsions anymore. No evolution to general epilepsia. Reaction occurred the same
day. No additionial information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR: 3 Dec 2014 Vet notifies reaction in a dog 1 day after vaccination with Nobivac L4. 29 Nov 2014
Dog received booster vaccination with Nobivac L4. 30 Nov 2014 Dog showed shivers and anorexia. No
fever. Glucose: 76 mg/dl. Treatment: Infusion with glucose. 2 and 3 Dec 2014 Dog behaves strange:
nesting behaviour (like pseudopregnancy but no swollen nipples, no milk production) Last estrous
period: September. Until now no additional information. 22 Dec 2014 Follow up information: Clinical
reference values to be asymptomatic: 100-250mg/dl which indicates that the dog had hypoglycaemia.
Veddra code adapted: hypoglycaemia added. Case upgraded from non-serious to serious. No
additional informatoin awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
SLEE 8 Dec 2014 Vet notifies signs of Leptospirosis in a dog altough vaccinated with Nobivac L4. 20 Sep
2014 Dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4. 18 Nov 2014 Dog shows lethargy, fever (41°C), anorexia, bloody
urine. Serology: 1/100 L.Grippotyphosa.(Abnormal test result) PCR urine: negative. No combined sera.
Treatment 2 weeks Amoxycilline/Clavulanic acid. Afterwards (and still at this moment) 3 weeks
Doxycycline. Dog is living on the country side. No other information until now. (Same veterinarian
notified another dog with lethargy and L.Grippotyphosa/L.Australis serology results 1/100 after
vaccination with Nobivac L4. See linked case 2014-BE-00315). 17 Dec 2014 Follow-up information: 25
Oct 2014 Dog received vaccine for the 2nd time. Serology was done 19 Nov 2014. Urine examination
was done 21 Nov 2014. Bilirubine: ++ (Ref.: -). Proteinuria: 1868 (<500mg/L). Haematuria: +++ (Ref.: -).
Bacteria: +. Erythrocytes/field: 41-80 (Ref. <3) Bacteriology: E.coli. (Urine abnormality) No additional
information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
14 Dec 2014 Information posted on Facebook, discovered by Dutch colleagues. Owner notifies death
of his dog after vaccination with Nobivac L4. According to owner the dog showed all adverse events
mentioned in the leaflet and according to owner it is 99% sure that dog died from vaccination. Several
attempts to contact owner by phone failed. Until now no further information, no additional
information awaited. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Corso Dog

Other
Canine/dog

Gordon Setter

Other
Canine/dog

43 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 A - Probable
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(30/10/2014-30/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(29/11/2014-29/11/2014)<BR><BR>

Association in time and re-challenge + with one
product was used. No other equally plausible
explanation

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

29 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 ONCA agrees with MAH assessment
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal Unclassifiable/unassessa
(25/10/2014-25/10/2014)<BR><BR> ble

Not
Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
Unknown (13/12/201413/12/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Twice 1
Animal (20/01/201520/01/2015)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

O1 - Inconclusive

First vaccination with the product. The vaccination
history has not been provided, but the animal seemed
to been vaccinated correctly. The animal would have
had a bite of a rat which seems to have occurred
before vaccination with Nobivac L4, but the animal
had recovered of this for several weeks before the
clinical signs started. Pre-existing pain in one leg.
However, further clinical signs and the seroconversion
(4x and 10x) for groups Grippo and Australis are highly
suggestive for an infection with Leptospires. Due to
onset of immunity of 3 weeks (first vaccination with
L4) and pre-existing signs, rather N.

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00040

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

26/01/2015

30/01/2015

1

1

1 26/01/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lack of efficacy,Abnormal test
Not
result,Tense abdomen,Behavioural Known
disorder NOS,Abdominal
pain,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Coma,Death,De
creased body temperature

SLEE. Dog showed gastro-intestinal reaction and death after vaccination with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Chihuahua
DHPPi. 26 Jan 2015 Dog has been vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and DHPPi. According to owner about 2
hours after vaccination she started behaving strange. 28 Jan 2015 Dog started diarrhoea and vomiting.
In the evening owner found blood in faeces. 29 Jan 2015 2pm: According to veterinarian dog vomited
thick white mucus, liquid diarrhoea which contained blood and the typical odour of blood mixed with
faeces. The abdomen felt hard and was painful. T°C: 38,6. 7pm: T°C: 35. Comatose state. Liquid
diarrhoea came out of the anus. Dog was hospitalised: 11pm: T°C: 32 and she died at about 2 hours
later. Test Kitvia Diarrhée: + for Parvovirus. Dog received prior vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi and
Nobivac Lepto in May 2012 and Jun 2012. 3 weeks ago owners bought another chihuahua coming from
Czech Republic.This dog was vaccinated 19 Dec 2014 and 03 Jan 2015 with Nobivac DHPPi.19 Dec 2014
the dog also received Rabisin. 26 Jan 2015 Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHHPi. Dog
doesn't show symptoms until now. No additional information awaited. 4 Feb 2015 Follow-up
information: Confirmed by lab: Faeces + for Parvovirus.Further typing will be done in R&D UK. Faeces
will be further examined by coproculture. Results pending. Dog received its prior vaccinations: Nobivac
DHPPi 28 Mar 2012 and 2 May 2012. And Nobivac Lepto also 2 May 2012. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: Milbemax Reason: Deworming] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00043

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Year(s)

22/12/2014

04/02/2015

1

1

0 19/01/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Throat
pain,Elevated liver
enzymes,Sniffing,Anorexia,General
pain (see other SOCs for specific
pain)

Not
Known

SAR reported by vet on 04 Feb 2015 22 DEC 2014 Dog has been vaccinated with Nobivac L4. 16 JAN
Chihuahua
2015 Dog has been vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac BbPi. During the weekend dog was placed
at another family member and was picked up again on monday 19 JAN 2015. 19 JAN 2015 Dog was
more quiet, showed sniffling. No fever. Eating was good. Treatment: Ronaxan (Antibiotics:
tetracycline). 26 JAN 2015 Dog was more quiet, maybe he had pain at the throat, he showed symptoms
of a flu. No fever. Eating reasonable. Treatment with Ronaxan was stopped. 4 FEB 2015 Dog stays in
his basket but is alert. He shows some anorexia. People can't touch him. He seems to have pain all
over his body. Sniffling seems to be under control. No swollen joints. Treatment: Vetergesic.
(Buprenorfine) (analgetic, opioid) Bloodanalysis MedLab Reference: 3503524 Elevated values:
GOT(AST) 54 (15-30) GPT(ALT) 1083 (25-55) AP 97 (10-50). According to owner the reaction started
after vaccination. Dog has a history of pyelonefritis. Further diagnostics will be done. Results pending.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
130 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Once 1 Animal (16/01/201516/01/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Twice 1 Animal (25
Day(s) 22/12/201416/01/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00049

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

09/02/2015

10/02/2015

1

1

0 09/02/2015 Not
Pale mucous membrane,Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Other

Shih Tzu

Not
Known

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00068

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

01/06/2014

24/02/2015

1

1

0 01/02/2015 Yes

Bull Terrier

Not
Known

Eurican CHPPi2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Once 1 Animal (09/02/201509/02/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (09/02/201509/02/2015)<BR><BR>
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Twice 1
Animal (01/06/201401/07/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00098

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Week(s)

20/03/2015

24/03/2015

1

1

0 20/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylactoid reaction,Swollen
R><BR><BR>Yes, face (see also 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR adverse reaction after vaccination of Nobivac L4 mixed wth Eurican. Symptoms: pale, vomiting.
Vaccine withdrawn from fridge at arrival of patient and injected at roomtemperature according to vet.
Conditions at moment of injection unknown. Mixing of 2 products before injection not adviced.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
545 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: Brand: Eurican CHPPi2 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health:
Unknown]
SLEE for Lepto Date received 24FEB2015 Vaccination Nobivac L4 June & July 2014 Dog with anorexia
and vomiting. Seroconversion MAT between 17feb - 23FEB: L.bratislava 200-Neg; L copenhageni 400800; L.australis 100-800; L.canicola Neg-100; L. others negative. Dog is treated with antibiotics
(brand unknown). Dog lives in heavily ratinfested environment and suffered last year also from
Leptospirosis and was treated with amoxiclav and doxycyclin during 3 weeks. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]
SAR Anaphylactoid reaction (according to vet) in a pup 1 hour after administration of Nobivac DHP +
Nobivac L4 + Rabisin. Labrador pup 16 weeks old. 20MAR 18:00 hours vaccination with Nobivac DHP
+ Nobivac L4 + Rabisin. 19:20 hours reporting of swollen face, no other signs reported. Pup referred to
another veterinarian. No information on other symptoms or treatment. Saturday (21 Mar, next day)
pup was recovered. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130
Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545
Reason: Unknown. Generic: Brand: Rabisin Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(20/03/201520/03/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (20/03/201520/03/2015)<BR><BR>Rabisin 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(20/03/2015-20/03/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00113

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/03/2015

31/03/2015

1

1

0 01/03/2015 Yes

Epileptic fit

No Data

SAR Report of epileptiform seizure in an adult dog 3 days after primovaccination with NobivacL4 and
again 24h after boostervaccination. Dog recovered without treatment. Primovaccination on friday
and seizure on monday. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Twice 1
Animal (01/03/201501/03/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00114

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

01/01/2014

22/04/2015

1

1

0 01/04/2015 Yes

Elevated total bilirubin,Hepatic
disorder NOS,Lack of efficacy

No Data

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Three times 1
Animal (01/01/201401/01/2015)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00116

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2014

07/04/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Yes

General illness,Lack of
efficacy,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated total bilirubin

No Data

Border Collie

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Three times 1
Animal (01/01/201401/01/2015)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00137

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

15/04/2015

21/04/2015

1

1

0 19/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Epileptic
R><BR><BR>Not seizure,Convulsion,Inappropriate
Known
defecation,Urination

Not
Known

Rottweiler

Not
Known

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00145

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2015

27/04/2015

2

2

0 01/01/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(15/04/201515/04/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once Daily (15/04/201515/04/2015)<BR><BR>
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(01/01/2015-01/01/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NOBIVAC L4

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00146

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

5.4 Year(s)

01/01/2015

28/04/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Not
Restlessness,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Ur Not
Known,<BR><BR ticaria,Reddening of the skin
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

SLEE Suspicion of Leptospirosis in a vaccinated dog. Dog was born in 2012. 2014 primovaccination: 2x
Nobivac L4. 2015 boostervaccination (dates unknown). 2 APR2015: dog sick with suspicion of
Leptospirosis: possibly elevated bilirubin and liverenzymes, no specific values reported. 2 days
previously dog had caught a rat. Treatment with doxycyclin with good results. Follow-up 22 APR 2015
Patient recovered. Owner refuses further investigation. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis]
[State of health: Unknown]
SLEE Primovaccination in 2014 (2X with interval 1 month). Dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 in Januari
2015. At an unknown date, dog was ill with increased bilirubin and liverenzymes (hemolytic sample
could falsify these results). No information on start date, symptoms , duration or treatment. Tested
negative for leptospirosis via PCR (unknown on what material). After 1 month tested for MAT
antibodies and also negative. Dog recovered. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR Rottweiler pup with epileptic seizures 4 days after vaccination with Nobivac DHP & Nobivac L4.
Rottweiler pup vaccinated in kennel with unknown vaccine. 15APR2015 vaccination by vet with
Nobivac DHP & Nobivac L4. 19APR2015 epileptic seizure, symptoms not described 21APR2015 new
epileptic seizures defecation, urination, convulsion, foam from the mouth no fever. Results from
further examination pending. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP
10X1DS 130 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]
SAR Vet reports 2 dogs with Polyuria, Polydipsia? transient pain reaction and apathy after vaccination
with Nobivac L4. Interval between vaccination and SAR unknown. Age of dogs and conditions at
vaccination unknown (temperature of vaccine). Vaccination scheme and combination with other
vaccines unknown. Duration of symptoms unknown. Further investigations, differential diagnosis,
treatment and outcome unknown More information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR Anaphylactic reaction in a dog some hours after vaccination with presumably Nobivac DHPPi and
Nobivac L4. Symptoms: vomiting, diarrhoea, reddening of skin. Dog has recovered. Dog with a history
of regular gastrointestinal problems treated with flagyl. Conditions at vaccination unknown. Further
investigations unknown. Treatment unknown. more information expected. 29 Apr 2015 Follow-up
Symptoms starting 5 hours after administration of vaccines. Restlessness, vomiting every hour until
following morning, erythema on belly and urticaria on back for 36 hours. No treatment. No extra
information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]

Vomiting,Anorexia,Lack of efficacy No Data

Injection site
pain,Polyuria,Apathy,Polydipsia

Maltese

4 Milbemax - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,24,Unknown Unknown (26/01/201526/01/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Once 1 Animal (26/01/201526/01/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once 1 Animal (26/01/201526/01/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

4.7 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00151

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

16/04/2015

02/02/2018

1

1

1 17/04/2015 Yes

Injection site reaction
No Data
NOS,Bradycardia,Cardiac
arrest,Hypotension,Colitis,Diarrhoe
a,Gastritis,Polyuria,Respiratory
arrest,Bronchitis,Death,Anorexia,Cy
anosis,Hypothermia,Paralytic
ileus,Dehydration,Apathy,Hypoglyc
aemia,Decubitus,Weak pulse,NT valvular endocarditis

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00161

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

10/05/2015

15/05/2015

1

1

0 11/05/2015 Not
Fever
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00168

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/05/2015

19/05/2015

1

1

0 01/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pruritus,Hyperthermia,Swollen
R><BR><BR>Yes eye,Swollen face (see also 'Skin')

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00176

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

08/04/2015

26/05/2015

1

1

0 20/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Abdominal
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Melaena,Vomiting,Polydi
psia,Polyuria,Fever,Regenerative
anaemia,Abnormal test
result,Elevated amylase

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00177

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

17 Year(s)

06/11/2014

26/05/2015

1

1

0 06/11/2014 Yes

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),General
illness,Blood in vomit

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00242

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

08/07/2015

12/08/2015

1

1

0 10/07/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site pain,Icterus,Not
Not
drinking,Skin lesion NOS,Skin
Known
necrosis,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Paralytic
ileus,Dehydration,Apathy,Abnormal
test result,Discoloured urine

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00273

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

4-5
Month(s)

14/07/2015

19/08/2015

1

1

0 19/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lymphocytosis,Cough,Abnormal
R><BR><BR>Yes, test result,Pneumonitis
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00274

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

17/08/2015

21/08/2015

1

1

0 21/08/2015 Not
General illness
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

No Data

SAR Chicuahua with adverse reaction after vaccination with Nobivac L4, hospitalised 4 days later and Chihuahua
died 6 days later with cardiac and respiratory arrest. Dog with a history of diarroea treated on regular
basis with metronidazole. 15APR2015 dog had diarrhoea the day before vaccination. 16APR2015
annual revaccination with Nobivac L4. 17APR2015 apathy, anorexia, no vomiting or diarrhoea.
19APR2015 slight improvement of general health, still not eating. No vomiting or diarroea according to
vet. 20APR2015 worsening of general health, lateral decubitus, dehydration, hypothermia, weak pulse.
cyanosis of skin at injection site but also on other flank. Treatment: IV infusion and hospitalisation at
veterinary faculty Gent. General examination: apathy, hypothermia, lightpink to pale mucosae, normal
breathing, moderate pulse, polyuria, watery diarroea, hypoglycemic, brady-arithmia during 10 minutes
repeating in the evening, hypotension. Ultrasound and Radiography: gastritis, colitis, paralytic ileus,
mild chronic bronchitis. Mass at tricuspidalisannulus: differential diagnosis thrombus, endocarditis,
tumor. 22APR2015: acute worsening of general condition. patient died in the morning due to cardiac
and respiratory arrest. 29MAY2015 no follow up received case closed Follow-up on 02 Feb 2018:
VeDDRA code "death" has been added. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Poor]
SAR. Fever 42°C 1 day after vaccination Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. Reporting vet is not the vet
Other
that gave the vaccine, but a referral practice. No other symptoms reported. Referral practice has
Canine/dog
drawn blood (results not communicated), but found no other explanation for the fever. Follow up
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130
Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545
Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]
SAR Swollen eyes and nose, pruritis, hyperthermia in a Maltese 3 hours after vaccination with Nobivac Maltese
DHPPi and Nobivac L4. Treatment with Rapidexon and recovered. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Unknown]

SAR 8 Apr 2015: Vaccination with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabies. 20 Apr 2015: dog presented with
fever and vomiting, treatment Cerenia, Noroclav and serology: low hematocrit, increased leucocytes,
ureum, amylase.(abnormal test result). 22 Apr 2015: Melena. 28 Apr 2015: vomiting, polyuria,
polydipsia, painfull abdomen, serology: regenerative anemia, hematocrit normalised, increased
Liverenzymes , ureum, amylase (abnormal test results) 30 Apr 2015: haemorrhagic diarrhoea,
giardiatest positive, 4 May 2015: dog recovered, serology: , borrelia slight positive, (abnormal test
result) leptospirosis ELISA positive for 4 antigens L canicola, australis, grippotiphosa,
icterohaemorrhagiae. (possibly as result of vaccination). No other information expected, case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
545 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 130
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]
SAR Dog diagnosed in march 2014 with an non-removable invasive tumour of adrenal gland
penetrating in vena cava and vena renalis. 6 OCT2014 : vaccination with Nobivac L4: slight lethargy 6
NOV2014: 2nd vaccination Nobivac L4, dog reacted with severe reaction and vomiting blood, but did
not consult the vet at that time. Owner has reported this only today to the vet who reported to
MSDAH on 26May. Vet thinks that vomiting of blood was not related to vaccinination. General health
status at this moment unknown. No further information expected. case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Poor]
SAR 17 Jul 2015 Veterinarian notifies symptoms of leptospirosis and skin lesion in a dog after
vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. 8 Jul 2015 Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and
Nobivac L4. No information if mixed or not. Dog also receveid Milbemax. 9 Jul 2015 Dog shows
symptoms of Leptospirosis. (Until now not further specified)Treatment: antibiotics. 17 Jul 2015 Dog
shows painful, necrotic skin lesion 10x3 cm from shoulder to shoulder. (Until now no further
specification when pain/reaction started exactly) 23 Jul 2015 Blood sample will be tested for antibody
testing via MAT. (Blood sample from 9 Jul 2015 still available) 24 Jul 2015 Dog gets a skin
transplantation. Further information is expected. 29JUL2015 Follow up information 10 JUL 2015 (2
days post vaccination) dog shows lethargy, anorexia and doesn't drink. Following days dog shows
paralytic ileus. 11 JUL 2015 Shoulder palpation: very painfull, dog shows icterus, is very apathic and
doesn't want to drink.Treatment: Antibiotics and gastrointestinal sustain. Due to dehydration drugs
were given by infusion.High liver values: unmeasurable. Yellow urine. Dog doesn't hold his head up
anymore due to pain in the neck region. 12 JUL 2015 liver values lowered. No specific values available
until now. 14 JUL 2015 Dog is doing much better and goes home with antibiotics and liver sustain (Not
specified). The same day wounds are detected on both shoulders. 18 JUL 2015 Skin necrosis in the neck
(10cm to 4cm) 20 JUL 2015 Analysis via MAT for Leptospirose antibodies: sample number: 150742079:Titers below or equal to 1:200 for L. canicola, icterohaemorrhag, grippotyphosa, saxköbing,
bratislava, sejroe, autumnalis, pomona. For australis: 1:400. According to lab information: "> or = to
400 positive, vaccintiters can shortly rise to 400 but only for vaccine serovars. Leptospira Ig M:
Negatief. 24 JUL 2015 Skin transplantation Dog will be followed for 10 days. Additional information
awaited about specific lab results. Follow-up 12AUG2015 8JUL2015 Dog also received Omevio(feed
supplement with essential fatty acids) 10JUL2015 T°C 39.9. Dog received Rapidexon (Dexamethason)
0,2ml and Moderin (Methylprednisolon) 1/2tablet.Duphamox 0,2ml(antibiotic) and cerenia (antiemeticum). 11JUL2015 According to additional information of the vet: no icterus. 11JUL2015 Liver
values: ALP 552 (20-150) ALT : - (10-118) 12JUL2015 Liver values: ALP 392 (20-150) ALT: 37 (10-118)
13JUL2015 Liver values: AST 115 (<70U/l) ALP: 329 (<230 U/L) 14JUL2015 Dog has a wound on his left
shoulder. According to owner suspicious for snagging to the table. The wound (at about 1.5cm) was
stitched under sedation and dog went home.Afterwards (date not specified) dog came back and a
wound
seen alsowith
on Nobivac
the right L4
shoulder(According
to vet)In
between
skin felt complicated
like
SAR
Pupwas
vaccinated
and diagnosed with
interstitial
pneumonitis
with

Yorkshire
Terrier

3.1 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Dose
(16/04/2015-16/04/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(30 Day(s) 10/04/201510/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (10/05/201510/05/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 B - Possible
Known 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(01/05/201501/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (01/05/201501/05/2015)<BR><BR>
2.2 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(08/04/201508/04/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(08/04/2015-08/04/2015)<BR><BR>

Dobermann

3.45 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Twice 1
Animal (06/11/201406/11/2014)<BR><BR>

Chihuahua

1.87 Cerenia - .2,N/A,N/A ,10,0.2 ml Once B - Possible
1 Animal (10/07/201510/07/2015)<BR><BR>Duphamox .2,N/A,N/A ,10,0.2 ml Once 1 Animal
(10/07/201510/07/2015)<BR><BR>Milbemax N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Once 1
Animal (08/07/201508/07/2015)<BR><BR>Moderin .5,N/A,N/A ,24,0.5 Tablets Once 1
Animal (10/07/201510/07/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Once 1 Animal (08/07/201508/07/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (08/07/201508/07/2015)<BR><BR>Rapidexon .2,N/A,N/A ,10,0.2 ml Twice 1
Animal (10/07/201510/07/2015)<BR><BR>

Miniature
kennel cough. Limited information, no further details known at this moment. Follow up expected. 28
Dachshund
Aug 2015 follow up Adverse reaction several days after vaccination, duration not specified. No
information on start date, symptoms, lesions, examinations for differential diagnosis. No information
on whereabouts (kennel visit?) More vaccines involved. Primovaccination dates 29 Jun Nobivac BbPi,
Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4, and on 14 Jul 2015 Nobivac L4. 19 Aug 2015, Result of hematology
(Abnormal test results: lymphocytosis, betaglobulinemia) and diagnosis of interstitial pneumonitis and
coughing due to hypothetical oesophageal achalasia. Treatment 10 days amoxycillin and 10 days
enrofloxacin. Outcome unknown. No follow up expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis
Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 Reason: Prophylaxis
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
SAR Pup vaccinated with Nobivac Puppy DP at 6.5 weeks (16JUL2015) and revaccinated at 12 weeks Other
old (17AUG2015, pup was healty at time of vaccination) with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Presented Canine/dog
21AUG very sick. No details on symptoms or treatment. No information on differential diganosis. Pup
originating from a litter where several pups died , parvoinfection suspected but no details available.
Pup was kept in isolation during 1 month, no details available. Outcome unknown. Follow up expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: DP LV Brand: NOBIVAC PUPPY DP 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Good]

3.5 NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (29/06/201529/06/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHP 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Once 1 Animal (29/06/201529/06/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Twice 1 Animal (14/07/201514/07/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

O1 - Inconclusive

O1 - Inconclusive

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 O1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal Unclassifiable/unassessa
(17/08/2015ble
17/08/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (17/08/201517/08/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PUPPY DP 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(16/07/2015-16/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00281

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

01/02/2015

25/08/2015

1

1

1 01/02/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Dyspnoea,Death
R><BR><BR>No

Other

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00282

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

24/08/2015

25/08/2015

1

1

0 24/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Eyelid oedema,Pruritus,Vomiting
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00293

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

28/08/2015

21/09/2015

1

1

0 01/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00311

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

19/09/2015

21/09/2015

1

1

0 19/09/2015 Not
Foaming at the mouth,Seizure
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Urination,Muscle spasm
><BR><BR><BR> NOS,Loss of consciousness
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00325

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

09/04/2015

02/10/2015

1

1

1 19/04/2015 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hepatitis,Death Not
Known,<BR><BR ,Fever,Immune mediated
Known
><BR><BR><BR> thrombocytopenia
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00327

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2015

29/09/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Not Known

Myocarditis

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00329

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2015

29/09/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 No

Nephropathy

Other

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00330

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2015

29/09/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 No

Pericarditis

Other

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00331

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2015

29/09/2015

2

2

0 01/01/2015 Not Known

Pneumonitis

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00332

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2015

29/09/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Not Known

Injection site lesion,Lymphocytosis Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00333

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2015

29/09/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Not Known

Liver disorder NOS

Pale mucous
No Data
membrane,Hypotension,Vomiting,L
ethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Urination

Not
Known

Not
Known

SAR Veterinarian contacted MSD only 24AUG about mortality due to heart failure of a dog with a
Other
cardiac problem 6 months ago after yearly revaccination with DHPPi and Lepto according to owner.
Canine/dog
Presumed Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4.3 days later dog was ill with tachycardia and dyspnoe. The
dog died 1 week later. According to owner the dog died from heart failure as a consequence of the
cardiac problem exaggerated with the vaccination reaction. No information on type, duration and
seriousness of cardiac problem at moment of vaccination. No information on treatment for cardiac
problem before or after vaccination No follow up expected. case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Poor]
SAR Vet reports swollen eylids, pruritus, vomiting shortly after vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi and
Shih Tzu
Nobivac L4. Treatment with Dexamethason. Recovered. Previous vaccinations (possibly with
Vanguard) without problems. Follow up expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00293: SAR Allergic reaction soon (not specified) after vaccination with
Nobivac L4. Dog was in perfect health. Symptoms: vomiting, urination, pale mucosae, lethargic. Several
organ systems involved, therefor serious. Treatment: rapidexon, dexafort Outcome: after 1 hour the
dog was again standing and after 2 hours complete recovery. Dog needs a second vaccination with
Nobivac L4 and vet asks what to do. Follow up expected. 7SEP2015 FOLLOW UP. Product: in the
morning 3 products injected at the same moment Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4, Rabisin (Merial). No
information on possible mixing of vaccines. Symptoms starting 15 minutes after injection (vomiting,
urination, pale mucosae, lethargy, hypotension(new)). Treatment: Rapidexon, Phenergan, Dexafort.
Outcome: Recovered in the afternoon, approximately 6 hours later. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: Brand:
Rabisin (Merial) Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]. Note Merial 21 Sep 2015: Added
VeDDRA code 'Anaphylaxis'. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Unknown. Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS
130 Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABISIN Brand: RABISIN Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Good]
SAR 21 SEP 2015 Vet reports SAR starting 1 hour after vaccination. Symptoms: 5 epileptform seizures
in the course of 36 hours, occuring at rest. Foaming at the mouth, urination, loss of consciousness,
muscle spasm at rest No follow up expected, case closed. 23 SEP 2015 Follow-up received Vaccines
administered at room temperature. Dog without a history of epilepsy. Dog treated with Valium 10mg
but no effect. Duration of seizures: 3 minutes approx. after a few moments of unsteadyness again
normal. In between seizures dog remained anxious and nervous. After 5 seizures dog recovered. case
closed [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]
SAR 2 oct case reported by referal vet without details. 5 OCT 2015 : Attending Vet reports suspicion of
immunemediated thrombocytopenia 10 days after vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4.
MAR 2015: vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi + Nobivac Lepto2 9APR2015: booster with Nobivac DHPPi
and Nobivac L4 (first vaccination for L4) 19APR2015: dog comes to vet clinic with symptoms: vomiting,
diarrhoea, fever 40°C (acute). 22APR2015: diagnosis of acute hepatitis (no details on results of
examinations to decide this diagnosis). Dog dies after a few days of infusion Therapy. Diagnosis:
Suspicion of immunemediated thrombocytopenia (reasons not given) (no details on results of
examinations to decide this diagnosis). Follow up requested [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR During a visit to a referral vet on 29 Sep 2015, she reported multiple reactions in multiple dogs, due
to Nobivac L4 in her opinion, recorded in cases 2015-BE-00327, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333 and 334. The
reactions often appeared after the second vaccination (booster). The vet is not inclined to cooperate
and the information is very scarce. This case reports myocarditis at an unknown timeframe post
vaccination, unknown breed and age and unknown how the diagnosis was established. No more
information expected Case closed [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR During a visit to a referral vet on 29 Sep 2015, she reported multiple reactions in multiple dogs, due
to Nobivac L4 in her opinion, recorded in cases 2015-BE-00327, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333 and 334. The
reactions often appeared after the second vaccination (booster). The vet is not inclined to cooperate
and the information is very scarce. This dog had pre-existing nephropathy and reports nephropathy at
an unknown timeframe post vaccination, unknown breed and age and unknown how the diagnosis was
established. No more information expected Case closed [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR During a visit to a referral vet on 29 Sep 2015, she reported multiple reactions in multiple dogs, due
to Nobivac L4 in her opinion, recorded in cases 2015-BE-00327, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333 and 334. The
reactions often appeared after the second vaccination (booster). The vet is not inclined to cooperate
and the information is very scarce. This case reports (suspected pre-existing) pericarditis in a dog that
got much worse after vaccination, unknown breed and age and unknown how the diagnosis was
established. No more information is expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR During a visit to a referral vet on 29 Sep 2015, she reported multiple reactions in multiple dogs, due
to Nobivac L4 in her opinion, recorded in cases 2015-BE-00327, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333 and 334. The
reactions often appeared after the second vaccination (booster). The vet is not inclined to cooperate
and the information is very scarce. This case reports pneumonitis in 2 dogs at an unknown timeframe
post vaccination, unknown breeds and ages and unknown how the diagnosis was established. No more
information expected Case closed [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR During a visit to a referral vet on 29 Sep 2015, she reported multiple reactions in multiple dogs, due
to Nobivac L4 in her opinion, recorded in cases 2015-BE-00327, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333 and 334. The
reactions often appeared after the second vaccination (booster). The vet is not inclined to cooperate
and the information is very scarce. This case reports an injection site lesion and very pronounced
lymphocytosis at an unknown timeframe post vaccination, unknown breed and age and unknown how
the diagnosis was established. No more information expected Case closed [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]
SAR During a visit to a referral vet on 29 Sep 2015, she reported multiple reactions in multiple dogs, due
to Nobivac L4 in her opinion, recorded in cases 2015-BE-00327, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333 and 334. The
reactions often appeared after the second vaccination (booster). The vet is not inclined to cooperate
and the information is very scarce. This case reports liver disease at an unknown timeframe post
vaccination, unknown breed and age and unknown how the diagnosis was established. No more
information expected Case closed [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Unknown]

Other
Canine/dog

Border Collie

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(01/02/201501/02/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (01/02/201501/02/2015)<BR><BR>

6.5 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(24/08/201524/08/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (24/08/201524/08/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 A - Probable
Known 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(28/08/201528/08/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (6 Hour(s)
28/08/201528/08/2015)<BR><BR>RABISIN 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(28/08/2015-28/08/2015)<BR><BR>

14 NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(19/09/201519/09/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (19/09/201519/09/2015)<BR><BR>

SAR Temporal association (1 hour). seizure have been
reported after postvaccination but link have been not
been confirmed - vaccination could trigger an existing
anomaly. Multiple products used. Link with any of the
products cannot be excluded.

Bernese
Not
Mountain Dog Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Twice 1
Animal (09/04/201509/04/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (09/04/201509/04/2015)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with assessment of MAH
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with the assessment of MAH
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with the assessment of MAH
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with the assessment of MAH
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with the assesment of MAH
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with the assessment of MAH
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Even though information lacks in this case (time to
onset, type of local reaction), an anatomical
relationship with vaccination is given. The
lymphocytosis is unexplained. Overall ABON B.

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00334

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2015

29/09/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00346

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

08/09/2014

08/11/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00347

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

05/05/2015

09/11/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00348

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

07/10/2015

28/10/2015

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00357

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/10/2015

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00366

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00391

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

BE-NLINTVINT-2015-BE-00392

Belgium

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

BE-UKPFIZAH-2014-BE-00092

Belgium

Animal

Death

Not
Known

SAR During a visit to a referral vet on 29 Sep 2015, she reported multiple reactions in multiple dogs, due Other
to Nobivac L4 in her opinion, recorded in cases 2015-BE-00327, 329, 330, 331, 332, 333 and 334. The
Canine/dog
reactions often appeared after the second vaccination (booster). The vet is not inclined to cooperate
and the information is very scarce. This case reports death at an unknown timeframe post vaccination,
unknown breed and age, unknown circumstances. No more information expected Case closed
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
545 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]

0 31/10/2014 Not
Injection site lump,Skin and/or
Known,<BR><BR appendage neoplasm NOS
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

13OCT SAR Vet reports suspicion of mastocytoma in a dog vaccinated >1 year ago with Nobivac DHP & American
Nobivac L4 by another vet. Few weeks later (31OCT2014?) dog developed local reaction at injection
Staffordshire
site right flank according to owners. Lump is at the level of the pelvis, not a usual injection site.
Terrier
swelling slowly growing over the year. diameter 2.5-3 cm. Cytology: Mastocytes, fibroblasts,
neutrophils. Histopathology pending. follow up expected. Follow up 8 November 2015 Histopathology
results: MEDVET 1084308 Mast cell tumor (MCT), subcutaneous, Patnaik grade II, Kiupel low grade, MI
<1 per 10 HPFs The tumor exhibits low mitotic activity with no evidence of megalokaryosis or
multinucleated cells, which has been associated with better prognosis . Metastases are uncommon for
subcutaneous MCT's (<8% of cases). The association with the vaccination is coincidental. No follow up
expected case closed [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS
130 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

1

1 01/10/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Lack of
R><BR><BR>Not efficacy
Known

Not
Known

SLEE for Lepto 13 Oct 2015 vet reports Leptospirosis in a dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Last year
Other
(date not specified) primovaccination with Nobivac L4: 2 injections with 3 weeks interval. Booster in
Canine/dog
may 2015. History of previous Lepto vaccination unknown. Date not specified (presumed October),
dog presented with fever, anemia, dark urine. Positive for L. grippotyphosa. Reports of examinations
not available. Treatment: Doxycyclin, dog improved and recovered. Follow up expected. 28 OCT
Follow up 2 vaccines used simultaneously: (ELU for DHPPi) results of examinations 1391462
Haematology: Increased liver enzymes (Transaminase GPUI/l 75 (<42); Alkaline phosphatase UI/l 665
(<100), Creatinin mg/l 128 (5-15); Ureum g/l 4.25 (0.21-0.53) Heamtocrit: 25.7% (37-55) Leuco's
28480:MM3 (6000-15000) Urine: proteines 0.73 g/l (<0.15) Serology:1/300 L. grippo case closed Follow
up 9 November 2015 The dog had relapsed and was euthanised. The autopsy report revealed Multiple
stomach ulcers in the pylorus, with haemorrhagic nature. Colon, cecum: black content Pancreas :
multiple nodules firm, irregular variable size. Conclusion: pancreatic tumors no follow up expected
case closed [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 N - Unlikely
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (05/05/201505/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (05/05/201501/05/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with assessment of MAH ; Death by
euthanasia was added

1

1

0 07/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Apathy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

SAR 14 Oct vet reports more adverse reactions after vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. Golden
Symptoms: vomiting, diarrhoea, apathy. 2 dogs had to be hospitalised. Dates of vaccination and start Retriever
of symptoms unknown. Follow up expected 28 Oct 2015 follow up 3 vaccines used the same moment:
Nobivac L4, Nobivac Rabies, Nobivac BbPi Only 1 dog with vomiting, apathy, hospitalisation involved,
treated with perfusion. Reaction starting 2 hours after vaccination. Dog recovered around 8 Oct. case
closed [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES
10X1DS 130 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS
DIL 130 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
B - Possible
130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (07/10/201507/10/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (07/10/201507/10/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(07/10/2015-07/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with assessment of MAH

23/10/2015

1

1

0 01/10/2015 Not Known

Epilepsy

Not
Known

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

24/09/2015

28/10/2015

1

1

1 24/09/2015 Not Known

Unexplained death

Not
Known

SAR 23OCT2015 Report from Veterinarian about suspicion of epileptic crisis in a dog vaccinated with
Nobivac L4. No other information available. Follow up expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Prophylaxis]
[State of health: Unknown]
28 Oct 2015 Veterinarian reports death of a dog after vaccination with Nobivac L4. 24 Sep 2015 Dog is
vaccinatied with Nobivac L4. 2 Hours later, dog died. No further information availabe. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Miniature
Schnauzer

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (01/10/201501/10/2015)<BR><BR>
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Once 1
Animal (24/09/201524/09/2015)<BR><BR>

OUnknown time relationship between vaccination and
Unclassifiable/unassessa sign, not clear how the diagnosis is established and
ble
patient details currently not clear, awaiting more
information. ABON O for now.
O1 - Inconclusive
Close association in time. Individual hypersensitivity
reaction cannot be excluded. . No information on
health status of the dog at the moment of
vaccination. No necropsy report was provided

Not Known

01/01/2015

23/11/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Not Known

Epileptic seizure

Not
Known

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>

OUnknown temporal association. No information on
Unclassifiable/unassessa history, type and duration. No examination for
ble
differential diagnosis. Insufficient information
available at this moment to draw a conclusion,
therefore O.Follow up expected

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

17/09/2015

23/12/2015

2

2

1 28/10/2015 Not
Diabetes,Drinking a lot,Death by
Known,<BR><BR euthanasia,Weight loss
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

SAR. 23 NOV 2015 Vet reports epileptiform seizures in a dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Unknown
interval between vaccination and start of suspected epileptiform seizures, duration and number of
seizures. No information on history or other treatments. No information on examinations for
differential diagnosis. Outcome unknown. Follow up expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR 21 Nov: Vet asks if there is a possible link between vaccination with Nobivac L4 and suspicion of
diabetes in 2 dogs from the same litter. He doesn't think so but the owners are sure and ask for
explanation. Insufficient information currently available concerning diagnosis, interval, history,
treatment, outcome. Follow up expected. 23DEC Follow up received 17SEP2015 Boostervaccination: 2
vaccines used Nobivac DHPPi + Nobivac L4 28OCT2015 dog drinks more and loses weight. 1
dogGlycemia 420. on treatment with Caninsulin and recovered. 1 dog Glycemia 391. Dog was treated
with Caninsulin (dose unknown) but owners preferred euthanasia.1 dog euthanised 26NOV2015. CASE
TO BE SPLIT IN 2 24DEC2015 case split to 2015BE422 with information about 1 euthanised dog. 1 dog
on caninsulin and recovered remains in this case. 6JAN2016 related case 2015BE422 deleted after all
information was again entered in this case. No follow up case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Unknown]

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 N - Unlikely
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Ampule (17/09/201517/09/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(17/09/2015-17/09/2015)<BR><BR>

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

21/08/2014

30/09/2014

1

1

1 22/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Intestinal
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes congestion,Vomiting,Death,Anorexi
a

Not
Known

On 21AUGUST2014 dog was vaccinated with Vanguard Da2pi-CPV and Nobivac L4 (two seperate
Dobermann
injection, two different places). On 22AUG2014, the dog started vomiting and became anorectic. On
23AUG condition got worse and veterinarian performed lapratomy: hemorrhagic content was present
in the abdomen, hyperemic intestines and necrotic lesions on small intestines. On 25AUG the dog died.
Follow-up on 30SEP2014 - FAGG assessment - O1. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE
ADENOVIRUS TYPE 2, STRAIN MANHATTAN, 12-13-76; CANINE DISTEMPER VIRUS, ST Brand:
VANGUARD DA2PI-CPV Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: Brand: Nobivac L4 - MSD Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with the assessment of MAH
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

45 NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 N - Unlikely
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(08/09/201408/09/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Twice 1 Animal (5 Week(s)
08/09/2014-13/10/2014)<BR><BR>

38 Nobivac L4 - MSD - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 O1 - Inconclusive
Dose Once 1 Animal (21/08/2014N/A)<BR><BR>VANGUARD DA2PICPV - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (21/08/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

For the moment ,no reports to confirm the link
between vaccine and diabetes. NCA agrees with the
assessment of MAH

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-BIAHPV1P-17BE000118

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

24/07/2017

25/08/2017

1

1

1 26/07/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Restlessness,Tarry or black stool
Not
(see also haemorrhagic
Known
diarrhoea),Vomiting,Balance
problem,Seizure NOS,Peripheral
vestibular
disorder,Nystagmus,Death by
euthanasia,Decreased
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Weight loss,Falling

As reported by the attending vet, a Jack Russel received Frontect (batch unknown) on 01 AUG 2017.
Jack Russell
The morning after, 02 AUG 2017, the dog presented with lateral collapse and vomiting. The dog was
Terrier
treated with corticosteroids and intravenous fluids and recovered the same day. UPDATE 11 AUGUST
2017: A female Jack Russel of 11 years, weighing approximately 8.5kg received FRONTECT spot on
(batch unknown) administered by the DVM on 25 JULY 2017. The day before, on 24 JULY 2017, the dog
had been vaccinated with NOBIVAC DHPPI L4 (batch unknown) by the DVM. On 26 JULY 2017, the dog
started showing symptoms of a periferial vestibular disease: loss of ballance, falling, nystagmus,
vomiting, restlessness. This occured several times a day. The dog was hospitalised, received fluids and
corticosteroids and recovered initially. However, the veterinarian was contacted again by the owners
on 7 AUGUST 2017. The dog had lost weight, showed decreased appetite and showed the above
described symptoms. The dog was euthanised on 11 AUGUST 2017. 2 years before, the dog had
vomited after treatment with fipronil (unknown product). UPDATE 17 AUGUST 2017: The product
FRONTECT was administered by the owner. After the initial amelioration on 26 JULY, on 3 AUGUST the
dog did one seizure as described above and corticosteroid treatment was re-initiated. On 7 AUGUST,
when symptoms had reappeared, the dog additionally received Marbocyl treatment. On 11 AUGUST,
right before euthanasia, the dog also showed black stool, vomited incessantly and was lethargic.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: Brand: Frontect Reason: Parasite control Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-BIAHPV1P-17BE000165

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

01/10/2016

31/10/2017

3

3

01/10/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Not membrane,Vomiting,Urinary
Known
incontinence,Anaphylactic shock

Not
Known

As reported by the attending vet, 3 dogs of small breeds (not further specified) weighing approximately Other
1 kg, approximately 9 weeks old, received EURICAN CHPPi and NOBIVAC L4 at the same time, but in
Canine/dog
separate syringes, administered SC between the shoulder blades by the attending veterinarian.
Immediately after product administration, the dogs started vomiting, urinating, showed pale mucosae
and developed an anaphylactic shock. The dogs were treated with adrenalin, corticosteroids and IV
fluids. The dogs recovered after half a day of hospitalisation and went home the same day. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: EURICAN CHPPI2 Brand: EURICAN CHPPI2 Reason: Primary vaccination
Generic: Brand: Nobivac L4 Reason: Primary vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-BIAHPV1P-18BE000025

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

16/02/2018

1

1

16/02/2018 Not
Decreased activity,Fever,Injection
Known,<BR><BR site bruising,Injection site swelling
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

According to the attending vet, a dog received EURICAN PNEUMO, SC administered by the veterinarian Dobermann
at level of the flank. The dog presented afterwards with a large swelling at the injection site and a
second swelling a couple of centimeters more cranially located (swollen lymph node?) and fever
(39.7°C). The dog was treated with Metacam. No further information available at this
moment.UPDATE ET 26FEB18: Maz, a male Dobermann of 2 years, weighing 38 kg, received EURICAN
PNEUMO (batch L33626, expiry date 03/01/2019) on 13FEB2018, SC administered by the DVM at level
of the flank. On 16FEB2018 the dog presented with a large swelling at the injection site, which also
seemed to have accumulated at the lower part of the abdomen, with a swelling and bruising at the
level of the nipples. The dog also was hyperthermic (39.8°C) and calmer than normal. Appetite was ok.
The dog was treated with Metacam and recovered completely. The dog was vaccinated at the same
time (13FEB2018) with Nobivac DHP-L4 at level of the neck. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
PNEUMODOG Brand: PNEUMODOG Reason: Routine vaccination Generic: Brand: Nobivac DHP L4
Reason: Routine vaccination] [State of health: Good]

38 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,1 Years,24,1
O1 - Inconclusive
Dose 1 Year(s) 1 Animal (13/02/201813/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>PNEUMODOG 1,N/A,1 Years,24,1 Dose 1 Year(s) 1
Animal (13/02/201813/02/2018)<BR><BR>

Symptoms like fever and decreased activity can be
linked to the administration of the vaccine, however
in this case 3 vaccines were used at the same time.

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00007

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

11/01/2016

20/01/2016

1

1

1 11/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Convulsion,Loss of
R><BR><BR>Yes consciousness,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death,Cyanosis

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction 11 Jan 2016 Vet reports death of a 10 year old dog a few hours
German
(unspecified) after vaccination with Nobivac L4 + Nobivac parvo-c (batch nr unknown). 11 Jan 2016 in Shepherd Dog
the afternoon vaccination after normal auscultation 30 minutes after coming home the dog collapsed
and died. Owners refuse autopsy. No other information. Follow up expected. 20JAN follow up PV form
15 minutes after coming home dog lost consciousness, presented some convulsions and died. After
return to the vet no respiration and no heartbeat. Cyanotic mucosae. No information on previous
vaccinations and reactions. case closed. 21JAN follow up Patient had same vaccinations on previous
years without reacting. This year was the second vaccination with Nobivac L4. Last year no reaction to
the Nobivac L4 vaccination. Taking into consideration the age and the breed the vet considered a heart
problem more likely. A link with the products can however not be excluded due to the temporal
association. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C
10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

39 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1
B - Possible
Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1 Animal
(11/01/201611/01/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,1
Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1 Animal
(11/01/2016-11/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with assessment of MAH

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00008

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

01/01/2015

02/02/2016

1

1

1 13/12/2015 Not
Vomiting,Lung oedema,Foam in the Not
Known,<BR><BR trachea,Death,Anorexia,Swollen
Known
><BR><BR><BR> lymph node,Intestinal disorder NOS
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00025

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

14/01/2016

21/01/2016

1

1

0 14/01/2016 Not
Anaphylactic-type reaction
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00026

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

14/01/2016

21/01/2016

1

1

0 14/01/2016 Not
Anaphylactic-type reaction
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00027

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

14/01/2016

21/01/2016

1

1

0 14/01/2016 Not
Anaphylactic-type reaction
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

SAR 12JAN2016 Vet reports death of a pup after vaccination (date not specified) with Nobivac L4 +
Border Collie
Vanguard. No information on previous vaccinations. No information on history of pup. 13DEC2015 pup
suffered vomiting and anorexia 14DEC2015 condition worsening and presented to veterinary clinic
16DEC2015 pup died, UGENT Autopsy 2015 A 832 dehydration, trachea: small quantity of spumoeus
froth, Lungs: generalised oedema and petechiae; Liver: congestion Kidney: petechiae Mesenterial
lymphnodes: swollen, stomach: petechiae and hemorrhages, whitebrown slimy content intestines:
depletion of peyers patches, suggestive of Canine Parvovirus infection, but not confirmed yet.
Conclusion of the autopsy suggests Leptospirosis (not confirmed yet). No other information available
at this time. Follow up expected. 2 FEB 2016 Follow Up Information received by email from
Universiteit Gent: CPV negative, Information from CODA 2016/000696 : Leptospirosis PCR negative.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: VANGUARD Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Unknown]
SAR 21 Jan 2016 Veterinarian mentions 3 puppies whith anaphylactic reaction after vaccination with
Other
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. Cases for other 2 pups are entered as separate cases (2016-BE-00026 Canine/dog
and 2016-BE-00027). Approx 14 Jan 2016 a puppy has been vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and
Nobivac L4. No information if administrated mixed. Dog showed anaphylactic reaction short time after
vaccination (time not specified). Puppy has been hospitalised in the vet's practice. Puppy totally
recovered. (Time not specified) Puppy has been vaccinated on 6 weeks age also. No information about
which vaccines. Until now no additional information received although vet was asked to fill in PV
document. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

8.5 Frontect - 1,N/A,1 ,24,1 Dose 1
OThe CA agrees on the assessment of the MAH.
Month(s) 1 Animal (25/07/2017Unclassifiable/unassessa
25/07/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
ble
DHPPI 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,1 ,24,1
Dose 1 Year(s) 1 Animal (24/07/201724/07/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (24/07/201724/07/2017)<BR><BR>

1 EURICAN CHPPI2 - 1,N/A,1
Years,24,1 Dose 1 Year(s) 1 Animal
(01/10/201601/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,1 Years,24,1 Dose 1 Year(s) 1
Animal (01/10/201601/10/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

5.18 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 O1 - Inconclusive
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>VANGUARD N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>

Anaphylactic shock is a possible adverse reaction
after vaccination. However, 2 vaccines were
administered at the same time, hence it is impossible
to determine which of both vaccines caused or
contributed to the side effects.

Temporal association unknown. Lesions from autopsy
suggestive of CPV or Leptospirosis but both were
negative on PCR. Aberrant post mortem findings, but a
certain role of vaccination cannot be excluded

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(14/01/201614/01/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (14/01/201614/01/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with assesment of MAH

SAR 21 Jan 2016 Veterinarian mentions 3 puppies whith anaphylactic reaction after vaccination with
Other
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. Cases for other 2 pups are entered as separate cases (2016-BE-00025 Canine/dog
and 2016-BE-00027). Approx 14 Jan 2016 a puppy has been vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and
Nobivac L4. No information if administrated mixed. Dog showed anaphylactic reaction short time after
vaccination (time not specified). Puppy has been hospitalised in the vet's practice but could go home
quickly. Puppy totally recovered. (Time not specified) Puppy has been vaccinated on 6 weeks age also.
No information about which vaccines. Until now no additional information received although vet was
asked to fill in PV document. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(14/01/201614/01/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (14/01/201614/01/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the assessment of MAH

SAR 21JAN2016 Veterinarian mentions 3 puppies whith anaphylactic reaction after vaccination with
Other
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. Cases for other 2 pups are entered as separate cases (2016-BE-00025 Canine/dog
and 2016-BE-00026). Approx 14 Jan 2016 a puppy has been vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and
Nobivac L4. No information if administrated mixed. Dog showed anaphylactic reaction at home short
time after vaccination (time not specified). Puppy has been vaccinated on 6 weeks age also. No
information about which vaccines. Until now no additional information received although vet was
asked to fill in PV document. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(14/01/201614/01/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (14/01/201614/01/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the assessment of MAH

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00054

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

17/02/2016

01/03/2016

4

2

0 17/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia NOS,Abdominal
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Joint
stiffness,Joint pain,Appetite
loss,Weakness,Hypoglycaemia

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction 24 Feb. 2016 SAR reported by owner living in Belgium to MSD animal
Dutch Spitz health UK about reaction in a pup after vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi and L4. 26 Feb. 2016 SAR
Keeshond
reported by referral vet and attending vet Confusing information. 3 Feb. 2016 litter of 4 Pups
vaccinated with Nobivac Puppy DP at 6 weeks of age. 17 Feb vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi and
Nobivac L4 by attending vet, litter of 4 pups .Same day in the evening 1 pup vomited. There is also a
report of another pup presenting vomiting and diarrhea .No complaints received about 2 remaining
pups 19 Feb. 2016 pup that was reported for vomiting on 17 Feb got ill with vomiting since 3am. 20
Feb. 2016, 3 days after vaccination pup was admitted to Intensive care unit with vomiting, diarrhoea,
weak, hypoglycemia, aching abdomen, slight anemia, loss of appetite. Treatment: glucose IV drip and
forced feeding. No abnormality on echo. Monday pup was slightly better The second pup (unknown if
he was hospitalised, recovered after treatment with According to the referral vet the hospitalised pup
recovered also and has left the clinic . No information on conditions at moment of vaccination. No
further examination for differential diagnosis. No examination for Canine parvovirus. Follow up
expected. Follow up 1 Mar. 2016 Presumed first Owner informed that pup has been diagnosed by a
3rd vet for arthritis as consequence of vaccination, based on 1 swollen knee joint and a stiff leg.
Contact will be taken with the 3rd vet clinic for more information. Treatment unknown. Outcome
unknown. Confusing history: It appears that the kennel (and not the presumed first owner) has taken
back the pup and is the one that brought the pup to the clinic. They will attend the pup till recovery and
will find a new home for him. Follow up expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

0.6 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1
Animal (17/02/201617/02/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (17/02/201617/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00094

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

07/04/2016

18/11/2016

1

1

0 07/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR 8 APR 2016 Vet reports facial oedema in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac DHP & Nobivac L4. Dutch
Symptoms: facial oedema treatment: unknown Outcome unknown No other information available.
Shepherd Dog
Follow up requested. 7 JUN 2016 no follow up. case closed. 19 AUG 2016 Follow up: Symptom
appeared within 15 minutes after administration of the vaccine. Vet also informed us about breed, age,
batch numbers. Until now no information on simultaneous or combined use. Vet is asked to fill out PV
document so additional information expected. 18 NOV 2016 Follow-up received, case has now
become serious: 7 APR 2016 Dog has been vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Lepto 4. When
dog came home, 30 minutes after vaccination, according to owner face of the dog started swelling.
Confirmed by vet: facial oedema, whithout any change to the dog's general condition. Treatment:
Dexamethasone, Rapidexon 0.4ml IV. Apis Mellifica 15CH orally. At about 1 hour after vaccination
puppy was recovering and the face showed almost no swelling anymore. 8 APR 2016 In the morning,
face of the dog was completely normal and dog was totally recovered. No additional information
expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS
130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

7.9 NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,1 B - Possible
Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1 Animal
(07/04/201607/04/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (07/04/201607/04/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00138

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

04/06/2016

27/07/2016

1

1

1 05/06/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00145

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

03/05/2016

29/08/2016

1

1

0 03/05/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Apathy,Reduced growth
Other
R><BR><BR>Not rate,Dehydration,Weakness,Anorex
Known,<BR><BR ia,Hepatomegaly,Anaemia NOS
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

SAR 10JUN 2016 Animal Health organisation requests information concerning vaccination scheme of a Not Applicable
pup. 25 JAN 2016 Nobivac Puppy DP at age 6 weeks 09 FEB 2016 Eurican CHPPi+Eurican Lepto at age 8
weeks 03 MAY 2016 Nobivac DHPPi + L4 at age 20 weeks. Animal not healthy at vaccination (ELU):
symptoms: weakness, growth retardation, anaemia,hepatomegaly, 31 MAY 2016: anorexia,
dehydration, apathic, Treatment: fluid therapy (Hartmann-glucose), anti-inflammatory, antibiotic
(doxy), spasmolytic Outcome unknown. No follow up expected. Case closed. 4JUL2016 Missing
information added According to a scan of the vaccination certificatedog has been vaccinated on
9FEB2016 with Eurican L (L419780), Eurican CHPPi2 (L419780) and Pneumodog (L422263). According
to a scan of a vet repor, on 3MAY2016 dog was treated with Milbemax against endoparasites (no other
details given). 29AUG2016 Follow-up from duplicate case received from NCA: Update HR 15 JUL 16
(Merial): Animal seemed not healthy at time of vaccination? In the imported information Eurican
Herpes and Pneumodog are identified, whereas not mentioned in the narrative, hence these are
deleted (as assumed not used). Eurican L is identified, but in Belgium this product is called Istolept
(hence selected); the identified batch L419780 is no known in the local database. CA follow-up
received on 20 jul 2016: 4JUL2016 Missing information added According to a scan of the vaccination
certificatedog has been vaccinated on 9FEB2016 with Eurican L (L419780), Eurican CHPPi2 (L419780)
and Pneumodog (L422263). According to a scan of a vet repor, on 3MAY2016 dog was treated with
Milbemax against endoparasites (no other details given). Note Merial 23 Aug 2016: BN L419780
corresponds to EURICAN CHPPIL (French product, not released in Belgium); products updated.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DP LV Brand: NOBIVAC PUPPY DP 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130
Reason: Vaccination Generic: Eurican CHPPI2L Brand: Eurican CHPPi2 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: Pneumodog Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545
Reason: Vaccination Generic: Bran... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Poor]

4.8 Eurican CHPPIL - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1 O Association in time(weak), no diagnosis is reached,
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (09/02/2016- Unclassifiable/unassessa insufficient information to can draw an appropriate
09/02/2016)<BR><BR>Eurican L ble
conclusion
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose 1 Days 1
Animal (09/02/201609/02/2016)<BR><BR>Milbemax N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(03/05/201603/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,1
Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1 Animal
(03/05/201603/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (03/05/201603/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PUPPY DP 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1
Animal (25/01/201625/01/2016)<BR><BR>Pneumodog 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1
Animal (09/02/201609/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00159

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

07/06/2016

13/07/2016

1

1

1 08/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Vomiting,Central nervous system
No Data
disorder
NOS,Death,Hypothermia,Abnormal
test result,General illness

SAR 28 JUN 2016 Vet reports disease and death of a dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP + Nobivac L4
Cairn Terrier
and Nobivac KC. 7JUN 2016 vaccination of a healthy dog 8JUN 2016 start of disease (no specifications)
9JUN dog examined by vet: symptoms: hypothermia, nervous symptoms. Treatment: Syrenia +
Rapidexon. Referral to vet clinic. Hematology with bad liver enzyme results. 10 JUN dog died Owner
don't agree with autopsy and have buried the dog. No other information available. Follow up
requested. Follow-up on 13th July 2016 8JUN 2016 Dog went to the vet for the first time. Symptoms:
repeated vomitiing. Treatment: Cerenia and Rapidexon. No additional informatoin expected. Case
closed. Patient en Veddra coding updated. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

10 NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
B - Possible
130 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days
1 Animal (07/06/201607/06/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHP 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (07/06/201607/06/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (07/06/201607/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00198

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

11/07/2016

13/07/2016

1

1

0 13/07/2016 Not Known

Shock,Vomiting,Icterus

SAR 13JUL2016 Veterinarian notifies reaction in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac L4. 11JUL2016
Dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4. It concerned a rappel vaccination. 13JUL2016 Dog shows vomiting,
icterus and shock reaction. Under treatment at the veterinary clinic. 9AUG2016 No other information
recieved or expected. Status of dog unknown. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

Anaemia
Not
NOS,Vomiting,Hepatomegaly,Icteru Known
s,Renal disorder
NOS,Uraemia,Death,Anorexia,Abno
rmal test result,Hepatic disorder
NOS,Hypoproteinaemia,Elevated
total bilirubin,General illness

Not
Known

SAR 8JUN2016 Vet reports general illness and symptoms suspicious for leptospirosis in dog vaccinated Beagle
with Nobivac L4 & DHPPi. 4JUN vaccination, dog appeared healthy 5JUN: vomiting 6JUN: dog in
practice for examination, general illness, renal problems, hepatic problems? suspicion of leptospirosis?
Treatment unknown Outcome unknown Follow up requested. 9JUN2016 follow up received 5 Jun:
report of anorexia 6 Jun: examination by vet: icteric, hepatomegaly, high bilirubin. Blood examination:
Anemic hematocrit 34 (37-55), Uremia 251 (13-51), liver enzymes ASAT 68 (5-66), ALAT 128 (11-58),
Alcal Phosphat 606 (12-121), Gamma GT <1 (3-8), tot bilirubin 0.89 (0.1-0.6)? tot proteins 38 (60-80)
Suspicion of leptospirosis, examination pending. Treatment: fluid therapy, Augmentin IV, Ceressia,
8JUN dog died 27 Jul 2016 case closed [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1
Animal (04/06/201604/06/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (04/06/201604/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (11/07/201611/07/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with assessment of MAH

Close temporal association. Allergic reaction is
possible after injection of any vaccine. multiple
products used. Therefore B Possible

O1 - Inconclusive

OVomiting, icterus, shock : Association in time. Not
Unclassifiable/unassessa expected 2 days after use of the product. Other
ble
underlying diseases not excluded. No further
information available. O Unclassified

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00201

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

09/07/2016

30/08/2016

1

1

0 11/07/2016 No

Lack of efficacy

Other

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00207

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

05/11/2015

12/08/2016

1

1

1 01/05/2016 Not Known

Convulsion,Death,Lack of efficacy

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00229

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

01/09/2016

20/09/2016

1

1

0 01/09/2016 Not Known

Injection site pain,Not
drinking,Anorexia,Fever,Breathing
difficulty,Shivering

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00230

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/08/2016

30/08/2016

1

1

0 01/08/2016 Not Known

Deafness

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00263

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

08/09/2016

07/12/2016

1

1

0 18/09/2016 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00266

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

1.4 Year(s)

29/09/2015

22/11/2016

1

1

0 23/11/2015 Not
Skin swelling,Dermatitis,Other
Known,<BR><BR immune system disorder
><BR><BR><BR> NOS,Vasculitis
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00277

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

05/10/2016

06/10/2016

1

1

1 05/10/2016 Not
Shock,Death
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00281

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Month(s) 11/10/2016

08/11/2016

1

1

0 12/10/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

SLEE 8AUG2016 Veterinarian notifies signs suspicious for leptospirosis after vaccination with Nobivac
L4. JUL2016 (approx) Dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4. 8AUG2016 Vet notifies results of 1st blood
sample: grippotyphosa 1/100; australis 1/2000. Results of sera 3 weeks later: grippotyphosa 1/1000,
canicola, pomona 1/300, australis 1/2000,autumnalis 1/100.According to the vet animal was much
better after treatment. (Kidney values normalised). Until now no other information but further
information has been requested. 30AUG2016 Follow-up received 2veterinary practices concerned.
(2nd has been notifiying the case) 9JUL2016 Dog has been vaccinated with Nobivac L4 in the 1st
veterinary practice.Dog was already sick for a couple of days (vomiting/anorexia) when he arrived at
the vet practice. 2days later vomiting and anorexia continued and owner went to the 2nd veterinary
practice.Blood analysis showed azotemia and glucosuria. According to vet, acute kidney failure, most
probable due to Leptospirosis infection. Treatment: infusion, anti-emetics, antibiotics until clinical
recovery. (date not specified). Paired sera: 11JUL2016 and 1AUG2016. Results already mentioned. Not
other information expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Poor]
SAR Veterinarian notifies serious reaction in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac L4. 9OCT2015
Vaccination with Nobivac L4. 5NOV2015 Vaccination with Nobivac L4 MAY2016 Dog shows
convulsions and death. No visit at the vet. No information if other products administered together.
Additional information requested. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR 30 AUG 2016 Veterinarian notifies reaction in a puppy after vaccination with Nobivac L4. 29 AUG
2016 At noon: Puppy vaccinated with Nobivac L4. In the evening: Dog is seriously sick: Short breathing,
shivering, fever, pain at injection site. Anorexia, not drinking. Treatment: corticosteroids. 30 AUG 2016
Puppy is recovering. Vet asked to fill out PVdocument. Additional information awaited. 20 SEP 2016
Follow-up received. 1 SEP 2016 Dog vaccinated. 4 hours later he showed the reactions (described
above). Treatment: Dexametason. 6 hours later the dog totally recovered. No additional information
awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Corso Dog

21 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (09/07/201609/07/2016)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with assessment of MAH

American
Not
Cocker Spaniel Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 O1 - Inconclusive
2,N/A,N/A ,24,2 Dose 1 Animal
(05/11/2015-05/11/2015)<BR><BR>

For AE: N due to onset to time. For Lack of efficacy:
signs are compatible with LEE however insufficient
information. A follow up is expected

Jack Russell
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1
A - Probable
Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1 Animal
(01/09/2016-01/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with assessment of MAH

Not
Known

30AUG2016 Veterinarian notifies deafness in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac L4. AUG2016
Other
Not
(approx. not specified) Parson Russell Terrier is being vaccinated by the vet with Nobivac L4. AUG2016 Canine/dog
Known
Dog has been bought by a new owner at the breeder. The owner notifies that the dog doesnt hear
anything. Owner visits veterinarian who confirms by standard tests that the dog is deaf. According to
the breeder the is linked to the vaccination. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
SLEE for Lepto reported on 22SEP2016 8SEP2016 Vaccination with Nobivac Rabies, Nobivac Lepto 4
Not Applicable
24
and Nobivac Pi.Unknown if mixed or simultaneous use. 19SEP2016 Dog shows irritation from the eyes
with bleeding on the iris. Treatment: local corticosteroids in the eye. Blood sampling: elevated kidney
values.Values not specified. 21SEP2016 Dog starts vomiting 22SEP2016 Dog visits veterinarian again.
Proteinuria.New blood sampling, tests for Leptospirosis,... Results awaited. Owner decided to visit
another veterinarian in the Netherlands. Additional information awaited. 17 November 2016 No
additional information received/Expected. Case closed. 23 Nov 2016 follow-up received. Case updated
in screens: event narrative, patient and assessment screen. Case changed to serious. 18SEP2016 Dog
showed bilateral uveitis (bleedings medial site of the iris). 19SEP2016 Blood sampling: elevated kidney
values Creatinine: 1,52 mg/dL (1,10); Ureum: 142,1 mg/dL (72,3). SDMA 16µg/dL (14) (According to
laboratory, both SDMA and creatinine are increased which indicates kidney function is likely impaired)
Borrelia positive. Leptospirosis IgM (fast test): negative. 22SEP2016 Blood sampling: elevated kidney
values; hypoalbuminaemia; severe proteinuria; a lot of vomiting and anorexia.Leucocytes: 15410/µL
(5000) Neutrofils (segmented) 86% (55).Creatinine: 2,33 mg/dL (1,10) 179,9 mg/dL (18) Albumine: 17,0
g/L (25,5-44,5).Urine:Proteins: 23,51g/L (1) Until now no other results for diagnosis of leptospirosis
available. According to veterinarian it concerns a combination of uveitis and glomerulonefritis.
Vaccination history: Dog has been vaccinated against leptospirosis for primary vaccination and yearly
with Vanguard CPV-Lepto since 2013. Last time JAN2015. 23NOV2016 According to vet, dog is doing
better. No additional information expected. Case closed. 7 Dec 2016 Follow-up received. 8 Sep 2016
Nobivac DHPPi administered instead of Nobivac Pi. Batch numbers received. No additional
information expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT
KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 ONCA agrees with assessment of MAH
N/A,N/A,1 Days,24,Unknown 1 Days Unclassifiable/unassessa
1 Animal (01/08/2016ble
01/08/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

23 SEP 2016 Veterinarian notifies a reaction in a dog last year after vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi,
Nobivac L4 and Pneumodog. 29 SEP 2015 Dog (Staffordhire Terrier Mixed) vaccinated with Nobivac
DHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Pneumodog. 23 NOV 2015 Dog visits practice and shows swellings (no fluid
inside) on ears and abdomen. Treatment: short working corticosteroid (rapidexon) and antibiotics
(Noroclav) 4 DEC 2015 Biopsy taken. 11 DEC 2015 Histology Conclusion according to report: " Lesions
exist of pyogranulomatous dermatitis with signs of vasculitis and interface dermatitis corresponding
with an immunomediated process. Not typical for one type autoimmune/immune mediated disease.
Combination of more autoimmune lesions is commonly seen in drug reactions."SEP 2016 Veterinarian
wants to revaccinate and asks advice. 22 November 2016 No additional information awaited. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545
Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Pneumodog Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 O1 - Inconclusive
N/A,N/A,1 Days,24,Unknown 1 Days
1 Animal (29/09/201529/09/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,1
Days,24,Unknown 1 Days 1 Animal
(29/09/201529/09/2015)<BR><BR>Pneumodog N/A,N/A,1 Days,24,Unknown 1 Days
1 Animal (29/09/201529/09/2015)<BR><BR>

Immune mediated reactions have been described
before. There is no proven causal relation with
vaccination. Time to onset of almost 2 months is very
long, therefore a relation with the vaccination is not
likely, but cannot be fully excluded. Since several
vaccines were used at the same time a clear
conclusion can't be made. ABON O1.

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction 6 OCT 2016 Veterinarian reports death in a dog after vaccination with
French Bulldog
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. 5 OCT 2016 Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Shortly
after vaccination. (not specified) dog showed shock symptoms. Treatment: infusion, corticosteroids
(Rapidexon) and hospitalisation. Half an hour later dog died.The owners don't want an autopsy. Dog
was being followed for light heart murmur but didn't receive any medication. Radiographs taken on
5OCT2016 showed a little bit enlargement of the heart. No other information awaited, case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Fair]
SAR 12 OCT 2016 Veterinarian notifies anaphylactic reaction after vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi and Other
Nobivac L4. 11 OCT 2016 Dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. 10 minutes later dog
Canine/dog
becomes lethargic like he is sleeping, white mucosae, 38,6°C. Respiratory function ok. 30 minutes later
dog seems to recover a little bit. Mucosae of the eyes: rose, mucosae of the mouth: white. 38.1°C.
1h30 minutes later veterinarian calls owner who is saying the dog has eaten and is ok. 2h later dog
shows facial oedema. Until now no other information available. PV doc awaited. 8 NOV 2016 Followup PV document received. 11 OCT 2016 Treatment for facial oedema: Phenergan, Prednisolone. 12
OCT 2016 in the morning: dog totally recovered. No additional information awaited. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 B - Possible
N/A,N/A,1 Days,24,Unknown 1 Days
1 Animal (05/10/201605/10/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,1
Days,24,Unknown 1 Days 1 Animal
(05/10/2016-05/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with assessment of MAH

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1
Animal (11/10/201611/10/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (11/10/201611/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with assessment of MAH

Pale mucous membrane,Facial
Not
oedema,Lethargy (see also Central Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 OAssociation in time, Not enough information, Borrelia
1,N/A,1 Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1
Unclassifiable/unassessa positive. Missing diagnostics to make a proper
Animal (08/09/2016ble
assessment concerning leptospirosis
08/09/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (08/09/201608/09/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,1
Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1 Animal
(08/09/2016-08/09/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00333

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

28/07/2016

29/12/2016

1

1

1 28/07/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Falling,Renal disorder NOS,Death by Not
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Oedema NOS (see
other SOCs for specific
oedemas),Mucous stool,Blood in
faeces,Oedematous
erythema,Hypoalbuminaemia,Eleva
ted BUN,Elevated creatinine,Renal
tubular disorder,Lameness,Bloody
diarrhoea,Loose
stool,Leucocytosis,Appetite loss

11 NOV 2016 Veterinarian reports renal failure and death in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac L4.
Bernese
Not
21 JUL 2016 Dog is more quiet. 28 JUL 2016 Dog shows lameness (right front). Jumps on 3 feet. Consult Mountain Dog Known
veterinarian: nothing found. Treatment: Cimalgex (cimicoxib). 29 JUL 2016 until 1 AUG 2016: Still same
degree of lameness. Very painfull at standing up. Loss of appetite since treatment started. 2 AUG 2016
Complete anorexia. 4 AUG 2016: Consult at veterinary clinic. Faeces with mucus, probably some blood
and very weak. No vomiting.Lethargy. HAEMATOLOGY: Neutrofilic leucocytosis. Biochemistry:
Elevated ureum (20.2) Elevated creatinine (269) Hypoalbuminaemia. (Specified amounts and
references requested). Snap 4 test negative, Leptospirosis and Leishmania: negative. ABDOMINAL
ULTRASOUND: Both kidneys: hyperechoic cortex and medulla, increased cortex/medulla ratio,
decreased corticomedullary distinction, irregular surface, MRS. (Clarification has been asked)
Conclusion: Chronic interstitial nephritis, glomerulonephritis, toxic, neoplasia.CYTOLOGY and FNA
kidney: Conclusion: Mild to moderate heterogenous tubular epithelial cell proliferation, corresponding
to tubular regeneration. Such lesions can be the consequence of primary tubulusnecrosis (for example
toxic kidney damage) or secondary to an interstitial or glomerular inflammation. No indications for
neoplasia. TREATMENT: Infusion NaCl, colloids, Ranitidine + Metoclopramide, Doxycycline,
Maropitant. Additional haematology: BUN: 28.3 Creatinine: 272 6 AUG 2016: BUN: 35.2 Creatinine:
286 7 AUG 2016: BUN: 34.8 Creatinine: 337 9 AUG 2016: BUN: 39 Creatinine: 499. Severe
hypoalbuminaemia.General severe oedema with severe redness of the skin, temperature
normal.According to report of the veterinary clinic:" Probably toxic underlying pathology in left kidney
which shows mild regeneration but clinically the dog is going worse. No 50m of walk anymore, falls
down, severe bloody diarrhoea, kidney values arising. Very bad prognosis." Dog euthanised. Additional
information requested. 29DEC2016 No additional information received. Case closed. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: Brand: Cimalgex Reason: Lameness] [State of health: Fair]

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00334

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

03/03/2016

06/12/2016

1

1

1 08/03/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Death,Abnormal test
result,Stomach pain,Liver disorder
NOS,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Tense muscles,NT catarrhal enteritis,Pale mucous
membrane,Oral bleeding,Loss of
consciousness,Pulmonary
haemorrhage

24 Nov 2016 Veterinarion reports a reaction in a dog after administration of Nobivac L4 and another
Other
Nobivac vaccine (not specified). The same reaction had already been found on social media. Adverse Canine/dog
event at that moment entered as enquiry, but now becomes valid case. 14 Nov 2016 Report obtained
from social media site. (Posted in April 2016) Company employee of the Netherlands notifies message
on facebook concerning L4 and death in a dog. 3 Mar 2016 According to facebook post a dog is
vaccinated with Lepto4 and cocktail vaccination. (Product names not specified). 8 Mar 2016 In
puppyclass dog falls down, blood out of the mouth and nearly unconscious. Brought to veterinarian. 9
Mar 2016 Dog died. Autopsy performed. Severe lungbleedings. 80% of the lungs impacted.
Enlargement of the spleen. Necrotic spots on spleen and liver. Bleedings of the large intestines. No
causal agent mentioned in the autopsyreport. 24 Nov 2016 Case upgraded from Enquiry to a valid
case.Veterinarian reports comparable reaction, same time indications, same name of the dog,
comparable autopsy results. According to veterinarian: 8 Feb 2016 Dog received its first vaccination
with Nobivac L4, on 3 Mar 2016 second vaccination, on 8 Mar 2016 dog showed pale mucosae,
breathing with tensed neck. Dog shows moaning while pressing stomach region. Radiography: around
hilus there is compaction of lung tissue, engorged stomach. While tubing: bloody fluid out of the lungs.
Treatment: Lasix and NaCl IV. Autopsy results: Severe lungbleedings (abnormal test result), no
pneumonia. Additionaly necrotic spots in the lever, no direct explanation. No adeno or distemper virus.
No direct link for possible strangle. Event occured during puppyclass. It was the first class with strangle
chain. Veterinarian didn't mention another vaccine in his notification. Additional information awaited.
6DEC2016 Follow-up received. According to veterinarian dog received also other products: 8FEB2016
Vanguard DA2Pi and Bronchi Shield. 3MAR2016 Vanguard DA2Pi and Milbemax. No additional
information expected. Case closed. NCA add NT catarrhal enteritis and pulmonary haemorrhage
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Vanguard DA2Pi + CPV Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: Bronchi-Shield Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Milbemax Reason: Deworming] [State
of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00352

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

24/10/2014

14/12/2016

1

1

0 25/10/2014 Not Known

Balance
Not
impaired,Nystagmus,Strabismus,Ve Known
stibular disorder NOS,Recumbency

25 Nov 2016 Veterinarian reports symptoms in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac L4. 24 Oct 2014
Border Collie
Dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4. 25 Oct 2014 Dog shows Vestibular syndrome. Specific symptoms not
specified. Treatment performed by another veterinarian. No additional information available. 17 Jul
2015 Dog shows the reaction again. Treatment performed by another veterinarian. Additional
information expected. This case is linked to cases 2016BE352 and 2016BE353 14DEC2016 Follow-up
received, case changed to serious Dog has a history of being anxious. Receives no other medication.
No known medical or feed allergy. Past year (2014) dog has been suspected of Vestibular syndrome. 13
JUL 2015 In the morning dog shows loss of balance. At noon: dog couldn't walk anymore. Faeces was
underneath him because he couldn't stand up anymore. 14 JUL 2015 Some recovery, nystagmus. Head
holding to the right. Bad hearing.Ataxia. 15 JUL 2015 Ataxia.Nystagmus. Treatment: Infusion, Vomend,
Catosal, Vitamine B, Karsivan, Schuss Dexa.T°C: 38.0 16 JUL 2015 Less attentive, ataxia, T°C: 38.5.
Nystagmus, strabismus. At noon: No nystagmus anymore. Differential diagnosis intracranial pathology
or more than Vestibularsyndrome. Treatment: Infusion, Vitamine B, Karsivan. No additional
diagnostics performed. No information on outcome. No information if dog received vaccination in
2015. No additional information expected. Case closed. 19DEC2016 Additional information received.
Dog didn't receive a vaccination in 2015.Case assessment adapted. No additional information awaited.
Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1
N - Unlikely
Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1 Animal
(24/10/2014-24/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Vestibular syndrome can be linked to the age of the
dog . In October 2014, the dog showed vestibular
syndroms one day after vaccination. Too succinct
information and the link cannot be excluded however
the dog showed again vestibular disorder without
vaccination in July 2015 . No association in time.
Therefore the case is assessed as N

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2016-BE-00354

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

19/07/2016

12/12/2016

1

1

1 15/12/2012 Not Known

NT - tumour
Not
(NOS),Lymphopenia,Otitis
Known
NOS,Shivering,Strabismus,Food
allergy,Vomiting,Vestibular disorder
NOS,Head tilt - ear disorder,Ocular
discharge,Falling,Disorientation,Dea
th,Spleen hypertrophy,Horizontal
nystagmus,Abnormal test result

25 Nov 2016 Veterinarian reports symptoms in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac L4. 19 Jul 2016
Bulldog
Dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4. 21 Jul 2016 Dog shows Vestibular syndrome. Symptoms not specified.
Treatment performed by another veterinarian. No additional information available. Additional
information expected. This case is linked to cases 2016BE352 and 2016BE353. 12 Dec 2016 Follow-up
received: 19 Jul 2016 Dog showed otitis. Dog has an anamnesis of showing otitis very frequently, dog is
allergic, dog has a tumor near the aorta for 4 years which can't be removed. 21 Jul 2016 Dog has been
sent to a clinic for further examination. Following data are received from the clinic: 20 Jul 2016 Dog
showed vomiting. After that day, no problems. 21 Jul 2016 One time vomiting in the evening. Shivers
with the eyebrows. Swollen ears. Dog can't orientate himself anymore, falls down, doesn't run straight,
can't climb the stairs. General examination: head a little bit to the left, 2 sided serous eye discharge.
Ears: 2sided: yellowlike. Neurological examination: Strabismus, Horizontal nystagmus. Radiographic
examination: heart looks very big. Blood examination: Lymphopenia, eosinopenia, AP too high. (no
exact numbers available).Conclusion: Vestibular syndrome due to otitis interna DDX: geriatric
vestibular syndrome, tumoral condition. Treatment: infusion, Karsivan, Ears: Dexa-Baytril. 22JUL2016
Ultrasonography: Enlargment at basis of the heart. Spleen slightly enlarged with a 2cm diameter cystic
enlargment. 23JUL2016 T°C: 38.4 Horizontal nystagmus. Continued infusion. 24JUL2016 T°C: 38.5
Horizontal nystagmus much better. Head still to the left. Continued infusion. Confirmed by owner that
no further diagnostics have to be made. 25JUL2016 Dog is quiet and attentive. T°C: 37.7 Treatment:
Baytril, Metamizol, Karsivan, Dimazon, Diphenhydramin. Dog goes home. 5AUG2016: Control visit: Dog
still shows balance problems and holds head to the left. Ears:no redness, ear channel very narrow.
Treatment: Clean ears frequently, Karsivan to continue. 10OCT2016 Dog dies at home. Case upgraded
to serious. No more information expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Fair]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1
Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (2
Year(s) 19/07/201619/07/2016)<BR><BR>

Vomiting can occur after vaccination and the
temporal association is reasonable (1 day). ABON B.
Ear disorder (otitis): already present at time of
administration. Vestibular syndrome can be linked to
the age of the dog. This is an unexpected sign after
administration of this product. Ddx was made for
geriatric vestibular syndrome or tumoral disorder. No
diagnostics performed to confirm underlying
pathology. Since there is an association in time of 2
days a causal relationship cannot be fully
excluded.Moereover the blood examination reveals
anormality

Not
Known

Cimalgex - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(28/07/2016ble
28/07/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,1
Days,24,Unknown 1 Days 1 Animal
(28/07/2016-28/07/2016)<BR><BR>

5.7 Bronchi-Shield - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
O1 - Inconclusive
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (08/02/201608/02/2016)<BR><BR>Milbemax N/A,N/A,1 Days,24,Unknown 1 Days
1 Animal (03/03/201603/03/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown 1 Animal (03/03/201603/03/2016)<BR><BR>Vanguard
DA2Pi + CPV - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (03/03/201603/03/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Kidney failure: Association in time. No assocation
with pharmacological, toxicological profile of the
vaccine, and diagnostics point towards possible toxic
cause of the symptoms. Another product
administered the same time. Based on available
information a possible causal link cannot be
confirmed neither excluded. . ABON O.

Reasonable association in time of 5 days, but
symptoms are not expected after use of the product
and other products used at the same time. Autopsy
gives no clear exclusion of another underlying
pathology. Therefore O1 Inconclusive. A follow up is
expected

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00005

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

29/12/2016

27/02/2017

2

1

1 03/01/2017 Not
Vomiting,Throat
Known,<BR><BR irritation,Fever,Death
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00027

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

23/01/2017

11/02/2017

4

2

0 23/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00033

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

01/01/2017

27/01/2017

5

5

0 01/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00044

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

5-9
Month(s)

10/11/2016

23/02/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00052

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

8-9
Month(s)

25/08/2016

28/02/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00078

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

07/03/2017

07/03/2017

1

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction 4JAN2017 Veterinarian mentions death of a puppy after vaccination with Crossbred
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. 27OCT2016 2 dogs vaccinated with Nobivac Puppy DP. 29DEC2016 2
dogs vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. 3JAN2017 1 of the dogs shows fever (39,5°C) and
a light sensibility on the throat. Sometimes he chews on barks of the ground. Treatment: Tolfedine.
(NSAID). In the evening he vomited one time. 4JAN2017 He vomited one time. At about 10 am dog died
without other symptoms. Veterinarian wonders which disease could have occured. Dog has not been
bought in a shop or doesn't come from an eastern country. Additional information expected. 27 FEB
2017 No additional information received. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DP LV
Brand: NOBIVAC PUPPY DP 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1
Animal (29/12/201629/12/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (29/12/201629/12/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PUPPY DP 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1
Animal (27/10/201627/10/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Moderate association in time (4-5 days); Fever has
been described before. B Possible. Vomiting not
expected so long after vaccination. N Unlikely. No
additional diagnostics to exclude other pathologies. O
Unclassified. Overall B Possible based on fever. Two
products were used.A follow up is expected

Bradycardia,Pale mucous
Not
membrane,Swollen face (see also Known
'Skin'),Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

23 Jan 2017 Veterinarian reports allergic reaction in dogs after vaccination with Nobivac L4 and
Shih Tzu
Nobivac DHPPi. 23 Jan 2017 4 puppies vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHPPi. 2 puppies
reacted: Puppy 1: quiet shortly after injection, 1 puppy showed kind of anaphylactic shock (very pale,
very lethargic, slow heart beat). Treatment: corticosteroids. 20-30 minutes later puppy recovered.
Puppy 2:15 min after injection puppy showed swelling of the nose. Treatment: corticosteroids. Puppy
recovered fast. (not specified). Additional information awaited. 11 Feb 2017 Follow-up information on
Puppy1: Treatment had been done by Rapidexon IM. Dog totally recovered a couple of hours later. No
additional information expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1
Animal (23/01/201723/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (23/01/201723/01/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Close assocation in time. Allergic reactions can occur
after any foreign substance administered.
Hypersensitivity/Anaphylactic reaction has been
described before. Other vaccine administered (mixed
use) the same moment.

Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),General illness

Not
Known

27 JAN 2017 Veterinarian notifies general illness and facial swelling in dogs after vaccination with
Other
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. From 1 JAN 2017 to 27 JAN 2017 Veterinarian vaccinated several dogs Canine/dog
with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 at the same time. (No information if mixed or not) 1 day after
vaccination 3 to 4 dogs were really sick. For example 1 Maltezer puppy (8-10 weeks old) showed
complete lethargy. 1 Adult dog showed enormous facial swelling. Treatment: corticosteroids. No
additional information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 B - Possible
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (01/01/201727/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(01/01/2017-31/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time. Reported signs are
compatible with a hypersensitivy reaction which can
occur post vaccination. Different products used at the
same moment. Therefore B Possible.

0 07/02/2017 Not
Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Beauce Sheep Not
Dog
Known
(Beauceron)

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 N - Unlikely
N/A,N/A,1 Days,24,Unknown 1 Days
1 Animal (10/11/201610/11/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,1
Days,24,Unknown 1 Days 1 Animal
(10/11/201610/11/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PUPPY DP 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 N/A,N/A,1 Days,24,Unknown 1 Days
1 Animal (17/10/201617/10/2016)<BR><BR>Pneumodog N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (10/11/201610/11/2016)<BR><BR>

The product is not expected to protect against parvo

1

0 07/02/2017 Not
Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

SLEE for parvo received on 7 Feb 2017 7FEB2017 Veterinarian notifies parvovirus infection in dogs
after vaccination with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Pneumodog. It concerns 2 dogs of the same
household.This case is for dog #2. Case 2017-BE-52 is for the other dog. NOV2016 and DEC2016
(approx):Dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Pneumodog. 7FEB2017 Dog is
sick,positive for parvovirus, treated at intensive care unit of the veterinary clinic. No information on
exact vaccination dates, clinical signs or examinations performed. 10FEB2017 Follow-up received.
Initial case 2017-BE-044 kept for 1 dog. Linked case created 2017-BE-052 for the other dog. Additional
information received: Vaccination schedule: Nobivac Puppy DP: 26SEP2016 and 17OCT2016; Nobivac
DHP, Nobivac L4 and Pneumodog: 11OCT2016 and 10NOV2016; Blood analysis 7FEB2017: Hb: 11.9 (1420g/dL) Hct: 35.7 (43.0-59.0%)Erytrhocytes: 5.22 (6.20-8.70 milj/µg)Leucocytes:5260 (6000-16000) CHr
21.0 (23.4-28.8pg) Na: 138 (143-154mmol/L) Total protein: 47 (53-80g/L ) alfa1 globulines: 7.9 (3.24.8%) alfa2 globulines:19.7 (12.0-16.4%)alfa 1 globulines: 3.7 (1.8-3.6 g/L) beta globulines 6.7 (7.3-17.9
g/L) gamma globulines 3.5 (3.6-9.1g/L) Transaminase ALT (GPT) 102 (<70 U/L) AP 211 (<111) Glucose:
103 (55-90mg/dL) Faeces: no parasites, no cryptosporidium.Campylobacter jejuni. Note from the lab:
Potential pathogenic organisms like Campylobacter could be associated with acute diarrhoea. Clinical
relevant isolates are mostly seen in case of young or immunodeficient animals.Those organisms can
also be present in healthy animals. Results have to be considered in line with clinical context.
Additional information awaited. Follow-up 23 Feb Event narrative, patient screen and assessment
updated. Report of the Faculty of Ghent N41314 2FEB2017 At noon, dog vomits digested food.
3FEB2017 Dog received adapted feeding and a SC injection with Maropitant. Dog still vomited and
additionally showed brown, watery dairrhoea. 4FEB2017 General examination of the blood.
Radiographic examination: no abnormalities. Ultrasonography: mesenterial lymphnodes enlarged.
Infusion: 2xHTM for sustain, metronidazole 2mg/kg bid. 2ml Metoclopramide. 2ml Ranitidine.
5FEB2017Dog gets worse. Still vomits and shows haemorrhagic diarrhoea and lethargy. Received
Metronidazole and Maropitant. Dog taken to intensive care unit of faculty of Ghent. 5FEB2017 and
6FEB2017:Ultrasonography: Conclusioin: Strong suspicion of severe gastro-enteritis. Obstruction by a
foreign body cannot be formally excluded but is unlikely. Severe oedema of one long portion of the
jejunum with severe paralytic ileus and mesentieric steatitis. This can be due to previsou passage of FB,
focal for
inflammation,
ischemic
lesion
of the
small intestins
can not
be excluded.
Treatment:
SLEE
parvo received
on 7 Feb
2017
7FEB2017
Veterinarian
notifies
parvovirus
infectionPantomed.
in 2 pups

6.2 NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 N - Unlikely
N/A,N/A,1 Days,24,Unknown 1 Days
1 Animal (25/08/201625/08/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,1
Days,24,Unknown 1 Days 1 Animal
(25/08/201625/08/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PUPPY DP 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 N/A,N/A,1 Days,24,Unknown 1 Days
1 Animal (12/07/201612/07/2016)<BR><BR>Pneumodog N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (25/08/201625/08/2016)<BR><BR>

The product is not expected to protect against parvo

1

0 07/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Weak pulse,Decubitus,Prolonged
R><BR><BR>Yes capillary refill
time,Apathy,Anaphylactic
shock,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Loss of
consciousness,Pale mucous
membrane,Hypotension

No Data

7 Mar 2017 Veterinarian reports anaphylactic reaction in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi
and Nobivac L4. 7 Mar 2017 Dog is vaccinated at veterinary practice with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac
L4.10 minutes later dog shows apathy and lethargy. This evolves to white mucosae, weak heart beat,
severe hypotension, severe lethargy, sternal decubitus, loss of consciousness, elevated RFT.
Treatment: Dexamethasone IM + IV; Oxygen; No amelioration. Adrenaline + perfusion. After 3-4
hours: recovery. No additional information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

Cairn Terrier

Dutch Spitz from same household after vaccination with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Pneumodog. Dog 1
Keeshond
captured in case 2017-BE-00044. Dog 2 captured in this case. 7FEB2017 Dog is sick,positive for
parvovirus, treated at intensive care unit of the veterinary clinic. No information on clinical signs or
examinations performed. Vaccination schedule: Nobivac Puppy DP: 12JUL2016 and 02AUG2016;
Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Pneumodog: 3AUG2016 and 25AUG2016; 16 FEB 2017 Follow-up
received. Vaccination schedule was incorrectly mentioned. Vaccination took place with Nobivac
Puppy DP on 12 Jul 2016 and with Nobivac DHP on 3 Aug 2016 and 25 Aug 2016. Report of the faculty:
13 FEB 2017 N41380. Dog dewormed correctly in the past. 5 FEB 2017 Vomiting started. 6 FEB 2017
Treatment: Maropitant, Metoclopramide, ranitidine, amoxicilline-clavulanic acid. 7 FEB 2017 Faeces
positive for parvovirus infection and Campylobacter. No detailed information on tests available. 8 FEB
2017 Dog received forced feeding. 1 time diarrhoea.1 time vomiting. No drinking/eating. Infusion
started. 9 FEB 2017 Consultation faculty of Ghent. Dog shows anorexia, vomiting, diarrhoea. Diagnosis:
parvovirus infection. Faeces positive for Campylobacter.Therapy: infusion (Emeprid,
Cerenia,Pantomed) 10 FEB 2017 Dog eats again.Infusion continued. Omeprazole added. 11 FEB 2017
Infusion continued. 12 FEB 2017 therapy continued at veterinary practice. 16 FEB 2017 According to
vet dog is doing wel. No additional information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: Pneumodog Reason: Vaccination Generic: DP LV Brand: NOBIVAC PUPPY DP 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
130 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

10.5 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1
Animal (07/03/201707/03/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (07/03/201707/03/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Very close association in time (10 minutes).
Anapylactic reaction can occur after any foreign
substance administered. Other product used the same
time, therefore B Possible.

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00085

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

8.9 Year(s)

13/10/2016

23/03/2017

1

1

1 26/10/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Gastritis,Enteritis,Joint
Not
oedema,Scrotal oedema,Sudden
Known
death,Anorexia,Oedema NOS (see
other SOCs for specific
oedemas),Ascites,Elevated
AST,Elevated ALT,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Elevated
lipase,Hypophosphataemia,Muscle
atrophy (see also 'Muscle
wasting'),Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypoprot
einaemia,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia
,Diarrhoea,Hypocalcaemic
condition

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00090

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

01/03/2017

29/03/2017

1

1

0 01/03/2017 Not
Allergic reaction,Swollen
Known,<BR><BR eye,Swollen face (see also
><BR><BR><BR> 'Skin'),Swollen lip (see also 'Skin')
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00096

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Month(s) 10/03/2017

11/04/2017

1

1

1 20/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00112

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

24/04/2017

24/04/2017

1

1

0 24/04/2017 Not
Facial oedema,Eyelid oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00154

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

06/02/2017

22/05/2017

1

1

1 06/02/2017 Not
Allergic
Not
Known,<BR><BR reaction,Vasculitis,Death,Pneumoni Known
><BR><BR><BR> a,Convulsion
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00156

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

27/04/2017

02/10/2017

1

1

0 27/04/2017 Not
Anaphylaxis,Swollen face (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Decubitus,Allergic pruritus
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Lymphocytosis,Head shake Not
behavioural
Known
disorder,Cardiomyopathy,Pale
mucous
membrane,Hypersalivation,Dyspno
ea,Lung oedema,Death by
euthanasia,Hyperventilation,Abnor
mal test
result,Hyperglycaemia,Hypoprotein
aemia,Elevated SAP,Decreased red
blood cell count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Neutropenia

Not
Known

Not
Known

23 MAR 2017 Technical support reports gastrointestinal pathology and death of a dog following
Drentse
26.05
vaccination with Nobivac Rabies/Nobivac L4. 23 MAR 2017 Technical support receives notification of a Partridge Dog
possible appearance of an article concerning above mentioned reaction in the Dutch magazine "Onze
Drent". The veterinarian (Clinic A) has been contacted and provided following information: OCT 2015
Dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4. 13 OCT 2016 Dog vaccinated with Nobivac Rabies and Nobivac L4. 26
OCT 2016 Dog shows severe watery diarrhoea, no vomiting. In the past, dog hardly showed diarrhoea.
3 NOV 2016 Blood analysis: Leucocytosis due to neutrophilia. Hypoproteinaemia. Albumine: 17g/L (2244) total protein 33g/L(53-80) Elevated AST 105 (<50) ALT (<70). Elevated cPLI. Elevated TLI 48 (5.2-35)
9 NOV 2016 Clinic B: Ultrasonography: small intestines with slightly tickened wall, normal layers but
mucosal speckels and lines (possible PLEP, lymphangiectasia)(Abnormal ultrasound finding) 10 NOV
2016 Clinic B: Laparoscopic examination. Biopsy results: - Pronounced eosinofilic and plasmacellular
enteritis with marked edema and lymfangiectasy - Stomach also showed pronounced
lymfoplasmacellular and eosinofilic gastritis with the presence of rod pathogens and yeasts (mainly
seen in stomach content stasis) Medication: Prednisolone, Flagyl, Primperan, Sheriproct creme, Diet:
pasta, horsemeat, egg white. 19 NOV 2016 Consultation Clinic A: Clinical examination: low fat, a lot of
borborygmi. Diagnosis: Second opinion PLEP (probably caused by lymfangiectasy) Medication:
Prednisolone, Flagyl, Cerenia.Diet: Kronfeld. 8 DEC 2016 Start up 14 DEC 2016 Loose, stinking stool.
Blood analysis: Slightly elevated total protein, albumine: 15. Bad prognosis. Differential diagnosis:
strong lymphangiectasy or underlying lymphoma. Medication: Leukeran, Prednisolone, cerenia, flagyl,
primperan. Diet: cattlemeat, potatoes, protifar. Clinical examination: big belly caused by ascites.
Ultrasonograpy: generalised hyperechogenic mucosae of the intestines and hyperechogenic
mesentarial fat. Diagnosis: PLEP. Prednisolone injections instead of oral administration. 17 DEC 2016
Dog ate quite well, he is enthousiastic. Faeces stays the same; Ascites. Oedema of the tarsi. Albumine:
1g/dl (2.5-4.4) total protein 2.9 (5.4-8.2) Slightly elevated AF, ALT (x3), decreased Ca and P. Diagnosis:
PLEP not responsive to treatment. Medication: Leukeran, Prednisolone, cerenia, flagyl,cyclosporine.
20 DEC 2016 Prednisolone tablets. Dog is doing well. 21 DEC 2016 Dog is doing worse. Anorexia.
Oedema tarsi, scrotum and abdomen much less. Albumine: 0.6 (2.5-4.4) Total protein: 3.2 (5.4-8.2).
Therapy: prednisolone injections, Leukeran. 28 DEC 2016: Dog is doing quite well. Still diarrhoea.
Medication:
shows
general
atrophy.
Little with
oedema
at scrotum.
29
MAR 2017Prednisolne,
VeterinarianPrimperan.
reports anDog
allergic
reaction
in muscular
a dog after
vaccination
Nobivac
DHPPi, Siberian Husky Not
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac BbPi. MAR 2017 (approx) 18.30h Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi
Known
Nobivac L4 Nobivac BbPi. 19.45h Dog shows swelling of the eyelids, lips, nose. Treatment: IV injection
with Dexamethasone. In the evening dog recovered. No additional information awaited. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

31 MAR 2017 Veterinarian reports various reactions in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac L4 and
German Spitz Nobivac Parvo-c. 10 MAR 2017 Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Parvo-c. 20 MAR 2017 Pomeranian
Dog started shivering with his head, faster than before, dog shows hyperventilation and severe
salivation. 22 MAR 2017 Treatment: fysiological serum, Catosal inj., Meloxidolor and Baytril inj. +
Konakion inj. There was a suspicion of intoxication by rat poison but this was negative. Blood analysis:
Hb: 11.3 g/dL (14-20) Hct: 33.9% (43-59), Erythrocytes:4.76 (6.20-8.70) Neutrophils 52.6 (55-77)
lymfocytes: 40.2 % (12-35) Total protein: 47 g/L (53-80) Alkalic phosphatase: 118 U/L (111). glucosis:
98 mg/dL (55-90) 23 MAR 2017 Hyperventilation. Treatment: Dimazon. Dog went better for a short
moment. Radiographic examination: results awaited. 24 MAR 2017 Consultation at other veterinarian.
Report awaited. Additional information awaited. 6 APR 2017 Follow-up Report echocardiography 24
MAR 2017. According to the report: Reason for 2nd opinion: Fulminant heartfailure for 2 days. Clinical
examination: Severe dyspnoea (inspiratory and expiratory). Pale mucosae.Vertebral heart score 13
with generalised alveolar lungoedema. Conclusion: Generalised heart dilatation, low contractility,
mitralisregurgitation. Dilatoric cardiomyopathy secondary to an infectious disease, probably Parvo.
Dog has been euthanased. Additional information requested on total vaccination scheme. 11 APR 2017
Follow-up Report Anatomopathology of the heart: heartmuscle doesn't show any degenerative or
inflammatory changes which could be linked to a parvovirus infection. Immunohistochemical
colorisation was also negative for Parvo. Full autopsy result awaited. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
130 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days
1 Animal (01/03/201701/03/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,1
Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1 Animal
(01/03/201701/03/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (01/03/201701/03/2017)<BR><BR>
3.2 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1
Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1 Animal
(10/03/201710/03/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,1
Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1 Animal
(10/03/2017-10/03/2017)<BR><BR>

24 APR 2017 Veterinarian reports an allergic reaction in a dog after administration of Nobivac L4 and Other
3.35
Nobivac DHPPi. 24 APR 2017 Vaccination of the dog with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHPPi. Additionally Canine/dog
dog received treatment with Effipro. PV document mentions 8xspraying/kg every 4 weeks over the
total body. 90 minutes later Dog showed oedema of the head and eyelids. Treatment: 0.4 ml
Prednisolone 1% sc and 0.2 ml Dexamedium IM. 2 hours later: 1 tablet Prednisolone 5mg. Oedema
went away slowly. Recovery after 12 hours. Not confirmed if veterinarion thought the oedema would
become worse but at the moment the vet called he was a little bit in panic what to do. No additional
information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Effipro Reason:
Flea/ tick control] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction. 16MAY2017 Veterinarian notifies death in a dog after vaccination with
Basset Hound Not
Nobivac L4. 2017 (approx) Dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Afterwards (time frame not specified) dog
Known
showed coughing and died. Additional information expected. Follow-up 22 MAY 2017 patient, product,
Event narrative and assessment screen adapted. 6FEB2017 Dog shows a slight cough. Bilateral otitis
caused by Malassezia.Dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4.Dog also received Nexgard
spectra. Dogsyrup. Acetic otic. At home dog eat well and was actif. Afterwards he went to his bench by
himself and showed convulsions. Dog was brought to the clinic. 6-7FEB2017 24hours observation;
Rapidexon and infusion. According to attending vet it concerned an allergic reaction probably due to
Nobivac L4. 7-16FEB2017 No abnormalities. 16FEB2017 Dog found death at home. Autopsy
performed. Results: Pneumonia (streptococcus canis and Bordetella Bronchiseptica) with secondary
vasculitis. According to attending veterinarian high probability that this caused death. No additional
information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Nexgard Spectra
Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: Brand: Dogsyrup Reason: Cough Generic: Brand: Acetic otic
Reason: Otitis] [State of health: Fair]

Suspected adverse reaction On 18 May 2017 a veterinarian notifies anaphylactic reaction in a dog after American
vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. 27 Apr 2017: Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi
Cocker Spaniel
and Nobivac L4. 20 minutes later dog shows swelling of the head, pruritus on the head and decubitus.
Treatment: IV Rapidexon(corticosteroids) 0.3ml. About 2 hours later dog recovered. Swelling on the
face diminished. Veterinarian also notifies another case: See linked case:2017-BE-157. Additional
information awaited. 2 OCT 2017 No additional information received/ awaited. Case closed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545
Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 O1 - Inconclusive
N/A,N/A,1 Days,24,Unknown 1 Days
1 Animal (13/10/201613/10/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X1DS 130 - N/A,N/A,1
Days,24,Unknown 1 Days 1 Animal
(13/10/2016-13/10/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

OReactions started 10 days after vaccination, impact
Unclassifiable/unassessa on blood parameters was observed (anaemia,
ble
neutropenia). The role of Nobivac L4 cannot
completed be excluded concerning the effect on
blood. However, cardiomyopathy is not expected.
Overall, O.

Effipro - N/A,N/A,4
B - Possible
Weeks,24,Unknown 4 Weeks 1
Animal (24/04/201724/04/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,1
Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1 Animal
(24/04/201724/04/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (24/04/201724/04/2017)<BR><BR>
Acetic otic - N/A,N/A,24
B - Possible
Hours,24,Unknown 24 Hours 1
Animal (10 Day(s) 06/02/201716/02/2017)<BR><BR>Dogsyrup 5,N/A,12 Hours,10,5 ml 12 Hours 1
Animal (10 Day(s) 06/02/201716/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHP 10X1DS 130 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(06/02/201706/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(06/02/201706/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nexgard
Spectra - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Not applicable 1 Animal
(06/02/2017-06/02/2017)<BR><BR>

6.4 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (27/04/201727/04/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(27/04/2017-27/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Close association in time. Allergic reaction can occur
after administration of the product. Several products
used at the same moment. Therefore B Possible.

Allergic reaction:Association in time. (<24h) Described
reaction is possible after administration of the
product.Other products used at the same moment.
No clear conclusion can be made. Therefore B
Possible. Death: Weak assocation in time. Autopsy
performed. Underlying pathology diagnosed. Overall B
Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00184

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 31/05/2017

08/06/2017

1

1

0 01/06/2017 Not
Falling,Disturbance in
Known,<BR><BR attention,Spasm,Ataxia
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00188

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 - 4 Year(s)

01/06/2017

22/06/2017

1

1

1 01/06/2017 Not
Vomiting,Death,Loss of
Not
Known,<BR><BR consciousness,Coma,Anaphylaxis,F Known
><BR><BR><BR> ever
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00203

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

13/06/2017

19/06/2017

1

1

0 13/06/2017 Not
Tachycardia,Pruritus,Urticaria,Facia Not
Known,<BR><BR l swelling (see also 'Skin')
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00216

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

22/10/2015

28/08/2017

1

1

1 05/11/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anaemia NOS,Vomiting,Death by
Not
euthanasia,Localised oedema (not Known
application site),Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Weight
loss,Anorexia

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00217

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

1.4 Year(s)

20/05/2016

03/07/2017

1

1

0 20/05/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Decreased appetite,Lethargy (see Not
also Central nervous system
Known
depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise,Vomiting,Ab
normal test result,Anaemia
NOS,Diarrhoea,Fever

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00242

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

12/07/2017

12/07/2017

1

1

0 12/07/2017 Not
Anaphylactic shock
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00268

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

26/07/2017

18/08/2017

1

1

1 27/07/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous Not
system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Hypothermia,Fever,
Septicaemia,Steatitis,Injection site
panniculitis,Apathy,Bacterial skin
infection
NOS,Hypoglycaemia,Urinary tract
bleeding,General
illness,Gangrene,Unclassifiable
adverse event,Suppurative
dermatitis,Injection site
necrosis,Injection site
swelling,Injection site serous
discharge,Vasculitis,Vomiting,Ataxia
,Skin
oedema,Death,Anorexia,Localised
pain NOS (see other 'SOCs' for
specific pain)

8 Jun 2017 Veterinarian reports a neurologic reaction in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi
Jack Russell
Not
and Nobivac L4. 31 May 2017 Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. 1 Jun 2017 Dog is Terrier
Known
less alert, shows ataxia, from time to time a spasm in his hind leg and falling down. Until 9 Jun 2017
Dog still shows same symptoms but with less intensity. No treatment performed. 14 Jun 2017 Dog will
be examined at Faculty of Veterinary Medicine Merelbeke. Additional information awaited. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]
2 Jun 2017 Veterinarian reports a neurological and general reaction in a dog after vaccination with
Not Applicable Not
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. 2 Jun 2017 (approx) Dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac
Known
L4. The same day the dog showed coma and fever. Treatment: Corticosteroids, infusion and
antibiotics. Fever has gone but consciousness still decreased. Dog will have a neurological
examination. Additional information awaited. 22JUN2017 Follow-up. Patient, product, event narrative
and assessment adapted.Vaccination date: 1 JUN 2017. During the night the dog showed vomiting,
coma and fever. Treatment: Corticosteroids, infusion and antibiotics. 2 Jun 2017 Fever went away but
consciousness decreased. Dog sent to 2nd veterinary practice. 15 minutes after he arrived there he
died. Since Jan - Feb 2017 Dog has livercirrhosis diagnosed. No autopsy performed. No additional
information expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Poor]

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1
Animal (31/05/201731/05/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (31/05/201731/05/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 B - Possible
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (01/06/201701/06/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(01/06/2017-01/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

19 JUN 2017 Veterinarian reports an allergic reaction after vaccination of a dog with Nobivac DHPPi
Bulldog
10
and Nobivac L4. 13 JUN 2017 Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. 30 minutes after
vaccination dog shows: generalised pruritus, severe facial swelling and urticaria all over the body,
tachycardia, pink mucosae, RFT: 3 sec. Treatment: IV injection with Prednisolone (1mg/kg) and
hospitalisation. Dog recovered within 1 hour. No additional information expected. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction from 2015, reported on 3JUL2017 Veterinarian notifies gastro-intestinal,
German Spitz - Not
general reaction and blood pathology after vaccination with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4, Nobivac Rabies Pomeranian
Known
and Pneumodog: 22OCT2015 Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4, Nobivac Rabies and
Pneumodog.5NOV2015 Dog shows severe anaemia, lethargy, weight loss. Diagnostics: Negative for
Lyme/Anaplasma and Ehrlichia. Treatment: corticosteroids. 17NOV2015 Severe repetition of
symptoms the dog showed before, oedema. Dog has been euthanised. No additional information
expected. Case closed. 28 AUG 2017 Follow up received. Patient, product, event narrative screen
adapted. 5 NOV 2015 Dog also showed anorexia and vomiting. Weight loss from 4.1 to 3.9 in 2 weeks.
Treatment existed of corticosoteroids, antibiotics (amoxy-clav), laurabolin and hospitalisation. 9 NOV
2015 Radiograph and ultrasonography: no pathology. Relapse after decrease of corticosteroids.
Treatment: blood transfusion. Coombs test was negative. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP
LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV
Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Pneumodog/Eurican
Pneumo Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1
Animal (13/06/201713/06/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (13/06/201713/06/2017)<BR><BR>

Close assocation in time (30 minutes). Described
symptoms could be linked to a hypersensitivity
reaction. This reaction is a known reaction. Two
products used.

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,1 O1 - Inconclusive
Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1 Animal
(22/10/201522/10/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (22/10/201522/10/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X1DS 130 - N/A,N/A,1
Days,24,Unknown 1 Days 1 Animal
(22/10/201522/10/2015)<BR><BR>Pneumodog/
Eurican Pneumo - N/A,N/A,1
Days,24,Unknown 1 Days 1 Animal
(22/10/2015-22/10/2015)<BR><BR>

The CA agrees on the assessment of the MAH. Since
multiple product are involved it is difficult to indicate
which product is responsible for the signs.

Suspected Adverse Reaction 28APR2016 Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4, Pneumodog. Chihuahua
20MAY2016 Dog receives his 2nd vaccination with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4, Pneumodog. Afterwards
(after vaccination, not specified) he showed less appetite and sickness. 4JUL2016 Dog shows lethargy
and less appetite again.7JUL2016 Dog shows diarrhoea and vomiting. Treament: Stomorgyl + adapted
feeding.14JUL2016 Dog shows lethargy, anorexia, fever 39,1°C. Diagnostics: Negative for Giardia.
Anaemia.18JUL2016 Pale mucuous membranes, lethargy, diarrhoea, anorexia. Severe anaemia. Blood
transfusion.Suspected of immune mediated haemolytic anaemia. Treatment: corticosteroids.
20JUL2016 Diagnostics: Isospora: positive.(abnormal test result) Treatment: Procox. 26JUL2016 A lot
of amelioration. In 2017 dog also showed reaction to vaccination. This is described in case 2017-BE00233. No additional information expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP
LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Pneumodog Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 O1 - Inconclusive
N/A,N/A,1 Days,24,Unknown 1 Days
1 Animal (20/05/201620/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,1
Days,24,Unknown 1 Days 1 Animal
(20/05/201620/05/2016)<BR><BR>Pneumodog N/A,N/A,1 Days,24,Unknown 1 Days
1 Animal (20/05/201620/05/2016)<BR><BR>

Underlying pathology that could have caused the
symptoms, however a role of the vaccination cannot
be ruled out. Therefore O1 inconclusive.

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 B - Possible
N/A,N/A,1 Days,24,Unknown 1 Days
1 Animal (12/07/201712/07/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 130 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(12/07/2017-12/07/2017)<BR><BR>

The CA agrees on the assessment of the MAH.

Not
Known

SAR 12JUL2017 Veterinarian notifies shock reaction in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac L4 and
Not Applicable Not
Nobivac Pi. 12JUL2017 (approx) Dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi. First notification only
Known
mentions anaphylactic shock reaction after vaccination. No other information until now. Additional
information awaited. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand:
NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

31JUL2017 Veterinarian notifies local, general reaction and death in a dog after vaccination with
Yorkshire
Nobivac L4 en Nobivac Pi. 26JUL2017 Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi. 27JUL2017 24 Terrier
hours after vaccination patient shows lethargy, lifting his foreleg from time to time, anorexia.
28JUL2017 48 hours after vaccination dog is brought to veterinary practice and shows swelling at
injection site, hypoglycaemia, anorexia, apathy and fever (40°C). Treatment: NSAIDs, sugar(Onsior
injection SC distal on the back), Metacam (orally) for treatment at home. 31JUL2017 Dog comes again
to veterinary practice. No evolution. Fever 39.4°C. Lifting left foreleg continuously, ataxia, apathy and
general sickness. A little fluid is coming out of the wound which originated from the injection site.
Oedema at the left humerus. Dog is hospitalised. Vomiting after forced feeding.Treatment
Amoxycilline/clavulanic acid tablets.During the day dog doing worse. Blood examination, blood pulse
measurement, hypothermia. According to veterinarian dog showed SIRS. (Severe inflammatory
response syndrome). Treatment: Monitoring, infusion, Comfortan. Oedema sinks down more distally at
the humerus. Demarcation of necrotic zone becomes visible, decolorisation of the skin with fluid
coming out at the armpit.It concerns necrosis of SC tissue and skin at injection site which reaches the
left forelimb distally. Patient hardly reacts to impulses. SC rinsing with Ringer by catheter. Sample
taken of wound fluid. 1AUG2017 Further treatment: intensive care with permanent monitoring.
Cefazolin IV, ringer infusion, dobutamine, glucosis,opiates, Calcium. Drain has been put in place at left
forelimb, wound at the back is draining well. 2AUG2017 Dog received plasma via plasmatransfusion.
3AUG2017 In the morning dog dies. Result of the swab of the wound: Streptococcus G. According to
vet probably secondary. Dog will be sent in for autopsy. Additional information awaited. 8AUG2017
Follow-up received. Event narrative and Veddra coding updated. Autopsy results partially available:
2017A485.Pathological diagnosis: extensively moist gangrene from the skin with strong necrosis and
suppuration. Other parts of the skin: strong subcutaneous oedema. Infarct of the spleen. Cortical
kidney bleedings. Acute pancreatic necrosis, pancreatitis. Histology results awaited. 18AUG2017
Follow-up received. Final autopsy report available. Event narrative and Veddra coding adapted.
Pathological diagnosis has slightly changed by the lab: Acute pancreatic necrosis, pancreatitis has
been replaced by: "Steatitis around pancreas". Final conclusion after histology completed: Mortality
can be explained by an necrotizing to suppurative panniculitis, dermatitis and vasculitis with
intralesional coccoid bacteria. From this injury, Streptococcus canis was isolated. Also a spleen

1.74 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1
Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1 Animal
(26/07/201726/07/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (26/07/201726/07/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00279

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

4-4
Month(s)

04/08/2017

08/08/2017

1

1

1 05/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Leucocytosis,Prolonged one stage Not
prothrombin time
Known
(OSPT),Tachycardia,Pale mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Blo
od in
vomit,Coma,Death,Hyperventilatio
n,Immune mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Elevated SAP,Abdominal
cavity haemorrhage,Petechiae
NOS,Decreased red blood cell
count,Neutrophilia

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00280

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

31/07/2017

31/08/2017

1

1

0 03/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Recumbency,Reduced
reflexes,Walking
difficulty,Neuropathy NOS,Muscle
weakness NOS

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00291

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

04/08/2017

14/08/2017

1

1

1 08/08/2017 Not Known

Blood
clot,Death,Lameness,Polyarthritis

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00311

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

9-9
Week(s)

28/08/2017

29/08/2017

1

1

0 28/08/2017 Not
Blindness,Muscle tremor,Ataxia
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00333

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

02/09/2016

22/11/2017

1

1

0 11/09/2017 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00334

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

2.6 Year(s)

09/06/2017

19/09/2017

1

1

1 09/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Unable to
Not
stand,Depressed
Known
reflexes,Quadriplegia,Quadriparesis
,Respiratory arrest,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Generalised
weakness,Neuromuscular disorder
NOS,Impaired vocalisation,Head tilt
- neurological disorder,Partial
anorexia

Suspected adverse reaction 8AUG2017 Veterinarian notifies gastro-intestinal reaction, blood
Tibetan Terrier
pathology and death in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. 22JUN2017 Dog is
administered Nobivac Puppy at the breeder 4AUG2017 Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4. 5AUG2017 Dog shows vomiting and diarrhoea in the afternoon. 6AUG2017 Dog shows
coma, pale mucous membranes, petechiae, tachycardia, tachypnoe. Treatment: infusion,
Rapidexon,primperan, cerenia,NaCl. Positive evolution, pink mucosae, stands up again. In the evening
dog starts vomiting again black gunk. Dog is sent to other veterinary practice. Ultrasonography:
suspicion of blood in the abdomen. Blood analysis shows high white blood cell count (24.98) Neutrofils
20.14 (high) Red blood cells 3,24 (low) Hct: 22.8, protrombine time delayed (out of range high), ALP 686
(20-150). References for all parameters not available. At the moment they wanted to start blood
transfusion, dog died. Diagnosis of the 2nd practice: coumarine intoxication. Diagnosis for the first vet:
immune mediated haemolytic anaemia. No additional information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DP
LV Brand: NOBIVAC PUPPY DP 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction 8AUG2017 Veterinarian notifies neurological reaction in a dog after
Basset Hound
vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac BbPi. 31JUL2017 Dog is vaccinated with
Nobivac DHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac BbPi. 3AUG2017 Dog shows neuropathy and is sent to 2nd
veterinary practice. 8AUG2017 Dog starts walking again. Treatment: unknown, probably
corticosteroids. Additional information awaited. (PV doc and report). 24 AUG 2017 Additional info
received. 3 AUG 2017 According to attending vet dog showed general muscle weakness, not able to
stand up anymore. Treatment: Dexamedium, Noroclav, Furosemide. 4 AUG 2017 According to report
of the 2nd veterinary practice: Dog shows stiff and weak walking. Dog wants continuously laying down.
Delayed reflexes. Syndrome: weakness. Localisation: periferal neuromuscular, nervous type.
Heamatology and biochemistry: normal. CO2017.005204 Treatment: Hospitalisation. Diagnosis:
suspicious for post vaccination polyneuropathy. 30 AUG 2017 Additional information received.
Negative for Neospora and Toxoplasma.(Report 809.021.699). 31 AUG 2017 Additional information
received. Dog is doing better. He walks again. Case updated in patient, product, event narrative, veddra
coding screen. Assessment changed from O unclassified to B Possible for the 3 concerned products. No
additional information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
14AUG2017 Notification received from Dutch colleagues about a social media post concerning death
of a puppy after vaccination with Nobivac L4. 4AUG2017 (approx) Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac L4.
8AUG2017 Dog shows a little bit of lameness. 9AUG2017 Lameness got worse and owners went to the
vet who thought about polyarthritis. Treatment performed. Not specified. 10AUG2017 Dog dies.
11AUG2017 The veterinarian who performed the autopsy told the puppy got a blood clotting disorder
and that her body was full of blood clots. No additional information awaited. Case closed [Reason for
use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction Tremor, ataxia and blindness after vaccination of several vaccines and a
pharmaceuticals: 28/08/2017, 16.00 vaccination with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHPPI and dewormer
Milpro Pup slept till 20.00h and owner woke him up; dog showed severe shaking and could not stand
up anymore. Went to the vet, diagnosis: heavy tremor, ataxie, blindness, glucose 5mmol/L treatment:
glusose ( althoug not really needed) Phenergan: 0.02ml IM Primperan: 0.2ml More information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: Brand: Milpro Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Other
Canine/dog

Yorkshire
Terrier

SLEE 19 SEP 2017 Veterinarian notifies leptospirosis in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi
Bernese
and Nobivac L4. 8 AUG 2016 Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. 2 SEP 2016 Dog is Mountain Dog
vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. 10 SEP 2017 Dog taken to veterinarian showing
leptospirosis infection. (symptoms not specified). 11 SEP 2017 Blood analysis:37229456 Haematology:
Monocytes: 1.69 (0.05-1.24) Basofils: 0.18 (0-0.1%) Ureum: 28.4 (2.00-6.70 mmol/L) GOT (AST) 194
(15-30 U/L) GPT (ALT) 197 (25-55U/L)Total bilirubine: 231.36 (<2.57 µmol/L)Direct bilirubine: 219.39 (<
1.71 µmol/L GammaGT: 19 (2-10 U/L) Alcalic phosphatase: 744 (10-50U/L)(abnormal test result) Bile
acids: 106 (<20 µmol/L) Amylase: 1365 (260-1040 U/L) Phosphate: 2.89 (0.90-1.60 mmol/l) CRP: 31.7
(<10mg/L) (abnormal test result) Infectious serology: Leptospira copenhageni: 1:1600 (<1:100) In dogs,
titre of 1:400 or more is considered positive for an infection. Additional information (convalescent
serum) is awaited. 21 SEP 2017 Follow-up received.Patient, product, event narrative and veddra screen
updated. Symptoms described as acute liver and kidney failure. 10 to 21 SEP 2017 Performed
treatment: Infusion and hospitalisation. Antibiotics: Amoxycillineclavulanic acid and enrofloxacine.
Ursochol: 7,5mg/kg 2x/day. 22 SEP 2017 Dog sent home with Amoxyclav 2x/day. Ursochol 2x/day. 29
SEP 2017 Control visit foreseen. Additional information awaited. (additional sample) 9 OCT 2017
Follow up received. Blood analysis 26 SEP 2017 Leucocytes 12.83 10log9 (6-12) Lymfocytes 5.2 10log9
(1-4.8) Total albumin: 56.7 (58-75 g/L) Ureum7.6 mmol/L (2-6.7) GPT (ALT) 135 U/L (25-55) Bilirubine
total : 47.71 (<2.57 µmol/L) Bilirubine direct 45.49 (<1.71 µmol/L) Alcalic phosphatase: 353 (10-50U/L)
Amylase: 1556 (260-1040 U/L) Phosphor: 1.68 mmol/L(0.90-1.60). Serology: L.copenhageni 1:100
(<1:100).Serum look slightly icteric. Dog is doing fine. Treatment: Doxycycline. No additional
information awaited. Case closed. 22NOV2017 Follow up received. Event narrative and RfA updated.
25 OCT2017 New blood sample taken. Veterinarian informed us titers were now normal. No additional
information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

SAR 19 SEP 2017 Veterinarian notifies gastro-intestinal and neurological reaction after vaccination
Border Collie
with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. 9 JUN 2017 Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac
L4. 13 JUN 2017 (approx)Dog shows vomiting and diarrhoea. Treatment: symptomatic. 14 JUN 2017
Recovered. 27 JUL 2017 Vomiting. Treatment: symptomatic. According to owner dog is more quiet
since vaccination. 3 AUG 2017 Dog shows head tilt to the left and barks more roughly. 4 AUG 2017 Dog
is at consultation with complaint of difficulty to stand up. Treatment: NSAID. 5 AUG 2017 Dog is
unable to stand up and is sent to Faculty of Merelbeke via other veterinarian.Dog shows acute
weakness, lethargy and partial anorexia. 5 AUG 2017 to 12 AUG 2017 Dog was hospitalised. Diagnosis:
general weakness, head tilt to the left as consequence of ??. Neuromuscular disorder (ddx:
polyradiculoneuritis, botulism, acute fulminant myasthenia gravis. ) Treatment: infusion, ventilation,
medication. 11 AUG 2017 The dog showed signs of progressive deterioration over the first week
related to the neuromuscular disorder.i.e. generalized weakness and ambulatory tetraparesis that
progressed to tetraplegia with absent sponal reflexes and facial weakness. today the dog showed
respiratory arrest and therfor placed on ventilation. 13 AUG 2017 Dog has been euthanised. General
information: Intake of rat poison not excluded. Until 2 months ago a lot of ticks were found on the
dog. He received a tablet for it (unspecified) and it went better. No anamnesis of going abroad. No
additional information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

5.5 NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,1 B - Possible
Days,24,1 Dose 1 Days 1 Animal
(04/08/201704/08/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1 Days,24,1
Dose 1 Days 1 Animal (04/08/201704/08/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PUPPY DP 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable Unknown (22/06/201722/06/2017)<BR><BR>

12-Dec NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
B - Possible
130 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (31/07/201731/07/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(31/07/201731/07/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(31/07/2017-31/07/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(04/08/2017-04/08/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

Association in time (4days). Neurological reaction not
expected after administration of the product.Allergic
reaction can't be excluded. Additional diagnostics
performed. No other underlying pathology found but
can't be excluded (Negative for
Neospora/Toxoplasma). Post vaccination neuropathy
can't be excluded, moreover it is difficult to
distinguish the product responsible for the adverse
event

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

01-Feb Milpro - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (28/08/201728/08/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Capsule Unknown 1 Animal
(28/08/201728/08/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Capsule Unknown 1 Animal
(28/08/2017-28/08/2017)<BR><BR>

The CA agrees on the assessment of the MAH.

42.5 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 B - Possible
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (02/09/201602/09/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal (12
Month(s) 02/09/201602/09/2017)<BR><BR>

The CA agrees on the assessment of the MAH.

20 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (09/06/201709/06/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(09/06/2017-09/06/2017)<BR><BR>

The CA agrees on the assessment of the MAH.

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00343

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Month(s)

01/01/2017

16/10/2017

1

1

1 01/01/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>No

Unauthori
sed
dosage other

Case received from BE NCA: BE-FAGG-DVV-N2017-442. Suspected lack of expected efficacy. 22 SEP
2017 Veterinarian notifies leptospirosis and death in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac L4. 2016
(approx) At 8 weeks of age, dog received its first Nobivac L4 vaccination. 2017 (approx) Dog receives
the rappel vaccination. 7 days after injection, symptoms started, examinations were performed (not
specified) which, according to vet, confirmed Leptospirosis.4 days later, dog dies. No autopsy
performed, no serological examination performed. According to veterinarian, based on available date
he could not know the cause of the events. Additional information awaited. Follow up information
received that no company product was used (the product that was administered was Versican instead
of Nobivac L4). By default, since no information was provided, it was considered that the product
administered was Versican Plus L4. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTOSPIRA INTERROGANS SEROVAR ICTEROHAEMORRHAGIAE, STRAIN MSLB 1089; LEPTOSPIRA
Brand: VERSICAN PLUS L4 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Corso Dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,1 Days,N/A,Unknown 1
Days 1 Animal (01/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>VERSICAN PLUS L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (01/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00367

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

01/10/2017

19/10/2017

1

1

0 01/10/2017 Not
Allergic oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Chihuahua

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 B - Possible
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (01/10/201701/10/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(01/10/2017-01/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Association in time (unspecified). Oedema
(unspecified) can occur as part of an anaphylactic
reaction. Two vaccines were used. According to the
veterinarian, it concerned a typical swelling which is
often seen in puppies after vaccination.

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00368

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

11/10/2017

16/01/2018

1

1

0 13/10/2017 Not
Dyspnoea,Nasal discharge,Cough
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

12 OCT 2017 Veterinarian notifies an allergic reaction in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4. OCT 2017 Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Dog developed serious
oedema. (Assocation in time unspecified). Dog has been treated by the veterinarian and recovered.
Additional information awaited. 19 OCT 2017 Follow up from technical support. Event narrative
updated. No information if breathing was restricted or not. According to her talk to the veterinarian it
concerned a typical swelling which is often seen in puppies after vaccination. No information if
vaccines were mixed or not. Additional information awaited. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
On 15 OCT 2017, the Veterinarian notifies respiratory symptoms after vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi
and Nobivac L4. On 11 OCT 2017, the Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. On 13
OCT 2017, the Dog was hospitalised at the veterinary clinic showing cough, dyspnea and mucopurulent nasal discharge. The Dog was bought in a pet shop. Additional information awaited. (PV doc)
16JAN2018 Follow-up information received: Changes: product screen for opinion vet/event narrative
see below Veterinarian didn't fill in the PV-document because she doesn't think that the vaccine is the
cause of the symptoms. She thinks that the puppy was already infected and in the incubation-period.
The dog was treated and was ok after that. No additional information awaited. Case closed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 O1 - Inconclusive
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (11/10/201711/10/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(11/10/2017-11/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00370

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

27/09/2017

15/03/2018

1

1

0 01/10/2017 Not
Facial oedema,Anaphylactic
Known,<BR><BR shock,Apathy
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(01/10/201701/10/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,unknown (27/09/201727/09/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00398

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

04/11/2017

26/02/2018

1

1

0 07/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Injection site
Other
inflammation,Injection site
swelling,Injection site
pain,Leucocytosis,Lymphocytosis,N
eutrophilia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Localised oedema (not
application site),Abnormal
ultrasound finding

SAR 19 OCT 2017 Veterinarian reported a case of an anaphylactic shock following the injection of
Pug
NOBIVAC DHP and NOBIVAC L4 in a puppy. 27 SEPT 2017 (approx) The dog swelled severely in the face
within one hour after the injection and was severely apathic. Treatment: prednisolone injection. Case
not closed. Additional information awaited. 15MAR2018 No additional information received or
awaited. Case closed. 28MAR2018 Follow up: Changes in Event Narrative (text and dates of Veddra),
Patient (recovery) and product screen (date of treatment): OCT 2017 (approx) The dog swelled severely
in the face within one hour after the injection and was severely apathic. Treatment: prednisolone
injection whereafter the dog recovered (unspecified date). [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP
LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
SAR 08 NOV 2017 Veterinarian reports a severe swelling at the level of the injection site in a dog after Dogue de
vaccination with NOBIVAC L4 and Nobivac BbPi. 04 NOV 2017 A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 Bordeaux
and Nobivac BbPi. 07 NOV 2017 Veterinarian observed a severe swelling (diameter 20 cm) at the level
of the injection site just behind the arch of the ribs on the left side of the body. It is really painfull. First
the vet thought about a gastric torsio (location and started after eating). Tests: Blood test: no
abnormalities RX: Big stomach but no torsio. The vet inserted a gastro-oesphageal tube to be sure:
food was removed, swelling did not decrease. Punction of the swelling: bloody fluid Ultrasound:
"reactive image" at the skin, but not deeper in the abdomen Treatment: injection of antibiotics, antiinflammatory medicines. Dog stayed at the clinic. 08 NOV 2017: Swelling decreased a little bit but was
still manifest. Dog is still really sensible. Prominent oedema little bit lower at the thorax. Dog eats and
drinks good. Went home. 08 NOV 2017 Veterinarian reports that recently 5 to 6 dogs reacted after
vaccination with Nobivac L4 (no more information about this dogs at the moment, additional
information requested) Additional information awaited. Case not closed yet. 15 NOV 2017 Follow-up
information received. Additional information has been added to: - product screen: experience: The dog
has never reacted before to a medicinal product. -VedDRA coding: lethargy added; Dates updated. event narrative: additional information: The dog was more quite after the reaction, no other
symptoms detected except the huge swelling. It was the first time that the vaccine was administered
subcutaneously in the flank (in this dog). Before it was administered subcutaneously in the neck (other
vet). The vaccine is administered cold (not warmed up after fridge), everytime with a new needle and a
new syringe (SC). The dog received antibiotics and NSAIDS for several days. The swelling is gone now.
No additional information awaited. Case closed. 26FEB2018 Additional information received: report
veterinarian Changes: patient screen, event narrative (Veddra: add lymphocytosis, neutrophilia,
leucocytosis, injection site inflammation). 07NOV2017: Dog was presented at the veterinarian with a
swollen belly and flank at the left side. Dog was eating. Swelling appeared fast after eating. No other
symptoms, no vomiting. Vet thought about stomach dilatation. Diagnosis: punction with needle: no
gas, no fever, normal mucosae; RX: no dilatation or torsion; Echo: swollen soft tissue, subcutaneous,
not abdominal; blood: leukocytosis, lymphocytosis, neutrophilia. Diagnose: severe inflammatoire
reaction in muscle and subcutaneous tissue due to vaccination (Veddra: injection site inflammation).
Treatment: NSAIDS and clindabuc (antibiotics, unspecified dose) for 8 days 10NOV2017: Dog is better,

N - Unlikely

B - Possible

55 NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
A - Probable
130 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Not applicable 1 Animal
(04/11/201704/11/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(04/11/2017-04/11/2017)<BR><BR>

The product was not used

The CA agrees on the assessment of the MAH.

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00422

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

17 - 17
Month(s)

04/11/2017

22/12/2017

1

1

1 17/11/2017 Not Known

Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00454

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

15 - 16
Month(s)

07/12/2017

15/12/2017

1

1

0 07/12/2017 Not
Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Fever,Localised itching
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00465

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

10 - 11
Year(s)

01/12/2017

22/12/2017

1

1

0 08/12/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction 22DEC2017 Veterinarian notifies heart failure in a dog after vaccination
with Nobivac L4. 2016 Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac L4 1DEC2017 (approx) Dog is vaccinated with
Nobivac L4. 8DEC2017 Echocardiography has been performed which shows beginning of heart failure
(enlarged heart). The dog developed another adverse reaction (death) after vaccination with Nobivac
L4 on 22 Dec 17, decribed in case 2017-BE-00469) No additional information awaited. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Fair]

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00468

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

21/12/2017

21/12/2017

1

1

0 21/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Not membrane,Unresponsive to
Known,<BR><BR stimuli,Weak pulse,Apathy
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

SAR 27 DEC 2017 A veterinarian reports an allergic reaction in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac
Pug
DHPPi, L4 and BbPi. 21 DEC 2017: A dog is vaccinated the first time with Nobivac DHPPi, L4 and BbPi. 5
minutes after vaccination the dog is very apathic, has a pale mucosae, weak pulse and is less reactive.
Treatment: IV catheter: Rapidexon 0,5mg/kg IV. 5 minutes after administration the dog is alert again,
the pulse is better and the mucosae are pink. Total length of reaction according to the vet: 10-15
minutes. It is not clear to the veterinarian which vaccine caused the anaphylactic reaction. No
additional information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00469

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

10 - 11
Year(s)

22/12/2017

22/12/2017

1

1

1 22/12/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2017-UG-00001

Uganda

Animal

Canine/dog

4-5
Month(s)

28/08/2017

16/10/2017

1

1

1 25/09/2017 Not
Death,Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected adverse reaction 22DEC2017 Veterinarian notifies death in a dog after vaccination with
American
Not
Nobivac L4. 22DEC2017 11am Dog is vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (booster) 3pm Owner calls
Cocker Spaniel Known
veterinarian saying the dog was lying death in his basket. If owner agrees dog will be sent in for
autopsy. Additional information awaited. 26DEC2017 Follow up: No autopsy will be performed. Before
the dog developed another adverse reaction (heart failure) after vaccination with Nobivac L4 on 1 Dec
17, decribed in case 2017-BE-00465) No additional information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Fair]
SLEE 17 OCT 2017 A veterinarian reports a suspicion of lack of efficacy for Nobivac Canine DHPPi and Rottweiler
20
Nobivac L4. vaccinated on: 10 JUL 2017 (approx.) (6/7 weeks): Vanguard CPV 31 JUL 2017 (approx.) (10
weeks): Nobivac DhPPi and L4 28 AUG 2017 (approx.) (14 weeks): Nobivac DhPPi and L4 19 OCT 2017
Follow-up information received 15 SEP 2017: Arrival of the dog in Ntinda (Uganda) 16 SEP 2017: No
abnormalities on a routine physical examination (Countryside Veterinary Clinic). The dog was admitted
into a quarantine kennel. 16 SEP to 18 SEP 2017: Water and food (Bairo puppy formula) were given.
Puppy had good faeces and urination was good. 18 SEP 2017: Food was changed to Royal Canin food
for large breed dogs. No problems occur. 18 SEP to 25 SEP 2017: Another food was given (Adragna).
25 SEP 2017: The food was changed again (to "Kobers puppy food, koberskarrtos flavour, kobers red
beets" due to recommendation of the dog breeder) but it was only fed on this day because on this day
the first symptoms occured. Food poisoning from the new food was assumed after apperance of the
symptoms. 26 SEP 2017: The puppy showed: loss of appetite and was only drinking water - diarrhoea Vomiting A thin blood smear was made: 1. no haemoparasites 2. marked lymphocytosis Initial
diagnosis: food poisoning Treatment: inj. penicillin streptomycin 1mL (IM) - inj. multivitamin 1mL (IM) inj. dexamethasone 0.5 mL (IM) - tab. metronidazole 50mg (PO) - oral rehydration salt solution ad lib
27 SEP 2017: no improvement - diarrhoea was continuing Treatment: slow infusion throughout the
day: Ringer solution and glucose 5% 28 SEP 2017: similar treatment - rehydration was continued Puppy
gained a bit of energy, no eating, was able to take a little water Diarrhoea with blood was still
continuing, bouts and vomiting were reduced 29 SEP 2017: review diagnose and treament: Viral
haemorrhagic gastro enteritis - possible cause parvovirosis Intensified treatment, include anti emetics
(metoclopramide) and haematinics (ijn. Ferrum) 30 SEP 2017: very little improvement: diarrhoea was
still present (profuse, smelling), vomiting subsided 31 SEP to 01 OCT 2017: treatment continued 02 OCT
2017: By morning puppy has lost a lot of strength, could hardly move its head, by midmorning
pronounced dead. No post-mortem analysis. Conclusion: death was due to parvovirosis Case closed.
No additional information awaited. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Vanguard CPV Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]

Heart failure

Death

Not
Known

Not
Known

SLEE 23 NOV 2017: Veterinarian reports a suspected lack of efficacy in a dog after vaccination with
Giant
Nobivac L4 30 AUG 2016: First vaccination Nobivac L4 (13 weeks, 3 days); 29 SEPT 2016: Second
Schnauzer
vaccination Nobivac L4 (17 weeks, 5 days); 04 NOV 2017: Dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (22 weeks, 6
days); 17 NOV 2017: Visit at veterinarian because of anorexia (10days); sensitive hepatic stomach
area, no fever-Treatment: maropitant, enrofloxacin (dose unspecified) 19 NOV 2017: Dog had fever (to
40), abnormally quite and calm. Blood was taken- Hematology: CHr 21.2 (22.8 - 26.3pg); Ions:
potassium 4.5 (4.8 - 5.9 mEq/L) Kidney: Cystatine C 1.6 (<1.4 mg/L); Liver: biliary acids 18 (<13 umol/L),
AST 549 (<70 U/L), ALT 2738 (<117 U/L), alkali phosphatase 366 (<230 U/L); Glucose: 65 (66-99mg/dL);
Proteins:Albumin 40.2 (45.1 - 63.5 %), Alf1glob 8 (2.6-7 %), Beta globulin 25.3 (11.4-21.8%), protein C
reactive 16.4 (<5 mg/dL); Serology: Borrelia: negative, Leptospira ac: Canicola 1/400, Ictero 1/100,
grippo 1/800 sax /100, autumnalis 1/1600, Australis 1/800, Pomona 1/100 (>=400 positive) (The values
of Leptospira are abnormal but this could be due to the vaccination); PCR on blood for Leptospira:
negative, RX: no abnormalities-Treatment: meloxicam, enrofloxacin, Amoxycillin/clavulanic acid (dose
unspecified) 20 NOV 2017:No fever anymore, still very calm, results blood test: signs of hepatitis,
without leukocytosis. 21 NOV 2017: The patient was send to the Faculty Gent as urgent case. 24 NOV
2017 (approx.): Severe dyspnea and thrombus in liver vene; 24 NOV 2017 (Approx.): Dog was
euthanized. Negative PCR on the blood: cannot exclude Leptospira-->autopsy needed Additional
information awaited. Case not closed yet. 21DEC2017 Follow up received. Owner call independently
from the veterinarian notifying death in a dog after vaccination with Nobivac L4 and other vaccines.
(unspecified) Diagnosis (according to the owner): cancer. Veterinarian will be contacted. Additional
information awaited. (autopsy results) Event narrative and VedDRA updated. (neoplasia). Assessment
changed to O Unclassified. RfA updated. 22DEC2017 Follow-up received: Necropsy results and report
of the Faculty Gent. Changes: Event Narrative and Assessment-Follow-up information: Report Faculty:
21 NOV 2017: Presented wiith partial anorexia, weight loss, lethargy. Vaccinated 2 weeks ago and
Drontal. 1 week after vaccination: abnormal quiet, decrease in appetite and vomited once. Drinks
when it is offered. Own vet: Blood (see above), RX abdomen: normal, echo: swollen liver and spleen.
Treatment: synulox, fenolox, cerenia. Urine normal but urinated in the house, faeces normal but
weaker and orange this morning. Possible that dog ate something. Does not swim. Vaccination and
worm-treatment
Examination:
21NOV2017:
-heart
rate:
140/min,
panting,
painfulwith
SAR
15 DEC 2017 is
A OK;
veterinarian
reported
signs of an
allergic
reaction
in a40,6°C,
dog after
vaccination
English Cocker
NOBIVAC DHP and L4 07 DEC 2017 A dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC DHP and L4.(No information if Spaniel
mixed or not) Two hours after the injection the dog started showing symptoms of an allergic reaction.
The head starts swelling strongly and was itchy. The dog had fever (39,7°). Treatment: injection with
Rapidexon. 08 DEC 2017 No swelling anymore. Still itching. fever 39,2° Treatment: Prednisolone 1,5
mg/kg 2 days and 0,75 mg/kg 1 day. This treatment had to stop after 1 day because of gastrointestinal
problems (the dog started vomiting). 09 DEC 2017: The dog recovered. No additional information
awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS
130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545
Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Prednisolone Reason: Anaphylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]

32 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,1
Years,10,every year (04/11/201704/11/2017)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

13 NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose (07/12/201707/12/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose
(07/12/201707/12/2017)<BR><BR>Prednisolone 1.5,N/A,1 Days,3,1.5 mg/ animal/day
(2 Day(s) 07/12/201709/12/2017)<BR><BR>

American
Not
Cocker Spaniel Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (01/12/201701/12/2017)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

5.6 NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
B - Possible
130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(21/12/201721/12/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
dose (21/12/201721/12/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose
(21/12/2017-21/12/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (22/12/201722/12/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 130 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(28/08/201728/08/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (28/08/201728/08/2017)<BR><BR>Vanguard
CPV - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Not applicable 1 Animal
(10/07/2017-10/07/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

Strong association in time .Allergic reaction probably
due to the use of the vaccines ,however ,two vaccines
were used. Fever is mentioned on the SPC of Nobivac
L4

The CA agrees on the conclusion of the MAH.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

OInsufficient information to draw a conclusion. From
Unclassifiable/unassessa narrative it could be concluded that no autopsy would
ble
be performed.

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2018-BE-00009

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

01/12/2017

11/01/2018

1

1

0 05/01/2018 Not
Ataxia,Abnormal movement NOS
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2018-BE-00032

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

01/02/2018

02/02/2018

1

1

0 01/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2018-BE-00039

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

19/12/2017

08/02/2018

1

1

0 19/12/2017 Not
Breathing difficulty,Allergic
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Lip oedema (see also
><BR><BR><BR> 'Skin')
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2018-BE-00049

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

21/02/2018

22/02/2018

1

1

0 21/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous Not
system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Panting,Anaphylaxis,
Vomiting,Shaking

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-MERCKMSD-2018-BE-00050

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

22/02/2018

23/02/2018

1

1

0 22/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Weakness,Panting,Anaphylaxis,Shak Not
ing,Faecal
Known
incontinence,Urination,Lip oedema
(see also 'Skin'),Pale mucous
membrane

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-USMERIAL-16BE000062

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

03/05/2016

28/07/2016

1

1

1 27/05/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

Vocalisation,Anaemia
No Data
NOS,Leucocytosis,Tachycardia,Vom
iting,Hepatitis,Epileptic
seizure,Myoclonus,Hyperaesthesia,
Uraemia,Respiratory
distress,Pulmonary
emphysema,Nasal discharge,Death
by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Hyperthermia,
Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Dehydration

NOBIVAC L4

BEL-ZZELANCO-BE2017_000033

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

30/08/2017

06/09/2017

1

1

0 02/09/2017 Not
Anxiety,Deafness,Restlessness
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

CA-UKPFIZAH-2012-CA-00845

Canada

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

23/04/2012

26/04/2012

1

1

24/04/2012 Yes,<BR><BR><B Drooling,Shaking,Fever,Muscle
R><BR><BR>Yes, tremor
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Face and neck swelling (see also
Not
'Skin'),Swollen feet,Swollen lip (see Known
also 'Skin'),Urticaria,Anaphylactoid
reaction

Not
Known

SAR 11JAN2018 A veterinarian reports ataxia in a puppy after vaccination with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
DHP (DHPPi?) NOV2017 (approx.) till DEC2017 (approx.): A puppy was vaccinated on 9 weeks and 12
weeks of age with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP (DHPPi?: not specified). 5JAN2018 (approx.): 2 till 3
weeks after the second vaccination the puppy showed neurological signs like ataxia/toddling.
Veterinarian thought about encephalitis. Treatment: antibiotics, corticosteroids (both unspecified). No
improvement. JAN2018 (approx.): The dog was sent to the Veterinary Faculty of Gent for neurological
examination: no conclusion. The dog is worse. Probably euthanasia will be performed. Further
information awaited (PV document and report Faculty). Case not closed yet. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR 02FEB2018 A veterinarian reported an anaphylactic reaction in a dog after vaccination with
NOBIVAC Pi and L4. 01FEB2018 A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4. 1 hour after the
injection the dog showed general swelling (head, lips, paws, ear, neck). There were several spots with
urticaria on the body (romp, flank and paws). Treatment: Rapidexon IV. 1 hour later symptoms were
gone, except the swollen lips. In the evening/ after 7 hours the symptoms were gone and the dog was
fine. No additional information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE
PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR 08FEB2018 A veterinarian reported an allergic reaction in a puppy after vaccination with Nobivac
BbPi, L4 and DHP. 19DEC2017: A puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac BbPi, L4 and DHP. 19DEC20117
(approx.): After an unspecified time the puppy had swollen lips, swollen conjunctivae and a swollen
noose (described as sort of an attack of swelling). There is no information about durance, treatment
and outcome of the symptoms. 10JAN2018 The puppy was vaccinated again with Nobivac L4 and DHP
(boost) and showed no reaction/ symptoms at all. Additional information awaited (PV doc). Case not
closed yet. 21FEB2018 Follow-up information received. Changes: Patient screen, product screen, event
narrative: 19DEC2017: 1 hour after vaccination the puppy had swollen lips and a swollen nose. He also
had difficulties with breathing. Treatment: Rapidexon: improvement. Duration reaction: 1 hour.
10JAN2018 The puppy was vaccinated again with Nobivac L4 and DHP (boost) and showed no
reaction/ symptoms at all. No additional information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR 22 FEB 2018 A veterinarian reported general anaphylactic signs in a puppy after vaccination with
Nobivac L4, DHP en BbPi. 21FEB2018: The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac BbPi and Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4 (2 last ones mixed). 5 minutes after the injection he started vomiting, shaking and was
lethargic. He was observed during 1 hour, no treatment. After 2 hours: still vomiting, shaking and
panting. Treatment: injection acticam and emeprid (unspecified dose). Duration of reaction: 5 hours
No additional information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: BB CANINE /
PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Belgian
Not
Shepherd Dog - Known
Tervueren

SAR 23FEB2018 A veterinarian reported general anaphylactic signs in a dog after vaccination with
Nobivac BbPi, L4 and DHP. 22FEB2018 The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac BbPi and Nobivac DHP
and Nobivac L4 (2 last ones mixed). 5 minutes after the injection the dog showed the following
symptoms: weakness, panting, shaking, urinating, defecation and pale mucosae Treatment: injection
Rapidexon: after this he was more alert and the mucosae had a normal colour again. After 1 hour the
lips started swelling. Treatment: Rapidexon and epinephrine. Duration of reaction: 4 hours. No
additional information awaited. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI
LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Rapidexon Reason: Anaphylaxis]
[State of health: Unknown]
As reported by the attending vet, Pacha, a male Labrador Retriever of 12 weeks of age ( 8.32 kg)
received Merilym 3 (Lot 385722A, exp 30.07.2017), Nobivac L4 (Lot A042A01, exp 08-2018) and
Nobivac DHPPi (Lot C262B01, exp 10-2017) administered by DVM on 24 MAY 2016. 3 days after
product administration (on 27 MAY 2016) the animal experienced vomiting, partial anorexia,
hyperthermia (39.3°C) and lethargy. On clinical examination, DVM noted dehydration, tachycardia,
soporous, nasal discharge, respiratory distress. Blood analysis revealed increased Urea, leukocytosis,
anemia. Radiography showed caudodorsal alveolar pattern in the lungs. Treated with Cefazolin IV, IV
fluids (Hartmann), Glucose bolus, Methadone (comfortan), nebulization with budenoside (pulmicort),
ipratropium (Atrovent), acetylcystein (fluimucil), antibiotics and oxygen. The dog recovered during the
night: good appetite, vivid. The morning after (28 MAY 2016) the dog was soporous again and started
to show epileptic seizures, myoclonia, hyperaesthesia at level of the head, vocalizing. The dog was
euthanized. Autopsy was performed: lung emphysema, lymfoplasmocytic hepatitis. Distemper & Parvo
negative. No macroscopic nor histological abnormalities were found to explain the neurological
symptoms. [Reason for use for product: Generic: MERILYM 3 Brand: MERILYM 3 Reason: Primary
vaccination Generic: Brand: Nobivac L4 Reason: Primary vaccination Generic: Brand: Nobivac
DHPPi Reason: Primary vaccination Generic: Brand: Nobivac BbPi Reason: Primary vaccination]
[State of health: Fair] [Reason for use for product: Generic: MERILYM 3 Brand: MERILYM 3 Reason:
Unknown. Generic: Nobivac L4 Brand: Nobivac L4 Reason: Unknown. Generic: Nobivac DHPPi
Brand: Nobivac DHPPi Reason: Unknown. Generic: Nobivac BbPi Brand: Nobivac BbPi Reason:
Unknown. Generic: Methadone hydrochloride Brand: Comfortan 10 mg/ml Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Unknown]

English Cocker
Spaniel

Miniature
Pinscher

King Charles
Spaniel

Standard
Poodle

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

On 6 Sept, Elanco was contacted by an attending veterinarian regarding a potential adverse event
Jack Russell
involving Surolan (miconazole nitrate; polymyxin B sulphate; prednisolone acetate) in a female/spayed Terrier
Jack Russell. On 30 Aug 2017, the patient was seen for otitis. Surloan was administered in both ears.
A vaccine, tetravalent leptospirosis vaccine, was given at the same time. The owner continued the
Surolan treatment on 31 Aug, 1 Sept, and 2 Sept. The dog was getting restless, and the owner reported
anxiety. On 3 Sept 2017, the dog was deaf. The owner called the veterinarian, and was advised to
stop the Surolan treatment. At a check up visit, the veterinarian concluded the dog was deaf. Elanco
considers this case closed. Additional information will be filed as received. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: miconazole nitrate; polymyxin B sulphate; prednisolone acetate Brand: SUROLAN
Reason: Otitis externa Generic: tetravalent leptospirosis vaccine Brand: Nobivac L4 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

No Data

This is a report of a suspected adverse event involving REVOLUTION, DEFENSOR AND NOBIVAC 4 in a 3 Saint Bernard
YO FN St-Bernard named Stella. Stella received her vaccination and her Revolution on April 23rd. In the Dog
evening of the next day, she started shaking and drooling all of a sudden. The owners took her to the
emergency clinic where the clinician found a 40.4 temperature and twitching\tremors. The vet
recommended blood works but the owners declined. The animal has been kept overnight and received
Valium and Methocarbamol. The fever rapidly resolved. The animal recovered over the next days. The
differential diagnosis from the emergency vet is as follows: "Seizures, mold\toxins, Revolution side
effects (unlikely), metabolic disease, liver disease, endocrine disease, trauma, others."Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: SELAMECTIN Brand: REVOLUTION 12% Reason: Parasite
control Generic: RABIES VIRUS, KV Brand: DEFENSOR 1 Reason: Unknown. Generic: Brand:
NOBIVAC 4 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 130 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,unknown
(22/12/201722/12/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,unknown (01/12/201701/12/2017)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

2.84 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 545 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose (01/02/201801/02/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose
(01/02/2018-01/02/2018)<BR><BR>

6.8 NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
130 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,unknown
(19/12/201719/12/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHP 10X1DS 130 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,unknown (19/12/201719/12/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,unknown (19/12/201719/12/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

2.26 NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
B - Possible
130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose/ animal
(21/02/201821/02/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHP 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
dose/ animal (21/02/201821/02/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose/
animal (21/02/201821/02/2018)<BR><BR>
15.75 NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
B - Possible
130 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,UNKNOWN
(22/02/201822/02/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHP 10X1DS 130 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,UNKNOWN (22/02/201822/02/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 545 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,UNKNOWN (22/02/201822/02/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

Anaphylactic reactions after injection can occur.
There is a close relation in time. However another
product has been injected at the same time.
Therefore B Possible.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

The CA agrees on the assessment of the MAH.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

8.32 Comfortan 10 mg/ml - N/A,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>MERILYM 3 - 1,N/A,1
Years,N/A,1 Dose 1 Year(s) 1 Animal
(1 Day(s) 24/05/201624/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac BbPi N/A,N/A,1 Years,N/A,1 Dose 1
Year(s) 1 Animal (03/05/201603/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi - 2,N/A,1 Months,N/A,2 Dose
1 Month(s) 1 Animal (3 Week(s)
03/05/201624/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 2,N/A,1 Months,N/A,2 Dose 1
Month(s) 1 Animal (3 Week(s)
03/05/2016-24/05/2016)<BR><BR>

6.2 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A N - Unlikely
(1 Day(s) 30/08/201730/08/2017)<BR><BR>SUROLAN 1,N/A,12 Hours,N/A,1 Dosage form
12 Hours (4 Day(s) 30/08/201702/09/2017)<BR><BR>

68.04 DEFENSOR 1 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (23/04/201223/04/2012)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC 4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(23/04/201223/04/2012)<BR><BR>REVOLUTION
12% - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (24/04/201224/04/2012)<BR><BR>

In this case it seems unlikely that the vaccine has
contributed to the deafness of the dog.

NOBIVAC L4

CAN-BIAHPV1P-18CA000178

Canada

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Month(s)

01/12/2017

05/04/2018

1

1

08/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site granuloma
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

CAN-MERCKMSD-2017-CA-01277

Canada

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Year(s)

24/05/2017

31/05/2017

1

1

0 30/05/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Loose
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes stool,Polydipsia,Twitching,Limb
weakness,Lumbar pain,Abnormal
test result,Walking
difficulty,Musculoskeletal
pain,Hypophosphataemia,Hind limb
ataxia

Suspected Adverse Reaction reported by clinic on 31 May 2017. A 15 year old Dachshund was given
Other
Nobivac Lepto 4 (right chest) on 24 May 2017. The dog had a weak back at the exam (lumbar area).
Canine/dog
She was given half a Bravecto 250 mg on 29 May 2017 and the other half on 30 May 2017, (Extra Label
Use) it is unknown if it was with food. The dog had a dose in Apr 2016. On 30 May 2017 the pet owner
noticed that the dog was weak in hind. She was examined on 31 May 2017 since she had soft stool this
morning, was drinking more, was moving slowly (coded walking difficulty) and twitching at home. At
the exam the dog had twitching in the face ( jerked back) (not continuously) when the vet was
approaching her, this is uncommon for this dog, proprioception reflexes were normal. The vet was not
sure if this meant the dog was more sensitive/reactive or if she thought this was neurological in nature.
The left triceps and elbow was a bit sore, the dog was moving slowly, difficulty moving hind end,
painful on exam of her back. Blood work showed mild decrease Phosphorus 0.73 (0.8-1.22 values
unknown). One other mild change on CBC (unknown). The dog was given IV fluids and no twitching was
noticed. Follow-up pending. Follow-up 08 Jun 2017: the dog was re-examined on 02 Jun 2017 and was
doing well. She was still sore on upper thoracic distally, but improved overall since the last visit. Still an
exaggerated startle response when seen that day. She was sent him home with Tramadol. The vet
spoke with the owner on 05 June 2017 and she was moving better and the twitching had resolved. No
more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS
Brand: BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB 570 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: CANINE LEPTO*4(ORIG S-P
US) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Fair]

NOBIVAC L4

CAN-MERCKMSD-2017-CA-03150

Canada

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Year(s)

07/07/2017

15/12/2017

1

1

0 20/08/2017 Not
Musculoskeletal disorder
Known,<BR><BR NOS,General hair loss,Increased
><BR><BR><BR> salivation
Not Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction reported by the veterinary clinic on 15 Dec 2107. A 14 year old Labrador Labrador
Retriever, weighing 107 lbs, was given a Bravecto 1400 mg for the first and only time on 07 Jul 2017.
Retriever
The pet owner didn't specify if it was given with food. The dog was also vaccinated with Nobivac
Lepto4 on the same day. The dog was fine until end of August 2017, but then started losing fur and
salivating more than usual. It also appears he lost mobility in his back legs (VeDDRA coded as
musculoskeletal disorder NOS- not reported to be neurologic in nature). He was back to normal by Nov
2017. The pet owner reported this to the clinic this week (Dec 2017) and never had the dog examined
by a vet for this condition. He returned an unused dose of Bravecto that he did not want to use on his
dog because he felt the Bravecto was responsible for his dog's condition. He said he is concerned
about what he is seeing on social media. The patient has chronic allergies and intolerance to chicken,
but is otherwise healthy. He has not received any other medication since Bravecto. The veterinarian
does not feel Bravecto has anything to do with this. No further information is expected. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 1400MG 1X1TAB 570
Reason: Ectoparasitic control Generic: CANINE LEPTO*4(ORIG S-P US) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 4
25X1DS MRK Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

48.534 BRAVECTO 1400MG 1X1TAB 570 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets Not
applicable 1 Animal (07/07/201707/07/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 cc 1 Animal (07/07/201707/07/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CAN-USMERIAL-17CA000575

Canada

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

21/03/2017

10/04/2017

1

1

05/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Increased heart
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes rate,Epileptic seizure,Foam in the
mouth,Loss of
consciousness,Spasm,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Ataxia

Suspected Adverse Event: As reported by attending veterinarian, Maya, 5 months (born on 07 Nov
Labrador
2016), 29.40 pound, canine, retriever labrador (yellow), intact female, was administered in good health Retriever
by owner NEXGARD 68 mg (AB1254/15B, Jun 2017. PO, 1 cube) on 02 Apr 2017. Previously, she was
vaccinated by DVM with Nobivac lepto 4 (02171169, SC, right hind leg, unidose, 1 mL) on 21 Mar 2017.
3 days after administration of the NEXGARD 68 mg, on 05 Apr 2017, the owner called and reported that
Maya experienced epileptiform crisis. She had spasms and white mouth discharge with loss of
consciousness. After the crisis, Maya yelled after the owner. She had 2 crisis during 2-3 minutes in
total. She came back to normal after 4 hours. The pet went for a recheck. A bloodwork was performed
with no significant abnormalities. Maya experienced another crisis during the night. The pet layed
down, with increased heart rate and seemed not there. The owner was advised to administer Valium IR
(2 mL). On 06 Apr 2017, Maya was doing well, but the owners were still worried. She was started on
Phenobarbital. On 08 Apr 2017, Maya was lethargic and ataxic. On 10 Apr 2017, she was doing well.
She did not experience further episodes, ate well and drank well. No more infromation expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: AFOXOLANER 68 MG CHEWABLE TABLETS Brand: NEXGARD (68
mg) Reason: Flea and Tick Treatment Generic: Brand: Nobivac lepto 4 Reason: Routine vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

13.336 NEXGARD (68 mg) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (02/04/201702/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
lepto 4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (21/03/201721/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CAN-USMERIAL-17CA001341

Canada

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

08/06/2017

19/06/2017

1

1

09/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Digestive tract disorder NOS
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2013-CH-00125

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Month(s)

12/07/2013

22/07/2013

1

1

0 12/07/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swollen face (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Event: As reported by veterinary technician, Pinky, 9 years (born on 14 Sep 2007), 7
kilogram, canine, chihuahua, spayed female, was vaccinated in good health by DVM with IMRAB 3TF
(18315, 05 Nov 2017, SC, right hind leg, unidose, 1 mL) and Nobivac Lepto (02171173, 15 Nov 2018, SC,
left hind leg, unidose, 1 mL) on 08 Jun 2017. The following day, on 09 Jun 2017, she was administered
by owner HEARTGARD-30 PLUS 68 mcg(6BC0641, Sep 2019, PO, 1 cube) and NEXGARD 28.3 mg
(AA1365/16B, Jun 2019, PO, 1 cube). When the owner came back home from work, she found the
intact NEXGARD cube in her pet stools. She was advised to wait for 1-2 days before trying the product
again. The owner gave it on 18 Jun 2017 and no clinical signs were reported. Pinky was otherwise doing
well. She has already received all products before with no problem and did not react. Pinky recovered
on 09 Jun 2017 without treatment. No more information expected. UPDATE LC 27 JUN 2017:
According to the medical record received, the dog breed is Daschund (Teckel). Changed in the Patients
Window. [Reason for use for product: Generic: IMRAB 3 TF - 1905.23 Brand: IMRAB 3 TF Reason:
Routine vaccination Generic: Brand: Nobivac lepto 4 Reason: Routine vaccination Generic:
IVERMECTIN/PYRANTEL PAMOATE CHEWABLE 68MCG/163MG Brand: HEARTGARD PLUS (68 MCG/57
MG) Reason: Heartworm Prophylaxis - Partial Year Use Generic: AFOXOLANER 28.3 MG CHEWABLE
TABLETS Brand: NEXGARD (28.3 mg) Reason: Flea/Tick contr... Reason for use truncated. [State of
health: Good]
SAR: 3 cases had been recorded by the same vet 2013-CH-00126, 2013-CH-00127 A Pinscher received
his first vaccination (Nobivac DHPPi + Lepto 6) on 12 Jul 2013. One hour later he reacted with a
massively swollen head. It was treated with Dexa and Cetrin. The symptoms resolved. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

1-Dec-2017: Molly, Female, Neutered, born 16-Oct-2016, 25.4 kg, Retriever Labrador in Good
Labrador
condition with otitis externa was adminstered IMRAB 3 TF SC-subcutaneous in the Right Hind Leg and Retriever
Nobivac Lepto 4 (Merck) SC-subcutaneous in the Left Hind Leg. Patient was pre-treated with Metacam
0.5% Injection For Dog and Cats SC-subcutaneous in the Intrascapular (Parenteral administration) 0.1
mg/kg once due to previous injection site reaction to Nobivac Lepto 4 (Merck). Patient is currently on
Tobradex ointment (Alcon Laboratories) tid and received dose this morning. Patient sent home with
Mometamax for otitis. No indication when/if administered. 08-Jan-2018: Recheck exam. Patient has a
3 x 2 cm firm mass (SC) or right hind hip (reportedly Imrab injection site). 24-Jan-2018: Fine needle
aspirate performed as lump was still present 2 weeks later. 26-Jan-2018: Histopathology results:
mildly mixed pyogranulomatous. No treatment. Will continue to monitor. No other information is
available at this time . If additional information is received it will be relayed. 28-Dec-2017: Patient
recovered. Case closed. FOLLOW UP 28-MAR-2018 14-Feb-2018: patient had not recovered on 28Dec-2017 as indicated in initial narrative of event. Lump is slightly smaller (2 x 2 cm) but still present,
lameness has resolved. 28-Mar-2018 indicating lump is gone. No specific date provided. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: IMRAB 3 TF - 1905.23 Brand: IMRAB 3 TF Reason: Prevention of disease
due to rabies virus Generic: Brand: Nobivac Lepto 4 (Merck) Reason: Unknown. Generic: Metacam
meloxicam 5 mg/ml injection dog cat Brand: Metacam 0.5% Injection For Dog and Cats Reason:
Inflammation and pain in acute and chronic musculo-skeletal disorders Generic: Brand: Tobradex
(Alcon Laboratories) Reason: Unknown. Generic: Brand: Nobivac Intra-Trac KC (Merck) Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

25.4 IMRAB 3 TF - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
millilitres 1 Animal (01/12/201701/12/2017)<BR><BR>Metacam
0.5% Injection For Dog and Cats .1,N/A,N/A ,5,0.1 mg/kg 1 Animal
(01/12/201701/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac IntraTrac KC (Merck) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (01/12/201701/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 4 (Merck) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (01/12/201701/12/2017)<BR><BR>Tobradex
(Alcon Laboratories) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (01/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

5.171 BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB 570 .5,N/A,N/A ,24,1/2 on 29 May and
1/2 on 30 Ma (1 Day(s) 01/04/201630/05/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(24/05/2017-24/05/2017)<BR><BR>

Dachshund
(Standard)
Smoothhaired

7 HEARTGARD PLUS (68 MCG/57 MG) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(09/06/201709/06/2017)<BR><BR>IMRAB 3 TF 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(08/06/201708/06/2017)<BR><BR>NEXGARD
(28.3 mg) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (09/06/201709/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
lepto 4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (08/06/201708/06/2017)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

3 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(12/07/201312/07/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal (12/07/201312/07/2013)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2013-CH-00126

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

05/07/2013

22/07/2013

1

1

0 05/07/2013 Yes

Urticaria,Swollen face (see also
'Skin'),Skin swelling

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2013-CH-00162

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

11/09/2013

16/09/2013

9

9

0 12/09/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Dehydration
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2013-CH-00167

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

19/09/2013

23/09/2013

1

1

0 19/09/2013 Not
Vomiting,Urticaria,Facial oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2013-CH-00169

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

31/07/2013

27/02/2014

1

1

0 15/09/2013 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting,Anuria,Renal
Not
failure,Uraemia,Lack of
Known
efficacy,Blood in
faeces,Apathy,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated renal parameters

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2013-CH-00178

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

2.2 Year(s)

16/09/2013

09/10/2013

1

1

0 07/10/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Agitation,Excessive thirst,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2013-CH-00186

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

15/07/2013

29/10/2013

1

1

0 13/10/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anuria,Lack of No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes efficacy,Acute renal
failure,Apathy,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated renal parameters

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2013-CH-00187

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

24/10/2013

28/10/2013

1

1

0 25/10/2013 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2013-CH-00189

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

21/10/2013

29/10/2013

1

1

0 21/10/2013 Not
Vomiting,Apathy,Pancreatitis,Shiver Not
Known,<BR><BR ing
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2013-CH-00195

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

20/09/2013

12/11/2013

1

1

0 17/10/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lymphopenia,Neutrophilia,Adipsia, No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Polydipsia,Reduced
reflexes,Trembling,Polyuria,Anorexi
a,Proprioception
abnormality,Elevated liver enzymes

Behavioural disorder NOS,Facial
paralysis,Dehydration,Swallowing
difficult

No Data

No Data

Not
Known

SAR: 3 cases had been recorded by the same vet 2013-CH-00125, 2013-CH-00127 A Dwarf-Pinscher
received his vaccination (Nobivac Lepto 6) on 5 Jul 2013. One hour later he reacted with massive
urticaria, a swollen head and a swollen prepuce. The swellings were massive and the symptoms
worsened. It was treated with Dexa and Cetrin. The symptoms resolved. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Unknown]
ADR: Nine Malinois-puppies (2xmale, 7xfemale, born 10.July.2013). Hab been dewormed on the
1.Sep.2013 with Banmith and vaccinated on the 11.Sep.2013 with Nobivac DHPPi and Lepto 6. On the
following day all puppies had diarrhea (liquid to watery). Treatment: 7 had been good with Proenteric
p.o. 2 had been good with infusion (NaCl with 5% Glucose), Buscopan and B-Neuron. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State
of health: Good]

Miniature
Pinscher

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(11/09/201311/09/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(11/09/2013-11/09/2013)<BR><BR>

ADR (reported via authorities): A Boxer (male, 4 years) was vaccinated on the 19.Sep.2013 and
Boxer
developed massive urticaria, facial oedema and vomiting. Therapy: Prednisolut i.v., Vetibenzamin i.m. (German
The symptoms resolved [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
Boxer)
10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO
6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Once 1
Animal (19/09/201319/09/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Once 1 Animal
(19/09/2013-19/09/2013)<BR><BR>

SLEE: The Labrador was vaccinated with Canigen SHPPi/L (Virbac; Lot: 3SJE, Exp. Nov 2013) on the
Labrador
11.Jun.2013 and with Nobivac Lepto 6 and Nobivac DHPPi on 08.Jul.2013 and 31.Jul.2013.
Retriever
15.Sep.2013: Apathy 16.Sep.2013: Vomitus and Haematochezia 17.Sep.2013: presented at the private
veterinarian: started with Metronidazol and Cimetidine 18.Sep.2013: presented again at the private
veterinarian: Azotaemia --> refered to the animal clinic Diagnosis: Leptospirosis with anuric acut renal
failure, lung bleeding, slight involvement of the liver Blood chemistry: Krea 905 umol/l, Urea 57.7
mmol/l, Potassium 7.03 mmol/l Positive IgM ELISA fast-test 18.Sep.2013 MAT-Serology on serogroups
18.Sep.2013 (titer >=1:800 are interpreted as seropositive): Leptospira Grippothyphosa <1:100
Leptospira Australis
1:800 Leptospira Pomona
<1:100 Leptospira Tarassovi (syn. hyos)
<1:100 Leptospira Canicola
1:100 Leptospira Icterohaemorrh. <1:100 Leptospira Hardjo
<1:100 Leptospira Bataviae
<1:100 Leptospira Bratislava
1:400 Leptospira Autumnalis
<1:100 Leptospira Sejroe
<1:100 Leptospira Pyrogenes
<1:100 Therapy: Haemodialysis,
antibiotics (Ampicillin-Sulbactam), symptomatic and intensive care. The dog recovered completely.
Follow-up 27 Feb 2014: PCR was negative. Probably due to antibiotic treatment. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: Canigen SHPPi/L (Virbac) Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Canigen SHPPi/L (Virbac) N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(11/06/201311/06/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Twice 1 Animal (23 Day(s)
08/07/201331/07/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(31/07/2013-31/07/2013)<BR><BR>

SAR: The dog had been vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 6 on the 16.Sep.2013 and on the 07.Oct.2013
with Nobivac Lepto 6 and Nobivac DHPPi. (The dog was vaccinated on a regular basis for years, but
never with Nobivac-Products). 2 hours after the second vaccination the dog developed a bilateral
swelling of the head, was thirsty and agitated. 0.2mg/kg Dexamethason injected and the dog was fine
after 2hours. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS
440 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Other
Canine/dog

3.75 NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(05/07/2013-05/07/2013)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

13.5 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(07/10/201307/10/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Twice 1 Animal (3
Week(s) 16/09/201307/10/2013)<BR><BR>
SLEE: The Labrador was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 6 and Nobivac DHPPi on 24 Jun 2013 and 15 Jul Not Applicable Not
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 2013. 13 Oct 2013: vomitus, diarrhea, general conditions had been good 14 Oct 2013: apathy, more
Known 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Twice (31
vomiting, private vet was referring to the animal hospital 15 Oct 2013: referred to another animal
Day(s) 15/07/2013hospital as the dog had been anuric for >24h Diagnosis: Leptospirosis with anuric acute renal failure,
15/07/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
slight lung bleeding, minimal involvement of the liver. Blood chemistry: Krea 1320 umol/l, Urea 72.7
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
mmol/l, Potassium 5.7 mmol/l Positive IgM ELISA fast-test 15 Oct 2013 MAT-Serology: •
,24,1 Dose (15/07/201316.10.13
22.10.13 Leptospira Grippothyphosa
1:400
1:800 Leptospira Australis
15/07/2013)<BR><BR>
1:3200
1:3200 Leptospira Pomona
1:400
1:100 Leptospira Tarassovi (syn. hyos)
<1:100
<1:100 Leptospira Canicola
<1:100
<1:100 Leptospira Icterohaemorrh.
<1:100
<1:100 Leptospira Hardjo
<1:100
<1:100 Leptospira Bataviae
<1:100
<1:100 Leptospira Bratislava
1:1600
1:3200 Leptospira Autumnalis
<1:100
1:400 Leptospira Sejroe
<1:100
<1:100 Leptospira Pyrogenes
<1:100
Therapy: 2x Haemodialysis, antibiotics (Ampicillin-Sulbactam), symptomatic and
intensive care. The dog recovered and was sent home at 22 Oct 2013. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State
of health: Good]
SAR: The dog was vaccinated the second time on the 24 Oct 2013 and showed a strange glance (like
Not Applicable
10 NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 stoned, VedDRA-coded as "other behavioural disorder NOS") on the 25 Oct 2013. It was presented to
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
the private vet on 28 Oct 2013: It showed dehydration, "hanging" skin in the face (VedDRA-coded as
(24/10/2013-24/10/2013)<BR><BR>
"facial paralysis"), had problems with swallowing. As the dog ate a dead animal on the 24 Oct 2013 the
private vet will treat for Botulism-intoxication. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
Supsected adverse reaction (reported via authorities): 10 Oct 2012: the dog was vaccinated with
Not Applicable Not
NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 21 Oct 2013: the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 6 and
Known 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
Nobivac Pi Some hours after vaccination on 21 Oct 2013 the dog was showing apathy, shivering,
(21/10/2013vomiting and acute pancreatitis. Dog was treated the same day with Cerenia, Paspertin, fluid and
21/10/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
dietary therapy. Dog is recovering slowly. Dog was/is under daily treatment with Prednisolon 1 mg
10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
because of arthrosis. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Once 1 Animal (21/10/2013Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV
21/10/2013)<BR><BR>
Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]
SAR: 20.Sep.2013: The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 6 11. Oct.2013: The dog was
Boxer
vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 6 and Nobivac DHPPi 17.Oct.2013: The dog was showing anorexia,
(German
adypsia, was trembling and couldn't get up and walk the stairs 18. Oct. 2013: The dog was presented to Boxer)
the vet with decreased proprioception, decreased reflexes in the hind legs, decreased panniculus
reflexes on the left side on the last thoracic vertebra. Results of Hemogram: Neutrophilia (16.55
10e9/l) and Lymphopenia (0.53 10e9/l) No blood chemistry results available. The dog was treated with
fluid infusion, Mannitol 40 ml, Dexadreson 4 ml, Prednisolon 50 mg. The problems resolved within one
day and the dog was sent home the next day and treated with Amoxicillin 375 mg. 28.Oct.2013 dog
was presented to the vet to a follow up check: Dog was showing polyuria/polydipsia, no neurological
disorders anymore. Results of Hemogram: Neutrophilia (15.09 10e9/l) Result of Chemistry: ALP
increased (150 U/l), GPT(ALT) slightly increased (116 U/l), all other parameters were normal.
12.Nov.2013 vet stated that the dog is recovered. Case is closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State
of health: Good]

30 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(11/10/201311/10/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Twice 1 Animal (3
Week(s) 20/09/201311/10/2013)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2013-CH-00199

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

18/09/2013

23/11/2013

1

1

0 05/11/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Fever,Spleen
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes hypertrophy,Apathy,Swollen lymph
node,Abnormal radiograph finding

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2014-CH-00031

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

24/10/2013

21/02/2014

1

1

0 30/10/2013 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2014-CH-00037

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

09/12/2013

18/03/2014

2

2

0 09/12/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Apathy,Shivering
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2014-CH-00040

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

10/03/2014

27/03/2014

1

1

0 12/03/2014 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2014-CH-00043

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

23/10/2013

17/04/2014

1

1

0 06/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Leucopenia,Lymphadenopathy,Abd Other
R><BR><BR>No ominal
pain,Diarrhoea,Gastroenteritis,Vom
iting,Anorexia,Lack of
efficacy,Apathy,Abnormal test
result,Prolonged capillary refill
time,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Weak pulse

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2014-CH-00072

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

02/05/2014

05/05/2014

1

1

0 02/05/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2014-CH-00077

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Month(s)

31/05/2013

08/05/2014

1

1

0 17/01/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lack of
R><BR><BR>No, efficacy
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2014-CH-00079

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

06/05/2014

12/05/2014

1

1

0 06/05/2014 Not
Vasculitis,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hypo Not
Known,<BR><BR thermia,Apathy,Pustular skin
Known
><BR><BR><BR> eruption,Tiredness
Not Known

Anaemia NOS,Spleen and reticulo- Not
endothelial system disorder
Known
NOS,Abdominal
pain,Vomiting,Nephropathy,Renal
disorder NOS,Uraemia,Abnormal
test
result,Hyperkalaemia,Hypoproteina
emia,Elevated creatinine,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Abnormal
radiograph finding,Electrolyte
disorder

No Data

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hyperthermia,A Not
pathy,Uncoded sign,Haematuria
Known

Tachycardia,Circulatory collapse
Not
(see also 'Neurological' and
Known
'Systemic
disorders'),Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Ana
phylactic-type
reaction,Haematochezia

Not
Known

SAR: A Flat coated Retriever was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 6 on 18 Sep 2013
and boostered with Nobivac Lepto 6 on 28 Oct 2013. It started with slight vomiting on 05 Nov 2013.
After five days he was a bit apathic and showed fever on the morning, but temperature came down to
39°C during the day. The Private Vet did x-rays to find a broncho-interstitial lung pattern and an
enlarged lymph node. The ultrasound of the Abdomen just revealed a big spleen. The FNA results were
normal. The dog was treated with Clavaseptin, Marbocyl and Baytril plus Cortison and Zantic. The
symptoms stayed the same. The private vet has the suspicion of a tumor. No more information is
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS
440 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: A vet was vaccinating a puppy on 24 Oct 2013 with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 6. On 30
Oct 2013 dog was presented at the vet with renal problems. Dog was referred to animal hospital. Dog
was recovering. More details will follow. Same vet was reporting case 2014-CH-00030. Follow up 03
Mar 2014: 30 Oct 2013: Dog was presented at vet. Dog showed painful abdomen and was vomiting.
Was treated with Cerenia, Paraffinoil and Betamox L.A. 31 Oct 2013: Dog still showed painful
abdomen, was referred to animal hospital. Diagnosis x-rays: generalized active interstitial infiltration
Ultrasonic diagnosis: bilateral acute nephropathy, splenopathy Blood values 31 Oct 2013: low Ht, total
Hb, fibrinogen, Na, Cl and total protein, elevated K, Ca, P, urea, creatinine and canine reactive protein
(CRP). MAT-Serology: •
1.11.13
11.11.13 Leptospira Grippothyphosa
1:200
1:800 Leptospira Australis
1:3200
1:3200 Leptospira Pomona
1:400
1:800 Leptospira Tarassovi (syn. hyos) <1:100
<1:100 Leptospira Canicola
1:400
<1:100 Leptospira Icterohaemorrh.
<1:100
<1:100 Leptospira Hardjo
<1:100
<1:100 Leptospira Bataviae
<1:100
<1:100 Leptospira Bratislava
1:400
1:1600 Leptospira Autumnalis
1:400
1:100 Leptospira Sejroe
<1:100
<1:100 Leptospira Pyrogenes
<1:100
<1:100 Dog was treated with infusion,
Ampicillin, Maropitant, Buprenorphin, Omeprazol and Ranitidin. Dog recovered within 10 days.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Flat-coated
Retriever

SAR: Two Dogs were vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 6 and Nobivac DHPPi on 9 Dec 2013. According to
the owner one dog (Chihuahua) started to show signs of apathy, shivering the same day and was
vomiting. Dog was presented as emergency in another vet clinic (no details available) and was
recovering within some days (exact date not known). The other dog (Hovawart) was vomiting but no
treatment was necessary. Dog recovered within one day. The same vet reported Case 2014-CH-00028.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good, Good]
SAR: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 6 and Nobivac Pi on the 17 Feb 2014, second
vaccination with Nobivac Lepto 6 on the 10 Mar 2014. According to the owner, dog started to show
apathy and vomitus two days later. Dog was presented to the vet on 19 Mar 2014, dog showed
diarrhea, vomitus, hyperhermia. Dog was treated with Paspertin. Since clinical signs continued, dog was
presented on the 21 Mar 2014 again. Dog showed diarrhea, vomitus, hyperthermia, apathy and
hematuria. Amylase >2500 U/I (reference value: < 1650 U/I). MAT serology results L. bratislava Titer 1:
200 L. copenhageni Titer < 1:100 L. australis Titer 1:400 L. pomona Titer < 1:100 L grippotyphosa Titer
1:100 L. autumnalis Titer <1: 100 L. canicola Titer 1:100 L. saxkoebing Titer <1:100 Dog was treated
with Amoxicillin. Dog was recovering within two days. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State
of health: Unknown]
SLEE: The puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo on the 19 Sep 2013. On the 7 Oct 2013 and the 23
Oct 2013 the dog was additionally vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Lepto 6. On the 5 Mar 2014 dog
was eating a bone quite fast and started to show diarrhea and vomiting on the 6 Mar 2014. Dog was
not eating. On 7 Mar 2014 dog was better but on the 8 Mar 2014 dog was vomiting and showed
diarrhea again. Vet was treating with antiemetika but dog was not recovering. On the 9 Mar 2014 dog
was referred to animal hospital. Dog showed apathy, prolonged capillary return, weak pulse,
abdominal pain. Blood analysis showed leukopenia. Ultrasound: Gastroenteritis and reactive
mesenteric lymph nodes. PCR analysis: Parvovirus positive. Dog was treated with fluid therapy,
Amoxicillin Clavulanic Acid, Cerenia, Omeprazol, Metronidazole. Dog was recovering within 48 hours.
Follow up pending. Follow up 17 Apr 2014: Precision of the PCR analysis. The PCR result was positive
for CPV 2 a,b and c. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown. Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

Chihuahua

Other
Canine/dog

26 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(18/09/201318/09/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Twice 1 Animal (5
Week(s) 18/09/201328/10/2013)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (24/10/201324/10/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (24/10/201324/10/2013)<BR><BR>

3 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(09/12/201309/12/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(09/12/2013-09/12/2013)<BR><BR>

Crossbred

Not
Known

NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(10/03/2014-10/03/2014)<BR><BR>

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(16 Day(s) 23/10/201323/10/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(23/10/2013-23/10/2013)<BR><BR>

SAR: A dog, that was not vaccinated for several years, was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi/Lepto6 on 4 Jack Russell
Apr 2014 and 2 May 2014 and reacted anaphylactic within one to two minutes after the second
Terrier
injection. The dog vomited, had diarrhea, tachycardia and a cardiovascular collapse. In the next hour
the dog showed hematochezia. The dog was hospitalized and monitored for his vital functions. The
dog was treated with Adrenalin i.v., Dexamethasonei.v./i.m., i.v. infusion and oxygen supplementation.
Within 6-8 hours after vaccination, the dog recovered and vital functions normalized and was released
from the hospital. 3 days later, the dog was completely normal (normal feaces, general condition). No
more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO
6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(02/05/201402/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(02/05/2014-02/05/2014)<BR><BR>

SLEE: Same vet was reporting also case 2014-CH-00043. This vet is treating future guide dogs. The
Labrador
dogs are breed in the guide dog school. In this case, the dog (Labrador, m, entire, 02.Apr.2013) was
Retriever
vaccinated on 16.May.2013 with Nobivac Parvo and on the 31.May.2013 with Nobivac DHPPi and
Nobivac Lepto. At ten weeks, puppies are entrusted to foster carers (also known as “puppy walkers”)
who look after the young dogs for twelve to fifteen months, i.e. until training begins. The dog was
therefore moved to a foster carer and the vet at the new place was vaccinating the dog with Canigen
SHA2PPi/L ad us. vet. on 25.Jun.2013. On 17.Jan.2014 the dog showed diarrhoea and vomitus. Dog
was quite bad and needed treatment at the new vet. Liquid therapy, antibiotics, and Vit. B. Parvotest
was positive (test method not known). Dog was recovering within approximately two days. The vet at
the “new” place is not willing to send further information. No more information expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: Brand: Canigen SHA2PPi/L ad us. vet. Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Canigen SHA2PPi/L ad us. vet. 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(25/06/201325/06/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Once 1 Animal (31/05/201331/05/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(31/05/2013-31/05/2013)<BR><BR>

SAR: Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Lepto6 on 6.May.2014 and started to heavily vomit Other
one hour after. The dog showed a severe apathy at this moment and a reduced body temperature with Canine/dog
37.9 degree Celsius. The dog was treated with Cerenia, Dexamethasone, intravenous ringer lactated
fluid and Zantic (Ranitidine). On the next day (7.May.2014), the dog was still apathic, had diarrhea and
developed red plaques on the thorax, abdomen and the medial face of the thigh. These plaques got
bigger in size and more red, so they referred the case to the animal hospital, where it was diagnosed
with vasculitis and treated with prednisolone per os. The dog improved and was able to leave the
hospital on 8.May.2014. On 12.May.2014, the dog is doing well, just seems to be a little bit more tired
than usual. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

4 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(06/05/201406/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(06/05/2014-06/05/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2014-CH-00083

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

29/11/2013

14/05/2014

1

1

0 29/11/2013 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Dyspnoea,Hypo Not
Known,<BR><BR thermia,Stupor,Circulatory
Known
><BR><BR><BR> shock,Abdominal pain
Not Known

SAR: Dog was vaccinated on the 29.Nov.2013 and showed acute vomiting and watery diarrhea on the
same day. The dog deteriorated with hypothermia, shock, stupor, dyspnoea and abdominal pain. The
dog was treated with ringer lactated intravenous fluid, Dexadreson, adrenaline, Dimazon, Ranitidine
and Buscopan. The dog improved quickly and recovered completely. No more information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(29/11/201329/11/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(29/11/2013-29/11/2013)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2014-CH-00120

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

06/11/2013

05/08/2014

1

1

0 27/05/2014 Yes

SLEE: Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto6 on 15 OCT 2013 and 06 NOV 2013. Dog was presented Crossbred
to vet on 27 MAY 2014 because of vomiting and bloody diarrhea. Bloodwork showed that the dog had
an elevated hematocrit (58.7%, reference value 37-55%), azotemia (creatinine 896umol/L (ref. 44159umol/L), urea 43.3mmol/L (ref. 2.5-9.6mmol/L)) and had a high phosphore (3.23mmol/L (ref. 0.82.2mmol/L)). 28 MAY.2014 the dog still had an azotemia, phosphore increased (5.01mmol/L) while
hematocrit decreased to a normal of 40%. 30 MAY 2014 bloodwork remained about the same. 31
MAY.2014 creatinine and urea were stable high, serology for leptospirosis was negative for all
serovars. At that time the dog started to be polyuric. 02 JUN 2014 bloodwork improved (creatinine
642umol/L, urea 23.6mmol/L, phosphore 1.95mmol/L (normal), hematocrit 52%), 4.Jun.2014 kidney
values improved further (creatinine 366umol/L, urea 13.6mmol/L) to creatinine 416umol/L and urea
15.5mmol/L on 6.Jun.2014. 7.Jun.2014 the dog was able to be released from the vet. On 10.Jun.2014
serology for leptospirosis was positive for L.australis (1:3200) and L.bratislava (1:3200), the dog
remained azotemic (creatinine 312umol/L, urea 19.6mmol/L). It was treated with amoxicillinclavulanic acid, metronidazole, ringer lactated infusion, ranitidine, omeprazole, ondansetron antiemeticum, metoclopramide and doxycycline. On 23 JUN 2014 the dog showed a mild decreased
appetite and a mild azotemia (creatinine 245umol/L, urea 32mmol/L). Follow up on bloodwork
planned. Follow up from 5.Aug.2014: Blood was again checked: Urea 20.6mmol/L, creatinine
191umol/L. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State
of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(06/11/2013-06/11/2013)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2014-CH-00158

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

30/06/2014

08/08/2014

1

1

1 03/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Cough,Death,Anorexia,Ascites,Apat No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, hy
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

SAR: Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi, Nobivac KC and Nobivac Lepto6 on 30 Jun 2014. The
Border Terrier Not
health status of the dog prior to vaccination is unknown. On the 3 Jul 2014 dog showed persistent
Known
rough deep coughing and was treated with Synulox (Amoxicillin-clavulanic acid) and Metacox
(Meloxicam). Coughing disappeared about one month later. One week later dog showed apathy,
anorexia, ascites and the vet had the suspicion of a cardiomyopathy. The dog then died on the 7 Aug
2014. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 440 Reason: Unknown. Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(30/06/201430/06/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(30/06/201430/06/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(30/06/2014-30/06/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2014-CH-00160

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

04/08/2014

13/08/2014

1

1

0 05/08/2014 Yes

1

1

0 02/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes scratching,Vocalisation,Pale
mucous membrane,Reduced
responses,Urination,Tiredness

No Data

SAR: Case reported to us by national authority that a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 6 on 4
Aug 2014. Beginning on the next day the dog showed fever and apathy, but still ate. On the 7 Aug 2014
the dog worsened in general condition and started to vomit. The dog was then sent to dialysis and got
better after 2 days of treatment. The suspicion is acute renal failure because of leptospirosis. Other
information not available. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State
of health: Unknown]
SAR: A pinscher puppy, 14 weeks old, was vaccinated on 2.Sep.2014 with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac
Lepto6. About 30-60 seconds after the injection, the dog started to scratch at the injection site and
vocalized like it was in pain. This lasted for a couple of minutes, then the dog was normal. After 5 days,
7.Sep.2014, the dog lost urine during the night and was not responsive (was staying at the vet's house),
showed pale mucous membranes and shouted out loud. The vet went to the animal hospital, on the
way (approx. 20 minutes) the dog got responsive. Blood glucose was normal, ultrasound of the heart
was normal. The dog recovered without treatment, was very tired the next day. On 9.Sep.2014 the dog
is completely normal. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2014-CH-00175

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

02/09/2014

09/09/2014

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2014-CH-00178

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

20/08/2014

11/09/2014

1

1

0 20/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Trembling,Limb weakness

No Data

SAR: Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto6 on 20.Aug.2014 and about 3 hours Pug
later, the dog showed a swollen face, was trembling and had weak hind limbs. The dog was given some
homeopathic globules. The symptoms dissolved within a couple of hours, the next day the dog was
normal. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

8.5 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(20/08/201420/08/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(20/08/2014-20/08/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2014-CH-00181

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Year(s)

01/09/2014

16/09/2014

1

1

0 09/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Confusion,Urine leakage
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Miniature
Poodle

6.8 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(01/09/201401/09/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(01/09/2014-01/09/2014)<BR><BR>

8.5 Year(s)

01/09/2013

16/09/2014

1

1

0 01/09/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Epileptic seizure
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 6 on 1 Sep 2014 and 8 days after the
vaccination the dog was found in the morning laying in its own urine and for the owner behaved
confused. The dog was not seen seizuring, but it is the vet's suspicion, especially because last year after
the same vaccination the dog seizured 2 days later (not reported last year, case 2014-CH-00182).
Between these two vaccinations, the dog never showed any seizure activity. The dog was otherwise
normal and has recovered (9 Sep 2014). No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State
of health: Good]
SAR: Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 6 approximately Sep 2013 and 2 days
after the vaccination the dog was seizuring. This was now reported, as the dog supposedly again
reacted after this years vaccination (in 2014, case 2014-CH-00181). Between the two vaccinations, the
dog never showed seizure activity. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State
of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2014-CH-00182

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

Miniature
Poodle

6.8 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(01/09/201301/09/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(01/09/2013-01/09/2013)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2015-CH-00054

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

12/03/2015

18/03/2015

1

1

1 12/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Bloody
No Data
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Polyuria,Decrea
sed appetite,Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Azotaemia

Vomiting,Renal
No Data
failure,Fever,Apathy,General illness

Pale mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Respiratory
arrest,Death,Weakness,Lateral
recumbency

Other
Canine/dog

Welsh Corgi
Cardigan

Not
Known

NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(04/08/2014-04/08/2014)<BR><BR>

Miniature
Pinscher

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(02/09/201402/09/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(02/09/2014-02/09/2014)<BR><BR>

SAR: Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 6 on the 12.Mar.2015. 3-4 minutes Pug
after injection dog started to vomit and showed weakness, unsteady gait and pale mucous
membranes. Dog moved to lateral position. Vet was immediately initiating therapy and tried to inject
Cortison but dog showed respiratory arrest. Despite reanimation and treatment with Adrenalin, dog
died within half an hour. Dog was vaccinated before with Canigen (non Merck product) in 2011, 2012
and 2014 and showed allergic reactions. Therefore vet was injecting Apis mellifica D6 (homeopathic
product) concurrently to the vaccine. No more information expected [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
Brand: Apis mellifica D6 Reason: Allergic reaction] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Apis mellifica D6 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
ml Once 1 Animal (12/03/201512/03/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Once 1 Animal (12/03/201512/03/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(12/03/2015-12/03/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2015-CH-00069

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

14/04/2015

26/05/2015

1

1

1 14/04/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Hepatic necrosis,Opisthotonus,Lung Other
R><BR><BR>No oedema,Death,Hypothermia,Septic
aemia,Lateral
recumbency,Increased
salivation,Bronchopneumonia

SAR: a pup (chihuahua,imported from Portugal, described by the vet as weak/small/feeblish) was
Chihuahua
vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi/L6 on 14.Apr.2015. After 7 hours the owner called and brought the dog
in lateral recumbency, showed salivation and opisthotonus. The dog was treated with Dexamethasone
and lactated ringer infusion. The next morning the dog had a not measurable temperature and died.
The dog was imported from Portugal on 29.Mar.2015 and was treated on 31.Mar.2015 with antibiotics
and tolfenaminacid because of coughing. After the first cough treatment, the dog showed similar
symptoms (lateral recumbency, apathy) but recovered within a short time. Dog was sent in to
pathology. Follow up pending. Follow up 26.May.2015: results from pathology: profound, multifocal
chronic-purulent broncho-pneumonia with alveolar oedema and sepsis; necrosis in liver and spleen;
persistent fontanella. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Fair]

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2015-CH-00172

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

13/07/2015

15/07/2015

1

1

0 14/07/2015 Yes

Not
Known

NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(13/07/2015-13/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2015-CH-00204

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

07/08/2015

12/08/2015

1

1

0 09/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Abnormal test
R><BR><BR>Yes result

No Data

SAR: Dog (Dachsbracke) was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto6 on 18.Jun.2015 and 13.Jul.2015. On
Other
14.Jul.2015 (after 24 hours) the dog was brought to the vet because of central neurologic problems
Canine/dog
(not able to stand, proprioception absent on all 4 legs, facial nerves normal). The dog was treated with
infusion and dexamethasone and was better within 5 hours, normal after 12 hours. Bloodwork normal.
No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State
of health: Good]
SAR: dog was vaccinated on 7.Aug.2015 with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto6 for the second time. Bulldog
On 9.Aug.2015 the dog showed vomiting and diarrhea and was treated with intravenous infusion and
metronidazole. Investigation of faeces reveled giardia and is treated with fenbendazole. Vomiting
stopped on the same day, faeces is still soft but formed by 18.Aug.2015, dog otherwise normal. No
more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO
6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(07/08/201507/08/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(07/08/2015-07/08/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2015-CH-00205

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

11/08/2015

12/08/2015

1

1

0 11/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(11/08/201511/08/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(11/08/2015-11/08/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2015-CH-00225

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

17 Month(s)

09/09/2015

09/09/2015

1

1

0 09/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Urticaria,Vomiting
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: Lagotto Romagnolo was vaccinated on 11 Aug 2015 and showed intense vomiting the day after. Crossbred
Dog was treated with Cerenia (Maropitant), Minalgin (Metamizole) and iv infusion and vomiting
stopped. One day later on 13 Aug 2015 the dog started to have diarrhea which was treated with
metronidazole, Fortiflora (probiotic) and omeprazole. on 17 Aug 2015 the owner reported that the dog
was doing fine, faeces still a little soft. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State
of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto6 on
Pug
09.Sep.2015 and came back to the vet after 1 to 2 hours because of urticaria and acute vomitus. The
dog was treated with infusion, prednisolone and calcium intravenously and Cerenia (Maropitant)
subcutaneously. Dog recovered quickly. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State
of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(09/09/201509/09/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(09/09/2015-09/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CH-NLINTVINT-2015-CH-00240

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

15/09/2015

14/10/2015

1

1

0 16/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

CH-Virbac-13 VBSA 02416

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

31/07/2013

25/09/2013

1

1

0 15/09/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2016-CH-00011

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Month(s)

22/12/2015

15/09/2016

1

1

1 19/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Stillbirth
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto6 on 22.Dec.2015 for the second time German Spitz - Not
(fist vaccination on 24.Nov.2015). The dog was possibly pregnant at that time (for about 4 weeks). On Pomeranian
Known
19.Jan.2016 (about 8 weeks pregnancy) the dog gave birth to a dead puppy and showed no interest for
it. Owner claimed this came from the vaccination. No more information expected. Follow up 15 Sep
2016: assessment changed from N to O. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(22/12/201522/12/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (22/12/201522/12/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2016-CH-00017

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

01/01/2014

12/02/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2014 Not
Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Respiratory distress
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

SAR: A vet mentioned during a call that one of his clients complained about the vaccination of Nobivac American
Lepto 6 and Nobivac DHPPi. The client's dog was vaccinated by another vet in 2014 with the
Staffordshire
combination of Nobivac Lepto 6 and Nobivac DHPPi for the first time. Dog was reacting with swollen Terrier
throat and respiratory distress. Vet couldn't give more information since it was not his patient in 2014,
therefore no more information available. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (01/01/201401/01/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(01/01/2014-01/01/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2016-CH-00024

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

25/11/2015

24/02/2016

1

1

1 22/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Milk production
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes increase,Pseudopregnancy,Pyometr
a,Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy,Vaginal discharge,Tense
abdomen

SAR and SLEE: dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto6 on 25 Nov 2015. On 22 Feb Other
2016 the dog was presented at vet because of vaginal discharge, pseudo pregnancy, tense abdomen
Canine/dog
and milk flow and was treated with Amoxillin-Clavulanic acid and Dexamethasone. On 23 Feb 2016 dog
was anorectic, still drank, had highly elevated kidney values (suspicion of leptospirosis), lipase and
phosphate. It was recommended to spay the dog because of pyometra. The dog was treated with ACE
inhibitor and Amoxicillin-Clavulanic acid. On 24 Feb 2016 dog showed adipsia and acute renal failure
and was euthanized. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2016-CH-00030

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

15/02/2016

16/03/2016

1

1

0 19/02/2016 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2016-CH-00032

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

21/03/2016

22/03/2016

1

1

0 21/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Allergic pruritus,Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes

SAR: case reported by competent authority (IVI): dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto6 on
15.Feb.2016 and started to show epileptic seizures on 19.Feb.2016 onwards, short ones after
excitement or stress. It is being treated with phenobarbital. No more information expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
SAR: case reported by competent authority (IVI): dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac
Lepto6 on 21.Mar.2016 and started to show facial oedema (whole head and ears) and generalized
pruritus. It was presented to the vet as an emergency case. Dog was being treated with
Dexamethasone and Prednisolon for two days. Dog recovered within 2 days. No more information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS
440 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Unable to stand,Proprioception
loss

No Data

Vomiting,Renal failure,Pulmonary Not
haemorrhage,Lack of
Known
efficacy,Apathy,Liver disorder
NOS,Hyperkalaemia,Haematochezi
a,Elevated BUN,Elevated creatinine

Epileptic seizure

No Data

No Data

0.6 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(14/04/201514/04/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(14/04/2015-14/04/2015)<BR><BR>

SAR: Dog -french bulldog- was vaccinated on 15. Sep. 2015 with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 6. French Bulldog
After approximately 24 hours dog was presented to another vet because of a swollen face. Reporter
thinks that dog was treated with cortison. Problems resolved and dog has recovered. Owner was
reporting this case to the reporter after she received an invitation for the next vaccination. No more
information available. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO
6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
15.09.2013: Apathy 16.09.2013: Vomiting and Haematochezia 17.09.2013: Presented to a private
veterinarian: started with Metronidazol and Cimetidine. 18.09.2013: Presented again at the private
veterinarian: Azotaemia, referred to the animal clinic. Diagnosis: Leptospirosis with anuric acute renal
failure, lung bleeding, slight involvement of the liver. Blood tests: Creat=905 umol/l (53-141,5),
Urea=57.7 mmol/l (3,34-8,35), Potassium=7.03 mmol/l (3,6-5,8). Positive IgM ELISA fast-test MAT
Serology (titer>=1:800 are interpreted as seropositive): L. grippotyphosa <1:100 L. australis 1:800 L.
pomona <1:100 L. tarassovi <1:100 L. canicola 1:100 L. icterohaemorrh. <1:100 L. hardjo <1:100 L.
bataviae <1:100 L. bratislava 1:400 L. autumnalis <1:100 L. sejroe <1:100 L. pyrogenes <1:100
Therapy: Haemodialysis, Antibiotics (Ampicillin-Sulbactam), symptomatic and intensive care.

Labrador
Retriever

4 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(15/09/201515/09/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(15/09/2015-15/09/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Not
Known

CANIGEN SHAPPI/L - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 dose (11/06/2013N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC DHPPI N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose
(31/07/2013N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose
(31/07/2013-N/A)<BR><BR>

31 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,1 Years,24,1 Dose 1 Years 1
Animal (25/11/201525/11/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,1
Years,24,1 Dose 1 Years 1 Animal
(25/11/2015-25/11/2015)<BR><BR>

English
Springer
Spaniel

Not
Known

NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(15/02/2016-15/02/2016)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (21/03/201621/03/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(21/03/2016-21/03/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2016-CH-00042

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Year(s)

30/03/2016

05/04/2016

1

1

0 30/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Epileptic
R><BR><BR>Yes seizure,Abnormal
breathing,Apathy,Allergic pruritus

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2016-CH-00085

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

17/05/2016

19/05/2016

1

1

0 17/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Dyspnoea,Abnormal radiograph
R><BR><BR>Yes finding

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2016-CH-00134

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

30/05/2016

11/07/2016

1

1

1 18/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy,Death by
R><BR><BR>Yes euthanasia

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2016-CH-00179

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

06/09/2016

09/09/2016

1

1

0 06/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal breathing,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema,Anaphylactic
shock,Shaking

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2016-CH-00221

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

10/11/2016

22/11/2016

1

1

0 10/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Urticaria
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2016-CH-00227

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

22/11/2016

23/11/2016

6

1

1 22/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal necropsy finding,Sudden No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes death,Injection site inflammation

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2017-CH-00003

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

11/01/2017

12/01/2017

1

1

0 11/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Weakness,Reluctant to
R><BR><BR>Yes move,Apathy

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2017-CH-00023

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

17/02/2017

02/03/2017

4

1

1 18/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pharyngeal oedema,NT - acute
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes (interstitial)
pneumonia/pleuropneumonia,Anap
hylactoid reaction,Anaphylactic
shock,Sudden death

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2017-CH-00050

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

13/03/2017

22/03/2017

1

1

0 13/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Anaphylactic shock,Low
blood pressure

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2017-CH-00125

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/08/2013

24/07/2017

48

16

2 01/08/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Injection site
No Data
swelling,Depigmentation of nasal
plane,Inappropriate
urination,Tenesmus,Diarrhoea,Vom
iting,Lameness,Epilepsy,Trembling,P
anting,Cough,Skin sarcoma
NOS,Death by
euthanasia,Decreased
appetite,Lack of efficacy,Loss of
condition,Monoparesis (paralysis of
limb),Injection site pain

SAR: dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto6 on 30.Mar.2016 and started to react
to the vaccination while still being in the clinic with apathy, then showed seizures with defecation and
urination, vomited and increased breathing. The dog was treated with cortisone and stayed there for a
couple of hours. The next day the dog had pruritus all over the body, vomited again and had diarrhea.
Two to three days later, the dog recovered. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State
of health: Good]
SAR: On 17.May.2016 the dog was for an echocardiography at the vet, which revealed a mitral
insufficiency, which was still compensated but the left atrium was heavily enlarged. After the
ultrasound the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 6 for the first time (was not
vaccinated for some years). While still being at the vet, the dog started to show heavy breathing,
mostly expiratory dyspnoea, which was treated with prednisolone, oxygen, infusion and furosemide. Xrays after one hour showed a diffuse interstitial lung pattern. The dog improved slowly and was
released from the clinic on 19.May.2016. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State
of health: Fair]
Suspected lack of expected efficacy: Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto6 on
30.May.2016 for the second time (first vaccination on 3.May.2016) and was presented to the vet on
18.Jun.2016 because of vomiting and diarrhea. Treatment with Cerenia and antibiotics was done, but
condition worsened. On 19.Jun.2016 the dog showed azotemia, hyperkalemia, thrombocytopenia and
anuria and the vet had the suspicion of leptospirosis (no diagnostic done). Furosemide and infusion
was added, but dog was euthanized the next day. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State
of health: Good]
SAR: Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 6 on the 6.Sep.2016. Within hours
dog showed signs of shock, swollen oedmatous head. Increased breathing and shaking. Dog was
treated with Prednisolon and Dexadreson and recovered within hours. No more information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Toy Poodle

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(30/03/201630/03/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (30/03/201630/03/2016)<BR><BR>

Suspected adverse reaction: Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 6 on 10 Nov
2016 and developed facial urticaria after 15 minutes. Dog was treated with Dexamethasone and
recovered quickly. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Chihuahua

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (10/11/201610/11/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(10/11/2016-10/11/2016)<BR><BR>

Suspected adverse reaction: A normal puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto6
on 22.Nov.2016. One hour later the owner came back to vet because dog died suddenly.
Histopathology will be made, follow up pending. Follow up 30.Nov.2016 Pathology/histology: stasis
and leakage of neutrophils in the lung (sign for sepsis), anaphylaxis not excluded, Injection site mild
inflammation, no signs for infection. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State
of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: case report by the competent authority (IVI): dog got vaccinated with
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto6 on 11.Jan.2017 and vomited several times about 30 minutes after
the vaccination, was weak on the legs and apathic. Back at the vet the dog wouldn't want to move, but
circulation, temperature, mucous membranes were normal. It was treated with Dexadreson and
infusion and improved quickly, about 90 minutes later the dog was almost normal. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO
6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction: 4 puppies (Entlebucher Sennenhund) were vaccinated on 17.Feb.2017 with
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto6 for the first time. During the following night (approx 10 hours after
the vaccination) one puppy was found dead without showing any symptoms before. Pathology will be
made. Follow up pending. Follow up 02.Mar.2017: results from pathology: epiglottis edema and
interstitial pneumonia compatible with an acute shock/anaphylactic reaction and systemic
inflammatory response syndrome. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State
of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto6 and Nobivac Pi on 13.Mar.2017
and had signs of an allergic shock (low blood pressure, pale mucous membranes) about 30 minutes
later. The dog was treated with cortisone and infusion and recovered within one hour. Case from the
same clinic as cases 2017-CH-00036-38. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 440 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Miniature
Schnauzer

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (22/11/201622/11/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(22/11/2016-22/11/2016)<BR><BR>

Australian
Not
Shepherd Dog Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (11/01/201711/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(11/01/2017-11/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (17/02/201717/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(17/02/2017-17/02/2017)<BR><BR>

Shih Tzu

Not
Known

NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (13/03/201713/03/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(13/03/2017-13/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,4 Weeks,24,1 Dose 4 Weeks 1
Animal (01/08/201301/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,4
Weeks,24,1 Dose 4 Weeks 1 Animal
(01/08/201301/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,4 Weeks,24,1
Dose 4 Weeks 1 Animal (01/08/201301/05/2015)<BR><BR>

Chihuahua

3.6 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(17/05/201617/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (17/05/201617/05/2016)<BR><BR>

Labrador
Retriever

12.5 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(30/05/201630/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (30/05/201630/05/2016)<BR><BR>

Chihuahua

Case from scientific literature: Spiri, A.,Rodriguez-Campos, S et al. Clinical, serological and
Other
echocardiographic examination of healthy field dogs before and after vaccination with a commersial Canine/dog
tetravalent leptospirosis vaccine. BMC Vet Research (2017) 13:138. Goal was to investigate clinical
signs, MAT titres, haematology, blood biochemistry, cardiac (c) Troponin I levels and echocardiography.
48 healthy dogs were prospectively enrolled and vaccinated twice, 3–4 weeks apart. Results: SARs:
Mild, transient clinical signs within 5d of 1rst and 2nd vaccination occurred in 23% and 10% of the dogs
(local discomfort, local swelling, lameness, vomiting, periuria, reduced appetite, reduced general
condition); signs observed more than 5d after vaccination: vomiting, diarrhea, depigmenten nasal
planum, panting, trembling, coughing, focal epilepsy, tenesmus, 2 deaths (due to sarcoma 137d post
vac and monoparesis 340d post vac, both unrelated to vaccination according to the authors). SLEE
Before first vaccination, all dogs were seronegative for the tested serovars except Canicola. At 2nd
vaccination, positive MAT titres to Canicola (100%), Australis (89%), Grippo (86%), Bratislava (60%),
Autumnalis (58%), Copenhageni (42%), Pomona (12%), Pyrogenes (8%) and Ictero (2%) were found.
Median to high titres (=400) were most common to Canicola (92%) and less common to Australis
(41%), Grippo (21%), Bratislava (12%), Autumnalis (4%), Pyrogenes (4%) and Pomona (2%). About 1 year
later, positive titres were found in 2–18% of the dogs to vaccinal serovars and in 2–18% of the dogs to
the non-vaccine serovars Pomona, Autumnalis, Pyrogenes and Ballum. Haematology, biochemistry,
cTroponin I and echocardiography results did not change significantly after vaccination. Follow up 24
Jul 2017: of the 48 dogs, 16 were also vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi (1rst vaccination) and 3 (at 2nd
vaccination), 10 with Nobivac Pi at the first, 1 at 2nd vaccination. It is unknown which dogs reacted.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6
10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 440 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

1.2 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (06/09/201606/09/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(06/09/2016-06/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2017-CH-00207

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

08/05/2017

16/10/2017

1

1

0 28/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2017-CH-00225

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

06/09/2017

01/12/2017

1

1

0 06/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Ap No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes athy,Face and neck swelling (see
also 'Skin')

Suspected adverse reaction: dog got vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto6 on
Chihuahua
6.Sep.2017. Within minutes dog showed apathy, vomiting, diarrhoea and swollen head. Vet treated
with Cortisone, Antihistamine and fluid infusion. Dog recovered within one day. Same vet reported
cases 2017-CH-00226 and 2017-CH-00227. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State
of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2017-CH-00226

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

04/11/2017

01/12/2017

1

1

0 04/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Respiratory
R><BR><BR>Yes distress,Apathy,Face and neck
swelling (see also 'Skin'),Vomiting

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: dog got vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto6 on
Boston Terrier
6.Oct.2017. Within minutes dog showed apathy, vomiting, respiratory problems and swollen head. Vet
treated with Dexadreson. Dog recovered within one day. Same vet reported cases 2017-CH-00225 and
2017-CH-00227. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

2.6 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (04/11/201704/11/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(04/11/2017-04/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2017-CH-00227

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

13/11/2017

01/12/2017

1

1

0 13/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Face and neck swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Apathy

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: dog got vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto6 on
Crossbred
13.Nov.2017. Within minutes dog showed apathy and facial swellings. Vet treated with Cortisone and
fluid infusion. Dog recovered within one day. Same vet reported cases 2017-CH-00225 and 2017-CH00226. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

3.4 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (13/11/201713/11/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(13/11/2017-13/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2018-CH-00007

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

01/01/2017

11/01/2018

1

1

0 01/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Facial swelling (see
R><BR><BR>Yes also 'Skin'),Nettle rash (see also
'Skin'),Dyspnoea,Allergic pruritus

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 6 in January French Bulldog
2017. The dog reacted within some hours with swollen face, pruritus, rash and dyspnea. Dog was
treated with Dexadresone and recovered. No more information expected. Follow up 22 Jan 2018:
Veddra code anaphylaxis added [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

14 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (01/01/201701/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(01/01/2017-01/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2018-CH-00008

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

10/01/2018

11/01/2018

1

1

0 10/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Facial swelling (see
R><BR><BR>Yes also 'Skin'),Dyspnoea,Nettle-like
rash (see also 'Skin'),Allergic
pruritus

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 6 on the 10. French Bulldog
January 2018. The dog reacted within some hours with swollen face, pruritus, rash and dyspnea. Dog
was treated with Dexadresone and recovered. Same vet reported case 2018-CH-00007 for the same
dog. No more information expected. FU 22 Jan 2018: Veddra code "Anaphylaxis" added. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

14 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (10/01/201810/01/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(10/01/2018-10/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

CHE-MERCKMSD-2018-CH-00032

Switzerland

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

09/01/2018

07/03/2018

1

1

0 23/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Increased percentage
R><BR><BR>Yes reticulocytes,Pale mucous
membrane,Haemolytic
anaemia,Fatigue

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-BVL-2014-1240

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Week(s)

15/03/2014

18/03/2014

1

1

0 15/03/2014 Not
Restlessness,Tachycardia,Urticaria, Not
Known,<BR><BR Hyperaesthesia,Facial oedema
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected adverse reaction: A dog was vaccinated on 09 Jan 2018 with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac
Labrador
Lepto 6. 2 weeks later, the owner noticed that the dog was fatigued. On 01 Feb 2018, the dog was
Retriever
presented to the veterinarian for extraction of a tooth (remaining first incicivus) and showed pale
mucus membranes. The dog was diagnosed the with hemolytic anemia (hematocrit 36% (reference
range 35-57%), reticulocytosis). Screening tests for infectious agents or Coombs test were not
performed. Dog recovered without treatment (hematocrit 50% on 12 Feb 2018). The same veterinarian
reported case 2018-CH-00031. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State
of health: Good]
* Reason(s) for treatment: Impfung, Setzen eines Chips Hund wird vorstellig mit mittelgradigem
Crossbred
Kopfödem, Unruhe und Hyperästhesie die seit etwa einer halben Stunde bestehen, Hund ca. 4 Stunden
vor Vorstellung geimpft und gechipt, kurz vor Beginn der Symptomatik mit Hummel gespielt Außerdem
Tachykardie von 240 Schlägen pro Minute, Urtikaria am Bauch Venenverweilkatheter gelegt, Fenistil in
einer Dosis von 1 mg/kg intravenös gegeben, Infusionstherapie daraufhin zügige Abschwellung des
Kopfbereiches, etwa 1 Stunde später kein Kopfödem mehr, keine Urtikaria mehr, Herzfrequenz wieder
in den Referenzbereich gesunken am nächsten Tag Entlassung bei ungestörtem Allgemeinbefinden

NOBIVAC L4

DE-BVL-2014-3147

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

16/05/2014

17/06/2014

1

1

10/06/2014 No

NOBIVAC L4

DE-BVL-2015-7825

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

27/10/2015

07/11/2015

1

1

29/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Urticaria,Pustules,Pruritus,Allergic
R><BR><BR>Yes reaction,Facial oedema

Inappropriate urination,Urinary
incontinence

No Data

Suspected lack of expected efficacy: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto6 on Other
12 Apr 2017 and 08 May 2017. On 28 Sep 2017 the dog was presented to the vet because of vomiting, Canine/dog
anorexia and a painful abdomen. Blood showed thrombocytopenia, leucocytosis, highly elevated
kidney values (urea 72.4mmol/L with upper reference of 9.6 and crea 576umol/L with upper reference
of 159), high phosphorus and elevated AP and ALT. Urine with a low USG of 1.016 with haematuria and
proteinuria, culture negative. The dog was treated with infusion, amoxicillin-clavulanic acid, Cerenia
and omeprazole and buprenorphine. After 4 days the dog ate and improved clinically. Blood values
improved over the next days. Leptospirosis-titer (29Sep and 10Oct2017): L.gryppothyphosa (<1:100 to
1:1600), L.australis (1:200 to 1:3200), L.pomona (1:100 to 1:3200), L.bratislava (1:100 to 1:3200) and
L.copenhageni (1:200 to 1:1600). On 9 Oct 2017 leucocytes and thrombocytes were normal, crea with
133umol/L normal, urea with 16.4mmol/L slightly elevated. Dog went home on the 06 Oct 2017 and is
doing fine. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Other

SAR: On 16 May one dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 for the first time. In the evening the dog was Not Applicable
once urinating inside the appartment. Then the dog was fine again. No causality relation was seen by
the owner. At booster vaccination on 10 Jun 2014 (off-label as revaccination was performed too early)
the dog showed the same and next day several times inappropriate urination in the apartment. Urine
testing was performed by the vet and showed no abnormal results, apart from a low specific weight of
1008 (reference > 1030) was found. The veterinarians level of suspicion is unclassifiable. Follow-up
pending. FU 24 Jun 2014: The symptom after second vaccination on 10 Jun lasted for some days. The
dog had recovered approx. 16 Jun 2014. No further problems were observed. FU 26 Jun 2014: further
information received from the NCA via electronic importation: incontinence; urine examination:
colour was light yellow, transparent, specific weight 1008, Protein negative, erythrocytes negative, pH
7. The animal was treated with Baytril. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good] Inkontienz Harnuntersuchung: Farbe: hellgelb, durchsichtig, 1,008, Protein neg., Glu neg.,
Ery neg., pH 7 Baytril * Reason(s) for treatment: Impfung

No Data

Allergische Reaktion, Juckreiz , hgr. Urtikaria, Pusteln um Schnauze, Maul, Augen und Achseln.
Gesichtsödem. Nach 7 Tagen eingeleitete Therapie mit Prednisolon und Amoxicillin-Clavulan. *
Reason(s) for treatment: Jahresimpfung

Shih Tzu

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (08/05/201708/05/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (08/05/201708/05/2017)<BR><BR>

2 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (06/09/201706/09/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(06/09/2017-06/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 440 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (09/01/201809/01/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 6 10X1DS 440 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(09/01/2018-09/01/2018)<BR><BR>

7.8 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(15/03/201415/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(15/03/201415/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/03/201415/03/2014)<BR><BR>
31.2 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,N/A,Grundimmunisierung
(16/05/2014-10/06/2014)<BR><BR>

7.1 Nobivac L4 - 1,1,1
B - Possible
Years,10,Jahresimpfung (27/10/201527/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,1,1 Years,10,N/A
(27/10/2015-27/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-BVL-2016-6825

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 - 6 Year(s)

15/08/2016

2

1

01/09/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-BVL-2016-6987

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

DE-BVL-2017-01668

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

DE-BVL-2017-03820

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

DE-BVL-2017-04989

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Abnormal test result,Increased
Not
sensitivity to sound,Injection site
Known
warmth,Loss of strength,Poor
concentration,Unsteady gait,Head
tremor,Breathlessness,Groaning,M
uscle atrophy (see also 'Muscle
wasting'),Injection site
lump,Injection site reaction
NOS,Aggression,Anxiety,Behavioura
l disorder
NOS,Restlessness,Abdominal
pain,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Retching,C
onvulsion,Hypersensitivity to
pain,Renal disorder NOS,Pain
NOS,Hyperthermia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Listless,Weakness,D
epression,Loss of
condition,Apathy,Impaired
consciousness

13/06/2016

22/08/2016

1

1

25/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pinnal reddening,Reddening of the
R><BR><BR>Not skin,Pruritus,Scale
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

02/03/2017

22/03/2017

1

1

1.5 Year(s)

02/06/2017

1

1

18/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous Not
system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Abnormal pupil light
reflex,Increased sensitivity to
light,Trembling,Hiding,Behavioural
disorder NOS,Incoordination

Reason for treatment: flea and tick prevention A dog (Border Collie-Mix, female, born 10-12-2015,
Border Collie
15kg) was treated with Bravecto at the 18-05-2017 at 10°°h. Six hours later, the dog started with
trembling, incoordination, hiding and sensitivity to light. The dog was therefore presented to the
reporting vet at around 18°°h: she was more quiet than usual and put the tail between the legs (coded
as Behavioural disorder). The neurological examination showed reduced and incomplete pupil light
reflex (the pupil only closed very slowly and not completely - only until 1/3). Further examination was
without abnormal findings (general condition, circulation etc.). The dog was treated with
homeopathics and recovered within 4 hrs. Note: the dog was vaccinated with SHP + L4 + BbPi + T from
Nobivac one day before (17-05-17). MAH comment: the attending vet also forwarded the adverse
reporting form to MAH via letter (date first received 24 May 2017). No additional data were reported

6 Year(s)

27/06/2017

1

1

0 02/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Restlessness,Hypersalivation,Impair Not
ed
Known
vision,Convulsion,Falling,Proteinuri
a,Panting,Elevated
temperature,Abnormal test
result,Paddling,Rigidity,Cystitis

Reason for treatment: tick prevention A dog (Miniature Schnauzer, male, 9.3kg, 6y) was presented to
Miniature
the reporting vet for follow-up control after convulsions and cystitis at the 12-06-2017. The adverse
Schnauzer
event was reported to the vet by the owner: The dog was vaccinated at the 31-05-2017 (Nobivac Pi L4,
Lot number A046B01 & A071A01). At the 01-06 Bravecto was adminstered at noon. The next day at
approx. 13h the dog started with sort of convulsions which reoccurred approx. every 6.5hrs (e.g. at 3h
in the night, 8h next morning, 13h) then in shorter frequence (at 17h, 22h). The dog was presented to
another vet at the 03-06 who diagnosed a cystitis (urine with massive protein (>500), leucocytes (>500)
and other inflammation markers). The dog was treated with Marboxyl and Vitofyllin. Since the 09-06
the dog improved and was "more normal" but the owner had the impression that the vision is
impaired. At the follow up examination (12-06) the general condition was fine but the dog still showed
elevated temperature (39.3°). The reporting vet changed the antibiotics (Clavaseptin 250mg 0.5 tabl.
twice daily). According to the owner, they also got a Milbemax tablet for dogs 5-25kg at the day of
vaccination for deworming but they did not give it to the dog until now. The convulsions took always
place in the following manner: the dog showed restlessness and run around, started with panting, then
fell down, showed paddling with the front legs, rigidity of the whole body and hypersalivation. This
attack took approx. one minute before improvement. MAH comment 26 Jun 2017: VeDDRA Code
"abnormal test restult" entered to capture increased urine leucocytes and other inflammation
markers.

0 04/03/2017 Not
Injection site
Known,<BR><BR pain,Inappetence,Lumbar
><BR><BR><BR> pain,Arched back,Apathy
Yes

Not
Known

Not
Known

Reason for treatment: hepatozoonosis / ectoparasitic prevention/pain The case was reported by the Crossbred
owner of the dog, a report from the treating vet is enclosed. The dog "Klara" (crossbred Bretone) from
Cyprus (in DE since April 2015) was presented to the vet in June 2015. The blood was tested positive for
Hepatozoonosis (Hepatozoon canis DNA) (testing for other travel diseases and for toxoplasmosis was
negative). Initially no therapy was started as the dog did not show any clinical signs. After some weeks
the dog showed pain and convulsions at several occasions and was apathetic. She also showed fever,
lethargy, muscular atrophy, stiffnes of the muscles of the neck and the trunk and was sensitive to
touch at the lumbar side. the dog had to be presented three times at the emergency opening time at
the vet and was treated with Cortison injections (what is contraindicated in Hepatozoon canis positive
dogs). She also showed unconsciousness, general weakness, hyperthermia and redding at the ear and
the abdominal skin (a wasp sting was suspected as cause). The owner was then adviced to present the
dog to a vet clinic, Klara was treated with Doxycyclin (start approx. at the beginning of Aug 2015) and
after about 40 days additionally with injection of Carbesia in Sept 2015 (NCA comment: active
substance = Imidocarb - VMP not licensed in DE, ordered via international pharmacy, probably French
product, therefore coded as such). The first injection was given by the owner at home but as the dog
showed local reaction (according to the owner the product "burns" under the skin), the second
injection was done by the vet. According to the vet`s report, 3 days after the second Carbesia
injection, the dog was apathetic and the injection site was warm. No further treatment. After these
two injections / combined therapy, the dog's general health condition improved clearly since beginning
of Oct 2015, no "attacks" occurred anymore and the dog became very vivid and active and the
condition was stable. The second dog of the family was treated at July 2015 with Bravecto for the first
time for parasitic control and tolerated it well. Therefore Klara was also treated with Bravecto in
October 2015. The owner stated that she was not informed that no other antiparasitic should be
administered concurrently to Carbesia (NCA Comment: in the SPC of Carbesia is described that a
concurrent administration of cholinesterase inhibitors is contraindicated, Bravecto is no cholinesterase
inhibitor). 1-2 days after administration of Bravecto, the dog showed severe diarrhoea and vomiting
every three days, especially at night, white /yellowish or clear and very doughy mucus (first vomiting
approx 2-3 days after Bravecto use) what improved only in November 2015 with special diet (Magen
balance for
by Canina).The
dog however
showed
more and more
conspicuous
behaviour.
Attacks
(pain
Reason
treatment: Routine
vaccination
/ Ectoprarasitic
prevention
During
the routine
vaccination
Labrador
with Nobivac SHPPi L4 T at the 13-06-2016 , Bravecto was given to the owner of a dog for
Retriever
administration at home. The same day the dog was administered the tablet. At the 27-06-2016 the
dog was presented to the vet because of pruritus and reddening at the abdominal skin, the inner thight
and the pinnae since 2 days. The clinical examination was without abnormal findings and the vet
prescribed a special shampoo (Allercalm). At the 08-07-2016 the dog was presented again with
continuous pruritus, massive scaling and reddening. Clinical examination still without special findings,
further diagnostic for ectoparasites negative, skin cytology without abnormal findings. Different
explanations were discussed (e.g. atopy, food allergy, problems due to change of coat in young dogs,
congenital ichthyosis) but no further diagnostic was desired by the owner. The dog was treated with
Dermoscent (spot on with fatty acids) and shampoo. At the control at the 05-08-16, no improvement
were seen and the owner asked if this could be an adverse reaction to Bravecto. Skin biopsy was
advised but is not planned at the moment. Note by MAH: in the initial case, as vaccine the product
"Nobivac SHPPiL4T" was coded. As such a vaccine doesn't exist and this name probably stands for the
combination of Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T, the product "Nobivac SHPPiL4T" was
deleted and these three vaccines were coded as individual (suspect) products. In the initial case, the
VeDDRA-terms "pruritus", "reddening of the skin" and "scale" were coded, all with start date 25 Jul
2016 which doesn't correspond to the case description. Therefore this date was changed to 25 Jun
2016 for the codes "pruritus", "reddening of the skin" and to approx 08 Jul 2016 for the code "scale"
according to the case narrative. Furthermore, the VeDDRA-code "pinnal reddening" was added with
start date 25 Jun 2016.
Notdienst Kollege schreibt: Vorberichtlich Apathie und Inappetenz seit4.3.; macht leicht gedämpften
Not Applicable
Eindruck bei Untersuchung. Rücken angespannt, LWS Bereich schmerzhaft, Allgemeine
Abgeschlagenheit nach Impfung, V.a. beginnenden Infekt. SAR received from the NCA via electronic
import on 22 Mar 2017 (narrative translated from German to English): Emergency colleague writes:
Anamnestically apathy and inappetence since 04 Mar; gives a slightly subdued impression during
examination. The back is tense, area of the lumbar spine is painful, general lethargy post vaccination,
suspicion of beginning infection. MAH comment: Additional information from Product screen / Call
History: - Vaccination on 08 Feb 2016 with Nobivac SHPPi+L4+T without problems. - Pain in the area
of the injection site, signs of a beginning infection Due to this information VedDRA code 'injection site
pain' was added. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand:
NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Routine Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Routine Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown] *
Reason(s) for treatment: Routineimpfung

16 Bravecto 500 mg Kautabletten für
No assessment
mittelgroße Hunde (>10-20 kg) performed
1,1,3 Months,24,1 tabl. every three
months (01/10/201501/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHPPi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>not provided N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>unknown Carbesia N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,unknown
(01/09/2015N/A)<BR><BR>unknown Rimadyl N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,unknown (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>unknown Simparica 5
mg - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 tabl
(18/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

30.4 Bravecto 1000 mg Kautabletten für No assessment
große Hunde (>20-40 kg) performed
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 tabl. once
(13/06/201613/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/06/201613/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(13/06/201613/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/06/201613/06/2016)<BR><BR>

4.8 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(02/03/201702/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,1,1 Years,10,8.2.16 Nobivac
SHPPi+L4+T problemlos (02/03/201702/03/2017)<BR><BR>

15 Bravecto 500 mg Kautabletten für
No assessment
mittelgroße Hunde (>10-20 kg) performed
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 DF once 1 animal
(18/05/201718/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac BbPi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
9.3 Bravecto 250 mg Kautabletten für
kleine Hunde (>4,5-10 kg) - 250,1,3
Months,3,N/A (01/06/201701/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
(PEI) - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi (PEI) 1,1,1 Years,10,Tier war bei guter
Gesundheit, mehrere
Zeckenreststellen (31/05/201731/05/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-BVL-2017-05183

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

06/06/2017

16/06/2017

1

1

07/06/2017 Not
Apathy,Inappetence,Hypersalivatio Not
Known,<BR><BR n
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Reason for treatment: flea and tick prevention A dog (Australian shepherd, male-neutered, 12y, 28kg)
was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi/L4 and treated with Bravecto at the same day (06-06-2017). The next
day, the dog showed hypersalivation and inappetence and apathy for three days. No vomiting or
diarrhoea.

Australian
Shepherd Dog

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2013-0412

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

26/07/2013

05/08/2013

1

1

26/07/2013 Not
Reddening of the
Known,<BR><BR skin,Shaking,Allergic skin
><BR><BR><BR> reaction,Pruritus
Not Known

Not
Known

stark gerötete Ohren, heftiges Schütteln, Kratzen an der Injektionsstelle, allergische Reaktion

Not Applicable

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0020

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

11/11/2013

10/01/2014

1

1

15/11/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Pain
R><BR><BR>No, NOS,Lateral
<BR><BR><BR>< recumbency,Apathy,Fatigue
BR><BR>Yes

Not
Known

Apathie, Abgeschlagenheit, Seitenlage, Schmerz Abszeßbildung beidseits an seitlicher Thoraxwand, sehr Border Collie
umfangreich. Stellungnahme MAH, Fallnummer: DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00058 Original narrative of
the case as received from the PEI (translated to English): "Apathy, fatigue, lateral recumbency, pain.
Formation of abscess bilaterally at the lateral thorax-wall, very large."Note #1: according to the
entries in the other database screens, the dog was vaccinated on 11 Nov 2013 with Nobivac T, Nobivac
L4 and Nobivac SHPPi (which represents an extra-label use for Nobivac L4 and Nobivac SHPPi). The
reactions started on 15 Nov 2013 and the dog was okay again after 10 days. Note #2: due to the
clinical picture of apathy combined with lateral recumbency and large abscessation, the case was
classified as serious. [Reason for use for product: Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]

20 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(11/11/201311/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(11/11/201311/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (11/11/201311/11/2013)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0021

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

17/12/2013

10/01/2014

1

1

23/12/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Injection site
Not
R><BR><BR>No, abscess,Inappetence,Apathy,Fatigu Known
<BR><BR><BR>< e
BR><BR>Not
Known

Apathie, Abgeschlagenheit, Inappetenz Lokale Reaktion ca. handflächengroß am seitl. Thorax Ca 100
ml Eiter abgepunkt Massenhaft degenerierte neutrophile und sehr wenige freie Bakterien in der
Färbung sichtbar. Stellungnahme MAH, Fallnummer: DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00057 On 17 Dec 2013
one dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. On 23 Dec the dog showed
apathy, fatigue and inappetence. A local reaction of the size of a hand palm was at the lateral thorax
and approx. 100 ml pus was punctured. Massive amount of degenerated neutrophils and only a small
amount of free bacteria were visible after staining. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT
KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not Applicable

10 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(17/12/201317/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(17/12/201317/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (17/12/201317/12/2013)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0049

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

20/01/2014

22/01/2014

1

1

20/01/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Eyelid oedema,Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>No

2.02 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(20/01/201420/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(20/01/2014-20/01/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0097

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

29/01/2014

10/02/2014

1

1

11:00 Uhr Imfpung li Thoraxwand 14:00 Uhr Lidödem v.a. li 16:45 Uhr Gesichtsödem 17:20 Uhr
Not Applicable
Prednisolon s.c. Hexa i.v. Follow up Intervet- Fallnummer: DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00070 A dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (off label: simultaneous use) on 20 Jan 2014, 11:00. At
14:00 the animal owner called the vet and reported that the left eye lid is swollen, the right only low
grade swelling. At 15:00 no swelling of the eye lids, but at 16:45 oedema on head, no respiratory
symptoms. Treatment with Dexadreson intravenously and Prednisolon subcutaneous. At 23:00 the dog
showed minimal swelling on the snout. On 21 Jan dog recovered. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Pruritus , massive Schwellungen im Gesicht , Leftzen , um Augen , Konjunctiven . Symtomdauer
Golden
ungefähr, ca 1/2 Stunde nach impfung mit hoher Cortisondosis behandelt * Reason(s) for treatment:
Retriever
Prophylaxe Stellungnahme MAH, Fallnummer: DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00109 SAR: Pruritus, massive
swelling in the face, jaws, around the eyes and conjunctiva. Approx. 0,5 hours after vaccination high
dose cortisone treatment was performed. End of symptoms after 6 hours.

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0129

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

03/02/2014

26/02/2014

1

1

03/02/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Wheal,Pruritus,Conjunctiv Not
R><BR><BR>No, al oedema
Known
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Hund hat zunächst einmalig erbrochen, anschließend geschwollene Konjunctiven und Quaddeln am
Chihuahua
Bauch mit starkem Juckreiz am gesamten Körper Therapie: intitial 2mg/kg Prednisolon s.c. und
Prednisolon 5mg Tablette nach ca. 10h * Reason(s) for treatment: jährliche Impfprophylaxe gegen
SHPPiL4T Stellungnahme MAH, Fallnummer: DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00172 On 3 Feb 2014 one dog
was vaccinated for yearly immuno prophylaxis with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. First the
dog showed vomiting for one-time, afterwards swollen conjunctiva and urticaria at the abdomen with
severe pruritus at the entire body. The dog was treated initially with 2 mg/kg Prednisolon s.c. and a 5
mg Prednisolon tablet was given after approx. 10 h. The duration of the event was 10 hours.

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0229

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

17/03/2014

18/03/2014

1

1

17/03/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

ca. 30 Minuten nach der Impfung waren die Besitzer wieder vorstellig, da der Welpe ödematöse
Labrador
Schwellungen der Augenlider aufwies. Kreislauf (KFZ/SH) und Atmung waren stabil. Da die Symptomatik Retriever
nicht schwerwiegend war, erfolgte eine Injektion Suprarenales (Plantavet). 4 Stunden nach der Impfung
erbrach der Hund, das Allg. Bef. war reduziert, die Schwellung des Kopfes hatte sich ausgebreitet bis in
die Ohrspitzen, Atmung und Kreislauf waren stabil, KT 38,2° im Bereich der linken Injektionsstelle ggrd.
s.c. Schwellung T: Dexamethason 0,5 ml, Ringer-Lactat 100 ml s.c. * Reason(s) for treatment: Impfung
Nobivac SHPPiL4 +T (msd), der Hund wurde in Polen im Alter von 6 und 8 Wochen mit entsprechendem
Impfstoff Grundimmunisiert Duplikat von MAH-DENLINTVINT-2014-DE-00261 Suspected adverse
reaction: On 17 Mar 2014, a dog was vaccinated with a mixed syringe of Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
and ? at a different application site ? with Nobivac T. After 1 hour, the dog was presented with headoedema, otherwise the general condition was without special findings, therefore the dog was only
treated with Suprarenales (herbal product). After 3 hours, the owner called to report that the dog was
now also vomiting and was very floppy. Treatment with dexamethasone was performed, thereafter
clear improvement occurred. As the owner hasn?t contacted the vet anymore, the vet assumes that
the dog is without special findings again. If however she should receive other information, she'll
contact us again (patient considered as recovered). For the time being, the case will be closed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

0 29/01/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Pruritus,Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Injection site
swelling,Vomiting,Eyelid
oedema,Facial oedema,Allergic
reaction

Not
Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

28 Bravecto 1000 mg Kautabletten für B - Possible
große Hunde (>20-40 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 tabl once 1 animal
(06/06/201706/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (06/06/201706/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (06/06/201706/06/2017)<BR><BR>
7 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(26/07/201326/07/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (26/07/201326/07/2013)<BR><BR>

29.8 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(29/01/201430/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 2,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(29/01/201430/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (29/01/201430/01/2014)<BR><BR>
2 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(03/02/201403/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,1,N/A Years,N/A,N/A
(03/02/201403/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (03/02/201403/02/2014)<BR><BR>
8.6 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(17/03/201417/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Nobivac
L4 A007A03<BR>Nobivac SHPPi
B985A01<BR>Nobivac T
A068A02<BR>aufgeteilt auf zwei Inj.
(17/03/201417/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (17/03/201417/03/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0327

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

10/04/2014

17/04/2014

1

1

0 10/04/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Anorexia,Not eating
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: On 10 Apr one dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (not known if administered Not Applicable Not
concurrently or simultaneously) (extra-label) for prophylactic reasons. Approximately 1,5 hours after
Known
vaccination the dog showed vomiting. The next day the dog was unwilling to eat and also showed
vomiting. According to the owner for 5 days the dog was not eating anything and showed vomiting. On
5th day the dog was treated symptomatically with Cerenia, Metamizol and Ranitidine and there after
the dog improved for one day. Then again the dog again started to show vomiting and inappetence.
The owner did not want to perform blood analysis or x-rays. The dog is fed with chicken bones.
Additional information: the dog also has a mammary neoplasia with the size of a hen¿s egg. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Prophylaxis]
[State of health: Unknown] ca 1,5 Std. nach Impfung erfolge Erbrechen, am nächsten Tag Fressunlust
und weiters Erbrechen. Besitzer haben 5 Tage abgewartet, in denen nichts gefressen worden sein soll,
Erbrechen erfolgte weiterhin. Am 5. Tag symptomatische Therapie mit Cerenia und Metamizol und
Ranitidin brachten 1 Tag Besserung, heute jedoch wieder Erbrechen und Inappetenz, weiterhin werden
Blutuntersuchung und Röntgen abgelehnt. * Reason(s) for treatment: Prophylaxe

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0329

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 03/04/2014

13/05/2014

1

1

05/04/2014 Not
Injection site swelling,Fever
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

12/06/2014

04/07/2014

1

1

Nach 3 Tagen deutliche Schwellung Thoraxwand. Fieber SAR: On 3 Apr 2014 one dog was vaccinated
French Bulldog
with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi (off-label use). After 3 days a visible swelling at the thoracic wall was
seen. Also fever was observed. No information available regarding concurrent or simultaneous use of
the products. Additional information: According to the NCA, the vet entered 3 Apr 2014 as start date of
symptoms in the original report. Although this information is contradictory to the narrative, it was
entered as start date of symptoms.
sehr ruhig keine Behandlung nötig * Reason(s) for treatment: Impfung The dog was very silent.
Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0530

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0534

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

07/07/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0649

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

07/08/2014

15/08/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0719

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Week(s)

02/09/2014

09/09/2014

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0745

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

25/08/2014

09/10/2014

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0880

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

09/10/2014

07/11/2014

0 12/06/2014 Yes

Behavioural disorder NOS

No Data

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(10/04/201410/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,1,1
Months,N/A,Umstellung auf Nobivak
SHPPi und L4, in 4 Wochen sollte
Boosterimpfung erfolgen.
(10/04/2014-10/04/2014)<BR><BR>

13.5 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(03/04/201403/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (03/04/201403/04/2014)<BR><BR>
52 Nobivac L4 - 1,1,2
B - Possible
,N/A,Grundimmunisierung
(12/06/2014-03/07/2014)<BR><BR>

18/06/2014 Not
Agitation,Polydipsia,Pruritus,Swolle Not
Known,<BR><BR n lip (see also 'Skin')
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known
07/08/2014 Not
Facial oedema
Not
Known,<BR><BR
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lefzenschwellung, Juckreiz, Unruhe, Polydipsie, T 38,7 C Behandlung mit 0,3 ml Dexamthasone.

Not Applicable

5.6 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHPPi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

Ödem auf Nasenrücken, Hals ventral, augen, Atmung nicht beeinträchtigt. Besitzer hat mit Prednisolon
(2x 1mg) selbst behandelt

Not Applicable

7 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(07/08/201407/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac SP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (07/08/201407/08/2014)<BR><BR>

1

02/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Behanldung mit Prednisolon 1% + Apis nachdem rechtes Auge fast zugeschwollen + linkes Auge +
gesamter Gesichtsschädel deutlich angeschwollen waren. Schwellung ging nach Injektion sofort zuück.

Not Applicable

6.4 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(02/09/201402/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(02/09/201402/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (02/09/201402/09/2014)<BR><BR>

1

1

01/09/2014 Yes

2

1

09/10/2014 Not
Urticaria,Polydipsia,Pruritus,Facial
Known,<BR><BR oedema
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

No Data

Thrombocytopenia,Tachycardia,Ab No Data
dominal pain,Diarrhoea,Digestive
tract disorder
NOS,Vomiting,Weakness,Weight
loss,Abnormal test result,General
illness,Electrolyte disorder

Not
Known

Meldung Tierarzt: Am 01.09.2014 Vorstellung mit Durchfall und Erbrechen. Keine Besserung nach
Golden
Nahrungsentzug und Metoclopramid. Überweisung ind die Klinik. Hgr. reduziertes Allgemeinbefinden.
Retriever
Blutergebnisse und Bericht siehe Kopien. Hgr. Thrombozytopnie. ATA negativ, Verdacht auf Reaktion
auf die Impfung. Meldung MAH, Fallnummer: DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-1241 SAR: On 25 Aug 14 a dog
(Golden Retriever) was revaccinated with Nobivac L4. The first vaccination with this vaccine was four
weeks before (approx 25 Jul 14) in combination with Nobivac SHPPi. Before that the dog was regularly
vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto. The dog has a medical history of hypothyroidism which is treated with
L-Thyroxin (but T4 values are still low) and a moderate diabetes which is well controlled by a special
diet. On 01 Sep 14 the dog was presented to the vet with watery diarrhea and vomitting. The dog was
treated with Zylexis, MCP, was deprived of food for one day and given Canicur Pro on the next day.
Test for giardiae was negative. On 03 Sep the dog still had strong diarrhea and vomiting, additionally
was in a critical general condition, was weak, had tachycardia, but no fever and mucous membranes
were of normal pink color. The intestinal peristalsis varied in different regions of the abdomen, some
regions were completely without, in others it was increased. Palpation of the pancreatic region was
painful, but there were no findings in bloods or ultrasound to confirm a pancreatic disease. The dog
had lost weight (from 24 to 22.2 kg). The attending vet placed a venous catheter and forwarded the
dog to the vet clinic. There blood results revealed a hypokalaemia, hyponatremia, abnormal liver
values and thrombocytopenia 4 (>200). In clinical and ultrasound examination no bleedings were
found. Anaplasmosis titre was negative (1:50). Anti-thrombocyte antibodies were negative. The dog
was treated with Infusion, Metronidazole, Marbocyl, Doxycycline, Novalgin and Prednisolon. Until 06
Sep thrombocyte values had improved to 66 and the dog was discharged home in a good general
condition. All other blood results were within reference range again. The dog was further treated by
the attending vet. Last thrombocyte values were almost back to reference range (145) on 13 Sep. FU
will be provided. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] FU 30 Sep 14: According to the clinic vet anaplasmosis
titre of 1:50 does not exclude anaplasmosis as an underlying problem (Ref. <1:50), but she can also
not exclude a causal relation between vaccination and reaction. Assessment remains inconclusive. The
dog is further treated with doxycycline. Cortisone will be reduced gradually. The dog is in a good and
stable condition.
recovery
is soonlinks
expected.
Case
closed.
[Reason
for(Thorax)
use for product:
9.10.2014:
12 UhrComplete
Impfung SHPPiT
Nobivac
(Thorax)
und
L4 Nobivac
rechts
14:15 Uhr:
French Bulldog
starke Urtikaria gesamtes abdomen, Juckreiz, Polydypsie, Gesichtsödem T. 38,2 C 15 Uhr: Therapie: i.v.
Prednis 17 Uhr: deutliche Besserung der Symptome, T. 37,6 C Stellungnahme MAH, Fallnummer: DENLINTVINT-2014-DE-01375 Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog which had already been vaccinated
with Nobivac vaccine(s) several times and which had not reacted after the previous vaccinations with
Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac T, was vaccinated for the last time on 9 Oct 2014 with Nobivac SHPPi and
Nobivac T, together with Nobivac L4 (which the dog received for the first time) according to the
leaflets in good general condition. Approx. 2-3 hours post vaccination, the dog showed an allergic
reaction with facial oedema and generalized itching with pustules and had to be treated. Applied
therapy: Prednisolon i.v. The dog stayed in the vet practice for approx. 1 hour for monitoring, then it
was okay again and released home. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU
ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] Follow-up
from 5 Nov 2014: We received this case also from the agency (PEI) electronically as duplicate (2014-DE01381 / unique Case ID nr DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0880 / PEI-number: DE-PEI-2014-0880). The additional
information provided in the case from the PEI was added to this case, In the PEI-report, the event was
described as follows: On 9 Oct 2014 at noon, the vaccination with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac T (left /
thorax) and Nobivac L4 (right / thorax) was performed. At 2:15 p.m. the following symptoms occurred:
strong urticaria at the whole abdomen, itching, polydipsia, facial oedema, temperature 38.2 °C. At 3
p.m. the following therapy was applied: i.v. prednisolon-hydrogensuccinat, s.c. Dexamethasondihydrogenphosphat. At 5 p.m., clear improvement of the symptoms occurred, temperature 37.6 °C.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV olonhydrogensuccinat
s.c.
Dexamethasondihydrogenphosphat [State of health: Good]

22.2 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O (25/08/2014-25/08/2014)<BR><BR> Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

11 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(09/10/201409/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(09/10/201409/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (09/10/201409/10/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0925

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

27/10/2014

30/10/2014

1

1

0 27/10/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Polydipsia,Pain
Not
NOS,Quadriparesis,Paralysis,Unable Known
to stand,Lymphopenia,Elevated
liver enzymes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2014-0944

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

06/10/2014

02/02/2018

1

1

1 07/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Splenomegaly,Heart
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes murmur,Abdominal
pain,Vomiting,Gall bladder & bile
duct disorder
NOS,Hepatomegaly,Icterus,Polydips
ia,Joint
pain,Trembling,Polyuria,Death by
euthanasia,General pain (see other
SOCs for specific pain),Pain
NOS,Hyperthermia,Reluctant to
move,Ascites,Fever,Weight
loss,Loss of condition,Limb
weakness,Hypoalbuminaemia,Eleva
ted liver enzymes,Anaemia
NOS,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0021

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Month(s) 06/01/2015

15/01/2015

1

1

09/01/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0096

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

25/11/2014

06/02/2015

1

1

25/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Weakness,Tiredness
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

No Data

Nach Auskunft der Besitzer ist etwa 6h nach der Schutzimpfung das Tier müde und matt gewesen; hat
2h danach angefangen zu erbrechen. Kein Durchfall, kein Fieber beobachtet. Spontanremission ohne
weiteren Tierarztbesuch nach 1,5 Tagen.

Beagle

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0105

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

12/02/2015

18/02/2015

2

1

12/02/2015 Not
Pruritus,Facial oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

17:34 Uhr Injektion re Thoraxwand Nobivac T, li Thoraxwand Nobivac SHPPi + Nobivac L4 in
Mischspritze 21:17 Uhr erneute Vorstellung mit geschwollener Nase und hochgradigen Juckreiz
Behandlung mit Dexa s.c. Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 12 Feb 2015 at 5:34 p.m. injection of
Nobivac T at the right thorax wall and Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 in a mixed syringe at the left
thorax wall was performed. At 9:17 p.m. the animal was presented again with swollen nose and highgrade itching. Treatment with Dexa s.c. was performed. The animal recovered. [Reason for use for
product:

Not Applicable

Lymphadenitis,Diarrhoea,Lump

No Data

ca. 2 h nach Applikation der Impfstoffe beim Haustierarzt, setzten erste Ausfallerscheinungen ein. Er
Not Applicable
wurde beim HTA mit Prednisolon und Novalgin behandelt. Am Abend wurde der Patient in unsere Klinik
überwiesen. Hier wurde eine Tetraparese mit vorhandenem Tiefenschmerz diagnostiziert. Blutchemie,
Elektrolyte und Haematologie waren unauffällig. Lymphoyzyten waren mit 1,04 K/µl nur sehr leicht
vermindert. Der Patient wurde stationär aufgenommen und mit Medrate-solubile 125 mg und
Infusiontherapie behandelt. Am folgenden Tag war bereits eine deutliche Besserung zu beobachten,
sodass der Patient am 29.10.2014 gesund entlassen werden konnte. * Reason(s) for treatment:
Jährliche Impfung Stellungnahme MAH- Fallnummer: DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01470 Susp Adverse
Reaction: On 27 Oct 14 in the morning a dog (mixed breed) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 for the
first time and with other unknown vaccine(s). On the same day in the afternoon the dog showed strong
paralysis symptoms and was forwarded to a veterinary clinic, where the dog is still treated. In the
meanwhile the dog is doing better, but is yet unable to stand on its own. The dog was treated with
infusion, prednisolone and Novalgin. FU is expected. Follow Up 30 Oct 14: Additional information was
received through imported case 2014-DE-01437 (duplicate case from multiple reporters) and added to
the original case. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac Pi and Nobivac Parvo by the family
vet. First symptoms appeared approx 2 hours post vaccination. Treatment as mentioned above was
performed by the family vet. In the evening, the dog was forwarded to the veterinary clinic who
reported the case to the NCA. There, a quadriparesis was diagnosed, while deep pain sensation was
still present. Blood chemistry, electrolytes and haematology were without findings, only lymphocytes
were slightly decreased (1.04 K/µl). The patient was hospitalized and treated with Medrate-solubile
125 mg and infusion. On the next day a marked improvement was seen, so that the dog could be
released home healthy on 29 Oct 2014. Follow up 19 Jan 15: The dog had been presented to the family
vet last time in Jan 15. It showed slight polydipsia and low grade elevation of liver enzymes otherwise
was completely fine. Booster vaccination of Nobivac L4 was not performed. Case closed. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO 10X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Good]

20 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(27/10/201427/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(27/10/201427/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (27/10/201427/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Bericht der Besitzer: - Hund "schon immer" empflindlich auf Impfung reagiert - 24h nach Pi/L4 Impfung Other
wirkte der Hund irgendwie schmerzhaft am ganzen Körper, dann immer öfter Zitter- Anfälle, mochte
Canine/dog
sich nicht mehr bewegen, stand nur mit eingeklemmten Schwanz. Setzt viel Urin ab, auch im Ha FU 25
Nov 2014: The dog had strongly deteriorated clinically. Ongoing ascites and no more food intake. On 9
Nov 14 the dog was euthanized. No postmortem or further diagnostics were performed because the
owners didn't want it. Case closed. us, trinkt vermehrt. Haustierartz nach 14d aufgesucht->Propentofyllinum Tbl. verordnet. Klinische Allg. - Untersuchung: Frisst normal, Kot o.b.B., hat ca. 400g
abgenommen -AZ reduziert, EZ schlank -schmerzhaft am ganzen Körper inkl. Gelenke, besonders
craniales Abdomen -Fieber 39,2 °C - steht x-beinig, Hinterhand gehockt, zittert Sono: Blase o.b.B.,
Nasen, Nebenniere o.b.B., Milz ggr. vergrößert, grobgranuliert , Leber ggr. vergrößert, Ränder
abgerundet, Gewebe inhomogen,relativ echoreich, Gallenblase hgr. gefüllt, Wand, Inhalt obB., Magen,
Darm, Pankreasregion obB. Verdacht: Durch L4 Impfung ausgelöste aktivierte Hepatitis!? Sept. 2011
auch schon wegen Hepatitis in Behandlung. Diagnose pathologischer Bericht: Aus Proben (Proben von
Leber, Pankreast und Magen) wurden untersucht: Leber: -diffuse gergingradige gemischte Hepatitis mit
Einzelzellnekrosen -gering- bis mittelgradige Pigmentthepatose -geringgradige vakuoläre
Hepatodystrophie Pankreas: -vereinzelt Entzündungszellinfilrate, herdförmig homogene basophile
Areale Magen: -geringradige monoukleäre Gastritis mit Spirillennachweis als Nebenbefund.
Laborbefunde liegen vor. Impfung durch Haustierarzt: Dr. Nie..... Susp Adverse Reaction: On 06 Oct 14
a dog (Bolonka Zwetna) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi. According to the owner the
dog had always reacted sensitive to vaccinations. 24 hours after vaccination (07 Oct) the dog seemed
to be painful throughout the whole body. Later the dog increasingly showed trembling attacks, was
unwilling to move and was standing with its tail tucked in. Polyuria (also in the house) and polydipsia
was noticed. The dog was first presented to the family vet 14 days later (approx 21 Oct) and was
treated with Karsivan because of a heart murmur. On 31 Oct the dog was forwarded to the clinic which
reported the case. Clinical examination: eating and feces were normal, weight loss (approx 400 g), bad
general condition, nutritional condition slim, painful throughout the whole body including the joints and
especially the cranial abdomen, fever (39,2°C), stands knock-kneed, cowered in the hind legs,
trembling. Ultrasound examination showed slightly enlarged spleen and liver with inhomogeneous
tissue, andDurchfall
an extremely
filled
gallEinschmelzende
bladder. Blood results
revealed Leistenlymphknoten
a low-grade leucocytosis
as Noch
well as Not Applicable
Nässriger
(1 Tag)
sowie
Lymphademitis
rechts.
andauernd. Am 9.01.2015 fiel eine fingerdichte Umfangsvermehrung i.d. re Leiste auf. Zeitgleich trat
wässriger durchfall auf. Das AB war unbeeinträchtigs. Impf-Nebenwirkung? Lymphom) Juvenile
Zellulitis? Unbemerkte Verletzung? Behandlung mit Traumeel inj. sowie Amoxicillin- Clavulansäure und
Cami Bac. Der Durchfall trat schon am folgenden Tag nicht mehr auf. Vom Bes. zugesandte Fotos
dokumentieren die Hautveränderung, die über den Prozess dann stattfand: Rötung, Bildung von zwei
Fisteln, Gewebseinschmelzung. Am 12.01. war eine Biopsientnahme geplant, auf die verzichtet wurde
weil der Prozess in Abheilung war. Weitere Antibiose über insgesamt 10 Tage angeordnet.

5.3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Dose (06/10/201406/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Dose
(06/10/2014-06/10/2014)<BR><BR>

20 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O (06/01/2015-06/01/2015)<BR><BR> Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

16.5 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(25/11/201425/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(25/11/2014-25/11/2014)<BR><BR>
1.7 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(12/02/201512/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(12/02/201512/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (12/02/201512/02/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0196

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

13.5
Week(s)

17/03/2015

17/03/2015

1

1

0 17/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Pale mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Unable to
stand,Reduced responses,Faecal
incontinence,Blinking,Anaphylactic
shock,Sternoabdominal
recumbency,Apathy,Muscle
weakness NOS,Walking
difficulty,Prolonged capillary refill
time,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Inappropriate
defecation,Bradycardia

No Data

Hausbesuch beim Besitzer zu Hause. ca. 5 Minuten nach der Impfung zeigte sich in folgender Abfolge: Not Applicable
1.9
* zunächst konnte das Tier mit dem rechten Hinterbein nicht richtig auftreten; ich massierte den
Bereich ein bißchen, da ich dachte, der Welpe würde ein "Sensibelchen" sein. 2 Minuten später wurde
die Muskulatur schlaff, das Tier (welches ich auf dem Arm hielt) verhielt sich wie sediert. Abstellen auf
dem Fußboden => Das Tier (welches gerade noch wackelig stehen kann) kotet auf den Fußboden, dann
erbricht es 2x den gesamten Mageninhalt. Weitere 1-2 Minuten später: Unfähigkeit zu laufen; reagiert
nicht mehr auf Ansprache, Apathie; Brustbauchlage mit Gliedmaßen und Kopf von sich gestreckt, um
die Lage halten zu können. Schleimhäute porzellanweiß, keine kapilläre RZ mehr meßbar. HF gesunken
(sorry, in dem Moment habe ich mich nicht hingestellt und genau ermittelt, sondern zugesehen, dass ich
den Welpen behandle, da ich eine akute Lebensgefahr mit drohendem Tod gesehen habe). Therapie:
Diphenhydramin-Hevert, berechnet nach dem Körpergewicht, i.m. , Prednisolon-Injektionssuspension
10 mg, berechnet nach Körpergewicht, i.m. Körpertemperatur: 38,3°C; Welpen auf dick gepolstere
Unterlage gelegt und mit Wolldecke bedeckt Während der nächsten 20 Minuten kontinuierliche
Überwachung von Schleimhäuten, Herz-Kreislauf: Innerhalb von ca. 10 Minuten nach den
therapeutischen Injektionen verbesserte sich Herz-Kreislauf, die Schleimhäute wurden blaßrosarot; die
KFZ konnte wieder nachgewiesen werden (ca. 3 sec.), auch die Herzfunktion schien stabiler, HF nur
noch leicht verringert; Femoralispuls wieder tastbar (ggrd.). Zu keiner Zeit Schwellungen irgendwo
nachgewiesen. Auch die Lungenfunktion schien stabil zu sein. Ca. 10 Minuten nach den Injektionen
blinzelte das Tier häufig mit den Augen, so dass ich den Verdacht hatte, dass das Tier nun auch noch zu
krampfen anfangen könnte. Bis auf das häufige Blinzeln war aber kein weiteres neurologisches
Anzeichen zu bemerken. Zu diesem Zeitpunkt (ca. 15 Minuten nach den therap. Injektionen) wollte ich
die Hündin einpacken und in der Praxis an die Infusion hängen, da zwar der Kreislauf deutlich besser
war, die Hündin aber apathisch und kaum ansprechbar erschien. Stehen konnte sie zu diesem Zeitpunkt
nicht alleine. Sie war nun deutlich bei Bewußtsein, beobachtet uns "aus den Augen heraus" im Liegen.
Weitere 5 Minuten später stand sie alleine wackelig auf und ging 2, 3 Schritte, reagierte wieder auf die
Stimme der Besitzerin. Weitere 5 Minuten später war das Tier wie ausgewechselt und vom Verhalten
her normal, so wie vor der Impfung. Ich empfand die Situation für das Tier als akut lebensbedrohlich
und bin überzeugt davon, dass die HÜndin ohne Behandlung verstorben wäre. * Reason(s) for
treatment:
Schutzimpfung
Vorher
lebhaft,
munterer Hund. Nach der Impfung llegt sich ab und wird müde, zeigt Blässe der
Jack Russell
Not
Schleimhäute, eine Bradykardie. Deutliche Kreislaufprobleme. Der Hund erholt sich langsam und geht
Terrier
Known
meistens 10 -20 Minuten später noch leicht müde und gedämpft nach Hause. 1. Impfung

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,10,Zusammen mit Nobivac SHPPi
aufgezogen und s.c. injiziert
(rechtsseitig, Kniefalte/Rumpf)
(17/03/201517/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,Zusammen mit
Nobivac L4 aufgezogen und s.c.
appliziert. (rechtsseitig,
Kniefalte/Rumpf) (17/03/201517/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,10,einzeln appliziert (s.c.,
linksseitig, Kniefalte/Rumpf)
(17/03/2015-17/03/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0205

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

01/01/2015

09/03/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Not
Bradycardia,Pale mucous
Not
Known,<BR><BR membrane,Anaphylaxis,Apathy,Tire Known
><BR><BR><BR> dness,Circulatory disorder NOS
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0206

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

01/01/2015

09/03/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Not Known

Great Dane

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A A - Probable
(01/01/2015-01/01/2015)<BR><BR>

0 01/01/2015 Not
Bradycardia,Pale mucous
Not
Known,<BR><BR membrane,Anaphylaxis,Apathy,Tire Known
><BR><BR><BR> dness,Circulatory disorder NOS
Not Known

Vorher lebhaft, munterer Hund. Nach der Impfung llegt sich ab und wird müde, zeigt Blässe der
Schleimhäute, eine Bradykardie. Deutliche Kreislaufprobleme. Der Hund erholt sich langsam und geht
meistens 10 -20 Minuten später noch leicht müde und gedämpft nach Hause. 2. Imfpung mit Nobivac
L4.
Vorher lebhaft, munterer Hund. Nach der Impfung llegt sich ab und wird müde, zeigt Blässe der
Schleimhäute, eine Bradykardie. Deutliche Kreislaufprobleme. Der Hund erholt sich langsam und geht
meistens 10 -20 Minuten später noch leicht müde und gedämpft nach Hause. Vor einem Jahr mit
Versican geimpft.

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0207

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

01/01/2015

09/03/2015

1

1

Not Applicable Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(01/01/2015-01/01/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0208

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

01/01/2015

09/03/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anaphylaxis,Apathy,Tiredness,Circul Not
atory disorder
Known
NOS,Bradycardia,Pale mucous
membrane

Vorher lebhaft, munterer Hund. Nach der Impfung llegt sich ab und wird müde, zeigt Blässe der
Schleimhäute, eine Bradykardie. Deutliche Kreislaufprobleme. Der Hund erholt sich langsam und geht
meistens 10 -20 Minuten später noch leicht müde und gedämpft nach Hause. Vor einem Jahr mit
Versican geimpft.

Not Applicable Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(01/01/2015-01/01/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0209

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

01/01/2015

09/03/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Not Known

Bradycardia,Pale mucous
Not
membrane,Anaphylaxis,Apathy,Tire Known
dness,Circulatory disorder NOS

27/03/2015

1

1

21/02/2015 Not
Crying,Head tilt - ear disorder,Hind
Known,<BR><BR limb ataxia
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

01/04/2015

1

1

04/03/2015 Not
Not eating,Tiredness
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Not
Known

Vorher lebhaft, munterer Hund. Nach der Impfung llegt sich ab und wird müde, zeigt Blässe der
Not Applicable Not
Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
Schleimhäute, eine Bradykardie. Deutliche Kreislaufprobleme. Der Hund erholt sich langsam und geht
Known (01/01/2015-01/01/2015)<BR><BR>
meistens 10 -20 Minuten später noch leicht müde und gedämpft nach Hause. 2. Wiederholungsimpfung
mit L4
Anfallartiges Geschehen: Hund hält aus den Nichts den Kopf schief, schreit und winselt,
Not Applicable
8 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
Beckengliedmaßen kippen weg. Hund ist ansprechbar, keine Krämpfe. Dauert ca. 3 Min. Danach
(01/02/2015Allgemeinbefinden völlig normal, Verhalten sonst normal. Bisher ohne Behandlung der Anfälle,
01/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi beginnende Behandlung der Niereninsuffizienz? Kontrolle Blut: Erhöhtes Kreatinin, Harnstoff
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/02/2015Eosinophilie, niedriger Hämatokrit Stellungnahme MAH, Fallnummer: DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00323
01/02/2015)<BR><BR>
Suspected Adverse Reaction imported from the PEI Description of adverse event: attack-like reaction:
dog suddenly ("out of nowhere") holds its head askew, cries and whimpers, the pelvic extremities tilt
away. The dog is responsive, shows no convulsions. Duration: approx. 3 minutes. Thereafter the
general condition is completely normal, otherwise normal behaviour. So far, the attacks haven't been
treated, possibly treatment of the renal insufficiency has started.
26.02.2015 Schutzimpung SHPPi +L4 +T 6 Tage später zu Hause sehr müde gewesen un einen Tag nicht Not Applicable
6 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
gefressen. 26.03.15 Bei Tollwutimpung laut geschrien und gepiepst. Stellungnahme MAH, Fallnummer: (26/02/2015NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00328 Susp Adverse Reaction: On 26 Feb 2015 a dog (breed: Miniature American
26/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Shepherd) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. Six days later (04 Mar 15) at
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
home the dog was very tired and did not eat for one day. Duration of signs: 1 day. Recovery: 05 Mar
(26/02/201515. The vets causality assessment for all products and this reaction is N - unlikely. This case (agency
26/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T imported case) contained two cases and therefore was split into two after consultation with the
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (26/02/2015agency (Case number of second case: 2015-DE-00361). [Reason for use for product: Generic: RABIES
26/02/2015)<BR><BR>
IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown. Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0233

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

01/02/2015

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0255

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

26/02/2015

Bradycardia,Pale mucous
Not
membrane,Anaphylaxis,Apathy,Tire Known
dness,Circulatory disorder NOS

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(01/01/2015-01/01/2015)<BR><BR>

A - Probable

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0257

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

11/02/2015

01/04/2015

5

1

11/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0329

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

01/12/2014

27/04/2015

1

1

1 08/12/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Facial swelling (see also
No Data
'Skin'),Ataxia,Staggering,Dyspnoea,E
czema,Reddening of the
skin,Itching,Pruritus,Facial
oedema,Lateral
recumbency,Breathing
difficulty,Hot spot (pyotraumatic
dermatitis),Localised oedema (not
application site)

Lymphopenia,Death by
Not
euthanasia,Fever,Anaemia
Known
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Leucopeni
a

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0479

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

22/07/2014

29/06/2015

1

1

0 22/07/2014 Not
Lethargy (see also Central nervous
Known,<BR><BR system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological'),Fever
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0513

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

11/06/2015

09/07/2015

600

2

0 13/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Lameness,Dermatitis,Loss of
condition,Coagulopathy,Skin
ulcer,Apathy,Swelling NOS,Skin
inflammation NOS,Haematuria

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0554

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

20/07/2015

1

1

17/07/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0561

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

22/07/2015

1

1

17/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Reluctant to move,Apathy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

6
13 Year(s)

17/06/2015

Injection site swelling

Not
Known

No Data
No Data

Follow-up from 04 May 2015: We received this case again as a fax from the vet on 04 May 2015. This Pug
fax contained the following new information: batch number of Nobivac SHPPi was given as C091D01;
The vaccination site was given as "lateral abdominal wall" for all three vaccines, As duration of the
adverse reaction 42 days was given, i.e. recovery on 25 Mar 2015. On 07 May 2015, we called the vet
for further data and received the following more precise information: the facial swelling had
disappeared within 1 hour after cortisone-administration. The owners administered cortisone at home
4 hours later once again prophylactically. The skin in the head-area however was constantly slightly
reddened. After 21 days then recurrent hot spots (size approx. 23 mm diameter) in the whole head
area, combined with strong itching (buster collar was applied). On 04 May 2015, skin scraping was
performed, the results are outstanding (vet will send them to us after receipt). Note: based on the
follow-up information from 07 May 2015, the stated recovery on 25 Mar 2015 is considered as not
applicable and the outcome "unknown" was chosen. [Reason for use for product: Generic: RABIES IN
ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Stellungnahme MAH, Fallnummer: DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE00357 Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog
was vaccinated with Nobivac T, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac SHPPi on 11 Feb 2015. Approx. 2 hours after
the vaccination of the male pug, the owner noted swellings in the head area, staggering gait as well as
aggravated breathing. She drove to the practice immediately. The male dog was presented in lateral
position with pronounced oedemae in the area of the head / of the airways. An immediate intravenous
injection of prednisolon (Solu Decortin 100) led to a quick improvement of the general condition. The
swellings have abated, but an increased reddening of the skin could still be noted. 21 days after this
event, the skin started to be infected in these areas and a pronounced eczema with strong itching
formed. Currently treatment is performed with Cefalexin (Therios 300 mg) p.o. and locally Betaisodonasolution and Dermamycin-ointment. Note: As the use of all three vaccines was coded as on-label, the
case and patient details were entered in line with this. [Reason for use for product: Generic: RABIES
IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI
LV Brand:
SHPPI 50X1DS
Reason:
[State of1health:
Ca. 2
1.
Impfung
mit L4 NOBIVAC
vorher regelmäßig
SHPPi,620
T und
Lepto Vaccination]
von Nobivac geimpft.
WocheGood]
nach Impfung
Golden
Fieber >40°C, trotz fiebersenkenden Medikation(Meta Stellungnahme MAH: SAR: On 1 Dec 2014 one
Retriever
dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4. One week after vaccination the dog showed
fever >40°C. Despite of antipyretic drug (Metamizol) and antibiotics (Amoxicillin/Clavulanic acid, later
changed to Doxycycline) the dog developed an increasing non-regenerative anaemia,
thrombocytopenia, leukopenia and lymphopenia. A bone marrow aplasia was suspected, but no bone
marrow puncture was performed as this was not desired by the owner. The organ levels showed no
deviations. Borrelia test (Quant C6) and Anaplasma test negative. The dog was euthanized on 24 Dec
2014 with haematocrit 14,7 and WBC (white blood cell) of 3,3 (no reference values known). No more
information expected. Note: The dog was vaccinated regularly with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac T and
Nobivac Lepto before. First application of Nobivac L4. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
mizol) u. AB (Amoxy/Clav., später umgestellt auf Doxycyclin.) zunehmende nicht regenerative Anämie,
Thrombozytopenie, Leukocytopenie und. Lymphozytopenie, Verdacht auf Knochenmarksaplasie aber
keine Knochenmarkspunktion durchgeführt da Besitzer dies nicht wünschten. Organwerte obB., Borelia
(C6 quant.) und Anaplasma neg. Euthanasie am 24.12.2014 bei HTK 14,7, WBC 3,3
Tierarzt meldet: Hund war ruhiger fühlte sich warm an hatte auch Fieber keine Behandlung dieses Jahr
wieder geimpft - ohne Nebenwirkungen * Reason(s) for treatment: Impfung

Beagle

SAR received via electronic importation from the NCA: On 11 Jun 2015 one healthy dog was vaccinated Hovawart
with Nobivac SHP (already received the year before) and Nobivac L4 (first time). On 13 Jun the dog
showed lameness in the fore limp (arthritis?) and was treated by the owner with Previcox tablets
(usually for treatment of other dog). The following days the general health condition of the dog
worsened, it showed fatigue and vomiting. First this was considered as a side effect of Previcox. Due to
worsening of the general health condition the dog was presented to the vet on 19 JUN 2015. It showed
high grade swollen prepuce, haemorrhagic skin, haematuria, mild problems in coagulation, general
health condition visibly reduced, no fever, scrotum, penis and prostate without abnormalities. The dog
was treated with Enrofloxacin, Metapyrin, Prednisolon and Vitamin K. On 21 Jun bloody-serous wound
secretion of a highly altered skin of the prepuce. On 23 Jun two skin defects / ulceration of the skin at
the right and left side of the prepuce with the size of the palm of a hand. Furthermore swelling and
ulceration of the upper lip in- and outside. On 24 Jun biopsy of the flew and prepuce was examined:
severe ulcerative and in parts severe granulating cheilitis. Differential diagnosis: canine, sterile,
neutrophilic dermatosis (sweet¿s syndrome). No indication of vasculitis, no toxic epidermal necrolysis
and no indication of immunopathia. After debridement, suture and continuing treatment (mentioned
above) the skin changes at prepuce and flew improved. The swelling at the prepuce and general health
condition also visibly improved. On 24 Jun haematuria still persisted. Strept. canis and Staph. aureus
was detected. Antibiotic treatment was changed to Clindamycin. The dog never showed symptoms of
a cystitis. The general health condition of the dog is still slightly reduced, according to the owner the
dog shows 85% of the prior condition. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Previcoxx Tabletten Reason:
Lameness] [State of health: Good] jährl. Auffrischimpfung, neu mit L4 Komponente an zuvor völlig
gesundem Hund am 11.6.2015 Lahmheit vorn (Arthrtitis?) am 13.6., vom Besitzer selbst behandelt mit
Previcoxx TAbl (vom Zweithund) in Folgetagen Hd unspezifisch schlecht, matt, hat auch erbrochen,
zunächst als Previcoxx-NW angesehen Verschlechterung des Allgemeinzustandes, Vorstellung hier 19.6.
mit höchstgradig geschwollenem Präputium, Haut wirkt blutig-induriert, auch Hämaturie, Gerinnung
ggr. gestört, Allgemeinbef. deult. reduziert, kein Fieber; Hoden, Penis, Prostata o.B. Th: Enrofloxacin,
Metapyrin, Prednisolon, Vit K am 21.6. schon Austritt
von blutig-serösem Wundsekret aus hgr.
#NAME?
Dalmatian
Am 17 Juni 2015 direkt nach der Schutzimpfung "platt": müde, matt gewesen, keine Schmerzen
Chihuahua
beobachten, hat immer gefressen und getrunken, wollte nicht aufstehen oder laufen. Am nächsten Tag
spontan gesund gewesen. Initial report: The attending vet reported to have vaccinated a 13 year(s) old
female-neutered Canine/dog (Chihuahua) with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 and Enduracell T on 17Jun-2015. 30 minutes after the injection the dog showed apathy. Next day the dog was recovered.

10 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(11/02/201511/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(11/02/201511/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (11/02/201511/02/2015)<BR><BR>

33 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O (01/12/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
01/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(01/12/2014-01/12/2014)<BR><BR>

8.7 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(22/07/201422/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,1,2 ,N/A,N/A (22/07/201422/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (22/07/201422/07/2014)<BR><BR>
36 Nobivac L4 - 1,1,1 Years,10,s.c.
OImpfung an seitlicher Brustwand
Unclassifiable/unassessa
nach zuvor erfolgter
ble
Allgemeinuntersuchung (11/06/201511/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,1,1 Years,10,s.c. Impfung an
seitlicher Brustwand nach zuvor
erfolgter Allgemeinuntersuchung
(11/06/2015-11/06/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A A - Probable
Known (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>
2.1 Enduracell T - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (17/06/201517/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (17/06/201517/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(17/06/2015-17/06/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0589

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

03/06/2015

29/07/2015

1

1

03/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0722

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Week(s)

10/09/2015

11/09/2015

1

1

0 10/09/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0776

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

22/09/2015

02/10/2015

1

1

0 22/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema,Hives (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Not 'Skin'),Shivering,Angioedema,Urtica
Known
ria,Hyperthermia

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0820

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

01/04/2015

15/12/2015

1

1

0 01/05/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0842

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

17/10/2015

19/10/2015

1

1

17/10/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Vomiting
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0843

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

15/10/2015

19/10/2015

1

1

15/10/2015 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0907

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

02/10/2015

18/11/2015

1

1

03/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Behavioural disorder NOS
R><BR><BR>Yes

Apathy,Injection site
pain,Licking,Injection site oedema

No Data

No Data

Injection site lump,NonNot
regenerative anaemia,Haemolytic Known
anaemia,Other coagulation
abnormality,Leucopenia,Neutropen
ia,Tachycardia,Pale mucous
membrane,Hyperthermia,Loss of
condition,Apathy,Bone marrow
disorder NOS,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Tense
abdomen

SAR received from NCA via electronic importation: On 3 JUN 2015 one dog was vaccinated
Chihuahua
2.2
concurrently with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. Approx. 45 min after vaccination the dog
was presented again to the vet as the head, including eyelids, ears, lips and front paws were
moderately swollen. No respiratory problems were observed and the general health condition of the
dog was not disturbed. The dog was treated with Dexamethasone intramuscular whereafter the dog
progressively improved. The dog was sent home after 1,5 hours and showed no further symptoms. No
more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown] Das besagte Tier wurde ca. 45 min nach
erfolgter Impfung (Nobivac SHPPi,Nobivac L4 und Nobivac Tollwut zeitgleich- aber verschiedene
Injektionsorte) erneut vorgestellt. Der Kopf u.a. Augenlider, Ohren, Lippen und Vorderpfoten waren
mgr. angeschwollen. Atemnot bestand nicht. Das Allgemeinbefinden war ungetrübt. Therapie:
Dexamethason i.m., daraufhin zunehmende Besserung. Entlassung nach ca. 1.5 Stunden. Keine
erneuten Beschwerden.
30 Minuten nach Impfung berichtete die Besitzerin über Teilnahmslosigkeit ihres Hundes, Schmerzen an Chihuahua
Not
der Injektionsstelle und vermehrtes Belecken. Nach 5 Stunden stellte die Besitzerin den Hund noch mal
Known
in der Praxis vor, hier: ödematöse Schwellung im Bereich der Injektionsstelle und Schmerzhaftigkeit.
Hier war der Hund schon lebhafter. Nach 8 Stunden meldete die Besitzerin telefonisch, dass es dem
Hund wieder gut geht. * Reason(s) for treatment: Impfung
hgr. teigige ödematöse Schwellungen im Kopf- / Gesichtsbereich 39°C / Zittern Therapie: Infusion mit
Not Applicable
16
NaCl, Dexatat i.v., Catosal i.v., Vetalgin i.v. Nachbeha. mit Carnitin WDT Verifizierung über Blutprobe
(Gr. Screening mit Blutbild) bei LABOKLIN: kann auf Nachfrage gerne zugeschickt werden: obB *
Reason(s) for treatment: Jahresimpfung Stellungnahme MAH, Fallnummer: DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE01332 SAR: On 22 Sept 2015 one dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4. The same
day the dog showed urticaria, angioedema, hives, severe pasty swellings of the head and facial area,
temperature of 39 °C and shivering. The dog was treated with infusion of NaCl, Dexatat i.v., Catosal i.v.
and Vetalgin i.v.. After-treatment was performed with Carnitin. Verification was performed via blood
samples: full screening with blood count revealed no abnormalities. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Annual
vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown] Diagnose / Indikation: Urtikaria / Angioödem / Nesselsucht

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(03/06/201503/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(03/06/201503/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (03/06/201503/06/2015)<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Nachimpfung (10/09/201510/09/2015)<BR><BR>

A - Probable

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(22/09/201522/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(22/09/2015-22/09/2015)<BR><BR>

Drei Tage nach Impfung zeigte der Hund blasse Schleimhäute war apathisch, Allgemeinbefinden sehr
Not Applicable
schlecht. Nach Vorbehandlung durch den Haustierarzt stationäre Aufnahme des Hundes am
03.05.2015 in JLU Gießen. Tachykardie, blasse Schleimhäute, geringgradig angespanntes Abdomen. 2x2
cm große subkutan gelegnene Zubildung auf Höhe der rechten Flanke (Injektionsstelle). Diagnose:
Immunmediierte Anämie und Neutropenie auf Knochenmarksebene (mit Zerstörung von
Vorläuferzellen) und hochgradiger Hyperkoagulabilität. Therapie: Bluttransfusion, Prednisolon,
Mycophenolat, Clexane, Lansoprazol, Cerenia Entlassung am 08.05.2015 (Bericht siehe Medical
history). Verschlechterung des Allgemeinbefindens am 01.06.2015, erneuter Klinikaufenthalt.
Tachykardie, weiße Schleimhäute, Hyperthermie (40,1°C). Diagnose: Verschlechterung der
immunmediierten hämolytischen Anämie auf Knochenmarksebene. Verdacht auf Pure Red Cell Aplasia
(PRCA). Therapie: Weitere Bluttransfusion, Prednisolon, Mycophenolat, Plavix Bericht siehe Medical
history. Die Hündin steht weiter unter Medikation. Allgemeinbefinden zurzeit jedoch gut (Stand
13.10.2015). Stellungnahme MAH, Fallnummer: DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE01407 SAR - Case received
from PEI (following narrative was received by the NCA in German and translated into English): Three
days after vaccination the dog showed pale mucous membranes and wa FUp from 22 Dec 2015.
Patient data received. Product Nobivac SHPPI was vaccinated in Apr 2015, too. No more information
expected. s apathetic, general condition very poor. After initial treatment by the family vet the dog
was hospitalized on 03 May 2015 in a vet clinic with tachycardia, pale mucous membranes, slightly
tense abdomen, 2x2 cm big subcutaneously located lump at the right flank (injection site). Diagnosis:
Immune mediated anaemia and neutropenia at bone marrow level (with destruction of progenitor
cells) and high grade hypercoagulability. Therapy: Blood transfusion, Prednisolone, Mycophenolat,
Clexane, Lansoprazol, Cerenia. Released home on 08 May 2015. On 01 June 2015 worsening of the
general condition and again hospitalization in the vet clinic. Tachycardia, white mucous membranes,
hyperthermia (40.1 °C). Diagnosis: Worsening of the immune mediated haemolytic anaemia at bone
marrow level, suspicion of Pure Red Cell Aplasia (PRCA). Therapy: Further blood transfusions,
Prednisolone, Mycophenolat, Plavix. The dog is still under medication, however currently in a good
general condition (based on information from 13 Oct 2015). Additional information which was added
by the NCA to the Medical History field (Report from the vet clinic after the first stationary treatment suggested
not translated):
The dog
showed
a medium-grade,
non-regenerative
anaemia
and Not Applicable
ca.
30 min therapies
nach Verabreichen
der Impfung
zum
erstenmal
Erbrechen. Danach
unregelmäßig
Erbrechen
bis einschließlich 24 nach Gabe der Impfung. * Reason(s) for treatment: Impfung

4.99 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(01/04/201528/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(01/04/201501/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/04/201501/04/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

nachts nach der nachmittäglichen Impfung Beginn Erbrechen und Durchfall * Reason(s) for treatment:
Impfung

Not Applicable

8.15 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(15/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(15/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
T - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(15/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

No Data

Freitags wurde der Hund geimpft. Samstags wurde die Besitzerin von dem Hund gebissen,wo Blutung
Not Applicable
aufgetreten ist. Am Sonntag früh zeigte sich bei der Besitzerin eine allergische Reaktion, die vom Arzt
behandelt wurde. Die Besitzerin führt das auf die Impfung zurück. Bei der Nachimpfung (30.10) hielt sie
den Hund für 2 Tage fern. ¿PEI comment: After internal discussions PEI decided to consider only the
animal reaction. Correction of reaction start date.¿ Stellungnahme MAH, Fallnummer: -NLINTVINT2015-DE-01585 SAR received from the PEI via electronic import. On Friday 2 Oct 2015 one puppy was
vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4. On Saturday the owner was bitten by the dog and the
wound was bleeding. On Sunday in the morning an allergic reaction of the owner was observed, which
was treated by a doctor. The animal owner attributed this to the vaccination. When the dog was
revaccinated (30 Oct) the owner kept the dog away for 2 days. PEI comment: After internal
discussions PEI decided to consider only the animal reaction. Correction of reaction start date.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

1 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A N - Unlikely
(02/10/201502/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(02/10/2015-02/10/2015)<BR><BR>

8.5 Merilym 3 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,Normale Impfung im Rahmen
der jährlichen Immunisierung
(17/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Normale
Impfung im Rahmen der jährlichen
Immunisierung (17/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHPPi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Normale Impfung
im Rahmen des jährlichen
Impfintervalls (17/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0963

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

18/11/2015

24/11/2015

1

1

0 19/11/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Injection site pain,Behavioural
Not
disorder NOS,Lethargy (see also
Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Hund zieht sich zurück sehr ruhig Schmerzempfindlich an der Seite wo geimpft worden ist keine
Behandlung * Reason(s) for treatment: Impfung zur Prophylaxe

Not Applicable

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-0967

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

17/11/2015

25/11/2015

1

1

17/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-1020

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

23/11/2015

11/12/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-1022

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

08/12/2015

16/12/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-1045

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

10/12/2015

23/12/2015

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2015-1067

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

26/11/2015

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-0059

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-0103

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

No Data

Ca. 30 -45 Minuten nach s.c. Injektion des Imfpstoffes Anschwellen der Augenumgebung (Augenlider)
und Schnauze. Nach Injkektion von 0,4 ml Rapidexon 0,2% (Gewicht des Hundes 11 kg). Abschwellen
innerhalb weniger Stunden.

Pug

24/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lameness,Sleepiness - systemic
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder

No Data

Am Abend der Imfpung sehr viel geschlafen. Wenn Mäxchen mal aufgestanden ist, stark gelahmt.
Besitzer wollten am nächsten Tag sich in der Praxis vorstellen, dann aber Besserung eingetreten.

Not Applicable

2.1 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(23/11/201523/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(23/11/2015-23/11/2015)<BR><BR>

1

09/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site swelling,Inappetence
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Am Tag nach der Schutzimpfung kleine Schwellung an der Injektionsstelle beobachtet. Hund mag lt
Besitzer nicht wie sonst essen. 14.12.2015 ist munter, hat kein Fieber. Ist Atopiker, bekommt seit
Sommer Apoquel. Bestizer haben am Tag nach der Impfung eine Floh an der Haut gefunden, wo jetzt
die Beule ist.

Not Applicable

87 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(08/12/201508/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (08/12/201508/12/2015)<BR><BR>

1

1

11/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site granuloma,Reluctant
R><BR><BR>Yes to move,Fever

No Data

Impfung am 10.12.2015 Einzeln Tollwut re Flanke Mischspritze SHPPi/L4 li Flanke Am 11.12. Anruf
Besitzer: Hund läuft nicht am 14.12.2015 vorgestellt: ca. faustgr. Umfangsvermehrung, li Flanke VD
Abscess/Impfreaktion, 40,1°C

Not Applicable Not
Known

24/12/2015

1

1

27/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes pruritus,Fever,Injection site
reddening

No Data

Impfung seitl. Brustwand s.c. 26.11.2015 ca. 11:15 Uhr Laut Besitzerin seit 27.11. abends Hautrötung
und Juckreiz im Halsbereich dorsal, KT in der Praxis 39,5°C Behandlung mit Antibiose + Prednisolone,
darunter Besserung bis zur Abheilung 30.11.15.

Maltese

13/01/2016

28/01/2016

1

1

13/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Urticaria,Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Allergische Reaktion mit Nesselsucht und mgr Köpfödem. Ohne Behandlung wieder abgeklungen.

Not Applicable

4.5 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(13/01/201613/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(13/01/201613/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/01/201613/01/2016)<BR><BR>

11 Year(s)

09/02/2016

17/02/2016

1

1

14/02/2016 Not Known

Spritzenabszeß Reduziertes Allgemeinbefinden, erhöhte Körpertemperatur 39,7 °C

Not Applicable

42.7 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A A - Probable
(09/02/2016-09/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-0105

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

03/02/2016

15/02/2016

1

1

03/02/2016 Not
Pruritus,Facial oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

- hochgradige Schwellung der Augenlider bds -mittelgradige Schwellung der Lefzen bds -Juckreiz am
Kopf Behandlung: Diphenydramin s.c., Dexamethason s.c. Nach 15 Minuten langsames Abschwellen
des Gesichts, kein Juckreiz mehr. Nach ca. 7 Stunden keine Besch

Chihuahua

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-0467

Germany

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-0527

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

17/09/2015

26/02/2016

1

1

17/09/2015 Yes

Pain NOS,Reluctant to move,Hind
limb ataxia

No Data

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Week(s)

29/01/2016

31/03/2016

1

1

29/01/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site pain,Excitation,Pinnal Not
reddening,Reddening of the
Known
skin,Facial oedema,Breathing
difficulty,Local swelling (not
application site)

Schon beim Verlassen der Praxis konnte der Hund nicht mehr die Treppen vor der Tür runter gehen und Newfoundland
konnte nur mit Hilfe an der Hinterhand ins Auto einsteigen. Zu Hause hatte er dann 3 Tage lang
Schwierigkeiten mit der Hinterhand. Möchte nicht aufstehen und war schmerzhaft.
Suspected Adverse Reaction: This case was received from the NCA (PEI) via electronic reporting. A
Miniature
puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 29 Jan 2016. The dog reacted as follows: Pinscher
excited running back and forth with attempt to bite at the injection site. Lateral swelling of the head
(right) with subsequent complete swelling of the head and neck-area. Swelling of the tail and reddening
of the belly and of the ears. Gasping for air, difficult breathing. Note: the duration of reaction was
given as 4 hours. The time to onset was coded as less than 6 hours. The "reason for assessment" of the
primary reporter for Nobivac SHPPi is as follows: "it happened approx. 1,5 - 2 hours after the
vaccination." The causality assessment of the primary reporter for both vaccines is "A". [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Basic immunization
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Basic
immunization] [State of health: Unknown] -aufgeregtes hin und her rennen mit bissversuch an der
injektionsstelle. -seitliche anschwellung des kopfes (rechts) mit anschließendem komplett anschwellen
des kopfes und halsbereich. Anschwellen des schwanz und rötung des bauch und der ohren. -nach luft
schnappen, schwer atmen * Reason(s) for treatment: Grundimmunisierung

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-0531

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

02/03/2016

22/03/2016

1

1

02/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pruritus,Wheal,Vomiting,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes, oedema
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Hund bekam ca 30 min nach der Impfung Durchfall und 45 min nach der Impfung Quaddeln am Kopf,
Hals, Rumpf, Gliedmaßen, der Kopf schwoll ödematös an, starker Juckreiz Allg befinden dabei relativ
ungestört Injektion von Dexamethason s.c. 0,8 mg sowie orale Eingabe von Ceterizin 2,5 mg, ca 1 -2
Std. nach Medikation gingen die Schwellungen zurück, Juckreiz ließ nach, am nächsten Tag alle
Symptome abgeklungen * Reason(s) for treatment: Grundimmunisierung im 2. Lebensjahr gegen
Staupe,Hepatitis, Parvovirose, Parainfluenza, Leptospirose ,Tollwut

Chihuahua

3.8 Nobivac L4 - 1,1,1 Years,10,Impfung B - Possible
(02/03/201602/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,1,1 Years,10,Hund wurde
geimpft bei unauffälligem
Allgemeinzustand (02/03/201604/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,1,1 Years,10,Impfung (02/03/201602/03/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-0591

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

05/04/2016

05/04/2016

1

1

05/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Urticaria
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Urtikaria gesamter Körper.

Hungarian
Short-haired
Pointing Dog
(Vizsla)

10 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(05/04/201605/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(05/04/2016-05/04/2016)<BR><BR>

Injection site abscess,Fever,Loss of Not
condition
Known

2.6 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(18/11/201518/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,2,2 ,N/A,anderer Impfstoff
als letztes Jahr (18/11/201518/11/2015)<BR><BR>
10.95 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(17/11/201517/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(17/11/201517/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (17/11/201517/11/2015)<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(10/12/201510/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(10/12/2015-10/12/2015)<BR><BR>
5 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(26/11/201526/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(26/11/2015-26/11/2015)<BR><BR>

2.3 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(03/02/201603/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(03/02/201603/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (03/02/201603/02/2016)<BR><BR>
60 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(17/09/2015-17/09/2015)<BR><BR>
2.7 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(29/01/201629/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(29/01/2016-29/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-0640

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

12/01/2016

19/04/2016

1

1

12/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Conjunctival irritation,Allergic
R><BR><BR>Yes, reaction,Facial oedema
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-0726

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/05/2016

06/06/2016

7

4

01/01/2016 Not
Central nervous system disorder
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Epileptic seizure
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-0800

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

30/04/2016

30/05/2016

1

1

30/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Reluctant to move,Apathy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-0965

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

07/07/2016

14/07/2016

1

1

0 07/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-1126

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

12/08/2016

25/08/2016

50

1

0 12/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Panting,Hyperthermia, No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Eyelid oedema,Facial oedema

SAR case received from the NCA via electronic import. Narrative translated from German to English:
Labrador
Approx 2 hours after vaccination the dog showed a high-grade head oedema including bilateral eyelid Retriever
oedema. The dog was presented to a nearby vet clinic. Heart rate 80 per minute, temperature 39.1 °C,
panting, lung was without finding upon auscultation, mucous membranes pink, capillary refill time < 2
sec. After administration of Dexamethasone and Diphenhydramine the swelling slowly abated. 24
hours later the dog had recovered and was in a good general condition. Further information entered
by the NCA to the specific screens: The dog (female Labrador Retriever) was vaccinated with Nobivac
SHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 12 Aug 2016. Recovery date: 13 Aug. Total number of exposed animals: 50,
reacted: 1. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown] ca 2 h nach der Impfung bekam der
Hund ein hochgradiges Kopfödem inc. Lidödem beider Augenlider, Sie wurde dann in einer
nahegelegenen Tierklinik vorgestellt, Herzfrequenz 80/min, T 39,1°C, hechelt, Lunge auskultatorisch
obB, SH rosa, KFZ <2 sec nach Verabreichung von Dexamethason und Diphenydramin ging die
Schwellung allmählihc zurück 24 h später war sie ohne Befund bei gutem Allgemeinbefinden *
Reason(s) for treatment: Impfprophylaxe

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-1135

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Week(s)

17/08/2016

29/08/2016

1

1

0 17/08/2016 Not
Behavioural disorder NOS,Oedema Not
Known,<BR><BR NOS (see other SOCs for specific
Known
><BR><BR><BR> oedemas),Facial oedema,Lump
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

SAR case received from the NCA via electronic import. Narrative and additional information within the Jack Russell
Call History translated from German into English: On 17 Aug 2016 at 08.26 a.m. a 16-week-old JackTerrier
Russel-Terrier was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T for the third or second
time respectively (basic immunization). At home approx at 10 a.m. the dog got calm and developed
multiple lumps at the rump and legs, both eyes and the snout were massively swollen with lumps,
'hippopotamus-head', circulatory system without findings, a bit calmer. The dog was hospitalized and
treated with Dexamethasone s.c., oral Cetirizin, oral Calcium, stationary monitoring. Previous
vaccination 4 weeks ago (20 Jul 2016) with the same combination of vaccines (Nobivac SHPPi+ L4+ T)
had been tolerated well. The owner could not clearly answer question concerning possible insect bite,
is not sure, but rather excludes it. Vet thinks it could also have been an insect bite (bee/ wasp). A few
days ago the dog had tried to catch a wasp with his mouth, but showed no reaction. The described
reaction was in a very close temporal relation to the vaccination. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Third
vaccination (basic immunization) Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS
620 Reason: Second vaccination (basic immunization) Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
10X1DS 122 Reason: Third vaccination (basic immunization)] [State of health: Unknown] Hd zuhause
ruhig geworden, Beulen im Rumpf- und Gliedmaßenbereich, Augen bds hgr zugeschwollen,
Schnauzenbereich massiv geschwollen mit Beulen, "Nilpferdkopf", Kreislauf obB, etwas ruhiger, Stat.
Aufnahme, Dexa- s.c, Cetirizin oral, Calcium oral, stat. Überwachung, Impfung vor 4 wochen (20.7.16)
mit gleichem Impfstoff (Nobivac SHPPiL4 T) wurde gut vertragen. Frage nach möglichem Insektenstich
heute vm konnte Besitzer nicht eindeutig beantworten, ist sich nicht sicher, schließt sie aber eher
aus.... * Reason(s) for treatment: 3. Impfung Grundimmunisierung Nobivac SHPPi L4, 2. Impfung
Grundimmunisierung Nobivac T

Pale mucous membrane,Circulatory No Data
collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic
disorders'),Cyanosis,Facial
oedema,Impaired
consciousness,Allergic reaction

Die allergische Reaktion wurde nach systemischer Gabe von Diphenhydramin innerhalb kürzerster Zeit Labrador
8 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
unterdrückt. Die Ödeme am Kopf verschwanden noch am Abend. Für den darauffolgenden Tag
Retriever
(12/01/2016bekamen die Besitzer noch ein orales Antihistaminikum mit (Cetirizin) Symptome: Rötung der
12/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Konjunktiven und ödematöse Schwellung am Kopf. Duplikat BVL: Reason for treatment: prophylaxis
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
against fleas and ticks A dog (Labrador Retriever, 8 kg b.w., male, 3 month) was treated at 12.01.2016
(12/01/2016for prophylaxis with Prac-tic 137.5 mg Lösung zum Auftropfen für kleine Hunde and Nobivac SHPPiL4 .
12/01/2016)<BR><BR>Prac-tic
Approximate 10 hours later the dog showed reddening of conjunctiva and facial swelling (oedema).
137.5 mg Lösung zum Auftropfen für
The dog received diphenhydramin because of assumed allergic reaction. The faceal oedema
kleine Hunde - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
disappeared at the afternoon of the same day. For the next day the attending vet prescribed Cetirizin
(12/01/2016-12/01/2016)<BR><BR>
(oral use).
Zentralnervöse Störungen und epiletiforme Krämpfe bei vier geimpften Pinscherwelpen, 1 Woche nach Not Applicable Not
Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
der Impfung mit Nobivac SHP und Nobivac L4.
Known (01/05/201601/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/05/201601/05/2016)<BR><BR>
Kein Erbrechen, sehr matt, mag nicht laufen wie sonst, essen und trinken normal, keine Schmerzen am
Injektionsstelle.

Chihuahua

unmittelbar nach Impfung alles ob, nach 45 Minuten beginnende Schwellung des Kopfes auffallen,
French Bulldog
zunehmen, 1 Std. nach Impfung wieder in TAP vorstellig, Allgemeinbefinden da noch ob, Schleimhäute
rosa, Auskultation ob, Atmung frei (Behanldung mit Dexamethason i.v.) 15 Minuten später dann
zunächst blasse, dann leicht zyanotische Schleimhäute, Kreislaufversagen, eingeschränktes Bewusstein
Unter infusionstherapie sowie erneut Dexamethason alle Befunde rückläufig ich kann Ihnen gern Foto
schicken, wenn Sie mri die email-Adresse zuschicken * Reason(s) for treatment: Impfung ... Suspected
Adverse Reaction: This case was received from the NCA (PEI) via electronic reporting. A dog was
vaccinated on 07 Jul 2016 with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. Immediately after the
vaccination everything was inconspicuous. After 45 minutes, a starting swelling of the head was
noticeable, increasing. 1 hour after vaccination, the dog was presented in the vet practice again,
general condition was still inconspicuous at that time, the mucosae were pink, auscultation was
without findings, breathing was free. Treatment with Dexamethason (i.v.) was performed. Then 15
minutes later, first pale, then slightly cyanotic mucosae, circulatory failure, restricted consciousness.
Under infusion-therapy and again Dexamethason all findings declined. The reporter offered to send a
photo. Duration of event: 2 hours. As additional information on the vaccination, the following was
stated: "AHPPi-L4-T as combination administered in two injections". Vet's causality assessment: "A" for
all vaccines, with the statement: "oedematous swelling of the face after approx 45 minutes, thereafter
also circulatory problems; it is of course unclear which component causes the allergic reaction."Note
by MAH (main changes performed during importing / comment): VeDDRA-codes "Pale mucous
membrane" and "Cyanosis" and "Allergic reaction" were added according to the case description and
vet's causality statement. The additional information on the vaccination is not clearly understandable
and was thus not further evaluated. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

5.4 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(30/04/201630/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(30/04/2016-30/04/2016)<BR><BR>
14 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(07/07/201607/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(07/07/201607/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,10,AHPPi-L4-T als
Kombination in zwei Injektionen
verabreicht (07/07/201607/07/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

27.3 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(12/08/201612/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,1,1 Years,N/A,N/A
(12/08/2016-12/08/2016)<BR><BR>

3.9 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(17/08/201617/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,1,4 Weeks,24,8.26 Impfung
shppilt, gg. 10Uhr multiple Beulen
am rumpf, augen schnauzenbereich
massiv geschwollen (17/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (17/08/201617/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-1386

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

30/09/2016

17/10/2016

1

1

0 30/09/2016 Not
Facial oedema,Bloody diarrhoea
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-1422

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

06/10/2016

26/10/2016

1

1

0 06/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema,Eyelid oedema,Face No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, and neck swelling (see also 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected adverse reaction: One dog got vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously
Chihuahua
and Nobivac T concurrently on 06 Oct 16 by the reporting vet. Approx 30 min later the owner called
and reported that the head of the dog was strongly swollen. The dog returned to the practice and the
vet confirmed the swelling of the head and mainly the flews. The attending vet treated the dog with an
cortisone injection and after a few hours the swelling subsided and at the end of the day the dog
recovered again. Case closed. Follow-up from 26 Oct 2016: The case was received from the NCA (PEI)
via electronic reporting (DE-DEPEIVP-2016-1422). The event was described slightly differently as
follows: 30 minutes after the vaccination, the owner noted a swelling of the face (flews, eyelids). After
approx 1 hour, the dog was again in the practice, Dexamethasone was administered. The general
condition was undisturbed. The animal was released home for monitoring (outcome: recovered). In
the electronically received case, the VeDDRA-term "Facial oedema" was coded (start date: 6 Oct 2016,
no end date given) and the weight of the dog was given as 1.3 kg (our case: 1.9 kg). The case was
classified by the NCA as non-serious. The primary reporter's assessment was given as "A" for all three
vaccines. Note by MAH: according to the information in the electronically received case, the VeDDRAcodes "Facial oedema" and "Eyelid oedema" were added (both with start/end date 6 Oct 2016) and
treatment details were changed from "cortisone injection" to "Dexamethasone injection". The dog's
weight was changed from 1.9 kg to "approx 1.9 kg" as it is unclear which value is (more) exact.
Seriousness was not changed. Primary reporter's assessment ("A") was coded for all three vaccines.
Tier wurde geimpft, nach 30 Minuten bemerkte die Besitzerin ein Anschwellen des Gesichtes (Lefzen,
Augenlider). Nach ca. 1h war sie erneut in der Praxis, es wurde Dexamethason verabreicht. Das
Allgemeinbefinden war ungestört. Das Tier wurde in häusliche Beobachtung entlassen.

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-1426

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

11/10/2016

26/10/2016

1

1

0 11/10/2016 Yes

Injection site pain,Hypersensitivity
to pain,Trembling

No Data

Hund zittert wollte sich nicht anfassen lassen schmerzempfindlich an der Seite wo er geimpft worden
Shih Tzu
ist keine Behandlung Suspected Adverse Reaction: This case was received from the NCA (PEI) via
electronic reporting: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 11 Oct 2016. The dog trembled and
didn't want to be touched and was sensitive to pain at the side where it had been vaccinated. No
treatment was performed. Start / Duration of reaction: 11 Oct 2016, less than 12 hours post
vaccination / 15 Oct 2016 (4 days). Additional info: the dog hadn't tolerated well the vaccination in
2015 with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T either: it had been very calm for several days.
Note: this information is entered as separate linked case 2016-DE-01904 (DE-DEPEIVP-2016-1429).
Due to the fact that the dog had been that calm after the vaccination in 2015, Pi was omitted this time.
Primary reporter assessment is B-possible with the statement "occurred after the vaccination". Note
by MAH (main changes performed): Nobivac L4 was coded as "company product". In the initial case,
only the VeDDRA-code "injection site pain" was coded with start / end date 11 Oct 2016 / 15 Oct 2016.
According to the event description, the VeDDRA-codes "Trembling" and "Hypersensitivity to pain" were
added with start / end date approx 11 Oct 2016 / approx 15 Oct 2016. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination for
prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown] hatte die Impfung letztes Jahr: Nobivac SHPPi + L4 + T auch
schlechtvertragen: war einige Tage sehr ruhig Linked case: DE-PEI-2016-1429 * Reason(s) for
treatment: Impfung zur Prophylaxe

3.7 Nobivac L4 - 1,1,1 ,N/A,hatten Pi
B - Possible
weggelassen, da er letztes Jahr nach
der Impfung so ruhig war
(11/10/2016-11/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-1429

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

01/01/2015

18/10/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous
R><BR><BR>Not system depression in
Known,<BR><BR 'Neurological')
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

No Data

Hatte die Impfung letztes Jahr: Nobivac SHPPi + L4 + T auch schlechtvertragen: war einige Tage sehr
ruhig * Reason(s) for treatment: Impfung zur Prophylaxe Linked case: DE-PEI-2016-1426

3.7 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-1463

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

26/09/2016

10/11/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-1470

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

25/10/2016

27/10/2016

1

1

26/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Staggering,Anaphylactic
shock

0 25/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous
R><BR><BR>Yes, system depression in
<BR><BR><BR>< 'Neurological'),Diarrhoea
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Der Hund zeigte ca 3 Stunden nach der Impfung ein massives Kopfödem und blutigen Durchfall. Von mir Not Applicable
erhielt er sofort ein Antihistaminikum. Die weiterbehandelnde Tierklinik Magdeburg setzte die Therapie
mit Infusionen und später Antibiotikum fort. * Reason(s) for treatment: Prophylaxe SAR case received
from the NCA via electronic import (narrative translated from German to English): Approx 3 hours after
the vaccination the dog showed a massive head edema and bloody diarrhea. The attending vet
immediately applied an antihistaminic. Further treatment was performed in a vet clinic with infusions
and later an antibiotic. MAH comment: Case classified as company serious due to life-threatening
symptom bloody diarrhea. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP
10X1DS 122 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS
620 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620
Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]

Shih Tzu

15 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(30/09/201630/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (30/09/201630/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (30/09/201630/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (30/09/201630/09/2016)<BR><BR>
1.3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(06/10/201606/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (06/10/201606/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (06/10/201606/10/2016)<BR><BR>

Case received form NCA (PEI) via electronic reporting: 5-10 minutes post injection of Nobivac SHPPi
Not Applicable
and Nobivac L4 , the dog started staggering, became pale mucous membrane and collapsed
(anaphylactic shock). Animal was treated with Diphenhydramine and Medrate Solubile and recovered
within 20 minutes. Case closed. Note: Case was changed to serious for company assessment.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Unknown] 5-10 Min. nach der Injektion von Nobivac SHPPI/L4 sc fing der Hund an zu
torkeln, wurde blass und kollabierte. Nach Behandlung mit Diphenhydramin und Medrate Solubile
erholte sich der Hund wieder in ca 20min. (Hund zuvor am 16.8.16 beim Züchter mit Nobivac SHPPi/L4
geimpft-keine UAW bekannt) * Reason(s) for treatment: Impfprophylaxe

1.4 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(26/09/201626/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,Klinische
Untersuchung unauffällig, T 38,3
<BR>Injektion sc seitl. Bauchwand
nach Aspiration (26/09/201626/09/2016)<BR><BR>

Hund hat Durchfall Allg. Bef. sehr gut, hat aber viel geschlafen keine Behandlung aber Schonkost *
Reason(s) for treatment: Prophylaxe

9.7 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(25/10/201625/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,1,1 ,N/A,war schon mit
Nobivac SHPPi + L4 am 04.10.2016
geimpft worden (25/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (25/10/201625/10/2016)<BR><BR>

Golden
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-1471

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

18/10/2016

08/11/2016

1

1

0 21/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Lameness,Cough,Fever,Ap No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, athy,Intestinal disorder NOS
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-1523

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

14/11/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

14/11/2016 Not
Pruritus,Eyelid
Not
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Wheal,Facial swelling (see Known
><BR><BR><BR> also 'Skin'),Urticaria
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Case received from PEI: On 14 Nov 2016 one dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac T and
Boston Terrier
Nobivac L4. Approx. 30 minutes after vaccination wheals, swelling and pruritus in the face, highgrade
eyelid oedema and swelling at the nose occurred. MAH comment: case assessed serious due to lack of
information regarding duration of signs and treatment. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV
Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown] Ca. 30 Minuten
nach Impfung Quaddeln, Schwellung und Juckreiz im Gesicht, hgrd. Lidödem, Schwellung Schnauze.

6.1 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(14/11/201614/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(14/11/201614/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/11/201614/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-1557

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

22/11/2016

25/11/2016

1

1

22/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abdominal
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Anuria,Inappetence,Stiff
gait,Arched back

No Data

vorberichtlich: ca. 2 Std. nach Impfung gekrümmter Rücken, steifer Gang; kein UA, Inappetenz
Untersuchung: Palpation Abdomen schmerzhaft, erhöhte Bauchdeckenspannung, Therapie:
Novaminsulfon * Reason(s) for treatment: Impfung Comment: NW nicht an MSD gemeldeet wg
schlechter Erreichbarkeit (mehrfach in der Warteschleife versauert)

Chihuahua

3.6 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(22/11/201622/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(22/11/2016-22/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-1563

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 28/11/2016

01/12/2016

1

1

28/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Small
Munsterlander

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-1572

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

04/09/2015

29/11/2016

100

1

05/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Epileptic seizure
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2016-1637

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

09/12/2016

16/12/2016

1

1

09/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Allergic reaction,Urticaria,Swollen
R><BR><BR>Not lip (see also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

No Data

Münsterländer, geboren am : 07.09.2016 Gesichtsschwellung und Unruhe. Dexamthason i.v.
Vorimpfung vor 4 Wochen: SHPPiL von MSD Case received from PEI SAR: On 28 Nov 2016 one dog
(breed Muensterlaender) was vaccinated with Enduracell T, Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4. The same
day the dog showed facial swelling and restlessness. The dog was treated intravenously with
Dexamethasone. The dog recovered (exact date not known). No more information expected. Note:
The dog was already vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and a Nobivac Leptospirosis vaccine (exact
product not known) 4 weeks before. MAH comment: As reaction was treated with Dexamethasone i.v.
and it is not exactly known if dog was in a life threatening condition, case assessed company serious.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: Brand: Enduralcell T 25x1DS Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR received from the PEI via electronic importation: One day after each mentioned vaccination (see
also linked case 2016-DE-02135) the dog showed a non-recurring epileptiform seizure. The following
month the dog showed no more seizures, furthermore before first administration of Nobivac vaccines
no seizures were ever observed. This year another vaccine against Leptospirosis was used and no
adverse reactions occurred. MAH comment: case assessed serious [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown] Hund nach jeder der aufgeführten Impfungen am Folgetag einen epileptformen
Anfall zeigte (einmalig). In den Folgemonaten war der Hund völlig anfallsfrei, auch wurde vor Einsatz
der Nobivac Vaccine nie ein Anfall beobachtet. Die Impfung in diesem Jahr mit einer anderen
Leptospirose Vaccine war ohne Nebenwirkungen.
Allergische Reaktion mit Schwellung der Lefzen, Besserung auf Prednisolon- Inj., 24 Stunden später
erneut Urtikaria am gesamten Körper, erneut Prednisolon 1mg/kg + waschen mit Allermyl Shampoo.
Danach Besserung.

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0102

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

19/01/2017

30/01/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0103

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 03/01/2017

30/01/2017

1

1

03/01/2017 Not
Urticaria,Pruritus,Anaphylactoid
Known,<BR><BR reaction,Swelling NOS
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Case received from PEI via electronic importation: According to the owner approx. 30 minutes after
vaccination trembling started, minimal apathy. General examination without results, no pain or
swelling at the injection site, or cardiologic or neurologic abnomalities, body temperature 38,1 °C,
heart frequency 136/min regular and constant, venous refilling time < 2 sec. Note: The dog had
already shown reaction after use of ectoparasitic Spot-On and anaesthetics (other vet) [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Immunization
against distemper, Hepatitis contagiosa canis, parvovirosis, parainfluenza Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Immunization against
leptospirosis] [State of health: Unknown] laut Besitzer ca. 30 Minuten nach Impfung beginnendes
Zittern, ggr. Apathie Allgemeine Untersuchung ohne Befund, weder Schmerzen und Schwellung an
Injektionsstelle, noch kardiologisch oder neurologisch auffällig, IKT 38,1°C, HF 136 regelmäßig,
gleichmäßig, KFZ <2sec * Reason(s) for treatment: Immunisierung gegen Staupe, Hepatitis contagiosa
canis, Parvovirose, Parainfluenza, Leptospirose
Case received from PEI: anaphylactic reaction. pustules, pruritus, swelling [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Unknown Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown] [State of health:
Unknown] Anaphylaktische Reaktion Pusteln, Pruritus, Schwellung

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0202

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12.5
Week(s)

17/01/2017

10/02/2017

1

1

17/01/2017 Not
Swelling around eye
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0208

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

03/01/2017

20/02/2017

1

1

03/01/2017 Not
Inappetence,Shivering,Apathy,Appr Not
Known,<BR><BR ehension
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

0 19/01/2017 Not
Trembling,Apathy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Not
Known

Hund hatte erst Erbrechen kein Durchfall, Magen-Darm-Geräusche Husten hat gefressen, hat aber viel Not Applicable
geschlafen, deutlich ruhiger seit 2 Tagen Hangbeinlahmheit hi. li., belastet kaum am ersten Tag 39,1°,
heute 39,5° Röntgen (Abdomen, Becken): o. b. B. Blutuntersuchung (Blutbild, Chemie): o. b. B. Harn-US
Behandlung: Synulox, Prednislon Schonkost es geht ihm langsam besser vom Laufen erbricht nicht
mehr, Magen-Darm wieder oK aber heute erhöhte Temperatur * Reason(s) for treatment: Prophylaxe
Suspected adverse reaction, case received from the NCA via electronic import (narrative translated
from German to English): Dog at first had emesis, no diarrhea, gastro-intestinal sounds, coughing. Did
eat, but slept a lot, obviously calmer. Since 2 days lameness hind left, not putting weight on the leg. On
the first day 39.1°, today 39.5°. X-ray (abdomen, hip), blood examination (blood analysis, chemistry):
without changes, urine examination. Treatment: Synulox, Prednisolon, bland diet.. Concerning the
walking, the dog is slowly improving, no emesis anymore, Gastro-intestinal ok again but today higher
temperature. Additional information derived from the call history: dog was vaccinated with Nobivac
SHPPI, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T already last year.[Reaction] occurred after the vaccination but after
the first vaccinations no symptoms occurred. MAH comment: VedDRA code "Intestinal disorder NOS"
added for gastro-intestinal sounds. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHP 10X1DS 122 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 620 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS
620 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]

16.4 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
(18/10/201618/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (18/10/201618/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,1,1 ,N/A,war schon im letzten Jahr
mit Nobivac SHPPi + L4 + T geimpft
worden (18/10/201618/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (18/10/201618/10/2016)<BR><BR>

11.3 Enduracell T - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (28/11/201628/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (28/11/201628/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(28/11/2016-28/11/2016)<BR><BR>

Labrador
Retriever

30 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
(04/09/201504/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (04/09/201504/09/2015)<BR><BR>

Not Applicable

8.9 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(09/12/201609/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(09/12/201609/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (09/12/201609/12/2016)<BR><BR>

French Bulldog

9.8 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown (19/01/201719/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Zeitgleiche Injektion von
Nobivac L4, Charge A051A01,
verwendbar bis 01-19,
Kombinationsimpfstoff (19/01/201719/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Not Applicable

9 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(03/01/201703/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(03/01/201703/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (03/01/201703/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Der Welpe wurde am 17.01.2017 mit unserem gängigen Impfstoff nachgeimpft. (1. Impfung war durch Not Applicable
Tierarzt des Züchters erfolgt, Impfstoff von Zoetis). Zwei Stunden nach erfolgter Impfung rief der
Besitzer an. Der Hund hatte beide Augen zugeschwollen. Hund zeigte keine weiteren Erscheinungen
oder Symptome. Nach Behandlung mit einigen Tropfen Fenistil war der Hund laut Besitzer am nächsten
Tag morgens wieder normal.

10 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(17/01/201717/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(17/01/2017-17/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Fing nach Impfung an zu zittern, hat sich verkrochen, apathisch und Inappetenz Wurde nach ca. 1 Tag
wieder besser.

Not Applicable

4.25 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(03/01/201703/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (03/01/201703/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0223

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

20/02/2017

06/03/2017

1

1

0 20/02/2017 Not
Vomiting,Facial
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Pruritus,Trembling
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

SAR received from the NCA via electronic importation on 06 Mar 2017 (narrative translated from
Pug
German to English): Report of the vet: After the vaccination only received our treats and at home a
treat, on the way no noticeable uptake of anything, but cannot be excluded. First went for a walk and
defecated. Then, approx 45 minutes ago one-time vomiting, only food, thereafter she lay at the oven
with the cats, then she was swelling in the face, and then she tried rubbing her head on the carpet.
Heart and circulatory system without finding, capillary refill time 0.5 sec, upper lip and upper eyelids
massively oedematous, eyelid rim almost flaps over, otherwise fur is lying flat on the body.
Attentiveness is normal, is only trembling here due to the vet, not at home according to the owner.
Treatment: injection Hexadreson. (MAH comment: Patient outcome was entered as 'recovered' by the
NCA, but without reaction end date, therefore, approx Feb 2017 was chosen for case processing.
VEDDRA Codes 'vomiting' and 'trembling' were added.) [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV
Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown] Bericht des
Tierarztes: Hat nach Impfung nur unsere Leckerli und daheim Leckerli bekommen, unterwegs nichts
bewusst aufgenommen, kann aber nicht ausgeschlossen werden. War erst noch spazieren, hat Kot
abgesetzt. Vor ca. 45 Minuten dann einmal erbrochen, nur Futter, und danach war sie am Ofen und bei
den Katzen gelegen, dann ist sie im Geischt angeschwollen, und hat dann versucht sich am Teppich den
Kopf zu reiben. HKL obB, CPR 0,5 sec, Oberlippe und Oberlider massiv ödematisiert, Lidrand klappt fast
um, Fell liegt ansonstern flach an. Aufmerksamkeit obB, zittert nur hier wegen TA, daheim nicht lt.
Besitzer. Behandlung: Injektion Hexadreson

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(20/02/201720/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(20/02/201720/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (20/02/201720/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0227

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

08/08/2016

13/03/2017

1

1

1 16/08/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(08/08/201608/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(08/08/2016-08/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0228

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

28/02/2017

1

1

SAR received from PEI via electronic importation: A 8-week old puppy was vaccinated the first time on German
8 Aug 2016 with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac SHPPi. At this time the puppy was absolutely normal and
Pinscher
lively. Eight days later, on 16 Aug 2016, it was feeded at 2 pm. The puppy was eating with great
appetite. During eating the puppy suddenly started to show a seizure, which lasted for approx. 1
minute; after this time the dog was relaxed but apathetic. The owner went to the vet immediately.
While driving to the vet the dog showed repeated seizures and was unconscious. The attending vet
started epilepsy treatment (infusion, MCP, Diazepam). The owner insisted to treat the dog for
"vaccination reaction" which was ensured. Blood examination: organs no abnormalities. At 6 pm the
puppy was in a permanent seizure and so was sent to a clinic. At 7 pm the puppy was presented to the
clinical vet and again it was indicated that this might be an "vaccination reaction". Treatment with
Luminal, Propovet, Keppra Infusion. Blood examination. At 10 pm the clinic gave the advise to
euthanize the dog, as it was still in a permanent seizure and was suffering. Results of necropsy:
arteriolitis and meningoencephalitis, lymphocytic and leucoclastic multifocal, subacute, high grade.
Assessment: The severe alterations of the cerebral vessels can be either caused by an immunmediated
cause or an viral disease. Regarding the vaccine-associated encephalitis of the German Pinscher no
histological confirmed data are available so far. So the results cannot be compared with other clinical
data. Since two days augmented wimpering, detailled report on clinical signs and treatment see
attachment Virological analysis of organ material from post-mortem samples by PCR was negative for
Parvovirus, Adenovirus and Distempervirus [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good] Welpe
acht Wochen alt am 08.08.2016 erstmalig geimpft mit Nobivac L4 und Novibac SHPPI. Der Welpe war
zu diesem Zeitpunkt völlig normal und lebhaft. Acht Tage später, am 16.08.2016, bekam er um 14 Uhr
etwas zu fressen. Er stürzte sich mit großem Appetit auf seine Futterschüssel. Während des Fressens
bekam er plötzlich einen Krampfanfall, der ca. 1 Minute andauerte, danach war er wieder entkrampft,
aber apathisch. Die Besitzer sind sofort zum Tierarzt losgefahren. Während der Fahrt krampfte der
Hund mehrmals und war sonst nicht bei Bewusstsein. Die behandelne Tierärztin behandelte auf
Epilepsie (Infusion, MCP, Diazepam). Besitzer bestanden darauf, den Welpen auf "Impfreaktion" zu
behandeln,
was die
laut Besitzer
zusicherte.
Blutuntersuchung:
Organwerte
Am
Abend nach
der Tierärztin
Impfung reagierte
der Hund
mit angeschwollenen
undDie
stark
gerötetenund Blutbild Labrador
Maulschleimhäuten u stark geröteten Augenschleimhäuten, zittern. War abends in der Tierklinik, bekam Retriever
dort Infusion und Kortison - darauf besser!

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0259

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

02/03/2017

14/03/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0274

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

23/02/2017

06/03/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0281

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

07/03/2017

08/03/2017

1

1

Convulsion,Death by
euthanasia,Encephalitis,Abnormal
necropsy finding,Status
epilepticus,Apathy

24/02/2017 Not
Trembling,Swelling
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Hyperaemic mucous
><BR><BR><BR> membrane
Not Known
0 02/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Pinnal reddening,Reddening of the
skin,Pruritus,Head shake behavioural disorder,Allergic
reaction,Red eye,Ear
flapping/twitching,Eyelid oedema

Not
Known

SAR case received from the NCA via electronic import on 14 Mar 2017 (NCA narrative translated from Maltese
German into English): Vaccination was applied on separate sites: SHPPi + L4 in the left flank, rabies in
the right flank. 1 1/2 hours later the dog showed reddening of the eyes, eyelid oedema, pruritus on the
whole body, rubbing at the mouth, head shaking, and reddening of the ears. The emergency vet
diagnosed an allergic reaction to the vaccination and injected Hexadreson. Thereafter, improvement,
but still slight pruritus, which got a bit stronger again after 12 hours. Additional information: booster,
first vaccination at the breeder on 30 Jan 2017 with Biocan DHPPi+LR. MAH comment: More specific
VedDRA Codes Pinnal reddening, Eyelid oedema, Head shake and Allergic reaction were coded, and
Codes Reddening of the skin, and Ear flapping/twitching were removed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health:
Unknown] Impfung erfolgte an getrennten Stellen: SHPPI +L4 in der linken Flanke, Tollwut in der
rechten Flanke. 1 1/2 SWtd später zeigte der Hund Rötung der Augen, Lidoedem, Juckreiz am ganzen
Körper, Reiben am Fang, Kopfschütteln, Rötung der Ohren. Der Notdienstkollege diagnostizierte eine
allerg.Impfreaktion und injizierte Hexadreson. Darauf Besserung, aber noch leichter Juckreiz, der sich
nach 12 Std wieder etwas verstärkte * Reason(s) for treatment: Prophylaxe

2.4 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(02/03/201702/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 2,1,1 Years,10,Booster,
Erstimpfung beim Züchter am
30.1.17 mit Biocan DHPPi+LR
(02/03/201702/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (02/03/201702/03/2017)<BR><BR>

23/02/2017 Not
Pruritus,Oedematous
Known,<BR><BR erythema,Urticaria,Eyelid oedema
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Besitzerin betrat 90 Minuten nach der Impfung erneut die Praxis. Das Tier zeigte eine Schwellung (ggr.mgr.) rund um die Augen mit Erythem. Das Tier empfand Juckreiz. Therapie: Dexamethason s.c. +
Prednisolon Augensalbe. Nach weiteren 45 Minuten zeigte die Hündin Urticaria an Brust, Bauch
Schenkel und Schwanzansatz. Therapie Corison Gabe. Verschwinden der Symptome nach 1h.

Yorkshire
Terrier

3.1 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(23/02/201723/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(23/02/201723/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (23/02/201723/02/2017)<BR><BR>

Impfung gegen 17 Uhr, anruf 18 Uhr, dass Hund geschwollenes Gesicht hat; Applikation von
Prednisolon s.c. in unserer Praxis 21 Uhr auch Erbrechen und Zittern, weiterhin zunehmende
Schwellung und Hautreaktion im Sinne einer Urtikaria. Applikation von Dexamethason i.v.;
Wiedervorstellung um 9 Uhr des Folgetages: keine Symptomatik mehr * Reason(s) for treatment:
Impfprophylaxe

Not Applicable

7.5 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(07/03/201707/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,als
Kombinationsimpfung <BR>ChB
SHPPi S.oben <BR>ChB L4 A060A0
<BR>chB Tw A306A02 (07/03/201707/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (07/03/201707/03/2017)<BR><BR>

0 07/03/2017 Not
Facial
Not
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Trembling,Vomiting,Urticar Known
><BR><BR><BR> ia
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0321

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

26/07/2016

24/03/2017

1

1

1 20/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Involuntary
No Data
defecation,Hypersalivation,Epilepti
c seizure,Foam in the mouth,Death
by euthanasia,Hind limb
ataxia,Apathy,Trembling

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0359

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Week(s)

23/03/2017

24/03/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0365

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

20/03/2017

27/03/2017

1

1

0 22/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Inappetence,Decreased activity,Gut No Data
R><BR><BR>Not sounds increased,Swollen lymph
Known
node,Thrombocytopenia,Apathy

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0421

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

07/04/2017

13/04/2017

4

4

0 07/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pain NOS,Fever,Not
R><BR><BR>Yes eating,Apathy,Tiredness

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0426

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

15/12/2016

21/05/2017

1

1

0 18/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pruritus,Scratching,Itching,Agitation No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes ,Hyperthermia,Fever,Allergy
NOS,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Restlessness

23/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

No Data

SAR received from NCA (PEI) via electronic importing: Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac
German
SHPPi and Nobivac T on 26 Jul 2016. 19 Aug 2016 first presented with epileptiform seizure. 20 Aug
Pinscher
2016: Since yesterday morning epilepsy-like seizures, foam in front of the mouth, salivation,
defecation, trembling at the entire body, then dragged the left hind limb a little bit behind, apathetic,
without reference to food intake new episode yesterday at the vet: injection of Diazepam 20 mg; in
the afternoon again two episodes-50mg Luminal in the evening again two seizures and at night one
seizure Therapy today in the morning, 9.30 am: 50 mg Luminal p.o., Clavaseptin 125 mg p.o.,
Prednisolone 5 mg p.o. -> afterwards at 11 am again same seizure after playing around, since the
inconspicuous. Clinical examination without abnormalities breed-specific vaccination reaction
(distemper) suspected Therapy: Amox./Clav. same dosage as vet prescribed 125 mg BID Prednisolone
1mg/kg - 10 mg SID 5 days, then reducing Omeprazol 10 mg SID Vit B p.o. Control of distemper and
parvovirus antibodies recommended The dog was euthanized in Sept 2016 due to persistent seizures,
no necropsy was performed. MAH comment: Start date of VeDDRA-Codes was changed from 20 Aug
to 19 Aug. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown] Hund wurde mit Nobivac L4, Nobivac SHPPi und Nobivac T
am 26.07.2016 geimpft. 19.08.2016 erstmalig mit epileptiformen Anfällen vorgestellt. 20.08.2016: Seit
gestern Morgen Epilepsie-ähnliche Anfälle gehabt, Schaum ums Maul, Speicheln, Kotabsatz, am ganzen
Körper gezittert, zieht dann li Hintergliedmaße etwas nach, abwesend, unabhängig von Futteraufnahme
gestern beim HTA erneute Episode: Diazepam 10mg gespritzt am Nachmittag ebenfalls zwei Episoden50mg Luminal am Abend trotzdem zwei erneute Anfälle, und in der Nacht ein Anfall Therapie heute
Morgen, 9:30h: 50mg Luminal p.o., Clavaseptin 125mg p.o., Prednisolon 5mg p.o. -> danach um 11h
wieder gleicher Anfall nach dem Spielen, seitdem unauffällig Klinische Untersuchung obB Verdacht auf
Rasse-spezifische Impfreaktion (Staupe) Therapie: Amox./Clav. Dosierung weiter wie von HTA 125mg
BID Prednisolon 1mg/kg - 10mg SID 5 Tage, danach ausschleichen Omeprazol 10mg SID Vit. B p.o.
Kontrolle des Staupe und Parvovirose Antikörpertiters empfohlen Hund wurde im September 2016
wegen anhaltender Anfälle euthanisiert, keine Sektion vorgenommen.

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
(26/07/201626/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(26/07/201626/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (26/07/201626/07/2016)<BR><BR>

Schwellungen im Gesicht ( Lefze, Augenbereich) behandlet von TA im ND mit Predni, darunter Rückgang Labrador
der Symptome * Reason(s) for treatment: am 23.2.2016 Impfung mit Nobivac SHPPiL4T - ohne NW
Retriever
Wiederholungsimpfung am 23.3.2016 mit Nobivac SHPPiL4T - A456C01+A056A02+A304B01

1.6 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(23/03/201723/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,Imp
<BR>SHPPi 09/2018 <BR>L4
05/2019 <BR>T 03/2020
(23/03/201723/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (23/03/201723/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Report of possible side effects after Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi vaccination in 5 year old healthy, 18 kg, Not Applicable
castrated female cross breed dog: No contact to unfamiliar dogs, no intake of poison or carcass
observed. Former vaccination without or only mild clinical signs. Clinical signs: moderate to markedly
decreased activitiy, lassitude, lying postion preferred, reduced or no food consumption. Lnn
mandibulares marginally thickened, gastro intestinal sound slightly increased in absence of feces
alterations. T: 38.5°C, mucosae no abnormality detected (NAD), capillary refill time NAD, heart/lung
auscultation NAD, abdominal palpation NAD. Mean platelet volume (MPV) low (below range), all other
hematology + clinical biochemistry values NAD/within ranges. * Reason(s) for treatment: Regular
Vaccination (Novibac L4 and Novibac Pi).
Suspected Adverse Reaction received from PEI via electronic importation: The vaccination itself was
Not Applicable
without complications, but the animal owner contacted the vet approx. 4 hours after vaccination. The
puppies were very tired since 2 hours, did not want to stand up and did not want to get touched
(painful at the entire body). No swelling was visible at the injection site. One puppy had a body
temperature of 39,4 °C, the other three puppies had a temperature of 39,1 °C. After administration of
Metacam the puppies were recuperating within three hours. After additional 4 hours they were eating
independently. MAH comment: VeDDRA Code "not eating" was added. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown] Impfung selbst verlief komplikationslos, jedoch meldete sich die Besitzerin ca. 4
Stunden nach erfolgter Impfung in der Praxis. Die Welpen wären seit 2 Stunden sehr müde, wollten
nicht aufstehen und ließen sich nicht anfassen (schmerzhaft am ganzen Körper). An der Injektionsstelle
war keine Schwellung zu erkennen. Ein Welpe hatte eine Körpertemperatur von 39,4, die anderen drei
Welpen lagen bei 39,1 Grad Celsius. Nach Gabe von Metacam erholten sich die Welpen innerhalb von 3
Stunden. Nach weiteren 4 Stunden nahmen sie wieder selbständig Nahrung auf. * Reason(s) for
treatment: Erstimmunisierung mit Nobivac SHPPi und L4 Impfstoff.

18 Nobivac L4 - 1,1,1
B - Possible
Years,10,Combined Vaccination of
Nobivac Pi (Batch A045A01, Exp
Date Aug-2018) and Nobivac L4 (see
above). (20/03/201720/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (20/03/201720/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Drei Tage nach der Impfung begann der unstillbare Juckreiz am ganzen Körper, hauptsächlich am Bauch, Not Applicable
Achsel und Gesicht Bereich. Verhaltensstörungen wie Unruhe und ständiges hin und her Laufen, Körper
war extrem warm/heiß. Hat sich am Bauch/Achseln Bereich komplett auf gekratzt. Zur Therapie gab es
Apoquel zur Linderung des Juckreizes. Durchgeführt wurde ein großes Blutbild mit allen Allergien und
Parasiten, Hautgeschabsel und eine Biopsie, dabei ist nichts Hilfreiches herraus gekommen. Ein
Bioenergetischer Impfbelastungstest durch eine Fellanalyse ergab dan einen Impfschaden. * Reason(s)
for treatment: Impfung. Durch einen Bioenergetischen Impfbelastungstest wurde ein Impfschaden
festgestellt. Dazu sind mehrere Allergien gekommen. Welpe war vor der Impfung gesund und hatte
keine Anzeichen. 3 Tage nach der Impfung unstillbaren Juckreiz, Verhaltensstörung und erhöhte
Temperatur (war am ganzen Körper heiß). Suspected Adverse Reaction received from PEI via electronic
importation: Three days after vaccination insatiable pruritus at the entire body started, especially at
the abdomen, axilla and facial area. Behavioural disorder like restlessness and permanent running back
and forth, the body was extremely warm/hot (increased temperature). It completely scratched open at
the abdomen/axille. Several allergies were observed. For therapy Apoquel was given against pruritus.
Full blood count with all allergies and parasites was performed, skin scraping and biopsy did not reveal
helpful results. A biogenetic vaccination stress test via fur analysis revealed vaccination damage.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good] ... SAR: A dog (Dogo Canario, male, 8 months old) was vaccinated with
Nobivac SHP and Nobivac L4 on 15 Dec 2016. On 24 May 2017 the owner reported: 3 days after
vaccination the dog showed itching, was restless, the body was very hot (body temperature was not
measured). All these symptoms are still ongoing since then. Intensive diagnostic was initiated (blood,
allergy test, biopsy, skin scrapings, fleas, mites). No cause was found. 3 vets told the owner, that there
is no association to vaccine, an alternative animal health practitioner told the owner, that these
symptoms are caused by the vaccination. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

27 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,Unknown 1 Animal
(15/12/201615/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (15/12/201615/12/2016)<BR><BR>

1 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(07/04/201707/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 2,1,1 ,10,Welpen
altersentsprechend entwickelt und
allgemeingesund, noch bei der
Mutter (07/04/201707/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0613

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

23/03/2017

14/06/2017

1

1

0 24/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Injection site pain
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Hund war an Injektionsstelle extrem empfindlich, ließ sich nicht hochheben und hat bei bestimmten
Bewegungen geschrien. Unerwünschte Wirkung wurde nicht behandelt Stellungnahme Intervet: SAR
received from PEI via electronic importation: Dog was very sensitive at injection site, did not want to
be lifted up and showed vocalization at certain movements. The adverse reaction was not treated.
MAH: it is not known which product/s was/were administered ad the affected injection site. VeDDRA
Code "Vocalisation" was added. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown] .

Not Applicable

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0615

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

04/05/2017

08/06/2017

1

1

0 04/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous
R><BR><BR>Yes, system depression in
<BR><BR><BR>< 'Neurological'),Hyperaesthesia
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Hund war über 4 Tage sehr müde und am ganzen Körper hyperästhisch, wurde von Tag zu Tag besser
und war am fünften Tag verschwunden. Unveränderte Futteraufnahme, kein Erbrechen o.ä.. *
Reason(s) for treatment: 1. Impfung SHPPI+L4+T am 04. Mai 2017

Maltese

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0631

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

07/06/2017

20/06/2017

1

1

0 07/06/2017 Not
Pruritus,Facial oedema,Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

15 bis 30 Minuten nach der Impfung kam es zum Vomitus; kurz darauf kam es zum Gesichtsoedem mit Pug
Juckreiz. Stellungnahme MAH: SAR received from PEI via electronic importation: 15 to 30 minutes after
vaccination with Nobivac SHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T vomitus occurred, short time later also facial
oedema and pruritus occurred. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP
10X1DS 122 Reason: Unknown Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620
Reason: Unknown] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-0640

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

01/06/2017

14/06/2017

1

1

01/06/2017 Not
Facial oedema,Vomiting,Swollen
Known,<BR><BR tongue
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Not
Known

In der Praxis noch obB, nach ca. 2 Stunden Gesichtsschwellung, langsam auch Zunge und Rachenraum
einbeziehend (Angabe durch Besitzer) + Erbrechen. Vorstellung in Klinik und Glukokorticoidbehandlung
brachte schnelle Abklingen (1ml Rapidexon + Cerenia 0,6ml) 1. Impfung am 24.04.17 mit Versican L4
war gut vertragen worden.

Not Applicable

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-1089

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

16/06/2017

02/08/2017

1

1

16/06/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Ear flap oedema,Reddening of the
R><BR><BR>Yes skin,Swelling around eye

Not
Known

Anschwellen der Augenumgebungen, Anschwellen und Rötung der Ohrmuscheln.

American
Staffordshire
Terrier

7.2 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(16/06/201716/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(16/06/2017-16/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-1209

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

27/07/2017

17/08/2017

1

1

0 27/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Crying,Pain NOS,Hyperaesthesia
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Hyperästhesie am ganzen Körper, Jaulen, Schreien, will nicht angefasst werden * Reason(s) for
treatment: reguläre Impfung SHPPi+L4+T

Not Applicable

2.2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(27/07/201727/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,1,1 Minutes,24,N/A
(27/07/2017-27/07/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-1261

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Month(s)

07/12/2016

30/08/2017

1

1

1 13/12/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-1344

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

21/07/2017

14/09/2017

1

1

21/07/2017 Not Known

Injection site swelling,Juvenile
Not
cellulitis (puppy
Known
strangles),Vocalisation,Anaemia
NOS,Non-regenerative
anaemia,Leucocytosis,Lymphopeni
a,Neutropenia,Neutrophilia,Lymph
adenitis,Abdominal
cramp,Vomiting,Swelling around
eye,Bone and joint disorder
NOS,Lameness,Convulsion,Tremblin
g,Bronchitis,Dyspnoea,Epistaxis,Snif
fing,Nasal discharge,Death by
euthanasia,Pain
NOS,Fever,Malformation
NOS,Respiratory
signs,Apathy,Swelling
NOS,Abnormal test result,Bacterial
skin infection NOS,Blistering (see
also Application site SOC),Skin
inflammation NOS,Stomach
cramp,Swollen eye,Swollen lymph
node,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Abnormal radiograph
finding,General illness,Enlarged
lymph nodes
(generalised),Tonsillitis,Injection
site pain
Allergic pruritus,Head shake behavioural disorder,Skin
inflammation NOS,Allergic skin
reaction,Skin ulcer,Loss of
condition,Panting

Not
Known

This imported case was received via electronic import from various reporters (NCA, animal owner).
Bichon Frise
Report of the animal owner: December 2016: second vaccination with Nobivac SHPPi and
leptospirosis. After 6 days, the dog showed severe inoculation effects: a swollen eye with prolaps of
the nictitating membrane, swollen lymph nodes, fever, swelling at vaccination site that pulled into the
front leg, so that the dog limped and partly ran on only three paws. Further 2 weeks later,again severe
lymph node swellings, fever, and anemia. A treatment marathon began with visits to veterinarians,
animal clinics and veterinary institutes of higher education in Hanover. For months the dog got various
antibiotics and cortisone. Again and again attempts were made to remove the antibiotics and slowly
reduce the cortisone to none, without success. The symptoms appeared again or more were added.
The dog had three anesthesia during that time, two of which were biopsies (including bone marrow
biopsies). Unfortunately, no clear diagnosis could be made except for a suspected autoimmune
disease. 14 Dec 17: Paleness of the nasal passages, cramping in the whole body, with swollen lymph
nodes, fever, injection site swelling above the shoulder, and Soleil limping on three legs. Treatment
with Metacam. 04 Jan 17: Small red spot on the abdomen, between the hind legs, suspicion of foreign
body. Treatment with black strain ointment and Arnica, start of second dentition. 06 Jan 17: Fever, red
spot has opened and healed well, lymph nodes slightly swollen. Injection and tooth globuli (Osanit). 09
Jan 17: Lymph nodes are thickly swollen. Treatment / injection. 11 Jan 17: Repeated extreme swelling
of the lymph nodes, left and right head and neck lymph nodes are no longer distinguishable (a plate
presses on the air tube), no more food intake. Complete blood analysis, no major abnormalities,
except anemia; 2 days in the hospital. Infusions and antibiotics (amoxiclav); X-ray and puncture, highly
inflammatory tissue, swelling goes back very slowly, further treatment with antibiotics and rimadyl. 16
Jan 17: Re-inpatient admission, second swelling in thevulva region (thick, red, firm, large); Blood
analysis, infusion, ultrasound further treatment with antibiotic, appointment for a biopsy since no clear
finding. 18 Jan and 19 Jan 17 Pain at the swelling (abscess) site, under antibiotics no improvement,
additional pain medication. 20 Jan 17: Biopsy under anesthesia, no bacterial indications, further
treatment with Amoxiclaw. 23 jan until 25 Jan 17: presentation to the veterinary surgeon; Fever, dry
mucous membranes - re-infusion and blood analysis, admission in animal clinic by exclusion procedure
a juvenile cellulitis is diagnosed. Result is not clear, since there are no pustules on the skin, eyes, ears
and nose.
Noan
skin
changes:Stelle
anemia;
Medication
with(geb.
prednisolone
27Schäfer-Mix)
Jan 17: Re-control
siehe
bereits
vorheriger
eingegeben:
Hund
01.04.15, is
m,started.
kastriert,
wurdeof
am Not Applicable
21.07.17 auf Leptospirose (MSD Nobivac L4) geimpft. Als mögliche NW wurde auf Nachfrage nur
eventuell auftretender Juckreiz an der Einstichstelle genannt. Ca. 1 Std. nach Impfung fing er an, immer
exzessiver den Kopf zu schütteln. Ich dachte an Parasiten, aber meine Untersuchung, v.a. der Ohren
ergab nichts. Aufgrund der vorherigen NW Info brachte ich es nicht mit der Impfung in Verbindung. Das
Kopfschütteln wurde schlimmer, am 23.07.17 bildeten sich Erhebungen zuerst im Bereich der Schnauze.
Ich musste an dem Tag familienbedingt verreisen und beim Gassigang bei Fahrtpause versuchte er
bereits, sich auf dem Asphalt bzw. an Gegenständen zu kratzen. Gleich am nächsten morgen suchte ich
einen TA auf. Mir wurde gesagt, es sei keine Impfreaktion. Ich rief beim Hersteller MSD an und dort
wurde ich informiert, dass dies eine seltene, aber bekannte Impfreaktion sei. Mittlerweile hatte der
Hund blutige Geschwüre auf dem gesamten Nasenrücken die sich zunehmend auf Augen, Ohren und auf
den Rumpf ausbreiteten. Auf den Geschwüren waren wiederum kleinere, blutige und nässende
Erhebungen. Sein Allgemeinzustand war geschwächt, er keuchte und vermied Bewegung. Es handelt
sich um einen jungen, sonst extrem agilen Hund. Ich rief wieder bei MSD an und fragte nach
eventuellen organischen Impfreaktionen. Das Gespräch wurde sofort beendet (darüber dürften sie mir
keine Auskunft geben). Am 26.07.17 fand ich endlich einen kompetenten TA. Dort wurde mir sofort
gesagt, dies sei eine bekannte und seltene Impfreaktion. Der Hund wurde sofort mit Cortison und
Antibiotika behandelt. Im Zeitraum von 1,5 Wochen heilten die Entzündungen ab. Bis heute ist seine
Leistungsfähigkeit nicht mehr wiederhergestellt. Leider habe ich den Hund noch nicht lange und hatte
vor Impfung kein Blutbild vorliegen. Per mail erhalten Sie wie gewünscht ein Bild der
Hautverändeurngen. Therapie ab dem 26.07.17: 2 x Duphamox LA 2 ml Dexamethason Inj.-Lösung 1 ml
Dermamycin Hautcreme 10 g Apoquel 16 mg für Hunde Amox 250 10 Tabletten * Reason(s) for
treatment: Impfung

1.83 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(23/03/201723/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(23/03/201723/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (23/03/201723/03/2017)<BR><BR>

2 Nobivac L4 - 1,1,1 ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(04/05/201704/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,1,1 ,24,N/A (04/05/201704/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,1,1 ,24,N/A (04/05/201704/05/2017)<BR><BR>
9.3 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(07/06/201707/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (07/06/201707/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (07/06/201707/06/2017)<BR><BR>

6.85 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(01/06/201701/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(01/06/2017-01/06/2017)<BR><BR>

3.8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible O1 (07/12/2016Inconclusive
07/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(07/12/2016-07/12/2016)<BR><BR>

bezogen auf die Lokalreaktion bezogen auf die
systemische Reaktion

20 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,Impfung in Nacken. Als einzige
mögliche NW wurde ein leichtes
Jucken an der Einstichstelle genannt.
(21/07/2017-21/07/2017)<BR><BR>

FU (Fotos) erwartet.

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-1348

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

11/09/2017

13/09/2017

1

1

11/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Allergic reaction,Vomiting,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-1350

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

11/09/2017

25/09/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-1391

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

15/09/2017

25/09/2017

1

1

16/09/2017 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-1415

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

21/09/2017

28/09/2017

1

1

21/09/2017 Not
Facial oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-1493

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

12/10/2017

13/10/2017

1

1

0 12/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pruritus,Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

zeitgleiche Impfung von Nobivac SHPPi und Noboivac L4 und Nobivac BbPi, Beginn des Juckreizes nasal Bernese
(nach 30 min.). Zunehmendes bilat. symmetrisches Ödem mit Ausbreitung von nasal bis periorbital
Mountain Dog
innerhalb von weiteren 60 min.. Nobivac L4 udn Nobivac SHPPI wurden an der Lende s.c. injiziert, dort
keine Anzeichen von Entzündung. Wegen starker Ausprägung der Symptome Gabe von PrednisolonSuspension (1 mg/kg KGW) 1,5 Stunden nach der Impfung tief i.m., nachlassendes Nasenjucken nach 1
Stunde, Abschwellung des Ödemes innerhalb von 15 Stunden. * Reason(s) for treatment: Impfungen zur
Prophylaxe

16 Nobivac BbPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
B - Possible
(12/10/201712/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (12/10/201712/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,Kombinationsimpfung
(12/10/2017-12/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-1576

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

11/10/2017

08/11/2017

1

1

0 11/10/2017 Not
Malaise,Apathy,Bloody
Known,<BR><BR diarrhoea,Vomiting
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

1.6 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A N - Unlikely
(11/10/201711/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(11/10/2017-11/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-1689

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

24/11/2017

01/12/2017

2

1

Am 11.10.2017 wurde der Hund im Rahmen der Grundimmunisierung nach allg. klin. Untersuchung und Maltese
einem unauffälligen Vorbericht (kein Durchfall, kein Erbrechen, laut Besitzer seit 1 Woche im Besitz,
von Züchter aus Polen, ohne EU Pass durch Halterin eingeführt, im polnischen Pass dokumentiert am
12.09.2017 Impfung mit Bio can Puppy , 875124A, 26.01.2018; Drontalgabe am 08.09.2017 dort
festgehalten) Mit Nobivac SHPPi +L4 geimpft. Laut Besitzerin fing auf dem Nachhauseweg (ca. 30
Minuten nach Injektion) Erbrechen an. Innerhalb der nächsten 1,5 Stunden zeigte der Hund
wiederholtes Erbrechen und schließlich blutigen Durchfall und Apathie. Der Hund wurde in der Uniklinik
vorgestellt und dort aufgrund des reduzierten Allgemienbefindens stationär augenommen mit Verdacht
auf Parvovirose. Therapeutische Maßnahme: Infusion, parenterale Ernährung, MCP, Pantoprazol,
Dimetican, Amox./Clav., Buscopan Diagnostik: Parvovirose (negativ), BocaVirus (negativ),
parasitolog.Kotuntersuchung: Crenosoma vulpis und Giardien. Unter symptomatischer Therapie
besserte sich der Hund innerhalb von ca. 36h. Nach Vorliegen der Ergebnisse wurde eine
entsprechende parasitologische Behandlung eingeleitet. (Fenbendazol Paste über 28 Tage) Aktuell
(26.10.17) geht es dem Hund wieder gut. SAR received from NCA via electronic importation: For basic
immunization one dog was vaccinated after basic clinical examination and inconspicuous preliminary
report (no diarrhoea, no vomiting, according to owner since 1 week in household, received from
breeder from Poland, imported without EU passport, in Polish passport documented vaccination on 12
Sept 2017 with Biocan Puppy, 875124A, 28 Jan 2018 and application of Drontal on 8 Sept 2017) on 11
Oct 2017 with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4. According to the animal owner the dog started vomiting
on the way back home (approx. 30 minutes after injection). Within the next 1,5 hours the dog showed
repeated vomiting and finally bloody diarrhoea and apathy. The dog was presented to the clinic of the
university and hospitalized due to reduced general condition with suspected parvovirosis. Therapeutic
actions: infusion, parenteral nutrition, MCP, Pantoprazol, Dimetican, Amox./Clav., Buscopan.
Diagnostics: parvovirosis (negative), Bocavirus (negative), parasitological examination of faeces:
Crenosoma vulpis and Giardia. Under symptomatic treatment the dog improved within approx. 36
hours. After receiving results appropriate parasitological treatment was started (Fenbendazole Paste
for 28 days). At the present time (26 Oct 2017) the dog was doing fine. MAH comment: VeDDRA Code
"malaise" was added due to reduced general condition. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC
122 Reason:
Vaccination
Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
Augenlider
oben und SHPPI
unten 10X1DS
ödematisiert,
zu Anfang
Juckreiz, Lippen
auch
ödematös. Bis auf Wangen
Not Applicable
zum Abend (6h) alles abgeschwollen. Ohne Medikamentöse Therapie.

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-1690

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

13/11/2017

04/01/2018

1

1

Reason for treatment: Prophylaxis (vaccination) and unknown reason (Apoquel) This case was received Crossbred
from the NCA on 08 Dec 2017 via electronic import: Dog had diarrhoea General condition reduced,
was sleeping a lot no treatment (Dog often has gastrointestinal problems) MAH comment: Versiguard
Rabies (batch number 036123A01) and Apoquel were added as concomitant suspect products, since
they were included in the case information. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHP 10X1DS 122 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: Brand: Versiguard Rabies Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: Brand: Apoquel Reason: Unknown] [State of health: Unknown] Hund hatte
Durchfall Allg. Bef. vermindert, hat viel geschlafen keine Behandlung (Hund hat häufiger Magen-DarmProbleme) * Reason(s) for treatment: Prophylaxe

13 Nobivac L4 (PEI) - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (13/11/201713/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP
(PEI) - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,zusätzlich
Versiguard Rabies 036123A01
bekommen <BR>ist unter Apoquel
(13/11/201713/11/2017)<BR><BR>Versiguard
Rabies (PEI) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Not applicable
Unknown (13/11/201713/11/2017)<BR><BR>unknown
APOQUEL - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown (01/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

0 11/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Wheal,Urticaria,Pruritus,Swollen lip No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, (see also 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Head tremor,Convulsion

24/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Eyelid oedema,Facial oedema,Lip
R><BR><BR>Not oedema (see also 'Skin')
Known

0 13/11/2017 Not
Diarrhoea,Loss of
Known,<BR><BR condition,Tiredness
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

No Data

Not
Known

No Data

Not
Known

binnen 30 min nach inj. erst mehrfaches Erbrechen, dann Anschwellen des kompletten
Gesichtsbereiches, Allergische reaktion, * Reason(s) for treatment: Jahresimpfung SHPPi + L4

Pug

8.1 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(11/09/201711/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,1,1 Years,24,Jahresimpfung
Nobivac shppi + nobivac L4
(11/09/2017-11/09/2017)<BR><BR>

ca. 2 Stunden nach der Impfung Quaddelbildung der Haut sowie Schwellung der Lippen mit Juckreiz. 2. French Bulldog
Impfung * Reason(s) for treatment: SAR received from PEI via electronic importation: approx. 2 hours
after vaccination urticaria of the skin and swelling of the lips with pruritus. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

5.3 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,2.
B - Possible
Impfung, zusammen mit Nobivac
SHPPi (siehe Arzneitmittel #2)
(11/09/201711/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,2.
Impfung, zusammen mit Nobivac L4
(siehe Arzneimittel #3) (11/09/201711/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1. TollwutImpfung (11/09/201711/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Das Tier wurde tags zuvor geimpft. Ca. 20 Stunden später plötzlich auftretender Kopftremor aus der
Ruhe heraus. Der Tremoranfall bestand ca. 20 sec. darauf erfolgte eine ca. gleichlange Pause und ein
weiterer Anfall folgte dem 1. Weitere Anfälle + Pausen mit Verstärkung folgten. In der Tiernotklinik
wurde Meloxicam s.c. verabreicht. Seither weitere Anfälle aus der Ruhephase heraus.
Futteraufnahme/Kotabsatz/Allg.bef./Betrachtung der
Gehörgänge/Pupillarreflex/Bewegungsablauf/Körpertemperatur obB Der Hund stammt aus Spanien,
wurde mit Nobivac grundimmunisiert und hatte 1 Monat zuvor eine Entwurmung.
30 Minuten post Applikation ödematöse Schwellung Kopf. Behandlung: Dexamethason s.c. Symptome
nach ca. 45 Minuten komplett verschwunden. Geb.: 24.06.2017

5.8 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O (15/09/2017-15/09/2017)<BR><BR> Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Not Applicable

Chihuahua

1.94 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(21/09/201721/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(21/09/2017-21/09/2017)<BR><BR>

2.6 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(24/11/201724/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(24/11/2017-24/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-1714

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

03/10/2017

13/12/2017

1

1

03/10/2017 Yes

Inappetence,Reluctant to
move,Apathy,Stiffness
NOS,Shivering

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-1749

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

14/12/2017

18/12/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-1758

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

06/12/2017

15/12/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2017-1799

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

06/12/2017

21/12/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2018-0073

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

22/01/2018

25/01/2018

1

1

22/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2018-0077

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 15/12/2017

25/01/2018

2

2

17/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Conjunctivitis
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2018-0137

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

29/01/2018

12/02/2018

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-DEPEIVP-2018-0163

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

21/12/2017

27/02/2018

1

1

0 14/12/2017 Not
Urticaria,Swelling NOS
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

06/12/2017 Not
Facial oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

0 06/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Angioedema,Urticaria
R><BR><BR>Yes

0 31/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Reddening of the
skin,Pruritus,Eyelid oedema,Facial
oedema

Reluctant to move,Neurological
symptoms NOS,Muscle weakness
NOS,Abnormal test
result,Meningitis,Unable to
stand,Inappetence,Weakness,Gait
abnormality,Fever,Vaginal
discharge,Bronchial rale,Apathy

22/12/2017 Not
Head tremor
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

No Data

This case was received from the NCA on 13 Dec 2017 via electronic import: Approx 1-2 hours after the Not Applicable
application the dog showed a high-grade apathy, trembling / the shivers and could hardly walk, stood
up very stiff. Additionally, he showed high-grade inappetence. On the next day all was inconspicuous.
Previous and following vaccinations were tolerated without problems. Nobivac L4 vaccine was applied
without any further vaccines MAH comment: VedDRA Code "stiffness" was added. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown] Der Hund zeigte ab ca. 1-2 Stunden nach der Applikation eine
hgr. Apathie, Zittern/"Schüttelfrost" und konnte kaum noch gehen, stand sehr steif auf. Des Weiteren
zeigte er eine hgr. Inappetenz. Am nächsten Tag war alles unauffällig. Bisherige und folgende
Impfungen wurden ohne Probleme vertragen. Der Nobivac L4-Impfstoff wurde ohne weitere
Impfstoffe appliziert. * Reason(s) for treatment: zur Prophylaxe

Not
Known

Der Hund wurde zwei Stunden nach der Impfung erneut in der Praxis vorgestellt. Im gesamten
Kopfbereich, am Hals, in Achseln und Inguinalbereich zeigte der Hund hochgradige Urticaria. An den
Injektionsstellen selbst war keine Reaktion zu erkennen. Der Hund bekam 0,2 ml Prednisolon (10
mg/ml), die Urticaria wurden gekühlt. Nach rund 30 Minuten hatten die Schwellungen deutlich
abgenommen, waren aber noch vorhanden. Der Hund wurde unter Aufsicht nach Hause gegeben und
um Wiedervorstellung gebeten falls die Urticaria noch einmal schlechter werden sollten. * Reason(s)
for treatment: Jährliche Impfung, bis dato aber Impfstoffe von Merial, Virbac und bioveta (Ungarn)
erhalten. Erste Impfung mit Nobivac.

Chihuahua

Not
Known

3/4 h nach Impfung bemerkte die Besitzerin eine zunehmende Schwellung des Kopfes (Lefzen, Augen) ,
Temp. 38,7 1 1/4h nach Impfung Behandlung in der Praxis mit 1,0 ml Fenistilinj. und 1,0 ml
Prednisoloonacetet Ca. 6h danach fast wieder normaler Kopf.

Small
Munsterlander

No Data

nach der Impfung wieder erbrochen diesmal ist sie nicht zusammengebrochen viel später kam wieder Pug
ein Angiödem und Urtikaria keine Behandlung (hatte L4 schon mehrfach bekommen - keine reaktionen,
SHP schon einmal - keine Reaktion) * Reason(s) for treatment: Impfung

No Data

Schwellungen und Rötungen der Augenlider, Juckreiz, diffuse Schwellungen im Gesicht; Impfstelle ohne Maltese
Reaktion Therapie: Medrate 10mg/kg i.v. Histaderm 1 mg/kg p.o. für 2 Tage * Reason(s) for treatment:
Prophylaxe SAR: Case was received by NCA (PEI): Swellings and reddening of the eye lids, itching,
diffuse facial swelling, no reaction on injection site. Therapy with Medrate 10mg/kg i.v, Histaderm
1mg/kg p.o. for 2 days. MAH comment: Veddra-code "reddening of the skin" added. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health:
Unknown]
Besitzerin berichtete bei dem Wiederholungstermin für die Impfauffrischung von ihren beiden Hunden, Labrador
die beide ca. 7 Tage nach der Impfung eine beidseitige eitrige Bindehautentzündung entwickelten. Die Retriever
Veränderungen heilten ohne Therapie wieder aus. Beide Hunde sind Atopiker.

No Data

No Data

Not
Known

SAR received from NCA via electronic importation: 2 days after immunization, firstly recurrent fever, in Weimaraner
the following time worsening of general condition, neurological symptoms, on 2nd February 2018
unable to stand and walk, significant muscle weakness despite mostly undisturbed motor skills, no
failure of cranial nerves, peripheral reflexes present. MRT/liquor puncture: suspected meningitis
encephalitis versus congenital hypomyelinisation, liquor (fluid) alright, screening for auto-immune
bodies negative. Results of MRT-screening do not allow a clear differentiation between a (possible
immune-mediated) meningitis/encephalitis and a congenital hypomyelinisation. The acute occurrence
however makes a congenital problem unlikely. Furthermore, a process with peripheral components is
possible (e.g. polyradiculoneuritis), as the dog clearly showed signs of muscle weakness, however the
temporary one-sided threatening reflex is contradictory to this. Preliminarily, a muscle-nerve-biopsy
was not performed due to its minor influence on further therapy. The dog was dismissed from the
clinic on 4th of February, at this time fever-free without Novalgin and in very good general condition.
The neurological status still showed muscular weakness in combination with good spontaneous
movements with a slight tendency to improvement. She was shortly able to stand with support,
crawling movements were possible. On 5th of February the ability to stand was good, however still
with unsecure gait/swaying, minor atactic gait. The owners report daily improvements of symptoms
under therapy. Current therapy: Omeprazole 10mg twice daily 1 capsule, Amoxiclav 200/50mg twice
daily ¿ tablet, prednisolone 5mg twice daily 1.5 tablets, TSO (Trimethoprim, Sulfadiazine) 20mg twice
daily 1 tablet. FU MAH additional information received on 12th February 2018: On 29 Jan 2018 a 12week old dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac L4 simultaneously and Nobivac T
concurrently. Two days later, on 31 Jan, the dog was presented to the vet again due to weakness,
apathy, inappetence and fever (39.8°C). During examination, the vet also noticed mild bronchial
respiratory sounds and mild vaginal discharge (suspected vaginitis of young dogs). An infection was
suspected. The dog was treated with Duphamox (Amoxicillin), Novalgin, and Metacam. Body
temperature at first improved, but in the night the dog again showed fever of 40°C, therefore it was
presented to an emergency vet. There again Novalgin was given. During a control visit at the reporting
vet the next day the dog showed strong purulent vaginal discharge and weakness. Sonography of the
abdomen revealed no abnormal findings concerning uterus, bladder or kidneys. The dog was sent to a
vet clinic
further
clarification
and was
housed there
from 1st to 4th
of periodischen
February. Treatment
with
Nach
der for
2ten
Impfung
mit 12 Wochen
beobachten
die Tierbesitzer
einen
Kopftremor.
Labrador
Täglich bis alle paar Tage, in Ruhe, der durch Ablenkung zu unterbrechen ist. Die Häufigkeit des
Retriever
Auftretens geht mit Abstand zur Impfung stehts zurück und ist 6 Wochen nach der Impfung nur etwa im
1-2 wöchentlichen Abstand aufgetreten. Keine weiteren neurologischen Auffälligkeiten. Der Hund war
vor der Impfung 3 Wochen im Besitz der Tierhalter. Stellungnahme MAH: case received form NCA PEI.
SAR: A dog, 12 weeks old, was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac L4 on 21 12 2017. After
that vaccination the pet owners observed a periodic head tremor, which occurred with a frequency
inbetween "daily" until "every few days", when the dog is at rest, this tremor can be interrupted by
distraction. The frequency of occurrence is decreasing since the vaccination and occurred only about
once or twice per week 6 weeks after vaccination (ongoing when reported in Mar 2018). No further
neurological abnormalities. Case closed. NOTE: significant changes (serious case) [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

18 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
A - Probable
(03/10/2017-03/10/2017)<BR><BR>

2 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(14/12/201714/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,1,1 Years,N/A,s.c.
Injektion L4 linkes Abdomen und
SHPPi + T rechtes Abdomen
<BR>verw. bis 06/18 L4, 04/21 T
(14/12/201714/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/12/201714/12/2017)<BR><BR>
7.4 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(06/12/201706/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(06/12/2017-06/12/2017)<BR><BR>
8.5 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(06/12/201706/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac SP 1,1,1 ,N/A,N/A (06/12/201706/12/2017)<BR><BR>
4.8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (22/01/201822/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(22/01/201822/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (22/01/201822/01/2018)<BR><BR>
40 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A N - Unlikely
(15/12/201715/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(15/12/201715/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/12/201715/12/2017)<BR><BR>
8.4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(29/01/201829/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,1,1
Months,24,Grundimmunisierung
shppil4t (29/01/201829/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (29/01/201829/01/2018)<BR><BR>

8.6 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
(21/12/201721/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(21/12/2017-21/12/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-FRMERIAL-13DE000433

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

05/11/2013

04/12/2013

1

1

05/11/2013 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Inappropriate
defecation,Inappropriate
urination,Unable to stand,Loss of
consciousness,Reduced
responses,Anaphylactoid
reaction,Tiredness,Unable to
rise,Circulatory disorder NOS

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-FRMERIAL-14DE000391

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

13/08/2014

01/10/2014

1

1

0 26/08/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anaemia
Not
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Leucocyto Known
sis,Profuse bleeding,Tarry or black
stool (see also haemorrhagic
diarrhoea),Reduced
responses,Lateral
recumbency,Abnormal test
result,Pancreatitis,Blood in
urine,Ecchymosis,Petechiae NOS

SAR: A dog was vaccinated on 13 Aug 2014: Nobivac SHPPI, Nobivac L4 , another vaccine against
English Cocker
Borelliosis (unknown MAH). On 26 Aug 2014 the animal was presented to vet with thrombocytopenia Spaniel
(value=0), bleeding everywhere (i.e. alveolus/tooth socket), petechiae. Laboratory test: Ehrlichia and
Anaplasmosis negative. On 29 Aug 2014 animal was hospitalized in clinic. Improvement of signs.
Follow-up outstanding. FU 22 Sep 2014: The clinic vet confirmed that the dog had been presented on
29 Aug with the following symptoms: lateral recumbency, barely responsive, multiple ecchymosis and
petechiae, black stools, bloody urine. The owners had reported that the dog was operated the day
before by the attending vet (removal of a wart and a tooth) and that the bleeding had lasted long
afterwards. Bloods had been taken and thrombocytopenia noticed by the attending vet before
anaesthesia and the operation. Lab tests in the clinic showed anemia (hematocrit: 13 (44)),
thrombocytopenia 0 (>150). Babesia, Anaplasmosis and Coombs-test were negative, anti-thrombocyte
antibodies were tested positive. The diagnosis immune mediated thrombocytopenia was made.
Possible causes: idiopathic or vaccination mediated. The dog was treated with transfusion of
thrombocyte enriched plasma (in total 4 times), prednisolone, doxycycline, mycophenolat
(immunosupressive drug), omeprazol. Within 3 days of treatment steady improvement of the values.
On 08 Sep thrombocytes were back to normal 428 and hematocrit at 28.8. The dog was released home
on 09 Sept in a good general condition, was fit and eating well. The dog was further treated with
prednisolone and mycophenolat. On control visits on 11 and 19 Sep at the clinic the dog was doing
fine, was eating and drinking and no obvious bleedings were noticed, feces had normal color. However,
inflammatory blood cells were increased (leucocytes 74 000 and 8% young unsegmented neutrophils
on 11 Sep) and a pancreatitis was diagnosed on 19 Sep. According to the clinic vet these signs were
probably a secondary reaction to the cortisone treatment, therefore cortisone medication was
stopped. On 19 Sep thrombocytes were stable at 334, hematocrit was still a bit low, but almost back
to normal 32 and leucocytes had decreased to 23 000. Complete recovery is soon expected. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: Borrelia afzelii, inaktiviert; Borrelia burgdorferi sensu stricto, inaktiviert; Brand:
Merilym 3 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2013-DE-00850

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

16/08/2013

16/09/2013

1

1

0 18/08/2013 Yes

Non-regenerative
No Data
anaemia,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Inapp
etence,Apathy,Injection site
swelling,Anaemia NOS

A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 16 Aug 2013. 2 days later the owner noticed a local swelling Yorkshire
at the injection site, which had disappeared after 2 days. 5 days after vaccination, the dog showed
Terrier
reduced feed intake and was apathic. On 22 Aug 2013, the dog showed diarrhoea and vomiting (once).
The dog came to the practice on 25 Aug 2013 with a haematocrit value of 13, i.e. anaemia. The dog
was treated with amoxicillin. The general condition improved thereafter, however on 26 Aug 2013 the
haematocrit was at 12. Therefore the dog is additionally treated with doxycycline. Auto-agglutinationtest was performed in the practice and was negative. The dog has no icterus. The owners refuse a
blood-transfusion. Attending vet's causality assessment: unclassifiable. Note: the dog had been
vaccinated every year with L2 without showing any adverse reactions. Start / Duration of symptoms:
ca. 18 Aug 2013 / ongoing. Follow-up info is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis]
[State of health: Good] FU 16 Sept 2013: The dog was treated in the university clinic and received
blood transfusions due to an non-regenerative anaemia. No more information available.

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2013-DE-00957

Germany

Human

Human

43 Year(s)

19/09/2013

20/09/2013

1

1

0 19/09/2013 Not Known

Injection site bleeding,Injection site Not
pain,Hyperaesthesia
Known

Human symptomatic exposure: Initial information on 20 Sep 2013: A vet wanted to vaccinate a dog on Human
19 Sep 2013 with Nobivac L4. The dog strongly struggled against that. After the vaccination, the vet
noted that her finger was bleeding. On the next day, the finger looked normally, however the first two
finger-joints were pressure-sensitive. So far, no treatment has been applied yet and the woman hasn?t
gone to a physician yet. Start / Duration of symptoms: 19 Sep 2013 / ongoing. The case was also
reported to us by the poison information center as follows (confirmed duplicate): A layman called the
poison information center on 20 Sep 2013 at 08:30 a.m. because an adult woman had pricked herself
with a syringe of Nobivac L4 into the finger (1 prick / skin / assured intake) 1 day before in the house
(occupational exposure) and acutely showed pain in the finger. Diagnostic/therapy made before the
call to the center: none/none. Diagnostic/therapy recommended by the center: examination by a
physician, monitoring / none. The symptoms were classified as slight. Recommended procedure:
ambulatory treatment. The outcome is unknown. Follow-up from 26 Sep 2013: The vet took an oral
antibiotic. On the second day, the finger was okay again, since then there are no problems anymore
(recovered on 22 Sep 2013). No more information expected; case will be closed. Note: the additional
information provided by the poison information center was added to the data received directly from
the vet and coded in the case accordingly. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Accidental Exposure]
[State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2013-DE-01035

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 - 10
Year(s)

05/09/2013

10/10/2013

2

2

0 06/09/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Sneezing,Mucus in
R><BR><BR>Yes trachea,Cough,Breathing difficulty

No Data

A 12 weeks old female, 15 kg Old English Mastiff was vaccinated with PUREVAX RABIES (accidentally) Mastiff
into right flank and Nobivac SHPPI and L4 into left flank on 05.11.2013. About one hour later the puppy
displayed an anaphylactopid reaction with inappropriate urination and defecation, loss of
conciousness and recumbency. The owner treated her with Thuja every 30 minutes and symptoms
resolved after about 12 hours. The puppy was still very sleepy the next two days and then completely
recovered. FU: SAR: On 5 Nov 2013 one dog (breed Old English Mastiff) was vaccinated simultaneously
with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 at the left side and concurrently with Purevax Rabies at the right
side (inadvertently). Approx. 1 hour after vaccination the dog showed severe circulatory problems with
loss of the ability to walk or stand. Furthermore the dog was defecating and urinating uncontrolled.
According to the owner the animal did hardly respond. The first 12 hours of the reaction the dog
received homeopathic treatment (Thuja) and the symptoms decreased successively. No further
treatment was needed. For 2 more days the dog was a little bit more tired than before. No local
reactions were visible. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
PUREVAX RABIES Brand: PUREVAX RABIES Reason: Routine vaccination Generic: Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI + L4 Reason: Routine vaccination] [State of health: Unknown] Intervet Bewertung mit Follow
up von Merial gekommen. Intervet Nr.: -NLINTVINT-2013-DE-01197

Suspected adverse reaction: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac BbPi and Nobivac L4 on 5 Sep 2013.
The day after vaccination the 2,5 year-old dog showed sneezing and slimy gasping. As the dog had
shown this already quite often before, this wasn?t paid much attention to. The symptomatology
worsened. Sometimes, the dog could only breathe difficultly during the promenade. On 13 Sep 2013,
the other dog in the household (10 years old) which was not vaccinated, showed the same symptoms
except breathing difficulty. In the night from 13 to 14 Sep 2013, the younger dog strongly coughed,
therefore both dogs were presented in the clinic on 14 Sep 2013. Antibiotic and expectorant was
injected and an oral antibiotic was handed out for administration for 5 days. Within these 5 days, the
dogs recovered around 20 Sep 2013. Additional info: both dogs had never received these vaccines
before. The young dog was vaccinated correctly by the vet with both vaccines; the older dog was not
vaccinated, but there is the suspicion of secondary exposure to Nobivac BbPi through the vaccinated
dog. The vet sees no relation with Nobivac BbPi, the owner sees a probable relation. Nobivac L4 is
considered by the vet and owner as concomitant vaccine without relevance for the event. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC
BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 122 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis (young dog) / secondary exposure (older
dog) Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Good]

Continental
Toy Spaniel Papillon (with
erect ears)

15 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(05/11/201305/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(05/11/201305/11/2013)<BR><BR>Purevax
Rabies - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(05/11/2013-05/11/2013)<BR><BR>

12.6 Merilym 3 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage O form (13/08/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 ble
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/08/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHPPi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form
(13/08/2014-13/08/2014)<BR><BR>

2.8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (16/08/201316/08/2013)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - ,,,,<BR><BR>

2.5 Nobivac BbPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1x1dose(young dog)->
narrative (05/09/201305/09/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(05/09/2013-05/09/2013)<BR><BR>

A - Probable

No assessment
performed

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2013-DE-01107

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

28/10/2013

30/10/2013

1

1

0 29/10/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Ataxia,Weakness,General Other
R><BR><BR>No illness

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2013-DE-01110

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

10/10/2013

31/10/2013

10

10

0 13/10/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Weakness,Bloo Other
R><BR><BR>No d in faeces

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2013-DE-01158

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2013

02/12/2013

5

5

0 01/01/2013 Not
Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Allergic reaction
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2013-DE-01192

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

21/11/2013

22/11/2013

1

1

0 21/11/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2013-DE-01203

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

25/11/2013

26/11/2013

1

1

0 25/11/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Pustules,Pruritus,Face Other
R><BR><BR>No and neck swelling (see also 'Skin')

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2013-DE-01244

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

23/09/2013

09/12/2013

1

1

0 23/09/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2013-DE-01262

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

09/12/2013

10/12/2013

1

1

0 09/12/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Apathy,Stiff gait
R><BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2013-DE-01291

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

27/11/2013

18/12/2013

8

1

0 07/11/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Thrombocytopenia,Epistaxis,Abnor Other
R><BR><BR>No mal test result,Fatigue,General
illness

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-AT-00140

Austria

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

24/09/2014

29/09/2014

1

1

0 26/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Emesis,Tremor
R><BR><BR>Yes

Suspected adverse reaction: On 28 Oct 2013, a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac SHPPi
at the same time (unclear if as mixed syringe or at different injection sites). On 29 Oct 2013, the dog
was presented to the vet, because it showed a very poor general condition. The dog vomited, was
floppy and could hardly stand on its legs. The temperature was normal. X-ray picture and ultrasound
showed no abnormalities, therefore gastritis was suspected. Symptomatic therapy was started and the
dog showed immediate improvement. Start / Duration of symptoms: 24 hours after vaccination /
ongoing. Follow-up information is expected. Follow-up from 6 Nov 2013: The dog was treated
symptomatically with antibiotics and gastric protection. Approximately on 2 Nov 2013, it had
completely recovered again. The vet suspects a gastro-intestinal-infection (vet's causality assessment
for both vaccines: unlikely). No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: On 10 Oct 2013, 10 puppies were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and
Nobivac L4 at the same time (it is unclear if in a mixed syringe or at different application sites). 3 days
after the vaccination, 2 animals showed diarrhoea, vomiting and floppiness. After 2 further days, 2
further animals showed the same symptomatology. This continued in the way that all puppies once
showed diarrhoea and vomiting and were floppy. One animal was especially severely concerned and
had blood in the faeces. The faeces examination of 2 animals at the vet revealed a very strong
coccidiosis. The owner refused a blood examination of the faeces or other tests. The vet suspects an
introduction of the coccidiae through the mother animal, because the mother animal came into the
livestock only for this litter and the hygienic conditions of the initial origin are unknown. One puppy still
shows slight symptoms, but soon recovery is expected. The 9 other animals were ok again
approximately on 31 Oct 2013. Start/Duration of symptoms: 3 days after vaccination / approximately
2 weeks. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: 5 dogs had been vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Approximately 1-2 hrs post vaccination the dogs
showed allergic reaction, described as: "thick head and thick muzzle". No further information about
seriousness available at the moment. Follow up will be forwarded as soon as possible. Follow up from
25 Nov 2013: Dog breeds: 1x Jack Russel Terrier, 1x Labrador, 3x mixed breed. No further patient
details available. All dogs recovered one day post SAR. All dogs treated in calendar weeks 44-46.
Additional to the above mentioned Nobivac L4 the dogs received concomitant or concurrent (unclear)
Nobivac SHP and Nobivac T. The dogs had been vaccinated before with Nobivac SHP + Nobivac T,
without SAR. The dogs received Nobivac L4 the first time. The reaction was treated with Prednisolon
on the same day. Unknown if dogs will be revaccinated with Nobivac L4 after 2-3 weeks. No further
information on clinical signs forwarded. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR: On 21 Nov 2013 one puppy was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
and concurrently with Nobivac T at the other side of the abdomen. At home the dog showed acute
vomiting and watery diarrhoea. The dog was not represented to the vet and the reaction improved
spontaneously without treatment. As the animal owner did not contact the vet on 25 Nov as
previously arranged, the vet assumed that the dog completely recovered. The dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 four weeks before without any reactions. No more information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 25 Nov 2013 a Chihuahua was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4.
Two hours after vaccination the dog was brought to a clinic because of a swollen face and neck and
pustules on the entire body. According to the owner the dog also showed restlessness and massive
pruritus at home, but in the clinic this was not observed. No respiratory restrictions were seen. The dog
was treated with antihistaminic i.v., infusions and prednisolone (1mg/kg). After 1,5 hours the dog was
sent home. The next day the family veterinarian called the owner and was informed that the dog
recovered. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Irish Terrier

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (28/10/201328/10/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(28/10/2013-28/10/2013)<BR><BR>

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Once (10/10/201310/10/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(10/10/2013-10/10/2013)<BR><BR>

Not Applicable Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,Unknown Unknown
(01/01/201301/01/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/01/201301/01/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/01/2013N/A)<BR><BR>

Labrador
Retriever

10 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (21/11/201321/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (21/11/201321/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(21/11/2013-21/11/2013)<BR><BR>

Chihuahua

3.2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (25/11/201325/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (25/11/201325/11/2013)<BR><BR>

Other

Suspected adverse reaction: A dog was vaccinated on 23 Sep 2013 with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac SHPPi Chihuahua
in a mixed-syringe (extra-label use). Approximately 3-4 hours after the vaccination, it showed a strong
facial oedema without respiratory symptoms. Treatment with low-dosed cortison and antihistaminic
was performed. The owner didn't contact the vet anymore, therefore probably quick improvement
occurred. On 9 Oct 2013, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac T and in the end of
October with Nobivac L4. At both vaccinations, the dog showed no reactions at all. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

2.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (23/09/201323/09/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(23/09/2013-23/09/2013)<BR><BR>

Other

SAR: A border terrier was vaccinated in the morning with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi on 9 Dec 2013
Border Terrier
12.95
(extra label use, concurrent use). In the evening the dog was apathic and showed stiff gait. Treatment
with low dose Hexadreson, dog soon showed improvement. Dog nearly recovered (not 100 % but
much more active) on 10 Dec. On 11 Dec the dog was fine again. No more information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
540 Reason: Vacciantion Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: Eight puppies were vaccinated on 27 Nov 13 concurrently with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4. 10 Golden
Not
days after vaccination one puppy was severely ill. It showed severe fatigue and severe epistaxis. The
Retriever
Known
dog was brought into a clinic and showed a thrombocytes value of 7000 (reference range 150 000-500
000). The coagulation was not disturbed. The hematocrit was slightly decreased, but the vet assumed a
lower hematocrit because it was a puppy. Lung worm and faeces examination was negative.
Anaplasmosis titer showed borderline results. Antithrombocytic antibodies were detected. The dog
was treated with antibiotics (Doxycycline) and gastric protection (H2-blocker). No cortisone was
administered as the dog already started to regenerate by itself. The dog was in the clinic stationary for
5 days and was sent home in a good general health condition and a thrombocyte value of 97 000. No
more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

No Data

Suspect adverse event Dog was vaccinated on September 24, 2014. 2 days later the dog showed severe Other
tremor but responsive. Later the dog vomited twice. Treatment with infusion, antibiotics and cortison. Canine/dog
The dog was kept in the clinic for one night. No improvement with antibiotics and cortison.
Improvement after infusion with Ringer /glucose. Treatment with valium during the night. On the next
day the status of the dog was better. On September 29 the dog had completetly recovered. No more
information. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (09/12/201309/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(09/12/2013-09/12/2013)<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once 1 Animal (27/11/2013Unclassifiable/unassessa
27/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (27/11/201327/11/2013)<BR><BR>

1.5 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once Unclassifiable/unassessa
(24/09/2014ble
24/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi Lyophilisat und Lösungsmittel
zur Herstellung einer
Injektionssuspension für Hunde 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(24/09/2014-24/09/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00017

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

19/10/2013

07/01/2014

1

1

1 27/11/2013 Yes

Elevated BUN,Haemolytic
No Data
anaemia,Thrombocytopenia,Leuco
cytosis,Neurological signs
NOS,Cerebral vascular
accident,Convulsion,Death by
euthanasia,Weakness,Mucosa
petechiae,Abnormal test
result,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Haematuria

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00034

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

20/12/2013

13/01/2014

1

1

0 20/12/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Injection site
R><BR><BR>No oedema,Dyspnoea,Facial oedema

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00044

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

09/01/2014

13/01/2014

1

1

0 09/01/2014 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00059

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

13/01/2014

20/01/2014

1

1

0 13/01/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema,Swelling NOS,Local
R><BR><BR>No, swelling (not application site)
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00069

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

22/11/2013

20/03/2014

1

1

0 26/11/2013 Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00074

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

20/01/2014

21/01/2014

3

1

0 20/01/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Respiratory signs,Facial swelling
R><BR><BR>No (see also 'Skin'),Facial oedema

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00088

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

23/01/2014

24/01/2014

1

1

0 23/01/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00162

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

23/01/2014

17/02/2014

1

1

0 24/01/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Angioedema,Facial swelling (see
R><BR><BR>No, also 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00166

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

12/02/2014

10/03/2014

1

1

0 12/02/2014 Not Known

Not
Known

Other

Restlessness,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Pu No Data
stules,Rash,Reddening of the
skin,Pruritus,Depression,Localised
itching

Bloody diarrhoea,Blood in
vomit,Inappetence,Abnormal test
result

Bloody diarrhoea

SAR: On 19 Oct 2013 one dog (Poodle/Dachshund-Mix) was booster vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 27 Crossbred
Nov the dog was presented to the vet because it was very weak and showed hematuria. The blood
analysis showed a severe anaemia with hemolysis. The dog was tested negative for travel-related
diseases (e.g. Babesia, Anaplasma,Ehrlichia, Leishmania), the leukocytes and urea was increased and
Coombs-test was positive. Despite of blood transfusion and high-dosed cortisone the hematocrit level
decreased again shortly after. So the dog was sent to the university for further treatment. There the
dog received two more blood transfusions, but both times the hematocrit decreased rapidly the next
day. Via exclusion diagnosis an auto immune responsible hemolytic anaemia was determined. Value of
thrombocytes also decreased and petechiae were seen at the mucous membranes. Shorty after a
cerebral hemorrhage occurred and as a consequence neurological deficits (convulsions). The dog was
euthanized. Additional information: The animal was vaccinated on 21 Sep 2013 with Nobivac L4 (first
time), Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac T. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

6.1 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (19/10/201319/10/2013)<BR><BR>

Suspected adverse reaction: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 20 Dec 2013, French Bulldog
probably in a mixed syringe, but this is not sure (for Nobivac L4, it was the first vaccination; before,
Nobivac Lepto had been applied. Nobivac SHPPi had already been applied before). Approximately 4-5
hours after the vaccination, the dog had oedema at the injection site, dyspnoea and head oedema. The
dog was treated immediately with Hexadreson and the owner was advised to go for a walk with the
dog near the practice. When they came back again, clear improvement could be noted. On the next
day, everything was okay again. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis]
[State of health: Good]
SAR: One dog (breed Berger Debauce) was vaccinated on 9 Jan 2014 at approx. 10 AM with Nobivac L4 Other
for the first time. In the evening at approx. 8 PM the dog was very restless and approx. at midnight the Canine/dog
dog still showed restlessness. In the morning of 10 Jan the dog showed diarrhoea and at the abdomen,
in the armpits and inner thighs pustules and itching reddening was visible. In the course of the day the
dog was depressed, showed no fever and normal feed intake. In the evening the dog was vomiting. The
animal was treated with antibiotics (Duphamox), but the skin rash severely remained. The injection site
showed no reactions. Because the pruritus persisted, the dog was treated with Hexadresone on 14 Jan.
and pruritus improved. Despite of this the general health condition is fine. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

14 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (20/12/201320/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(20/12/2013-20/12/2013)<BR><BR>

Suspected adverse reaction: Approximately 15 minutes after vaccination with Nobivac SHPPi and
Pug
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T (SHPPi + L4 in a mixed syringe, T separately) at 6 p.m. in the evening, the dog
showed swollen mucosae and head oedema. The nose was slightly closed by swelling, therefore the
dog snored slightly more than it is typical for its race, but had no dyspnoea. The dog was treated with
steroids (prednisolon and dexamethason). In the next morning, it had still a slight head oedema, in the
evening everything was okay again. The vet interpreted the reactions as classical symptoms of an
allergic reaction. Duration of symptoms: 12-16 hours. No more information expected. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
SAR: One dog was vaccinated on 22 Nov 2013 with Nobivac L4 for the first time. On 26 Nov it was
Welsh Corgi
presented to the vet because of bloody vomiting, bloody diarrhoea, inappetence, but no fever. Since
Cardigan
then the dog continuously showed 3 days vomiting, 3 days diarrhoea and 3-4 days of no symptoms.
Then it starts again. The dog was again vaccinated on 21 Dec 13 without any change in symptoms. In
Jan 2014 the problems with diarrhoea improved, but vomiting and inappetence still persisted. On 14
Jan 14 blood was examined and the canine pancreas lipase was over 400 microgram/liter (suspicion of
pancreatitis). The liver values were fine. The dog received a low fat diet, Vitamin E and if necessary
antiemetics. The dog did not have any gastrointestinal problems before. FU will be provided. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good] FU 10 Mar 2014: The dog still shows periodic
gastrointestinal symptoms, which are getting weaker. The dog is becoming increasingly better. No
pancreatitis is found. Test for Giardia is still outstanding. No more information expected.
SAR: Three dogs were vaccinated on 20 Jan 2014 with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (not known if
concurrent or simultaneous use). Approx. 2,5 hours after vaccination the face (eyes and nose) showed
swellings and was severely edematous. Also mild respiratory symptoms were observed, but the
circulatory system was fine. The vet treated the dog with Prednisolon. The next day, 21 Jan 2014, the
owner informed the vet via telephone that the dog is fine again. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: A dog was vaccinated on 23 Jan 2014 with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
(mixed syringe) and Nobivac T (separately). 2 hours later, the dog showed facial oedema without
respiratory symptoms. The dog was treated with prednisolone and Voren. In the evening, the swelling
had already clearly abated. It is unknown which product exactly had been used in the previous first
vaccination. Soon recovery is expected. No more information expected; case will be closed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Unknown. Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: The vet reported 2 cases of adverse reactions after Nobivac-vaccinations
in a Bracke-Mix and a German Shorthair-puppy. This case represents the reaction of the Bracke-Mix,
the case of the German Shorthair-puppy is entered separately as 2014-DE-00163. The dog was
vaccinated on 23 Jan 2014 with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T and had after the
vaccination a "thick face" and an angio-oedema over the half of the face. The dog had never received
Nobivac before. It was fine again after administration of cortisone, after 1-2 days. Start/Duration of
symptoms: within 24 hours / 1-2 days. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination/Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
SAR: One dog was vaccinated on 12 Feb 2014 with Nobivac L4. At home the dog showed pulpy and
bloody diarrhoea. On 13 Feb the dog was fine again. No information if the dog was treated or
recovered spontaneously available. More information expected. Follow-up 10 Mar 2014: no more
information received. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

33 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (09/01/201409/01/2014)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

A - Probable

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (13/01/201413/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(13/01/201413/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(13/01/2014-13/01/2014)<BR><BR>

10.6 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Twice (29 Day(s) 22/11/201321/12/2013)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Chihuahua

2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (20/01/201420/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (20/01/201420/01/2014)<BR><BR>

Chihuahua

1.25 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (23/01/201423/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(23/01/201423/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(23/01/2014-23/01/2014)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

Other
Canine/dog

26 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (23/01/201423/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(18 Day(s) 23/01/201423/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(23/01/2014-23/01/2014)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown Unknown (12/02/201412/02/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00168

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Month(s) 18/02/2014

18/02/2014

1

1

0 18/02/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00183

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

21/02/2014

24/02/2014

1

1

0 21/02/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Swelling around eye,Facial swelling Other
R><BR><BR>No (see also 'Skin'),Urticaria,Head
shake - ear disorder

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00193

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

20/02/2014

27/02/2014

1

1

0 20/02/2014 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Injection site
oedema,Bradycardia,Pale mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Laboured
breathing,Weak pulse

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00216

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

03/03/2014

05/03/2014

1

1

0 03/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Reluctant to move,Malaise,Facial
R><BR><BR>No, oedema,Macular rash
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00218

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

04/03/2014

05/03/2014

1

1

0 04/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Reluctant to move,Malaise,Facial
R><BR><BR>No oedema,Macular rash

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00226

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

05/03/2014

24/03/2014

1

1

1 05/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Staggering,Collapse (see Other
R><BR><BR>No also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death,Abnormal
necropsy finding,Cardiac failure

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00229

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

07/03/2014

02/04/2014

1

1

1 08/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00232

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Week(s)

07/03/2014

18/06/2014

1

1

1 08/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Death,Fatigue
R><BR><BR>No

Somnolence,Falling,Unable to
Other
stand,Staggering,Death by
euthanasia,Lack of awareness,Limb
weakness

Other

SAR: On 18 Feb 2014 one dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 and
concurrently with Nobivac T. 2-3 hours after vaccination the animal owner came back to the vet, as
the dog showed severe swelling of the entire head. The dog was treated with Dexamethasone and
remained under observation. The dog improved quickly and recovered within 2-3 days. Additional
information: the dog was vaccinated at an age of 7 weeks with Nobivac SP. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
SAR: On 21 Feb at 10 am one dog (breed Chihuahua) was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac
SHPPi and Nobivac L4. After approx. 20 minutes the dog showed increased head shaking. After a total
of 45 minutes the dog showed peri orbital swelling which spread over the entire face. Furthermore
urticaria was observed on the forehead. Circulatory, cardial and respiratory systems were fine. The
dog was treated with Dexamethason (Voren) and Prednisolon. In the afternoon at 4 pm the dog had
completely recovered. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

French Bulldog

4.7 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown Once (18/02/201418/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Once (18/02/201418/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Once
(18/02/2014-18/02/2014)<BR><BR>

Chihuahua

1.7 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (21/02/201421/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(21/02/2014-21/02/2014)<BR><BR>

SAR: On 20 Feb 2014 one dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHP, Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac T (extra-label use). Only a few minutes later the dog showed a weak pulse, bradycardia, pale
mucous membranes, edematous formation at the injection site, deep and enforced breathing and
vomiting of roundworms on the examination table. The dog was treated with infusion, homeopathic
medicine (Logoplex) and an antihistaminic (Diphenhydramin). Within 15 minutes the dog improved and
only pale mucous membranes persisted. The next day the dog had completely recovered. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 50X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 3 Mar 214 one dog was vaccinated concurrently with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
T. Approximately 3 hours after vaccination the dog showed facial edema, red maculae, malaise and
reluctance to move. The animal was treated with Dexamethasone and the next morning the dog was
fine again. Additional information: the mother was vaccinated the next day with Nobivac and also
reacted (entered in case 2014-DE-00218). A total amount of 7 dogs of this owner was vaccinated with
Nobivac (the exact products each dog received are not known) these days. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
SAR: On 4 Mar one dog was vaccinated concurrently with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4. Approx. 3 hours
after vaccination the dog showed facial edema, red maculae, malaise and reluctance to move. The
animal was treated with Dexamethasone and the next morning the dog was fine again. Additional
information: the daughter of this dog was vaccinated the day before with Nobivac and also reacted
(entered in case 2014-DE-00216). The reaction of the mother dog was much severe then the reaction
from the daughter the day before. A total amount of 7 dogs of this owner was vaccinated with
Nobivac (the exact products each dog received are not known) these days. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 5 Mar 2014 one dog (breed pug) was vaccinated concurrently with Nobivac Pi (had been
already administered before) and Nobivac L4 (first vaccination) and received a microchip. A few
minutes after vaccination the dog showed vomiting and staggering. The animal was treated with
oxygen and improved. After 10 minutes the dog collapsed and reanimation with intubation and
prednisolon was performed. The intubation was performed without any problem, no swelling in the
laryngeal area was observed. At first improvement was observed, but then the animal died. The dog
was forwarded to necropsy. Results are outstanding. Additional information: The breeder mentioned
that pugs in general do not tolerate microchips. FU 21 Mar 2014: Diagnosis of necropsy: edema of
gallbladder base, mild acute diffuse alveolar pulmonary edema. Epicrisis of necropsy: edema of
gallbladder base and alveolar pulmonary edema are consequences of of an acute cardio-pulmonary
edema. No evidences for a causing factor was found. Concrete evidence for an anaphylactic shock
was not found. The severe brachygnathia superior is a breed specific characteristic, but can cause a
clearly reduced capacity of the circulatory system under stress. No more information expected.
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: On 7 Mar 2014 one dog was vaccinated concurrently with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
T. The next day the owner recognized that the dog was staggering and fell down. On 10 Mar the animal
was presented to the vet still showing staggering and the dog was almost not possible to put the feed
on the ground especially the front limb. The back and eyes were fine. The dog was treated with
Prednisolone (Solu-Decortin) and analgesics. The vet suspected a central nervous problem. FU will be
provided. Follow-up 24 Mar 2014: The symptoms (lack of ability to stand in the font limb, falling) first
improved after high dosage of cortisone for a few hours, but then worsened again. Cortisone was
administered again. The dog was not possible to stand at all. Furthermore the dog showed limited
awareness and appeared somnolent. The dog was send to a clinic and further diagnostic was
performed (not known which clinic or what kind of tests). The dog was euthanized. The vet suspects a
cerebral aneurysm or neoplasia although the temporal association to vaccination makes vet doubtful.
No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Yorkshire
Terrier

3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (20/02/201420/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(20/02/201420/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(20/02/2014-20/02/2014)<BR><BR>

Chihuahua

3.2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (03/03/201403/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (03/03/201403/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(03/03/2014-03/03/2014)<BR><BR>

Chihuahua

5.8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (04/03/201404/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(04/03/2014-04/03/2014)<BR><BR>

Pug

9.4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (05/03/201405/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(05/03/2014-05/03/2014)<BR><BR>

French Bulldog Not
Known

SAR: On 7 Mar 2014 one dog (age 7,5 weeks) was vaccinated concurrently with Nobivac SHPPi and
Chihuahua
Nobivac L4 after the breeder handed the dog out to the new owner. The next day the dog showed
severe fatigue and was treated with infusion (Ringer). So the dog was brought back to the breeder as a
psychological component caused by the separation from he mother and siblings was suspected. The
next day, 9 Mar, the dog died without showing any symptoms (no fever, diarrhoea or vomiting). On this
day the dog turned 8 weeks old. Necropsy will be performed. FU 11 Jun 2014: Necropsy of dog was
performed. Despite of several reminders the vet did not forward the results yet (was not able to find
results). Therefor case will be closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once 1 Animal (07/03/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
07/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (07/03/201407/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(07/03/2014-07/03/2014)<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once (07/03/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
07/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(07/03/2014-07/03/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00245

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

23 Month(s)

12/03/2014

13/03/2014

1

1

0 12/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Diarrhoea,Tachypnoea Other
R><BR><BR>No, ,Apathy,Abnormal test result
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00254

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

06/03/2014

17/03/2014

1

1

0 08/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Inappetence,Fever,Apathy,Swallowi Other
R><BR><BR>No ng
difficult,Thrombocytopenia,Leucop
enia,Splenomegaly,Pharyngitis,Gingi
vitis,Vomiting

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00278

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8.5 Year(s)

24/02/2014

21/03/2014

1

1

1 26/02/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Icterus,Death,Elevated liver
No Data
R><BR><BR>Not enzymes,Elevated renal parameters
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00282

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

22/03/2014

24/03/2014

2

2

0 22/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00303

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

25/03/2014

09/07/2014

1

1

0 25/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Urticaria,Itching,Swelling NOS
R><BR><BR>No

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00365

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

21/11/2013

09/04/2014

2

1

1 02/12/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Death,Hypothe Other
R><BR><BR>No, rmia,Lack of efficacy
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00369

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

19/03/2014

09/04/2014

3

2

1 22/03/2014 Not
Vomiting,Nasal
Known,<BR><BR discharge,Death,Lateral
><BR><BR><BR> recumbency,General illness
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00373

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

09/10/2013

09/04/2014

1

1

0 23/10/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Pain NOS,Reluctant to
R><BR><BR>No, move,Elevated liver enzymes
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Other

Suspected adverse reaction: A dog was vaccinated on 12 Mar 2014 with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 Pug
(both in a mixed syringe) and with Nobivac T. Directly after the vaccination, within 5 minutes, the
animal showed diarrhoea, apathy, tachycardia and tachypnea. Treatment with infusion and
prednisolone was applied. Electrocardiogram was performed as control-check and showed a high Twave, therefore a cardiac examination was made which was without special findings. Within 1-2 hours,
clear improvement occurred. On the next day, everything was okay again. Additional info: the dog had
already been vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and with Nobivac Lepto, but not yet with Nobivac L4 or
Nobivac T. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: A dog was vaccinated on 6 Mar 2014 with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 Golden
(unknown if in a mixed syringe or separately). 2 days later, the owner noted inappetence and apathy.
Retriever
On 13 Mar 2014, the dog was presented in the practice with additionally fever (40.1 °C), slight
thrombocytopenia (137000 / microliter instead of the normal value of at least 164000) and leucopenia
(approximately 900 / microliter instead of the normal value of at least 6020). Treatment with
antibiotics was performed (amoxicillin with clavulan-acid and doxycillin), thereafter vomiting occurred
which disappeared again after discontinuing of the antibiotic therapy approximately on the next day
(the vet suspects that vomiting was due to the antibiotic therapy). Diagnostic results: blood parasites
(Babesiae, Ehrlichiae, Anaplasma) negative, oestradiol negative (examined for clarification of
pyometra). Ultrasound examination: without special findings, but slight homogenous enlargement of
the spleen. On 17 Mar 2014, the symptoms had disappeared and the dog was fit, except that it showed
gingivitis and pharyngitis which was associated with problems at chewing and swallowing. The blood
picture was also completely okay again. Start / Duration of symptoms: 8 Mar 2014 / ongoing. Followup information is expected. Follow-up from 24 Mar 2014: The owner reported on 23 Mar 2014 the
following information to the vet: the dog eats again and also demands food, the gingiva is not
reddened anymore, the dog also eats dry fodder, therefore probably it has no pharyngitis anymore. On
the week-end (22/23 Mar 2014), it had received the last antibiotic-tablet. The dog was considered as
recovered on 23 Mar 2014. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]

10 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (12/03/201412/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(12/03/201412/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(12/03/2014-12/03/2014)<BR><BR>

33.7 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (06/03/201406/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(06/03/2014-06/03/2014)<BR><BR>

SAR: On 24 Feb one dog was vaccinated concurrently with Nobivac SHP and Nobivac L4. On 26 Feb the
dog was presented again to the vet because of severe icterus. The liver values were not measurable
anymore and the kidney values were extremely high (no exact values available). No anaemia was
observed. The dog was sent to a clinic. The PCR for Leptospira was positive, antibodies against
Leptospira were not found. Despite of treatment the dog died on 3 or 4 Mar 2014. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 50X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: 2 dogs (dachshunds, born 25 Sep 2013, one male 3.4 kg and one female 3.1 kg) were vaccinated
with Nobivac SHPPi (booster vaccination), Nobivac L4 (first time) and Nobivac T (booster vaccination).
Both dogs showed a massive oedema of the head, onset 10-20 minutes (male dog) to 2 hours (female
dog). Treatment: Dexamethasone. Symptoms improved soon. The animal owner did not contact the
vet again, therefore it is assumed that the animals have recovered. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good, Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: A French Bulldog was vaccinated on 25 Mar 2014 towards 2 p.m. with a
mixed syringe of Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi (extra-label use). The dog was presented in the vet clinic at
9 p.m. because of urticaria, strong itching and swelling at the whole body. Treatment with
prednisolone was performed, thereafter improvement occurred immediately. Additional info: the dog
is very allergic (pollen, feedstuff). Follow-up information is expected. Follow-up from 2 Jul 2014: It can
be assumed that the dog is okay again, as the situation had already clearly improved and as the vet
would have contacted us otherwise. We don't expect to get further information, so the case will be
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC
PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Crossbred

12.9 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Once 1 Animal (24/02/201424/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(24/02/2014-24/02/2014)<BR><BR>

SAR+SLEE A litter of Bolonka Zwetna domestic dogs (exact number of animals is unknown, for the case
entry, 2 were chosen), 8 weeks old, were vaccinated on 21 Nov 2013 with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac
L4 and Nobivac T (unknown if mixed or separately). 1 puppy was on 2 Dec 2013 for treatment in the
practice because of vomiting and diarrhoea, temperature 33,8 °C. The puppy died approximately on 5
Dec 2013. Although Parvo was diagnosed, the case was reported as adverse reaction, not as lack of
efficacy. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 3 Mini-Maltese puppies (10 weeks old) were vaccinated with Nobivac SHP
and Nobivac L4 (mixed syringe) on 19 Mar 2014. On 22 Mar 2014, the owner presented 2 puppies in the
vet clinic because of very bad general condition and vomiting. It was planned to euthanize one puppy,
as it arrived in lateral position. However, symptomatic therapy was applied (no euthanasia). On 24 Mar
2014, at the vet practice, both puppies were presented with the same symptomatology, but slightly
improved, but additionally with white discharge from the nose; this was milk, therefore the vet
suspects aspiration pneumonia. One puppy died on 28 Mar 2014. The other dog was presented on 1
Apr 2014 and showed good general condition again (recovered). Additional info: the dead pup (the one
which showed lateral position) had only approximately 0.5 kg bodyweight, was the smallest of the
litter and generally very weak (general condition prior to vaccination moderate). The other puppy's
health condition before the vaccination was good. No more information expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Not applicable]
Suspected adverse reaction: A Dachshund was vaccinated on 9 Oct 2013 with Nobivac SHPPi and
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T (unknown if mixed or separately). 14 days after vaccination, on 23 Oct 2013,
sudden pain symptoms occurred, the dog didn?t want to climb stairs, was unwilling to move. The vet
suspected spinal problems, but x-ray examination showed no findings, therefore the dog was
transferred to a veterinary clinic. Examination revealed no special findings, but very high liver values
were detected. Pain treatment was performed and after 3 weeks the pain had disappeared. The liver
values were regularly checked and were all (except GOT) 10-20-fold elevated. In the beginning of Feb
2014, only 2 values were still elevated. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Good]

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Once (21/11/201321/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(21/11/201321/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(21/11/2013-21/11/2013)<BR><BR>

Maltese

.5 - 2

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once (19/03/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
19/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(19/03/2014-19/03/2014)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

French Bulldog

3.4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (22/03/201422/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(22/03/201422/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(22/03/2014-22/03/2014)<BR><BR>
10.2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (25/03/201425/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(25/03/2014-25/03/2014)<BR><BR>

Not Applicable Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once (09/10/2013Unclassifiable/unassessa
09/10/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(09/10/201309/10/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(09/10/2013-09/10/2013)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00377

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

21/11/2013

09/04/2014

1

1

0 27/11/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,General illness
R><BR><BR>No

Other

Suspected adverse reaction: A Giant Schnauzer (3 years old) was vaccinated on 21 Nov 2013 with
Giant
Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4 (unknown if mixed syringe or separately). On 27 Nov 2013, the dog came to Schnauzer
the emergency service with diarrhoea, vomiting and bad general condition. Symptomatic therapy was
applied. On 2 Dec 2013, the symptomatology abated and the dog recovered. No more information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00383

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

20/01/2014

22/05/2014

1

1

0 04/04/2014 No

Abnormal test result,Stiff
gait,Uveitis,Fever,Lack of efficacy

Other

Suspected lack of efficacy: A Cocker Spaniel was vaccinated on 12 Dec 2013 with Nobivac L4 and
Other
received the second vaccination on 20 Jan 2014 (extra-label use, interval too long). The dog was
Canine/dog
presented on 4 Apr 2014 in the practice with high fever, very strong uveitis and stiff gait. Thereafter the
dog received an antibiotic product and an analgetic product. On 7 Apr 2014, the dog was
symptomatically okay again, however blood was taken. Lepto titer of one vaccine serovar was at
1:1600, the others at 1:400. It is planned to repeat the examination in 14 days. Attending vet's
causality assessment: unclassifiable. Start / Duration of symptoms: 4 Apr 2014 / 7 Apr 2014. Follow-up
information is expected. Follow-up from 13 May 2014: The results of the titer-examination were
received (micro-agglutination inhibition test): Test of 9 Apr 2014: grippothyphosa 1:400, australis
1:1600, bratislava 1:400, copenhageni 1:400, other tested serovars were all negative. Test of 30 Apr
2014: grippothyphosa 1:200, australis 1:400, bratislava 1:400 ,copenhageni 1:400, other tested
serovars were all negative. The dog was first treated for 8 days with amoxicillin and then 28 days with
doxycyclin. The people at the laboratory couldn't explain these titer-values. No more information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00399

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

08/03/2014

14/04/2014

1

1

0 01/03/2014 Yes

Circulatory shock,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Cough

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00421

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

25/03/2014

19/05/2014

1

1

0 27/03/2014 Not Known

Abdominal pain,General pain (see
other SOCs for specific
pain),Fever,Apathy,Abnormal test
result

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00435

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

19/04/2014

19/04/2014

1

1

1 19/04/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Cardiac
R><BR><BR>No arrest,Panting,Death,Circulatory
collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic
disorders'),Cyanosis,Extrasystole

Other

SAR: On approx. 8 Mar 2014 one dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. After vaccination the dog
showed coughing (exact temporal connection not known). On 5 Apr the dog was booster vaccinated
with Nobivac L4. 30 minutes after vaccination the dog showed circulatory depression like a shock
patient. The animal was treated with Prednisolone and infusion and was sent back home. There the
dog showed projectile vomiting and was treated with Cerenia. Due to a haemorrhagic enteritis with
liquid faeces the dog was treated with infusion for 3 days. On 15 Apr the dog was recovered, but exact
date of recovery is not known. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: On dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and showed severe fever and extremely high titre values.
More information expected. Additional information: It is not clear if this case is reported as SAR or
SLEE FU 7 May 2014: On 25 Mar 2014 one dog was booster vaccinated with Nobivac L4. After two
days the animal showed severe fever (41,6°C), painful abdomen during palpation, apathy, generalized
pain and titer values between 1.20 and 1.320 depending on the serovar (no exact values known). The
animal was treated with Synulox, Vetalgin and Buscopan. Approx. on 16 Apr 2014 the dog was fine
again. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR: On 19 Apr 2014 one dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (extra-label use).
One minute after vaccination the dog collapsed on the floor and was only panting anymore. Due to
tachycardia the vet performed a ECG and ventricular extra systoles were visible. Lidocain was
administered, the dog improved for a short time but then showed cardiac arrest. The vet administered
Suprarenin intracardial and the heart started pumping again, but only ventricular extra systoles were
seen on the ECG. Although no respiratory symptoms were observed (except of panting), the dog
showed a cyanotic tongue. Additionally the dog received Hexadresone. Shortly after the administration
of Suprarenin the dog had died. Additional information: it is not known if vaccine was administered
concurrently or simultaneously. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac Lepto the
years before without any problems. The vet also contacted the poison information center, but no
additional relevant information was reported there. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00440

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

22/04/2014

23/04/2014

1

1

0 22/04/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Eyelid oedema,Facial
R><BR><BR>No oedema,Lip oedema (see also
'Skin')

Other

Suspected adverse reaction: A dog was vaccinated with a mixed syringe of Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac Pug
L4 on 22 Apr 2014 and approximately 3 hours after the vaccination it reacted with an extreme swelling
of the face (facial oedema). Especially the lips and eyelids were concerned. The dog was treated on
the same day with dexamethasone. It showed vomiting (once) during the night. In the next morning, it
was already clearly better, only marginal swelling was visible. The dog recovered completely on the
same day. Start / Duration of symptoms: approximately 3 hours after vaccination / approximately 1
day. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

7.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (22/04/201422/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(22/04/2014-22/04/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00472

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

28/04/2014

29/04/2014

1

1

0 29/04/2014 Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: A dog received on 28 Apr 2014 the booster vaccination with Nobivac L4. Other
On the next day, the owner called the vet to report that the dog is trembling and lays down on the side Canine/dog
in a strange manner. Additional info: the dog had been vaccinated 4 weeks earlier with Nobivac SHPPi,
Nobivac T and Nobivac L4 without problems. Start of symptoms: 29 Apr 2014. Attending vet's causality
assessment: unclassifiable. Phone call to vet on 30 Apr 2014: the vet hasn't reached the owners for
further information and the owners haven't presented the dog in the practice. So the vet assumes that
the animal is okay. If however further information should become available, the vet will contact us
again. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

30 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (28/04/201428/04/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00477

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 - 5 Year(s)

02/04/2014

22/05/2014

3

2

0 03/04/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Weakness
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Other

Suspected adverse reaction: After vaccination with Nobivac L4, Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac T
Beagle
(unknown if given in mixed syringe or at different application sites) on 2 Apr 2014, 2 dogs (both Beagle;
1 female, 13.4 kg, 5 years old; 1 male, 18.8 kg, 4 years old; both neutered) felt floppy and vomited
frequently (no exact frequency known). Start / Duration of symptoms: approximately 3 Apr 2014 / still
ongoing. The dogs are receiving BARF-feeding (Bones And Raw Food) just recently. Attending vet's
causality assessment: unclassifiable (for all vaccines). Note: a third dog (Entlebucher Sennenhund) was
vaccinated together with the two reacting dogs, but showed no adverse reactions. Follow-up
information is expected. Follow-up from 13 May 2014: The dogs were presented in the practice on 29
Apr 2014 for booster-vaccination with Nobivac L4. They were clinically inconspicuous. No blood
picture was performed, but the vet recommended to change the feeding again to conventional
feeding. This was then performed. The dogs were vaccinated on the same day and thereafter had no
problems at all. Currently, the problems (floppiness and vomiting) have disappeared. The vet suspects a
causal relation to the feeding, but not to the vaccination. No more information expected. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination/Prophylaxis Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination/Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

Trembling,Abnormal posture NOS

25 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once (21/11/2013Unclassifiable/unassessa
21/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(21/11/2013-21/11/2013)<BR><BR>

13.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Twice (20/01/201420/01/2014)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

32 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Twice 1 Animal (4
Week(s) 08/03/201405/04/2014)<BR><BR>

A - Probable

Labrador
Retriever

Crossbred

7 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown Unknown (25/03/201425/03/2014)<BR><BR>

Labrador
Retriever

30 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (19/04/201419/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(19/04/2014-19/04/2014)<BR><BR>

13.4 18.8

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once (02/04/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
02/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(02/04/201402/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(02/04/2014-02/04/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00579

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

14/05/2014

15/05/2014

1

1

0 14/05/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Face and neck swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>No, 'Skin'),Poor peripheral
<BR><BR><BR>< circulation,Tremor
BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00637

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

24/04/2014

13/06/2014

1

1

0 27/04/2011 Yes

Inappropriate defecation,Cardiac
No Data
enlargement,Flatulence,Involuntary
defecation,Epileptic
seizure,Falling,Twitching,Trembling,
Stupor,Lateral
recumbency,Urination,Abnormal
test result,Increased salivation

SAR: A dog (breed Elo) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 24 Apr 2014. On 27 Apr 2014 the dog
Other
showed epileptic seizure (with falling, salivation, defecation, urination, paddled with the legs,
Canine/dog
afterwards high grade dizziness). Approximately on 30 Apr, 19 May, and 22 May 2014 the dog had
further epileptic seizures, which lasted approximately 3-4 minutes. The attending vet performed
further investigation: blood count showed Heamoconcentration (but the animal did not eat before
that), level of T4 is low grade decreased, other thyroid hormones normal, low grade crystalluria. Dog is
under treatment with Plexion. Attending vets assessment is B. The dog will possibly presented to a
neurologist, neurologists assessment by phone call was N. FU 13 Jun 2014: Report of the neurological
specialist: Preliminary report: the dog was vaccinated on 24 Apr 2014. Three days later mild vomiting
and diarrhoea, two days later faeces ok again. Then 2-3 times normal faeces was found in the house.
On 20 May the first seizure was observed: dog in lateral recumbency, loosing urine, trembling for 2
minutes, then defecation (sitting), dog was disturbed. Duration: 2-3 minutes. Frequency: since start 7-8
times; more exactly: 22 and 23 (2x) May, then treatment with Plexion without seizures anymore;
dosage reduced on 1 Jun, then new seizures on 7 (2x) and 9 Jun; back on initial dosage and no more
seizures. Seizures mostly occurred in relaxation, but the last seizure also in motion. The owner suspects
a causal relation with vaccination. Preliminary examination: blood results: no abnormal values; bile
acid stimulation test: normal; x-ray thorax: heart minimal enlarged; x-ray abdomen: meteorism in
stomach and pylorus; sonography heart and abdomen: normal; antibodies Neospora and Toxoplasma:
negative; faecal examination Giardia and endoparasitics: negative; urine examination (stick and
cytology): no abnormal finding. Preliminary treatment: Plexion 400mg Preliminary illness: not known
General health condition: normal Neurological examination: normal MRT: negative, no abnormal
results Liquor: negative (minimal contamination with blood caused by sampling) Epicrisis: Due to the
negative diagnostic the dog most probably is an idiopathic epileptic. A causal relation with vaccination,
performed several weeks before the first observed seizure, can be excluded with high probability. The
patient should be further treated with Plexion. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00652

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

01/02/2014

26/05/2014

1

1

0 24/04/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anaemia NOS,Mucus in
Not
trachea,Lethargy (see also Central Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Fever,Breathing
difficulty,Respiratory tract disorder
NOS,Respiratory tract infection
NOS,Abnormal test result

SAR: Animal owner reported that a dog was vaccinated in Jan and Feb 2014 with Nobivac L4. In the end Golden
of Apr 2014 the dog showed infect with fever, respiratory problem, treatment with antibiotics. Further Retriever
diagnostic performed, anaemia was diagnosed, therefore further blood tests performed, increased
Leptospirosis-titer. 17 days later blood test performed, Leptospirosis-titer not changed (1:100 for L.
Bratislava and 1:400 for L. Grippotyphosa). Now treatment with Doxycycline. Owner asked for advise
if titers are due to vaccination. Follow up from 03 Jun 2014: Vaccinated 15 Jan 2014 with Nobivac
SHPPi (concomitant) and Nobivac L4. Revaccinated on 12 Feb 2014. On 24 Apr 2014 dog showed
respiratory tract infection, fever, mucus in trachea, breathing difficulty, after one week antibiotics the
dog recovered. On 26 Apr blood test performed, hematocrit decreased (anaemia), on 02 May 2014
Leptospirosis-titer increased, Doxycycline treatment to be on the save side, since 10 days. On 03 Jun
2014 still anaemia, flabby (coded as lethargy).concomitant medical condition: the dog has only 1
kidney, the other was removed in dec 2013. The information above was provided by animal owner
only. Follow up from 04 Jun 2014: Attending vet was contacted, no further information forwarded.
Case can be closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

33 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,24,Unknown Unknown (01/02/201401/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(15/01/2014-15/01/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00676

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Year(s)

03/04/2014

02/06/2014

1

1

0 03/04/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Jack Russell
Terrier

6.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Unknown (03/04/201403/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown
(03/04/2014-03/04/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00679

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

25/03/2014

02/06/2014

1

1

0 25/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>No

Not
Known

SAR This case is linked to case 2014-DE-00679. A dog was vaccinated on 03 Apr 2014 with Nobivac T
and Nobivac L4, same time, various injection sites. 1-2 hrs later the dog had "chubby cheeks".
Treatment with Hexadreson, recovered. Additional information: The dog was vaccinated on 04 Apr
2013 with other Nobivac-Products (Nobivac L and Nobivac Pi) without SAR. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]
SAR This case is linked to case 2014-DE-00676. A dog (breed: Bolonka Zwetna) was vaccinated on 25
Mar 2014 with Nobivac T and Nobivac L4, same time, same injection sites, mixed syringe (off-label
use).2 hrs later facial swelling. Treatment with Hexadreson, recovered. Additional information: The
dog was vaccinated on 05 May 2011 with other Nobivac-Products (Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac LT and
Nobivac Pi) without SAR. [Reason for use for product: Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Other
Canine/dog

4.3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Unknown (25/03/201425/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown
(25/03/2014-25/03/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00687

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3.75 Year(s)

03/06/2014

03/06/2014

1

1

0 03/06/2014 Yes

No Data

Trembling,Reluctant to
move,Circulatory disorder NOS

Other

SAR/ELU:. A dog (breed: Chihuahua) was vaccinated on 14 May 2014 with Nobivac SHPPI (ELU: 0.5
Chihuahua
dose and simultaneous/concurrent use), Nobivac L4 (ELU: 0.5 dose and simultaneous/concurrent use)
and Nobivac T (ELU: 0.5 dose and simultaneous/concurrent use). The products had been injected
concurrent or simultaneous, lateral thorax, but it is unknown if in mixed syringes or not. 0.5 hrs later
the dog showed swelling of the head, tremor, poor peripheral circulation. The dog was treated with
Prednisolone and Diphenhydramin, 2 hrs later the dog recovered. Further information: the dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac T before. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV
Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Suspected adverse reaction: A dog was vaccinated on 6 May 2014 with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi in a Crossbred
mixed syringe (extra-label use) and showed no symptoms. Then, 1-2 hours after the boostervaccination (second vaccination for basic immunization) on 3 Jun 2014, according to the owner
circulatory problems and trembling occurred, the dog didn't want to stand up and didn't want to go for
a walk. The vet recommended to monitor the dog and to wait, but no treatment. The vet assumes, that
the dog is doing fine again, as the owner hasn't contacted the vet anymore. No more information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

2.3 Nobivac L4 - .5,N/A,N/A ,24,0.5
B - Possible
Dose (14/05/201414/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - .5,N/A,N/A ,24,0.5 Dose
Once (14/05/201414/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T .5,N/A,N/A ,24,0.5 Dose Once
(14/05/2014-14/05/2014)<BR><BR>

17.8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (24/04/201424/04/2014)<BR><BR>

08-Oct Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (03/06/201403/06/2014)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

A - Probable

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00721

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

20/05/2014

18/06/2014

1

1

0 22/04/2014 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Other
necrosis,Injection site
swelling,Thrombocytopenia,Leucoc
ytosis,Panting,Malaise,Fever,Fatigu
e,Tense abdomen

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00802

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

16/06/2014

30/06/2014

3

1

0 16/06/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Behavioural disorder
R><BR><BR>No NOS,Vocalisation,Impaired
vision,Abnormal movement
NOS,Lateral
recumbency,Apathy,Foam in the
mouth,General illness

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00806

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

05/06/2014

03/07/2014

1

1

1 11/06/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Opisthotonus,Epileptic
seizure,Unable to stand,Reduced
reflexes,Paresis,Uncontrolled
micturition,Death by
euthanasia,Reduced
responses,Lateral
recumbency,Abnormal test
result,Unconscious,Walking
difficulty

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00933

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

01/01/2014

10/07/2014

1

1

1 01/01/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known

Motor neurone disease,Paralysis
No Data
NOS,Hind limb
paralysis,Polyradiculoneuritis,Muscl
e wasting,Death by euthanasia

SAR: On 20 May 2014 one dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 in
Jack Russell
one side of the flank and concurrently with Nobivac T in the other side of the flank (unknown which
Terrier
product was given at which side). One day after vaccination the dog was presented to the vet in the
late evening due to fever, fatigue and tense abdomen. The dog was treated with NSAID and antibiotics.
On 22 May the dog was fine again, was eating, but still showed fever. The blood examination showed a
mild leucocytosis and mild thrombocytopenia. The dog received tablets for treatment at home (details
unknown). On 22 May in the evening the dog again showed fever and panting, and the vet sent the dog
to a clinic. There the dog showed fever and soft tissue swelling at the left flank (injection site). The dog
stayed at the clinic for one night, was treated with NSAID and antibiotics intravenously and was sent
home the next day. On 27 May the dog was presented again at good general health condition and an
opened abscess at the injection site (not known which one). Two holes in the skin led to an abscess
cavity the size of the palm of a hand, with purulent content and tissue necrosis. A swab was taken
without further results. The dog stayed at the clinic until 4 Jun and during this time the wound was
flushed and cleaned regularly. At 4 Jun the necrosis stopped and the wound was healing. Further
wound care was performed at home. On 11 Jun the dog was again presented in the clinic. The healing
of the wound was doing fine. A small hardening caused by scarring was observed. Further controls of
the wound healing will be performed by the attending vet. No more information expected. FU 18 Jun
2014: Further details of intense wound treatment at clinic: On 27 May the dog was presented because
of a wound at the left flank. The skin was opened at two spots and a hugh abscess cavity was
observed. A high grade necrosis of the fatty tissue was seen. Furthermore the dog showed a weakened
general health condition. During stationary housing the dog was intensely treated (wound irrigation
and laser for wound treatment). Bacteriological examination was negative. During stationary
treatment all medicine was administered intravenously or oral. After 4 days start of wound healing was
observed. On 3 Jun the dog was sent home in a good general health condition and optimal granulation
for further treatment at home. On 11 Jun the dog was again presented and the wound was entirely
closed. Only a mild hardening of the scar war observed (the dog is considered to be recovered).
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS
540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccinationadverse
Generic:
RABIES3IN
ALU ADJUVANT
KV Brand:
NOBIVAC
T 50X1DS
620 Reason:
Suspected
reaction:
puppies
were vaccinated
on 16
Jun 2014
in the afternoon
with Nobivac Crossbred
SHPPi and Nobivac L4 in a mixed syringe (extra-label use). 2 hours later, the owners came to the
emergency service with a completely apathic animal, which was lying on the side with foam in front of
the mouth. Prednisolon was administered. On 17 Jun 2014, the situation has improved, the animal had
eaten, but the general condition was still restricted / worrying. On 18 Jun 2014, the dog was presented
again. The animal was walking in circles, was yelping and running against all objects. The dog seems to
be blind (coded as "impaired vision" as no definite diagnosis is available). It was mentioned that before
the acute reaction on the day of the vaccination (i.e. in the time between the vaccination and the
reaction), the dog had played with its siblings in the garden. Phone call on 20 Jun 2014: the dog is
presented every day in the practice and treated with antibiosis and cortisone. The situation is getting
better every day. Screaming and running in circles do not occur anymore since 19 Jun 2014 and in the
meantime, there is also already a slight ability to see again. The vet (who is not an expert in
ophthalmology) couldn't find a primary reason. Start/Duration of symptoms: 16 Jun 2014 / ongoing.
Follow-up information is expected. Follow-up from 27 Jun 2014: The dog was presented in the practice
on 24 Jun 2014. The vision was completely okay again. The dog is generally slightly calmer, which is
however very appreciated by the owners, because the dog had been extremely vivacious before. Dog
was considered as recovered on 24 Jun 2014. Start / Duration of symptoms: 16 Jun 2014 / 24 Jun 2014.
No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

9.3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(20/05/201420/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(20/05/201420/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (20/05/201420/05/2014)<BR><BR>

SAR: A dog (Galgo Espagnol) was vaccinated on 29 Apr 2014 and revaccinated on 05 Jun 2014 with
Other
Nobivac L4. On 11 Jun 2014 had an epileptic seizure (owner found the dog not responsive, urinated
Canine/dog
(uncontrolled urination), lateral recumbency). Animal forwarded to vet, with opisthotonus, seizure,
unconscious, treatment: Diazepam, infusion, no improvement of symptoms. Dog was forwarded to
veterinary clinic, there status epilepticus, seizure, treatment with Diazepam, here further diagnostic
performed (MRT, Liquor without any abnormal findings, abnormal test results (hyperkalaemia,
heamoconcentration, lymphopenia, activated partial thromboplastin time (aPTT) and prothrombin
times (PT) extended, but normalized on 20 Jun 2014). Treatment with Phenobarbital for 2 days, Vitamin
B, Cortisone, improvement of symptoms, no seizure, dog went home, but still paresis on the hind legs,
reduced reflexes on all legs, unable to move, walking difficulty, no other symptoms. According to the
vet the dog has a poor prognosis, now physiotherapeutic treatment and dog shows improvement. Vets
opinion is that there is no causal relation to the vaccination. Further information: Dog was also under
treatment with a product containing Permethrin (unknown product, not Exspot) since Apr 2014.
Concomitant medical condition: The 10 year old dog is under treatment since a couple of years
because of insufficiency of heart (Vetmedin + Fortecor, it is unclear if heart disease is under control)
and recurrent gastrointestinal problems (it is unclear if the animal was under treatment with
Metronidazole at the time of vaccination). Follow up 01 Jul 2014: The dog was euthanized on 28 Jun
2014. The vet reported that the animal had a long history of gastrointestinal symptoms and was on
special diet, just before the vaccination the animal was treated with Metronidazole. In the last days
the gastrointestinal symptoms worsened because the physiotherapist gave biscuits to the dog. The
animal was euthanized due to poor prognosis and the animal needed more and more care and showed
worsening of the ataxia. No autopsy performed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: Metronidazole Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

28 Nobivac L4 (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
N - Unlikely
Dose Once (05/06/201405/06/2014)<BR><BR>unknown
Fortekor - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,unknown (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>unknown
Metronidazole (HAM) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,unknown (01/06/201401/06/2014)<BR><BR>unknown
Permethrin Spot on - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,unknown (01/04/201401/06/2014)<BR><BR>unknown
Vetmedin - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,unknown (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

Follow up from 22 Jul 2014: we received further details on patient and products. On 02 May 2014 the Labrador
dog (Labrador) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi + Nobivac L4 + Nobivac T. On 6 Jun 2014 the dog
Retriever
was vaccinated with Nobivac PI + Nobivac L4. On 10 Jun the dog started to show progressive motor
failure (= progressive paralysis) on the hind legs, which expands to fore legs. Diagnosis:
polyradicoloneuritis. Treatment: 2 weeks with Prednisolon, vitamin B, homeopathic treatment,
physiotherapy. Further muscle waist. On 30 Jun 2014 euthanasia. No autopsy. Vets assessment:
possible or probable. Case is linked to case 2014-DE-1000 (same reporter). SAR: In 2014 a dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac L4, 4 weeks later with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4. The dog
became ill with radiculitis (unknown onset). Did not respond to therapy. Dog was euthanised. No
further information at the moment. Follow up expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV
Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

B - Possible

2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once (16/06/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
16/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(16/06/2014-16/06/2014)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(01/01/201401/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (01/01/201401/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(01/01/201401/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(02/05/2014-02/05/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00968

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

16/07/2014

16/07/2014

1

1

1 16/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Muscle spasm
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Dyspnoea,Death,Malignant
hyperthermia,Hyperthermia,Reduce
d responses,Anaphylactoid
reaction,Lateral
recumbency,Convulsion,Coma

SAR: A vet called for advice because of a possible anaphylactoid reaction post vaccination. Vet
Rottweiler
reported that she vaccinated the dog in the morning of 16 Jul 2014 with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
SHPPI. In the afternoon the animal owner called her because the dog showed lateral recumbency, was
non responsive, had a high-grade dyspnoea and temperature was elevated to 39.2°C. Owner poured on
cold water, and the dog showed a bit improvement. The owner was advised to present the dog to the
vet, but owner was not willing to do that. Follow up from 21 Jul 2014: The dog was presented to the
vet in the afternoon of the 16 Jul 2014. Temperature more than 43°C (value which could not be
measured by thermometer). Spasm on hind legs, not responsive, comatose, convulsion. Treatment:
double dose Metamizol, Cortisone, cold water pour on. 2 hrs later Temp 41°C. Than dog showed
convulsion again and died. Further information: In the meantime the attending vet heard about 2 other
dogs of another breeder which showed similar reactions (no further information available). Vets
opinion reaction occurred due to a genetic disposition to "malignant hyperthermia" and not a
hypersensitivity to the vaccination. No autopsy. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

50 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (16/07/201416/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(16/07/2014-16/07/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-00982

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

27/06/2014

24/07/2014

1

1

0 27/06/2014 Yes

Follow-up 18 Aug 14: The clinic vet who saw the dog on the evening of the vaccination confirmed all
Labrador
information given. The dog was not treated in the clinic because it had already recovered. The clinic
Retriever
vet sees no connection between the reaction and the vaccination, but rather thinks it was a circulatory
weakness due to high outdoor temperatures. Case closed. SAR: A dog received booster vaccination
with Nobivac L4 on 27 Jun 2014 at 18 p.m. Approximately 2-3 hrs post vaccination the dog showed
symptoms similar to circulatory collapse, with pale mucosa, unsteady gait, duration: some hours. On
the way to the vet clinic (late in the night) the dog already recovered. According to attending vet: no
treatment in the vet clinic performed, vet clinics suspicion: high outdoor temperature had played a
role. Prior to vaccination blood test was performed and without abnormal findings. F/up expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS
540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

32 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (27/06/201427/06/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01002

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

23/07/2014

24/07/2014

19

1

1 24/07/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Found dead
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01004

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

16/07/2014

04/09/2014

1

1

0 16/07/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01008

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

80 Day(s)

22/07/2014

23/07/2014

1

1

0 22/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Pinnal oedema,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling (see also
'Skin'),Dyspnoea,Reddening of the
skin,Itching,Swelling NOS,Allergic
reaction

No Data

Follow-up 29 Jul 2014: The dog received Atarax-tablets (human antihistaminic product) for approx. 5
French Bulldog
days and is only walked on asphalt. Swellings have abated completely after 12 hours (approx. on 24 Jul
2014), since then it is completely okay again. No more information expected. SAR: On 22 Jul 2014, a
puppy was administered at the age of 80 days (11.5 weeks) the second vaccination of the basic
immunization with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (no mixed syringe). The first vaccination had been at
the age of 52 days (7.5 weeks) without problems. 30 minutes after the injection, an allergic reaction
occurred with reddening, itching, swelling of the mucosae up to dyspnoea. Treatment with cortisone
(dexamethasone) on 22 Jul 2014, symptoms completely abated, bu after releasing from practice, at
home the symptoms recurred again. In the morning of 23 Jul 2014 the puppy vomited more than 30
times and was hospitalized. Again treatment with cortisone (prednisolone) was applied. The symptoms
improved, but the head and the ears were still swollen despite therapy. According to the vet, a further
allergen besides the vaccination cannot be excluded, as before the worsening of the symptoms (after
the vaccination, in the evening after cortisone-treatment and in the morning) the dog had been each
time on a meadow and there it showed increased itching (allergy to grasses?). Oral ingestion of foreign
body on the meadow cannot be excluded either. Start / Duration of symptoms: 30 minutes after
injection / ongoing. Follow-up information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Basic immunization Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Basic immunization]
[State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01034

Germany

Human

Human

5 Year(s)

01/07/2014

01/08/2014

1

1

0 01/07/2014 Not Known

Not
Known

Human symptomatic exposure: A 5-year old child is lying in the hospital with renal failure and intestinal Human
inflammation, it is currently in the intensive care unit and treated with intensive medicine. Renal- and
liver-values are very bad. There is the suspicion of leptospirosis. The dog owner and the physicians see
a relation between the disease and the Nobivac L4-vaccination of the dog which had been correctly
performed (s.c.) by the vet on 17 Jul 2014 (this was the 3rd vaccination, dog had already been
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 two times before). The dog owner asked the vet, if possibly leptospirae
were defecated by the dog due to the vaccination. As the vaccine is an inactivated vaccine, this could
be denied. Furthermore no direct contact happened between the child and the vaccine. The child has
recently spent a lot of time on a farm, which was cleared out, and where much faeces of rodents is
present. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Accidental Exposure]
[State of health: Unknown]

Pale mucous membrane,Circulatory No Data
collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic disorders')

Other

Vomiting,Anorexia,Weight
No Data
loss,Abnormal test
result,Pancreatitis,General
illness,Electrolyte disorder,Elevated
lipase

Enteritis,Renal failure,Abnormal
test result

Suspected Adverse Reaction: 19 puppies were vaccinated on 23 Jul 2014 (approx. 16:00 p.m.) with
Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously (ELU) and Nobivac T concurrently. At the evening all 19
puppies were lively and guzzled quite normally. On the next morning (24 Jul 2014) the dog breeder
found one puppy death. The puppy was buried in the meantime. Pathological examination not
possible. No further information. Further information: This puppy had been vaccinated before on 26
Jun 2014 with a non-company vaccine (Eurican SHPi+L). No further information expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: On 16 Jul 14 the dog (breed: Lagotto Romagnolo) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and
Nobivac L4. Furthermore the dog was dewormed with an unknown product at the same time. (Four
weeks before it was vaccinated with a non-company vaccine.) A few hours after the vaccination the
dog was in a poor general condition (coded as general illness). On the next day (17 Jul) it started
vomitting and was barely eating, but temperature was normal. At first, the vet suspected that the dog
had eaten a foreign body (was not confirmed). Until 24 Jul the dog had lost 1 kg of weight (from 6.7 to
5.7 kg), blood samples were taken and revealed strong elevation of lipase, amylase and CRP (C-reactive
protein, unspecific inflammatory parameter), and electrolyte imbalances. Therefore the vet diagnosed
a pancreatitis. Treatment: analgesic, anti-emetic, antibiotics, diet. Since then the dog shows low grade
improvement. Vets causality assessment is unclassified, but he rather suspects the deworming to be a
possible cause. Follow-up pending. Follow-up 26 Aug 2014: All blood parameters are within reference
range again. The dog has fully recovered, no symptoms any more. Revaccination on 25 Aug 2014
without problems. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Dewormer (unknown product) Reason:
Unknown] [State of health: Good]

Yorkshire
Terrier

Other
Canine/dog

B - Possible

1 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (23/07/201423/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(23/07/201423/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(23/07/2014-23/07/2014)<BR><BR>

6.7 Dewormer (unknown product) B - Possible
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(16/07/201416/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(16/07/201416/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(16/07/2014-16/07/2014)<BR><BR>

3.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (22/07/201422/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(22/07/2014-22/07/2014)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - ,,,,<BR><BR>

No assessment
performed

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01077

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

11/08/2014

12/08/2014

1

1

0 11/08/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Injection site pain,Tachycardia,Pale Other
R><BR><BR>No mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Trembling

SAR: Initially the vet reported a reaction seen in 6 to 7 dogs from which one dog (Bichon Frise) was
Bichon Frise
affected more severely than the others. Detailed patient information was received for this dog,
therefore the case was entered as two cases: 2014-DE-01077 (Bichon Frise, serious case) and 2014-DE01078 (approximately 6 dogs, various breeds, non-serious case). On 11 Aug 2014 a dog was vaccinated
with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously mixed in one syringe (ELU). No reactions were seen
during the vaccination and while the dog was still in the vet's practice. Approximately 3 hours after the
vaccination when the dog was at home after being out for a walk it started to tremble, vomitted once
and showed pain at the injection site on an area approximately hand palm sized. There was no
swelling. The dog was presented to the vet who also noticed tachycardia and pale mucous
membranes. Body temperature was normal. The vet recommended to the owner to keep the dog
calm, to cool the concerned area and to give Metacam as well as Traumeel tablets for 3 days. On the
same day late afternoon when the vet phoned the owner the dog had recovered but was still slightly
painful at the injection site. On 18 Aug the dog had fully recovered. No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

5.9 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (11/08/201411/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(11/08/2014-11/08/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01124

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

05/06/2014

21/08/2014

1

1

0 01/06/2014 Not Known

Crossbred

35 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (05/06/201405/06/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01132

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

15/06/2014

03/09/2014

1

1

0 15/06/2014 Not
Alopecia
Not
Known,<BR><BR general,Seborrhoea,Pustules,Pruritu Known
><BR><BR><BR> s,Pyoderma,Skin scab
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Akita

22 Bravecto 1000 mg (1 tablet) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets Once
(15/06/201415/06/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown (15/06/201415/06/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
SHPPI 10X1DS 122 (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown (15/06/201415/06/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01145

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

25/08/2014

23/09/2014

1

1

0 25/08/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Increased heart rate,Reddening of
R><BR><BR>No the skin,Itching,Red
mucosae,Cyanosis,Chattering of
teeth,Conjunctival
oedema,Anaphylactic
shock,Breathing
difficulty,Prolonged capillary refill
time

SAR: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 09 May 2014 (without SAR) and booster vaccinated on
05 Jun 2014. On 15 Aug 2014 the vet received a fax from the animal owner: since vaccination the dog
shows panting, not being able to breathe properly, is anxious and does not listen to the commands of
the owner any longer. Animal owner is sure that reason for this is vaccination, vets suspicion is
"unlikely". An examination of the dog is not easy because it is very snappy, it was examinated for the
last time in 2012, therefore the vet can not give information on the health status. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
booster Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
Reason for treatment: ectoparasitic control Suspected adverse reaction: Dog was treated mid of Jun
2014 with Bravecto (no concentration was given so 1000 mg was chosen), Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac
L4. According to the pet owner the following symptoms started after this treatment:
pruritus/pyodermia at the tail ground and the flanks. Pet owner is of the opinion that this reaction is
due to the treatment with Bravecto (given by another vet). The reporting vet is of the opinion that a
pyodermia on the vulva is the cause of reaction which was distributed over the whole body by licking.
The dog was treated by washing with shampoo, cortisone and antibiotics. Mid of August the symptoms
have clearly worsened. There is nearly no coat, but seborrhea and pustules. On 29 Aug 2014 the pet
owner reported to the vet that there is still no improvement, but also no worsening: dry pustules,
scabby skin. Reporting vet will make a parasitological examination. FU will be provided. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB EU1
Reason: Ectoparasitic control Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Unknown. Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
SAR. A dog (Yorkshire terrier, 4 kg) was vaccinated extra label with Nobivac SHPPi plus Nobivac L4
simultaneously (not vaccinated with these products before). 30 minutes post vaccination when animal
was at home again, it showed chattering of teeth. The animal was brought back to the vet, there
cyanotic mucosa, shortness of breathing, increased heart rate, prolonged capillary refill time (over 3
seconds), animal still reacting, shock. Therapy: Methylprednisolone, O2, animal improved after 3-4 hrs.,
then animal showed skin reaction: generalized reddened skin, itching, reddened and swollen
conjunctiva. Therapy: Dexamethasone intravenously, infusion. Went home on 26 Aug 2014, still low
grade red skin. Follow-up form 15 Sep 2014: The animal owner did not contact the vet again. Outcome
unknown. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01174

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

25/08/2014

22/09/2014

1

1

0 27/08/2014 Yes

Injection site necrosis,Injection site No Data
swelling,Skin
oedema,Fever,Injection site
seroma

SAR: Approximately on 25 Aug 2014 a dog (Cocker Spaniel) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Two days Other
after the vaccination a local swelling (approximately 4x5cm) appeared at the injection site. The dog
Canine/dog
was treated with Metacam. The swelling became an approximately hand palm-sized seroma with
edematous swelling of the lateral thoracic wall. The dog developed fever (40°C). Puncturing revealed
serosanguinous liquid. A sample was sent to a lab for examination. Also blood samples were taken and
sent to the lab. The dog is treated symptomatically and with decongestant bandages. According to an
email from the owners on 05 Sep 2014 most of the secretion drained off over night due to the
pressure bandage, but now an approximately 6x5cm big skin necrosis has developed in this area. This
necrosis is slowly coming off now, leaving the underlying tissue in this area uncovered, which will most
probably have to be operated. Follow-up is pending. FU 15 Sep 14: Since the vet did not answer to our
follow-up calls and could not be reached multiple times no further information is expected. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

14 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (25/08/201425/08/2014)<BR><BR>

A - Probable

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01188

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

01/09/2014

13/10/2014

1

1

0 06/09/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Leucocytosis,Tarry or black stool
Not
(see also haemorrhagic
Known
diarrhoea),Blindness,Retinal
detachment,Dyspnoea,Decreased
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Weakness,Fever,Reg
enerative anaemia,Laboured
breathing,Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Abnormal radiograph
finding,General illness,Petechiae
NOS,Anaemia
NOS,Thrombocytopenia

SAR: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac T on 01 Sep 2014. According Standard
to animal owner (who is blind, the dog is a guide dog) the dog had already a reduced general health at Poodle
the vaccination day, but according to vet the dog did not show any abnormality in the general health
check. On 6 Sep 2014 it was presented to vet with fever (39.7°C) and reduced general health.
Treatment: Rimadyl, Duphamox. On 7 Sep 2014 worsening of symptoms. On 08 Sep 2014 presented to
vet again with fever (39.3°C), weakness, lethargy, decreased appetite. The owner reported that the
animal had laboured breathing, but vet did not confirm. On 11 Sep 2014 the vet reported that the
symptoms improved, but dog still shows reduced appetite, but more awake, temperature elevated
(39.6°C). Blood tests: Leukocytosis, Granulocytosis, Thrombocytopenia, Hematocrit decreased,
Hemoglobin decreased. Further treatment: Duphamox, Novalgin. Vets differential diagnosis also field
virus Leptospirosis infection. Follow up from 7 Oct 2014: 13 Sep: 40°C fever, worsened general health.
Hospitalized. 16 Sep: Thrombocytopenia worsened (6000), Leukocytosis (13.7), Haematocrit and
Hemoglobin still decreased (40/15). Fever (40.6°C). 17 Sep: Petechiae, black feaced, dyspnoea, lung
compressed (x-ray), Therapy: Prednisolone, stomach protection, blood transfusion. Still leukocytosis.
No fever. 20 Sep: retinal detachment, both eyes (due to bleeding behind retina). The dog is now blind.
Therapy: Prednisolone (furthermore), Doxycycline, Vincristin. 22 Sep: Leptospirosis PCR urine:
negative, Leptospirosis antibody titers all normal, Leischmania 1:32 (borderline titer), Anaplasmosis
>1:200 positive, Liver enzymes high grade enveloped, Thrombocytopenia (still 20) Anaemia
regenerative, Haematocrit 22. 02 Oct: Dog went home. thrombocytes, red blood values, leukocytes all
normal. Treatment stopped due to high liver values. Dog still blind. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Unknown]

19 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(01/09/201401/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(01/09/201401/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (01/09/201401/09/2014)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Anxiety,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Panting,Breathing difficulty

Not
Known

Other

Yorkshire
Terrier

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (25/08/201425/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(25/08/2014-25/08/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01197

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

29/08/2014

08/09/2014

1

1

0 29/08/2014 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Tachycardia,Hyperaemic
mucosae,Weakness,Anaphylactic
shock,Apathy,Impaired
consciousness

Other

Suspected Adverse Reaction: A puppy had been vaccinated for the first time at the breeder, then on 30 Miniature
Jul 2014 in the vet practice with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 in a mixed syringe (extra-label use) and Schnauzer
an unknown rabies vaccine (from another company) was administered at the same time, but at a
different application site. At the booster-vaccination on 29 Aug 2014 with the same combination of
vaccines, approx.10 minutes later the puppy experienced an anaphylactic shock, was apathic, floppy,
had pale mucosae, the capillary filling time was not measurable, tachycardia, was half "out of things".
Treatment with oxygen, (drip) infusion and Urbason (methylprednisolon) was performed. After approx.
15 minutes to 30 minutes later it was better again, after approx. 1 hour the puppy was released home.
In the evening of the same day the owner called to report that everything is normal again. Since then
no problems have occurred. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: unknown Rabies
vaccine (other company) Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

3.8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (29/08/201429/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(29/08/201429/08/2014)<BR><BR>unknown
Rabies vaccine (other company) N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,unknown
(29/08/2014-29/08/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01279

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

17/09/2014

08/10/2014

1

1

0 18/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tonic-clonic seizure
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

No Data

Reason for treatment: deworming SAR: On 17 Sep 14 a dog (breed: Elo) was vaccinated with Nobivac
SHPPi and Nobivac L4 by the vet and was given a non-company dewormer by the owner on the same
day. On the next day (18 Sep) the dog had an epileptic seizure with tonic-clonic convulsions.
Thereafter, he was ok again without therapy. No more information available or expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: Brand: Milbemax Reason: Endoparasitic control] [State of health: Good]

Not Applicable

24 Nobivac L4 (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
ODose Once 1 Animal (17/09/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
17/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPP (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (17/09/201417/09/2014)<BR><BR>unknown
Milbemax - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown
(17/09/2014-17/09/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01356

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

02/10/2014

07/10/2014

1

1

0 02/10/2014 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

SAR: Puppy (13 weeks) was vaccinated for the first time with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
simultaneously (ELU) and Nobivac T (concurrent use) on 02 Oct 2014. On 4 Oct fever (39.6°C), weak.
Therapy: Novalgin, Trimethoprim/Sulfonamide. On 6 Oct: still fever, diarrhea with a little bit blood. Dog
was already dewormed before. Anaemia. Giardia, Anaplasmosis negative. On 7 Oct 2014 hospitalized,
ultrasonic finding: invagination of the intestine. Dog was operated. Further information: the dog was
from a breeder with a massive Giardia infestation, the vets suspicion is that motility of the intestine
was already disturbed before vaccination. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog was vaccinated on 28 Aug 2014 for the first time with Nobivac
SHPPi and Nobivac L4. Approximately 3 weeks later it developed cornea-oedema with uveitis. The vet
asks if this may come from the Hepatitis-vaccination. Symptoms started approximately on 20 Sep 2014
and the dog was transferred by the family vet to the reporting practice, which is specialized in
ophthalmic medicine. There the dog was presented on 22 Sep 2014 with increasingly cloudy eyes;
especially right there was a complete opacification of the cornea, eye pressure at 9/19 mm Hg
(reference: approximately 10-18 mm Hg). At the left eye there was only a slight opacification at the
outer edge. Trauma cannot be excluded. The general condition is undisturbed. Treatment was
performed locally with atropin-drops, Corneregel and Dexamytrel-drops (the Dexamytrel-drops were
also applied into the left eye), additionally as systemic treatment, antibiotic and analgetic was given.
On 24 Sep 2014 the eye pressure was 7/11 mm Hg (reference: approx. 10-18 mm Hg), less
opacification, the fundus was visible. On 9 Oct 2014 the opacification had nearly disappeared, there
was only a slight shadow; atropin was discontinued. Treatment is continued at the family vet. The
dog's health condition prior to vaccination is unknown as it was vaccinated by another vet. Start /
Duration of symptoms: approximately 20 Sep 2014 / ongoing. Follow-up information is expected.
Follow-up from 11 Dec 2014: The dog hasn't been presented in the practice anymore since then. No
further information available. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

Irish
Wolfhound

15 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once (02/10/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
02/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(02/10/201402/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(02/10/2014-02/10/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01368

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

28/08/2014

11/12/2014

1

1

0 20/09/2014 Not
Corneal disorder NOS,Corneal
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Uveitis,Abnormal test
><BR><BR><BR> result
Not Known

Not
Known

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

11 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once 1 Animal (28/08/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
28/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (28/08/201428/08/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01384

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

06/10/2014

14/10/2014

1

1

0 07/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling,Deafness,Partial deafness

No Data

SAR: Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4 on 06 Oct 2014. It is unknown if product was English
used simultanously. 07 Oct 2014: swelling on injection site (neck, as big as a fist), dog was deaf. 17 Oct Springer
2014: swelling clearly decreased, deafness decreased. Therapy: prednisolone. Case closed. [Reason
Spaniel
for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01404

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

10/10/2014

16/10/2014

1

1

0 10/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Angioedema,Anaphylactic shock
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Susp Adverse Reaction: On 10 Oct 14 a Pug was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and
Pug
Nobivac T. Approx 10 minutes later the dog had an anaphylactic shock. The dog was treated with
diphenhydramine as infusion and recovered. Approx three hours later the dog developed angioedema.
After treatment with cortisone and an antihistaminic the dog completely recovered the next day. No
more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS
620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01414

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

16/10/2014

17/10/2014

1

1

0 16/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Local swelling (not application
R><BR><BR>Yes, site),Swollen face (see also
<BR><BR><BR>< 'Skin'),Licking
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Susp Adverse Reaction: On 16 Oct 2014 a dog (Pug) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4
Pug
and Nobivac T. Approximately half an hour post vaccination the dog showed swellings in the face (eyes
and flews), swelling and licking of the paws. The dog was treated with Prednisolone intravenously by
another vet and within another half an hour it had fully recovered. No more information expected.
This case is linked to case 2014-DE-01415. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC
T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01415

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

13/10/2014

17/10/2014

1

1

0 13/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin'),Local swelling (not
<BR><BR><BR>< application site),Licking
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Susp Adverse Reaction: On 13 Oct 2014 a dog (Bernese Mountain Dog) was vaccinated with Nobivac
SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. Approximately half an hour post vaccination the dog showed
swellings in the face (eyes and flews), swelling and licking of the paws. The dog was treated with
Prednisolone intravenously by another vet and within another half an hour it had fully recovered. No
more information expected. This case is linked to case 2014-DE-01414. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Unknown]

Anaemia NOS,Digestive tract
Other
disorder NOS,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Weakness,Fever,Digestiv
e tract hypermotility

266 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown (06/10/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (06/10/201406/10/2014)<BR><BR>
8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (10/10/201410/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (10/10/201410/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(10/10/2014-10/10/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Bernese
Not
Mountain Dog Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (16/10/201416/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (16/10/201416/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(16/10/2014-16/10/2014)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (13/10/201413/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (13/10/201413/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(13/10/2014-13/10/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01416

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

10/10/2014

20/10/2014

6

6

0 11/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Deafness
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction: After vaccination of a litter of 6 Dogo Argentino puppies on 10 Oct 2014 Other
with Nobivac SHP and Nobivac L4, the puppies got deaf. The first vaccination on 21 Aug 2014 had been Canine/dog
performed with product from another company. According to the breeder, the hearing of all puppies
had been okay before the vaccination. Approx. 1-2 days after vaccination, the breeder noted that all 6
puppies were deaf. One of the puppies was examined in the practice on 13 Oct 2014: deafness was
confirmed, otherwise no abnormalities. On 20 Oct 2014, the vet called the breeder and was informed
that the puppies partially hear again. According to the vet, the breeder has at least one bitch which is
deaf, but the family relation to the concerned puppies is unknown. The vet actually doesn't see a
relation to the vaccination, but only wanted to ask if similar cases had already been reported to us.
Start / Duration of symptoms: approx. 1-2 days after vaccination / partially ongoing. No more
information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHP 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01451

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

27/10/2014

28/10/2014

1

1

0 27/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Facial oedema,Weakness,Collapse
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders'),Pale mucous
membrane

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01457

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

28/10/2014

13/11/2014

1

1

0 28/10/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Pale mucous
Not
membrane,Staggering,Lethargy (see Known
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Anaphylactoid
reaction

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01476

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

14/10/2014

12/06/2015

1

1

1 20/10/2014 Yes

Epileptic
No Data
seizure,Falling,Disorientation,Death
by euthanasia,Abnormal test
result,Brain disorder NOS,Tense
muscles

Suspected Adverse Reaction: 5 minutes after vaccination with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
T on 27 Oct 2014, the pug collapsed and was floppy with pale mucosae. Thereafter therapy was
applied with dexamethasone, volume substitution and oxygen. Then in the evening it developed a
facial oedema and then again received prednisolon. On the following day, the oedema had nearly
disappeared. The dog was okay again after 1.5 days. The vet doesn't know, if the dog had already been
vaccinated with Nobivac before. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Good]
SAR: In 2014 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac L4. 10 minutes later it showed
staggering, was flobby and had pale mucosa. No further information in the moment. Follow up from
04 Nov 2014: The vet forwarded further treatment details. Symptoms: seemed to be an anaphylactoid
reaction. Treated with Dexamethasone. Owner did not contact the vet again, dog supposed to be
recovered. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: A Yorkshire Terrier was vaccinated on 14 Oct 2014 with Nobivac L4.
Approx. 1 week later, on 20 Oct 2014 during the night, the dog had a seizure like epilepsy, it toppled
over, the legs were stretched, dog showed defecation and urination, according to the owner this lasted
for approx. 5-10 minutes. Thereafter, the dog was still slightly disoriented, but recovered again. The
same symptoms occurred in total in 3 consecutive nights. On 29 Oct 2014, the dog was presented at
the vet practice: the clinical examination, ultra-sound, heart examination and blood examination was
without findings, except low-grade crystalline sedimentations in the kidney (ultra-sound). No therapy
was performed. On 1 and 2 Nov 2014 during the night, again seizures occurred. It is planned to start a
therapy with an antiepileptic. It is not clear yet, if further diagnostics will be performed. Additional
info: dog had received the basic immunization in Oct 2013 with Nobivac L4. So far, no reactions to
vaccinations and no other diseases are known for the dog. Attending vet's causality assessment:
unclassifiable. Start / Duration of symptoms: 20 Oct 2014 / ongoing. Follow-up information is
expected. Follow-up from 12 Jun 2015: The dog was transferred to a vet clinic on 04 Nov 2014 for MRT
of the head. Result: a structure was found in the head with suspicion of tumor. The dog stayed in the
clinic for treatment, therefore the practice has no detailed further information. However they know,
that the dog has been euthanized in the meantime (date unknown). No more information expected;
case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01508

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

12/11/2014

12/11/2014

1

1

0 12/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin'),Eyelid oedema,Local swelling
<BR><BR><BR>< (not application site)
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01511

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

07/10/2014

12/06/2015

1

1

0 10/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hearing decreased
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01569

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

21/11/2014

11/12/2014

1

1

0 22/11/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Epileptic seizure
R><BR><BR>No

Other

Pug

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (10/10/201410/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(10/10/2014-10/10/2014)<BR><BR>

4.92 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (27/10/201427/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (27/10/201427/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(27/10/2014-27/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

3 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown Unknown (28/10/201428/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (28/10/201428/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Yorkshire
Terrier

4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (14/10/201414/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Susp Adverse Reaction: On 12 Nov 2014 a Shiba Inu puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac T, Nobivac
Shiba Inu
SHPPi and Nobivac L4. The dog had previously been vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac SHPPi 3-4
weeks before. Approx 2 hours post vaccination the dog had a strong facial swelling, the eyelids were
completely shut due to the swelling and also the nose bridge was swollen. No respiratory problems.
The dog was treated with Prednisolon 1 mg/kg intramuscularly and Amoxicillin. Approx 4-5 hours later
the dog had completely recovered. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (large mixed-breed) was vaccinated with Nobivac BbPi and Nobivac Crossbred
L4 on 7 Oct 2014. On 31 Oct 2014, the dog was presented to the vet with reduced hearing ability which
had been ongoing since approx. 3 weeks. The clinical examination on 31 Oct 2014 was inconspicuous,
treatment with Karsivan was applied. The vet talked on the phone with the owner on 10 Nov 2014 for
the last time, then it was already slightly better. The age of the dog is unknown, it was estimated to a
birth date of approx. 2008, but could also be older. On 4 Nov 2013, the dog had also been vaccinated
with Nobivac BbPi and Nobivac L4 without problems. Attending vet's causality assessment:
unclassifiable (she rather wanted to ask if such a reaction is known than to report an adverse
reaction). Start / Duration of reaction: approx. 3 days after vaccination / ongoing. Follow-up
information is expected. Follow-up from 12 Jun 2015: The vet had assumed a soon recovery, so it had
been agreed that she should inform us if the situation should worsen (against expectations). The vet
hasn't contacted us anymore since then. Case is therefore closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 122 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Good]
Susp Adverse Reaction: On 21 Nov 14 a dog (French Bulldog) was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and
French Bulldog
Nobivac L4 simultaneously mixed in one syringe (ELU). 24 hours later (22 Nov) the dog had an epileptic
seizure. Before and after that the dog was fine. The dog has a medical history of epilepsy (first seizure
seen end of Jan 2014). At that time the dog had been completely checked through from a neurologist,
including blood tests and MRI. Diagnosis: idiopathic epilepsy. Treatment with Phenobarbital, thereafter
no more seizures since end of July. According to the owner the tablets were not forgotten and nothing
unusual had occurred. It was the first vaccination with Nobivac L4. In the year before (07 Oct 2013) the
dog had been vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac Lepto without problems. Blood test for
determination of drug concentration is pending. F/up is expected. FU 11 Dec 14: Since then the dog
had not shown any seizures. Blood concentration of phenobarbital was found in the upper end of the
therapeutic level. No treatment or dose change was necessary. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Good]

N - Unlikely

4.3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (12/11/201412/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (12/11/201412/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(12/11/2014-12/11/2014)<BR><BR>

34 Nobivac BbPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once 1 Animal (07/10/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
07/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(07/10/2014-07/10/2014)<BR><BR>

12.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once 1 Animal (21/11/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
21/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(21/11/2014-21/11/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01590

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

20/11/2014

26/11/2014

1

1

0 23/11/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lymphopenia,Faecal
Not
impaction,Vomiting,Pinnal
Known
reddening,Lung oedema,Reddening
of the skin,Hyperthermia,Reluctant
to move,Chemosis,Laboured
breathing,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypo
proteinaemia

FU 19 Dec 2014: Since then the vet was difficult to contact again. On 19 Dec the vet reported that in
Other
the meanwhile (date not further specified, so Dec 2014 was entered) the dog was doing fine. For the
Canine/dog
vet the cause of the reactions still remains unclear. Case closed. Susp Adverse Reaction: On 20 Nov
2014 a dog (Dachshund Mix) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T by another
vet. On 23 Nov the reporting vet was informed by the owner that the dog was vomiting. On 24 Nov the
dog was reluctant to move and was presented to the vet with low-grade hyperthermia (39.3°C),
conjunctival edema (chemosis) and reddening of the skin at the abdomen and the ears. The dog was
straining to eliminate feces, but there was none (coded as faecal impaction). It was treated with Baytril
and Novalgin but barely improved. In the evening of 25 Nov the dog showed laboured breathing,
according to the vet had developed a lung oedema. Bloods were taken: Albumin and total protein were
strongly decreased and also lymphocytes were low. Treatment with Solu Decortin and Dimazon
intravenously. On 26 Nov in the morning symptoms had slightly improved. The vet reported that there
was a strong occurrence of gastrointestinal infections in that area at the moment. No uptake of
foreign body or toxic substance had been noticed. On 27 Nov the reddening was less and the dog was
doing better but body temperature was still elevated. Assessment of the reporting vet is "O"
unclassified. F/up is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01594

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

11/11/2014

11/12/2014

1

1

0 22/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Anaemia
No Data
NOS,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Par
aplegia,Weakness,Fever,Not
eating,Swollen lymph
node,Hypoalbuminaemia,Haematur
ia,Decreased red blood cell count

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01612

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

25/11/2014

02/12/2014

1

1

1 27/11/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Haemolytic anaemia,Collapse (see Other
R><BR><BR>No also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death,Fever,Not
eating,Abnormal test result,General
illness,Haemolysis

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01613

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

22 Month(s)

13/11/2014

28/11/2014

1

1

0 13/11/2014 Not Known

Megaoesophagus,Cough,Inappeten Not
ce,Pyrexia
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01660

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

11/12/2014

11/12/2014

1

1

0 11/12/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Poor peripheral
No Data
circulation,Increased heart
rate,Vomiting,Urticaria,Hyperaemic
mucosae,Weakness,Malaise,Elevat
ed temperature,Facial oedema

Susp Adverse Reaction: On 11 Nov 2014 a Pit Bull was vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac SHPPi and Other
Nobivac T. On 22 Nov 14 the dog was presented to the vet with fever 40.2 °C, weakness and low-grade Canine/dog
swelling of the mandibular lymph nodes. The dog was treated with Novalgin subcutaneously and
Novaminsulfon tablets were given for further treatment at home. First, the dog slightly improved, but
then the fever went up again. On 23 Nov bloods were taken: leucocytosis 15.5 (ref: 6-12) was seen.
Additional treatment with Amoxicillin clavulanic acid. On 24 Nov antibiotics were changed to Baytril,
because the owners had good experiences with it from the last episodes. On 25 Nov the dog
additionally showed paraplegia of the hind limbs (depth sensitivity was still there but superficial
sensitivity stopped after L3). The dog was hospitalized. On 26 Nov the dog showed haematuria and
anaemia (HCT 42.4). Bloods on 26 Nov showed increased leucocytosis 23.9. On 27 Nov the dog
stopped eating. Bloods on 27 Nov: Leucocytes 23.1, slight neutrophilia, HCT 32.2, erythrocytes
decreased at 4.5, hypoalbuminemia. Renal values, thrombocytes and blood coagulation values were
ok. Test results for Leptospirosis (urine and blood) and bacteriology (urine) are pending. Examination
for blood parasites was negative in 2010, no new examination performed. Additional treatment with
infusion, Ranitidine and dexamethasone once in the beginning of the disease course. Since 26 Nov no
more fever. The dog remains under treatment in the clinic. Additional information: The dog had
previously shown several episodes of fever since a long time. These were seen in temporal relation to
vaccinations (approx 7-10 days afterwards, products unknown) as well as without any relation
(unknown origin). The dog is urine incontinent and was treated with Incurin, but the owners had
stopped the treatment. The vets causality assessment is "O" unclassified. F/up will be provided. FU 11
Dec 2014: The dog was released home on 29 Nov 14, still with full paraplegia, but better (wagging its
tail was possible). The dog was more active, was eating normally and all blood parameters were
normal except leucocytes were still elevated. All other symptoms had also abated. The dog is still
under ambulant therapy with physiotherapy, cortisone, Incurin and vitamin B. In the meanwhile (11
Dec 14) the dog is able to walk with support. Leptospirosis test was negative, no further diagnostics
were performed. Complete recovery is soon expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU
ADJUVANT
KV Brand:
NOBIVAC
T 50X1DS
620
Reason:Dog
Unknown.]
[State
of health:
Suspected Adverse
Reaction:
A dog
(German
Shepherd
- Mix) was
vaccinated
withGood]
Nobivac Pi and German
Nobivac L4 on 25 Nov 2014 in a mixed syringe (extra-label use). Approximately 2 days after the
Shepherd Dog
vaccination, the dog showed a pronounced haemolytic anaemia, fever, didn't eat, blood examination
revealed haemolysis, decreased erythrocytes (= anaemia), the values got worse from day to day and
the general condition got worse as well. Therapy with cortisone was applied, but the treatment didn't
help. As further diagnostics, a test for antinuclear antibodies (ANA) and a Coombs-test were performed
and both were negative. The owners refused more diagnostics / therapy. On 3 Dec 2014, the dog was
presented in the practice for a control-check (possibly euthanasia) and collapsed on the table and died.
Attending vet's causality assessment (for both vaccines): unclassifiable. Additional info: the dog had
not been in a foreign country. Start / Duration of symptoms: approximately 27 Nov 2014 / 3 Dec 2014.
No more information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE
PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 13 Nov 2014 for the second
Crossbred
time (yearly continuous vaccination). It had received the first vaccination with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac
T and Nobivac L4 on 16 Oct 2014. On the same day after the vaccination, the dog showed pyrexia,
inappetence, cough and megaoesophagus. End of reaction: 21 Nov 2014 (dog recovered). No more
information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 11 Dec 2014 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac SHPPi
Beagle
and Nobivac T. The condition of the dog prior to vaccination was reported as good although it was
also reported that the dog had calculus with low-grade gingivitis and inflammation of the penis tip,
which was treated with a local antibiotic for drying off cows, on the day of vaccination. Approx 1-2
hours after the vaccination the owner phoned the vet that the dog showed a light swelling in the face.
The vet recommended to observe the dog. Approx 3 hours later the dog was presented to the vet with
strong facial edema and vomitus. Body temperature was normal (38.8°C). The dog was treated with
Prednisolone. Approx 2 hours later the dog was presented again with urticaria on the whole body,
increased heart rate and reddened mucus membranes. The capillary refill time was slightly prolonged,
general condition of the animal was poor, the dog was weak and body temperature was slightly
increased (39.4°C). Again treatment with Prednisolone additionally with a homeopathic and
Metamizol. The next morning (12 Dec) the dog had fully recovered. Additional information: The dog
had been in the US for a long time and there was vaccinated with Lepto 4X. Since 2 years the dog lives
in Germany and was not vaccinated at all. No more information expected. This case is linked to 2014DE-01622 (similar case from same reporter). [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT
KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown. Generic: Brand: Local antibiotic for drying off
cows (Euterinjekt) Reason: Inflammation of the penis tip] [State of health: Good]

13 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown
(20/11/201420/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
Unknown (20/11/201420/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
Unknown (20/11/201420/11/2014)<BR><BR>

29.4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once 1 Animal (11/11/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
11/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (11/11/201411/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(11/11/2014-11/11/2014)<BR><BR>

45 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (25/11/201425/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(25/11/2014-25/11/2014)<BR><BR>

9.8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (13/11/201413/11/2014)<BR><BR>

A - Probable

22.8 Local antibiotic for drying off cows B - Possible
(Euterinjekt) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown (11/12/201411/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(11/12/201411/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (11/12/201411/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(11/12/2014-11/12/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01661

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

02/12/2014

07/07/2015

1

1

0 03/12/2014 Yes

Behavioural disorder
No Data
NOS,Restlessness,Arrhythmia,Tachy
cardia,Cardiac disorder
NOS,Weakness

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 28 Oct 2014, the dog received Nobivac L4 for the first time in the
Labrador
course of a vaccination with Nobivac SHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. Then on 02 Dec 2014, the
Retriever
booster-vaccination with Nobivac L4 (alone) was performed. At the auscultation prior to vaccination,
there had been no special findings. The owners are physicians. On the day after the vaccination (03
Dec 2014), the dog was floppy. The owners themselves auscultated the heart and noted an arrhythmia.
In the following days, the dog was restless. On 11 Dec 2014 the animal was presented in the practice
where a tachy-arryhthmia with split first heart-tone was noted (suspicion of myocarditis). The owner
described the animal as languid, restless, with changed character. The lung was without special
findings, the temperature was without special findings, laboratory examination was inconspicuous. The
dog received Clavaseptin, then treatment was changed to penicillin. The vet doesn't want to use this
vaccine-batch further (however, she has 2 different batches of Nobivac L4 in use). So far, no further
cardiac diagnostics have been performed. The vet asked for diagnostics on leptospirosis. We
recommended to perform cardiac diagnostics first. Start / Duration of symptoms: on the day after the
vaccination / ongoing. Further follow-up information is expected. Follow-up from 7 Jan 2014: The
leucocytes were also in the normal range, there was no evidence for an inflammatory process.
Penicillin had been given for 1 week. The vet sees no obvious relation between the cardiac clinical signs
and the vaccination and also thinks that a cardiac sonography is important, which will soon be
performed at another vet practice (probably on the initiative of the owner). The vet will inform us
about the results. So a further follow-up is expected after the sonography. Follow-up from 07 Jul 2015:
Cardiac examination in Jan 2015 revealed mitral valve endocardiosis; thereafter the practice hasn't
received any further information concerning the dog. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (02/12/201402/12/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01670

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

05/03/2014

10/01/2015

1

1

1 06/12/2014 Yes

Anaemia
No Data
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Vomiting,B
lood in vomit,Oliguria,Renal
failure,Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy,Liver
failure,Apathy,Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated renal parameters

Susp Lack of Expected Efficacy: On 04 Feb 2014 and 05 Mar 2014 a dog (Springer Spaniel) was
Other
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 for basic immunization by another vet. Condition prior to treatment is
Canine/dog
therefore unknown, but described as healthy by the reporting vet, who is a friend of the owner. The
dog had been vaccinated on a regular basis with Nobivac Lepto as well as with non-company
Leptospirosis vaccines before. Approx on 06 Dec 2014 the dog started to show symptoms of
Leptospirosis commencing with vomiting. Since that time point the dog deteriorated very quickly and
was forwarded immediately to the university hospital. There, the dog was treated until on 10 Dec 14
he showed renal and liver failure and spit blood, so the dog was euthanized on the same day. PCR
diagnostic confirmed Leptospirosis. The serovar(s) involved are unknown. Additional information: The
dog had come from Malta 4 years ago. Follow up expected. FU 10 Jan 2015: We received confirmation
of the information given and further case details by the university clinic where the dog had been
treated. The dog had been presented in the clinic on 07 Dec 14 with acute vomiting and apathy.
Laboratory test results revealed acute renal failure, elevated liver values, thrombocytopenia and
anaemia. PCR for Leptospirosis in the blood was positive, in the urine negative, antibody titres against
Leptospirosis were negative. The dog was treated with infusion, Amoxicillin/ clavulanic acid,
Metoclopramide, Omeprazol, Metamizol and Buprenorphine. In the course of the disease the renal
values increased (oliguria) and on 10 Dec the dog was euthanized due to suspected lung bleeding. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (05/03/201405/03/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-DE-01679

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

15/12/2014

16/12/2014

1

1

0 15/12/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Periorbital
R><BR><BR>No oedema,Urticaria,Vaginal
swelling,Reddening of the
skin,Itching,Local swelling (not
application site)

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2014-FR-00785

France

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

21/07/2014

05/09/2014

1

1

1 11/08/2014 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00003

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

16/12/2014

02/01/2015

1

1

0 16/12/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Respiratory arrest,Oedema NOS
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes (see other SOCs for specific
oedemas),Anaphylactic
shock,Impaired
consciousness,Circulatory disorder
NOS

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00012

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

22/12/2014

21/01/2015

1

1

0 02/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Autoimmu
ne disorder NOS,Oedema of the
extremities (see also other SOCs
for most applicable
oedema),Seizure
NOS,Weakness,Coagulopathy,Skin
petechiae

Other

Not eating,Mucosa
No Data
petechiae,Abnormal test result,Pale
mucous membrane,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Icterus,Not
drinking,Death,Weakness,Lack of
efficacy

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 15 Dec 2014 in the morning (approx 8.45 - 9 a.m.) a dog (Pug) was
Pug
vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously mixed in one syringe (ELU). In the
evening of the same day (approx at 6.30 p.m.) it developed allergic symptoms: reddening and swelling
of the muzzle and eye area. An homeopathic antiallergenic drug was given and improvement of the
symptoms occurred. Then however, swelling in the vaginal area, urticaria over the whole body and
itching occurred (approx. at 9.00 p.m.). Prednisolon was given. On 16 Dec 2014, the dog came for a
control-check and everything was fine again. There was no reaction at the injection site. The owners
reported that they had bought a new cheap dog basket from the Internet and the dog had nibbled at it.
The owners and the vet don't exclude that the allergic reaction has occurred as a consequence of that
or that the dog had come in contact with another allergenic source during the dog walk. The boostervaccination with Nobivac L4 will be performed in 4 weeks and the dog will be monitored. The vet will
contact us if the dog should react again. The basket was removed. Previous vaccinations had been
performed on 19 Nov 2013 with a vaccine from Virbac and on 13 Dec 2013 with a vaccine from Merial
without problems. Start / Duration of symptoms: approx. 10 hours after vaccination / next day. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
On 21 Jul 2014 a puppy was revaccinated with Nobivac L4 in Germany. Previous vaccination on 16 Jun
2014 with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and a non-company rabies vaccine had been without problem.
After the second vaccination the owners went on holiday to France with the dog. On 11 Aug 2014 the
owners phoned the vet and reported that the dog showed vomitting and bloody diarrhea, would not
eat and drink, was weak and had pale mucous membranes. The dog was presented to a vet practice
and then a vet clinic in France. On 12 Aug the mucous membranes had become icteric with petecchiae.
The dog was treated with infusion, Augmentan, MCP, a spasmolytic, and analgetics. On 13 Aug the dog
died. Urine and blood samples were tested positive for Leptospira interrogans by PCR. The serovars
involved were not determined. Additional information: The dog had a lameness due to a swelling of
the knee joint after a trauma shortly before the revaccination and was treated with Previcox. At the
time of the vaccination the knee was still slightly swollen, but otherwise the dog was healthy. No
postmortem was performed. The vet's causality assessment is O unclassified. No more information
expected. Duration of reaction: 2 Days Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR:
Unfavorable
Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 16 Dec 2014 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac
L4. Approx 5 minutes after application of the vaccines the dog had an anaphylactic shock
(vasodilatation, clouding of consciousness, respiratory arrest, edema). The dog was reanimated with
Doxapram, heat, infusion, manual reanimation, Dexamethasone injection and other therapeutic
measures. The dog was symptom-free after approx 5 hours on the same day. No more information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620
Reason: Booster vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 22 Dec 2014 an 11 year old Australian Shepherd (tested for MDR-1 defect, vet does not
remember exactly but possibly positive) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI (vaccinated with this
product since years without SAR) and Nobivac L4 (first vaccination). On 02 Jan 2015 the dog showed
weakness and oedema on the hind legs. In the clinic the initial suspected diagnosis was gastrointestinal
infection, symptomatic treatment. On 04 Jan 2015 dog showed seizure and hemorrhage under the skin
(petechiae), anaemia, thrombocytopenia, coagulation disturbance, animal hospitalized. Investigation:
parasites of the blood negative, auto-antibody not tested, poisoning and other potential causes not to
exclude. Therapy: blood plasma substituted, antibiotics, NSAID, Prednisolone, Doxycycline. Dog was
released from hospital on 07 Jan 2015, recovered inclusive the blood values, but still oedema on hind
legs. Immune mediated reaction / autoimmune reaction was discussed. Follow up from 21 Jan 2015:
Dog fully recovered (oedema on approximately 13 Jan 2015). Vet reported that in the same period of
time further dogs had been presented to this vet clinic with symptoms of poisoning (rat poison?), the
vet assesses causal relation to vaccination as "unlikely". [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Labrador
Retriever

Shih Tzu

Australian
Shepherd Dog

9.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (15/12/201415/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (15/12/201415/12/2014)<BR><BR>

16.3 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
N - Unlikely
Dose ; duration: Once; (21/07/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (16/12/201416/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (16/12/201416/12/2014)<BR><BR>

32 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (22/12/201422/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Months (22/12/201422/12/2014)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

CA comments: According to the case chronology,
clinical signs of leptospirosis occurred about 3 weeks
after the end of primovaccination. Therefore,
considering an incubation period of at least 5-6 days,
infection must have occured before the onset of
immunity, which is expected only 3 weeks after the
second primovaccination injection. As a consequence,
by the time of infection, no efficient vaccine-induced
immune protection could be achieved. Thus, the role
of NOBIVAC L4 is assessed: N (Unlikely).

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00014

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8.5 Week(s)

30/12/2014

29/01/2015

12

3

0 01/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Trembling,Reduced
R><BR><BR>Yes reflexes,Ataxia,Intention
tremor,Proprioception loss,Hind
limb paresis,Fever

No Data

SAR: On 30 Dec 2014 12 puppies (labradoodle, one litter, 9 female, 3 male) had been vaccinated with
Labrador
Nobivac SHP and Nobivac L4. On approximately 01 Jan 2015 2 male puppies showed trembling, low
Retriever
grade fever, did not respond on threatening reflex (missing reflex), intention tremor, hind leg lameness,
loss off proprioception/rightening reflex. Vet has suspicion of meningoencephalitis, caused by
vaccination. Treatment: Cortisone (Prednisolone). Improvement. One other puppy (male) shows same
symptoms but lower grade from 06 Jan 2015 on. Same treatment. Follow up from 08 Jan 2015: 2
recovered, 1 improved, but still low-grade ataxia. Vet suspicion is a hereditary component. MDR-1 test
outstanding. Linked to 2015-DE-2016. Follow up from 29 Jan 2015: One week later all 3 puppies
recovered. Treatment with Amoxiclav and Cortisone. MDR-1 test was not performed. No further
diagnostic or information. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHP 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00019

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Year(s)

03/01/2015

07/01/2015

1

1

0 04/01/2014 Not Known

Injection site lesion,Injection site
swelling,Weakness,Fever

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00028

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

28/11/2014

02/02/2015

1

1

0 09/12/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Diarrhoea,Corneal disorder
Not
NOS,Corneal oedema,Uveitis,Eye
Known
disorder NOS (for photophobia see
'neurological'),Conjunctivitis

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00035

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

09/01/2015

12/01/2015

1

1

1 09/01/2015 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Pale mucous membrane,Circulatory Other
collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic
disorders'),Vomiting,Staggering,Dys
pnoea,Death,Cyanosis,Reduced
responses,Urination,Glazed eye

SAR: On 03 Jan 2014 a dog (breed ShiTsu, 4.3 kg) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Post vaccination
injection site swelling (as big as the palm of a hand, which bursts open/pulled over), weakness, fever.
Symptoms lasted for 10-14 days. Further information: Case was reported in 2015, as vet asked for
further technical advise to re-vaccination in 2015. Dog showed similar reaction one year ago after
vaccination with other Nobivac products, reported in case 2015-De-00020 (non-serious SAR). [Reason
for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (Gos D'Atura Catala) was vaccinated on 28 Nov 2014 with Nobivac
SHPPi and Nobivac Lepto in another practice (1st vaccination had been performed with vaccine(s) from
another company). The condition before the vaccination is thus unknown, but the owners haven't
mentioned anything, so the vet assumes that the condition was good. On 13 Dec 2014, the dog was
presented for the first time in the reporting practice with conjunctivitis at both eyes since 4 days (i.e.
start approx. on 09 Dec 2014), slight cornea-oedema at the left eye and chronic recurrent diarrhoea.
Furthermore, according to the other vet, the dog shows bilateral epiphora since Nov 2014 (it is unclear
since when exactly and if it had already been present before the vaccination or not). Applied
treatment: Oxytetracycline ophthalmic ointment and Synulox. A control-check was made on 18 Dec
2014: left cornea was completely dull, fluorescein-test was negative, there was uveitis as
accompanying symptom, the eye pressure was as follows: left: 4 mmHg, right:15 mmHg (reference
range: 15-25 mmHg), there was no diarrhoea anymore. At the blood examination, everything was
normal, the ophthalmic ultra-sound examination revealed cornea-oedema with damage of the
endothelium; trauma was excluded. Treatment with Synulox was continued and Prednisolon eye drops
were applied. On 22 Dec 2014, the uveitis was better (pressure left: 8 mmHg), additionally there was
ceratoconus (Coded as eye disorder NOS). Treatment was changed to Isoptomax ophthalmic
ointment. On 29 Dec 2014, the uveitis had further improved (pressure left: approx. 10 mmHg), corneaoedema was unchanged, ceratoconus was slightly declining. The dog was transferred to an
ophthalmologist who thinks that a vaccination-reaction cannot be excluded and performed
hyperosmotic therapy with Glucose-eye drops. Follow-up information is expected. Follow-up from 02
Feb 2015: The cornea-oedema is unchanged ? neither better nor worse. The animal is still treated. All
other symptoms have disappeared again. Otherwise, the dog is doing well. The vet doesn?t believe in a
causal relation with the vaccination, but rather assumes a hereditary-caused damage of the corneaendothelium. Note: contrary to the initial report, where Nobivac Lepto was mentioned the dog was
actually vaccinated with Nobivac L4, instead of Nobivac Lepto (product was changed accordingly). The
batch numbers of both used vaccines were received and coded. No more information expected; case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination]
[StateReaction:
of health:AUnknown]
Suspected Adverse
dog (neutered pug) was vaccinated on 09 Jan 2015 with Nobivac SHPPi

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00052

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Year(s)

15/07/2014

15/01/2015

1

1

1 19/07/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Abnormal test
R><BR><BR>No, result,Death,Weight loss
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Other

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Once (30/12/201430/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(30/12/2014-30/12/2014)<BR><BR>

Shih Tzu

4.3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (03/01/201503/01/2015)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

7.5 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,N/A,unknown (28/11/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
28/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,unknown
(28/11/2014-28/11/2014)<BR><BR>

Pug

7.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (09/01/201509/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (09/01/201509/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(09/01/2015-09/01/2015)<BR><BR>

and Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 were given in a mixed syringe on one
side (extra-label use), Nobivac T was given alone on the other side (on label use). After approx. 1
minute (directly after vaccination, when the dog got down from the table), the dog urinated. Shortly
later it had a glazed gaze, staggering gait, vomited feed and suffered a circulatory collapse ("slumping
down" with grey-white-blue mucosae, was hardly responsive, had flat breathing). The vet stabilized /
tried to stabilize the dog until approx. 5:30 p.m. in her practice. A venous entry was not possible
because of circulatory weakness. Applied therapy: prednisolon and infusion s.c., warmth. The vet then
transferred the dog into a vet clinic, there it died then, approx. 3.5 hours after the vaccination. At the
arrival in the clinic, only a re-animation attempt was made, but this was not successful. No section was
initiated. Additional info: the dog had been imported from a foreign country, preliminary diseases are
unknown. The last vaccination had been approx. in Sep 2013 with vaccine(s) from another company.
Note: the vet sent the case on 13 Jan 2015 also to the agency (BVL). No more information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: Initial information from the vaccinating vet: a West Highland White
West Highland
Terrier was already very old and had a chronic cardiac disease, so the vet was wondering together with White Terrier
the owner, if the dog should be vaccinated and decided to vaccinate only with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac
L4, on 15 Jul 2014 in a mixed syringe (extra-label use). Thereafter, the vet got no feed-back from the
owner. In Dec 2014, the vet met the owner in a supermarket and asked about the dog. The owner
stated that the dog had died approx. 2 days after vaccination and that the vaccination and thus also
the vet is responsible for that. The vet had received no further information, so we tried to reach the
owner for more information. Vaccinating vet's causality assessment: unclassifiable. Phone call to the
owner on 19 Jan 2015: The owner couldn?t remember exactly anymore / was slightly confused, so the
following data are not very exact. Shortly after the vaccination, but not on the same day, possibly
several days later, the dog started to vomit and had diarrhoea. As the vaccinating vet was on holidays,
the dog was presented to another vet. This vet stated that the reaction could possibly be a vaccinationreaction and applied medicaments. However the dog deteriorated, emaciated from initially 8 kg to 3 kg
and then died on 28 Oct 2014 (not approx. 2 days after the vaccination as mentioned in the initial
report) without preceding further treatment. During this time the owners had presented the dog only
once to the other vet. Additional info: the dog had been under treatment because of a cardiac disease
approx. since 2 years and was receiving medicaments until its death. We also called the other vet on
20 Jan 2015 and were informed that the first presentation of the dog was on 06 Aug 2014 with
vomiting, which had been ongoing according to the owner since approx. 14 days (i.e. approx. 23 Jul
2014), starting shortly after the vaccination. This vet assumes an infectious gastritis and sees no
relation to vaccination. The blood examination was without special findings, except an elevated
glucose-value. Treatment was performed with Cerenia, Voren and Metronidazol. On 22 Aug 2014 only
Vomisan-tablets were handed out to the owner, thereafter the owner hasn?t come to the practice
anymore. No more information expected; case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE
PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: unspecified medicaments against chronic cardiac disease Reason: Chronic cardiac disease]
[State of health: Good]

A - Probable

7.2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (15/07/201415/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(15/07/201415/07/2014)<BR><BR>unspecified
medicaments against chronic
cardiac disease - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,unknown (01/07/201228/10/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00068

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

12/01/2015

20/01/2015

1

1

1 14/01/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00071

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

14/01/2015

20/01/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00077

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

20/01/2015

23/01/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00083

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

16/01/2015

16/02/2015

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00138

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

17/12/2014

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00139

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

30/01/2014

Death by euthanasia,Epileptic
seizure,Convulsion

Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (Afghan) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 12 Jan 2015. 2 days
Afghan Hound
after the vaccination, during a promenade, suddenly an epileptic seizure occurred. Later on the same
day, further seizures occurred. In the clinic, Valium was administered. However again seizures occurred
during the following days, again and again Valium was administered. The dog was hospitalized
stationarily in the clinic. The following examinations were performed: blood, x-ray, ultra-sound, CT: all
without special findings, liquor-result is still outstanding. For 24 hours, the dog was sedated, thereafter
again seizures / convulsions until status epilepticus occurred. Therefore, on 19 Jan 2015, it was decided
to euthanize the dog. No section was performed. Start / Duration of symptoms: 14 Jan 2015 / 19 Jan
2015 (euthanasia) Additional info: the dog had a cardiac problem which had been diagnosed before:
low-grade mitral heart valve insufficiency (not requiring treatment). On 15 Dec 2014, for the first time
Nobivac vaccination with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 had been performed (with T-component from
another company). The vet will contact us, if - after conversation with the vet from the clinic - new
information should become available. Case will be closed and re-opened for follow-up, if applicable.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS
540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

25 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (12/01/201512/01/2015)<BR><BR>

0 15/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Neurological symptoms
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Restlessness,Excitation,Vocalis
ation,Not sleeping

Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (Magyar Vizsla) was vaccinated on 14 Jan 2015 for the first time
Other
with Nobivac-vaccines, namely with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4. In the night post vaccination,
Canine/dog
approx. from 3 a.m., the neurological symptomatology started: the dog was very restless, didn't sleep,
was howling, showed a general state of excitement. No local reaction occurred, no painfulness was
notable. On 15 Jan 2015, the animal was first treated by the vet homoeopathically with Thuya (against
vaccination-reactions / allergies), in the evening additionally Metacam was given, but no improvement
occurred. The dog was transferred to the vet clinic. There the following diagnostics were performed:
blood, x-ray, CT, ultra-sound: all without special findings. So far, no liquor has been examined yet. The
symptoms are still ongoing. Since 19 Jan 2015 in the evening, prednisolon and Calmex (L-Tryptophan) is
given. Now slight improvement has occurred. If the symptomatology should persist, further diagnostics
shall be performed (liquor). In this case the vet will contact us again. Case will be closed for now, but reopened for follow-up, if applicable. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

31 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (14/01/201514/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (14/01/201514/01/2015)<BR><BR>

1

0 20/01/2015 Yes

Bloody
diarrhoea,Weakness,Sleepiness neurological disorder,Diarrhoea

15 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (20/01/201520/01/2015)<BR><BR>

1

1

1 16/01/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Thrombocytopenia,Leucopenia,Dia No Data
rrhoea,Death by
euthanasia,Weakness,Fever,Not
eating,Fatigue,Walking
difficulty,Neoplasia NOS,NT tumour (NOS)

Suspected Adverse Reaction: Approx. on 26 Dec 2014, a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Crossbred
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T without reaction. Now after the booster-vaccination with Nobivac L4 on 20
Jan 2015, the dog had developed diarrhoea, partially with addition of blood and was floppy, "only
sleeping" on the same day and on the following day (21 Jan 2015). The diarrhoea has disappeared
again since 22 Jan 2015 without therapy. However, the floppiness was still there at the time of the
initial report (23 Jan 2015). The vet asked what to do. We recommended to examine the dog / perform
diagnostics, if no improvement should occur until the following day. On 26 Jan 2015, we called the vet
for a follow-up and were informed that the dog was presented in the practice on 24 Jan 2015 and
there everything was fine again. No examinations were performed, no therapy was applied. No more
information expected; case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: booster-vaccination]
[State of health: Good]
Reason for treatment: Booster vaccination Susp Adverse Reaction: On 16 Jan 2015 a dog was
Large
revaccinated with Nobivac L4. The first vaccination with Nobivac SHP + L4 given 4 weeks had been
Munsterlander
tolerated well. In the evening after the vaccination the dog showed weakness and fatigue. On the next
day (17 Jan) the dog had high fever (40.4°C). The vet initially treated the dog with Metacam for 2 days,
but the dogs condition progressively worsened and it showed recurrent high fever. On 19 Jan the dog
was not eating. Treatment with Penicillin/Streptomycin and Metamizol. The fever recurrently ascended
an descended. On 20 Jan the dog had pasty diarrhea which lasted one day and abated on 21 Jan. Blood
tests on 21 and 23 Jan showed leucopenia 0.7 x 10^3 (ref. 6-12 x 10^3) and thrombocytopenia (almost
0 thrombocytes). However, the dog showed no bleeding or coagulation problems. Additional
treatment with 4 ampoules of Konakion and Vitamin K oral drops. On 23 Jan the dog was doing better,
was fitter and showed no symptoms any more. Control blood test is pending. Additional information/
Medical History: The dog has mild heart problems, an anal fistula and is treated with Incurin and
Vasotop as long-term medication, otherwise is fit according to the vet. Presumably these products
were also given on the day of vaccination and were therefore entered as additional suspect company
products. Details to these products like presentation, dosage, start of treatment etc. were not
mentioned. Presentation of Vasotop 2.5mg was chosen arbitrarily. Follow-up is expected. Note NCA:
Because of long-term administration of Incurin and Vasotop and onset of adverse reactions on day of
booster vaccination, the long-term VMPs were set to concomitant. Master send by PEI. Follow-up
MAH 12 Feb 2015 (03 Feb 2015): The dog continued to show intermittent fever episodes. Due to a
suspicion on the x-ray an ultrasound examination of the abdomen was performed and multiple tumors
of the spleen were seen. Blood tests on 29 Jan revealed slightly improved thrombocyte values 48 000
(before it had been 16 000; ref. >150 000) and leucocyte values 4.1 G/l (ref: 6-12). On 02 Feb 15 the
dog was euthanized because of the uncontrollable fever and he could not walk any more. The vets
causality assessment is "O". Leptospirosis was tested via PCR and antibody titres, but were both
negative (all titres 1:100). Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Booster vaccination
Generic: ESTRIOL TABLETS Brand: INCURIN 1MG 1X30TAB 567 Reason: Unknown. Generic: RAMIPRIL
ORAL TABLETS Brand: VASOTOP P 2.5MG 3X28TAB 122 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

04/02/2015

1

1

0 17/12/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Reddening of the
skin,Excessive licking and/or
grooming,Hyperactivity

No Data

Susp Adverse Reaction: Following case was reported by an animal owner: On 17 Dec 2014 a dog was
Jack Russell
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Parvo. Less than 1 hour later the dog had an allergic reaction: Terrier
mouth and nose started to swell. The vet applied a cortisone. However, the swelling progressed to the
upper part of the head, the skin was reddened throughout the whole body and the dog was very
nervous. The dog was presented to the vet again and a second medication (antihistaminic) was given.
Thereafter, in the evening the dog calmed down and until the next day (18 Dec) the swelling was gone.
In the meanwhile, the owner was on holidays in UK with the dog and reported that the dog started to
continuously lick on one of his fore legs since they were back home (approx 14 Jan 2015). The vet had
not found a cause for this. The vet was contacted for follow-up on 05 Feb 2015 and confirmed
everything except that the reactions were limited to the head and neck of the animal (not whole body).
Treatment had been performed first with Prednisolone then with Dexamethasone. The licking of the
leg was not considered to be related to the vaccination. No more information expected. During followup the vet mentioned another case concerning reactions after Nobivac L4 vaccination in another dog
(see linked case 2015-DE-00139). [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO 10X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

05/02/2015

1

1

0 30/01/2014 Yes

No Data

Susp Adverse Reaction: During follow-up for another case (see linked case 2015-DE-00138, dog from a German
different owner, reactions after Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Parvo vaccination) the vet mentioned this
Shepherd Dog
case. On 30 Jan 2014 the dog had been boostered with Nobivac L4. A few hours after the vaccination
the dog had reacted with circulatory problems (the dog was hiding himself and was staggering). On the
next day the dog had completely recovered without treatment. The dog had reacted in the same way
after the initial vaccination with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T four weeks before on 02 Jan 2014 (see
linked case 2015-DE-00140). Therefore, the vet had switched back to Nobivac Lepto vaccine for this
dog this year (Jan 2015), which had been tolerated without any adverse reaction. No more information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Hiding,Circulatory disorder
NOS,Staggering

No Data

No Data

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

A - Probable

18 Incurin 1mg Tabletten B - Possible
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
Unknown (01/01/201401/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
(PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (16/01/201516/01/2015)<BR><BR>Vasotop P
2,5mg Tabletten - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown
(01/01/2014-01/01/2015)<BR><BR>

7 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (17/12/201417/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (17/12/201417/12/2014)<BR><BR>

30 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (30/01/201430/01/2014)<BR><BR>

A - Probable

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00140

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

02/01/2014

05/02/2015

1

1

0 02/01/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Staggering,Circulatory disorder
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Hiding

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00144

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

31/12/2014

06/02/2015

1

1

0 10/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00146

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

02/02/2015

03/03/2015

6

6

3 05/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pneumonia,Death,Respiratory tract No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder
NOS,Glossitis,Stomatitis,Diarrhoea,
Vomiting

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00153

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

20/01/2015

17/03/2015

1

1

0 31/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Leucocytosis,Splenomegaly,Di
arrhoea,Vomiting,Weakness,Malais
e,Fever,Weight
loss,Nausea,General illness

Haemolytic
anaemia,Thrombocytopenia,Oral
bleeding,Local swelling (not
application site),Petechiae NOS

Susp Adverse Reaction: During follow-up for another case (see linked case 2015-DE-00138, dog from a German
30
different owner, reactions after Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Parvo vaccination) the vet mentioned this
Shepherd Dog
case. On 02 Jan 2014 the dog had been vaccinated with Nobivac L4 for the first time. Additionally
Nobivac T was given at the same time. A few hours after the vaccination the dog had reacted with
circulatory problems (the dog was hiding himself and was staggering). On the next day the dog had
completely recovered without treatment. The dog also reacted in the same way after the booster
vaccination with Nobivac L4 four weeks after this on 30 Jan 2014 (see linked case 2015-DE-00139).
Therefore, the vet had switched back to Nobivac Lepto vaccine for this dog this year (Jan 2015), which
had been tolerated without any adverse reaction. No more information expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
Susp Adverse Reaction: On 31 Dec 2014 a puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and
Irish Terrier
Not
Nobivac T. Four weeks before, the puppy had been vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 at
Known
the breeder without reaction. Mid of January the dog had developed a suspected autoimmune
haemolytic anemia and had to be treated in a vet clinic. Symptoms started with petechial bleedings
(unknown where), the next evening the dog was bleeding at the snout. The vet did not see the dog
when the reaction occurred, but was notified by the breeder. No other litter mates showed reactions
although they were all vaccinated with the same vaccine. Causality assessment of the reporting vet is
"O". Follow-up information received by the concerned vet clinic on 09 Feb 15: The dog was presented
on 11 Jan 2015 with acute bleeding from the dental alveoli, the head was swollen and petechiae were
seen. Thrombocytes were 0. Immune-mediated thrombocytopenia was suspected. Further diagnostics:
tests for coagulation and blood parasites were without findings, auto-immune antibodies were not
detected. The dog was treated with blood transfusion (whole blood), Cortisone, Vincristin once, and
medication to protect the stomach. The dog was hospitalized for 2 weeks. After one week (approx 18
Jan) the dog was already very well (no clinical symptoms) and the blood values also stabilized; on 23
Jan thrombocytes were back to normal (300 000) and the dog was released home. According to the
clinic vet a causal relation to the vaccination 11 days before is the most likely explanation, although
other factors cannot be excluded. Outcome: recovered. No more information expected. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (02/01/201402/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(02/01/2014-02/01/2014)<BR><BR>

Suspected Adverse Reaction: 6 puppies were vaccinated on 02 Feb 2015 with Nobivac SHPPi and
Other
Nobivac L4 and on the next day they were handed out to the new owners. Approx. 3 days after the
Canine/dog
vaccination (approx. on 05 Feb 2015) 2 puppies have fallen ill, one with diarrhoea and respiratory
problems, the other with vomiting and since 06 Feb 2015 also diarrhoea. A third puppy died on 05 Feb
2015 in the evening (unknown with which symptomatology/therapy/chronology etc., as the new
owners live far away). Among the two ill animals, the one with the respiratory problems is still at the
breeder, the other is stationary at the vet practice. The latter had shown a rhinitis one week before the
vaccination, but at the time of vaccination, it was okay again. It was / is treated with infusion s.c.,
Cerenia and amoxicillin. On 06 Feb 2015, there was no vomiting anymore, but diarrhoea. The vet
doesn't think that the vaccine is responsible for the problems, but actually only wanted to know if a
parvo-test detects a performed vaccination or an infection. Parvo Snap test and test for Giardiae were
made and were negative. Start / Duration of symptoms: approx. 3 days post vaccination / 1 dead (05
Feb 2015), 2 ongoing. The concerned animals are Old English Bulldogs. The vet will contact us if further
information / diagnostic results should become available. Case will be closed for now and re-opened
for follow-up, if applicable. Follow-up from 03 Mar 2015: One more of the affected puppies has died
(unknown which and when) and both dead puppies were sent for pathological examination, both with
the following main result: infection with Bordetellae. Therefore, the vet sees no relation to the
vaccination. The outcome of the third puppy is unknown. For one puppy, the examination report was
received (start of examination: 09 Feb 2015): 1 dead animal body of a male juvenile dog (domestic /
companion animal) with 2.500 kg was examined for clarification. Preliminary information: the whole
litter fell ill 3 days after the vaccination. 3 of 6 puppies have died. The animals had actually been
clinically healthy, but had gastro-intestinal and respiratory problems. Pathological-anatomical and
histological examinations were performed. Diagnosis of the section: pneumonia, stomatitis, glossitis.
Final diagnosis: Bordetellae-pneumonia, candidiasis of the oral mucosa and tongue (mucocutaneous
candidiasis). No more information expected; case closed. Note: the information mentioned in the
preliminary report of the examination is slightly different from the data the vet provided to us,
especially concerning the number of reacting and dead animals. The information from the examination
report is considered as more exact / reliable and is thus coded in the system; however, the animal
numbers are
entered
as "approximate".
[Reason for
useNobivac
for product:
DHPPI
Brand:
Suspected
Adverse
Reaction:
A dog was vaccinated
with
SHPPiGeneric:
and Nobivac
L4 LV
on 20
Jan
Golden
2015. Approx. on 31 Jan 2015, the dog showed digestion disorders (2x vomiting, slight diarrhoea),
Retriever
malaise, nausea and floppiness. The dog was brought to a clinic. There a blood examination was
performed and was without special findings. Applied therapy: infusion, diarrhoea-treatment
(metronidazol, spasmolytic product). The dog was brought back to the vet: it was doing better, the
digestion was good again, dog was eating, received only Buscopan, had lost 2 kg of bodyweight. On 04
Feb 2015, the general condition was worse again, dog had fever 40.7 °C and a hyperplasia of the spleen
(in the clinic this had already been noted in the x-ray examination on 31 Jan 2015; in the practice, an
ultra-sound examination of the spleen was performed: homogenous enlargement, edges rounded
down, also palpable). Titer measurement revealed the following results: Leptospirosis-titers: canicola
1:200, australis 1:800, bratislava 1:800 (according to the laboratory, values until 1:400 represent
vaccination-titers; the vet wanted to know if the titers come from an infection or from the vaccinationvirus). Otherwise the blood was completely ok (liver- and kidney-values also without special findings)
except slight leucocytosis (16 G/l), low-grade anaemia (Erythrocytes 5.2; reference: 5.5 (unit was not
mentioned)). Urine examination was without special findings. Since 08 Feb 2015, the dog receives
Amoxiclav. Now the dog is doing slightly better again. The vet considers a change to Doxycyclin. We
recommended a further titer-measurement in 3 weeks. Attending vet's causality assessment:
unclassifiable (for both vaccines). Start / Duration of symptoms: 31 Jan 2015 / partially ongoing.
Additional info: According to the owner, the dog had eaten "something strange" in the garden one day
before the start of the symptoms (relation? intoxication?) and the dog generally likes to drink from
puddles and eats "all sorts of things" outdoors. Follow-up information is expected. Follow up from 17
Mar 15: Antibiosis had been changed to Doxycycline. On 02 Mar 15 the dog was doing fine. Results of
the second Leptospirosis titre measurement from 03 Mar 15: all titres had decreased. Australis and
bratislava were both at 1:400. All others were lower than this. The vet is now convinced that it had
been vaccine titres. The dog has completely recovered and is doing fine. No more information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once 1 Animal (02/02/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
02/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (02/02/201502/02/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once 1 Animal (31/12/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
31/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (31/12/201431/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(31/12/2014-31/12/2014)<BR><BR>

39.9 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once 1 Animal (20/01/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
20/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (20/01/201520/01/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00163

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3.75 Year(s)

02/02/2015

13/02/2015

1

1

1 06/02/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Injection site swelling,Injection site No Data
pain,Thrombocytopenia,Reddening
of the skin,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Fever,Purulent
lesion(s),Localised oedema (not
application site),Skin inflammation
NOS,Elevated liver enzymes

Susp Adverse Reaction: On 02 Feb 2015 an American Akita was boostered with Nobivac L4 four weeks Akita
after initial vaccination with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. One day later on 03 Feb the
dog also received Comfortis (oral antiparasitic against fleas). Approx on 06 Feb the dog showed
anorexia but was drinking normally. On 09 Feb the dog was presented to the vet with fever and
swelling and painfulness at the injection site (right abdominal wall). The dog was treated with Vetalgin
and Baytril and had improved on the next day: fever had gone down and the swelling was reduced.
Thereafter, however, the dog showed intermittent high fever (up to 41.7°C). Bloods were tested on 10
Feb without findings except low-grade elevation of liver values and a low-grade thrombocytopenia.
Approx from 11 Feb onwards the distal end of the right hind leg was edematous. First it was a "cold
edema", then it spreaded proximally and on 13 Feb the inner side of the leg was red and inflamed and
wound secretion was seen at the edematous areas. The antibiotics were changed to Clavaseptin. On
the same day the dog was brought to a vet clinic, not much more was done, but euthanasia was
decided. No necropsy, but post mortem puncture of the inflamed leg was done and high grade septic
purulent secretion with coccus was found. Additional information: 4 weeks before the dog had
received Comfortis already because of flea infestation and thereafter had reacted with neurological
symptoms (not further defined). MAH of Comfortis had already been informed. The vets causality
assessment is "O". No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: Comfortis (Elanco) Reason: Flea control] [State of health: Good]

42 Comfortis (Elanco) - N/A,N/A,N/A
A - Probable
,24,Unknown Unknown (03/02/201503/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(02/02/2015-02/02/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00168

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

29/09/2014

16/02/2015

1

1

0 29/09/2014 Yes

Bradycardia,Pale mucous
No Data
membrane,Vomiting,Falling,Reduce
d responses,Anaphylactic
shock,Swelling NOS,Dilated pupils

Suspected Adverse Reaction: This case describes an anaphylactic shock after vaccination with Nobivac Chihuahua
L4. After the vaccination, the dog was put down from the table and directly thereafter, it was very
quiet, vomited once, got wide pupils, got pale and then toppled over. Heart-frequency decreased to 4050 bpm. A vene-catheter could not be set. Etilefrin (Effortil) orally was given. Thereafter the dog was
responsive again relatively quickly (less than 5 minutes). Then however more and more swellings could
be noted (localisation not exactly defined, presumably at the head). Antihistaminic was given (Benadryl
= diphenhydramin). Approx. after 1 hour, everything was ok again, no symptoms occurred anymore,
the dog was released home and then showed no further reactions. Start / Duration of symptoms:
directly after vaccination / approx. 1 hour. No more information expected; case closed. Note: the vet
is very sensitized because of similar reactions after vaccination with vaccine(s) from another company.
Furthermore, she noted that several dogs show slighter reactions after vaccination with Nobivac L4
(circulatory problems). These events are entered separately in 2015-DE-00169. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

2.2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (29/09/201429/09/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00177

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

16/02/2015

17/02/2015

1

1

0 16/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Eyelid oedema,Anaphylactic-type
R><BR><BR>Yes reaction,Swollen lip (see also
'Skin'),Prolonged capillary refill
time,Pale mucous
membrane,Weakness

Suspected Adverse Reaction: The vet reported a reaction after vaccination with Nobivac SHPPi and
Other
Nobivac L4. On 16 Feb 2015 around 5 p.m., a puppy (Entlebucher Sennenhund) was vaccinated with
Canine/dog
both vaccines (SHPPi solved in L4). Approx. half an hour later, it developed an anaphylactic reaction
with strongly swollen eyelids, pale mucosae and languidness. The capillary refill time was delayed. The
dog was treated with dexamethason. The vet spoke to the owner around 8 p.m.: according to the
owner, the eyelids were less swollen, but the dog had thick flews, however it was lively and ate. The
puppy had received the first vaccination at the breeder (with SHPPi+L, by another company). On 20 Feb
2015 we were informed that the dog was okay again on 17 Feb 2015. No more information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

9.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (16/02/201516/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (16/02/201516/02/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00190

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

23/02/2015

23/02/2015

1

1

0 23/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin'),Itching,Elevated temperature
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

SAR: On 23 Feb 2015 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (simultaneous) and
Nobivac T (concurrent). Approx. 30-45 min post vaccination the dog showed itching, facial swelling,
low grade increase of temperature. Treatment with Antihistamine, Dexamethasone. It was not
forwarded to MAH how severe the reaction was. Fully recovered in the afternoon. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Crossbred

10 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (23/02/201523/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(23/02/201523/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(23/02/2015-23/02/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00191

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

02/02/2015

17/03/2015

1

1

0 16/02/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Miniature
Poodle

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00216

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

27/02/2014

27/02/2015

1

1

0 28/02/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>No 'Skin'),Dyspnoea

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00227

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

12/11/2014

03/03/2015

1

1

0 19/01/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Skin lesion NOS
R><BR><BR>No

Other

SAR A poodle was vaccinated on 03 Jan 2015 with Nobivac SHPPI plus Nobivac L4 plus Nobivac T
without SAR. On 02 Feb 2015 it was booster vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 16 Feb 2015 the dog was
presented to the vet, no conspicuous findings, but painful back area. Treatment with NSAID, no
improvement. On 18 Feb 2015 high-grade anaemia. Collapse. Haematocrit 15. An autoimmune
haemolytic anaemia was discussed, based on a suspicion because of the temporal association of 14
days, but Coombs test was negative. (In 2012 blood count was normal). Then the animal was remitted
to a vet clinic and hospitalized, blood transfusion. In the meantime ambulant treatment. The dog
shows improvement, but erythrocytes not yet normal. Follow up from 17 Mar 2015: Still under
treatment in clinic, anaemia improved, but not fully (despite treatment with Prednisolone). Attending
vet cannot provide further information. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: NSAID Reason: Pain in the back] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: This case was mentioned during the initial reporting of an adverse
reaction which happened in 2015 (see case 2015-DE-00215) as a previous reaction of the same dog.
The dog was vaccinated on 27 Feb 2014 at 3:54 p.m. with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi (mixed syringe). 1
day later, on 28 Feb 2014 at 1:10 p.m. it had facial swelling and was short of breath. The dog was
treated with dexamethason and Calcium-propiase and was left for approx. 1-2 hours in the practice
for monitoring. Then the situation got better and the swelling abated. Until approx. the next day
(approx. 01 Mar 2014), the dog was completely okay again. A booster-vaccination with Nobivac L4 was
not performed. Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4 were both administered for the first time. Previous
vaccinations: on 12 Mar 2012 Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac LT and on 18 Apr 2012 Nobivac LT, all
without adverse reactions. Start / Duration of symptoms: on 28 Feb 2014 at noon / approx. until the
next day. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE
PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: A dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (ELU: simultaneous
use) on 12 Nov 2014. On 19 Jan 2015 (onset 2 months) the dog was presented to the vet because of
detachment of the cutis on its pads. Concurrent medical condition: On 8 Feb 2012 a positive titer had
been detected for leishmaniasis, Ehrlichia, Babesia, Anaplasma. But no symptoms. Dog was under
treatment with Allopurinol, improvement of titers. Furthermore the dog is ill with Arthrosis and showed
intermittent lameness. Other reasons for detachment of cutis was discussed: i.e. trauma or abrasion
of pads because of lameness. Vet asked if Leishmaniasis titer would be a contraindication. Dog was
treated with antibiotics and local therapies, recovered within a week. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

No Data

Anaemia NOS,Circulatory collapse No Data
(see also 'Neurological' and
'Systemic disorders'),Localised pain
NOS (see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Abnormal test result

A - Probable

7 NSAID - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown O Unknown (16/02/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
16/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(02/02/2015-02/02/2015)<BR><BR>

Pug

6.8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (27/02/201427/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(27/02/2014-27/02/2014)<BR><BR>

Pyrenean
Mountain Dog

22 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Once (12/11/201412/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(12/11/2014-12/11/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00233

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

09/02/2015

12/03/2015

1

1

0 13/02/2015 Yes

Leucocytosis,Fever,Abnormal test
result,Pancreatitis

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog was vaccinated on 09 Jan 2015 with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac SHPPi Jack Russell
without problems. After the booster-vaccination with Nobivac L4 (on 09 Feb 2015), the dog showed 4 Terrier
days later (on 13 Feb 2015) persisting high fever (> 40 °C). Treatment was performed with Metacam
and first amoxicillin, from 01 Mar 2015 Cobactan and once dexamethason. Only minimal improvement
occurred due to the treatment, but the fever is increasing again and again. Otherwise no symptoms
occurred. The dog is still under treatment, further blood results (unknown which) were requested on 01
Mar 2015 and are still awaited. A control-check and ultra-sound examination of the abdomen is
planned. Test results: blood test from 21 Feb 2015: Leukocytes: 23000 / microliter (reference: 6000 12000 / microliter), segmented neutrophiles: 90 % (reference: 60 - 77 %), monocytes slightly elevated,
liver-values and kidney values and all other results without special findings. Start / Duration of
symptoms: 13 Feb 2015 / ongoing. Attending vet's causality assessment: unclassifiable. Follow-up
information is expected. Follow-up from 12 Mar 2015: Further blood result: specific pancreas-lipase
was elevated, therefore the diagnosis pancreatitis was stated. Cobactan was continued and in total
dexamethason was given twice. Thereafter, the dog was doing that well again at the last controlcheck, that an ultra-sound examination of the abdomen was renounced. Outcome: recovered approx.
on 04 Mar 2015. Possible batch-numbers of the used Nobivac L4: A023A01 or A021A02 (the first
number is more likely). No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

Other

Suspected Adverse Reaction: Approx. on 06 Feb 2015, a dog was vaccinated with another vaccine at
Border Collie
the breeder (SHPPi + L3) without problems. On 05 Mar 2015, it was planned to perform the boostervaccination with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (mixed) and Nobivac T. The vet drew up both syringes,
but didn't administer Nobivac T anymore, as the dog already showed symptoms after the first syringe.
Shortly after the injection, the dog howled. The vet took the dog on her arm to calm it down and then
gave it to the owner. Within few seconds, the dog got extremely quiet and the mucosae became white,
circulatory collapse occurred, dog wasn't responsive anymore. Temperature was normal. Therapy:
Adrenalin i.m., later once more as i.v. application, a vene-catheter was set and infusion with NaClsolution was given. After approx. 10 minutes, the dog came around / woke up again. It was still kept in
the practice for monitoring. After approx. 45 minutes, the dog showed itching and got swellings in the
face. Prednisolon i.v.(Solu-Decortin) was given and thereafter, approx. 30 minutes later, the swellings
had disappeared again and there was no itching anymore. Then the dog was taken home. There it was
still restless and had diarrhoea. On 06 Mar 2015 in the morning, everything was okay again. The event
was reported as an anaphylactic reaction after vaccination. Start / Duration of symptoms: shortly after
injection / until the next day. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]

8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (09/02/201509/02/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00241

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

05/03/2015

06/03/2015

1

1

0 05/03/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Vocalisation,Pale
R><BR><BR>No mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Facial
swelling (see also
'Skin'),Itching,Circulatory collapse
(see also 'Neurological' and
'Systemic disorders'),Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reduced
responses,Anaphylactic-type
reaction

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00242

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

15/12/2014

04/03/2015

1

1

0 15/12/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Lack of
Other
R><BR><BR>Yes efficacy,Uraemia,Hyperphosphatae
mia,Weight loss

SLEE for Lepto A dog was vaccinated against leptospirosis on a regular basis first with Nobivac Lepto, Labrador
then on 04 Dec 2013 and on 15 Dec 2014 with Nobivac L4 (Nobivac L4 was not boostered 4 weeks
Retriever
after first vaccination= no basic immunization). Additionally, the dog was concomitantly vaccinated
with Nobivac Pi on the same day, 15 Dec 14. On the day of vaccination the dog made a normal fit
impression, but had lost weight (according to the vet "was emaciated"). Therefore, also bloods were
taken on the day of vaccination. Blood results showed uremia (Crea 4.3 mg/dl; Ref: <1,4 mg/dl;
Protein/Crea-quotient elevated). Kidneys were examined per ultrasound without findings by a vet
colleague. This colleague had suspected Leptospirosis, therefore Leptospirosis-titres were measured
on 14 Feb 15. Titres for canicola, copenhageni and australis were 1:100 (which the vet considers as
"borderline values"), for grippotyphosa, bratislava and saxkoebing were negative. The dog additionally
now (not known since when exactly) has a hyperphosphatemia. The vet is trying to determine the
cause for the uremia and therefore thinks it might be Leptospirosis. The dog continues to be symptom
free otherwise and is under treatment with Amoxiclav. An ACE inhibitor was tried but rather worsened
the blood values, therefore was stopped. Special diet was discussed with the owners. We
recommended to test Leptospirosis titres a second time for better evaluation. The vet will contact us
again only if new results are available. Therefore, case will be closed and only reopened if significant
new information is received. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand:
NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Fair]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00243

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

27/02/2015

09/04/2015

1

1

0 27/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lymphoma,Swollen lymph
R><BR><BR>Not node,Vomiting
Known

No Data

Reason for treatment: Vaccination/ Lameness and associated problems Suspected Adverse Reaction: German
Not
A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 27 Feb 2015. After approx. 1 week, the dog developed a
Shepherd Dog Known
generalized lymph node swelling. On the day of the vaccination, the dog had shown a good general
condition, but according to preliminary report it had again and again lamenesses and had more and
more problems to stand up. Therefore, additionally Rimadyl-tablets were handed out and administered
by the owner on the same day. However, the dog didn't tolerate these well (according to the vet) and
vomited (unknown when exactly and if the tablets were discontinued then). On 06 Mar 2015, the dog
was presented in the practice, as the previous day, a swelling in the neck area had been noted. The vet
noted a lymph node swelling at the mandibular-, shoulder- and popliteal-lymph nodes. The general
condition was still undisturbed. X-ray of the thorax was without special findings, palpation of the
abdomen was inconspicuous. Additional info: the bitch had once a mammary tumor. Blood test was
without special findings (leucocytes, erythrocytes and thrombocytes were rather in the lower normal
range), organ-values were without special findings. Cytological examination of the lymph nodes is still
outstanding. Attending vet's causality assessment: unclassifiable. Start / Duration of symptoms:
approx. 05 Mar 2015 / ongoing. Follow-up information is expected. Follow up from 20 Mar 2015:
Cytological results revealed a malignant lymphoma. The dog is now receiving chemotherapy. The vet
therefore excludes a causal relation to the vaccination. Case closed. Note: the case has become
serious since the follow-up information from 20 Mar 2015. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: Rimadyl Reason: Lameness and associated problems] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00274

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

16/03/2015

16/03/2015

1

1

0 16/03/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Facial swelling (see
R><BR><BR>No, also 'Skin'),Wheal,Itching
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Other

SAR: Dog (Chihuahua) was vaccinated on 16 Mar 2015 (11:30 a.m.) with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac SHPPI Chihuahua
(ELU: simultaneous) and Nobivac T (concurrent). 3 hrs later: anaphylactic reaction, swelling of face,
wheals on body. Dog presented to a vet clinic, therapy with Cortisone. In the afternoon: symptoms
improved, just itching. Next day recovered. Case is linked to 2014-DE-984 and 985 (same vet, same
product). Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

3.85 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (05/03/201505/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (05/03/201505/03/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Once 1 Animal (15/12/201415/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(15/12/2014-15/12/2014)<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Once 1 Animal (27/02/201527/02/2015)<BR><BR>unknown
Rimadyl Tabletten - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,unknown (27/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

1.9 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (16/03/201516/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(16/03/201516/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(16/03/2015-16/03/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00276

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

13/03/2015

09/04/2015

17

1

1 16/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Somnolence,Impaired
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes vision,Neurological signs
NOS,Seizure
NOS,Spasm,Trembling,Abnormal
breathing,Rattling chest,Death by
euthanasia,Respiratory
signs,Apathy,Blood loss
NOS,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Unresponsive to stimuli,NT fibrinous (broncho)
pneumonia/fibrinous
pleuropneumonia

SAR: 17 puppies (Mixed breed: Golden Doodle) had been vaccinated on 13 Mar 2015 with Nobivac
Golden
SHPPI and Nobivac L4 (concurrent use). In the morning of 16 Mar 2015 one dog showed abnormal
Retriever
breathing (rattled, gasped), blood came out of eyes and mouth. No foreign object found. X-ray: one
lobe of lungs collapsed, the other lobe not well ventilated (abnormal radiograph finding/respiratory
sign). Therapy: Infusion, antibiotics, pain killer, anticonvulsant, prednisolone. In the evening of 16 Mar
2015: neurological symptoms, seizure (similar to epileptic seizure: while laying on the floor, it opened
wide its mouth, stiffness (spasm) of extremities, trembling. Then dizzy, suspicion of blindness (ran
against things/impaired vision). On 17 Mar 2015 nearly not responsive (to stimuli), somnolence.
Euthanasia. Autopsy results pending. Follow-up from 09 Apr 15: Conclusion of the necropsy report:
Main result and reason for death is a lobular fibrinous necrotizing pneumonia with focal catarrhal
purulent lesions, therefore primary bacterial infection is the most likely cause. Because of antibiotic
medication no specific bacteria could be isolated from the lung. A primary aerogenic-toxic noxious
agent with secondary bacterial infection is also possible. There was no evidence for a causal relation
between vaccination and the lung findings. Time to onset (3 days post vaccination) is too long for an
anaphylactic or allergic reaction, also no Eosinophils were found in the lung. Canine distemper virus
infection was excluded by PCR. An additional finding was an enteral Salmonella infection. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00280

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

03/02/2015

18/03/2015

1

1

0 16/02/2015 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No,<BR
><BR><BR><BR>
<BR>No

SAR: On 30 Dec 2014 dog had been vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI, Nobivac L4, Nobivac T and nonOther
company-product Canis B (Borrelia), simultaneous use (ELU). On 03 Feb 2015 the dog was revaccinated Canine/dog
with Nobivac L4. On 16 Feb 2015 The dog was presented to vet with the following symptoms: fever
40.2°C, vomited once, therapy: Metamizol. On 17 Feb 2015 the dog was presented to vet again: no
fever, but following neurological signs: tongue hanging out of the mouth, unable to swallow, cranial
nerves V, VII, XII failure (no further sensibility in the face, reflexes of palpebrae and cornea failed).
Blood test: 2 liver enzymes, amylase and specific canine pancreas lipase elevated (but improved in the
meantime and no pancreas symptom). Ultrasound abdomen, x-ray, CT: normal. No Toxoplasmosis.
Liquor (inconclusive): possibly degenerative process or inflammation or other reason. Nystagmus
(horizontal), Miosis and mydriasis (alternating), thrombocytopenia (13 000). Ceflaxin, Clindamycin,
Vitamin B. Suspicion of the vet was meningoencephalitis. The vet was asking if the vaccine might have
caused distemper(-like) symptoms. Case closed. Follow-up on 16 Nov 17: Product Problem type "Extra
label use" added. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS
122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Unknown. Generic: Brand: Canis B (Borrelia) Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00307

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

17 Month(s)

08/01/2015

26/03/2015

1

1

0 08/01/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
Other
R><BR><BR>No membrane,Hypothermia,Anaphylac
tic shock,Lateral
recumbency,Unresponsive to
stimuli

Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (Yorkshire-Mix) was vaccinated on 08 Jan 2015 with Nobivac SHPPi Yorkshire
and Nobivac L4 (mixed; extra-label use). After 10 minutes, the dog was not responsive anymore, in
Terrier
lateral position, had white mucosae, hypothermia, showed anaphylactic shock, the condition was lifethreatening. Intensive shock-treatment was performed, among others with highly dosed prednisolon.
After 45 minutes, the dog was doing clearly better again. Still on the same day, it was okay again.
Additional info: the dog had previously been vaccinated with product from another company. No more
information expected, case closed. Note: the vet reported a similar case in another dog (Pinscher-Mix)
which is entered as 2015-DE-00308. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00308

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

12/03/2015

26/03/2015

1

1

0 12/03/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>No 'Skin')

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00310

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

04/12/2014

25/03/2015

1

1

1 11/12/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lymphoma,Death by
R><BR><BR>Yes euthanasia,Breathing
difficulty,Swollen lymph node

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00346

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

30/03/2015

07/04/2015

2

1

0 30/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Dullness,Urticaria
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (Pinscher-Mix), born on 13 Aug 2008 and since then vaccinated
yearly with vaccine from another company, was vaccinated on 12 Mar 2015 with Nobivac SHPPi and
Nobivac L4 (mixed; extra-label use). After 1 hour, it vomited several times, had massive facial swelling.
Shock-treatment was performed, amongst others with highly dosed prednisolon, and on the same day
the dog was okay again. No more information expected, case closed. Note: the vet reported a similar
case in another dog (Yorkshire-Mix) which is entered as 2015-DE-00307. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Susp Adverse Reaction On 04 Dec 2014 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi. One
week later (11 Dec 14) the dog had swollen lymph nodes (especially mandibular and popliteal). Result
of a biopsy made was malignant lymphoma. The dog was treated with Prednisolone without
improvement. The tumors grew further until the dog showed beginning breathing difficulties, because it
was pressing on the trachea. Therefore, the dog was euthanized on 24 Dec 2014. Further diagnostics
were not wanted by the owner. The owner suspects a causal relation between the vaccination and the
lymphoma, the vet sees no connection, but wanted to ask us for our experience. Medical History: In
2012 positive Borrelia titre and beginning renal insufficiency was found. The dog was then treated with
high-dose Amoxicillin/clavulanic acid. Thereafter, the values were stable. Since then, Urea and
Creatinine were always a bit above reference level. The dog was given a special diet and was doing fine
with it. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (race: Rhodesian Ridgeback) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi,
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T on 30 Mar 2015. Approx. 1 hour after the vaccination, the dog showed a
high-grade, generalized urticaria. It was treated with prednisolon and after approx. 4 hours the dog
improved but was still slightly dizzy(coded as dullness). It fully recovered. The vet described the event
as strong vaccination reaction. A second dog (race: Magyar Vizsla) was also vaccinated with Nobivac
SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T without showing adverse reactions. No more information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Good]

Mydriasis,Elevated liver
Other
enzymes,Swallowing disorder
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Vomiting,
Miosis,Tongue
paralysis,Fever,Horizontal
nystagmus,Facial nerve
disorder,Abnormal test
result,Neurological symptoms NOS

German
Pinscher

Bernese
Mountain Dog

Rhodesian
Ridgeback

2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Once (13/03/201513/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(13/03/2015-13/03/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once (03/02/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
03/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(30/12/201430/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(30/12/201430/12/2014)<BR><BR>Virbagen
canis B - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(30/12/2014-30/12/2014)<BR><BR>

4.7 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (08/01/201508/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (08/01/201508/01/2015)<BR><BR>

5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (12/03/201512/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (12/03/201512/03/2015)<BR><BR>

44.3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Once 1 Animal (04/12/201404/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(04/12/2014-04/12/2014)<BR><BR>

40 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (30/03/201530/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (30/03/201530/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(30/03/2015-30/03/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00365

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

10/04/2015

06/05/2015

3

2

1 10/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Behavioural disorder
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Shock,Found dead

No Data

Susp Adverse Reaction: On 10 Apr 2014 in the morning (9.45 am) three 8-week-old puppies were
Shih Tzu
vaccinated with Nobivac SHP and Nobivac L4. At vaccination time all three were fit and well nourished.
After the vaccination at home two of the puppies (not clear which ones of the three) had been slightly
strange (coded as behavioural disorder). The animal owners had not been at home during the day and
when they came home in the evening they found one of the puppies dead and already stiff. One of the
other puppies was wet (as if licked), but fit, the third puppy was completely ok. Necropsy results are
pending. Follow-up expected. Follow-up from 06 and 11 May 15: It was clarified that the two puppies
which had shown strange behaviour at first were the same ones which had been affected later - one
was dead, one was wet (reason still unknown). The third puppy was top fit the whole time. The two
remaining puppies are both doing fine. Necropsy results of the dead puppy were received on 11 May.
Diagnoses: #1 Shock (acute cardiovascular failure) #2 Streptococcus anginosus and Staphylococcus
intermedius were found in the respiratory tract without visible signs of disease. Comment of the
pathologist: The main finding was a high-grade acute congestive hyperemia in the big parenchymal
organs (lung and liver) with typical signs of acute shock (cardiovascular failure). This can be seen as
reason for death. A causal relation between vaccination and reaction appears possible, although this
can generally not be proven postmortally. Bacteriological findings can be seen as additional findings
without clinical relevance. There was no evidence for differential diagnoses like manifest infectious
disease, intoxication or trauma as reason for death. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]

2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (10/04/201510/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(10/04/2015-10/04/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00394

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

16/04/2015

24/04/2015

1

1

0 16/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Facial swelling (see
R><BR><BR>No, also 'Skin'),Tachypnoea,Allergic
<BR><BR><BR>< pruritus
BR><BR>No,<BR
><BR><BR><BR>
<BR>Yes

Other

Reason for treatment: vaccination, ectoparasitic control Susp Adverse Reaction: On 16 Apr 2015 a dog Pug
was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (simultaneously mixed, ELU) and Nobivac T
concomitantly. Approx 15 min later one tablet of Bravecto 500 mg was applied orally to the dog by the
vet. Again approx 15 min later the dog showed facial swelling , tachypnoea and tachycardia, and then
also pruritus in the face. The dog was treated with an antihistaminic (Benadryl) injection. Approx half
an hour later improvement was seen. Complete recovery was expected for the next day (17 Apr),
otherwise the vet wanted to contact us again. This did not happen. No more information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 500MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Ectoparasitic
control] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00420

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

12/02/2015

15/07/2015

1

1

0 16/04/2015 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Decreased urine
concentration,Bilirubinuria,Leucocy
tosis,Lymphopenia,Gastritis,Icterus,
Fever,Lack of efficacy,Not
eating,Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver enzymes

Unauthori
sed
dosage administr
ation not
frequent
enough

SLEE for Lepto On 12 Feb 2015 and 16 Mar 2015 one dog received vaccination with Nobivac L4 (extra- Labrador
label use, as more than 4 weeks between vaccinations). On 16 Apr 2015 the dog was presented at the Retriever
vet with fever (39,8 C), food refusal and icteric skin and mucosa. Blood examination, urine status and
cytological smear of the stomach was performed. Results: cytological smear: mild mixed-cell
inflammation; blood: leukocytosis, lymphopenia, severe elevated liver enzymes; urine: bilirubin strong
positive, low specific weight, PCR for Leptospira interrogans positive. The dog was treated with
Amoxicillin and clavulanic acid twice daily for 4 days. On 19 Apr 2015 the dog was fine again. Results of
involved Leptospira serovars outstanding. Note: at first vaccination on 12 Feb 2015 the dog was also
vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac T FU 29 Apr 2015: Blood from 16 Apr was examined for
antibodies against leptospira (MAT): normal values for australis, autumnalis, bratislava, copenhageni,
hardjo, icterohaem., pomona, serjoe,tarassovi; for canicola: 400; grippotyphosa: 1600; Blood from 21
Apr: liver enzymes decreased, but are still elevated. antibodies against leptospira (MAT): canicola: 400;
Grippotyphosa: 800; all others still negative; FU expected FU 15 Jul 2015: no further diagnostics
performed; no more information received; case closed [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU
ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

25 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Twice 1 Animal (4 Week(s)
12/02/201516/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (12/02/201512/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(12/02/2015-12/02/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00451

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

21/04/2015

07/05/2015

1

1

0 22/04/2015 Yes

Fatigue,Injection site oedema,Skin
abscess,Fever,Dyspnoea,Injection
site swelling

No Data

SAR: On 21 Apr 2015 one dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. The next day the dog showed a massive Bernese
swelling at the injection site (lateral neck). In the middle it has the size of a fist and a crude consistency Mountain Dog
surrounded by a massive oedema. In total it has the size of a child¿s head. Furthermore fever (39,4 C)
and fatigue was observed. The dog was treated with antibiotics and metamizol. On 24 Apr the dog has
improved, the general condition is fine again and no more fever is observed. But as the swelling puts
pressure on the respiratory tract, the dog showed dyspnoea and was brought to a clinic. FU pending
Note: According to the vet the dog is very sensitive. E.g. after a puncture of a joint (dog has joint
problems since quite a while) the dog had also shown a massive reaction at the injection site and a
bursitis. Case resubmitted as no ACK has been received for the e-submission. FU 7 May 2015: At the
clinic an abscess was discovered and opened. At 6 May the dog was presented to the attending vet for
follow-up inspection. The dog was doing fine and the area was healing good. Note: the attending vet
has the opinion that there is no causality relation with vaccination. She suspects foreign material (e.g.
thorn,...) which injured the skin close to the injection site to have caused the problem. No evidence for
that. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

71 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (21/04/201521/04/2015)<BR><BR>

A - Probable

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00467

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

15/05/2014

28/04/2015

1

1

0 18/05/2014 Not
Vomiting,Pruritus,Circulatory
Known,<BR><BR collapse (see also 'Neurological'
><BR><BR><BR> and 'Systemic disorders')
Not Known

Not
Known

13 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Once 1 Animal
(15/05/201415/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Once 1 Animal (15/05/201415/05/2014)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00481

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/06/2014

29/04/2015

1

1

1 01/12/2014 Not
Death,Immune mediated
Known,<BR><BR haemolytic anaemia
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Susp Adverse Reaction: On 15 May 2014 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 for Beagle
the first time. Three days later on 18 May 14 on a walk the dog had sniffed the grass and then suddenly
vomited and collapsed. Additionally, the dog had shown pruritus at the snout. The dog was presented
to the vet during emergency hours and was treated with Cortisone against suspected allergic reaction.
Thereafter, the dog recovered (approx 19 Apr 14). An allergy test was performed, since it had been
suspected for a long time that the dog had an allergy. Result: high-grade allergy against several
foodstuff. The dog is on a special diet since then and is doing fine. The owner does not exclude that
the dog had reacted to something else (insect bite/ or had ingested something odd). According to the
owner the dog had reacted to another vaccination (non-company products) before. Symptoms:
dizziness directly after the vaccination. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Susp Adverse Reaction: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 in June 2014. In
Other
winter (estimated to approx Dec 2014) immune mediated haemolytic anemia (IMHA) had begun. Now Canine/dog
(approx 29 Apr 2015), the dog died. The owners suspect a connection with the vaccination. No more
information available, although the vet was contacted several times. Case closed. (Will be reopened if
new information is received.) [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

12.5 Bravecto 500 mg Kautabletten für
mittelgroße Hunde (>10-20 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets Once 1
Animal (16/04/201516/04/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Once 1 Animal (16/04/201516/04/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
SHPPI 50X1DS 620 (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(16/04/201516/04/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC T
50X1DS 620 (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Once 1 Animal (16/04/201516/04/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(01/06/201401/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (01/06/201401/06/2014)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00494

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

30/04/2015

28/05/2015

16

10

0 01/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Unable to stand,Appetite
R><BR><BR>Yes loss,Fever,Muscle
degeneration,Lateral
recumbency,Hind limb
paresis,Tiredness,Unsteady
gait,Weakness of
limb,Lameness,Other immune
system disorder NOS,Distension of
abdomen,Vocalisation,Falling

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00520

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

04/05/2015

05/05/2015

1

1

0 04/05/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>No, 'Skin'),Weakness,Allergic reaction
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00535

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

06/05/2015

19/05/2015

1

1

1 07/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Inappropriate
defecation,Inappropriate
urination,Vocalisation,Sudden
death

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00561

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

11/04/2015

11/05/2015

1

1

0 15/04/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Valvular insufficiency,Heart
Not
murmur,Cardiac disorder
Known
NOS,Neutrophilia,Leucocytosis,Abn
ormal test result

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00607

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

01/09/2014

20/05/2015

1

1

0 01/02/2015 Yes

Liver disorder NOS,Anaemia
NOS,Lack of
efficacy,Ascites,Abnormal test
result

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00618

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

20/05/2015

16/03/2015

1

1

0 20/05/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Lip oedema (see also 'Skin'),Eyelid
R><BR><BR>No, oedema,Eye redness,Itching
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00664

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

22/05/2015

20/10/2015

1

1

1 25/05/2015 Not
Myocarditis,Diarrhoea,Bloody
Not
Known,<BR><BR diarrhoea,Vomiting,Pneumonia,Dea Known
><BR><BR><BR> th by euthanasia
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

No Data

Other

SAR: 30 Apr 2015: vet vaccinated 16 puppies of one breeder with Nobivac SHP + Nobivac L4
Dogue de
simultaneous (all approximately 8 weeks old, 2 litters, breed: 4 x dogue de Bordeaux, 12 x Dogue de
Bordeaux
BordeauxXBull-mastiff, all dogs reacted are from the big cross-breed litter). 01 May: all puppies
reduced food intake, tired. 02 May: all puppies recovered, but one puppy (Puppy1) showed high grade
hind limb weakness, normal fecation/mictation, normal pain reaction in hind legs, according to vet no
pareses/paralyses. Hospitalized. No significant improvement until 05 05 2015. 05 May: owner
reported (not confirmed by vet) that 1 other dog fell and screamed. 1 further dog lateral recumbency,
unable to stand. Owner only presented one dog (Puppy2) this day to vet, unknown what happened with
other puppy. Vet diagnosed a blazing tension of the belly, fever 39.5, probably reason that animal is
unwilling to go (?). Hospitalized. Vets suspicion: Trauma / Intoxication (Botulism)/ Malnutrition,
because the puppies had been feed by BARF method ("Biologically Appropriate Raw Food" or bones
and raw food). 06 May: Puppy2 now shows the same symptoms (hind limb weakness) as Puppy2.
Treatment Puppy1 and 2: Cortisone and physiotherapy. Suspicion of Polyradiculoneuritis due to
clinical signs. Follow up from 11 May 2015: 6 May: Puppy 2: worsened, not more blazing tension of
the belly, but now shows same hind limb weakness, lameness, hospitalized. 7 May: Puppy 3: which is
already sold to new animal owner, shows same symptoms, but more severe, hind limb paresis. Dog is
under treatment and diagnostics in another vet clinic. 8 May: Puppy 4: beginning lameness (on left hind
leg), unsteady gait, hospitalized. 9 May: Puppy 1, 2, 4 went home (show improvement, but still unsteady
gait). Puppy 3 in still in another vet clinic. Puppy 5: beginning lameness (on left hind leg) unstable gait,
not hospitalized. Puppy 6: similar puppy 4 and 5, not hospitalized. Further information: Diagnostic:
Puppy 1 profile of BARF no findings, Vitamin D outstanding, other blood tests no findings, X-ray no
findings. Genetic predisposition: not known for this breeds (vet already asked in a Labor specialized for
Gen test and in University, department for genetic). Treatment: all dogs treated with antibiotics, pain
reliever, Cortisone, infusions, Vitamin D, physiotherapy. All dogs are from the mixed-breed litter.
Unclear if one dog from the Bordeaux-dog litter shows lameness or not. Follow up from 28 May 2015:
On 15 and 19 May puppy 7 and 8 presented to vet with hind limb weakness. Vet's level of suspicion is
inconclusive. Despite extensive diagnostic no reason for symptoms was found: neurological
examination, ultrasound(abdomen, heart), x-ray (hips/spine), blood test, including BARF-Profile (VitD3
may be considered
as too low,On
but04unclear).
Vetapprox.
suspicion
that a.m.
symptoms
not fully
fit to
a (polySuspected
Adverse Reaction:
May 2015,
at is
09.30
in the do
morning,
a dog
(French
French Bulldog
Bulldog) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 (mixed syringe: extra-label use) and Nobivac T
(same time, but different application site / on-label). On the way home, it showed an allergic reaction
with swelling at the head / clear facial swelling. Back in the practice, the general condition was slightly
languid, but otherwise the dog was lively. There was no breathing problem (yet), but the vet had
worries because of the race (short muzzle), therefore dexamethason i.v. was given. The dog stayed
stationarily for monitoring until the afternoon. Quick improvement occurred and at approx. 3.30 p.m.
it was released home as completely recovered. Start / Duration of symptoms: approx. 30 minutes post
vaccination / approx. half a day. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Good]
Reason for treatment: Vaccination, unknown SAR: On 6 May 2015 in the morning one dog was
Labrador
vaccinated concurrently with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac BbPi and received treatment with Posatex in
Retriever
right ear. General health condition of dog was good. According to the animal owner, in the evening the
dog showed no signs and normal behaviour. Went for a walk around midnight with no abnormalities.
At night (4:45) the dog squeaked one time, lost urine and faeces (due to death?) and died. No other
symptoms are reported. No necropsy will be performed. Note: the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac
SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac BbPi the year before without problems. Case closed. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: ORBIFLOX/MOMET/POSACO EARDROPS Brand: POSATEX 1X17.5ML 540
Reason: Unspecified] [State of health: Good]
Susp Adverse Reaction: On 11 Apr 2015 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and on 17 Apr with
Crossbred
Nobivac SP. Before the vaccinations on 10 Apr H.c.c. antibodies were measured and were only slightly
elevated 1:40 (ref: <1:20). On 04 May H.c.c. titre was measured again and was elevated to 1:320. The
dog showed no clinical symptoms. The blood tests had only been performed on request of the owner,
who does this on a regular basis for her two dogs. The vet was asking if Nobivac L4 could be
responsible for such an H.c.c. titre elevation. Vaccination history: Last vaccination against H.c.c. had
been applied on 30 Dec 2010 with unknown SHPPi LT vaccine. Additional information: On 15 Apr a
blood screening was routinely performed and showed slight elevation of white blood cells in general
17.86 / µl (ref: 5.5-16.9) and of Neutrophils 13.81 /µl (ref: 2-12) in specific. During physical
examination before vaccination on 17 Apr a systolic heart murmur 4/5 was noticed. Echocardiography
on 24 Apr revealed mitral valve insufficiency and prolapse, low grade tricuspidal valve insufficiency,
dilatation of the left atrium and tendency to hypocontractility. No clinical symptoms, so far no
therapy. No more information expected. This case is linked to case 2015-DE-00565 (similar case
concerning the second dog of the owner, same reporting vet). [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DP
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SP 10X1DS 122 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]
SLEE for Lepto In Sept 2014 one dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. In Feb/Mar 2015 the dog
Lhasa Apso
showed ascites, anaemia and liver damage. After treatment (not specified) the symptoms decreased
within 4 weeks. End of April 2015 blood examination was performed and Leptospirosis titer 1:400 for
serovar L. icterohaemorrhagiae was detected. All other Leptospira serovar showed no increase in titer.
The dog had recovered. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: Dog (Maltese) was vaccinated on 20 May 2015 (10:30) with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac SHPPI (ELU: Maltese
simultaneous). 1 hr later: reddening of eyes, itching. Dog presented to vet: Swelling of eyes, lips.
Therapy: Prednisolone i.m. Recovered after 1 hour. Vaccinated before with unknown puppy vaccine in
poland. Case is linked to 2014-DE-984 and 985, 2015-DE 274. (same vet, same product). Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: An imported puppy (Jack-Russell-Mix, possibly from Poland) was
Jack Russell
vaccinated for the first time with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T on 22 May 2015
Terrier
(approx. 14 weeks old). Since 25 May 2015, the dog showed vomiting, watery diarrhoea, at the time of
initial reporting (27 May 2015) it showed bloody diarrhoea. Leukocytes were in the normal range. PCR
for Parvovirus was initiated. The vet asked if the vaccine may have caused parvovirosis. The problem
was ongoing. Then in a follow-up call on 01 Jun 2015, we were informed that the dog was euthanized
on 29 May 2015. Additionally to severe gastrointestinal symptoms, the dog developed severe
pneumonia and a suspected myocarditis. PCR for Parvovirus was positive. Differentiation for
field/vaccine virus is ongoing. Start / Duration of symptoms: 25 May 2015 / 29 May 2015. Follow-up
information is expected. Follow-up from 20 Oct 2015: Differentiation of Parvovirus revealed positive
result for vaccine virus and field virus. Additional info: the dog had been imported as unvaccinated
from a Baltic country (not specified). Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (30/04/201530/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(30/04/2015-30/04/2015)<BR><BR>

6 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (04/05/201504/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (04/05/201504/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(04/05/2015-04/05/2015)<BR><BR>

35.3 NOBIVAC BBPI 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL
122 (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (06/05/201506/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Once (06/05/201506/05/2015)<BR><BR>POSATEX 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(06/05/2015-06/05/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Once 1 Animal (11/04/201511/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac SP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(17/04/2015-17/04/2015)<BR><BR>

7 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (01/09/201401/09/2014)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

2.04 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (20/05/201520/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(20/05/201520/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(16/03/2015-16/03/2015)<BR><BR>
3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Once 1 Animal (22/05/201522/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (22/05/201522/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(22/05/2015-22/05/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00694

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

04/05/2015

03/06/2015

1

1

0 07/05/2015 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00695

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Month(s)

04/09/2014

03/06/2015

1

1

0 30/04/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00820

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

16/06/2015

06/07/2015

5

1

1 17/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Miscellaneous eating disorder
No Data
R><BR><BR>No NOS,Aggression,Vocalisation,Adipsi
a,Circling - neurological disorder
(see also 'Behavioural
disorders'),Death by euthanasia

SAR: On 16 JUN 2015 a litter of 5 puppies (breed Jack Russel) was vaccinated the first time
Jack Russell
simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4.ON 17 Jun 2015 one puppy started to show running Terrier
in circles and screaming when it was lifted up. Approx. 19 JUN symptoms worsened, puppy also had
problems with eating and drinking. On 20 JUN still running in circles, screaming when lifted up and
additionally trying to bite the person who lifted it up. On 21 JUN also screaming when lying around
without external manipulation despite of strong analgetics, so dog was euthanized. Results of necropsy
and blood examination pending. Follow up from 06 Jul 2015: Pathology finding: high grade
hydrocephalus internus.Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00850

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

28/04/2015

24/06/2015

4

1

1 08/05/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

SAR: On 28 Apr 2015 four puppies were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4. On 5 May one Chihuahua
of the dogs was sent to a new owner. On 8 May the nasal skin of this puppy's entire nose started to
peel of. (New pigmentation of the nose started approx on 11 May). Approx. on 13 May the dog
vomited once, which smelled like faeces. On approx. 15 May an older animal jumped on the puppy, the
puppy toppled over (collapsed) and was without consciousness. Successful reanimation of the puppy
by the owner. The dog was presented to the vet without findings. On 29 May the dog was vaccinated
with Virbac canis L. On 5 Jun 2015 during a walk in the evening the dog again collapsed, successful
reanimation by the owner, defecation in sitting position, rolling eyes and death. No successful
reanimation. During reanimation the owner noticed there was a fluctuating liquid in the dog's throat.
No necropsy performed. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
Brand: Virbac canis L Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00853

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

11/06/2015

25/06/2015

1

1

0 11/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Staggering,Trembling,Abnormal
R><BR><BR>No, movement NOS
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00879

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

23 Month(s)

27/06/2015

15/07/2015

1

1

0 28/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
R><BR><BR>No, swelling,Malaise,Fever,Local
<BR><BR><BR>< swelling (not application site)
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00919

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

16/06/2015

10/07/2015

1

1

0 27/06/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Pneumonia,Purulent
Not
rhinitis,Rhinitis,Cough,Hyperkeratos Known
is,Peeling skin,Lack of efficacy,Limb
weakness,Abnormal test
result,Diarrhoea,Vomiting

Vomiting,Collapse (see also 'Cardio- Not
vascular' and 'Systemic
Known
disorders'),Peeling skin,Sudden
death,Respiratory sound

Discus prolapse,Localised pain NOS Not
(see other 'SOCs' for specific
Known
pain),Musculoskeletal disorder
NOS,Pancreatitis

Susp Adverse Reaction: On 4 MAY a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHP, Nobivac L4, Nobivac T and
Nobivac BbPi. On 7 MAY the dog started to show diarrhoea and vomiting and was treated
symptomatically. On 17 MAY the dog was presented to a clinic as diarrhoea was watery. The dog was
treated with Metronidazole and improved. No root cause for gastrointestinal problems was found
(biopsy of lymphnode without special findings; IBD excluded). On 21 MAY the dog was sent back home
symptom free, but is still under Metronidazole treatment. No more information expected. Note: The
dog is from a foreign country, but already in Germany for 6 months. The owner is a former vet who has
retired. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 122 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Unknown]
SLEE for distemper On 4 Sept 2014 one dog (breed Rhodesian Ridgeback) was vaccinated with Nobivac
SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (not known if simultaneously or concomitant). End of April 2015 the dog started
to show rhinitis and then coughing. The dog was treated with antibiotics. The symptoms worsened and
the rhinitis turned purulent. Additional gastrointestinal symptoms like vomiting and diarrhoea occurred.
The muzzle and paw pads peeled off. Computer tomography revealed pneumonia, tests for distemper,
Anaplasma, Toxoplasma were negative. The dog was treated symptomatically. The paw pads showed
slight hyperkeratosis but were treated with Calendula and recovered until 9 Jun 2015. In the beginning
of JUN 2015 the dog showed mild sporadic weakness in the hind limb for a few days. No more
information expected. Note: the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi (6 AUG 14) and Nobivac SHP
(8 JUL 14) before. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

German
Shepherd Dog

30 Nobivac BbPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once 1 Animal (04/05/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
04/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(04/05/201504/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(04/05/201504/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(04/05/2015-04/05/2015)<BR><BR>

Rhodesian
Ridgeback

32 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose No assessment
Once 1 Animal (04/09/2014performed
04/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (04/09/201404/09/2014)<BR><BR>

Suspected Adverse Reaction: A family dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (mixed Chihuahua
syringe) and Nobivac T (separately) on 11 Jun 2015. 2 hours after the vaccination, the dog showed the
following symptoms: when it stands up, trembling occurs which goes from the hind extremities over
the back to forwards. The dog crooks, stumbles over the fore legs, shows staggering gait. The dog was
immediately brought back to the practice where it arrived in the evening at 6 p.m.. In the practice, the
vet couldn't state any abnormalities. Since then the dog is okay again. Attending vet's causality
assessment: unclassifiable (for all vaccines). Additional info: according to the owner, trembling at the
hind legs occurs regularly before the defecation. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Good]
SAR: On 27 Jun 2015 a Great Dane mix was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
Crossbred
simultaneously (ELU for SHPPi) and Nobivac T concurrently, both injections on the right lateral
abdominal wall approx 3-4 cm apart. On 28 Jun the dog had shown a swelling at the injection site
which was progressing and had massively extended until 29 Jun. The dog was then presented to the vet
with elevated body temperature, flat swelling at the injection site covering an area of approx 7x7cm,
as well as a second swelling (due to sagging?) at the lowest point of the abdomen, reaching from the
preputium to the second mammary complex, as thick as a forearm. The vet first recommended only to
cool the swellings, but at midday further worsening, fever 41°C and poor general condition, therefore
treatment with antibiotics (Synulox) and Novaminsulfon. Next day the fever was down, but general
condition still bad, therefore treatment with Prednisolon 25 mg (Solu-Decortin). On 01 Jul the dog is
doing better, no fever, eats normally, swellings are still ongoing. Ultrasound examination:
accumulation of fluid in the tissue, no pus. Medical History: The dog reacts highly allergic to many
substances (not further tested). Previous vaccinations with the same Nobivac vaccines at the age of 8
and 12 weeks for basic immunization (first vaccination without Nobivac T) had been tolerated without
problems. Allergies to multiple substances had started approx with one year of age. F/up is expected.
Follow-up from 15 Jul 2015: The dog had been further treated with homeopathic treatment (Traumeel
and other substances for enhancing lymph drainage). Approx. until 11 Jul the swellings had almost
completely disappeared and in the meanwhile the dog is considered as recovered. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Good]
Follow-up from 07 Aug 2015: Dog had a prolapsed intervertebral disc in the cervical area. Surgery was Other
performed and the dog immediately improved afterwards. Pancreatic blood values are still increased, Canine/dog
but no clinical signs. Case closed. SAR: On 16 JUN 2015 one dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 in
the shoulder area. Approx. 1.5 weeks later the dog was not able to raise the head properly and was
very painful at the shoulder and neck. It was not possible to touch the dog in this area. The dog was
presented to various vets without finding (no abscess, no finding in x-rays). The dog was treated with
analgetics and symptoms improved. Due to analgetic treatment the animal developed pancreatitis and
is now treated in a clinic. According to the owner MRI / CT will be performed. The owner who reported
the case did not want to give us any contact details and did not name the attending vet(s), but wanted
to contact us again, if new information is available. Case will be closed and only reopened when
relevant new information is received. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: unknown analgetics Reason: Pain relief] [State of health: Good]

1.8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Once (16/06/201516/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(16/06/2015-16/06/2015)<BR><BR>

0.74 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Once 1 Animal
(28/04/201528/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Once 1 Animal (28/04/201528/04/2015)<BR><BR>Virbagen
Lepto - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Once 1 Animal (29/05/201529/05/2015)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (11/06/201511/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (11/06/201511/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(11/06/2015-11/06/2015)<BR><BR>

50 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (27/06/201527/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (27/06/201527/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(27/06/2015-27/06/2015)<BR><BR>

11 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,24,Unknown Once 1 Animal
(16/06/201516/06/2015)<BR><BR>unknown
analgetics - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal (13
Day(s) 27/06/201510/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00920

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

25/06/2015

10/07/2015

1

1

0 25/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Allergic reaction,Swollen face (see
R><BR><BR>Yes also 'Skin')

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-00973

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

13/07/2015

21/07/2015

1

1

1 13/07/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01049

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

20/07/2015

04/08/2015

2

2

0 20/07/2015 Not
Restlessness,Swelling around
Known,<BR><BR eye,Facial swelling (see also
><BR><BR><BR> 'Skin'),Urticaria,Anal oedema
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01050

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

18/07/2015

11/09/2015

1

1

0 19/07/2015 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01055

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Month(s)

18/07/2015

11/09/2015

1

1

0 19/07/2015 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

No Data

Susp Adverse Reaction: On 25 Jun 2015 a 12-week old puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and
Chihuahua
Nobivac L4. Previous vaccination at 8 weeks of age had been performed in another vet practice with a
non-company vaccine without problems. Approx 30 minutes after the vaccination the dog showed
strong allergic reactions and the head was strongly swollen. The dog was treated with Cortisone,
whereafter improvement/recovery was seen. It is considered that the dog has fully recovered. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 13 Jul 2015 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4. At the same time bloods
Other
were taken, because dental treatment was planned. Test results showed only slightly elevated liver
Canine/dog
values, but otherwise were normal. On the next day (14 Jul) the dog was shaking and showed a swelling
at the injection site which had enormously increased until 17 Jul, when the dog was presented to the
vet, to approx 10x10 cm, solid and approx 1 cm in depth. Body temperature was 39.5 °C. Cytological
examination via fine-needle aspiration revealed no bacteria but only a few neutrophils. Therefore, the
vet suspected a reaction of the fatty tissue (dog was highly overweight). Oral treatment with Rimadyl.
On 20 Jul the dog was again presented with fever 40°C, vomiting, diarrhea. Mucous membranes and
pulse were normal, according to the vet the condition was not critical. The swelling was softer, so the
vet suspected that an abscess had formed which would soon break open. Rimadyl was stopped
because of the gastrointestinal symptoms and the dog was further treated with MCP, Baytril and
medication for stabilizing the intestinal flora. On the way home and in the evening further vomiting.
The next day in the morning the dog died. The owners did not want a pathological examination. The
vet suspects a septicemia and/or pancreatitis. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Not
Known

SAR: On 20 Jul 2015 two puppies from the same litter were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 Boxer
and Nobivac T. Previous vaccination 4 weeks before with a non-company vaccine had been tolerated (German
well. Approx half an hour after the vaccination, when the owners arrived at home, the male puppy was Boxer)
restless and developed urtikaria on the whole body. The puppy was brought back to the vet and and
(unknown) medication was injected. At first the symptoms improved, but at home it worsened again.
Additionally, the owners noticed that the female puppy showed swellings around the eyes and at the
snout and was rubbing its behind on the floor (the owner suspects swollen mucous membranes also at
the anogenital region). Both dogs were presented to the vet again and were treated with a cortisone.
Approx 45 min later the swellings had subsided and both dogs were able to go home. In the evening
both dogs were fully recovered. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Elevated lipase,Basophilia,Elevated
creatine-kinase (CK),Anaemia
NOS,Lymphocytosis,Head tilt - ear
disorder,Pupil
disorder,Falling,Ataxia,Inappetence,
Weight loss,Impaired
proprioception,Abnormal test
result,Neurological symptoms
NOS,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hyperkala
emia,Thrombocytosis

Unauthori
sed
dosage other

SAR: Two Chihuahua bitches of the same owner were vaccinated on 18 Jul 2015 with Nobivac SHPPi
Chihuahua
and Nobivac L4 simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently, all vaccines in half dose. Both dogs had
been vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac T the year before without reactions, Nobivac L4 was
given for the first time. Approx the day after vaccination the dogs were brought to an animal pension.
This case describes the reactions in the older bitch: The dog showed inappetence from the first day she
was in the pension (approx 19 Jul) and would only eat little amount of sausage. Approx from 25 Jul
onwards the dog showed neurological symptoms: ataxia, tendency to fall, head tilt, delayed pupillary
reflexes on both eyes, reduced proprioception in the front legs (right >left). The dog was presented to
the vet of the pension on 27 Jul. The bitch was treated with infusions and high caloric diet (NutriPlus
Gel) because she had lost a lot of weight (from 1,6 kg to 1 kg). The owners took both dogs home
approx on 28 Jul. On 04 Aug the dogs were brought to the attending vet. At that time both dogs had
regained their former weight and no head tilt was seen. But neurological symptoms in the older bitch
were still ongoing, only slightly improved. Note: The owners are convinced that the symptoms were
caused by the vaccination. The older bitch had shown a tick bite approx 2 months before, which had
been inflamed, so the vet does not exclude Borelliosis. So far, no diagnostics had been performed.
Therefore, we asked to do some blood examinations. On 09 Aug blood test results from 06 Aug were
received: medium grade anemia, high grade thrombocytosis, slightly elevated lymphocytes, basophilia,
elevated Lipase, CK, and Potassium, slight hypoalbuminemia. Borelliosis titer: IgG 2 U/ml (Ref <8), IgM
8 U/ml (Ref <8); (Lab assessment: A Borelliosis titer of 8-12 U/ml is considered as borderline result;
evidence of IgM antibodies in absence of IgG antibodies is typical for an early phase of infection). No
information available on outcome or therapy. F/up is expected. (This case is linked to case 2015-DE01055 younger bitch.) Follow-up from 11 Sept 2015: Both dogs were treated with Vitamin B12 approx
3 times. Thereafter full recovery. Neurological symptoms completely subsided. Duration: approx. 2
weeks. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC
T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

1.6 Nobivac L4 - .5,N/A,N/A ,24,0.5
Dose Once 1 Animal (18/07/201518/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - .5,N/A,N/A ,24,0.5 Dose
Once 1 Animal (18/07/201518/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T .5,N/A,N/A ,24,0.5 Dose Once 1
Animal (18/07/201518/07/2015)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Leucocytosis,Lymphocytosis,Inappe
tence,Weight loss,Abnormal test
result,Neurological symptoms
NOS,Thrombocytosis,Basophilia

Unauthori
sed
dosage other

SAR: Two Chihuahua bitches of the same owner were vaccinated on 18 Jul 2015 with Nobivac SHPPi
Chihuahua
and Nobivac L4 simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently, all vaccines in half dose. Both dogs had
been vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac T in the year before without reactions, Nobivac L4
was given for the first time. Approx the day after vaccination the dogs were brought to an animal
pension. This case describes the reactions in the younger bitch: The dog showed inappetence from the
first day she was in the pension (approx 19 Jul) and would only eat little amount of sausage. Approx on
25 Jul the dog showed mild neurological symptoms (not further specified). The dog was presented to
the vet of the pension on 27 Jul and treated with infusions and high caloric diet (NutriPlus Gel) because
she had lost a lot of weight (from 1,7 kg to approx 1 kg). Thereafter, the dog showed no neurological
symptoms anymore. The owners took both dogs home approx on 28 Jul. On 04 Aug the dogs were
brought to the attending vet and the owner reported what had happened. At that time both dogs had
regained their previous weight. Note: The owners are convinced that the symptoms were caused by
the vaccination. The older bitch had shown a tick bite approx 2 months before, which had been
inflamed, so the vet does not exclude Borelliosis. So far, no diagnostics had been performed.
Therefore, we asked to do some blood examinations. On 09 Aug blood test results from 06 Aug were
received: slight leucocytosis 12.6 G/l (Ref 6-12), medium grade thrombocytosis, lymphocytosis and
basophilia. Borelliosis titer: IgG 5 U/ml (Ref <8), IgM 11 U/ml (Ref <8); (Lab assessment: A Borelliosis
titer of 8-12 U/ml is considered as borderline result; evidence of IgM antibodies in absence of IgG
antibodies is typical for an early phase of infection). Since approx 04 Aug the dog is symptom free, so
considered as clinically recovered. No information available on therapy. F/up is expected. (This case is
linked to case 2015-DE-01050 older bitch.) Follow-up from 11 Sept 2015: Both dogs were treated with
Vitamin B12 approx 3 times. Complete recovery. No further symptoms. No more information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

1.7 Nobivac L4 - .5,N/A,N/A ,24,0.5
Dose Once 1 Animal (18/07/201518/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - .5,N/A,N/A ,24,0.5 Dose
Once 1 Animal (18/07/201518/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T .5,N/A,N/A ,24,0.5 Dose Once 1
Animal (18/07/201518/07/2015)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Injection site
Not
swelling,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Death, Known
Fever,Skin and tissue infection
NOS,Elevated liver enzymes,Shaking

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (25/06/201525/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (25/06/201525/06/2015)<BR><BR>

13.6 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Once 1 Animal
(13/07/201513/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Once 1
Animal (13/07/201513/07/2015)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (20/07/201520/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(20/07/201520/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(20/07/2015-20/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01074

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

15/07/2015

17/09/2015

1

1

0 17/07/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Horner's
syndrome,Haematuria,Stridor
(Upper respiratory; for lower
respiratory see also Bronchial
rale),Abnormal test
result,Weakness

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01089

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

11/08/2015

17/08/2015

1

1

0 11/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hyperthermia,Lethargy (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Facial
oedema,Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Diarrhoea,Panting

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01090

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

11/08/2015

17/08/2015

1

1

0 11/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Bloody
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes diarrhoea,Panting,Hyperthermia,Let
hargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Facial
oedema,Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Apathy

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01095

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

17/07/2015

17/08/2015

1

1

0 18/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
R><BR><BR>No necrosis,Injection site
pain,Weakness,Fever

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01104

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

17/08/2015

18/08/2015

1

1

0 17/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Anaemia NOS,Lethargy (see also
No Data
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Urination,Hyporeflexia,Un
responsive to stimuli

SAR: On 17 Aug 2015 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI, Nobivac L4, Nobivac T (SHPPi and T
Crossbred
together in a mixed syringe; L4 separately at the other side). Approx. minutes to max. 1/2 hour later,
anaphylactic shock reactions occurred. The owners had left the practice when the dog showed
uncontrolled urination and got lethargic (dog is usually very active). They then came back to the
practice where the dog was not responsive anymore, had no reflexes, was high-grade anaemic
("white"). The vet treated with infusion, Doxapram and Prednisolon. Within 30 minutes, the situation
improved and after approx. further 30 minutes, the dog was released home as okay (recovered). No
more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01110

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/04/2015

19/08/2015

2

2

0 01/04/2015 Not Known

Anaphylactic-type reaction

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01161

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

23/06/2015

18/09/2015

2

2

0 26/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Allergic reaction,Facial swelling (see No Data
R><BR><BR>No, also 'Skin'),Trembling,Polyuria,Renal
<BR><BR><BR>< disorder NOS
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction: The vet changed vaccination management from another MAH to
Other
Nobivac a few months ago. Since then (approx. Apr 2015 chosen for the case entry), he observed that Canine/dog
more dogs showed anaphylactic reactions when vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Vet was asked to state
more precisely, to give further details, but he was in a hurry and not willing to. No more information
expected. Case closed. Note: the number of vaccinated / reacting animals is unknown. For the case
entry, approx. 2 were chosen (arbitrarily). The outcome is unknown as well. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: 2 puppies from one litter (Maltese-Mix, one female "Sunny"; one male
Crossbred
"Pinat") were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (mixed syringe) and Nobivac T
(separately, other side) on 23 Jun 2015 at the age of 12 weeks. According to the owner, they developed
approx. 3 days later an allergic vaccination-reaction with facial swelling, trembling, polyuria, which
worsened in the course of the following weeks. An alternative practitioner diagnosed (based on bioenergetic hair examinations) a much too high dosage of vaccines and thereby (allegedly) intoxication.
The owners contacted an emergency service 4 weeks after the vaccination, but only went to the
alternative practitioner who confirmed a "dramatic worsening" until the "high point" on 23 Jul 2015,
when the faces were very strongly swollen and the dogs were trembling strongly; he also diagnosed a
vaccination-damage of the kidneys. In the meantime, one dog is doing quite well again, but the other is
still urinating quite much (unknown which). The vet will possibly perform a blood examination to clarify
the suspicion of kidney-damage and possibly provide the batch numbers. Otherwise case closed.
Follow-up from 18 Sep 2015: The vet provided the three batch numbers of the vaccines used in both
dogs and additionally reported for both dogs a creatinin - value of 0.5 (no unit was given; but probably
it was mg/dl - for that unit the normal value is < 1.8 mg/dl). No more information expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01187

Germany

Human

Human

Not Known

01/09/2015

01/09/2015

1

1

0 01/09/2015 Not
Swelling NOS
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Human Exposure Symptomatic: A vet assistant vaccinated a dog with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
(mixed syringe) and Nobivac T (separate syringe) on 1 Sep 2015. The dog was very restless and restive.
After the woman had released the dog, she noticed that the area of the hand below the thumb had
immediately swollen (thick). She cooled the area and at the time of reporting (approx. 3 p.m. on 1 Sep
2015), the swelling had already abated again. The woman has felt no prick at all and is therefore not
sure if anything was injected (or how much of which of the syringes). No more information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Accidental Exposure Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

SAR: On 15 Jul 2015 an 8-year-old Golden Retriever was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi by Golden
another vet. Previous vaccinations with the same products on 08 Aug 2014 and in 2013 with Nobivac
Retriever
SHPPi and Nobivac LT had been tolerated well. On 03 Aug the dog was presented to the attending vet
with a Horner Syndrome on both eyes. According to the owner it had first started on one eye approx 2
days after the vaccination (approx 17 Jul) and then after another 2 weeks the second eye was also
affected (approx 01 Aug). The dog was forwarded to a vet clinic with suspected peripheral
preganglionic Horner Syndrome without the typical enophthalmus. Until then no therapy. In the vet
clinic several examinations were performed. Hematuria was detected, but urine examination was
without further findings (no inflammation or sedimentation, etc.) Leptospirosis titre 1:200 for
Bratislava, Copenhageni, Australis and Grippotyphosa; 1:100 for Canicola(normal titers after
vaccination). Anaplasmosis titre 1:400, therefore the dog is treated with Doxycycline since 05 Aug.
Further exam. are pending (ultrasound, MRI). Overall condition of the dog is good, but slight weakness
(not known since when).F/up exp F/up 17 Sept 2015: The vet contacted the owners again and up to
date the symptoms have not changed. Horner Syndrome is ongoing on both eyes, sometimes little
more or little less. The dog also shows a slight rattle or wheezing while breathing, therefore the vet
suspects that there might be a retropharyngeal process going on as cause for the symptoms. The
owners have not yet decided to perform further diagnostics like MRI. The vet is now convinced that
there is no connection to the vaccination except the presumably close temporal relation as reported
by the owners. The vet will contact us if new relevant information becomes available. Otherwise case
is closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: A puppy, born on 24 Apr 2015, was vaccinated on 11 Aug for the first time with Nobivac SHPPI and
Nobivac L4. 30 min later the dog showed panting and was lethargic. Some hours later dog showed an
anaphylactic reaction with diarrhoea, hyperthermia and facial oedema. No treatment. Note: Case
linked to case 2015-DE-01090, which is a dog of the same breeder but from a different bitch. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]
SAR: A puppy, born on 24 Apr 2015, was vaccinated on 11 Aug for the first time with Nobivac SHPPI and
Nobivac L4. 30 min later the animal showed panting and was lethargic. Some hours later the dog
showed an anaphylactic reaction, with diarrhoea, hyperthermia and facial oedema. No treatment.
Then symptoms worsened to bloody diarrhea and dog was apathetic. The animal was forwarded to a
vet clinic, where it received intensive treatment for 3 days. No more information expected. Note: Case
linked to case 2015-DE-01089, which is a dog of the same breeder but from a different bitch. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]
SAR: On 17 Jul 2015 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac L4, simultaneous use. On
18 Jul 2015 the dog was weak, 40.5° fever, pain on area of thorax (injection site). On 21 Jul 2015 clearly
visible, big abscess, fluctuating, which was opened by surgery from the attending vet, in the next weeks
necrotic skin, wound toilette, still under treatment on 17 Aug 2015 , but improvement. No further
information available. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

35 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,N/A,Unknown Once 1 Day(s)
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(15/07/2015ble
15/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/07/201515/07/2015)<BR><BR>

Continental
Not
Toy Spaniel - Known
Papillon (with
erect ears)

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (11/08/201511/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
01 Animal (11/08/201511/08/2015)<BR><BR>

Continental
Not
Toy Spaniel - Known
Papillon (with
erect ears)

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (11/08/201511/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (11/08/201511/08/2015)<BR><BR>

Australian
Not
Shepherd Dog Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (17/07/201517/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (17/07/201517/07/2015)<BR><BR>

Human

B - Possible

2.2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (17/08/201517/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (17/08/201517/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(17/08/2015-17/08/2015)<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,unknown (01/04/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once 1 Animal (23/06/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
23/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (23/06/201523/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(23/06/2015-23/06/2015)<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 - ,,,,<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - ,,,,<BR><BR>Nobivac T ,,,,<BR><BR>

No assessment
performed

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01261

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

14/09/2015

17/09/2015

1

1

0 14/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Allergic oedema,Anaphylactoid
R><BR><BR>Not reaction,Breathing
Known,<BR><BR difficulty,Urticarial rash
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01269

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

24/08/2015

17/12/2015

1

1

0 01/08/2015 Not
Neuralgia,Neuromuscular disorder
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Pain NOS
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01280

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Month(s)

18/08/2015

17/11/2015

1

1

0 12/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lameness
R><BR><BR>No

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01283

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

01/02/2015

18/09/2015

1

1

0 01/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lameness,Paresis
R><BR><BR>No

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01311

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

01/10/2014

22/09/2015

1

1

0 01/11/2014 Not Known

Arteritis,Meningitis,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Nausea,Neuropathy
NOS,General illness

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01314

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

01/10/2014

24/09/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Not Known

Meningitis,Neuropathy
NOS,Reluctant to
move,Arteritis,Nausea,General
illness,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01323

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

28/04/2015

23/09/2015

1

1

1 29/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy,Death by
R><BR><BR>Yes euthanasia

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01326

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

23/09/2015

25/09/2015

1

1

0 23/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Dyspnoea,Oedema NOS (see other No Data
R><BR><BR>No, SOCs for specific oedemas),Facial
<BR><BR><BR>< oedema,Allergic reaction,Tiredness
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: A dog was vaccinated on 14 Sep 2015 with Nobivac SHPPI, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. The vet
could not remember if SHPPI was mixed in one syringe with L4 (on-label) or with T (which would be
extra-label). 30 minutes later swelling of the mucosae, breathing difficulty, life threatening situation
according to owner, generalized rash. Treatment with cortisone, soon recovered. Anaphylactic
reaction supposed. Dog was treated with Nobivac products 3x before without reaction. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (Dachshund-Mix) was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4
by another vet approx. on 24 Aug 2015. After the vaccination, the dog showed expressions of pain,
couldn't move the head well, had cervical spine - syndrome, neuralgiae. According to the owner, the
problems had started immediately after the vaccination, but according to the vet, they started approx.
on 07 Sep 2015. On 10 Sep 2015, the dog was presented in the practice. Tests performed:
Myelography: negative, Liquor-examination: negative, Toxoplasmosis: negative, Neosporosis:
negative. After analgetic therapy, improvement occurred. The vet will try to clarify further details
about the vaccination, the time to onset and the current situation of the dog. FU expected. Note: as
the reaction start date is unclear (statement of vet disagrees with statement of owner), approx. Aug
2015 was coded as start date for all symptoms. Follow-up from 17 Dec 2015: Phone call with practice:
no further information is available for this case. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: Approx on 18 Aug 2015 a dog (breed: Hovawart) was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac
SHPPi (ELU: simultaneous use) and Nobivac L4. 3.5 weeks later the dog started to show a lameness at
the left hind leg. The dog showed no abnormalities concerning the reflexes. Further diagnostics (x-rays
of ilium and lumbar spine) will be performed. No treatment until now. FU is expected. Note: Dog
already showed similar symptoms (but much more severe) after prior vaccination in approx Feb 2015
(see linked case 2015-DE-01283). Follow-up from 17 Nov 2015: No further information was received
although the vet was contacted several times. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: Approx in Feb 2015 a dog (breed: Hovawart) was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi
(ELU: simultaneous use) and Nobivac L4 at an age of approx. 12 weeks by another vet. 4 weeks later
the dog started to show lameness and paresis (not known at which extremity/ies). Further diagnostics
revealed no abnormalities. Treatment with Cortisone and antibiotics showed improvement. All of this
had been performed by the vaccinating vet, the reporting vet was first contacted by the owners when
dog had almost recovered (approx. March 2015). Therefore, only very sparse information is available.
No more information expected to this case. Note: The dog showed similar symptoms (only lameness,
not as severe) after the following vaccination in approx Aug 2015 (see linked case 2015-DE-01280).
Inbetween the two events the dog had completely recovered. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR: A vet reported that her own dog was diagnosed with Polyneuropathy / SRMA (Steroid-Responsive
Meningitis-Arteriitis) and it was suspected if vaccinations with Nobivac L4, which the dog had received
when it was a puppy (2 vaccinations within 4 weeks, approx in Oct 2014), might trigger this disease in
genetically predisposed dogs. According to the vet the dog had been vaccinated while it was still at the
breeder, therefore only sparse information is available about the vaccinations. When she got the dog it
was 15 weeks old. From this time onwards (approx Nov 2014) the dog showed intermittent episodes of
lethargy, reluctance to move and nausea. With homeopathic medication and pain relievers the dog had
recovered every time. However, the symptoms and general condition of the dog had progressively and
rapidly worsened from episode to episode. Approx in the beginning of June 2015 the dog was in a very
critical condition and therefore was hospitalized in a vet clinic. Diagnosis: SRMA. Treatment in the
clinic unknown, thereafter treatment with Previcox for 4 weeks and improvement of the symptoms. At
the moment the dog is symptom free, no further disease episodes. Note: The brother of this dog had
shown similar symptoms (see linked case 2015-DE-01314). The vet's causality assessment is
unclassified. She does not exclude a genetical cause, since the breed of her dog (Griffon) is very similar
to other breeds for which a genetical predisposition has been described. No more information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Miniature
Dachshund

4.4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (14/09/201514/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(14/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
T - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(14/09/2015-14/09/2015)<BR><BR>

Crossbred

14 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,N/A,unknown (24/08/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
24/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi - ble
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,unknown
(24/08/2015-24/08/2015)<BR><BR>

Hovawart

28.1 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once 1 Animal (18/08/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
18/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (18/08/201518/08/2015)<BR><BR>

SAR: While reporting symptoms in her own dog which was diagnosed with Polyneuropathy / SRMA
(Steroid-Responsive Meningitis-Arteriitis) (see linked case 2015-DE-01311) the vet mentioned that one
of the litter mates (brother) of her dog had shown the same symptoms with meningitis (start date
unknown, approx 2015; symptoms reported for own dog: intermittent episodes of lethargy, reluctance
to move, nausea, critical condition, SRMA). The dogs had been vaccinated with Nobivac L4 at the
breeder when they were puppies (2 vaccinations within 4 weeks; exact date not known, approx Oct
2014). It was questioned if vaccinations with Nobivac L4 might trigger this disease in genetically
predisposed dogs. The dog had been treated with Cortisone and was now doing well (no date
mentioned, Recovery approx Sep 2015). No more information available. Note: The vet's causality
assessment is unclassified. She does not exclude a genetical cause, since the breed of the dogs
(Griffon) is very similar to other breeds for which a genetical predisposition has been described.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS
540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
SLEE: On 28 Apr 2015 an adult dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac P mixed in a syringe.
In the year before the dog was not vaccinated against Leptospriosis. A second immunization with L4
was not carried out, because owner was not informed that a revaccination in 4 weeks would be
necessary. But nearly exact 4 weeks later, on 29 May 2015, dog became ill, vomited several times. First
diagnosis: digestive problems. Blood test: abnormal kidney values (reported as extremely poor). The
dog was forwarded to 2 vet clinics. In the beginning of Jun 2015 owner was told, that dog is positive to
leptospirosis (interrogans serogroup Australis serovar Bratislava). Intensive care, 2 dialysis, infusions
and drugs, but despite that progressive worsening of renal values (last result for CREA 760). On 17 Jun
2015 dog went home for palliative treatment. On 22 Sep the dog was euthanized because of poor
general condition. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV
Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination against Parainfluenza] [State of health: Good]

Hovawart

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once 1 Animal (01/02/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
01/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (01/02/201501/02/2015)<BR><BR>

French Wirehaired
Pointing
Griffon

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
Weeks,24,Unknown Twice 4
Week(s) (01/10/201401/10/2014)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

French Wirehaired
Pointing
Griffon

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
Weeks,24,Unknown Twice 4
Week(s) (01/10/201401/10/2014)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Crossbred

31 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Once (28/04/201528/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(28/04/2015-28/04/2015)<BR><BR>

SAR: The vet vaccinated a puppy (Terrier-Mix) once with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 17 Aug
Crossbred
2015, then one week later, on 24 Aug 2015, with Nobivac T. The dog tolerated all these vaccinations
well. After the booster-vaccination with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4(simultaneously; ELU for SHPPi)
and Nobivac T (concurrently) on 23 Sep 2015 at approx. 11 a.m., it showed a strong allergic reaction
with edema at the whole body. The owners called the vet approx. 1 hour after the vaccination,
towards noon, to report dyspnoea and that the face was closed by swelling. A wasp sting or other
allergenic influences can be excluded. The vet injected cortisone on the same day and 1 hour later, the
dog was still tired and the face was still swollen. On 24 Sep 2015 in the afternoon, the owners called to
report that the dog was okay again. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Good]

3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (23/09/201523/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (23/09/201523/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(23/09/2015-23/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01329

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Month(s)

26/11/2014

28/09/2015

1

1

0 20/09/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01373

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

15/09/2015

07/10/2015

1

1

0 16/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Fever,Meningitis
R><BR><BR>No

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01379

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

01/10/2015

20/11/2015

3

1

1 06/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Not eating,Lateral
No Data
R><BR><BR>No recumbency,Death,Convulsion,Diar
rhoea

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01384

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

16/07/2015

17/12/2015

2

2

0 30/07/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01387

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

29/09/2015

22/10/2015

1

1

0 05/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Rhinitis,Sneezin No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, g,Pruritus,Quincke's oedema
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

SAR: On 29 Sept 2015 one dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac T and Golden
concurrently with Nobivac L4. On 5 Oct the dog was presented to the vet due to sneezing and mild
Retriever
rhinitis. General health condition was not disturbed, no fever, no purulent discharge, so no treatment
was performed. On 6 Oct in the morning the dog showed vomiting, in the afternoon at the vet, no
further symptoms and dog was lively. On 9 Oct the dog was presented again due to Quincke edema,
diarrhea and severe pruritus. The dog was treated with Hexadreson and was fine again in the evening.
Two days later on 11 Oct the dog again showed facial swelling, diarrhea and pruritus. The dog was
again treated with Hexadreson and hypoallergenic food was prescribed. On 12 Oct faeces was fine
again. FU expected. FU 22 Oct 15: the dog showed no more problems. Hypoallergenic food was
changed to normal food without problems. The dog is also in the garden, but in an enclosed area, so
contact to plants can be excluded. No more information expected. Note: This case is linked to case
2015-DE-01423 (previous reaction of the same dog). [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV
Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

11 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Once 1 Animal (29/09/201529/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (29/09/201529/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(29/09/2015-29/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01388

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

25/09/2015

12/10/2015

1

1

0 25/09/2015 Yes

American
Eskimo Dog
(Spitz)

6.8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (25/09/201525/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01389

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

12/10/2015

12/10/2015

1

1

0 12/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Swelling around eye,Facial No Data
R><BR><BR>No, swelling (see also 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

SAR: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 25 Sept 2015. On 8 Oct the owner called the vet by
phone to report that immediately after vaccination the dog started to show epileptic seizures. The dog
is a known epileptic (idiopathic epilepsy) and under Phenoleptil treatment since years (no seizures
under treatment). Furthermore the dog showed severe pruritus and due to that started to pull out its
fur. The dog had improved until 8 Oct but outcome is unknown. No more information expected. Note:
In Sept 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHP and Nobivac LT and showed reaction
afterwards. Unfortunately the vet did not note / remember what kind of reaction was observed (local
reaction suspected). According to the vet, the owner tends to exaggeration. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: One dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 and concurrently
with Nobivac T on 12 Oct 2015 in the morning. In the afternoon the dog was presented to the vet again
due to vomiting and facial swelling. No other symptoms, no respiratory problems. The dog was treated
systemically with Prednisolone, locally at the eyes (due to massive swelling) with Dexa eye drops and
locally at the flews (due to massive swelling) with cool compress. After one hour the dog showed
visible improvement and the next day the animal had recovered. No more information expected.
Note: the dog received long treatment and several surgeries this year due to abdominal infection with
mesocestoides larvae. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Chihuahua

3.1 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (12/10/201512/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (12/10/201512/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(12/10/2015-12/10/2015)<BR><BR>

Autoimmune disorder
Not
NOS,Polyarthritis,Lameness,Localis Known
ed pain NOS (see other 'SOCs' for
specific pain),Abnormal test result

Epileptic seizure,Pruritus,Self
mutilation

No Data

SLEE: Dog, Labrador-Retriever-Mix was vaccinated when it was 8 weeks old at the breeder with an
unknown vaccine. On 26 Nov 2014 attending vet vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI, Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac T. Revaccination after 3 weeks, on 17 Dec 2014, (ELU: treatment program not respected) with
Nobivac L4. On 20 Sep 2015 dog was presented as emergency case, vomitus, diarrhoea, no fever.
Therapy: Cerenia, Traumeel. On 22 Sep 2015 presented again with vomitus, diarrhoea, icterus.
Quicktest "witness" for Leptospirosis was positive. Blood tests showed increased kidney values: urea
(51.3 mmol/L), creatinine 708 mmol/L !), Phosphate, Bilirubin, ALK Phosphatase. Therapy: infusion,
hospitalized, Amoxiclav (antibiotics). On 23 Sep 2015 blood and urine was sent to a vet lab and PCR
was positive for Leptospirosis. 29 Sep 2015: dog shows improvement, good appetite, kidney values
improved, further treatment with Doxicycline. Vets opinion is, that there is no full lack of efficacy,
because the dog would have died without the vaccination. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Unknown]
SAR: One dog (breed Bracke) was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 15
Sept 2015 (ELU for Nobivac DHPPi). 1-2 days after vaccination the dog started to show diarrhoea and
fever and so was presented to the vet on 19 Sept. There treatment with antibiotic, analgesic and
antiparasitic was started without success. Faeces examination was without abnormalities. Other vet
started treatment with sulfonamid, also no change in clinical signs. The animal was presented to a
clinic on 3 Oct. After liquor examination SRMA (steriod responsive meningitis arteriitis) was diagnosed.
After start of treatment with steroids dog had improved, but is still under treatment. Case closed.
Note: product was used for the first time, prior vaccination performed with other vaccine [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]
SAR: On 01 Oct 2015 3 puppies (one male, two female) from one litter were vaccinated with Nobivac
SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (mixed syringe; ELU for SHPPi). First, no problems occurred. On 03 Oct 2015, the
male dog left the breeder and was handed out to the new owner. On 06 Oct 2015, the dog was
presented in the practice and didn't eat, was in lateral position, showing convulsions and diarrhoea.
Barium sulfate (BaSO4) was given and further symptomatic treatment was applied. In the night from 06
to 07 Oct 2015, the dog was given back to the breeder. At the moment, the dog is on the way of
improvement (is stabilizing), but still under treatment. The vet suspects soon recovery and will inform
us only if worsening should occur. Otherwise case closed. Note: The female puppies showed no
symptoms. Follow-up from 20 Nov 2015: while reporting a new unrelated case, the vet also mentioned
following information for this case. It was the first Nobivac vaccination for this dog. In the meantime,
the dog has died. The owners had come to the practice with the dog again when the dog was already in
a bad condition. The dog then died shortly later. The vet described the circumstances / evaluation of
the case as very complicated, because the owners had been at another practice in the meantime and it
is unknown with which medication the dog had been treated there. No further information
(examination results / section etc.) available. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: Two dogs of one litter (breed: Borzoi, one male and one female) were vaccinated with Nobivac
SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T on 16 Jul 2015. On 30 Jul the female dog was presented to the vet
due to lameness and diffuse pain in the hind limb. The dog was treated with NSAIDs without success.
So X-rays were performed without abnormalities. In a clinic blood was tested for infectious diseases
(Ehrlichia, Borrelia, ...) without findings. Synovia tested negative for bacteria, but in pathology a mild
neutrophilic arthritis was seen. Immune mediated Polyarthritis was diagnosed. Treatment with
Prednisolone was started and dog showed improvement but no recovery yet. The male dog from the
same litter showed the same problems, but not as severe as the female dog. No diagnostics were
performed, but treatment with Prednisolone also showed improvement (only limited information
available for this dog). Both remain under treatment. F/Up expected. Follow-up from 17 Dec 15: The
male dog was diagnosed with ligament lesions. No immunological processes involved. It was not
possible to get more information on treatment or outcome of this dog; also no information available
for the female dog. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Labrador
Retriever

16 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (26/11/201426/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(26/11/201426/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(26/11/2014-26/11/2014)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

7.7 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (15/09/201515/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (15/09/201515/09/2015)<BR><BR>

Chihuahua

Borzoi

0.53 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once 1 Animal (01/10/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
01/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (01/10/201501/10/2015)<BR><BR>

20 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (16/07/201516/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (16/07/201516/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(16/07/2015-16/07/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01392

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

27/07/2014

12/11/2015

1

1

0 15/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>No

No Data

SLEE: On 23 Jul 2014 and 01 Sept 2014 a young Havanese was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 for basic
Other
immunization. Approx one year later, on 15 Sept 2015, the dog was presented to the vet with high
Canine/dog
fever (40° C), lethargy and vomiting. The vet first suspected a gastrointestinal infection and treated the
dog with Amoxicillin and Rimadyl. On the same day in the afternoon the dog had a circulatory collapse
and was additionally treated with infusions. On 17 Sept the dog was anorectic and showed signs of
icterus. Blood examinations revealed leucocytosis and increased bilirubin, liver and renal values. PCR
(blood) on 17 Sept was negative for Leptospira. Due to bad health condition, the dog was forwarded to
a vet clinic for further treatment. After approx 10 days of intensive treatment the dog improved and
was released home on 28 Sept in a good general condition, but had lost weight (approx 1 kg). Since
then the dog was lively and eating well and in the meanwhile has regained his weight. On 05 Oct blood
was tested for Leptospirosis antibodies and was positive for two serovars (Icterohaemorrhagiae,
Bratislava; both 1:400, which according to the lab points towards a Leptospira infection). Results of
second antibody examination is outstanding. F/up is expected. Note: According to the vet the dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 two times simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi, so on 1 Sept and 1 Oct
2014. But this is not documented in the vaccination passport. On 1 Oct 2015 only vaccination with
Nobivac SHPPi was entered. So correct vaccination scheme is not exactly known. FU 12 Nov 2015: The
dog was treated with Doxycycline. After end of antibiotic treatment blood was taken on 2 Nov to
determine leptospirosis antibody titer. Results: L. canicola, L. grippothyphosa, L. tarassovi (hyos), L.
pomona, L. hardjo: < 1:100; L. icterohaemorrhagiae, L. bratislava: > 1:100 (reference range: <1:200
negative; 1:200 questionable; >1:200 positive). Note: according to the vet the dog was vaccinated on
both dates (1 Sept and 1 Oct 2014) with Nobivac L4 although vaccination sticker in passport is missing.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS
540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01426

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

30/09/2015

22/10/2015

1

1

0 02/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal breathing,Cough,
R><BR><BR>Yes, productive
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: A dog (Maltese) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (mixed syringe, one flank) and Maltese
Nobivac T (separately, other flank) on 30 Sep 2015. On 05 Oct 2015, the owner called the practice and
reported the following as vaccination reactions to Nobivac: on 02 Oct 2015 in the morning, the dog
was slightly coughing, in the evening it showed very strong discharge of mucus from the mouth. As
soon as the dog was drinking, it coughed much. It also showed a "strange" breathing. After application
of honey, the situation didn't improve. The owner also applied Bronchipret (human medicine against
coughing). Since this call, the owner hasn't contacted the practice again, so the vet assumes that the
dog has recovered (although not confirmed). The vet will contact us if further information should
become available. Otherwise case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC
T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

8.3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once 1 Animal (30/09/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
30/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (30/09/201530/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(30/09/2015-30/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01449

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

28/10/2015

29/10/2015

1

1

0 28/10/2015 Yes

No Data

SAR: On 28 Oct 2015 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Approx 3 hours post vaccination the dog Airedale
showed a strange behaviour: sat without moving and stared. The owner reported that the dog was not Terrier
responsive, but the extremities were movable. The dog was not brought to the vet but observed by the
owners. The symptoms did not last very long and until the next day the dog was doing fine again.
Additional information: The dog had not shown previous illnesses and made a clinically good
impression prior to vaccination, but could not be intensively examined because he was very lively. The
vet also mentioned that the dog originates from a litter in which all dogs had at some time point
reacted to Leptospirosis vaccines (exact products and reactions unknown). Previous vaccination with
Nobivac L4 one year ago had been tolerated well. The vet's causality assessment is O unclassified. No
more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

25 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (28/10/201528/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01467

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

02/11/2015

03/11/2015

1

1

0 02/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>No, 'Skin'),Pruritus,Hyperthermia,Apath
<BR><BR><BR>< y
BR><BR>Yes

SAR: On 2 Nov 2015 one dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 and
Bernese
concurrently with Nobivac T. One hour after vaccination the dog was presented again to the vet due to Mountain Dog
facial swelling, mainly on eyes and flews, apathy, mild increased body temperature and severe pruritus.
No respiratory symptoms were observed. The dog was treated with oral antihistaminics (Cetiricin) and
Calcium infusions. The dog improved immediately and completely recovered the next day. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

13 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (02/11/201502/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (02/11/201502/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(02/11/2015-02/11/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01479

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

01/10/2015

04/11/2015

1

1

0 01/10/2015 Not
Lateral recumbency,Apathy,Tremor Not
Known,<BR><BR
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

SAR: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T (exact date (Oct 2015
suspected) and details of administration are unknown). The dog showed apathy, lateral recumbency
and tremor (onset of symptoms not known). No information if symptoms were treated. The dog
recovered on 29 Oct 2015. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01481

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

01/10/2015

25/11/2015

1

1

0 20/10/2015 Not
Corneal disorder NOS,Blue
Known,<BR><BR eye,Uveitis
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

SAR: Approx on 05 Oct 2015 a puppy was vaccinated by another vet with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac
French Bulldog
Lepto (unclear if Nobivac Lepto or L4; Nobivac Lepto was arbitrarily chosen for case entry). On 20 Oct
the dog was presented to the reporting vet with a high-grade corneal edema and low-grade uveitis on
the right eye. The left eye was without findings. General condition was good. Treatment was started
locally with eye medication (Isoptomax and Atropine) and systemically with Metacam. Three days later
a marked improvement was seen concerning the edema and the uveitis was almost gone. However, a
protrusion (bulla) of the cornea was noticed and treated locally with Polyspectran and Acular (NSAID).
At the last visit on 03 Nov the corneal edema was almost gone, only a slight corneal defect remaining.
The dog is still under treatment. Note: The vet suspects a "blue eye" due to the CAV component in the
vaccine. The other puppies from the same litter which were simultaneously vaccinated were not
affected. F/up expected. Follow-up from 25 Nov 2015: Vaccination details were received: The dog had
been vaccinated on 01 Oct 15 with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously mixed (date and
product corrected and batch numbers added). The dog is still under treatment, but signs are improving.
The vet expects soon recovery. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

2.8 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Once 1 Animal
(01/10/201501/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Once 1 Animal (01/10/201501/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01513

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

30/09/2015

13/11/2015

1

1

1 30/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Circulatory collapse (see also
R><BR><BR>No 'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Staggering,Death

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (Pug) was vaccinated with a mixed syringe of Nobivac SHPPi and
Nobivac L4 on 30 Sep 2015 towards noon by a colleague of the reporting vet (same practice). 3-5
minutes after the vaccination, the dog walked out of the practice room approx. 7 meters, then it
staggered and collapsed. Cortison was given and reanimation and intubation was tried, but the dog
died immediately. No section was performed (animal body already discarded). Additional info
(preliminary report): at the presentation of the dog in the vet practice on 09 Mar 2015, the animal
owner had mentioned that the dog has dyspnoea from time to time. No more information expected.
Note: The vet reported a similar case in a Yorkshire Terrier (2015-DE-01514). [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]

10 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (30/09/201530/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (30/09/201530/09/2015)<BR><BR>

Lack of response to owner,Stargazing,Decreased
activity,Behavioural disorder NOS

Miniature
Dachshund

Pug

5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Twice 1 Animal (5 Week(s)
27/07/201401/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Twice
1 Animal (30 Day(s) 01/09/201401/10/2014)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

3 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,24,Unknown Unknown (01/10/2015- Unclassifiable/unassessa
01/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(01/10/201501/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (01/10/201501/10/2015)<BR><BR>
OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01514

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

06/11/2015

13/11/2015

1

1

0 06/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Circulatory collapse (see also
R><BR><BR>No 'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Irregular
breathing,Lateral
recumbency,Swollen eye,Swollen
face (see also 'Skin'),Unresponsive
to stimuli

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01520

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

19/10/2015

10/10/2016

1

1

0 06/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01550

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

17/11/2015

03/12/2015

1

1

0 21/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
swelling,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Fever,General illness

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01555

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

01/11/2012

24/11/2015

1

1

0 01/12/2012 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Hyperactivity,Hypersalivation,Seizur Not
e NOS,Not
Known
eating,Tiredness,Tremor,Unable to
rise,Abnormal posture

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01556

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

01/11/2013

24/11/2015

1

1

0 01/12/2013 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Hyperactivity,Hypersalivation,Seizur Not
e NOS,Not
Known
eating,Tiredness,Tremor,Unable to
rise,Abnormal posture

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01557

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

01/11/2014

24/11/2015

1

1

0 01/12/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Hyperactivity,Hypersalivation,Seizur Not
e NOS,Not
Known
eating,Tiredness,Tremor,Unable to
rise,Abnormal posture

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01569

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

18/09/2015

27/11/2015

1

1

1 22/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Lack of
R><BR><BR>Yes efficacy

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (Yorkshire Terrier) was vaccinated with a mixed syringe of Nobivac
SHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 06 Nov 2015 around 10:45 a.m. The owner came back with the dog around 34 in the afternoon and reported that approx. 1 hour post vaccination, the dog had collapsed, was lying
on the side, was not responsive and had breathing problems in terms of interruptions of breathing and
the face and the eyes were swollen. In the practice (towards 3-4 p.m.),
the dog only still showed
slightly swollen eyes, but was otherwise okay. Since then, the vet hasn't heard from the owner again,
so he assumes that the dog is okay again (however the exact outcome is unclear). Additional info:
before the Nobivac vaccination, the dog had received a vaccination with Virbac-vaccine(s) at the
breeder (unknown when exactly and unknown which vaccine(s)). No more information expected.
Note: the vet reported a similar case in a pug (2015-DE-01513). [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SLEE: On 19 Oct 2015 one dog (Hannoverscher Schweißhund) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and
Nobivac L4. On 6 Nov the dog was presented to the attending vet due to severe bloody diarrhoea. The
dog was treated stationary. Examination of blood: leucocytosis (13.4) and increased Albumin.
Examination faeces: Parvovirus positive, Clostridium perfringens weakly positive. Differentiation of
Parvovirus outstanding. On 16 Nov the dog had improved but still showed pulpy faeces. Note: The dog
is from a center for animal food testing with a total amount of 120 dogs. FU 10 Oct 2016: No more
information was received since then. Outcome changed to unknown. Case closed. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: On 17 Nov 2015 a dog (breed: Golden Doodle) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi simultaneously
mixed with Nobivac L4 and a Virbac rabies vaccine concurrently. Both injections were given on the
same site of the left lateral thoracic wall, 5 cm apart from each other. The first three days the dog
showed no reaction, but on 21 Nov showed swelling at the injection site(s), lethargy, inappetence, and
disturbed general condition. On 23 Nov the dog was presented to the vet with 40.5°C fever, local
swelling at the injection site(s) 10cm big, covering both injection sites, therefore not identifiable, which
injection might have caused the reaction or both. Abscess formation. The dog is under treatment with
antibiotics and NSAIDs. Follow-up expected. Follow-up from 03 Dec 2015: Batch numbers and
products (all three products were Nobivac vaccines) corrected due to new information. General
condition of the dog had markedly improved due to treatment after approx. 1 week (approx. 28 Nov),
only the local reaction is still ongoing. The abscess was opened and a drainage was introduced to the
wound. On 02 Dec the wound was beginning to heal. The vet suspects recovery, but it will take a while
due to secondary wound healing. Case closed. Note: According to the owner the dog had also shown a
reaction (but much less severe) to the previous vaccination one year ago with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac
L4 (see linked case 2015-DE-01601). During follow-up the vet additionally mentioned that she generally
often sees vaccine-related reactions in small dog breeds (see linked case 2015-DE-01602). [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

Yorkshire
Terrier

1.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (06/11/201506/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (06/11/201506/11/2015)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

26 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Once 1 Animal (19/10/201519/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (19/10/201519/10/2015)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

20.4 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown 1 Dose (17/11/201517/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown 1
Dose (17/11/201517/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown 1 Dose
(17/11/2015-17/11/2015)<BR><BR>

SAR: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4 in Nov 2012. Approx. 4 weeks after
Crossbred
vaccination the dog showed an unique seizure (epileptic like) with hypersalivation, hectic, extended
legs, inability to stand up and tremor. Afterwards the dog was tired and did not eat the same day. As it
was a single event no therapy or diagnostics was performed. Note: the dog showed the same symptom
4 weeks after vaccination in 2013 and 2014 (linked cases 2015-DE-01556 and 2015-DE-01557) Further
information: Nobivac L4 was reported as involved product. This seems unlikely as product was not
market at that time; clarification with reporter was not yet possible. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T in Nov 2013. Approx. 4 weeks after
Crossbred
vaccination the dog showed an unique seizure (epileptic like) with hypersalivation, hectic, extended
legs, inability to stand up and tremor. Afterwards the dog was tired and did not eat the same day. As it
was a single event no therapy or diagnostics was performed. Note: the dog showed the same symptom
4 weeks after vaccination in 2012 and 2014 (linked cases 2015-DE-01555 and 2015-DE-01557).
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS
540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

25 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Once 1 Animal
(01/11/201201/11/2012)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Once 1
Animal (30 Day(s) 01/11/201201/11/2012)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

25 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Once 1 Animal (30
Day(s) 01/11/201301/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Once 1
Animal (01/11/201301/11/2013)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

SAR: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac SHPPi in Nov 2014. Approx. 4 weeks after Crossbred
vaccination the dog showed an unique seizure (epileptic like) with hypersalivation, hectic, extended
legs, inability to stand up and tremor. Afterwards the dog was tired and did not eat the same day. As it
was a single event no therapy or diagnostics was performed. Note: the dog showed the same symptom
4 weeks after vaccination in 2012 and 2013 (linked cases 2015-DE-01555 and 2015-DE-01556).
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS
540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

25 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Once 1 Animal (30
Day(s) 01/11/201401/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Once 1 Animal (01/11/201401/11/2014)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

SLEE: On 18 Sept 2015 one dog was booster vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac SHPPi. On 22 Nov Labrador
2015 the owner recognized a soft tissue swelling of the left face. In the evening the dog also showed
Retriever
vomiting and did not want to lie down. The next day the dog was presented to the attending vet, were
swelling of the left part of the face was confirmed. Due to the other above mentioned symptoms the
vet suspected a gastric torsion and send the animal immediately to a clinic. This suspicion was not
confirmed. The general health condition of the dog worsened, the dog showed increased creatinine
(exact value not known) and proteinuria. Furthermore PCR for Leptospira in urine was tested positive.
Some reflexes (e.g. lid closure reflex) was slightly delayed. X-rays showed a blurred abdomen, but
ultrasound revealed no abnormal findings. FU expected. FU 3 Dec 2015: The dog showed very bad
general health condition, especially caused by acute renal failure (UPC >10). The dog was euthanized
on 27 Nov. Kidneys were sent to pathologist for further examination. Immune caused
glomerulonephritis caused by Leptospira suspected, as the dog showed massive edema at the entire
body. According to the vet of the clinic, the laboratory already discharged blood samples and it is not
possible for the pathologist to determine Leptospira serovar in fixed kidney sample. No more
information available. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Once 1 Animal (18/09/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
18/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (18/09/201518/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01604

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

05/11/2015

03/12/2015

1

1

0 05/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Facial oedema,Local swelling
(not application site)

NOBIVAC L4

DE-NLINTVINT-2015-DE-01606

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

02/12/2015

03/12/2015

1

1

0 02/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Urticaria,Facial
oedema,Anaphylactic-type reaction

NOBIVAC L4

DE-PU-2015-1

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

22/10/2015

26/11/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-UKPFIZAH-2018-DE-00222

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

06/03/2018

19/03/2018

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DE-ZZELANCORG-DE2017_000113

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

01/01/2017

20/04/2017

2

1

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-BIAHPV1P-18DE000193

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Week(s)

28/01/2016

12/03/2018

1

1

22/10/2015 Not
Facial oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 05 Nov 2015 a young dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and
Maltese
Nobivac L4 (mixed syringe) for the first time. Previous vaccination with non-company vaccine (Versican
Plus DHPPi/L4) at the breeder on 01 Oct 2015 without reaction. No medical history of other allergic
reactions or underlying diseases. Approx. 15 minutes after the vaccination the dog showed progressive
edematous swelling of the face and respiratory tract and was immediately treated with Rapidexon
(quick acting 24-hour Dexamethason). Thereafter, quick recovery occurred. The dog was observed for
approx. another hour in the vet practice, then was released home completely recovered. The vet was
asking for advice, because the dog was in the practice for the next vaccination at the moment of
reporting. On the next day, the vet reported that she had vaccinated the dog only with Nobivac T and
this had been tolerated well. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: One dog (French Bulldog) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and
French Bulldog
Nobivac L4 on 02 Dec 2015 in the afternoon. Two hours later the dog was again presented to the vet
due to facial swelling / facial oedema and urticaria. The event was described as anaphylactic reaction.
No respiratory problems were observed, no lifethreatening condition. The dog was treated with
Prednisolone and Cetirizin. Another 2 hours later the owner presented the dog again due to worsening
of urticaria, which was not confirmed by the vet. The dog recovered completely (approx. the next day).
Start / Duration of symptoms: approx. 2 hours post vaccination / approx. 03 Dec 2015. No more
information expected. Note: due to the description as "anaphylactic reaction", the case was classified
as serious. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

1 Std. nach Impfung des Tieres hgr. Oedem am Kopf und beginnendes Oedem am Körper des Tieres
sofortige i.v.Injektion von Dexamentason liess die Symptome innerhalb von 0,5 Std. abklingen * State
of health at time of treatment: gut * Reason(s) for treatment: Prophylaxe Impfung

Pug

0 07/03/2018 Not
Inappropriate
Known,<BR><BR defecation,Inappropriate
><BR><BR><BR> urination,Epileptic seizure
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Not
Known

Reason for treatment: Tick control and vaccination A young dog showed epileptic seizures
approximately 16 hours and again 28 hours after administration of the recommended dose of
SIMPARICA 80 mg. The first seizure lasted 3 minutes and was accompanied by involuntary urination
and defecation. The second seizures lasted 2 minutes. Earlier before SIMPARICA administration the
dog had been vaccinated with four Nobivac products (SHP/L4/T/BbPi). Follow-up 14MAR18: Seven
days after treatment the dog had two more seizures lasting approximately 3 minutes with involuntary
urination. NCA comment: Follow up information from the reporting vet at 15.03.2018. Without new
information. [Reason for use for product: Generic: SAROLANER Brand: SIMPARICA 80MG CHEWABLE
TABLETS FOR DOGS Reason: Tick control Generic: SHP Brand: Nobivac SHP (MSD) Reason:
Vaccination Generic: L4 Brand: Nobivac L4 (MSD) Reason: Vaccination Generic: rabies Brand:
Nobivac T (MSD) Reason: Vaccination Generic: Bb / CPiV Brand: Nobivac BbPi (MSD) Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Hungarian
Short-haired
Pointing Dog
(Vizsla)

1 02/01/2017 Not
Death
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

29/01/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lateral recumbency,Lack of
efficacy (parvovirus),Lack of
efficacy
(protozoa),Leucopenia,Digestive
tract disorder NOS,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hypothermia

Not
Known

1.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (05/11/201505/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (05/11/201505/11/2015)<BR><BR>

3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (02/12/201502/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1
Animal (02/12/201502/12/2015)<BR><BR>

5 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(22/10/201522/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,1,1 Years,10,N/A
(22/10/201522/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (22/10/201522/10/2015)<BR><BR>

34 Nobivac BbPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (06/03/201806/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(06/03/201806/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(06/03/201806/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(06/03/201806/03/2018)<BR><BR>Simparica 80
mg Kautabletten für Hunde >20¿40
kg - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets 1
Animal (06/03/201806/03/2018)<BR><BR>
Reason for treatment: Flea Control On 06 Apr 17 Elanco as contacted regarding a dog (German
German
Not
Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
shepard, 5 years, lactating, puppies 12 weeks old) was vaccinated and received on same day or day
Shepherd Dog Known (01/01/2017afterwards Comfortis and was found dead 2 days after vaccination. Update on 07 April 2017: The vet
01/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
does not think that the Comfortis is responsible for the death of the animal. UPDATE on 12 April 2017:
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (1
Bitch was no longer lactating when she received Comfortis, she was vaccinated with DHPPiL4 vaccine
Day(s) 01/01/2017(MSD), vet suspects something like a gastric torsion as cause of the death. Puppies also received
01/01/2017)<BR><BR>unknown
Comfortis, no symptoms, puppies are healthy. Owner does not want a postmortem examination
Comfortis - N/A,N/A,N/A
performed so I do not expect further information. [Reason for use for product: Generic: Spinosad
,N/A,Unknown (1 Day(s) 01/01/2017Brand: Comfortis Reason: Flea Control Generic: canine distemper virus + adenovirus + parvovirus +
01/01/2017)<BR><BR>
parainfluenza virus + leptospira vaccine Brand: Reason: Prevention of disease] [State of health:
Good]
A vet (not the attending vet, but only a consultant in frame of a lawsuit) reported that a Malteser was Maltese
Not
Eurican DAPPi-L - N/A,N/A,N/A
vaccinated once s.c. with EURICAN DAPPiL (batch no. L424196) and NOBIVAC L4 at the age of 9 weeks
Known ,N/A,Unknown (28/01/2016and 4 days on the 28 Jan 2016 by another vet. 1.5 days later the dog showed bloody diarrhea,
28/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 hypothermia, leucopenia, vomitus and lateral recumbency. 2 days after vaccination Parvovirus was
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
found in the dog's feces (no further diagnostic if vaccine or field virus) and 9 days after vaccination also
(28/01/2016-28/01/2016)<BR><BR>
in blood and so parvovirosis was diagnosed. After 1 week intensive treatment in a clinic the dog was
recovered. Additional information: the dog was imported into Germany at the age of 9 weeks (illegally)
from Slovakia (i.e. 4 days prior to the vaccination). Besides parvovirosis the dog was additionally
diagnosed with Giardiosis and 'worm infestation' (MAH comment: it remained unclear when these 2
diagnoses had been made (at time of the parvovirus diagnosis?); as worst case scenario 'Giardia
species' and 'Digestive parasitism' were therefore VeDDRA-coded in addition). MAH comment: due to
unclear information this case was classified as both 'Safety AE' and 'SLEE' as worst case scenario.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: EURICAN CHPPI2L Brand: EURICAN SHPPI2-L Reason:
Vaccination Generic: Brand: Nobivac L4 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

O1 - Inconclusive

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

N - Unlikely

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2015-DE-01629

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

18/11/2015

02/02/2018

1

1

1 18/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Anorexia,Lack of
R><BR><BR>Not efficacy,Apathy,Decreased
Known,<BR><BR activity,Vomiting,Eczema
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2015-DE-01633

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2015

15/12/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2015-DE-01660

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

10/12/2015

07/01/2016

1

1

0 11/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Reluctant to move,Fever,Injection
R><BR><BR>Yes, site abscess,Injection site
<BR><BR><BR>< necrosis,Injection site swelling
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: On 10 Dec 2015 a dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 on one Crossbred
side of the lateral abdomen and concurrently with Nobivac T on the other side of the lateral abdomen
(not exactly known, which product was administered on which site). On 12 Dec the dog was presented
to the vet again due to a severe swelling at one of the injection sites (not exactly known of which
product, but Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 are suspected). An abscess of the size of a hand palm with
necrotic tissue was diagnosed. When the abscess was opened, viscous pus with globule of fat
(lipolyse?) came out. On 14 Dec the animal showed fever of 40°C. The dog was treated with analgetics
and antibiotics. FU expected. Following information was received from the NCA via electronic
importing on 23 Dec 2015/ Details reported to the NCA directly from the vet: Nobivac T was
administered on the right flank, Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneaously mixed on the left flank.
On 11 Dec the owners had called the vet, that the dog wouldn't walk. On 14 Dec the dog was
presented with a swelling of approx the size of a fist on the left flank. Abscess / vaccine related
reaction, 40.1°C. FU 7 Jan 2016: No surgery was performed. Necrotic tissue was removed and affected
area is healing via granulation. The dog is improving, but still under treatment (wound care). No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2015-DE-01666

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

01/11/2015

17/12/2015

1

1

0 01/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: One dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 and concurrently
Other
with Nobivac T approx. in the beginning of Nov 2015. Shortly after vaccination (not specified) the
Canine/dog
owner called the vet as the dog showed facial swelling. The attending vet was not able to give further
information, if the dog was presented again and if so, about treatment. Therefore, outcome: unknown.
No more information expected. Note: This case is linked to cases 2015-DE-01667 and 2015-DE-01668
(similar cases from same reporter). [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2015-DE-01675

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

11/12/2015

07/01/2016

1

1

0 15/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Injection site swelling,Immune
mediated haemolytic anaemia

Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
inflammation,Injection site
swelling,Not
drinking,Weakness,Lump,Purulent
lesion(s),Not eating,Walking
difficulty

SAR + SLEE: A dog (small mixed breed) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 18 Nov 2015. Previous
Crossbred
vaccinations with the same vaccine: Oct 2013 + 19 Nov 2013 twice for basic immunization,
revaccination on 21 Nov 2014. On 01 Dec 2015 (approx 2 weeks after the last vaccination) the dog
developed an interdigital eczema at the paw of the left fore leg (SAR). The vet is not so sure about a
connection to the vaccination. The dog had already shown same symptoms at a different paw (right
hind paw) in Feb 2015 approx 11 weeks after previous vaccination (see case 2015-DE-01636). The dog
was treated symptomatically with Braunol wound dressing and the eczema had healed after approx 1
week. Additionally, the owner had reported that the dog had shown reduced activity on the day of the
last vaccination (18 Nov 2015) and over the next few days was progressively eating less until on 03 Dec
completely no food uptake, therefore presented to the vet. Bloods revealed high liver values, anaemia
and leucocytosis. Therefore, started on Amoxiclav on 05 Dec in the evening. Next day the dog was
apathetic and vomiting. On 07 Dec again presented to the vet, still showed vomiting, plus fever 39.8 °C.
The vet suspects the dog might have Leptospirosis (SLEE). No further diagnostics performed yet. F/up is
expected. Medical History: On 17 Sep 2014 the dog had an Addison crisis and was diagnosed with
Morbus Addison. From that time point the dog was continuously treated with Hydrocortisone, so also
at the time of the last vaccination. FU 16 Dec 2015 Lepto antibody titer measured and all serovars
were tested negative (all < 1:100, except Canicola was = 1:100). Travel-related diseases were also
tested negative. The dog is still under treatment, is stabile, but general condition still reduced and still
has fever. Liver values have improved and no vomiting anymore. Therefore, change of antibiotic
treatment to Doxycycline. The vet wants to measure second Leptotiter. F/up is expected. FU 30 Dec
15: General condition of the dog had worsened (additional icterus and high fever), so it was
hospitalized in a clinic on 27 Dec. Liver biopsies were taken, results outstanding. After 4 days of
treatment with Amoxiclav i.v. the dog was doing better and was released home. Still high liver values
and anaemia. The clinic suspects acute liver failure as diagnosis and excludes Leptospirosis. Second
antibody titer will be tested for exclusion. F/up expected. FU 11 Feb 16: Beginning of Jan 16 the dog's
condition rapidly worsened again. Further examinations revealed inflammation of liver and biliary
system. The involved pathogen(s) could not be identified. Second Leptospirosis titer was completely
negative. On 22 Jan 16 the dog died acutely during the night. The owners refused a pathological
examination.
Only athat
livershe
sample
for examination
Due
to strong in
autolytic Other
SAR:
A vet reported
was was
told sent
by aninanimal
owner thatthe
hernext
dog,morning.
which was
vaccinated
another vet practice, developed an injection site swelling after vaccination with Nobivac L4. When the Canine/dog
dog was revaccinated, it developed an autoimmune haemolytic anaemia after 1-2 weeks. The referral
vet has no further information on the case. Possibly the case was already reported. Follow up from 15
Dec 2015: Lost in follow up. Animal owner is on holiday. Vet unable to forward further details in the
moment. Note: it is unknown in the moment if the case is a duplicate to case 2015-DE-01417.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS
540 Reason: Unknown] [State of health: Unknown]

Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (Havanese-Mix) received the first vaccination with Nobivac SHPPi Crossbred
and Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T on 11 Nov 2015 without problems. The booster vaccination with
Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (mixed syringe) and Nobivac T (separately) was performed on 11 Dec
2015. 5 days later, the animal was very languid and showed two lumps. The owners went to a vet
clinic. There two large abscesses were noted and split. Large amounts of purulence came out. The
abscesses were on both vaccination sides, i.e. one at the SHPPi+L4 side, the other at the T-side.
Treatment in the clinic: 2 injections (1x analgetic, 1x antibiotic). Further treatment: oral analgetic. The
vet didn't know if the abscesses were necrotized or not. Additional info: the vet mentioned that all
used syringes were sterile, but that she used the same syringe first as mixed syringe for SHPPi+L4, and
then as syringe for T. Possibly further information will be available. FU 07 Jan 2016 (e-mail received
from owner): The owner described the event as a vaccination damage as follows: several days after
vaccination, at both injection sites strong inflammations and extreme swellings formed, so the bitch
could neither walk nor eat or drink. On 16 Dec 2015, the dog had to be operated in a university vet
clinic. According to the attending vet of this clinic, the dog wouldn't have survived the following night.
In the records of the clinic from 16 Dec 2015, the following additional data were mentioned: patient
name: ?Melodie?, born on 01 Aug 2015. Diagnosis: abscesses after vaccination. Performed actions:
general examination, consultation, wound-treatment, 3 injections (s.c. or i.m.), listed medication:
Synulox 50 mg tablets, Novalgin drops. On 17 Dec 2015, the dog was presented in another vet practice
(not the clinic and not the vaccinating vet) and was again examined and wound treatment was
performed. On 21 Dec 2015, the dog was again examined in this practice and was in a good state of
healing. No more information expected. Note: according to the "good healing status" noted on 21 Dec
2015, it can be assumed that the dog has recovered in the meantime. However, the exact outcome
was not reported, so it remains "unknown". [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination ] [State of health: Good]

9.3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(18/11/201518/11/2015)<BR><BR>unknown
Amoxiclav - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(05/12/201505/12/2015)<BR><BR>unknown
Hydrocortisone - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(14 Month(s) 17/09/201409/12/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

B - Possible

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown Unknown (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>

10 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(10/12/201510/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (10/12/201510/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (10/12/201510/12/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(01/11/201501/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (01/11/201501/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (01/11/201501/11/2015)<BR><BR>
4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1
B - Possible
dose (11/12/201511/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1 dose
(11/12/201511/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1 dose
(11/12/2015-11/12/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2015-DE-01685

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

29/07/2015

08/02/2016

1

1

0 20/12/2015 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

SLEE: A puppy was vaccinated by another vet for basic immunization (8 and 12 weeks old) with
English
Nobivac SHP, Nobivac Pi, Nobivac L4 on 29 Jul 15 and 26 Aug 15 and Nobivac T only on 26 Aug 15. On Springer
20 Dec 15 the dog was presented to the reporting vet clinic with severe vomiting and diarrhea. ELISA of Spaniel
the feces was positive for Parvovirosis. White blood count at first was without findings, but on 23 Dec
strong leucopenia was noticed and diarrhea became bloody. There was no evidence of an ileus on the
x-rays. The dog is under symptomatic and antibiotic treatment including permanent drip infusion.
Prognosis at that time was poor. New information was received on 30 Dec 2015: PCR result was also
positive for Parvovirosis. Differentiation of virus strains will be performed. In the meanwhile, the dog
was doing better and was supposed to be released home. The other dogs in the same household and
the litter mates are healthy. Another PCR will also be performed in a few weeks for control of virus
excretion. The vet's causality assessment for Nobivac SHP is O unclassified, otherwise N unlikely.
Further test results are outstanding. F/up is expected. FU 11 Jan 16: PCR for CPV Type 2 (vaccine strain)
and CPV Type 2a/2b (field strain) were positive. The dog is doing well, only slightly soft feces and hasn't
regained his old weight yet. Second PCR will be performed. F/up expected. FU 27 Jan 16: Second PCR
was negative for CPV Type 2 (vaccine strain), but still positive for CPV Type 2a/2b (field strain). No
more information expected. FU 08 Feb 16: Mid of January (approx. 15 Jan) the dog had been
hospitalized again because of worsening of diarrhea. General condition had not been as bad as before.
Second sample for PCR had been taken this time (see previous FU). On 25 Jan 16 the dog had
completely recovered. The vet does not exclude reinfection at the dog's home. Case closed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,4
N - Unlikely
Weeks,24,Unknown 4 Weeks 1
Animal (4 Week(s) 29/07/201526/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,4 Weeks,24,Unknown 4
Weeks 1 Animal (4 Week(s)
29/07/201526/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP N/A,N/A,4 Weeks,24,Unknown 4
Weeks 1 Animal (4 Week(s)
29/07/201526/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (26/08/201526/08/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00007

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

28/12/2015

19/02/2016

3

2

2 31/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lateral
R><BR><BR>Yes recumbency,Vomiting,Death by
euthanasia,Death

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction: 3 puppies from one litter (both parents: Chihuahua-Mix); 2x male, 1x
female) were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (mixed syringe) on 28 Dec 2015. On 31
Dec 2015, one puppy (male) started to spit/vomit during the day (no blood). In the evening it was
brought to the practice and was lying on the side. The vet put the puppy in a warming bed and applied
Ringer-Lactat, but the puppy died. On 01 Jan 2016 in the evening, 24 hours later, the female puppy
showed the same symptomatology and received the same treatment and was then euthanized with
T61. The third puppy (male) showed no adverse reactions at all, but was treated by the vet with
Feliserin due to suspicion of Parvo. The vet has examined/opened the dead male puppy and could not
detect any special findings. Both dead animals are currently frozen in the practice. A section will be
initiated. FU from 19 Feb 2016: Pathological findings were suggestive for a Parvovirosis (although
histological examination was only partially possible due to progressive autolytic processes) and this
was suspected as the cause of death of both puppies. Additional finding: A high-grade hydrocephalus
internus was found in the female puppy. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1
N - Unlikely
dose (28/12/201528/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1 dose
(28/12/2015-28/12/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00013

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Month(s)

07/01/2016

17/02/2016

1

1

1 07/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00035

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

12/01/2016

12/01/2016

1

1

0 12/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Tachycardia,Facial
oedema

No Data

SAR: On 12 Jan 2016 a young dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHP and Nobivac L4. Approx 45 min
post vaccination the dog showed facial swelling, tachycardia, pale mucosae. Dog was treated with
Prednisolone and recovered within 30 minutes. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00047

Germany

Human

Human

Not Known

13/01/2016

20/01/2016

1

1

0 13/01/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00071

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

03/11/2015

20/01/2016

1

1

0 03/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Dyspnoea,Local swelling
R><BR><BR>Yes, (not application site),Walking
<BR><BR><BR>< difficulty,Shivering
BR><BR>Yes

Human exposure - symptomatic-: Approx. on 3 Jan 2016 one puppy (age 4 month) was vaccinated with Human
Nobivac L4. Approx. ten days after vaccination the puppy urinated on the owners hand. She felt a mild
burning sensation afterwards. Now the pregnant owner is afraid of infection with Leptospira (caused
by vaccination). No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Accidental Suspected
Secundary Exposure] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 3 Nov 2015 one dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac
Pug
SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (mixed syringe) and concurrently with Nobivac T (separately). A few hours after
vaccination the dog showed greenish vomiting, shivering and dyspnoea. The dog was treated at
another vet with cortisone and infusion. Thereby developed a swollen leg, most probably due to
paravenous application and was not able to walk anymore. The next day the dog had completely
recovered. No more information expected. Note: the dog already reacted after vaccination with
other product (non-company) before. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Enlarged lymph nodes
No Data
(generalised),Abnormal test
result,Lateral recumbency,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Hypothermia,Death,
Lung oedema,Fatty liver,Gall
bladder & bile duct disorder
NOS,Vomiting,Haemorrhagic
gastroenteritis,Bloody
diarrhoea,Circulatory collapse (see
also 'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Leucocytosis,Pale
mucous membrane

Burning sensation (skin)

No Data

Chihuahua

SAR: On 7 Jan 2016 at 11 am one dog (breed pug) was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi
Pug
and Nobivac L4 and concomitant with Nobivac T. Immediately after vaccination the dog showed
vomiting, which was assumed to be caused by stress. The dog was monitored for approx. 15 minutes
but did not show anymore symptoms despite of lethargy. At 3 pm the dog started to show bloody
diarrhoea and so was presented to a clinic. There the dog showed lateral recumbency, bloody, slimy
and smelly diarrhea, hypothermia (35,3°C), pale mucous membranes, circulatory collapse, examination
of blood revealed slight leucocytosis. Quick test for parvovirosis was negative. The dog was treated
with Ringer Lactat and glucose infusion, cortisone, antibiotics and rimadyl (due to abdominal pain). No
improvement, so one hour later the dog received HES infusion and again cortisone, temperature still
decreased (34,4°C). Afterwards the general health condition improved a little bit, but the dog still
showed yellowish vomiting and diarhhoea. During the night the dog had died. Autopsy outstanding. FU
17 Feb 2016: Pathological report received. Diagnoses: high-grade acute diffuse alveolar lung oedema;
high-grade acute diffuse partially catarrhal, partially haemorrhagic gastroenteritis; oedema of the
gallbladder wall; medium-grade fatty liver; hyperplasia of the mesenteric lymph nodes. Virological
examinations: CPV genome (PCR) positive. Conclusion: CPV genome (PCR) was found in all organs
except CNS, however, neither in histological examinations (intestines) typical findings for Parvovirosis
were seen, nor was Parvovirus antigen found immunohistologically (intestine and lymph node). This
could point towards an early infection phase or might be explained by the previous vaccination with
parvovirus components. The fatty liver could have an alimentary origin or be caused by premortal
anorexia. The oedema of the gallbladder wall points towards an acute circulatory failure due to a
shock reaction. Additional information: A differentiation of the Parvovirus genome in vaccine or field
virus strain was not possible according to the lab. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]

7 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(07/01/201607/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (1
Day(s) 07/01/201607/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (1 Day(s)
07/01/2016-07/01/2016)<BR><BR>

French Bulldog Not
Known

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(12/01/201612/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (12/01/201612/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 - ,,,,24<BR><BR>
No assessment
performed

7.4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1
B - Possible
dose (03/11/201503/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1 dose
(03/11/201503/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1 dose
(03/11/2015-03/11/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00090

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

04/01/2016

21/01/2016

8

1

0 15/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00119

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

05/01/2016

29/01/2016

1

1

0 05/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00156

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

08/02/2016

09/02/2016

1

1

0 08/02/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Eyelid oedema,Allergic
R><BR><BR>No, skin reaction
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00157

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

08/02/2016

09/02/2016

1

1

0 08/02/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Apathy,Vomiting
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00204

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

15/02/2016

18/02/2016

1

1

0 15/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin'),Respiratory sound
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00207

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

16/02/2016

18/02/2016

1

1

0 16/02/2016 Not
Opisthotonus,Epileptic
Known,<BR><BR seizure,Ataxia,Tonic muscle
><BR><BR><BR> spasm,Proprioception deficit
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Unable to stand,Lethargy (see also No Data
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,General illness,Joint
pain

SLEE: A litter of 8 puppies from a German breeder (all born in Germany) was vaccinated with Nobivac Labrador
SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (mixed syringe) on 04 Jan 2016 (second vaccination; first was on 04 Dec 2015).
Retriever
On 15 Jan 2016, one puppy showed symptoms of parvovirosis for the first time with signs of strong
vomiting, floppiness, abdominal pain, inappetence, diarrhoea (but only twice and not very severe),
fever (for 1 day). Blood examination revealed slightly elevated GLDH-value, decreased protein and
decreased globulins, but no leucopenia (leucocyte value of 9000) and no other special findings. The dog
was under treatment in the practice from 15 to 18 Jan 2016 and received antibiosis, infusions, and
Virbagen Omega. On 18 Jan 2016, faeces sample was taken and sent for examination: result: CPV
positive (PCR), differentiation: CPV2a/b/c (PCR): positive (-> field virus). No other relevant findings. In
the meantime, the dog is okay again (exact date of recovery unknown; must have been between 18
and 22 Jan 2016). No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (English Bulldog) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac Other
L4 (mixed syringe on one side) and Nobivac T (separately, on the other side) on 05 Jan 2016. On the day Canine/dog
of the vaccination, the dog was slightly calmer, this lasted for 1-2 days. 3 days after vaccination, the
dog was not doing well, had pain in the joints, couldn't stand anymore. At another vet the temperature
was measured: result: elevated temperature (39,3 °C - 39,4 °C). There the dog received injections (not
specified) and thereafter improvement occurred. All in all, the problems lasted for approx. 1 week
(until approx. 12 Jan 2016). Additional info: the dog had no local reaction at the injection sites. The dog
had already been vaccinated once at the breeder, but it is unknown with which product(s). No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: A vet reported adverse events in 4 dogs after vaccination with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac T (extra-label use / all components mixed in one syringe). He stated that he had never seen
such cases in 30 years of veterinary practice. Case #2: Puppy (Maltese-Mix): dog was vaccinated on 08
Feb 2016. Immediately after the vaccination, the dog showed vomiting and an allergic skin reaction at
both eyelids (eyes closed by swelling). The vet injected Dexamethasone and handed out Fenistil to the
owner. Since then, the owner hasn't contacted the vet again, so the vet assumes that the dog is okay
again (however exact outcome is unclear). No more information expected. Note: This case is linked to
cases 2016-DE-00154, 2016-DE-00157, and 2016-DE-00159 (other 3 dogs). [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
SAR: A vet reported adverse events in 4 dogs after vaccination with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac T (extra-label use / all components mixed in one syringe). He stated that he had never seen
such cases in 30 years of veterinary practice. Case #3: Puppy (Labrador): dog was vaccinated on 08 Feb
2016 at 4 p.m.. Immediately after the vaccination, the dog showed vomiting and high-grade apathy.
The vet offered a treatment to the owners, but the owners refused that and went home. So the
outcome is unknown. No more information expected. Note: This case is linked to cases 2016-DE00154, 2016-DE-00156, and 2016-DE-00159 (other 3 dogs). [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
SAR: On 15 Feb 2016 at 4:51 p.m. a Jack-Russell-Mix was vaccinated with Nobivac T and Nobivac SHPPi
(mixed, on one side) and Nobivac L4 (separately, on other side). At 7 p.m., the dog showed facial
oedema with swollen flews and lids and slight breathing sounds (reported by the owner). The owner
treated the dog with Citarizin, but this didn't help. Then she brought the dog to the practice where it
received Urbason solubile. Thereafter, the swellings abated and the dog was released home; vet hasn't
heard anything from the owner since then, so she assumes complete recovery, but the exact outcome
is unclear. The vet considers it as a vaccination-reaction. Additional info: after the previous
vaccination with the same combination of vaccines, the dog had been slightly tired on the day of
vaccination according to the owner (see linked case 2016-DE-00206). No more information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(04/01/201604/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (04/01/201604/01/2016)<BR><BR>

11.9 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1
B - Possible
dose (05/01/201605/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1 dose
(05/01/201605/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1 dose
(05/01/2016-05/01/2016)<BR><BR>

Crossbred

Labrador
Retriever

Crossbred

SAR: On 16 Feb 16 a dog was vaccinated by the family vet with Nobivac T, Nobivac SHPPi, and Nobivac Crossbred
L4. Approx 2 hours after the vaccination the dog showed ataxia and that night mild epileptiform
seizure with tonic contraction of limbs and opisthotonus. With symptomatic treatment at the family
vet (Phenobarbital, Diazepam) improvement, however, little later another seizure. Presented to a vet
clinic which referred the dog to the clinic of the reporting vet on 18 Feb. Bloods without special
findings. No further diagnostics wanted by the owners. The dog is under stationary treatment
(symptomatic and infusions). Apart from ongoing mild ataxia and proprioceptive deficits in the hind
limbs, general condition of the dog is good, eats, drinks normally, and the vet expects that he will be
released home in approx 2 days (recovery). Note: Previous vaccination at an age of 8 weeks with
Nobivac SHP and Nobivac L4 was without reaction, therefore the owners suspect Nobivac T to have
caused the reaction. Additionally, the owners mentioned that the mother of the dog was suspected to
have shown a similar reaction to a rabies vaccination (unknown vaccine), but the vet doubts if this is a
reliable information. The vet does not exclude a genetic predisposition for epilepsy. The vet's causal
assessment is O unclassified. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

N - Unlikely

3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(08/02/201608/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(08/02/201608/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (08/02/201608/02/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(08/02/201608/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(08/02/201608/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (08/02/201608/02/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

3.3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(15/02/201615/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(15/02/201615/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (15/02/201615/02/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Not
Known

9 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,once O (16/02/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa
16/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(16/02/201616/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,once (16/02/201616/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00215

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

19/02/2016

06/05/2016

1

1

0 21/02/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known

Fever,Localised pain NOS (see
No Data
other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Weakness,Trembling,Ataxia,F
acial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Leucocytosis

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00218

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

01/12/2015

11/04/2016

1

1

0 25/01/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00227

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

22/02/2016

10/03/2016

1

1

1 22/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Unresponsive to
R><BR><BR>Not stimuli,Vocalisation,Death
Known

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00232

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

16/02/2016

07/04/2016

1

1

1 17/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00241

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

08/02/2016

26/02/2016

1

1

0 08/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin'),Breathing difficulty
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Liver
No Data
failure,Apathy,Vomiting,Hepatitis,N
ot
drinking,Death,Inappetence,Weakn
ess,Lack of efficacy,Liver damage
aggravated,Elevated AST,Elevated
ALT,General illness

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: On 19 Feb 2016 a dog was vaccinated by the reporting vet with Nobivac
Labrador
SHPPi, Nobivac L4, Nobivac T and Nobivac BBPi. On Sunday, 21 Feb 2016 the dog developed 40°C fever. Retriever
The owner consulted the vet and was told to give Novalgin (unknown dosage). This treatment just
worked for a short amount of time (unknown how long), so the owner (after consultation with the vet)
injected Amoxicillin (unknown dosage or application date). Thereafter the situation worsened. The
dog's head was completely swollen, trembled down the stairs, owner described her as being atactic.
After another telephone consultation it was decided the dog should be brought to the practice. Since
23 Feb 2016 the dog is being treated in the practice. On 23 Feb 2016 the dog still showed edematous
swellings at the flews. Blood work was done, which revealed a leucocytosis but normal organ profile.
In the neurological examination the dog showed distinct pain reaction during upper and lower neck
bending. The vet suspected meningitis, therefore started treatment with Prednisolone and Synulox
antibiotics. On 24 Feb 2016 the dog is doing much better, his temperature went down to 39.3°C. On 28
Feb 2016 the dog is doing good, except for being still a little weak. The vet agreed with the owner to
slowly reduce the Prednisolone therapy. Note: The Owner is a successful and established breeder.
Follow Up information expected. Follow up 06 May 16: The dog has been treated sucessfully and
recovered 10-14 days after intitial treatment start (for entry reason 08 Mar 16 chosen) . The overal
inpatient treatment was 3 to 4 days. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI
25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: unknown Brand: Novalgin Re... Reason for
use truncated. [State of health: Good]
Suspected lack of efficacy/ELU for Lepto A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 for the first time on 01
Dec 2015 (previous vaccinations with Nobivac Lepto), additionally Nobivac Pi was given in a mixed
syringe. On 25 Jan 2016 the dog was presented to the vet with fever, weakness, reduced appetite and
stiff gait. These symptoms are still ongoing. The fever is treated with Metamizol (NSAID) but recurs
when medication is stopped. Since 30 Jan 2016 Doxycycline treatment was started because IgM for
Borelliosis was slightly elevated (borderline values). On 12 Feb 2016 the dog showed brown urine
(Bilirubin+++), but then abated again. On 16 Feb 2016 tests for Ehrlichia, Leptospira, Neospora:
negative, but Leptospirosis serovars copenhageni was 1:200 and canicola was 1:400. Second antibody
testing will be performed. The dog is only slowly doing better, but not worsening. Follow Up will be
provided. FU 17 Mar 2016: The treatment scheme was not respected, the vaccination was only given
once (Extra Label use was added). Second Leptospirosis titer was negative. Antibiosis had been
changed from Doxycycline to Marbocyl and the dog is doing clinically better. However, last blood
values had shown strongly elevated Thrombocytes and ongoing anemia, therefore the dog was
forwarded to the university vet clinic for further diagnostics. The vet will contact us if relevant
information/and test results become available. Otherwise case closed. FU 11 Apr 2016: CTscan
revealed an inflammation of the uteral mucosal membrane. The dog then underwent a hysterectomy.
Since then the dog is doing fine again. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
SAR: On 22 Feb 2016 an Australian Cattle Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On the way home,
approx. half an hour after the vaccination, the owners heard the dog whine quietly in the back of the
car. When the owners stopped to look at the dog it was not responsive, no other symptoms. Back in
the vet practice the dog was dead. The owners did not want a postmortem examination. Medical
History: Since 2013 the dog had shown epileptic seizures and was under permanent treatment with
Propentofyllin (unknown product). No diagnostics had been performed for clarification of the cause of
the epilepsy. The dog showed up to 3 seizures per year. On the day before the vaccination (21 Feb 16)
the dog had shown two subsequent seizures, which had lasted longer than usual. Additionally, the dog
had dermatological problems (strong alopecia) since many years. The vet suspects a hormonal cause
such as testicular tumor, but the owners had not wanted any examinations. Previous vaccinations with
Nobivac L4 in Dec 2014 and Jan 2015 (basic immunization) had been tolerated well. The vet's causal
assessment is O unclassified. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: Propentofyllin (unknown product) Reason: Improvement of blood circulation / epilepsy] [State
of health: Good]
SAR + SLEE for Lepto: A dog (Labrador) was vaccinated on 16 Feb 2016 with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
SHPPi (mixed), and Nobivac T (separately). On 22 Feb, the dog was presented in the practice again in a
clearly reduced general condition. According to the owners, since 17 Feb the dog showed vomiting,
apathy, inappetence, and was floppy (coded as weakness). Blood was taken and examination revealed
acute hepatitis with extremely high liver values (ALT, AST). The last blood test before vaccination had
been in Dec 2012 and had been okay. The vet reported that the dog was currently under treatment
(not specified). Later on 23 Feb the owner of the dog (a physician) called us independently from the vet
and confirmed that above mentioned symptoms were ongoing. Additionally, the dog was currently not
drinking. The owner mentioned that the transaminase values were 40-times elevated (40x normal
value) and that the dog has a venous catheter and is treated with drip infusion. On follow-up from 03
Mar 16 the vet reported that the dog was transferred to a clinic where the dog died (no exact date of
death reported, approx 24 Feb 16 chosen for case entry). A section will be performed and the vet will
inform us about the results. The vet is not sure if there is a relation to the vaccination or rather
another cause. FU from 09 Mar 2016: Vet reported that dog had already low grade liver enzymes in
2014. Autopsy reported received: Liver showed high-grade pre-liver cirrhosis / acute cirrosis with
pseudolobuli, which may probably result in liver failure. Kidneys showed necrotic, probably due to
leptospirosis. Other pathogens not excluded. PCR for Leptospira is outstanding. Owners suspicion is
that vaccine reverted back to virulence. SLEE also discussed, but dog was vaccinated with another
vaccine 15 months ago (non-MAH-Product). FUP from 07 Apr 2016: Finally could not be clarified
whether a Leptospirosis infection (in terms of a natural infection or a vaccinal disease) was the trigger
or poisoning or other infectious pathogens. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU
ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

17.4 Amoxicilin - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,unknown (21/02/201621/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac BbPi N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,unknown
(19/02/201619/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (19/02/201619/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(19/02/201619/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (19/02/201619/02/2016)<BR><BR>Novalgin N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,unknown
(21/02/2016-21/02/2016)<BR><BR>

Airedale
Terrier

24 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(01/12/201501/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (01/12/201501/12/2015)<BR><BR>

Australian
Cattle Dog

25 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(22/02/201622/02/2016)<BR><BR>Propentofylli
n (unknown product) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(01/01/2013-22/02/2016)<BR><BR>

Labrador
Retriever

30 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(16/02/201616/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(16/02/201616/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (16/02/201616/02/2016)<BR><BR>

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 08 Feb 2016 a Chihuahua was vaccinated with Nobivac SHP, Nobivac Chihuahua
L4 and Nobivac T (all concurrently, not mixed). Two hours after the vaccination the dog showed strong
facial swelling and also had breathing difficulties. The dog was presented to the vet and treated with
Dexamethasone. Thereafter the dog quickly recovered and was released home. In the evening of the
same day the dog completely recovered. Note: Previous vaccinations with Nobivac L4 (twice in 2014
for basic immunization, once in 2015), and Nobivac SHP + Nobivac T + Nobivac Lepto in 2013 had been
tolerated well. Medical history: in 2013 the dog had reacted with swelling once due to a suspected
food allergy. After food was changed, no more such reactions. No more information expected, case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

N - Unlikely

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

5.6 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(08/02/201608/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (08/02/201608/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (08/02/201608/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00301

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Week(s)

10/03/2016

14/03/2016

1

1

0 10/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Vocalisation,Vomiting,Anaphylaxis, No Data
Falling,Ataxia,Pain
NOS,Apathy,Swollen face (see also
'Skin'),Gait abnormality

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00312

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

22/02/2016

14/03/2016

1

1

0 22/02/2016 Yes

Eosinophilia,Leucopenia,Falling,Let No Data
hargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Proprioception
deficit,Unsteady gait

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00318

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

17 Month(s)

17/03/2016

17/03/2016

1

1

0 17/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pustules,Swollen face (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00345

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

01/01/2016

01/04/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00348

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

16/03/2016

23/03/2016

1

1

0 16/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00372

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

23/03/2016

24/03/2016

1

1

0 23/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema,Swollen face (see
R><BR><BR>Yes, also 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00393

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

09/03/2016

31/03/2016

1

1

0 09/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous membrane,Circulatory No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic
disorders'),Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Wea
kness,Anaphylactic
shock,Urination,Apathy

SAR: On 09 Mar 16 a dog (breed: Golden Doodle) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHP and Nobivac L4 for Other
the first time. Approx 15-20 minutes after the vaccination, while the dog was still in the vet practice,
Canine/dog
suddenly the dog showed shock symptoms: very pale mucous membranes, apathy, vomiting and
diarrhea, almost collapsed on the treatment table (hind legs slipped away), uncontrolled urination. The
vet placed a venous catheter and applied infusion, Cortisone (Medrate solubile) intravenously, as well
as Emeprid, Ranitidine, and Crataegus. After approx 1 hour the dog was able to go home. The next day,
still a bit weak, so was treated with another infusion. The day after the dog had recovered. Case
closed. Note: The vet had previously already reported two similar cases 2016-DE-00069 and 2016-DE00071. Now again, three dogs showed similar reactions after vaccination (various Nobivac products),
entered as 3 cases: this case, and linked cases 2016-DE-00394 (serious) and 2016-DE-00395 (periodic).
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00404

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

20 Month(s)

19/09/2014

01/04/2016

1

1

1 28/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known

Suspected lack of expected efficacy for parvo The reporting vet vaccinated one dog (Schnoodle) with Crossbred
Nobivac SHPPI, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T (concurrently) on 19 Sep 2014, 16 Oct 2014 and 16 Oct 2015.
Additionally, intranasal vaccination with Nobivac BbPi on 16 Oct 2014 by the same vet. Presumably the
dog received another vaccination at the age of 8 weeks at the breeder (unknown vaccination). The dog
was always clinically healthy. On 28 Feb 2016 the dog was presented to the reporting vet with
hemorrhagic gastroenteritis and bad blood values (elevated kidney values, electrolyte imbalances,
leukopenia: 3.1 (reference value: 6-12, no classification given). Therapy with infusion. During the night
of 30 Feb 2016 the dog died. Pathological diagnostic results reveal positive parvovirosis infection. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 122 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

No Data

SAR: On 10 Mar 2016 a dog was booster-vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T.
Chihuahua
After a few minutes it showed anaphylactic reaction: vomitus, swollen face, vocalization, painful on
body when touched (tried to bite when handled), ataxia, gait abnormality, fell, apathia. Not lifethreatening. Dog was treated with Cortisone. Fully recovered on 12 03 2016. Case closed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: On 22 Feb 2016 a dog (mixed breed, originating from Hungary) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4.
Crossbred
On 07 Mar 2016 the owners had presented the dog to the vet and reported that since the vaccination
(exact time to onset unknown) the dog had shown unspecific symptoms (lethargy, reluctant to move),
additionally, the dog had an unsteady gait in the hind legs ("sways from side to side like a camel") and
would fall over when sitting. Vet examination: slightly delayed proprioception in the hind legs,
otherwise no neurological or orthopedic findings. Blood count and organ profile: Leucopenia,
Eosinophilia ++, otherwise no findings. Fecal examination (worms, Giardia) negative. The dog had never
shown neurological symptoms before. The vet's causality assessment is O unclassified. The vet
recommended another blood control in 4-6 weeks. He will contact us again if further relevant
information is available. Otherwise case closed. Note: After previous (first) vaccination with Nobivac
L4 and Nobivac SHPPi, which had been performed by another vet approx on 23 Dec 15, the dog had
shown same unspecific symptoms (lethargy, reluctant to move) for 1-2 weeks, but without
neurological symptoms, thereafter recovered (linked case: 2016-DE-00314). [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(10/03/201610/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(10/03/201610/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (10/03/201610/03/2016)<BR><BR>
10 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(22/02/2016-22/02/2016)<BR><BR>

Suspected adverse reaction: On 17 Mar 2016, one dog (French Bulldog) was vaccinated with Nobivac
French Bulldog
11
SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (mixed, one side) and Nobivac T (separately, other side). Within 1 hour, the face
had completely swollen, including the flews and the eyes, also on the head there were red pustules
(approx. 17 mm diameter). 1 hour post vaccination, the dog came to the practice and the vet injected
Hexadreson. On 18 Mar 2016, the vet talked to the owners and they stated that the swelling had
completely abated and the dog is normal again (eating, etc.). Additional info: Prior to the vaccination
the dog had a cough. Furthermore, the dog had received basic immunization from another vet with the
same three vaccines on 10 Mar 2015. Also, the dog had an allergy with red pustules at the body
(unknown cause) in Sep 2015. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Unknown]
SLEE: One puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI plus Nobivac L4. The dog was vaccinated 3 days Other
Not
earlier than recommended (further details on the vaccine scheme not forwarded yet). Because of this, Canine/dog
Known
the dog became possibly ill with parvovirosis (accoring to owner/owners lawyer). Diagnostic was
performed in another vet's practice by an antibody quick test. We received no further case details, it is
not known how serious the symptoms had been. FUP 01 Apr 2016: Vaccination details: puppy born on
10 Oct 2015 and vaccinated on 30 Nov 2015 (age 6 weeks, 6 days, ELU: treatment program not
respected for Nobivac SHPPI). Dog was given to new owner on 07 Dec 2015. On 12 Dec 2015 the new
owner reported that the dog started symptoms (vomiting) alreay on 09 Dec 2015, on 10 Dec 2015
treatment because of high fever. On 11 Dec 2015 diarrhoea, no appetite, weak. From 12 Dec 015
treatment (infusions) performed in vet practice, antibiotics, treatment against stomach cramps. Parvo
was diagnosed by a stool testing method. On 13 Dec 2015 a long-term test showed Parvo (unknown
details, unknown which test), but no test results had been transmitted to the vet. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(17/03/201617/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(17/03/201617/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (17/03/201617/03/2016)<BR><BR>

SAR: On 16 Mar 2016 a dog (breed: pugle) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Crossbred
T. Previous vaccinations once a year with the same vaccines (single and combination use) were
tolerated well. Approx 2.5 hours after vaccination the dog was presented to the vet with a strong
facial edema (myxedema). No respiratory signs. The dog was treated with a Cortisone and recovered
approx after one hour. Case closed. Note: Case is linked to case 2016-DE-00346 (same reaction in
another dog, same vet). [Reason for use for product: Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 23 03 2016 a puppy was booster vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T.
Boston Terrier
About 15-20 minutes later it showed high-grade swelling/oedema of the face. The reaction was
treated with Cortisone and resolved within 1-2 hours. The vet described the situation as not lifethreatening. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (16/03/201616/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (16/03/201616/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(16/03/2016-16/03/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

B - Possible

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A N - Unlikely
(01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(30/11/2015-30/11/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(23/03/201623/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(23/03/201623/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (23/03/201623/03/2016)<BR><BR>
20.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(09/03/201609/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (09/03/201609/03/2016)<BR><BR>

4.29 Nobivac BbPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once N - Unlikely
(8 Week(s) 16/10/201416/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,3x (13 Month(s)
19/09/201416/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,3x (13
Month(s) 19/09/201416/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,3x (13 Month(s)
19/09/2014-16/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00414

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

26/03/2016

05/04/2016

1

1

0 26/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin'),Wheal,Generalised allergic
<BR><BR><BR>< reaction NOS,Laboured breathing
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00439

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

01/10/2015

09/06/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00451

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

07/03/2016

11/04/2016

1

1

0 07/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Facial swelling (see
R><BR><BR>Yes also 'Skin'),Allergic reaction

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00452

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

16/03/2016

11/04/2016

1

1

0 16/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Urticaria,Reddening of No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes the skin,Allergic reaction

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00456

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

07/04/2016

12/04/2016

1

1

0 07/04/2016 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00566

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

27/04/2016

10/06/2016

9

2

1 27/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death,Weakness,Faecal
incontinence,Breathing
difficulty,Incoordination,Liver
disorder NOS,Decreased
activity,General illness,Intestinal
disorder NOS,Digestive tract
disorder NOS

Dyspnoea,Anaphylactic
shock,Laboured breathing,Apathy

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: The reporting vet vaccinated one dog (Labrador Retriever) on approx 26
Labrador
Mar 2016 with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 (simultaneously) and Nobivac T (concurrently). 1.5 hours
Retriever
later the dog showed a strong allergic reaction (head swelling, wheals on the body, heavy breathing).
Therapy undertaken: Cortisone and Benadryl (antihistaminic). The dog recovered the same day.
Additional info: dog was first vaccinated with 8 weeks of age at the breeder (vet suspects this to be
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac SHPPi, unknown if there was a reaction). Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
SLEE for Lepto: In Oct 2015 one of the vet's own dogs (breed Rottweiler) was vaccinated with Nobivac Rottweiler
L4 and either Nobivac Pi or Nobivac SHPPi (vet was unsure, Nobivac Pi was chosen for case entry).
Basic immunization and regular vaccinations had been previously performed. Since a few months
(approx Jan 2016 chosen for case entry), the vet thought that the dog was calmer or perhaps more
tired than usual, although in general is a very calm dog. Approx on 01 Apr 16 the dog showed pale
mucous membranes, and a medium-grade non-regenerative anemia was diagnosed. On 04 Apr
Leptospirosis antibody titers were tested: Grippotyphosa 1:1600, Copenhageni 1:400, Canicola 1:200,
Saxkoebing 1:400. The dog was started on Duphamox. It had also shown anorexia for a few days
(exact start date unknown). Three days after start of antibiotic treatment the dog was eating again and
was doing slightly better (approx 08 Apr). FU expected. Additional information: The dog has a chronic
lameness and urinary incontinence and is under permanent treatment with Rimadyl and Caniphedrin.
There is a temporal correlation between start of the clinical signs (including anorexia) of this dog and
death (02 Apr 16) of the second dog of the vet (unrelated cause of death: pancreatitis). Therefore, the
vet cannot exclude other causes or factors such as grief, besides suspected Leptospirosis infection. The
vet's causality assessment O unclassified. FU 18 Apr 2016: The dog was presented to a big vet clinic and
Morbus Addison was diagnosed, so the dog was started on Prednisolone and other medication since 15
Apr 16. The dog is doing much better under Prednisolone treatment, but has not fully recovered yet.
Second Leptospirosis titer examination is planned in approx. 2-3 weeks. FU expected. FU 09 Jun 16:
Despite contacting the vet practice several times no more information was received. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS
540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

SAR: Original case 2016-DE-00340 was split into 5 separate cases, because detailed information on the Chihuahua
affected patients was received on follow-up (11 Apr 16). The reactions had initially been reported as
follows: allergic reactions, facial edema, anaphylaxis after vaccination. This case contains patient
information on dog #4: One Chihuahua was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4 (mixed) on 07
Mar 2016. On the same day after the vaccination, the dog showed strong head swelling
(?hippopotamus-head?). Treatment with Depo-Medrate injection (Methylprednisolone) was applied.
After 1 day, the dog was okay again (08 Mar 16). No more information expected. Linked cases: 2016DE-00448, 2016-DE-00449, 2016-DE-00452, 2016-DE-00340. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
SAR: Original case 2016-DE-00340 was split into 5 separate cases, because detailed information on the Standard
affected patients was received on follow-up (11 Apr 16). The reactions had initially been reported as
Poodle
follows: allergic reactions, facial edema, anaphylaxis after vaccination. This case contains patient
information on dog #5: One small poodle was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (mixed)
on 16 Mar 2016. On the same day after the vaccination, the dog showed severe urticaria with
reddening all over the whole body (including the flews). Contrary to the initial report this dog showed
no facial edema. Treatment with Depo-Medrate injection (Methylprednisolone) was applied. After 1
day, the dog was okay again (17 Mar 16). No more information expected. Linked cases: 2016-DE00448, 2016-DE-00449, 2016-DE-00451, 2016-DE-00340. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 07 Apr 2016 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. About 5 hrs later the dog was presented as Crossbred
emergency case to a vet clinic with the following symptoms: aggravate breathing, dyspnea, apathy,
stretching its neck, anaphylactic shock. Diagnostic was performed (x-ray, blood test). Treatment with
Rapidexon, Amoxicillin, Dimazon, Theophylline. On the next day the dog had recovered (08 Apr 16).
Case closed. Further information: Dog was not vaccinated with Nobivac L4 before, but with Nobivac
Rabies and various non-MAH vaccines. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 9 puppies from one litter were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and
Yorkshire
Nobivac L4 (mixed) on 27 Apr 2016 towards 4 p.m. On the same day after the vaccination, one puppy Terrier
was calmer than usual. In the next morning, the owners called the vet twice to report that this puppy is
reacting, difficult breathing was mentioned as concrete sign and furthermore the hind body area was
smudgy (owners were not sure if urine or faeces). Stabilization was tried, but after approx. 0,5 - 1 h,
the puppy died. The dead animal body is stored at the breeder (cooled), the vet will initiate autopsy.
The vet described the event as vaccine related (but gave no definite causality evaluation). During this
phone call (28 Apr 2016, approx 3:20 p.m.) the vet was called on another phone by the owners who
reported that another puppy of the same litter has a problem and had toppled over. The vet ended our
call abruptly as he wanted to take care about this. FU is expected in regard to the section results and
the further development of the second reacting puppy. Follow up 10 Jun 16: The second puppy fell
massively ill and needed to be treated in intensive care for 3-4 days. He is stable now again but is still
weak and according to the owner(breeder) is having some form of collapse conditions once a week, his
outcome is alive with sequelae. The pathology report states that the perished puppy died from a peracute bacterial mix-infection (high amount of Escherichia coli, partially beta-haemolytic, Streptococcus
faecalis/ Enterobacter faecalis, and Clostridium perfringens), starting from the intestine, already with
involvement of the liver and probably via the blood stream to other organs. The infection with
Escherichia coli and Streptococcus faecalis might have occurred through oral-alimentary up-take. Also
an excessive proliferation of intestinal bacteria is possible. A digestion disorder with dysbacteria or an
insufficiency of the immune defense system can most probably be seen as the cause of death.
Especially the high amount of Clostridia point towards a secondary proliferation due to impairment of
the normal intestinal flora. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

11 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(26/03/201626/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(26/03/201626/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (26/03/201626/03/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

60 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(01/10/201501/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (01/10/201501/10/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(07/03/201607/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (07/03/201607/03/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(16/03/201616/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (16/03/201616/03/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

8.9 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose A - Probable
Not applicable 1 Animal
(07/04/2016-07/04/2016)<BR><BR>

.5 - .8

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
O(27/04/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa
27/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(27/04/2016-27/04/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00567

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

28/04/2016

20/05/2016

2

1

1 29/04/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Shock,Sudden death,Cutaneous
R><BR><BR>No necrosis,Muscle necrosis

Unauthori
sed
dosage other

Suspected adverse reaction: On 28 Apr 2016 (approx 7.30 p.m.) 2 puppies were vaccinated with
German
Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously for the first time. The next morning (approx 7.30 a.m.) Hunting
one of the puppies was found dead without any other symptoms. A postmortem examination was
Terrier
initiated. Note: During the injection of the mixed vaccine, the puppy moved and the needle detached
from the syringe, so that approx half of the vaccine squirted out. Therefore, a second dose was mixed
and approx half of the amount was injected. The affected puppy had shown no abnormalities in clinical
examination before vaccination, but had always been less active and slightly calmer than the second
puppy. The second puppy showed no reaction after vaccination. FU expected. FU 20 May 16: Diagnosis
of pathological examination: death most probably caused by shock event, as well as a high-grade,
extensive acute subcutaneous tissue and muscle necrosis, without indication of inflammatory changes
or bacterial infection. These changes are presumably caused by the injections. As far as examination
post mortem allows to tell, there were no previous impairments of the organs. Case closed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00590

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

04/05/2016

04/05/2016

1

1

0 04/05/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Trembling,Vomiting
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 04 May 2016 a Chihuahua puppy (13 weeks old) was vaccinated with Chihuahua
Nobivac SHP, Nobivac L4, and Nobivac T subcutaneously and Nobivac BbPi intranasally for the first
time (previous vaccinations were done with non-company vaccines). Nobivac BbPi was given by
another vet from the clinic, the other vaccines were given by the reporting vet. Approx 45 minutes
after vaccination the puppy vomited 7 or 8 times and was trembling. The dog was treated with infusion
for 2 hours, MCP and Ranitidin, thereafter recovered. Note: Nobivac BbPi vaccine had expired at the
time of vaccination (Nov 2015), therefore the vet especially suspected this vaccine to be responsible
for the reaction. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand:
NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

1.4 Nobivac BbPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1
B - Possible
dose (04/05/201604/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1 dose
(04/05/201604/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1 dose
(04/05/201604/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1 dose
(04/05/2016-04/05/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00602

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

04/05/2016

09/05/2016

1

1

0 04/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected adverse reaction: One dog (Pudel Mix) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, L4, T
Standard
simultaneously by the reporting vet on 04 May 16. Approx 1 hour later the owner called the vet
Poodle
because dog showed swelling on its flews, ear and eyes, basically the whole head was swollen. Saliva
was foamy/blistered, which according to the reporting vet was a sign for swelling of the respiratory
tract. The owner also stated that the dog had breathing difficulties. The owner administered one tablet
of cortisone (tablet was left over from a previous owned dog). Thereafter the dog recovered visibly
and after a few hours (exact time unknown) the dog was fine again. The dog was not presented to the
reporting vet. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

7.9 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(04/05/201604/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (1
Day(s) 04/05/201604/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (04/05/201604/05/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00621

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

10/05/2016

30/05/2016

1

1

0 10/05/2016 Not
Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Breathing difficulty
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Reason for treatment: vaccination and deworming Suspected adverse reaction: On 10 May 16
Crossbred
(morning) a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously. In the evening of
the same day, the dog showed progressive facial swelling, later also breathing difficulties due to
swelling of the nose. The owner contacted an emergency vet by phone who recommended to monitor
the dog without treatment. The next day the dog was presented to the attending vet, no more
breathing difficulty, but face still swollen. Treatment with Prednisolone, thereafter quick recovery.
Note: The dog also received Profender tablets (dosage unknown) for deworming on the day of
vaccination in the afternoon. Case closed. Additional information added BY MAH (Bayer) from a
duplicate case number DEBAYERBAH-2016-342584 (Report 342584): On 2016-05-10 in the morning,
one Dachshound crossbred dog (9.8kg, 3 years, unknown sex) in good physical condition, with no
concomitant disease, was immunized with a vaccine from MSD (first time), by the reporting
veterinarian (unknown whether according to label). The owner was given one tablet of Profender for
medium sized dogs (>6-10kg; Emodepsid and Praziquantel) for deworming and administered this orally
two hours later at home (also first time; unknown whether with food or in fasted condition; MDR-1
status unknown, dog most likely a Dachshound / Pinsher crossbred). In the afternoon of the same day,
the owner discovered that the whole head of the dog was swollen (including ears, face etc.). As the
dog also developed laboured breathing, the owner called the emergency veterinary service and they
suggested to go to the surgery the next day. No information about any potential local sting and/or oral
intake of allergens was reported. On 2016-05-11 the dog was injected with Prednisolone, once and
recovered. Bayer MAH comment: The product name changed to Profender tab 10 kg and time to onset
entered less 12 hours. Reason for Treatment: vaccination and deworming State of health at time of
treatment: good [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Profender Tabletten Hund Reason: Deworming] [State of
health: Good]

10 Nobivac L4 (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,once (10/05/201610/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(10/05/201610/05/2016)<BR><BR>Profender
Tabletten für mittelgroße Hunde N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,once (10/05/201610/05/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00678

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

10/05/2016

17/05/2016

1

1

0 14/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Eosinophilia,Leucocytosis,Lympho
R><BR><BR>Yes ma,Fever,Breathing
difficulty,Elevated AST,Elevated
ALT,General illness,Elevated lactic
acid dehydrogenase (LDH),Food
refusal,Enlarged lymph node
(localised)

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T (concomitantly) Crossbred
on 10 May 16. During the weekend (14-15 May 16) the dog was doing bad, had fever at 39,5 °C,
stopped eating, strong swelling of all lymph nodes occurred, first noted at the neck, then generalized.
According to the vet it looked like a multi-centric lymphoma in the final state, the dog also had
breathing problems. Blood examination revealed increased transaminase (GOT, GPT), as well as
elevated LDH, leukocytosis and eosinophilia. As therapy, the lymph nodes were punctured, treatment
with antibiotic and high dose Cortisone. Laboratory cytological examination initiated. The vet will
inform us if relevant new information should become available. Otherwise case closed. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

30 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(10/05/201610/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (10/05/201610/05/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00691

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

22/04/2016

06/06/2016

1

1

0 22/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 simultaneously Pug
and Nobivac T concurrently on 22 Apr 16 by the reporting vet. Approx 15 to 20 min later the dog
showed edematous swelling and skin reddening of his head and neck as well as breathing difficulties.
Treatment with Cortisone in vet practice. Released back home and after 1.5 hours the owners
reported that the dog was improving but was vomiting. The next morning the dog vomited twice, and
had no appetite. On 24 Apr 16 the dog was fine again. On 21 May 16 the attending vet booster
vaccinated the dog with Nobivac L4 without any complaints. Note: attending vet states that this dog in
general has breathing difficulties because of his breed (breeding for unhealthy traits) and his obesity.
Case closed. Follow up 06 Jun 16: The reporting vet provided the missing batch numbers. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

14.1 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(22/04/201622/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(22/04/201622/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (22/04/201622/04/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00864

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

20/05/2016

01/06/2016

1

1

0 28/05/2016 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

SLEE: A puppy, 8 weeks old, was vaccinated on 20 May 2016 with Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac L4
Other
(concomitant use). On 28 May 2016 the dog was given to new owner, who reported this case. The dog Canine/dog
showed low grade diarrhoea (unshaped). On 29 May 2016 vomiting, watery diarrhoea. Forwarded to
vet clinic, faeces positive Parvovirosis tested in a laboratory. Owner asked for medical advise. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Facial swelling (see also
No Data
'Skin'),Quincke's oedema,Breathing
difficulty,Respiratory tract disorder
NOS,Foam in the mouth

Allergic oedema,Reddening of the
skin,Inappetence,Breathing
difficulty,Face and neck swelling
(see also 'Skin'),Emesis (multiple)

Not
Known

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(28/04/201628/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(28/04/2016-28/04/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A N - Unlikely
(20/05/201620/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(20/05/2016-20/05/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00873

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

03/06/2016

03/06/2016

1

1

0 03/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, membrane,Vomiting,Dyspnoea,Faci
<BR><BR><BR>< al oedema
BR><BR>Yes

SAR: On 03 Jun 2016 at 9.45 am a puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T Other
for the first time (previous vaccination(s) with non-company vaccines). Approx 15-30 minutes after
Canine/dog
vaccination the dog showed strong facial edema, tachycardia, pale mucous membranes, dyspnoea and
vomiting. Veterinary treatment with Cerenia and Dexamethasone s.c. When the vet reported the case
approx at noon the dog was already recovering, still mild edema, but other symptoms had abated.
Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00918

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

27/05/2016

07/06/2016

7

4

0 03/06/2016 Not
Lateral recumbency,Tremor of
Known,<BR><BR limb,Incoordination,Seizure
><BR><BR><BR> NOS,Ataxia
Not Known

Not
Known

SAR: A vet reported that on 27 May 2016 a litter of 7 puppies (Breed: German Pinscher, age 9 weeks)
German
was vaccinated with Nobivac SHP and Nobivac L4. On 3 Jun 2016, 7 days post vaccination, one puppy Pinscher
showed a generalized epileptiform seizure, cramps, lateral recumbency. 3 further puppies developed
neurological signs on the 8th day post vaccination (ataxia, coordination problems). Puppy #1 was
presented to a vet clinic. It is not clear which diagnostic examinations were performed there, but the
dog was treated with Cortisone and antibiotics and released home. The other 3 dogs received the
same treatment. On 7 Jun 2016 all dogs had improved, but were still under treatment. On 9 Jun 2016
the owner of the puppies also contacted us separately from the vet. According to the owner all 4
puppies had shown convulsive seizures, the first one 9 days after vaccination, on 04 Jun 2016 at 4 p.m.
(however 9 days post vacc. would be 05 Jun, and this is also inconsistent to information received by
the vet= 03 Jun), the other ones later (not exactly specified). Therapy: within 1-2 h after start of
reaction Cortisone was given. Thereafter, further treatment with: unspecified tablets, Prednisolone 0,5
tablets daily, antibiotic tablets 2 x half tablet daily. 3 puppies had stabilized until 09 Jun, but 1 puppy
still was showing convulsions and was shaky at the hind legs. On FU on 15 Jun 2016 the vet reported
that all puppies were fit again. Medication given had been Prednisolone, Amoxiclav, Vit B. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 50X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00937

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

08/06/2016

10/06/2016

1

1

0 08/06/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Excitation,Increased heart
rate,Involuntary
defecation,Panting,Local swelling
(not application site),Localised
itching,Gait abnormality

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction: The dog was vaccinated on 08 Jun 2016 with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac Pug
L4 and Nobivac T after a general examination which was inconspicuous. Approx 1,5 hours later, the
owner came back to the practice with the dog. She stated that the dog walks strangely, had shown
uncontrolled defecation and shows strong itching at the fold of the nose. In the practice, the dog
appears excited and is panting strongly, the heart frequency is elevated, a clear swelling of the folds of
the nose is notable. Treatment with cortison i.v. was applied, thereafter improvement of the
symptomatology occurred. Start / Duration of reaction: approx 1,5 hours post vaccination / approx 1
hour. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-00975

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

10/05/2016

13/06/2016

1

1

0 08/06/2016 Yes

Lack of efficacy

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01002

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

17/05/2016

16/06/2016

1

1

0 17/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Convulsion
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01038

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

06/06/2016

16/06/2016

1

1

0 06/06/2016 Yes

SLEE: On 10 May 2016 a dog had been vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 08 Jun the dog appeared
Beagle
unhealthy and tired, therefore blood tests had been performed. They pointed to insufficiency of kidney
and antibodies had been low for Leptospira (L. Canicola 1:100 and all other serovars below 1:100). The
vet asked the MAH for advise because of the low titers. Then urine PCR was performed and revealed
negative test results, no suspicion of lack of efficacy any more. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: One dog got vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
Pug
simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently on 17 May 16. During booster vaccination for L4 on 16 Jun
16 the owner reported to the attending vet that approx 24 hours after initial vaccination the dog had
an eliptiforme like convulsion for approx 30-50 seconds. The owner didn't present the dog to a vet, no
therapy or further neurological examination was performed. The dog was healthy and time of booster
vaccination. Case linked with 2016-DE-01003, same practice.Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: One dog was vaccinated by the reporting vet with Nobivac L4 on 06 Jun
Crossbred
16. On the day of vaccination the dog was having a little cough. The same day in the afternoon the dog
showed slightly reduced general health status and was a little weak/sleepy. On 13 Jun 16 the dog was
presented to the practice. Symptoms: fever 40.5°degrees, a little weak, rougher larynx, slightly
aggravated breathing. Treatment was started with Amoxicilin and Metamizol. On 16 Jun 16 dog had
pale mucosa and complete blood count (CBC) was performed with decreased leukocytes,
thrombocytes, erythrocytes, albumin, hemoglobin (to half), hematocrit 23%. Ultrasound showed no
abdominal and spleen aberrations. Therapy with Prednisolone and Vit B12. On 17 Jun 16 PT normal,
aPTT 105 (instead of 128), all other parameters further decreased (no exact specification available) .
Further therapy with Prednisolone and K1. On 22 Jun 16 the dog showed improvement, and CBC values
improved. Autoimmune-haemolytic anaemia suspected. Note: The dog was vaccinated before against
Kennel Cough in Feb 2015 and SHP (non-MAH Product) 3 years ago. Dog is Leishmaniasis negative. Dog
is under epilepsy treatment with Luminal since Mar 16. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01186

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

04/07/2016

05/07/2016

1

1

0 04/07/2016 Not
Facial swelling (see also 'Skin'),Hair No Data
Known,<BR><BR standing on end,Reddening of the
><BR><BR><BR> skin,Eyelid oedema
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

SAR: On 4 Jun 2016, 18:30, a French Bulldog was vaccinated as every year with Nobivac SHPPI + L4 ,
French Bulldog Not
Nobivac T and Merilyme (ELU: concurrent use). 35-45 minutes later the dog showed high grade
Known
reddening of the face, facial swelling, swelling of eye lids, generalized reddening of the skin (nearly
pink), ruffled coat. Dog was treated with Cortisone and homeopathic medicine and showed
improvement of signs within 20 minutes. The situation was not life-threatening. Case closed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: Marylime Merial Borelliose Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01194

Germany

Human

Human

Not Known

07/07/2016

07/07/2016

1

1

0 07/07/2016 Not
Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR pain,Injection site reddening
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Human exposure: During vaccination of a dog with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (simultaneously) on
07 Jul 16 the dog moved and the syringe went through the skin of the dog into the fingertip of the
reporting vet, approx 1 drop (0.1ml) of vaccine was injected into the fingertip. Thereafter the fingertip
showed swelling, reddening and was painful. This lasted until 11 Jul 16 when the swelling went
down,the pain and reddening subsided and the finger could be properly moved again. The vet didn't go
to a physician and didn't wear protective gloves during vacciantion. Physician visit recommended
nevertheless. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
50X1DS 620 Reason: Accidental Exposure Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Accidental Exposure] [State of health: Unknown]

No Data

Pale mucous
No Data
membrane,Cough,Fever,Laboured
breathing,Other coagulation
abnormality,Thrombocytopenia,Le
ucopenia,Abnormal test
result,Generalised
weakness,Hypoalbuminaemia,Decr
eased red blood cell
count,Decreased haemoglobin

Human

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(03/06/201603/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (03/06/201603/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (03/06/201603/06/2016)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(27/05/201627/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (27/05/201627/05/2016)<BR><BR>

8.4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1
B - Possible
dose (08/06/201608/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1 dose
(08/06/201608/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1 dose
(08/06/2016-08/06/2016)<BR><BR>

13.2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(1 Day(s) 10/05/201610/05/2016)<BR><BR>

7.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(17/05/201617/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(17/05/201617/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (17/05/201617/05/2016)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

32 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(06/06/2016-06/06/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Marylime Merial Borelliose 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (04/07/201604/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (04/07/201604/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(04/07/201604/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (04/07/201604/07/2016)<BR><BR>
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 ,,,,<BR><BR>Nobivac SHPPi .1,,,,24<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01233

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

04/07/2016

14/07/2016

1

1

0 06/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,General illness
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: A dog (Beagle) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac T on 04 Jul 2016. On Beagle
06 Jul 2016, the dog showed vomiting and was doing very bad (coded as general illness). Standard
therapy was applied, including infusion and Cerenia. 2 days later, the vomiting had disappeared and the
owners reported that the dog was doing better again. Since then, the vet has received no feed-back
from the owners anymore (outcome: recovered approx on 08 Jul). Last year, the dog had shown a
similar reaction two days after vaccination with Nobivac L4, Nobivac Pi and Nobivac T (see linked case
2016-DE-01234) and had been diagnosed with pancreatitis. Case closed. Note: This case is also linked
to case 2016-DE-01235 (cluster of reports from same reporting vet). [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU
ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

14 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Not applicable 1 Animal
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(04/07/2016ble
04/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (04/07/201604/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (04/07/201604/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01234

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

06/07/2015

14/07/2016

1

1

0 08/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Abnormal test
R><BR><BR>Yes, result,Pancreatitis,Elevated
<BR><BR><BR>< lipase,Elevated amylase
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: While reporting a current case in a Beagle (see linked case 2016-DE-01233), the vet reported that Beagle
the same dog had shown a similar reaction after previous vaccination last year. On 06 Jul 2015 the dog
had been vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac Pi and Nobivac T and on 08 Jul 2015 it showed
vomiting. A blood sample was taken and revealed elevated lipase (600; ref: normal until 298), elevated
amylase and elevated specific pancreas lipase (748; >400 means suspicion of pancreatitis). According
to the vet the symptoms lasted for quite a while. On 17 Aug 2016 a further test of the specific pancreas
lipase was performed and revealed a physiologic value. At that time, the dog was doing well again
(exact date of recovery may have been earlier). Case closed. Note: This case is also linked to case 2016DE-01235 (cluster of reports from same vet). [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN
ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

14 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Not applicable 1 Animal
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(06/07/2015ble
06/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (06/07/201506/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (06/07/201506/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01235

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

02/07/2016

14/07/2016

1

1

0 06/07/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Cardiac
No Data
murmur,Vomiting,Lameness,Malais
e,Abnormal test
result,Tiredness,Pancreatitis,Elevat
ed lipase,Elevated amylase

SAR: A dog (Jack Russell Terrier) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac Pi and Eurican Merilym
Jack Russell
(separately, other injection site) on 02 Jul 2016. On 06 Jul 2016, the dog showed vomiting, malaise /
Terrier
was doing very bad, was much more tired than usually, was more "lame" than usually (probably this
means slow movements; see preexisting medical conditions: problems with the back, spondylosis) and
had a cardiac murmur. X-ray was performed without special findings. Blood test: elevated lipase (1124;
normal until 298), elevated amylase, elevated specific pancreas lipase (1175; >400 means suspicion of
pancreatitis). At the time of reporting, the dog was still not fit and under treatment (unspecified). No
more information expected. Note: This case is also linked to cases 2016-DE-01233 and 2016-DE01234 (cluster of reports from same vet). [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand:
Eurican Merilym Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

7.5 Eurican Merilym - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
ODose Not applicable 1 Animal
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(02/07/2016ble
02/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (02/07/201602/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (02/07/201602/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01258

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

12/07/2016

14/07/2016

1

1

0 13/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Leucocytosis,Joint
No Data
pain,Ataxia,Anorexia,Fever,Apathy,
Walking difficulty,Musculoskeletal
pain

SAR: On 12 Jul 2016 at 3:30 p.m. a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (mixed
German Wiresyringe) and Nobivac T (separately), one syringe on each side (right/ left), exact application site
haired
unknown. On the next day after vaccination, the dog was slightly apathetic, ate slightly less and had
Pointing Dog
pain when walking with slight ataxia. The dog was presented on 14 Jul 2016 at 10:56 a.m. in the
practice in the following condition: temperature 40.3 °C, painful in all joints, it walked very badly
(walking difficulty). Blood test revealed leucocytes at 19950 (normal: between 6000-12000 /
microliter). A test for Borelliosis was initiated, but results are not available yet. The vet considered the
reactions as vaccination side-effects of Nobivac. Additional information: Date of birth of the dog in
the dog's records is 27 Mar 2016, but it was estimated, that the dog must be at least 4 weeks older
based on it's size and on dentition changes. The vet will contact us in case of further relevant
information, otherwise case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

15 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(12/07/201612/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (12/07/201612/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (12/07/201612/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01266

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

04/07/2016

18/07/2016

1

1

0 04/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Epileptic
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, seizure,Panting,Weakness,Nausea,C
<BR><BR><BR>< irculatory disorder NOS
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected adverse reaction: On 04 Jul 16 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and
Other
Nobivac T. Approx 2 to 5 minutes later the dog lay down, showed nausea, was panting and had
Canine/dog
circulatory problems. The vet immediately applied Cortisone. Thereafter, the dog recovered within 15
to 30 minutes and could go home. The dog has a medical history of epilepsy (since 2 years) and was
according to the vet well-adjusted since 3 months (no more seizures) with Pexion and Luminaletten.
During the night of 04 to 05 Jul the dog showed 3 epileptic seizures, which were treated by the owners
with Diazepam rectal tubes. On 05 Jul presented to the vet and dosage of Luminaletten increased. The
following days the dog showed several seizures. Since approx 11 Jul no more seizures were seen. The
vet suspects Nobivac L4 to be responsible for these reactions, because the dog had previously already
received the other vaccines without problems. Between Jun and Jul 2016 the vet has seen in total 4
dogs with similar reactions (see linked cases...). Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU
ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

4.2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(04/07/201604/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(04/07/201604/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (04/07/201604/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01267

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

28/06/2016

18/07/2016

1

1

0 28/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Anaphylactic
shock,Allergic reaction

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01268

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/07/2016

18/07/2016

1

1

0 01/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Panting,Weakness,Nausea,Circulat
R><BR><BR>Yes ory disorder NOS

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: On 28 Jun 16 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4.
Shih Tzu
Approx 30 seconds later the dog showed an allergic shock, with white mucous membranes. The vet
immediately applied Cortisone intra-muscularly. Within approx 20 minutes the dog had recovered. The
vet suspects Nobivac L4 to be responsible for these reactions (vet's assessment A), because the dog
had previously already received the other vaccines multiple times without problems (vet's assessment
N). Between Jun and Jul 2016 the vet has seen in total 4 dogs (all of them small breeds) with similar
reactions (see linked cases 2016-DE-01266, 2016-DE-01268, 2016-DE-01270). Case closed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: Approx in Jun / Jul 16 a dog (unknown small breed) was vaccinated with
Other
Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4. Approx 2 to 5 min later the dog lay down, showed nausea, was panting Canine/dog
and had circulatory problems. The vet immediately applied Cortisone. Thereafter, the dog recovered
and could go home. The vet suspects Nobivac L4 to be responsible for these reactions (vet's
assessment A), not the other vaccines (vet's assessment N). Between Jun and Jul 2016 the vet has seen
in total 4 dogs (all of them small breeds) with similar reactions (see linked cases 2016-DE-01266, 2016DE-01267, 2016-DE-01269, cluster of reports). Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

B - Possible

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(28/06/201628/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(28/06/2016-28/06/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(01/07/201601/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(01/07/2016-01/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01271

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

24/06/2016

18/07/2016

1

1

0 24/06/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Anaphylactic
No Data
shock,Urination,Hyperkalaemia,Unr
esponsive to
stimuli,Thrombocytopenia,Shock,Pa
le mucous membrane,Circulatory
collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic disorders')

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01276

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

04/07/2016

18/07/2016

1

1

0 04/07/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
Other
R><BR><BR>No, 'Skin'),Allergic reaction,Swollen limb
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01278

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

15/07/2016

18/07/2016

1

1

0 15/07/2016 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Nettle rash (see also
'Skin'),Dyspnoea,Allergic
reaction,Swollen limb

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01281

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

27/06/2016

18/07/2016

1

1

0 27/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Facial swelling (see also
No Data
'Skin'),Trembling,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Allergic
reaction,Local swelling (not
application site),Swollen limb

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01282

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

22 Month(s)

14/07/2016

18/07/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01295

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

19/07/2016

20/07/2016

1

1

0 19/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01299

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

12/07/2016

20/07/2016

1

1

1 12/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Convulsion,Falling,Dea No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes th

14/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Circulatory collapse (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Diarrhoea,Unable to
rise,Emesis (multiple)

Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Breathing
difficulty,Pruritus,Elevated
temperature,Facial oedema

Other

No Data

No Data

As reported by the attending vet, a 6 months old, male intact Hovawart was administered EURICAN
Hovawart
SHPPi2 (batch L423879) and Nobivac L4 simultaneously. Circa 1 minute after the administration, the
dog fell down (coded "collapse") , showed pale mucous membranes and shock symptoms. The dog was
treated immediately with infusion and the status immproved after 10-15 minutes. after further 20-25
minutes, the dog recovered completely. The dog was administered the same combination of products
before without any reaction. [Reason for use for product: Generic: EURICAN CHPPI2 Brand:
EURICAN SHPPI2 Reason: Unknown. Generic: Brand: Nobivac L4 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Unknown] SAR: On 24 Jun 2016 a young dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and non-company
Eurican SHPPi concurrently. Prior to vaccination the dog was thoroughly examined and was clinically
without findings. Approx 10 minutes post vaccination the dog had a circulatory collapse, was not
responsive and urinated underneath himself. These reactions were also described as anaphylactic
shock. The dog was treated with intravenous drip infusion by the vet and was brought to a vet clinic for
monitoring. There, bloods were tested and revealed a thrombocytopenia and hyperkalemia. Further
treatment with infusions for 1 day, then released home. No further reactions since then. Blood was retested approx 1 week later (approx 02 Jul 2016) and was without findings. Case closed. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: Brand: Eurican SHPPi (Merial) Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

20 Eurican SHPPi2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(24/06/201624/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (24/06/201624/06/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

SAR: On 04 Jul 2016 a dog (male French Bulldog) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac T (all three vaccines together in one syringe, ELU: simultaneous use). Approx within 30
minutes after the vaccination, severe allergic adverse reactions occurred in the practice, including
swelling of the head and of the legs. Therapy: Prednisolone, Dexamethasone and Fenistil ointment.
Thereafter, improvement occurred. Dog recovered within 12 hours. The vet's assessment is O
unclassified. Case closed. Note: This case is linked to two similar cases reported by the same vet,
reaction in a female French Bulldog (2016-DE-01278) and in a Beaver Yorkshire Terrier (2016-DE01281). [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 15 Jul 2016 a dog (female French Bulldog) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac T (all three vaccines together in one syringe, ELU: simultaneous use). Approx within 30
minutes after the vaccination, severe allergic adverse reactions occurred in the practice, including
swelling of the head and of the legs, nettle rash and dyspnoea. Therapy: Prednisolone and
Dexamethasone. Thereafter, improvement occurred. Dog recovered on the same day. The vet's
assessment is O unclassified. Case closed. Note: This case is linked to two similar cases reported by the
same vet, reaction in a male French Bulldog (2016-DE-01276) and in a Beaver Yorkshire Terrier (2016DE-01281). [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 27 Jun 2016 a dog (Beaver Yorkshire Terrier) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac
L4 (mixed syringe) and Nobivac T (separately). Approx within 30 minutes after the vaccination, severe
allergic adverse reactions occurred in the practice, including swelling of the head and of the legs. The
dog was very lethargic, the flews were swollen and the dog was trembling. Therapy: Prednisolone and
Dexamethasone. The dog was brought to an emergency practice. Thereafter improvement occurred. A
few days later, owners called and reported that the dog is okay (unknown since when exactly, recovery
date estimated to approx 30 Jun 2016). The vet's assessment is O unclassified. Case closed. Note: This
case is linked to two similar cases reported by the same vet, reaction in a male (2016-DE-01276) and in
a female French Bulldog (2016-DE-01278). [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

French Bulldog

12 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(04/07/201604/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (04/07/201604/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (04/07/201604/07/2016)<BR><BR>

French Bulldog

12 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(15/07/201615/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (15/07/201615/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (15/07/201615/07/2016)<BR><BR>

Yorkshire
Terrier

3.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(27/06/201627/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (27/06/201627/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (27/06/201627/06/2016)<BR><BR>

Suspected adverse reaction: On 14 Jul 16 a dog ( Coton de Tulear) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi
and Nobivac L4 simultaneously. Approx 15 minutes post vaccination the dog showed vomiting and
diarrhea in big amounts, and circulatory collapse / was unable to rise. The dog was treated with
intravenous drip infusion (full electrolyte solution) and recovered within half an hour. Also on the next
day the owners reported that the dog was doing fine and had shown no more reactions. Note: Basic
immunization (2 vaccinations) one year ago with the same products had been tolerated well. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI, Nobivac L4 simultaneously
and Nobivac T concurrently by the reporting vet on 19 Jul 16 around 11 a.m.. Approx 12 hrs later
around 23 p.m. the dog showed an anaphylactic like reaction with facial edema, pruritus, elevated
temperature with 39.7°degree and breathing difficulties. Vet therapy with Cortisone injection was
performed. The dog stayed over night for observation, around midnight most symptoms had subsided
and in the morning of 20 Jul 16 the dog was fine again. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Routine vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Routine vaccination
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Routine vaccination]
[State of health: Not applicable]
SAR: On 12 Jul 2016 at 11:50 AM a 13-week-old puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac
L4 simultaneously. On the same day in the evening (approx 9 PM), when the owners took the puppy out
for a walk, it suddenly fell over on his nose, screamed and had a convulsive seizure, which continued
until (on the way to the vet) the dog died. In the practice the puppy was already dead. The owners
refused a postmortem examination. Note: The puppy had already shown two episodes of similar
convulsive seizures within approx 1 to 2 weeks prior to vaccination, but these had been much shorter
(a few seconds) and the dog had quickly recovered afterwards. Therefore, the owners had not
presented the dog to a vet for clarification or therapy. The vet's assessment is O unclassified; he
doesn't exclude a hereditary / congenital disorder. It was the only puppy of the litter, no litter mates.
Case closed. Note: This case is linked to periodic case 2016-DE-01300 (cluster of reports from same
reporter). [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Coton de
Tuléar

5.6 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(14/07/201614/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(14/07/2016-14/07/2016)<BR><BR>

Pug

12.7 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(19/07/201619/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(19/07/201619/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (19/07/201619/07/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Miniature
Poodle

3.72 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(12/07/201612/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (12/07/201612/07/2016)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01305

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1.4 Year(s)

12/01/2016

22/07/2016

1

1

0 23/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Skin lesion
No Data
NOS,Weakness,Fever,Not
eating,Enlarged lymph node
(localised),Thrombocytopenia,Lymp
hadenitis,Arthritis,Pustules

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01328

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

20/07/2016

25/07/2016

1

1

0 20/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, system depression in
<BR><BR><BR>< 'Neurological'),Fever,General illness
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected adverse reaction: One dog (Pug-Mix) was vaccinated on 20 Jul 16 with Nobivac SHPPi and
Crossbred
Nobivac L4 simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently. Relatively quickly after the vaccination, the
dog was not doing well, he developed high fever and lethargy. Vet treatment with antibiosis and
Novalgin was applied. On 25 Jul 16, the temperature was at 39.9 °C. The vet will contact us in case of
relevant changes (worsening), otherwise case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

9.9 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(20/07/201620/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(20/07/201620/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (20/07/201620/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01364

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

12/06/2015

27/07/2016

1

1

1 21/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known

No Data

35 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,twice (4 N - Unlikely
Week(s) 12/06/201516/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,twice (4
Week(s) 12/06/201516/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,twice (3 Week(s)
25/06/201516/07/2015)<BR><BR>Versican plus
DHPPi/L4R - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(13/07/2016-13/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01366

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

27/07/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Not
Pustules,Facial oedema,Allergic
Known,<BR><BR reaction,Face and neck swelling
><BR><BR><BR> (see also 'Skin')
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected lack of expected efficacy: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
simultaneously on 12 Jun 15 and on 25 Jun 15 with Nobivac T. Again vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi
and Nobivac L4 simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently on 16 Jul 15 by the reporting vet. On 13 Jul
16,the dog was vaccinated with Versican and L4 R DHPPi (non company vaccines). On 21 Jul 16, at the
age of approx 15 months, the dog fell ill, he was weak, tired and had yellow mucosae. Blood test
revealed elevated liver and kidney values. Blood and urine were tested at a specialized lab positive for
Leptospirosis (PCR). Therapy performed: infusions and antibiosis (high-dosed amoxicillin + clavulanic
acid). In the morning of 25 Jul 16, the dog died. The vet considers this as lack of efficacy of Nobivac L4
(no protection against leptospirae despite vaccination). Vet's level of suspicion is A = probable. No
further examinations have been initiated / are possible. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand:
Versican Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: L4 R DHPPi Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: while reporting another case (2016-DE-01365) the vet mentioned that she
had another case of a small breed dog who was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently (unknown when exactly, 2016 for entry reasons chosen).
The dog reacted after vaccination (exact time to onset unknown) with an allergic reaction including
head swelling and wheals on the body. No more information concerning treatment and time of
outcome available. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
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4 Month(s)

21/06/2016

30/08/2016

1

1

0 24/06/2016 Yes
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site
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No Data
athy,Collapse of leg,Neuropathy
NOS

Suspected adverse reaction: A dog (Longhair Whippet) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac Whippet
L4 simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently on 12 Jan 16. Approx on 23 / 24 Jan 16, the dog was
weakened, didn't eat anything, had 40.1 °C temperature, thrombocytopenia, lesions and pustules in the
mouth. Many examinations were performed, but all without special findings. The knee was punctured
and sterile-purulent arthritis was noted. A few days later, sterile-purulent lymphadenitis was
diagnosed, especially the mandibular and retropharyngeal lymph nodes were strongly enlarged (size of
a golf / tennis ball), the intestinal lymph nodes were also strongly enlarged. The dog received therapy
with high-dosed cortisone which led to improvement and is currently reduced gradually. The symptoms
were considered as auto-immune disease. The described symptoms have disappeared, so in regard to
this reaction, the dog is considered as recovered. However, it is currently suffering from the following
symptoms which the vet considers as side-effects of cortisone (unrelated to the vaccination): coat
doesn't grow back, central obesity, no drinking, no urination. Otherwise the dog is okay. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

German
Shepherd Dog

Other
Canine/dog

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 09 Jun 2015 the concerned dog (Breton-Mix ,,Klara" originally from
Other
Cyprus, comes from an animal shelter and is in Germany since Apr 2015) was presented for the first
Canine/dog
time in the vet practice. The general health condition was inconspicuous. A health-check / blood test
?Southern Spain? (mediterranean diseases) was initiated. This test, performed in the middle of June
2015, revealed a positive result for Hepatozoon canis-DNA. Several weeks passed and the dog had
multiple times pain- and convulsive attacks, up to a strong apathic behavior shown at home, often
fever, suffered from lethargy, the torso- and neck musculature was stiff, the musculature was in
general rather poor, in the area of the loins the dog was very sensitive to touch and pain. In total the
practice had to be visited three times at emergency times within approx 4 ? 6 weeks. Within these
emergency visits the dog was also treated with Cortisone. The vet recommended the owners to visit a
vet clinic. The vet of this clinic proposed therapy with Doxycyclin. After a loss of consciousness and a
subsequent general weakness, elevated temperatures and strongly reddened skin at the inner ears and
at the belly (a wasp sting was suspected as cause), therapy with Doxycyclin (i.v.) was started approx. in
the beginning of Aug 2015 and performed for 60 days. No clear improvement occurred under
Doxycyclin-therapy alone. On demand of the owners, Carbesia (ordered via international pharmacy,
probably French product, therefore coded as such) was then injected for the first time concomitantly in
Sep 2015, about 40 days after start of Doxycyclin. Syringe was handed out for injection to the owner
who reported that the injected liquid must have ?burned? under the dog's skin and asked the vet to
administer the second syringe in the practice. 3 days after the second Carbesia-injection, the dog
appeared apathic. Body temperature was normal, the injection site was warmer, so the exhaustion
was attributed to the Carbesia-therapy. After these two injections / combined therapy, the dog's
general health condition improved clearly since beginning of Oct 2015, no "attacks" occurred anymore
and the dog became very vivid and active and the condition was stable. After end of the combination
therapy (Doxycyclin + Carbesia), approx. in the beginning of Oct 2015, the dog received a tablet of
Bravecto 500mg for the first time orally for parasitic control. Already approx. 1-2 days later, the dog
began to suffer from strong diarrhoea and vomited or retched out approx every 3 days, especially at
night, white / yellowish or clear and very doughy mucus (first vomiting approx 2-3 days after Bravecto
use). The practice suspected stress. The owners applied since beginning of Nov 2015 Magen Balance
(by
Canina)adverse
and thereaction:
situationOne
improved.
The
dog however
conspicuous
Suspected
dog was
vaccinated
withshowed
Nobivacmore
L4 byand
themore
reporting
vet on approx
Weimaraner
21 Jun 16. A few days later the dog returned to the practice with pustulae on the lower abdomen. Vet
treatment with Amoxiclav was performed and the dog recovered again (exact date unknown). On 27
Jul 16 the dog was presented to the vet emergency unit of the university clinic with apathy, falling over,
breaking away in the hind legs and elevated temperature with 39.5° degrees. Diagnostics for infectious
diseases (such as neosporosis, angiostrongylus, FSME and distemper) were initiated. Treatment with Vit
B complex was started. Suspicion of inflammatory spinal cord disease (according to attending vet: in
this age most likely steroid responsive meningitits, mostly immune-mediated, and a lot of times vaccine
associated). Test results are outstanding. Note: Vet also mentioned a befriended breeder who had 2
similar cases after L4 vaccination (however, unknown if Nobivac L4 and no more information
available). FU expected. FU 30 Aug 2016: Several attempts to contact the vet were without success,
therefore, unfortunately no further information could be received. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Basic
immunization] [State of health: Good]
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DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01411
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01/08/2016

04/08/2016

1

1

0 02/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Equilibrium disorder,Impaired
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, proprioception,Abnormal pupil light
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DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01425

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

20/07/2016

08/08/2016

1

1

0 22/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Fever,Increased lung
R><BR><BR>Yes, sounds
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01428

Germany
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1

1
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DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01452

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

30/11/2015

10/08/2016

7

1

0 10/12/2015 Not
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Known,<BR><BR
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Not
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DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01459
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1

1

1 03/08/2016 Yes
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DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01499

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

16/08/2016

17/08/2016

2

2

0 16/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data
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Germany

Animal

Canine/dog
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1

1

0 01/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes
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NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01502

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

17/05/2016

17/08/2016

780

13

0 17/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site swelling,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes, oedema
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BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

No Data

Death,Lack of efficacy

Suspected adverse reaction: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently on 01 Aug 16. Since one day after vaccination, the dog has
disturbances of equilibrium, especially the hind legs are "wobbling", the dog walks as if it was slightly
drunk. The proprioceptive positioning reflex is minimally delayed, the pupillary reflex is abnormal as the
pupil doesn't close completely. Otherwise everything is okay. CBC was examined, but without special
findings. Vet will contact us in case of relevant changes / worsening, otherwise case closed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: One puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently on 20 Jul 16 by the reporting vet. 2 to 3 days after
vaccination the dog showed slight diarrhea. During the night from 23rd to 24th Jul 16 the dog was
presented to a vet emergency unit with high grade fever (exact value unknown) and strong diarrhea.
The dog was treated with symptomatic medication and was presented to the reporting vet practice on
24 Jul 16 with continuous high fever. The fever was treated with symptomatic therapy and special diet
was subscribed. During the night of 25 th to 26th Jul 16 the stool was ok again, the fever was still there
but less strong. The dog received again Novalgin. The fever went gradually down. Suspicion of infection
was stated because dog also showed slight lung sounds. Special diet is still administered. On 30 Jul 16
the dog was recovered again. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Basic immunization
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Basic immunization Generic: RABIES
IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Basic immunization] [State of health:
Good]
Product Quality Complaint / Human exposure symptomatic: During the mixing of Nobivac SHPPi and
Nobivac L4 the bottom of 4 vials cracked. At the first occurrence, the vet (woman) hurt herself at the
finger (there was some blood, but otherwise nothing severe). While handling the other vials she was
more careful, however the event recurred. No samples available. Note: it is unknown when the
incidents happened; for the case entry, approx Aug 2016 was chosen. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Accidental Exposure Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Accidental Exposure]
[State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy / Suspected Adverse Reaction: This case was reported by a
breeder who is currently in a law process concerning a puppy which is supposed to have fallen ill with
parvovirosis after having been handed out to the owners. The puppy (Australian Shepherd) was born on
13 Oct 2015 and was vaccinated together with its 6 siblings on 30 Nov 2015, at the age of 48 days, with
Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 by a vet. On 01 Dec 2015, an ELISA-test (BI9 Parvo-test) was performed
and was positive. No further test results were received. On 07 Dec 2015 the puppy went to its new
home. Until now the dog has had no contact with foreign dogs. On 10 Dec 2015, the puppy showed
symptoms like vomiting and fever. Outcome: unknown. Case closed. Note: the breeder didn't report
the case as PV-case (neither SLEE nor SAR), but only asked for information on the vaccine, its efficacy,
etc. Therefore both product types (SLEE and SAR) are chosen and evaluated. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy: A dog (Labrador) was vaccinated correctly and regularly with
Nobivac L4 approx in March 2016 for the fourth time. It had received the first vaccination with
Nobivac L4 from another vet at the age of 8 weeks, and then the vaccinations with 12 weeks, 16 weeks
and the current vaccination by the reporting vet. It was presented approx on 05 Aug 2016 to the vet
with gastro-enteritis and according to the owners, it had vomited for 2 days before. Blood was taken
and acute kidney failure was diagnosed. In the urine (PCR), leptospirosis was diagnosed. The dog died
due to the acute kidney failure (exact date of death unknown). Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 16 Aug 2016 two dogs (breed: Chihuahua) of one owner were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi
and Nobivac L4 simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently. Shortly after (exact time to onset
unknown, but same day) both dogs showed an allergic facial edema and were treated with Cortisone
twice before the reaction abated. Note: One of the dogs had already reacted to the previous
vaccination (see linked case 2016-DE-01501), therefore had already received Cortisone
prophylactically prior to vaccination. The vet also reported that in the last 2-3 months there have been
several similar cases of allergic reactions post vaccination in the vet practice (see linked case 2016-DE01502). The vet uses Nobivac vaccines since many years in the same combination, also Nobivac L4
since market authorization and has never seen such reactions before. Case closed. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
SAR: While reporting a current case (see linked case 2016-DE-01499) with a similar reaction in two
dogs, the vet reported that one of the dogs had already reacted with allergic facial oedema to the
previous vaccination (yearly vaccinations, administration date: approx Aug 2015). Symptoms abated
with Cortisone treatment. Time to onset of the reaction was not exactly mentioned, but since in
current linked case it occurred on the day of vaccination and it was said to have been a similar
reaction, time to onset presumably was similar as well. Note: The vet also reported that in the last 2-3
months there have been several similar cases of allergic reactions post vaccination in the vet practice
(see linked case 2016-DE-01502). The vet uses Nobivac vaccines since many years in the same
combination, also Nobivac L4 since market authorization and has never seen such reactions before.
Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Crossbred
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Not
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1 Animal (16/08/201616/08/2016)<BR><BR>

Chihuahua

Not
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Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(01/08/201501/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (01/08/201501/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (01/08/201501/08/2015)<BR><BR>
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Nobivac BbPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal (3 Month(s)
17/05/201616/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (17/05/201616/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
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SAR: While reporting a current case with similar reactions in two dogs (see linked cases 2016-DE-01499 Other
and 2016-DE-01501), the vet reported that in the last 2-3 months there have been several cases of
Canine/dog
allergic reactions post vaccination in the vet practice. The 4 vets of the practice vaccinate approx 10
dogs per day in total (six days a week), which adds up to in total approx 780 dogs in 3 months (13
weeks). In this time approx 1 dog per week showed a reaction (approx 13 dogs). Vaccination was
performed with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously and with Nobivac T and/ or Nobivac
BbPi concurrently. Shortly after the vaccination(exact time to onset unknown, but same day) the
affected dogs showed an allergic facial edema and were treated with Cortisone before the reaction
abated. Additionally, some of the dogs showed swelling at the injection site (unknown which injection;
number of affected animals unknown, entered as approx 2), which was partially ongoing for 2 or more
weeks. The vet practice uses Nobivac vaccines since many years in the same combination, also
Nobivac L4 since market authorization, and has never seen such reactions before. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 122 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
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Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

15/06/2016

22/08/2016

1

1

0 20/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injected sclera,Blindness,Partial
R><BR><BR>Yes blindness,Optic nerve
disorder,Enlarged pupils,Abnormal
pupil light reflex

No Data

SAR: On 15 Jun 2016 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac L4. On 20 Jun 2016 it was French Bulldog
presented with reddening of sclera (both eyes), both pupils bigger than normal, reflex negative/delayed
(N.Opticus, N. pupillary direct and indirect), dog was forwarded to a vet clinic, blindness was
diagnosed. Change in fundus (unclear if exudate) Blood tests not remarkable, good general health.
Treatment with Prednisolone was started. From a differential diagnosis point of view neuritis N.
Opticus, encephalitis was mentioned but not confirmed (no further diagnostic). On 24 Jun
improvement diagnosed by vet clinic. On 01 Jun 2016 presented to clinic again, good eyesight with the
left eye, right eye still blind. Fundus on both sides without exsudates. Treatement recommended:
Prednisolone reduced dosage, Omeprazol. Animal history: The dog was also under treatment with
swollen right eye and conjunctivitis on 24 Mar 2016 with suspicion of trauma or allergy. Vets
assessment is "N". Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
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Germany
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Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

20/07/2016

24/08/2016

1

1

0 03/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Epileptic fit
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Golden
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01541

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

16/08/2016

24/08/2016

1

1

0 19/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Miosis,Eye redness,Corneal
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema,Uveitis

No Data

SAR: On 20 Jul 2016 a dog (Goldendoodle, 15 months old, m, entire) was vaccinated with Nobivac
SHPPI (booster) and Nobivac L4 (first vaccination). On 3 Aug 2016 the dog showed a generalized
epileptic fit. On 18 Aug 2016 it showed a generalized epileptic fit again. Vet also mentioned that it is
possible that the dog is predisposed with idiopathic epilepsy. No further diagnostic performed so far.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 16 Aug 2016 a 3-year-old Boxer was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 for the
first time. Previous vaccinations had been performed with non-company vaccines (last in Sept 2015
with Virbac SHPPi LT). On 19 Aug 2016 the dog was presented to the vet with bilateral corneal oedema,
miosis, and reddened eye vessels. Diagnosis: Uveitis. The dog was transferred into a specialized eye
clinic, where it was still under treatment with unknown medication on the day of follow-up (25 Aug).
The eye clinic suspects following possible causes: infectious, idiopathic or vaccination-related reaction.
No changes had occurred in the dog's environment and the dog has no contact to other dogs. The
attending vet's assessment is O unclassified. The vet wants to contact us again if further relevant
information becomes available, otherwise case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

36 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(16/08/201616/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (16/08/201616/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01554

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

24/07/2016

25/08/2016

3

1

0 01/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

1.7 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
(24/07/201624/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(24/07/2016-24/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01579

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2014

30/08/2016

2

2

0 01/01/2014 Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01643

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

03/08/2016

24/11/2017

1

1

0 17/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Central nervous system disorder
R><BR><BR>Yes, NOS,Behavioural disorder
<BR><BR><BR>< NOS,Somnolence
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SLEE: On 24 Jul 2015 a vet vaccinated three 8 weeks old puppies (Boxer-Mix) with Nobivac SHPPI plus
Nobivac L4 (not suspect product) according to SPC. The animals breeder had a lot of various puppies
with unclear background. One of the three dogs had a body weight of 1.7 kg, the vet advised the owner
to feed, but despite that the dogs seem to be healthy, no abnormal findings. After 3 days one male dog
became ill with bloody diarrhoea and in a vet clinic (dog hospitalized) Parvovirosis was diagnosed (field
and vaccine strain detected via PCR). Dog recovered after treatment. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: A vet heard by her customer ( poodle breeder + alternative practitioner), that her poodles
(unknown number of animals, 2 chosen for case entry) showed serious SAR after vaccination with
Nobivac L4. They had been very floppy, one bitch did not recover for 2 years. The vet refused to notify
the case, no further details available. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction: One dog (Podenco Mix) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi
simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently on 03 Aug 16 by the reporting vet. On 17 Aug 16 the dog
started to show behavioral changes such as aggressiveness followed by CNS deficiency such as
somnolence (looked like dog would fall asleep while standing) and staring upon the wall. Complete
blood analysis was performed without any aberrations. Other than this no diagnostic had been
performed. On 10 Sep 2016 the situation hadn't changed, vet therapy started with Doxycycline and
Prednisolone. FU expected. Follow up 24 Nov 17: Despite several attempts no more information
received. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC
PI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01742

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

04/07/2016

27/09/2016

1

1

0 04/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Scrotal disorder NOS,Allergic
R><BR><BR>Yes reaction,Allergic skin
reaction,Swollen face (see also
'Skin')

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: On 04 Jul 16 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac L4
(unclear if basic or booster vaccination) simultaneously. Within 10 minutes the dog had an allergic
reaction with strong swollen face, allergic skin reaction on belly and inner hind legs and swollen
prepuce, but no other severe symptoms, therefore the dog was treated homeopathic and recovered
and was released home the same day. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Australian
Shepherd Dog

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01747

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

01/09/2016

17/11/2016

1

1

0 01/09/2016 Not
Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR swelling,Tiredness,General illness
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological')

Standard
Poodle

Not Applicable

Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (pug, approx. 3-4 years old) showed a vaccination reaction to the Pug
vaccination with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T: on the day after the vaccination, it showed
a local swelling which permanently increased in size. Furthermore the dog is tired (but has no fever).
Prior to vaccination, the dog's condition was completely okay. Additional info: the dog had already
been vaccinated in 2015 with a company vaccine (unspecified which). Despite several attempts, no
further information could be retrieved. Case closed. Note: as the swelling was described as local, it
was assumed that it occurred at the injection site of one or more vaccines, so "injection site swelling"
was chosen as VeDDRA-code (it is unknown if the vaccines were given separately / which vaccines
were mixed). The date(s) of vaccination / reaction is / are unclear as well; for the case entry, approx
Sep 2016 was chosen for both dates. Follow up 17 Nov 16: While reporting a case with allergic
reaction after vaccination (see linked case 2016-DE-02043) the attending vet mentioned that she had
already reported this case of the pug. Nevertheless, attending vet reported the case again and
thereafter missing information to this case (such as patient data, treatment time and time of recovery,
data to used product) were added as follow up: The concerned dog was presented to the vet 3 days
after vaccination due to general reduced health status. The swelling was hard and rough. Antiphlogistic
treatment administered. Swelling situation improved. 8 days after vaccination, there was a abscess at
injection site. The abscess was treated symptomatically in a different vet clinic (antibiotics, pain
medication administered). All in all it took about 6 weeks (no exact date available, for entry reasons
approx 17 Nov 16 chosen) for full recovery. Note: during reporting on 17 Nov 16 the attending vet just
mentioned vaccination with Nobivac T- therefore, from the case description it is clear that the
occurred reaction must have derived from the Nobivac T injection and not the injection with Nobivac
L4 and Nobivac Pi. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV
Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

12.4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(15/06/201615/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(15/06/2016-15/06/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(20/07/201620/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(20/07/2016-20/07/2016)<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown (01/01/201401/01/2016)<BR><BR>

14.3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(03/08/201603/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (03/08/201603/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (03/08/201603/08/2016)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

B - Possible

O1 - Inconclusive

14 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(04/07/201604/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (1 Day(s)
04/07/2016-04/07/2016)<BR><BR>

10 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,unknown (01/09/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (01/09/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,unknown
(01/09/2016-01/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01758

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

10/09/2016

28/09/2016

1

1

0 14/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy: A puppy (Labrador, very large) was vaccinated at a breeder in
Germany at the age of 8 weeks (unknown vaccine(s)). Thereafter, on 6 Aug 2016 the dog came from
the breeder to the vet practice and had soft faeces. Test for Giardiae was performed with negative
result. The vet waited with the vaccination until the dog was fit again. Then on 10 Sep 2016, the dog
was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (mixed). 4 days after vaccination, the dog showed
wheezing, sniffing and purulent nasal discharge (typical like distemper). On 23 Sep 2016 sample was
taken and distemper was tested positive. As therapy, Synulox was applied. Currently the dog is coming
every day to the practice and receives inhalation. Additional info: the breeder is from the same city in
Southern Germany as the vet, so the puppy has never been outside of that city. The vet will contact us
in case of relevant new information, otherwise case closed. Note: the event was only reported as
such, but not classified as SAR or SLEE. Based on the nature of the event, the case was classified as
SLEE. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Labrador
Retriever

16 - 17

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1
N - Unlikely
dose (10/09/201610/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x 1 dose
(10/09/2016-10/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01762

Germany

Human

Human

Not Known

01/01/2015

27/09/2016

2

2

0 01/01/2015 Not
Cough
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Human exposure symptomatic: The animal owner reported to the attending vet a suspicion of human
exposure which happened in 2015 to him and his wife. Their dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and
Nobivac L4. After a time (exact time to onset unknown) the dog coughed and about 2-3 weeks post
vaccination of the dog the 2 owners became ill with cough. They went to a human doctor and he
mentioned, that they may have been infected by the dog or dog's vaccine. Note: case linked to 2016DE-01763. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand:
NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Human

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 1,,,,24<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,,,,24<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01766

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

27/09/2016

29/09/2016

1

1

0 28/09/2016 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01811

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

08/07/2015

06/10/2016

1

1

0 26/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01838

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

05/09/2016

13/10/2016

1

1

1 29/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01853

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1.4 Year(s)

11/10/2016

13/10/2016

1

1

0 11/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes, oedema,Swollen face (see also
<BR><BR><BR>< 'Skin')
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01860

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

25/09/2016

17/10/2016

1

1

0 25/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Staggering,Collapse (see
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Panting,Weakness

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01876

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

17/10/2016

19/10/2016

1

1

0 17/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01881

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

14/08/2015

19/10/2016

1

1

0 14/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Pustules,Anaphylactic-type
reaction

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01883

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2014

18/10/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylactic-type reaction,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes, swelling (see also 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Inappropriate
No Data
urination,Vocalisation,Diarrhoea,C
onvulsion,Epileptic seizure,Foaming
at the mouth

No Data

Death by
No Data
euthanasia,Anorexia,General
illness,Icterus,Bilirubinuria,Injection
site pain,Anaemia NOS

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 27 Sep 16. On 28 Sep 16, the
Alaskan
dog showed an epileptic seizure (observed by the owners) with loss of urine, foaming, screaming,
Malamute
convulsions at all 4 legs, 1 hour later the dog showed watery diarrhoea (vet suspects this to be due to
the stress-situation). On 29 Sep 16, the dog was okay again and a blood examination was performed
(results not available yet). Vet will inform us in case of relevant results / further information, otherwise
case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SLEE: A dog (breed: Bavarian Mountain Hound) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
Other
(mixed) for the first time on 10 Jun 2015, then on 08 Jul 2015 for the second time. On 26 Sep 2016, the Canine/dog
dog was brought to the emergency service of another practice with strong bloody diarrhoea. There, a
quick-test (Fassisi-test) was performed and was Parvovirosis positive. The vet considered it as a
vaccination-breakthrough. The vet wants to inform us about the further development. Otherwise case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was vaccinated on 05 Sep 16 with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and
Crossbred
Nobivac T (unknown if simultaneously or concurrently) by the reporting vet. On 26 Sep 16 the dog was
booster vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 29 Sep 16 the dog showed a local, painful to touch probably
vaccine related reaction (according to attending vet and owner most probably at vaccination site but
no certainty). After that the owner and their dog went on holidays. While being there, the general
health condition was turning very bad (including anorexia, no further detailed data concerning clinical
signs and exact time of onset symptoms available). 4 emergency vet's were consulted (with several
blood analysis performed, results are unknown, except that the dog was anaemic and showed
bilirubinuria). Icterus was diagnosed and some time in beginning of Oct 16 the dog was euthanized. No
more further data available. Case closed [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 11 Oct 2016 at 11:30 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. At
about 22:00 the dog was presented to the vet again as emergency case with high grade swelling in the
face and vomiting (Anaphylaxis). Treatment with Dexatat (Cortisone). On 12 Oct the dog was
presented to vet again and was already fully recovered. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
simultaneously on 25 Sep 2016 by the reporting vet. After 5 to 10 min the dog collapsed (showed
weakness, staggering, panting) and had pale mucose membrane. The vet treated the dog with
cortisone injection and after approx 20 min the dog was doing much better again. Phone call with the
owner the next morning: dog recovered again. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Basic immunization Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Basic immunization]
[State of health: Good]
Suspected lack of expected efficacy: 1 dog was vaccinated on 17 Oct 16 (morning) with Nobivac Pi and
Nobivac L4 (unknown if simultaneously or concurrently) by the reporting vet. 2 hours after vaccination
this dog was bitten by another dog. The dog underwent minor general surgery. Vet therapy with
Dexdomitor, Rimadyl, Duphamox and infusions. The same day in the afternoon/evening the dog was
apathic, vomited, showed anorexia and was treated as emergency case. Complete blood count
(including hematology and blood chemistry) was performed, resulted in normal hematology but
Creatinine and Urea were high grade increased. Previous complete blood count from 6 month ago
showed no abnormalities. Note: some dogs in the surrounding are ill with Leptospirosis and vet feared
vaccination took place within incubation period. Previous vaccination performed in Oct and Nov 2015.
Follow up on 24 Oct 16 performed PCR resulted negative for Leptospirosis, however high titer (1280)
for Anaplasmosis was detected. The dog started treatment with Carbesia, antibiotics and infusion.
Thereafter the dog showed improvement. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHP (booster) and Nobivac L4 (first
vaccination, unknown if simultaneously or concurrently) on 14 Aug 2015. 30 minutes later the dog
showed anaphylactic reaction with facial swelling, and pustules all over the body. Treatment with
Cortisone started and the dog improved. Full recovery on approx 14 Aug 2015. No further information,
because the reaction happened at another vet practice. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 50X1DS 620 Reason: Booster vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac T and Nobivac L4
(unknown if simultaneously or concurrently) in 2014. About 30 min later dog had an anaphylactic like
reaction with swelling of the face.The dog was treated with Cortisone and soon recovered. Note: In
2016 vaccination was splitted (every 2 weeks 1 vaccination) and dog showed no reactions. Case linked
to 2016-DE-01886 and 2016-DE-01887, cluster of reports, same practice. Case closed. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

Labrador
Retriever

Other
Canine/dog

Hovawart

Jack Russell
Terrier

Jack Russell
Terrier

No assessment
performed

37 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
O(27/09/2016-27/09/2016)<BR><BR> Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

16.15 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(08/07/201508/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (08/07/201508/07/2015)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

7 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(05/09/201626/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(05/09/201605/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (05/09/201605/09/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

29.7 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(11/10/201611/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(10/10/201610/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (11/10/201611/10/2016)<BR><BR>
1.4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(25/09/201625/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(25/09/2016-25/09/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(17/10/201617/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (17/10/201617/10/2016)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

8.9 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(14/08/201514/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (14/08/201514/08/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(01/01/201401/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(01/01/201401/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (01/01/201401/01/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01886

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

30/03/2016

18/10/2016

1

1

0 30/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylactic-type reaction,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes, swelling (see also 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01887

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

18/10/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylactic-type reaction,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes, swelling (see also 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01895

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

09/09/2016

20/10/2016

1

1

0 19/10/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01908

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

01/11/2015

25/10/2016

1

1

0 01/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Emesis,Circulatory shock,Pustules
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01935

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

24/10/2016

28/10/2016

1

1

0 24/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pustules,Allergic
R><BR><BR>Yes, reaction,Pruritus,Facial swelling
<BR><BR><BR>< (see also 'Skin')
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-01972

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Month(s) 03/11/2016

07/11/2016

1

1

0 03/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Respiratory distress,Face No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, and neck swelling (see also 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-02017

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

09/11/2016

26/01/2017

1

1

0 16/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-02022

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

22 Week(s)

26/07/2016

15/11/2016

1

1

0 14/11/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>No

Circulatory
No Data
shock,Diarrhoea,Elevated liver
enzymes,Rigidity,Emesis,Decreased
body temperature

Haemolytic anaemia,Not
drinking,Fever,Mucous
stool,Generalised
weakness,General illness,Food
refusal

Suspected adverse reaction: 1 puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac T and Nobivac L4 on
30 Mar 2016 (unknown if simultaneously or concurrently). About 30 min later the dog had an
anaphylactic like reaction with facial swelling. Treatment initiated with Cortisone, thereafter soon
recovery. Case linked to 2016-DE-01883 and 2016-DE-01887, cluster of events, same practice. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 puppy (unknown canine) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac T
and Nobivac L4 in 2016 (unknown if simultaneously or concurrently). About 30 min later the dog had an
anaphylactic like reaction with facial swelling. Treatment initiated with Cortisone, thereafter soon
recovery. Case linked to 2016-DE-01883 and 2016-DE-01886, cluster of events, same practice. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4, Nobivac T and
Merilym (unknown if simultaneously or concurrently) on 09 Sep 16. On 19 Oct 16 the dog showed
vomiting, diarrhea, low temperature (34°degrees), circulatory shock, the belly seemed rigid. The dog
was forwarded as an emergency case to a vet clinic. X-ray was without findings. Blood analysis showed
elevated liver enzymes which point to a liver "shock" (CK and GGT low-grade elevated, ALT 10x
elevated). The dog is under treatment (not further specified). Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand:
Merilym Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously
and Nobivac T concurrently in November 2015. Approx 10 min after vaccination the dog started
vomiting and showed generalized pustules and circulatory shock. Vet treatment with Adrenalin,
Buscopan, Prednisolone and infusion was initiated. Approx 1 hour after treatment start the dog
recovered again. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Miniature
Dachshund

Other
Canine/dog

Shih Tzu

Pug

Suspected adverse reaction: On 24 Oct 16 one dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4
Labrador
simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently. Approx 3 hours after vaccination the dog showed an
Retriever
allergic reaction: facial swelling, pustules on the head and nose, generalized pruritus. The dog was not
presented to the vet. Treatment and outcome unknown. Note: The dog had shown a similar allergic
reaction after the last visit in the vet practice a few months ago. The dog had been treated with
Metamizol, Metacam and Amoxiclav against cystitis and had reacted on the same day or one day later
(same reaction + vomiting and diarrhea). The vet is not sure if the dog reacts to specific drugs in
general, or to the dog treats given in the vet's practice, or to a totally different cause in the dog's
environment. The vet's assessment is O unclassified. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
Crossbred
simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently on 03 Nov 16 by the reporting vet. Approx 15 min after
vaccination the dog showed respiratory distress and massive head swelling. Vet therapy initiated with
Cortisone injection. Immediate improvement and complete recovery a few hours later (same day). 1
day after vaccination the dog showed diarrhea for 3 days, treatment with bland diet and Canikur. At
follow up presentation on 07 Nov 16 the dog was recovered again. Attending vet's level of suspicion
was probable = A. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Booster basic vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Booster basic vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU
ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Basic vaccination] [State of health: Good]

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog ( Dansk-Svensk Gårdshund) was vaccinated on 9 Sep 2016 with
Other
Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4 (unknown if simultaneously or concurrently). On 14 Sep 2016 treatment
Canine/dog
with Bravecto. On 16 Sep 2016 the owner reported to the vet, that the dog showed weakness and was
unwilling to eat /drink. On 19 Sep 2016 the dog was presented to the vet with fever, strong weakness,
high grade disturbed general health. Thereafter, the dog was forwarded as emergency case to vet
university, where it was treated with blood transfusion. Haemolytic anaemia was diagnosed, possibly
caused by use of vaccines or Bravecto. No further diagnostic available despite several requests by
reporting vet. Note: Around the time of treatment with Bravecto the dog was treated with Prazifen
(non-MAH-product) too. Case closed. Follow up 26 Jan 2017: Missing case details (such as weight of
animal, date of birth of animal and treatment dates) added. Additional reaction on 16 Sep 2016. Vet
treatment performed with Prednisolon, Marboxyl and Synulox. On day of Follow up report, the animal
is still under Cortisone therapy. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE
PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 500MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Ectoparasitic control
Generic: Brand: Prazifen Reason: Worm treatment] [State of health: Good]

Other

Suspected lack of expected efficacy: 1 puppy was vaccinated by another vet with Nobivac SHPPi and
Other
Nobivac L4 twice, on 26 Jul and 01 Sep 16 (at 6 and 11 weeks of age; extra label use: treatment
Canine/dog
program, unknown if simultaneously or concurrently). On 13 Nov, with 22 weeks of age, the puppy was
presented to the reporting vet with nausea and vomiting. A gastritis was suspected. However,
symptoms progressively worsened to a haemorrhagic enteritis. On 14 Nov a Quick Test was positive
for parvovirosis. According to the vet the dog shows only mild signs of possible parvovirosis: abdominal
pain, anorexia, bloody diarrhea only twice daily and only mild dehydration. The dog is under ambulant
treatment (receives infusions and symptomatic medication during the day in the vet practice and
returns home at nights). On 16 Nov the dog was already improving. Lab antibody test for parvovirosis
was positive with a titer of 1:40. According to the lab's conclusion this points towards a field infection.
Note: According to the reporting vet, the puppy derives from a well-known and competent breeder.
There is no information about the other pups of the same litter. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(30/03/201630/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(30/03/201630/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (30/03/201630/03/2016)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
Known (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>
6 Eurican Merilym - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,once (09/09/201609/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (09/09/201609/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (30
Day(s) 09/09/201609/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (09/09/201609/09/2016)<BR><BR>
9 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(01/11/201501/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(01/11/201501/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (01/11/201501/11/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

32.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(24/10/201624/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (24/10/201624/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (24/10/201624/10/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

0.045 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(03/11/201603/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(03/11/201603/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (03/11/201603/11/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

11.1 BRAVECTO 500MG 1X1TAB EU1 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (14/09/201614/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (09/11/201609/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (09/09/201609/09/2016)<BR><BR>Prazifen N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (02/09/201602/09/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

N - Unlikely

B - Possible

B - Possible

6.3 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,twice N - Unlikely
(5 Week(s) 26/07/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,twice (5
Week(s) 26/07/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>

In the SPC is mentioned: In very rare cases, clinical
signs of immune-mediated haemolytic anaemia,
immune-mediated thrombocytopenia, or immunemediated polyarthritis have been reported.

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-02031

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

04/10/2016

02/12/2016

1

1

1 06/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Non-regenerative anaemia,Red
No Data
blood cell
disorder,Diarrhoea,Myositis,Death
by euthanasia,Elevated liver
enzymes,General illness,Decreased
packed cell volume (PCV),NT - bone
marrow aplasia

Suspected adverse reaction: 1 puppy (breed: Heideterrier) was vaccinated on 04 Oct 16 by the
Other
reporting vet with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently. Approx 2 Canine/dog
days after vaccination the dog showed strong mushy diarrhea which lasted until 13 Nov 16. Uptake of
anything foreign had been excluded. The dog was presented to the attending vet on 11 Nov 16 and was
thereafter treated with Buscopan, Amoxicilin and Metacam. On 13 Nov 16 the diarrhea subsided. The
dog was presented to the vet on 20 Oct 16 due to suspected masticatory muscle myositis. He received
treatment with Prednisolone and was recovered again on 21 Oct 16. On 14 Nov 16 the dog was
presented again to the vet with high grade non regenerative anemia, hematocrit level of 8% (reference
40-55%) and middle grade elevated liver enzymes. X-ray, ultrasound, urine examination without
aberrations. Further blood analysis (Coombs test, infectious diseases, bleeding time) had been
initiated. The dog received blood transfusion. Note: on 31 Oct 16 the whole geographical area was
suffering from kennel cough. FU expected. Follow up 02 Dec 16: Diagnostic results confirmed initial
report from the attending vet: red blood count highly reduced, liver enzymes high grade elevated.
Additional blood analysis performed after blood transfusion revealed that the diagnosed anemia was
non-regenerative. Post mortem cytology showed no detection of hematopoetic bone marrow which
suggest an aplasia of the bone marrow. Histology examination of the intestine showed no abberations.
Stool sample examination was negative for parvovirosis infection. Auto-antibody screening was
negative as well as the direct Coombs test. Due to his very reduced general health status the dog was
euthanized on 25 Nov 16. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Booster vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Booster vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV
Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Booster vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-02033

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

29/09/2016

17/11/2016

1

1

0 09/11/2016 Yes

Lack of efficacy

No Data

Suspected lack of expected efficacy for Lepto 1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 29 Sep 2016
Dalmatian
for the first time (it had been vaccinated regularly before with other vaccines). On 09 Nov 2016, the
dog was presented to the vet for planned booster-vaccination. At this occasion, the owners reported
that the dog has been showing polyuria, polydipsia and poor food intake. In the practice, slight fever
was noted. A blood analysis was performed and showed elevated liver enzymes and slight azotaemia.
The titer for L. Bratislava was high (1 : 800), L. Canicola was also high. There was the suspicion of
leptospirosis. PCR (urine) was negative. The dog was treated with Amoxyclav and infusion therapy. At
the time of reporting (17 Nov 2016) the dog was stable, but not completely ok yet, no more fever,
kidney-values were ok, liver-values not completely ok yet. Vet will inform us in case of relevant
changes, otherwise case closed. Note: the planned booster-vaccination was not performed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

22 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
N - Unlikely
(29/09/2016-29/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-02038

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

16/11/2016

28/11/2016

1

1

0 17/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Not drinking,Anorexia,Gingival
disorder,Blood in urine,Petechiae
NOS,Increased coagulation
time,Injection site lump

No Data

8 Bravecto 250 mg Kautabletten für
B - Possible
kleine Hunde (>4,5-10 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets (16/11/201616/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (16/11/201616/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(16/11/2016-16/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-02051

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2015

18/11/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Not
Reddening of the skin,Anaphylactic- Not
Known,<BR><BR type reaction,Local swelling (not
Known
><BR><BR><BR> application site),General illness
Not Known

SAR: On 16 Nov 2016 in the morning a dog was booster vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 Chihuahua
simultaneously. In the evening the dog received Bravecto 250 mg for the first time. Previous
vaccination on 21 Oct 16 with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T had been tolerated well. On
17 Nov in the morning the dog showed gingival bleeding and petechia at the gingiva, as well as blood in
the urine. Additionally, an injection site lump developed. From 18 Nov showed anorexia and did not
drink, vet started treatment with infusions. Bloods were also taken and sent to a lab (no result
available in the moment). While taking the blood the vet noticed that the coagulation seemed to be
disturbed (coagulation time increased). The vet's causal assessment is O (vet doesn' t exclude
intoxication or other cause). Vet will contact us again in case of new information. Otherwise case
closed.( Note: linked to non-serious case2016-DE-2042, cluster of reports). [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Ectoparasitic control]
[State of health: Unknown]
SAR: A vet reported that a dog (Maltese) was vaccinated last year (2015) with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac Maltese
L4 by another vet and very quickly showed a strong anaphylactic reaction with strong reddening of the
skin and swelling and reddening of the testicles. The dog's general condition was very bad. Treatment
and further course of the reaction unknown, but dog recovered (unknown when). No more
information available or expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA
LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-02069

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

19/10/2016

22/11/2016

1

1

0 07/11/2016 Yes

Circulatory collapse (see also
'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Pericardial
effusion,Bradycardia,Anaemia
NOS,Apathy

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-02140

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

18/11/2016

31/03/2017

1

1

0 19/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Injection site haematoma,Injection No Data
site swelling,Injection site
lump,Diarrhoea,Tiredness,Malaise,F
ever,Skin abscess,Vomiting

No Data

8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(04/10/201604/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(04/10/201604/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (04/10/201604/10/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Not applicable
Unknown (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable Unknown (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

B - Possible

SAR: On 19 Oct 2016 a dog was vaccinated by the reporting vet with Nobivac L4. On 07 Nov 16 the dog Golden
was admitted to a vet emergency clinic due to collapse and apathy. Through blood analysis anemia
Retriever
was detected. Examinations detected bradycardia, ultrasound diagnosed pericardial effusion.
Autoimmune-mediated hemolytic anemia was suspected. Symptomatic therapy including antibiotics
was performed. Dog recovered on approx 22 Nov 16. Additional information: During the first blood
analysis antibodies against leptospirosis were tested and showed a high titer (exact values unknown)
for L. Bratislava and L. Australis. On 18 Nov 16 another blood analysis revealed that all serovars were
under 1:100 (very low). No more information expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

40 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(19/10/2016-19/10/2016)<BR><BR>

SAR: This information was received by the vaccinating veterinarian: 2 dogs were vaccinated with
Crossbred
Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently on 18 Nov 16 by the
reporting vet. 2 days after vaccination 1 of these dogs showed a reduced general health condition, was
tired and showed a strong swelling at injection site (unknown which product was injected at this site).
The dog was transferred to a vet clinic. The swelling moved to the ventral neck area, the situation
worsened and skin necrosis occurred, surgical intensive intervention was necessary. Note: A total
amount of 4 dogs were vaccinated and 2 were reacting. This case represents one reacting and one
none-reacting dog. The other two dogs are captured in linked case 2016-DE-02141 FU 7 Dec 2016: This
information was received by the veterinarian of the clinic (treating the reaction): On 20 Nov 2016 the
dog was presented to the clinic with fever, diarrhoea and injection site swelling. The dog was treated
symptomatically and sent home. On 23 Nov 2016 the dog was presented again with an injection site
haematoma and two fluctuating purulent masses under the left scapula. These two masses were
treated surgically (ambulant). On 7 Dec 2016 a mild subcutaneous hardening at the injection site at the
upper neck is still visible. Case closed. FU 27 Feb 2017: Information received by the owner: A total
amount of two dogs (both reacting; other dog captured in linked case 2016-DE-02141) were
vaccinated on 18 Nov 2016. The next day the dog was not doing fine, showed malaise, diarrhoea and
vomiting. In the evening of the same day the dog was presented to a clinic. A few days later the above
mentioned skin reactions were observed and treated. After approx. 8 weeks the dog had almost
recovered. Case closed. FU 31 Mar 2017: Conclusion of product investigation: The investigation
revealed no deviations or product quality issue within MSD AH Boxmeer which could account for the
reported complaint. [Reason for use for product: Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

18 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (18/11/201618/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (18/11/201618/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(18/11/2016-18/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-02141

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

18/11/2016

08/05/2017

1

1

0 19/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Skin
necrosis,Abscess
NOS,Fever,Localised skin
reaction,Tiredness,Malaise

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-02168

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

09/12/2016

2

1

0 01/01/2016 Not
Allergic oedema,Facial swelling (see Not
Known,<BR><BR also 'Skin'),Vomiting,Pruritus
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-02217

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

09/12/2016

01/02/2017

1

1

0 14/12/2016 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2016-DE-02253

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

09/12/2016

30/12/2016

1

1

0 09/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Anaphylactoid
reaction,Generalised weakness

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00004

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

18/08/2016

02/01/2017

1

1

1 18/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Somnolence,Falling,Death,Apathy,S No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes haking

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00014

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

31/12/2016

02/01/2017

9

1

1 01/01/2017 Not
Pale mucous
Not
Known,<BR><BR membrane,Death,Weakness,Appeti Known
><BR><BR><BR> te loss
Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00015

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

31/12/2016

10/01/2017

20

20

0 01/01/2016 Not
Weakness,Appetite loss,Pale
Known,<BR><BR mucous membrane
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Eosinophilia,Red blood cell
No Data
disorder,Balance problem,Epileptic
seizure,Walking difficulty,Basophilia

No Data

Not
Known

SAR: This information was received by the vaccinating veterinarian: 2 dogs were vaccinated with
Bernese
40
Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently on 18 Nov 16 by the
Mountain Dog
reporting vet. 2 days after vaccination 1 of these dogs showed a reduced general health condition, was
tired and showed a strong swelling at injection site. The dog was transferred to a vet clinic. The
swelling moved to the ventral neck area, the situation worsened and skin necrosis occurred, surgical
intensive intervention was necessary. Note: A total amount of 4 dogs were vaccinated and 2 were
reacting. This case represents one reacting and one none-reacting dog. The other two dogs are
captured in linked case 2016-DE-02140 FU 7 Dec 2016: This information was received by the
veterinarian of the clinic (treating the reaction): On 20 Nov 2016 the dog was presented to the clinic
with fever, diarrhoea and injection site swelling. The dog was treated symptomatically and sent home.
On 23 Nov 2016 the dog was presented again with a visible dermal necrosis of the chest reaching up to
the right side of the shoulder. The necrosis is healing, the area shows good granulation. Advancement
flap will be performed next week. The dog received ambulant symptomatic treatment. No
bacteriological examination was performed. No more information expected. FU 27 Feb 2017:
Information received by the owner: A total amount of two dogs (both reacting; other dog captured in
linked case 2016-DE-02140) were vaccinated on 18 Nov 2016. The here mentioned dog was vaccinated
with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (no Nobivac T). The next day the dog was not doing fine, showed
malaise, diarrhoea and vomiting. In the evening of the same day the dog was presented to a clinic. As
health condition of the dog worsened the dog was treated stationary since 20 Nov 2016. A few days
later skin reactions with extensive skin detachment and abscesses reaching the sternum were
observed. After approx. 8 weeks the dog had almost recovered. Case closed. FU 24 Apr 2017:
Conclusion of product investigation: The investigation revealed no deviations or product quality issue
within MSD AH Boxmeer which could account for the reported complaint. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good] FU 8 May 2017: The FU from 24 Apr was originally received on 31 Mar 2017 [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[StateTwo
of health:
Good]
SAR:
dogs (vet¿s
own dogs, breed: Galgo Espagnol) were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and
Other
Not
Nobivac L4 (exact date, route, ... unknown). Shortly after vaccination one dog showed vomiting.
Canine/dog
Known
Furthermore a myxedema with pruritus was observed. Due to the prompt administration of cortisone
the dog improved and the next day only a slight swelling in the nasal area was observed. The dog is
considered to be recovered. The other dog showed no reaction. Note: the reacting dog had already
received Nobivac vaccine before without showing problems. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR: Two dogs (1 American-Canadian Sheepdog; 1 Doberman "Rocky") were vaccinated with Nobivac Other
45
L4 on 09 Dec 2016. The Doberman was entered in linked non-serious case 2016-DE-02218. The
Canine/dog
American-Canadian Sheepdog reacted as follows: On 14 Dec 2016 showed balance disorder, then 3-4 h
later grand mal epileptic seizure, in the evening again balance disorder with 'sidesteps'. On 15 Dec it
was brought to the practice and in front of the practice, it showed again a grand mal epileptic seizure,
then it was okay again. Blood was taken for examination. FU expected. FU 01 Feb 2017: On 16 Dec the
dog showed another seizure, thereafter until 19 Dec no more seizures, but on 18 Dec suddenly couldn't
walk anymore (not further specified). On 19 Dec had improved again. Results of blood examination:
Eosinophils in percentage: 18% (ref: 0 to 6%), absolute number: 2016 (ref: 0 to 600), Basophils absolute
number: 112 (ref: 0 to 40), number in percentage was within reference range, haematocrit,
haemoglobin and red blood cells slightly above reference range. Otherwise no abnormal findings. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously
on 09 Dec 16 by the reporting vet. Approx 5 minutes after vaccination the vet noticed a strong pale
mucosa on the dog. Furthermore, the dog showed general weakness. According to the vet, the dog
showed an anaphylactoid like reaction. The vet injected Cortisone and after approx 45 minutes
improvement was seen. During the evening of the same day the dog was still a little weak but the next
day (10 Dec 16) the dog was fine again. Note: previous first vaccination performed on 10 Nov 16 was
tolerated well. Attending vet's level of suspicion is probable = A. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Basic immunization
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Basic
immunization] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
simultaneously on 18 Aug 16 by the reporting vet. On 25 Aug 16 the dog was re-presented to the vet
with generalized shaking, apathy and somnolence, he was constantly falling over (like drifting away).
The attending vet injected one time Cortisone, and thereafter the situation slightly improved on 26 Aug
16. However, on approx 27 Aug 16 the dog died. Note: According to the owner, the symptoms started
already on the day of vaccination, but the dog was first seen by the vet just on 25 Aug 16. The dog
belonged to a breeder and all the rest of the litter is doing fine. The vet noted in the dogs file on 18 Aug
16 that the fontanel was not closed yet. Her level of suspicion is unclassified =O, since she also
suspects a swelling of the brain or hit on the head to be the cause of death. The dog wasn't forwarded
for pathological examination. Case closed. Follow-up on 02 Feb 2018: VeDDRA code "death" has been
added. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
First time basic immunization Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS
540 Reason: First time basic immunization] [State of health: Good]

Standard
Poodle

Other
Canine/dog

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (18/11/201618/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (18/11/201618/11/2016)<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(01/01/2016-01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(09/12/2016-09/12/2016)<BR><BR>

02-Mar NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (09/12/201609/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(09/12/2016-09/12/2016)<BR><BR>

.4 - .8

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
O1 - Inconclusive
(18/08/201618/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(18/08/2016-18/08/2016)<BR><BR>

SAR: The case was reported by animal breeder (several litters per year). He was unwilling to report the Other
dog breed but mentioned that the concerned dog had a very rare colour. Furthermore he did not agree Canine/dog
that MAH contact the attending vet. A litter of 9 puppies, 8 weeks old, was vaccinated at midday of
Dec 31 2016. On morning of new year all dogs still showed a normal appetite, but around midday one
dog had pale mucosa, was weak and unwilling to eat. The animal keeper tried to feed it and activated
the dog, but dog died quickly. The animal breeder did not agree to autopsy. Case closed. Case is linked
to 2017-DE-00015 , 17, 18. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(31/12/201631/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (1 Day(s)
31/12/2016-31/12/2016)<BR><BR>

SAR: The case was reported by animal breeder (several litters per year). He was unwilling to report the Other
dog breed. Furthermore he did not agree that MAH contact the attending vet. When reporting case
Canine/dog
2017-DE-00014 he also mentioned:. About 20 puppies showed pale mucosa, weakness and appetite
loss soon after vaccination with Nobivac SHP plus Nobivac L4 in 2016. Case closed. Case is linked to
2017-DE-00014 , 17, 18. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 10X1DS
122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(31/12/201631/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (1 Day(s)
01/01/2016-01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00018

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

31/12/2016

02/01/2017

2

2

0 01/01/2016 Not
Seizure NOS
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00031

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

21/12/2016

05/01/2017

1

1

0 21/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Wheal,Urticaria,Pruritus,F No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes acial oedema,Breathing difficulty

Suspected adverse reaction: Approx. 21 Dec 2016 one puppy (age 12 weeks) was vaccinated
Labrador
simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 for the first time (other vaccines were administered Retriever
before). Approx. 30 minutes after vaccination the dog showed one-time vomiting. After 3 hours the
dog showed urticaria, pruritus, wheals and facial edema. Furthermore the dog started to breathe
stertorously. The dog was treated with Dexamethasone. Within 10 minutes after administration
worsening of symptoms stopped and improvement started. The dog had completely recovered the
next morning. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00032

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

06/01/2017

09/01/2017

1

1

0 06/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected adverse reaction: On 06 Jan 17 at approx 3 p.m. a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi
Pug
and Nobivac L4 simultaneously, and Nobivac T concurrently. At approx 3.30 p.m. the dog vomited once
upon arrival at home (while getting out of the car, so the owners at first suspected dizziness due to the
car ride). At approx 4 p.m. the dog showed strong facial swelling (around eyes, mouth, flews). Another
30 minutes later (approx 4.30 p.m.) the dog was presented to the vet again, which confirmed facial
swelling and additionally noticed reddening of skin, swelling of other mucous membranes (vulva, anus),
and a few wheals throughout the body. Circulatory system was weak, capillary refill time more than 2
sec, situation was also described as allergic shock by the vet. The dog showed no breathing difficulties.
The vet applied Medrate Solubile and physiological saline solution intraveneously. Thereafter, the
swellings subsided quickly, only slight swelling of vulva and some wheals remaining. On the next day (07
Jan) the dog had completely recovered and was doing fine. Note: Basic vaccination with the same
three vaccines in Nov and Dec 2015 had been tolerated well. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00092

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

12/01/2017

13/01/2017

1

1

0 12/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Vomiting,Convulsion,P No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes ruritus,Weakness,Shaking

SAR: On 12 Jan 17 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously by the
Maltese
reporting vet. Approx 1.5 hours after vaccination the dog all of a sudden showed intense pruritus,
mainly at the head and neck area. The dog was re-presented to the attending vet. Examination of the
ears was without findings. There was no swelling. Veterinary therapy with Prednisolone, thereafter the
situation improved. When leaving the practice, the dog vomited once (mainly foam). He was then
treated with infusion and released home. Around 10 p.m. that day the dog awoke being frantic, shaking
and according to owner showed slight cramping. On a phone call with the owner on 13 Jan the dog was
still a little weak, but otherwise had completely recovered again. Case closed. Note: First vaccination
with same vaccines (date unknown) was tolerated well. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00097

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

02/01/2017

16/01/2017

1

1

0 04/01/2017 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00098

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

03/01/2017

17/01/2017

1

1

0 03/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes, oedema,Breathing difficulty,Face
<BR><BR><BR>< and neck swelling (see also 'Skin')
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected adverse reaction: On 02 Jan 17 one puppy was booster vaccinated with Nobivac L4 by the
Bernese
32.8
reporting vet. The dog was very impatient, so the vet vaccinated the wriggling dog in the area of the
Mountain Dog
neck and not as usual laterally. On 06 Jan 17 the animal owner (nurse) presented the dog to the vet
again and reported, that the dog already developed a swelling at injection site on 04 Jan 17 (diameter
egg size, on 06 Jan ostrich egg size). The skin looked ulcerated (skin lesion). The swelling was
punctuated, only serous fluid came out, not purulent. Treatment with antibiotics and Metacam,
Betaisadonna and at home the owner rinsed the wound with Polividoniod. Vet diagnosis at this time
point: abscess after vaccination. On 7 Jan 17 the dog was presented as an emergency case again, the
swelling became bigger. Dog was punctuated again, purulent fluid came out. Fever 41° was treated
with Metamizol and Metacam, and soon improved. Until 9 Mar 2017 the swelling became bigger in
diameter (6-10 cm, extended over the shoulder blades down to the front legs, swelling thickness of 3-4
cm, which seems similar to a panniculitis), but no fluctuation in this area. On the day of follow up
report (18 Jan 17) the dog is still under treatment. Note: the dog came from Russia and did not react
on the first basic vaccination with Nobivac L4, SHPPi and T. Case closed [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Booster
vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T
Chihuahua
Not
(unknown if simultaneously or concurrently) on 03 Jan 17. About 2 hrs later it was presented to vet
Known
again with signs of anaphylaxis: swelling of head, eyes and neck and shortness of breath. Treatment
with Cortisone and thereafter dog soon recovered. Attending vet's level of suspicion is probable = A.
Note: the dog was basic vaccinated at the breeder with unknown vaccines. Case linked with 2017-DE00099, 2017-DE-00100, same practice. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00099

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Month(s)

16/01/2017

17/01/2017

1

1

0 16/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Face and neck swelling No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, (see also 'Skin'),Localised itching
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog (Lagotto Romagnolo) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac
L4 and Nobivac T (unknown if simultaneously or concurrently) on 16 Jan 17. About 2-3 hrs later it was
presented to vet again with signs of anaphylaxis: head, lips, eyes and neck swollen, strong itching on
this area. No shortness of breath. Symtoms are described as not life-threatening. Treatment with
Cortisone and dog soon recovered. Note: the dog was basic vaccinated in 2016 with SHPPi, L4 and T
twice without symptoms. Attending vet's level of suspicion is probable = A. Case llinked to 2017-DE00098, 2017-DE-00100, same practice. Case closed [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00100

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/11/2015

17/01/2017

1

1

0 01/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Face and neck swelling No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, (see also 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected adverse reaction: Vet reported a case which happened to the dog of her nurse. The dog
Chihuahua
(Chihuahua) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T in Nov 2015 in another vet
practice. About 1-2 hrs later dog showed signs of anaphylaxis: swollen head. When the dog was
revaccinated on 05 Jan 2017 with Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac L4, it did not show any reactions.
Attending vet's level of suspicion is probable = A. Note: case linked to 2017-DE-00098, 2017-DE-00099,
same practice. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
No Data
'Skin'),Wheal,Vaginal
swelling,Reddening of the
skin,Allergic reaction,Local swelling
(not application site),Prolonged
capillary refill time,Circulatory
disorder NOS

Skin lesion NOS,Fever,Injection site No Data
abscess,Injection site
swelling,Injection site serous
discharge,Injection site
ulcer,Panniculitis

No Data

SAR: The case was reported by animal breeder (several litters per year). He was unwilling to report the Other
dog breed. Furthermore he did not agree that MAH contact the attending vet. When reporting case
Canine/dog
2017-DE-00014 he also mentioned: 2 dogs (unknown if same litter) had been vaccinated at an age of 8
weeks. One week later they had been sold to new owners. Later the owners complained that each of
the 2 dogs showed cramps (no further description of the symptoms provided) about 2 weeks after the
vaccination. No diagnostic performed. The reaction did not re-occure and dogs recovered. Casse
closed. Case is linked to 2017-DE-00014, 15, 17 . [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O (31/12/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa
31/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (1 Day(s)
01/01/2016-01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(21/12/201621/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(21/12/2016-21/12/2016)<BR><BR>

6.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(06/01/201706/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(06/01/201706/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (06/01/201706/01/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

2.68 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(12/01/201712/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (12/01/201712/01/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
A - Probable
(02/01/2017-02/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(03/01/201703/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(03/01/201703/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (03/01/201703/01/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

20 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(16/01/201716/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(16/01/201716/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (16/01/201716/01/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(01/11/201501/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(01/11/201501/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (01/11/201501/11/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00140

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

29/12/2016

23/01/2017

1

1

0 31/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Convulsion
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: A Mini Australian Shepherd puppy was vaccinated twice with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
Not Applicable
simultaneously, and Nobivac T concurrently on 01 Dec 2016 (see linked case 2017-DE-00146) and on
29 Dec 2016 for basic vaccination. Previous vaccination with 8 weeks of age had been performed by
the breeder with unknown vaccines. Approx two days after both vaccinations the dog showed
convulsive seizures. First time (approx 03 Dec 2016) it was only 1 short episode on one day and the dog
recovered again. Therefore, the owners had not presented the dog to a vet. The second time (from
approx 31 Dec onwards) was more severe. The dog showed multiple short seizures for 2 to 3 days. The
dog was presented to the vet on 02 Jan 2017 and was treated with Diazepam injection. Complete
recovery approx on 03 Jan 2017; no seizures since then and the dog is doing fine. On 12 Jan 2017
bloods were taken for examination of MDR-1 gene defect and result was +/- (heterozygous). The vet's
assessment is O unclassified. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

11.3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(29/12/201629/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (29/12/201629/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (29/12/201629/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00144

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

20/01/2017

23/01/2017

1

1

0 20/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Increased heart
R><BR><BR>Yes rate,Weakness,Swollen face (see
also 'Skin'),General illness

No Data

Chihuahua

0.97 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(20/01/201720/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(20/01/2017-20/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00145

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

23/01/2017

23/01/2017

1

1

0 23/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Weakness,Swollen face (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),General illness

No Data

Miniature
Pinscher

1.46 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(23/01/201723/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(23/01/2017-23/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00146

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

01/12/2016

23/01/2017

1

1

0 03/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Convulsion
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog (Chihuahua) was vaccinated on 20 Jan 17 with Nobivac SHPPi and
Nobivac L4 simultaneously by the reporting vet. 2-3 hours after vaccination the dog showed a reduced
general health status, weakness, elevated heart rate and swollen face (unknown if breathing difficulties
occurred). Vet treatment with Prednisolone performed. After 30 min considerable improvement seen.
The dog was released home, and the owner didn't get back to the vet so she assumes recovery on 20
Jan 2017. Attending vet's level of suspicion is probable = A. Case linked to 2017-DE-00145, same
practice, different dog, similar reaction. Case closed [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Basic immunization Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Basic immunization]
[State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog (Miniature Pinscher) was vaccinated on 23 Jan 17 with Nobivac
SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously by the reporting vet. 2-3 hours after vaccination the dog showed
a reduced general health status, weakness, and swollen face (unknown if breathing difficulties
occurred). Vet treatment with Prednisolone performed. After 30 min considerable improvement seen.
The dog was released home, and the owner didn't get back to the vet so she assumes recovery on 23
Jan 17. Attending vet's level of suspicion is probable = A. Case linked to 2017-DE-00144, same practice,
same product, similar reaction, different dog. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Booster vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Booster vaccination]
[State of health: Good]
SAR: A Mini Australian Shepherd puppy was vaccinated twice with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
simultaneously, and Nobivac T concurrently on 01 Dec 2016 and on 29 Dec 2016 (see linked case 2017DE-00140 for convulsion 2days after vaccination on 29 December)) for basic vaccination. Previous
vaccination with 8 weeks of age had been performed by the breeder with unknown vaccines. Approx
two days after both vaccinations the dog showed convulsive seizures. First time (approx 03 Dec 2016)
it was only 1 short episode on one day and the dog recovered again. Therefore, the owners had not
presented the dog to a vet. The second time (from approx 31 Dec onwards) was more severe. The dog
showed multiple short seizures for 2 to 3 days. The dog was presented to the vet on 02 Jan 2017 and
was treated with Diazepam injection. Complete recovery approx on 03 Jan 2017; no seizures since
then and the dog is doing fine. On 12 Jan 2017 bloods were taken for examination of MDR-1 gene
defect and result was +/- (heterozygous). The vet's assessment is O unclassified. Case closed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

Other
Canine/dog

11.3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O Not applicable 1 Animal
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(01/12/2016ble
01/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (01/12/201601/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (01/12/201601/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00153

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

03/12/2016

24/01/2017

1

1

0 09/01/2017 Not
Itching,Skin lesion NOS,Pain
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Crust,Skin inflammation NOS
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00174

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

09/01/2017

02/02/2017

3

2

0 10/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00199

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

31/01/2017

03/02/2017

1

1

0 31/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypersensitivity NOS,Facial swelling No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, (see also 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00200

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

03/02/2017

06/02/2017

1

1

1 04/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Discus prolapse,Death by
R><BR><BR>Yes, euthanasia,Paralysis
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Lymphadenitis,Hypersalivation,Elev Not
ated temperature,Lateral
Known
recumbency,Localised rash,Stiff
gait,Enlarged lymph node
(localised),Juvenile cellulitis (puppy
strangles)

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously Crossbred
and Nobivac T concurrently on 03 Dec 16 by the reporting vet. According to owner the dog started to
show symptoms 2 weeks after vaccination, but was first presented to attending vet on 09 Jan 17.
Several crusts were found on the entire body of the dog (diameter approx. size of 1 ? coin), which were
inflamed, itchy and painful. After removing the crusts, little wholes were visible (like moth damage).
Since the dog originally came from Spain, several travel disease were checked, but results were
negative. No further dermal diagnostics were performed. The dog received antibiotics and symptoms
slowly started to improve. Attending vet's level of suspicion is unclassified = O. Note: the dog is not
known to be allergic and no food change was done. The dog also regularly receives Milpro for
deworming. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Milpro Reason: Deworming] [State of health: Good]

30 Milpro - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (03/12/201603/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(03/12/201603/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (03/12/201603/12/2016)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

SAR: The case was reported by animal breeder: On 9 Jan 2017 a litter of 3 puppies was vaccinated with Crossbred
Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4. Two animals showed reactions: Animal one, female, suddenly showed
stiff gait, lateral recumbency with salivation approx. 12 days after vaccination. Blood was examined
without finding (liver values also ok). The dog was treated at a clinic with infusion overnight and
completely recovered the next day. Animal two, male, showed a rash at the ears, increased body
temperature and increased size of mandibular lymph nodes 2-3 days after vaccination. Despite of
treatment with cortisone and antibiotics no improvement, so dermatologist was contacted.Diagnosis:
juvenile cellulitis (puppy strangles), lymphadenitis; Dog still under treatment with Cortisone and
Clavaseptin.Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(09/01/201709/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (09/01/201709/01/2017)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

SAR: 1 puppy (breed: italienisches Windspiel) was booster vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 Other
and Nobivac T on 31 Jan 17. 30 min after vaccination the dog showed strong facial swelling, but
Canine/dog
without breathing difficulties. Vet treatment with i.m. injection of Dexamethasone was initiated. The
dog stayed 2-3 hours in the practice and was fully recovered in the evening of the same day. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: 1 dog was routinely vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T concurrently on 03 French Bulldog
Feb 17. Next day dog showed paralysis, starting at the hind legs, but the situation worsened
progressiively until that dog could just move his head. The dog was transferred to a vet clinic on 05 Feb
17, where the dog had to be ventilated since because additionally paralysis of respiratory muscles
occurred. Vet treatment with Cortisone was initiated. Attending vet suspects Polyradikuloneuritis or
cervical herniated disc. Follow up from 07 Feb 2017: MRT was performed and revealed an acute high
grade disc protrusion between C2 and C3, which, according to the attending vet, is what they suspected
and what also explains the paralysis of the respiratory musculatures. Dog was euthanized. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(31/01/201731/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(31/01/201731/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (31/01/201731/01/2017)<BR><BR>
13 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(03/02/201703/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(03/02/201703/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (03/02/201703/02/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

N - Unlikely

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00207

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

27/01/2017

03/02/2017

1

1

0 27/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Breathing difficulty,Fever,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling (see also 'Skin')

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00211

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

03/02/2015

06/02/2017

1

1

0 04/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Temporary deafness
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00217

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

06/02/2017

07/02/2017

1

1

0 06/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Facial oedema,Emesis No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, (multiple)
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00237

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

26/01/2017

08/02/2017

1

1

0 26/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Weakness,Breathing
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, difficulty,Tiredness,Vomiting,Facial
<BR><BR><BR>< swelling (see also 'Skin')
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00242

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Year(s)

08/11/2016

10/02/2017

1

1

1 08/11/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00293

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

28/12/2016

21/02/2017

1

1

0 28/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Trembling,Emesis
R><BR><BR>Yes (multiple),Shaking,Pruritus

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00301

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

20/02/2017

08/03/2017

1

1

0 20/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Injection site
Not
swelling,Vocalisation,Abdominal
Known
pain,Death by
euthanasia,Limping,Urination,Unco
ded sign,Blood in urine,General pain
(see other SOCs for specific pain)

Vocalisation,Epileptic
seizure,Involuntary
movement,Monocytosis,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Decreased red blood cell
count,Hyperphosphataemia

Suspected adverse reaction: 1 puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
French Bulldog
simultaneously on 27 Jan 17 by the reporting vet. 1 hour after vaccination the dog showed strong head
swelling and breathing difficulties and fever. The owners went to the emergency vet clinic and vet
treatment with an antihistamine and Cortisone was performed. On 28 Jan 17 the dog was recovered
again. Attending vet's level of suspicion is probable =A. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Booster vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Booster vaccination]
[State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was vaccinated on 3 Feb 15 with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4 and on Small
22 Feb 16 with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4. Both times approx. 1 day after vaccination the dog
Munsterlander
showed complete deafness. No treatment was performed and the dog completely recovered both
times approx. after 1 week. Attending vet's level of suspicion is possible = B. Note: on 03 Feb 17
Nobivac T was administered without any problems. The dog was already vaccinated on 5 Feb 14 with
Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T and on 15 May 14 with Nobivac L4 without any problems.
Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

3.7 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(27/01/201727/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(27/01/2017-27/01/2017)<BR><BR>

27.85 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (12 O1 - Inconclusive
Month(s) 03/02/201522/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (03/02/201503/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(22/02/2016-22/02/2016)<BR><BR>

Suspected adverse reaction: One dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac
L4 and concurrently with Nobivac T on 06 Feb 17 by the reporting vet. Approx. 30 minutes after
vaccination the dog showed facial oedema, restlessness and vomiting (approx. 3 times). Body
temperature was not increased, no respiratory symptoms. The dog was treated with Hexadresone and
recovered until the next day. Note: the dog is very sensitive and starts vomiting when stressed,
therefor the vet suspects the vomiting was caused by restlessness. Case closed [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: On 26 Jan 17 one dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi
and Nobivac L4 and concurrently with Nobivac T. A few hours later (estimated guess 3 hours) the
owner called at the practice because the dog showed facial swelling, vomiting and impaired breathing.
Furthermore the dog was tired and weak. As the owner is a nurse and evaluated the situation as not
being life-threatening, she monitored the dog (capillary filling time not increased) and after 45 minutes
the dog started to improve without treatment. The next day the dog had completely recovered. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Jack Russell
Terrier

7.85 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(06/02/201706/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(06/02/201706/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (06/02/201706/02/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Hungarian
Short-haired
Pointing Dog
(Vizsla)

9.7 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(26/01/201726/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(26/01/201726/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (26/01/201726/01/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Suspected adverse reaction: On 8 Nov 16 in one dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac
SHPPi and Nobivac L4 into the right groin. During injection the dog showed severe vocalization. Also
afterwards vocalization was observed and furthermore the dog showed painful injection site swelling
and limping on the right hind limb. During night and morning of the next day the dog was doing fine, but
was still limping. After a walk at around 12 noon the next day the dog suddenly started with high-grade
vocalization, showed hunched back and uncontrolled urination containing blood. At a clinic x-rays and
blood examination showed no findings, so dog was treated with morphine against pain, which showed
no efficacy. So the owner went to the vaccinating vet and there the dog received another pain
medication, which also showed no efficacy. In the evening the dog was euthanized. Note: in
summer/autumn 2016 the dog already showed blood in urine and so was treated with antibiotics
against cystitis. At time of vaccination no more symptoms of cystitis were observed, but no diagnostics
were performed. According to attending vet: no more defecation occurred after the vaccination.
Circulatory system and general health status of the dog were always fine. The dog showed in the past
on and off blood in the faeces, thereafter suspicion of tumor (but no diagnostics/examinations).
Attending vet's level of suspicion is unknown. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 for the first
time on 28 Dec 16. Approx 30 min later the dog showed high-grade pruritus (and head /ear shaking due
to pruritus), multiple vomiting and trembling. The dog was presented to the vet approx 2 hours later
with ongoing symptoms. During vet examination no other clinical findings (circulatory system,
respiratory tract and skin were inconspicuous). The vet applied Prednisolone and approx 30 min later
the dog had fully recovered. Note: case is linked to 2017-DE-00294 (same practise). Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 20 Feb 2017 a 14-week old puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently. Previous vaccination approx 4 weeks before had been
performed with non-company vaccines. On the evening / during the night of the same day the dog
showed multiple epileptic seizures which lasted approx 0.5 to 1 minute, in total approx 5 to 6 episodes.
After each seizure the dog showed vocalization and involuntary movement forwards (as if he wanted
to run away) and had to be held down for approx another minute, then relaxed. Breaks between the
seizures varied from about 10 minutes to 2 hours. The dog was presented to the vet in the next
morning (21 Feb). A complete blood check was performed and was without special findings despite
slightly low haematocrit (34%), mild Monocytosis, elevation of AP and phosphorus. Additionally,
ammonia was tested and was within reference range, result of bile acids are still outstanding.
Sonography of the abdomen showed slightly enlarged hepatic blood vessels, liver size was normal and
otherwise no findings. The occurrence of seizures continued on 21 and 22 Feb. Treatment was started
with intravenous drip infusions and application of Diazepam as soon as the dog showed a new seizure,
which thereby could quickly be stopped. However, dosage of Diazepam had to be increased
progressively to stop the seizure. One seizure on 22 Feb could only be stopped by application of highdosed Pentobarbital. On 21 and 22 Feb in the afternoon the dog received high-dosed Dexamethasone.
And on 22 Feb in the evening also homeopathic medication: Thymus comp. and Pet M (both for
stabilization /stimulation of immune system / macrophages). In the night of 22 Feb to 23 Feb the dog
showed no seizures any more. FU expected. FU from 08 Mar 2017: Since 23 Feb 2017 the dog showed
no epileptic seizures anymore and was doing fine. Neurological examination on 24 Feb was without
findings. Bile acids had also been within reference range. No more information expected. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Crossbred

13.6 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(08/11/201608/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(08/11/2016-08/11/2016)<BR><BR>

Chihuahua

1.8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(28/12/201628/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(28/12/2016-28/12/2016)<BR><BR>

Labrador
Retriever

10 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (20/02/201720/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (20/02/201720/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(20/02/2017-20/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00323

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

20/02/2017

23/02/2017

7

7

0 21/02/2017 Not
Weakness,Diarrhoea,Bloody
Known,<BR><BR diarrhoea
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00326

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

01/01/2016

23/02/2017

7

7

0 01/01/2016 Not
Diarrhoea,Weakness,Bloody
Known,<BR><BR diarrhoea
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00345

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

23/02/2017

28/02/2017

1

1

0 24/02/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00350

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

06/09/2016

02/03/2017

1

1

0 06/09/2016 Not
Diarrhoea,Fatigue,Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

SAR: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T on 6 Sept 2016. Approx. Other
16 hours after vaccination the dog started to show hard controllable diarrhoea and vomiting which
Canine/dog
lasted for 1-2 hours. Afterwards the dog showed fatigue but had recovered the next day. Case is linked
to 2017-DE-00351 (simiilar reaction next vaccination). [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV
Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00351

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

30/09/2016

02/03/2017

1

1

0 30/09/2016 Not
Anaphylaxis,Facial
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Dermatitis
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

SAR: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T on 30 Sept 2016. On 30
Other
Sept 2016 the dog started to show an anaphylactic reaction with facial oedema, respiratory and
Canine/dog
circulatory system was not affected. Dog was treated with Fenestil subcutaneously and swelling
decreased within minutes. A few days later the dog showed atopic dermatitis of the inner ear and
auricles which was treated with a topic cortisone product. After a few weeks the dog completely
recovered. Case closed. Note: Dog is MDR1 status +/- Case is linked to 2017-DE-00350 (adverse
reaction when the dog was vaccinationed 4 weeks ago). [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV
Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00358

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

21/02/2017

02/03/2017

1

1

0 21/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: On 21 Feb 2017 one dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac Crossbred
L4 simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently. Approx. 45 minutes after vaccination the dog was
represented to the vet due to facial swelling, especially at the eyes. The dog received infusion,
cortisone, diphenhydramine and calcium. Despite of this, the reaction first worsened (oedema at the
entire body, urticaria, vomiting every 5 minutes). The dog slowly improved and after 3 hours of
treatment the animal was sent home. The next day the dog had completely recovered. Attending vet's
level of suspicion is probable = A. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00364

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

13/02/2017

10/03/2017

3

2

1 25/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus),Death No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes

SLEE: 3 puppies from one litter (breed: Labrador retriever- Marameno-Mix), living in the same region, Crossbred
were vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 13 Jan 2017 and 13 Feb 2017.
One puppy started to show vomiting and severe diarrhoea on 25/26 Feb 2017. A second puppy started
to show the same symptoms a few days later. The third puppy is not affected. Both affected puppies
were treated symptomatically with infusion, Vetalgin, Metronidazol, Cerenia without success. The
animals were brought to a vet clinic for further treatment as general health condition was very poor.
Parvovirosis is suspected. Both dogs showed severe leucocytosis. FU and examination results
expected. Note: The father (stud dog) of the litter, which also lives very close, showed the same
symptoms since 10 Feb 2017. Vaccination status of the parent dogs is unknown. FU from 10 Mar 2017:
The animals were vaccinated on 13 Dec 2016 and 13 Jan 2017 (age 8 and 12 weeks). Both animals
were treated in a clinic and showed strong neutropenia and leucopenia. The female puppy died
approx. on 5 Mar 2017. Faecal examination of both puppies were parvovirus negative in SNAP-test, but
faeces of the male puppy were parvovirus positive tested via PCR on 06 Mar (no differentiation of field
vs. vaccine virus performed). Clinic and attending vet suspect too high maternal antibodies as bitch
gave birth at age of 10 months (previous vaccination approx. half a year ago). Both puppies were
playing with each other every day and visited the same dog-school. The male puppy was released
home from the vet clinic on 10 Mar 2017. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00397

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

23/02/2017

09/03/2017

1

1

0 04/03/2017 Not
Lack of efficacy (distemper virus)
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected lack of expected efficacy: 1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
Crossbred
(unknown if simultaneously or concurrently) on 23 Feb 17. On 04 Mar 17 the dog showed neurological
signs in form of twitching of the right forleg and left half of the face at all times. Suspicion of
neurologic form of distemper was stated. Clinical examination and complete blood work were within
normal limits. PCR concerning distemper was initiated. Note: dog is originally from a animal right
organisation in rumania. He was vaccinated there and is now in a family in germany. Attending vet here
doesn't believe that it is distemper, her level of suspicion is unlikely = N. According to her, it is very hard
to clearly neurologically examine the dog, since he is very scared and nervous. She believes that the
dog already showed these signs prior to vaccination, but that it was never seen. The dog is doing fine,
he doesn't receive any medication for this, but Vit B suplementation for general improvement. In case
the PCR reveils anything case relevant she will contact us. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Booster vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Booster vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

Injection site swelling,Mastitis
Not
NOS,Fever,Lethargy (see also
Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Emesis (multiple),Oedema
NOS (see other SOCs for specific
oedemas),Urticaria

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction: A litter of puppies was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
Bulldog
(unknown if simultaneously or concurrently) on 20 Feb 2017. On 21 Feb 2017 in the evening all puppies
showed strong diarrhea and weakness. Since 22 Feb 2017 in the evening the diarrhea is bloody (fresh
blood) diarrhea. Faecal samples had been forwarded for examinations/diagnostics. Note: before the
vaccination the puppies showed normal faeces. According to the vet, who vaccinated the puppies, the
owner didn't report to her about the diarrhea and also didn't forward any faecal samples for further
examination. The attending vet didn't see the concerned animals. Case linked to 2017-DE-00326, same
reaction, same owner, same practice. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Basic immunization Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Basic immunization]
[State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: While reporting a different case (for reference see 2017-DE-00323) the
Bulldog
owner mentioned that in her previous litter of 7 animals strong diarrhea occurred after vaccination
with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4. Various faecal sample diagnostic had been performed and
resulted negative for various pathogens (Parvo, various parasites, Giardia). It took approx 4 weeks to 2
months until all puppies were recovered again. No sonogram abdomen or blood analysis was
performed now. The attending vet reported that in that case it took very long for recovery. But the
diarrhea occurred approx 1 to 2 weeks after vaccination when the puppies already had been in their
new homes (reporting owner is a breeder). Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Basic immunization Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Basic immunization]
[State of health: Unknown]
SAR: On 23 Feb 2017 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi simultaneously. A
Border Collie
veterinary examination prior to vaccination was not possible, because the dog is not easy to handle/
does not tolerate to be touched, but according to the vet from visual inspection and by questioning the
owner, no evidence for disease was seen. On the next day (24 Feb) the dog was lethargic, which did not
improve the following days. On 26 Feb the dog's body temperature was elevated. When presented to
the vet on 27 Feb the dog was sedated for examination with Dormitor. It had high fever (40,9°C) and
there was a swelling as broad as a hand palm, which reached from the injection site at the right flank
down to one of the mammary complexes on the same side. The vet diagnosed a mastitis. Treatment
with an antibiotic, an NSAID, Engystol tablets and Traumeel ointment. In the evening of the same day
the dog was already doing better. At the time of follow-up on 01 Mar 2017 the vet considered the dog
recovered. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand:
NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(20/02/201720/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(20/02/2017-20/02/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
O1 - Inconclusive
(01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(01/01/2016-01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

19.9 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (23/02/201723/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(23/02/2017-23/02/2017)<BR><BR>

10 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(06/09/201606/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (1
Day(s) 06/09/201606/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (06/09/201606/09/2016)<BR><BR>
10 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(30/09/201630/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(30/09/201630/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (30/09/201630/09/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

3.4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(21/02/201721/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(21/02/201721/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (21/02/201721/02/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(13/02/201713/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (13/01/201713/01/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

N - Unlikely

18 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
N - Unlikely
(23/02/201723/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(23/02/2017-23/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00398

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

09/02/2017

16/03/2017

1

1

0 06/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Pustules,Localised pain NOS (see
Not
other 'SOCs' for specific pain),Skin Known
inflammation NOS,Ear canal
inflammation,Enlarged lymph node
(localised),Enlarged lymph nodes
(generalised),Juvenile cellulitis
(puppy strangles),Otitis NOS

Suspected adverse reaction: On 05 Mar 2017 a young dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and
Labrador
Nobivac L4 by another vet. On 07 Mar 2017 the dog was presented to the vet practice of the reporting Retriever
vet, but to the other vet of the practice. He noticed medium-grade swelling of the mandibular lymph
nodes and bilateral otitis with yeast. Treatment with ear medication (Surolan) was started. On 09 Mar
the dog was presented again and was examined by the reporting vet, who is specialized on
dermatology. Anamnesis: Vaccinated 4 days ago, since three days the dog shows pain in the head area.
Vet examination: dog screams when touched on head or throat, and shows pustules at the inner side
of the pinnae, inside the ear canals, and at chin and flews. Cytological examination was performed of
these 3 locations and revealed pyogranulomatous inflammation with increased inflammatory cells,
Macrophages and intra- as well as extracellular Cocci. Both mandibular lymph nodes at that time were
the size of a double apricot and Ln. cervicalis superficialis on the right side was also enlarged.
Diagnosis: Juvenile Cellulitis. Treatment: Cortisone and Amoxicillin. Prognosis is cautiously favorable,
vet's assessment is unclassified = O. Case closed Follow up 16 Mar 2017: Attending vet noticed that
vaccination on 05 Mar 2017 was not with Nobivac vaccines but Versican Plus DHPPi and Versican Plus
L4. Previous vaccination before that on 09 Feb 2017 was with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4. Initiated
therapy included 50 mg Prednisolon i.v. and Amoxicilin on 09 Mar 2017 (additionally handed out 2x
daily 1 mg /kg Prednisolon orally). Follow up examination on 14 Mar 2017 showed 2-3 days of
remission followed by worsening again. Therefore, increase of dosage to 2x 2mg/kg/day Prednisolon (=
2x 25mg). Last examination on 16 Mar 2017: the dog is doing better, the lymph nodes are in normal
size again, the skin wounds are healing and the auditory canals are no longer inflamed. The dog is still
under treatment but on the way to recovery. Note: missing case details added. Case closed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: Brand: Versican Plus DHPPi Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Versican Plus L4 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00424

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

12/04/2016

13/03/2017

1

1

0 11/07/2016 Not
Fever,Lameness,Polyarthritis,Other Not
Known,<BR><BR immune system disorder NOS
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00446

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

06/03/2017

15/03/2017

1

1

1 09/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Anaemia
No Data
NOS,Leucocytosis,Lymphocytosis,D
eath by euthanasia,General
illness,Abnormal test result

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00463

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

08/03/2017

20/12/2017

1

1

0 08/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Leucocytosis,Spleen and reticulo- No Data
endothelial system disorder
NOS,Bloody diarrhoea,Pancreas
disorder,Vomiting,Renal disorder
NOS,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Weight loss,Liver
disorder
NOS,Hypoproteinaemia,Fluid in
abdomen NOS,Decreased red blood
cell count,Hypersensitivity
reaction,Elevated C-reactive
protein

SAR: The case was reported by animal owner, diagnostic results will be forwarded to the MAH asap) . A Chihuahua
healthy Chihuahua-Jack-Russel-Mix, 5 kg, 7 years ) had been vaccinated with Nobivac SHP , Nobivac L4
and Nobivac T on 08 Mar 2017. Immediately after vaccination (same evening) the dog started to vomit,
which was still ongoing on day of reporting (22 Mar 2017.), it was lethargic and anorectic. The owner
observed the dog a few days and thought this is a normal reaction to vaccination. But dog did not start
eating again and situation worsened and also showed bloody diarrhoea (day of onset unknown). Dog
was presented to vet after 3-4 days. No improvement, than dog was hospitalized in another vet clinic
(date unknown). In the following time, weight reduction to 3.6 KG, pancreatic values strongly elevated,
leukocytes increased ( approx. 23,000) , red blood cells and proteins decreased. Spleen, liver, kidneys
also show strong changes, as well as free fluid in the abdomen diagnosed. Despite intensive care and
the administration of 3 different antibiotics, condition does not improve and reason for symptoms
seem to be unclear, hypersensitivity to vaccine was mentioned.. The dog was released home on 23
Mar for further palliative care. Cortisone treatment and blood-transfusion will take place. FUP from 22
03 2017: Vet reported that the dog showed high grade Leukocytosis (50000) and extreme high CRP (creactive protein) but did not react to antibiotic therapy. Suspicion of systemic inflammatory response
syndrome (SIRS) . FUP from 13 Dec 2017: no further information received from the vet. Case closed.
FUP from 20 Dec 2017: VeDDRA code "Spleen and reticulo-endothelial system disorder NOS" added.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00491

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

20/03/2017

23/03/2017

1

1

0 20/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Involuntary
No Data
defecation,Hypersalivation,Opistho
tonus,Unable to
stand,Trembling,Urinary
incontinence,Hypoproteinaemia,Ap
athy,Abnormal test
result,Unconscious,Head
tremor,Walking difficulty,Hind limb
ataxia

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 20 Mar 2017 in the morning a puppy was vaccinated simultaneously
Labrador
with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 and concurrently with Nobivac T. In the evening the dog showed
Retriever
trembling, hypersalivation and ataxia in the hindlimbs. The situation worsened during night and the
next morning (21 Mar) the dog was presented to the vet not able to stand or walk, apathetic and
involuntary urination and defecation. The condition worsened, the dog showed opisthotonus and
unconsciousness. The dog was treated with 4 ml Diazepam and 25 mg Solu Decortin, but the dog still
worsened constantly. In the afternoon single administration of 20 mg Luminal and Duphamox. During
this time body temp normal. During night the dog improved at around 4 am it was able to stand again.
In the morning of 22 Mar controlled urination and defecation was possible. In the evening the dog was
sent back home with slight head tremor and no further treatment. This head tremor was still visible the
next day. On 24 Mar the dog had completely recovered. Results of examination: Bile acids, glucose
normal; urea, and total protein decreased. Outstanding examinations: bile acid stimulation test. FU
expected. Follow Up 4 Apr 2017: Bile acid stimulation test without any abnormalities. The dog is doing
fine, therefor the owner does not want to perform MRT. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]

SAR: On 12 Mar 2016 (second vaccination) and on 12 Apr 2016 (third vaccination) a dog was vaccinated
with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. Furthermore the dog was treated with Bravecto chew
500mg on 18 May 2016. On 11 Jul 2016 the dog was again presented to the vet due to lameness at the
left hind limb. X-rays and blood examination revealed no abnormalities. Then the dog additionally
showed lameness at other limbs and fever. Treatment with infusion and antibiotics showed no
improvement so the dog was sent to a clinic. Several diagnostics were performed (MRT, puncture of a
joint with cytology) with the result immune-mediated polyarthritis. Treatment with cortisone was
started. In Mar 2017 the dog is still under treatment. Note: The vet sees no connection to the
products, but the owners suspect connection to Bravecto. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 500MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Ectoparasitic control]
[State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: On 06 Mar 17 a 6.5-year-old Labrador Retriever was vaccinated with
Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously, and Eurican Merilym concurrently. On 09 Mar 17 the dog
was presented to the vet with strongly reduced general condition, but no vomiting or diarrhea. Blood
check revealed marked anaemia, leucocytosis of 55 G/l (ref: 6-12 G/l), and lymphocytosis. CD 34
marker was positive, therefore, the examining lab suspected acute cytotoxic T-cell leukemia or
lymphoma stadium 5. The dog was transferred to a vet clinic, where it was decided to euthanize the
dog due to poor prognosis. No postmortem was performed. The vet's assessment is O unclassified.
Note: Approx 10 days prior vaccination the dog was treated with an antibiotic due to an inflammation
at the paw. At time of vaccination the dog was in a clinically good condition according to the vet.
Note: since acute cytotoxic T-cell Leukemia or lymphoma stadium 5 were just suspected only positive
CD 34 marker was coded via abnormal test result. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand:
Eurican Merilym Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Golden
Retriever

Labrador
Retriever

12 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
N - Unlikely
(09/02/201709/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(09/02/201709/02/2017)<BR><BR>Versican Plus
DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(05/03/201705/03/2017)<BR><BR>Versican Plus
L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(05/03/2017-05/03/2017)<BR><BR>

23.5 Bravecto 500 mg Kautabletten für
mittelgroße Hunde (>10-20 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablet 1 Animal
(18/05/201618/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (12/04/201612/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (12/04/201612/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (12/04/201612/04/2016)<BR><BR>
35.6 Eurican Merilym - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,once (06/03/201706/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (06/03/201706/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (06/03/201706/03/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(08/03/201708/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (08/03/201708/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (08/03/201708/03/2017)<BR><BR>

5.2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 O Animal (20/03/2017Unclassifiable/unassessa
20/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (20/03/201720/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(20/03/2017-20/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00512

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

22/03/2017

10/04/2017

1

1

1 25/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Elevated total bilirubin,Splenic
No Data
neoplasm,Increased percentage
reticulocytes,Decreased
haemoglobin,Food
refusal,Increased packed cell
volume
(PCV),Monocytosis,Anaemia
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Leucocyto
sis,Lymphocytosis,Neutrophilia,Car
diac failure,Pale mucous
membrane,Death,Elevated
temperature,Lateral
recumbency,Apathy,Abnormal test
result,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Prolonged
capillary refill time,General illness

Suspected adverse reaction: On 22 Mar 2017 one dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac
Border Collie
SHPPi and Nobivac L4 and concurrently with Nobivac T. On 26 Mar 2017 the owner called the
attending vet: the day before the dog started to show reduced general health condition. On 26 Mar the
problem increased, the dog was apathetic and not eating anymore. The dog was presented to the vet:
severe apathy, lateral recumbency, very pale mucous membranes, delayed capillary filling time,
temperature 39,5 °C. The owner reported that the dog showed oral intake of something unknown
during walk. The attending vet sent the dog in a clinic for intensive treatment. There, after several
examinations (not specified) autoimmune haemolytic anaemia was diagnosed. The dog showed high
grade anaemia. FU expected. FU 30 Mar 2017: preexisting condition: problems in the hind limbs,
treatment: 10 mg prednisolone + omeprazole once a week and Rimadyl. Blood parameters decreased:
haemoglobin, haematocrit, erythrozytes, thrombocytes; blood parameters increased: MCV (mean cell
volume), retikulocytes, leucocytes, neutrophils, lymphocytes, monocytes, bilirubin (total), lactat;
autoagglutination test: weak positive; sonographics: splenal neoplasie; diagnosis: intravasal
immunhaemolytic anaemia; Anaplasma phagocytophilum antibodies: 20,9 (rr > 11 positive). FU 10 Apr
2017: The dog received two blood infusions and was treated with antibiotics, cortisone, cyclosporine
and immunglobuline. On 3 Apr the dog died due to cardiovascular failure. No necropsy was performed.
Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

30 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(22/03/201722/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(22/03/201722/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (22/03/201722/03/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00554

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

02/03/2017

29/03/2017

1

1

0 03/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Crying,Anaemia NOS,Lethargy (see Not
also Central nervous system
Known
depression in
'Neurological'),Anorexia,Decreased
appetite,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic disorders')

Suspected adverse reaction: Case reported by the owner. On 02 Mar 2017 an 11-year-old JackOther
Russel/Maltese Mix was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. Previous vaccinations (last one
Canine/dog
was one year ago) had been tolerated well (owner was not completely sure but presumed that the dog
had already received the same company vaccines), and according to the owner the dog had always
been in a good state of health. On 03 Mar 2017 the dog had seemed less active than usual/ a bit
lethargic and showed reduced appetite. On 05 Mar the dog suddenly collapsed and was not responsive
for a short moment, then stood up again and was howling. Thereafter, the dog's condition
progressively worsened. Approx one week after the vaccination vaccination the dog showed pale
mucous membranes and stopped eating. Also showed second collapse (unknown when). Diagnosis on
20 Mar 17: Anemia. The dog was brought to a vet clinic and was kept stationary for 4 days. Multiple
tests were performed, blood check, heart sonography, etc. HCT was approx 23% (ref 40-45%). The dog
was in a poor general condition. Treated with Cortisone and artificial feeding. Currently, the dog is
back home, but is still under treatment, still anemic. According to the owner none of the diagnostic
examinations could clarify the etiology. No more information expected. Case closed. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

7.3 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,1
B - Possible
Days,24,once (02/03/201702/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,1 Days,24,once
(02/03/2017-02/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00605

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

23/03/2017

31/03/2017

1

1

0 02/04/2017 Not Known

Vomiting,Bloody diarrhoea

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00606

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

31/03/2017

1

1

1 01/01/2016 Not Known

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Death

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00614

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

06/03/2017

03/04/2017

1

1

0 06/03/2017 Not Known

Balance problem,Limb
weakness,Trembling

Not
Known

SAR: A dog (2.5 years) received revaccination with Nobivac L4 on 23 Mar 2017. About 10 days later (2
Apr), it developed bloody diarrhoea and vomitus. Treatment was started with infusions, Buscopan,
Cerenia for 3 days, no glucocorticoids administered and the dog seemed to be recovered. But
symptoms reoccurred on about 5 Apr. Vets assessment is ?N?, but owner read about diarrhea and
vomitus after vaccination with Nobivac in the internet. Case closed Further details: The dog was
already vaccinated with Nobivac L4 four times before without SAR. Case linked with 2017-DE-00606
(similar reaction also mentioned by the vet) [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR: In about 2016 a dog breeder reported to the vet's assistant, that one of her puppies died 2 or 3
days post vaccination with Nobivac L4. The dog became ill with vomitus and diarrhoea and died. The
vet cannot forward further details. Case closed. Note: Case linked with 2017-DE-00605 (GI signs post
vaccination reported by the same vet) [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (boxer,male, born on 2 Jul 2010, not vaccinated for the last 4 years)
was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (Batch A053A02 ) on 06 Mar 2017. When the dog was presented to vet
again for booster-vaccination on 03 Apr 2017, the owner reported, that the dog showed trembling,
balance disorder, weakness in hind legs after vaccination. The time to onset and duration of signs is
not reported. Vet did not re-vaccinate the dog, but the dog did not show any further signs. The vet
reported, that a malnutrition (Vit B) is possible, as the dog was only fed by cattle meat without
substitution. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00643

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

10/03/2017

04/04/2017

1

1

1 13/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Intestinal
R><BR><BR>Yes stasis,Anorexia,Malaise,Death

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00676

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

28/03/2017

07/04/2017

1

1

0 04/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Sneezing,Reverse
R><BR><BR>Yes sneezing,Breathing difficulty

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00704

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

07/04/2017

11/04/2017

1

1

0 07/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Bloody diarrhoea,Vomiting,Ear
R><BR><BR>Yes, pruritus,Pruritus,Allergic
<BR><BR><BR>< pruritus,Urticaria
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,24,Unknown 1 Animal (23/03/2017- Unclassifiable/unassessa
23/03/2017)<BR><BR>
ble

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,Unknown 1 Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,unknown (06/03/201706/03/2017)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(10/03/201710/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (10/03/201710/03/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 10 Mar 2017 a 3-month-old Chihuahua was vaccinated with Nobivac Chihuahua
SHPPi and Nobivac L4. Three days later, on 13 Mar 2017, the dog was presented to the vet with
vomiting, general condition was still good. However, over the next days condition worsened. On 14
Mar additionally diarrhea, anorexia. On 15 Mar was not doing well. An ileus was suspected. X-rays with
contrast agent were performed for examination of intestinal passage. Result: passage slower than
expected. Therefore, transferred to a vet clinic. There, exploratory laparotomy was performed, but no
pathological findings detected. After the surgery the dog at first woke up, but finally died over night
(approx 17 Mar). No postmortem examination performed. Diagnosis for the vet remains unclear.
Owners had reported, that the dog had chewed on a plastic pad prior to reaction. Assessment of the
vet regarding vaccination is not assessable to unlikely. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 28 Mar 2017 one dog was vaccinated with Nobivac BbPi (intranasal) Not Applicable
and Nobivac L4 (subcutaneous). On 4 Apr 2017 the dog was presented to the vet due to sneezing,
reverse sneezing and stertorously breathe. No fever was observed and the dog was eating and drinking
normally. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC
BBPI 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Impfung, Prophylaxe, SAR: One dog (Chihuahua) was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi
Chihuahua
and Nobivac L4 and concurrently with Nobivac T on 7 Apr 2017. 2 to 3 hours later the owner
recognized pruritus at the entire body, especially at the abdomen, head shaking (pruritus at the ears)
and urticaria. The symptoms abated the same day. In the night 8 to 9 Apr the dog vomited once. On 10
Apr the dog started to show severe vomiting and diarrhoea which became bloody during the day. The
dog was presented to the attending vet and was treated with antibiotics, Buscopan, Cerena, infusions
and bland diet. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination] * Reason(s) for treatment [State of health: Good] 2 bis 3 Stunden nach der
Injektion bekam der Hund hgr Juckreiz am gesamten Körper, v.a. aber am Bauch und den Ohren. Nach
ca 24 Stunden hat sich der Hund 1x erbrochen, nach ca 60 Stunden bekam der Hund Durchfall, der im
Laufe des Tages wässrig-blutig wurde. Zudem erbrach er sich noch 2 mal. Die Therapie erfolgte mit
Antibiotikum, Buscopan comp, Cerenia, Infusion (Ringer-Lactat), Amynin und Vitamin-B-Komplex.

Not
Known

Nobivac BbPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown Not applicable 1
Animal (28/03/201728/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (28/03/201728/03/2017)<BR><BR>
3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (07/04/201707/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (07/04/201707/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(07/04/2017-07/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00705

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

10/04/2017

11/04/2017

1

1

1 10/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Ataxia,Disorientation,Dyspnoea,De No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes ath,Vocalisation,Reluctant to
move,Intestinal
stasis,Rolling,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Anorexia

SAR: On 10 April in the afternoon approx 3.30 pm a 12-year-old Chihuahua was vaccinated with
Chihuahua
Nobivac SHPPi and Nobiavc L4 simultaneously. Following reactions were reported to the vet by the
owner on 11 Apr 2017: In the evening of 10 Apr the dog showed slight behavioral disorder (lay in the
bed the other way around than usual) and did not want to walk, otherwise no abnormalities. Next day
in the morning (11 Apr) the dog suddenly seemed disorientated, was walking sideways (ataxia), was
urinating normally, but no defecation and no food uptake. Then began to roll around on the floor and
was whining. When the dog started to wheeze / show signs of dyspnoea the husband called his wife to
take the dog to the vet. However, when the wife arrived approx one hour later the dog had died. The
owners did not want a postmortem examination. Note: Previous vaccinations on 04 Apr 2016 with
Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4, and on 09 May 2016 with Nobivac T had been tolerated well, but
according to the owners the dog had previously already reacted to a vaccination (unknown when and
with which vaccines). Approx 3-4 weeks prior to vaccination the dog had shown strange behavior while
eating: suddenly stopped to eat and gazed at the floor for some minutes. This happened twice on one
day, thereafter not any more. Approx 2 weeks prior to vaccination the dog lost a molar tooth due to
strong dental calculus. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00721

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2.3 Year(s)

16/02/2017

11/04/2017

2

1

0 16/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Swelling
R><BR><BR>Yes, NOS,Respiratory signs,Facial
<BR><BR><BR>< swelling (see also 'Skin')
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00722

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

15/03/2017

11/04/2017

1

1

0 15/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin'),Swelling NOS,Laboured
<BR><BR><BR>< breathing
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: One dog was vaccinated on 16 Feb 2017 with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. A few
Boston Terrier
minutes after vaccination the dog started to show strong swelling of the face, flews and entire body.
Furthermore respiratory problems were observed. The dog was treated with Dexamethasone and
showed immediate improvement. The next day the dog had completely recovered. Case closed. Note:
the daughter of this dog was vaccinated the same day without reaction, but showed similar reaction
after booster vaccination (entered in linked case 2017-DE-00722) [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
SAR: One puppy was booster vaccinated on 15 Mar 2017 with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Boston Terrier
T. Approx. 20-30 minutes after vaccination the dog started to show strong swelling of the face and
flew and laboured breathing. The dog was treated with Dexamethasone and showed immediate
improvement. The next day the dog had completely recovered. Case closed. Note: First vaccination
(16 Feb 2017) without problems. But at this occasion mother of animal showed similar reaction
(entered in linked case 2017-DE-00721). [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00766

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

09/03/2017

19/04/2017

1

1

0 23/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Petechiae NOS,Immune mediated
R><BR><BR>Yes, thrombocytopenia
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00767

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

13/03/2017

04/05/2017

1

1

1 29/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Renal
No Data
R><BR><BR>Not failure,Inappetence,Vomiting,Apath
Known
y,Myositis

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00769

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

03/04/2017

19/04/2017

1

1

0 03/04/2017 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00787

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

19/04/2017

20/04/2017

1

1

0 19/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Urticaria,Facial oedema,Pruritus
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00803

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

22/04/2017

25/04/2017

1

1

0 22/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Pale mucous
Other
membrane,Vomiting,Retching,Labo
ured
breathing,Cyanosis,Urination,Recu
mbency

Emesis,Circulatory collapse (see
also 'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Irregular pulse,Lateral
recumbency,Anaphylactic-type
reaction

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 9 Mar 2017, shortly after weaning, one dog was vaccinated
simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 and concurrently with Nobivac T. Two weeks later
the dog was presented to the vet with petechial bleedings. The dog was forwarded to a clinic and
immunehaemolytic thrombocytopenia was suspected. Treatment with cortisone was performed. On
21 Apr the dog is doing fine, blood values are within reference range, but the dog is still under cortisone
treatment. Case closed. Note: One year before the dog showed Masticatory Muscle Myositis after
weaning of the puppies. The above mentioned reaction was also observed shortly after weaning.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Reason for treatment: Vaccination and Masticatory Muscle Myositis Suspected Adverse Reaction: On
13 Mar 2017 one dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 29 Mar the dog was presented to the vet
due to painful jaw. X-rays revealed no abnormalities. The vet suspected Masticatory Muscle Myositis
and started treatment with cortisone. The dog improved. On 14 Apr the dog showed apathy,
inappetence and vomiting and was presented to a clinic. Severe renal failure was diganosed and
infusion therapy was started. As no improvement was observed the dog was euthanized on 15 Apr
2017. No blood values prior to vaccination are available. No post portem examination was performed.
Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: cortisone Reason: Masticatory
Muscle Myositis] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: Approx. on 3 Apr 2017 one dog (breed pug) was vaccinated
simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T (ELU: three vaccines in one syringe).
Minutes after vaccination the dog showed stertorous breathing, vomiting, retching, recumbency, loss
of urine, pale and cyanotic mucous membranes. Cortisone was administered intravenously and oxygen
was given. The dog improved visibly and due to stertorous breathing Dimazon was administered
(although vet suspects breathing sound to be breed related). The next day the dog had completely
recovered. Case closed. Note: the dog had never problems after vaccinations before. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
SAR: One dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and concurrently with
Nobivac T on 19 Apr 2017. Approx. 20 minutes after vaccination the animal owner came back to the
attending vet as the dog showed strong facial edema with pruritus and urticaria at the head. Rest of
body was not affected. No respiratory problems were observed. The dog was treated with
Dexamethasone and showed improvement. The next day the dog had completely recovered. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Other
Canine/dog

Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T for
the first time (previous vaccination(s) had been with non-company vaccines) on 22 Apr 17. Approx 1
minute after the vaccination, while still on the examination table, the dog showed an anaphylactic
reaction: suddenly collapsed, was in lateral recumbency and showed irregular heart beat. Breathing
was normal and the dog was fully conscious. After approx 5 minutes the vet gave a short-acting
Prednisolone intravenously, whereafter the dog quickly stood up again. Then vomited a big amount of
food. Thereafter recovered and showed no more reactions. After 1 hour of monitoring the dog was
released home. Attending vet's level of suspicion is possible = B. Similar reactions occurred in this
practice, for reference see 2017- DE- 00805. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]

Crossbred

2.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(10/04/201710/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (10/04/201710/04/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

3.25 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (16/02/201716/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (16/02/201716/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(16/02/2017-16/02/2017)<BR><BR>

1 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,4 Weeks,24,1
B - Possible
Dose 4 Weeks 1 Animal (15/03/201715/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,4 Weeks,24,1 Dose 4
Weeks 1 Animal (15/03/201715/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,4 Weeks,24,1 Dose 4 Weeks 1
Animal (15/03/201715/03/2017)<BR><BR>
7 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(09/03/201709/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (09/03/201709/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (09/03/201709/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Hovawart

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (13/03/201713/03/2017)<BR><BR>not provided N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown 1
Animal (17 Day(s) 29/03/201715/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Pug

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(03/04/201703/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (03/04/201703/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (03/04/201703/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

2.3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(19/04/201719/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (19/04/201719/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (19/04/201719/04/2017)<BR><BR>
8.4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(22/04/201722/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(22/04/201722/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (22/04/201722/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00812

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

06/04/2017

24/04/2017

1

1

0 06/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Erythema (for urticaria
R><BR><BR>Yes, see Immune SOC),Pustules
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00814

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

27/03/2017

24/04/2017

1

1

0 27/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00842

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

25/04/2017

26/04/2017

1

1

0 25/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Emesis (multiple),Swelling around
R><BR><BR>Yes eye

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00846

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

10/04/2017

26/04/2017

1

1

0 10/04/2017 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' Other
and 'Systemic
disorders'),Tremor,Increased
salivation,Anaphylactic shock

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00855

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

27/04/2017

27/04/2017

1

1

0 27/04/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Panting,Pale mucous
membrane,Sleepiness - systemic
disorder,Increased heart
rate,Prolonged capillary refill time

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00886

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

02/05/2017

02/05/2017

1

1

0 02/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Allergic reaction,Urticaria

Thrombocytopenia,Weakness,Eleva No Data
ted
temperature,Coagulopathy,Food
refusal,General illness,Petechiae
NOS,Decreased red blood cell
count,Blood in faeces

No Data

Not
Known

No Data

SAR: 1 dog (breed: Beaver Yorkshire Terrier) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently on 06 Apr 2017 by the reporting vet. 5 minutes after
vaccination the dog vomited once. 30 minutes after vaccination the owners presented the dog to
another vet clinic. The dog showed pustules and an erythema on her lower abdomen. She also vomited
again 5 times since leaving the practice were she was vaccinated. Treatment with 0,23 mg/kg
Hexadreson was initiated. Thereafter the dog went home and recovered until next day (07 Apr 17).
Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620
Reason: routine vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS
540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHP and Nobivac L4 simultaneously
and Nobivac T concurrently on 27 Mar 17 by the reporting vet. According to the owner, the dog was
reduced in general health condition in the evening of the same day. The following day the dog stopped
eating and showed weakness. On 30 Mar 17 the dog showed shiny black faeces. On 31 Mar 17 the dog
was presented to the vet with elevated temperature (not further specified) and petechial bleeding on
the mucous membrane. Complete blood analysis performed, showed high grade thrombocytopenia.
Coagulation thrombin was slightly reduced. On 01 Apr 17 the dog showed low grade anaemia. Various
other tests performed (such as COOMBS test, anaplasmosis, babesia, leptospiria and leishmania) were
negative. Treatment with Cortison, antibiotics and Vit K1 was initiated. On 03 Apr 17 complete blood
analysis was, except low grade trombocytopenia, within normal limits. On 11 Apr 17 thrombocytes,
reticulocytes were within normal limits again and erythrocyts were still slightly reduced. At time of
case report the dog is doing fine but is still under treatment with Vit k1 and Cortison (which will be
slowly reduced from now on). Suspicion of autoimmune mediated haemolytic anaemia was stated by
the reporting vet. Attending vet's level of suspicion is possible = B. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]

Yorkshire
Terrier

Other
Canine/dog

4.2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(06/04/201706/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (06/04/201706/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (06/04/201706/04/2017)<BR><BR>
23 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(27/03/201727/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (27/03/201727/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (27/03/201727/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog (breed: Pinscher Mix) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and
Crossbred
Nobivac L4 simultaneously on 25 Apr 17 by the reporting vet. 1 hour after vaccination the owner
returned to the practice and the dog showed swelling of the eyes and constant emesis. Vet therapy
with Cortisone injection and homeopathic (Tuja, Apis) treatment was initiated. After some time (not
further specified) the dog was released home, with improved general health status). The owner didn't
call back, therefore vet assumes full recovery on approx 26 Apr 17. Attending vet's level of suspicion is
possible = B. Case linked to 2017-DE-00839 and 2017-DE-00846, similar reaction, same practice. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Booster vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Booster vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog (breed:unknown) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4
Not Applicable
and Nobivac T simultaneously some time between 10th and 14th Apr 17 by the reporting vet. 2 hours
after vaccination the dog showed an anaphylactic shock with collapse, salivation and tremor all over
the body. Acute treatment (unknown with what) was immediately initiated. The dog recovered some
time between 10th and 14th Apr 17 (vet assistant wasn't able to further specify). Attending vet's level
of suspicion is possible = B. Note: case linked to 2017-DE-00839 and 2017-DE-00842, similar reaction,
same practice. Note: oral ingestion of anything foreign was excluded. Case closed. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
SAR: On 27 Apr 2017 one puppy (breed Swiss Dog) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac SHPPi. Other
Afterwards the puppy immediately felt asleep at the owners arm. After approx. 40 minutes the dog
Canine/dog
suddenly started to show swellings around the eyes and flews after food intake. Clinical examination
1,5 hours after vaccination: strong panting, heart rate of 160/min, strong pulse, pale mucous
membranes, capillary filling time 2-3 seconds, both eyelids and flews showed strong swelling,
temperature 38,4°C. Urbason 32 mg, prednisolone and infusion with ringer lactat was given
intravenously. After 20 minutes heart rate 120/min, mucous membranes pink, prompt capillary filling
time, swelling of eyelids decrease. The dog is generally lively and attentive again. Approx. completely
recovered 28 Apr 2017. Case closed. Note: the dog already received prior vaccination (other product)
without any problems. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: One puppy was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4. After a maximum Crossbred
of 30 minutes the dog showed facial swelling and urticaria at the abdomen. No respiratory problems
were observed. The dog was treated with Adrenalin and cortisone, but as facial swelling did not
decrease, the dog was also treated with infusion and Fenistil. After one hour the dog started to recover
and the next day the dog had completely recovered. Note: The dog received primary vaccination with
Versican. The owner had the information that a sibling from the same litter also showed reaction after
second vaccination (also MAH product, but it was not possible to specify product). Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(25/04/201725/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (4 Day(s)
25/04/2017-25/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(10/04/201714/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (4 Day(s)
10/04/201714/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (10/04/201714/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(27/04/201727/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (27/04/201727/04/2017)<BR><BR>

12 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(02/05/201702/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (02/05/201702/05/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-00946

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

28/04/2017

19/11/2017

1

1

0 30/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Application site lesion,Application No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes site swelling,Application site
pain,Injection site
necrosis,Injection site
swelling,Injection site
pain,Reddening of the skin,Skin
lesion NOS,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Fever,Abdominal
oedema,Hair loss NOS,Skin
inflammation NOS,General
illness,Scar

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01000

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

07/11/2016

29/11/2017

1

1

0 07/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy,Mucosa
R><BR><BR>Yes, petechiae,Blood in urine
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01122

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

24/05/2017

24/05/2017

1

1

0 24/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Circulatory disorder NOS,Weak
R><BR><BR>Yes pulse,Pale mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Prolonged
capillary refill time,General pain
(see other SOCs for specific
pain),Facial oedema,Anaphylactic
shock,Apathy,Vomiting

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01191

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Week(s)

30/05/2017

31/05/2017

1

1

0 30/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema,Diarrhoea,Generalised
itching,Anaphylactoid reaction

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01267

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

17 Month(s)

01/01/2016

07/06/2017

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Not
Weakness,Fever
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01283

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

01/06/2017

23/06/2017

1

1

0 01/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swollen tongue,Oral swelling,Facial No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling (see also 'Skin'),Emesis

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01289

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

06/06/2017

08/06/2017

1

1

0 06/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Facial swelling (see
R><BR><BR>Yes also 'Skin'),Generalised itching

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01294

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/06/2017

08/06/2017

1

1

0 01/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Generalised
R><BR><BR>Yes itching,Facial swelling (see also
'Skin')

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously on Jack Russell
28 Apr 17. On 01 May 17 the dog was presented to the reporting vet with 40° degree fever, swelling of Terrier
skin and painfull skin at application site. The skin is necrotic and breaks open. Vet therapy initated with
Novalgin, Metacam, antibiotics. No diagnostics/examinations performed. Case closed. Follow up 19
Nov 17: The dog owner contacted MAH on 19 Nov 2017 and reported following additional
information. Breed of the dog: Jack-Russel-Terrier-Podenco-Mix; name: Miko; Previous vaccination
with the same vaccines Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4 was performed on 26 Apr 2016 without problems.
Prior to this, the dog had been vaccinated on a regular yearly basis with various partially non-company
vaccines, also including Leptospirosis vaccines, however not Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4. First reactions
occurred on 30 Apr 2017: The dog was suddenly very lethargic in the late afternoon / early evening and
a swelling was noticed around the injection site at the right lateral thorax wall, which expanded
vertically from dorsal (shoulder) to ventral (sternum) like a thick cord. Overnight this swelling got
stronger and the dog was increasingly doing worse. On 01 May in the early morning the dog was
presented to the vet as initially reported with 40°C fever. The next days (approx. 06 - 10 May) the
reaction progressed with following symptoms: Strong oedema at the skin of the lower abdomen; skin
inflammation, later necrosis at the injection site (milder, approx. 1-2cm big) as well as beneath the
injection site at the lowest point of the thorax behind the right elbow (wound formation with
exudation, later massive tissue necrosis, size of a handpalm). On 08 May and 10 May the necrotic skin
began to fall off, first at the injection site (not so severe, skin beneath looked ok), then at the other site
at the ventral thorax, leaving an approx. 15-20 cm big defect in the skin and underlying subcutaneous
tissue (approx. 19 May). Additionally, beginning approx. on 12 May the dog's skin at the entire
abdomen was strongly reddened and started to peel off. Daily veterinary treatments were performed,
later continued by the owner, with wound care, cleansing and local application of healing ointment.
The ventral skin defect started to heal and was completely closed approx. on 15 June. All other
reactions abated earlier (unknown when exactly). Currently (Nov 2017), the dog still has an extensive
skin scar at the site of the previous defect at the ventral thorax, which seems to disturb him every now
and then, and the area is hairless (outcome: alive with sequelae). Last control examination at the vet in
Sep 2017, showed that the dog is otherwise doing fine. Blood values showed no abnormal findings.
Case closed.
for use
for product:
Generic:
CANINE
PARAINFLUENZA
LV Brand:
PI Golden
Suspected
lack[Reason
of expected
efficacy
for Lepto
One dog
was vaccinated
with Nobivac
SHP, NOBIVAC
Nobivac L4
and Nobivac T on 7 Nov 2016. On 7 May 2017 the dog showed strong bloody urination (brown color)
Retriever
and petechia at the gingiva. Blood examination revealed thrombocytopenia and anaemia. Babesia,
anaplasma and ehrlichia negative. Letptospira antibodies: bratislava 1:100, australia 1.200,
copenhageni: 1:1600, pomona 1:100, canicula 1:100, grippothyphosa negative; Leptospira PCR of urine
was negative. The dog is under treatment. Second antibody-testing will be performed in 2 weeks. FU
outstanding. Note: the dog already received vaccination with Nobivac L4 on 11 Nov 2015 and 29 Nov
2014. FU 29 Nov 2017: The attending vet did not want to forward the results of second titer
examination. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHP 50X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
SAR: On 24 May 2017 an 8-month-old pug was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
Pug
simultaneously. Approx half an hour later the dog was presented again due to an anaphylactic shock
with following symptoms: strong vomiting, apathy, circulatory problems, weak pulse, pale mucous
membranes, capillary refill time prolonged (3 sec). The dog was hospitalized and treated with
Prednisolone and infusions. While stationary the dog then also showed facial oedema. During the day
the dog stabilized and was released home. However, on the next day (25 May) was still apathetic,
showed general pain reaction, and additionally diarrhea. Therefore, again hospitalized and treated with
infusions. On 26 May in the morning the dog had fully recovered and was doing well. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: A vet vaccinated a 12 weeks old Labrador with Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac L concurrently. About Labrador
30 minutes later the dog showed serious anaphylactic reacting with itching (all over the body),
Retriever
diarrhoea, vomitus, facial oedema. Immediately dog was presented to vet again and teated with
cortisone (Medrate Solubile) and recovered within 30 min. Further details: the dog was vaccinated with
non-MAH products before and did not show reaction. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction: While reporting a case of a possible side effect (linked case 2017-DEOther
01265), the attending vet mentioned that the previous vaccination with Nobivac SHPPI and Nobivac L4 Canine/dog
also showed side effects: weakness and slight fever. This vaccination didn't take place in the reporting
practice, time to onset of symptoms and date of recovery as well as correct product use are unknown.
No more case relevant data available. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (unknown if
simultaneously or concurrently) on 01 Jun 17 by the reporting vet. 2 to 4 hours after vaccination the
dog showed facial swelling, slowly including tongue and throat area as well as emesis according to the
owner. The dog was re-presented at the vet and received therapy with Glucocorticoids and Cerenia
injection, which showed immediate improvement. 30 min to 2 hours after therapy the dog was
recovered again. Attending vet's level of suspicion is probable = A. Note: previous vaccination with
Versican L4 Zoetis was tolerated well. Case closed. FU 23 JUN 2017: case also received from PEI via
electronic importation: MAH added VeDDRA Code swollen tongue as this was coded by PEI. Exact
medication used for treatment: 1ml Rapidexon + Cerenia 0,6ml [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (Pug, 8 years old) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI plus Nobivac
L4 on 6 Jun 2017. About 20 minutes later it showed anaphylactic reaction with general itching and
facial swelling. Not presented to vet. Recovered soon without treatment. No further details. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog (Mixed breed, 6-7 kg) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI plus
Nobivac L4 in Jun 2017. About 20 minutes later it showed anaphylactic reaction with general itching
and facial swelling. Not presented to vet. Recovered soon without treatment. No further details.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

German Spitz Giant Spitz

12 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(28/04/201728/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (28/04/201728/04/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

30 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(07/11/201607/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac SHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (07/11/201607/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (07/11/201607/11/2016)<BR><BR>

5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(24/05/201724/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (24/05/201724/05/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

B - Possible

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (30/05/201730/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (30/05/201730/05/2017)<BR><BR>

27 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(01/01/2016-01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

6.85 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(01/06/201701/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(01/06/2017-01/06/2017)<BR><BR>

Pug

Not
Known

Crossbred

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(06/06/201706/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (06/06/201706/06/2017)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (01/06/201701/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (01/06/201701/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01407

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

12/06/2017

26/01/2018

1

1

1 12/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Aggression,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Impaired vision,Death by
euthanasia,Hyperthermia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Weakness,Status
epilepticus

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01445

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

29/05/2017

28/06/2017

1

1

0 14/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B General illness,Elevated renal
R><BR><BR>Yes parameters,Weakness,Elevated
liver enzymes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01451

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

08/06/2017

30/06/2017

1

1

1 10/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B General illness,Elevated renal
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes parameters,Hot spot (pyotraumatic
dermatitis),Circulatory collapse
(see also 'Neurological' and
'Systemic disorders'),Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia

Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 concurrently on Crossbred
08 Jun 17 by the reporting vet. On 10 Jun 17 the dog returned to the practice due to a hot spot at the
inguinal area, with suspicion of injury and anorexia. On 13 Jun 17 blood analysis showed elevate renal
values. 2-3 days later Leishmania and Ehrlichia were tested negative. On 14 Jun 17 the dog was
transferred to a vet clinic, since the reporting vet mentioned that the renal values were looking very
bad and she couldn't handle the therapy in her practice. The dog received therapy with constant
infusion, and various unknown medication. Despite therapy the situation worsened. The dog was in the
clinic until the 20 Jun 17. There he didn't eat, showed constant high grade elevated renal values and
circulatory collapse. The clinic send the dog home, stating that they couldn't do anymore for him, they
wouldn't be able to control the bad renal values. According to reporting vet, clinic send dog home to be
with his family. On 23 Jun 17 the reporting vet euthanized the dog due to high grade reduce general
health. No necropsy was performed. Attending vet's level of suspicion is probable = A. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Routine
vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason:
Routine vaccination] [State of health: Good]

14 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
O1 - Inconclusive
(08/06/201708/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(08/06/2017-08/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01477

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

01/06/2016

23/06/2017

1

1

0 01/07/2016 Not Known

37 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (01/06/201601/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01478

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

24/05/2017

22/06/2017

1

1

0 24/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Vomiting,Apathy,Unresponsiv
e to stimuli

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01479

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

20 Month(s)

01/06/2016

23/06/2017

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01482

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

20/06/2016

23/06/2017

1

1

0 10/08/2016 Not
Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

SAR: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 in Jun 2016 by another vet. The animal owner reported
now to the attending vet that approx. 3 weeks after vaccination the dog started to lose all claws.
Treatment with antibiotic showed improvement and new claws started to grow. No histological
examination was performed. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
on 24 May 17. 30 minutes after vaccination the dog was re- presented to the vet with the following
symptoms: facial swelling, strong apathy, unresponsiveness and vomiting. No respiratory deficiencies
were observed. The attending vet treated the dog immediately with Dexamethasone and the dog
recovered within 1 hour. Attending vet's level of suspicion is possible = B. Note: the dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac T on 22 Jun 17 without any problems. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: 1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 in Jun 16 at another vet. The owner reported now to the
attending vet that a few weeks after vaccination (approx. 2 weeks) the dog showed strong kennel
cough symptoms with high fever. The dog was treated with Zylexis, vaccination against kennel cough
and antibiotics (unknown which) and recovered. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SLEE: One dog (born 30 Mar 2016) received last vaccination of Nobivac SHPPI, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
T on 20 Jun 2016 (Extra Label Use: dog only 11,5 weeks old) . Afterwards the dog showed mild
recurrent diarrhoea. On 10 Aug 2016 the dog showed severe diarrhoea. Treatment was started without
success. On 17 Aug the dog again received infusion and was forwarded to a clinic. There PCR for
Parvovirus was positive (differentiation showed field virus). The dog was treated and then recovered.
Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Claw / hoof / nail loss

Respiratory signs,Fever

No Data

SAR: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously and Nobivac T
Basset Griffon
concurrently on 12 Jun 2017 in the afternoon by the reporting vet. In the evening of the same day the Vendeen
dog showed lethargy and weakness. On the next day (13 Jun) the dog additionally showed behavioural (Small )
changes (usually very sweet dog, now very aggressive towards the owner; searches for unusual
sleeping places such as the couch, which he never did before). On 14 Jun the situation was the same
and on 15 Jun around 13 pm the dog was presented to the practice in a status epilepticus and
hyperthermia (40.8°degrees). Treatment was initiated with Diazepam, at first rectal and then
intravenous. In the evening was started on Luminal (Phenobarbital). At that time the dog was already
out of the status but still weak. Furthermore from 15 until 17 Jun the dog had visual deficiencies. In the
evening of 17 Jun vision improved again, but at the time of reporting on 19 Jun the vision worsened
again. The dog is currently still under treatment in the vet practice. No further neurological work up
(such as detailed neurological examination, MRI, CSF) was performed. According to the vet the medical
condition of the dog is not yet stable enough for further diagnostics. FU expected. FU from 26 Jan
2018: The dog had been hospitalized in the vet practice for approx. 14 days. It showed another status
epilepticus a few days after the first one. Intensive treatment was performed, then the dog was stable
enough to be released home. At that time the dog still showed marked behavioral changes, but no
seizures any more. The dog remained under treatment with high-dosed Phenobarbital (Luminal) and
the level was regularly checked in the blood. However, on 15 Oct 2017 the dog again showed
epileptiform cluster seizures, and was aggressive (bit around himself). A treatment attempt was
started, but on 20 Oct it was decided to euthanize the dog. No postmortem or further diagnostic
examinations for clarification of the root cause were performed. The vet's causal assessment is O
unclassified. Her diagnosis is idiopathic epilepsy, but she doesn't exclude a trigger effect of the
vaccination due to close temporal relation. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Routine vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Routine vaccination
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Routine vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

No Data

SAR + SLEE: A dog (breed: Kromfohrlaender) was vaccinated on 29 May 2017 with Nobivac SHPPi and Other
Nobivac L4. Between approx. 14 and 21 Jun 17 the dog turned ill and weak. Blood analysis were
Canine/dog
performed and showed strongly elevated liver and renal values (no exact values given). A leptospirosis
infection was suspected (SLEE). The dog was transferred to a vet clinic. There, suspected leptospirosis
was tested via PCR of blood and urine and resulted negative. (The vet thereafter excluded SLEE, but
was not sure about the possibility of a SAR, worsening of pre-existing symptoms due to vaccination).
Further diagnostics performed: x-ray, ultrasound abdomen, complete blood analysis including
infectious disease profile, organ profile and blood chemistry. No abnormal findings, except above
mentioned highly elevated liver and renal values. FUP from 03 Jul 17: Dog didn't improve, despite renal
values being back to normal and liver values improving. Possible euthanasia was mentioned by the vet
clinic. Note: reporting/attending vet's level of suspicion is unclassified =O. She believes, the dog had
many medical undying problems, which are more likely to have caused the symptoms (high age, chronic
dental calculus with constant bacterial infiltration, and highly elevated liver enzymes already before
vaccination). Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

Rhodesian
Ridgeback

Labrador
Retriever

18.25 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(12/06/201712/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (12/06/201712/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (12/06/201712/06/2017)<BR><BR>

11.9 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(29/05/201729/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (29/05/201729/05/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

N - Unlikely

O1 - Inconclusive

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(24/05/201724/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(24/05/2017-24/05/2017)<BR><BR>

Rhodesian
Ridgeback

3.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (01/06/201601/06/2016)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

Labrador
Retriever

25 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (20/06/201620/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (20/06/201620/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(20/06/2016-20/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01491

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Month(s)

19/06/2017

07/11/2017

1

1

0 28/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Excitation,Elevated C- No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes reactive protein,Basophilia,Walking
difficulty,Incoordination,Unsteady
gait,Increased sensitivity to
sound,Apathy,Urination,Abnormal
menace reflex test,Elevated
temperature,Thrombocytopenia,In
voluntary
defecation,Convulsion,Ataxia,Trem
bling,Circulatory collapse (see also
'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Localised pain NOS (see
other 'SOCs' for specific pain)

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01521

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

30/06/2017

11/07/2017

1

1

0 30/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Emesis,Circulatory collapse (see
R><BR><BR>Yes also 'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Injection site pain

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01525

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

29/05/2017

11/07/2017

1

1

0 29/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Circling - neurological disorder (see No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes also 'Behavioural
disorders'),Disorientation,Elevated
temperature,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Hypersalivation

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01530

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Year(s)

26/01/2017

14/07/2017

1

1

0 26/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal breathing,Allergic
R><BR><BR>Yes, reaction,Facial swelling (see also
<BR><BR><BR>< 'Skin')
BR><BR>Not
Known

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01600

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4-5
Month(s)

01/05/2017

26/06/2017

1

1

0 01/05/2017 Yes

Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Circulatory collapse (see
also 'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders')

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01610

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

01/01/2017

26/07/2017

1

1

0 20/07/2017 Not Known

Lack of efficacy

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01723

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

24/07/2017

08/08/2017

1

1

0 25/07/2017 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Injection site
swelling,Vomiting,Diabetes
mellitus,Unable to
stand,Anorexia,Abnormal test
result,Allergic reaction,Elevated Creactive protein,General
illness,Hyperglycaemia

Other

No Data

SAR: On 19 Jun 2017 a dog (breed: German Pinscher) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac German
L4 for the first time. Previous vaccination (10 Jun 2016) had been performed with non-company
Pinscher
vaccine(s). On 29 Jun 2017 the dog was presented to the reporting vet due to restlessness, trembling /
tremor, uncoordinated walking (ataxia) / splayed legs, and apathy, which had begun one day before (28
Jun). Additionally, the dog showed oestrus symptoms (not coded). Veterinary examination revealed
elevated body temperature (39.1 °C) and pain at the vertebral column including neck area. Examination
of cranial nerve function and abdomen was without findings. A meningoencephalitis was suspected as
well as breed-related reaction to vaccination. Blood examinations were performed. Results: mild
thrombocytopenia of 112 G/l (ref: 143-448 G/l), high-grade basophilia 232 / µl (ref: 0-100 /µl), elevated
CRP (C-reactive protein) 24.1 mg/l (ref: 0-10.7 mg/l). Real time-PCR for distemper virus RNA was
negative. Treatment was started with Dexamethasone injection, continued by Prednisolone oral
therapy, Vit B12 tablets, and an antibiotic (Synulox). At first the dog was doing better, was well during
the evening and night, however, next day (30 Jun), during a walk the dog showed tremor and collapsed
with involuntary urination and defecation, also reported by the vet as convulsions. In the vet practice
the dog was responsive, vital signs normal, but showed tremor, ataxia, unsteady gait, spayed legs,
menace reflex was reduced but vision not impaired, sensitive to noise, nervous. Sedation/ general
anaesthesia with Midazolam i.v. and Propofol, as well as treatment with Luminal (Phenobarbital)
injection, infusion, oxygen. New blood examinations showed no abnormal results (all values back to
normal, only CRP not tested). The dog was intensively treated (additional medication to above
mentioned: Vit E, folic acid) in the vet clinic until 03 Jul 2017 then was released home. CRP had also
been back to normal on that day. At the time of reporting the dog was still under treatment, but
stable. Case closed. FU from 07 Nov 2017: The owner reported via phone call, that her dog had
recovered again after long duration of treatment (approx. end of Sep 17). No other vaccinations other
than the already reported ones were administered (first vaccination with Versican Plus DHPPi on 10 Jun
2016, second vaccination with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 19 Jun 2017). PCR for distemper virus
RNA had been tested via a conjunctival swab sample. Case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected
adverse reaction: 1 puppy (age at time of vaccination: 8 weeks, breed: Kooikerhondje) was Other
vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously on 30 Jun 17 by the reporting vet. 2
Canine/dog
minutes after vaccination the dog showed circulatory collapse and emesis. Therapy initiated with
infusion. Fast recovery within the following hour. For the following 1-2 days the dog showed
painfulness at injection site. On approx 02 Jul 17 the dog was recovered again. Case closed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 (unknown if
Beagle
simultaneously or concurrently) on 29 May 2017 by the reporting vet. A few hours later on the same
day the owner called to report that the dog showed some form of "left hand twist", lethargy, elevated
temperature (no exact value available), hypersalivation, and disorientation for 1 day. Attending vet's
level is probable = A. Note: the dog is a diagnosed thyroid patient who receives treatment. No further
examination, diagnostics and therapy performed. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 puppy was booster vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac T and Virbagen Other
Parvo concurrently on 26 Jan 17 (age: 16 weeks). Approx 1.5 hours after vaccination the dog was
Canine/dog
represented to the vet with an allergic reaction (head and facial swelling, breathing stertorously).
Therapy initiated with Solu-decortin injection, thereafter improvement. Further therapy was not
necessary and the dog was recovered on 26 Jan 17.Attending vet's level of suspicion is probable = A.
Note: Previous basic immunization at the age of 12 weeks with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac T was tolerated well. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand:
Virbagen Parvo Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was booster vaccinated with Nobivac L4 at the end of May/
Medium size
beginning of June 2017 (exact treatment date unknown) by the reporting vet. Seconds (for case entry Poodle
reasons 5 sconds chosen) after vaccination the dog showed an anaphylactic like reaction and
collapsed, but without breathing difficulties. The attending vet immediately injected Cortisone and
after approx. 15 min the dog was recovered again. Attending vet's level of suspicion is probable = A.
Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vbooster vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SLEE for Lepto A vet reported about her own dog (Australian Shepherd, 13 years old), which had
received yearly vaccinations with Nobivac L4 (exact dates unknown) and due to several illnesses /
unclarified symptoms (see medical conditions) was now (approx 20 Jul) tested for leptospirosis
antibody titers: bratislava 1:6400, copenhageni 1:200 australis 1:100, pomona 1:800 grippotyphosa
1:6400, saxkoebing 1:800, autumnalis negative, canicola negative (ref. value for all titers < 1:100).
Therefore, a lack of efficacy of the vaccine was suspected. Medical conditions: On 23 Jun 2016 was
treated due to a vestibular syndrome (nystagmus) of approx 6 minutes duration. Similar signs were
seen in the night of 12/ 13 Jul 2017 after one year without symptoms. Acute lumbar spine syndrome on
10 Jul 2017. Recurrent mild anemia in Jul 2016 and Jul 2017, regressing under treatment with
Amoxicillin/ Clavulanic acid treatment. Coughing during nights, which has intensified since approx 4
weeks (cardiac condition was clarified but without findings), testicular tumor in 2015 was removed via
castration. Borrelia, Ehrlichia, Anaplasma, Babesia all tested negative. No more information expected.
Current outcome is unknown. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog which is known to have atopic skin diseases, was checked by the
attending vet because it should be vaccinated soon. All blood values, also fructosamine and blood
glucose, at this time had been normal. All atopia-medications had been stopped at this time, to get a
good immune response after vaccination. On 24 Jul 17 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI,
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T supposedely simultaneously (it is not clear, if the product was mixed in one
syringe, contradictionary information given, ELU treatment program not respected). On 25 Jul 17 dog
showed vomiting, anorexia and reduced general health. On 26 Jul 17 the dog was presented to the
attending vet due to ongoing symptoms and the dog was unable to stand and showed inflammatory
swelling on injection site. The injection site swelling only lasted a few days. But the dog was forwarded
to a vet clinic due to worsening of the other symptoms. An allergic reaction type 3 was diagnosed
(immune complex-type, serum-type), with CRP (c-reactive protein) increased to 250 (unknown
reference values). Blood glucose and fructosamine level were increased, so that the dog is now under
treatment with Insulin and a diabetes mellitus was diagnosed. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]

13.2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(19/06/201719/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (19/06/201719/06/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

4.6 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(30/06/201730/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(30/06/2017-30/06/2017)<BR><BR>

14.4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(29/05/201729/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(29/05/2017-29/05/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(26/01/201726/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (26/01/201726/01/2017)<BR><BR>Virbagen
Parvo - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (26/01/201726/01/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
A - Probable
(01/05/2017-01/05/2017)<BR><BR>

Australian
Shepherd Dog

25 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,1
OYears,24,Unknown 1 Years Unknown Unclassifiable/unassessa
(01/01/2017-01/01/2017)<BR><BR> ble

West Highland
White Terrier

10 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(24/07/201724/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(24/07/201724/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (24/07/201724/07/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01733

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

15/08/2017

16/08/2017

6

1

1 15/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Anaphylactic
R><BR><BR>Yes shock,Death,Respiratory arrest

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: 6 puppies (2 litters) were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
simultaneously on 15 Aug 17 by the reporting vet. 1 of theses vaccinated puppies showed approx 3-4
sec after vaccination slight whimpering and right thereafter respiratory arrest. The vet immediately
initiated adrenalin and cortisone injection, oxygen and artificial respiration but nothing helped and
approx 2-3 minutes later the dog died. Attending vet's level of suspicion is probable = A. and she
believes an anaphylactic shock caused the reaction. Note: the other 5 puppies were fine and without
any reactions. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
50X1DS 620 Reason: Basic immunization Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Basic immunization] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01759

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

18/07/2017

16/08/2017

1

1

0 09/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes (parvovirus),Malaise

No Data

SAR+SLEE: A puppy (breed: Deutsche Bracke) received basic vaccination, first time on 16 Jun 2017
Other
vaccinated with a non-company vaccine and second time on 18 Jul 2017 with Nobivac SHPPi and
Canine/dog
Nobivac L4. Approx 2-3 weeks after the second vaccination the dog showed parvovirosis symptoms.
Examinations were performed on 09 Aug and 16 Aug. Fecal examination (PCR) revealed Parvovirus
antigen 2a, 2b and 2c. The dog is in a very poor condition, end stadium parvovirosis. The vet was asking
if the disease might be caused by the vaccine virus (SAR) or if the the dog was infected by a field virus
due to a lack of efficacy of the vaccine (SLEE). The vet's causal assessment is unknown. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01786

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

15/08/2017

21/08/2017

1

1

0 18/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01795

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

02/08/2017

07/09/2017

9

9

0 14/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus),Lack
R><BR><BR>Yes, of efficacy (endoparasite NOS)
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01827

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

24/08/2017

25/08/2017

1

1

0 24/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Vomiting,Polydipsia,Hypercalcaemi No Data
a,Polyuria,Renal
insufficiency,Inappetence,Weight
loss,Urination,Apathy,Elevated liver
enzymes,Decreased urine
concentration,Hyperphosphataemi
a,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated ALT,Increased
packed cell volume (PCV)

No Data

Walking
No Data
difficulty,Hyperventilation,Anaphyla
ctic shock,Reluctant to
move,Weakness,Cyanosis,Panting

Continental
Toy Spaniel Papillon (with
erect ears)

SAR: On 15 Aug 2017 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously and
Boxer
Nobivac T concurrently. The dog had been vaccinated regularly before: Nobivac L4 every year (last
(German
time in Jun 2016) in combination with Nobivac Pi, or with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac T every 3 years. Boxer)
Previously he had never shown any problems after vaccination and had been healthy. Approx on 18 /
19 Aug 2017 (3-4 days after vaccination) the dog showed inappetence, PD / PU (was urinating in the
apartment) and vomiting. The owners at first suspected a bladder infection, however, the symptoms
worsened on 20 Aug. On 21 Aug the dog was presented to the reporting vet with apathy and the above
mentioned symptoms. Additionally, the dog had lost weight (approx 4 kg). Urine was examined without
special findings, except a very low density. Bloods revealed a renal insufficiency and elevated liver
enzymes: Urea 39.8 (ref: <29), Crea 3.2 (ref: <1.5), ALT 486 (ref: <101), phosphorus and calcium
elevated, hematocrit elevated. X-rays were without findings. Blood examination had never been
performed before on this dog because he had always been healthy. The vet is still searching for a
cause. Suspicions: previous undetected subclinical renal insufficiency? SAR to vaccination?
Intoxication? Leptospira infection due to late re-vaccination? The vet's causal assessment regarding
vaccination is O unclassified. The dog is currently under treatment with infusions and medication for
support of the circulatory system. The vet will contact us again in case further information becomes
available. Otherwise case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Reason for treatment: vaccination, bloody diarrhoea (suspected Giardia infection) SLEE: On 02 Aug
Boxer
2017 a litter of 9 Boxer puppies from one breeder were vaccinated at an age of 8 weeks with Nobivac (German
SHPPi and Nobivac L4 for the first time. On 14 Aug the dogs showed strong bloody diarrhea. The
Boxer)
breeder suspected Giardia infection, therefore started treatment with Panacur (exact presentation,
treatment dates and dosage etc. unknown, Petpaste and approx 14 - 17 Aug 2017 was entered as best
guess). However, no improvement was seen. When presented to the reporting vet, test for Giardia was
negative. Fecal examination was positive for Corona virus. Treatment with an antibiotic (Clavaseptin)
was started and the dogs recovered (unknown when exactly). One of the puppies was tested in
another vet practice (due to new owner) for Parvovirosis with a Quick Test, which was positive.
Therefore, the other vet suspected Parvovirosis infection despite vaccination. However, feces was
then sent to a certified lab for retesting (PCR) and upon FU phone call on 28 Aug it was reported that
only vaccine strain was found, no field virus strain. The reporting vet therefore sees no efficacy
problem with either of the products. Case closed. 07 Sep 17 Follow-up assessment PEI (NCA) [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: FENBENDAZOL ORAL PASTE Brand: PANACUR PETPASTE 10X4,8GR 122 Reason: Diarrhea/
Suspected Giardia infection] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 24 Aug 2017 at 6 p.m. an 8-year-old, male intact, Bernese Mountain Dog of 47 kg was
Bernese
vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously, and Nobivac T concurrently for the first Mountain Dog
time. Previous vaccinations had been performed with non-company vaccines without reaction. The
dog had been in a good state of health and vaccination was performed according to leaflet. Approx. 45
minutes after application the dog was re-presented to the vet practice due to hyperventilation,
panting, blue tongue (cyanosis), weakness, unable or unwilling to walk / move. An anaphylactic shock
reaction was suspected and the dog was treated with Cortisone and infusions. However, no
improvement was seen. The dog was therefore forwarded to a vet clinic, where he received another
dose of Cortisone and was monitored over night. Next day (25 Aug) the dog had recovered. No further
symptoms occurred. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

1.2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(15/08/201715/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(15/08/2017-15/08/2017)<BR><BR>

8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(18/07/201718/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (18/07/201718/07/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

33.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(15/08/201715/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (15/08/201715/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (15/08/201715/08/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Not applicable 1 Animal
(02/08/201702/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (02/08/201702/08/2017)<BR><BR>Panacur
PetPaste - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(14/08/2017-17/08/2017)<BR><BR>

47 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(24/08/201724/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (24/08/201724/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (24/08/201724/08/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01853

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

07/12/2016

30/08/2017

1

1

1 14/12/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Abnormal test result,Bacterial skin Not
infection NOS,Blistering (see also
Known
Application site SOC),Skin
inflammation NOS,Swollen
eye,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Abnormal radiograph
finding,General illness,Emesis
(multiple),Enlarged lymph nodes
(generalised),Tonsillitis,Juvenile
cellulitis (puppy strangles),Injection
site swelling,Vocalisation,Anaemia
NOS,Lymphopenia,Neutropenia,Ly
mphadenitis,Abdominal
cramp,Bone and joint disorder
NOS,Lameness,Convulsion,Bronchit
is,Epistaxis,Nasal
discharge,Erythema (for urticaria
see Immune SOC),Death by
euthanasia,Pain
NOS,Fever,Prolapse of the
nictitating
membrane,Malformation
NOS,Apathy,Swelling NOS

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01912

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

27/07/2017

14/09/2017

1

1

0 21/08/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01923

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

23/11/2016

18/09/2017

1

1

0 30/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site lump,Histiocytoma
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01941

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

15/09/2017

20/09/2017

1

1

0 16/09/2017 Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01948

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

15/09/2017

11/10/2017

1

1

0 20/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anisocoria,Tachypnoea,Ocular
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes discharge,Joint pain,Jaw pain,Fever

Head tremor

Suspected adverse reaction: 1 puppy was booster vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
Bichon Frise
(unknown if concurrently or simultaneously) on 07 Dec 16. On 14 Dec 16 the dog was presented to the
vet with swelling of the eyes, prolaps of the nictitating membrane, swollen lymph nodes (unknown if
localized or generalized), swelling of injection site (above the left shoulder), which reached down the
leg, thus leading to lameness and walking on 3 legs (unknown when recovered) and cramps in the
whole body with "crying". Therapy with Metacam was initiated. From beginning of January 2017 up
until euthanasia on 03 Aug 17 the dog showed intermitted fever (leading at times up to 40.4° Celsius),
lymph node swellings with inflamed tissue (head/neck area), pain, diagnosed instability in the shoulder,
which dissolved one day later, reduced general health, apathy, anemia, neutropenia, leucopenia,
swelling of the nose, septic tonsils, bronchitis, episthaxis, nasal discharge, emesis and gastro-intestinal
cramping and inflammation of the lower paw (all four) side with blistering. Over the course of that
time the dog received constantly various antibiotics, pain medication, cortisone, Cyclosporine,
Mycophenolat, homeopathic globuli and dietary supplements. Several clinical conditions were caused
due to medications according to various vet's (such as slight water retention in the lungs and deformity
of shoulder and elbow joint due to previous medications given). Several diagnosis were stated or
suspected but not fully proven or clinical signs missing to fully support the stated diagnose (such as
juvenile cellulitits, systemic lupus erythomathodes, secondary bacterial infection, auto immune
disease). Examinations and diagnostics performed over the course of time were: various complete
blood analysis (generally within normal limits except anemia, leucopenia and neutropenia (no values
given) on 11 Jan 17, 23 Jan 17, 26 Feb 17, 21 May 17 and 16 Jun 17), fine needle aspiration (detection
of inflamed tissue on 11 Jan 17 from swollen lymph nodes in the head/neck area), x-ray ( due pain in
the shoulder, detection of instability/deformity of shoulder and elbow joint, water in the lung) on 11
Jan 17, 07 Feb 17 and 19 Jul 17, ultrasound, bone marrow examination (biopsy on 24 May 17),
acupuncture on 26 Jun 17. NOTE: Additionally, on 04 Jan 17 the dentition change started. Thereafter
several problems with the teeth started, diagnosed malpositioned teeth, leading up to surgical teeth
extraction and blood filled teeth pockets which were regularly cleaned. Thereafter the head/neck
lymph node swelling started. According to the owner all this was caused by the booster vaccination on
07 Dec 17. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand:
50X1DS
540 Reason:
Booster
vaccination
LV was
Brand:
NOBIVACwith Giant
SLEE
forNOBIVAC
Lepto A 4L4year
old, female
dog (Giant
Schnauzer,
42 kg)Generic:
in good DHPPI
condition
vaccinated
Nobivac L4, Nobivac Pi and Nobivac T on 27 Jul 2017 by the vet (ELU, mixed in 1 syringe ). The animal
Schnauzer
was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on a yearly basis. On 21 Aug 2017, the dog was presented to the vet
with vomiting, apathy, reduced general condition and painful abdomen. T=39,4C. Treated with
Novalgin, Cerenia, Ranitidine and orally Pantoprazole. On 23 Aug, the dog was again presented to the
vet and had fever (40,9C), the abdomen was highly painful and the CRP and alkaline Phosphatase were
elevated. Treated with Amoxi/Clav. On 24 Aug blood results showed low haematocrit and
haemoglobin. An ultrasound of the abdomen showed free fluid in the area of the left kidney and also
small amount of fluid in the uterus. The dog went to surgery and the uterus was removed. During
surgery it was seen that the left kidney had a sub capsular bleeding and the bleeding could not be
stopped. Partial thromboplastin time was prolonged. The kidney had to be removed. The histological
result showed a pyelonephritis. The animal was treated with Konakion. On 31 Aug leukocytosis and
thrombocytosis. The dog remained under treatment with Amoxi/Clav. The dog is in good condition
now, however is still under treatment with Amoxi/Clav. Antibody testing on 24 Aug 2017 and 07 Sep
2017 showed a decrease of L.copenhageni from 1:800 to 1:200, also L.grippophysa from 1:400 to
negative, for L. australis result was negative for both measurements. No more information is
expected, This case is closed. The veterinarian suspects that this dog could be a non responder to the
L4 vaccination. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC
PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

3.8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(07/12/201607/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(07/12/2016-07/12/2016)<BR><BR>

SAR: On 18 Sep 2017 a vet reported that her own dog had shown a similar reaction after two
Chihuahua
vaccinations, one in 2016 and one in 2017. On 23 Nov 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi
and Nobivac L4 simultaneously at the lateral thoracic wall. Approx after one week a nodule was
noticeable at the vaccination site. The nodule was moveable and not painful. However, the nodule did
not disappear after a while, but got harder / more solid in consistency, until in Jan 2017 the vet decided
to remove the nodule surgically. Histopathological examination revealed a Histiocytoma. After
removal no further treatment was necessary, the dog fully recovered. Note: Previous regular
vaccinations with the same vaccines (unknown when) had been tolerated well. Concurrently to both
vaccinations the dog had received an additional injection of homeopathic medications (Thuya,
Traumeel, Engystol, Apis..) as "immune system support", which is supposed to minimize immunemediated reactions. This was applied at a different injection site with no local reaction. Case closed.
Linked case: 2017-DE-01925 (similar reaction in 2017). [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE
PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: homeopathic medications (Thuya, Traumeel, Engystol, Apis..) Reason: Immunosupport] [State
of health: Good]
SAR: On 15 Sep 2017 a dog (Podenko-Mix, female, 5 months old, the dog living at the owner since 2
Other
weeks and comes from an animal shelter, unknown medical history, dog is vaccinated and dewormed Canine/dog
well) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (basic vaccination).On 16 Sep 2016 (onset 20 hours) the dog
showed a horizontal tremor of the head just in the moment when it starts with sleeping. Then the dog
wakes up and is normal again. This happened once a day and was still ongoing on day of reporting (20
Sep 2017). The dog was treated with Meloxicam and will be forwarded to a neurologist if symptoms
will not improve. The owner showed a video to the vet. In the vet practice the dog is quite normal, no
other signs. Vet differential diagnosis are epileptic fit or inflammation of cerebellum. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

3.1 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(23/11/201623/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (23/11/201623/11/2016)<BR><BR>homeopathic
medications (Thuya, Traumeel,
Engystol, Apis..) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Not applicable 1
Animal (23/11/201623/11/2016)<BR><BR>

Suspected adverse reaction: On 15 Sep 17 one dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac SHPPi Labrador
and Nobivac L4. On 20 Sept 17 the dog was again presented to the vet due to fever (40,0°C), pain at the Retriever
mandibular symphysis and carpal joints of the front legs. Also anisocoria, mild purulent eye discharge
and tachypnoe was observed, the attending vet forwarded the dog to a clinic for neurological
examination. There, any neurological problem was excluded, x-rays of thorax and left front leg showed
no abnormalities. The dog was treated with Synulox and Metacam and presented to the attending vet
again on 22 Sept. Fever decreased a little bit (39,2°C), problems at mandibular symphysis was not
observed anymore, but pain at the front carpal joints was still present. On another follow up
presentation on 26 Sept 17 examination was normal and the dog was recovered again (no more pain in
the carpal joints). Note: Dog received other vaccine for prior vaccinations without any problems.
During examination prior to vaccination on 15 Sept the vet observed a mild otitis externa at the left ear
which was only treated with an ear cleaning product. Case closed. Follow up 11 Oct 17: On 23 Sep 17
symptoms had improved and on 26 Sep the dog had recovered except ongoing (pre-existent) otitis. At
last examination on 10 Oct 17 the dog was doing fine and otitis was better. Otitis treatment is ongoing.
No more information expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

42 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(27/07/201727/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (27/07/201727/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (27/07/201727/07/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (15/09/201715/09/2017)<BR><BR>

9.6 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
O1 - Inconclusive
(15/09/201715/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(15/09/2017-15/09/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01960

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

05/08/2016

07/12/2017

1

1

0 15/08/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Restlessness,Hypersalivation,Epilep No Data
tic
seizure,Falling,Trembling,Unsteady
gait,Incoordination,Rolling,Lack of
response to owner

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-01972

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

01/04/2016

19/10/2017

1

1

0 01/04/2016 Not
Wheezing,Cyanosis,Abnormal test
Known,<BR><BR result
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-02020

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

20/09/2017

08/12/2017

1

1

1 23/09/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Epileptic seizure,Sudden death
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Other

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-02051

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

10/10/2017

11/10/2017

1

1

0 10/10/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Circulatory
R><BR><BR>No collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic disorders'),Fever

Unauthori
sed
dosage administr
ation not
frequent
enough

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-02060

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

13/09/2017

02/12/2017

1

1

0 28/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Meningitis,Neuromuscular disorder No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, NOS,Fever,Neurological signs
<BR><BR><BR>< NOS,Limb weakness,Wound
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Reason for treatment: vaccination, wound SAR: One dog (spanish mixed breed) with mild weakness in Crossbred
the hindlimbs was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 13 Sept 2017. On 28 Sept the dog
was presented to the vet because of a wound at the dogs tail. Treatment with antibiotics and NSAIDs
was started. On 2 Oct during control visit of the wound the animal owner mentioned that the
weakness of the limbs had worsened. Examination revealed problems with the back. On 10 Oct the
dog was forwarded to a clinic as it suddenly showed high fever and neurological problems. According
to attending vet the clinic diagnosed granulomatous meningitis, but it is unknown which examinations
were performed. Treatment with Cortisone was started and the dog started to improve dramatically
within 2 days. FU will be provided. Follow-up information of 17 Nov 2017: It was not able to retrieve
further information from the vet who diagnosed granulomatous meningitis. According to the attending
vet the dog is doing fine and reduction of Cortisone dose had already started without any problems.
Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Antibiotic Reason: Wound Generic: Brand: non-steroidal
antiinflammatory Reason: Wound ] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-02066

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

12/10/2017

16/10/2017

1

1

0 14/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Blindness,Glaucoma,Cataract
R><BR><BR>Yes

SAR: 1 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously on 12 Oct 17 by the
reporting vet. On 16 Oct 17 the owner called to report, that the dog turned blind since the weekend
(for case entry reason approx. 14 Oct 17 chosen). According to reporting vet, the owner went to an
eye specialist and the dog was diagnosed and is in therapy now for cataract, glaucoma. Reporting vet
will contact us in case of an update, otherwise case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

No Data

Reason for treatment: vaccination, unknown Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 05 Aug 2016 a Whippet Whippet
was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T for the first time. Previous vaccinations
had been performed with non-company vaccines. Booster vaccination of Nobivac L4 was performed
on 05 Sep 2016. On 03 Jul 2017 (so almost one year later) the dog showed following symptoms,
described by the vet as epileptic seizure: at first strong trembling of the whole body, not responsive to
owner, unsteady gait / incoordination, falling over into his dog basket, hypersalivation, no urination or
defecation, but when trying to get out of his basket was rolling on the floor around it's longitudinal
axis. The owners held the dog down, so it would not hurt itself. After in total approx 20 minutes the
dog recovered. On 22 Sep 2017 the dog showed another episode with the same symptoms. This time a
video was taken, which was also seen by the vet. After the first episode in July a big blood check (CBC,
organ profile, infectious travel diseases incl. toxoplasmosis, anaplasmosis, etc.) was performed
without abnormal findings. The dog was started on Karsivan 100mg 0.5 tabl. twice daily since approx
03 Jul 17. Otherwise no treatment. After second episode Diazepam Rectal tubes were handed out in
case another episode occurs. Further examinations like MRI are planned. Note: The dog has a heart
murmur since many years (last examined per ultrasound in 2015 and classified as no treatment
necessary). Next regular vaccination in Sep 2017 had been planned but was not performed. The dog
had been taken to Romania for vacation in Jun 2017. After the 2 episodes occurred the owners
remembered that in approx mid Aug 2016, when they returned from a vacation in Denmark, the dog
had been very nervous during the drive in the car. They think this might have been a precursor sign of
the current seizures and that all was caused by the vaccination(s). The vet's assessment is O
unclassified to N unlikely. FU expected. FU from 28 Nov 2017: MRI was not performed. Currently the
dog shows no acute signs / is doing well. The vet will contact us in case new information becomes
available. Otherwise case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T
50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: PROPENTOPHYLLINE TABLETS Brand: KARSIVAN 100MG
6X10TAB 620 Reason: Unknown] [State of health: Good]

14 Karsivan 100 mg - .5,1,12
N - Unlikely
Hours,24,0.5 Tablets 12 Hours 1
Animal (03/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,1
Months,24,1 Dose 1 Months 1
Animal (31 Day(s) 05/08/201605/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (05/08/201605/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (05/08/201605/08/2016)<BR><BR>

Reason for treatment: Routine check up (endoparasitic control/ Vaccination) SAR: In Apr 2016 a dog
was brought to the vet office for routine procedures. The owner told the vet that the dog was
wheezing at home and the gums seemed to be bluish. During examination the vet couldn't diagnose
any of that and vaccinated the dog with Nobivac L4 for the first time. The vet sent the dog home with
Bravecto S and Milbemax. A few hours after given the tablets the dog showed bluish mucosa and
started to wheeze. The treatment in a vet clinic is unknown but further diagnostics at the vet's office
showed that the dog was heart worm positive. After treating the parasite the dog recovered
completely. No further information expected. Linked case 2017-DE-01970, cluster of case (same
reporter) [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO
250MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Ectoparasitic control Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Milbemax Brand: Milbemax Reason:
Unknown] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 20 Sep 2017 one dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac T mixed in one syringe
in the right flank by the vet (ELU, simultaneous use and for Pi - treatment program not respected).
Nobivac L4 was also administered at the same time with a second syringe (exact injection site
unknown, ELU treatment program not respected). The dog had also a medical history of a central
nervous disorder with blindness. 3 days later, the dog had epileptic seizures each lasting for half an
hour. The dog had several seizures over the next three days. It is unknown, if the dog still has seizures.
So far, no treatment has been started. More information is expected. Follow-up information of 08 Dec
2017: According to the animal owner, the dog did not have any seizures after the three day seizure
period in September. However, the animal owners contacted the vet in November 2017 to report, that
the dog had died suddenly in the owners apartment. No necropsy had been performed. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Crossbred

8.9 Bravecto 250 mg Kautabletten für
No assessment
kleine Hunde (>4,5-10 kg) performed
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets Not
applicable 1 Animal (01/04/201601/04/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(01/04/201601/04/2016)<BR><BR>unknown
Milbemax - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(01/04/2016-01/04/2016)<BR><BR>

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

28 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (20/09/201720/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (20/09/201720/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (20/09/201720/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Suspected adverse reaction: 1 dog was booster vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4 on 10 Oct Other
17. 30 minutes after vaccination the dog collapsed and showed vomitus, diarrhea and fever (40°C). Dog Canine/dog
was immediately treated with infusions, Dexametasone and antiemitic drugs and soon recovered.
Attending vet's level of suspicion is probable = A. Note: case linked with 2017-DE-02052, same
practice. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand:
NOBIVAC PI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Booster vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Booster vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Shih Tzu

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(10/10/201710/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once (10/10/201710/10/2017)<BR><BR>

29.3 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(13/09/201713/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (13/09/201713/09/2017)<BR><BR>unknown
Antibiotic - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(28/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>unknown nonsteroidal antiinflammatory N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (28/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

O1 - Inconclusive

7 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(12/10/201712/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (1 Day(s)
12/10/2017-12/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-02076

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

17/05/2017

26/10/2017

1

1

1 22/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS,Death,Neurological
R><BR><BR>Not symptoms NOS
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-02085

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

14/09/2017

14/03/2018

1

1

0 22/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Behavioural disorder
No Data
NOS,Eosinophilia,Leucocytosis,Hea
rt murmur,Valvular
disorder,Valvular
insufficiency,Hyperaesthesia,Reluct
ant to
move,Fever,Apathy,Abnormal test
result,Closed eyelid,Stiffness
NOS,Shivering,Alkaline urine,Blood
in urine,Proteinuria,Decreased
urine concentration,Elevated
SAP,Decreased packed cell volume
(PCV),Head down

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-02142

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2017

26/10/2017

1

1

1 01/01/2017 Not Known

Death,Lack of efficacy

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-02168

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

28/10/2017

24/11/2017

1

1

1 29/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anorexia,Skin inflammation
No Data
NOS,Decreased activity,Increased
packed cell volume
(PCV),Decreased skin turgor,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Adipsia,Death
by euthanasia

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-02170

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

10/10/2017

03/11/2017

1

1

0 10/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Swollen face (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin')

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-02186

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

07/11/2017

08/11/2017

1

1

0 07/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylactoid reaction,Generalised No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, itching,Facial swelling (see also
<BR><BR><BR>< 'Skin')
BR><BR>Yes

Not
Known

No Data

Reason for treatment: Prophylaxis against ectoparasites SAR: on 17 May 2017 the vet vaccinated the Labrador
dog with Nobivac Pi, Nobivac L4 (mixed) in the one side of the flank and Nobivac T in the other side.
Retriever
This was a routine renewal vaccination. The dog was vaccinated at another vet before. The dog was
doing fine after the vaccination. On the same day the vet sold Bravecto Chew (20-40kg) and gave the
advice to wait one week to feed the tablet after vaccination. The owner wanted to go on vacation so
they fed Bravecto presumably 2 days later on 19 May 2017. Three days after that the dog showed
neurological symptomes. The owner brought it to a clinic. In the clinic the vet could only diagnose the
death of the dog (it is unknown, if dog died or was euthanized). The owner told the attending vet that it
had seizures. More information only expected if owner wants to contact us. Note: in July 2016 a
complete blood panel (CBC) was in normal range. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER
CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: CANINE
PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]

25 Bravecto 1000 mg Kautabletten für
große Hunde (>20-40 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets Not
applicable 1 Animal (13 Month(s)
01/04/201619/05/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(17/05/201717/05/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 620 (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(17/05/201717/05/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC T
10X1DS 620 (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(17/05/2017-17/05/2017)<BR><BR>

SAR: A dog (1 year old, mixed breed from Spain) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and
Crossbred
16
Nobivac T on 14 Sep 2017. On 22 Sep 2017 it was presented to a vet (not reporting vet) as emergency
case with 40°C fever, apathy, shivering, leucocytosis (41400 leucocytes, reference 12000). Treatment
with Enrofloxacin, Duphamox, Prednisolone, Novalgin and dog recovered next day. In the next 10 days
recurrent fever, which worsened again and dog was presented to vet again on 02 Oct 2017. Symptoms
described: shivering, fever, unwilling to move (but able to move, no ataxia), head down, eyes nearly
closed, stiffness (like a sawhorse). The vet assumed, that the dog was ill with meningitis (only suspicion,
not coded), but this could not be confirmed by liquor puncture. The dog had ongoing leucocytosis
(17000, reference 12000, mainly granulocytes) on 02 Oct 2017, so treatment with Synulox and Novalgin
was started and dog was doing better. On 18 Oct 2017 the dog was still not fully recovered (recurrent
fever and shivering) and reason for the symptoms remained unclear. The vet asked, if the vaccines
could have triggered a malignant hyperthermia (only speculation/ potential differential diagnosis,
therefore not coded). Follow up is expected. FU from 02 Nov 2017: The attending vet reported, that
the concerned dog, again showed sudden fever episodes for the past 3-4 days (from 40.0°C-40.1°C),
which respond well to Novalgin treatment and were described as follows: The dog has a different gaze
and then shows generalized shivering followed by fever. Otherwise the dog shows only intermittent
short-time shivering (unknown if generalized/ localized). Last complete blood analysis from 12 Oct 17
was normal besides leukocytosis. More detailed diagnostic results and information concerning
previous report were received: Pre-existing condition on the day of vaccination: The dog was drinking
more. First blood examination on 22 Sep also revealed eosinophilia of 8.9 % (ref: 0-6%) or in absolute
numbers 3.7 / µl (ref: 0-0.6 /µl), and low haematocrit 36.2 % (ref: 40-55%). Alkaline Phosphatase was
elevated to 129 U/l (ref:13-83 U/l). Urine sample (taken by urine catheter) was of low density with
specific weight of 1.005 (ref: 1.030-1.045) had a pH of 8.0 and blood +. A pyelonephritis or
Leishmaniosis was suspected (only suspicion, not coded). On 02 Oct additional general sensitivity to
touch was reported; travel related disease profile (Anaplasma, Ehrlichia, heart worm, Borrelia) SNAP
Test was performed and was negative; haematocrit was still slightly low 40 % (ref: 44- 57%).
Eosinophils were normal. Urine analysis was still of low density with specific weight of 1.006 (ref:
1.030-1.045), protein +, otherwise without finding. Blood parasites (blood smear) was negative.
Babesia
and
Leishmania
antibodies
negative.
Liquor
examination
onreporting
12 Oct was
changes.
SLEE:
One
dog
was vaccinated
with were
Nobivac
L4 in 2017.
According
to the
vet,without
the dogs
was
Not Applicable Not
vaccinated before, however exact vaccination regime is unknown. On an unspecified date in 2017 the
Known
dog died. According to the reporting vet, diagnostics have been performed from another vet and the
dog was tested positive for one serovar which is included in the Nobivac L4 vaccination. Note: This
case was reported with minimal information. The reporting vet only heard from another dog owner
about the case. More information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Reason for treatment: vaccination SAR: On 28 Oct 2017 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Crossbred
28
Nobivac L4 simultaneously and Nobivac T concurrently. Nobivac L4 was applied for the first time.
Previous yearly vaccinations with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac Lepto and Nobivac T (last time in Aug 2016)
were tolerated well. The next day, on 29 Oct 17, the dog was little less active than usual, but otherwise
doing well. One day later (30 Oct) the owner contacted the vet because the dog showed massive
bloody diarrhea and vomiting. The dog was presented to the vet in the afternoon. General condition
was still normal, body temperature 37.8 °C rather low but still within reference range (37.5- 39.0°C),
however, the dog showed anorexia and slight dehydration (decreased skin turgor) , although was
drinking well. First suspicion was an intoxication with rat poison. However blood values (CBC, organ
profile, liver, kidneys) were all within reference range, except Haematocrit slightly elevated due to
dehydration. The vet started symptomatic treatment with Buscopan, Melosolute (Meloxicam), Cerenia,
1 ampoule of Vit K and Baytril. Additionally special gastrointestinal diet and electrolytes as feed
supplement for rehydration were handed out. On the next day (31 Oct) the dog was doing little better,
was drinking well but still not eating. Forced feeding was tried with watery food and a syringe. In the
afternoon the dog showed rapid worsening, would not eat and not drink. In the evening the vet applied
further symptomatic injections and recommended to present the dog to a vet clinic. The dog was
brought to the vet clinic on the next day in the afternoon and hospitalized since no improvement
occurred (1 Nov). There, the dog was doing better, no more diarrhea or vomiting, but was still not
eating and had developed a generalized / extensive inflammation of the skin. Approx on the next day
(approx. 2 Nov), the dog seemed to have stabilized and was supposed to stay for another two days,
then go home. However, during the night from 04 to 05 Nov the dog worsened so badly, that it had to
be euthanized. A postmortem examination was not performed. Causality assessment from attending
vet regarding the vaccinations is O unclassified. No veterinary diagnosis was made by either of the
vets. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS
620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: Brand: Buscopan Reason: Unknown Generic: Brand: Melosolute (Meloxicam)
Reason: Unknown Generic: Brand: Cerenia ... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Good]
SAR: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 mixed in one syringe by the vet on 10 Pug
Oct 2017. This was the first time, the dog received the product. 30 minutes after vaccination, the dog
vomited once and had a right sided swollen face. The dog was treated with Zitericin and 30 minutes
after treatment start the swollen face disappeared. No more information is expected, case is closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR: On 7 Nov 2017 a dog (4 years old, 6.4 kg, Mini-Maltese) was vaccinated first time with Nobivac
Maltese
SHPPI, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. 2 hrs later the owner presented the dog to the vet with anaphylactic
reaction: oedematous swelling on left eye and right chap (right eye only low grade swelling) and
general itching. The dog was treated with Prednisolone and homeopathic Alloesal and recovered soon.
Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Duphamox - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(22/09/201722/09/2017)<BR><BR>Enrofloxacin N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (22/09/201722/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (14/09/201714/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (14/09/201714/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (14/09/201714/09/2017)<BR><BR>Novalgin N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (22/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Prednisolone N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (22/09/201722/09/2017)<BR><BR>Synulox N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (02/10/201702/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(01/01/2017-01/01/2017)<BR><BR> ble

Buscopan compositum O1 - Inconclusive
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (30/10/201730/10/2017)<BR><BR>Melosolute 5
mg/ml Injektionslösung für Rinder,
Schweine, Hunde und Ka N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (30/10/201730/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (28/10/201728/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (28/10/201728/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (28/10/201728/10/2017)<BR><BR>unknown
Baytril - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (30/10/201730/10/2017)<BR><BR>unknown
Cerenia - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(30/10/201730/10/2017)<BR><BR>unknown
Vitamine K - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Vial/Ampoule(s) Unknown 1 Animal
(30/10/20173.9 30/10/2017)<BR><BR>unknown
Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(10/10/201710/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (10/10/201710/10/2017)<BR><BR>
6.4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(07/11/201707/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (07/11/201707/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (07/11/201707/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-02223

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 - 13
Week(s)

06/11/2017

21/11/2017

5

3

0 08/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site swelling,Fever
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-02267

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

20/11/2017

05/12/2017

1

1

0 20/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Bloody
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hypothermia,H
<BR><BR><BR>< ypoalbuminaemia
BR><BR>Yes

SAR: On 20 Nov 2017 a chronically ill dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4
Miniature
simultaneously mixed in one syringe and with Nobivac T concurrently. Additionally, a blood sample was Poodle
taken at the same visit prior to vaccination to check the liver values because of the chronic condition.
The dog has a history of chronic diarrhea which was treated with a special diet. The dog was finally
without symptoms a few weeks prior to the vaccination. On the day after the vaccination, on 21 Nov
2017, the vet called the owner to report the blood values and the owner informed the vet that the dog
started vomiting and diarrhea after the vaccination (exact time to onset unknown). One day later the
dog had bloody diarrhea and 34,4°C body temperature (hypothermia). The owner brought the dog to
an emergency clinic. FU expected. Additional information: The dog had fasted before the vaccination
because of the blood draw. Blood results from 16 Sep 2017 and 20 Nov 2017 were received (values
prior to vaccination). On 16 Sep (small blood count, organ profile including renal and liver values,
SDMA, canine pancreatic lipase, folic acid, Vit B12, and cTLI = Trypsin-Like Immunoreactivity, Cortisol):
ALT (GPT) elevated to 155 U/l (ref: <122), GLDH 61 U/l (ref: <18), folic acid decreased to 7.8 ng/ml (ref:
9.3-23.8), all other values within reference range. On 20 Nov (liver profile and Cortisol): all within
reference range except GLDH 22 U/l (ref: <18), and folic acid 7.9 ng/ml (ref: 9.3-23.8) (=improvement
of all values). FU from 05 Dec 2017: The vet reported that a new blood check had been performed in
the vet clinic (exact results not available). Albumin was decreased. According to the vet this change
was caused by the long ongoing strong diarrhea. In the meanwhile, the dog has recovered and is back
home since approx one week (calculated to approx 28 Nov 17). It was decided to not vaccinate the
dog any more. No more information expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]

5.8 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(20/11/201720/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (20/11/201720/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (20/11/201720/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-02283

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

03/08/2016

28/11/2017

1

1

1 08/08/2016 Yes

SAR: An owner reported that her dog (Podenco-Mix) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 3 Aug 2016. 5- Crossbred
7 days later the dog showed severe reactions. The personality of the dog changed. It refused to go for
walks (Veddra selected: weakness), had coordination issues, but his appetite remained unaffected. 10
days after the vaccination the dog started to have episodes to lean against walls (Veddra selected:
neurological sign NOS) and to be unresponsive. 4 days later the dog had the first (out of 2) seizures.
The dog was aggressive all in a sudden. There was no accidental urination or defecation. In a vet
emergency clinic several diagnostics (neurological examination, MRI, Liquor) showed no abnormal
results. The only finding in the MRI was a cyst in the right throat lash (salivary gland cyst), which was
interpreted as coincidentally finding. A treatment with Luminal had no effect. The owner decided to
euthanize the dog on 29 Sep 2016. No more information is expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

15 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(03/08/2016-03/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-02311

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

29/11/2017

06/12/2017

8

8

8 30/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Respiratory signs,Death,Abnormal
R><BR><BR>Yes, radiograph finding
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

No Data

SAR: On 29 Nov 2017 a litter of 9 puppies (breed: Grey German Shepherd) was presented to the
German
reporting vet for vaccination at 8 weeks of age. The dogs were examined very thoroughly by two vets Shepherd Dog
and appeared clinically healthy, had only slightly less body weight than expected for that breed at that
age according to the vet (weight of approx 5.5 kg; ref: 6-7 kg). All puppies except one were vaccinated
with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneouly. The ninth puppy was not vaccinated since the new
owners didn't want the vaccination. On the next day in the morning one of the puppies was found dead
/ had died in his sleep without further symptoms. At midday another puppy did not wake up from his
midday rest and was dead. On 02 and 03 Dec 3 puppies died on each day in the same way during their
sleep. After death of the first two dogs on 30 Nov all other puppies were again thoroughly examined by
the vet on the same day, including sonography and x-rays without abnormal findings, except small
radiographic changes in the lungs described as mild alveolar opacity. The lungs of the ninth, not
vaccinated dog showed a much clearer non-opaque picture. Shortly before they died the last two
puppies had also developed mild respiratory symptoms. Otherwise no symptoms and no treatment had
been given. The first two dead puppies were examined pathologically, but showed no abnormal
anatomical findings. Toxicological screening is still outstanding. The ninth non-vaccinated dog is alive
and doing fine. All puppies had been dewormed 3 times prior to vaccination. The vet's causal
assessment is O unclassified. She doesn't exclude congenital metabolic or neurological disease which
could not be detected by performed examinations. An anaphylactic reaction was excluded by the vet.
She will inform us, if further information becomes available. Otherwise case closed. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: unknown deworming Reason: Deworming] [State of health: Good]

5.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(29/11/201729/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (29/11/201729/11/2017)<BR><BR>unknown
deworming - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown (01/10/201701/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-02344

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

11/12/2017

11/12/2017

1

1

0 11/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Sneezing,Localised itching,Swollen
R><BR><BR>Yes, face (see also 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: on 11 Dec 2017 a vet vaccinated a dog with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 mixed in one syringe
and Nobivac T separately. This was the first booster vaccination. (The first vaccination was 4 weeks
earlier.) 2 hours after this vaccination the dog started sneezing and was itching its nose. Soon
afterwards the nose and chaps were swollen. Other then that the dog was doing fine. The vet treated
the dog with homeopathics, traumeel and small dose of prednisolone. The dog recovered completely.
No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T
10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2017-DE-02353

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

08/12/2017

13/12/2017

1

1

0 13/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Behavioural disorder
No Data
NOS,Neurological signs NOS,Seizure
NOS,Lack of coordination (see also
'Ear' - vestibular disorder),Death by
euthanasia,Weakness,Unresponsiv
e to stimuli,Salivary gland
disorder,Aggression

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lameness,Recu No Data
mbency,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Unable to rise

Suspected adverse reaction: 5 puppies of 1 litter were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 English Cocker
simultaneously on 06 Nov 17 by the reporting vet. On 08 Nov 17, 3 of the 5 vaccinated puppies
Spaniel
returned to the practice with tennis ball size swellings at injection site and fever (between 39.2° Celsius
and 39.8° Celsius). Therapy with thorough rinsing/lavage for 5 days with Lavanid, NaCl and additionally
antibiotic therapy. After approx 1 week (approx 15 Nov 17) all puppies were recovered again. Case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason:
Second part of basic immunization Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 540 Reason: Second part of basic immunization] [State of health: Good]

Chihuahua

SAR: on 8 Dec 2017 a 5 month old dog was vaccinated for the first time with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac
Not Applicable
L4 (mixed) and Nobivac T (separate). The dog was doing fine afterwards. On 13 Dec 2017 the dog
showed vomiting and diarrhea. It was treated with Antibiotics and a diet was fed. The next day the dog
was lame in its front left leg, had trouble standing up by itself and collapsed because it couldn't hold up
itself anymore. No fever occurred at any time. During a neurological examination all reflexes were
prompt. The blood results were without findings. After a Metacam injection the diarrhea and the
vomiting stopped on 15 Dec 2017. The neurological symptoms are without improvement. Now the dog
is treated as inpatient and is on Duphamox and Caprofen treatment. No further information expected.
Note: the dog is damaging the household of its owner. An intoxication can't be excluded. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

07-Aug Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
B - Possible
(06/11/201706/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(06/11/2017-06/11/2017)<BR><BR>

2 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(11/12/201711/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (11/12/201711/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (1 Day(s) 11/12/201711/12/2017)<BR><BR>
9 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (08/12/201708/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (08/12/201708/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(08/12/2017-08/12/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00059

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

08/01/2018

14/01/2018

1

1

0 11/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site haematoma,Injection Not
site lump,Anorexia,Fever,Spleen
Known
hypertrophy,Lump,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Haematoma
NOS,Prolonged activated partial
thrombin time (APTT),Enlarged
lymph node (localised),Wound

SAR: On 08 Jan 2018 a 11-year old dog was routinely vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI, Nobivac L4 and
Other
Nobivac T. Approx. one week before the vaccination the dog had nasal bleeding. This bleeding stopped Canine/dog
by itself and no cause could be found during examination on 08 Jan 2018. Nasal bleeding happened at
least one more time in the past. On 11 Jan 2018 in the late afternoon the dog showed a tennis ball big
lump in the neck - the area the dog was vaccinated in. The right away consulted vet diagnosed a
hematoma, because the lump was filled with blood. The vet told the owner it will dissolve by itself but
it got worse. The hematoma seems to be spread out and was like a collar from the right front leg to
the left. Additional there were lumps under the jaws and on the belly. On 13 Jan 2018 when the dog
refused to eat including his treats the owner went to a vet clinic. Upon clinical examination the dog
had fever and enlarged mandibular lymph nodes. The dog was hospitalized and treated with infusions
and antibiotics. Blood tests showed an elevated activated partial thromboplastin time. (aPTT). Toxin
involvement could be excluded. Nevertheless the dog was treated with Vitamin K injections and
seemed to recover. An ultrasound of the abdomen showed an enlarged and inhomogeneous spleen
and in the right testicle some small nodes (unclear if bleeding or tumor). The clinic had the suspicion of
a lymphoma. The clinic advised the owner to do more diagnostics concerning the suspicion of
lymphoma, however the owner did not want to. On 16 Jan 2018 the owner decided to take the dog
home with Antibiotics. The dog still has elevated temperature but feeling better. More information will
follow. Follow-up of 14 Mar 2018: The dog received a bandage on the neck from the vet with blistering
ointment. After that treatment, the lump on the neck bursted open and approx. 400 ml fluid came out.
The open wound on the neck was treated with antibiotic lavages. On blood control examinations, the
coagulation parameters were within normal ranges again. The dog recovered in the middle of Feb
2018. No more information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

24.5 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown Not applicable 1
Animal (08/01/201808/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Not applicable 1 Animal
(08/01/201808/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (08/01/201808/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00063

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

45 Month(s)

11/01/2018

15/01/2018

1

1

0 11/01/2018 Yes

Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Dyspnoea,Reddening of the
skin,Allergic reaction,Allergic
pruritus

No Data

SAR: On 11 Jan 2018 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 for the first time (previous vaccinations
Crossbred
with Nobivac Lepto had been tolerated well). Approx 6 hours later in the evening/ night he showed an
allergic reaction: skin reddening at the face and abdomen, facial swelling (eyes were completely closed
by swelling), dyspnoea, and generalized pruritus, mainly at the abdomen. The dog was presented to an
emergency vet clinic and treated with Prednisolone. On the next day in the morning (12 Jan), when
presented to the reporting vet, the symptoms had improved. Another treatment with Prednisolone and
Novalgin was performed. At control visit on 13 Jan the dog had fully recovered. Case closed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00090

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

01/06/2017

26/01/2018

1

1

1 01/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: A dog (breed Grey German Shepherd) was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
German
simultaneously approx. in Jun 2017. It is unknown how many litter-mates were vaccinated at the same Shepherd Dog
time. By that time the dog was 8 weeks old. 8 days after vaccination the dog was dead. No more
information available. Case closed. Note: Since there is a cluster of reports from that breeder the case
is linked to case 2017-DE-02311. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

5.4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,one
O1 - Inconclusive
syringe mixed with SHPPi
(01/06/201701/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,in one syringe
with Nobivac L4 (01/06/201701/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00113

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

18/01/2018

08/02/2018

1

1

0 02/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Elevated lactic acid dehydrogenase No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes (LDH),Increased percentage
reticulocytes,Elevated creatinekinase
(CK),Leucocytosis,Lymphocytosis,N
eutrophilia,Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypoprot
einaemia,Hyperphosphataemia

SAR/SLEE: Initial report on 2 February. On 18 Jan 2018 approx. nine 8-week old puppies (all cases are Irish
entered seperately but linked) were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously.
Wolfhound
More details were received on 8 February 2018. Puppy (7514) showed no symptoms, but as
Leptospirosis infection (via vaccination strain) was suspected, blood examination was performed.
External lab values showed leucocytosis 15.7 G/l (ref. 6-12 G/l), increased reticulocytes 291 G/l (ref. 060 G/l). lymphocytosis 34% (ref.13-30%), increased neutrophils 9,263 /ul (ref. 3,000-9,000/ul),
increased LDH 119 u/l (0-89 u/l), increased CK 371 u/l (ref. 0-170 u/l), increased phosphat 3.27 mmol/l
(ref. 2,32-3 mmol/l), decreased albumin 25.5 g/l (ref. 28-46g/l); decreased total protein 53g/l (5575g/l). Leptospira species DNA was negative. However, animal was treated with Ampicillin and is doing
fine. Case remains open. Further information expected. Note: Case is linked to cases 2018-DE-00155;
2018-DE-00156; 2018-DE-00158; 2018-DE-00160; 2018-DE-00161; 2018-DE-00162; 2018-DE-00163 all
puppies belong to the same litter. Attending vet reported that on 31 Jan 2018 first puppy showed signs
of SLEE, therefor this date was chosen as start date for SLEE. SAR start date is date of blood sampling.
Follow up on 16.Feb.2018: The Date of the Lack of Efficacy was changed to 02 Feb 2018. The ABON
for SAR for the Nobivac L4 was changed to O1 and overall O1. Follow up information is expected.
Follow up on 16.Feb.2018: The ABON for SAR for the Nobivac SHPPI was changed to O1 and overall
O1. Follow up is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

15 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed in O one syringe with SHPP (18/01/2018- Unclassifiable/unassessa
18/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
ble
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed in one
syringe with L4 (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00120

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

01/02/2018

06/02/2018

1

1

0 01/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin'),Pruritus,Anaphylactic-type
<BR><BR><BR>< reaction
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: A Maltese-Mix was vaccinated in beginning of Feb 2018 with Nobivac SHPPI, Nobivac L4 and
Crossbred
Nobivac T. After 30 min -1 hr the dog showed swelling in face and general pruritus. Dog was treated by
vet with Soludecortin and soon recovered. The dog received basic vaccination with same sproducts in
2016 without any problems. Case closed. Note: Case is linked to 2018-DE-00121 (same reporter,
animals are siblings, live in different households) and 2018-DE-00122 (same reporter, other animal).
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00121

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

01/02/2018

22/02/2018

1

1

0 01/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Anaphylactic-type
R><BR><BR>Yes, reaction,Facial swelling (see also
<BR><BR><BR>< 'Skin'),Pruritus
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known

No Data

Reason for treatment: vaccination and vomiting SAR: A Maltese-Mix was vaccinated in beginning of
Crossbred
Feb 2018 with Nobivac SHPPI, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. After 1-2 hr the dog showed vomitus and
was treated by vet with Cerenia. After 4.5 hours it showed swelling in face and general pruritus. Dog
was treated by vet with Soludecortin and soon recovered. The dog received basic vaccination with
same products in 2016 without any problems. Case closed. Note: Case is linked to 2018-DE-00120
(same reporter, animals are siblings, live in different households), 2018-DE-00122 (same reporter, other
animal). [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540
Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: Brand: Cerenia Reason: Vomiting] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

7 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose A - Probable
Not applicable 1 Animal
(11/01/2018-11/01/2018)<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown Not applicable
Unknown (01/02/201801/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (01/02/201801/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac T N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable Unknown (01/02/201801/02/2018)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 (PEI) - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,Unknown Not applicable
Unknown (01/02/201801/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi (PEI) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(01/02/201801/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac T
(PEI) - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
Not applicable Unknown
(01/02/201801/02/2018)<BR><BR>unknown
Cerenia 10 mg/ml Injektionslösung
für Hunde und Katzen - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(01/02/2018-01/02/2018)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00122

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

01/09/2017

06/02/2018

1

1

0 01/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Tremor
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: In approximately Sep 2017 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPI, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T. Bernese
Not
After a short time (exact onset is unknown) the dog showed tremor and vomitus and was treated with Mountain Dog Known
Cortisone and recovererd. Reporting vet did not have further information, because the dog was
treated in another vet clinic late in the evening. The dog received the products already in 2015 for basic
immunization without any problems. Case closed. Note: Case is linked to 2018-DE-00120 and 2018DE00121 (same reporter, cluster of reports). [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(01/09/201701/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (01/09/201701/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (01/09/201701/09/2017)<BR><BR>
15 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed in N - Unlikely
one syringe with SHPP (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed in one
syringe with L4 (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00155

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

18/01/2018

20/02/2018

1

1

0 25/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Fever,Vomiting,Lack of No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes efficacy,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated BUN,Abnormal
test result

SAR/SLEE: Initial report on 2 February. On 18 Jan 2018 approx. nine 8-week old puppies (all cases are
Irish
entered separately but linked) were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously.
Wolfhound
More details were received on 8 February 2018. On 22 Jan the first puppy was sold and this puppy
started vomiting, having diarrhea and fever on 25 Jan 2018. Puppy was presented to different vet on 29
Jan and showed increased creatinine and urea values. A EDTA PCR showed a Leptospirosis positive
result (blood was taken from a different vet, different city). Puppy was treated with Amoxicillin and
infusions. Dog had recovered from clinical symptoms until 8 Feb 2018. No further results of blood
examination or other information expected. Case closed. Case is linked to cases 2018-DE-00113; 2018DE-00156; 2018-DE-00158; 2018-DE-00160; 2018-DE-00161; 2018-DE-00162; 2018-DE-00163, all
puppies belong to the same litter. FU: 20th of February 2018: All puppies are doing well. Leptospirosis
antibody test results were received for 7 animals. Three animals were tested positive for Leptospira
grippotyphosa and Leptospira pomona, one of these three was positive as well for Leptospira
bratislava. The other 4 animals were tested negative for Leptospira antibodies. The allocation of the
test results to the individual animals is not possible because this information was not provided by the
reporter. Urine of the the breeding bitch was tested negative for Leptospira. According to scientific
information it is not possible to detect vaccine strain of Nobivac L4 in blood, urine or conjunctiva
samples with PCR methodology. Furthermore Leptospira pomona is not included in the Nobivac L4
vaccine which is a further indication for a field infection with Leptospira. No more information
expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI
10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00156

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

18/01/2018

20/02/2018

1

1

0 31/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Thrombocytopenia,Leucocytosis,D No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes ecreased haemoglobin,Increased
percentage
reticulocytes,Decreased red blood
cell count,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated
BUN,Hyperphosphataemia,Hypopr
oteinaemia,Hyperkalaemia,Hypoalb
uminaemia,Abnormal test
result,Lack of efficacy,Elevated
temperature,Inappetence,Vomiting,
Diarrhoea,Neutrophilia,Lymphopen
ia,Elevated creatine-kinase (CK)

SAR/SLEE: Initial report on 2 February. On 18 Jan 2018 approx. nine 8-week old puppies were
Irish
vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously. More details were received on 8
Wolfhound
February 2018. On 31 Jan 2018 puppy "Kate" (3229) was presented with inappetence, diarrhoea and
vomiting to the reporter. Temperature was 38,4°C. Inhouse lab test showed increased bilirubin,
creatinine and urea values (no details available). External lab values for this puppy showed leucocytosis
16.2 G/l (ref. 6-12 G/l), erythrozytopenia 4.37 T/l (ref. 4.9-8.83 T/l) , too low haemoglobin 94 g/l (105205 g/l), thrombocytopenia 41 G/l (120-500 G/l), increased reticulocytes 120 G/l (ref. 0-60 G/l)
increased segmental blood cells 85% (ref. 55-75%), lymphocytopenia 11% (ref. 13-30%), increased
neutrophils 13,770/ul (ref. 3,000-9,000/ul), CK 381 U/l (ref. 0-170 U/l), elevated creatinine 214 umol/l
(ref. 0-150 umol/l), urea 31,6 mmol/l (ref. 3.3-8.2 mmol/l), Kalium increased 5.7 mmol/l (ref. 3.5-5.2
mmol/l), increased phosphate 3.65 mmol/l (ref. 2,32-3 mmol/l), decreased albumin 21.4 g/l ( (ref. 2846g/l),decreased total protein 48 g/l (ref. 55-75g/l). Leptospira species DNA was detected. Puppy was
treated with Ampicillin and no further specified medication against vomiting. EDTA PCR showed a
Leptospirosis positive result. Conjunctiva and urinary sample was positive.(PCR positive). AK titer for
Leptospirosis were negative. Case remains open. Further information expected. Case is linked to cases
2018-DE-00113; 2018-DE-00155; 2018-DE-00158; 2018-DE-00160; 2018-DE-00161; 2018-DE-00162;
2018-DE-00163 all puppies belong to the same litter. FU: 20th of February 2018: All puppies are doing
well. Leptospirosis antibody test results were received for 7 animals. Three animals were tested
positive for Leptospira grippotyphosa and Leptospira pomona, one of these three was positive as well
for Leptospira bratislava. The other 4 animals were tested negative for Leptospira antibodies. The
allocation of the test results to the individual animals is not possible because this information was not
provided by the reporter. Urine of the the breeding bitch was tested negative for Leptospira. According
to scientific information it is not possible to detect vaccine strain of Nobivac L4 in blood, urine or
conjunctiva samples with PCR methodology. Furthermore Leptospira pomona is not included in the
Nobivac L4 vaccine which is a further indication for a field infection with Leptospira. No more
information expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

15 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed in N - Unlikely
one syringe with SHPP (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed in one
syringe with L4 (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00158

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

18/01/2018

20/02/2018

1

1

0 31/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypochloraemia,Elevated lactic
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes acid dehydrogenase (LDH),Elevated
creatine-kinase (CK),Elevated
amylase,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Decreased
haemoglobin,Increased percentage
reticulocytes,Elevated
lipase,Decreased red blood cell
count,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
BUN,Hyperphosphataemia,Hypoalb
uminaemia,Abnormal test
result,Lack of
efficacy,Inappetence,Hypocalcaemi
c condition,Bloody
diarrhoea,Neutrophilia,Lymphopeni
a,Leucocytosis,Thrombocytopenia

SAR/SLEE: Initial report on 2 February. On 18 Jan 2018 approx. nine 8-week old puppies (all cases are Irish
entered separately but linked) were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously.
Wolfhound
More details were received on 8 February 2018. On 31 Jan 2018 puppy "Winnie" (7348) was presented
with inappetence and bloody diarrhoea to the reporter. External lab values for this puppy showed
leucocytosis 20.4 G/l (ref. 6-12 G/l), erythrozytopenia 4.26 T/l (ref. 4.9-8.83 T/l), too low haemoglobin
93 g/l (105-205g/l), decreased haematocrit 0.29 l/l (ref. 0.3-0.58 l/l), thrombocytopenia 40 G/l (120500 G/l), increased reticulocytes 102 G/l (ref. 0-60 G/l) increased segmental blood cells 87% (ref. 5575%), lymphocytopenia 9% (ref. 13-30%), increased neutrophils 17,748/ul (ref. 3,000-9,000/ul),
increased GLDH 13.1 U/l (ref. 0-9.6 U/l), increased LDH 108 U/l (0-89 U/l), increased alpha-Amylase
1,216 U/l (ref. 316-1,047 U/l), increased lipase 114 U/l (ref. 0-71 U/l), increased CK 600 U/l (ref. 0-170
U/l), elevated creatinine 586 ummol/l (ref. 0-150 umol/l), urea 80,9 mmol/l (ref. 3.3-8.2
mmol/l),decreased calcium 2.16 mmol/l (ref. 2.3-3 mmol/l), decreased chloride 94 (ref. 100-113
mmol/l), increased phosphate 6.26 mmol/l (ref. 2,32-3 mmol/l), decreased albumin 22.1 g/l (ref. 2846g/l). Leptospira species DNA was detected. Puppy was treated with Ampicillin and no further
specified medication against vomiting. EDTA PCR showed a Leptospirosis positive result. Conjunctiva
was positive.(PCR positive). AK titer for Leptospirosis were negative. The dog is doing fine. Case
remains open. Further information expected. Case is linked to cases 2018-DE-00113; 2018-DE-00155;
2018-DE-00156; 2018-DE-00160; 2018-DE-00161; 2018-DE-00162; 2018-DE-00163 all puppies belong
to the same litter. FU: 20th of February 2018: All puppies are doing well. Leptospirosis antibody test
results were received for 7 animals. Three animals were tested positive for Leptospira grippotyphosa
and Leptospira pomona, one of these three was positive as well for Leptospira bratislava. The other 4
animals were tested negative for Leptospira antibodies. The allocation of the test results to the
individual animals is not possible because this information was not provided by the reporter. Urine of
the the breeding bitch was tested negative for Leptospira. According to scientific information it is not
possible to detect vaccine strain of Nobivac L4 in blood, urine or conjunctiva samples with PCR
methodology. Furthermore Leptospira pomona is not included in the Nobivac L4 vaccine which is a
further indication for a field infection with Leptospira. No more information expected. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:

15 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed in N - Unlikely
one syringe with SHPP (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed in one
syringe with L4 (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00160

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

18/01/2018

20/02/2018

1

1

0 31/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Thrombocytopenia,Leucocytosis,Ly No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes mphopenia,Neutrophilia,Bloody
diarrhoea,Inappetence,Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hyperkal
aemia,Hypoproteinaemia,Hyperpho
sphataemia,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Decreased red blood cell
count,Increased percentage
reticulocytes,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Elevated creatinekinase (CK),Elevated lactic acid
dehydrogenase
(LDH),Hyponatremia

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00161

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

18/01/2018

08/02/2018

1

1

0 02/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypercalcaemia,Lack of
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes efficacy,Hypoalbuminaemia,Increas
ed percentage
reticulocytes,Elevated creatinekinase
(CK),Hyperphosphataemia,Lymphoc
ytosis,Leucocytosis,Elevated lactic
acid dehydrogenase
(LDH),Neutrophilia

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00162

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

18/01/2018

08/02/2018

1

1

0 02/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Monocytosis,Elevated creatineNo Data
R><BR><BR>Yes kinase (CK),Increased percentage
reticulocytes,Elevated
lipase,Decreased red blood cell
count,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
BUN,Hypoproteinaemia,Hypoalbu
minaemia,Lack of
efficacy,Neutrophilia,Lymphocytosi
s,Hyperphosphataemia

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00163

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

18/01/2018

08/02/2018

1

1

0 02/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Lack of No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes efficacy,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hyperk
alaemia,Hyperphosphataemia,Incre
ased percentage
reticulocytes,Elevated creatinekinase (CK),Elevated lactic acid
dehydrogenase (LDH),Monocytosis

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00174

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

21/12/2017

12/02/2018

1

1

0 22/12/2017 Not
Head tremor
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00225

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

15/01/2018

27/02/2018

1

1

0 15/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR/SLEE: Initial report on 2 February. On 18 Jan 2018 approx. nine 8-week old puppies (all cases are Irish
entered seperately but linked) were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously.
Wolfhound
More details were received on 8 February 2018. On 31 Jan 2018 puppy "Pete" (6959) was presented
with inappetence and bloody diarrhoea to the reporter. External lab values for this puppy showed
leucocytosis 15.5 G/l (ref. 6-12 G/l), erythrozytopenia 3.98 T/l (ref. 4.9-8.83 T/l), too low haemoglobin
89 g/l (105-205g/l), decreased haematocrit 0.27 l/l (ref.0.3-0.58 l/l), thrombocytopenia 18 G/l (120-500
G/l), increased reticulocytes 63 G/l (ref. 0-60 G/l) increased segmental blood cells 89% (ref. 55-75%),
lymphozytopenia 8% (ref.13-30%), increased neutrophils 13,795/ul (ref. 3,000-9,000/ul), increased LDH
92 u/l (0-89 u/l), increased CK 343 u/l (ref. 0-170 u/l), elevated creatinine 304 ummol/l (ref. 0-150
umol/l), urea 45.6 mmol/l (ref. 3.3-8.2 mmol/l), decreased natrium 139 mmol/l (ref. 140-155 mmol/l);
increased potassium 5.8 mmol/l (ref. 3.5-5.2 mmol/l), increased phosphat 3.87 mmol/l (ref. 2,32-3
mmol/l), decreased albumin 18.7 g/l (ref. 28-46g/l); decreased total protein 43g/l (55-75g/l). Leptospira
species DNA was detected. Puppy was treated with Ampicillin and no further specified medication
against vomiting. EDTA PCR showed a Leptospirosis positive result. Conjunctiva was positive.(PCR
positive). AK titer for Leptospriosis were negative. The dog is doing fine. Case remains open. Further
information expected. Case is linked to cases 2018-DE-00113; 2018-DE-00155; 2018-DE-00156; 2018DE-00158; 2018-DE-00161; 2018-DE-00162; 2018-DE-00163 all puppies belong to the same litter. FU:
20th of February 2018: All puppies are doing well. Leptospirosis antibody test results were received for
7 animals. Three animals were tested positive for Leptospira grippotyphosa and Leptospira pomona,
one of these three was positive as well for Leptospira bratislava. The other 4 animals were tested
negative for Leptospira antibodies. The allocation of the test results to the individual animals is not
possible because this information was not provided by the reporter. Urine of the the breeding bitch
was tested negative for Leptospira. According to scientific information it is not possible to detect
vaccine strain of Nobivac L4 in blood, urine or conjunctiva samples with PCR methodology.
Furthermore Leptospira pomona is not included in the Nobivac L4 vaccine which is a further indication
for a field infection with Leptospira. No more information expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SAR/SLEE:
Initial report on 2 February. On 18 Jan 2018 approx. nine 8-week old puppies (all cases are Irish
entered separately but linked) were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously.
Wolfhound
More details were received on 8 February 2018. The puppy showed no clinical signs, but external lab
values showed leucocytosis 18 G/l (ref. 6-12 G/l), increased reticulocytes 240 G/l (ref. 0-60 G/l),
increased neutrophils 13,140 /ul (ref. 3,000-9,000/ul), lymphocytosis 4.500 ul (ref. 1.000 - 3.600 u/l),
increased LDH 188 u/l (0-89 u/l), increased CK 398 u/l (ref. 0-170 u/l), hypercalcemia 5.4mmol/l (ref.
3.5- 5.2), increased phosphate 3.15 mmol/l (ref. 2,32-3 mmol/l), decreased albumin 27.8 g/l (ref. 2846g/l). Leptospira species DNA was negative. Case remains open. Further information expected. Case
is linked to cases 2018-DE-00113; 2018-DE-00155; 2018-DE-00156; 2018-DE-00158; 2018-DE-00160;
2018-DE-00162; 2018-DE-00163 all puppies belong to the same litter. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SAR/SLEE: Initial report on 2 February. On 18 Jan 2018 approx. nine 8-week old puppies (all cases are Irish
entered seperately but linked) were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously.
Wolfhound
More details were received on 8 February 2018. For puppy, external lab values showed decreased red
blood cells 4.65 T/l (ref. 4.95 - 8.83 T/l), increased reticulocytes 202 G/l (ref. 0-60 G/l). lymphocytosis
31% (ref.13-30%), increased neutrophils 9,263 /ul (ref. 3,000-9,000/ul), increased monocytes 9% (ref. 05%), increased lipase 111 u/l (0-71 u/l), increased CK 321 u/l (ref. 0-170 u/l), increased creatinine 224
(ref. 0-150umol/l), increased urea 37.1 (ref. 3.2-8.2 mmol/l), increased phosphat 3.81 mmol/l (ref.
2,32-3 mmol/l), decreased albumin 23.2 g/l (ref. 28-46g/l); decreased total protein 50g/l (55-75g/l).
Leptospira species DNA was negative. Leptospirosis antibody negative. A positive Leptospirosis test
was reported in the littermates. Case remains open. Further information expected. Case is linked to
cases 2018-DE-00113; 2018-DE-00155; 2018-DE-00156; 2018-DE-00158; 2018-DE-00160; 2018-DE00161; 2018-DE-00163 all puppies belong to the same litter. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SAR/SLEE: Initial report on 2 February. On 18 Jan 2018 approx. nine 8-week old puppies (all cases are Irish
entered seperately but linked) were vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously.
Wolfhound
More details were received on 8 February 2018. The puppy showed no clinical signs, but external lab
values showed leucocytosis 15.1 G/l (ref. 6-12 G/l), increased reticulocytes 187 G/l (ref. 0-60 G/l),
increased monocytes 8% (ref.0-5%), increased neutrophils 9,211 /ul (ref. 3,000-9,000/ul), increased
LDH 106 u/l (0-89 u/l), increased CK 399 u/l (ref. 0-170 u/l), increased potassium 5.6 (ref. 3.5-5.2
mmol/l), increased phosphat 3.63 mmol/l (ref. 2,32-3 mmol/l), decreased albumin 26.1 g/l (ref. 2846g/). Leptospira species DNA was negative. Leptospira antibodies negative. The littermates for
positive for Leptospirosis.Case remains open. Further information expected. Case is linked to
cases2018-DE-00113; 2018-DE-00155; 2018-DE-00156; 2018-DE-00158; 2018-DE-00160; 2018-DE00161; 2018-DE-00162 all puppies belong to the same litter. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SAR: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 21 Dec 2017 by the vet. This was Labrador
the second vaccination, the dog has received the first vaccination (company unknown) four weeks
Retriever
before. It is unknown, if any signs occurred after first vaccination. One day later, on 22 Dec 2017, the
dog showed periodic headtremor. The tremor occurred daily when the dog was in rest, however was
to interrupt by distraction. The frequency of the tremor has decreased over the time. Six weeks after
vaccination, the tremor occurs every one to two weeks. No more information expected, case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
SAR: On 15 Jan 2018 an approx. 3 month old dog was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi and Nobivac L4
Crossbred
simultaneously. It was the second vaccination. The product name of the first vaccination is unknown.
30 minutes after the vaccination (the dog was already at home) the face of the dog was swollen. The
vet injected cortisone and the dog recovered right away. No more information expected. Case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

15 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed in N - Unlikely
one syringe with SHPP (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed in one
syringe with L4 (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>

15 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed in O1 - Inconclusive
one syringe with SHPP (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed in one
syringe with L4 (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>

LEE: N

15 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed in O1 - Inconclusive
one syringe with SHPP (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed in one
syringe with L4 (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>

LEE: N

15 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed in O1 - Inconclusive
one syringe with SHPP (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed in one
syringe with L4 (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>

LEE: N

8.6 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(21/12/201721/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (21/12/201721/12/2017)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

8.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,applied B - Possible
in one syringe with SH (1 Day(s)
15/01/201815/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,applied in one
syringe with L4 (15/01/201815/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00245

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

02/03/2018

05/03/2018

1

1

0 02/03/2018 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Lateral recumbency,Loss of
Other
consciousness,Anaphylaxis,Low
blood pressure,Pale mucous
membrane,Decreased heart
rate,Vocalisation,Shallow
breathing,Emesis (multiple),Muscle
weakness NOS,Tachypnoea

Suspected Adverse Reaction (SAR)/ Extra-Label Use (ELU): On 02 Mar 2018 an approximately 2.5-year- Miniature
old white Miniature Schnauzer was vaccinated with Nobivac SHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac T
Schnauzer
simultaneously (all in one syringe, ELU). The dog originated from Argentina and was brought to
Germany approx 1.5 to 2 years ago, but possessed no vaccination card, therefore previous
vaccinations / vaccines used are unknown. No previous drug-related reactions were reported to the
vet. After the vaccines were injected the dog was put down from the vet's table and a few moments
later it shortly squeaked and was lying in lateral recumbency. The vet helped the dog up, but there was
weak to no muscle tonus. While standing,the dog vomited 3 times (no unusual substances or foreign
material was seen in the vomit), thereafter was put back on the table and lost consciousness. Mucous
membranes were porcelain white, heart almost not hearable, breathing at first was very quick then
slowed down and was shallow. Pupillary reflex was existent all the time. It was not possible to place a
venous catheter (low blood pressure), so the dog received subcutaneous fluids (Sterofundin) and
Prednisolone-acetate, and a heat pad. After approx 15 minutes the dog showed first signs of recovery
and was stable after approx 1 hour of intensive treatment, but still weak. It was sent home and
received another fluid infusion on the next day (03 Mar), then completely recovered. No more
information expected. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 10X1DS 122 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-MERCKMSD-2018-DE-00257

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

06/03/2018

08/03/2018

1

1

0 08/03/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Elevated
No Data
AST,Hypoglycaemia,Prolonged
capillary refill
time,Dehydration,Increased packed
cell volume
(PCV),Vomiting,Elevated
SAP,Circulatory disorder
NOS,Weakness

SAR: A 4 year old dog was booster-vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac Pi and Nobivac T on 06 Mar
Bernese
Not
2018 (vaccinated with Nobivac SPHHI and L4 in 2017 and T in 2015 without any problems). On 8 Mar in Mountain Dog Known
the morning the dog suddenly was weak and therefore presented to vet in a bad circulatory condition,
capillary pressure low (4 sec), dehydration. Investigation showed hypoglycemia 11 (norm 74 - 126),
haematocrit 71, alkaline phosphatase 298 (68), GOT 87 (43), GPT and renal parameters normal. Dog
was hospitalized and is under treatment with infusions and cortisone. Unclear why the dog was
dehydrated over night. According to owner normal water intake, no vomitus and diarrhoea and no
signs of anaphylaxis. Dog only vomited once after infusion in vet practice. Follow-up is expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
540 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 620
Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC T 10X1DS 620 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: Brand: Infusions Reason: Treatment] [State of health: Good]

Infusions - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(08/03/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (06/03/201806/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (06/03/201806/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (06/03/201806/03/2018)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-USMERIAL-16DE000321

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

19/07/2016

1

1

24/06/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Shock,Pale mucous
membrane,Circulatory collapse
(see also 'Neurological' and
'Systemic disorders')

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Eurican SHPPi2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
dosage form 1 Animal (N/A24/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form 1
Animal (N/A-24/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-USMERIAL-17DE000012

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

01/12/2016

04/01/2017

1

1

1 02/12/2016 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

As reported by the attending vet, a 6 months old, male intact Hovawart was administered EURICAN
SHPPi2 (batch L423879) and Nobivac L4 simultaneously. Circa 1 minute after the administration, the
dog fell down (coded "collapse") , showed pale mucous membranes and shock symptoms. The dog was
treated immediately with infusion and the status immproved after 10-15 minutes. after further 20-25
minutes, the dog recovered completely. The dog was administered the same combination of products
before without any reaction. [Reason for use for product: Generic: EURICAN CHPPI2 Brand:
EURICAN SHPPI2 Reason: Unknown. Generic: Brand: Nobivac L4 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Unknown]
As reported by the attending vet a 16 months old female neutered Miniature Poodle of unknown
weight was administered MERILYM 3, NOBIVAC SHPPi, NOBIVAC L4, and NOBIVAC T, batch number
unknown for all vaccines, concomitantly on the 1.12.2016 for routine vaccination. One day after the
administration the dog was lethargic, had hyperthermia, and a tensed abdomen. Blood results showed
leukocytosis but were otherwise inconspicuous. On the 8.12.2016 an xray was performed and showed
abdominal opacity and the dog was referred to a specialist. An ultrasound and a CT were performed
and the dog was diagnosed with splenitis and put on Clavaseptin and NSAIDs. On the 13.12.2016 the
spleen was surgically removed, and the diagnosis was confirmed via pathohistological examination. No
etiologic agent could be identified. After the surgery the dog recovered and did not show symptoms for
3 days, but then again the symptoms worsened. On the 21.12.2016 he was presented to the vet with
acute abdomen fever and severe leukocytosis and an abdominal mass was palpable. The dog was
euthanized on the 21.12.2016, no pathological exam was initiated. The dog had previously been
vaccinated with MERILYM 3 on the 7.12.2015, on the 30.12.2015 and on the 1.6.2016. 1 week after
the third administration the dog showed fever, leukocytosis and gastro-intestinal symptoms (see linked
case), that resolved after 2 days. The dog had also showed tense and painful abdomen 14 days after
castration on the 18.3.2016, that resolved after removal of the stitches. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: MERILYM 3 Brand: MERILYM 3 Reason: Routine vaccination Generic: Brand: NOBIVAC
SHPPi Reason: Routine vaccination Generic: Brand: Nobivac L4 Reason: Routine vaccination
Generic: Brand: Nobivac T Reason: Routine vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Miniature
Poodle

Not
Known

Merilym 3 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage O1 - Inconclusive
form 1 Animal (01/12/201601/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form 1
Animal (01/12/201601/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form
1 Animal (01/12/201601/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form 1
Animal (01/12/201601/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-USMERIAL-17DE000244

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

17/05/2017

07/06/2017

1

1

17/05/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Angioedema,Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>No

Other

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

Eurican SHPPi2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
dosage form 1 Animal (17/05/201717/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form 1
Animal (17/05/201717/05/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-USMERIAL-17DE000245

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

17/05/2017

18/05/2017

1

1

18/05/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Angioedema,Vomiting
R><BR><BR>No

Not
Known

As reported by the attending vet, a 12 weeks old, male intact Labrador Retriever, weight unknown, was
administered EURICAN CHPPi, batch number L437678, and Nobivac L4, batch number unknown, on the
17.5.2017 for primary vaccination. The two vaccines were applied mixed in one shot. Approximately 3
hours after the administration the dog showed an angioedema. He was treated with Prednisolone and
had recovered within 5 hours. He had previously been vaccinated with Virbac vaccines, without
showing an adverse event. [Reason for use for product: Generic: EURICAN CHPPI2 Brand: EURICAN
CHPPI2 Reason: Primary vaccination Generic: Brand: Nobivac L4 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Unknown]
As reported by the attending vet, a 12 weeks old, male intact Labrador Retriever, weight unknown, was
administered EURICAN DAP, batch number L437641, and Nobivac L4, batch number unknown, on the
18.5.2017 for primary vaccination. The two vaccines were applied mixed in one shot. Approximately 3
hours after the administration the dog showed an angioedema and vomitus. He was treated with
Prednisolone and Novalgine and remains under treatment at the time reporting (18.5.2017). [Reason
for use for product: Generic: TRIVIROVAX Brand: EURICAN DAP Reason: Primary vaccination
Generic: Brand: Nobivac L4 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

Eurican DAP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
dosage form 1 Animal (18/05/201718/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form 1
Animal (17/05/201717/05/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DEU-ZZELANCORG-DE201500019

Germany

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

02/02/2015

01/04/2015

1

1

0 05/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Anorexia,Elevated liver
enzymes,Tremor,Apathy,Bone and
joint disorder
NOS,Disorientation,Fever,Weight
loss,Hind limb ataxia

NOBIVAC L4

DK-BAYERBAH-2014-232860

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

24/07/2014

18/08/2014

1

1

1 25/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Unconscious,Inappropriate
No Data
defecation,Inappropriate
urination,Cardiac
arrest,Hypersalivation,Vomiting,Co
nvulsion,Respiratory
arrest,Death,Hyperaemic
mucosae,Weakness,Lateral
recumbency,Horizontal nystagmus

Not
Known

Leucocytosis,Splenitis,Death by
Not
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Fever,Abdominal
discomfort,Abdominal mass

Not
Known

7.5 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,all
B - Possible
vaccines in one syringe (1 Day(s)
02/03/201802/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
SHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,all vaccines in
one syringe (02/03/201802/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac T 1,N/A,N/A ,24,all vaccines in one
syringe (02/03/201802/03/2018)<BR><BR>

Reason for treatment: flea prophylaxis Healthy Akita inu (4 years, male neutr., 43kg) treated with one Akita
1620mg and one 665mg tablet of Comfortis one day after vaccination with L4 of nobivac. Dog showed
apathy, disorientation, tremor, ataxia of hind legs with dropped fetlock, anorexia and fever (41.7 °C).
Fever was treated successfully with Baytril (Enrofloxacine) and Vetalgin (Metamizol). Body
temperature now is at 38.7°. While disorientation and tremor went better, Anorexia and lack of
walking still prominent and severe. Dog lost 2kg of weight during last week. Blood examination showed
a slight increase of liver enzymes, all other parameters were negative. Dog showed AE the first time it
got it, but far slighter than this second time. Strength = 1 dose Dose = Unknown [Reason for use for
product: Generic: Spinosad Brand: Comfortis 1620 mg Reason: flea prophylaxis Generic: Spinosad
Brand: Comfortis 665 mg Reason: flea prophylaxis Generic: tetravalent leptospirosis vaccine Brand:
Nobivac L4 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

43 Comfortis 1620 mg Kautabletten für
Hunde - 1,N/A,30 Days,24,1 Tablet
1620 mg and 1 tablet 665 mg
(05/01/201503/02/2015)<BR><BR>Comfortis
665 mg Kautabletten für Hunde 1,N/A,30 Days,24,1 Tablet 1620 mg
and 1 tablet 665 mg (05/01/201503/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
(PEI) - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,0
(02/02/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

24-7-2014: Health check performed at local vet, vaccination included (Nobivac BBPI + Nobivac L4 vet). Labrador
The owner received a package of bayvantix that the owner applied on the dog the same day in the
Retriever
neck region. The day after on july 25, 2014 dog has salivation, seems lethargic and is vomiting. The next
couple of days the dog gets worse and to develop seizures. On the night between 29-30 July the dogs
condition worsens, and on the morning of july 30 the dog is lying on its side, urinate and defecate
spontaneously. Owner contact veterinary emergency clinic. 30-7-2014: presented in lateral
recumbency, spontaneous horizontal nystagmus, mucosa hyperemic, t = 38.8, P 122 / min, not
conscious, have bitten his tongue, convulsions venflon stesolid IV 3,7ml (2 doses given slowly) good
effect, abdominal palpation: normal, auskultation thorax: normal. The dog is hospitalized and
stabilized. Liquid IV, later low blood pressure (atropine) and respiratory and heart arrest (adrenaline),
CPR for 10 minutes, dog declared dead. Reason for Treatment: Prevention of ticks and fleas. State of
health at time of treatment: good

35 Bayvantic Vet., Spot-on, opløsning til No assessment
hunde 25-40 kg - 4,N/A,N/A ,10,1
performed
dose (24/07/201424/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac BBPI
- N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(24/07/201424/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
vet - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(24/07/2014-24/07/2014)<BR><BR>

FU expected.

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DEBIAHP-2015DK00046

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

17/09/2015

14/03/2016

1

1

17/09/2015 Not
Aggression,Weight loss
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20140015

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

30 Month(s)

03/02/2014

10/04/2014

1

1

0 10/02/2014 Yes

Balance
No Data
problem,Ataxia,Listless,Depression

SAR: Approximately 8 hours after injection the dog had become ataxic in the limbs, quiet and
depressed, but with normal temperature (38,6 degrees celsius). Small degree of balance problems. No
sign of soreness at injection site. Treated with the same type of vaccination 08-01-2014 without
adverse effect. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

Chihuahua

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20140102

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

03/06/2014

08/07/2014

1

1

0 11/06/2014 Yes

Injection site infection

DK-DKMA-V20140103

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

18/06/2014

08/07/2014

6

1

0 24/06/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Large abces in the neck appeared 8 days after vaccination with L4. Cultured sample showed mixed
culture predominantly with Staph. Aureus. The dog was operated and a lot of dead tissue was
removed. Additionally a draniage tube was applied.
Swelling on the neck at injection site, after vaccination. Disappaered without treatment. Talked to the
vet, for information about treatment date and reaction date.

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20140135

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

04/09/2014

24/09/2014

1

1

0 04/09/2014 Not Known

Not
Known

Bloody vomitus and diarrhoea.

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20140186

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

28/10/2014

28/11/2014

1

1

0 28/10/2014 Not
Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Vomiting several times, in the end with bile.

Nova Scotia
Duck Tolling
Retriever
Not Applicable

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20150041

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

13/02/2015

04/03/2015

1

1

0 14/02/2015 Not
Cough,Depression
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Coughing and depressed from the day of the vaccination (14-02-2015). The symptoms were still
present 27-02-2015.

Bichon Frise

7.4 Nobivac BBPI NASAL DROPS,
No assessment
SOLUTION - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A performed
(13/02/201513/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/02/201513/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/02/201513/02/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20150089

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

19/04/2015

26/05/2015

1

1

0 20/04/2015 Not
Dyspnoea,Reverse sneezing
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Severe attacks of reverese sneezing and dyspnoea. Was after 14 days treated with nasal lavage in
anaesthesia and ronaxan. After the treatment the dog slowly recovered. The veterinarian was
contacted by CA 22-05-2015, for further explanation of the term reverze sneezing. The veterinarian
explained that the symptoms could be described as an extreme rattling fra the larynx. It was like the
sound brachyocephalic anmals make just more extreme and as an attack after the vaccination. The
dog normally has a tendency to make this rattling/stertor sound. The veterinarian also explained as if
the larynx was swollen.

German Spitz Pomeranian

2.4 NOBIVAC DHPPI VET - N/A,N/A,N/A No assessment
,N/A,N/A (19/04/2015performed
19/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac BBPI
NASAL DROPS, SOLUTION N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (19/04/201519/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (19/04/201519/04/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20150093

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

23/03/2015

02/06/2015

1

1

0 30/03/2015 Not
Epiphora,Ear pain,Thickened ear
Known,<BR><BR canal(s),Ear irritation
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Border Collie

18.8 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O No clear time link, clinical signs not typical or known
(23/03/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa for these vaccines.
23/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi
ble
LYOPHILISATE AND SOLVENT FOR
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION AND
LYOPHILISATE: PALE YELLOW GREY
PELLET - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(23/03/2015-23/03/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20150097

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

25/03/2014

09/06/2015

1

1

0 08/04/2014 Not
Conjunctivitis,Rhinitis,Sneezing,Cou Not
Known,<BR><BR gh
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Approximately one week after the vaccination (30-03-2015), the owner observes watery secretion
from both eyes and irritation around auricularis dexter. The owner observes the dog for a few days,
and then contacts the veterinarian. Clinical examination (21-04-2015) showed marginal increased
lacrima, lightly moisten fur and cutis on medial ocular cantus. Left ear showed nothing during
otoscophy. The right ear had reddening, swelling, soreness and dark cerumen. The veterinarian took a
sample for microscopic examination: this showed multiple malassezia (>10 per visual fiels at 100
lense). A swab for cultivation was also taken: results was positive for malassezia, sensitive for CO150
and neom plus micos resistent towards fucidin and gen30. The ear was cleaned and treated with
surolan eardrops 0.6 ml *2*7. The dog has an adverse rection last year, after vaccination the Nobivac
BbPi and Nobivac L4 (25-04-2015). Here the dog had enlarged submandibular lymph nodes and watery
secretion from the nares plus cough and conjunctivitis. CA comment: A separete report regarding
Nobivac BbPi from 2014 is not expected.
This case is linked to DK-DKMA-V20150093, and reported by CA on behalf of the veterinarians
information, when they reported adverse reactions on the dog in May 2015. In 2014, on the 25 th of
March, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac BbPi and Nobivac L4. The dog had enlarged
submandibular lymph nodes and watery secretion from the nares plus cough and conjunctivitis.

Border Collie

18.8 Nobivac BBPI NASAL DROPS,
No assessment
SOLUTION - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A performed
(25/03/201425/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (25/03/201425/03/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20150110

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

127
Month(s)

10/06/2015

25/06/2015

1

1

0 10/06/2015 Not
Injection site
Known,<BR><BR inflammation,Injection site
><BR><BR><BR> swelling,Anorexia,Apathy
Not Known

Vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi Vet and Nobivac L4 was given at the same time through the same
syringe. The dog developed shortly after vaccination a small firm swelling at injectionsite. 6 days later
the swelling became bigger and the dog appeared apathetic and reluctant to eat. Clinical examination
showed a warm, sore, firm swelling in the neck (15*10*5 cm). Temp. 39.4. The dog was treated with
NSAID and antibiotics. The dog has been vaccinated many times before and only experienced small
transient swelling.

Not Applicable

Diarrhoea,Haematemesis

Not
Known

No Data

Not
Known

An eight months old, male, miniature Dachshund weighing 6 kg (29-DEC-2015) is reported to have
Miniature
showed behavioral changes and weight loss after treatment with Pexion for the indication of
Dachshund
unspecified epilepsy. On 17-Sep-15 the dog was presented in the clinic for a check-up due to previous
history of epileptic seizures. Frequency of epileptic seizures before start of treatment with Pexion was
every 6 weeks. When a seizure occurs the dog fall on the site and legs are running, drools slightly,
uncommonly the dog urinates and defecates during seizures. As the frequency and duration had
increased Pexion 100 mg tablets treatment was initiated using a dose of 100 mg twice daily (dosage
15.2 mg/kg), dog weighed 6.6 kg when treatment was initiated. The dog was also vaccinated with
Nobivac L4 (protection against Leptospirosis). Furthermore some flea excrements were found on the
dog, but owner was not sure what product they use. On 11-Nov-15 the prescription for Pexion was
renewed. Attending veterinarian had contacted company employee on 29-Dec-15 due to the
aggressiveness. The exact start date of the aggressiveness is not known, but it was reported that it is
not linked in time to the epileptic seizures and therefore not in the posticale phase. It was advised to
discontinue the treatment with Pexion and switch to Phenoleptill (dose 12.5 mg tablet twice daily). The
treatment with Phenoleptil is to be evaluated within two weeks. Follow-up 09-MAR-2016: Company
employee was in contact with veterinarian on the 27-JAN-2016 to ask if the aggression continued after
the discontinuation of Pexion. However attending veterinarian was not able to find the medical
journal. The attending vet said that she would call when she finds it or whenever the dog turns up in
the clinic. To date 09-MAR-2016 no new info has been received by company and it remains unknown if
the aggression has disappeared. [Reason for use for product: Generic: imepitoin Brand: Pexion 100
mg tablets for dogs Reason: Epilepsy, not specified Generic: NOT PROVIDED Brand: NOBIVAC L4
Reason: Unspecified] [State of health: Unknown]

6.6 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown (1 Day(s) 17/09/201517/09/2015)<BR><BR>Pexion 100
mg tablets for dogs - 15.2,N/A,12
Hours,5,15.2 mg/kg 12 Hour(s) 1
Animal (3 Month(s) 17/09/201529/12/2015)<BR><BR>

1.75 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 OAccidental IM Vx injections in small breed dogs have
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vaccination
Unclassifiable/unassessa been seen to cause similar symptoms in dogs. The
(03/02/2014-03/02/2014)<BR><BR> ble
described symptoms are unspecific and are most likely
caused by accidently not injecting vaccine
subcutaneously. We do not assess this to be drug
related.
40 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
Injection site swelling can not be ruled out to have
(03/06/2014-03/06/2014)<BR><BR>
been caused by the vaccination.

Not Applicable Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
A - Probable
,N/A,N/A (18/06/201418/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (18/06/201418/06/2014)<BR><BR>

34.7 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
N - Unlikely
vaccination (04/09/201404/09/2014)<BR><BR>
6.1 Bravecto 250 MG CHEWABLE
No assessment
TABLETS - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 tabl. performed
(28/10/201428/10/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI VET - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(28/10/201428/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (28/10/201428/10/2014)<BR><BR>

14 Nobivac DHPPi vet. - N/A,N/A,N/A A - Probable
,N/A,N/A (10/06/201510/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (10/06/201510/06/2015)<BR><BR>

Transient injection sie oedemas are known from the
SPC.

The observed clinical signs are unlikely to be caused
by the VMP.

Clear association in time as well as anatomical
location.

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20150111

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

19/05/2015

26/06/2015

1

1

0 21/05/2015 Not
Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR swelling,Fever,Stiff gait
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

The dog was vaccinated on the 19-05-2015. On the 20-05-2015: the dog has impared balance and
Labrador
seems confused. 23-05-2015: The dog is taken to the veterinarian on duty. The temperature is 40.5
Retriever
and the dog shows stiff gait, seems dizzy and has a changed look. CRP 100 mg/l. The veterinarian starts
treatment with Onsior 40 mg tabl. 1*1*7 starting 24-05-2015 and Clavubactin vet 500 mg 1*2*7. On
the 24th of May the owner takes the dog to the emergency clinic at the university hospital. Following is
reported in the hospital record: 24-05-2015; A firm swelling (15*20 cm) is found on the neck of the
dog. It is indolent and without ulceration and discoloration of the skin. T: 38.7, P: 100, R: 24. CRP is
taken and the dog is treated with antihistamine injection and continued treatment with clavubactin
and Onsior as prescribed + ampicilline (pentrexyl9. CRP > 270 mg/l. The dog is sent home, but the
owner calls later on the same day and reports that the temperature is now 41.1. The dog is admitted
24.05.2015. The swelling is now bigger and has spread a few cm especially to the left. T:39.3. A
haemogram is made and CRP is controlled continuously. During the night the temperatur, color of
mucosal membranes (MM) and CRT changes and treatment with enrofloxacin (Baytril) is initiatied. 2505-2015: normal MM, T:39.1. A FNASP is taken from the swelling - results: Purulent flux. CRT > 270
mg/l. The abces is operated and emptied. It is estimated the 1 l of pus is removed. A drainage tube is
applied. The temp. is measured during night: 37.7. 26-05-2015: moderate amount of
serohaemorrhagic fluid with lightly clouded apperence is observed from the drainage tube. A samlpe
for cytology is made. The operation site is warm, firm, emphysematous and a bit dolent. Pentrexyl
treatment withdrawn and treatment with Synulox (amoxicilline and enzyme inhibitor) is initiated.
Results cytology: multiple neutrophile granulocytes pr field of vision: app. 50 % RBC and 50 5 NG). 2705-2015 drainage tube is withdrawn and the dog is sent home.

38 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
A - Probable
vacc (19/05/201519/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vacc
(19/05/2015-19/05/2015)<BR><BR>

Association in anatomical location, injection site
reactions are well-known for both vaccines. May have
worsened due to the concurrent administration of
two vaccines.

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20150118

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

29/06/2015

07/07/2015

1

1

0 29/06/2015 Not
Eyelid oedema,Generalised itching
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Periorbital swelling and generalised pruritus on the body. The dog was treated with Dexadreson vet
2mg/ml and the symptoms resolved after approximately one hour.

Maltese

2.1 NOBIVAC DHPPI VET - N/A,N/A,N/A A - Probable
,N/A,N/A (29/06/201529/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (29/06/201529/06/2015)<BR><BR>

Clear time link, well-known adverse reaction after
vaccination, is it due to the combined use of the two
vaccines or is it due to the use of either of the
vaccines?

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20150151

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

06/08/2015

24/08/2015

1

1

0 06/08/2015 Not
Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Urticaria,Allergic
><BR><BR><BR> pruritus,Hypersensitivity reaction
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

The dog was treated around 10 am. At around 5 pm the dog developed urticaria with swelling of the
snout and pruritus. Has previously been treated with these vaccinations without reaction.

Japanese Spitz

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20150152

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

28/07/2015

24/08/2015

2

1

0 28/07/2015 Not
Emesis,Facial swelling (see also
Not
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Urticaria,Malaise,Hypersensit Known
><BR><BR><BR> ivity reaction
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Was vaccinated around 11 am. At 5 pm the dog developed urticaria with swelling of the snout.
Dachshund
Additionally the dog experienced vomitus and the dog was unwell. The dog was treated with
(Standard)
Dexamethason and Tavegyl, which helped quickly. Concomitant treatment: Cepetor Vet, Revertor Vet., Long-haired
Torbugesic (strength not known), Propofol (strength not known).

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20150237

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

09/12/2015

22/12/2015

1

1

0 09/12/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

The dog seemed slightly lethargic immediacy after vaccination. The veterinarian observed the dog for Chihuahua
15 minutes, but the owner said that the dog usually got tired at that time of the day (just before noon).
The veterinarian discharged the dog, but 30 minutes later, the owner called and told that the dog had
developed a swelling around the eyes. The owner arrived by taxi at the clinic, and the dog had
angioedema, and a bilateral swelling around the eyes, and was lethargic. The blood circulation was
normal, capillary refill time was less than 2 seconds, and mucosal membranes were moist and pink. The
dog was treated with an intramuscular injection with Dexadreson Vet.

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20160011

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Year(s)

01/01/2016

26/01/2016

1

1

0 02/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site swelling,Injection site No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes serosanguinous discharge

The day after the treatment the dog had a massive fluctuating swelling on the injection site. Size
Golden
approximately 10x10x10 cm. The content inside the swelling was a serohemorrhagic fluid. Some of the Retriever
fluid was analyzed at the vet clinic and showed no signs of infection. The dog has never before had this
kind of reaction after vaccination. Reason for treatment with the drug: yearly revaccination.

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20160040

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

02/03/2016

11/03/2016

1

1

0 02/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous
R><BR><BR>Yes system depression in
'Neurological')

No Data

The dog became lethargic 5-10 minutes after immunisation. The lethargy persisted for 20 minutes and
then the dog went back to normal. The dog has not previously been administered the drug, and no
concomitant treatment was given.

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20160166

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

05/07/2016

07/08/2016

1

1

0 05/07/2016 Not
Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Facial
Known,<BR><BR swelling (see also 'Skin'),Pruritus
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20160196

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

08/08/2016

15/09/2016

1

1

0 11/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling

On the 5th of July 2016 a 14 week old puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP live vet + Nobivac L4.
Labrador
One hour after vaccination, the puppy started vomiting a couple of times followed by itchy skin on the Retriever
neck and head. During the following couple of hours, the puppy started swelling in the head and on the
neck, and it was unable to open its eyes and the lips were “hippopotamus-like” around 7 p.m. No
treatment of the puppy is reported. The puppy has been vaccinated with Nobivac DHP live vet +
Nobivac L4 previously without any reaction.
On the 8th of August 2016 a 8 year old male dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi Vet. and Nobivac L4. Samoyed
Afterwards the dog got a phlegmon at the injection site in the neck. The phlegmon spread down
towards the elbow on the right side of the dog. The phlegmon developed into an abscess. Bacteria
were not found in the affected area or in the abscess. The dog had previously been treated with the
same vaccines in August 2014 and August 2015. The dog was treated by draining the abscess, and he
was given a painkilling drug and antibiotics. At the time of vaccination, the dog was treated with
Spersadex Comp. due to eye infection.

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Eyelid
oedema,Angioedema

Not
Known

Not Applicable

9 Nobivac BBPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
A - Probable
,N/A,N/A (06/08/201506/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP
LYOPHILISATE AND SOLVENT FOR
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (06/08/201506/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (06/08/201506/08/2015)<BR><BR>

4.4 CEPETOR VET - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (28/07/201528/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (28/07/201528/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (28/07/201528/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (28/07/201528/07/2015)<BR><BR>PROPOFOL N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (28/07/201528/07/2015)<BR><BR>Revertor 5
MG/ML SOLUTION FOR INJECTION N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (28/07/201528/07/2015)<BR><BR>TORBUGESIC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (28/07/201528/07/2015)<BR><BR>

1.17 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(09/12/201509/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (09/12/201509/12/2015)<BR><BR>

A - Probable

Close time link, well-known adverse reaction,
combined use of three vaccines.

Close time link, well-known adverse reaction,
concomitant administration of three vaccines, but
other VMPs given including anaesthetics.

Close time link, well-known adverse reaction seen
quite often when Nobivac L4 is given in combination
with other Nobivac vaccines.

36 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
A - Probable
vaccine (1 Day(s) 01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi
LYOPHILISATE AND SOLVENT FOR
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION AND
LYOPHILISATE: PALE YELLOW GREY
PELLET - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
vaccination (1 Day(s) 01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>
3.1 Nobivac DHPPi vet. - 1,1,1
A - Probable
Days,N/A,1 vaccination (02/03/201602/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,1,1 Days,N/A,1 vaccination
(02/03/2016-02/03/2016)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time and anatomical
location, well-known adverse reaction

15 Nobivac DHP Live Vet. - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (05/07/201605/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (05/07/201605/07/2016)<BR><BR>

Close time link to vaccination, well-known adverse
reaction, second vaccination.

A - Probable

30.3 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml B - Possible
(08/08/201608/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml (08/08/201608/08/2016)<BR><BR>

Close time link, well-known adverse reaction.

Concomitant treatment, time-link, injection site
swelling is known to occur although not as severe

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20160253

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

17 Month(s)

04/10/2016

12/12/2016

1

1

0 04/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20170007

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

12/01/2017

17/01/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20170024

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Year(s)

14/02/2017

23/02/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20170072

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

92 Day(s)

31/03/2017

03/04/2017

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20170134

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

06/06/2017

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20170153

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

On October 4. a female Coton de Tulear dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi Vet. and Nobivac L4. Coton de
Three hours after administration of the vaccines the dog got swelling around the eyes and nose. The
Tuléar
swelling was treated with Tavegyl and Dexaject injection, and 2 hours later the dog recovered.

5.6 Nobivac DHPPi vet. - N/A,N/A,N/A B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (04/10/201604/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (04/10/201604/10/2016)<BR><BR>

time link, known, concomitant treatment (2 vaccines)

0 12/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Inappropriate urination,Pale
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,C
ollapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular'
and 'Systemic disorders'),Facial
oedema,Preputial oedema

On January 12, 2017 a 12-week-old Labrador Retriever was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi Vet. and
Nobivac L4. 7 minutes after vaccination the puppy went into anaphylactic chock with inappropriate
urination, vomiting, pale mucous membranes, and collapse. One hour after administration of the
vaccines the dog also got facial oedema and preputial oedema. The dog was injected with 0.3 ml
adrenalin to treat the chock. When the oedema started to show the dog was also treated with
Dexaject 0,35 ml i.m. The dog was fully recovered after 20 hours.

Labrador
Retriever

6.9 Nobivac DHPPi vet. - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,N/A (12/01/201712/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (12/01/201712/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Time link, known reaction to vaccines, no
concomitant treatment

1

0 14/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Urticarial rash,Fatigue
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

On February 14 2017 a 9.5 year old male American Staffordshire terrier got urticaria all over the body
after vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi Vet. (lot number A448A01), and Nobivac L4 (lot number
A058A01). The dog also suffered from fatigue.

American
Staffordshire
Terrier

1

1

0 31/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swelling around eye,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema,Localised
itching,Anaphylactic-type reaction

No Data

On 31 Mar 2017 an Alaskan Malamute dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi Vet. and Nobivac L4.
Alaskan
30 minutes after administration of the two vaccines the dog got facial oedema and swelling around the Malamute
eyes. The dog also had localized itching in the head. The reaction was not treated.

08/06/2017

1

1

0 06/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Abdominal pain,Emesis
(multiple),Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Urination,Apathy,Involunt
ary defecation

23/06/2017

04/07/2017

1

1

0 23/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20170221

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

25/08/2017

12/10/2017

1

1

0 25/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Allergic reaction

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20170238

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

25/09/2017

04/10/2017

1

1

No Data

Animal

Canine/dog

4.11 Year(s)

15/09/2017

25/10/2017

1

1

0 25/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Bradycardia,Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Involuntary
defecation,Unresponsive to
stimuli,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Anaphylactic
shock,Vomiting
0 15/09/2017 Yes
Injection site pain,Crying,Groaning

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20170272

Denmark

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20170273

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

2.3 Year(s)

09/10/2017

25/10/2017

1

1

0 09/10/2017 Yes

Crying,Groaning,Injection site pain

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20170274

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

19/10/2017

27/11/2017

1

1

0 19/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Groaning,Crying,Injection site
scratching

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20180004

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

26/02/2016

04/01/2018

1

1

0 14/04/2016 Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20180027

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

15/12/2017

28/01/2018

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20180039

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

12/01/2018

25/02/2018

1

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20180073

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

3.6 Year(s)

18/01/2018

07/02/2018

1

Diarrhoea,Bloody
diarrhoea,Elevated liver
enzymes,Recumbency,Decreased
body temperature,Anaphylaxis

No Data

No Data

No Data

22.9 Nobivac DHPPi vet. - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose (14/02/201714/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose (14/02/201714/02/2017)<BR><BR>
11 Nobivac DHPPi vet. - 1,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (31/03/201731/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (31/03/201731/03/2017)<BR><BR>
2.6 Nobivac DHPPi Vet. - 1,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (06/06/201706/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (06/06/201706/06/2017)<BR><BR>

On 06-06-2017 a Coton de Tuléar dog was given her second basic vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi Vet. Coton de
and Nobivac L4. 15 minutes after administration of the two vaccines the dog started to suffer from
Tuléar
several adverse reactions. Involuntary defecation and urination; emesis (multiple); apathy; pale
mucous membranes; tachycardia; and abdominal pain. The dog was given Tavegyl, Cerenia, Loxicom,
and fluid iv. to treat the adverse reactions. After this treatment the dog recovered and was back to
normal the following day.
On 26 Jun 2017 a vet reports that a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi, L4 and Rabies on 23 Jun
Not Applicable Not
2017. 5 min after vaccination the dog lied down in recumbency, had diarrhea which turned bloody.
Known
Temp 35.5 C. Increased liver values. Better on 26 Jun.

SAR case received from NCA On 25 Aug 2017, a female puppy (Shih tzu, 2 months old) was basicShih Tzu
vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. 1 hour after vaccination, the dog had an allergic
reaction characterized by lethargy and facial swelling. The swelling was especially seen in palpebra.
The symptoms disappeared after treatment with 0,25 ml FMP IM (flourmethylprednisolone) and 1/4
Alnok PO. No concomitant treatment. No further information expected [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 546 Reason: Prophylaxis
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Good]
On 25-Sep-2017 a Maltese dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi Vet. and Nobivac L4. It was the
Maltese
second basic vaccine, since the dog had also been vaccinated when it was 8 weeks old. 4 minutes after
the revaccination the dog got bradycardia, and it was lethargic. The dog had pale mucous membranes
in the eyes and mouth. Furthermore the dog had vomitus and involuntary defecation. The dog was
given an injection of 0.15 ml Rapidexon i.m. and 0.04 ml Adrenalin. The dog was also treated with
oxygen. The reaction lasted for 45 minutes before the dog recovered.
On 15-Sep-2017 a female Cavalier King Charles Spaniel (4 years 11 months; 5 kg) was vaccinated with
Nobivac L4. 2 minutes after administration of the vaccine the dog started to cry and later screaming.
The dog scratched herself in the neck (at the application site) with the hind legs. The dog ran around,
confused because of the pain/irritation in the neck at the injection site. The dog has been vaccinated
before but with unknown reaction.
On 09-Oct-2017 a female Pomeranien dog (2 years 3 months; 3.45 kg) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4.
2 minutes after administration of the vaccine the dog started to cry and later screaming. The dog
scratched the neck (at the application site) with the hind legs. The dog ran around and seemed
confused because of the pain/irritation in the neck at the injection site. The reaction lasted for 10
minutes. The dog has been vaccinated before but with unknown reaction.
SAR case received from NCA. On 19-Oct-2017 a female Lhasa Apso dog (1 years 3 months; 6.9 kg) was
vaccinated with Nobivac L4. 2 minutes after administration of the vaccine the dog started to cry and
later screaming. The dog scratched the neck (at the application site) with the hind legs. The dog ran
around and seemed confused because of the pain/irritation in the neck at the injection site. The
reaction lasted for 10 minutes. The dog has been vaccinated before but with unknown reaction. MAH
update 09 Nov 2017: Attending vet confirmed that this dog was also vaccinated with Nobivac DHP
Live. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 546 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP LIVE VET. 5X1D+5X1D DIL
200 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

German Spitz Pomeranian

time link, two vaccines used concomitantly, partly
known reactions

B - Possible

Time-link, concomitant treatment, known reaction.

A - Probable

Close time link, no concomitant treatment, wellknown adverse reaction.

Nobivac DHPPi Vet. - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (23/06/201723/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (23/06/201723/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies Vet. - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(23/06/2017-23/06/2017)<BR><BR>

Time-link, concomitant treatment, known reactions

1.1 NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS
DIL 201 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (25/08/201725/08/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 546 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (25/08/201725/08/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

well-known adverse reaction, close time link, no
concomitant treatment. FOLLOW UP, 12-10-2017:
The assessment by MAH is acknowledged and the NCA
agrees that causality assigned should be B-Possible,
since two vaccines were administered concomitantly

2.3 Nobivac DHPPi vet. - 1,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (25/09/201725/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (25/09/201725/09/2017)<BR><BR>

A - Probable

Close temporal relationship, well-known adverse
reaction after second vaccination, no concomitant
treatment given.

5 Nobivac L4 SUSPENSION FOR
A - Probable
INJECTION - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(15/09/2017-15/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Close associative connection in time and with
anatomical location, no other treatment given.

3.45 Nobivac L4 SUSPENSION FOR
A - Probable
INJECTION - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(09/10/2017-09/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Close associative connection in time and with
anatomical location, no other medication given
concomitantly.

6.9 NOBIVAC DHP LIVE VET. 5X1D+5X1D B - Possible
DIL 200 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (19/10/201719/10/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 546 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (19/10/201719/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Since new information has been gained in this case in
regards to the use of a concomitant vaccine (Nobivac
DHP Live), DKMA agrees to change the causality
assessment to B-Possible. Furthermore, it is agreed to
add “Injection site scratching” as extra VEDDRA term.

On 26 Feb 2016 a Smooth Collie was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Approximately 2 months later, on 14 Collie Smooth
Apr 2016, the dog developed severe gingivitis and dermatitis. Later the dog showed problems with the
kidneys. The dog was also vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi Vet. The dog has previously been vaccinated
against leptospirosis without any problems but not with Nobivac L4.

20 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
once (26/02/201626/02/2016)<BR><BR>

0 21/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling,Injection site pain

On 15 Dec 2017, a female dachshund (9.4 kg) was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi Vet and Nobivac L4. Dachshund
Few days after vaccination the dog got sore in the neck with an injection site swelling. On 21 Dec 2017, (Standard)
the swelling developed into an abscess (10*15 cm in size, with a large capsule and yellow/green
Wire-haired
contents). The abscess was split and drained. The dog recovered on 09 Jan 2018. The dog has not
previous been exposed to this product.

9.4 Nobivac DHPPi vet. - N/A,N/A,N/A B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (15/12/201715/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/12/201715/12/2017)<BR><BR>

Time link is not very close (2 months) and
concomitant vaccination given. Unexpected clinical
signs. However, other causes are not detected and
product involvement cannot be excluded. The case is
considered O1-Inconclusive.
Associative connection in time and with anatomical
location. Unknown if additional vaccinations were
given concomitantly. Product involvement is
considered possible

1

0 12/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Localised
R><BR><BR>Yes itching,Angioedema,Vomiting

No Data

SAR case received from NCA. On 12 Jan 2018 a female dachshund (12 weeks and 3 kg) was vaccinated
with Nobivac DHPPiL Vet and Nobivac L4. The dog presented 2 hours later with angioedema, vomitus
and pruritus in the head. The dog has not previous been exposed to this product. No concomitant
treatment. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI + L ICT,CAN LV+KB Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPIL
VET 5X1DS+5X1DS 200 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 546 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

Dachshund
(Standard)
Long-haired

1

0 18/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swollen lip (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

On 18 Jan 2018 a male Shar pei (3,6 year old) was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP Live Vet, Nobivac L4
and Nobivac BbPi. 3 days later, on 21-Jan 2018, the dog’s lip got swollen, warm and sore. The dog has
previously been vaccinated (12 week’s basic vaccination) with the 3 Nobivac vaccines and developed
the exact same reaction. The adverse reaction was treated with antibiotic and the swelling
disappeared after 35 hours.

Shar Pei

Renal disorder
NOS,Dermatitis,Gingivitis

Lhasa Apso

A - Probable

O1 - Inconclusive

3 NOBIVAC DHPPIL VET 5X1DS+5X1DS A - Probable
200 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 (12/01/201812/01/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 546 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose
(12/01/2018-12/01/2018)<BR><BR>

25 Nobivac BBPI - .2,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A B - Possible
(18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP
Live Vet. - .2,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 .1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>

associative time connection, symptoms are expected

fair time association, symptom listed under adverse
reaction in SPC, same symptom occurred at the
previous vaccination, unknown which of the three
administered vaccines the reaction is linked to or if
the combination is the triggering cause

NOBIVAC L4

DK-DKMA-V20180156

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

23/03/2018

04/04/2018

1

1

23/03/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Angioedema,Sneezing,Eyelid
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema,Anaphylactoid reaction

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DK-NLINTVINT-2014-DK-00075

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

21/05/2014

20/06/2014

1

1

0 21/05/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>No membrane,Anaphylaxis,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

DK-NLINTVINT-2014-DK-00112

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

9.9 Year(s)

23/07/2014

07/08/2014

1

1

0 24/07/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Adipsia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Other
R><BR><BR>No Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Fever,Dehydration

NOBIVAC L4

DK-NLINTVINT-2014-DK-00115

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

24/07/2014

18/08/2014

1

1

1 24/07/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DK-NLINTVINT-2014-DK-00118

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

04/07/2014

25/08/2014

1

1

0 05/08/2014 Not
Myoclonus,Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Other

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 6 Aug 2014 a vet reports that a very unthrifty puppy imported Labrador
from Romania to Hungary to Denmark has myoclonus in one hind leg. It is a 15 weeks old labrador
Retriever
weighing only 6 kilos, which is less than half size of a normal 15 weeks old labrador puppy. The puppy
was vaccinated twice in Romania against parvo. In Denmark it was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and
Nobivac L4 on 04 Jul 2014 by a vet different from attending vet. The puppy was unthrifty and had
diarrhea at the day of vaccination, which makes it off label use of the vaccine. The vaccinating vet
treated the puppy with amoxicillin and clavulanic acid against diarrhea. The puppy had diarrhea since it
came to Denmark. The diarrhea never solved completely and the attending vet diagnosed a Giardia and
Clostridium infection, and the dog was treated with metronidazole. The attending vet is observing
increasing myoclonus of one hind leg, and she wonders if it can be a neurological sign of distemper,
and she suspects that the puppy could have carried a distemper from Romania. The myoclonus was
not treated. Follow-up 14 Aug 2014: On 13 Aug 2014 the dog is PCR positive for distemper. No more
information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
VET 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: Brand: Amoxicillin Reason: Diarrhoea
Generic: Brand: Metronidazole Reason: Diarrhoea] [State of health: Poor]

NOBIVAC L4

DK-NLINTVINT-2014-DK-00201

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

10/11/2014

21/01/2015

7

1

1 10/11/2014 Not
Death by euthanasia,Lethargy (see
Known,<BR><BR also Central nervous system
><BR><BR><BR> depression in 'Neurological')
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 30 Dec 2014 a vet reports that she vaccinated a puppy with Nobivac
Chihuahua
DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 10 Nov 2014. The puppy had also a lot of fleas and was treated with a small
amount of Frontline spray the same day by the owner. The puppy became lethargic the same evening,
and was seen by the vet the next afternoon on 11 Nov 2014. It was treated with i.v. fluids and
dexamethasone. On the third day the puppy was euthanized. No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201
Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552
Reason: Unknown. Generic: Brand: Frontline Reason: Ectoparasitic control] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DK-NLINTVINT-2015-DK-00014

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

09/01/2015

06/02/2015

1

1

1 09/01/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

DK-NLINTVINT-2015-DK-00029

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

19/09/2014

09/03/2015

1

1

0 19/09/2014 Not
Ataxia,Anorexia,Listless
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Other

Dullness,Involuntary
No Data
defecation,Drooling,Convulsion,Nys
tagmus,Death,Urination,Unconscio
us

Abdominal
No Data
pain,Diarrhoea,Icterus,Polydipsia,P
olyuria,Panting,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Hyperthermia,
Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Dehydration,Shiveri
ng,Multiple organ
haemorrhage,Bilirubinuria

Not
Known

On 23-03-2018 a puppy (3 months, 3.16 kg) was vaccinated using Nobivac DHPPI Vet. and Nobivac L4.
The dog had previously been vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI Vet. without showing signs of an
abnormal reaction, but this was the first time using Nobivac L4. The puppy was vaccinated around
15:30 without visible clinical problems. An hour later at around 16:30 the owner returns with the
puppy who is sneezing and is swollen around the nose and eyelids. The veterinarian treats it by
injecting dexaject 2 mg/ml and clemastin 1mg/ml. After 20 minutes the symptoms are lessening.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 26 May 2014 a vet reports that she vaccinated an one year old pug
with Nobivac DHPPi and L4 mixed in the same syringe on 21 May 2014. Within 5 to 10 minutes after
the vaccination the dog became weak and lethargic with very pale mucous membranes. The dog was
treated with fluormethylprednisolone and ephedrine iv. The dog recovered from its anaphylactic signs
within 1 hour. No further information expected [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Good]
Suspect adverse reaction with Nobivac L4. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi
simultaneously in one syringe the 23 Jul 2014. The next day the dog showed lethargy, anorexia and
adipsia. The 25 Jul 2014 the dog was presented at the vet clinic again with signs of lethargy,
dehydration and fever. The body temperature was measured to 40.4 degrees Celsius. The dog has been
vaccinated previously with Nobivac Pi but it was the first time that it was vaccinated with Nobivac L4.
The dog was treated with Voren and Noromox and is expected to recover. No more information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 552 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI VET
5X1DS+SOLV 200 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
Suspect adverse reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC the 24 Jul 2014 at a
clinic different from the attending vet clinic. The owner also got Bayvantic for the dog. The owner tells
that the dog became dull, started drooling and had convulsive fits the same day. The symptoms
exacerbated and the dog was presented at the attending vet's clinic 30 Jul 2014. The dog now had
constant convulsions, nystagmus, was unconscious, defecated, urinated and finally died. Treatment
with Stesolid ( ½ mg per kg body weight) did not have any effect. No more information expected. 06
Aug 2014. Contact between MSD and attending vet. Attending vet confirms that the dog was also
treated with Bayvantic. Until that date it was unclear if the dog was treated or the owner just bought
the product for later use. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 200 Reason: Unknown. Generic: Brand:
Bayvantic Reason: Flea/ tick control] [State of health: Good]

Shih Tzu

Pug

Other
Canine/dog

Labrador
Retriever

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 27 Jan 2015 a vet reported that a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 Labrador
on 09 Jan 2015. Later the same night the dog became lethargic. The next day it was seen by another
Retriever
vet and the dog was feeling bad, shivering, had diarrhea and was panting. Temperature 39.3 C.
Enhanced vesicular respiration by auscultation. Treated against acute inflammation with antibiotics
and NSAID injections. The treatment improved the dogs health shortly. On 11 Jan 2015 it is again
lethargic and the mucosal surfaces are icteric. The feces is normal, but the dog has polyuria and
polydipsia, and anorexia. Temperature 38.6 C. The dog is almost unable to walk, dehydrated, palpation
shows pain in cranial abdomen. No abnormalities by auscultation of lungs and heart. Dark yellow urine,
bilirubin in urine 3 to 4 plus. The vet recommends further investigation into a possible liver disease, but
euthanasia is decided. Necropsy on 12 Jan 2015 shows bleeding and haematomas on serosal surface
of the bladder, pancreas and intestines, especially jejunum and colon. No further macroscopic lesions,
neither icteric changes except the icteric mucosa observed before death. The dog was also vaccinated
with Nobivac L4 on 11 Dec 2014 without problems. The dog was continuously treated with 16 mg
methylprednisolone daily because of arthrotic pain. No further information expected [Reason for use
for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 17 Feb 2015 a vet reports that a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac
DHPPi and L4 (unknown if mixed or not) on 19 Sep 2014. According to the owner the dog was quiet
when the dog came home after vaccination. The dog did not want to drink and eat. The dog was
wobbly and did not want to go outside. The symptoms persisted for 14 days, and then the dog
recovered. The dog was not seen by a vet after vaccination. No further information expected
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
552 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201
Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

3.16 Nobivac DHPPi vet. - 1,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (23/03/201823/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (23/03/201823/03/2018)<BR><BR>

Crossbred

B - Possible

8 NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS B - Possible
DIL 201 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(21/05/201421/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (21/05/201421/05/2014)<BR><BR>
31 - 31

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(23/07/201423/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
VET 5X1DS+SOLV 200 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once (23/07/201423/07/2014)<BR><BR>

close time link, anaphylactic reaction fits
pharmacological profile, no concomitant medication,
no other plausible explanation

There is a time link, but two products that could cause
AR.

There is a time link between the adverse reactions
and the administration of the vaccine. Symptoms
have been described previously, but as two products
were administered concurrently the AR cannot be
linked to a single product.

35 Bayvantic - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O The dog was treated with bayvatic as well, so even
(24/07/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa though there is a link in time, a conclusion cannot be
24/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
ble
made on causality.
BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 200 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (24/07/201424/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(24/07/2014-24/07/2014)<BR><BR>

6 Amoxicillin - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(01/07/201401/07/2014)<BR><BR>Metronidazol
e - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(01/07/201401/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(04/07/201404/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (04/07/201404/07/2014)<BR><BR>

0.45 Frontline - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(10/11/201410/11/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(10/11/201410/11/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (10/11/201410/11/2014)<BR><BR>
38.3 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(09/01/2015-09/01/2015)<BR><BR>

OThere is a time link, but several products have been
Unclassifiable/unassessa used concomittantly. It is not clear whether this
ble
reaction, which most likely has occured due to
medication, is caused by one or the other products,
hence establishing a causality is not possible. ¨

B - Possible

The initial symptoms point at an anaphylactoid
reaction considering that this was the second
vaccination within one month. These symptoms may
well have triggered underlying disease with worsening
of clinical status, also considering that the dog was
continuously treated with methylprednisolon. The
assessment would have benefitted from a
microscopic evaluation.

29 NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS B - Possible
DIL 201 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(19/09/201419/09/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (19/09/201419/09/2014)<BR><BR>

Association in time. Other causes cannot be excluded,
underlying disease.

NOBIVAC L4

DK-NLINTVINT-2015-DK-00124

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

17/06/2015

02/07/2015

1

1

0 17/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Photophobia,Tic(s),Muscle
R><BR><BR>Not tremor,Epileptic
Known,<BR><BR seizure,Restlessness,Hyperthermia
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 22 Jun 2015 a vet reports that a dog was treated with Bravecto 1000 Labrador
mg on 17 Jun 2015. At the same day it was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac BbPi. The dog had Retriever
two generalized epileptic seizures the same evening as treatment, and again two generalized epileptic
seizures the next day, and the last one on 19 Jun 2015. After the last seizure the dog had tics, tremor,
photophobia and was restless. This dog is a known epileptic patient but has been stable and without
seizures for a long time and is treated also for a long time with phenobarbital. The latest serum
phenobarbital test was made one year ago, and another will most probably be performed on 23 Jun
2015 where the dog will be seen by attending vet. To be updated. Update 25 Jun 2015: The vet tells
that the dogs temperature was 40 degrees C on 23 Jun 2015, and that an infection is now suspected. It
is not known exactly when the hyperthermia started. Lab results regarding (llarge check up) are
pending. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO
1000MG 1X1TAB EU3 Reason: Ectoparasitic control Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC
BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 200 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: Brand: Fenemal tablets Reason: Epilepsy]
[State of health: Good]

40 BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB EU3 - B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets Once
(17/06/201517/06/2015)<BR><BR>Fenemal
tablets - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC BBPI
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 200 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once (17/06/201517/06/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (17/06/201517/06/2015)<BR><BR>

Clear time link and the combination of three potent
drugs may have triggered the epileptic seizures.
However, other causes can at this time not be fully
excluded, and an infection is also suspected. Awaits
possible follow-up data.

NOBIVAC L4

DK-NLINTVINT-2015-DK-00144

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

07/07/2015

27/07/2015

1

1

0 07/07/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>No 'Skin'),Pruritus,Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Tiredness

Unauthori
sed
dosage dose too
low

2.8 NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS A - Probable
DIL 201 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
1 Animal (2 Hour(s) 07/07/201507/07/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (07/07/201507/07/2015)<BR><BR>

Not partly B as the company suggests.

NOBIVAC L4

DK-NLINTVINT-2015-DK-00170

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Day(s)

11/07/2015

03/09/2015

3

3

1 22/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Respiratory
R><BR><BR>Not signs
Known

Not
Known

Suspect Adverse Reaction to Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4: The owner felt that Chihuahua's are
Chihuahua
especially sensitive to vaccinations and insisted on the vet using only half the volume of the vaccines.
The vet accepted this after some discussions. Approximately three quarters of an hour after
vaccination at ten o'clock the dog threw up, was tired and had swellings in the face and itching. The
owner returned with the dog to the vet and it was treated with Dexadreson. All ready at twelve o'clock
the dog had improved considerably. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction by secondary exposure to Nobivac BbPi On 03 Aug 2015 a vet reports that Shih Tzu
a pregnant bitch was vaccinated with Nobivac BbPi and Nobivac L4 on the same day as she gave birth,
11 Jul 2015. In some of the puppies respiratory signs began on 22 Jul 2015 and shedding of intranasal
vaccine from the bitch is suspected by the vet and owner as the cause. The bitch herself had no
symptoms. Two puppies are treated with amoxicillin&clavulanic acid with good effect. One puppy is
euthanised, but not investigated further. Swabs and feces are further investigated from the puppy in
this report. Update 21 Aug 2015: Lab results from commercial lab: Bacteriological examination showed
infection with haemolytic E. coli, Streptococcus canis and Staph. intermedius in the investigated puppy.
No Bordetella and no Parainfluenza. No further information expected [Reason for use for product:
Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 200 Reason: Prophylaxis
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DK-NLINTVINT-2015-DK-00223

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

05/10/2015

27/10/2015

1

1

0 05/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Involuntary
defecation,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 06 Oct 2015 a vet reports that a puppy, Bichon mix, was vaccinated
Crossbred
with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 05 Oct 2015. 5 minutes after vaccination the dog vocalized,
vomited, defecated and was tired and pale. Treated with oxygen and recovered. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP LIVE VET.
5X1D+5X1D DIL 200 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 552 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DK-NLINTVINT-2015-DK-00230

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

15/09/2015

27/10/2015

1

1

0 15/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Vocalisation,Diarrhoea,Lethar
gy (see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Apathy,Immediate
pain upon injection

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 14 Oct 2015 a vet reports that a puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac
DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 15 Sep 2015. The puppy had a severe immediate pain reaction when
vaccinated. The vaccines were at room temperature when used. The owner reports that half an hour
after vaccination the puppy became apathic, lethargic and was in pain and screamed when touched in
the neck. The emergency vet was contacted by phone and prescribed meloxicam for the puppy. It had
effect after half an hour, but a couple of hours later the reaction recurred. The owner suspects an
allergic reaction. The next day the puppy recovered but had some loose stool. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

2 NOBIVAC DHP LIVE VET. 5X1D+5X1D A - Probable
DIL 200 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(05/10/201505/10/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (05/10/201505/10/2015)<BR><BR>
1 NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS A - Probable
DIL 201 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(15/09/201515/09/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (15/09/201515/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

DK-NLINTVINT-2015-DK-00248

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

02/11/2015

17/12/2015

1

1

0 02/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous membrane,Pulmonary No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema,Increased respiratory
rate,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 16 Nov 2015 a vet reports that she vaccinated a dog 2 to 3 weeks ago Shih Tzu
with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. The dog was anaesthetized for dental cleaning and pre medicated
with acepromazine, dexmedetomidine and methadone. The dog received iv fluids while anesthetized.
The dog was vaccinated when it was awake and ready to go home. It returned to the clinic less than
one hour later, and it was pale, lethargic and had increased respiration rate. Treated for anaphylaxis
and kept hospitalized for 1 week because of pulmonary edema. Recovered. No further information
expected [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS
DIL 201 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
552 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS B - Possible
DIL 201 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(02/11/201502/11/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (02/11/201502/11/2015)<BR><BR>

The adverse reaction appears immediately after
vaccination (one hour), but the dog has been under
complete anaesthesia earlier that day.

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-BIAHPV1P-17DK000048

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

21/06/2017

19/07/2017

1

1

Not
Known

On the 21-JUN-2017 a 4-year old French bulldog (gender and weight unknown) was revaccinated with Other
RABISIN VET (batch L436265) 1 ml SC and vaccinated with Nobivac BbPi and Nobivac L4 SC.
Canine/dog
Approximately 50 minutes after the injections the dog vomited and approx. 90 minutes postvaccination the dogs face swell and it had papules all over its body (mostly on forelegs and in
forehead). The dog was treated with Rapidexon and recovered. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
RABISIN THIO FREE Brand: RABISIN VET Reason: Aid in prevention of disease caused by labeled
agent(s) Generic: Brand: Nobivac BbPi Reason: Unspecified Generic: Brand: Nobivac L4 Reason:
Unspecified] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac BbPi - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4
B - Possible
millilitres 1 Animal (21/06/201721/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 millilitres 1 Animal
(21/06/201721/06/2017)<BR><BR>RABISIN VET 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 millilitres 1 Animal
(21/06/2017-21/06/2017)<BR><BR>

Close associative connection in time, well-known
adverse event. Concomitant vaccines are given

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-MERCKMSD-2015-DK-00259

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Week(s)

11/12/2015

05/01/2016

5

1

0 11/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
Not
R><BR><BR>Not pain,Vocalisation,Ataxia,Decreased Known
Known
appetite,Impaired
proprioception,Walking difficulty

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS B - Possible
DIL 201 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(11/12/201511/12/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(11/12/2015-11/12/2015)<BR><BR>

Agree with MAH explanation. There is a link in time,
adverse reactions are quite often seen with this
combination of vaccines, especially in puppies, but the
clinical picture does not exactly mimic that typically
seen. Other causes cannot be excluded

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-MERCKMSD-2015-DK-00268

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

17/12/2015

08/01/2016

1

1

0 17/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Urticaria,Listless,Facial
oedema,Nausea,Rapid pulse rate

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 15 Dec 2015 a vet reports that a puppy and its 4 siblings were
Bichon Frise
vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 11 Dec 2015. One of the puppies began to scream
later in the evening and became increasingly atactic. The next day it could hardly walk on its own and
had markedly decreased appetite. Two days after it was improving a little bit. On 14 Dec it was seen by
the vet and she found it sore when manipulating the head and neck. The puppy tried to walk around
but had difficulties doing that caused by a bad coordination. Apparently no proprioception in the front
legs and decreased on the hind legs. Appetite normal, temperature 38.7 degrees C. Treated with
carprofen. On 15 Dec 2015 the puppy is still improving, it still falls but is getting up again immediate.
Update MAH 22 Dec 2015> attending vet tells that the dog is improving, but is not completely
recovered yet. No more information expected [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 29 Dec 2015 a vet reports that she vaccinated a puppy on 17 Dec
Chihuahua
2015. 20 to 30 minutes after vaccination the dog had facial oedema and urticaria, pale mucous
membranes and increased pulse rate. It was also a little weak and had nausea. Treated with clemastin
and dexamethasone. Recovered the same day shortly after treatment. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

21/06/2017 Not
Vomiting,Papular rash,Allergic
Known,<BR><BR reaction,Facial swelling (see also
><BR><BR><BR> 'Skin')
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

No Data

0.7 NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
200 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(11/07/201511/07/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (11/07/201511/07/2015)<BR><BR>

Yorkshire
Terrier

1.2 NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS A - Probable
DIL 201 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(17/12/201517/12/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(17/12/2015-17/12/2015)<BR><BR>

Close time link, development of hypersensitivity
reactions are well-known.

Very close time link, either of the vaccines or more
likely the combination may have caused the adverse
reaction.

Close time link, well-known adverse reaction, it is
most likely the combination of the vaccines that
resulted in clinical symptoms

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-MERCKMSD-2016-DK-00053

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

30/03/2016

20/04/2016

1

1

0 01/04/2016 Not
Epileptic seizure
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 04 Apr 2016 a vet reports that a dog was treated with Bravecto 500
Beagle
mg on 30 Mar 2016. The dog was also vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4, and had a Suprelorin
implant on the same day. The dog is a known epileptic and is continuously treated with phenobarbital,
and he had no epileptic seizures for the last half year. The dog had epileptic seizures on 01 Apr, and
again on 02 and 03 Apr. On 04 Apr 2016 the dog went under anaesthesia to control the seizures. After
anaesthesia the dog is back to normal. Serum fenemal(?) was measured twice and was within the
reference interval both times. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 500MG 1X1TAB EU3 Reason: Ectoparasitic
control Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI VET. 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 200 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: Brand: Suprelorin implant Reason: Medical infertility ] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-MERCKMSD-2016-DK-00087

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/06/2016

15/06/2016

1

1

0 01/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Anaphylaxis,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 06 Jun 2016 a vet reports that a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac
DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 01 Jun 2016. The dog had a pain reaction and became lethargic within a few
minutes. Treated with fluids and corticosteroid and recovered. No further information expected
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201
Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552
Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-MERCKMSD-2016-DK-00160

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

28/10/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

0 29/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling,Injection site pain

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-MERCKMSD-2016-DK-00167

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

12/10/2016

30/11/2016

1

1

0 12/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Anaphylaxis,Tachypnoe
a,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 04 Nov 2016 a vet reports that a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac
Crossbred
DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 28 Oct 2016. The next day the dog develops a swelling in the neck. On 03 Nov
2016 the swelling is 18 cm and painful and very tense. The abscess is drained for 100 ml purulent
material in anaesthesia. Microscopy shows coccoid bacteria and neutrophils. No further information
expected [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS
DIL 201 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
552 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 15 Nov 2016 a vet reports that she vaccinated a 12 weeks old puppy 4 Border Collie
weeks ago with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Within 20 minutes after vaccination the puppy went pale
and lethargic with a fast rate of respiration. Treated with iv fluids. No further information expected
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP LIVE VET. 5X1D+5X1D DIL 200
Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552
Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-MERCKMSD-2016-DK-00170

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

09/11/2016

30/11/2016

1

1

1 15/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Drooling,Vomiting,Yello
w mucous membranes,Increased
respiratory rate,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Decreased
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Listless,Blood in
urine,Bilirubinuria

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-MERCKMSD-2016-DK-00172

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

18/11/2016

30/11/2016

1

1

0 18/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Involuntary
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes defecation,Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,At
axia,Dyspnoea,Cyanosis

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-MERCKMSD-2017-DK-00003

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

19/12/2016

24/01/2017

1

1

0 19/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pruritus,Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-MERCKMSD-2017-DK-00020

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 07/02/2017

15/02/2017

1

1

0 07/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylactic shock
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-MERCKMSD-2017-DK-00047

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

15/03/2017

31/03/2017

1

1

0 15/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Shivering,Ataxia
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-MERCKMSD-2017-DK-00130

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

07/06/2017

07/07/2017

6

2

2 13/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Nasal
R><BR><BR>Yes discharge,Dyspnoea,Excessive
thirst,Vocalisation,Vomiting

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-MERCKMSD-2017-DK-00220

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Month(s)

12/09/2017

22/10/2017

1

1

0 12/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Involuntary defecation,Epileptic
R><BR><BR>Yes seizure,Increased salivation

No Data

Coton de
Tuléar

18.2 BRAVECTO 500MG 1X1TAB EU3 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets (30/03/201630/03/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(30/03/201630/03/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
VET. 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 200 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (30/03/201630/03/2016)<BR><BR>Suprelorin
implant - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Implant
(30/03/2016-30/03/2016)<BR><BR>

2.4 NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS B - Possible
DIL 201 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(01/06/201601/06/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(01/06/2016-01/06/2016)<BR><BR>

MAH's explanation is accepted. NB It is known that
hormones may alter seizure threshold and change the
frequency and severity of seizures in humans and
animals, thus the Suprelorin might be more likely to
cause the reaction.

Time link, known reaction to vaccines, two vaccines
used concomitantly. Reason for adding “anaphylaxis”
is that the dog responded to the treatment with fluids
and corticosteroids.

40 NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS
DIL 201 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (28/10/201628/10/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (28/10/201628/10/2016)<BR><BR>
Not
NOBIVAC DHP LIVE VET. 5X1D+5X1D
Known DIL 200 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (12/10/201612/10/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (12/10/201612/10/2016)<BR><BR>
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 17 Nov 2016 a vet reports that a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi Berger de Brie
34.8 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 and Nobivac L4 on 09 Nov 2016. On 15 Nov 2016 the dog is quiet, has decreased appetite and
(Briard)
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
increased respiratory rate. Conjunctival mucosa is a bit yellow and pale. On 16 Nov 2016 the urine is
(09/11/2016reddish and contains bilirubin, and the dog vomits once. Later that day the dog is drooling and
09/11/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
lethargic. Treated symptomatic with antibiotics, steroid, iv fluids, antemetics. On 17 Nov 2016 the dog
VET. 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 200 is euthanised. Autopsy will be performed. Vet does not suspects vaccination, but owner does. 14 days
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
ago another dog owned by the same owner died suddenly after watery diarrhea. [Reason for use for
(09/11/2016-09/11/2016)<BR><BR>
product: Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI VET. 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 200
Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552
Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 21 Nov 2016 a vet reports that a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac
Coton de
2.2 NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS
DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 18 Nov 2016. 10 minutes after vaccination the dog vomited, defecated, had Tuléar
DIL 201 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
dyspnoea, bluish mucosa, and was atactic. Treated with steroid. No further information expected
Animal (18/11/2016[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201
18/11/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
1 Animal (18/11/201618/11/2016)<BR><BR>
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 10 Jan 2017 it was reported that a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac
German
11.25 NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac BbPi on 19 Dec 2016. Within 30 minutes after vaccination the dog
Shepherd Dog
200 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
developed a marked swelling of the face, and generalized pruritus. It was treated with 0.55 mL of
(19/12/2016fluormethylprednisolon s.c. No further information expected [Reason for use for product: Generic:
19/12/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP LIVE VET. 5X1D+5X1D DIL 200 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
DHP LIVE VET. 5X1D+5X1D DIL 200 LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: BB
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 200 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
(19/12/2016health: Good]
19/12/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (19/12/201619/12/2016)<BR><BR>
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 08 Feb 2017 a vet reports that a puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac
Bichon Frise
1.8 NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS
DHPPi and L4 on 07 Feb 2017. After vaccination the dog had an anaphylactic reaction and was treated
DIL 201 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
with oxygen, dexametasone and i.v. fluids. The dog is not earlier vaccinated with Nobivac, but had
Animal (07/02/2017earlier reacted with a lump in the neck after vaccination with another vaccine. The dog is recovered.
07/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552
1 Animal (07/02/2017Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
07/02/2017)<BR><BR>
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 16 Mar 2017 a vet reports that a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac
Cairn Terrier Not
NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS
DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 15 Mar 2017. Five minutes after vaccination the dog began to shiver and had
Known DIL 201 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
ataxia. It had a steroid injection s.c. and was okay again after 5 to 10 minutes. No further information
Animal (15/03/2017expected [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS
15/03/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
DIL 201 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
552 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
1 Animal (15/03/201715/03/2017)<BR><BR>
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 14 Jun 2017 a vet reports that a litter of 6 puppies was vaccinated with Coton de
1.2 NOBIVAC DHP LIVE VET. 5X1D+5X1D
Nobivac DHP Live and Nobivac L4 on 07 Jun 2017. The owner called the vet and told that one puppy
Tuléar
DIL 200 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
not yet sold died on 13 Jun 2017. Before it died it had vomited, had viscous discharge in the nostrils,
Animal (07/06/2017dyspnea, was very thirsty and vocalized. Symptoms lasted at maximum half a day before the death.
07/06/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
The puppy was not seen by the vet. One male puppy died also, but no detailed information is known
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
about this one as it was already sold. The puppies are not available for autopsy. No further
1 Animal (07/06/2017information expected [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP LIVE VET.
07/06/2017)<BR><BR>
5X1D+5X1D DIL 200 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 552 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

B - Possible

time-link, reaction at injection site, swelling –
occasional firm and painful – is known to occur very
commonly for L4

B - Possible

time-link, concomitant treatment, known reaction to
vaccines

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 05 Oct 2017 a vet reports that a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac
Golden
DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 12 Sep 2017. The same evening the dog gets a epileptic seizure, and it had 3-4 Retriever
additional seizures in Sep 2017. A couple of times the owner have seen saliva in the fur and feces on
the floor when he came home from work. The dog was previously vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and
Nobiav L4 in September and October 2016. No further information expected [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201 Reason: Prophylaxis
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 Reason: Prophylaxis]
[State of health: Good]

27.4 NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS
DIL 201 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (12/09/201712/09/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (12/09/201712/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Otime-link not quite clear (six days after vaccination)
Unclassifiable/unassessa but could be, disease recently in another dog (died) in
ble
the household, autopsy-results pending

B - Possible

time-link, known reactions to vaccines, concomitant
treatment (2 vaccines)

B - Possible

Close link in time, known symptoms of type 1
hypersensibility reaction

B - Possible

time-link, known reaction to vaccines, two vaccines
administered concomitantly

B - Possible

time-link, known reaction, two vaccines used
concomitantly

O1 - Inconclusive

No close time-link, other causes possible but no
necropsy or other investigations carried out.

O1 - Inconclusive

close time link, but epileptic seizure is not an expected
AEwith the vaccine. Furthermore, the dog had basic
vaccinations with the same vaccine previous year
without reported AE. The causal relationship is
considered inconclusive

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-MERCKMSD-2017-DK-00224

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

09/10/2017

30/10/2017

1

1

0 09/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous membrane,Allergic
R><BR><BR>Yes, reaction,Respiratory
<BR><BR><BR>< distress,Swelling around eye
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 11 Oct 2017 a vet reports that a puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac
Boxer
DHP Live, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac BbPi on 09 Oct 2017. Shortly after vaccination the dog had an
(German
allergic reaction with urticaria, swelling around the eyes, pale mucosal membranes and a bit distressed Boxer)
respiration. It was treated with steroid and iv fluid. The treatment was repeated twice that day
because of reoccurrence of symptoms in the evening. The dog is recovered. No further information
expected [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP LIVE VET. 5X1D+5X1D
DIL 200 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
552 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 200
Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-MERCKMSD-2017-DK-00254

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

06/11/2017

05/12/2017

1

1

1 06/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Icterus,Death by
R><BR><BR>Yes euthanasia,Decreased
appetite,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated renal
parameters,Enlarged
kidney(s),Decreased drinking

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 09 Nov 2017 a vet reports that a puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac
DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 06 Nov 2017. In the evening the same day the dog would only eat and drink
very small amounts. On 09 Nov 2017 the dog is seen by a vet, and she finds it icteric. High liver and
kidney values, diarrhea, still decreased appetite. Scanning on 10 Nov 2017 finds both kidneys enlarged.
Treated with fluids, steroid and antibiotics The dog has earlier been vaccinated with Nobivac DHP Live
without problems. Update 22 Nov 2017: The puppy is euthanized and congenital kidney disease was
diagnosed. Kidneys were enlarged, especially the pelvis, and papillaes were absent. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

Dachshund
(Standard)
Smoothhaired

NOBIVAC L4

DNK-MERCKMSD-2018-DK-00057

Denmark

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

05/03/2018

21/03/2018

1

1

0 05/03/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous membrane,Collapse
R><BR><BR>Yes (see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders'),Anaphylaxis

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 08 Mar 2018 a vet reports that a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac
DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 05 Mar 2018. The dog collapsed 5-7 minutes after vaccination. Very pale
mucosal membranes. Vac treated with oxygen and dexamethasone and recovered. No further
information expected [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI VET
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 201 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 552 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

Chihuahua

NOBIVAC L4

EE-SAM-VP-09160609

Estonia

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Month(s) 08/06/2016

09/06/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

ES-AGEMEDV-ADR-0432-2014

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

06/06/2014

24/06/2014

1

1

0 06/06/2014 Not
Hypotension,Vomiting,Anaphylaxis
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR: 30 minutes after vaccination the dog suffered hypotension and vomiting. The dog was treated
Pug
(details unknown) and recovered the same day. No more information available. Follow up 23 Jun 2014:
the dog was treated with adrenaline. No more information expected.[Reason for use for
product:Generic: DHPPI LV. Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230. Reason: ProphylaxisGeneric:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB. Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544Reason: Unknown.Generic: Brand:
Etadex (Esteve-Rabies inactivated vaccine). Reason: Unknown.][State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

ES-AGEMEDV-ADR-0547-2014

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

27/05/2014

22/07/2014

1

1

0 29/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes inflammation,Injection site
pain,Disseminated intravascular
coagulation,Death,Localised pain
NOS (see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain)

No Data

A las 24 horas de la administración, dolor local leve; a las 48 horas inflamación y dolor en el punto de
inoculación. A las 72 horas, Hipoglucemia, Debilidad, Cuadro de CID y Muerte.

NOBIVAC L4

ES-KRKAV-ES2017K171SPO

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

28/02/2018

12/03/2018

1

1

0 28/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that the dog was vaccinated on 28 Feb 2018 with Nobivac Boxer
L4 and another vaccine from a different company (Eurican Pneumo). Around 40 minutes later, the dog (German
displayed one isolated convulsive episode, with abnormal movements (pedaling), that lasted less than Boxer)
one minute. The dog didn't receive any treatment, and fully recovered the same day. No analysis were
performed afterwards. The dog had previously received the product, showing no reactions. Further
information is expected. Follow up is pending.Follow up 19 Mar 2018:The vet reports that the dog is
better, no more episodes have been observed. He reports that the day were the episode happened, he
also displayed increased defecation, and that the whole episode lasted 10 seconds. Blood samples will
be collected to carry out analysis. Follow up is pending.Follow up 27 Mar 2018:The vet reports the dog
is fine. Blood test showed increased hematocrit, and the rest of the paramethers were within normal
limits. Follow up is pending. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: EURICAN PNEUMO Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

ES-NLINTVINT-2014-ES-00235

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

10/05/2014

13/05/2014

1

1

1 10/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Convulsion,Death by
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes euthanasia,Stupor,Hind limb
ataxia,Apathy,Abnormal test result

NOBIVAC L4

ES-NLINTVINT-2014-ES-00345

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

06/06/2014

06/06/2014

1

1

0 06/06/2014 Not
Hypotension,Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

08/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Dullness,Bloody
No Data
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Reddening of
the skin,Facial oedema,Pallor,Cold
feeling of extremity,Generalised
red spot,Palpitation,Breathlessness

Inappropriate
defecation,Convulsion,Abnormal
movement NOS,Abnormal test
result

No Data

On 8 June 2016, 3,5 month old American hairless terrier was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi (second
Not Applicable
time, the previous injection was 24 days ago), Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabies. About 40 min after
vaccination, the dog experienced dullness, breathlessness, cold extremities, mucous membrane pallor,
palpitations and ruddy spots on the skin. Dexamethasone, 4 mg s/c, was administered. After the hour,
the skin was clear, extremities were warm, the dog was more alive, mucous membrane color
recovering. After the hours, acute bloody diarrhoea and acute vomiting occured as well red patches
on the skin and facial oedema. The animal owner gave 1/2 tablet of Zyrtec (cetirizine). After about half
an hour the dog started to recover and after the couple of hours behaved normally.

Bichon Frise

Suspected adverse reaction: The vet reports that on 10 May 2014 the dog was vaccinated with
Pug
Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4. A few hours after vaccination, the dog was displaying apathy. Next
day, the dog was taken to emergency since was also displaying convulsions and ataxia of hind limbs.
Symptomatic treatment was administered. On 19 May 2014, the vet reports that the dog was still
displaying the same symptoms and stupor. Blood samples were collected to be analyzed. Toxoplasma
and Neospora will be ruled out. A magnetic resonance will be performed.More information is
expected.Follow up 3 Jun 2014: The dog was euthanized because it was very ill. We also talked with
the neurology specialist. The magnetic resonance showed meningoencephalomyelitis that could have 2
possible causes: infectious or immunemediated (predisposition of this breedMeningoencephalomyelitis of unknown origin). CSF was analysed and infectious agents were ruled out
by PCR.Follow-up on 02 Feb 2018: VeDDRA code ""death by euthanasia"" has been added. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR: 30 minutes after vaccination the dog suffered hypotension and vomiting. The dog was treated
Pug
(details unknown) and recovered the same day. No more information available. [Reason for use for
product:Generic: DHPPI LV. Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230. Reason: ProphylaxisGeneric:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB. Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544Reason: Unknown.Generic: Brand:
Etadex (Esteve-Rabies inactivated vaccine). Reason: Unknown.][State of health: Good]

8.1 NOBIVAC BBPI 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
B - Possible
200 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (09/10/201709/10/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHP LIVE VET. 5X1D+5X1D DIL 200 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (09/10/201709/10/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(09/10/2017-09/10/2017)<BR><BR>
6 NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS
DIL 201 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (06/11/201706/11/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (06/11/201706/11/2017)<BR><BR>

Close time link, well-known adverse reaction, but
three vaccinations given so the exact contribution of
each of these is not clarified.

N - Unlikely

Close time link between vaccination and decreased
appetite, but NCA agrees with MAH that remaining
symptoms when seen all together are rather
unexpected. Since congenital kidney disease was
diagnosed, vaccine involvement is considered NUnlikely.

5.6 NOBIVAC DHPPI VET 5X1DS+5X1DS A - Probable
DIL 201 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (05/03/201805/03/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 552 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(05/03/2018-05/03/2018)<BR><BR>

close time association, two vaccines given at same
time and reactions are known to both the products,
no other plausible explanation

4.5 Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (08/06/201608/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (08/06/201608/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(08/06/2016-08/06/2016)<BR><BR>

According to the SPC acute transient hypersensitivity
reaction (anaphylaxis) can occur sometimes.

Not
Known

ETADEX - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(06/06/201406/06/2014)<BR><BR>NOBI-VAC
DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(06/06/201406/06/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (06/06/201406/06/2014)<BR><BR>
2.7 NOBI-VAC DHPPi - N/A,N/A,1
Years,N/A,N/A (27/05/201427/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (1 VIAL) - N/A,N/A,1
Years,N/A,N/A (27/05/201427/05/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
EURICAN PNEUMO - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
Known ,24,N/A (28/02/201828/02/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (28/02/201828/02/2018)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (10/05/201410/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(10/05/2014-10/05/2014)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

ETADEX - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(06/06/201406/06/2014)<BR><BR>NOBI-VAC
DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(06/06/201406/06/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (06/06/201406/06/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ES-NLINTVINT-2014-ES-00666

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

07/10/2014

11/10/2014

1

1

0 08/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Leucopenia,Diarrhoea,Anorexi
a,Apathy,Hypoproteinaemia

SAR: The vet reports that on 7 Oct 2014, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4.
Next day, the dog was showing apathy, so was treated with anti-inflammatory drugs. The following
day, the dog was also displaying diarrhoea, so it was hospitalized and treated symptomatically.
Hemogram showed leukopenia, decreased proteins and slight anaemia. On 12 Oct 2014, diarrhoea
became less severe, but was displaying anorexia. On 15 Oct 2014, blood and faeces samples were
collected to be analyzed: parvovirus and intestinal parasites were ruled out. On 17 Oct 2014 the dog
recovered. No further information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 230 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

ES-NLINTVINT-2014-ES-00693

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

11/10/2014

26/10/2014

1

1

1 11/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by
Not
R><BR><BR>No euthanasia,Hypothermia,Hypoglyca Known
emia,Hypoproteinaemia,Fluid in
abdomen NOS,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Anaemia
NOS,Hypotension,Bloody
diarrhoea,Renal failure

Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that on 11 Oct 2014, a dog was simultaneously vaccinated Yorkshire
with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4. A few hours after vaccination, the dog was taken to the clinic
Terrier
since was displaying bloody diarrhoea (dark color). The vet administered antihistamine. A few hours
later, the dog was showing hypothermia (34 degrees) and hypotension. Analysis showed slight anemia,
hypoglycemia, decreased proteins and renal failure. Ultrasound finding: free fluid in the abdomen.
Next day, the dog was euthanized. Necropsy was not performed.No further information is expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

ES-NLINTVINT-2014-ES-00730

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

15/11/2014

18/11/2014

1

1

0 16/11/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Lameness,Localised pain NOS (see Not
R><BR><BR>No other 'SOCs' for specific pain),Hind Known
limb ataxia,Proprioception loss

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (15/11/201415/11/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (15/11/201415/11/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ES-NLINTVINT-2014-ES-00744

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

01/12/2014

02/12/2014

1

1

0 01/12/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Pinnal
Not
R><BR><BR>No oedema,Wheal,Papule,Conjunctival Known
oedema,Swollen face (see also
'Skin'),Swollen lip (see also
'Skin'),Hypersensitivity reaction

Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that on 15 Nov 2014, the dog was simultaneously
Maltese
vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4. An antihistamine was administered prior to
vaccination, since the last year, the dog had reacted to Nobivac Rabia (reported as case 2014 ES
00731).On 16 Nov 2014, the dog was showing ataxia and proprioception loss at the hind limb, and
cervical pain. Blood analysis were normal. The dog was treated with Urbason, dexamethasone and
polaramine. In the afternoon, the dog also started to show lameness of left front limb. Nolotil was
added to the treatment. On 18 Nov 2014, the dog started to improve, but ataxia and proprioception
loss have not disappeared yet.Awaiting more information about the health status of the dog.Follow up
7 Jan 2015: We contacted the vet. he told us that the dog was completely recovered by 15 Dec 2014.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
SAR: The vet reports that on 1 Dec 2014, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4 Maltese
(mixed in the same syringe). 2 hours after vaccination, the dog was showing swollen face and lips,
conjunctival oedema, oedema of the pinnae, and papules and wheals at the abdomen. The dog was
treated with corticosteroids, and 6 hours later had improved a lot. The dog recovered fully next day.
No further information is expected. [Reason for use for product:Generic: DHPPI LV. Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 230. Reason: ProphylaxisGeneric: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB. Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 544Reason: Unknown.][State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (01/12/201401/12/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (10 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (01/12/201401/12/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ES-NLINTVINT-2014-ES-00752

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

09/12/2014

12/12/2014

1

1

0 09/12/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Erythema (for urticaria Not
R><BR><BR>No see Immune SOC),Papule,Hives (see Known
also 'Skin'),Swollen face (see also
'Skin')

NOBIVAC L4

ES-NLINTVINT-2015-ES-00008

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

16/12/2014

13/01/2015

1

1

0 18/12/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Angioedema,Swollen face (see also Not
R><BR><BR>No 'Skin')
Known

NOBIVAC L4

ES-NLINTVINT-2015-ES-00187

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

11/12/2014

20/04/2015

1

1

0 15/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abdominal pain,Lack of
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes efficacy,Anorexia,Diarrhoea,Intussu
sception,Vomiting,Abnormal test
result

5 NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (09/12/201409/12/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (09/12/201409/12/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Known Dose (16/12/201416/12/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (16/12/201416/12/2014)<BR><BR>
12.5 NOBIVAC DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (11/12/201411/12/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (11/12/201411/12/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ES-NLINTVINT-2015-ES-00249

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

01/05/2015

05/05/2015

1

1

0 02/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Palpebral oedema,Lip oedema (see No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes also 'Skin'),Hives (see also
'Skin'),Anaphylactic-type reaction

NOBIVAC L4

ES-NLINTVINT-2015-ES-00258

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

10/04/2015

07/05/2015

4

2

0 10/04/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema,Anaphylactic-type
R><BR><BR>No reaction

NOBIVAC L4

ES-NLINTVINT-2015-ES-00269

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

30/03/2015

11/05/2015

1

1

0 06/05/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Anaemia
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Leucopenia,Diarrhoea,Vomitin
g,Anorexia,Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test result

SAR: The vet reports that on 9 Dec 2014, the dog was simultaneously vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI
and Nobivac L4. 1 or 2 hours after vaccination, the dog was showing hives at the forehead, swollen
face, facial erythema and papules at the chest. The dog was treated with Urbason and 90 minutes later
had improved a lot. At night, the dog had completely recovered. No further information is expected.
[Reason for use for product:Generic: DHPPI LV. Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230. Reason:
ProphylaxisGeneric: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB. Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason:
Unknown.][State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that on 16 Dec 2014, the dog was simultaneously
vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4. On 13 Jan 2014, the owner called the vet saying that
the dog had reacted to the vaccine 2 days after administration. The dog had to be taken to an
emergency clinic, since was showing angioedema with swollen face. Unknown treatment. No further
information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
10X1DS 230 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 544 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
Suspected lack of expected efficacy:The vet reports that the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac PuppyDP on 22 Oct 2014, with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac Lepto on 12 Nov 2014, and with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4 on 11 Dec 2014. On 20 April 2015, the dog was taken to the clinic, since it was showing
anorexia and abdominal pain. The vet suspected that there could be a foreign body, but X-Ray was
normal. Next day, the dog was showing vomiting and diarrhoea. Blood analysis were normal. Rapid
test for Parvovirus-Coronavirus was carried out with a positive result for parvovirus. The patient was
hospitalized, and symptomatic treatment was administered. On 22 April 2015, the dog was discharged.
Blood and faeces samples will be collected to analyse. Awaiting the results.Follow-up 27 April 2015:
The vet reports that the dog was born on 17 Sep 2014. Some data are rectified: first symptoms started
on 15 Apr 2015, the dog was hospitalised on 17 Apr, and next day an intussusception was diagnosed
and operated (the vet thinks this could be caused by a paralytic illeus due to parvovirus
infection).Serological analysis was compatible with parvovirus infection. PCR for parvovirus was
positive. Clostridium perfringens was ruled out. Awaiting more analysis results.Follow-up 30 Apr 2015:
PCR was negative for Distemper and Coronavirus. Sequencing of CPV strain is pending.Follow-up 8 May
2015: Strain of CPV-2c was found. No further information is expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 230 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that on 1 May 2015 he vaccinated the dog with Nobivac
DHPPi and Nobivac L4. On 2 May 2015 the dog was taken to the emergency clinic showing lip and eye
oedema and hives all over the body. It was treated with corticosteroids and recovered.Note: the dog
had previously reacted (same kind of reaction) to other vaccines of other companies [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that on 10 April 2015, 4 puppies from the same litter were
vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4 (mixed in the same injection). Around 5 hours after
vaccination, two of the dogs were showing facial oedema. There were no respiratory symptoms. Dogs
were taken to emergencies and treated with Urbason, and one of them recovered quickly. The other
dog experienced a more severe reaction, and recovered 1 day later. No more information is expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
Suspected lack of expected efficacy:The vet reports that a Rotweiler pup was vaccinad with Nobivac
DHPPi and Nobivac L4 as follows:- On 16 March 2015 (9 weeks old)- On 30 March 2015 (11 weeks old,
ELU since last vaccination should be at 12 weeks)On 6 may 2015 the dog started to diplay liquid
diarrhoea. On 8 may 2015 the dog also displayed vomiting.The dog was hospitalized. Blood and faeces
samples were collected for analyses.On 11 may 2015 the dog was better but still showing anorexia and
vomiting (less diarrhoea). It was drinking water.On 12 may 2015 haemogram results showed severe
leucopenia and anaemia.On 13 may 2015 PCR results showed parvovirus.The dog is getting better day
by day. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Crossbred

Chihuahua

Crossbred

Beagle

1.2 NOBIVAC DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (07/10/201407/10/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (07/10/201407/10/2014)<BR><BR>

4 NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (11/10/201411/10/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (11/10/201411/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Chihuahua

Not
Known

Rottweiler

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (01/05/201501/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (01/05/201501/05/2015)<BR><BR>
NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (10/04/201510/04/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (10/04/201510/04/2015)<BR><BR>
NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (30/03/201530/03/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (30/03/201530/03/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ES-NLINTVINT-2015-ES-00375

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

16/05/2015

04/06/2015

1

1

0 31/05/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Abnormal test
R><BR><BR>No result,Dehydration,Lack of
efficacy,Diarrhoea,Fever

Not
Known

Suspected lack of expected efficacy:The dog was born on 25 Feb 2015. It was vaccinated as follows:- Other
On 18 April 2015 Nobivac Puppy DP (7 weeks old)- On 2 May 2015 Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 (9
Canine/dog
weeks old)- On 16 May 2015 Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 (11 weeks old, ELU, last vaccination
should have been done at 12w)On 31 May 2015 the dog started to display diarrhoea (yellow/green)
and fever. On 1 June 2015 the dog was taken to the vet and prescribed Metacam and Ampicilin. On 4
june 2015 the dog was hospitalized because it was very dehydrated. It was administered Fluidtherapy
and Fenbendazole.Faeces and blood samples were collected and submited for analyses:- Positive
results for Parvovirus though PCR. - Serology shows protective levels of parvovirus IgG and high levels
of IgM (compatible with infection).On 6 june 2015 the dog was sent back home recovered.Awaiting for
more analyses results.Follow up 23 June 2015: PCR typification shows parvovirus 2b.Awaiting for more
faeces analyses.Follow up 26 June 2015: last faeces analyses results show coronavirus presence.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1 D Reason: Prophylaxis
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Unknown.] [State
of health: Good]
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy.The vet reports that the dog was vaccinated as follows: - 27
Crossbred
March 2015: NOBIVAC PUPPY DP- 17 April 2015: NOBIVAC L4 + NOBIVAC DHPPi- 4 May 2015:
NOBIVAC L4 + NOBIVAC DHPPi (reg no 9162 IMP).On 20 July 2015, the dog started to show profuse
diarrhea. Many tests were run where severe leukopenia was diagnosed and a symptomatic treatment
was established (even plasm transfusion). The morning of 21 July 2015, the dog had died.Necropsy and
PCR results were positive to Parvovirus infection. Giardia, Cryptosporidium, Salmonella, Coronavirus
and Distemper were ruled out. Serology showed protective levels of IgG against Parvovirus.Strain
sequencing is pending.Follow-up 7 August 2015: Sequencing results showed that the dog died from a
CPV-2b infection.No further information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

ES-NLINTVINT-2015-ES-00560

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

04/05/2015

25/07/2015

1

1

1 20/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucopenia,Diarrhoea,Death,Lack
R><BR><BR>Yes of efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Abnormal necropsy finding

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

ES-NLINTVINT-2015-ES-00635

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

07/05/2015

31/08/2015

1

1

0 24/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anorexia,Lack
R><BR><BR>Yes of efficacy,Blood in
faeces,Abnormal test result

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy.The vet reports that the puppy was vaccinated as follows: - 9 April Other
2015: Nobivac DHPPi + Nobivac L4- 23 April 2015: Nobivac KC- 7 May 2015: Nobivac DHPPi + Nobivac Canine/dog
L4On 24 August 2015, the dog started to show diarrhea with mucus, vomits, hematochezia and
anorexia.A treatment of antibiotics, proton pump inhibitors, fluid therapy and an antiemetic was
established. On 28 August 2015, the dog started to recover but was still vomiting. On 31 August 2015,
the dog was almost recovered but still had some vomits. Blood and feces samples were collected and
the results are being expected.Follow-up 2 September 2015: PCR results were positive to CPV. Giardia,
Cryptosporidium, Salmonella, Clostridium, Coronavirus and Distemper were ruled out. Sequencing is
pending.Follow-up 14 September 2015: Sequencing results showed CPV-2a infection. No further
information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
10X1DS 230 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 544 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2016-ES-00048

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Month(s)

29/04/2015

22/01/2016

1

1

1 09/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected lack of expected efficacy:The dog was vaccinated on 29 Apr 2015 with Nobivac DHP,
Miniature
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC.On 9 Jan 2016 the dog started to display vomiting and hemorrhagic
Pinscher
diarrhoea. On 11 Jan 2016 it was taken to the vet showing dehydration and apathy. The dog was
hospitalized and treated with fluidtherapy, methylprednisolone (25 mg iv), metoclopramide, ranitidine
and aluminum hydroxide.The dog died on 13 Jan 2016 at 4 am.Necropsy results: the lesions observed
were compatible with a parvovirus infection. Immunohistochemestry was slight positive for
parvovirus.Samples have been submitted to a lab for virus sequencing.Results will be provided as soon
as available.Follow-up 4 March 2016: CPV-2b was found. No further information is expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1 D Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 1X1DS+DILUENT 230 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health:
Good]
Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that on 29 March 2016, the dog was vaccinated with
Border Collie
Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4. 30 minutes after vaccination, the dog was taken to emergencies
displaying fainting and asphyxia. The patient was also showing pale mucous membranes, hypotension,
respiratory distress and acute pulmonary oedema. Anaphylactic shock was diagnosed. The dog was
treated with Methylprednisolone, adrenaline, oxygen, dopamine, furosemide and Mannitol. The
patient also showed cerebral oedema signs and finally died 9 hours after the vaccine administration.
No further information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2016-ES-00207

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

29/03/2016

01/04/2016

1

1

1 29/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Fainting,Hypotension,Ce
rebral oedema,Respiratory
distress,Pulmonary
oedema,Death,Anaphylactic
shock,Asphyxia

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2016-ES-00324

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

29/04/2016

29/04/2016

1

1

0 29/04/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Hypotension,Anaphylaxi
s,Angioedema,Erythema (for
urticaria see Immune
SOC),Pruritus,Hypothermia,Weak
pulse,Bradycardia

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2016-ES-00800

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

26/05/2016

15/07/2016

1

1

1 12/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2016-ES-00910

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

08/07/2016

12/08/2016

1

1

0 10/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anorexia,Fever,Apathy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Apathy,Death by
No Data
euthanasia,Vomiting,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Dehydration,Lack of
efficacy,Fever

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that on 29 April 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Chihuahua
DHPPI and Nobivac L4 (mixed in the same syringe). 1 minute after vaccination, the dog was showing
severe hypotension, bradycardia, pale mucous membranes, weak pulse and hypothermia. The dog was
treated with subcutaneous methylprednisolone. The patient improved within 20 minutes and was
taken home. 40 minutes later, the dog returned showing angioedema (at face, ears, eyes and vulvar
area), erythema and generalised pruritus. Intravenous methylprednisolone and gastric protector were
administered. The dog recovered that day. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Parvovirus: The vet reports that the dog born on 27 February Labrador
2016 was vaccinated as follows: 11 April 2016: 1 dose Nobivac Puppy ( 7 weeks old). 26 April 2016: 1
Retriever
dose Nobivac DHPPi and 1 dose Nobivac L4 (9 weeks old). 26 May 2016: 1 dose Nobivac DHPPi and 1
dose Nobivac L4 (13 weeks old) and Drontal was administered to the dog on 04 April 2016 and on 20
April 2016.On 12 July 2016 the dog showed apathy and vomiting. On 13 July the dog was taken to the
vet and it showed haemorrhagic diarrhoea, dehydrate, fever (39.5º C). A Parvo quick test was made
and the result was positive. A blood test was made and it showed leucopenia (2.13*10^3/mcL) and
proteinemia (5.3g/dL). The dog was hospitalized. On 14 July 2016 a new blood test was made and it
showed leucopenia again and decreasing (0.94*10^3/mcL).On 20 July 2016: the dog was euthanized on
19 July 2016 because it was worse. It received a plasma transfusion and it was treated with omegainterferon. It was hospitalized since 1 week. The vet could not do a necropsy. No more information is
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230
Reason: Vaccination Generic: DP LV Brand: NOBIVAC PUPPY DP 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: Brand: Drontal Reason: Endoparasitic control] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: The vet reports that on 8 July 2016 the dog was vaccinated in another vet Yorkshire
clinic by other vet with Nobivac Rabia (2 doses because of a vet's error), Nobivac DHPPi (1 dose) and
Terrier
Nobivac L4 (1 dose). 2 days later the dog showed anorexia, apathy and fever (40ºC). The dog was
taken to the first vet clinic and the dog was hospitalised with fluidtherapy and treatment (we do not
know more details about it). The dog was recovered 4 days later. The owner took the dog to the
second clinic (where the vet works that reported us this case) to ask a second opinion about the
incident. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: RABIES IN ALU
ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIA 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (16/05/201516/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (16/05/201516/05/2015)<BR><BR>

4 NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (04/05/201504/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (50 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (04/05/201504/05/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (07/05/201507/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (07/05/201507/05/2015)<BR><BR>

4.6 NOBIVAC DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (29/04/201529/04/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (29/04/201529/04/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (29/04/201529/04/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (29/03/201629/03/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (29/03/201629/03/2016)<BR><BR>

2.9 NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (29/04/201629/04/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (29/04/201629/04/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,1
Months,24,1 Dose 1 Months 1
Animal (26/05/201626/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,1
Months,24,N/A (26/05/201626/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PUPPY DP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(11/04/2016-11/04/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(08/07/201608/07/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (1 VIAL) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(08/07/201608/07/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIA - 2,N/A,N/A ,24,2 Dose 1
Animal (08/07/201608/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2016-ES-00958

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

01/09/2016

05/09/2016

1

1

1 01/09/2016 Not
Circulatory
Known,<BR><BR shock,Staggering,Death,Abnormal
><BR><BR><BR> necropsy finding
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction:The vet reports that on 1 Sept 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac German
DHP and Nobivac L4 at 13:13 hours. That same day at night the dog displayed staggering and few
Pinscher
minutes later the dog died. The vet made a necropsy and didn't find anything abnormal. Anyway organs
were sent for analysis. Awaiting the outcome.Follow up 13 Sept 2016: Hystopathology Report showed
the dog died because of a Circulatory Shock. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction:The vet reports that on 22 Sept 2016 the dog was vaccinated with
Maltese
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 simultaneously (same syringe). 20-30 minutes after vaccination the dog
showed urticaria. The dog was treated with corticosteroids and recovered the same day. No more
information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (01/09/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (01/09/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2016-ES-01010

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

22/09/2016

22/09/2016

1

1

0 22/09/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Urticaria,Anaphylactic-type
R><BR><BR>Yes reaction

No Data

Not
Known

0 05/09/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Abdominal
Not
R><BR><BR>No pain,Icterus,Anorexia,Lethargy (see Known
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Weight
loss,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated total bilirubin

Suspected Adverse Reaction:The vet reports that on 11 July 2016 the dog was primovaccinated with
English Setter
Nobivac DHPPi + Nobivac L4 (the dog was 12 weeks-old). On 01 August 2016 the dog was revaccinated
with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 (The dog was 15 weeks-old).On 5 Sept 2016 the dog was ill but the
owner took it to the vet clinic on 12 Sept 2016. The dog showed icterus, anorexia, lethargy, severe
weight loss and abdominal pain. The vet made a blood test and the result showed liver enzymes levels
elevation: GPT 85.5 UI/L (21-47), ALP 851 IU/L (35-161), Total Bilirubin level elevation 5.8 mg/dL(0.10.6). The remaining was normal. the dog was hospitalised with fluidotherapy (SSF 100mL +Sterovet 32
ml/h during 12h), Ranitidine 1.6 mL, Primperan 0.8mL and Hepato 1500 (1/2 tablet each 24h during 30
days). On 13 Sept 2016 the dog tolerated be feed orally so it was released and prescribed gastroenteric
low fat diet and same treatment orally. On 17 Sept 2016 the dog was completely recovered, showed
weight gain and the vet changed the diet, he prescribed Royal Canin puppy diet.No more information is
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230
Reason: Primovaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544
Reason: Primovaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (22/09/201622/09/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (22/09/201622/09/2016)<BR><BR>
NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (01/08/201601/08/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (01/08/201601/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2016-ES-01048

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

01/08/2016

07/10/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2016-ES-01053

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

16/09/2016

07/10/2016

1

1

1 07/10/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (16/09/201616/09/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (16/09/201616/09/2016)<BR><BR>

2

2

0 01/01/2016 Not
Hypotension,Vomiting,Anaphylactic- Not
Known,<BR><BR type reaction
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (01/01/201625/10/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIA - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(01/01/2016-01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

07/11/2016

1

1

0 21/07/2016 Not
Wheal,Anaphylactic-type
Known,<BR><BR reaction,Allergic pruritus
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

07/11/2016

1

1

0 05/10/2016 Not
Anaphylactic-type
Known,<BR><BR reaction,Vomiting
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction:The vet reports that on 16 Sept 2016 the dog was vaccinated with
Mastiff
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. On 7 Oct 2016 the dog was taken to the clinic because he displayed
jaundice in eyes, mucosae and skin. The vet also reports that the dog was not getting fat although he
was eating well. A blood analysis was ruled showing liver disease. The dog was hospitalized for 24
hours so as it could be treated and stabilized. The treatment consisted on: fluidotherapy, Amoxicillin
with clavulanic acid and Epato 1500 plus. On 11 Oct 2016 the vet reports that the dog was hospitalized
again because he was not improving, he didn't want to eat and had ascites. An abdominal ultrasound
was ruled showing a swollen gallbladder so a puncture was done. A sample of gallbladder liquid was
taken for culture. On 11 Oct 2016 a new blood analysis was ruled showing albumin low levels so the
dog was treated with Albutein 20%. On 13 Oct 2016 the dog continued hospitalized, didn't want to eat,
didn't urinate so a urinary catheter was set. 2 liters of abdominal pure liquid was taken through
puncture. A new blood sample was taken so as to be compare with the next days results to prove if the
Albutein treatment is working. Also a treatment with a vitamin complex was set down.The dog was
previously vaccinated with both vaccines (N. DHPPi and L4) on 19 Aug 2016 and with Nobivac Puppy DP
on 21 July 2016. No problems were observed in this two last vaccinations, only on 16 Sept one.
Awaiting gallbladder puncture and blood analysis (of 13 Oct) outcome.Follow up 14 Oct 2016: The vet
reports that the dog's general status is getting better although blood analysis levels are not improving
at all. On 16 Oct 2016 the dog was taken home and at the moment he is tolerating food. In a few days
the dog will be taken to the clinic for a review. Awaiting more information.F. up 4 Nov 2016: The dog
was euthanased on 27 Oct 2016 (approx). We received all the laboratory reports and the necropsy
report. As they were very interspecific we contacted with the vet who made the necropsy and he
reported to us that the body did not have lesions due to an anaphylactic reaction due to the
vaccination. Lesions were chronic hepatitis, renal failure and chronic pleuropneumonia. These lesions
are compatible with an infectious cause ( but no agent has been found because there were not enough
samples). A Leptospira serology and PCR are waiting.F.up 5 Jan 2017: The vet sent the pending results
from 3 Nov 2016. Creatinine elevated 7 mg/dL (rr 0.5-1.5) and Leptospira serology was negative to L.
bratislava, L. autralis, L. pomona, L. grippotyphosa, L. autumnalis, L. canicola and L. saxkoev serovars.
No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI
10X1DS
230 Reason:
Generic:
KB Brand: with
NOBIVAC
Suspected
Adverse
Reaction:Vaccination
The vet reports
thatLEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
in 2016 (approx) 6 dogs were vaccinated
Other
Nobivac DHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabia. We do not know more details about if the product
Canine/dog
were mixed in same syringe or were administrated individually. In all the cases, 5 minutes post
administration, dogs showed vomiting and hypotension. They were hospitalised with fluidotherapy and
they were recovered completely after that. We are awaiting more details about the dogs.Follow up 7
Nov 2016: the vet sent more information about 4 of the 6 dogs affected. We created a case for each
dog, and this case (2016 ES 01091) stayed for the 2 unidentified dogs.This case are linked with cases:
2016 ES 01126, 2016 ES 01127, 2016 ES 01128, 2016 ES 01129. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIA 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: The vet reports that on 21 July 2016 the dog was vaccinated with
Miniature
Nobivac DHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabia. We do not know more details about if the products
Pinscher
were mixed in same syringe or were administrated individually. 5 minutes post administration,the dog
showed wheals in the face and severus pruritus. It was hospitalised with fluidotherapy and Urbason
and it was recovered completely after 4 hours. No more information is expected.This case is linked
with cases: 2016 ES 01091, 2016 ES 01127, 2016 ES 01128, 2016 ES 01129 [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIA 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: The vet reports that on 5 Oct 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Miniature
DHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabia. We do not know more details about if the product were mixed Poodle
in same syringe or were administrated individually. 5 minutes post administration, the dog showed
vomiting. It was hospitalised with fluidotherapy, dexametasone, maropitant and ranitidine and it was
recovered completely after 7 hours. No more information is expected.This case is linked with cases:
2016 ES 01091, 2016 ES 01126, 2016 ES 01127, 2016 ES 01129 [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIA 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2016-ES-01091

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

25/10/2016

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2016-ES-01126

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

21/07/2016

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2016-ES-01128

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

05/10/2016

Gall bladder
Not
inflammation,Hepatitis,Jaundice,Uri Known
nary retention,Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Ascites,Chr
onic renal
failure,Hypoalbuminaemia,Elevated
liver enzymes,Liver disorder
NOS,Elevated creatinine,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,NT - chronic
(broncho)pneumonia/pleuropneum
onia

5 NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (21/07/201621/07/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (21/07/201621/07/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIA - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(21/07/2016-21/07/2016)<BR><BR>
3.5 NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (05/10/201605/10/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (05/10/201605/10/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIA - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(05/10/2016-05/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2016-ES-01129

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

24/10/2016

07/11/2016

1

1

0 24/10/2016 Not
Shock,Bloody
Known,<BR><BR diarrhoea,Anaphylactic-type
><BR><BR><BR> reaction,Vomiting
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-00001

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

30/12/2016

02/01/2017

1

1

0 31/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Application site
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes necrosis,Application site
oedema,Injection site
abscess,Injection site
pain,Anorexia,Fever,Apathy,Localis
ed oedema (not application site)

Suspected Adverse Reaction:The vet reports that the puppy was from a breeder's house and it was
Other
vaccinated there previously (unknown more details). It was wormed after that (unknown details). On
Canine/dog
30 Dec 2016 it was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4 (mixed in same syringe). the
injection point was in interscapular area. On 31 Dec 2016 the owners called the vet because it showed
pain in injection site, apathy and it showed fever (39.4ºC). The owners did not wanted to take the dog
to the vet clinic. It was not treated. On 1 January 2017, the owners called to the vet again. The fever
had disappeared (38ºC) but pain still was present. The dog showed anorexia as well. The owners did
not want to take the dog to the vet clinic. It was not treated. Finally, on 2 Jan 2017, the dog was taken
to the vet. It showed apathy, anorexia, severe pain in injection site and an injection site abscess with
serosanguinous exudate and fibrin. It also showed 3 necrosis points near the abscess and
subcutaneous oedema in chest area and in left upper limb. A blood test was practically ok (only mild
leukocytosis). It was hospitalised and treated with fluidotherapy and antibiotics intravenous. The
affected subcutaneous area was washed with physiological serum and antiseptics. On 2 Jan 2017 at
night it was taken home with antibiotics oral. On 3 January 2017 it was improving. Awaiting the
outcome.F.up 11 Jan 2017: The vet reports that the dog was improving and it was still in treatment
with amoxiciline-clavulanic each 12 hours orally and an ointment. No more information is expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason:
Primovaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason:
Primovaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-00098

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

02/02/2017

07/02/2017

1

1

0 02/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction:The vet reports that on 2 Feb 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Crossbred
Rabia, Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. The same day the vet administrated Profender 1-10 kg (1/2 tablet)
and Profender 1-3 kg (1 tablet). 2 minutes later (approx) the dog showed a vomit, hypotension, lethargy
and pale mucous membrane. The vet treated with antihistamine, ranitidine and Urbason. 1 hour later
the dog was completely recovered. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIA 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: Profender 1-10kg Reason: Endoparasitic control Generic: Brand: Profender 1-3 kg Reason:
Endoparasitic control]... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Good]MAH (Bayer) comment:
Time to onset added as <2mts. Reaction end date as 2017-02. Changed age unit from ""week"" to
""year"" as a 2 weeks old puppy is rather unikely to be over 6 kg and will not be vaccinated at this
Age.Reason for Treatment: Endoparasitic controlState of health at time of treatment: good

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-00128

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

3 - 4 Year(s)

13/02/2017

14/02/2017

1

1

0 13/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Hypotension
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction:The vet reports that on 13 Feb 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Maltese
DHPPi and Nobivac L4 ( in one syringe) and Nobivac Rabia (in other sirynge). It was not the first time. 2
minutes after vaccination, the dog showed severe hypotension. The vet treated it with corticosteroids
and it was recovered the same day. No more information is expected.This case is linked to case 2017
ES 00127 (reported at same time by same vet and they are same products). [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIA 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

6.65 NOBIVAC DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (02/02/201702/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (02/02/201702/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIA - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(02/02/201702/02/2017)<BR><BR>PROFENDER
15 mg/3 mg COMPRIMIDOS DE
LIBERACION MODIFICADA PARA
PERROS PEQUEÑOS - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (02/02/201702/02/2017)<BR><BR>PROFENDER
50 mg/10 mg COMPRIMIDOS DE
LIBERACION MODIFICADA PARA
PERROS MEDIANOS - .5,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (02/02/201702/02/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Known Dose 1 Animal (13/02/201713/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (50 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (13/02/201713/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIA - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(13/02/2017-13/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-00157

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

16/02/2017

17/02/2017

1

1

0 16/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Eyelid
R><BR><BR>Yes, oedema,Wheal,Angioedema
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-00158

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

14/02/2017

17/02/2017

1

1

0 14/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Angioedema,Anaphylaxis
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction:The vet reports that on 16 Feb 2017 ( at 17:30h) the dog was vaccinated French Bulldog
with Nobivac L4 (in one syringe), Nobivac Rabia (in another syringe) and Nobivac KC. 3 hours later the
dog showed angioedema, eyelid oedema and wheals. The vet administrated metilprednisolone 30mg
intravenous and 30 minutes later administrated 10 mg intrammuscular. At night (22:00h) the dog
showed swollen penis that was resolved in one hour without more treatment. On 17 Feb 2017, the dog
was taken to the vet clinic for review. The dog was recovered but the vet administarted Urbason 20mg
intravenous and 1mg/kg/24h orally for 3 days more. No more information is expected.This case is
linked to case 2017 ES 00158 (different dogs, same vet, different products). [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIA 10X1DS 230 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 1X1DS+DILUENT 230 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction: The vet reports that on 14 Feb 2017 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac Chihuahua
L4 and Nobivac DHPPI (mixed in one syringe). 3 hours later (approx) the pup showed angioedema. The
vet administrated methylprednisolone 1mg/kg intramuscular and it was completely recovered the
same day. No more information is expected.This case is linked to case 2017 ES 00157 because they are
different dogs, same vet, different products. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Primovaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Primovaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-00207

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

24/02/2017

01/03/2017

1

1

0 24/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Angioedema,Anaphylaxis
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Pale mucous
No Data
membrane,Hypotension,Anaphylact
ic shock,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Vomiting

Suspected Adverse Reaction: The vet reports that on 24 Oct 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Yorkshire
DHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabia. We do not know more details about if the product were mixed Terrier
in same syringe or were administrated individually. 5 minutes post administration, the dog showed
vomiting, bloody diarrhoea and shock. It was hospitalised with fluidotherapy, dexamethasone,
maropitant, Ampicillin, vetgastril and proenteric. It was recovered completely after 7 days. No more
information is expected.This case is linked with cases: 2016 ES 01091, 2016 ES 01126, 2016 ES 01127,
2016 ES 01128Follow up 11 Nov2016: The vet reports that she is going to do a diagnostic test in faeces
from this dog to investigate the cause of bloody diarrhoea. Awaiting the results.Follow up 18 Nov
2016: The results were negative to Giardia, Cryptosporidium, Salmonella, Clostridium, Campylobacter,
Pavo, Coronavirus. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC RABIA 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Suspected Adverse Reaction:The vet reports that on 24 Feb 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Crossbred
DHPPi and Nobivac L4 (in one syringe) and with Nobivac Rabia (in another syringe). 5 minutes later
(approx) the dog showed angioedema. The vet administrated Urbason and gastric protectors. The dog
was recovered the following day (approx). No more information is expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIA 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

2 NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (24/10/201624/10/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (5 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (24/10/201624/10/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIA - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(24/10/2016-24/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (30/12/201630/12/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (50 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (30/12/201630/12/2016)<BR><BR>

16 NOBIVAC KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(16/02/201716/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (50 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (16/02/201716/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIA - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(16/02/2017-16/02/2017)<BR><BR>

01-Jan NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A B - Possible
(14/02/201714/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (50 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (14/02/201714/02/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (24/02/201724/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS (50 VIALES) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (24/02/201724/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIA - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(24/02/2017-24/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-00227

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

02/03/2017

07/03/2017

1

1

0 03/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Polyarthritis,Joint
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Fever,Elevated
temperature,Partial
anorexia,Swollen lymph
node,Hypoalbuminaemia,Jaw
pain,Apathy

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction:The vet reports that on 2 March 2017 the dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4. The following day the dog was apathic and partial anorexia. On 6
March 2017 the dog showed fever, jaw pain and difficulty to open the mouth. It was taken to the vet
and she administrated an antinflammatory. On 7 March 2017, jaw pain was severe, it was impossible
to open the mouth, it also showed fever, prescapular lymph nodes were swollen and elevated
temperature in elbow joint . The dog was hospitalised and treated with corticosteroids. Moreover, the
vet suspected neck or back pain so she did neck and thoracic spine radiographies but they were ok. A
blood test was made too. On 8 March 2017 the dog was improving and it was taken home with
treatment (Clindamycin and corticosteroids). On 9 March blood results were available and it showed
mild hypoalbuminemia 2.3 g/dL (2.7-4.1), the rest was ok. However serology showed antibody against
Rickettsia conorii and the pup lives indoor. Awaiting PCR result. On 10 March 2017 the vet told us that
the dog was practically recovered.F. up 14 March 2017: Rickettsia PCR was negative and anti-nuclear
antibodies (ANAs) was positive so the vet suspects a polyarthritis immune-mediated. However the pup
was recovered. Awaiting more analyses results.F.up 29 March 2017: The laboratory report was ok. The
dog was perfect since 14 March 2017 so we close the case. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that the dog was vaccinated on 4 April 2017 with Nobivac
Rabia, Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4. 5 minutes post vaccination, the dog vomited and showed
staggering, hypotension and involuntary defecation. The patient was treated with fluid therapy and
Urbason (IV) and recovered within 2 or 3 hours. The vet also reports 2 similar cases at the same time
(case 2017-ES-00356 and 2017-ES-00360). No further information is expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIA 10X1DS 230 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Good]

Miniature
Pinscher

02-Mar NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (02/03/201702/03/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(02/03/2017-02/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-00357

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

04/04/2017

04/04/2017

1

1

0 04/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypotension,Involuntary
R><BR><BR>Yes, defecation,Anaphylactic-type
<BR><BR><BR>< reaction,Staggering,Vomiting
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Yorkshire
Terrier

7 NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(04/04/201704/04/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(04/04/201704/04/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIA - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(04/04/2017-04/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-00589

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Month(s)

27/06/2016

17/05/2017

1

1

0 23/04/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected lack of expected efficacy:The vet reports that on 16 Jun 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Yorkshire
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. The dog was 11 weeks old. 11 days later, on 27 Jun 2016 the dog was
Terrier
revaccinated with another dose of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. It is unknown if the dog was
previously dewormed. On 23 Apr 2017 the dog showed vomiting, diarrhea and leucopenia. A faecal
SNAP test gave a weak positive CPV result. The dog received symptomatic treatment and recovered on
2 May 2017. Blood and faeces samples have been collected to carry out further analyses. Awaiting
laboratory results. Follow up is pending.Follow up 26 May 2017:Real time PCR is positive for CVP2.
Awaiting sequencing results. Other possible or concomitant causes (infectious and parasitic diseases)
have been ruled out. Distemper serum antibodies titer is not protective. Follow up is pending.Follow up
13 Jun 2017:Sequencing reveals CPV-2a. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-00668

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

30/05/2017

30/05/2017

1

1

0 30/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylactic-type reaction,Vulvar
R><BR><BR>Yes, oedema,Welt
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that on 30 May 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Chihuahua
DHPPi, Nobivac L4, Nobivac Rabia and Nobivac KC. 15 minutes after the administration of the vaccines
the dog displayed welts all over the body and vulvar oedema. The dog was treated with corticosteroids
and recovered in a few hours. No further information is expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 1X1DS+DILUENT 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN
ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIA 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Fair]

1.5 NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(30/05/201730/05/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (30/05/201730/05/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(30/05/201730/05/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIA - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(30/05/2017-30/05/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-00673

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

30/05/2017

31/05/2017

1

1

0 31/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Neutrophilia,Ocular
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes discharge,Trembling,Nasal
discharge,Limping,Anorexia,Depress
ion,Urticarial rash,Skin lesion NOS

Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that on 30 May 2017 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac Other
DHP and Nobivac L4. On 31 May 2017 the dog showed depression, anorexia, hind limbs trembling and Canine/dog
slight limping (with no findings at neurological exam). Blood samples collected and submitted for
analyses. Lab results did not show important findings. Just slight mature neutrophilia and slight SDMA
increasing (the lab told us that this could mean nothing). On 1 June 2017 the vet told us that the dog
was still showing some limping (with no findings at neurological exam) and also started to show a bit of
nasal discharge as well as some legas in the eyes. We decided to submit some samples (urine, nasal
and eye swaps) to carry a quantitative PCR against distemper. Awaiting information.The vet also
noticed that the dog has some rashes in the ventral area and the armpits.Treatment established:
Prednisolone 1.25 mg/24 hours, Antihistaminics, meloxicam, Cephalexin 75 mg/12 hours.On 5 June
2017 the vet told us that the dog was much better. It just shows some lessions in the face. Awaiting lab
results.F.up 8 Jun 2017: Distemper PCR in orine was negative. Awaiting for other PCR.Follow up 04 Sept
2017: the other PCR results were never received. We decide to close the case. No more information is
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1 D Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

3.3 NOBIVAC DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (30/05/201730/05/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(30/05/2017-30/05/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-01091

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

11/08/2017

31/08/2017

1

1

0 12/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Profuse
R><BR><BR>Yes bleeding,Coagulopathy,Increased
coagulation time,Injection site
lump,Anaemia NOS,Nonregenerative
anaemia,Thrombocytopenia

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that approximately on 11 Au 2017, the puppy was
Standard
vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4. The following day, the dog was showing an injection
Poodle
site lump. Local cold and Thrombocid were applied, but the next day the lump had increased. The vet
punctured the lump and drained blood. The following week, the lump had not decreased, so the vet
made an incision and the lump started to bleed a lot. Blood analysis was performed: anemia and
thrombocytopenia. Coagulation tests showed an elevation in activated partial thromboplastin time
(APTT). The vet sutured the incision and K vitamin was administered. Blood analysis were repeated on
2 Sept and showed an slight regenerative anemia, leucocytosis and elevation of APTT (21,7 sec).
Anaplasma and Ehrlichia were ruled out. A probable coagulation disorder is suspected. Further analysis
will be carried out in order to confirm this presumptive diagnosis. Awaiting lab results.Follow-up 26
Sept 2017: Lab results confirm factor VIII deficiency. No more information is expected. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: Thrombocid (Lacer S.A.) Reason: To improve blood flow Generic: Brand: K vitamin Reason:
Anticoagulant] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Not applicable 1 Animal
(11/08/201711/08/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(11/08/2017-11/08/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-01285

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

18/08/2017

18/10/2017

1

1

0 14/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected lack of expected efficacy:The vet reports that the dog was vaccinated as follows:On 8 July
2017 with Nobivac Puppy DP.On 28 July 2017 with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4.On 18 August 2017
with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4.On 14 Oct, the dog was taken to the clinic since was showing
bloody diarrhoea, apathy, anorexia and drooling. SNAP test was positive for parvovirus. The patient
was hospitalized and symptomatic treatment was administered. On 18 Oct 2017 the dog was
discharged. Blood and faeces samples were collected for analysis. PCR was positive for parvo.
Awaiting further analyses results.Follow-up 26 Oct 2017: Giardia, Cryptosporidium, Salmonella,
Clostridium, Campylobacter, Coronavirus and Distemper were ruled out. Sequencing of parvovirus
strain is pending.Follow-up 17 Nov 2017: Parvovirus 2-c was confirmed. No further information is
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(18/08/201718/08/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(18/08/2017-18/08/2017)<BR><BR>

Crossbred

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (27/06/201627/06/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(27/06/2016-27/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-01314

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

19/10/2017

24/10/2017

1

1

0 23/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Fever,Ap No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes athy,Hypoalbuminaemia,Urine
abnormalities
NOS,Proteinuria,Decreased urine
concentration,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Elevated
lipase,Elevated amylase,Elevated
protein:creatinine ratio,Elevated
SDMA (Symmetrical
dimethylarginine)

Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI and
Yorkshire
Nobivac L4 on 19 Oct 2017. The health status of the dog was good, but kidney stones had been found. Terrier
In the early morning of 23 Oct 2017 the dog started to show apathy and fever (41,2 ºC). Nolotil and
metacam were administered. The following day, fever had decreased a little (39.5 - 40 ºC). Blood
analysis showed leucocytosis, neutrophilia and hypoalbuminaemia.The patient was treated with fluid
therapy, metacam and Nolotil and the following day fever had stopped. Blood analyses had been
performed 2 months prior to vaccination and all parameters were normal. Blood and urine samples
have been collected to analyse. Awaiting lab results.Follow-up 30 Oct 2017: Blood analyses results
show hypoalbuminemia, slight elevation of SDMA, and elevation of amylase, lipase and alkaline
phosphatase. Rest of the blood parameters are normal. Urine analysis: low urine density. Presence of
proteins in urine and creatinine in urine. Elevated protein/creatinine ratio. Urine culture is negative.The
vet confirms that kidney stones were found in Nov 2016 since previous blood analisys had shown
elevation of BUN and creatinine (SDMA was normal). The day of vaccination (19 Oct 2017) ultrasound
was performed again and kidney stones were confirmed.The vet says that the dog remains without
fever and apathy since 25 Oct 2017. Treatment with Nolotil and Metacam was also stopped that day.
A new ultrasound study will be performed. Follow-up is pending.Follow-up 10 Nov 2017: ultrasound
study conclusion: Hyper-echogenic focus in renal calyces: calcifications, kidney stones or fibrosis.ACE
inhibitors and renal food have been prescribed. Proteinuria will be checked within 3 weeks. Follow-up
is pending.Follow-up 14 Dec 2017: Urine analysis: the presence of proteins and creatinine in urine has
increased, but the protein/creatinine ratio has improved. The dog remains without symptoms. No
further information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Nolotil Reason: Fever of unknown origin. Generic:
Brand: Metacam Reason: Anti-inflammatory Generic: Brand: Fluid Therapy Reason: Fluid Therapy]
[State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(19/10/201719/10/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(19/10/2017-19/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-01337

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

09/06/2017

02/11/2017

2

2

0 29/10/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

No Data

Suspected lack of expected efficacy:The vet reports that on 9 Jun 2017 2 dogs of the same litter were Crossbred
vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto. They were 10 weeks of age (ELU). Both dogs
received the same vaccines previously on 25 May 2017, with 8 weeks of age. Dogs were vaccinated on
11 May 2017 with a Nobivac Puppy DP and were dewormed (unknown details). Only 15 days passed
among vaccinations (ELU).Around the 25 Oct 2017 one of the dogs showed gastroenteritis. On 27 Oct
the dog was taken to the vet clinic. The vet suspects of ingestion of a foreign body. It received
Domperidone and soft diet. The dog did not improve so it was taken to another vet hospital where it
was diagnosed with a digestive foreign body (cord). The dog was operated but did not improve.On 29
Oct 2017 the other dog displayed digestive symptoms. On 30 Oct both dogs were tested for CPV (quick
test) with positive results. Dogs were hospitalized. They recovered and were discharged on 5 Nov
2017. Samples have been collected to carry out further analyses. The vet reports a similar case a few
days later (2017-ES-01347). Follow up is pending.Follow up 10 Nov 2017:PCR of one of the puppies
gave positive results for CPV and Campylobacter jejuni. PCR was negative for other digestive infectious
agents. Awaiting further information. Follow up is pending.Follow up 20 Nov 2017:PCR of the other
puppy also gave positive results for CPV and Campylobacter jejuni. PCR was negative for other
digestive infectious agents. Awaiting sequencing. Follow up is pending.Follow up 4 Dec
2017:Sequencing of one of the puppies revealed CPV-2C. Awaiting sequencing of the other one. Follow
up is pending. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,2
Weeks,24,1 Dose 2 Weeks 1 Animal
(09/06/201709/06/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,2 Weeks,24,N/A
(09/06/201709/06/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PUPPY DP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-01347

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

09/06/2017

08/11/2017

1

1

0 08/11/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected lack of expected efficacy:The vet reports that on 9 Jun 2017 the dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto. It was 10 weeks of age (ELU). The dog received the same vaccines
previously on 25 May 2017, with 8 weeks of age. The dog was vaccinated on 11 May 2017 with a
Nobivac Puppy DP and was dewormed (unknown details). Only 15 days passed among vaccinations
(ELU).On 8 Nov 2017 the dog was hospitalized in a vet hospital showing parvovirus signs (unknown
details). It is unknown if diagnostic tests were performed. Samples have been collected to carry out
analyses. The vet reported a similar case regarding other puppies of the same litter (2017-ES-01337).
Follow up is pending.Follow up 15 Nov 2017:The dog was discharged on 12 Nov 2017. It is fully
recovered. PCR gave positive results for CPV and Giardia. Other infectious digestive agents were ruled
out. Awaiting sequencing. Follow up is pending. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Crossbred

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,2
Weeks,24,1 Dose 2 Weeks 1 Animal
(09/06/201709/06/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,2 Weeks,24,N/A
(09/06/2017-09/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-01358

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

10/11/2017

13/11/2017

1

1

0 10/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Fainting,Hypotension,An
aphylactic-type reaction

Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that on 10 Nov 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Schnauzer
DHPPi and Nobivac L4. Around 4 minutes after the administration the dog displayed an anaphylactic
type reaction showing hypotension, fainting and pale mucous membrane. The dog was treated with
fluid therapy, corticosteroids (2mg/kg) and antihistaminic. It also received condensed milk. 45 minutes
later it got better. 6 hours after the vaccination a new dose of corticosteroids (1 mg/kg) was
administered as it was still showing pale mucous membrane. The dog was fully recovered on the next
day. No further information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(10/11/201710/11/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(10/11/2017-10/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-01418

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

24/09/2017

23/11/2017

1

1

1 16/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy (parvovirus) No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes

SLEE: On 23 Nov 2017 a German vet reported that he had vaccinated a dog with Nobivac SHPPi and
Dachshund
Nobivac L4 (German products) simultaneously on 24 Sep 2017 for the first time. At that time the puppy (Standard)
was still living at the breeder's home, but was sold to a new owner in Spain a few days later. The new Wire-haired
owner missed out the booster vaccination and reported on 16 Nov that the dog was lethargic. He
brought the dog to a Spanish vet, where Parvovirosis was diagnosed with a quick test. Additionally to
that, a Giardia test was positive and the dog had endoparasites (worms) in his feces. The dog was
treated symptomatically but died on 20 Nov 2017. It is unknown if the dog was euthanized or not.
Since the adverse event occurred in Spain the vet won't be able to get more information. No pathology
was initiated as far as the vet knows. The reporting vet's causal assessment regarding a lack of efficacy
of the vaccine is N=unlikely. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC SHPPI 50X1DS 620 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 540 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-01464

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

13/12/2017

14/12/2017

1

1

0 13/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylactic-type reaction,Pale
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes mucous
membrane,Fainting,Hypotension,Vo
miting

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-01465

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

14/12/2017

15/12/2017

1

1

0 14/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypotension,Vomiting,Anaphylactic- No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes type reaction,Vagal Shock

Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that on 13 Dec 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Maltese
DHPPi and Nobivac L4. The dog was agitated prior vaccination. 10 minutes after the vaccination the
dog displayed severe hypotension, fainting, pale mucous membrane and vomiting. The dog was treated
with intravenous corticosteroids, ranitidine, antihistaminic and fluid therapy. It also received
condensed milk. The dog recovered 15 minutes after the treatment. Other vet in the clinic reports a
similar case at the same time (2017-ES-01465). No further information is expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that on 14 Dec 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac German Spitz DHPPi and Nobivac L4. The dog was very agitated prior vaccination. 5 minutes after the vaccination
Pomeranian
the dog displayed hypotension and vomited twice. The dog was treated with corticosteroids and
antihistaminic. It also received condensed milk. The dog recovered 20 minutes after the treatment.
The vet suspects of an anaphylactic-type reaction or a vagal shock. Other vet in the clinic reports a
similar case at the same time (2017-ES-01464). No further information is expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

3 NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(24/09/201724/09/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(24/09/2017-24/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(13/12/201713/12/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(13/12/2017-13/12/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(14/12/201714/12/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(14/12/2017-14/12/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2018-ES-00056

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

26/01/2018

26/01/2018

1

1

0 26/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Hypotension,Vomiting,A
naphylaxis,Anaphylactic-type
reaction

Suspected adverse reaction:The vet reports that on 26 Jan 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Crossbred
DHPPi and Nobivac L4. Around 5 minutes after vaccination the dog displayed hypotension, vomiting
and pale mucous membrane. It was treated with corticosteroids, ranitidine, antihistaminic and fluid
therapy. It also received condensed milk. The dog got better half an hour after the treatment. At home
the dog vomited another time. It was treated with Maropitant. The following day the dog was fully
recovered. No further information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 230 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 544 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

ESP-MERCKMSD-2018-ES-00189

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

28/02/2018

12/03/2018

1

1

0 28/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Convulsion
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

NOBIVAC L4

FI-Fimea-20170370

Finland

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

09/09/2017

1

1

Suspected Adverse Event: As reported by the attending vet, a 7 year-old Boxer male dog (Volcom)
received a dose of EURICAN PNEUMO (batch number unknown) by SC route and a dose of NOBIVAC L4
(MSD) administered by the attending vet on 28FEB2018. 40 minutes after product administration the
animal experienced convulsion at home for about 1 minute. The animal recovered spontaneously and
without sequelae. The animal had already received both vaccines on the same day in previous years.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: PNEUMODOG Brand: EURICAN PNEUMO Reason: Routine
vaccination Generic: Brand: Nobivac L4 (MSD) Reason: Routine vaccination] [State of health:
Unknown]
The dog started to vomit about 15 minutes after vaccination. However, no signs of anaphylaxis. The
dog is a young male and it was very excited about a bitch in heat brought to the clinic by the same
owner.

Boston Terrier

9.6 NOBIVAC L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>RABDOMUN
VET. - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>VERSICAN PLUS
DHPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

FI-Fimea-20180080

Finland

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

21/03/2018

22/03/2018

1

1

Suspected AE: 2 years old Lhasa apso, male, vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHHPi and
treated with Cazitel Plus for echinococcus treatment. About 5 minutes after medications an allergic
reaction was observed: cheeks and lips started to itch, also skin around eyes and lips turned red. Also
front paws were itchy and red. Tongue got swollen a little bit. Treatment at the clinic: hydrocortisone
injection, oxygen by mask and i.v. -fluid. Response to treatment good, strong pruritus continued at
home for another two hours. Next morning (about 12 hours later) the dog vomited and was restless
and skin was still reddish. Not yet recovered

Lhasa Apso

7.3 CAZITEL PLUS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(21/03/201821/03/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI VET - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(21/03/201821/03/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (21/03/201821/03/2018)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-14 ANMV 01304

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 13/10/2014

07/11/2014

1

1

0 15/10/2014 Not
Papule,Anaphylactic-type
Known,<BR><BR reaction,Facial oedema
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-14 CPVL 01581

France

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Year(s)

14/10/2014

15/10/2014

1

1

1 14/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Falling,Paresis,Death
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 ANMV 00037

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

02/01/2015

19/01/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 ANMV 00265

France

Animal

Canine/dog

8.5 Year(s)

18/02/2015

18/02/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 ANMV 00331

France

Animal

Canine/dog

.3 Year(s)

26/02/2015

20/03/2015

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 ANMV 00663

France

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

15/04/2015

28/04/2015

30/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known
21/03/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting

Not
Known

Not
Known

Allergic reaction,Pruritus,Reddening Not
of the
Known
skin,Vomiting,Restlessness,Swollen
tongue

12 NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(26/01/201826/01/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(26/01/2018-26/01/2018)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

EURICAN PNEUMO - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (28/02/201828/02/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(28/02/2018-28/02/2018)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Time association for acute allergic reaction present
for vaccinations and for later onset of an allergic
reaction for Cazitel product. Observed signs typical
for a hypersensitivity reaction. Three different VMP
given at the same time and because signs observed
later on the next morning, causality assessment is for
all used products possible (B).

7.6 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,onset time: 32 to 36 h
(13/10/2014N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,onset time: 32 to
36 h (13/10/2014N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,duration: once;
onset time: 32 to 36 h (13/10/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
That elderly cardiac dog (Maltese crossbred) was injected with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and
Not Applicable Not
NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
RABISIN (booster dose) at 11:00 AM. According to owner (reported later to vet, but no medical
Known ,N/A,1 dose; duration: once; onset
examination), the dog began to display posterior paresis at 21:00 PM, followed by falling and death. No
time: 10 hours (14/10/2014necropsy.
N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 10 hours
(14/10/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>RABISIN
- N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose;
duration: once; onset time: 10 hours
(14/10/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The reported signs are compatible with
an anaphylactic-type reaction. Many allergens wan
trigerr such reactions, including vaccines. However,
the time to onset after vaccination is a bit long and
suggests another cause (aeroallergen, food allergen,
insect bite...). Therefore, the roles of the three
vaccines are O1 (inconclusive) assessed.

0 02/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Syncope,Trembling,Polypnoea,Facia No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes l oedema,Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Swollen lip (see also 'Skin')

On D0, a 2-year old dog vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHP and NOBIVAC L4 by the vet. Ten minutes later,
the dog displayed syncope, trembling and polypnea, and 5 hours later it displayed facial oedema with
swollen and indurated lips. It recovered in the same day after dexamethazone injection.

Pug

10 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 B - Possible
ml; duration: once; onset time: 10
min (02/01/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml; onset time:
10 min (02/01/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The reported time to onset and clinical
signs, as well as the good recovery after
dexamethazone injection, are highly evocative of an
anaphylactic-type reaction to the vaccination. Such
reactions are a well-known possible side-effect of
vaccines, and several similar cases are documented in
the French pharmacovigilance database. Therefore, as
both products were administered concomitantly, their
respective role is assessed: B (Possible). Follow-up
19/01/2015: The assessment remains unchanged.

1

0 18/02/2015 Not
Quincke's oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Within 2 hours following injection, the animal displayed Quincke's oedema (ith ad previously been
vaccinated on 19/02/2014). It was treated with Solumedrol 20 IV and recovered within a few hours.
Vet's comment: Allergic reaction. Duration of reaction: a few hours

French Bulldog

CA comments: The reported time to onset and clinical
signs, as well as the good recovery after treatment
with corticoids, are highly evocative of an
anaphylactic-type rection to the vaccination. Such
reactions are a well-known possible side-effect of
vaccines, and several similar cases are documented in
the French pharmacovigilance database. Therefore, as
three products were administered concomitantly,
their respective role is assessed: B (Possible).

1

1

0 26/02/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

26/02/2015 : vaccination of a dog (0,3 year old) with EURICAN CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 by the vet.
T+2h: the dog displayed quincke oedema, swollen muzzle and prutitus. Treatment with corticoids and
recovery within 6 hours Duration of reaction: 6 hours Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome
of SAR: Favorable

Not Applicable

10.6 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: once; onset
time: 2 hours (18/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 2 hours
(18/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 2 hours
(18/02/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
4 EURICAN CHPPI2 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,duration: once; onset time: 2
hours (26/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,duration: once;
onset time: 2 hours (26/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

1

1

0 17/04/2015 Not
Abnormal posture
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Apathy,Walking difficulty
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

15/04/2015: vaccination of the dog (Labrador, 9 y-o, 32 kg) with NOBIVAC RAGE and NOBIVAC L4
mixed in the same syringe, SC route. 17/04/2015: the dog displayed apathy, walking difficulties, low
head. 18/04/2015: complete and spontaneous recovery. Duration of reaction: 1 day Reason for
treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

Labrador
Retriever

Pruritus,Quincke's
oedema,Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Swollen face (see also
'Skin')

13/10/2014 at 3.00 pm: vaccination (2nd injection of primary vaccination) with NOBIVAC L4, NOBIVAC Boxer
CHPPI and NOBIVAC KC. T + 32 to 36 hours (during the night from 14/10 to 15/10): onset of allergic
(German
oedema located on right eye, then papules (1 cm) on the back and limbs, and then lip oedema. The dog Boxer)
was seen by a vet on emergency service on 15/10 very early in the morning who administered
corticoids (injectable abd then orally). On 16/10 the dog was seen by the attending vet, who noticed no
residual facial oedema, and only rare residual small papules. General healthstate was good.

Vomiting is a known possible adverse sign
(hypersensitivity) following vaccination.

32 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,onset time: 2 days (15/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,onset time: 2
days (15/04/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Vet (and owner) had concern about
role of the new NOBIVAC L4 vaccine. Chronology is
compatible with the hypothesis of an effect of
vaccination, anaphylaxis for example. In such case,
onset of cardiac troubles would be compatible and
could explain falling then death, especially in that
cardiac elderly dog. However, no medical examination
was achieved during last moments before fatal
outcome, and no necropsy to allow better details on
the cause of death. Considering the lack of data
concerning the exact details of death, the role of the
three vaccines remains O1-inconclusive evaluated.

CA comments: The reported signs and time to onset
are compatible with an anaphylactic-type reaction,
which is a well known possible adverse effect of
vaccines. As both vaccines were injected
simultaneously, it is not possible to distinguish their
respective roles: each one is B (possible) assessed.
Follow-up on 20/03/2015 : The assessment remains
unchanged
CA comments: The reported signs and chronology are
compatible with a post-vaccinal reaction. These are
however poorly specific signs, and no hyperthermia is
described: each vaccine is B (possible) assessed.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 ANMV 00961

France

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

01/06/2015

13/07/2015

1

1

0 08/06/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anaemia
Not
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Diarrhoea, Known
Melaena,Vomiting,Anorexia,Hypert
hermia,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Mucous
stool,Dehydration,Abnormal test
result,Abnormal radiograph finding

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 ANMV 01217

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

31/07/2015

03/08/2015

1

1

0 31/07/2015 Not
Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Apathy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Within a few hours post-vaccination, the animal displayed vomiting (lasting for 24 hours) and lethargy
(lasting for 3 days).

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 ANMV 01223

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

30/06/2015

04/08/2015

1

1

0 30/06/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 ANMV 01344

France

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

27/07/2015

03/09/2015

5

1

0 31/07/2015 Not
Injection site swelling
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 ANMV 01598

France

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

29/07/2015

05/10/2015

1

1

0 10/08/2015 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 ANMV 01762

France

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

02/11/2015

02/11/2015

1

1

0 02/11/2015 Not
Ptyalism
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 ANMV 01969

France

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

15/10/2015

04/12/2015

1

1

0 18/10/2015 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 ANMV 02027

France

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

16/11/2015

15/12/2015

1

1

0 17/11/2015 Not
Injection site hair
Not
Known,<BR><BR loss,Prostration,Scale,Apathy,Injecti Known
><BR><BR><BR> on site infection
Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Drinking a
lot,Application site inflammation

10.5 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 N - Unlikely
dose; duration: ONCE; onset time: 7
DAYS (01/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
ONCE; onset time: 7 DAYS
(01/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Digestive signs, hyperthermia, anorexia
and apathy are compatible with a post-vaccinal
reaction, but the time to onset (one week) is not.
Resurgence of virulence is a possible cause, but poorly
probable given the attenuation techniques. Infection
by a wild strain of parvovirus or more likely given the
clinical picture and the absence of leucopenia by a
coronavirus or by Giardia seems a more probable
explanation. Waiting for the PCR results, the report is
classified as a safety issue and the roles of NOBIVAC
CHP and NOBIVAC L4 are O (unclassified) assessed.
Follow-up on 02/07/2015: the assessment remains
unchanged. Follow-up 03/07/2015: Another cause
(underlying parvovirus infection) was confirmed by
analyses. Therefore, the role of the vaccine is
assessed: N (Unlikely). Follow up 13/07/2015:
assessment unchanged. Case reclassified as serious.

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

35 EURICAN CHPPI2 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: Once; onset
time: 24 Hours (31/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; onset time: 24 Hours
(31/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>RABISIN
- N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose;
duration: Once; onset time: 24
Hours (31/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The time to onset and the reported
clinical signs are very suggestive of an anaphylactictype reaction, which is a known side effect of vaccine
as drug class. As the three products were
administered concommitantly, it not possible to
distinguish their respective effects. Therefore, the role
of NOBIVAC L4, EURICAN CHPPI2 and RABISIN is
assessed B (Possible).

Within a few hours post-vaccination, the animal displayed lethargy (lasting for 3-4 days) and increase
of water intake after a week, along with development of a localized injection site reaction (resolved
within a week).

Not Applicable

6.5 EURICAN CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,duration: once; (30/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,duration: once;
(30/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Four days after vaccination, the dog displayed injection site swelling which evolved in an abcess.
Treatment with clindamycine and firocoxib + debridement of the abscess.

Not Applicable

5.4 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: once; onset
time: 4 days (27/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 4 days
(27/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The chronology and nature of the
reported signs are sugegstive of a post-vaccinal
reaction. Both transient lethargy and and injection
site inflammation are well-known side-effects of
vaccines as a drug class. Polydipsia is more
uncommon but could be related to febrile reaction.
Still, as two products were administered
concomitantly, it is not possible to categorically
distinguish their respective effect. Therefore, the role
of both vaccines is assessed: B (Possible).
CA comments: The nature and location of the signs
and the time to onset are compatible with a reaction
to the vaccines. Adjuvanted vaccines can cause local
inflammation which may favour bacterial
proliferation (complete sterility is almost impossible
to achieve in field conditions). The abscess may also
be sterile and be the consequence of the
inflammation only, such as type IV hypersensitivity
reaction. In absence of bacteriology, it is not possible
to distinguish which mechanism is involved. However,
as the two vaccines were injected simultaneously, the
role of each vaccine is B (possible) assessed. Followup 04/09/2015: assessment unchanged.

Few days after primary vaccination, the dog displayed pyoderma (that was generalized within 12 days
after vaccination), Treatment with antibiotics, shearing and shampooing. Recrudescence of pruritus
and erythema after booster vaccination (batche A032A01) on 24/08/2015 despite treatment still
ongoing. Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unknown

Crossbred

15 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,onset time: 12 days
(29/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

02/11/2015: 7 hours after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and PNEUMODOG, the dog
displayed intense ptyalism, without obvious explanation. It was treated with 20 mg
methylprednisolone Duration of reaction: 2 hours Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of
SAR: Unknown

Jack Russell
Terrier

Not
Known

In the frame of a revaccination protocol, NOBIVAC L4 was administered to an 8-years-old female dog. Cavalier King
Three days after the vaccination, pruritus at dog's back was observed along with skin peeling.
Charles
Additionally, superficial pyoderma was diagnosed. Although treated with shampoos, those signs
Spaniel
worsened: thus oral treatment by cephalexin was started. Reason for treatment: Vaccination

5 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 ml; duration: once; onset
time: 7 h (02/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml; duration:
once; onset time: 7 h (02/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>PNEUMODOG N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml; duration:
once; onset time: 7 h (02/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
11 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,onset time: 3 days (15/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Erythema (for urticaria see Immune Not
SOC),Pruritus,Pyoderma
Known

Peeling skin,Itching,Pyoderma

01/06/2015: vaccination of a puppy (Leonberg, 10 weeks-old, 10.5 kg) with NOBIVAC CHP and
Leonberger
NOBIVAC L4. 08/06/2015: the puppy displayed anorexia and lethargy 09/06/2015: anorexia, vomiting
and profuse, frequent diarrhoea containing mucus and melaena, hyperthermia 39.7°C. Abdominal Xray: lot of air in the small and large intestine. Hematology: red cells and white cells counts are normal,
slight anaemia and slight thrombocytopenia. Urea, creatinine, ALKP, AST and glycaemia were normal.
Snap test IDEXX was quickly and strongly positive on 11/06/2015 (not specified for which pathogen and
on which material). PCR analysis ongoing at Vetagrosup Laboratory for potential detection of
parvovirus/coronavirus/giardia. The dog was administered symptomatic treatment (enrofloxacine,
Estocelan,Prifinial, Canikur, infusion). Condition improved on 14/06 and relapse on 15/06/2015. The
reporting vet suspect a return to virulence of the attenuated virus contained in the vaccine. Follow up
03/07/2015 by the MAH: Case linked to 15 ANMV 00940 (ww number FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00647).
Parvovirus infection was confirmed by analysis. Follow up 13/07/2015: PCR results provided by the
reporting vet. Strongly positive for parvovirus and weakly positive for Giardia. Negative for
coronavirus. Conclusion: parvovirosis. Duration of reaction: 8 days Reason for treatment: primovaccination Outcome of SAR: Unknown

16/11/2015: vaccination of the dog with NOBIVAC CHP (annual booster), and NOBIVAC L4 (first
Not Applicable
injection). 24 hours later, the dog displayed a systemic reaction (apathy, prostration during 24h), and a
local reaction: purulent discharge at injection site (observed by the owner and the vet who saw the dog
in emergency), injection site hair loss with scales. 3 days after vaccination, the dog was administered
antibiotics (amoxicillin/clavulanic acid) and antiparasiticide (afoxolaner). On 14/12/2015 the dog had
recovered, except for injection site hair loss and scales, still present. Reason for treatment:
Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

B - Possible

B - Possible

5.7 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 B - Possible
dose; onset time: 24h (16/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; onset
time: 24h (16/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Time to onset is suggestive of an effect
of the vaccination and skin disorder are possible in
case of hypersensitivity reaction. The reccurence
after booster vaccination comforted this hypothesis.
However such clinical signs are poorly specific and
another cause such as FAD cannot be totally ruled
out. Thus the role of NOBIVAC L4 is assessed B
(possible)
CA comments: Ptyalism can be part of an anaphylactictype reaction, although it is usually associated with
other signs, and the time to onset is rather long here
(7 hours). Therefore, the roles of the vaccines are O1
(inconclusive) assessed.

CA comments: Pruritus is a well-known AE relevant to
the injection of a vaccine and other similar reports
referred that to NOBIVAC L4. Moreover, skin peeling
could have been due to a local hypersensitivity
reaction to the injection or to the scratching of that
reacting area. Then superficial pyoderma could have
been caused by unexpected infection and/or triggered
by the scratching. Finally, given the three of the time
to onset of those signs, other possible causes cannot
be rightly excluded. Thus the role of NOBIVAC L4 is
assessed O1 (ABON-system: inconclusive).
CA comments: Systemic signs and their time to onset
are compatible with a post-vaccinal reaction.
Injection site infection is a possible complication of
vaccination: a sterile abscess (mainly due to a
reaction to the adjuvant) or a septic abscess
(accidental introduction of germs during injection)
may develop. As two vaccines were injected
simultaneously, it is not possible to distinguish their
respective roles: each one is B (possible) assessed.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 CPVL 00048

France

Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Year(s)

12/01/2015

12/01/2015

1

1

0 12/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Bloody diarrhoea,Muscle No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes tremor,Hypothermia,Apathy,Pallor

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 CPVL 01338

France

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

31/08/2015

24/09/2015

1

1

31/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema,Apathy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 CPVL 01550

France

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

15/10/2015

21/10/2015

1

1

19/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site necrosis,Injection site No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes serosanguinous discharge,Injection
site mass

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 CPVL 01616

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

31/10/2015

02/11/2015

1

1

0 01/11/2015 Yes

Diarrhoea,Hyperthermia,Apathy

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-15 CPVL 01769

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

17/11/2015

18/01/2016

1

1

1 17/11/2015 Yes

Epileptic fit,Impaired
No Data
consciousness,Weight
loss,Inappropriate
defecation,Ataxia,Death by
euthanasia,Inappropriate urination

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 00060

France

Animal

Canine/dog

.25 Year(s)

28/12/2015

08/02/2016

1

1

0 28/12/2015 Not Known

Anaphylaxis,Wheal,Erythema (for
urticaria see Immune
SOC),Quincke's oedema

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 00239

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

02/02/2016

04/03/2016

1

1

0 02/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Pruritus,Eyelid
R><BR><BR>Not oedema,Quincke's oedema,Anal
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Oral oedema
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Not
Known

On 02/02/2016, a dog (4 m-o shar pei) vaccinated with RABIGEN MONO, CANIGEN CHPPI and
Shar Pei
NOBIVAC L4. About 8 hours later, the animal displayed Quincke's oedema, facial oedema, eyelid
oedema, anal oedema and facial pruritus. Treatment with DEXADRESON and HISTACALMINE,
Recovery within 2 hours. Follow up 04/03/2016: case reclassified as non serious by the NCA following
Virbac's comment. Duration of reaction: 2 Hours Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of
SAR: Favorable

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 00301

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

08/02/2016

10/02/2016

1

1

0 08/02/2016 Not
Quincke's oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 08/02/2016, a dog (siberian husky) vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC CHPPI second
injection of primary vaccination. (First injections performed on 08/01/2016 with VERSICAN PLUS L4
and VERSICAN PLUS DHPPI). One hour later, the animal displayed Quincke's oedema. Treatment with
SOLUMEDROL and infusion of Ringer lactate, Recovery within 8 hours. Reason for treatment:
Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

No Data

No Data

Not
Known

T0: Bichon dog vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBI-VAC RAGE (separate injections). T+10 minutes:
it displayed muscle tremor, apathy, pallor (of pinnae), diarrhoea (tincted with blood), slight
hypothermia. Normal cardiac rhythm, no evidence of hypotension. Note: primary course vaccination
with NOBIVAC L4 occured without incident. Duration of reaction: ? Reason for treatment: annual
booster Outcome of SAR: Unknown

Bichon Frise

D0: Chihuahua dog vaccinated with EURICAN CHP and NOBIVAC L4. Also administrated with NEXGARD Chihuahua
11 MG COMPRIMES A CROQUER POUR CHIENS 2 - 4 KG. Note : at previous injection of "CHPL vaccine"
(different vaccine, but not reported on dog vaccination leaflet), associated with DOLTHENE
administration, "allergic signs" (NOS) had been displayed. Within less than 1 hour, it displayed apathy,
associated with facial oedema. Follow-up : With care (solu-medrol 20mg + fluid therapy) signs
recovered within 8 hours. D2 : animal OK Duration of reaction: 8 hours Reason for treatment:
Preventive Treatment of SAR: methylprednisolone 20mg fluid therapy Investigations: none Outcome
of SAR: Favorable

Not
Known

NOBI-VAC RAGE - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: 10 minutes (12/01/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 10 minutes
(12/01/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Clinical signs are consistent with
hypersensitivity reaction, quickly after vaccination,
and time to onset is in line with reported cases
(according to literature, HS1 occurs within a few
minutes to one hour, but most reported cases are
within 6 hours). Both vaccines are B-possible
evaluated. Eyelid oedema has been also reported with
NEXGARD in dogs and may indicate hypersensitivity
process, and there is a time association. The product
contains beef aroma as excipient: adverse reaction to
excipient is also plausible. NEXGARD is B-possible
classified.
D0: dog (Chihuahua) vaccinated (first injection of primary course) with PNEUMODOG (left shoulder)
Chihuahua
OCA comments: There is strong time and anatomical
and NOBIVAC L4 (right flank). D4 morning: it displayed injection site mass, on left shoulder D4 evening:
Unclassifiable/unassessa connection with PNEUMODOG injection. Local
necrosis on the top on the mass, with sero-haemorrhagic discharged. Reason for treatment:
ble
reaction is consistent with inflammatory reaction to
Preventive Treatment of SAR: Local treatment Outcome of SAR: Unknown
adjuvanted inactivated component of the vaccine.
Similar cases are registered with various vaccines,
including PNEUMODOG. PNEUMODOG is A-probable
classified. In spite of compatible chronology, site of
reaction makes poorly probable the role of NOBIVAC
L4 (O-unclassified).
D0: Australian Shepherd Dog vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4. No concurrent medication or vaccine. D1: it Australian
Not
NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
B - Possible
CA comments: Hyperthermia and apathy are
displayed hyperthermia (39.3°C), diarrhoea, apathy Investigations: blood work-up (not otherwise
Shepherd Dog Known dose; duration: Once; onset time: <
consistent with a systemic reaction to a vaccine, and
specified): no anomaly
24 hours (31/10/2015there is plausible time association. Diarrhoea is
N/A)<BR><BR>
uncommon and may have multiple causes in a young
dog (e.g food, parasitism...). Relationship with
NOBIVAC L4 is B-possible classified.
T0: a French Bulldog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 (first injection with this vaccine). T+30 min: it
French Bulldog
13.6 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
O1 - Inconclusive
CA comments: There is apparent time connection. In
displayed one convulsive fit. Three other fits were observed over a few hours. Symptomatic therapy
dose; duration: Once; onset time: <
such a short time frame, hypersensitivity reaction
(phenobarbital, bromide) T+48h: complete recovery, no more fits had occured Written follow up: D4:
30 min (17/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
could be suspected. Severe type I hypersensitivity
After progressive Phenobarbital/bromide decresad dose, cessationD5: new crisis. Retreatment. D7: in
reaction may include seizures. However, no evidence
spite of increased dose of Phenobarbital/bromide, daily crisis, ataxia, inappropriate defecation and
of more typical signs in this dog (e.g oedema,
urination, weight loss. D12: Hospitalization because increasingly frequent crises and taxia,
dyspnoea, vomiting...). Relapse of signs over the day
inappropriate defecation and urination, weight loss.Inefficacy of PEXION, then PEXION and
is also unusual. In human, cohort studies have failed
DEXADRESON. D14: worsening with impaired consciousness and multiple epileptic fits.Nervous
to show a relationship between vaccinations and
complementary exams refused by owner.Decision of euthanasia. No necropsic examination Duration
seizures - except febrile seizures (Epilepsy and
of reaction: < 48h Reason for treatment: Preventive Treatment of SAR: Crisax (phenobarbitalvaccinations: Italian guidelines. Epilepsia. 2013;54
bromide) Investigations: no history of fits Blood chemistry: normal glucose, BUN, creatinine, total
Suppl 7:13-22). In the present case, no mention of
protein, albumin, globulin, ALT, SAP Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable
hyperthermia. Common metabolic disorders were
ruled out by blood work-up. Other causes (e.g
idiopathic epilepsy) are not ruled out. With current
data, relationship with the vaccine is unclear (might be
incidental): O1-inconclusive classified. 1. Pruna D,
Balestri P, Zamponi N, et al. Epilepsy and vaccinations:
Italian guidelines. Epilepsia. 2013;54 Suppl 7:13-22.
doi:10.1111/epi.12306. Reports of childhood
epilepsies in temporal association with vaccination
have had a great impact on the acceptance of
vaccination programs by health care providers, but
little is known about this possible temporal
association and about the types of seizures following
vaccinations. For these reasons the Italian League
Against Epilepsy (LICE), in collaboration with other
Italian scientific societies, has decided to generate
Guidelines on Vaccinations and Epilepsy. The aim of
Guidelines
on Vaccinations
Epilepsy with
is to an
present
On 28/12/2015, a dog (3 m-o French Bulldog) vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4. Within 3 hours, the dog
French Bulldog
5.75 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
CA
comments:
Troubles areand
compatible
displayed Quinck's oedema, wheals and erythema on the head and on the belly. Treatment with
,N/A,duration: once; onset time: 3
anaphylactic-type reaction to vaccination. Other
SOLUMEDROL, Dexamethasone and infusion of NaCl 0,9%, Recovery within 8-9 hours. Duration of
hours (28/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
similar cases are registered, as with other vaccines.
reaction: 8-9 hours Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable
Usually, such type I reactions occur within a few
minutes to one hour after injection, but time to onset
remains compatible. Otherwise, the vet reported that
the animal was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI/L4
batch n° A038A01, but this batch matches with
NOBIVAC L4. Therefore, considering the doubt
concerning the true vaccine, the role of NOBIVAC L4
is assessed : B (possibe) F-up: 08 Feb 2016.

Siberian Husky

2.2 EURICAN CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
dose; duration: once; onset time: <
1 hour (31/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NEXGARD 11 MG
COMPRIMES A CROQUER POUR
CHIENS 2 - 4 KG - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 tablet; duration: once; onset
time: < 1 hour (31/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: < 1 hour
(31/08/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
1.5 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
inject; duration: Once; onset time: 4
days (15/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>PNEUMODOG N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 inject.;
duration: Once; onset time: 4 days
(15/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Clinical signs are consistent with type I
hypersensitivity reaction to the vaccine, and time to
onset is suggestive. Vagal malaise is also to consider
(but blood in stools is uncommon with respect to the
latter mechanism of reaction). Respective role of
each vaccine is difficult to determine. NOBIVAC L4
and NOBI-VAC RAGE are each B-possible classified.
Note: not classified as serious (no evidence of
cardiocirculatory disturbance).

B - Possible

12.75 CANIGEN CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 2nd injection;
onset time: 8 Hours (02/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
2nd injection; onset time: 8 Hours
(02/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>RABIGEN MONO N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; onset time: 8 hours
(02/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Time to onset and reported clinical
signs are compatible with an anaphylactic-type
reaction. Such hypersensitivity are well-known
possible side effect of all vaccines. As all three
products were administered concomitantly, it is not
possible to distinguish their respective effect.
Therefore, the role of RABIGEN MONO, CANIGEN
CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 is assessed: B (Possible).

7.5 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 2nd injection;
onset time: 1 Hour (08/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
2nd injection; onset time: 1 Hour
(08/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The reported signs and time to onset
are compatible with an anaphylactic-type reaction,
which is a well-known possible adverse effect of
vaccines. As both vaccines were injected
simultaneously, it is not possible to distinguish their
respective roles: each one is B (possible) assessed.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 00511

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

08/03/2016

08/03/2016

1

1

0 08/03/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Hypotension,Loss of
consciousness,Anaphylactic
shock,Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Urine leakage

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 00551

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

04/03/2016

04/04/2016

1

1

0 04/03/2016 Not Known

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Inappetence,Pr Not
ostration,Apathy
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 00698

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/04/2016

06/04/2016

1

1

0 01/04/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Oedema of the extremities (see
Not
also other SOCs for most applicable Known
oedema),Swollen face (see also
'Skin')

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 00735

France

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

09/04/2016

12/04/2016

1

1

0 10/04/2016 Not Known

Injection site swelling

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 00774

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

13/04/2016

19/04/2016

2

1

0 13/04/2016 Not
Bradycardia,Pale mucous
Not
Known,<BR><BR membrane,Dyspnoea,Malaise,Anap Known
><BR><BR><BR> hylactic shock
Not Known

On 13 April 2016, a female pregnant dog was vaccinated with EURICAN CHPPi2 and NOBIVAC L4. Then, Miniature
30 minutes later the dog experienced malaise, dyspnea, severe bradycardia, grayish mucous
Poodle
membranes and anaphylactic shock. Such reaction was treated with fluid therapy and injection (IV) of
Solumedrol 40. The AE lasted for 2 hours. No more information available. Reason for treatment:
Annual vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 00910

France

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

17/12/2015

15/05/2016

1

1

0 18/12/2015 Not
Injection site sarcoma,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR mass
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

On 17/12/2015, a dog (8 y-o French Bulldog) vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and CANIGEN CHPPI. One
French Bulldog
day later the animal displayed lump between the shoulder at injection site. On 09/01/2016, at the time
of booster vaccination with NOBIVAC L4, the lump was still present. Despite treatment with PREVICOX,
the lump size increase up to 12 cm on 22/04/2016. Surgical removal. Histologic analysis revealed
myxoide sarcome (grade III) On 15/05/2016, the cicatrization is still ongoing.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 01299

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

04/07/2016

11/07/2016

1

1

0 07/07/2016 Not
Emesis (multiple)
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

07/07/2016: 3 hours after administration of DOLPAC 10, the dog started vomiting (food first, then
Crossbred
bile). He vomited around 7 times during the evening. On the next day at noon no symptoms anymore
during consultation, and no anomaly during examination (thus, no complementary examination was
considered today). The veterinarian prescribed a phytotherapy syrup and antiacids. Note : The owners
noticed no lethargy or fatigue in the days following the vaccination with NOBIVAC CHP and NOBIVAC
L4 which occurred on 04/07/2016.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 01382

France

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

05/07/2016

22/07/2016

1

1

0 12/07/2016 Not
Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR mass
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

12/07/2016: one week after vaccination with NOBIVAC L4 and EURICAN CHPPI2 (injected separately,
not mixed in the same syringe), the dog developped an imortant inflammatory mass at injection site,
which quickly evolved into a large abscess, necessitating a surgical procedure and oral antibiotherapy.
The vet thinks NOBIVAC L4 is responsible for this reaction, since "L4 vaccines have the reputation to
cause important inflammatory reactions".

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 01506

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

11/08/2016

11/08/2016

1

1

0 11/08/2016 Not
Facial oedema,Anaphylactic-type
Known,<BR><BR reaction
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

On 11/08/2016, a puppy (3 m-o Boston Terrier) was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4, NOBIVAC CHPPI and Boston Terrier
NOBIVAC KC (2nd injections of primovaccinatiion, the firts injection was made with Versican Plus
DHppi/L4 a month ago). About 1 hour later, the animal displayed a facial oedema probably due to an
anaphylactic-type reaction, Treatment with corticoids.

Not
Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

An Australian shepherd dog was vaccinated with EURICAN CHPPi2, PNEUMODOG and NOBIVAC L4: 5
minutes after the injection the dog experienced hypotension, loss of urine, loss of consciousness and
anaphylactic shock. The treatment consisted of NaCl solution perfusion, G5, and Solumedrol 120mg.

Australian
Shepherd Dog

On 04/03/2016, a dog (Spitz) vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4. The same day (precise time to onset
Not Applicable
unknown as the owner has been absent after vaccination), the animal was found very apathetic. It
displayed prostration, vomiting and diarrhoea. The apathy and anorexia lasted some days before
complete recovery. The vet reported that it is the first time that he noticed such reaction after having
used this vaccine more than 100 times within the last 6 months. Follow-up 4 Apr 2016: case upgraded
to serious. Duration of reaction: 2 weeks Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR:
Favorable
01/04/2016: one hour after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 (3rd injection of primary
Coton de
vaccination) and administration of EFFITIX 26,8 MG/240 MG, the puppy displayed swollen face (eyes,
Tuléar
cheecks, lips) and extremities. treatment with methylprednisolone 15 mg IM and monitoring during 3
hours, then discharged. The next morning, the owner told the vet the swelling had disappeared.
Duration of reaction: Few hours Reason for treatment: Primo vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

On 09/04/2016, a dog (Argentinian Mastiff) vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4. The day after, the animal
displayed a large swelling (around 30 cm) at the neck. Rectal temperature : 39°C Recovery on
12/04/2016 Reason for treatment: Vaccination

Dogo
Argentino

Other
Canine/dog

7.5 EURICAN CHPPI2 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: 5 Minutes (08/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 5 Minutes
(08/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>PNEUMODOG N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 5 Minutes
(08/03/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Time to onset and reported clinical
signs are compatible with an anaphylactic-type
reaction. Such hypersensitivity are well-known
possible side effect of all vaccines. As all three
products were administered concomitantly, it is not
possible to distinguish their respective effect.
Therefore, the roles of EURICAN CHPPi2,
PNEUMODOG and NOBIVAC L4 are assessed: B
(Possible).

4.8 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
dose; duration: once; (04/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The clinical signs are consistent with a
post-vaccinal reaction, and there is plausible time
association. Vomiting and diarrhoea may have
multiple cause, but the animal was in good health
before vaccination. Similar cases are already reported
with this product. Therefore, the role of NOBIVAC L4
is assessed A (probable)
CA comments: Facial swelling and its short time to
onset are compatible with an anaphylactic-type
reaction. The oedema of the extremities is unusual
for such reaction. Vaccines are well known possible
causes of anaphylactic-type reactions, whereas
fipronil is more asociated with local
intolerance/allergy, which is not reported here.
Therefore, the roles of NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4
are B (possible) assessed, and the role of EFFITIX 26,8
MG/240 MG is O1 (inconclusive) assessed

A - Probable

2.4 EFFITIX 26,8 MG/240 MG SOLUTION B - Possible
POUR SPOT-ON POUR TRES PETITS
CHIENS - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose;
duration: once; onset time: 1 Hour
(01/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC CHPPI N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 1 Hour
(01/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 1 Hour
(01/04/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
49.3 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
ml; duration: once; onset time: <=
24 Hours (09/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

A - Probable

EURICAN CHPPI2-L - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: once; onset
time: 30 minutes (13/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 30 minutes
(13/04/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

19.5 CANIGEN CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 dose; (17/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose;
(17/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The nature and location of the sign and
the time to onset are compatible with a reaction to
the vaccine. Transient oedema at injection site is a
well-known side effect of NOBIVAC L4, documented
in the SPC. In this case the large size of the swelling is
a bit unexpected but could be linked with a particular
sensitivity of the dog. The role of NOBIVAC L4 is
assessed : A (probable)
CA comments: Signs described, time to onset, therapy
provided are fully compatible with the vaccination.
Case among other likely other ones. As the two
products were administered simultaneously, it is not
possible to straight identify their respective role: thus
EURICAN CHPPi2L and NOBIVAC L4 are both assessed
B (possible).

OCA comments: Injection site associated-fibrosarcoma
Unclassifiable/unassessa is well described in cats, and has been reported with
ble
vaccines and various injectable drugs (e.g long acting
steroids). This condition has also been described in
dogs, albeit rarely ( "Fibrosarcomas at presumed sites
of injection in dogs: characteristics and comparison
with non-vaccination site fibrosarcomas and feline
post-vaccinal fibrosarcomas". Journal of Veterinary
Medicine Series A. 2003;50(6):286-291). In the present
case, time to onset (four months after first injections)
is short but compatible for induction of a tumoural
process in comparison with fibrosarcoma in cats (3
months to 10 years). No similar case reported with
these products. Given the available data, no clear
conclusion can be drawn. Therefore the role of both
product is assessed O (unclassified)

6 DOLPAC 10 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
N - Unlikely
tablet - evening; duration: once;
onset time: Within 3 Hours
(07/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC CHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 4 Days
(04/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 4 Days
(04/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
8.5 EURICAN CHPPI2 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: once; onset
time: 1 week (05/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 1 Week
(05/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
3.4 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,duration: once; onset time: 1 h
(11/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,duration: once;
onset time: 1 h (11/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,duration: once;
onset time: 1 h (11/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The reported signs and chronology are
compatible with a role of DOLPAC 10, and poorly
compatible with a role of the vaccines. therefore,
beyond reasonable doubt, the role of DOLPAC 10 is A
(probable) assessed, and the roles of NOBIVAC CHP
and NOBIVAC L4 are N (unlikely) assessed.

CA comments: Vaccination may cause local
inflammation which may evolve towards abscess,
either septic absecess in case of contamination during
injection, or sterile abscess mainly due to adjuvants.
As the vaccines were injected simultaneously in the
same area, each one is B (possible) assessed.
CA comments: Clinical signs are consistent with type I
hypersensitivity reaction to the vaccine, and there is
reasonable time association. Such reactions are
commonly reported with various vaccine. To our
knowledge, hypersensitivity reaction has been very
rarely reported with intranasal vaccine (when used
alone). However, as as all three products were
administered concomitantly, it is not possible to
distinguish their respective effect. Therefore, the role
of NOBIVAC CHPPi, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC KC is
assessed: B (Possible).

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 01550

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

11/03/2016

29/08/2016

1

1

0 11/03/2016 Not
Diarrhoea,Apathy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

11/03/2016: vaccination with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC CHPPI. On the same day (exact time to onset Shiba Inu
not specifed), the puppy displayed liquid diarrhoea and apathy. Symptomatic treatment and recovery
within 48 hours. Duration of reaction: 48 Hours Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR:
Unknown

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 01603

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 05/09/2016

05/09/2016

1

1

0 05/09/2016 Not
Eye redness,Itching,Facial
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Quincke's oedema
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

A 2,5-month-old Australian Shepherd dog was injected SC one dose EURICAN CHPPi2 (powder L431067 Australian
exp.11/2017 and solvant L431725 exp.12/2017) in the left tigh and one dose NOBIVAC L4 in the right
Shepherd Dog
tigh on 05/09/2016 (second injection of primary course). Thirty minutes later the dog displayed
Quincke's oedema, facial oedema, redness of eyes, mouth and body with itchy patches. Treatment
with methylprednisolone IM. The reaction lasted 1 hour and 45 minutes. Outcome is ongoing. The
veterinarian thinks that the dog has had an allergic reaction to the vaccines.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 02115

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

11/10/2016

21/11/2016

1

1

0 11/10/2016 Not
Injection site pain,Injection site
Known,<BR><BR mass
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

A 4 month-old Chihuahua dog was vaccinated with EURICAN CHPPI2 (second injection,
primovaccination CHPPI) and NOBIVAC L4 (first injection, primovaccination L4) on 11/10/2016. A few
hours later, the puppy displayed hot and painful mass at the injection site. Recovery within 3 days
without treatment. Duration of reaction: 3 days

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 02169

France

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

04/11/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

0 16/11/2016 Not
Thrombocytopenia
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 04/11/2016, a dog (1,5 y-o Shih Tzu) vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHP and NOBIVAC L4. Twelve days Shih Tzu
after vaccination, the animal displayed severe thrombocytopenia. The attending vet suspected
autoimmune reaction as following the primovaccination with the same vaccine on 30/09/2015 and
07/11/2015, the animal already displayed the same disorder on 30/01/2016 when she was in heat . The
serologies for ehrlichia and anaplasma were negative. The animal recovered.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 02218

France

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

24/11/2016

01/12/2016

1

1

0 28/11/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 02251

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

03/12/2016

06/12/2016

1

1

0 03/12/2016 Not
Emesis (multiple),Facial oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 ANMV 02367

France

Animal

Canine/dog

1 - 5 Year(s)

16/12/2016

16/12/2016

2

1

0 16/12/2016 Not
Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Local swelling (not
><BR><BR><BR> application site)
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 CPVL 00218

France

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

19/01/2016

19/02/2016

1

1

0 19/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 CPVL 00294

France

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

09/03/2016

21/03/2016

1

1

0 09/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Agitation,Facial oedema,Quincke's
R><BR><BR>Yes, oedema
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Labrador Retriever dog vaccinated with NOBI-VAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4, NOBI-VAC RAGE. Note :
previously vaccinated with NOBI-VAC CHPPI and NOBI-VAC RAGE from 2009 to 2015, and with
NOBIVAC L4 from 2014 to 2015 (third year of vaccination in 2016). Within 2 hours, it displayed
"Quincke's oedema" (marked facial oedema, but no respiratory signs). Vet also mentioned
circling/agitation. Injected with dexamethasone. Next morning, still slight swelling. Uneventful
recovery during daytime. Duration of reaction: 18 hours Reason for treatment: vaccination (annual
booster) Treatment of SAR: DEXADRESON (Dexamethasone) Investigations: none Outcome of SAR:
Favorable

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 CPVL 00295

France

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

05/02/2016

04/07/2016

1

1

No Data

D0: Rottweiler bitch vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4. Same day, onset of fatigue
Rottweiler
D27: second injection of primary boost of NOBIVAC L4. According to owner, fatigue increased after
this injection. D42: as intact female (last heat 2 months before), vet suspected metritis, but normal
investigation (echography, CBC, vaginal smear). Written follow-up : Vet also mentionned fever
beginning a D29 (treated with Amoxicillin) and pseudopregnancy (treated with Cabergoline). Troubles
still ongoing. Update 04/07/2016 (MAH information): The batch number corresponds to NOBIVAC CHP
and not NOBI-VAC CHPPI. Duration of reaction: > 1 month Reason for treatment: vaccination
Treatment of SAR: none Outcome of SAR: Unknown

Injection site abscess,Elevated
Not
renal
Known
parameters,Septicaemia,Leucocyto
sis

05/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Fatigue
R><BR><BR>Yes

On 24-NOV-2016, a 10 years old dog was vaccinated with RABISIN, NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4.
After 4 days, the dog displayed abscess at injection site and septicaemia 48 hours later. Increase of
urea and creatine, and leucocytosis. At the time of reporting (on 01-DEC-2016), the outcome is
ongoing.

Chihuahua

Crossbred

5.2 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: once;
(11/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; onset time: <12h (11/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
7.7 EURICAN CHPPI2 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose ; duration: once; onset
time: 30 min (05/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 30 min
(05/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
1 EURICAN CHPPI2 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: once; onset
time: a few hours (11/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: a few hours
(11/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,onset time: 12 days
(04/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,onset time: 12
days (04/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

15 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,onset time: 4 days (24/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,onset time: 4
days (24/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>RABISIN N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,onset time: 4
days (24/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

For booster of primovaccination a 4-month-old Beauce Sheep dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHP Beauce Sheep
and NOBIVAC L4 on 03/12/2016. Two hours later the puppy vomited several times and displayed facial Dog
oedema without affecting the general condition. Absence of hypotension or associated cardiovascular (Beauceron)
disorders. Treatment with dexamethasone injection, Azantac (ranitidin) and Emeprid (metoclopramid).
Recovery one hour later. Duration of reaction: 1 hour

8.95 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 B - Possible
dose; duration: once; onset time: 2
hours (03/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 2 hours
(03/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
On 16/12/216, two dogs were vaccinated with NOBIVAC RAGE, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC CHPPI.
Chihuahua
3.5 - 19 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
Three hours later, one animal displayed zones of swelling on the face and on the breast. Treatment
,N/A,1 dose; onset time: 3 h
with SOLUMEDROL. Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable
(16/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; onset
time: 3 h (16/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; onset
time: 3 h (16/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
D0: Australian Shepherd Dog administered with EURICAN CHPPI2 and NOBIVAC L4. Within 30 minutes: Australian
26 EURICAN CHPPI2 - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
it displayed diarrhoea; Also, during the night after, onset of vomiting. Complete recovery at D1. Note: Shepherd Dog
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
the dog was re-administered with NOBIVAC L4: no information on onset of possible adverse effects.
time: 30 minutes (19/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 30 minutes
(19/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Labrador
Retriever

37 NOBI-VAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: once; onset
time: < 2 hours (09/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBI-VAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: < 2 hours
(09/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: < 2 hours
(09/03/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
35 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 O1 - Inconclusive
dose; duration: once; onset time: <
12 hours (05/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: < 12 hours
(05/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The reported signs and time to onset
are compatible with a post vaccinal reaction. As two
vaccines were administered simultaneously, it is not
possible to distinguish their respective roles: each one
is B (possible) assessed.

CA comments: The reported clinical signs are well
known possible adverse effects of vaccines and their
time to onset are compatible with an anaphylactictype reaction. As both vaccines have been
administered simultaneously, it is not possible to
distinguish their respective roles. The role of each one
is considered B-possible.
CA comments: The time to onset and nature of the
reported signs are strongly suggestive of post vaccinal
reactions. Injection site reactions are very common
effects of the vaccines EURICAN CHPPI2 and
NOBIVAC L4, as documented in their SPC. As both
vaccines have been administered simultaneously, it is
not possible to distinguish their respective roles. The
role of each one is considered B-possible.
CA comments: Time to onset, although a little bit long
for the first reaction, and recurrence of
thrombocytopenia are suggestive of a possible role of
NOBIVAC CHP and NOBIVAC L4. Thrombocytopenia
may be the result of immune mediated disease as a
consequence of the vaccination. However, many
other causes exist that cannot be ruled out in absence
of further investigation. Therefore the role of
NOBIVAC CHP and NOBIVAC L4 is assessed B
(possible)
CA comments: Local reaction causing abcess at the
injection site is a well-known adverse effect of
vaccines that may appear. The vaccines may have
caused a local inflammation, which could have
favored the proliferation of bacteria introduced
during the injection. Septicemia and associated
symptoms observed (increase of urea, creatinine and
leucocytosis) are the continuation of the abcess
development. Since the 3 vaccines were used at the
same time, it is not possible to determine which one is
at the origin of the reaction. For this reason, the
relationship between each vaccine and the symptoms
observed is assessed B (possible).
CA comments: Well known possible adverse reaction
with vaccines and compatible chronology. As both
vaccines have been administered simultaneously, it is
not possible to distinguish their respective roles. The
role of each one is considered B-possible.

CA comments: Well known possible adverse reaction
with vaccines and compatible chronology. As three
vaccines have been administered simultaneously, it is
not possible to distinguish their respective roles. The
role of each one is considered B-possible.

CA comments: Vomiting and diarrhoea may be parts
of hypersensitivity reaction to a vaccine (stimulation
of smooth muscles of digestive tract, associated with
vasodilatation) and time to onset is compatible with
immediate hypersensitivity. However, provided no
other sign indicative of hypersensitivity (no facial
oedema, no dyspnoea), rapid recovery without use of
glucocorticoid or antihistamine and the nonspecificity of signs, relationship with EURICAN CHPPI2LR and NOBIVAC L4 is unclear : O1-inconclusive
classified.
CA comments: Clinical signs are consistent with
hypersensitivity reaction to the vaccine. There is
plausible time association (such signs usually occur
within 1-2 hours). Circling can be linked with
agitation/anxiety due to facial oedema, more than
direct nervous trouble. Respective role of each
component of the vaccine combination is difficult to
determine: NOBI-VAC CHPPI, NOBI VAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE are each B-possible classified.

CA comments: Fatigue within hours after vaccination
can be indicative of a systemic reaction to the
vaccine. Increase after second injection seems to
focus on L valency. However, such reactions are
usually associated with hyperthermia or muscle pain
and are of transient nature. Persistence of signs is
unexpected. Such unspecific signs may have multiple
causes, which have not been investigated (except
metritis). Considering poor specificity of signs and
atypical duration, the role of both vaccines (NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4) is O1-inconclusive
evaluated.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 CPVL 00394

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

30/03/2016

04/04/2016

1

1

0 30/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin'),Hyperthermia
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Crossbred miniature Pinscher dog administered with NOBIVAC RAGE, NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC
L4. The same day (unspecified exact chronology): it displayed hyperthermia (40°C), facial swelling.
Treatment with dexamethasone and chlorphenamine/hydroxyzine (3 days).

Miniature
Pinscher

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 CPVL 00676

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

18/05/2016

02/06/2016

1

1

0 21/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tracheitis,Cough
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

D0: English Cocker Spaniel dog vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC CHPPI D3: it displayed
cough, indicative of tracheitis according to vet. Normal cardiorespiratory auscultation and body
temperature. Prescribed with glucocorticoid. Treatment of SAR: OROMEDROL (prednisolone) 0.5
mg/kg/d

English Cocker
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 CPVL 00733

France

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

07/06/2016

15/06/2016

1

1

0 07/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Hypotension,Vomiting, No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, Hyperthermia,Anaphylactic-type
<BR><BR><BR>< reaction,Apathy
BR><BR>Yes

T0: Labrador Retriever dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 (first injection), EURICAN DAPPI
LYOPHILISAT ET SOLVANT POUR SUSPENSION INJECTABLE and RABISIN (annual booster dose). T+15
min: it displayed vomiting, tachycardia, hyperthermia (temperature not specified), hypotension and
apathy. Recovery within a few hours after injection of glucocorticoid and antihistamine Treatment of
SAR: Dexadreson (dexamethasone) Promethazine

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 CPVL 00782

France

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

03/02/2016

21/06/2016

1

1

0 11/03/2016 Not
Amaurosis (see also PT Impaired
Known,<BR><BR vision),Encephalitis,Ataxia
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

February 3rd : Yorkshire Terrier dog vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC CHPPI. March 7th: dog Yorkshire
vaccinated with NOBIVAC RAGE and NOBIVAC L4. The dog was lame, diagnosis of aseptic necrosis of Terrier
femoral head. Prescribed with MELOXORAL 1,5 MG/ML SUSPENSION ORALE POUR CHIENS for 3 days.
March 11th: it displayed amaurosis and ataxia. Dog referred to an ophthalmologist veterinarian:
presumed diagnosis of necrotising encephalitis. Owner declined further investigation. Prescribed with
prednisolone : improvement. End of of March: after prednisolone dose tapered, relapse of ataxia.
Condition improved after prednisolone dose increased. Treatment of SAR: Microsolone (prednisolone
)

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 CPVL 00855

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

01/07/2016

07/07/2016

4

2

0 05/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Hyperthermia No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

D0: litter of 4 Siberian Husky puppies injected with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 (by another vet).
D4: 2 puppies presented with abscess at injection site (7-8 cm diameter, approximately 300 mL pus),
hyperthermia (41°C).

2 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: A few hours (30/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: A few hours
(30/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: A few hours
(30/03/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
17 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: <3 days (18/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: <3 days
(18/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

OCA comments: According to literature (EPAR of
Unclassifiable/unassessa another modified-live parainfluenza vaccine: Versican
ble
Plus Pi), shedding of parainfluenza virus can occur
from D2 to D5 after vaccination: temporal association
is plausible. In experimental challenge with CPiV (for
the cited vaccine), no cough was observed. In
infectious tracheitis complex, most clinical signs
observed in the field are attributed to secondary
bacterial infection. No similar case was reported with
DHPPi vaccines. Other cause (e.g tracheal collapse, or
contact with infected dogs) is not ruled out. In
absence of outcome info, relationship with NOBIVAC
CHPPI is unclear, despite temporal association: O1inconclusive classified. Delayed cough is unexpected
with inactivated vaccines. No similar case reported.
Relationship with NOBIVAC L4 is (very) poorly likely,
but data are insufficient for inclusion into N-unlikely
category: O-unclassified.

32 EURICAN DAPPI LYOPHILISAT ET
B - Possible
SOLVANT POUR SUSPENSION
INJECTABLE - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
dose; duration: Once; onset time: 15
min (07/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 15 min
(07/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>RABISIN
- N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose;
duration: Once; onset time: 15 min
(07/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

1.95 MELOXORAL 1,5 MG/ML
OSUSPENSION ORALE POUR CHIENS - Unclassifiable/unassessa
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,?; duration: 3
ble
days; onset time: 1 day/last adm.
(07/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC CHPPI N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: Approx. 1 month
(03/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
07/03/2016; onset time: 4
days/second inj. (03/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 4 days
(07/03/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Siberian Husky Not
Known

CA comments: Clinical signs occuring after injection
are consistent with hypersensitivity reaction to the
vaccine. Respective role of each component of the
vaccine combination is difficult to determine: NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBI VAC L4 and NOBI-VAC RAGE are
each B-possible classified.

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: < 4 days (01/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 4 days
(01/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Clinical signs and timing are consistent
with anaphylactic-like reaction to the vaccine.
Previous injection of EURICAN CHPPI2 and RABISIN
may have sensitized the dog, and response to
supportive care (including glucocorticoid and
promethazin) is in line with such mechanism of
reaction. A vagal reaction could also cause similar
signs, but is usually associated with bradycardia
(although hypotension mostly results from peripheral
vasodilation). Regardless mechanism of reaction, the
part of each vaccine is difficult to evaluate and
NOBIVAC L4, EURICAN CHPPI2 and RABISIN are Bpossible classified. Note: as per Guidance on the use
of VeDDRA terminology, the term Anaphylactic-type
reaction has been added (reaction starting within a
few minutes after administration and accompanied by
signs indicative of circulatory disturbance).
CA comments: Post-vaccinal encephalitis has been
suspected with live CDV vaccines in dogs, 1 to 4 weeks
after vaccination: temporal association is reasonably
compatible with NOBI-VAC CHPPI. However,
improvement after glucocorticoid is not consistent
with distemper-associated encephalitis. The
ophthamologist vet had presumed diagnosis of
necrotising encephalitis. Improvement after
glucocorticoid is consistent with this condition, which
has been reported in various breeds (Pug, Yorkshire
terrier, Maltese...). Aetiology of this condition is
unkonwn, aberrant immune response to various
environmental triggers is suspected ("Idiopathic
granulomatous and necrotising inflammatory
disorders of the canine central nervous system: a
review and future perspectives". Journal of Small
Animal Practice. 2010;51(3):138-149). It is worth
noting that in published cases, there is usually no
history of recent vaccination. In absence of further
details/ investigation, no conclusion can be drawn on
exact nature of encephalitis and roles of all vaccines
remain O-Unclassified. Clinical signs are not
consistent with pharmacological properties of
meloxicam, and timing is not in line with
pharmacokinetics (onset after Tmax, and prolonged
duration of signs). The role of MELOXORAL can be
ruled out beyond reasonable doubt. Note: there is no
known association between aseptic necrosis of
femoral
head (common
in toy breeds)
necrotizing
CA
comments:
There is strong
time andand
anatomical
connection with injection. Local swelling is mentioned
in SPC of NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4, not
abscess. A few similar cases have been reported with
NOBIVAC vaccines. Given presence of pus and
hyperthermia, septic complication is to consider (e.g
environmental bacteria introduced during injection aseptic injection of vaccine is difficult to reach in
dogs). Inflammatory reaction caused by inactivated
vaccine may favour bacterial proliferation. Respective
role of either vaccine is difficult to determine:
NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 are each B-possible
classified.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 CPVL 00962

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

22/07/2016

19/10/2016

1

1

0 23/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Jaw
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder,Disorientation,Spasm,Epile
ptic fit,Reduced level of
consciousness

D0: a Yorkshire Terrier puppy was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 (first injection of
primary course) D1: it displayed 2 short crisis of jaw spasm, disorientation, with reduced level of
consciousness. D2: One similar crisis. Dog not examinated by vet during crisis but with owner
description, she concluded to partial epileptic crisis. D5: no crisis since D2 Written report: Also
mentioned vocalisation during crisis. Once month later: administration of NOBIVAC CHPPI without
adverse effect 4 days after, injection of NOBIVAC L4: slight fatigue within 24 h.

Yorkshire
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 CPVL 00963

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

22/07/2016

27/10/2016

1

1

0 22/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tarry or black stool (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes haemorrhagic
diarrhoea),Anorexia,Weight
loss,Fatigue,Abdominal
discomfort,General
illness,Diarrhoea

No Data

D0: a Jack Russell Terrier dog was administered with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 Same day, it
displayed fatigue. D1-D2: general illness, D3-D4: diarrhoea D5: vet examination (reporter), slight
improvement but still diarrhoea, weight loss (- 600 g) Written report: D0: vaccination in another
veterinary clinic D1: fatigue, wandering in the house. D3: hard abdomen, anorexia, blackish diarrhea.
Blood work without anomaly. Symptomatic treatment and fluid therapy. D4: recovery. Booster dose
of L4 once month later without adverse effect Duration of reaction: 4 days Reason for treatment:
Preventive

Jack Russell
Terrier

7.1 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: A few hours (22/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: A few hours
(22/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 CPVL 00965

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

27/07/2016

01/09/2016

1

1

27/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Syncope,Vomiting,Swollen
R><BR><BR>Yes vulva,Prostration,Eyelid
oedema,Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Eruption,Cutaneous
oedema

No Data

T0: a Jack Russell Terrier puppy was administered with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 T+5 min: it
displayed syncope, Corticoid injection and improvement, but progessive cutaneous eruption and
oedema. Still prostration. Written report : Also reported: vomiting, eyelid oedema, vulva swelling
during second phase of troubles. Complete recovery within 2 hours. Duration of reaction: 2 Hours
Reason for treatment: Preventive Treatment of SAR: Corticoid Outcome of SAR: Unknown

Jack Russell
Terrier

3.8 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: 5 min (27/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 5 min
(27/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 CPVL 00995

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

19/07/2016

01/08/2016

1

1

0 22/07/2016 Yes

Injection site
No Data
abscess,Hyperthermia,Apathy,Inject
ion site mass

D0: Shih Tzu dog vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4. D3: it displayed injection site mass (3.3 x 3,2 x 2,2 cm),
apathy and moderate hyperthermia (39,0°C). D7: injection site abscess. Note: dog was also treated
with amoxicilline/clavulanic acid for rhinitis. Treatment of SAR: Amoxicilline / clavulanic acid.

Shih Tzu

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 CPVL 00997

France

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

01/07/2016

01/08/2016

1

1

12/07/2016 Yes

Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
mass

D0: Border Collie dog administered with NOBIVAC L4. D11: it displayed injection site mass (More than Border Collie
4 cm of diameter). Cytopunction revealed suppurative inflammation without microorganism. D25:
signs still present (second booster was performed). Duration of reaction: > 14 days Reason for
treatment: Preventive Treatment of SAR: None. Investigations: Cytopunction: suppurative
inflammation without microorganism. Outcome of SAR: Unknown

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 CPVL 01128

France

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

23/08/2016

25/08/2016

4

1

23/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Weakness,Vagal Shock

No Data

Four dogs administered with EURICAN CHP and NOBIVAC L4 (two separate injection sites). Within 2
Shih Tzu
minutes, one Shih Tzu dog displayed severe weakness and pale mucous membrane. Complete recovery
in a few minutes after methylprednisolone injection. Duration of reaction: A few minutes Reason for
treatment: Preventive Treatment of SAR: SOLU-MEDROL IV. Investigations: None. Outcome of SAR:
Favorable

0.95 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: < 24 h (22/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 24 h
(22/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

3 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
dose; duration: Once; onset time: 4
days (19/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Epileptic fit may be part of anaphylaxis
in dogs, but time to onset is longer than usual, and no
other signs of anaphylaxis (e.g facial oedema,
respiratory signs). In humans, febrile seizures have
been reported in children after measles vaccines
(Paramyxovirus, as distemper) but 7-10 days post
vaccination. In dogs, there is very limited data
regarding post vaccinal seizures: only mentioned by
Dodds WJ. ("Vaccination protocols for dogs
predisposed to vaccine reactions". J Am Anim Hosp
Assoc. 2001;37(3):211-214), but without details or
references except her own previous work. In this
case, partial epileptic fit may reflect metabolic
disorder (e.g hypoglycaemia) or be first manifestation
of idiopathic epilepsy in a dog of this age. With
available data, relationship with vaccine is unclear:
NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 are both O1inconclusive classified. Assessment unchanged after
written report.
CA comments: General illness and depression within
24 hours following vaccination is consistent with a
systemic reaction to a vaccine, but associated
digestive signs are not in line with such mechanism of
reaction. Immune depression associated with
vaccination may have elicited clinical expression of a
latent infection (parvovirus or other virus). With
available data, relationship with NOBIVAC CHPPI and
NOBIVAC L4 is unclear: O1-inconclusive classified.
Conclusion after written report: Rapid recovery
permit to consider as poorly probable a viral infection
but numerous other causes are not ruled out. No
similar case registered. Assessment unchanged
CA comments: Clinical signs and timing are consistent
with anaphylactic-like reaction to the vaccine.
Response to supportive care (glucocorticoid) is in line
with such mechanism of reaction. A vagal reaction
could also cause syncope, but cutaneous eruption and
oedema are not expected. Regardless mechanism of
reaction, the part of each vaccine is difficult to
evaluate and NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 are Bpossible classified. Note: as per Guidance on the use
of VeDDRA terminology, the term Anaphylactic-type
reaction has been added (reaction starting within a
few minutes after administration and accompanied by
signs indicative of circulatory disturbance). No change
of assessment after written report.

A - Probable

CA comments: There is strong time and anatomical
connection with injection. Local swelling is mentioned
in SPC of NOBIVAC L4, not abscess. A few similar
cases have been reported with NOBIVAC vaccines.
Septic complication is to consider (e.g environmental
bacteria introduced during injection - aseptic injection
of vaccine is difficult to reach in dogs). Inflammatory
reaction caused by inactivated vaccine may favour
bacterial proliferation. Role of NOBIVAC L4 is Aprobable classified.

22.4 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
A - Probable
dose; duration: Once; onset time: 11
days (01/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: There is strong time and anatomical
connection with injection. Local swelling is mentioned
in SPC of NOBIVAC L4, not abscess. A few similar
cases have been reported with NOBIVAC vaccines.
Septic complication is to consider (e.g environmental
bacteria introduced during injection - aseptic injection
of vaccine is difficult to reach in dogs). Inflammatory
reaction caused by inactivated vaccine may favour
bacterial proliferation. Role of NOBIVAC L4 is Aprobable classified.

2.1 EURICAN CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 B - Possible
dose; duration: Once; onset time: 2
minutes (23/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 2 minutes
(23/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: There is strong time association with
vaccine injections. Clinical pattern is strongly
indicative of a vagal reaction (provided very short
onset and transient duration). Anaphylactic-like
reaction is also to consider, but recovery time is
usually longer (and no mention of other common
signs such as angioedema or erythema): therefore,
the Veddra term anaphylaxis was not added.
Regardless mechanism of reaction, there is no
alternate cause than injections. Similar cases are
described with all vaccines, included EURICAN CHP
and NOBIVAC L4. Respective role of each vaccine
remains difficult to determine. EURICAN CHP and
NOBIVAC L4 are each B-possible classified. Note: as
per Guidance on the use of VeDDRA terminology, the
term Vagal shock has been added. Therefore, this
case has been classified as serious even if this
classification is questionable (reaction lasting only 2
minutes). Note 2: the vet mentioned having used
EURICAN CHP, but batch number L430200 matches
with EURICAN CHPL (confirmed by MERIAL). As 2
separate injection sites, NOBIVAC L4 was not used as
solvent of EURICAN lyophylisate. Unless use of water
diluent (not specified here), it is supposed that batch
number was erroneously read on EURICAN CHPL
bottle (and not EURICAN CHP), but this remains
speculative.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 CPVL 01404

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Month(s) 17/10/2016

17/10/2016

1

1

0 17/10/2016 Yes

Vomiting,Dyspnoea,Cyanosis,Hypot No Data
hermia,Ptyalism,Abnormal menace
reflex test,Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Apathy,Head
bobbing,Groaning

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
B - Possible
dose; duration: Once; onset time: <
4 hours (17/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: There is reasonably strong time
association with vaccination. Most of clinical signs are
consistent with anaphylactic-like reaction. However,
visual disturbance is uncommon. Other cause or risk
factor have not been ruled out (e.g in this dog breed
congenital disorder such as hydrocephalus or
syringomyelia, or cardiopathy). Relationship with
NOBIVAC L4 is B-possible classified.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-16 CPVL 01429

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

21/10/2016

21/11/2016

1

1

0 21/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Eyelid oedema,Facial oedema,Red
R><BR><BR>Yes eye

No Data

T0: a Chihuahua puppy received the second injection of primary course of NOBIVAC CHPPI and
NOBIVAC L4 (first injections with vaccine of another lab). T+1h15: owner observed that the puppy
displayed red eye and eyelid oedema. At vet examination, facial oedema. Dexalone injection. T+4h:
Recovery Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 4 h Reason for treatment:
Preventive Treatment of SAR: Dexalone. Outcome of SAR: Favorable

1.9 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: < 1h15 (21/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 1h15
(21/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
2.2 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,duration: once; onset time: 30
minutes (13/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,duration: once;
onset time: 30 minutes (13/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Although clinical signs are consistent
with type 1 hypersensitivity reaction that is a wellknown possible adverse effect with vaccination, it is
not possible to attribute the effect to one vaccine in
particular. For this reason, both products are assessed
B-Possible.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 00131

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

13/01/2017

13/01/2017

50

1

0 13/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Blepharitis,Erythema (for urticaria
see Immune SOC),Pruritus,Facial
oedema,Lip oedema (see also
'Skin')

Not
Known

On 13/01/17, 50 Jack russel terrier puppies were vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4. 30 Jack Russell
minutes later, one puppy displayed facial oedema with erythema, blepharitis, chelitis (coded as lip
Terrier
oedema)and pruritus. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 3 hours Reason for
treatment: vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 00155

France

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

06/01/2017

17/01/2017

1

1

1 07/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Impaired swallowing,Unable to
stand,Depressed
reflexes,Quadriparesis,Urinary
bladder disorder
NOS,Death,Abnormal pupil light
reflex,Muscle weakness NOS

Not
Known

A10-year-old male cocker spaniel dog was vaccinated on 06-JAN-2017 with NOBIVAC L4, EURICAN
English Cocker
CHPPI2 and NOBIVAC KC. On 09-JAN-2017, the dog is brought to the Vet's for the following signs
Spaniel
progressing for 2 days (from 07-JAN-2017): - Quadriparesis, decrease of muscle tone and of the right
patellar reflex, loss of the left patellar reflex; - Disability to stand more than few seconds; Consciousness preserved; - Light reflexes seemed decreased; - Appetite preserved. The case worsened
the following day (10-JAN-2017) with disability to stand, flaccid big bladder, conscioussness and
appetite still preserved. Death the following day (11-JAN-2017), probably due to mis-swallowing
according to the owners' description. Since 10-JAN-2017, decrease of limbs and neck muscles tone.
Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 4 days Reason for treatment: Vaccination
(booster) Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

16 EURICAN CHPPI2 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: once; onset
time: < 24 hours (06/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: < 24 hours
(06/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: < 24 hours
(06/01/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

On 29/12/2016, a dog (Pomeranian Spitz) was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC CHPPI. 2 to 7 Not Applicable
hours later, the dog displayed a Quincke's oedema and irritations (localisation no precised). As the dog
was alone after vaccination (owner no present), it is not possible to have a time to onset more precise.
Treatment with Dermipred 5 mg ( 2 tablets on 29/12 and 1 tablet on 30/12). At the time of reporting
(on 20/01/2017), the outcome is unknown because the owner didn't give any news. Reason for
treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

3.5 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: once;
(29/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; (29/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

A 6-year-old cocker spaniel dog was vaccinated on 13-FEB-2017 afternoon with NOBIVAC L4,
English Cocker
NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC RAGE. As soon as the same day evening, the dog seemed not well, was Spaniel
dysorexic and presented with trembling, low tail, difficulties to lift up limbs, tiredness, poor sleep at
night. At clinical exam the following day, no hyperthermia, no pain at injection sites and then injection
of meloxicam. Since the dog was slightly dehydrated the second day, fluids were administered. The dog
had recovered on 17-FEB-2017. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 2 days
Reason for treatment: vaccination

13 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; onset time: 6 hours
(13/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; onset
time: 6 hours (13/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; onset
time: 6 hours (13/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
4.7 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,onset time: 3 h (28/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,onset time: 3 h
(28/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,onset time: 3 h
(28/01/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
33 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 ml; duration: once; onset
time: 1 day (15/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml; duration:
once; onset time: 1 day (15/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The signs described are compatible
with an immune-mediated acute polyradiculoneuritis,
although time to onset was very short (24 hours) and
the disease progressed very quickly (death 5 days
after vaccination). Such auto-immune troubles are
rare but known possible side effect of vaccines that
have already been reported. However, no
complementary exams have been done to confirm the
diagnosis and acute neuropathy, infection with
neurological tropsim or acute intoxication cannot be
ruled out. Thus, the role of each vaccine is B-Possible
assessed.
CA comments: The reported signs and time to onset
are compatible with an anaphylactic-type reaction,
which is a well-known possible adverse effect of
vaccines. This adverse event is mentioned in the
NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 SPCs. As both
vaccines were injected simultaneously, it is not
possible to distinguish their respective roles: each one
is B (possible) assessed.
CA comments: Time to onset and clinical signs
described are evocative of an effect of the
vaccination. Systemic reactions (apathy, appetite
disturbance, weakness) are commonly reported in the
days following vaccination. Dehydration is undoubtly
secondary to appetite loss. Since many vaccines were
injected at the same time, all of them are B-Possible
assessed.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 00177

France

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

29/12/2016

20/01/2017

1

1

0 29/12/2016 Not
Quincke's oedema,Skin irritation
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 00401

France

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

13/02/2017

22/02/2017

1

1

0 14/02/2017 Not
Dysorexia,Sleep disturbance
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Tiredness,Limb
><BR><BR><BR> weakness,Dehydration,Trembling
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 00536

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

28/01/2017

11/03/2017

1

1

0 28/01/2017 Not
Trembling,Lethargy (see also
Not
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression Known
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological')
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

On 28/01/2017, a 4-year-old Shetland Sheepdog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4, NOBIVAC CHPPI
Shetland
and NOBIVAC RAGE. The clinical examen performed before vaccination was normal. 3 hours later, the Sheepdog
dog displayed lethargy and trembling. Recovery on 29/01/2017. The dog was previously vaccinated
with vaccines of the MERIAL range without reaction. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction
(precision): 12 hours Reason for treatment: vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 00669

France

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

15/03/2017

13/04/2017

1

1

0 16/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

On 15/03/2017, a dog (5 y-o golden retriever) was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4
Golden
via SC route between the two scapula. Since the day after, the animal was out of shape and anorexic. Retriever
On 21/03/2017, the animal was brought to the vet for consultation. The animal displayed lethargy,
anorexia, an oedema and wound (15 cm diameter) discharging pus above the right shoulder. The blood
workup revealed leucocytosis. Treatment with Clinaseptin, Previcox, Abcedyl and Extranase. Followup on 13/04/2017: Veddra tems «application site swelling » and « application site mucopurulent
discharge» replaced by « injection site swelling » and «injection site abscess » Reason for treatment:
vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 00698

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

30/03/2017

30/03/2017

1

1

0 30/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Allergic oedema,Lip oedema (see
R><BR><BR>Yes, also 'Skin'),Eyelid oedema
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
swelling,Lethargy (see also Central Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Anorexia,Leucocyto
sis

No Data

Morning: Cavalier King Charles Spaniel dog injected with NOBIVAC L4 by attending vet. Around noon:
Cavalier King
onset of signs. Early afternoon (2 pm): presented to emergency vet unit with marked apathy, groaning, Charles
vomiting, hypothermia, ptyalism, slight dyspnoea, cyanosis. It had also head bobbing (laterally) and
Spaniel
absent menace reflex test (but normal pupil light reflex). Vet suspected anaphylactic reaction to the
vaccine. Treatment of SAR: fluid therapy, glucocorticoid Outcome of SAR: Unknown

A 3,5-year-old female French bulldog was vaccinated on 30-MAR-2017 with NOBIVAC CHPPI,
NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE. About 1,5 hour after injections, the dog experienced oedema with
eyelids and muzzle swollen. No respiratory difficulties reported. Treatment implemented:
dexamethasone, 1 mg/kg IV route, then oral route twice daily. Duration of reaction: 2 hours Reason
for treatment: vaccination

Chihuahua

French Bulldog

Not
Known

10 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: once; onset
time: 1,5 h (30/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 1,5 h (30/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 1,5 h (30/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The short time to onset and nature of
the reported signs are evocative of an anaphylactictype reaction to the administration of NOBIVAC
CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 . Such hypersensitivity issues
are well-known possible side-effects of vaccines
(documented in the SPCs). However, as 2 vaccines
were administered simultaneously, it is not possible
to distinguish their respective roles. So the role of
each vaccine is B (possible) assessed.

CA comments: Time to onset and clinical signs
described are evocative of an effect of the
vaccination. Systemic reactions are commonly
reported in the days following vaccination. Since
several vaccines were injected at the same time, all of
them are B-Possible assessed.

CA comments: The time to onset and nature of the
first reported signs are strongly suggestive of postvaccinal reactions. Concerning lethargy and apathy,
these clinical signs may indicate a systemic reaction to
NOBIVAC CHPPI and or NOBIVAC L4. Injection site
oedema are well known side effects of the two
vaccines as described in the SPC. In some cases, this
inflammation is susceptible to favour secondarily the
proliferation of germs introduced during the injection
(as perfect asepsic conditions may be difficult to
achieve in practice), possibly leading to injection site
abcesses. The abscess may also be sterile and be the
consequence of the inflammation only (delayed
hypersensitivity to one or several ingredients of the
vaccine). The role of each vaccine is assessed Bpossible.
CA comments: Time to onset and clinical signs
described are highy compatible with an
hypersensitivity reaction due to vaccination.
However, since 3 vaccines were injected
simultaneously, it is possible to determine the role of
each. For this reason, each vaccine is assessed BPossible.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 00877

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

19/04/2017

27/04/2017

1

1

0 24/04/2017 Not Known

Leucocytosis,Fever,Decreased
activity,Muscle rigidity,Facial
oedema

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 00891

France

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

01/04/2017

18/07/2017

1

1

1 03/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Injection site swelling,Injection site No Data
pain,Tachycardia,Shock,Pale
mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Icterus,Dyspno
ea,Haemothorax,Death,Anorexia,H
yperthermia,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Haemangiosarcoma,Haema
toma NOS,Peritoneal
haemorrhage,Injection site
mass,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Abnormal cytology

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 00931

France

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

01/01/2017

06/05/2017

1

1

0 05/05/2017 Not
Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 01006

France

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

19/05/2017

19/05/2017

1

1

0 19/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Bradycardia,Vomiting,Apathy,Blood No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes in faeces,Anaphylactic
shock,Dyspnoea

A 6-year-old female Shi-Tzu dog was vaccinated (annual booster) with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC
CHPPI on 19-MAY-2017. Less than 1 hour after injections, the dog displayed apathy, vomiting, bloody
faeces, bradycardia and dyspnea. Treatment implemented: methyprednisolone (SOLUMEDROL 40 mg)
and fluids. Reason for treatment: vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 01076

France

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

01/06/2017

22/06/2017

1

1

0 01/06/2017 Not
Bradycardia,Hypotension,Trembling Not
Known,<BR><BR ,Anaphylaxis,Vomiting
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

On 01/06/2017, a dog (1 y-o Pinscher) was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and RABISIN. Miniature
Less than 5 minutes later, the animal displayed vomiting, trembling, bradycardia and hypothermia.
Pinscher
Treatment with corticoids and infusion. Recovery within 3 hours.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 01165

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

23/05/2017

19/06/2017

5

5

0 23/05/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Less than 12 hours after vaccination of 5 puppies (Cavalier King Charles, 7 weeks) with NOBIVAC L4 and Cavalier King
NOBIVAC CHPPI, the five puppies displayed marked local (painful, 4 cm)and systemic reaction (lethargy, Charles
fever). they were treated with cortisone and recovered the day after. Duration of reaction: 2 hours
Spaniel
Reason for treatment: Vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 01196

France

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

15/06/2017

15/08/2017

1

1

Injection site pain,Fever,Lethargy
Not
(see also Central nervous system
Known
depression in
'Neurological'),Injection site
reaction NOS
0 15/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Cyanosis,Hyperthermia,Lethargy
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, (see also Central nervous system
<BR><BR><BR>< depression in 'Neurological'),Weak
BR><BR>Yes
pulse,Polypnoea,Emesis,Trembling,
Dyspnoea,Heat stroke

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 01720

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

12/09/2017

19/09/2017

1

1

0 13/09/2017 Not
Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR pain,Dysorexia,Anorexia,Injection Known
><BR><BR><BR> site mass,Lameness
Not Known

On 12/09/2017, a dog (7 y-o Bichon) was vaccinated with CANIGEN CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 via SC on
the left buttock. The day after, the animal displayed a lameness of the left hind limb, dysorexia and
anorexia. A week later, a painfull mass at injection site (abcess) was observed and had to be surgically
treated. Treatment also with amoxicillin + clavulanic acid and meloxicam Reason for treatment:
preventive

Not
Known

A 3-month-old male Cavalier King Charles dog was vaccinated on 19-APR-2017 with NOBIVAC L4. 24 to Cavalier King
48 hours after vaccination, the dog was feverish and less active. The puppy is examined 5 days later,
Charles
i.e. on 24-APR-2017. It presented with facial oedema, masseters and temporal muscles contraction.
Spaniel
Treatment implemented: SOLUMEDROL. Facial oedema quickly decreased after corticoids but muscles
contraction was still present on 27-APR-2017 despite PREDNICORTONE treatment, IM route, twice
daily. Complementary exams: head X-rays: nothing to report; blood sample: leucocytosis (neutrophils,
lymphocyts and eosinophils). Reason for treatment: vaccination

A 10-year-old female beagle dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 (both on the
Beagle
same flank) and NOBIVAC RAGE (on the other flank) on 01-APR-2017. Appearance of cutaneous
reactions 2 days later on both flanks, with severe swollen of 5-6 cm-diameter. Treatment
implemented: CLAVASEPTIN 250 mg twice daily for 5 days and DERMIPRED 10 mg, 1,5 tablet daily for 7
days. Positive evolution on the right flank within 3 weeks but negative evolution on the left flank with
induration, increase of the mass size, general hyperthermia and pain. Treatment prescribed: METACAM
1 mg: 2 tablets daily for 6 days. After 22 days, fine needle puncture of the left mass for cytology:
haemorrhagic aspect, numerous RBC, polynuclear cells +++, lipidic inclusions in some polynuclear cells'
cytoplasm (lipolysis), no pathogenic germs. Treatment prescribed: PREDNICORTONE 1 tablet daily for 6
days and CLAVASEPTIN 500 mg, 1/2 tablet twice daily for 10 days. On D28, the left mass was still
present. Follow up information received on 22 may 2017: The reporter called the laboratory directly.
The dog was seen on 20 may 2017, the mass was still there. A new punction was performed and
showed the same results as previously. A surgery exploration was scheduled for wednesday the 23rd of
may but the dog was brought back in consultation on the day of report (22 may 2017) with fever
(40°C), anorexia, pale mucosis, tachycardia, dyspnea, haemaocrit at 31 UI, white blood cells 7500 UI,
on blood smear, numerous erythroblasts. Abdominal echography showed a voluminous mass inside the
dog, heterogenous, very vascularized. On the tip of the spleen, there was a different type of cell (no
more detail). further information will follow. FU 24 may 2017: echography performed 23 may 2017.
On 22 may 2017, the dog experienced vomiting, anorexia, smelly stools. At Echography appointment,
the dog presented with fever, lethargy, walking disorders and icterus since the morning. She had visible
cutaneous hematoma on her right flank (caudal area). Echography showed normal liver, gall bladder,
kidneys, bladder, stomach, duodenum, ileo-colic junction and pancreas. On echography, the spleen had
normal size, structure and echogenicity but on the apex of the spleen, presence of a little nodular
heterogeneous mass (2.5 cm diameter) with little cavities. On the left flank of the dog, there was a
voluminous mass (more than 10 cm) on dorsal area, very heterogeneous and hypo echoic. There were
hyper echoic zones in this mass associated with cavities. Doppler showed no flow inside. Mass located
under the abdominal muscles, no part of it localized subcutaneously, even on the zone of maximum
deformation (injection site). A similar expansion is noticed toward the spleen in front if which it is in
contact
and where
slight peritoneal
effusion
noticed. Conclusion
was thatCHPPI
this mass
is probably
A
1-year-old
FrenchaBulldog
was vaccinated
onis05-MAY-2017
with NOBIVAC
and NOBIVAC
L4.a
French Bulldog
The dog already received CHPPi valence (trade name unknown) but it was the first time the valence L4
was injected. Two (2) hours after injections, the dog displayed a head swelling. Corticoïds were then
injected. The outcome is unknown. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 1 day
Reason for treatment: vaccination
Shih Tzu

A 1,2-year-old american bulldog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHP, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE American
on 15-JUN-2017, 3:45 pm. About 1,25 hour later (aroud 5:00 pm), the owner called the attending vet in Bulldog
order to describe the symptoms observed, that are compatible with a heat stroke: polypnea with
orthopnea, vomiting, lethargy. During the trip on car, the tongue became cyanosed. At the clinic at
05:30 pm, the dog presented with orthopnea, polypnea at about 150 movements per minutes, severe
cyanosis, the heart is not audible because of respiratory noises, pulse is difficult to assess due to
tremor. Rectal temperature was 42,5°C. The dog was first cooled with a shower with oxygen under
mask, and then received fluids. Within few minutes after its arrival at the clinic, the dog received 1,5 ml
SC route of DEXADRESON, 3 drops of DOPRAM intranasal route, DOLOREX 1,2 ml SC route. At 06:30 /
07:00 pm, the dog had recovered. At the telephon call on 19-JUN-2017, the owner reported that her
dog presented with lethargy during 2 days but the dog returned to a normal state from this date After
contact with Intervet on 25/07/2017, the case is considered as serious. Follow up received 4 Aug 2017:
The vet called the MAH directly. According to her, this was not an anaphylactic shock linked to
vaccination but a heat stroke due to severe heat that day (over 37C). Another dog was brought to the
clinic with heat shock that week, because of high temperature and with similar symptoms. She could
not exclude that fever linked to vaccination can have play a role in this heat shock. Case closed
Reason for treatment: vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable
Bichon Frise

2.5 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
dose ; (19/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

CA comments: Time to onset as well as first clinical
signs described (fever, apathy) are clearly in favor of
the role of the vaccine as regularly reported and wellmentioned in the SPC. Facial edema is the
consequence of an allergic reaction. Time to onset of
this sign is unknown : Did it appear many days days
after vaccination (and then allergy could be due to
another cause) or within 24 hours after injection and
not noticed by the owner ? Facial muscle contraction
may be the consequence of fever and facial oedema.
Thus, the role of the vaccine is B-possible assessed.

B - Possible

CA comments: There is strong time and anatomical
connection with injections. Local swelling and
possible pain are mentioned in SPCs but duration of
injection site mass is unusually long. However, no
other available cause. On the right flank, since 2
vaccines were injected simultaneously, it is not
possible to determine the role of each. Thus,
NOBIVAC CHPPi and NOBIVAC L4 are B-Possible
assessed and NOBIVAC RAGE is A-Probable assessed.
Follow-up 22-MAY-2017: Clinical signs described on
22-MAY-2017 are poorly reliable to the previous AE.
Another disease has to be considered. No change in
previous assessments. Follow-up 24-MAY-2017:
assessments unchanged. Follow-up 07/07/2017:
considering the necropsy results the reaction on rigth
flank was probably due to the hemangiosarcoma and
not to the vaccine. Therefore, the role of NOBIVAC
RAGE is reassessed N (unlikely)

13 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; onset time: 2 hours
(01/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose;
(01/01/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
7 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 ml; duration: once;
(19/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml; duration:
once; (19/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
2.45 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 ml; duration: once; onset
time: 5 mn (01/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml; duration:
once; onset time: 5 mn (01/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>RABISIN N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml; duration:
once; onset time: 5 mn (01/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Clinical signs described as well as time
to onset are highly compatible with an allergic
reaction to the vaccination. Since two products were
injected simultaneously, the role of each of them in
the event is undetermined. Thus, both vaccines are BPossible assessed.
CA comments: Clinical signs and time to onset
compatible with an anaphylactic shock. Since 2
products were administered concomitantly, it is not
possible to determine the role of each of them in the
event. For this reason, both vaccines are B-Possible
assessed.
CA comments: Time to onset is very suggestive of an
effect of vaccination and the reported troubles
(although unspecific) are compatible. Such transient
postvaccinal reactions are known possible sideeffects of vaccines in case of vagal shock or
anaphylactic type reaction. Several comparable cases
have already been reported. However, as all three
products were administered concomitantly, it is not
possible to distinguish their respective effect.
Therefore, the role of NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4
and RABISIN is assessed: B (Possible). Note: as per
Guidance on the use of VeDDRA terminology, the
term anaphylaxis has been added (consistent signs
and time to onset).
CA comments: Well known possible adverse effect of
the vaccines: each one is B (possible) assessed.

17.7 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 dose; onset time: 2 days
(01/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; onset
time: 2 days (01/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; onset
time: 2 days (01/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

0.2 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,duration: once; (23/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,duration: once;
(23/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
30 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 B - Possible
dose; duration: once; (15/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; (15/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dpse ; duration:
once; (15/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

7.6 CANIGEN CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 dose; onset time: 1 day
(12/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; onset
time: 1 day (12/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

CA comments: Time to onset is compatible with an
anaphylactic-like reaction due to vaccination.
However, severity of signs are quite unexpected and
an underlying cause (concomitant heat stoke as
assumed by the vet ? strong heat at this date ?)
cannot be ruled out. The 3 vaccines are B-Possible
assessed. Follow-up 24/07/2017: Considering the
severity of clinical signs, the case is re-assessed
serious Follow up 04/08/2017: assessment
unchanged.

CA comments: There is strong time and anatomical
connection with injections. Local swelling and
possible pain are mentioned in SPCs but injection site
abcess is more unexpected. However, no other
available cause. As the 2 vaccines were injected
simultaneously, it is not possible to determine the role
of each. Thus, CANIGEN CHPPi and NOBIVAC L4 are BPossible assessed

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 01768

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

23/09/2017

23/09/2017

1

1

0 23/09/2017 Not
Facial oedema,Lethargy (see also
Not
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression Known
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological')
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

On 23/09/2017, a 3 month-old chihuahua dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC RAGE, NOBIVAC L4 and
NOBIVAC CHP. Less than 30 minutes later, the dog displayed facial oedema and lethargy. Treatment
with Solumedrol 20 mg (10 units). Recovery within 2 hours. Duration of reaction: Duration of
reaction (precision): 2 hours Reason for treatment: preventive Outcome of SAR: Favorable

Chihuahua

1.2 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 B - Possible
dose; duration: once; (23/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; (23/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; (23/09/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Well-known adverse event that can
occur after vaccination. Since 3 vaccines were
injected simultaneously, it is not possible to determine
to exact role of each of them. Thus, the three are BPossible assessed.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 01861

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Month(s) 25/09/2017

06/10/2017

1

1

0 25/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swollen face (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

A 3,5-month-old Australian shepherd dog was vaccinated on 25-SEP-2017 with NOBIVAC CHPPI and
NOBIVAC L4. Few hours later, the dog displayed a facial swollen. It received an injection of
methylprednisolone (20 mg via IM route). On 06-OCT-2017, the dog had recovered. Duration of
reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 3 hours Reason for treatment: vaccination Outcome of
SAR: Favorable

Australian
Shepherd Dog

7.5 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: once;
(25/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; (25/09/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Time to onset and clinical signs are
highly suggestive of a hypersensitivity reaction. Since
2 vaccines were injected simultaneously, the role of
each of them cannot be determined. Therefore, both
vaccines are B-Possible assessed.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 01910

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

11/10/2017

12/10/2017

50

1

0 12/10/2017 Yes

Injection site inflammation

No Data

10 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
dose; duration: once; (11/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Well-known adverse reaction of
vaccination. The product is A-Probable assessed.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 02064

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

25/10/2017

31/10/2017

1

1

0 25/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Localised oedema (not application Not
site),Lip oedema (see also
Known
'Skin'),Eyelid
oedema,Weakness,Retching,Vulvar
oedema

A 2-year-old Jack Russel terrier dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 on 11-OCT-2017. The following Jack Russell
day, an inflammatory reaction at the injection site was observed. Massages were done by the owner
Terrier
and the dog received NSAIDs for 2 days. On 12-OCT-2017, the dog had recovered. Duration of
reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 1 day Reason for treatment: Preventive
A female Carlin dog (4-year-old, weighing 6,5 kg) was injected subcutaneously with NOBIVAC RAGE,
Not Applicable
NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 on 25/10/2017, 02:00 pm. NOBIVAC RAGE was injected on one point
at the base of the neck, and NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 were mixed in the same syringe and
injected on a second point at the base of the neck. Four hours later (06:00 pm), the bitch displayed lip
oedema, eyelid oedema, vomiting efforts and weakness. At examination (07:00 pm), the dog presented
also with normal temperature, pink muccous membranes and no respiratory difficulties. Therefore,
the vet injected 0,3 ml, SC route, of Dexadreson. Around 10:00 pm and according to owners, the dog
presented also with vulvar and hindlimb oedema. Complete recovery the following day morning. Note:
the three vaccines had already been administered to the bitch without reaction. Duration of reaction:
24 hours Reason for treatment: vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 02065

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

27/10/2017

31/10/2017

1

1

0 27/10/2017 Not
Eyelid oedema,Pruritus
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 02129

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

25/10/2017

08/11/2017

1

1

0 25/10/2017 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 02186

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

25/10/2017

21/11/2017

1

1

0 25/10/2017 Not
Eyelid oedema,Apathy,Facial
Known,<BR><BR oedema
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 ANMV 02340

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

08/12/2017

11/12/2017

1

1

0 08/12/2017 Not
Quincke's oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 08/12/2017, a French Bulldog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4, RABISIN and NOBIVAC CHPPI. Less French Bulldog
than 6 hours later, the dog displayed a severe Quincke's oedema. Treatment with CORTAMETHASONE
(Dexamethasone) 0,1 mg/kg by SC route. The dog recovered within 5 hours. Duration of reaction:
Duration of reaction (precision): 5 hours Reason for treatment: Preventive

3.5 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once;
(08/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; (08/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>RABISIN N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; (08/12/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 CPVL 00068

France

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Month(s)

16/01/2017

20/01/2017

1

1

0 16/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Eyelid oedema,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes, oedema,Fatigue
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

No Data

D0 morning (11 am): Australian Shepherd Dog vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4, NOBIVAC CHP and RABISIN Australian
(not the same injection site for both brands). Afternoon (3 pm): administered with DOLPAC 25 (while Shepherd Dog
vet had advised to wait 48 h to worm the dog). Later in the afternoon, it displayed fatigue. In the
evening (7 pm): it displayed oedema of muzzle and eyelids. Normal breathing and body temperature.
After oral glucocorticoid, cutaneous signs improved. D1 morning: animal fine. Note: previous
aministrations of vaccine and wormer had been well tolerated. Treatment of SAR: DERMIPRED
(prednisolone) 2 x 10 mg

17.7 DOLPAC 25 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
B - Possible
tablet; duration: Once; onset time: <
3 hours (16/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC CHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 6 hours
(16/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 6 hours
(16/01/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>RABISIN
- N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose;
duration: Once; onset time: < 6
hours (16/01/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Clinical signs resolving after use of
glucocorticoid are consistent with type I
hypersensitivity reaction. Usual time to onset is a few
minutes to 1 hour, but up to 8-12 hours have been
reported. Such reactions are very commonly reported
with vaccines (regardless brands or valencies).
Relationship with either vaccine is equally plausible:
NOBIVAC L4, NOBIVAC CHP, RABISIN are each Bpossible classified. Hypersensitivity reactions are
rarely reported with benzimidazoles, praziquantel or
pyrantel, and indirect HS reaction to toxin release by
dying worms seems not a likely event (see regular use
of wormers). Relationship with DOLPAC is less
plausible than vaccine (O1-inconclusive classified).

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 CPVL 00079

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

23/01/2017

05/04/2017

1

1

0 23/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Sneezing,Cough,Apathy,Lip oedema No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes (see also 'Skin')

T0: Shih Tzu dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 (second injection of primary
Shih Tzu
course, first injection by breeder with Versican) T+1h: it displayed sneezing, cough, apathy, T+2h: at vet
examination, it displayed also lip oedema. Dexadreson administration. T+5h: improvement, only slight
lip oedema. No more info after written report (outcome not mentioned) Duration of reaction: < or = 6
hours Duration of reaction (precision): > 4h Reason for treatment: Preventive Treatment of SAR:
Dexadreson I/M Outcome of SAR: Unknown

3.4 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: < 1h (23/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 1h (23/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 CPVL 00086

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

06/01/2017

10/02/2017

1

1

0 06/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

D0: French Bulldog dog administered with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE. 2 hours French Bulldog
later, it displayed facial swelling and fatigue. Solumedrol injection and Dexadreson. Recovery within 2
hours. D8: the dog displayed papule on back. Solumedrol injection and recovery within 2 hours. D11: It
displayed apathy, pinnal erythema, erythema on belly, diarrhoea and vomiting. Solumedrol injection
and recovery within 2 hours. D12: Now examination for vomiting. Solumedrol injection and recovery
within 2 hours. D16: vet examination for eruption on back, papule, vomiting. Normal blood work,
except slight elevation of C-RP Vet question concern relation between vaccines and reactions
observed at D8 to D16. Written report : Reaction observed at D0, D9, D12 et D15: vomiting, diarrhoea,
erythema, papules, epidermal collarettes (back, belly, pinnae) Treatment of SAR: Solumedrol injection
Dexadreson (dexamethasone) 0.5 mL im Investigations: CBC, blood chemistry: no anomaly. Normal
cPL. C-reactive protein 23 mg/L

8.6 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: 2 h (06/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 2h (06/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 2h (06/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Clinical signs are consistent with
immediate hypersensitivity reaction to the vaccine,
and time to onset is in line with such mechanism of
reaction (which may occur within a few minutes to a
few hours). Similar cases have been reported with
both vaccines. However, the part of each vaccine is
difficult to evaluate and NOBIVAC CHPPI and
NOBIVAC L4 are both B-possible classified.
CA comments: First clinical signs are consistent with
immediate hypersensitivity reaction, and signs
resolved after administration of glucocorticoid. Time
to onset is very suggestive of vaccine injections
action. Numerous cases of facial swelling after
vaccination are reported. However, relaps of
"anaphylactic reaction" at D8, D11,D12 and D16 is not
compatible. No similar case registered in CPVL data
base and literature to our knowledge. Numerous
other allergen contacts could explain reaction. The
role of vaccines remains unclear (O1-inconclusive
classified).

Not
Known

Pruritus,Eyelid oedema,Lip oedema Not
(see also 'Skin')
Known

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Facial swelling No Data
(see also 'Skin'),Erythema (for
urticaria see Immune
SOC),Papule,Elevated C-reactive
protein,Eruption,Apathy,Fatigue,Epi
dermal collarette,Pinnal erythema

A 3-year-old Beauceron dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC RAGE, NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4
Beauce Sheep
on 27/10/2017.Three hours later, the dog displayed eyelids oedema and pruritus. The reaction was
Dog
treated with corticoids per os (10 mg), regression of symptoms within a few hours. Entire recovery the (Beauceron)
following day. Note: the dog was previously vaccinated with the 3 products without reaction.
Duration of reaction:12 hours Reason for treatment: vaccination

A 7-year-old female Carlin dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 on 25-OCT-2017. Within 30 minutes
the dog displayed eyelid and lip oedema, and then pruritus the following day. Treatment with
corticoids and antibiotics for pruritus and its cutaneous complications. Duration of reaction: 2 days
Reason for treatment: vaccination
A 2-month-old Border Collie dog was vaccinated for the first time with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC
L4 on 25/10/2017. Less than 6 hours later, the dog displayed eyelids and facial oedema and apathy.
The dog recovered without treatment within 2 hours. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction
(precision): 2 hours Reason for treatment: Preventive

Cairn Terrier

Border Collie

A - Probable

6.5 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose in the same syringe with
L4; onset time: 4 hours (25/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose in the
same syringe with CHPPI; onset
time: 4 hours (25/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; onset
time: 4 hours (25/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Time to onset and clinical signs
described are highly compatible with an allergic
reaction due to vaccination. However, as 3 vaccines
were injected simultaneously, it is not possible to
determine the role of each of them. For this reason,
each vaccine is assessed B-Possible.

36 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: once; onset
time: 3 hours (27/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 3 hours
(27/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 3 hours
(27/10/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
8.5 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
A - Probable
dose; duration: once; onset time: 30
min (25/10/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Time to onset and clinical signs
described are highly compatible with an allergic
reaction due to vaccination. However, as 3 vaccines
were injected simultaneously, it is possible to
determine the role of each of them. For this reason,
each vaccine is assessed B-Possible.

4 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,duration: once; (25/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,duration: once;
(25/10/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

CA comments: Time to onset and clinical signs
described are highy compatible with an
hypersensitivity reaction due to vaccination. The role
of NOBIVAC L4 is assessed A-probable.
CA comments: Time to onset and clinical signs
described are highy compatible with an
hypersensitivity reaction due to vaccination.
However, since 2 vaccines were injected
simultaneously, it is not possible to determine the role
of each of them. For this reason, both are B-Possible
assessed.
CA comments: Quincke's oedema is a possible and
well-known adverse effect of vaccines. Full recovery
after corticoids injection comforts this hypothesis. As
three products were administered concomitantly, it is
not possible to distinguish their respective roles.
Therefore,NOBIVAC L4, NOBIVAC CHPPI and RABISIN
are B-possible assessed.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 CPVL 00310

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

13/03/2017

30/05/2017

1

1

0 14/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Myositis,Discoloured urine,Apathy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 CPVL 00350

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

13/03/2017

23/03/2017

20

1

0 20/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 CPVL 00372

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

29/03/2017

31/03/2017

1

1

0 29/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema,Wheezing
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

T0: Boston Terrier dog injected with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 (second injection of primary course; Boston Terrier
first injection was with Eurican brand). T+20 minutes: it displayed facial oedema, wheezing breathe.
Injected with glucocorticoid. Uneventful recovery within 6 hours. Treatment of SAR: dexamethasone
0.4 mg

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 CPVL 00401

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Year(s)

09/03/2017

04/04/2017

1

1

0 10/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

D0: Labrador Retriever dog vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE. Within Labrador
1-2 days: it displayed vomiting and appetite loss. No vet examination. D13: at vet examination, dog
Retriever
had marked hyperthermia (40°C) and had lost weight (- 8,3% of D0 bw). Blood work-up revealed
normal haematology and ionogram, normal CPL test but increased SAP (430 IU/L) and ALT (197 IU/L).
Ultrasound examination revealed: cholestasis and hyperechoic appearance of hepatic parenchyma
(slight). Liver biopsy performed: cholangiohepatitis with chronic granulomatous inflammation and
cholestasis, non-lipidic vacuolar degenerescence. Presence of few lymphoblasts (could be first signs of
lymphoma). Treatment with ursodesoxycholic acid, prednisolone and cephalexin. No information
about outcome. Treatment of SAR: ursodesoxycholic acid prednisolone cephalexin

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 CPVL 00600

France

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

11/05/2017

22/05/2017

1

1

0 11/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Anorexia,Injection site
mass,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Pain NOS

No Data

D0: Maltese dog injected with both NOBIVAC L4 and RABIGEN MONO. Note : first injection with
Maltese
Nobivac L4 Note 2 : 2 vaccines in 2 injections sites (neck) ; Nobivac on right side, Rabigen on left side.
The same day, onset of lethargy D1 : lethargy and anorexia D2 : pain on both injection sites D4 at vet
consultation : anorexia, lethargy, still painful injection sites, more intense on right side. Description of a
mass (without peripheral oedema) of 5cm diameter on the right side. Normal body temperature.
Injection of dexamethasone. D5 : animal much better, can eat and isn't apathic. No more pain. Lesion
at right injection site decreased (half size). Follow-up : Animal effectively OK at home. Duration of
reaction: < or = 7 days Duration of reaction (precision): 5 days Reason for treatment: vaccination
Treatment of SAR: Dexamethasone Investigations: none Outcome of SAR: Favorable

Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Hyperthe No Data
rmia,Pallor,Monocytosis,Decreased
red blood cell count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Elevated SAP

Cholangiohepatitis,Abnormal
cytology,Liver
degeneration,Appetite
loss,Elevated SAP,Elevated
ALT,Weight
loss,Hyperthermia,Vomiting,Abnor
mal ultrasound finding

Complete history provided but D0 considered at second injection of primary course. 13/02/17: West
West Highland Not
Highland White Terrier Puppy first vaccinated (first injection of primary course) with NOBIVAC CHPPI. White Terrier Known
15/02/17: it displayed myositis of masseters and hyperthermia (39,3°C) Corticoid treatment and
improvement within 2 days. 25/02/17: end of corticoid treatment. Beginning of march, relapse. New
administration of corticoid. 11/03/17: end of corticoid treatment. D0 (13/03/17): second injection of
primary course with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4. D1: it displayed apathy, D2: at vet
examination, apathy, myositis and red urine. New corticoid treatment started. Intervet description :
Case received from the French Competent Authority : Complete history provided but D0 considered at
second injection of primary course. For the reaction concerning the first injection of primary course
plase see linked case 2017-FR-00863. 13/02/17: West Highland White Terrier Puppy first vaccinated
(first injection of primary course) with NOBIVAC CHPPI. 15/02/17: it displayed myositis of masseters
and hyperthermia (39,3°C) Corticoid treatment and improvement within 2 days. 25/02/17: end of
corticoid treatment. Beginning of march, relapse. New administration of corticoid. 11/03/17: end of
corticoid treatment. D0 (13/03/17): second injection of primary course with NOBIVAC CHPPI and
NOBIVAC L4. D1: it displayed apathy, D2: at vet examination, apathy, myositis and red urine. New
corticoid treatment started.

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset Unclassifiable/unassessa
time: < 24 hours (13/03/2017ble
N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 24 hours
(13/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Immune-mediated masticatory muscle
myositis are described in dogs. Here, improvement
with corticoids is evocative of that type of pathology.
Concerning NOBIVAC CHPPI, rechallenge is positive.
However, the dog displayed other myositis crisis
between the two vaccinations. Different hypothesis
are possible: - 1/ duration of first corticoid treatment
is too short for myositis (usually 6 months of
treatment were recommanded), and relapse are
linked to corticoid arrest: troubles observed beginning
of march can be considered as part of the first crisis,
chronology is compatible ; - 2/ troubles observed
beginning of march are considered as a second crisis,
more than 2 weeks after vaccination and time to
onset is poorly compatible. Role of NOBIVAC CHPPI is
unclear (O1-inconclusive classified). One crisis of
myositis was observed before NOBIVAC L4
vaccination. Its role is poorly probable (Ounclassified).

D0: in a breeding, 20 Labrador Retriever dogs vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4, NOBI-VAC Labrador
RAGE, NOBIVAC KC. In one dog, solvent of NOBIVAC KC (but not Bordetella component) may have
Retriever
been inadvertently mixed with injectable vaccine. D7: one dog displayed pallor, hyperthermia (40°C).
Vet suspected allergic process, glucocorticoid injected. D8: body temperature 39.2°C, oral
glucocorticoid. D9: body temperature 39.5°C. Normal blood chemistry, except elevated SAP (177 IU/L).
CBC showed leucocytosis (30 G/L), neutrophilia (73% - 21 G/L), monocytosis (6% - 1.8 G/L), decreased
RBC (4.3 T/L), PCV (29%) and haemoglobin (9 g/dL). Normal platelet count. No haemoglobinuria (clear
urines). Duration of reaction: Ongoing (3 d) Reason for treatment: preventive Treatment of SAR:
DEXADRESON (dexamethasone) OROMEDROL (methylprednisolone) Investigations: X-ray (thorax,
abdomen): no anomaly

NOBI-VAC RAGE - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset Unclassifiable/unassessa
time: < 7 days (13/03/2017ble
N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC CHPPI N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 7 days
(13/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 7 days
(13/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 7 days
(13/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Immune-mediated haemolytic
anaemia has been described within 2-4 weeks after
vaccination, although data are conflicting (strength of
association varies among studies). In the present case,
time to onset is rather short (7 days - see pallor to 9
days for CBC). Furthermore, there is no evidence of
haemolysis (no pigmented urines) nor IMHA (e.g
spherocytosis - no blood smear done, Coombs' test
not performed). Other causes of anaemia (including
leptospirosis) have not been investigated. Provided
rather inconsistent timing and clinical pattern,
relationship with vaccination is poorly likely, but data
are not sufficient for inclusion into N-unlikely
category: either vaccine is O-unclassified. Note:
possible inadvertent injection of NOBIVAC KC solvent
is not expected to be harmful

Not
Known

2.8 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: <20 minutes (29/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: <20 minutes
(29/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Clinical pattern (signs and timing and
response to glucocorticoid) is indicative of
hypersensitivity reaction to a vaccine. This is
commonly reported with vaccines in dogs, regardless
valencies. Previous injection of vaccine (although not
the same brand) may have sensitized the dog.
Respective role of each component of the vaccine is
difficult to separate: NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4
are B-possible classified.
42 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
OCA comments: Vet had concern about role of
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset Unclassifiable/unassessa vaccination with cholangiohepatitis reaction. First,
time: 1 day (09/03/2017ble
vaccine associated cholangiohepatitis has not been
N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 described in dogs. And as cytology revealed chronic
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
cholangiohepatitis, an “acute” idiosyncratic drugOnce; onset time: 1 day
associated hepatopathy is poorly plausible. Then,
(09/03/2017reversion of attenuated canine hepatitis virus is
N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE unlikely since CAV-2, used in vaccines to provide
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
protection against canine infectious hepatitis, is
Once; onset time: 1 day
responsible of respiratory disease and not hepatitis.
(09/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
Last, modified live vaccine can be immunosuppressive
and could elicit clinical expression of a latent
pathology. However, to our knowledge, no data are
available in literature to confirm such hypothesis. No
previous case has been reported to our database.
Therefore, in absence of final outcome information,
concurrent disease can't be ruled out. Role of
NOVIBAC CHPPI (modified live vaccine) is unclear (O1Inconclusive classified). Role of NOBIVAC L4 and
NOBI-VAC RAGE (inactivated vaccines) is poorly likely:
O-Unclassified.

6.5 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
A - Probable
,N/A,duration: once; onset time: < 6
hours (11/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>RABIGEN MONO N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: < 6 hours
(11/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Considering injection site mass, there is
strong time and anatomical connection with NOBIVAC
L4 injection (right side of neck). Local swelling is
mentioned in SPC of NOBIVAC L4. No septic
contamination to be considered (decrease with
corticoids only, no abscess). Role of NOBIVAC L4 is Aprobable classified. Vet also mentions injection pain
at D2 including left side (at D2) but no further mass
evolution. Role of RABIGEN remains B-possible.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 CPVL 00996

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

25/07/2017

02/10/2017

1

1

0 27/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Immune mediated haemolytic
No Data
anaemia,Pallor,Elevated total
bilirubin,Decreased
haemoglobin,Increased percentage
reticulocytes,Regenerative
anaemia,Haemolysis,Elevated
ALT,Elevated
SAP,Vomiting,Anorexia,Decreased
red blood cell count

D0-D22-D42: Crossbred dog (originating Mauritius Island) vaccinated with CANILEISH LYOPHILISAT ET Crossbred
SOLVANT POUR SUSPENSION INJECTABLE POUR CHIENS D64: vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and
NOBIVAC CHPPI. D66: it displayed anorexia, vomiting D70: presented with vomiting, pallor. D71: Blood
work-up yielded elevated ALT (135 IU/L), SAP (202 IU/L) and total bilirubin (12.3 mg/L). CBC showed,
haemolysis, decreased haemoglobin (8 g/dL). CBC and blood smear submitted to pathologist.
Anisocytosis, polychromasia, rouleaux of RBCs, no poikilocytosis. According to pathologist
regenerative anaemia, immune mediated haemolytic anaemia suspected. D74: normal ALT and
bilirubin (increased SAP, but dog had received glucocorticoid). Follow-up report on 02/10/2017: D71:
RBC 4.5 T/L, haemoglobin 8.6 g/dL, increased mean globular volume. reticulocytes 234 G/L. Marked
anisocytosis and polychromasia, numerous rouleaux of RBCs. Pathologist considered markedly
regenerative hypochromic normocytic anaemia, consistent with peripheral anaemia. Rouleaux
indicative of hyperprotidemia (inflammation or immune process). Pathologist advised Coombs test and
protein electrophoresis (not performed). D74: SAP 448 IU/L, bilirubin 5.8 mg/L D75: appetite mildly
resuming D77: intermittent vomiting D80: vomiting even water. Normal CBC. Prednisolone low dose
(10 mg/d) and cimetidine D84: normal appetite, no vomiting D87: normal CBC D98: by mistake owner
administered 30 mg prednisolone/day. Dose tapered progressively until D130. Duration of reaction: 2
months Reason for treatment: preventive Treatment of SAR: Glucocorticoid NOS. Investigations:
Normal BUN, creatinine, glucose, total protein, coagulation test (OSPT). Babesiosis: negative blood
smear and microbabesia test.

15 CANILEISH LYOPHILISAT ET
OSOLVANT POUR SUSPENSION
Unclassifiable/unassessa
INJECTABLE POUR CHIENS ble
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
03/07/2017; onset time: 24
days/3rd inj. (22/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC CHPPI N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 48 hours
(25/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 48 hours
(25/07/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 CPVL 01128

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

03/12/2016

29/12/2017

1

1

1 01/12/2016 Yes

Death,Optic nerve
disorder,Falling,Blindness,Weight
loss,Bumping into walls

December 2016 : German Spitz - Loup dog injected with NOBIVAC L4. Note : second injection of
German Spitz primary course (first injection 3-4 weeks earlier). Around 2-3 weeks later, owner noticed moments
Pomeranian
when the dog could bump into objects. At vet clinic, diagnosis of vision impairment. In february-march
2017, treatment with corticoids, without real improvement. In june 2017, treatment with CANDILAT :
no real effect. In june 2017, RMI showed "lesions evocative of optic neuritis". Treament with
Aziathioprine scheduled. Dog is blind. Phonecall and written follow-up: Late august 2017, after quick
loss of condition/weight (falling), the dog died. Blood count, the day before, had shown no anomaly.
No necropsy. Treatment of SAR: corticoids CANDILAT ND

4.5 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
O1 - Inconclusive
dose; duration: once; onset time: 23 weeks (03/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 CPVL 01184

France

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

06/07/2017

07/09/2017

1

1

0 06/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Trembling
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

D0 afternoon: A Yorkshire Terrier dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC CHPPI (annual
booster dose) Dog was observed by vet for 30 min after vaccination (owner very anxious). D0 late
evening: dog displayed trembling. Improvement after the owner put it in her bed. D1 - 4 a.m.: new
trembling crisis D1 morning, at vet examination: no trouble. Duration of reaction: < or = 12 hours
Duration of reaction (precision): Ongoing (12h) Reason for treatment: Preventive Treatment of SAR:
None Outcome of SAR: Favorable

Yorkshire
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 CPVL 01236

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

15/09/2017

25/09/2017

1

1

0 15/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Pustules,Facial swelling
R><BR><BR>Yes, (see also 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

D0 afternoon: Chihuahua dog vaccinated with RABISIN, NOBIVAC L4, NOBIVAC CHPPI (annual
booster). 30 minutes after: it displayed facial swelling, vomiting and pustules (NOS). Injected with
dexamethasone. D1 morning: recovery. Duration of reaction: < or = 12 hours Duration of reaction
(precision): < 12 hours Reason for treatment: Preventive Treatment of SAR: Dexazone.
Investigations: None. Outcome of SAR: Favorable

Chihuahua

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 CPVL 01356

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

09/10/2017

11/10/2017

1

1

0 09/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abdominal pain,Vomiting,Tense
R><BR><BR>Yes abdomen

No Data

D0: A Bichon Frise dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 1 hour later, it displayed Bichon Frise
vomiting and abdominal pain, 2 hours later, at vet examination, abdominal pain and tense abdomen.
Ultrasonographic examination : no anomaly Cerenia and antalgic injection. D1 morning : slight
improvement. Duration of reaction: < or = 24 hours Duration of reaction (precision): Ongoing (< 24 h)
Reason for treatment: Preventive Outcome of SAR: Unknown

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 CPVL 01523

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

13/11/2017

14/11/2017

1

1

0 13/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Lethargy (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Polypnoea

T0: 3 months-old Bernese Mountain Dog puppy vaccinated with both NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 Bernese
(second injections of primo-vaccination). T+10 minutes: it displayed tachycardia, polypnoea and
Mountain Dog
lethargy. Injected with dexamethasone. Duration of reaction: < or = 1 hour Duration of reaction
(precision): ongoing (40 minutes) Reason for treatment: Preventive (second injection of primovaccination) Treatment of SAR: Dexamethasone Investigations: None. Outcome of SAR: Unknown

3 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: A few hours (06/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: A few hours
(06/07/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

3.5 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: 30 minutes (15/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 30 minutes
(15/09/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>RABISIN
- N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose;
duration: Once; onset time: 30
minutes (15/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: < 1 h (09/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 1 h (09/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

14 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: 10 minutes (13/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 10 minutes
(13/11/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Vet had concern regarding vaccineassociated haemolytic anaemia. Haematology
(elevated total bilirubin, haemolysis, regeneration) is
partially consistent with immune-mediated
haemolytic anaemia (IMHA). Presence of RBCs
rouleaux can be indicative of immune-mediated
process, but is non-specific. No mention of
spherocytosis, which is usually considered as hallmark
of IMHA (present in more than 90% of cases). In one
study, there was a higher association of IMHA (25%) in
recently vaccinated dogs (2-4 weeks) ("Vaccineassociated immune-mediated hemolytic anemia in the
dog". JVIM,1996;10(5):290-295). However, such
strong association was not confirmed other studies:
only 4% of recently vaccinated dogs ( "Immunemediated hemolytic anemia: 70 cases (1988-1996)".
JAAHA 1999;35(5):384-391), or no significant
difference with control group ("Prognostic Factors for
Mortality and Thromboembolism in Canine ImmuneMediated Hemolytic Anemia: A Retrospective Study of
72 Dogs". JVIM 2002;16(5):504-509). Direct causation
has not been conclusively established, but vaccination
may be a nonspecific trigger that activates
macrophages, heightens an inflammatory condition,
or deregulates the balance of the immune system (e.g
type II hypersensitivity). In the present case,
regenerative anaemia was evidenced 1 week after
DHPPIL4 vaccine. Considering time of reticulocyte
response,
this isThe
indicative
ofof
anaemia
starting
5-7
CA
comments:
question
relationship
between
vaccination (against hepatitis, reubella, measles) and
onset of optic neuritis is raised in human medicine.
Such ocular (retro bulbar neuritis) is described after
(infectious) immunization, with measles for example,
but less frequently after vaccination. Onset of ocular
effects and lesions such as keratitis (corneal oedema,
eventually "blue eye") is described in dogs after
Canine Viral Hepatitis. In case of such lesions,
blindness is compatible. Time to onset is more
frequently 8-12 days, which here stays compatible.
But here, no corneal lesion is described and can't
explained lesion observed at RMI. One case of sudden
blindness (at D10) associated with chorioretinitis (=
posterior uveitis or "bilateral optic neuritis") has
already been described in CPVL database, after
vaccination (including distemper and leptospirosis).
Distemper infection may also result in chorioretinitis
or optic nerve lesions (Ettinger Textbook of Veterinary
Internal Medicine, 4th ed p526-527). Was that dog
affected by partial form of distemper or immunemediated reaction ? (but no mention of such event, or
distemper vaccination, and no PCR test conducted to
confirm hypothesis). The role of NOBIVAC L4 remains
O1-Inconclusive evaluated. With written follow-up :
no change in assessment / comment.

CA comments: Time to onset of troubles is
compatible with an effect of vaccination but troubles
is diffcult to explain. Usually, trembling was
associated to pain, hyperthermia or general illness,
not observed in this case. Furthermore, chronology
(with improvement and relapse a few hours later and
spontaneous recovery) is not in line with vaccine
adverse effect. With available information,
relationship with the vaccination is unclear, and might
be incidental: NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC CHPPI are
both O1-inconclusive classified.
CA comments: Vomiting and facial oedema are
consistent with immediate hypersensitivity reaction to
vaccine, usually observed within hours after
vaccination, as in this case. Response to supportive
care (glucocorticoid) is in line with such mechanism of
reaction. Similar cases have been reported with this
vaccine. Role of each vaccine is difficult to evaluate:
each is B-possible classified.

CA comments: Digestive troubles are sometimes
mentioned within 1 hour after a vaccination but
usually vomiting / diarrhoea (due to hypersensitivity,
vagal or systemic reaction), tense abdomen never
registered. Observed troubles are poorly specific and
in absence of outcome, other contributing factor are
possible. Relationship with the vaccination is unclear,
and might be incidental: NOBIVAC CHPPI are
NOBIVAC L4 ar O1-inconclusive classified.
CA comments: Time to onset is strongly consistent
with vaccinal reaction. Clinical pattern are consistent
with hypersensitivity reaction (even no observed
angioedema or urticaria frequently associated with
systemic signs). Previous vaccinations may have
sensitized the animal. Given strong time association,
there is no valid alternate cause ; role of each vaccine
remains difficult to evaluate. Each is B-possible
classified.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-17 CPVL 01629

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

18/11/2017

11/12/2017

1

1

0 21/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-18 ANMV 00120

France

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

03/01/2018

13/01/2018

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-18 ANMV 00141

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 16/01/2018

16/01/2018

1

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-18 ANMV 00155

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

18/01/2018

18/01/2018

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-18 ANMV 00161

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

18/01/2018

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-18 ANMV 00353

France

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-18 ANMV 00437

France

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-18 ANMV 00474

France

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-18 ANMV 00597

France

Animal

Crying,Decreased appetite,Hind
limb ataxia,Decreased
activity,Circling - behavioural
disorder (see also 'Neurological
disorders')

No Data

D0: Cavalier King Charles Spaniel dog vaccinated with EURICAN DAPPI LYOPHILISAT ET SOLVANT POUR Cavalier King
SUSPENSION INJECTABLE, associated with RABISIN and NOBIVAC L4. Note : third injection of primary Charles
course (previously with vaccines from various other brands). D3: it displayed hind limb ataxia, with
Spaniel
circling. At vet examination, dog also trying to catch absent flying objects (as if flies around ears),
Owner also observed a decreased appetite, animal less active and often crying. D21 (two days before
vet phonecall) : still same troubles, but increasing. No nystagmous or anisocoria at vet examination.
Neurological exam : no problem. No otitis, no observable pain, but dog doesn't want to be touched
anymore. Duration of reaction: < or = 30 days Duration of reaction (precision): ongoing (3 weeks)
Reason for treatment: vaccination Investigations: Distemper Outcome of SAR: Unknown

3.3 EURICAN DAPPI LYOPHILISAT ET
O1 - Inconclusive
SOLVANT POUR SUSPENSION
INJECTABLE - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
dose; duration: once; onset time: 23 days (18/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 2-3 days
(18/11/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>RABISIN
- N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose;
duration: once; onset time: 2-3 days
(18/11/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Clinical pattern described by vet is
poorly specific but signs of sudden activity, circling,
stiffness seemed to evoke a diffuse painful syndrom,
potentially compatible with the hypothesis of acute
canine polyradiculoneuritis (ACP). This has been
reported in dogs 1 or 2 weeks after vaccination. This
condition is similar to Guillain-Barre Syndrome (GBS)
observed in humans. Aetiology of this syndrome is not
clear, currently considered as a immune conflict
resulting of multiple factors. In humans, trigger can be
a recent vaccination (less than 6 weeks) or viral or
bacterial infection. In this case, time to onset is much
shorter than commonly reported. Latent distemper
infection could also be considered, but no mention of
ocular, cutaneous or respiratory signs. Relationship
with vaccines is poorly likely, but data are not
sufficient for inclusion into N-unlikely category (no
result of investigation about distemper,
neosporosis...): VERSICAN PLUS DAPPi, RABISIN and
NOBIVAC L4 all remain O-unclassified.

0 08/01/2018 Not
Hyperthermia,Hot spot
Known,<BR><BR (pyotraumatic dermatitis)
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

A female bernese mountain dog (5-year-old, weighing 47 kg) was vaccinated SC between the soulders Bernese
with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 on 03/01/2018. Five days later the bitch displayed hyperthermia Mountain Dog
(39.8°C) and hot spot at the injection area of the vaccines. The owners clipped the bitch and consulted
the veterinarian. Treatment with one meloxicam injection, antibiotics (amoxicillin + clavulanic acid)
and PREDNIDERM. Outcome is ongoing. Note: the veterinarian specifies that the bitch had previously
developed hot spots.
Duration of reaction: 5 days Reason for treatment:
vaccination

47 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: once; onset
time: 5 days (03/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 5 days
(03/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

1

0 16/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Reddening of the skin,Erythema
R><BR><BR>Yes (for urticaria see Immune
SOC),Pruritus,Facial oedema,Lip
oedema (see also 'Skin')

No Data

On 16/01/2018, a 2,5 year-old French Bulldog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4.
2,5 hours later, the dog displayed facial oedema with cervico-facial pruritus and erythema, reddening
and lip oedema. The dog was treated with cortamethazone. At the time of reporting (on 16/01/2018),
the outcome is unknown. Reason for treatment: Vaccination

French Bulldog

1

1

0 18/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

A 3-month-old female Akita Inu was vaccinated with EURICAN DAPPI, RABISIN and NOBIVAC L4 on
18/01/2018. Five minutes after injections, the puppy was amorphous and displayed hypotension, pale
mucous membranes, sunken eyes, defecation and groaning. Treatment with one injection of
Solumedrol, NaCl 0.9% perfusion and oxygen. The puppy recovered within 1 hour. Duration of
reaction: 1 hour Reason for treatment: Primovaccination

Akita

3.4 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: once; onset
time: 2.5 hours (16/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 2.5 hours
(16/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>
9 EURICAN DAPPI LYOPHILISAT ET
B - Possible
SOLVANT POUR SUSPENSION
INJECTABLE - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,onset time: 5 min (18/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,onset time: 5 min
(18/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>RABISIN
- N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,onset time: 5
min (18/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Time to onset and nature of the signs
reported (hyperthermia, hot spot) are very evocative
of a post-vaccinal reaction that may occur after any
vaccines. Furthermore hot spots have already been
observed in this dog. Since 2 vaccines were injected
simultaneoulsy, it is not possible to determine the
exact role of each of them. Therefore, the role of
NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 are assessed Bpossible.
CA comments: Time to onset and clinical signs are
consistent with an hypersensitivity reaction, which is a
known side effect of vaccines. Since 2 vaccines were
injected simultaneously, it is not possible to determine
to exact role of each of them. Thus, both are BPossible assessed.

18/01/2018

1

1

0 18/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

A 3-month-old female Golden Retriever was injected SC EURICAN DAPPI and RABISIN on the left
Golden
shoulder, and in the same time NOBIVAC L4 on the right shoulder. The puppy displayed facial oedema 3 Retriever
hours after the injections. Treatment with DEXAZONE (0.1 ml/kg). The puppy recovered 2 hours later
and returned home with prescription of HISTADERM for 4 days. Duration of reaction: 2 hours Reason
for treatment: vaccination

8.6 EURICAN DAPPI LYOPHILISAT ET
B - Possible
SOLVANT POUR SUSPENSION
INJECTABLE - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
dose; duration: once; onset time: 3
h (18/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 3 h (18/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>RABISIN N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 3 h (18/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Facial oedema is compatible with a
type-1 hypersensitivity reaction. Such reaction is
regularly reported with vaccines. As three products
were injected simultaneously, it is not possible to
distinguish their respective roles. Therefore, the role
of EURICAN DAPPI, RABISIN and NOBIVAC L4 are BPossible assessed.

10/02/2018

14/02/2018

1

1

0 10/02/2018 Not
Facial oedema,Allergic
Known,<BR><BR reaction,Emesis (multiple)
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 10/02/2018, a 1-year-old German Spitz was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and RABIGEN MONO.
German Spitz Two hours later, the dog displayed allergic reaction with severe emesis and facial oedema. After
medium size
treatment with Cerenia and Dexamedium (SC), the emesis and facial oedema discontinued. But 1 hour Spitz
later, the facial oedema increased with severity and the dog was hospitalised, put on drip and treated
with Dexadreson and Dimazon (IV). The facial oedema discontinued 30 minutes later. Total recovery
on 12/02/2018. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 2 days Reason for treatment:
vaccination

8.5 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
dose; onset time: 2 hours
(10/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>RABIGEN MONO N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; onset
time: 2 hours (10/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

3 Year(s)

26/01/2018

24/02/2018

50

1

0 26/01/2018 Not
Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

50 French Bulldog were vaccinated with NOBIVAC RAGE and NOBIVAC L4. Less than 6 hours later, one
dog displayed facial swelling . The dog recovered 24 hours later without treatment. Duration of
reaction: < or = 6 hours Duration of reaction (precision): 24 hours Reason for treatment: Preventive

French Bulldog

12 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
B - Possible
dose; duration: Once; (26/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; (26/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

27/02/2018

27/02/2018

1

1

0 27/02/2018 Not
Quincke's oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

A 7-year-old female Pug was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE on
27/02/2018. One hour and fifteen minutes later, the bitch displayed Quincke's oedema. Treatment
with injection of DEXADRESON and close monitoring of the bitch. Outcome is ongoing. Reason for
treatment: vaccination

Pug

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

12/03/2018

16/03/2018

1

1

1 14/03/2018 Not
Found dead
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 12/03/2018, a dog (4 m-o yorkshire) was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHP and NOBIVAC L4. On
14/03/2018 in the morning, the animal was found dead. Reason for treatment: Preventive

Yorkshire
Terrier

8.2 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; (27/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose;
(27/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose;
(27/02/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>
2 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 O1 - Inconclusive
ml; duration: Once; onset time: 2
days (12/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml; duration:
Once; onset time: 2 days
(12/03/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Time to onset and clinical signs
described are highy compatible with hypersensibility
reaction due to vaccination. The recovery after
treatment with corticoids is in favor of the role of
vaccin. The However, since 2 vaccines were injected
simultaneously, it is possible to determine the role of
each. For this reason, each vaccine is assessed BPossible
CA comments: Facial swelling is compatible with a
type-1 hypersensitivity reaction. Such reaction is
sometimes reported with vaccines. As two products
were injected simultaneously, it is not possible to
distinguish their respective roles. Therefore, the roles
of NOBIVAC RAGE and NOBIVAC L4 are B-Possible
assessed.
CA comments: Quincke's oedema is a possible and
well-known adverse effect of vaccines. As three
products were administered concomitantly, it is not
possible to distinguish their respective roles.
Therefore, the role of NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4
and NOBIVAC RAGE are assessed B-possible.

Sunken
eyes,Groaning,Inappropriate
defecation,Pale mucous
membrane,Hypotension,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Anaphylactic-type
reaction

B - Possible

CA comments: Time to onset and reported clinical
signs are compatible with an anaphylactic-type
reaction. Such hypersensitivity reactions are wellknown possible side effect of all vaccines. As three
products were administered concomitantly, it is not
possible to distinguish their respective roles.
Therefore, the role of EURICAN DAPPI, RABISIN and
NOBIVAC L4 are assessed B-possible.

CA comments: The time to onset is suggestive of a
possible role of NOBIVAC CHP and/or NOBIVAC L4.
Type I hypersentivity reaction could lead to death but
respiratory, digestive or systemic disorders are
generally observed before death. In this case, given
available information, no clear conclusion can be
drawn. Therefore, the role of each vaccine is assessed
O1 (inconclusive)

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-18 CPVL 00080

France

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

09/01/2018

16/01/2018

1

1

0 09/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pruritus,Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

T0: Boston Terrier dog received its annual booster dose of NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC Boston Terrier
RAGE. T+1H: it displayed facial oedema, with pruritus Dexadreson injection. T+2H: almost total
recovery. Recovery with a few hours. Duration of reaction: < or = 6 hours Duration of reaction
(precision): A few hours Reason for treatment: Preventive Treatment of SAR: Dexadreson injection
Outcome of SAR: Favorable

5.8 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: < 1H (09/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 1H (09/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 1H (09/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Clinical signs are indicative of
immediate hypersensitivity. Time to onset is
consistent with speculated mechanism of action, and
rapid recovery is in line. Previous injection of other
vaccine may have sensitized the dog, but similar
reactions have been reported after first injection of
primary course (even if difficult to explain). The role
of each vaccine is difficult to evaluate. Each is Bpossible classified.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-ANMV-18 CPVL 00205

France

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

09/02/2018

14/02/2018

1

1

1 10/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema,Leucopenia,Neutropenia,C
irculatory shock,Muscle
stiffness,Skin
oedema,Death,Hyperthermia,Hypot
hermia,Cardiac depression,Lateral
recumbency,Respiratory
depression,Dehydration,Lockjaw,Re
duced level of
consciousness,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Emesis
(multiple),Increased packed cell
volume (PCV)

D0: Swiss Jura Hound dog vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHP - NOBIVAC L4 (booster vaccination; when
Not Applicable
younger, primary course with NOBIVAC CHP - NOBIVAC LEPTO). D1: dog presented with slight oedema
at injection site. Good general condition, normal appetite. Local care, surveillance. D2, 11:00:
presented with hyperthermia (40°C), skin oedema (sternum). Oedema at injection site had resolved.
Injected with glucocorticoid. Prescribed with meloxicam. In the afternoon (17:00) presented with
stiffness and lockjaw, then lateral recumbency, hypovolaemic shock, hypothermia. It had vomited
several times. Glucocorticoid, antiemetic, antibiotic, fluid therapy. Once shock controlled, the dog was
able to walk for 2 hours, then remained recumbent. During the night (22:00), relapse of hypovolaemic
shock, with dehydration, altered level of consciousness, stiffness. Blood work-up showed increased
PCV (PCV 55%, haemoglobin 19 g/dL), slight elevation of BUN (1.3 g/L) and creatinine (24.6 mg/L)
relating to dehydration. CBC: mild leucopenia (3 G/L) and neutropenia (2.9 G/L). Despite supportive
care, condition worsened: a few hours later (3:00), the dog displayed respiratory and cardiac
depression and died. Duration of reaction: < or = 48 hours Duration of reaction (precision): < 2 days
Reason for treatment: annual booster Treatment of SAR: Arnica dexamethasone 0.2 mg/kg
meloxicam Cerenia (maropitant) fluid therapy (saline, glucose) Baytril (enrofloxacin) Investigations:
necropsy declined Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

15 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 O1 - Inconclusive
dose; duration: Once; onset time: <
24 hours (09/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: < 24 hours
(09/02/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2013-FR-00932

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

26/11/2013

06/12/2013

1

1

0 26/11/2013 Not
Injection site lump
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

The puppy was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC CHPPi on 26-Nov-2013. The vet did not
Rottweiler
change the needle between punctures in the vial and injections in the animaL skin. The injection sites
were desinfected with alcohol. Some hours later, a mass appeared at the injection site of NOBIVAC L4
(The vet knows exactly where are the both injection sites). The dog received corticoids and antibiotic
during 24 hours. On 28-Nov-2013, the mass became bigger. The vet decided to puncture the mass and
removed 60 ml of serum (no purulent material). A compressive plaster was put but the animal did not
keep it. At the time of reporting, the mass is still present (size of 10 cm x 10 cm) and is indurated.
Outcome was unknown.

78 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose (26/11/2013N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose
(26/11/2013-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Initial phase of signs (swelling at
injection site) is consistent with a local reaction to a
vaccine. Hyperthermia can be indicative of a systemic
reaction to a vaccine, but delayed onset (36-48 hours)
is longer than usual. Sternal oedema is difficult to
interprete, as oedema at injection site has resolved
(therefore, complication of local reaction seems not
likely). State of shock was observed 2 days after
injection of vaccine: this delayed onset is inconsistent
with anaphylactic-like reaction to a vaccine. As there
was no signs within hours post vaccination, a tissular
release of leukotrienes (which has been associated
with biphasic anaphylactic reactions in humans)
seems not plausible. Lockjaw and stiffness could be
indicative of polyarthritis. Vaccine-associated
polyarthritis has been described within 1-3 weeks postvaccination (type III hypersensitivity mechanism, see
Kohn B et al. 'Polyarthritis following vaccination in
four dogs'. Vet Comp Orthop Traumatol.
2003;16(1):6–10).Temporal association appears
poorly consistent with such mechanism of reaction
(and no indication of joint swelling in this dog). Apart
transient local reaction, global clinical pattern and
timing appears atypical in this dog. Septic
phenomenon and anaphylaxis can share similar
clinical and laboratory findings (Walters AM et al.
'Comparison of clinical findings between dogs with
suspected anaphylaxis and dogs with confirmed
sepsis'.
J Am Vet
Med
Assoc. chronology
2017;251(6):681-688):
CA
comments:
The
reported
and signs, as

3.2 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 N - Unlikely
Dose ; duration: Once; (25/03/2014N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (25/03/2014N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once ; (25/03/2014N/A)<BR><BR>PIRODOG N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once; (04/04/2013-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2014-FR-00264

France

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

25/03/2014

29/04/2014

1

1

0 25/03/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Appetite loss,Lack of
R><BR><BR>No, efficacy,Apathy,Decreased red
<BR><BR><BR>< blood cell count
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known

Other

The dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4, NOBIVAC CHP and NOBIVAC RAGE on 25 Mar 2014 without Chihuahua
any abnormal symptom during the examination. It was also vaccinated with PIRODOG on 4 Apr.
Examination on 7 Apr, the dog displayed apathy and loss appetite and its haematocrit is low. The
owner indicated the signs occurred the day of vaccination with NOBIVAC vaccines. She also mentioned
vomiting on 5 Apr. Liver and renal biochemstry is quite normal. Piroplasmosis is suspected by the vet.
Dog treated with antibiotics (cefalexine) and corticoids. It has been referred today to the Lyon
veterinary school for transfusion because its haematocrit is still very low. Leptospirosis is not
completely excluded, analysis are planned. Follow-up 17 Apr 2014: Blood smear confirmed babesiosis.
The dog recovered after hospitalization at Vet school, treatment with methylprednisolone,
omeprazole, enoxaparine, doxycycline, perfusion and transfusion twice. Correction of initial report:
This case was reported as SAR for the Nobivac vaccines but as SLEE for Pirodog (in the initial report it
was entered as a SAR for all products). No more information is expected. Duration of reaction: 23
days Reason for treatment: Vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2014-FR-00339

France

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

19/04/2014

17/06/2014

1

1

1 22/04/2014 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

A dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE on 22 Mar 2014. Booster injection of
Australian
NOBIVAC L4 on 19 Apr. Within the 2 injections, the dog lost about 2 kg, no other sign reported. It
Shepherd Dog
received 1 tablet of BRAVECTO 1000 MG COMPRIMES A CROQUER POUR CHIENS DE GRANDE TAILLE
(> 20–40 KG) on 20 Apr 2014. 48 hours later, on 22 Apr, it started to display apathy and decreased
appetite for 15 days. On 1 May, it displayed vomiting and diarrhoea. It received CERENIA (maropitant)
and ZENTONIL (food for liver function support). On 2 May, elevated liver enzymes, uremia , elevated
creatinine, heamorrhagic cough, elevated amylase (signs of pancreatitis). It receieved DEXADRESON
(dexamethasone), heparine, perfusion, transfusion but died the following night. Necropsy showed signs
of hepatitis and haemorrhages in the abdomen.Further analysis should be performed on liver and
spleen.Awaiting for the results. Follow-up 9 May 2014: histology showed mutifocal infiltration of the
liver and spleen by carcinoma with vascular emboli.

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hepatitis,Liver
tumour,Uraemia,Death,Decreased
appetite,Weight
loss,Apathy,Coughing
blood,Pancreatitis,Metastatic
tumour,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated
creatinine,Abdominal cavity
haemorrhage

A - Probable

18.5 BRAVECTO 1000 MG COMPRIMES A N - Unlikely
CROQUER POUR CHIENS DE
GRANDE TAILLE (> 20–40 KG) N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Tablet ;
duration: Once ; onset time: 48
hours (20/04/2014N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
Once; (19/04/2014N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once ; (22/03/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

well as the anatomical connexion between the
reaction and the site of injection, are strongly
suggestive of an effect of NOBIVAC L4. Inflammatory
lumps at the injection site (usually persisting for a few
days to weeks) are well-known possible effects of the
product (and other vaccines), documented in the SPC.
Therefore, the role of NOBIVAC L4 is assessed: A
(Probable). As the vet is sure about the precise
injection sites of both products and anatomical
connexion clearly points to NOBIVAC L4, the role of
NOBIVAC CHPPI is assessed N (Unlikely), beyond
reasonable doubt.
CA comments: Signs of apathy, appetite loss and
vomiting, reportedly occurring on the day of
vaccination (and the day after for PIRODOG), are
compatible with post-vaccinal reactions. Such
troubles, though rather unspecific, are well-known
possible side-effects of vaccines in case of febrile
and/or hypersensitivity reactions. However,
decreased haematocrit is much more unexpected, the
vet also suspects piroplasmosis and further analyses
are pending. So, it is possible that the dog was already
suffering underlying health issues, even if sequence in
time suggests that vaccination may have played a role
in the onset of signs. Therefore, overall assessment is:
B (Possible). Follow-up 05/05/2014: Babesiosis could
be confirmed by analysis. Therefore, the role of all
three NOBIVAC vaccines is reassessed: N (Unlikely).
Regarding a possible lack of efficacy of PIRODOG,
insufficient information is provided regarding the
vaccination calendar and protocol used in this animal,
so that the actual level of vaccine-induced immune
protection which could be expected cannot be
accurately assessed. Thus, the role of PIRODOG is
assessed: O (Unclassified). Note: VeDDRA term
added: "Lack of efficacy". Case type reclassified as a
SLEE as the safety issue valence could be ruled out.

CA comments: The reported chronology and signs are
quite poorly evocative of a possible effect of the
products. Furthermore, necropsy and histology
allowed to confirm an alternate cause (carcinoma).
Thus, the role of the products is assessed: N
(Unlikely).

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2014-FR-00446

France

Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Year(s)

22/05/2014

17/12/2014

1

1

0 24/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Blindness,Mydriasis
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

The bitch was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHP, NOBIVAC RAGE and NOBIVAC L4. 48 hours after
Not Applicable Not
vaccination, the animal displayed blindness. On 28 May 2014, the animal developped acute blindness
Known
with mydriasis. The eyeball and retina were intact. The animal was in good condition (no diabetes, no
neurological disease reported). Outcome was unknown. Awaiting the results of investigation. Followup 17 Dec 2014: No further details available, case closed.

NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 O Dose ; duration: Once ; onset time: Unclassifiable/unassessa
48 h (22/05/2014ble
N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once ; onset time: 48 h (22/05/2014N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once ; onset time: 48 h (22/05/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Despite possible correspondence in
time, the reported signs of sudden blindness and
mydriasis are rather poorly evocative of a possible
effect of the vaccine. Very rare cases of immunemediated uveitis (resulting from hypersensitivity
reactions) have been described, but examination of
the eyeball and retina in this animal revealed no
abnormality. Therefore, in absence of additional
information or complementary examination, the role
of the vaccines is assessed: O (Unclassified). Followup 18/12/2014: The assessment remains unchanged.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2014-FR-00459

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Year(s)

28/05/2014

17/06/2014

1

1

0 01/06/2014 Yes

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Blood in
vomit,Appetite
loss,Hyperthermia,Blood in
faeces,Apathy

No Data

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
O1 - Inconclusive
Dose ; duration: once; onset time: 3
days (28/05/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Even if the reported signs could be
evocative of a febrile post-vaccinal reaction, the time
to onset is quite long and the duration of troubles is
quite unusual. Given the limited specificity of signs,
other possible causes could also be suspected. Thus,
given available elements, the role of NOBIVAC L4 is
assessed: O1 (Inconclusive).

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2014-FR-00540

France

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

18/03/2014

27/06/2014

1

1

0 17/06/2014 Yes

Oliguria,Anuria,Anorexia,Lack of
efficacy,Acute renal
failure,Apathy,Abnormal test
result,Diarrhoea,Vomiting

No Data

The dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC LEPTO 4 on 28 May 2014 and displayed on 02 Jun 2014, apathy, Staffordshire
diarrhoea, vomiting and hyperthermia. Outcome was unknown. Awaiting further information. Follow- Bull Terrier
up received on 11 Jun 2014: The bitch received the second injection of NOBIVAC L4 on 28 May 2014
and displayed appetite loss, vomiting and diarrhoea (from 01 Jun 2014 to 02 Jun 2014), hyperthermia
(which lasted 5 days) and blood in the vomit and faeces on 03 Jun 2014. The animal lost weight (4Kg)
and was hospitalized. Some days after it went out from the clinic, it displayed vomiting with bile.
Outcome was unknown.The case is linked to the complaint 2014-FR-00468 (The animal displayed
similar reaction previously when it received the first injection of NOBIVAC L4).Unknown if
investigations were performed. No more information expected, case closed. Duration of reaction: 5
Days Reason for treatment: Vaccination
A dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 on 20 Feb and 18 Mar 2014. On 17 Jun 2014, it started to
Not Applicable
display apathy, anorexia, vomiting and diarrhea. Diagnosis of Acute renal failure with oligo/anuria on
19 Jun 2014. PCR on blood confirmed leptospirosis.Awaiting more information. Reason for
treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unknown

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
B - Possible
Dose ; duration: Once ; (18/03/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2014-FR-00646

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

11/07/2014

31/10/2014

1

1

0 12/07/2014 Not
Deafness
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

A bitch displayed sudden deafness a few hours after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPi, NOBIVAC L4
Yorkshire
and NOBIVAC RAGE. Nothing could be observed in the ears. Investigation is pending. Awaiting the
Terrier
results. Follow-up 7 Oct 2014: Onset = 24 hours after vaccination. The dog recovered entirely without
treatment within 1.5 months. Case closed.

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2014-FR-00748

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 18/08/2014

28/08/2014

1

1

1 18/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Syncope,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anaph No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes ylaxis,Death,Apathy

A puppy displayed syncope after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 concurrently and
then apathy. It was returned to its owners but at home displayed vomiting, diarrhea and died 1 hour
later. First injection of primary course was performed with vaccines of another company on 22 Jul
2014. No more information expected, case closed. Duration of reaction: 0 Day Reason for
treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2014-FR-00788

France

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

12/08/2014

09/09/2014

1

1

0 22/08/2014 Not
Hepatitis,Ascites,Elevated liver
Known,<BR><BR enzymes
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

10 days after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHP and NOBIVAC L4, the dog displayed hepatitis. It
presented abdominal ascites, seen on ultrasound. Hepatic enzymes were increased : GPT were at 319
IU/L (normal range 30-120 IU/L) and ALP were normal (superior at 50 IU/L). Outcome was unknown.
Fluid of ascites was sent to the lab, results are pending. Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome
of SAR: Unknown

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2014-FR-00793

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

01/09/2014

03/10/2014

1

1

1 01/09/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lung oedema,Death,Anaphylactictype reaction,Breathlessness,NT hypertrophic dilated
cardiomyopathy

Not
Known

The puppy was vaccinated (primovaccination) with NOBIVAC CHP and NOBIVAC L4 on 01-Sept-2014.
After vaccination, the dog was very breathless and died about 7 hours later probably from a pulmonary
oedema. The autopsy was ongoing. The animal was in good health before vaccination. Follow-up
received on 01-Oct-2014 The vet reported that he tried to revive the pup with oxygen but it was almost
dead at the arrival at the clinic. It died with signs of respiratory distress. The autopsy was performed
on 02-Sept-2014 : the main lesions are cardiomegaly and slight lung oedema. Duration of reaction: 29
Days Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2014-FR-00908

France

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

11/09/2014

07/11/2014

1

1

0 11/09/2014 Not Known

Lack of efficacy,Acute renal failure Not
Known

Suspected Lack Of Efficacy : The dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 on 11-Sept-2014. 12 hours
after vaccination, the animal displayed acute renal failure. Analysis showed the presence of leptospira
however the test did not allow to differentiate on the origin (vaccine or field) of the renal pathology.
Follow-up received on 16-Oct-2014 The dog recovered. Serology showed a possible infection with L
bratislava (1:6400) or L grippotyphosa (1:3200). L Australis and L pomona were 1:800. L copenhagi
1:200 L autumnalis and L canicola negative.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2014-FR-00973

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

11/09/2014

31/10/2014

1

1

0 11/09/2014 Not Known

Digestive tract disorder
NOS,Appetite loss,Acute renal
failure,Apathy

Not
Known

A few hours after vaccination with NOBIVAC L 4, a dog displayed digestive troubles, apathy and
appetite loss. A first vet suspected foreign body. It then displayed acute renal insufficiency without
anuria, glycosuria without hyperglycaemia and a second vet strongly suspected leptospirosis. Age of
the dog is unknown, as is vaccination history for Lepto. PCR and serology are pending. Treatment
unknown but a few days later, the dog's condition improved. Awaiting more information and analysis
results. Reason for treatment: Vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2014-FR-00996

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

10/10/2014

03/11/2014

2

2

0 01/10/2014 Not
Diarrhoea,Haematemesis,Ataxia,La Not
Known,<BR><BR ck of efficacy
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

3 days after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4, at least 2 puppies (number unknown,
age unknown) displayed severe diarrhea, hemathemesis and ataxia. Parvovirus infection is strongly
suspected. Unknown whether the dogs had been vaccinated before. Analyses are pending, no more
information at the time of reporting. Waiting for the results. Reason for treatment: Vaccination

Not
Known

Bulldog

CA comments: Positive PCR is compatible with a lack
of efficacy of the vaccine. SPC recommendations
were respected and the signs appeared within the
immunity period. Therefore, the SLEE of NOBI VAC L4
is B (possible) assessed.
NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
OCA comments: Despite a compatible time to onset,
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once; onset Unclassifiable/unassessa deafness is poorly compatible with an adverse effect
time: < 24 hours (11/07/2014ble
of the vaccines. Waiting for results of investigations,
N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 the roles of the vaccines are O (unclassified) assessed.
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Follow-up 03/11/2014: In absence of further
once; onset time: < 24 hours
investigations, the assessment remains unchanged.
(11/07/2014N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; onset time: < 24 hours
(11/07/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

4.6 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: Once;
(18/08/2014N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
Once; (18/08/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The reported time to onset and clinical
signs are quite evocative of an anaphylactic-type
rection to the vaccination. Such reactions are a wellknown possible side-effect of vaccines, and several
similar cases are documented in the French
pharmacovigilance database. Therefore, as both
products were administered concomitantly, their
respective role is assessed: B (Possible).
Labrador
44.7 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 O CA comments: The reported signs are compatible with
Retriever
Dose ; duration: Once; onset time: Unclassifiable/unassessa a post-vaccinal hepatitis. However, this is a very rare
10 days (12/08/2014ble
condition, and other causes of hepatitis/ascites have
N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 not yet been investigated. therefore the role of
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
NOBIVAC CHP and NOBIVAC L4 are O (unclassified)
Once; onset time: 10 days
assessed.
(12/08/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>
American
1.1 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 B - Possible
CA comments: The reported signs and chronology are
Eskimo Dog
Dose; duration: Once; (01/09/2014compatible with an anaphylactic-type reaction.
(Spitz)
N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 However, other causes are possible: waiting for
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
necropsy results the roles of NOBIVAC CHP and
Once; (01/09/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>
NOBIVAC L4 are B (possible) assessed. Note:
sufficient information exists to add "anaphylactictype reaction" in the VeDDRA terms of this case.
Follow-up: The assessment remains unchanged.
Gordon Setter
27.5 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
N - Unlikely
CA comments: Confirmed presence of Leptospira in
Dose ; duration: Once; onset time:
this animal despite vaccination with NOBIVAC L4
12 hours (11/09/2014could suggest a possible lack of efficacy of the
N/A)<BR><BR>
vaccine. However, analyses didn't allow to confirm
the wild or vaccinal origin of the identified strain.
Moreover, clinical signs appeared only 12 hours after
the first documented injection, whereas onset of
efficient vaccine-induced immune protection is
expected only 3 weeks after the second
primovaccination injection. Therefore, by the time of
infection, no vaccinal protection could be expected.
The role of NOBIVAC L4 is assessed: N (Unlikely).
Follow-up 12/11/2014: The assessment remains
unchanged.
Not Applicable Not
NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
B - Possible
CA comments: The short onset and nature of the first
Known Dose ; duration: Once;time to onset
reported signs are compatible with a possible post: a few hours (11/09/2014vaccinal reaction. Still, subsequent acute renal failure
N/A)<BR><BR>
is more unexpected, even though rare cases possibly
related immune-mediated mechanisms have already
been reported. This case remains quite poorly
documented and information is lacking about precise
chronology, animal's medical history, diagnosis
elements and treatments. Analyses results are
pending. Thus, given available elements, the role of
NOBIVAC L4 is assessed: B (Possible).
Australian
Not
NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
OCA comments: It is unkown whether the primary
Shepherd Dog Known ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: Once; onset Unclassifiable/unassessa course of vaccination was completed or not and there
time: 3 days (10/10/2014ble
is no confirmation of the diagnosis of parvovirosis.
N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 Waiting for an update , the LEE of NOBIVAC CHPPI
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
and NOBIVAC L4 are O (unclassified) assessed.
Once; onset time: 3 days
(10/10/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00116

France

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

15/01/2015

12/02/2015

1

1

1 26/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Neurological signs NOS,Reduced
reflexes,Quadriparesis,Respiratory
arrest,Death,Hind limb
paresis,Polyradiculoneuritis

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00317

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

16/03/2015

25/03/2015

1

1

0 16/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Bradycardia,Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, membrane,Hypotension,Anaphylaxi
<BR><BR><BR>< s
BR><BR>Yes

SAR: 5 min after the successive injections of one dose of NOBIVAC L4, suspension injectable pour
Crossbred
chiens, and one dose of EURICAN CHPPI2LR (two injections sites), a dog displayed an anaphylactic
shock accompanied with hypotension and bradycardia ; mucosa became white. The dog was treated
with a perfusion, acefyllin heptaminol and corticoid. The dog recovered within an hour. Awaiting for
further information (PV sheet).Follow up (25 Mar 2015) : the signs occured 10 min after administration
of Nobivac L4 and EURICAN CHPPI2 and RABISIN at different sites of injections.No more information
expected. Case closed. Duration of reaction: 0 Day Reason for treatment: Prophylaxis Outcome of
SAR: Favorable

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00409

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/03/2015

13/04/2015

1

1

0 01/03/2015 Not
Apathy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

10 minutes after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHP , NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE , a dog displayed
apathy. No information available to know wether vaccines were injected simultaneously or
concomitantly.The dog was treated with dexamethasone and recovered within 10 minutes.Awaiting
for further information (PV sheet). Reason for treatment: Vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00430

France

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

14/04/2015

24/04/2015

1

1

0 14/04/2015 Not
Urticaria,Reddening of the
Not
Known,<BR><BR skin,Restlessness,Crying,Anaphylaxi Known
><BR><BR><BR> s
Not Known

30 minutes after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 (unknown if injections were
Other
successive or simultaneous), a dog displayed urticaria and red plaque on the abdomen. The dog ran
Canine/dog
everywhere, whimpered. It was treated with dexamethasone and recovered 30 min later. Awaiting for
further information (PV Sheet). F-up 20 Apr 2015: PV sheet received, no additional information
available, case closed.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00431

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

14/04/2015

06/05/2015

1

1

0 14/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Depression,Quincke's
R><BR><BR>Yes, oedema,Tachycardia
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

30 minutes after a vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE(presentations
Other
unknown, unknown if used simultaneously or concomitantly), a dog displayed a Quincke's oedema.
Canine/dog
Recover after a corticoid treatment. Awaiting for further information (PV Sheet). Follow up (26 Apr
2015) : the dog also displayed a depression and a tachycardia. The dog recovered within few hours. No
more information expected. Case closed. Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR:
Favorable

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00556

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

13/05/2015

05/06/2015

1

1

1 14/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00647

France

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

01/06/2015

02/07/2015

7

7

0 07/06/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Haemorrhagic diarrhoea,Abnormal Other
R><BR><BR>No test result

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00670

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Month(s) 11/06/2015

26/06/2015

1

1

0 10/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Prostration,Abnormal stool
R><BR><BR>No, colouration,Diarrhoea,Mucous
<BR><BR><BR>< stool,Dysorexia
BR><BR>No

Not
Known

No Data

Diarrhoea,Haemorrhagic
No Data
diarrhoea,Hepatomegaly,Icterus,Dy
spnoea,Hydrothorax,Death,Prostrat
ion,Lateral recumbency,Abnormal
test result,Skin haematoma,Organ
petechiae,NT - intestinal
intussusception

Other

Dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE on 15 Jan 2015. This dog
Bichon Frise
was under treatment with Benazepril since several months. On 26 Jan 2015, he had paresis of the hind
legs, with a strong decrease of proprioceptive reflexes. He was treated with NSAIDs and corticoids. As
there was a worsening of the signs, with paresis of the fore legs on 28 Jan 2015, he was referred to
specialized clinic where a scan was performed and showed no abnormalilty of the vertebral column. A
punction of the CSF did not show inflammation and was tested negative for botulism. The dog died on
28 Jan 2015 due to respiratory paralysis. An ascending polyradiculoneuritis is suspected. Case closed.

8 EURICAN CHPPI2 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 ml Once 1 Animal; onset
time: 10 minutes (16/03/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Once 1
Animal; onset time: 10 minutes
(16/03/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>RABISIN
- N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Once 1
Animal; onset time: 10 minutes
(16/03/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The reported signs and time to onset
are compatible with an anaphylactic-type reaction,
which is a well known possible adverse effect of
vaccines. As three vaccines were injected
simultaneously, it is not possible to distinguish their
respective roles: each one is B (possible) assessed.

CA comments: Apathy may be part of a post-vaccinal
reaction, and the time to onset is compatible as well
as response to corticosteroids. As 3 vaccines were
adminsitered simultaneously, it is not possible to
distinguish their respective roles: each one is assessed
B (posibble). Note: in view of the reported clinical
signs, case reclassified as non serious.

7.9 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 ml ; duration: Once;
(14/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Once ;
duration: 1 Day; (14/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
6 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 ml; duration: Once ;
(14/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml ; duration:
Once ; (14/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml ; duration:
Once; (14/04/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
6 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 N - Unlikely
Dose ; duration: Once; (13/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once; (13/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once ; (13/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PUPPY CP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; (02/05/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The reported signs and time to onset
are compatible with an allergic reaction, which is a
well known possible adverse effect of vaccines. As
both vaccines were injected simultaneously, it is not
possible to distinguish their respective roles: each one
is B (possible) assessed.

One week after vaccination of puppies with NOBIVAC CHP (number unknown, 2 chosen by default)
Leonberger
they displayed haemorrhagic diarrhoea. They recovered with perfusion.The attending vet indicated the
stools weren't "normal" before administration and suspected a reversrion of virulence of the vaccine
but also giardiasis or coronavirus infection. Awaiting further information. F-up 18 Jun 2015: Parvovirus
infection was confirmed by analysis. No more information expected, case closed. F-up 25 Jun 2015:
The case is linked to case FR-ANMV-15 ANMV 00961 (a vet who bought one of the puppies also
declared the case to the NCA). 8 puppies were vaccinated on 1 Jun 2015 with both NOBIVAC CHP and
NOBIVAC L4. As the reaction in 1 of the puppies is described in case FR-ANMV-15 ANMV 00961, 7
exposed and reacting animals were entered in this case. The vaccinated puppies started to display signs
on 7 or 8 Jun. No more information was provided. Duration of reaction: 23 Days Reason for
treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

10.5 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 N - Unlikely
Dose ; duration: Once ; onset time:
1 week (01/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; (01/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

A dog received a tablet of BRAVECTO 500 MG COMPRIMES A CROQUER POUR CHIENS DE TAILLE
Other
MOYENNE (>10-20 KG) on 9 Jun 2015. 24 hours later, on 10 Jun 2015, it displayed mucous, soft and
Canine/dog
yellow stools until 14 Jun 2015. On 11 Jun it was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE.
After vaccination (onset not precisely known), it displayed prostration and important dysorexia. It was
hospitalized on 15 Jun and treated with corticoids, antibiotics, spasmolytic and antalgic drugs. No
anomaly was detected on abdominal X-Ray, blood smear, blood work and urine analysis on 15 Jun.The
dog was discharged in the evening and the outcome remains unknown.The vet suspects the vaccines to
have potentiated an adverse reaction to BRAVECTO.No more information expected, case closed.
Duration of reaction: 4 Days Reason for treatment: Vaccination

12.6 BRAVECTO 500 MG COMPRIMES A B - Possible
CROQUER POUR CHIENS DE TAILLE
MOYENNE (>10-20 KG) N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Tablet;
duration: once; (09/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; (11/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
once; (11/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Even though transient gastrointestinal
troubles may occur as a result of post-vaccinal
reactions, the time to onset in this case is very long.
Moreover, stools already had an abnormal aspect
before administration and other possible causes are
suspected. Therefore, a role of the vaccine appears
rather poorly likely. Still, in absence of further
information, the case is assessed: O (Unclassified).
Follow-up 23/06/2015: Another cause (underlying
parvovirus infection) was confirmed by analyses.
Therefore, the role of the vaccine is assessed: N
(Unlikely).
CA comments: Time to onset and digestive disorders
are compatible with a possible effect of BRAVECTO
500 MG. Prostration is more likely compatible with a
role of the vaccination. However, as the dog was
vaccinated during the period of the first clinical signs,
it is difficult to distinguish the respective effects of
BRAVECTO and of the vaccines in the subsequent
effects . Thus, the role of BRAVECTO, NOBIVAC L4
and NOBIVAC RAGE is assessed B (possible)

German
Shepherd Dog

Not
Known

CA comments: The reported chronology and signs are
suggestive of a possible effect of vaccines. Postvaccinal acute polyradiculoneuritis is reported as a
rare but possible consequence of vaccination, due to
immune-mediated mechanisms (HS III type). The
clinical evolution of ascending paresis/paralysis
beginning on hind limbs is also rather evocative. As
three vaccines were administered concomitantly, it is
not possible to distinguish their respective effects.
Therefore, their role is assessed: B (Possible).

NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 B - Possible
ml ; duration: once; (01/03/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml; duration:
once; (01/03/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml ; duration:
once; (01/03/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

A puppy was vaccinated on 13 May 2015 with NOBIVAC CHP, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC KC. On 14
May morning, it displayed diarrhoea; The owner administered prifinium bromure. On 15 May morning,
the puppy was found in lateral recumbency, moaning, prostrated.It was brought to the vet and
displayed icterus, haemorrhagic diarrhoea, 4 to 5 haematoma of 1 cm diameter on the belly,
hydrothorax and dyspnoea. Despite unspecified treatment, the puppy died.Necropsy showed:
petechiae on the lung, hepatomegaly and liver congestion, intussusception on 3 to 4 cm with some
petechiae. Analyses are pending. F-up 29 May 2015: PCR leptospirosis was positive (10exp3) and PCR
parvo also positive (10exp6). Such analysis results could be related to an acute leptospirosis or
parvovirus infection. No further analysis will be performed. The vet also reported he suspected
intussusception could havec been induced by prifinium. No more information expected, case closed
Duration of reaction: 1 Day Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

Other
Canine/dog

10 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: Once;
(15/01/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
Once; (15/01/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
Once; (15/01/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The reported signs and time to onset
are compatible with an anaphylactic-type reaction,
which is a well known possible adverse effect of
vaccines. As three vaccines were injected
simultaneously, it is not possible to distinguish their
respective roles: each one is B (possible) assessed.
Follow-up 19/05/2015: The assessment remains
unchanged.
CA comments: Despite connection in time, and even if
transient gastrointestinal disorders are possible sideeffects of vaccines, the duration of signs and their
clinical evolution are quite unexpected and would
rather point to other possible (infectious?) causes.
Waiting for further elements (analyses results), the
role of all three vaccines is assessed: O (Unclassified).
CPVL conclusion : Mechanism of icterus (hepatic or
haemolytic) is unclear (no blood work-up results, if
run). Immune-mediated haemolytic anaemia has been
occasionally reported with vaccines (type II
hypersensitivity), but within different time interval
(usual onset 14 to 28 days post vaccination). Vet
mentioned "hepatic insufficiency", but no details
provided (based on presence of icterus only ?). Clinical
pattern is strongly indicative of leptospirosis. Time
after first injection of vaccine is too short to consider
a lack of efficacy of the vaccine. Given lack of clinical
details or investigations, data are not sufficient for
inclusion into N-unlikely category: relationship with
NOBIVAC CHP and NOBIVAC L4 is poorly likely(Ounclassified). Follow up 05/06/2015: necropsy results
(intussuception) and PCR results (positive for
leptospirosis and parvovirosis) indicate one or several
causes other than the vaccines. The role of the
vaccines is N (unlikely) assessed. Note: Veddra terms
"death" and "abnormal test results" added.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00728

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

26/06/2015

10/07/2015

1

1

0 26/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Oedema of the extremities (see
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes also other SOCs for most applicable
oedema),Respiratory distress,Facial
oedema,Anaphylactic-type reaction

SAR: About 4 hours after vaccination with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC CHPPi, a pug dog displayed
Pug
oedema of the face and the paws and respiratory distress. It was treated with corticoids IV.Awaititng
further details. Follow up (06 Jul 2015) : reception of the PV sheet. Recovery within 24 hours. No more
information expected. Case closed. Duration of reaction: 24 HOURS Reason for treatment:
Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

Not
Known

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 DOSE; duration: ONCE; onset
time: 4 HOURS (26/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 DOSE; duration:
ONCE; onset time: 4 HOURS
(26/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Time to onset and clinical signs are
very suggestive of an effect of an allergic reaction.
Such hypersensitivity reactions are known possible
side-effects of vaccines, and several comparable
cases have already been reported. As the two
products were administered concomitantly, it is not
possible to distinguish their respective effect.
Therefore, the role of NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC
L4 is assessed: B (Possible). Note: Veddra rem
"anapylactic type-reaction" was added. Follow-up
16/07/2015: The assessment remains unchanged.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00750

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

27/05/2015

07/07/2015

6

6

0 11/06/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Haemorrhagic diarrhoea,Abnormal Other
R><BR><BR>No test result

Belgian
Griffon

Not
Known

NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 N - Unlikely
Dose ; duration: Once; onset time:
15 Days (27/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once; onset time: 15 Days
(27/05/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00793

France

Animal

Canine/dog

12.5 Year(s)

03/07/2015

16/07/2015

1

1

0 03/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Ataxia,Weakne No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, ss,Anaphylactic-type reaction
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

SAR: 6 puppies were vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHP and NOBIVAC L4 on 27 May. They displayed
haemorrhagic diarrhoea on 11 Jun. They recovered with perfusion.The attending vet indicated the
stools weren't "normal" before administration and suspected a reversion of virulence of the vaccine
but also giardiasis, parvovirus or coronavirus infection.Parvovirus infection was confirmed by analysis.
The case is linked to case FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00647 (same declarant, same breeding, other breed).
No more information was provided. No more information expected, case closed. Duration of
reaction: 19 Days Reason for treatment: Vaccination Investigations: Explanation : Animal not healthy
a time of treatment
SAR: 5 minutes after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPi, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE, a bitch
displayed intense weakness, ataxia, vomiting and diarrhea. It was treated with corticoids, SC perfusion
and antiemetic drug and recovered withing about 5 hours.The bitch was vaccinated last year with
other vaccines from ZOETIS lab without troubles but it had also displayed unspecified postvaccinal
reactions 2 years ago after vaccination with products from VIRBAC lab.No more information expected,
case closed.

Standard
Poodle

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00856

France

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

25/05/2015

18/09/2015

1

1

1 26/05/2015 Yes

Thrombocytopenia,Fatigue,Death

4 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: Once; onset
time: 5 Minutes (03/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose Once 1
Animal; onset time: 5 Minutes
(03/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose Once 1
Animal; onset time: 5 Minutes
(03/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
Not
NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Known Dose ; duration: Once; onset time:
24 Hours (25/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Even though transient gastrointestinal
troubles may occur as a result of post-vaccinal
reactions, the time to onset in this case is very long.
Moreover, stools already had an abnormal aspect
before administration. Moreover, another cause
(underlying parvovirus infection) was confirmed by
analysis. Therefore, the role of the vaccine is
assessed: N (Unlikely).
CA comments: The time to onset and the reported
clinical signs are very suggestive of an anaphylactictype reaction, which is a known side effect of vaccine
as drug class. As the three products were
administered concommitantly, it not possible to
distinguish their respective effects. Therefore, the role
of NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE
is assessed B (possble) Note: Veddra term
"anaphylactic-type reaction" was added.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00857

France

Animal

Canine/dog

44 Month(s)

15/07/2015

27/08/2015

1

1

1 15/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

Cutaneous oedema,Apathy,Local
No Data
swelling (not application
site),Petechiae NOS,Abnormal
necropsy finding,Haemorrhage
NOS,Vomiting,Unable to
stand,Pulmonary
congestion,Pulmonary
oedema,Death,Anorexia,Fever,Ptya
lism,Lateral recumbency

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00892

France

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Year(s)

24/07/2015

16/10/2015

1

1

1 31/07/2015 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Death
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00976

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

26/08/2015

12/10/2015

1

1

0 26/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Loose stool,Ataxia,Hind limb
R><BR><BR>Yes paralysis,Flaccid muscles

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-00979

France

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Month(s)

08/04/2015

18/09/2015

1

1

0 27/08/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-01017

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

05/09/2015

02/10/2015

1

1

1 06/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Haemorrhagic
R><BR><BR>Yes diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hepatic
encephalopathy,Yellow mucous
membranes,Renal
insufficiency,Death by
euthanasia,Abnormal test
result,Hepatic disorder NOS

No Data

Vaccination of a dog with NOBIVAC CHPPi and NOBIVAC L4 on 05 Sep 2015. On 06 Sep 2015 evening, French Bulldog
this dog displayed vomiting, hemorrhagic diarrhoea, hepatic encephalosis and a yellow sclera. Hepatic
parameters (parameters unknown) were increased. A leptospirosis PCR is pending. Awaiting for further
information (PV sheet and PCR). Follow up (16 Sep 2015) : reception of a Leptospira interrogans
positive PCR result. Awaiting for PV sheet. Follow up (22 Sep 2015): reception of the PV sheet. The
dog displayed also a renal insufficiency. Treatment with perfusion and antibiotics. The dog has been
euthanized on 10 Sep 2015. No more information expected. Case closed. Duration of reaction: 4 days
Reason for treatment: Prophylaxis Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-01096

France

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

02/07/2015

09/10/2015

1

1

1 22/09/2015 Yes

No Data

The dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 on 4 Jul 2014, 26 Jul 2014 and 2 Jul 2015. End of Sep 2015, it Other
displayed vomiting, abdominal pain, peritonitis, pancreatitis and renal failure. It was euthanised on 22 Canine/dog
Sep 2015. As the vet suspected leptospirosis, necropsy and histology were performed. Awaiting the
results. F-up 29 Sep 2015: PCR Leptospira interrogans was negative. No histology performed. No
further analysis is possible. No more information expected, case closed Duration of reaction: 0 Day
Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

No Data

15 Jul 2015, end of afternoon, vaccination of a dog with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC RAGE, NOBIVAC
L4 and administration of one pipette of ADVANTIX GRAND CHIEN. In the evening, the dog displayed
apathy. On 16 Jul 2015, morning, the dog still displayed apathy, with slight ptyalism and with slight
subcutaneous swelling at the thorax level. On 16 Jul 2015, end of the afternoon, consultation by the
attending vet: the dog displayed fever (40°C), was lying on its side, did not succeed in stand up and
walk, with a slight breast oedema, vomiting and anorexia. Treatment with perfusion, cortisone and
tolfenamic acid. The dog died on the morning of 17 Jul 2015. Necropsy done on 18 Jul 2015: breast
and thorax subcutaneous hemorrhage, generalised petechiae, lung congestion. Awaiting histological
analyses and necropsy report. F-up 18 Aug 2015: Histology revealed pulmonary oedema and
congestion but no lesion which could evoke disseminated intravascular coagulation, no cardiac lesion.
Case closed. Bayer comment: Reaction end date '2015-07-17' added. Death / Necropsy details added.
Duration of reaction: 2 Days Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

Not Applicable

Not
Known

About week after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC RAGE and NOBIVAC L4, a dog started
vomiting bile and had diarrhoea for 2 to 3 days. The dog wasn't examined by a vet, it died a few days
later on 1 Aug 2015. No necropsy was performed, no investigation.Case closed. F-up 7 Oct 2015 : PV
sheet received. The start date of signs is 31 Jul 2015. No more information.

Crossbred

No Data

5 to 10 minutes after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHP and NOBIVAC L4, a dog displayed loose stool,
ataxia and paralysis of hind limbs. It received an IV injection of corticoids and recovered. No more
information expected, case closed. F-up 28 Sep 2015: 5 minutes after vaccination, the dog also
displayed muscular flaccidity. It recovered within 24 hours after methylprednisolone injection.
Duration of reaction: 1 Day Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

German
Shepherd Dog

Abnormal test result,Elevated
No Data
ALT,Elevated creatine-kinase
(CK),Hepatic disorder NOS,Elevated
renal parameters,Acute renal
failure,Fatigue,Lack of
efficacy,Pulmonary
haemorrhage,Haemorrhagic
gastroenteritis,Diarrhoea

Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy

SAR: one day after vaccination with NOBIVAC L4 a dog felt not well (coded as fatigue).The attending
Crossbred
vet diagnosed a thrombocytopenia. One week after the vaccination the dog died. Awaiting for further
information (PV sheet). Follow up (14 Sep 2015) : despite two reminders, the attending vet didn't sent
the PV sheet. No more information expected. Case closed. Reason for treatment: Prophylaxis
Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

SLEE: following vaccination with NOBIVAC L4 on 08 Apr 2015 (second injection of priming), a dog
Bearded Collie
displayed on 27 Aug 2015 diarrhoea and fatigue. On 29 Aug 2015, the attending vet diagnosed
leptospirosis with a Witness Lepto test. Awaiting serotyping and PV sheet. Follow up (02 Sept 2015) :
reception of a PCR positive result for Leptospira interrogans. Awaiting for the PV sheet. Follow up (08
Sept 2015) : reception of the PV sheet. The dog also displayed acute renal insufficiency, haemorragic
gastroenteritis, hepatic damage, pneumorrhagia. Increase of ALP, ALT, CK and urea. It has been treated
with fluidotherapy and penicillin. It is still under treatment with an improvmentof its condition. No
more information expected. Case closed. Followu up (16 Sep 2015) : reception of a serological result.
Result favorable to a L. interrogans serogroup Australis Serovar Bratislava infection. No more
information expected. Case closed Outcome of SAR: Unknown

B - Possible

OCA comments: Thrombocytopenia may be the result
Unclassifiable/unassessa of immune mediated disease as a consequence of the
ble
vaccination. However, many other causes exist and
the case is not yet fully documented. Therefore, the
role of the vaccine is O (unclassified) assessed.

28.5 ADVANTIX GRAND CHIEN N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 pipette ;
duration: once; onset time: few
hours (15/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC CHPPI N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
once; onset time: few hours
(15/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
once; onset time: few hours
(15/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; onset time: few hours
(15/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
19.5 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: Once; onset
time: 4 Days (27/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 7 Days
(24/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 7 Days
(24/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
34 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose; duration: Once; onset time: 5
min (26/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 5 min
(26/08/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

19 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose ; duration: Once; onset time:
4,5 Months (08/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

A - Probable

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH conclusion:
each vaccine is B (possible) assessed. Regarding the
potential role of ADVANTIX, although the chronology
is compatible, the clinical profile is poorly compatible.
Waiting for histology results, the role of ADVANTIX
GRAND CHIEN is O1 (inconclusive) assessed. Note:
veddra term "lateral recumbency" added. Follow-up
01/09/2015: The assessment remains unchanged

OCA comments: The reported signs could suggest a postUnclassifiable/unassessa vaccinal reaction, still the time to onset is too long.
ble
Given clinical evolution and the age of the dog, other
underlying health issues could be suspected. In
absence of further investigations, the role of the
vaccines is assessed: O (Unclassified). Follow-up
28/10/2015: assessment unchanged.

B - Possible

CA comments: Signs and chronology are compatible
with an anaphylactic-type reaction, which is a well
known possible adverse effect of vaccines. As the two
products were administered concomitantly, it is not
possible to distinguish their respective effect.
Therefore, the role of NOBIVAC CHP and NOBIVAC L4
is assessed: B (Possible). Follow-up 15/10/2015:
assessment unchanged.
CA comments: Occurence of leptospirosis despite
vaccination with NOBIVAC L4 is suggestive of a lack of
efficacy. However, awaiting of serotyping results, the
case is assessed O (unclassified). Follow up
02/09/2015: waiting for serogroup/serovar
identification, the assessment remains unchanged.
Follow-up 08/09/2015: Assessment unchanged.
Follow up 16/09/2015: serology compatible with
serovar Bratislava indfection, so assessment changed
for A (probable).

5 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: Once; onset
time: 1 day (05/09/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 1 day
(05/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Considering time to onset, the dog was
probably incubating leptospirosis when vaccinated.
Thus, the case is assessed N (unlikely) . Follow up
22/09/2015: assessment unchanged

13 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
N - Unlikely
Dose ; duration: once; (02/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH conclusion and
assessment: O (unclassified). Follow-up 15/10/2015:
according to PCR result, the case is re-assessed N
(unlikely)

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-01131

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

02/10/2015

23/10/2015

1

1

0 02/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lateral recumbency,Prolonged
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes capillary refill
time,Crying,Tachycardia,Pale
mucous
membrane,Hypotension,Anaphylaxi
s,Falling,Loss of
consciousness,Urinary
incontinence,Faecal
incontinence,Facial
oedema,Quincke's oedema

5 to 10 min after the successive injections of one dose of NOBIVAC L4, suspension injectable pour
Beauce Sheep
chiens, and one dose of EURICAN CHPPI2 (two injections sites), a dog fell on the ground, urinated and Dog
maked faeces and displayed crying, white mucosa and tachycardia. The dog was treated with a
(Beauceron)
perfusion and corticoid. The dog recovered (time to recovery unknown). Awaiting for further
information. Follow up (14 Oct 2015) received on 23/10/2015 : reception of the PV sheet. The dog
recovered within 30 minutes but displayed a Quincke oedema 3 hours after the vaccination. Treatment
with a new injection of corticoid. Recovery (time to recover is unknown). No more information
expected. Case closed. Update from CPV on 16/10/2015 : T0: Beauceron puppy received a second
injection of primary course of NOBIVAC L4 T+10 min: it displayed falling, lateral recumbency, loss of
consciousness, urinary incontinence, faecal incontinence, pale mucous membrane, tachycardia,
hypotension (capillary refill time >2seconds). Fluid therapy, dexamethasone I/V. T+3h: facial oedema
dexamethasone S/C. Complete recovery. Note: vet mentioned having experienced another similar
reaction with this vaccine a few months before.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-01167

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

14/10/2015

26/10/2015

1

1

0 14/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Prostration,Eye No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, lid oedema,Chemosis,Anaphylactic<BR><BR><BR>< type reaction
BR><BR>Yes

SAR: 15 minutes after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPi, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE (NOBIVAC
CHPPi and NOBIVAC L4 were injected simultaneously), a bitch displayed prostration, chemosis,
diarhhea, vomiting and eyelids swelling. It recovered within a few hours with IV corticoids.The vet
mentioned the bitch had already displayed similar slighter signs at previous vaccination with vaccines
from another company. No more information expected, case closed.

German
Pinscher

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-01193

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2015

27/10/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Not Known

Lack of efficacy

Not
Known

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-01218

France

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

10/08/2015

05/11/2015

1

1

0 27/10/2015 Yes

Lack of efficacy

No Data

SLEE: Despite vaccination with NOBIVBAC L4, it seems the dog displayed signs of leptospirosis. The
information was extremely limited at the time of reporting, awaiting further details. Reason for
treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unknown
SLEE: Despite vaccination with NOBIVAC L4 on 10 Aug 2015, a dog displayed signs of leptospirosis on
27 Oct 2015 : severe lethargy, weight loss, diarrhoea and vomiting, icterus, increased liver parameters,
acute renal failure. It was hospitalized and received antibiotics IV (clavulanic acid + clavulanic acid).
The dog had been previously vaccinated on 28 Jul and 28 Aug 2014. Analysis are pending. Awaiting the
results. F-up 4 Nov 2015 (received on 05/11/2015) : PV sheet received. The dog also displayed
dysorexia and petechiae, neutrophilia, monocytosis and haemoconcentration. The dog was put on a
drip and received amoxicillin + clavulanic acid IV twice daily. outcome remains unknown, analysis
results haven't been received yet. Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unknown

OCA comments: Waiting for further information, the
Unclassifiable/unassessa case is assessed O (unclassified).
ble
O1 - Inconclusive
CA comments: Awaiting for analysis results, the case
is assessed O1 (inconclusive)

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-01311

France

Animal

Canine/dog

6-7
Week(s)

10/11/2015

22/12/2015

1

1

1 23/11/2015 Not
Death,Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Not
Known

N - Unlikely

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. As the
vaccination course was not achieved at the time of
parvovirosis, no efficacy can be expected. Follow-up
13/01/2016: Assessemnt unchanged

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-01342

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

01/12/2015

22/12/2015

1

1

0 01/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

B - Possible

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
each vaccine is assessed B (possible) 22 Dec 2015 Fup: some details of symptomatology addedd.
Assessment unchanged.

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-01353

France

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

21/11/2015

09/12/2015

1

1

1 26/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Renal
failure,Erythema (for urticaria see
Immune SOC),Death,Loss of
condition

No Data

SAR: 5 days after vaccination with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC CHP, a bitch displayed polymorphous
Pug
erythema, then, loss of condition, moderate anaemia with thrombocytopenia, renal failure and death
despite hospitalization, perfusion, antibiotics (MARBOCYL) and corticoids.The bitch previously
displayed polymorphous erythema on 2013 after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHP, NOBIVAC LEPTO and
NOBIVAC RAGE (see case 2015-FR-01354) No more information expected, case closed. Duration of
reaction: 8 Days Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

B - Possible

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
each product is assessed B (possible)

NOBIVAC L4

FR-NLINTVINT-2015-FR-01355

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

25/11/2015

15/12/2015

1

1

0 26/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Joint stiffness,Stiffness limb,Gait
R><BR><BR>Yes abnormality

No Data

SAR: 24 hours after vaccination with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC CHP, a dog displayed limb and cervical Pug
vertebra stiffness. About 1 week later, the dog still displays forelimb stiffness and too much flexibility
in the left olecranal ligament and it walks on its elbows. it was treated with corticoids. No more
information expected, case closed.

B - Possible

CA comments: Time to AEs onset is consistent with a
possible role of both vaccines. Moreover, such events,
though not listed in the relevant SPCs, have been
already mentioned in other safety reports. As matter
of facts, musculoskeletal disorders could occur
because of the immune response evoked by vaccines'
injection. Then, the extreme flexibility of the left
olecranal ligament likely recognises other causes.
Thus, the role of NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC CHP is
assessed B (ABON-system: possible).

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-CEVAPROD-00169

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

30/06/2014

30/07/2014

1

1

Other

After visit to the vet where products were administered at approx 16h00, in the evening approximately French Bulldog
7 hours later, apparition of swelling of the eyelids, muzzle and nose of the dog. These signs
disappeared during the night.The proposed aetiology by the veterinarian was a sting by an insect of
hymenopteran type which was not seen & therefore no link with the products. Follow up on
30/07/2014 - the case was received by Intervet with the following description: A bitch displayed
palpebral and nose oedema 5 hours after simultaneous injection (extra label use) of NOBIVAC CHPPI,
NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE and application of VECTRA 3D (dinotefurane + pyriproxyfene +
permethrin). It recovered spontaneously within a few hours. The vet also suspects an insect sting. The
vaccines are off-label use as simultaneous use with other product(s). Note: as VeDDRA term
"anaphylactic-type reaction" has been added by NCA, the case is upgraded to serious.

11.8 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 injection SC interscapular;
onset time: 5 hours (30/06/2014N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 injection SC
interscapular; onset time: 5 hours
(30/06/2014N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 5 hours
(30/06/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>VECTRA
3D SOLUTION SPOT-ON POUR
CHIENS DE 10-25 KG - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 pipette, line on back; onset
time: 5 hours (30/06/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The reported signs are compatible with
an anaphylactic-type reaction. Each one of the
administered products could have trigerred such
reaction. However, the time to onset (7 hours) makes
possible the intervention of another allergen (insect
bite, aeroallergen...). Therefore, the roles of VECTRA
3D SOLUTION SPOT-ON POUR CHIENS DE 10-25 KG,
NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 are B (possible)
assessed. Note: VeDDRA term "anaphylactic-type
reaction" added. Follow-up 30/072014 : The
assessment remains unchanged.

Not
Known

Crying,Recumbency,Trembling,Eryth No Data
ema (for urticaria see Immune
SOC),Pruritus,Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Discomfort NOS

30/06/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Palpebral oedema,Facial swelling
R><BR><BR>No, (see also 'Skin'),Anaphylactic-type
<BR><BR><BR>< reaction
BR><BR>No,<BR
><BR><BR><BR>
<BR>Yes

Belgian
Shepherd Dog Malinois

SLEE: A puppy was vaccinated at the age of 4 to 5 weeks with NOBIVAC PARVO on 20 Oct 2015. (No
Coton de
final dose of primary vaccination course given - ELU). On 23 Nov 2015, the puppy displayed
Tuléar
hypothermia, bloody diarrhoea, dehydration and died in the following night. A rapid test showed
parvovirus infection.Analysis are pending to confirm diagnosis, awaiting the results and further details.
Follow-up 10 Dec 2015 : The puppy was vaccinated on 20 Oct 2015 at the age of 5 weeks with
NOBIVAC PARVO, on 10 Nov at the age of 8 weeks with NOBIVAC CHPPi and NOBIVAC L4. On 23 Nov
2015: it displayed dehydration, hypothermia, bloody diarrhoea and died 24 hours later. Necropsy
showed haemorrhagic enteritis andvery voluminous liver. PCR is still pending. Awaiting the result.
Duration of reaction: 1 Day Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

1 hour after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPi, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE (injected
Other
simultaneously), a dog displayed recumbency, erythema and trembling. It received an injection of
Canine/dog
dexamethasone (DEXADRESON) but 2 hours later, erythema still increased. it received another
injection of corticoids (methylpredisolone: SOLUMEDROL) and recovered within a few hours. No more
information expected, case closed. Follow-up 11 Dec 2015: Patient details added. Erythema was
particularly present on lips, eyes, belly, throat and chest. The dog also displayed pruritus, discomfort
and wail. The vet reported anaphylactic type reaction. It recovered within 4 to 5 hours after treatment
with corticoids. Case closed Duration of reaction: 0 Day Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome
of SAR: Favorable

10.5 EURICAN CHPPI2 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 ml ; duration: Once; onset
time: 5 to 10 minutes (02/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 5 to 10 Minutes
(02/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: Once; onset
time: 15 minutes (14/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 15 minutes
(14/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once; onset time: 15 minutes
(14/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose; duration: Once; (01/01/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
41.4 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose; duration: Once; onset time:
2,5 Month (10/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: Once; onset
time: 13 Days (10/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 13/11/2015
(10/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PARVO N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
once; onset time: 33 days
(20/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
5.4 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once; onset
time: 1 hour (01/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once; onset time: 1 hour
(01/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
once; onset time: 1 hour
(01/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
9.3 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose ; duration: Once; onset time: 5
Days (21/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 5 Days
(21/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
1.3 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose ; duration: Once; onset time:
24 hours (25/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once; onset time: 24 hours
(25/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH assessment:
each vaccine is B (possible) assessed. Update from
CPV on 16/10/2015 : Clinical signs and timing are
consistent with anaphylactic-like reaction to the
vaccine. Previous injection (same vaccine preceding
month) may have sensitized the dog, and response to
supportive care (including glucocorticoid) is in line
with such mechanism of reaction. A vagal reaction
could also cause similar signs, but is usually associated
with bradycardia (although hypotension mostly results
from peripheral vasodilation). Regardless mechanism
of reaction, there is no valid alternate cause than
injection: relationship with NOBIVAC L4 is A-probable
classified. Note: as per Guidance on the use of
VeDDRA terminology, the term anaphylaxis has been
added (reaction starting within a few minutes after
administration and accompanied by signs indicative of
circulatory disturbance). Follow-up on 28/10/2015:
assessment unchanged
CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH assessment: B
(possible) for the three vaccines. Note: addition of
veddra term "anaphylactic-type reaction"

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2015-FR-01414

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

14/09/2015

22/01/2016

1

1

1 10/12/2015 Yes

Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy

No Data

SLEE:A dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 on 14 Sep 2015 and 12 Oct 2015. On 10 Dec 2015, it
displayed acute renal failure, on 14 Dec : elevated BUN (72 mg/l), elevated uremia (5.1 g/l), hematuria
and leucocyturia. It was hospitalized, put on a drift and received amoxicillin and clavulanic acid. The
vet suspects leptospirosis. serology is pending. Awaiting results. F-up 11 Jan 2016: The dog was
euthanised on 19 Dec 2015 because of deterioration of its condition. The MAT was positive for serovar
Saxkoebing (no other serovar identified) but the period between beginning of signs and blood test was
too short. No kinetic was performed. Case closed. Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of
SAR: Unfavorable
SLEE: A puppy was vaccinated at the age of 4 weeks (30 Sep 2015 approximately) and 6 weeks (15 Oct
approximately) with NOBIVAC PARVO.It was then vaccinated at the age of 2 mths (1 Nov
approximately) with NOBIVAC CHPPi and NOBIVAC L4. It received a booster injection of NOBIVAC L4
at the age of 3 mths (1 Dec 2015 approximately). At the age of 3.5 mths (15 Dec approximately), it
displayed diarrhoea and apathy. A rapid test showed CPV infection. The puppy died on 20 Dec 2015.
Analysis are pending to confirm the diagnosis. Awaiting the results. The case is linked to case 2015-FR01452, on 21 Dec, the vet declared a second puppy was positive for rapid test for CPV infection in the
same breeding. F-up 7 and 13 jan 2016: The puppy was vaccinated on 2 Nov 2015 with NOBIVAC
PARVO (ELU-no booster injection with this product) at the age of 7 weeks. Then, with EURICAN
CHPPi2-L on 12 Nov 2015 (ELU-no booster injection), then, with NOBIVAC CHPPi and NOBIVAC L4 on 9
Dec 2015. On 16 dec 2015, the puppy displayed bloody diarrhoea, nausea, anorexia, apathy and
impaired condition. Despite treatment with amoxicillin + clavulanic acid, gastric powder, IV infusion, it
died on 20 Dec. RT PCR positive for CPV2 and PCR positive for CPV2 (vaccine) and CPV 2a/2b
(pathogen). No more information expected, case closed. Duration of reaction: 4 Days Reason for
treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2015-FR-01451

France

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

09/12/2015

26/01/2016

1

1

1 16/12/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy (parvovirus) No Data
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes,<BR><
BR><BR><BR><B
R>No

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2015-FR-01452

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Month(s) 01/11/2015

26/01/2016

1

1

0 19/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2015-FR-01457

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/03/2015

23/12/2015

1

1

1 01/12/2015 Yes

Death,Lack of efficacy

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2015-FR-01458

France

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

14/10/2015

13/01/2016

1

1

1 20/12/2015 Yes

Death,Lack of efficacy

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2015-FR-01462

France

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

21/12/2015

24/12/2015

1

1

0 21/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Quincke's oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00071

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

14/01/2016

25/01/2016

1

1

0 14/01/2016 Yes

Ataxia,Drunken
gait,Apathy,Groaning

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00074

France

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

01/03/2015

19/02/2016

1

1

0 11/01/2016 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00129

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

18/12/2015

15/02/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00176

France

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

02/02/2016

23/02/2016

1

1

36 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,once; onset time: 3 Months
(14/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

SLEE: The case is linked to 2015-FR-01451, second puppy in the same breeding, same vaccination
program.A puppy was vaccinated at the age of 4 weeks (30 Sep 2015 approximately) and 6 weeks (15
Oct approximately) with NOBIVAC PARVO.It was then vaccinated at the age of 2 mths (1 Nov
approximately) with NOBIVAC CHPPi and NOBIVAC L4. It received a booster injection of NOBIVAC L4
at the age of 3 mths (1 Dec 2015 approximately).At the age of 3.5 mths (15 Dec approximately), a rapid
test showed CPV infection. The puppy was hospitalized on 19 Dec 2015. Analysis are pending to
confirm the diagnosis. Awaiting the results. F-up 7 jan 2016: The puppy was treated with amoxicillin +
clavulanic acid, gastric powder, IV infusion but outcome remains unknown. No analysis was performed
on this puppy but in case 2015-FR-01452, RT PCR was positive for CPV2 and PCR positive for CPV2
(vaccine) and CPV 2a/2b (pathogen). No more information expected, case closed. Reason for
treatment: Vaccination
SLEE a hunting dog, vaccinated in Mar 2015 with Nobivac L4, died begin of Dec 2015 because of an
acute renal insufficiency. A leptospirosis serology was positive to 7 serovars (4 vaccine serovars and 3
others serovars). It seems that the level of seropositivity was nearly the same for each serovars (The
attending vet didn't have the results under his eyes when he gave a call to our technical vet). Awaiting
for the PV sheet and the precise level of seropositivity for each serovar. Reason for treatment:
Prophylaxis Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable
SLEE: Despite vaccination with NOBIVAC L4 on 14 Oct and 14 Nov 2015 (primary course), a dog
displayed liver and renal insufficiency, flaming icterus and severe apathy on 20 Dec 2015. The vet
suspects leptospirosis, analysis are pending to confirme the diagnosis. Awaiting the results. Follow-up
30 Dec 2015: Analysis results received: Leptospirosis negative on blood and urine (microagglutination). No PCR was performed. Serology was positive for 3 serovars (L. australis 1/400; L.
canicola 1/200; L. grippotyphosa 1/100; positivity level = 1/200). Outcome remains unknown. Still
awaiting further information. F-up 6 Jan 2016: The dog died on beginning of Jan 2016. The vet
indicated antibiotic treatment with cefalexine was ongonig for chronic bronchitis at the time of
analysis. No further information could be obtained. Case closed. Duration of reaction: 23 Days
Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unknown
SAR: 10 minutes after vaccination with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE, a bitch displayed vomiting
several times. 1 hour after vaccination it also displayed Quincke's oedema. It received corticoids IV
and diuretics and recovered within 24 hours.Note: previously, it had been vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4
on 6 Jan and 27 Jan 2015 without reaction. No more infomation expected, case closed. Duration of
reaction: 1 Day Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,N/A,once; onset time: 1,5 Months
(30/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose 1 Animal;
(01/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PARVO N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose 1 Animal;
duration: 15 Days; onset time: 2,5
Months (30/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: As the primary course of vaccination
with NOBIVAC CHPPI was not completed, no efficacy
can be expected. As NOBIVAC PARVO was not used as
recommended (animal too young), no efficacy can be
expected. NOBIVAC L4 has no claimed efficacy
against parvovirosis. Therefore, the three vaccines are
N (unlikely) assessed. Follow-up 01/02/2016: The
assessment remains unchanged. Note : Veddra term
"Lack of efficacy" replaced by "Lack of efficacy
(parvovirosis)"

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose Not applicable 1 Animal;
duration: 1 Day; (01/03/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

CA comments: The dog was properly vaccinated and
was diagnosed with leptospirosis 9 months later.
Waiting for final results, the LEE is B (possible)
assessed.

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,once; onset time: 66 Days
(14/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

OCA comments: NCA agress with MAH. Awaiting for
Unclassifiable/unassessa analysis results, the role of NOBIVAC L4 is assessed O
ble
(unclassified) Follow up 06/01/2016: the assessment
remains unchanged since inevstigations were not
conclusive.

Jack Russell
Terrier

Not
Known

No Data

SAR : On 14 Jan 2016, vaccination with NOBIVAC L4 (booster injection, previous injection on 23 Dec
2015), the dog went back home, it remained at home. 2 hours later, it displayed groaning, ataxia,
drunken gait and apathy.Outcome unknown at the time of reporting. Awaiting further details.

Skye Terrier

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,once; onset time: 10 Minutes
(21/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,once; onset time:
10 Minutes (21/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
A - Probable
Dose/Day; onset time: 2 Hours
(14/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Lack of efficacy

No Data

0 31/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

Vomiting,Cerebral vascular
accident,Ataxia,Hemiplegia,Head
tilt - neurological disorder,Facial
paralysis,Fatigue,Droopy lower
lip,Anorexia

No Data

SLEE: Despite vaccination with NOBIVAC L4 (2 injections of primary course), a dog displayed renal
Not Applicable
failure and liver failure (vaccination dates have to be confirmed). It recovered within 10 days
approximately with unspecified treatment. The vet suspects leptospirosis. Analysis is pending to
confirm the diagnosis. F-up 10 Feb 2016: The bitch had been vaccinated on Mar and Apr 2015. On 11
Jan 2016 approximately, it displayed hyperthermia, hepatitis and nephritis, neutrophilia, elevated ALT
and creatinin. It recovered within 1 week with antibiotics (marbofloxacin and amoxicillin) and IV
infusion. The diagnosis wasn't confirmed by analysis, no MAT was performed. No more information
expected, case closed. Duration of reaction: 1 week Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of
SAR: Favorable
SAR: a male Setter dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHP, NOBIVAC RAGE, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC English Setter
KC on 18 Dec 2015. On 31 Dec 2015, it displayed severe fatigue and vomiting. On 1 Jan 2016, it
displayed cerebral vascular accident. It was treated with corticoids, maropitant and
vincamine+papavérine and recovered partially but still displayed facial paralysis, head tilt and droopy
lips. Awaiting further details. F-up 5 Feb 2016 : The dog also displayed anorexia, central vestibular
ataxia and facial hemiplegia. It remains alive with sequelae. No more information expected, case
closed.

1 02/02/2016 Yes

Agitation,Pruritus,Death,Fatigue

No Data

Other
Canine/dog

SAR: 2 hours after vaccination with NOBIVAC L4 on 2 Feb 2016 (annual booster injection), a dog
Jack Russell
displayed agitation and pruritus, then fatigue. It recovered within 1 hour after administration of
Terrier
corticoids (SC injection).No more information expected, case closed. F-up 11 and 16 Feb 2016 : The
dog was in a fair condition before vaccination. The vet indicated it suffered from mitral cardiac
insufficiency and pulmonary arterial hypertension before vaccination. A few days after vaccination
(date not precisely known), it died after complication of its cardiac insufficiency. No post morten
investigation was performed. The case is upgraded to serious and finally closed. Duration of reaction:
2 Weeks Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

O1 - Inconclusive

3 EURICAN CHPPI2-L - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,N/A,1 dose; (12/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC CHPPI N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Once;
(09/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (02/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose;
(09/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PARVO N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose;
(02/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

30 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose / Day; onset time: 10 Months
(01/03/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The vaccine was used as
recommended in the SPC. Waiting for a diagnosis, the
LEE of NOBIVAC L4 is O (unclassified) assessed.
Follow-up 01/02/2015: NCA agrees with MAH.
Considering the analysis results, no clear conclusion
can be drawn. The case is reassessed O1
(inconclusive)
CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. As the
vaccination program was not respected (animal too
young at first injection and no bosster vaccination
after NOBIVAC CHPPI), no efficay can be expected.
The role of the three vaccines is assessed N (unlikely)
Follow-up 01/02/2016/ No information available
about efficacy of vaccination after primaryvaccination with NOBIVAC PARVO and booster
vaccinations with EURICAN CHPPI2-L and the with
NOBIVAC CHPPI. The role of the five vaccines is
assessed N (unlikely) Note : Veddra term "Lack of
efficacy" replaced by "Lack of efficacy (parvovirosis)"

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
each vaccine is assessed B (possible)

CA comments: Signs and chronology are compatible
with an anaphylactic-type reaction or with a postvaccinal reaction. The role of NOBIVAC L4 is assessed
A (probable)
OCA comments: Given the lack of several information
Unclassifiable/unassessa about the case and of the results of laboratory
ble
investigation, the role of NOBIVAC L4 is assessed O
(ABON-system: unclassifiable, unassessable). Follow
up 10/02/2016: in absence of confirmed diagnosis of
leptospirosis, the LOE of NOBIVAC L4 is O
(unclassified) assessed.

28 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 O1 - Inconclusive
Dose ; duration: Once; onset time:
12 Days (18/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once; onset time: 12 Days
(18/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once; onset time: 12 Days
(18/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once; onset time: 12 Days
(18/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
9 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
B - Possible
Dose ; onset time: 2 hours
(02/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH's comments and
assessment. Further details necessary to a properer
evaluation of the case. The assessment of all products
administered is O1 (ABON-system: inconclusive).
Veddra Head tilt-ear disorder changed to head tiltneurological disorder. Follow-up 05/02/2016:
assessment unchanged

CA comments: The first clinical signs (agitation,
pruritus and fatigue) and their time to onset are
suggestive of a post-vaccinal reaction and/or
anaphylactic-type reaction. However, the death
despite treatment with corticoïds is rather
unexpected. Moreover, the animal suffered from
cardio-respiratory insufficiency before vaccination
that could have played a role in the fatal issue.
Therefore, the role of NOBIVAC L4 is assessed B
(possible)

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00279

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

16/02/2016

18/03/2016

1

1

1 18/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Neutropenia,Death,Dehydrati
on,General illness

No Data

Vaccination of two puppies with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 on 16 Feb 2016. On 18 Feb 2016,
German
the owner gave a call to the vet to tell him that one of the puppies was not in good health. The day
Shepherd Dog
after, the puppy was seen by the vet and it displayed dehydration, slight anaemia and neutropenia.
Death of the puppy (date unknown). Awaiting further information (PV sheet). Follow up (15 Mar 2016)
: reception of a lab PCR which is positive for Parvovirosis. No more information expected. Case closed.
Follow up (16 Mar 2016) : identification of the strain : CPV-2b. No more information expected. Case
closed.

15 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose ; onset time: 2 days
(16/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; onset
time: 2 days (16/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00307

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

22/02/2016

08/03/2016

1

1

0 22/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypercalcaemia,Apathy,Elevated
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes liver
enzymes,Hyperglycaemia,Hyperpho
sphataemia,Leucocytosis,Abdomin
al pain,Vomiting,Hepatic
insufficiency,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
ALT,Elevated amylase,Elevated
creatine-kinase (CK),Elevated
cholesterol (total)

The attending vet asked the technical service if cases of renal or liver insufficiency have already been Shih Tzu
described after vaccination with NOBIVAC L4. On 22 Feb 2016, a dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC
CHPPi, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE (annual booster injection).A few hours later, it displayed
vomiting. The following days, it displayed apathy. On 26 Feb, the dog displayed numerous vomiting. At
vet examination, it displayed abdominal pain, elevated creatinine and BUN, hyperphosphataemia,
hypercalcaemia, elevated amylase, creatinine kinase, cholesterol, and ALTand leucocytosis. It was
hospitalized, received IV infusion and antibiotics. Its condition improved within a few days but renal
parameters remained elevated. The vet also suspected pancreatitis. Unknown if further analysis will be
performed. Awaiting further details. Follow up (05 Mar 2016) : reception of the PV sheet. Vaccination
on 22 Feb 2016 at 03:00 pm only with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE. Apathy during 3 days. Negative
pancreatitis test (canine pancreatic lipase test) performed on 26 Feb 2016. New analyse on 29 Feb
2016 with elevated BUN, creatinine and hyperglycemia. No other information expected. Case closed.
Reason for treatment: Vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00348

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

28/09/2015

30/03/2016

1

1

1 28/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SLEE : annual booster vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPI in Aug 2015. Priming with 2 injections ( in Aug Crossbred
2015 and the second in Sep 2015) of NOBIVAC L4. 28 Feb 2016 : dog displayed vomiting. Treatment
with antibiotic and perfusion. 29 Feb 2016 : dog displayed haemorragic diarrhoea, acute renal
insufficiency and hepatic insufficiency (icterus and decreased Albumin). 01 Mar 2016 : negative
leptospirosis serology with a witness test. 03 Mar 2016 at the time of the report, the dog is in a very
poor condition and an euthanasia will be proposed to the owner. Awaiting further information. Follow
up (11 Mar 2016) : by phone call, the assistant of the atteding vet said that the dog died on 05 Mar
2016. No euthanasia. No more information given by phone. Awaiting further information (PV sheet
and second leptospirosis serology). Follow up (18 Mar 2016) : reception of the PV sheet. Death of the
dog on 04 Mar 2016. Acute renal insufficiency was caracterised by urea (2.6 g/l) and creatinin (38.5
mg/l). Hepatic insufficiency was caracterised by bilirubin (103.8 mg/l) and TP (40 g/l). This dog spent his
days in the vineyards to hunt rats. Awaiting for leptospirosis serology. Follow up (25 Mar 2016) :
reception of the serology analyse with a very low quantity of antibody against serogroup canicola
(dilution 1/100). No more information expected. Case closed.

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00462

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

22/01/2016

25/03/2016

8

7

0 22/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Appetite
R><BR><BR>Yes loss,Hyperthermia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Oedema NOS (see
other SOCs for specific
oedemas),Facial
oedema,Hypersensitivity
reaction,Enlarged lymph nodes
(generalised)

No Data

8 puppies from the same litter have been vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and CANIGEN CHPPI on 22 Jan Bernese
Not
2016 at 02:00 pm. One of them displayed, the same day at 07:00 pm, appetite loss, lethargy and
Mountain Dog Known
hyperthermia. The day after, on 23 Jan 2016, a second puppy displayed same signs and diarrhoea. Two
other puppies displayed same signs, one on 24 Jan and the other on 25 Jan; a laparotomy has been
done on this puppy and mesenteric lymph nodes were enlarged. On 28 Jan, 3 other puppies displayed
appetite loss. One of them also displayed face and neck oedema. Treatment of all dogs with cortisone
and recovery (time to recover unknown). No more information expected. Case closed. Duration of
reaction: 5 Weeks Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00477

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 05/11/2015

29/04/2016

1

1

1 23/03/2016 Not
Death by euthanasia,Lack of
Known,<BR><BR efficacy
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00478

France

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

17/08/2015

29/04/2016

1

1

1 06/03/2016 Not
Death,Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00481

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

19/10/2015

26/05/2016

1

1

1 20/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Lack of
R><BR><BR>No efficacy

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose ; (22/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ;
(22/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

B - Possible

23.55 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 Dose; (28/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (28/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Because of the lack of more and
detailed information relevant to the case reported as
well as anamnestic elements, it is not possible to draw
unambigous conclusion. Notwithstanding neither a
role of both vaccines can be excluded. Thus NOBIVAC
CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 are both assessed O1
(inconclusive). Follow-up 16/03/2015: The laboratory
results revealed that the puppy death was due to
parvovirosis, probably contracted before vaccination.
Therefore, the role of both vaccine is re-assessed N
(unlikely)
CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH's comments and
assessment. As vaccins were administered at the
same time, the role of NOBIVAC L4 and the one of
NOBIVAC RAGE are both assessed B (possible).

CA comments: Awaiting for leptospirosis lab results,
the role of NOBIVAC L4 is assessed O1 (inconclusive).
The role of NOBIVAC CHPPI is assessed N (unlikely) Fup 25 Mar 2016: assessments unchanged.

CANIGEN CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day;
(22/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; (22/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Although the hypothesis of
concomitant/s infection/s could be considered in the
light of type of signs and chronology, the fact that
cortisone treatment (in as uch critical age/acute
phase of the disease) was followed by recovery lies
on the side of a reaction to the vaccines. Other similar
cases (namely about symptoms) concerning vaccines
already reported. Thus the roles of NOBIVAC L4 and
CANIGEN CHPPI are both assessed B (possible). The
veddra term "anaphylactic type reaction" was added.
01 April 2016: following a discussion with the MAH,
the term "anaphylactic type reaction" changed to
HYPERSENSITIVITY REACTION.

SLEE for Lepto A dog, vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and EURICAN CHPPI2 displayed an acute renal
Welsh Springer
insufficiency on 21 Mar 2016 with proteinuria, hypothermia, weight loss and non regenerative anemia. Spaniel
The dog was not well since 15 days. Dosage in the blood of urea (not measurable) and creatinine (133
mg/l). New dosage on 23 Mar 2016 : urea : 9 g/l and creatinine : 148 mg/l. (Reference ranges : urea :
0.14 - 0.567 g/l; creatinine : 5 - 18 mg/l). Perfusion with NaCl during 48 hours. Euthanasia on 23 Mar
2016. Suspicion of leptospirosis by the attending vet. PCR and lepto serology pending. Awaiting for
analyses results and PV sheet. Follow up (25 Mar 2016): reception of the PV sheet : The dog also
displayed pale mucosae and gingival ulceration. Treatment with perfusion of NaCl 0.9%, antibiotic and
emeprid. Awaiting for analyses. Follow up (18 Apr 2016) : reception of serology. PCR not done.
Detection of Australis, Bratislava and Gripothyposa at a dilution level of 1/100. This is in line with a
vaccinal profile and not an infectious one. No more information expected. Case closed.

20 EURICAN CHPPI2 - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: once;
(08/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
once; (05/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH's comments and
assessment conncerning NOBIVAC L4. Thus, as of the
lack of further details (namely lab diagnosis, but also
including chronology of vaccination) as well as the
profile of the other vaccine administered, the role of
NOBIVAC L4 is assessed B (possible), whereas the one
of EURICAN CHPPi2 is assessed N (unlikely). Followup 18/04/2016: The role of NOBIVAC L4 is re-assessed
N (unlikely)

No Data

SLEE for Lepto A dog, vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and EURICAN CHPPI2 displayed a renal insufficiency English Toy
since mid of Mar 2016 with anorexia, vomiting, diarrhoea and apathy. Dosage in the blood of urea
Terrier
(2.73 g/l) and creatinine (68 mg/l). (Reference ranges : urea : 0.14 - 0.567 g/l; creatinine : 5 - 18 mg/l).
Perfusion with NaCl during 48 hours. No improvement of the condition. Suspicion of leptospirosis by
the attending vet. Lepto serology pending. Awaiting for analyses results and PV sheet. Follow up (25
Mar 2016) : reception of the PV sheet. Apparition of signs on 06 Mar 2016. Dog also displayed loss of
weight. Treatment with perfusion, antibiotics and emeprid. Awaiting for analyses. Follow up (18 Apr
2016) : Reception of serology results : Detection of 6 Leptospire serotypes included vaccine strains and
two other strains at dilution level of 1/100 to 1/200. The conclusion of the report is "Contact with
leptospire. It is recommended to do a kinetic to know when was the contact. The dog died on 28 Mar
2016. No more information expected. Case closed.

8.2 EURICAN CHPPI2 - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once;
(13/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; (17/08/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH's comments and
assessment conncerning NOBIVAC L4. Thus, as of the
lack of further details (namely lab diagnosis, but also
including chronology of vaccination) as well as the
profile of the other vaccine administered, the role of
NOBIVAC L4 is assessed B (possible), whereas the one
of EURICAN CHPPi2 is assessed N (unlikely). Followup 18/04/2016 : NCA agrees that it is impossible to
totally exclude a leptospirosis even if it appears
unlikely. Therefore the role of NOBIVAC L4 is reassessed O1 (inconclusive)

Other

SLEE : despite vaccination with Nobivac L4 on 19 Oct 2015, a dog has been seen by the attending vet
Labrador
on 22 Mar 2016. The dog was not well since 2 days and, at the consultation, displayed hyperthermia
Retriever
(T°C = 42), fatigue, yellow to orange mucosae, dark to red urine. No blood and no urine analyses
performed. Perfusion and antibiotics. The dog received another injection of the same vaccine one year
before but never received a complete priming with two injections. PCR and lepto serology are pending.
Awaiting further information (PV sheet and analyses). Follow up (25 Mar 2016) : the attending vet
performed a blood smear which was positive for piroplasmosis. Treatment with carbesia. Awaiting
further information. Follow up (26 Mar 2016) : on 22 Mar 2016, mucosae were orange and not yellow,
and the urine was like blood. Attending vet still suspected leptospirosis despite positive piroplasmosis
blood smear. Awaiting further information (PV sheet and analyses). Follow up (30 Mar 2016) : dog also
vaccinated (annual booster) with Nobivac CHPPI. Seen by the attending vet on 24 Mar 2016 and not
well since 22 Mar 2016. It displayed hyperthermia (40.2°C). On 25 Mar 2016 : urea = 2.27 g/l and
creatinine = 44.6 mg/l (Range : urea : 0.336 -0.756 g/l creatinine : 8.0-24.0 mg/l). Dog has been
euthanasied on 26 Mar 2016. Necropsy : all the dog is orange with heamatoma on the skin,
haemorragic liver, green kidneys, empty bladder with a few haematoma. Awaiting leptospirosis
analyses. Follow up (18 May 2016) : negative leptospirosis serology. The attending vet concluded to a
piroplasmosis. No more information expected. Case closed.

35 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: > 4 Months (19/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: > 4 Months
(19/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Piroplasmosis (signs described were
very consistent with this disease as well) was
diagnosed and investigations for leptospirosis are still
pending: although those last ones will give positive
results, SPC vaccination scheme has not been
respected. Thus, the role of NOBIVAC CHPPi and the
one of NOBIVAC L4 are assessed N (unlikely). Followup 18/05/2016: negative leptospirosis serology.
Assessments unchanged.

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00485

France

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

24/03/2016

05/04/2016

1

1

0 24/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Papule,Eyelid oedema,Anaphylactic- No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes type reaction,Swollen lip (see also
'Skin'),Urticarial rash

20 minutes after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4, a dog displayed swollen lips and
Boxer
eyelids and papule with urticaria on whole body. Treatment with metylprednisolone and recovery
(German
within 30 minutes. No more information expected. Case closed. Duration of reaction: 0 Day Reason Boxer)
for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00540

France

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

01/04/2016

06/04/2016

1

1

0 01/04/2016 Not
Urticarial rash,Quincke's oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR : vaccination (annual booster) with Nobivac L4, Canigen CHPPI and Rabigen Mono at 03:00 pm. At Crossbred
06:30 pm, the dog displayed a Quincke's oedema and a generalised urticaria. Treatment with
methylprednisolone by IV route and then by oral route. Recovery (time to recover unknown). No more
information expected. Case closed. Reason for treatment: Prophylaxis

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00546

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

18/09/2015

09/05/2016

1

1

1 23/02/2016 Yes

Death,Lack of efficacy

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00613

France

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

07/04/2016

13/05/2016

1

1

1 11/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00615

France

Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Year(s)

01/01/2016

25/04/2016

1

1

0 01/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

SLEE : despite vaccination with NOBIVAC L4 end of 2015, a dog was seen by the attending vet on 22
Feb 2016 because it has displayed diarrhoea, apathy and anorexia for a week. Treatment unknown
and recovery. Seen again on 30 Mar 2016 because of a relapse : the dog displayed apathy and
anorexia with elevated urea (2.7 g/l) and elevated creatinine (unknown value). On 31 Mar 2016,
Witness Lepto test Positive. Urea : 3 g/L and creatinine : 32 mg/l. Range values ( urea : 0,14 - 0,567
g/L; creatinine : 5 - 18 mg/L). The dog has been hospitalised since 31 Mar 2016 and treated with
perfusion and doxycycline. It displayed anaemia and petechiae but these signs recovered. Serology and
PCR leptospirosis pending. Follow up (11 Apr 2016) : vaccination in Aug 2015 and Sep 2015. First
consultation at the vet's clinic on 23 Feb 2016. Between 31 Mar 2016 and 08 Apr 2016, the dog was
perfused and treated with doxycycline. Renal parameters decreased and anaemia disappeared. On 08
Apr 2016 : the dog displayed malaise, it fell and died. Serology and PCR leptospirosis pending. Follow
up (27 Apr 2016) : reception of urina PCR negative and positive serology. Further serovars have been
isolated : bratislava (dilution 3200), bim (dilution 3200) and mangus (dilution 6400). No more
information expected. Case closed.
SLEE : 4 days after annual booster with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC CHPPI, a dog displayed
haemorrhagic gastroenteritis, jaundice, hyperthermia and acute renal insufficiency (Urea and
creatinine non measurable), phosphore = 143 mg/l (range : 40-80mg/l). Attending vet suspected
Leptospirosis. Treatment with antibiotics, perfusion and anti-emeticum. Death after 4 days of
intensive care. Same day as vaccination, dog treated with ADVOCATE SOLUTION POUR SPOT-ON
POUR CHIENS (concomitant product). Awaiting leptospirosis PCR. MAH (Bayer) comment:
information type changed form 'SLEE' to 'safety' and VeDDRA 'Haemorrhagic gastroenteritis',
'Jaundice', 'Hyperthermia', 'Renal insufficiency' and 'Hyperphosphathemia' added in accordance to
case description. For suspected product Advocate, use according to label changed from 'yes' to
'unknown' as pipette size used on the dog is not known. Follow up (09 May 2016) : the leptospirosis
PCR is negative on the serum. No more information expected. Case closed.
About 3 weeks after vaccination (annual booster) with NOBIVAC L4, NOBIVAC KC and CANIGEN CHPPI
in January, a dog displayed fatigue, weight loss (5 kg), adynamism, lack of energy and a painful
breathing. A polyarthritis has been diagnosed by the attending vet. ADN test was negative to cerebellar
ataxia. Treatment with cortisone. At the time of the report, the dog still displayed polyarthritis. No
more information expected. Case closed. Reason for treatment: Vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00664

France

Human

Human

Not Known

27/04/2016

10/05/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00765

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 18/05/2016

26/05/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00775

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/05/2016

27/05/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00776

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

01/05/2016

27/05/2016

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00865

France

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

06/06/2016

17/06/2016

28/04/2016 Not Known

Polyarthritis,Weight
No Data
loss,Respiratory
discomfort,Thoracic
pain,Fatigue,Generalised weakness

Injection site swelling,Increased
skin sensitivity,Injection site
reddening

Yorkshire
Terrier

Crossbred

American
Staffordshire
Terrier

Not
Known

Human Exposure - symptomatic : accidental injection of an unknown dose of NOBIVAC L4 in one finger Human
of the attending vet while she was vaccinating a dog. About 24 hours later, the attending vet displayed
an important injection site swelling. Awaiting for further information (PV sheet). Follow up (05 May
2016) : reception of an email of the attending vet. The swelling began to reduce on 30 Apr 2016 and
the finger regained its normal size on 03 May 2016. Persistance of a little reddenning and slight
increased skin sensitivity. Treatment with antibiotics. Awaiting for the PV sheet.

0 18/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Prostration,Pyrexia,Apathy

No Data

SAR: 2 hours after vaccination (first injections of priming) with Nobivac CHPPI and Nobivac L4, a dog
displayed apathy, prostration, hyperthermia (39,8°C) and pain at the injection site. Treatment with
dexamethasone (IM route). Temperature was 39°C 2 hours later. Treatment with meloxicam and
buprenorphine. Complete recovery around 8 hours after vaccination. No more information expected.
Case closed. Duration of reaction: 0 Day Reason for treatment: Prophylaxis Outcome of SAR:
Favorable

1

0 01/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Hypothermia,Apathy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR : 30 minutes after vaccination with Nobivac CHPPI, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rage, a dog displayed Coton de
apathy, vomiting and hypothermia. Injection by IV route of cortisone. Recovery within an hour. No
Tuléar
more information expected. Case closed. Case linked to the case 2016-FR-00776 (same vet).
Duration of reaction: 0 Day Reason for treatment: Prophylaxis Outcome of SAR: Favorable

1

1

0 01/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Shock,Hypotension
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR : 1 hour after vaccination with Nobivac CHPPI, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rage, a dog displayed
Jack Russell
hypotension and a shock (no more precise details available about the shock). Unknown treatment by Terrier
another vet. Outcome unknown. No more information expected. Case closed. Case linked to the case
2016-FR-00775.(same vet) Reason for treatment: Prophylaxis

1

1

1 06/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Polypnoea,Death,Apathy, No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, Pancreatitis,Abnormal necropsy
<BR><BR><BR>< finding,NT - fibrinous peritonitis
BR><BR>Yes

Chihuahua

SAR : vaccination of a dog on 06 Jun 2016 morning (10:00) with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and
Labrador
NOBIVAC RAGE. One hour after (11:00) it displayed slight apathy. In the evening (10:00 pm) the dog
Retriever
displayed important apathy, polypnea and vomiting. Seen by the attending vet on 07 Jun 2016 morning
: 38.8°, polypnea, normal abdomen (exclusion of stomach dilatation with a radiography). Treatment
with dexamethasone (0.2 mg/kg, subcutaneous) and metoclopramide (0.25 mg/kg). The dog died on
07 Jun 2016 at 02:00 pm. Necropsy performed : hypertrophy of a purplish pancreas, mesenteric
suffusions and begin of peritonitis. Diagnostic of acute pancreatitis. No more information expected.
Case closed. Duration of reaction: 1 Day Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR:
Unfavorable

7.4 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: 20 min (24/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 20 min
(24/03/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
Not
CANIGEN CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
Known ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once; onset
time: 3h30 (01/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
once; onset time: 3h30 (01/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>RABIGEN MONO N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; onset time: 3h30 (01/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
1.85 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
O1 - Inconclusive
Dose ; duration: once; onset time: >
30 days (18/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

15 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once; onset
time: 4 days (07/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
once; onset time: 4 days
(07/04/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

CANIGEN CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: 1 Day;
(01/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ;
(01/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; (01/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 - ,,,,<BR><BR>

0.81 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: 2 Hours (18/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 2 Hours
(18/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
08-Oct NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose; onset time: 30 Minutes
(01/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; onset
time: 30 Minutes (01/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; onset
time: 30 Minutes (01/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
08-Oct NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose; onset time: 1 Hour
(01/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; onset
time: 1 Hour (01/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; onset
time: 1 Hour (01/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
49 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: 1 Day;
(06/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (06/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; (06/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Although reaction has been clearly due
to the vaccines administered, the fact those were
injected simultaneously does not allow to straight
identify the role of each one. Thus NOBIVAC CHPPI
and NOBIVAC L4 are both assessed B (possible). Note:
Veddra LOCAL SWELLING (not application site)
changed to EYELID OEDEMA.
CA comments: NCA agrees with MSD assessment. The
role of each vaccine is assessed B (possible)

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
NOBIVAC L4 is assessed : B (possible) Follow-up
11/04/2016 : the assessment remains unchanged.
Follow-up 27/04/2016: considering the 3 identified
serovars, no clear conclusion can be drawn. Therefore
the role of NOBIVAC L4 is re-assessed O1
(inconclusive)

Awaiting for PCR results the role of NOBIVAC L4 and
NOBIVAC CHPPI is assessed O (unclassified)|The role
of ADVOCATE is assessed : N (unlikely)|Follow-up
09/05/2016: Following comments from Bayer, as
ADVOCATE is a concommitant product only, the
information type was re-change from "Safety issue"
to "SLEE" and ADVOCATE was deleted from
suspected product. Accordingly all Veddra terms,
except "Death" and "Lack of efficacy", were also
deleted.|Follow-up 09/05/2016 : NOBIVAC L4
reassessed N (unlikely)
CA comments: NCA agrees with Intervet conclusion.
Therefore, the role of each of three vaccines is
assessed O1 (inconclusive)

A - Probable

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
NNOBIVAC L4 is assessed A (probable) Follow up
05/05/2016: assessment unchanged.

B - Possible

CA comments: NCA agrees with the MHA.

B - Possible

CA comments: NCA agrees with the MHA.

B - Possible

Sentinel-Vet assessment method (Vaccine: )

N - Unlikely

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE is
assessed N (unlikely).

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00879

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

06/05/2016

28/06/2016

1

1

1 25/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Red blood cell
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder,Cardiac arrest,Pale
mucous membrane,Gall bladder &
bile duct disorder
NOS,Hepatitis,Respiratory
arrest,Death,Anorexia,Appetite
loss,Apathy,Pancreatitis,Immune
mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Urinary tract
bleeding,Abnormal stool
colouration,Elevated ALT,Elevated
total
bilirubin,Haemolysis,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased drinking

No Data

Vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 on 06 May 2016. On 25 May 2016, the dog
Shih Tzu
displayed anorexia. Seen by the attending vet on 27 May 2016, it displayed pale mucous membrane,
haemolysis, decreased haemoglobin (3g/100 ml - range 12-18g/100 ml). Ultrasounds ok. Supported by
the SIAMU (emergency), transfusion. Death after 4 days. No necropsy was performed. The SIAMU
concluded to an immune mediated haemolytic anaemia. Awaiting for further information (PV sheet).
FU (17 Jun 2016) : reception of the SIAMU report. 25 May : apathy, appetite loss until anorexia, Red
urine, decrease of drinking, orange feces. 27 May : seen by attending vet : elevated ALT (143 U/L),
elevated bilirubine (28.1 mg/L), anemia and leucoytosis. Treatment with Dexadreson (dexamethasone),
Carbesia (imidocarbe), Duphamox LA (amoxicilline), Azantac (Ranitidine). 27 May : Emergency (SIAMU)
31 May : abdominal ultrasounds : slight diffuse hepatitis, thick bile, slight localised pancreatitis,
bilateral adrenal nodules. Hepatic cytology : diffuse hepatitis with intra-hepatic cholestasis.
Extramedullary hematopoiesis and signs of erythrophagia. Treatment with Ringer Lactate,
oxygenotherapy, Butorphanol and Doxycycline. Death on 01 Jun after a respiratory then a
cardiorespiratory arrest. Conclusion of SIAMU : immune mediated haemolytic anaemia, death
probably consecutive to a pulmonary thromboembolism. Awaiting for further information (PV sheet).
Duration of reaction: 1 Week Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-00907

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

01/06/2016

22/06/2016

1

1

0 01/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Eyelid oedema,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema,Localised oedema (not
application site)

No Data

SAR : about 30 minutes after vaccination with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4, a dog displayed oedema Other
of the bridge of the nose and eyelids oedema. Treatment with Dexadreson (1 mg/kg) by IV route and
Canine/dog
recovery within 3 hours. No more information expected. Case closed. Duration of reaction: 0 Day
Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01027

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

06/07/2016

2

2

2 01/01/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01110

France

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

19/07/2016

30/08/2016

1

1

0 25/07/2016 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

SAR : vaccination of two puppies with Nobivac L4. They fell ill just after vaccination (no more precise
Newfoundland Not
information available about the time to onset) and died a few months after. Awaiting for further
Known
information (PV sheet). Note : the owner email contained a newspaper article which reported words
from WSAVA association about the danger to use Nobivac L4. These words have been denied by the
association. Follow up (06 Jul 2016) : new email from the owner. After vaccination, both dogs
displayed auto immune disease and died. Cost of treatment : 4 000€. Awaiting for further information
(PV sheet).
Suspected Lack Of Efficacy : The dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and displayed some weeks later Jack Russell
5.4
tubulopathy and apathy. The test to Leptospirosis was positive despite vaccination. Antibiotics were
Terrier
administered and the animal was well at the time of reporting. Awaiting for PV SHEET. PV SHEET was
received on 22-Aug-2016. Urinalysis : positive glycosuria (pH=9) and glycaemia at 1.43 g/L. Test to
leptospirosis was positive to 4 serovars (L.icterohemorrhagiae, L.australis, L autumnalis and L.canicola)
but was strongly positive to L. Australis. The dog recovered after treatment. Duration of reaction: 5
Weeks Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01118

France

Animal

Canine/dog

12 16/04/2016

06/08/2016

1

1

1 19/07/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01157

France

Animal

Canine/dog

9 03/08/2016

06/08/2016

2

1

1 03/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01159

France

Animal

Canine/dog

9 01/08/2015

05/08/2016

3

1

1 01/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Found dead
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

D0 morning : vaccination of 3 dogs with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 (frist injection of priming) and
NOBIVAC RAGE D1 morning: one of the dogs found dead by the owner. No necropsy performed. No
other available information. Case closed. Case linked to the case 2016-FR-01157.

Bulldog

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01215

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

10/08/2016

30/08/2016

1

1

0 11/08/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

On 13 Aug 2016 the dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 (unknown conditioning and product lot). 4
days after vaccination the dog showed convulsion. Waiting for the PV-SHEET. Follow-up on 25 Aug
2016 : Added information about breed, repro status, age, weight, health status prior to treatment.
Changed information about vaccination date and date of onset of AE. The animal showed an epilepsy
crisis during 2 minutes. The dog vomited once immediately after the epilepsy and a second time 12
hours before. The dog recovered on 12 Aug 2016. Assessment changed to O. No more information
expected, the case is closed. Duration of reaction: 1 Day Reason for treatment: Vaccination

Not Applicable

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01232

France

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

01/07/2016

26/08/2016

2

1

1 01/07/2016 Not
Excitation,Sudden death
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

In a litter of dogs, 2 puppies were vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4. 1 dog died
Cavalier King
suddenly 1 hour after vaccination without showing clinical signs except excitement. NOBIVAC CHPPI
Charles
and NOBIVAC L4 were administered separately. The vet also reported that he already experienced the Spaniel
same problem with the other 3 puppies of the litter who died some hours later with vaccination L4
from an other Lab (ZOETIS).Awaiting for PV SHEET.

Autoimmune disorder
NOS,Death,General illness

Muscle
No Data
stiffness,Opisthotonus,Falling,Deat
h,Malaise,Anaphylactic-type
reaction

Vomiting,Convulsion,Epilepsy

The dog received a second injection of NOBIVAC CHPPI (unknown presentation) on 16-April-2016. First Rottweiler
injection on 19-Mar-2016. On 23-Jul-2016, the dog presented haemorrhagic diarrhoea and died.
Awaiting for PV SHEET and results of analysis of faeces (PCR parvovirosis). Follow up (01 Aug 2016) :
reception of the PV sheet. Vaccination of the dog with EURICAN CHPPI and EURICAN L (first injection
of priming for both vaccines) on 19 Feb 2016. Re-vaccination of the dog on 19 Mar 2016 with
NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4. Second injection of priming with NOBIVAC L4 on 16 Apr 2016. On 19
Jul 2016, the dog displayed haemorrhagic gastroenteritis with hyperthermia and leucopenia.
Hospitalization, perfusion, antivomitive and anti diarrheal medication. Duration of the AE : 4 days,
then death. Awaiting for parvovirus and coronavirus PCR. Follow up (04 Aug 2016) : reception of
analyses (RT-PCR) which is highly positive for parvovirosis (compatible with a parvovirosis) and very
slighlty positive for coronavirus (compatible with an asymptomatic carrier). No more information
expected. Case closed
10 minutes after vaccination of 2 dogs with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE, one of Bulldog
them displayed a malaise and fell on the ground. It displayed a muscle stiffness and an opisthotonus
then it died. The dog was in good health before vaccination. The attending vet tried to reanimate the
dog without any success. The previous year, another dog of the same owner died in similar condition
(see case 2016-FR-01159). No more information expected. Case closed.

Not
Known

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once; onset
time: 20 days (06/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
once; onset time: 20 days
(06/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

5.2 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: once; onset
time: 30 Minutes (01/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; onset time: 30 Minutes
(01/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown; onset time: just
after vaccin. (01/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

12.3 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose ; duration: 1 Day; onset time:
24 Hours (10/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4 is assessed B (possible)

OCA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
Unclassifiable/unassessa NOBIVAC L4 is assessed O (unclassified).
ble

NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 A - Probable
Dose; duration: once; onset time: 7
Days (19/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; onset time: 7 Days
(19/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; onset time: 7 Days
(19/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
32 EURICAN CHPPI2-L - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day;
(19/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC CHPPI N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; (19/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (16/04/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

29.7 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: 10 min (03/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 10 min
(03/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 10 min
(03/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
Not
NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
Known ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: 1 Day;
(01/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; (01/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (01/08/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH conclusion.
Follow-up on 17/06/2016: Assessment unchanged

B - Possible

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. In absence of
information about the exact vaccination protocol, the
role of NOBIVAC is assessed O1 (inconclusive) Follow
up 22/08/2016: the tests confirmed a probable lack of
efficacy of NOBIVAC L4: A (probable) assessment.
Nobivac Rage and Nobivac CHP are N (unlikely)
assessed.

CA comments: NCA agrees with Intervet conclusion.
The role of all products is assessed N (unlikely) Followup 04/08/2016: Assessment unchanged

NCA agrees with MAS. Assessment B (possible) for all
products

OCA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. Assessment O
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

OCA comments: Waiting for more information, the case
Unclassifiable/unassessa is O (unclassified) assessed. Follow-up 25/08/2016:
ble
assessment unchanged. Note : the Veddra term
"epilepsy" was added.

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once; onset
time: 1 h (01/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; onset time: 1 h (01/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH assessment: B
(possible).

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01365

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

10/09/2016

23/09/2016

1

1

0 10/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Drooling,Hypersalivation,Jaw
disorder,Seizure NOS,Urinary
incontinence,Convulsive disorder
NOS,Stiffness limb

No Data

Intervet description : On 10 Sep 2016 a dog (Spitz) received orally 1 dose of Milbemycine and
Not Applicable
Praziquantel. Few minutes later it received NOBIVAC L4 on one side and a CHPPi vaccination on the
opposite side. Approximately 1 minute after injections, the dog showed convulsion during 10-15
seconds with loss of urine and saliva. The dog recovered immediately after. No more information is
expected, case is closed. Merial description : As reported by the attending vet, Cali, a 3-month-old
Female Wolf Spitz puppy, 2 kg, in good condition, received EURICAN DAPPI LYOPHILISAT ET SOLVANT
POUR SUSPENSION INJECTABLE (BN: L432377, exp. date: FEB 2018) administered subcutaneously by
DVM on 10 SEP 2016 as the second injection of primary vaccination. On the same day, the animal was
vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 (MSD) administered at a different injection site and received one tablet of
MILBEMAX COMPRIMES (unsubstantiated) administered orally. 2 minutes after vaccination, the
animal experienced a seizure, stiffness of the four limbs, drooling, very tight jaw and urination on itself.
The crisis lasted for 15 seconds and the animal's condition came back to normal herafter on 10 SEP
2016. The attending vet's level of suspicion was high. Note: the puppy had received a first
subcutaneous injection of primary vaccination on 10 AUG 2016 with a CHPPI2 vaccine (unspecified).
Reason for treatment: Vaccination / deworming Outcome of SAR: Favorable

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01413

France

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

07/06/2016

18/11/2016

1

1

0 07/09/2016 Yes

Lack of efficacy

No Data

SLEE for Lepto On 07 Jun 2016 a 6 year-old dog (Siberian Husky) received 1 dose of NOBIVAC L4
Siberian Husky
(unknown conditioning and lot number). It had already the first dose on 06 May 2016. On 16 Jul 2016 it
received a treatment against cystitis (it had polyuria-polydipsia and dysuria). On 09 Aug 2016 it was
visited again for a subcutaneous mass in the peri vulval area. On 24 Aug 2016 the dog showed a
decreased appetite, polyuria-polydipsia, increased creatinine (24.5 mg/l), increased calcemia (123
mg/l), and it was treated with Amoxicillin and clavulanic acid. On 07 Sep 2016 creatinine was still high
(23 mg/l) and MAT for Leptospira resulted positive for Leptospira Icterohaemorrhagiae IH (320),
Leptospira Autumnalis AUT (80), Leptospira Canicola CAN (>320), Leptospira Grippotyphosa GRIP (80),
Leptospira Australis AUS (>320). Awaiting for other analysis results. Follow-up on 16 Nov 2016: phone
call reminder with the attending vet. A biopsy was done and a nephritis diagnosed. Awaiting for the lab
results. Follow-up on 17 Nov 2016: analysis results received. Serology done on 27 Sep 2016: MAT titers
unchanged. Kidney biopsy: diffuse lymphoplasmic interstitial nephritis. No more information expected,
the case is closed. Reason for treatment: Vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01484

France

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

17/09/2016

06/10/2016

1

1

0 29/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, mucopurulent discharge
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

On 17 Sep 2016 a 12 years-old dog received a dose of NOBIVAC CHPPI+ NOBIVAC RAGE + NOBIVAC L4 Crossbred
by the attending vet. On 29 Sep 2016 the dog showed an injection site abscess of 15 cm of diameters
and it was operated to open and clean it. The liquid inside was mucopurulent. No more information
expected, the case is closed. Reason for treatment: Vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01508

France

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

10/09/2016

05/10/2016

1

1

1 18/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Renal
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, failure,Death,Hyperthermia,Dehydr
<BR><BR><BR>< ation
BR><BR>Yes

On 10 Sep 2016 a Poodle received a vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPI + NOBIVAC L4 + NOBIVAC RAGE Standard
by the attending vet. The dog was under treatment for congestive heart failure with BENEFORTIN
Poodle
COMPRIME POUR CHIENS (2.5 mg/day). On 18 Sep 2016 the dog showed dehydration, renal failure,
diarrhoea, hyperthermia, vomiting. The dog was perfused. The dog died after 24 hours. On 23 Sep
2016 an autopsy was done. Liver and kidneys were analyzed for Leptospira: PCR resulted negative. No
more information expected, the case is closed. Duration of reaction: 2 days Reason for treatment:
vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01520

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Month(s) 02/09/2016

06/10/2016

1

1

0 19/09/2016 Not Known

Vomiting,Uraemia,Fatigue,Elevated Not
creatinine
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01533

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

01/09/2015

19/10/2016

1

1

1 01/08/2016 Not Known

Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01615

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 09/08/2016

17/10/2016

1

1

1 13/08/2016 Yes

Other immune system disorder
NOS,Death,Anorexia

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01633

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

20/01/2017

1

1

0 17/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Dyspnoea,Cyanosis,Pain
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Hypothermia,Prostration,Anap
hylactic-type
reaction,Apathy,Fatigue,General
illness,Groaning,Crying,Tachycardia,
Hypersalivation,Vomiting,Amaurosi
s (see also PT Impaired
vision),Meningitis

On 2 Sep 2016 a puppy of Labrador (3,5 months-old) received one dose of NOBIVAC L4 (unknown
conditioning and unknown lot number) by the attending vet. It had received the first injection on 12
Aug 2016. On 19 Sep 2016 the dog showed vomiting and fatigue and it was visited by the vet. A
serology was done, results positive for Leptospira. Urea and creatinine levels were increased. The vet
reported as a SAR and thought the presenting signs were caused by vaccination. The dog has been
hospitalized in another vet clinic.Awaiting the PV-Sheet. Follow-up on 5 Oct 2016: phone call to the vet
hospital. The dog has been hospitalized from 19 Sep 2016 to 25 Sep 2016. A treatment with
Clavaseptin was started. On 3 Oct 2016 the dog was completely recovered and another Leptospira
serology was done, resulting negative. The veterinarian suspected an intoxication and/or
pyelonephritis. Still awaiting the PV-Sheet. Duration of reaction: 2 Weeks Reason for treatment:
Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable
On Sep 2015 a dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 (unknown conditioning and unknown lot number).
In Aug 2016 the dog showed Leptospirosis signs. Awaiting the PV-sheet. Follow-up on 17 Oct 2016: PVSheet received. The dog was a 4 years-old female of 5 kg. The dog showed renal failure and it was
positive to Leptospira snap test. The animal was euthanized after 1 week of hospitalization (7 days of
perfusion and treatment). The vet suspects a lack of efficacy of the vaccine. No more information
expected, the case is closed. Reason for treatment: Vaccination
Vaccination of a dog with NOBIVAC L4 (first injection of priming) on 09 Aug 2016. On 13 Aug 2016, it
started to displayed anorexia. Seen on 16 Aug by the attending vet who diagnosed leptospirosis and
death on 17 Aug 2016. The dog lived in a garden with a lot of field mice. The vet thinks that the
vaccination induced, in the following days, a decrease of the general immunity capacity and thus that
the dog was more vulnerable to any infection, and in this particular case to the leptospira bacteria. No
more information expected. Case closed. Duration of reaction: 4 Days Reason for treatment:
Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable
T0 (17 Oct 2016, 11:15 am) : vaccination of a dog with Nobivac L4 and EURICAN CHP in 2 different
syringes. T0 + 15 min : in the car, going back to home, the dog felt not well. At home, the dog displayed
fatigue. T0 + 3 hours : seen by another vet. The dog displayed apathy, prostration, several vomiting. It
seemed to be painful but no pain at the injection site. It also displayed Hypothermia (37.3°C),
tachycardia (140 pulse/min), hypersalivation, cardiac murmur (still present before vaccination), slight
dyspnoea, cyanosis, amaurosis. Treatment with Dexadreson (0.2 ml, subcutaneous), adrenaline (0.2
mg/kg IV), atropine, prednisolone. T0 + 24hours : the dog seems to be in better health condition.
Outcome unknown. No more information expected. Case closed. Follow up (16 Jan 2017) : reception
of a postal mail from the owner. When coming back home (the owner's house is 15 kms away from the
veterinary office), the dog displayed crying, groaning more and more important and hypersalivation.
Because the condition of the dog deteriored rapidly, the owner decided to go to an other vet clinic, the
nearest. The dog has been hospitalized during 4 days and during the two first days, the dog was not
sure to stay alive. In the postal mail, the owner wrote that a meningitis post vaccination was the cause
of this hospitalization. No more information expected. Case closed. Duration of reaction: 4 days
Reason for treatment: vaccination

17/10/2016

Labrador
Retriever

2 EURICAN DAPPI LYOPHILISAT ET
B - Possible
SOLVANT POUR SUSPENSION
INJECTABLE - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose ; duration: 1 Day; (10/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>MILBEMAX
COMPRIMES - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose; duration: 1 Day; (10/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (10/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

20 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
O1 - Inconclusive
Dose ; duration: 1 Day; onset time: 2
Months (07/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

30 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: 12 days (17/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 12 days
(17/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 12 days
(17/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
4.65 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: 8 days (10/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 8 days
(10/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 8 days
(10/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
Not
NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Known Dose; duration: 1 Day; (02/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

Golden
Retriever

King Charles
Spaniel

5 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose ; (01/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

B - Possible

CA comments: NCA agrees with Intervet conclusion.
The role of both vaccine is assessed B (possible) Time
to onset is poorly compatible with a role of
MILBEMAX, the role of MILBEMAX is assessed N
(unlikely) beyond reasonable doubt. Follow-up
23/09/2016 (Merial conclusion): Assessmnet
unchanged

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The case is
assessed O1 (inconclusive) Follow up 16/11/2016:
assessment unchanged.

CA comments: The time to onset and nature of the
reported signs, as well as the anatomical connection
with the site of injection, are strongly suggestive of
the vaccines. As all three products were administered
concomitantly, it is not possible to distinguish their
respective effect. Therefore, the role of NOBIVAC
CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE is assessed: B
(Possible).

OCA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
Unclassifiable/unassessa each product is assessed O (unclassified)
ble

OCA comments: Given available information, no clear
Unclassifiable/unassessa conclusion can be drawn. The role of NOBIVAC L4 is
ble
assessed O (unclassified)

OCA comments: The case is poorly documented. Given
Unclassifiable/unassessa available information, the role of NOBIVAC L4 is
ble
assessed O (unclassified) Follow-up 17/10/2016:
Assessment unchanged. Note : Veddra term "death"
replaced by " death by euthanasia"

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
OCA comments: Given available information, no clear
Dose ; duration: 1 Day; onset time: 4 Unclassifiable/unassessa conclusion can be drawn. The role of NOBIVAC L4 is
days (09/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
ble
assessed O (unclassified)

4.3 EURICAN CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 B - Possible
Dose; (17/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose;
(17/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with Intervet's comments.
The role of each vaccine is assessed B (possible).
Follow-up 16-JAN-2017: assessment unchanged (BPossible for each vaccine)

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01825

France

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

07/11/2016

24/01/2017

1

1

1 13/11/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Behavioural disorder
Not
NOS,Neutrophilia,Bradycardia,Neur Known
ological signs
NOS,Opisthotonus,Coma,Renal
failure,Death,Anorexia,Hypothermi
a,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
ALT,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Hypoxia,Flaccid
muscles,Hyponatremia

On 07/11/2016, a dog (y-o Australian shepherd dog) vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4. Australian
Two hours after, the animal was also treated with BRAVECTO 1000MG. On 13/11/2016 at 9:00 am, the Shepherd Dog
animal displayed anorexia and behavioural changes. Then at 17:30 the general animal's health
worsened : hypothermia, lethargy, myotonia. Despite infusion and treatment with cefalexine, the
animal became hypovigilant and comatose with bradycardia and hypoxia. On 14/11/2016, the dog
displayed central neurological disorders with opisthotonos. He died at 10:00 am. Blood analysis
revealed : elevated ALT (504 IU), elevated renal parameters (urea : 0,7 g/l and creat 20 mg/l) Follow-up
on 22/11/2016 (the case was received by Intervet in the same time): Blood analysis results done at
hospitalisation: neutrophilia, hyponatremia, elevated transaminase and renal failure (results not
available). The dog was MDR +/-. Awaiting for the post-mortem analyses results. Follow-up on 1 Dec
2016: Phone call with the attending vet. PCR for Leptospirosis resulted negative. No abnormal results
from the necropsy. Necropsy samples sent to the analysis lab arrived in bad condition, no interpretable
results. No more information expected, the case is closed Follow-up on 12 Jan 2017 : histopathology
results received: diffused congestion of spleen, liver, kidneys and lungs, with tubular necrosis and
hemosiderosis of renal cortex and lobular haemorragic necrosis of liver. No more information
expected, the case is closed. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 24 hours Reason
for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01837

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

09/11/2016

21/11/2016

1

1

0 09/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Quincke's oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

10 to 15 minutes after the vaccination (second injection of priming) with NOBIVAC CHPPI and
NOBIVAC L4, a dog displayed a Quincke's oedema and a vomiting. Treatment with an injection of
dexamethasone. Rapid recovery (within a few minutes). No more information expected. Case closed.

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01842

France

Human

Human

28 Year(s)

17/11/2016

25/11/2016

1

1

0 18/11/2016 Not
Eye itching
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01852

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

18/11/2016

07/12/2016

1

1

0 18/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Polyuria,Polydipsia,Hypersalivation, No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, Reluctant to move
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

On 17 Nov 2016 afternoon a veterinarian was preparing the syringe for vaccinate a dog with NOBIVAC Human
Not
CHPPi and NOBIVAC L4 mixed in the same syringe. The needle was blocked, the veterinarian tried to let
Known
the air go out of the syringe and the vaccine went out of the syringe accidentally on the face of the
vet. The vet was wearing glasses and just a part of the dose came in contact with her eyes. The vet
washed her eyes with clean water 15 minutes later. Some hours later, when she came back home at
evening, and the day after, 18 Nov 2016, she felt eyes itching. She was afraid about a reaction of her
eyes to the Lepto vaccine.Awaiting for more information. Follow-up on 22 Nov 2016: PV-Sheet
received. Lot numbers added. Vaccine changed to EURICAN CHPPi2. The vet recovered on 19 Nov
2016. No more information expected, the case is closed.
On 18 Nov 2016 at 18:00 a Newfoundland dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPi + NOBIVAC L4 +
Newfoundland
60
NOBIVAC RAGE, all vaccines mixed together subcutaneously (unknown conditioning and unknown lot
numbers for all 3 vaccines) and NOBIVAC KC intra-nasally some minutes later. The dog started showing
hypersalivation immediately after vaccination with NOBIVAC KC and it was treated with DEXADRESON
5ml. The dog stayed monitored during 30 minutes. At the end of the 30 minutes the dog was
recovered. The owners declared the dog was still having hypersalivation on 21 Nov 2016 and the dog
was drinking a lot of water. A new vet visit was previewed. Awaiting for more information and a
follow-up from the vet after the check visit. Follow-up on 28 Nov 2016: PV-Sheet received and followup information. The dog had recovered on 21 Nov 2016. Ptyalism with white saliva and reluctance to
move started 10 seconds after NOBIVAC KC vaccination and lasted 30 minutes after. Treatment with 3
ml of Dexadreson. Polyuria and polydipsia during the 2 following days. No more information expected,
the case is closed. Duration of reaction: 3 days Reason for treatment: vaccination Treatment of SAR:
corticosteroids (DEXADRESON 3 ml) Outcome of SAR: Favorable

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01941

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

03/12/2016

23/12/2016

1

1

0 04/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swollen
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes joint,Hyperthermia,Anorexia,Tremb
ling,Lameness,Joint
pain,Polyarthritis,Apathy

On 3 Dec 2016 a 3.5 months-old American Staffordshire was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI
American
(unknown conditioning and unknown lot number, 50X1DS chosen arbitrarily) mixed with NOBIVAC L4
Staffordshire
(unknown conditioning and unknown lot number, 50X1DS chosen arbitrarily) for the first time by the
Terrier
attending vet. On 4 Dec 2016 the dog showed hyperthermia (39.5°C), trembling and lameness of 1 leg
(swollen joint). The dog was treated on 5 Dec 2016 with perfusion, Tolfedine, Marbocyl and Metacam.
A radiography was done and a bone fracture excluded. On 5 Dec night the dog was apathic. Awaiting
for more information. Follow-up on 13 Dec 2016 upgraded to serious: PV-Sheet received. Lot numbers
added. 4 months-old Staffordshire of 16 kg. On 4 Dec 2016 the dog showed hyperthermia (41°C), no
injection site reaction, polyarthritis and pain mostly on the carpal joint of both legs, anorexia. The dog
was treated with perfusion, NSAID, antibiotic and Metacam. A second vet clinic was contacted and
they suspected a reaction to vaccination just like the first declaring vet. On 10 Dec 2016 still a light
lameness but recovering. No more information expected, the case is closed. Reason for treatment:
Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

16 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: 1 Day;
(03/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (03/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Polyarthritis may be triggered by
vaccination, however the short time to onset make
another cause more probable: O1 (inconclusive)
assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01956

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

28/11/2016

12/12/2016

1

1

On 28 Nov 2016 a 7 months-old Yorkshire was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHP + NOBIVAC L4 by the
Yorkshire
attending vet. On 29 Nov 2016 the dog showed hyperthermia (39.1°C), nervous disorders: walking
Terrier
troubles, hind legs hypermetria, dysphonia, view troubles, crystalline opalescence and miosis;
hypersalivation, bronchial secretion, anorexia (weight loss: 200 gr). The vet had a suspicion of central
nervous system trouble. The dog was treated with antibiotic and corticoid. The dog was visited by the
vet on 6 Dec 2016 and it was hospitalized on 7 Dec 2016. The vet had suspicion of post-vaccine
meningitis. No more information expected, the case is closed. Follow-up on 9 Dec 2016: information
received from the clinic hospital. Analysis results negative for meningitis. Presence of a porto-systemic
shunt, elevated bile acids. The dog was euthanased on 8 Dec 2016. No more information expected,
the case is closed. Duration of reaction: 9 Days Reason for treatment: Vaccination

1.1 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 N - Unlikely
Dose ; duration: once; onset time: 1
day (28/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; onset time: 1 day (28/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessment NUnlikely

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-01961

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

08/12/2016

21/12/2016

1

1

1 29/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypersalivation,Cloudy eye (for
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Miosis, Mydriasis, Anisocoria,
Nystagmus - see
'Neurological'),Portacaval
shunt,Central nervous system
disorder NOS,Hypermetria,Death by
euthanasia,Elevated bile
acids,Hyperthermia,Weight
loss,Bronchial secretion,Eyesight
trouble,Dysphonia,Walking
difficulty,Anorexia
0 08/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous membrane,Loss of
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes consciousness,Uncontrolled
micturition,Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Bradycardia,Vagal
Shock,Urine leakage,Limpness

About 2 minutes after vaccination with EURICAN CHP and NOBIVAC L4, a puppy displayed a vagal
malaise with loss of consciousness, pale mucous membrane an uncontrolled micturition. The dog has
just been stimulated by the attending vet. At the time of the report, the dog was recovering. Awaiting
for further information about the outcome. The case had also been reported to MERIAL by the vet
(case FRA-USMERIAL-16FR001406): As reported by the attending vet, Mango, a 2-month-old Male
Boxer puppy received EURICAN CHP (BN: L432951, exp. date: 30 NOV 2017) administered by DVM on
08 DEC 2016. 15 minutes after vaccination, on 08 DEC 2016, the animal experienced limpness, urine
leakage, pale mucous membranes, bradycardia and loss of consciousness for a few minutes. No
further information was available at the time of this report. Note: as per Guidance on the use of
VeDDRA terminology, the term anaphylaxis has been added (consistent signs and time to onset).

8.9 EURICAN CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 B - Possible
Dose; duration: 1 Day; onset time:
15 minutes (08/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 15 minutes
(08/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: The chronology of events and signs are
consistent with an anaphylactic shock. As two
vaccines were injected simultaneously, it is impossible
to know which one was responsible of the adverse
reaction. Thus, both products are assessed B-possible.

Miniature
Pinscher

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

27 BRAVECTO 1000 MG COMPRIMES A O CROQUER POUR CHIENS DE
Unclassifiable/unassessa
GRANDE TAILLE (> 20–40 KG) ble
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; onset
time: 6 days (07/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC CHPPI N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 6 days
(07/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; onset time: 6 days
(07/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

3 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once; onset
time: 10 to 15 min (09/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; onset time: 10 to 15
min<BR>vetsafe (09/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
EURICAN CHPPI2 ,,,,<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 ,,,,<BR><BR>

CA comments: Time to onset is a bit long and clinical
signs are poorly expected after vaccination with
NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 or after treatment
with BRAVECTO. As all three products were
administered concomitantly, it is not possible to
distinguish their respective effect. Moreover,
necropsy results are not available at the time of
assessment, thus an underlying cause cannot totally
ruled out. Therefore, the role of NOBIVAC CHPPI,
NOBIVAC L4 and BRAVECTO is assessed: O
(unclassified). Follow-up 01-DEC-2016 and 12-JAN2017: assessment unchanged: O-unclassified for the
three products

CA comments: NCA agrees with the MAH assessment:
each vaccine is B (possible) assessed.

B - Possible

CA comments: NCA agrees with the MAH assessment:
B (possible) for each vaccine.

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 3 Days; onset
time: few minutes (18/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
3 days; onset time: 10 seconds
(18/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
3 days; onset time: few minutes
(18/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
3 days; onset time: few minutes
(18/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
each vaccine is assessed B (possible). Update 28-NOV2016: conclusion unchanged: assessment B (possible)
for the 4 vaccines

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2016-FR-02050

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

20/12/2016

03/01/2017

1

1

0 21/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Anorexia,Hyperthermia,A Other
R><BR><BR>Yes, bnormal test result,Haemorrhagic
<BR><BR><BR>< diarrhoea
BR><BR>No,<BR
><BR><BR><BR>
<BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00015

France

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

01/06/2016

20/01/2017

1

1

0 24/12/2016 No

Lack of efficacy

Other

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00040

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

04/08/2016

03/02/2017

1

1

0 01/01/2017 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Other

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00082

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

05/01/2017

03/02/2017

1

1

0 05/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Bradycardia,Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Hypotension,Haemorrh
agic
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hypothermia,Fa
cial oedema,Anaphylactic-type
reaction,Breathing difficulty

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00088

France

Animal

Canine/dog

17 Month(s)

12/01/2017

13/06/2017

1

1

0 12/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Haemorrhagic
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Ele
vated
ALT,Hypothermia,Fatigue,Anorexia

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00194

France

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

04/11/2016

20/02/2017

1

1

0 04/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Quincke's oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00220

France

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

24/09/2016

20/02/2017

1

1

0 24/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Quincke's oedema,Oedema of the
R><BR><BR>Yes, extremities (see also other SOCs
<BR><BR><BR>< for most applicable oedema)
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00223

France

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

23/01/2017

03/03/2017

1

1

0 23/01/2017 Not
Anaphylaxis,Swollen lip (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Respiratory signs
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

On 20 Dec 2016 a 4 months-old Australian Shepherd was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI + NOBIVAC Australian
11-Dec
L4 + NOBIVAC RAGE + NOBIVAC KC (unknown lot numbers, conditionings chosen arbitrarily) by the
Shepherd Dog
attending vet. On 21 Dec 2016 the dog showed haemorrhagic diarrhoea, hyperthermia (39.1°C),
anorexia, vomiting. On 23 Dec 2016 the dog resulted positive to Parvo Rapid test (PCR Parvo). The vet
had a suspicion about a Parvovirosis given by the vaccine.Awaiting for more information. Follow up (23
Dec 2016) : reception of the PV sheet. Administration of NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC
RAGE in the same syringe. Administration of NOBIVAC KC by intra-nasal route. The day after, the dog
displayed hyperthermia, anorexia and haemorrhagic diarrhoea and the day after, vomiting. No
alteration of the general health status of the dog.A biochemistry analyse was performed and was
normal. A Virbac Speed Parvo test was positive and a Virbac Speed Lepto was negative. Treatment
with perfusion, anti-vomitive, anti-diarrhoea and intestine protector. Dog still under treatment.
Outcome unknown. Awaiting for the final outcome. Follow up (02 Jan 2016) : reception of a PCR
parvovirosis positive result which confirms the rapid test result. Awaiting the final outcome Reason for
treatment: Vaccination
SLEE : vaccination of a bitch with Nobivac L4 in Jun 2016. Previous and first vaccination with Nobivac Bearded Collie Not
L4 in Oct 2015 (only one injection of priming = ELU). On Dec 24, the bitch displayed a leptospirosis
Known
associated with following signs : icterus, anorexia, weight loss, renal and hepatic insufficiency, elevated
bilirubin. A serology has been done (micro-agglutination) : L. bratislava 1/3200, L. copenhageni 1/400,
L. australis 1/1600, L. grippotyphosa 1/200, L. canicola 1/100. A result is positive if the dilution rate is
more than 1/100; in case of leptospirosis, the dilution rate is significant (1/3200 or 1/6400). Treatment
of the bitch with perfusion and symptomatic treatment. At the day of the report, the bitch seems to be
better but do not eat again. It has been hospitalized since the 24th of Dec. Awaiting for the outcome.
Off label: treatment program not respected Follow up (11 Jan 2017) : reception of an email from the
attending vet. The bitch came back home on 07 Jan 2017 after 15 days of hospitalization. Bloodwork
and urine analyse are ok. The bitch regained appetite. No more information expected. Case closed.
Duration of reaction: 2 weeks
SLEE : primovaccination of a bitch with only one injection of NOBIVAC L4 on 04 Aug 2016. On 01 Jan
Jack Russell
2017, the bitch displayed a febrile syndrome, an hyperthermia (40°C during 4 days), neutrophilic
Terrier
leucocytosis and renal insufficiency (urea : 1.45g/L range : < 0.5g/l; creatinine : 120mg/L range : <
18mg/L). Perfusion and treatment with Doxyval. On 05 Jan 2017, a new blood analysis revealed that
renal parameters were normal and hepatic parameters were increased and evocative of an hepatic
insufficiency, according to the vet. Perfusion again during 2 days and after 2 days, recovery of the dog.
A leptospirosis serology has been done with a blood sample of the first day (01 Jan 2016) : Australis
1/400, Autumnalis 1/400, Canicola 1/800, Grippotyphosa 1/200, Serjoe 1/200. Awaiting other
information (second serology). Follow up (14 Jan 2017) : reception of the PV sheet. The dog has also
been vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI on 04 Aug 2016. The written report indicates a start date on 31
Dec 2016. The lot number of the Nobivac L4 given in the PV sheet is not in accordance with our list of
lot number. Verifying the information with the vet. Follow up (25 Jan 2017) : reception of the second
serology done on 14 Jan 2017 : Australis 1/400, Canicola 1/200 and Grippotyphosa 1/100. Awaiting for
further information (confirmation of lot number). Duration of reaction: 6 Day

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: 1 Day;
(20/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; (20/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (20/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; (20/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
NOBIVAC CHPPI and of other vaccines is assessed N
(unlikely)

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
N - Unlikely
Dose ; duration: once; onset time: 6
months (01/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The case is
assessed N (unlikely) Follow-up 11-JAN-2017:
assessment unchanged (N-Unlikely)

12 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once;
(04/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
once; (04/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Vaccination protocol with NOBIVAC L4
not respected for a correct immunization against
leptospirosis (1 injection only). Nobivac CHPPi does
not protect against leptospirosis. Thus, assessment NUnlikely for both products. Follow-up 25-JAN-2017:
NCA agrees with MAH and consequently the
assessment is unchanged (N-Unlikely).

On 5 Jan 2017 a 3 months-old Chihuahua was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPi + NOBIVAC L4 by the
attending vet. 5 minutes later the dog showed vomiting, bradycardia, hypothermia (36°C) and
respiratory difficulties. The dog showed 1 hour after injection haemorrhagic diarrhoea, facial oedema.
An injection of corticoid was given and 1 hour later the dog recovered. Awaiting more information.
Follow-up on 26 Jan 2017 : PV-Sheet received. Time to onset of reaction: 10 minutes. Duration : 1.5
hours. 10 minutes after vaccination, the dog showed also hypotension and pale mucous. The dog
received an injection of Rapidexon (corticoid). No more information expected, the case is closed.
Duration of reaction: 1,5 hour Reason for treatment: vaccination
On 12 Jan 2017 a Yorkshire dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 + CANIGEN CHPPi (unknown lot
number) by the attending vet. The dog showed, less than 12 hours later (unknown exact time to
onset), vomiting, haemorrhagic diarrhoea, anorexia, hypothermia (37°C) and fatigue. The dog was
hospitalized, perfused and treated with Metrobactin, Loperamide, Cerenia. Awaiting more information.
Follow-up on 27 Jan 2017: PV-Sheet received from the attending vet. The dog showed signs 9 hours
after injection (on 13 Jan 2017) during 2 days. ALT was slightly augmented.The dog recovered after 2
days. No more information expected, the case is closed. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction
(precision): 2 days Reason for treatment: vaccination
Case declared at the same time of case 2017-FR-00176. The vet didn't remember very well the details
as it happened in 2016 (case 2016-FR-00436?). One dog vaccinated (booster injection) with NOBIVAC
CHPPi + NOBIVAC L4 + NOBIVAC RAGE (unknown lot numbers) showed 2 hours after the injection a
Quincke's oedema. Treated with a corticoid, it recovered. Awaiting more information. Follow-up on 08
Feb 2017: PV-Sheet received from the attending vet. 18 months-old male Shih Tzu of 6.7 kg of weight
was vaccinated on 4 Nov 2016. Valid product lot number added for NOBIVAC RAGE. The dog showed
reaction 45 minutes after injection. Dog recovered with the corticoid treatment (Solu-Medrol 20mg) 2
hours later. No more information expected, the case is closed. Duration of reaction: Duration of
reaction (precision): 0 Day Reason for treatment: vaccination

Chihuahua

1.25 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once; onset
time: 10 min (05/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; onset time: 10 min
(05/01/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessment BPossible for both products. Follow-up 26/01/2017:
Unchanged assessment

Yorkshire
Terrier

2.8 CANIGEN CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: once; onset
time: 9 hours (12/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
once; onset time: 9 hours
(12/01/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with Intervet's Conclusion.
The role of each vaccine is assessed B (possible)
Follow-up 27/01/2017: Unchanged assessment

Shih Tzu

6.7 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: 45 minutes (04/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 45 minutes
(04/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 45 minutes
(04/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. the role of each
vaccine is assessed B (possible)

No Data

On 24 Sep 2016 a 5 years-old neutered female Shiba Inu of 10 kg of weight was vaccinated with
NOBIVAC RAGE + NOBIVAC CHPPi + NOBIVAC L4 (unknown lot numbers, 50X1DS chosen arbitrarily) by
the attending vet. 10 minutes after injection, the dog showed Quincke oedema and legs oedema. The
dog recovered completely with a Dexadreson treatment after 2 hours. Linked to case 2017-FR-00164.
No more information expected, the case is closed. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction
(precision): 0 Day Reason for treatment: vaccination

Not Applicable

10 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: 10 minutes (24/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 10 minutes
(24/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 10 minutes
(24/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
each vaccine is assessed B (possible)

No Data

Vaccination of a Shih Tzu dog with VERSICAN PLUS L4 SUSPENSION INJECTABLE POUR CHIENS
(unknown wether CHPPI was associated) on 22 Dec 2016 (first injection of priming) and with NOBIVAC
CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 on 23 Jan 2017. Within one hour after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPI and
L4, the dog displayed respiratory troubles (no more precise description available). Seen by the vet in
consultation (we don't know how long after), the dog had swollen lip but no other troubles and no
dyspnoea were present. Treatment with Dexadreson (0.1 ml/kg) and progressive recovery. On the
evening the dog totally recovered. No trace of insect biting. Awaiting further information (PV sheet).
Follow up information 28 FEB 2017: The dog weighted 3.4 kg. The condition of the animal prior to
treatment was good. Case closed. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 0 Day
Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

Shih Tzu

3.4 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: 1 Day;
(23/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; (23/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>VERSICAN PLUS L4
SUSPENSION INJECTABLE POUR
CHIENS - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ;
duration: 1 Day; (22/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with Intervet conclusion.
the role of NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 is
assesed B (possible) Time to onset is not compatible
with a role in an anaphylaxis due to VERSICAN PLUS
L4 , therefore its role is assessed N (unlikely) Followup 28/02/2017: Unchanged assessment

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00241

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 03/02/2017

27/03/2017

1

1

0 09/02/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Joint pain,Lameness,Decreased
Not
appetite,Hyperthermia,Lumbar
Known
pain,Musculoskeletal pain,Hind limb
paralysis,Decreased
activity,Reluctant to move

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00242

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

29/12/2015

09/02/2017

1

1

0 01/02/2016 Not
Apathy,Regenerative anaemia
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00271

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

28/12/2016

09/03/2017

1

1

0 08/02/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00275

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

28/09/2016

01/03/2017

1

1

0 08/02/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SLEE : on 28 Sep 2016 a Bernese mountain dog of 23 kg of weight, born on 24 Jun 2016 was vaccinated Bernese
with NOBIVAC CHPPi 10X1DS + NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS by the attendng vet for the first time
Mountain Dog
(ELU=treatment protocol not respected). On 08 Feb 2017 the dog was showing gastro-enteritis with
haemorrhagic diarrhoea, vomiting and a SNAP test (KITVIA) resulted positive for Parvovirus. The dog
was hospitalized, treated and recovered after 5 days. The dog had been vaccinated in another vet clinic
with Versican CHPPi (lot number 6019622201, exp. date 04 Oct 2017) + Versican L4 (lot number
79622201, exp. date 04 Oct 2017) from Zoetis. Awaiting for more information (analysis results). Follow
up on 01 Mar 2017: PCR was performed on 27 FEB 2017, test is positive for Parvovirus type CPV2b .
The dog had been vaccinated with Versican CHPPi and Versican L4 on 25 Aug 2017. These products
have been added in the product screen. Awaiting for more information (analysis results). Reason for
treatment: vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00276

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3.3 Year(s)

15/02/2017

01/03/2017

1

1

0 15/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Within one hour after vaccination of a dog with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE, a
French Bulldog Not
dog displayed a facial oedema. Treatment with corticoid by IV route and recovery within 24 hours. No
Known
more information expected. Case closed. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 1
Day Reason for treatment: VACCINATION Outcome of SAR: Favorable

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00324

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

24/02/2017

07/03/2017

1

1

0 24/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Haemolytic anaemia,Lethargy (see
R><BR><BR>Yes also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Vomiting

No Data

A 3 year-old dog with no specific medical history has been vaccinated on 24 Feb 2017 with CANIGEN
Bichon Frise
CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4. The previous years, the dog has been vaccinated yearly with Canigen CHPPi/L.
On 24 Feb at night, the dog started vomiting and feeling peaky. The dog state continued to degrade
until 27 Feb 2017 when a veterinary noted severe hemolytic anemia associated with hemoglobin at 4
g/100 ml and normal bilirubin. On 28 Feb 2017, the dog state continued to degrade and the veterinary
administered Dexamethasone and Carbesia (probabilistic approach) while performing PCRs. PCR for
Hemobartonellosis and Babesiosis came back negative. On an unknown date, the dog responded to
double dose corticosteroids. He was recovering at the time of report.No more information expected.
Case closed. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 1 Week Reason for treatment:
vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

Not
Known

Haemolytic anaemia,Regenerative Not
anaemia,Lethargy (see also Central Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Thrombocytopenia

Vaccination of a dog with NOBIVAC L4 on 03 Feb 2017. Two days later, the dog began to be less active Australian
than usual. Owners called the vet on 08 Feb 2017 because the dog was lethargic. Seen by the vet the
Shepherd Dog
day after: the dog displayed slight hyperthermia (39.4°C), had difficulties to stand up, to move, to
stand. No other signs. A urine control was performed and was normal. Treatment with antibiotics.
Awaiting further information (PV sheet). Follow-up on 24 Feb: information received from the owner.
The dog was hospitalized during 2 days for hyperthermia and hind limb paralysis (according to the
owner). The dog stopped the corticoid treatment on 20 Feb 2017 and it started showing lameness (on
one leg) and hyperthermia again. Awaiting further information (PV sheet). Follow up (03 Mar 2017),
case has become serious: vaccination of a dog with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC CHPPI on 03 Feb 2017.
Six days later, on 09 Feb 2017, the dog displayed difficulties to stand up and to move, pain in the lumbo
sacral region and at the extension of the posterior members, decreased appetite and hyperthermia (>
39.5°C). The hyperthermia was only present the first day and the appetite was normal after two days.
The difficulties to stand up and move were intense the first day and improved progressively day after
day with the treatment. A radiography of the lumbo sacral region has been performed and was normal.
A bloodwork has been performed and was also normal. Treatment with Dexamedium on 09 Feb 2017
(0.085 mg/kg), then, with a start on 11 Feb 2017, Dermipred 10 Chien (1 tablet SID, 5 days then 1 tablet
every 2 days, three times), Duphamox LA on 09 Feb 2017 (0.95 ml, SC), Amoxival 200 started on 11 Feb
2017 (0.5 tablet BID, 5 days, oral route), perfusion with Ringer Lactate during 24 hours. Total recovery
2 days after the arrest of the Dermipred treatment : the dog played and lived as usual. The day after,
on 24 Feb 2017, apparition of a lameness of the left anterior member associated with pain when the
carpus is manipulated and hyperthermia (39.5°C during the vet consutation and 39.8°C at home). A
radiography of the concerned member has been performed and was normal. Treatment : local
strapping, Metacam (injection of 0.2 mg/kg the first day then 0.1 mg/kg by oral route during 7 days),
Doxyval 100mg (1.25 tablet SID, 5 days, oral route). Seen in emergency by an other vet clinic 48 hours
later because of an hyperthermia and a decreased appetite. New treatment with corticoid. Outcome
unknown. Awaiting further information. Follow up (17 Mar 2017) : reception of an email from the
attending vet. She saw again the dog a few days ago and it was in good health. The lameness
recovered after 1 week of treatment with metacam and rest. The attending vet suspect a trauma or a
beginning
of pan-osteitis
to explain
thisNobivac
lameness.
more
information
closed
SAR
: vaccination
of a Chihuahua
with
CHPNo
and
Nobivac
L4 on 29expected.
Dec 2015.Case
On 01
Feb 2016, it Chihuahua
displayed apathy and regenerative anemia. Treatment with corticoid (1 mg/kg). Seen again on 10 Feb
2016, condition of the dog was improving. Seen a second time on 11 Mar 2016 ; it recovered. The
corticoid treatment was stopped two weeks later. Awaiting further information (PV sheet). Case linked
to the case 2017-FR-00271 (similar reaction one year after). Follow up (20 Feb 2017) : reception of the
PV sheet. No new information. No more information expected. Case closed. Duration of reaction:
Duration of reaction (precision): 5 Week Reason for treatment: vaccination

9.1 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; onset time: 6 days
(03/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 6 days
(03/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
each vaccine is assessed B (possible) Folllow-up
17/03/2017 : unchanged assessment

3 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 O CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessment ODose; duration: 1 Day; onset time: 5 Unclassifiable/unassessa Unclassified for both vaccines
weeks (29/12/2015ble
N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 5 weeks
(29/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Vaccination of a Chihuahua with Nobivac CHP and Nobivac L4 on 28 Dec 2016. On 08 Feb 2017, the
Chihuahua
dog was not well, it displayed lethargy, regenerative anemia and thrombocytopenia. Further ticks
diseases tests have been performed (Lyme, Ehrlichiosis and babesiosis) and were negative. Coomb's
test pending. Treatment with corticoid. Outcome unknown at the time of the report. Awaiting further
information (PV sheet). Case linked to the case 2017-FR-00242 (similar reaction of the same dog one
year before). Follow up (20 Feb 2017) : reception of the PV sheet. The dog displayed a haemolytic and
regenerative anemia which responds to corticoids. The dog recovered (date of recovery unknown).
Treatment with Oro-Medrol 4 mg. Awaiting further information. Follow up (01 Mar 2017) : reception
of an email from the attending vet. Coomb's test was negative. On 01 Mar 2017, the dog was still
under corticoid treatment but with very low doses and according to the vet results of bloodworks
showed that this goes in the right direction. No more information expected. Case closed Duration of
reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 13 Day Reason for treatment: vaccination

3 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 O1 - Inconclusive
Dose; duration: 1 Day; (28/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (28/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

23 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day;
(28/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (28/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>VERSICAN PLUS
DHPPI/L4 LYOPHILISAT ET SOLVANT
POUR SUSPENSION INJECTABLE
POUR CHIENS - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose; duration: 1 Day; (25/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: 1 hour (15/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 1 hour
(15/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 1 hour
(15/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
CANIGEN CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,once; duration: 1 Day;
(24/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,once; duration: 1
Day; (24/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Immune mediated reaction have
already been reported after vaccination but generally
occur within the month following injection. Time to
onset is a bit long long for such hypothesis. However,
the dog was vaccinated with the same vaccines the
previous year and similar adverse event was reported
5 weeks after vaccination. It is known that dogs with
immune-mediated hemolytic anemia (IMHA)
(idiopathic or vaccine induced) may be predisposed to
relapse if subsequent vaccination are given (DUVAL &
GIGER 1996). In addition, it is assumed that vaccines
could rather exacerbate or trigger an underlying
immune process than be the actual cause of the
IMHA. Due to the positive rechallenge, the role of
vaccines are O1-Inconclusive assessed. Follow-up 01MAR-2017: assessment unchanged (O1-Inconclusive)
CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: both injections
of primo-vaccination were different. Thus,
assessment N-Unlikely for the three products

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
each vaccine is assessed B (possible)

CA comments: Time to onset is consistent with
vaccination. Vomiting and lethargy are well-known
adverse effect reported after vaccination. Immune
mediated haemolytic anemia following vaccination is
not clearly described in cats. Despite time link with
product's administration, this sign remain unexpected
and other causes are plausible. Thus, both vaccines
are B-Possible assessed.

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00328

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

27/02/2017

20/04/2017

1

1

0 28/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anorexia,Elevated ALT,General
R><BR><BR>Yes, illness,Vomiting,Elevated lipase
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00342

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

08/02/2017

09/03/2017

1

1

0 08/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Quincke's oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00346

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

27/02/2017

15/03/2017

1

1

0 27/02/2017 Not
Hind limb
Known,<BR><BR paralysis,Diarrhoea,Hyperthermia
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00379

France

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

02/03/2017

07/04/2017

1

1

0 12/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal test
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes result,Pancreatitis,Elevated
ALT,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Pale mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Anorexia,Lack
of efficacy

SAR / SLEE for Lepto.First injection with NOBIVAC L4 on 02 Feb 2017. On 02 Mar 2017 a 6 years-old
Chihuahua
neutered female dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 (booster injection) + CANIGEN CHPPi (annual
booster injection) by the attending vet. On 12 Mar 2017 the dog started showing vomiting, anorexia
and pale mucous membranes. A blood sampling was done on 13 Mar 2017: elevated ALP and ALT were
found. Liver echography (done on 14 Mar 2017) showed "Leptospirosis like lesions" (no echography
report available, information given by the vet assistant). Temperature was normal. The dog was put
under perfusion on 15 Mar 2017. The vet assistant had suspicion of Leptospirosis caused by the
vaccine. The attending vet had suspicion of Leptospirosis, field strain (SLEE). Awaiting for the PV-Sheet.
Follow-up on 28 Mar 2017 : PV Sheet received. Chihuahua of 2.5kg. PCR Lepto was negative on 22
Mar 2017; elevated canine lipase (556microg/l; standard <200microg/l). Suspicion of pancreatitis. No
more information expected, the case is closed.

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00413

France

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

31/01/2017

05/04/2017

6

4

3 13/02/2017 Yes

SLEE : in a Husky dog breeding center, six 8 weeks-old puppies were vaccinated on unknown date (Feb
2017 chosen arbitrarily) with NOBIVAC L4 (unknown lot number) by the attending vet. Before the
booster injection, on 13 Feb 2017 1 puppy was hospitalized and on 14 Feb 2017 it died. Autopsy was
performed and the serology (test Innovalis) was positive for Leptospira (Sejroe and Hardjo serovars).
On 23 Feb 2017 another puppy was euthanized without performing an autopsy. Another puppy died
(unknown date). Another sick puppy is still alive (unknown signs). Awaiting more information. Followup on 30 Mar 2017 : PV-Sheet received. Puppies vaccinated on 31 Jan 2017 and reacted on 13 Feb
2017. No more information expected, the case is closed. Reason for treatment: vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00915

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/06/2017

07/06/2017

1

1

0 01/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00927

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

14/06/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-00998

France

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

08/06/2017

21/06/2017

1

1

Death by euthanasia,Death,Lack of No Data
efficacy

A 2.5-year-old female dog with no medical history (no overweight, no abdominal trauma, no
Bichon Frise
concomitant treatment) was treated with NOBIVAC L4, NOBIVAC CHPPi and NOBIVAC Rage on 27 Feb
2017. On 28 Feb 2017, the dog experienced general state alteration. On 01 Mar 2017, she refused to
eat. There was no fever nor injection site mass. During the night from 3 Mar to 4 Mar 2017, the dog
vomited 3 or 4 times. She was treated with Cerenia and the vomiting stopped. She was hospitalized on
4 Mar 2017 by the attending vet. Blood lab test on 4 Mar 2017 showed high liver enzyme values (Alat
4.5 N, Lipases 3.5N). The dog was nourished with perfusion. On 6 Mar 2017, the dog was recovering.
Further information will follow (abdominal echography was scheduled on 6 or 7 Mar 2017). Follow up
received on 10 Mar 2017: An abdminal echography was performed on 7 Mar 2017 and showed
perfectly normal liver and pancreas. The dog has been prescribed antibiotic for 10 days since 03 Mar
2017 (no other information). At the time of report, the dog was back home for a few days and was
completely recovered. It still ate special special digestible dog food. A control blood test was
scheduled on 10 Apr 2017. Further information will follow. Follow up 11 Apr 2017: The dog was
better, and suddenly felt bad again so new lab tests were performed and show normalized Hepatic
enzymes at the beginning of apr 2017. The vet did not know why the dog was not doing well so she
performed specific lab tests for thryoid and adrenal glands.At the time of report, the dog was feeling
well again. It recovered. Further information will follow Duration of reaction: 1 Week Reason for
treatment: Vaccination
Two hours after a vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4, owners called the attending vet Pug
because the vaccinated dog began to display a Quincke's oedema. The dog came back to the vet clinic
and it was treated with Solumedrol by IV route. Rapidly, within 1.5 hours to 2 hours the dog felt better
and the next morning the dog had totally recovered. The attending vet prescribed an antihistaminic
treatment. No more information expected. Case closed. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction
(precision): 1 Day Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable
Suspected Adverse ReactionOn 27 Feb 2017 morning a 4 years-old male chocolate Labrador was
Labrador
vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPi (booster injection) + NOBIVAC L4 (first time) (unknown lot numbers) Retriever
by the attending vet. On 27 Feb 2017 afternoon the owner gave to the dog 1 tablet of BRAVECTO
1000MG (unknown lot number). On 27 Feb 2017 evening the dog showed diarrhoea, hyperthermia
(39.5°C) and hind legs temporary paralysis. The vet treated the dog with an injection of corticoid on 28
Feb 2017 morning. The dog had history of allergic dermatitis. Awaiting more information and outcome.
Reason for treatment: vaccination and flea/tick control

3.35 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day;
(27/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (27/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose;
(27/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: General state alteration the day after
vaccination, anorexia and sometimes vomiting are
adverse effects of vaccines reported. However,
elevated ALT and lipase are more unexpected. Liver
and pancreas disorders have been ruled out. Thus,
NCA agrees with MAH: the 3 vaccines are B-Possible
assessed. Follow-up 11-APR-2017: assessment
unchanged (B-Possible)

9 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: 2 hours (08/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 2 hours
(08/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
Not
BRAVECTO 1000 MG COMPRIMES A B - Possible
Known CROQUER POUR CHIENS DE
GRANDE TAILLE (> 20–40 KG) N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Tablets;
duration: 1 Day; (27/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC CHPPI N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (27/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (27/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessment BPossible for both vaccines

2.5 CANIGEN CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,N/A,1 Dose; duration: once; onset Unclassifiable/unassessa
time: 10 days (02/03/2017ble
N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; onset time: 10 days
(02/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH's comments and
assessments. The 3 products are B-Possible assessed

CA comments: Clinical signs are compatible with
leptospirosis and time to onset is too long for a postvaccinal reaction. However, diagnosis of leptospirosis
(or other) must be confirmed by analytical test to
conclude on LEE of both vaccines. Pending
complementary results, both vaccines are OUnclassified assessed Follow-up 28/03/2017: The
analysis results suggested a possible pancreatitis
which is poorly compatible with an effect of the
vaccine: very few cases of pancreatitis are described
in the French database in association with vaccines. In
the other hand, acute pancreatitis is documented in
the literature as a possible consequence of immunemediated vasculitis due to type III hypersensitivity, in
humans and vaccines are identified as a possible
cause of such mechanisms. Few information is
available on that case, and other possible aetiologies
for pancreatitis cannot be ruled out. Therefore, the
role of each vaccine remains O-Unclassified assessed,
Note : Veddra term "pancreatitis" was added.

Siberian Husky Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
N - Unlikely
Dose; duration: once; (31/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The case is
assessed : N (unlikely)

No Data

SAR: on 01 Jun 2017 approx a puppy received the booster injection of a primovaccination with
Not Applicable Not
NOBIVAC CHPPI + NOBIVAC L4 + NOBIVAC RAGE by the attending vet. The puppy immediately showed
Known
a face oedema and it was treated with corticoid. The dog recovered completely. Awaiting for more
information. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 0 Day Reason for treatment:
vaccination

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day;
(01/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose;
(01/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (01/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessment BPossible for the 3 vaccines

0 01/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Elevated liver enzymes,Epilepsy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

On end of Jan 2016 a dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI + NOBIVAC L4 + NOBIVAC RAGE by the Not Applicable Not
attending vet. About 10-15 days after vaccination, the dog started having epilepsy (1 crisis every 15
Known
days approx). The dog started allopathic and homeopathic treatment without any result. The dog was
checked on Jun 2017: normal heart echography, elevated hepatic enzymes. Awaiting for more details.
Reason for treatment: vaccination

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,N/A,1 dose; duration: 1 day;
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(01/01/2016ble
N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (01/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (01/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Too much lack of information for a
reliable conclusion (dog's age, breed, history...).
Pending more details, the 3 vaccines are OUnclassified assessed.

0 08/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Breathing difficulty,Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

SAR : on 08 Jun 2016 a Pug was vaccinated by the attending vet with NOBIVAC CHPPI + NOBIVAC L4 + Pug
NOBIVAC RAGE for the first time. 20 minutes after injection, the dog showed face oedema and
respiratory difficulties. Treatment with Solu-medrol (corticoid) was done and the dog recovered.No
more information expected, the case is closed.Case declared at the same time of case 2017-FR-01001.
Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 0 Day Reason for treatment: vaccination

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: 20 minutes (08/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 20 minutes
(08/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 20 minutes
(08/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessment BPossible for the 3 vaccines

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01001

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

12/06/2017

21/06/2017

1

1

0 12/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema,Breathing difficulty
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01086

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

21/06/2017

11/07/2017

1

1

0 21/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Quincke's oedema,Apathy No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01097

France

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

21/06/2017

27/07/2017

1

1

1 22/06/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus),Death Other
R><BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01099

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

27/06/2017

10/07/2017

1

1

0 28/06/2017 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01101

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

28/06/2017

11/07/2017

1

1

0 28/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Urticaria,Ear pruritus,Swollen face Not
R><BR><BR>Not (see also 'Skin'),Respiratory distress Known
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01233

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

10/07/2017

15/12/2017

1

1

1 20/07/2017 Yes

Joint pain,Fever,Lethargy (see also No Data
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Hepatitis,Scrotal oedema,Purulent No Data
rhinitis,Nasal discharge,Alopecia
local,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Hyperthermia,
Abnormal test result,Disorder of
red blood cell
NOS,Fatigue,Pancreatitis,Elevated
ALT,Elevated total
bilirubin,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Decreased red blood cell
count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Elevated
amylase,Elevated cholesterol
(total),Elevated C-reactive
protein,Monocytosis,Elevated
globulins,Non-regenerative
anaemia,Thrombocytopenia,Lymph
ocytosis,Lymphopenia,Neutropenia
,Diarrhoea

SAR : on 12 Jun 2016 a Chihuahua was vaccinated by the attending vet with NOBIVAC CHPPI +
NOBIVAC L4 + NOBIVAC RAGE for the first time. 20 minutes after injection, the dog showed face
oedema and respiratory difficulties. Treatment with Solu-medrol (corticoid) was done and the dog
recovered.No more information expected, the case is closed.Case declared at the same time of case
2017-FR-00998. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 0 Day Reason for treatment:
vaccination

Chihuahua

Suspected adverse reaction received on 23 jun 2017: A pug dog with unknown medical history, age and Pug
sex has been treated with Nobivac L4 on an unknown date (jun 2017 chosen arbitrarily). On an
unknown date, the dog experienced edema. No further information. Further information will follow.
Follow up (29 Jun 2017) : reception of the PV sheet. This case is upgraded to a serious case.
Vaccination of a dog with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac CHPPI on 21 Jun 2017. About 2 hours after, the dog
displayed Quincke's oedema and also vomiting at the beginning of the reaction. Treatement with
Solumedrol 20 mg, Phenergan by IV route, Prednisolone 0.5 mg/kg BID and oxygenation. The dog
recovered within 24 hours. The reporter wrote that this dog already reacted to the vaccination by
displaying apathy but he didn't precise wether only one vaccine or both vaccines were concerned. No
more information expected. Case closed. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 5
Month
SLEE received on 26 Jun 2017: a 12 weeks old female border collie with unspecified medical history has Border Collie
been treated with Versican Plus DHPPi and L4 at 8 weeks of age and NOBIVAC CHPPi at 12 weeks of
age (on 21 jun 2017). This corresponds to extra label use. On 22 jun 2017, the dog experienced
diarrhoea, on 23 jun 2017 she experienced vomiting and on 24 jun 2017 anorexia and dehydration (she
has lost 2 kg in 2 days). The dog had no neurological symptom, no respiratory symptom and no fever.
There was a negative coproscopy for parasites. She was treated with Emeprid (metoclopramide),
Prifinial (prifinium bromure), Buccoval (Spiramycine/metronidazole) and Prokolin (mix of
montmorillonite with pre and probiotics). On 25 jun 2017, the dog is brought back with hyperthermia at
40.1°C, vomiting despite Metoclopramide and intermittent bloody stools. She was perfused and
received Fercobsang (Iron and B12), Cerenia (Maropitant) and Metacam (Meloxicam). Parvovirosis is
highly suspected. The dog died on 25 Jun 2017. An autopsy was performed on this dog and histological
samples were taken on his small intestine. Autopsy showed inflammatory aspect of the entire digestive
system, with thickened Peyer plates. A 30 cm long part of the small intestine was purplish red with
inflammatory and haemorrhagic mucosae. The mesenteric ganglia are enlarged and hard with sub
capsular oedema. The spleen looked crumpled, with dark structure. Rest of the organs looked normal.
A rectal swab showed CPV-2a on PCR typing analysis. On blood testing, the dog had leukopenia (<1000
UI), hyper lymphocytosis, and ALP at 472 U/L (N: 20-150). The dog was part of a breeding visited by the
vet regularly (clean breeding). The rest of the dogs were vaccinated. This particular dog was not born in
the breeding but bought by the owner 3 weeks before. Further information will follow. Follow up
on17 jul 2017: histological anlyses received. sampling was performed on instestine and mesenteric
ganglion. Diffuse and marked necrotizing enteritis with atrophy of the intestinal villi and ulceration of
the mucosa, necrotic fibrino rearrangements and surface bacterial surinfection. Lymphoid depletion of
Peyer plaques and mesenteric ganglion. Necrotizing lesions of the intestine strongly suggest parvovirus
infection. Case closed.

Not
Known

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: 20 minutes (12/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 20 minutes
(12/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 20 minutes
(12/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

9.6 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: once; onset
time: 2 hours (21/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; onset time: 2 hours
(21/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessment BPossible for the 3 vaccines

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
each vaccine is assesesed B (possible)

Not
Known

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once;
(21/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; (21/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
each vaccine is assessed N (unlikely) Follow-up :
assessments unchanged (N-Unlikely) Note: VeDDRA
terms: Lack of efficacy changed to Lack of efficacy
(parvovirus)

SAR received on 28 jun 2017 : a 4 year old non pregnant female dog with medical history of heat in apr Bernese
Not
2017 was treated with NOBIVAC L4 on 27 jun 2017 at 7 PM. She was in good general state at the time Mountain Dog Known
of vaccination, not pregnant. On 28 jun 2017, the dog could not raise and experienced fever (38,9°C).
At auscultation on 29 Jun 2017, the dog had no fever (phantom pregnancy was first suspected by the
owner but the dog had an echography showing no disorder, no pyometra, no milk in the teats) and the
dog had joint pain (left back leg). She received Dexadreson and recovered on 30 Jun 2017. Case closed.
Duration of reaction: 2 Days Reason for treatment: vaccination

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
A - Probable
Dose; duration: 1 Day; (27/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with the MAH assessment:
A (probable).

SAR: a 3 month old female Australian Shepherd dog has been vaccinated (primo injection) with Zoetis
CHPPi and L4 at the breeding on an unknown date. On 28 JUN 2017, dog was injected with NOBIVAC
CHPPi and L4. She had otitis at the time of injection. Following injection, the dog experienced face
edema associated with respiratory distress and urticarial lesions on her belly. The dog received
corticoid injection. Following this episode of face edema, the dog experienced ear pruritus because of
concomitant otitis. She had completely recovered on 29 JUN 2017. Outcome: recovered. No more
information expected. Case closed. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 1 Day
Reason for treatment: Vaccination
On 10 Jul 2017 a Shetland sheep dog was vaccinated by the attending vet with NOBIVAC L4 (booster
injection). On 20 Jul 2017 the dog showed anorexia, fatigue, hyperthermia (40.5 °C), scrotal edema.
The dog was hospitalised. Blood smear was negative for Babesia, low hemoglobin (11 g/dl),
neutropenia, monocytosis. On 21 and 22 Jul 2017 the dog had sero-haemorrhagic nasal discharge and
it received corticoid + antibiotic treatment (Dexazone + Doxyval). It received also a Carbesia injection
and Cerenia. Rapid test for pancreatitis was positive, normal thoracic x-ray. On 22 Jul 2017 a blood
sampling showed low hemoglobin (9 g/dl), neutropenia, lymphocytosis and monocytosis. On 23 Jul
2017 the dog started recovering and on 24 Jul 2017 hemoglobin = 9.6 g/dl, still monocytosis but no
more neutropenia. On 27 Jul 2017 the dog was recovering.Awaiting for more information. Case linked
to case 2017-FR-01232 (same animal: fatigue and diarrhoea 10d post vaccination. Follow-up received
on 01 Aug 2017: analysis results partially received. The dog was negative for Borrelia, Ehrlichia canis
and Anaplasma phagocytophilum serology. Awaiting for the rest of the analysis results. Follow-up on
03 Aug 2017: analysis results received. Animal was negative to Leishmania, Borrelia, Ehrlichia canis and
Anaplasma phagocytophilum serology and Babesia spp, Ehrlichia spp, Anaplasma spp and Hepatozoon
canis PCR. Awaiting for more information Follow-up on 21 Aug 2017 : the dog was visited again by the
attending vet on 21 Aug 2017. The dog was with an important fleas infestation and still with nasal
discharge. A thoracic X-ray was done: bronchial pattern. Still neutropenia, lymphocytosis and
monocytosis in association with thrombocytopenia. The dog showed diarrhoea on Jul 2017
(information reported to the vet by the owner). The dog received Dermipred as treatment from 24 Jul
2017 (unknown treatment duration). Awaiting for more information. Follow-up on 24 Aug 2017:
received analysis results of 21 Aug 2017. Antinuclear antibodies test negative, RBC 4.4 T/l (5.4-8.7), HB
9.8 g/dl (13.4-20.7), HCT 36.0 % (38.3-56.5), VGM 82.0 fl (59-76), CCMH 27.2 g/dl (32.6-39.2), PLT 110
G/l (143-448), anisocytosis and polychromasia observed. Awaiting for more information. Follow-up on
19 Sep 2017: on 24 Aug 2017 the dog started treatment with Doxyval (during 10 days) and Oro-Medrol
(1 mg/kg, ongoing). On 31 Aug 2017 the dog was recovered (the owner said), but the attending vet was
still observing purulent nasal discharge. On 11 Sep 2017 a perinasal and periorbital alopecia was
observed by the attending vet, blood screening analysis were performed and non-regenerative
anaemia was still present. Awaiting for rhinoscopy results. Follow-up on 11 Oct 2017: rhinoscopy
report received. Severe bilateral suppurative rhinitis (inflammatory origin ± probable infection). No

Australian
Shepherd Dog

Shetland
Sheepdog

7.6 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose; (28/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose;
(28/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
O1 - Inconclusive
Dose; duration: once; onset time: 10
days (10/07/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
each vaccine is assessed B (possible)

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessment O1Inconclusive Follow-up 03-AUG-2017: assessment
unchanged: O1-Inconclusive Follow up 21 and
24/08/2017: assessment unchanged (O1inconclusive). Follow-up 19-SEP-2017: assessment
unchanged (O1-Inconclusive) Follow-up 11 and 12 Oct
2017: assessment unchanged (O1-inconclusive).
Follow-up 23-OCT-2017: assessment unchanged (O1Inconclusive) Follow-up 07 & 14-NOV-2017:
assessment unchanged (O1-Inconclusive)

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01266

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

31/07/2017

30/08/2017

1

1

1 31/07/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01328

France

Animal

Canine/dog

27 Month(s)

09/08/2017

22/08/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01378

France

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

28/07/2017

15/09/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01413

France

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

25/08/2016

14/09/2017

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01428

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 - 60
Month(s)

23/08/2017

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01442

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01447

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

Lateral recumbency,Respiratory
Other
failure,Prostration,Death,Tachycard
ia,Cardiac arrest,Pale mucous
membrane,Loose stool,Vomiting

A 3 year-old female Carlin with unspecified medical history has been treated with NOBIVAC CHPPI and Pug
NOBIVAC L4 for the first time, Virbac Rage for the second or third time and BRAVECTO 250 MG
COMPRIMES A CROQUER POUR CHIENS DE PETITE TAILLE (>4,5-10 KG) (unknown posology, 250 mg
chosen arbitrarily) on 31 jul 2017 at 10 AM. All 3 vaccines were mixed in the same syringe (extra label
use). At 5 PM, the dog experienced vomiting, stools, and fell on her side. The dog was immediately
brought back to the vet who found the dog with pale mucosae and tachycardia. The dog received
cortisone IV and Adrenaline IV, then respiratory failure occurred, the dog was intubated and received
oxygen, then cardiac arrest, the dog was reanimated but reanimation failed and she died. No more
detail. Further information will follow (autopsy to be performed). Follow up received on 2 Aug 2017:
Dog was neutered and weighted 6.4 kg. Before vaccination, the vet performed a pre vaccination
examination (normal) and asked the owner about allergies (none). It was the first time the carlin ever
took BRAVECTO around 3h PM. Dog has been previously vaccinated with Virbac Rabigen Mono, Virbac
CHPPi and Virbac L on 5 aug 2016. Events occured during a walk with the owner.She experienced
prostration after vomiting and stools. At entrance at the clinic, there was no fever. Adrenalin was
administered IV 0.01 mg/kg associated with Solumedrol 20mg 0.5 bulb IV and 0.5 bulb IM. After cardio
respiratory arrest and ventilation, the dog received Adrenalin and Atropin. The vet noticed that the dog
had pieces of BRAVECTO tab in the mouth but had free upper airways. Further information will follow
(autopsy to be performed). Follow up received on 22 aug 2017: autopsy report. No external lesion.
No fracture. The dog had pale ocular and buccal mucosae, strong congestion of kidney and liver,
bloody effusion of thorax, bloody flow at liver extraction (non-coagulated blood), diffuse generalized
slight congestion of intestinal mucosae. Emptiness of bladder, normal spleen, normal heart, absence of
acute pulmonary edema, absence of foam in neither trachea nor foreign body. Further information will
follow (histology on liver and kidney). Reason for treatment: Flea/ tick control / vaccination
Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

6.4 BRAVECTO 250 MG COMPRIMES A B - Possible
CROQUER POUR CHIENS DE PETITE
TAILLE (>4,5-10 KG) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Tablet; duration: 1.0 Day;
onset time: 2h (31/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC CHPPI N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1.0 Day; onset time: 5h (31/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1.0 Day; onset time: 5h (31/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>RABIGEN MONO N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1.0 Day; onset time: 5h (31/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Signs and time to onset are compatible
with an anaphylactic-type reaction, although there is
no obvious sign at necropsy. Waiting for analysis
results the role of each drug is B (possible) assessed.

0 09/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Face and neck swelling (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Swollen lip (see also
'Skin'),Swollen limb,Ear
pruritus,Pruritus,Anaphylaxis,Pinnal
oedema,Vomiting,Blood in vomit

About 30 minutes after vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 (vaccination on 09 Aug 2017 Chihuahua
at 11:00 am), a dog displayed swelling of the face, nose truffle, ears, lips, neck and front legs, 2
vomiting with 2-3 little blood drops and a pruritus localised to the face and ears. Seen by the vet in
emergency which injected Solu-Medrol by IV route. The dog was kept under observation at the clinic
and was gave back to its owner in the afternoon because it was better and began to deflate. Total
recovery the day after. No more information expected. Case closed. Duration of reaction: Duration
of reaction (precision): 1 Day Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

1.7 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day;
(09/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; (09/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessment BPossible for both vaccines

1

0 30/07/2017 Yes

No Data

An 8-year-old female German shepherd has been treated for the first time with NOBIVAC L4 on 28 jul German
2017. On 30 jul 2017, the dog experienced staggering. On 31 jul 2017, the dog was brought to the vet Shepherd Dog
who performed a full blood count showing red blood cells at 1.81 M/mm3 and white blood cells at
67.89 m/mm3, with red blood cell distribution index at 10.1. The dog received perfusion and 4 mL of
Dexafort. There was no fever. The dog had normal liver and kidney analysis, normal coagulation, no
hemoglobinuria at the clinic (the owner did not see hemoglobinuria at home either). No antibiotic was
given. On 1 aug 2017, the dog had WBC 88.27 m/mm3, RBC 1.67 M/mm3, red blood cell distribution
index 11.4. On 7 aug 2017, the dog had WBC 22.99 m/mm3, RBC 3.65 M/mm3, IDR 13.5. On 16 aug
2017, the dog had WBC 24.50 m/mm3, RBC 3.52 M/mm3, red blood cell distribution index 12.2. The
dog had no abdominal effusion, no clue where the red blood cells were going (or if they were
destroyed, where the pigments are). Further investigations will follow. Follow up 25 aug 2017 :dog was
weighting 38 kg and has been neutered in 2010. further information will follow. Follow up 6 sep 2017:
The dog has not been referred yet. Evolution was stable at the date of report. Furhter information will
follow.

38 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
OCA comments: NCA agrees with the MAH assessment:
Dose; duration: once; (28/07/2017- Unclassifiable/unassessa O (unclassified). Follow-up 25-AUG-2017: assessment
N/A)<BR><BR>
ble
unchanged

1

1

1 10/08/2017 Not
Death by euthanasia,Lack of
Known,<BR><BR efficacy
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

20/09/2017

13

1

1 23/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Behavioural disorder
No Data
NOS,Vomiting,Death,Fatigue,Weak
ness,Face and neck swelling (see
also 'Skin'),Anorexia

On 21 Sep 2016 a dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 by the attending vet. On 08 Aug 2017 the dog
started showing abdominal pain with vomiting and acute renal failure (diagnosed by the vet on 10 Aug
2017: UREA >2.730 g/L (0.147-0.567)). On 10 Aug 2017 the dog had positive PCR for Leptospira
interrogans and augmented kidney volume to the ultrasound. The ultrasound also showed a splenic
mass, a testicular tumor with lymph node metastasis. It was treated with perfusion, Furosemide, antiacid, anti-vomiting and tetracycline IV. The dog was hospitalized on 10 Aug 2017. On 12 Aug 2017 the
dog was treated with Augmentin 15 ml + Azantac 1.2 ml + Dimazon 1 ml. It started having diarrhea. On
13 Aug 2017 the dog was treated with Augmentin 15 ml + Azantac 1.2 ml + Dimazon 1 ml and NaCl 1 L.
On 14 Aug 2017 the dog showed subcutaneous edema and respiratory distress and it was treated with
Augmentin 1.5 ml + Azantac 1.2 ml + Dimazon 1 ml + Cerenia 3 ml. It was euthanized on 14 Aug 2017.
Awaiting for more information. Follow-up on 04 Sep 2017: changed vaccination date with NOBIVAC
L4 to 25 Aug 2016. The dog was vaccinated with VERSICAN L4 on 21 Sep 2016 and on 09 Aug 2017.
Awaiting for more information (analysis results). Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR:
Unfavorable
Case reported by the owner. On 23 Aug 2017 at 9:00 a dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHP +
NOBIVAC L4 by the attending vet. The same day, at 12:00 the dog started showing change of behavior,
fatigue, weakness and anorexia, vomiting. The owner observed swollen neck. The dog died the same
day at 14:00. Awaiting for more information. Follow-up on 11 Sep 2017: phone call with the attending
vet. The owner was a dog farmer, the same day (23 Aug 2017) 13 Yorkshires were vaccinated (11
puppies, 2 adults) with NOBIVAC CHP + NOBIVAC L4. Another puppy showed AE (see linked case 2017FR-01480). Dogs had been treated with PANACUR (250MG chosen arbitrarily) on 20-21-22 Aug 2017.
Awaiting for more information. Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

17/07/2017

11/09/2017

1

1

1 12/08/2017 Yes

Loose
No Data
stool,Vomiting,Anuria,Death,Anore
xia,Gastrointestinal foreign body
NOS,Elevated creatinine,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Decreased red
blood cell count,Enlarged
kidney(s),Elevated BUN

A 7 year old male Jack Russel with unspecific medical history has been vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 for Jack Russell
the first time on 17 jul 2017. He was vaccinated with another brand of Leptospirosis vaccine the years Terrier
before. On 12 aug 2017, the owner noticed anorexia, vomiting and soft stools. He was seen again in
consultation for the second injection of NOBIVAC L4 on 14 aug 2017. The dog had a total blood count
that day showing elevated creatinine at 56 UI, elevated urea at 2.3 UI, low red blood cells. There was
an echography performed showing slightly enlarged kidneys with hyper echogenicity of the cortical
area of the kidneys. Echography also highlighted a foreign body in the fog stomach (peach stone) that
has been there for a while (no related to the reported events according to the vet). There was no
gastric lesion to be noticed. The dog was hospitalized on 14 aug 2017 and administered with
Doxycyclin, Cerenia, Bupaq (Buprenorphine) and perfused. A PCR was performed on blood during
hospitalization and came back negative for Leptospirosis (no PCR performed on urines because the dog
was anuric).the dog died on 21 AUG 2017 during hospitalization.No anathomopathology performed.
No autopsy. No more details. Further information will follow (lab tests, units). Reason for treatment:
Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose; (17/07/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

OCA comments: NCA agrees with the MAH assessment:
Unclassifiable/unassessa O (unclassified).
ble

03/12/2016

13/09/2017

1

1

1 25/12/2016 Yes

Blindness,Weight loss,Death,Optic
nerve disorder

A 4 year old female Chihuahua with unknown medical history was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 in
Chihuahua
November 2016. The second injection of NOBIVAC L4 occurred on 3 dec 2016. At the end of
December 2016, the dog was diagnosed with optic neuritis and became blind. There was a suspicion of
granulomatous meningitis but no cerebrospinal fluid was punctured because it was really hard to
perform this exam on such a little dog. In December 2016, the dog had MRI showing infiltration on the
optic nerve. He received Cortisone but a deep optical examination on 10 jan 2017 showing no
improvement of his condition. At the end of Aug 2017, the dog was seen in consultation to change
Cortisone in Imurel. The vet noticed that the dog had lost some weight (1.5kg). Total blood count was
normal. The dog died few days after this consultation (aug 2017). Case closed. Reason for treatment:
vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose; (03/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Non-regenerative
anaemia,Decreased red blood cell
count,Staggering,Neutrophilia

No Data

American
Staffordshire
Terrier

Yorkshire
Terrier

35.45 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
N - Unlikely
Dose; duration: once; (25/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>VERSICAN PLUS L4
SUSPENSION INJECTABLE POUR
CHIENS - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose;
(09/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

0.82 NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 B - Possible
Dose; duration: once; (23/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
once; (23/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>PANACUR 250 CHIEN
- N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(20/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The case is
assessed B (possible) Follow-up 04-SEP-2017: Primo
vaccination protocol not respected (two different
vaccines used). Consequently, NOBIVAC L4 and
VERSICAN PLUS L4 are N-Unlikely assessed.

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessments BPossible for both products. Follow-up 11-SEP-2017:
assessments unchanged for NOBIVAC CHP & L4 (BPossible) PANACUR: NCA agrees with MAH:
assessment O1-Inconclusive

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessment O1Inconclusive. Note : the veddra term "death" was
added.

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01496

France

Animal

Canine/dog

6.8 Year(s)

17/08/2017

21/09/2017

1

1

0 18/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Diarrhoea,Uraemia,Intestinal
No Data
disorder NOS,Abnormal test
result,Increased packed cell volume
(PCV),Blood in faeces

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01504

France

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

11/09/2017

20/10/2017

1

1

0 11/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Neutrophilia,Vomiting,Anaphylaxis, No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Dyspnoea,Cough,Red
mucosae,Fever,Erythematous
rash,Hyperglycaemia,Elevated
ALT,Elevated SAP,Gingival erythema

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01506

France

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

22/08/2016

25/09/2017

1

1

0 09/08/2017 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01521

France

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

02/09/2017

25/09/2017

1

1

0 02/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Neutropenia,Bloody diarrhoea,Lack No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes of efficacy (parvovirus),Weight
loss,Enlarged lymph node
(localised),Anorexia

A 2-month-old female German shepherd has been vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPi and NOBIVAC L4
German
on 2 Sep 2017. The dog has been wormed in the breeding where she was raised. She had been taken
Shepherd Dog
home with its owners on 9 Sep 2017. Since vaccination, the dog experienced bloody diarrhea. A giardia
snap test was negative. She experienced anorexia. A parvovirus PCR was performed (pending results).
On 14 Sep 2017, the dog has lost 450 g. On 15 Sep 2017, the dog had Laparotomy showing thick
mesenteric node and full gall bladder. There was no worm in the dog. On biochemistry, the dog had
low white blood cell. She received perfusion, antibiotic, anti-emetic, intestinal dressing. Further
information will follow. Follow up on 21 Sep 2017: PCR came back very positive for Parvovirus.
Suspicion of lack of efficacy of the vaccine. Case closed. Reason for treatment: Vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01536

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

24/08/2017

13/10/2017

7

1

0 24/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Decubitus,Eyes rolling
R><BR><BR>Yes back,Drooling,Seizure NOS,Loss of
consciousness,Involuntary
movement

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01550

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

24/08/2017

13/10/2017

7

1

0 24/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Drooling,Seizure NOS,Loss of
R><BR><BR>Yes consciousness,Involuntary
movement,Temporary
blindness,Decubitus,Eyes rolling
back

No Data

A female 2 month-old Australian Shepherd puppy has been vaccinated on 24 aug 2017 for the first time
with NOBIVAC CHPPi and NOBIVAC L4. The same day, the dog received electronic ship. Few hours
after vaccination, the dog experienced loss of consciousness. She experienced seizure, received Valium
and recovered. Case is linked to 2017-FR-01550 (Cluster of cases). Further information will follow (lot
numbers, details). Follow up received on 3 oct 2017: Dog weight was 7 kilograms, she experienced loss
of consciousness, lateral decubitus, pedaling, drooling, revulsed eyes leading to diagnosis of seizure.
there was no complementary examination performed. Dog was raised with her mother in box with
access to the outside and fed with regular puppy petfood. Case closed. Reason for treatment:
Vaccination
A male 2 month-old Australian Shepherd puppy has been vaccinated on 24 Aug 2017 for the first time
with NOBIVAC CHPPi and L4. The same day, the dog received electronic ship. Few hours after
vaccination, the dog experienced loss of consciousness. He experienced seizure, received Valium and
was hospitalized. When Valium stopped to work, the dog had seizure again. This lasted 48 hours. After
these events, the dog experienced transitory blindness. The vision came back few days later. No
further investigation was scheduled (the puppy was sold). Case is linked to 2017-FR-01536 (Cluster of
cases). Further information will follow (lot numbers, details) Follow up received on 3 oct 2017: Dog
weight was 7 kilograms, he experienced loss of consciousness, lateral decubitus, pedaling, drooling,
revulsed eyes leading to diagnosis of seizure. there was no complementary examination performed.
Dog was raised with his mother in box with access to the outside and fed with regular puppy petfood.
Case closed. Duration of reaction: 1 Week Reason for treatment: vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01554

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

24/08/2017

02/10/2017

1

1

1 30/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

On 24 Aug 2017 1 puppy of Coton de Tulear was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI + NOBIVAC L4 by the Coton de
attending vet. 6 days after vaccination (30 Aug 2017) the puppy died. No autopsy, no further
Tuléar
investigations were done. No more information expected, the case is closed. Case linked to case 2017FR-01555 and 2017-FR-01559 (cluster of cases reported by the attending vet). Reason for treatment:
vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01555

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

08/09/2017

02/10/2017

3

3

3 13/09/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Haemorrhagic
R><BR><BR>Yes gastroenteritis,Death,Abnormal
test result,Hepatic disorder
NOS,Abnormal necropsy finding

No Data

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01559

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

24/08/2017

02/10/2017

1

1

1 01/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

On 08 Sep 2017 3 7-weeks-old puppies of Coton de Tulear was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI
Coton de
(ELU=vaccination age) + NOBIVAC L4 by the attending vet. On 13 Sep 2017 2 puppies died, on 16 Sep
Tuléar
2017 also the third one died. An autopsy was performed for the 2 puppies died on 13 Sep:
haemorrhagic gastroenteritis, spleen hemorrhagic suffusion, severe hepatic degeneration and
colibacillosis were observed. PCR analysis were performed on liver and rectal swab from one of 2
autopsied puppies: positive PCR for Coronavirus and Parvovirus. No further investigations were done.
No more information expected, the case is closed. Case linked to case 2017-FR-01554, 2017-FR-01559
(cluster of cases reported by the attending vet). Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction
(precision): 3 Day Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable
On 24 Aug 2017 1 puppy of Bichon Frise was vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI + NOBIVAC L4 by the
Bichon Frise
attending vet. On 01 Sep 2017 the puppy died. No autopsy, no further investigations were done. No
more information expected, the case is closed. Case linked to case 2017-FR-01555 and 2017-FR-01554
(cluster of cases reported by the attending vet). Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR:
Unfavorable

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01752

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

24/04/2017

03/11/2017

1

1

1 16/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Lack of efficacy

No Data

On 17 Aug 2017 a dog was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 (for the first time) and EURICAN DAP (booster Shih Tzu
injection) by the attending vet. On 18 Aug 2017 the dog showed diarrhoea without other signs. On 23
Aug 2017 the dog was still with diarrhoea and it received Canidiarix for treatment during 5 days +
Canikur during 3 days. A stool analysis was performed: disturbed intestinal flora and erythrocytes. The
dog recovered and the treatment stopped but the dog started having again diarrhoea. The dog started
again Canidiarix treatment on 29 Aug 2017 during 5 days. Awaiting for more information. Follow-up on
19 Sep 2017: received analysis results of 14 Sep 2017. Feces bacteriology: absence of Salmonella sp,
Escherichia coli, Yersinia sp, Clostridium difficile, Clostridium perfringens, Staphylococcus intermedius,
Staphylococcus aureus et Campylobacter sp. Hematology: HGB 19.3 g/dL (12.0-18.0), HT 59.7% (37.055.0); VGM, leucocytes, PLT were normal. UREA 10.7 mmol/L (3.3-10.0), SGPT transaminase 263 UI/L
(<122). The dog was visited by the attending vet on 18 Sep 2017 and it had completely recovered. No
more information expected, the case is closed. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction
(precision): 31 Day Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable
A 5 year old Yorkshire with unspecified medical history has been vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPi on 11
sep 2017 for the first time and with NOBIVAC L4 in Oct 2015 and on 11 sep 2017. Right after
vaccination, the dog experienced vomiting, cough, dyspnea, fever at 39.5 °C, generalized erythema,
apathy. The dog had red skin all over her body, and red conjunctiva and gingiva. Nothing has been
given to the dog at the time of report (two days after vaccination) but fever had stopped. There was
no pruritus associated with red skin. Further information will follow as examinations are ongoing.
Follow up received on 10 oct 17: Dog recovered on 14 sep 2017 after treatment with Dexadreson. On
lab tests, she had increased ALT 417 U/I (17-78) and ALP 266 U/L (15-85), high neutrophile 88.5% (6076) and high glycaemia 1.6 g/L (0.8-1.3) on 13 sep 17.She had a thoracic radiography which was
normal. Case closed. Reason for treatment: Vaccination
A 1.5 year old female white shepherd with unspecific medical history has been vaccinated with
NOBIVAC L4 on 22 aug 2016 (vaccination program respected, puppy vaccinated at 3 and 4 month old).
On 9 aug 2017, the dog experienced anorexia, fatigue and lost 2 kilograms. On 14 aug 2017, the dog
was brought to the vet who performed biochemistry on blood showing elevated creatinine at 47 mg/L
(N:14 mg/L) and elevated urea at 1.8 g/L (0.6 g/L). The dog had pink mucosae, liver enzyme normal, no
fever, no dyspnea. He performed a PCR on blood which came back negative and Serologies showing
positivity for Leptospira Australis (1/3200) and Leptospira panama (1/800). The dog received perfusion,
antibiotics and anti-acid drug. He recovered completely. On 4 sep 2017, a control was performed and
urea and creatinine normalized. The dog received L4 again (booster vaccination). Case closed.
Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 26 Day Reason for treatment: Vaccination

Yorkshire
Terrier

6.8 EURICAN DAP LYOPHILISAT ET
O1 - Inconclusive
SOLVANT POUR SUSPENSION
INJECTABLE - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose Not applicable 1 Animal;
duration: 1 Day; (17/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; (17/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Caucasian
Not
Shepherd Dog Known

CA comments: NCA agrees with Intervet conclusion.
The role of each vaccine is assessed O1 (inconclusive)

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once;
(11/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
once; (11/09/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
each vaccine is assessed B (possible). Follow-up
10/10/2017: Unchanged assessment

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose ; (22/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessment BPossible

B - Possible

5.45 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: 1 Day;
(02/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (02/09/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agreeswith MAH. The case is
assessed O1 (inconclusive)

Australian
Shepherd Dog

7 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once;
(24/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; (24/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Close time association with the
vaccination. Convulsion can be rarely observed after
vaccination in case of anaphylactic type reaction.
Another cause cannot be ruled out. Both products are
O1-Inconclusive assessed. Follow-up 03-OCT-2017:
assessment unchanged (O1-Inconclusive)

Australian
Shepherd Dog

7.2 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: once;
(24/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; (24/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Seizures are sometimes the expression
of type 1 hypersensitivity reactions, although not the
most characteristic in dogs, and transient blindness is
a possible complication of seizures. Considering that
other causes of seizures have not been investigated
and that more typical signs of hypersensitivity are not
described, the roles of NOBIVAC CHPPi and L4 are O1
(inconclusive) assessed. Follow-up 03-OCT-2017:
assessment unchanged (O1-Inconclusive)

A 4 years and 9 months old male Jack Russel in good general state has been vaccinated with NOBIVAC Jack Russell
CHPPi and NOBIVAC L4 on 23 Mar 2017 and NOBIVAC L4 again on 24 Apr 2017. The dog has been
Terrier
vaccinated with Merial vaccines (and among them, Merial vaccine against leptospirosis) since the
beginning. On 16 Oct 2017, the dog experienced icterus, hepatic failure, renal failure, glycosuria,
proteinuria with Heller test positive, anorexia, vomiting, diarrhea and anemia. The vet suspected a
leptospirosis but PCR came back negative for Leptospira interrogans on blood and on kidneys and liver
samples. The urine sample was not analyzable but the lab. On lab tests, the dog had total bilirubin at 8
mg/L (N: 1-5), creatinine at 100 mg/L (N: 4-14), total protein increased at 73 g/L (N: 50-72) and urea
above 3 g/L (N: 0.2-0.6). The dog died on 18 Oct 2017. Further information will follow (autopsy
results). Duration of reaction: 1 Week Reason for treatment: vaccination

Not
Known

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: 6 days (24/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 6 days
(24/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: 1 Day;
(08/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; (08/09/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

OCA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessment OUnclassifiable/unassessa Unclassified for both vaccines
ble

N - Unlikely

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessment NUnlikely for both vaccines

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
OCA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessment O,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: 1 Day;
Unclassifiable/unassessa Unclassified for both vaccines
(24/08/2017ble
N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (24/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
7 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once;
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(23/03/2017ble
N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
once; (24/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: Exact diagnosis is not available.
Pending additional results, both vaccines are OUnclassified assessed. Note: "death" added in
VeDDRA terms

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01796

France

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

27/10/2017

29/11/2017

1

1

1 28/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01847

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

30/10/2017

10/01/2018

2

1

1 31/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Hypothermia,Loss of
R><BR><BR>Not condition,Apathy
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01866

France

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

06/11/2017

15/12/2017

1

1

1 09/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes,<BR><
BR><BR><BR><B
R>Yes,<BR><BR>
<BR><BR><BR>Y
es

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01867

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

18/05/2017

11/12/2017

1

1

1 10/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01922

France

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

21/11/2017

04/12/2017

1

1

1 21/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Hypersalivation,Opisthotonus,Lung No Data
oedema,Nasal
bleeding,Death,Tongue
protrusion,Breathing
difficulty,Fatigue,Stiffness
NOS,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Bloody foam in mouth and
nose

Not
Known

Abnormal ultrasound
No Data
finding,Decreased red blood cell
count,Elevated SAP,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated
BUN,Hyperphosphataemia,Discolo
ured urine,Fatigue,Abnormal test
result,Hypothermia,Hyperthermia,A
norexia,Death by
euthanasia,Panting,Uraemia,Elevat
ed lipase,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Elevated
amylase,Elevated
triglyceride,Haemolytic
anaemia,Low platelet
count,Vomiting,Renal disorder NOS

No Data

Low platelet
No Data
count,Eosinophilia,Lymphopenia,Vo
miting,Hypocalcaemic
condition,Death,Anorexia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Fever,Abnormal test
result,Hyperkalaemia,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Hypernatremia

On 27 Oct 2017 a dog was vaccinated for the first time by the attending vet with NOBIVAC CHPPI +
American
NOBIVAC L4 + NOBIVAC RAGE. The dog was slightly fatigued the day of vaccination. 36 hours after
Cocker Spaniel
injection, the dog was slightly quiet (owner reported). On 29 Oct 2017 the dog showed hypersalivation
(hanging tongue), stiffness (head backwards), then breathing difficulties (breath rumors), bloody foam
from mouth and nose, blood from nose at the moment of death. The dog died 10 minutes after
beginning of breath difficulties. An autopsy was performed: acute lung oedema, no other lesions
observed. Awaiting for the histopathology analysis results. Follow-up on 20 Nov 2017: received
histopathology results: pulmonary oedema, no other lesions observed. No more information expected,
the case is closed. Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

4.6 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Dose; (27/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ;
(27/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose;
(27/10/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

On 30 Oct 2017 2 Chihuahua puppies of the same litter were vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPI +
NOBIVAC L4 by the attending vet. On 31 Oct 2017 one of them was in fair condition, on 01 Nov it had
hypothermia and it was apathic. On 2 Nov the puppy was found dead by the owner. Awaiting for
autopsy report. Follow-up on 02 Jan 2017: autopsy report received. No lesions were observed during
the necropsy. No more information expected, the case is closed. Duration of reaction: 2 Days
Reason for treatment: Vaccination

Chihuahua

On 06 Nov 2017 a dog was vaccinated (annual booster injection) with NOBIVAC CHPPI + NOBIVAC L4 +
NOBIVAC RAGE by the attending vet. The same day, the dog was treated for an acute external otitis
with EASOTIC, OREXIDINE and DERMIPRED 20. On 07 Nov 2017 the dog received by the owner 1
tablet of BRAVECTO COMPRIME A CROQUER POUR CHIENS DE GRANDE TAILLE as it was found with
attached ticks about 10 days before. On 09 Nov 2017 the dog started having panting, intense fatigue,
hyperthermia (39.5°C) and anorexia. Dermipred treatment was stopped and a blood sampling was
done: elevated ALP (>600 U/l), RBC 5.12*10^3/mm^3, HT 34.7%. Quick's time normal, no metritis nor
pyometra were observed by ultra-scan. A treatment with Kesium 625mg (1/2 tablet BID) and Epato
1500 (1.5 tablets/day) was started. On 12 Nov 2017 the dog was hospitalized in another vet clinic:
perfusion, Carbesia (0.25ml/10kg), Duphamox LA and Shotapen, Cerenia, morphine (NOS) were done.
Blood analysis: LIP >300.00 U/l (0.00-125.00), GLU 111.00 mg/dl (74.00-146.00), CREA 12.00 mg/dl
(0.30-1.50), BUN 160.50 mg/dl (7.00-29.00), PHOS 11.10 mg/dl (2.00-6.00), CA 10.50 mg/dl (9.0013.40), TP 6.00 g/dl (5.30-8.40), ALT 53.00 U/l (12.00-101.00), ALP 261.00 U/l (18.00-214.00), CHOL
228.00 mg/dl (100.00-330.00), TRIG 129.00 mg/dl (8.00-100.00), AMY 2218.00 U/l (500.00-1400.00),
UREA 343.47 mg/dl (14.98-62.06), WBC 7.24*10^3/mm^3 (6.00-12.00), RBC 3.62*10^6/mm^3 (5.508.50), HB 9.28 g/dl (15.00-20.00), HT 25.54% (44.00-57.00), MCV 71.00 µm^3 (60.00-77.00), MCHC
36.34 g/dl (31.00-36.00), PLT 20.00*10^3/mm^3 (200.00-460.00), MPV 9.83 µm^3 (6.70-11.10). On 13
Nov 2017 the dog was in critical condition, hypothermia. Note of the attending vet: the dog was
usually catching rats. Follow-up on 15 Nov 2017: On 15 Nov 2017 the dog was still in hypothermia,
haemolitic anaemia, anorexia, dark urine.Awaiting for more information. Follow-up on 16 Nov 2017:
the dog recovered partially: hepatic and pancreatic blood values were normal again. Still renal failure
and an ultra scan found thickened renal wall.Awaiting for more analysis results. Follow-up on 17 Nov
2017: the dog was negative for Borrelia, Ehrlichia canis and Anaplasma phagocytophilum/platys
serology. Awaiting for more analysis results. Follow-up on 21 Nov 2017: the dog was negative for
Ehrlichia spp., Anaplasma spp., Hepatozoon canis and Leptospira spp. PCR. Dog positive for Babesia
canis PCR. On 19 Nov 2017 dog had still high UREA. On 21 Nov 2017 the dog was with vomiting,
anorexia (liquide diet and daily perfusion only). Awaiting for more information. Follow up on 5 Dec
2017: Veddra code Lack of efficacy deleted. Follow-up on 7 Dec 2017: the dog was euthanized on 21
Nov 2017.
No on
autopsy,
further
weremewled
done. No
more
information
the case is
SLEE
received
14 Novno2017:
3.5investigation
years old female
breed
dog
(labrador) expected,
has been vaccinated

German Wirehaired
Pointing Dog

30 BRAVECTO 1000 MG COMPRIMES A N - Unlikely
CROQUER POUR CHIENS DE
GRANDE TAILLE (> 20–40 KG) N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
once; (07/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>DERMIPRED 20 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,BID; duration: 3
Day; (06/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>EASOTIC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ;
(06/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC CHPPI N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; (06/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; (06/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
once; (06/11/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: All clinical signs can be linked to
piroplasmosis. Considering positive PCR for babesia
canis, all products can be exonerated (assessment NUnlikely). Note: "Lack of efficacy" in VeDDRA terms as
well as MAH conclusion on Carbesia SLEE have been
deleted. Follow-up on 7 Dec 2017: assessments
unchanged (N-unlikely).

Crossbred

26 NOBIVAC KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 O1 - Inconclusive
Dose; duration: 1 Day; (25/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ;
(18/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
NOBIVAC L4 is assessed O1 (inconclusive) and the role
of NOBIVAC KC is assessed N (unlikely) Follow-up 28NOV and 05-DEC-2017: assessments unchanged

in may 2017 with NOBIVAC LEPTO. On 7 Nov 2017, the dog presented with fever. The vet performed a
blood smear (results unknown) and was given Carbesia. On 8 Nov 2017, the dog had digestive
disorders, diarrhea, vomiting, urea and creatinine slightly increased. She had abdominal echography
(results normal) and was given Kaopectate and Emeprid. On 9 Nov 2017, the dog had pain at mouth
opening. She had coagulation disorders leading to blood in the lungs (at X-rays), blood in cough,
epistaxis and high urea 1.95 UI (N:0.2-0.5), high creatinine 78.5 UI (N:10-20) with high bilirubinemia
21.7 UI (N:1-6). X-rays showed nodular lung opacification. She died on 10 Nov 2017 of pulmonary
haemorrhage. Further information will follow (serology ongoing for Leptospirosis serovar). Follow up
information received on 15 Nov 2017: Dog received NOBIVAC L4 (and not NOBIVAC Lepto) on 25 Apr
2017 with Novibac KC and 18 may 2017 for booster injection. Further information will follow
(serology) Follow up information received on 17 Nov 2017: PCR was negative for leptospirosis but a
quick serology test was performed on the blood sample and was positive. True serology test was
pending. No more details. Further information will follow. Follow up received on 28 Nov 2017:
Serology for leptospirosis was received. Canicola, Bratislava came back lightly positive (1/200 and
1/400 respectively). According to the expert, a begining of seroconversion is objectified. Nevertheless,
the serum quantity can not lead to a conclusion regarding which serovar has affected the dog because
the dog was vaccinated. There is still question ongoing wether this is leptospirosis or not. Further
information will follow. Follow up on 5 Dec 2017: No further information will follow. After talking
with experts, there is still a possibility of a lack of efficacy of NOBIVAC L4 because we will never know
which Serovar affected the dog, as no kinetic could be performed (as the dog died too quicky). Case
closed.
An 11 years old dachshund with medical history of untreated cardiac murmur and annual vaccination
with another brand of vaccine (Zoetis) in another vet clinic has been vaccinated with NOBIVAC CHPPi,
NOBIVAC L4 and NOBICAC Rage on 21 Nov 2017 in the morning for the first time. Ten hours later, at
night, the dog experienced lethargy. He was brought to the vet the following morning with fever at
41.4°C for which the vet prescribed Tolfedine. On 22 Nov 2017 in the afternoon, the fever was gone
but he was still lethargic and experienced anorexia and vomiting. A blood biochemistry analysis was
performed showing high alkaline phosphatase, high bilirubin, low blood calcium, high creatinine,
hyperkalemia, hypernatremia, plus lymphopenia, eosinophilia, high hemoglobin, high hematocrit and
low platelets. The vet perfused the dog in the evening and added Calcium into the perfusion. The dog
died on 24 Nov 2017 in the morning. Further information will follow (anatomopathological analysis).
Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 3 Days Reason for treatment: Preventive
Treatment of SAR: tolsedine Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

Dachshund
(Standard)
Long-haired

0.65 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once;
(30/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; (30/10/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. Awaiting for
histopathology analysis results, the role of each
vaccine is assessed O1 (inconclusive) Follow-up
20/11/2017: Assessment unchanged

Not
Known

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 dose; duration: Once; onset
time: 10 hours (21/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 10 hours
(21/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; duration:
Once; onset time: 10 hours
(21/11/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with the MAH conclusion.
Waiting for necropsy results, the role of each vaccine
is O (unclassified) assessed. Follow-up on 02 Jan 2017:
as necropsy is inconclusive, the roles of the vaccines
are O1 (inconclusive) assessed.

CA comments: Awaiting for necropsy results, the role
of each vaccine is assessed O1 (inconclusive)

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-01934

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

22/11/2017

08/02/2018

1

1

0 22/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Balance problem,Vestibular
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder NOS,Central nervous
system disorder NOS,Weight
loss,Horizontal nystagmus,Facial
nerve disorder,Abnormal test
result,Hypoglycaemia,Decreased
red blood cell count,Decreased
percentage of
reticulocytes,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Bumping into
walls,Head tilt - neurological
disorder,Non-regenerative
anaemia,Lymphopenia,Diarrhoea,V
omiting

On 22 Nov 2017 at 16:00 a dog was vaccinated for the first time with NOBIVAC L4 and RABIGEN
American
MONO by the attending vet. 4 hours later the dog showed loss of balance (on fecal position and when Staffordshire
changing direction), "running against the wall". Vomiting and diarrhoea observed during 48 hours. On
Terrier
25 Nov 2017 it was visited by the vet: leaning head, horizontal nystagmus (appeared on 23 Nov 2017),
nervous deficit, loss of sensitivity on the truffle. The dog was treated with Dermipred 20 (1 tablet BID)
and Candilat (3 tablets/day). On 27 Nov 2017 still leaning head and loss of balance, otherwise good
general condition. Awaiting for analysis results. Follow-up on 05 Dec 2017: analysis results received.
GLY 2.59 mmol/l (3.33-6.11), non regenerative anaemia: RBC 4.51*10^12/l (5.50-8.50), HGB 10.4 g/dl
(12.0-18.0), HT 32.4% (37.0-55.0), LYMPH 0.07*10^3/µl (1.00-4.80), RET 0.40% (0.50-1.30).Awaiting
for more analysis results. Follow-up on 07 Dec 2017: dog had partially recovered but still neurological
disorder. NCL-A test for cerebellar ataxia was normal. Awaiting for further investigation. Follow-up on
13 Dec 2017: on 12 Dec 2017 neurological clinical visit was done: left vestibular syndrome was
diagnosed. Awaiting for MRI. Follow-up on 23 Jan 2018: neurological clinical visit report received: the
dog still had ataxia and head tilt during the visit of 18 Dec 2017. No new information received.
Awaiting for MRI. Follow-up on 31 Jan 2018: MRI report received. A ventricular asymmetry was
observed, the left ventricle appeared enlarged in size compared to right one. The ventricles are,
however, of normal size. The rest of the ventricular system is in the standards. Awaiting for more
analysis results. Follow-up on 01 Feb 2018: CSF analysis results received. CSF protein slightly
augemented on 25 Jan 2018. No more information expected, the case is closed. Follow-up on 05 Feb
2018: vet clinic visit: the dog still had ataxia and head tilt on 05 Feb 2018. The dog had lost 6 kg of
weight from the vaccination date to 05 Feb 2018. No more information expected, the case is closed.
Reason for treatment: Vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2017-FR-02055

France

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

11/12/2017

21/12/2017

1

1

0 11/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Shock,Diarrh No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes oea

A 8 year old beagle (sex unknown) has been vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE on 11
Beagle
Dec 2017. He had been previously vaccinated with NOBIVAC LR several times in the past without
adverse reaction. On 11 Dec 2017, 20 min after vaccination, the dog experienced vomiting and
diarrhea, associated with shock. Dexazone and perfusion were administered. The dog's state improved
2 hours later. He recovered the following morning on 12 Dec 2017. Case closed. This case is linked to
2017-FR-02054 (cluster of cases). Duration of reaction: 1 day Reason for treatment: vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2018-FR-00001

France

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

06/12/2017

12/01/2018

1

1

0 15/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Elevated total bilirubin,Elevated
No Data
R><BR><BR>No SAP,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Vomiting,Gall bladder & bile
duct disorder
NOS,Icterus,Cough,Lack of
efficacy,Elevated liver enzymes

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2018-FR-00004

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

05/12/2017

15/01/2018

6

2

0 05/12/2017 Not
Spasm,Paresis
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

SLEE and SAR : A 5 years old male Samoyed has been vaccinated since 10 Dec 2015 with NOBIVAC L4
Samoyed
Not
(he has been vaccinated on 18 Jan 2016 and 6 Dec 2017 too). On 15 Dec 2017 approximately, the dog
Known
was bitten by another dog. He received prophylactic antibiotic treatment (Ronaxan). He was switched
to a cephalosporin antibiotic for dry cough on 20 Dec 2017. On 31 Dec 2017, he experienced vomiting
and icterus. He had high bilirubin, high phosphatase alkaline and high transaminase. He was perfused
and given drug for hepatic support. Despite hospitalization, the dog had even higher bilirubin on 2 Jan
2017. The dog performed an echography showing approximately normal hepatic system with a slight
thickening of the gall bladder. There was no dilation of hepatic ducts. The vet suspected a lack of
efficacy of L4 leading to leptospirosis. Serologies ongoing. Dog was under Neuroclav at the time of
report. Piro test negative. Further information will follow (outcome, serologies). Reason for
treatment: Vaccination
Vaccination of 6 puppies with Nobivac CHPPI and Nobivac L4 (first injection of priming) on 05 Dec 2017 Not Applicable .8 - 1
at around 03:00pm. Height hours later, 2 of them displayed spastic paresis (no more precise
description available at the time of the report). Treatment with Nutrigel +. Recovery 2 hours later.
Awaiting for further information. Case linked to case 2018-FR-0006 : similar case from the same
attending vet. Duration of reaction: 2 hours Reason for treatment: Vaccination

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2018-FR-00006

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

21/12/2017

15/01/2018

1

1

0 21/12/2017 Not
Spasm,Paresis,Weight
Known,<BR><BR loss,Dysorexia
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2018-FR-00018

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

09/08/2017

18/01/2018

1

1

0 09/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypotension,Urticaria,Hyperthermi No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, a,Anaphylactic-type
<BR><BR><BR>< reaction,Discomfort NOS
BR><BR>Yes

On 09 Aug 2017 a puppy was vaccinated for the first time with NOBIVAC CHPPI + NOBIVAC L4 +
Bernese
NOBIVAC RAGE by the attending vet. 5 minutes after injection the dog showed discomfort,
Mountain Dog
hypotension, hyperthermia and ventral skin urticaria. It received an injection of corticoid and it
recovered within 30 minutes. No more information expected, the case is closed. Note: cluster of cases
reported, see linked cases 2018-FR-00020, 2018-FR-00022, 2018-FR-00024. Duration of reaction:
Duration of reaction (precision): 0 Day Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2018-FR-00020

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

27/11/2017

18/01/2018

1

1

0 27/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hyperthermia,Discomfort NOS
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

On 27 Nov 2017 a dog was vaccinated (booster injection) with NOBIVAC CHPPI + NOBIVAC L4 +
German
NOBIVAC RAGE by the attending vet. 5 minutes after injection the dog showed discomfort,
Shepherd Dog
hyperthermia (39.0°C). It received an injection of corticoid and it recovered within 30 minutes. No
more information expected, the case is closed. Note: cluster of cases reported, see linked cases 2018FR-00018, 2018-FR-00022, 2018-FR-00024. Reason for treatment: vaccination Outcome of SAR:
Favorable

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2018-FR-00023

France

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

09/01/2018

05/02/2018

10

1

1 09/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Oral bleeding,Bloody
R><BR><BR>Yes diarrhoea,Found dead

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2018-FR-00024

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2017

18/01/2018

1

1

0 01/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Vaccination of ten puppies (from 1 litter) with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 on 09 Jan 2018 at
05:30pm. At around 08:30pm (3 hours after the vaccination), one of the puppies, a female, has been
found dead by the owners with bloody diarrhoea and also with blood in the mouth. This female had
eaten her evening meal and had gone out in the evening with the other puppies for 15 minutes. A
necropsy and a parvo PCR will be performed. Awaiting for the necropsy and PCR results. Follow up (25
Jan 2018) : reception of the Parvo PCR which is positive (infectious strain). After a call of the vet, he
confirmed that the dog didn't have hyperthermia before vaccination. and that none of the nine other
dog have displayed any signs of parvovirosis. Awaiting for the necropsy report. Reason for treatment:
Vaccination
In 2017 an adult Dachshund was vaccinated (booster injection) with NOBIVAC CHPPI + NOBIVAC L4 +
NOBIVAC RAGE by the attending vet. 5 minutes after injection the dog showed face oedema. It
received an injection of corticoid and it recovered. No more information expected, the case is closed.
Note: cluster of cases reported, see linked cases 2018-FR-00020, 2018-FR-00018, 2018-FR-00022.
Reason for treatment: vaccination Outcome of SAR: Favorable

Vaccination of 1 puppy with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 (first injection of priming) on 21 Dec
Not Applicable
2017. Height hours later, the puppy displayed spastic paresis (no more precise description available at
the time of the report). Treatment with Nutrigel +. Since this event the puppy displayed dysorexia and
weigth loss (50 grams). This puppy has not been vaccinated on 05 Dec 2017 with the rest of the litter
(see linked case) because it was too light (300 grams). Awaiting for further information. Case linked to
case 2018-FR-0004 : similar case from the same attending vet.

Corso Dog

Dachshund
(Standard)
Smoothhaired

25 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,onset time: 4 h (22/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>RABIGEN MONO N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,onset time: 4 h
(22/11/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
dose; onset time: 20 min
(11/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose
(11/12/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

CA comments: Although the digestive signs and their
time to onset could be compatible with a postvaccinal reaction, the other neurological and
haematological signs are poorly compatible and point
to another cause. Waiting for remaining results, the
role of the vaccines is O1 (inconclusive) assessed.
Follow up 07 and 13/12/2017: Candilat and Dermipred
were deleted from the list of products as they were
administered to treat the adverse reaction. Waiting
for MRI results, the assessment remains unchanged.
Follow-ups 23-JAN-2018 to 05-FEB-2018: assessments
unchanged (O1-Inconclusive)

B - Possible

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessment BPossible for both vaccines

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
O1 - Inconclusive
Dose; duration: 1 Day; (06/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>RONAXAN
COMPRIMES - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (15/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NOBIVAC L4: NCA agrees with MAH:
assessment O1-Inconclusive RONAXAN: no
prevention for leptospirosis and poorly compatible
with cough appearance. Very few data availaible on
this treatment (no dose). OLU since not
recommended in prevention. Overall, assessment OUnclassified.

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: Once; onset
time: 8 hours (05/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once; onset time: 8 hours
(05/12/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
0.6 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: Once;
(21/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once; (21/12/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
each vaccine is assessed O1 (inconclusive)

15 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: 5 min (09/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 5 min
(09/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 5 min
(09/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
31 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: 5 minutes (27/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 5 minutes
(27/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 5 minutes
(27/11/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
each vaccine is assessed B (possible)

5.17 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once; onset
time: 3 hours (09/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
once; onset time: 3 hours
(09/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: 5 minutes (01/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 5 minutes
(01/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; onset
time: 5 minutes (01/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The case is
assessed O1 (inconclusive)

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
each vaccine is assessed B (possible)

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. Clinical signs
and time to onset are very suggestive of an
anaphylactic type reaction, however awaiting for
analysis result a parvovirosis cannot totally be ruled
out. The role of each vaccine is assessed B (possible)
Follow-up 25-JAN-2018: NCA agrees with MAH:
assessment changed to O1-Inconclusive

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH. The role of
each vaccine is assessed B (possible)

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2018-FR-00052

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

09/01/2018

25/01/2018

1

1

0 09/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Injection site
inflammation,Injection site
lump,Facial oedema,Breathing
difficulty,Eruption

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2018-FR-00063

France

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

10/01/2018

06/02/2018

1

1

1 11/01/2018 Not
Paralysis,Urinary
Known,<BR><BR incontinence,Death by
><BR><BR><BR> euthanasia,Hind limb paralysis
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2018-FR-00091

France

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

28/12/2017

29/01/2018

1

1

1 01/01/2018 Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2018-FR-00136

France

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

30/01/2018

09/02/2018

1

1

1 31/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Low platelet
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes count,Leucocytosis,Diarrhoea,Vomi
ting,Coma,Pneumonia,Death,Hyper
thermia,Abnormal test
result,Elevated BUN

On 30 Jan 2018 a dog received a booster vaccination (first injection 1 month before) with NOBIVAC
Crossbred
CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 by the attending vet. 15 hours later the dog had hyperthermia (42°C), 1
vomiting, diarrhoea. On 31 Jan 2018 the dog was treated with corticoid and NSAID; negative test
results for tick borne diseases and normal blood screening results. On 01 Feb 2018 the dog was still
with yellow diarrhoea, bronchopneumonia and coma. SNAP test (IDEXX) positive for Leptospira,
negative for Leishmania, Parvovirus and cPL tests. UREA 2 g/l, leucocytosis, PLT 140 k/µL. The dog was
treated with Shotapen (5 ml BID). Awaiting for more information. Follow-up on 05 Feb 2018: the dog
died (unknown date, 02 Feb 2018 approx chosen arbitrarily).Awaiting for more information. Follow-up
on 07 Feb 2018: PV-Sheet received from the attending vet. The dog died on 02 Feb 2018. No more
information expected, the case is closed. Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 2
Day Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

Not
Known

NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: 1 Day; onset
time: 15 h (30/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; onset time: 15 h (30/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2018-FR-00174

France

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

18/01/2018

16/02/2018

1

1

1 25/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Polydipsia,Polyuria,Death,Emesis
R><BR><BR>No (multiple)

Not
Known

NOBIVAC CHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 O CA comments: No diagnosis available, necropsy
Dose; duration: 1 Day; (27/12/2017- Unclassifiable/unassessa results are pending. Therefore, both vaccines are ON/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 ble
Unclassified assessed.
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (18/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2018-FR-00217

France

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

13/02/2018

24/03/2018

8

8

1 16/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Death,Anorexia,Hyperther No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes mia,Hypothermia,Abnormal test
result,Intussusception,Nausea,Abno
rmal necropsy finding,NT - necrotic
hepatitis,NT - necrohemorrhagic
enteritis,Bloody
diarrhoea,Diarrhoea,Fatigue

Vaccination of a dog with NOBIVAC CHP (annual booster) on 27 Dec 2017 and with NOBIVAC L4
Cairn Terrier
(priming) on 27 Dec 2017 and 18 Jan 2018 (ELU : 3 weeks between each injection). Around on week
after the second injection of NOBIVAC L4, according to the owner, the dog displayed vomiting and
polyuro-polydipsia. Then the condition of the dog worsened until the death on 06 Feb 2018. The
owner brought his dead dog to know why it was dead. The vet had concerns about a possible SAR after
vaccination with Nobivacv L4. Awaiting for necropsy and histology results. Duration of reaction: 12
Days Reason for treatment: Vaccination
SAR : on 13 Feb 2018 8 8-weeks-old Corso puppies were vaccinated for the first time with NOBIVAC
Corso Dog
CHPPI + NOBIVAC L4 by the attending vet in a breeding farm. On 16 Feb 2018 1 puppy started having
diarrhoea: the puppy was treated with Dexazone, Panacur and Metrobactin. On 18 Feb 2018 other 2
puppies had diarrhoea, anorexia, nausea, fatigue, hyperthermia (39.5-39.6°C) and vomiting: they were
treated with Panacur (250 CHIEN chosen arbitrarily), Cerenia and Metrobactin. One puppy was tested
(rapid kit test) negative for Giardia, Parvovirus and Corona virus. On 19 Feb 2018 one of 2 puppies (the
male) completely recovered but the second one (the female) died: hypothermia (35°C) was observed
before death. An autopsy was performed : intussusception was found. On 20 Feb the first puppy
showing signs was recovering .Analysis results are pending. Note: other 3 puppies (from the same
breeding farm and litter but already sold and living with new owners) had bloody diarrhoea between 16
and 19 Feb 2017. They had completely recovered on 20 Feb 2018. Awaiting for more information.
Follow-up on 22 Feb 2018: PCR analysis results received. Quantitative PCR positive for CPV-2
(9.84/10^6 copies) and Corona virus (2.42*10^7 copies). The farmer told to the attending vet that all
the litter had diarrhoea (on unknown exact dates) after vaccination and one of them was apathic.The
attending vet declared that the mother of the litter gave birth with a cesarian section and she died
afterwards. Puppies probably didn't received colostrum and they were adopted by another lactating
bitch. Awaiting for more information (histopathology results). Follow-up on 14 Mar 2018:
histopathology results (of the dead puppy) received. Acute necrotizing hepatitis with diffuse
hepatocyte dissociation and multifocal microhemorrhages compatible with a leptospirosis infection.
Absence of spiral bacteria by Warthin Starry's staining. Discreet erosive enteritis with sparse figures of
acute necrotizing cryptitis. Absence of significant lesions on the remaining tissues (kidney,
spleen,pancreas, myocardium, lung). Absence of images of histological evidence of parvovirus in the
analyzed samples. Absence of pathognomonic histological images of a viral cytopathic effect. Awaiting
for PCR analysis results. Follow-up on 21 Mar 2018: PCR analysis results received: kidney, liver and
spleen were negative for Leptospira spp. No more information expected, the case is closed. Duration
of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 4 Days Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of
SAR: Unfavorable

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2018-FR-00281

France

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

06/01/2018

16/03/2018

1

1

0 13/01/2018 Not Known

On 06 Jan 2018 a White Swiss Shepherd was vaccinated with NOBIVAC L4 by the attending vet. About
7-10 days later, the dog had cough and diarrhoea during about 2 weeks and nasal discharge (epistaxis)
during 2 days. The dog recovered without a treatment. No more information expected, the case is
closed. Duration of reaction: 2 Weeks Reason for treatment: Vaccination

Not
Known

Death,Lack of efficacy

Diarrhoea,Epistaxis,Nasal
discharge,Cough

Other

Not
Known

Vaccination of a dog with NOBIVAC CHPPI, NOBIVAC L4 and NOBIVAC RAGE on 09 Jan 2018. Around 8 French Bulldog
h after, the dog displayed a facial oedema (swelling in 10 to 15 minutes) and difficulty to breath. Dog
seen by the vet in emergency : the vet also noted the presence of an inflammatory nodule at the
injection site and a cutaneous eruption localized at the injection site and at the buttocks. Treatment
with Dexadreson (dexamethasone, 1.5 ml, IV) and anti-histaminic. Two hours later the cutaneous
eruption was generalized. The eruption disappareard in a few hours. The day after the dog still
displayed a slight swellling of the right side of the face and the inflammatory nodule. Total recovery
within 24 to 36 hours after the vaccination. No more information expected. Case closed. Duration of
reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 2 Day Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of
SAR: Favorable
On 10 Jan 2018 approx a dog was vaccinated (booster injection) with NOBIVAC L4 by the attending vet. Crossbred
24-48 hours after, the dog had progressive paralysis (starting from hind limbs initially) and it was
treated with DEXAFORT at normal dosage. 48 hours later the dog was completely paralyzed, with
incontinence and it was euthanized on 14 Jan 2018. No further investigation was done.Awaiting for
more information. Follow-up on 26 Jan 2018: PV-Sheet received from the attending vet. Dog received
also DEXADRESON and CANDILAT for treatment. No more information expected, the case is closed
Duration of reaction: Duration of reaction (precision): 3 Days Reason for treatment: Vaccination
Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

14.1 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: 1 Day;
(09/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (09/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RAGE N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (09/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

On 28 Dec 2017 a Newfoundland female dog received booster injection of NOBIVAC L4 (first injection Newfoundland
on 06 Dec 2017) by the attending vet. On 01 Jan 2018 the dog was fatigued, with hyperthermia (40°C),
icterus, anorexia. On 02 Jan 2018 the dog showed ptyalism, still icterus, hyperthermia (38.8°C). Blood
analyses of 02 Jan 2018: anisocytosis, hypochromia, haemolytic anaemia. RBC 2.02 T/l (5.5-8.5), UREA
2 g/l (0.2-0.6), CREA 30 mg/l (4-14), HB 6.6 g/dl (12-18), ALT 103 U/l (17-78), PAL 608 U/l (15-85),
Gamma GT 251 U/l (5-14), TP 79 g/l (50-72), HT 16.4% (37-55), GLU 1.9 g/l (0.8-1.3), MGV 81 fl (60-72),
Na 155 mEq/l (141-152), K 2.4 mEq/l (3.8-5), PLT 150 G/l (20-500), WBC 41 G/l (6-17), NEUTR 28.5 G/l
(3.5-12), EOSIN 3.2 G/l (0.1-1.5), MONO 2.2 G/l (0.3-1.5), LYMPH 7.1 G/l (0.9-5), TBIL 612 mg/l (1-5).
The dog was treated with Dexazone, Rilexine, Carbesia injection and Ringer Lactate perfusion. On 03
Jan 2018 the dog had 39.4°C, icterus +++, lateral decubitus, tachycardia, tachypnea. An ultrasound was
performed (no lesions observed), Speed Duo Leish K/Ehrli test (negative). PCR for Leptospira
interrogans, Leishmania, Borrelia, Babesia, Ehrlichia, Mycoplasma haemocanis: negative. The dog was
treated with Baytril injection. The dog died on 03 Jan 2018: no further investigation was done on this
dog. The attending vet had suspicion of leptospirosis: in the same period, 2 other dogs died quickly; a
Leptospirosis epidemic alert was communicated by the local department of veterinary services
(Perpignan DSV). No more information available, the case is closed. Duration of reaction: Duration of
reaction (precision): 2 Day Reason for treatment: Vaccination Outcome of SAR: Unfavorable

53 NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
N - Unlikely
Dose ; duration: 1 Day; (28/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

19 CANDILAT - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
(12/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>DEXADRESON N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (12/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>DEXAFORT N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,duration: 2 Day;
(12/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
1 Day; (10/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

05-Aug NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: Once; onset
time: 4 days (13/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose ; duration:
Once; onset time: 4 days
(13/02/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH's assessment: BPossible for the 3 vaccines

CA comments: Time to onset is compatible with a role
of the vaccination. In this event, back paralysis was
diagnosed 24-48 hours after vaccination and the
condition worsened within 2 days to reach thoracic
limbs. This clinical picture is compatible with a postvaccinal acute lower motor neuron tetraparesis
causing by post vaccinal acute polyradiculoneuritis.
Polyradiculoneuritis has been very rarely reported
after vaccination in dogs but is known and published.
Unfortunatelly, no neurological exam had been
performed to confirm this hypothesis. In addition, no
similar cases reported with NOBIVAC L4 in the French
database. Consequently, NOBIVAC L4 is O1Inconclusive assessed. The role of DEXAFORT can be
ruled out beyond reasonnable doubt (assessment NUnlikely) Follow-up 26-JAN-2018: assessment
unchanged for NOBIVAC L4 and DEXAFORT;
Assessment N-Unlikely for DEXADRESON and
CANDILAT
CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH: assessment NUnlikely

CA comments: The first signs and their time ot onset
are compatible with a post-vaccinal reaction.
However the degradation despite treatment, until
death, are very unusual, and the lab results suggest an
infectious cause (leptospirosis). Therefore the roles of
the vaccines are O1 (inconclusive) assessed.

CA comments: The clinical signs are suggestive of a
possible post-vaccinal reaction. However the time to
onset is quite long for such hypothesis.
Intussuspection and subsequent death are possibly
linked to diarrhoea. Given the positive analysis results,
the role of an infective cause cannot be ruled out.
Therefore the role of each vaccine is assessed O1
inconclusive. Follow-up 21/03/2018 : Given analysis
and necropsy results, an infectice cause (leptospirosis)
cannot categorically ruled out. Therefore, the role of
each vaccine remains assessed O1 (inconclusive)

NOBIVAC L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
OCA comments: Considering time to onset and nature
Dose ; duration: 1 Day; (06/01/2018- Unclassifiable/unassessa of symptoms unexpected after NOBIVAC L4
N/A)<BR><BR>
ble
administration, another underlying cause has to be
considered (no investigations). Therefore assessment
O-Unclassified

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-MERCKMSD-2018-FR-00354

France

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

21/03/2018

03/04/2018

1

1

0 21/03/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Vomiting,Pinnal
reddening,Anaphylaxis,Falling,Loss
of consciousness,Generalised
itching,Local swelling (not
application site),Decubitus,Vagal
Shock

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

FRA-USMERIAL-16FR001485

France

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

20/12/2016

13/01/2017

4

4

0 20/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Pain NOS,Weight
Not
loss,Crust,Apathy,Fatigue,Generalis Known
ed weakness,Hair modification
NOS,Skin scab,Dysorexia,Injection
site pain,Injection site
scratching,Injection site
pruritus,Crying,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Malodour,Itching,Pruritus
,Skin lesion NOS,Decreased
appetite

NOBIVAC L4

GB-BAYERBAH-2017-434495

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.66 Year(s)

25/07/2017

03/08/2017

1

1

0 28/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Agitation,Chewing - oral cavity
Not
disorder (see also 'Pruritus'),Ear
Known
canal inflammation,Anal and rectal
disorder NOS,Rubbing

NOBIVAC L4

GB-DEBIAHP-2015UK00884

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

17 Year(s)

25/11/2015

09/12/2015

1

1

1 06/12/2015 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Elevated BUN,Elevated
Not
creatinine,Increased
Known
borborygmus,Renal
degeneration,Anaemia
NOS,Leucocytosis,Arrhythmia,Recu
mbency,Urinary bladder disorder
NOS,Dyspnoea,Increased
respiratory rate,Death by
euthanasia,Abdominal
oedema,Respiratory sound,Not
eating,Dilated pupils,Gum disorder
NOS,Oral
abscess,Hyperphosphataemia

NOBIVAC L4

GB-DEBIAHP-2016UK00440

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.2 Month(s) 20/05/2016

03/06/2016

1

1

0 25/05/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Injection site lump
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

No Data

21 Mar, 10:40am : vaccination with NOBIVAC CHPPI and NOBIVAC L4 21 Mar, 10:45am : the dog
displayed a vagal shock (falling, decubitus) with loss of consciousness, pale muquous membrane and
vomiting. Immediate treatment with Vetecardiol and Dexazone by IV route. The loss of consciousness
lasted only a few minutes and the dog fully recovered within 20 to 25 minutes. 21 Mar, 02:00pm : the
dog displayed generalised itching then swelling and reddenning of the ears. Treatment with Dimazon
and Histacalmine. At 04:00pm, time of the call, ears were still swollen and red and itching was still
present but tended to decrease. Awaiting for the outcome. Reason for treatment: vaccination

French Bulldog

Merial description : as reported by the attending vet: Four 2-month-old Shih Tzu puppies, mixed males Shih Tzu
and females, 2.4 kg, in very good condition, were vaccinated with EURICAN CHPPI2 (batch number
L435074 and exp. date: 31-Mar-2018) and NOBIVAC L4 (batch number and exp date unknown) on 20Dec-2016 administered SC by the DVM. All 4 puppies experienced itching after vaccination and 1 of
them experienced also pain. The following day, i.e. on 21-Dec-2016, and the days after they ate very
little, which led to weight loss: 2.4kg to 2k. They were seen on consultation on 24-Dec-2016 and
presented with scab on the tail and the legs. One of them had weeping spots on the thigh. Cefalexine
(antibiotic) was prescribed. But 1 hour later, one of the puppy experienced hemorrhagic diarrhea.
Cefalexine was discontinued and replaced by amoxicilline and cortisone. On 26-Dec-2016 wounds had
dried. Recovery is documented within few days.It was the first time the animal was exposed to the
product. The attending Vet level of suspicion is: High. Note: Cefalexine (product unsubstantiated) was
entered as both treatment product and suspect product for the late sign reported (haemorrhagic
diarrhea). Case also received by Intervet on 28/12/2016. SAR : vaccination of a litter of Shih Tzu
puppies (number unknown; 2 chosen arbitrarily) with Nobivac L4 and Eurican CHPPI2. Shortly after
(precise time to onset not given) they all displayed anorexia, weight loss (2.4 kg to 2 kg in 4 days),
apathy, crusts, pruritus and weeping lesions (localisation of crusts, pruritus and weeping lesions
unknown at the time of the initial report). One of them displayed intense injection site pain and
pruritus. One puppy had an haemorrhagic diarrhea. The vet thougt that puppies would die.Treatment
with antibiotics and improvement of the situation. Awaiting further information (PV sheet). Followup
(Intervet)-(05 Jan 2017) : reception of the PV sheet and an email from the attending vet. Vaccination of
4 dogs with Nobivac L4 and Eurican CHPPI2. In the hours following the vaccination, dogs displayed
apathy. They also scratched themselves during a long time and one of them cried a lot because of pain.
The day after all dogs ate only a little and displayed fatigue. Four days after the vaccination, urgent
consultation of the vet : the dogs lost 20% of their weight, they displayed a generalised weakness,
glued hairs, strong odor and weeping lesions with crusts and pruritus on the tail and on the thighs.
Administration of Cefacare per os (15 mg/kg) and one of the dog diisplayed an haemorrhagic diarrhoea
about one hour after the treatment. The vet decided to stop this treatment and to continue with
amoxicilline and corticoids (1 mg/kg). The dog which had diarrhoea has been treated with prednisolone
and Smecta.
Dogsabegan
to be
better theand
daykennel
after and
totally
recovered
recovery)10-25
within
The
dog received
booster
vaccination
cough
vaccination
on (weight
25-Jul. Advantix
kgawas Other
correctly administered 28-Jul in several sites along the dogs back by the dog''s owner. The same day as Canine/dog
the Advantix was applied the dog began rubbing her face and ears, she was also reported to be nibbling
at her bottom. The ear canals looked inflamed on clinical examination. The dog had previously had
Advantix applied in June and the owner did not report any rubbing or nibbling following the first
exposure. The skin at the sites of application looked completely normal and there is no redness or
irritation. Follow up reported to MAH on 31 July 2017 Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 25
July 2017 with Nobivac DHP ( confirmed with BN ) and L4 and KC, was clinically well at the time of
vaccination .Owner applied Advantix on 28 July 2017. Then later that day was taken to the vets as she
was rubbing her head on the floor and nibbling around her anus, no other problems were reported, her
right anal gland was full so emptied. 29 July the dog was still agitated and still rubbing her head, they
treated with steroids. No more information expected

Recumbency, shaking and anorexia 4 days after start of Metacam and concurrent antibiotic
Crossbred
administration for the treatment of suspected cystitis. Mydraisis, dark gums, tachypnoea, arrhythmia,
borborygmi and pain on bladder palpation noted on examination. Blood tests showed leucocytosis,
renal insufficiency, hyperphosphataemia and anaemia. Dental disease with an abscess was also noted
in the mouth. Treated with fluids and antibiotics leading to improvement but oedema of the chest and
abdomen noted with rales noted. Dyspnoea later the same day when walking. Treated with frusemide.
Ultrasound showed small kidneys with loss of normal architecture. Euthanasia 3 days after start of
adverse event. The dog had been vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC 10 days prior to adverse
event and Nobivac Rabies 2 months prior.

Injection site lump within 24 hours of administration of metacam and synulox. Had also been
vaccinated 4 days prior to this. Recovery within 9 days. Nothing further.

Crossbred

5 NOBIVAC CHPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose ; duration: once; onset
time: 5 min (21/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose; duration:
once; onset time: 5 min (21/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>
2.4 CEPHACARE F 50 MG COMPRIMES
B - Possible
POUR CHATS ET CHIENS N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,15 mg/kg;
(24/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>EURICAN CHPPI2 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,onset time: 1 day
(20/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose; onset
time: 1 day (20/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

CA comments: NCA agrees with MAH assessment:
each vaccine is B (possible) assessed.

CA comments: Dermatological lesions are compatible
with vaccination (hypersensitivity reaction), as well as
anorexia. Hemorrhagic diarrhoea is more unexpected.
Cefalexine may cause gastro-intestinal signs such as
diarrhoea in case of intolerance. The change of
antibiotics that led to the puppy recovery supports the
possible link with cefalexine. However, an infectious
disease cannot be ruled out to explain the
dermatological and digestive symptoms. This
hypothesis is all the more supported that all the litter
was affected. Thus, the role of the three products is
considered as B-Possible (due to dermatological and
general signs for vaccines and due to diarrhoea for
cefalexine). Follow-up 05-JAN-2017: assessments not
changed (B-Possible)

12.3 Advantix Spot-on Solution for Dogs O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
over 10 kg up to 25 kg Unclassifiable/unassessa
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose Unknown ble
1 Animal (28/07/201728/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi, Lyophilisate for Suspension
for Injection for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1 Animal
(25/07/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,0.4 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (25/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (25/07/201725/07/2017)<BR><BR>
30.5 Metacam 1.5 mg/ml Oral
No assessment
Suspension for Dogs - .1,1,1
performed
Days,5,0.1 mg/kg 1 Day(s) 1 Animal
(4 Day(s) 02/12/201505/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown (1 Day(s)
25/11/201525/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (25/11/201525/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (1 Day(s)
25/11/201525/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown (1
Day(s) 06/10/201506/10/2015)<BR><BR>
6.9 Metacam 5 mg/ml Solution for
O1 - Inconclusive
Injection for Dogs and Cats .18,N/A,N/A ,5,0.18 mg/kg 1 Animal
(1 Day(s) 24/05/201624/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown (1
Day(s) 20/05/201620/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown (1
Day(s) 20/05/201620/05/2016)<BR><BR>Synulox
Ready-to-Use Suspension for
Injection - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown (1 Day(s) 24/05/201624/05/2016)<BR><BR>

Injection site lumps known to occur following
vaccination; multiple products used.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-DEBIAHP-2016UK01162

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

08/12/2016

16/12/2016

1

1

0 08/12/2016 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-DEBIAHP-2016UK01178

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.4 Year(s)

01/11/2015

06/11/2017

1

1

0 27/12/2016 Not
Lack of efficacy,Ataxia
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-DEBIAHP-2017UK00256

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

01/03/2017

23/03/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-DEBIAHP-2017UK00305

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

01/11/2016

10/04/2017

1

1

16/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Leucopenia,Low platelet
Not
count,Leucocytosis,Elevated
Known
creatine-kinase
(CK),Neutropenia,Neutrophilia,Eye
disorder NOS (for photophobia see
'neurological'),Scleritis,Panting,Decr
eased appetite,Third eyelid
prolapse,Hind limb
ataxia,Hyperglycaemia,Elevated
bile acids

0 01/11/2016 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

The attending vet reports that this 6.5 year old neutered male Black Labrador Retriever Crossbreed
dog, weighing 32.4 kg and in good condition, received Pexion 400 mg tablets for seizures. The dog was
having one seizure per week in Feb-Mar2015, but blood test results were unremarkable, so Pexion was
started at a 400 mg (12.3 mg/kg) dose twice daily on 14Apr2015. Rectal diazepam tubes to be used at
home were also given if needed (unknown if actually used). The dog had a good response to Pexion
and no further seizures were reported as of Dec2015. On 30Mar2016 the dog was back to having one
seizure a week, so the Pexion dose was increased to 1.5 tablets (600 mg, 18.5 mg/kg) twice daily. In
Sep2016 the dog had good seizure control, but in Nov2016 the dog had more seizures, and clusters
approximately every 2-3 weeks (vet couldn''t be specific about this and is unclear if clusters occurred
before stating Pexion). The Pexion dose was increased on 15Nov2016 to 800 mg (24.7 mg/kg) twice
daily. The dog was vaccinated on 08Dec2016 with kennel cough (best guess) and Nobivac L4
suspension for injection for dogs, and started on Keppra at a 750 mg (23.1 mg/kg) dose three times
daily as the vet felt that seizure control was inadequate (the dog is still having clusters approximately
every 2-3 weeks). The dog had seizures on 11,13,14Dec2016 and the vet is now looking to add in
another anti-epileptic drug.
The attending vet reports that this male Yorkshire Terrier dog, reproductive status unknown but
weighing 5.6 kg and in good condition, received Pexion 100 mg tablets for dogs for several years
(presumed from 2013) for partial seizures/tremors (no MRI scan done). The dog''s seizures had never
been particularly well controlled, has had cluster seizures. Previous seizure frequency and nature not
available, seizuring every 6 weeks at the time of reporting. The dog was at the maximum dose, 27
mg/kg (presumed twice daily), so vet looking to add in another anti-epileptic drug. The dog had Epiphen
in the past for around 1 week - dose (best guess) and dates unavailable (presumed prior to Pexion). The
dog was also receiving Skullcap and Valerian, unknown dose/start dates. Follow up received
16Jan2017: The attending vet reports that this 8 year and 5 month old intact male dog had a 6 month
history of partial seizures - episodes involved tremors, sometimes urinated/passed faeces, was ataxic
then dazed afterwards. The dog had 3-4 episodes of this in 2 weeks. Bloods normal and no further
investigation carried out so presumed idiopathic cause and started Pexion 100 mg tablets, 50 mg (8.93
mg/kg) twice daily on 22Oct2014. The dog had a cluster seizure at the end of Dec2014 so increased
Pexion to 100 mg (17.9 mg/kg) twice daily and gave Epiphen for 5 days, 15 mg (2.68 mg/kg) twice daily,
then withdrew it. In Mar2015 dog was still seizuring every 2 weeks so increased Pexion to 150 mg (26.8
mg/kg) twice daily. Some time between Jun2015 and Nov2015 the owner reduced the Pexion dose to
100 mg and the dog started seizuring every 2 weeks, so increased the dose back to 150 mg twice daily.
In Jul2016 the dog was having around 1 seizure per month so added Skullcap and Valerian (doses
unknown) as wanted better control. In Dec2016 the dog was still seizuring every 1-2 months but the
vet felt that better control was possible and so added in Epiphen on 27Dec2016 at 12.5 mg (2.32
mg/kg) twice daily. The dog became ataxic so Epiphen reduced to 12.5 mg once daily on 06Jan2017
and this resolved. The vet feels that Pexion is having a reasonable effect but still wants further
reduction in seizure frequency. 06NOV2017: On internal review, causality assessment amended. No
new data.

Labrador
Retriever

32.4 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A No assessment
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
performed
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown (1
Day(s) 08/12/201608/12/2016)<BR><BR>Pexion 400
mg Tablets for Dogs - 24.7,1,12
Hours,5,24.7 mg/kg 12 Hour(s) 1
Animal (14/04/201514/11/2016)<BR><BR>levetiraceta
m (human) - 23.1,1,8 Hours,5,23.1
mg/kg 8 Hour(s) 1 Animal
(08/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Yorkshire
Terrier

5.6 Epiphen 30 mg Tablets No assessment
2.32,N/A,N/A ,5,2.32 mg/kg 12
performed
Hour(s) 1 Animal (1 Week(s)
01/01/201301/01/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
(01/11/201501/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Pexion 100 mg
Tablets for Dogs - 27,1,12
Hours,5,26.8 mg/kg 12 Hour(s) 1
Animal (01/01/2013N/A)<BR><BR>Scullcap and Valerian
Sugar Coated Tablets - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown (01/01/2013N/A)<BR><BR>

The attending vet reports that this 9 year old neutered male Cocker Spaniel dog, weighing 20 kg and of American
unknown condition, received Pexion 400 mg tablets for a head tremor. In 2016 at the annual booster Cocker Spaniel
consultation, the owner mentioned that the dog was having head tremors for a few weeks, but a work
up was declined. On 01Mar2017 the dog had its annual booster vaccine (Nobivac DHPPi and L4). The
owner mentioned that head tremors were more frequent, but again declined a work up. There was no
blood test or MRI carried out. The dog started on Pexion on 02Mar2017 at a 200 mg (10 mg/kg) dose
twice daily. On 13Mar2017 the owner reports that head tremors were less frequent. On 16Mar2017
the owner reported a decreased appetite and 1 night of panting, but gums were pink at all times and
the dog was occasionally wobbly on its hind legs. The vet advised they examine the dog. On
20Mar2017 the dog was brought in for an examination and head tremors were much improved. The
owner reports a 3rd eyelid prolapsed at home and the vet noticed opacity of the eye and scleritis.
Bloods were checked: white blood cell count was 4.2 (normal is 6-15), neutrophils were 54% and
platelets were 6 (normal is 200-500). Biochemistry was done: glucose was 6.4 (normal is 3.5-6), bile
acids were 16.9 (normal is less than 10) and creatinine kinase was 304 (normal is 20-230). Bloods
repeated 3 days later on 23Mar2017 to confirm the thrombocytopenia: white blood cell count was
15.6, neutrophils were 81% and platelets were 10, but the dog was bright in itself. Panting and all other
signs ongoing at time of reporting. [Reason for use for product: Generic: imepitoin Brand: Pexion
400 mg tablets for dogs Reason: Other N/a, Head tremors Generic: Vaccine antigens Brand: Nobivac
DHPPi Reason: Vaccination Generic: Vaccine antigens Brand: Nobivac L4 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]

20 Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown (1 Day(s) 01/03/201701/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown (1
Day(s) 01/03/201701/03/2017)<BR><BR>Pexion 400
mg tablets for dogs - 10,N/A,12
Hours,5,10 mg/kg 12 Hour(s) 1
Animal (02/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

The attending vet reports that this 6.5 year old neutered female Staffordshire Bull Terrier dog, weighing Staffordshire
18 kg and in good condition, received Pexion 400 mg tablets for suspected idiopathic epilepsy. The first Bull Terrier
seizure was reported on 12Feb2016. A blood sample was taken on 07Mar2016 and the results were all
fine. No pre-treatment seizure frequency is available and no MRI was done. The dog started Pexion at
a 200 mg (11.1 mg/kg) dose twice daily on 09Mar2016. Sometime before or on 06Apr2016 the Pexion
dose was increased to 400 mg (22.2 mg/kg) twice daily. A good response was reported initially but in
Nov2016 there were mentions of the dog having seizures every 10 - 14 days. On 09Mar2017 the dog
had 9 seizures together (first reported cluster). The vet is looking to add in another antiepileptic drug.
No other medications, but vet mentioned vaccines given in Oct2015: one dose of Nobivac DHP and L2
then topped up with one dose of Nobivac L2 in Nov2015. In Nov2016 the dog was given one dose of
Nobivac L4.

18 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown (01/10/201501/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
(01/11/201601/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 2 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown (01/10/201501/11/2015)<BR><BR>Pexion 400
mg Tablets for Dogs - 22.2,1,12
Hours,5,22.2 mg/kg 12 Hour(s) 1
Animal (09/03/201605/04/2016)<BR><BR>

No assessment
performed

NOBIVAC L4

GB-DEBIAHP-2017UK00428

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.6 Year(s)

19/02/2014

30/05/2017

1

1

1 11/02/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
0 29/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B

Agitation,Dull,Bradycardia,Tachycar Not
dia,Cardiac
Known
enlargement,Cardiomyopathy,Pale
mucous
membrane,Hypersalivation,Distensi
on of
abdomen,Vomiting,Retching,Hypot
hyroidism,Panting,Cough,Reddening
of the skin,Death by
euthanasia,Decreased body
temperature,Elevated
temperature,Weight loss,Foaming
at the mouth,Gastric
dilation,Abnormal test result,Cold
feeling of extremity,Tracheal and
laryngeal disorder NOS,Prolonged
capillary refill time,Tense
abdomen,Elevated ALT,Increased
borborygmus,Elevated lipase,Weak
pulse,Arrhythmia

NOBIVAC L4

GB-FRMERIAL-15UK001000

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

29/09/2015

01/10/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NAH-UK201400809

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

08/03/2014

1

1

0 01/04/2011 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Pneumonia,Dermal cyst(s),Gingival
hyperplasia,Coughing up
blood,Partial lack of
efficacy,Electrolyte disorder

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NAH-UK201403147

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

12/09/2014

13/10/2014

1

1

0 14/09/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Haemorrhagic
Not
diarrhoea,Emesis,Dehydration,Abn Known
ormal test result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hypokalemic
condition,Hypoproteinaemia

Haemorrhagic diarrhoea and emesis started on the same day as the start of Onsior administration and Labrador
48 hours post vaccination. Dehydration, elevated liver enzymes, hyponatraemia, hypoproteinaemia
Retriever
and hypokalaemia 2 days later. Treated with fluids, ranitidine, metoclopramide and Maropitant. Faecal
sample was positive for Clostridium perfringens on PCR but negative for parvovirus, coronavirus and
Salmonella.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-02502

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

40 Year(s)

01/08/2013

01/08/2013

1

1

0 01/08/2013 Not Known

Bruising

Not
Known

Needle stick injury. The needle went all the way through her thumb into the soft tissue not the joint
(unknown which hand), unknown if was a dirty needle. Thumb was slightly bruised, has been cleaned.

Human

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-02796

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

29/08/2013

02/09/2013

1

1

0 29/08/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Pain NOS,Abnormal test
R><BR><BR>Not result,Diarrhoea,Haemorrhagic
Known
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Joint
oedema,Joint stiffness

Not
Known

Diarrhoea within 12 hours of vaccination. 3 days after vaccination developed emesis, haemorrhagic
diarrhoea stiff joints, joint oedema and joint pain. Blood tests revealed increased ionised calcium.

Dobermann

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-02936

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

05/09/2013

22/10/2013

1

1

Lethargy and anorexia within 12 hours of vaccination, lethargy continue for 5 days then she appeared
to improve but died the next day. Post mortem revealed Masses in the adrenal glands and abdominal
cavity haemorrhage. Vaccine reaction is unlikely, histopathology confirmed a pheochromocytoma in
the adrenal gland and a mammary mass..

Crossbred

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

24/08/2013

23/09/2013

1

1

1 05/09/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Circulatory shock,Adrenal gland
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder
NOS,Death,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Abdominal cavity
haemorrhage
0 24/08/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Unable to stand,Lethargy (see also No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-03057

United
Kingdom

Animal

Lethargy and ataxia within 1 hour post vaccination. No reaction following 2nd dosage 1 month later.

Standard
Poodle

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-03197

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Month(s)

13/09/2013

02/10/2013

1

1

0 15/09/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Tachycardia,Pale
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes mucous membrane,Flaccid
paralysis,Decreased
appetite,Listless,Incoordination,Ele
vated liver enzymes,Elevated ALT

Lethargy and flaccid paralysis 2 days post vaccination. Improvement within 3 hours but still had ataxia, Other
pale mucous membranes and tachycardia. Anorexia reported the following day. Blood tests showed
Canine/dog
leucocytosis and hepatopathy. Recovery 1 week later.

Restlessness,Increased heart
Not
R><BR><BR>Not rate,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Increased Known
Known
respiratory rate,Urticarial
erythema,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Depression

Not
Known

This 8.6 year old, neutered male Boxer dog, weighing 36.6 kg and of unknown condition, underwent a
ProBNP test in Dec2016. The MAH contacted the practice for routine follow-up and received the
following clinical history: On 17Jan2012 the dog had a mass cell tumour on its ventral chest. On
19Jan2012 the tumour was removed and the dog was given Metacam 5 mg/ml solution for injection at
a 1.2 ml (0.16 mg/kg) dose, Bimoxcyl at a 0.3 ml dose and Noroclav at a 500 mg (13.7 mg/kg) dose
twice daily for 5 days. The dog as started on Metacam 1.5 mg/ml oral suspension at a 32 kg (0.09
mg/kg) dose once daily from 20Jan2012. Histology result from tumour: mast cell tumour (grade 2) with
complete excision (likely to provide long-term remission and new masses may appear at different
locations). On 24Jan2012 it was reported that the dog had been vomiting for 2 days and so no
Metacam oral had been given for 2 days. The dog''s temperature was 39.1 and the wound was
red/angry at the caudal end, but there was no discharge. Antibiosis was extended and no more
Metacam oral was to be given for 24 hours. The dog was given a bland diet, Tribrissen at a 80 mg (2.19
mg/kg) dose twice daily for 5 days and Antepsin at a 5 ml dose twice daily for 3 days. On 03Feb2012
the wound was still red and the stitches were removed. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac KC and
unspecified DHPPi/L. On 27Apr2012 the dog was coughing after being in kennels and was very sensitive
to tracheal pinch. The dog''s temperature was 39.8. The dog was given Metacam injection at a 1.2 ml
dose (0.16 mg/kg), Noroclav at a 500 mg (13.7 mg/kg) dose twice daily and Bimoxyl at a 2 ml dose. On
03Jan2013 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac KC and unspecified DHPPi/L. The clinical examination
was unremarkable and there were no concerns. On 06Jul2013 1x Drontal XL was dispensed. On
19Feb2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 4 and Nobivac KC, and all was fine. On
24Jan2015 1x Milbemax Dog and 1x Bravecto 1000 mg (27.3 mg/kg) were dispensed. The dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4. On 11Apr2016 1x Milpro 12.5/125 mg tablets and 1x
Bravecto 1000 mg (27.3 mg/kg) were dispensed, and the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4. All was fine at the clinical exam. On 06Jul2016 it was reported that the dog had not been
right since being in kennels. It was panting, salivating and had a bloating belly, and on clinical exam, it
had arrhythmia with bouts of tachycardia, its heart rate was 180 and an electrocardiogram showed
bouts of supraventricular tachycardia. The dog was scheduled for an echocardiogram. Haematology
was unremarkable, but alanine aminotransferase was 206 (normal is 10-125). On 07Jul2016 the
electrocardiogram
predominantly
sinus,vaccination
the dog''s heart
rate was 130, of
andNexgard
there was
a 7 second
Restlessness
8 to 10was
hours
post concurrent
and administration
Spectra.
This

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

Golden
was followed by urticaria of the abdomen, lethargy and anorexia the next day. On examination the vet Retriever
noted generalised erythema, tachycardia and tachypnoea. Treated with corticosteroids. Emesis and
diarrhoea the next day. Treated with fluids and antihistamines.

Gingival hyperplasia 11 months after start of administration of lower dose than recommended.
West Highland
Atopica was continued when the dog was vaccinated. The dose of Atopica was reduced due to the
White Terrier
gingival hyperplasia. Otitis externa and lip fold pyoderma noted 3 months later, therefore a suspected
lack of efficacy. Treated by increase in Atopica dose and administration of Cefovecin. Hydrocortisone
spray was started to be used the following year. A benign follicular neoplasm was removed 2 months
later. Coughing noted 3 months later leading to pulmonary haemorrhage. Following tests a diagnosis of
bacterial pneumonia was reached. Treated with antibiotics.

36.6 Bimoxyl LA, 150 mg/ml Amoxicillin, No assessment
Suspension for Injection performed
.3,N/A,N/A ,10,0.3 ml 1 Animal (1
Day(s) 19/01/201227/04/2012)<BR><BR>Bravecto
1000 mg Chewable Tablets for Dogs 27.3,N/A,N/A ,5,27.3 mg/kg 1 Animal
(1 Day(s) 24/01/201511/04/2016)<BR><BR>Buscopan
Compositum Solution for Injection 3.5,N/A,N/A ,10,3.5 ml 1 Animal (1
Day(s) 20/12/201620/12/2016)<BR><BR>Cerenia 160
mg Tablets for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown (11/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Domitor 1 mg/ml
Solution for Injection - .2,N/A,N/A
,10,0.2 ml 1 Animal (1 Day(s)
20/07/201623/12/2016)<BR><BR>Drontal Plus
XL Flavour Tablets for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown (1
Day(s) 06/07/201306/07/2013)<BR><BR>Metacam 1.5
mg/ml Oral Suspension for Dogs .09,N/A,N/A ,5,0.09 mg/kg 1 Animal
(3 Day(s) 20/01/201222/01/2012)<BR><BR>Metacam 5
mg/ml Solution
Injection
formg
10.95 Nexgard
Spectrafor
37.5
mg / 7.5
B - Possible
Chewable Tablets for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form (1
Day(s) 29/09/201529/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(29/09/2015-29/09/2015)<BR><BR>

Close time association, some of the signs are
unexpected and 2 products administered
concurrently.

8.2 Atopica 25 mg Soft Capsules for
No assessment
Dogs - 25,1,1 Days,3,1 Capsule(s)
performed
Daily (14 Month(s) 04/05/201024/01/2014)<BR><BR>Convenia 80
mg/ml Powder and Solvent for
Solution for Injection for Dogs and
Cats - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Three
times (29 Day(s) 04/05/201029/09/2012)<BR><BR>Cortavance
0.584 mg/ml Cutaneous Spray
Solution for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose As needed (6 Month(s) N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once (1 Day(s)
N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once (1 Day(s)
N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once (1 Day(s)
N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Lepto 2
- 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once (1
Day(s) N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Otomax
Ear Drops Suspension - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Unknown Unknown (15
Month(s) N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>
29.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O Close time association, signs are more consistent with
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unclassifiable/unassessa NSAID administration but vaccine role cannot be ruled
Once (1 Day(s) 12/09/2014ble
out.
12/09/2014)<BR><BR>Onsior 40 mg
Tablets for Dogs - 1,1,1 Days,24,1
Tablet Daily (3 Day(s) 14/09/201416/09/2014)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,,,,10<BR><BR>

46 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(29/08/201329/08/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (29/08/201329/08/2013)<BR><BR>
22.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/09/201305/09/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (05/09/201305/09/2013)<BR><BR>

No assessment
performed

N - Unlikely

5.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(24/08/201324/08/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/08/201324/08/2013)<BR><BR>
14.95 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(13/09/201313/09/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (13/09/201313/09/2013)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-03221

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.7 Year(s)

11/09/2013

23/10/2013

1

1

1 12/09/2013 Yes

Restlessness,Anaemia
No Data
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Low
platelet
count,Leucocytosis,Leucopenia,Ly
mphopenia,Neutrophilia,Tachycardi
a,Pale mucous membrane,Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Spleen
hypertrophy

Lethargy within 24 hours of vaccination and appeared hyperactive that night. Anorexia, tachycardia,
splenomegaly, pale mucous membranes the following day. Blood tests revealed thrombocytopenia,
anaemia, lymphopenia, neutrophilia, leucocytosis. Treatment with prednisolone was started, did not
improve with steroids or transfusion, ultrasound was non diagnostic, and the dog was euthanased. No
post mortem performed. Metacam given concurrently.

Golden
Retriever

32.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(11/09/2013-11/09/2013)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-03258

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

02/09/2013

12/12/2013

1

1

1 27/09/2013 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Anaemia NOS,Pale mucous
Not
membrane,Pancreas
Known
disorder,Vomiting,Death,Inappeten
ce,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Blood in
faeces,Dehydration,Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver enzymes,Urine
abnormalities NOS,Abnormal stool
colouration,Elevated ALT

Emesis, anorexia, dark urine and blood in faeces 8 days post 2nd dose vaccination. Lethargy,
dehydration, pale mucous membranes, anaemia and hepatopathy 2 days later. Referred and treated
with blood transfusion. Ultrasound showed pancreatitis. Death 2 weeks post 2nd dose vaccination
despite treatment.

Labrador
Retriever

8 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
No assessment
Dose (19/09/2013performed
19/09/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (19/09/201319/09/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (02/09/201302/09/2013)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-03264

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

01/10/2013

07/10/2013

1

1

0 01/10/2013 Yes

Diarrhoea,Head tilt - ear
disorder,Fit,Nystagmus,Rigidity of
limbs,Incoordination

No Data

Convulsions and head tilt within 24 hours post vaccination. Nystagmus and hypertonia noted 2 days
later followed by diarrhoea and ataxia 5 days after this. The dog had a history of syringomyelia.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/10/2013-01/10/2013)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-03325

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

07/10/2013

11/10/2013

1

1

0 07/10/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Snuffle

No Data

Allergic oedema of the face and rhinitis within 30 minutes post vaccination. Recovery 24 hours later
following corticosteroid administration.

Pug

Not
Known

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-03352

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

09/10/2013

14/10/2013

1

1

0 11/10/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Allergic reaction
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Hypersensitivity reaction (no further details available) 2 days post vaccination. Recovery following
steroid administration.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-03372

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

25/09/2013

16/10/2013

1

1

1 04/10/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Death by
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes euthanasia,Anorexia,Hypoglycaemi
a

Diarrhoea, anorexia and hypoglycaemia 9 days post vaccination. Euthanasia 1 week later. No PME
carried out. PCR positive for parvovirus but unknown if field or vaccinal strain.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-03386

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

15/10/2013

16/10/2013

1

1

0 15/10/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Lethargy (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Lethargy and tachycardia within half an hour of vaccination. Received Pi and Lepto 2 last year with no
adverse event.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-03450

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

21/10/2013

22/10/2013

1

1

0 21/10/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Laboured breathing,Tracheal and
R><BR><BR>No laryngeal disorder NOS,Pale
mucous membrane,Facial swelling
(see also 'Skin'),Cyanosis

Allergic oedema of the face and muzzle, laryngeal noise, dyspnoea, pale mucous membranes and
cyanosis within 1 hour post vaccination. Recovery within 24 hours following corticosteroid and
antihistamine administration.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-03772

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

05/11/2013

10/12/2013

1

1

0 07/11/2013 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(07/10/201307/10/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (07/10/201307/10/2013)<BR><BR>
Other
23.3 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
Canine/dog
(09/10/201309/10/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (09/10/201309/10/2013)<BR><BR>
Shih Tzu
Not
Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Known (25/09/201325/09/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (25/09/201325/09/2013)<BR><BR>
Not Applicable
4.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/10/201315/10/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (15/10/201315/10/2013)<BR><BR>
Shih Tzu
Not
Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Known Dose (21/10/201321/10/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (21/10/201321/10/2013)<BR><BR>
Shih Tzu
Not
Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Known (05/11/201305/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (05/11/201305/11/2013)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-03799

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

13/11/2013

14/11/2013

1

1

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

O1 - Inconclusive

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-03871

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

18/11/2013

19/11/2013

1

1

0 19/11/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Chattering of teeth,Shaking
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-03874

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

30/08/2013

19/11/2013

1

1

1 04/09/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Epileptic seizure,Death by
R><BR><BR>No euthanasia

Other

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-03914

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

17/10/2013

22/11/2013

1

1

0 30/10/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Behavioural disorder
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Dullness,Constipation,Diarrho
ea,Digestive tract disorder
NOS,Vomiting

Other

Leucocytosis,Hypothyroidism,Anor No Data
exia,Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Pyrexia,Weight
loss,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Elevated
liver
enzymes,Hyperphosphataemia,Inje
ction site mass,Injection site
abscess,Injection site
inflammation,Anaemia NOS
0 13/11/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous Other
R><BR><BR>No, system depression in
<BR><BR><BR>< 'Neurological'),Localised oedema
BR><BR>No
(not application
site),Hypoalbuminaemia,Proteinuri
a

Injection site reaction, malaise and anorexia 2 days after vaccination. Fine needle aspirate was
performed and the fluid has been sent away. 7 days later the mass was larger and the dog developed
hyperthermia, it was placed on IV fluids and given symptomatic treatment, blood tests consistent with
inflammation.

Oedema of the distal limbs, hypoalbuminaemia, lethargy and proteinuria within 12 hours post
vaccination. The dog had a history of kidney disease and auto-immune disease.

30.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(13/11/201313/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (13/11/201313/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (13/11/201313/11/2013)<BR><BR>
Shaking head up and down and chattering teeth 24 hours after vaccination.
Staffordshire
21 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Bull Terrier
(18/11/201318/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (18/11/201318/11/2013)<BR><BR>
Increase in frequency of epileptic seizures 5 days post vaccination. Euthanasia. The dog was on
German
Not
Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
concurrent Epiphen.
Shepherd Dog Known (30/08/201330/08/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (30/08/201330/08/2013)<BR><BR>
Emesis and diarrhoea 13 days after vaccination. Xrays and ultrasound demonstrated mild thickening of Golden
Not
Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
the intestinal wall. Treated with antibiotics and ranitidine, owner reports that the dog improves and
Retriever
Known (17/10/2013declines.
17/10/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (17/10/201317/10/2013)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

B - Possible

B - Possible

O1 - Inconclusive

O1 - Inconclusive

O1 - Inconclusive

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-03928

United
Kingdom

Animal

Feline/cat

6 Year(s)

18/10/2013

25/11/2013

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-04024

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

27/09/2013

29/11/2013

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-04029

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

21/10/2013

24/01/2014

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-04140

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

07/12/2013

18/12/2013

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-04182

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

28/11/2013

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-04201

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-04221

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-04259

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-04287

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-04292

NOBIVAC L4

1 23/10/2013 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Anorexia,Decreased
Other
appetite,Hypothermia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Ascites,Pyrexia,Dehydration,
Dry mucous membrane,Abnormal
test
result,Bloated,Pancreatitis,Metasta
tic
tumour,Hyperglycaemia,Elevated
BUN,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Tac
hycardia,Abdominal cavity disorder
NOS,Abdominal
pain,Drooling,Digestive tract
neoplasm
NOS,Vomiting,Adipsia,Tachypnoea,
Death by euthanasia
2 02/10/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Deafness,Blindness,Death by
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes euthanasia

Given L4 in error, then given Ducat, FeLV and milbemax, presented 26 days later, owner reported
malaise, occasional vomiting, reduced appetite and lethargy. On exam had pyrexia tachycardia,
treated with NSAIDs and antibiotics, the following day the cat had a normal temperature. 9 days later
cat was anorexic, lethargic, dehydrated, tachycardic and tachypnoeic with a painful abdomen. Blood
tests revealed increased FPLi, increased amylase, increased urea, increased glucose, increased White
blood cells and reduced sodium. Diagnosis of pancreatitis made. Ascites 3 days later, exploratory
laparotomy performed and masses seen in the small jejunum and ileum with metastasis in the
omentum and stomach. Euthanasia whilst under GA.

Not Applicable

Blindness and dullness 5 days post vaccination. Euthanasia the next day. No PME carried out. The dog
had a history of diabetes mellitus, hypothyroidism and liver pathology.

Yorkshire
Terrier

Not
Known

1

0 25/10/2013 Not
Internal ear disorder,Vestibular
Known,<BR><BR disorder NOS,Head tilt - ear
><BR><BR><BR> disorder,Nystagmus
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Vestibular syndrome, nystagmus and head tilt 4 days post vaccination. Ears were inflamed but not
infected. Full recovery noted by booster vaccination 4 weeks later. The dog had been treated with
Canaural for otitis externa in both ears 1 week prior to vaccination. The dog was also on concurrent
Propalin.

English
Springer
Spaniel

Not
Known

1

1

0 07/12/2013 Yes

10/12/2013

1

1

0 28/11/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Inappropriate
R><BR><BR>Yes defecation,Inappropriate
urination,Generalised weakness

10/12/2013

18/12/2013

1

1

0 10/12/2013 Yes

Depression,Pyrexia,Lymphadenopat No Data
hy,Corneal
oedema,Snuffle,Hyperthermia

Lymphadenopathy, hyperthermia and lethargy within 12 hours post vaccination. Blood tests were
unremarkable. Deterioration noted 6 days later. Rhinitis and corneal oedema noted 2 days after this.
Recovery following antibiotic treatment.

Border Terrier Not
Known

24 Year(s)

12/12/2013

17/02/2014

1

1

0 12/12/2013 Not Known

Off colour,Injection site reddening

Not
Known

Human

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

17/12/2013

18/12/2013

1

1

0 17/12/2013 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Inappropriate urination,Balance
problem,Hypersensitivity
NOS,Ataxia,Twitching,Reduced
responses

No Data

Vet accidentally injected himself into the left thumb just above the distal joint. It is possible that some
product was injected. The area was washed and squeezed and bled when squeezed, there is injection
site erythema and the vet reported a feeling of Malaise but this may be due to working on call the
previous night. No further information received.
Muscle tremor, ataxia, inappropriate urination and hypersensitivity within an hour of vaccination.
Resolved within 5 minutes and on vet exam nothing abnormal was detected.

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

09/12/2013

20/12/2013

1

1

0 17/12/2013 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Leucocytosis,Joint effusion,Joint
Other
stiffness,Polyarthritis,Off
colour,Elevated
temperature,Weight gain,Abnormal
test result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hyperglycaemia,Shaking,
Musculoskeletal pain,Elevated bile
acids

Shaking, malaise, hind leg stiffness and pyrexia 8 days post vaccination. Antibiotics started. Pyrexia,
joint effusion and neck pain 2 days later. Blood tests the next day showed hepatopathy,
hyperglycaemia and leucocytosis. Joint tap showed polyarthritis. Weight gain also noted.

Crossbred

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

16/12/2013

21/01/2014

1

1

1 19/12/2013 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Death,Hyperthermia,Hypothermia,L Other
ethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Dehydration,Uncod
ed sign,Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Leucocytosis,Tachycardia,
Diarrhoea,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting

Emesis and diarrhoea 3 days post vaccination. Dehydration noted on examination, treated with
Cerenia and Panacur. Lethargy, haemorrhagic diarrhoea, tachycardia, leucocytosis and hepatopathy
later the same day. Death the following day. PME was inconclusive but no evidence of parvovirus
infection. Faecal sample negative for parvovirus.

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml O1 - Inconclusive
Once (16/12/201316/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(16/12/201316/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(16/12/2013-16/12/2013)<BR><BR>

GB-NLINTVINT-2013-UK-04299

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

14/12/2013

23/12/2013

1

1

0 15/12/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anorexia,Pancr No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes eatitis

Emesis, diarrhoea and anorexia 24 hours post vaccination. Snap test positive for pancreatitis.
Improvement following supportive treatment.

West Highland Not
White Terrier Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00012

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

14/12/2013

02/01/2014

1

1

0 14/12/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Seizure
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Tachypnoea,Hyperglycaemia,E
levated ALT,Abnormal radiograph
finding

Convulsion within 5 minutes of vaccination, recovered within 30 seconds. Placed on IV fluids, blood
tests revealed elevated ALT and elevate glucose other wise nothing abnormal detected. Dog had
another convulsion 12 days later and 2 the following day, on physical exam the dog was tachypnoeic
and had tachycardia. Xrays revealed an alveolar pattern. Vet suspects neurogenic pulmonary oedema
secondary to seizures. No further investigation and no further seizures.

English
Springer
Spaniel

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00029

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

01/09/2013

03/01/2014

40

4

3 01/09/2013 Yes

Abdominal pain, wheezing, vocalisation, shivering, tachypnoea, injection site reaction and death in 3
puppies out of 40 within 2 to 3 weeks post vaccination. A 4th puppy was said to be affected but no
further information supplied. The puppies came from several different litters from the same dog
breeder. No PMEs carried out.

Cairn Terrier

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(14/12/201314/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (14/12/201314/12/2013)<BR><BR>
Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(14/12/201314/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (14/12/201314/12/2013)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(01/09/2013-19/12/2013)<BR><BR>

No Data

Pale mucous
No Data
membrane,Syncope,Ataxia,Disorien
tation
No Data

Injection site reaction
No Data
NOS,Vocalisation,Abdominal
pain,Wheezing,Death,Hyperventilati
on,Shivering

5.25 Nobivac Ducat - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (18/10/201318/10/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac
FeLV, Suspension for Injection for
Cats - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(18/10/201318/10/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (18/10/201318/10/2013)<BR><BR>

Disorientation, pale mucous membranes and ataxia within 12 hours of vaccination, progressed to have Crossbred
Not
syncope when rising on 3 occasions. No problems on ECG. Further episodes seen over the next 3 days,
Known
one week later the owner reported that the dog was improving and no further work up was planned.
Received L4 and Kennel cough vaccines 1 month earlier.
Defaecation, urination and lethargy within 1 hour post vaccination. Improvement within 5 minutes.
Not Applicable Not
Known

Jack Russell
Terrier

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(27/09/201327/09/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (27/09/201327/09/2013)<BR><BR>
Canaural Ear Drops, Suspension for
Dogs and Cats - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown (14/10/2013N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (21/10/201321/10/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (21/10/201321/10/2013)<BR><BR>Propalin
Syrup 40 mg/ml Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,unknown (01/01/2013N/A)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(07/12/2013-07/12/2013)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

O1 - Inconclusive

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

O1 - Inconclusive

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(28/11/201328/11/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (28/11/201328/11/2013)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(10/12/2013-10/12/2013)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - ,,,,<BR><BR>

7.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(17/12/201317/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (17/12/201317/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (17/12/201317/12/2013)<BR><BR>
5.05 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml B - Possible
(09/12/201309/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (09/12/201309/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (09/12/201309/12/2013)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00074

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

04/12/2013

08/01/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00086

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

09/01/2014

24/04/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00102

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

02/01/2014

16/01/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00106

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

18/12/2013

13/01/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00116

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Year(s)

08/11/2013

05/03/2014

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00135

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

13/01/2014

15/01/2014

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00193

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

20/12/2013

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00195

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00198

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00257

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00274

United
Kingdom

Animal

0 25/12/2013 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Behavioural disorder
No Data
NOS,Dullness,Sleepiness neurological
disorder,Lymphadenopathy,Vomitin
g,Decreased
appetite,Depression,Hyperphospha
taemia,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Hyperalbuminaemia
1 09/01/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Bradycardia,Collapse (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Dyspnoea,Death,Uncod
ed sign,Heart valve disorder

Somnolence 19-21 days after vaccination, 5 days later presented with anorexia and a reduced desire to Yorkshire
go outside ( behavioural disorder). Submandibular lymphadenopathy and a cyst were found on physical Terrier
exam. Started treatment with antibiotics. The following day he presented with emesis, blood tests
revealed renal insufficiency, the dog was admitted for IVFT, urea and creatinine increased over the
next 4 days, the dog was lethargic and still has anorexia. No further information.

1 04/01/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Death,Elevated No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Anorexia,Inappetence,Hy
pothermia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Dehydration,Tense
abdomen
0 19/12/2013 No,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Diarrhoea,Panting,Incr No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes eased respiratory
rate,Spondylosis,Abnormal
radiograph finding

Lethargy and anorexia 2 days after vaccination, progressing to emesis 2 days later. Presented with a
Rottweiler
tense abdomen another 2 days later, treated with Cerenia and at follow up the next day was anorexic,
and dehydrated. Blood tests revealed renal insufficiency, treated with IV fluids but died later that day.
It is suspected that it may have ingested a toxin. No post mortem.

1

1 20/12/2013 Yes

Suspected lack of efficacy - Lethargy 2 weeks after vaccination, blood tests revealed renal failure,
hyperphosphataemia, increased magnesium, hyperkalaemia, anaemia, neutrophilia and increased
reticulocytes approximately 1 month after vaccination. PCR positive for Leptospirosis in Urine.
Serovar typing showed positive results for Bratislava and Copenhageni and Canicol (which was the
highest and likely related to vaccination). Death an unspecified period later.

Cairn Terrier

1

1

0 13/01/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Neutropen
ia,Pale mucous membrane,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Mucous
stool,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Shaking

Lethargy, pale mucous membranes and shaking within 12 hours post vaccination. Treated with
Metacam. Symptoms continued the next day and also developed pyrexia. Blood tests showed
anaemia, hypoalbuminaemia and neutropenia. Mucus in the faeces. Worms had previously been
observed in the dogs faeces but the dog had been de-wormed 6 days prior to vaccination.
Improvement following supportive treatment.

Dobermann

21/01/2014

1

1

1 22/12/2013 Yes

Pale mucous membrane,Abdominal No Data
pain,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death,Inappetence,Leth
argy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Laboured
breathing,Dehydration,Uncoded
sign,Fluid in abdomen NOS

Lethargy 2 days after 2nd vaccination which progressed to anorexia and collapse. Presented to a vet 3 Flat-coated
days later with anorexia, dyspnoea, pale mucous membranes, abdominal pain, cold limbs and suncken Retriever
eyes (suggesting dehydration). Ultrasound scan revealed abdominal fluid, planned to do exploratory
laparotomy but the dog died on induction. No post mortem.

15/01/2014

25/02/2014

1

1

1 15/01/2014 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Endocarditis,Abnormal
Other
breathing,Pneumonia,Death,Lethar
gy (see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Rigidity of
limbs,Shaking

Lethargy and dyspnoea within 12 hours of vaccination, recovered by the following morning. 5 days
later the dog became hypertonic, was shaking and died. PME showed a multifocal inflammatory
process in the lungs and endocardium.

7 Year(s)

08/01/2014

24/02/2014

1

1

1 10/01/2014 Yes

Injection site
No Data
abscess,Distress,Restlessness,Haem
olytic
anaemia,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,
Pale mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Jaundice,Hypo
calcaemic condition,Muscle
pain,Lameness,Glomerulonephritis,
Panting,Skin lesion NOS,Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Hypother
mia,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Depression,Reluctan
t to move,Elevated
temperature,Abnormal test
result,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hypokalemic
condition,Hyperphosphataemia,Ele
vated BUN,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Abnormal necropsy finding

Lethargy 2 days after vaccination with muscle pain, and hyperthermia. Treated with antibiotics and
English
Metacam. Presented 3 days later with lameness, hyperactivity, distress, tachypnoea and an injection
Springer
site abscess. Treated with Trammadol as well. The next day the dog was anorexic and had emesis,
Spaniel
blood tests revealed elevated ALP, elevated ALT, elevated Cholesterol, elevated Urea, elevated
phosphorous, mildly reduced calcium, elevated white blood cells with neutrophilia. 2 days later the
dog was still anorexic, with jaundice, pale mucous Membranes, pain in the shoulder, hypothermia,
haemolytic anaemia and multiple oozing skin lesions. Treated with IV fluids, on ultrasound there was a
focal area of inflammation or oedema and the jejunum appeared thickened. The dog developed
emesis and was treated with Cerenia, Vetergesic, prednisolone, Losec and Metronidazole and
potassium was supplemented. The dog was euthanased 2 days later. PME showed a necrotizing
fasciitis, IMHA, glomerulonephropathy and a type III hypersensitivity reaction.

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

17/01/2014

26/02/2014

1

1

0 23/01/2014 Yes

Abnormal test result,Hot spot
No Data
(pyotraumatic dermatitis),Injection
site abscess

Injection site abscess and hot spot on the face 1 week post vaccination. Recovery following surgical
draining and treatment with antibiotics. Swab showed growth of an aerobic isolate.

American
Bulldog

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

22/01/2014

06/02/2014

1

1

0 23/01/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Injection site pain,Injection site
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes reaction
NOS,Vocalisation,Pyrexia,Abnormal
test result,Injection site
abscess,Injection site swelling

Vocalisation after a pole dropped onto the dog at the injection site. Injection site swelling, injection
site pain, pyrexia and injection site abscess 24 hours post vaccination. Swab showed beta haemolytic
Strep.

Not Applicable

Anaemia
No Data
NOS,Leucopenia,Neutrophilia,Red
blood cell disorder,Death,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Lack of efficacy,Acute renal
failure,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypergly
caemia,Urine abnormalities
NOS,Hypoproteinaemia,Hyperphos
phataemia,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Thrombocytosis

Collapse, bradycardia, dyspnoea and death 1.5 hours after vaccination. PME showed tricuspid valve
dysplasia.

Crossbred

Hyperactivity, tachypnoea and diarrhoea within 24 hours of vaccination. Treated with steroids, Mipet Labrador
Pro Bind, and IV fluids, x rays revealed mild gaseous distension and spondylosis in lumbar vetebrae, Vet Retriever
does not think signs are related to vaccination. Symptomatic treatment given.

Crossbred

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(04/12/201304/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (04/12/201304/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (04/12/201304/12/2013)<BR><BR>
0.75 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(09/01/201409/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (09/01/201409/01/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(02/01/201402/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (02/01/201402/01/2014)<BR><BR>

24 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(18/12/201318/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (18/12/201318/12/2013)<BR><BR>
7.55 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(08/11/2013-06/12/2013)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(13/01/201413/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (13/01/201413/01/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

29.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(20/12/2013-20/12/2013)<BR><BR> ble

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/01/201415/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (15/01/201415/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (15/01/201415/01/2014)<BR><BR>
25.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(08/01/2014-08/01/2014)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

O1 - Inconclusive

54.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(17/01/2014-17/01/2014)<BR><BR>
13 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(22/01/201422/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (22/01/201422/01/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00283

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

27/01/2014

28/01/2014

1

1

0 27/01/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anxiety,Ataxia,Allergic pruritus
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00379

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

16.5 Year(s)

05/02/2014

06/02/2014

1

1

0 05/02/2014 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00380

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

04/02/2014

06/02/2014

1

1

0 06/02/2014 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00398

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.9 Year(s)

06/01/2014

30/09/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00433

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

05/02/2014

04/03/2014

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00448

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Year(s)

31/12/2013

12/03/2014

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00450

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Year(s)

03/01/2014

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00484

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00581

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00593

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00628

United
Kingdom

Anxiety, ataxia and allergic pruritus within 30 seconds post vaccination. Recovery 15 minutes later
following corticosteroids and antihistamine administration.

Beagle

Ataxia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also No Data
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Tremor,Incoordinatio
n,Vocalisation

Vocalisation within 1 minute post vaccination. Lethargy, ataxia, anorexia, muscle tremors and pyrexia
later the same day. Treated with Cerenia and antihistamines. Improvement 2 days later.

Jack Russell
Terrier

Abdominal pain,Reluctant to
move,Incoordination,Tense
abdomen

Ataxia, lethargy and abdominal pain 2 days post 2nd dose vaccination. Blood tests all normal.

Border Terrier

9.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(04/02/2014-04/02/2014)<BR><BR>

2 18/01/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Loose stool,Vomiting,Death by
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes euthanasia,Abnormal test
result,Hyperglycaemia,Hyperphosp
hataemia,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Abnormal ultrasound
finding

Emesis 12 days post vaccination. Diarrhoea 8 days later. Treated with Antepsin and Cerenia. No
improvement noted 2 days later, blood tests showed elevated renal enzymes and elevated amylase.
Treated with fluids. Blood tests 2 days later showed hyperglycaemia and hyperphosphataemia. Scan
showed 2 cysts in the kidneys. Euthanasia the next day. Leptospira PCR negative and no PME carried
out.

Yorkshire
Terrier

6.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(06/01/201406/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/01/201406/01/2014)<BR><BR>

1

0 08/02/2014 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Bilirubinuria,Reverse
No Data
sneezing,Anaemia
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Leucocyto
sis,Leucopenia,Lymphopenia,Neutr
openia,Neutrophilia,Bradycardia,Ta
chycardia,Vomiting,Hypocalcaemic
condition,Cough,Inappetence,Letha
rgy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Dehydration,Abnorma
l test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Proteinur
ia,Immune mediated
thrombocytopenia,Abnormal
ultrasound finding

Coughing and anorexia 3 days post vaccination. Coughing and pyrexia noted on examination 4 days
later. Treated with NSAIDs. Pyrexia, tachycardia, lethargy, anorexia and dehydration the next day.
Blood tests showed hypoalbuminaemia, hypocalcaemia, thrombocytopenia, anaemia and
lymphopenia. VS suspects canine parainfluenza. Improvement following Prednisolone treatment,
however, ongoing diarrhoea and flatulence. Reported that dog had been intermittently coughing prior
to vaccination.

Not Applicable

8.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(05/02/201405/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Once 1 Animal
(05/02/201405/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (05/02/201405/02/2014)<BR><BR>

1

1

1 25/01/2014 Yes

Acute renal failure,Abnormal test
No Data
result,Elevated liver enzymes,Tense
abdomen,Hyperphosphataemia,Ele
vated BUN,Elevated ALT,Elevated
total
bilirubin,Hyperalbuminaemia,Dullne
ss,Digestive tract disorder
NOS,Vomiting,Jaundice,Adipsia,Anu
ria,Skin lesion NOS,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Lack of
efficacy

Suspected lack of efficacy. Skin lesion 25 days post 2nd dose vaccination. Treated with antibiotics.
Emesis and abdominal pain 3 days later. Anorexia, emesis, adipsia, jaundice and acute renal failure 2
days after this. Blood tests showed hyperalbuminaemia, hepatopathy, hyperphosphataemia and renal
failure. No improvement following fluid, antibiotic and diuretic treatment. Euthanasia 3 days later.
Tests showed elevated leptospira serology. No evidence on examination of the kidneys.

Crossbred

15 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(31/12/2013-31/12/2013)<BR><BR> ble

13/02/2014

1

1

0 26/01/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Corneal ulcer
R><BR><BR>Yes

Corneal ulcer 23 days post leptospirosis and kennel cough vaccination.

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

Not
Known

10/02/2014

15/04/2014

1

1

0 13/02/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Anaemia NOS,Leucocytosis,Pale
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes mucous membrane,Digestive tract
disorder NOS,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Lethargy, anorexia and pyrexia 3 days post vaccination. Treated with fluids and antibiotics. Pale
mucous membranes, lethargy and diarrhoea 4 days later. Blood tests showed leucocytosis and
anaemia. No further information.

English
Springer
Spaniel

Not
Known

8.5 Year(s)

28/01/2014

26/02/2014

1

1

Emesis, polyuria, polydipsia and weight loss 1 month post vaccination. The owner reported some
weight loss prior to vaccination. Blood tests showed renal insufficiency, hyperkalemia,
hypoalbuminaemia, hyperphosphataemia, anaemia and thrombocytosis and urinalysis showed
haematuria, proteinuria and acidic urine. VS suspects a pre-existing condition.

Not Applicable 12.6 - 16 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(28/01/201428/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (28/01/201428/01/2014)<BR><BR>

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

18/02/2014

27/02/2014

1

1

0 20/02/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Vomiting,Polydipsia,Polyuria,
Weight loss,Uncoded
sign,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hyperkalae
mia,Acidic
urine,Proteinuria,Haematuria,Hyper
phosphataemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Thrombocytosis
0 19/02/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Corneal ulcer,Dry eye,Low tear
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes flow,Sore eye

Eye irritation within 24 hours of treatment, on exam keratoconjunctivitis sica was present in one eye,
and decreased lacrimation was evident, treated with Metacam, Fucithalmic and Lubrithal, 7 days later
the dog developed corneal ulcers in both eyes. 2 days later it was evident that both eyes had
keratoconjunctivitis sica.

Greyhound

Animal

Canine/dog

4.8 Year(s)

29/11/2013

03/03/2014

1

1

0 11/12/2013 Yes

Immune mediated polyarthritis 12 days after vaccination, treated with steroids and gastroprotectants
and has responded well.

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00633

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.4 Year(s)

10/02/2014

21/03/2014

1

1

1 26/02/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes euthanasia,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Spleen
hypertrophy,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Immune
mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hypoglycaemia,Elevated
bile acids,Anaemia
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Low
platelet
count,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia

Polyarthritis

No Data

No Data

No Data

No Data

Lethargy and anorexia approximately 18 days after treatment, ultrasound revealed an enlarged spleen Scottish
but no evidence of haemorrhage. Blood tests revealed decreased albumin, hepatopathy, anaemia,
Terrier
leucocytosis, neutrophilia and thrombocytopenia, confirmed immune mediated haemolytic anaemia
and thrombocytopenia. Treated with steroids and aspirin, 4 days later the PCV had declined further and
the dog was euthanased. Await post mortem results.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(27/01/201427/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/01/201427/01/2014)<BR><BR>
6.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/02/2014-05/02/2014)<BR><BR>

Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(03/01/201403/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (03/01/201403/01/2014)<BR><BR>
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(10/02/201410/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (10/02/201410/02/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Not
Known

Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml O1 - Inconclusive
(18/02/201418/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (18/02/201418/02/2014)<BR><BR>
41 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(29/11/2013-29/11/2013)<BR><BR>

14.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(10/02/201410/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (10/02/201410/02/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00746

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

03/02/2014

12/03/2014

1

1

0 07/02/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Behavioural disorder NOS,Seizure
R><BR><BR>No NOS

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00784

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

05/03/2014

17/03/2014

1

1

0 10/03/2014 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00832

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.3 Year(s)

19/02/2014

19/03/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00850

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.3 Year(s)

06/02/2014

21/03/2014

1

Behavioural change followed by a convulsion 4 days post vaccination. Recovery 1 hour later with no
treatment.

Jack Russell
Terrier

Dullness,Tachycardia,Pale mucous No Data
membrane,Diarrhoea,Decreased
appetite,Off colour,Immune
mediated haemolytic anaemia
0 19/02/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abdominal
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Tenesmus,Diarrhoea,Loose
stool,Digestive tract disorder
NOS,Vomiting,Anorexia,Decreased
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Mucous
stool,Uncoded sign,Abnormal stool
colouration,Elevated ALT,Abnormal
ultrasound finding

Malaise, anorexia, tachycardia, pale mucous membranes and diarrhoea, 5 days after vaccination,
blood tests revealed anaemia and IMHA is suspected despite negative Coombs test. Treated with
steroids , increase in PCV seen 6 days later. Concurrent treatment with Vetoryl.

Miniature
Schnauzer

1

0 27/02/2014 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Malaise and ataxia 3 weeks post vaccination. Pyrexia and lethargy noted on examination 2 days later. Bernese
Treated with antibiotics, NSAIDs and fluids. Ultrasound, urinalysis and radiographs were unremarkable. Mountain Dog
Joint tap showed inflammatory joint disease. Diagnosed as immune mediated polyarthritis.
Improvement following treatment with steroids.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00854

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

17/03/2014

02/04/2014

1

1

0 17/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Off
R><BR><BR>Yes colour,Abnormal test result

No Data

Emesis and malaise, within 2 hours of vaccination. Presented to the vet 2 days after vaccination with
Border Collie
emesis and diarrhoea, snap test was positive for Parvo. Treated with IV fluids and antibiotics and was
making a recovery at the time of reporting, lab test positive for Campylobacter, no PCR for Parvovirus.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00892

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

24/03/2014

03/11/2015

1

1

0 24/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Tachypnoea,Lethargy (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Listless,Pyrexia,Tach
ycardia

Lethargy within 2 hours of vaccination, hyperthermia, tachycardia and tachypnoea noted on clinical
exam. Treated with IV fluids, No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-00912

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.7 Year(s)

24/03/2014

15/07/2014

1

1

1 24/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Fit,Seizure
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Coma,Tachypnoea,Death,Hyp
erthermia,Abnormal test
result,Epileptic fit,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated ALT

Cluster seizure within 1 hour post vaccination. 11 consecutive convulsions occurred, pyrexia was noted Border Collie
on examination. Rectal diazepam did not help. Treated by VS with fluids and cooling, 3 further
convulsions noted. Another convulsions started a few hours later, no response to diazepam and so
propofol used. Tachypnoea noted followed by coma. Convulsions again the next morning, treatment
with Vetofol, diazepam, Colvasone and Synulox. Recovery a few hours later. Blood tests showed
hepatopathy. One further seizure after dog was excited to see owners. No further seizures reports.
The dog was Epiphen prior to vaccination but had not any convulsions for 5 months. Dog has
recovered without any further seizures. On hepatic support medication. Update - dog suffered a series
of seizures and died on the way to the VS (approximately 4 months after initial vaccination).

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01002

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

18/03/2014

02/04/2014

1

1

No Data

Emesis 2 days post vaccination. Pyrexia, malaise, anorexia and adipsia 2 days later. Treated with
antibiotics and NSAIDs. Emesis and anorexia still ongoing 2 days after this along with lethargy. Blood
tests showed elevated ALP. Treated with fluids leading to improvement.

Irish Terrier

Canine/dog

2.6 Year(s)

25/02/2014

03/04/2014

1

1

No Data

Lethargy and lip licking 2 days post 1st dose vaccination. Abdominal pain and frequent urination noted
the next day. Treated with Cerenia and Ceporex. Abdominal pain and lethargy still noted 5 days later.
Recovery within the next 3 weeks. 2nd dose of Nobivac L4 given 1 month after the 1st dose.
Restlessness and abdominal pain noted 2 days later again.

Labrador
Retriever

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

04/04/2014

07/04/2014

1

1

0 20/03/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous
R><BR><BR>Yes system depression in
'Neurological'),Off
colour,Pyrexia,Elevated liver
enzymes,Vomiting,Not
drinking,Inappetence
0 27/02/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Behavioural disorder
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Restlessness,Abdominal
pain,Frequent urination,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Lip
licking
0 04/04/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Swelling around
R><BR><BR>Yes eye,Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01022

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01039

United
Kingdom

No Data

Allergic oedema of the face, eyelids and lips and tachycardia within 1.5 hours post vaccination. Treated English Cocker
with steroids. Recovery 3 hours later.
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01097

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.7 Year(s)

31/03/2014

09/04/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01101

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

Not Known

09/04/2014

09/04/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01162

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

28/03/2014

09/10/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01182

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

14/04/2014

17/11/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01191

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

06/03/2014

16/04/2014

1

1

Polyarthritis,Unable to
stand,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Off
colour,Pyrexia,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia

Other

0 31/03/2014 Yes

Central nervous system infection
No Data
and
inflammation,Convulsion,Unable to
stand,Lack of coordination (see
also 'Ear' - vestibular
disorder),Incoordination
0 09/04/2014 Not
Injection site bleeding,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR itching
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known
0 04/04/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes seroma,Crying,Localised pain NOS
(see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Injection site
pain,Aggression,Vocalisation
0 14/04/2014 Yes

Conjunctival oedema,Breathing
No Data
difficulty,Vomiting,Dyspnoea,Cyano
sis,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')
0 06/03/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Blood in
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes vomit,Asthma,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Laboured
breathing,Respiratory sound

Anorexia, loose faeces, abdominal pain and reduced abdominal sounds, 12 days after vaccination with Shih Tzu
Nobivac L4 and KC. Treated with Noroclav and Loxicom. Blood tests performed the following day
revealed elevated ALT. Treated with IVFT as still anorexic. The dog was discharged 4 days later as
appeared to have recovered, then developed emesis 3 days later and had mucoid diarrhoea with
tenesmus. Ultrasound suggested possible blood clots in the bladder but not other abnormalities
detected. Treated with Veraflox, improvement seen 5 days later.

Other
Canine/dog

Ataxia 12 hours post vaccination. A convulsion occurred during examination, recovery following
diazepam administration. Ataxia still ongoing 4 days later. MRI and CSF tap indicated central nervous
system inflammatory disease, possibly due to dysregulation of the immune system following
vaccination. History of previous vaccination with no adverse effects, this was the 2nd dose of the
primary course of Nobivac L4.

Labrador
Retriever

Vet accidentally injected vaccine into top of owner''s right index finger whilst she was holding her dog.
The injury bled, but there was no lasting pain or redness, only itching.

Human

Injection site pain, aggression and vocalisation 1 week post 2nd dose vaccination. Pain was still
Dogue de
ongoing 1 week later and an injection site swelling noted, diagnosed as an injection site seroma.
Bordeaux
Seroma was drained and treated with oral NSAIDs. Seroma reformed and got larger over the next 4
days, treated surgically and drain placed. Swab taken, was negative. Drain removed 1 week later as
fibrous tissue starting to develop around the drain. Mass returned, FNA revealed fluid with
macorphages, no bacterial growth. Dog recovered. No further information expected.
Dyspnoea and cyanosis 4 hours post vaccination. Improvement following treatment with steroids,
Border Collie
frusemide, antihistamines, Zantac and Emeprid. Dog was on concurrent NSAID treatment. Lethargy and
emesis 5 days later with conjunctivitis. Further treatment with Maxitrol and antihistamines.

Lethargy, asthma, dyspnoea and haematemesis within 12 hours post vaccination. Dyspnoea and rales
the next day, treated with Dexadreson and Cerenia. Recovery by the next day.

Other
Canine/dog

9.3 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml O1 - Inconclusive
(03/02/201403/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (03/02/201403/02/2014)<BR><BR>
12.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/03/2014-05/03/2014)<BR><BR>
6.2 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(19/02/201419/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (19/02/201419/02/2014)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

75 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(06/02/201406/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (06/02/201406/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (06/02/201406/02/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Known (17/03/201417/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (17/03/201417/03/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Known (24/03/201424/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (24/03/201424/03/2014)<BR><BR>
27.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(24/03/201424/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (24/03/201424/03/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

15.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(18/03/201418/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (18/03/201418/03/2014)<BR><BR>
22.7 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(25/02/201425/02/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (25/02/201425/02/2014)<BR><BR>
4.25 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(04/04/201404/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (04/04/201404/04/2014)<BR><BR>
29.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(31/03/2014-31/03/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Not
Known

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

O1 - Inconclusive

B - Possible

B - Possible

B - Possible

Nobivac DHP - ,,,,<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs ,,,,<BR><BR>

14.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(28/03/201428/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (28/03/201428/03/2014)<BR><BR>
23.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(14/04/2014-14/04/2014)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(06/03/201406/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/03/201406/03/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01278

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

27/01/2014

29/04/2014

1

1

1 11/02/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Gastric ulcer,Increased intracranial No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes pressure,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Regenerative
anaemia,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Immune
mediated thrombocytopenia,Heart
insufficiency,Pale mucous
membrane,Vomiting

Pale mucous membranes, cardiac insufficiency and regenerative anaemia 15 days after vaccination.
Treated with steroids and 20 days later had a blood transfusion. Immune mediated haemolytic
anaemia and thrombocytopenia diagnosed. Gastrointestinal ulcer diagnosed and developed emesis,
treated with gastroprotectants. 8 days later became lethargic and anaemia had progressed, treated
with a blood transfusion but intracranial haemorrhage diagnosed and was euthanased. At the time of
vaccination the dog was lethargic with a reduced PCV.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01309

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

25/04/2014

30/04/2014

1

1

0 25/04/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Shivering,Agitation,Diarrhoea,Vomit No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes ing,Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Panting

Emesis and diarrhoea within a few hours post vaccination. Tachypnoea and hyperactivity noted later
Other
the same day. Allergic oedema of the face noted, owner advised to give dog antihistamines. Complete Canine/dog
recovery by the next day.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01389

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

22/03/2014

06/05/2014

1

1

1 24/04/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01422

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

07/05/2014

08/05/2014

1

1

0 08/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS,Ataxia,Disorientation
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Five days after second vaccination (of primary restarting course) presented off food and vomiting,
lethargic and pyrexic with smaller stools. Treated with metaclopramide and ketoprofen as well as
amoxicillin-clavulanate tablets. Re-presented 4 days later quiet, inappetance, ocular serous discharge,
tympanic abdomen, not painful on palpation. Treated with Fucithalmic and ranitidine. The next day
represented tachycardic, tachypnoeic and pyrexic. Owners had given non prescribed, non specific
tablets to treat pyrexia (active ingredient unknown). Represented in 24 hours with nasal discharge
(unilateral, L nostril), pyrexic and with bilateral mucopurulent ocular discharge. Treated with 70ml
subcutaneous fluids and a nasal swab was taken (no available results). 24 hours later admitted for
treatment with intravenous fluids after vomiting chicken and rice. Had ingested raisins. Presented with
tacky mucous membranes, dehydration and depression. Treated with ranitidine, amoxyclav and
bromhexine hydrochloride. Devloped proteinuria and haematuria, anaemia, marked leukocytosis,
neutropaenia, lymphocytosis and thrombocytopaenia. Cytological features of a blood smear examined
in the laboratory identified atypical lymphoid cells consistent with lymphoid leukaemia. Condition
deteriorated, given maropitant for nausea. Body condition deteriorated and owners opted for
euthanasia 11 days after first presentation with clinical signs. PME not performed due to cytological
analysis and diagnosis on blood smear.
Convulsions, ataxia and disorientation 12 hours after vaccine administration. Antihistamines were
given. No information about further neurological abnormalities. The dog has two incidences of
seizures prior - once as an adult and once as a puppy.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01433

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

40 Year(s)

06/05/2014

08/05/2014

1

1

0 06/05/2014 Not Known

Not
Known

Forty year old, female vet reported self-injection into middle finger of left hand with needle used for
injecting a dog. Apart from bleeding, no reaction was reported.

Human

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01467

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.2 Month(s) 04/05/2014

10/05/2014

1

1

Suspected lack of efficacy. Vomiting, diarrhoea, lethargy, tense abdomen and dehydration four days
after administration. Parvovirus snap test positive. Puppy euthanised one week after administration.
No PME was conducted.

German
Not
Shepherd Dog Known

No assessment
performed

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01487

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

12/05/2014

12/05/2014

1

1

1 08/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tense
Not
R><BR><BR>Not abdomen,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Deat Known
Known
h by euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Lack of
efficacy,Dehydration
0 12/05/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Swelling NOS,Face and No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes neck swelling (see also 'Skin')

Vocalising when administered. Presented ten minutes later with facial swelling and limb swelling.
Treated with steroids and recovered within a few hours. No further information.

Chihuahua

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01499

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

10/05/2014

12/05/2014

1

1

0 10/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Excessive thirst,Collapse (see also No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Decreased respiratory
rate,Panting,Decreased
appetite,Hypothermia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Uncoded
sign,Hyperglycaemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated ALT,Tachycardia,Pale
mucous membrane,Vomiting

Collapse, pale mucous membranes, tachycardia and panting within 30 minutes of vaccination. Treated Boxer
with steroids. 48 hours later panting and polydypsic with an episode of vomiting. Blood tests showed
(German
elevated liver enzymes, azotaemia, mild hyperglycaemia, neutrophilia. Treated with intravenous fluids. Boxer)
No further information with regards treatment or progress.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01505

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.3 Year(s)

19/03/2014

12/05/2014

1

1

Quiet, unwell, subdued, anorexia and vomiting approximately 6 weeks after initial vaccination. One
week later no improvement, lethargic and not eating or drinking. Pale mucous membranes. Blood test
identified immune mediated haemolytic anaemia. Dog currently doing well. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01511

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.4 Year(s)

24/04/2014

19/06/2014

1

1

0 30/04/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Low platelet count,Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Vomiting,Not
drinking,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Regenerative
anaemia,Abnormal test
result,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia
0 03/05/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Dullness,Leucopenia,Abdominal
Not
R><BR><BR>Not pain,Hypersalivation,Diarrhoea,Dig Known
Known
estive tract disorder NOS,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anorexia,Circul
atory collapse (see also
'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Weakness,Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Nausea,Head
tremor,Elevated ALT,Abnormal
ultrasound finding

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01566

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

27/01/2014

15/05/2014

1

1

0 19/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Conjunctivitis,Anorexia,Depression, No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Off colour,Pyrexia,Crust,Skin
ulcer,Abnormal test result,Skin
disorders NOS,Sore eye

Pyrexia, lethargy, malaise and anorexia 3 months following 1st dose vaccination and 2 months
Crossbred
following 2nd dose vaccination. Treated with antibiotics and NSAIDs. Conjunctivitis and eye irritation 2
days later. Blood tests showed globulinaemia. Skin lesions and ulcer started 2 days after this, including
ulceration around the mouth and eyes. Improvement 2 weeks later following start of steroid
treatment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01577

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.6 Year(s)

20/04/2014

16/05/2014

1

1

0 15/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Fit
R><BR><BR>Yes

Fit (one episode) approximately 3 weeks after vaccination. No further information.

Leucocytosis,Lymphocytosis,Neutr No Data
ophilia,Leukaemia,Tachycardia,Dige
stive tract
tympany,Vomiting,Ocular
discharge,Tachypnoea,Nasal
discharge,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Pyrexia,Loss of
condition,Respiratory
sound,Dehydration,Abnormal test
result,Nausea,Blood in
urine,Proteinuria,Anaemia
NOS,Low platelet count

Injection site bleeding

No Data

Beagle

Labrador
Retriever

Chihuahua

Suspected lack of expected efficacy. Collapsed, vomiting, pyrexia, lethargy, leukopaenia, haemorrhagic Border Terrier
diarrhoea 9 days after vaccination. Treated with IVFT, enrofloxacin, maropitant, metronidazole,
amoxyclav and glucose. Faecal sample sent for parvoviral antigen testing. Next day unable to stand.
Continued to vomit, hypersalivation, leukopaenia. Ultrasound showed fluid filled intestines, thickened
stomach wall and moderate amount of free fluid and gas. In house parvovirus test negative. Treatment
with augmentin and gelofusine. External testing for parvoviral antigen positive. Gradual improvement
in clinical signs, campylobacter isolated from faeces. Awaiting results from repeat PCR. No further
information recieved.

Yorkshire
Terrier

14.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(27/01/201427/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/01/201427/01/2014)<BR><BR>

15 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(25/04/201425/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (25/04/201425/04/2014)<BR><BR>
8.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Twice (22/03/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (19/04/201419/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Twice
(22/03/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

37 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(07/05/201407/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (07/05/201407/05/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Known for Dogs - 1,,,,24<BR><BR>
Nobivac DHP - 1,1,1 Days,10,1 ml
(04/05/201404/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,1,1 Days,10,1 ml (04/05/201404/05/2014)<BR><BR>
0.75 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(12/05/201412/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (12/05/201412/05/2014)<BR><BR>
24.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(10/05/201410/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (10/05/201410/05/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

4.75 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(19/03/201419/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (4 Week(s)
19/03/2014-16/04/2014)<BR><BR>

9.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(24/04/201424/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/04/201424/04/2014)<BR><BR>

2.83 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(13/01/201413/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (27/01/201427/01/2014)<BR><BR>
6.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(20/04/201420/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (20/04/201420/04/2014)<BR><BR>

No assessment
performed

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01591

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Year(s)

17/05/2014

22/01/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01615

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

15/05/2014

07/07/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01631

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

17/03/2014

20/05/2014

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01632

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

17/05/2014

06/06/2014

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01638

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

32 Year(s)

21/05/2014

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01641

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01642

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01691

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01698

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01709

NOBIVAC L4

0 18/05/2014 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Swelling NOS,Abnormal test
No Data
result,Musculoskeletal
pain,Injection site swelling,Injection
site
pain,Leucopenia,Lymphopenia,Neu
tropenia,Bradypnoea,Decreased
appetite,Depression,Localised pain
NOS (see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Off colour,Pyrexia
0 15/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Neurological signs NOS,Fit
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Quiet, inappetence 24 hours after vaccination. Next day depressed, swelling around shoulder and
forelimbs, abnormal head carriage, painful to raise head, pyrexia, markedly painful at injection site.
Treated with antibiotics, IVFT, meloxicam and buprenorphine. FNA of lump shows serosanginous fluid,
inflammatory cells and cocci. Blood results show leukopaenia, band neutrophilia and mild toxicity,
monocytosis, eosinopaenia. Culture was negative.

Rhodesian
Ridgeback

49.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(17/05/201417/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (17/05/201417/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/05/201417/05/2014)<BR><BR>

Neurological symptoms same day as vaccination. Next day, one fitting episode. 48 hours later
continued neurological signs - walking short distances and sitting. Awaiting blood tests. Concurrently
on treatment for skin infection. No further information received.

Shih Tzu

1

1 26/03/2014 Yes

Ulceration on nose, purulent discharge, inflammation of muzzle and lip and constipation approximately English Cocker
3 weeks after vaccination. Treated with buprenorphine, cephalexin and steroids. Four days later otitis Spaniel
externa, scab on nose. Four days later vomiting, nasal discharge, constipation and inappetence.
Treated with cephalexin, withdrew steroids. Blood tests show leukocytosis, neutrophilia, monocytosis
and elevated bile acids. Biopsies obtained of nose and lip under GA. Histology showed mixed cell
dermatitis consistent with auto-immune conditions including lupus erythematous and erythema
multiforme. Commenced on omeprazole and steroids. Represented with corneal ulcer, treated with
artificial tears, ofloxacin, mydratic cycloplegic, plasma, optimmune and tramadol. Ten days later
diagnosed with KCC, started piriton and doxycycline. One week later inflammation of perineum,
commenced cortavance. Three days later euthanised. No further diagnostics performed.

7.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/05/201415/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (15/05/201415/05/2014)<BR><BR>Surolan Ear
Drops and Cutaneous Suspension N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
(15/04/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>
10.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(17/03/2014-17/03/2014)<BR><BR>

1

1

1 17/05/2014 Not
Cardiac arrest,Blindness,Death
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Cardiac arrest 15 minutes post vaccination and concurrent deworming. At the time of vaccination the English Cocker
VS also de-matted the dogs ears. The dog was resuscitated using corticosteroids and adrenaline. It
Spaniel
was suspected the dog was blind following this. Cardiac arrest and death 1 hour later after the dog had
gone home. No PME carried out.

19/06/2014

1

1

0 21/05/2014 Not Known

Not
Known

19/05/2014

22/05/2014

1

1

0 21/05/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Uveitis,Conjunctivitis,Pyrexia
R><BR><BR>Yes

Female vet injected product into ring finger of left hand with dirty needle. Site was washed thoroughly, Human
and was bleeding initially. No swelling. MAH has sent questionnaire. No response to questionnaire.
MAH sent follow-up letter. No further information received. Case closed
Uveitis, conjunctivitis and pyrexia two days after vaccination. Otherwise the dog is well. No further
Siberian Husky Not
information.
Known

7 Year(s)

06/05/2014

07/07/2014

1

1

0 06/05/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Reddening of the
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes skin,Pruritus,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Skin
irritation

Vomiting, lethargy and developing erythema and pruritis of skin developed within 24 hours of
vaccination. Dog was admitted and treated with IVFT, antibiotics and antihistamines. Three days later
pyrexia developed, medications were continued and steroids started. Dog reported to be improving.
No further information.

Shih Tzu

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

31/03/2014

28/05/2014

1

1

0 01/04/2014 Yes

Seizures within 24 hours of each vaccination (vaccinated twice within 30 days). Dog has history of
seizures and is being managed on phenobarbital. No further information.

Other
Canine/dog

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

24/05/2014

28/05/2014

1

1

Lethargy, inappetence, vomiting and diarrhoea with tympanic abdomen within 24 hours of
administration. Treated with antiemetic. Twenty four hours later a little brighter and drinking well but
vomiting continues, anorexia, weight loss. Treatment with IVFT, pain relief and antibiotics, steroid
injections, antiemetic and syringe feeding. Produced mucoid diarrhoea. Appetite improved. Parvoviral
snap test positive. 24 hours later dog was quite flat and unwell and pyrexic but stopped vomiting.
Passing normal stools. Not awaiting further information.

Crossbred

1.33 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(24/05/201424/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/05/201424/05/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Week(s)

28/05/2014

22/01/2016

3

1

0 25/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia NOS,Diarrhoea,Loose
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes stool,Vomiting,Inappetence,Hypoth
ermia,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Off
colour,Pyrexia,Weight loss,Mucous
stool,Abnormal test
result,Hypoglycaemia,Abdominal
discomfort
1 28/05/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Rectal
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes haemorrhage,Diarrhoea,Distension
of abdomen,Vomiting,Collapse (see
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Nasal bleeding,Sudden
death,Hypothermia,Abdominal
discomfort,Abnormal necropsy
finding

Vomiting and diarrhoea within 24 hours of vaccination. Next day hypothermic, anorexic, diarrhoea,
bloated abdomen, collapsed and died with blood coming from nose and rectum. PME found no gut
contents, large intestine inflamed, lung tissue congested. Tissue samples were consistent with
pulmonary congestion and mild pneumonia, vaccine reaction cannot be excluded.

Maltese

1.02 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(28/05/201428/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (28/05/201428/05/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01789

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

28/05/2014

30/05/2014

1

1

0 29/05/2014 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01819

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

31/05/2014

02/06/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01823

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.9 Year(s)

31/05/2014

02/06/2014

1

1

Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Constipa No Data
tion,Vomiting,Ear discharge,Corneal
ulcer,Ocular discharge,Autoimmune
disorder NOS,Purulent rhinitis,Nasal
discharge,Ulcerative
dermatitis,Scratching,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,General pain
(see other SOCs for specific
pain),Ulceration NOS,Low tear
flow,Abnormal test result,Ear
irritation,Local swelling (not
application site),Nasal
irritation,Skin inflammation
NOS,Otitis NOS,Licking,Sore lip,Skin
scab

Injection site bleeding

Seizure NOS

No Data

No Data

Tachycardia,Pale mucous
membrane,Rectal
bleeding,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Dehydration
0 31/05/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Hives (see also 'Skin')

No Data

Vomiting, weakness, pale mucous membranes, capillary refill markedly prolonged, tachycardia and
Labrador
rectal bleeding within 24 hours of vaccination. Blood taken showed dehydration. Animal was admitted Retriever
and treated with supportive treatment (not indicated what treatment). Parvovirus snap test negative.
No further information.

No Data

Hives and facial swelling within 6 hours of vaccination. Treated with intravenous dexadreson. No
further information.

Chihuahua

0 31/05/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also 'Skin'),Off
R><BR><BR>Yes colour

No Data

Off colour and facial swelling within 6 hours of vaccination. Treated with intravenous dexadreson. No
further information.

Chihuahua

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

O1 - Inconclusive

14 Drontal Plus Flavour Bone Shaped
B - Possible
Tablets - 1.5,N/A,N/A ,24,1.5 dosage
form (17/05/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (17/05/201417/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/05/201417/05/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Known for Dogs - ,,,,<BR><BR>
Nobivac DHP - 1,1,1 Years,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(19/05/201419/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,1,1 Years,24,1 Dose (19/05/201419/05/2014)<BR><BR>
8.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,1,1 Years,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(06/05/201406/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,1,1 ,24,1 Dose (06/05/201406/05/2014)<BR><BR>
40 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml, 2
seperate occasions for vaccination
(31/03/2014-31/03/2014)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(28/05/2014-28/05/2014)<BR><BR>

4.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(31/05/201431/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (31/05/201431/05/2014)<BR><BR>
3.81 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(31/05/201431/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (31/05/201431/05/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01838

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.8 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01879

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01884

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-01948

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02052

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02057

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02072

NOBIVAC L4

03/06/2014

03/06/2014

1

1

0 03/06/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,An No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes aphylaxis,Hypothermia,Lateral
recumbency

Emesis 15 minutes post vaccination. Diarrhoea, recumbency and lethargy followed a few minutes
later. Tachycardia and hypothermia noted on examination 45 minutes post vaccination. Recovery 2
days later following treatment with fluids, antihistamines and Cerenia. Suspected anaphylaxis.

Yorkshire
Terrier

26/06/2014

1

1

2 01/05/2014 Yes

Fitting, weakness, disorientation, adipsia, anorexia and malaise within the five days after vaccination.
Owners elected euthanasia. No PME. No further information pending.

Border Collie

28/05/2014

02/02/2018

1

1

1 02/06/2014 Yes

Not
No Data
drinking,Fit,Disorientation,Death by
euthanasia,Decreased appetite,Off
colour,Abnormal test
result,Generalised weakness
Hepatic cirrhosis,Enlarged
No Data
liver,Disorientation,Collapse (see
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Nephritis,Death by
euthanasia,Death,Inappetence,Leth
argy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Ascites,Pancreatitis

9 Year(s)

02/06/2014

05/08/2014

1

1

0 07/06/2014 Yes

Injection site necrosis,Injection site No Data
lump,Injection site pain,Injection
site weeping (see also
'skin'),Decreased appetite,Pyrexia

Injection site lump that is painful, decreased appetite and pyrexia 5 days after vaccination. Treated
Other
with amoxicillin clavulanate and rimadyl. Blood tests taken (results pending). Three days later injection Canine/dog
site necrosis and weeping. Dog improving on treatment. No further information recieved.

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

02/06/2014

17/06/2014

1

1

0 03/06/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Distress,Not
Not
sleeping,Retching,Wheezing,Cough, Known
Decreased appetite,Breathing
difficulty,Reverse sneezing

Coughing, wheezing, distress, reverse sneezing, dyspnoea, anorexia, sleeping difficulty within 24 hours
of vaccination. Treated with NSAIDs and torbugesic. No further information.

Yorkshire
Terrier

Human

Human

30 Year(s)

17/06/2014

17/06/2014

1

1

0 17/06/2014 Not Known

Injection site bruising,Injection site Not
pain
Known

Human

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - ,,,,<BR><BR>

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

31 Year(s)

04/06/2014

18/06/2014

1

1

Human

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - ,,,,<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs ,,,,<BR><BR>

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02084

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

02/05/2014

07/07/2014

1

1

0 04/06/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known
0 02/05/2014 Yes

Thirty year old female vet self injected into the top of her left thumb with a used needle after
vaccinating a dog. The thumb was washed and made to bleed immediately afterwards, and is now
bruised and painful. Further information has been requested by MAH.
Female vet sustained needle stick injury at tip of left index finger whilst vaccinating a dog. The needle
was dirty, the injury bled, but was washed thoroughly. Two days later, the right side of the finger was
numb and painful when touched. The numbness improved but hadn''t resolved. The vet was a locum
and has now left the country. No further information expected.
Off colour, lethargic, joint stiff since date of vaccination. Treated with metacam. Pyrexia, dullness, anal
sac impaction, ear infection one week later, treated with easotic and cleanaural. Oral pain, periorbital
oedema, conjunctivitis, reluctance to neck ventroflexion and craniomandibular osteopathy three days
later. Dog improved, second vaccination given. Re-presented with similar signs < 24 hours after
vaccination. Tests showed proteinuria, leukocytosis, neutrophila, monocytosis, hypoalbuminaemia,
hyperglobulinaemia, hypocalcaemia, elevated CK. Ultrasound found no abnormalities. Treated with
metacam and synulox. Approximately 2 weeks later presented with sleepiness, lethargy, dullness, oral
pain, low great heart murmur, cardiac arrythmia, pain in cranial abdomen, joint stiffness and pain and
right front limb lameness. Admitted for IVFT, steroids and IV antibiotics. FNA of joint fluid showed
idiopathic and infectious cause for polyarthritis, Lyme PCR negative but antibodies positive.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02125

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

34 Year(s)

23/06/2014

30/07/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02260

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

30/06/2014

02/07/2014

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02274

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

17/06/2014

11/07/2014

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02317

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

09/06/2014

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02369

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02386

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02407

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02411

United
Kingdom

Animal

Not
Known

1

Injection site bleeding,Localised
pain NOS (see other 'SOCs' for
specific pain),Localised numbness
(see also application site SOC)
Restlessness,Dullness,Tachycardia,
Heart
murmur,Hyperthermia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Uncoded
sign,Abnormal test result,Ear
infection NOS,Heart valve
disorder,Mouth
pain,Musculoskeletal
pain,Abdominal pain,Swelling
around eye,Conjunctivitis,Not
drinking,Joint
stiffness,Polyarthritis,Lameness,An
orexia,Decreased appetite
0 23/06/2014 Not
Eye irritation,Eye pain,Eye sore and
Known,<BR><BR red,Eye stinging,Sore eye
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known
1 01/07/2014 Yes
Found dead

1

1

0 01/07/2014 Yes

07/07/2014

1

1

1 27/06/2014 Yes

19/06/2014

09/07/2014

1

12.5 Year(s)

02/07/2014

06/08/2014

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

07/07/2014

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

21/06/2014

Thrombocytopenia,Lymphopenia

No Data

Lethargy, ascites and enlarged liver 5 days after vaccination. Abdominal drainage and sent home with Labrador
medication (unspecified). 48 hours later inappetent, collapsed and owners elected to euthanise. PME Retriever
shows ascities, hepatitis, cirrhotic appearance to liver, nephritis and pancreatitis. *NEW* Suspected
adverse reaction Vaccinated on 28 May 2014 with Nobivac L4, was fine at the time apart from arthritis
and a bit lame. Seen on 2 June with a possible enlarged liver, lethargy and ascites of the abdomen.
They did a fluid tap which showed clear fluid, this was drained and was sent home on medication. Seen
on 4 June had deteriorated over the last two days, basically collapsed, not eating , owners decided to
euthanise. Has been sent for a post mortem Open case await results Follow up 23 July 2014 - Post
mortem results: ascites, severe chronic hepatitis with cirrhotic appeareance, nephritis and pancreatitis.
Follow-up on 02 Feb 2018: VeDDRA code "death by euthanasia" has been added.

Labrador
Retriever

1.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(03/06/201403/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (03/06/201403/06/2014)<BR><BR>
20 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (N/A28/05/2014)<BR><BR>

27 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(28/05/2014-28/05/2014)<BR><BR>

12.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(02/06/2014-02/06/2014)<BR><BR>

2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
No assessment
Once 1 Animal (02/06/2014performed
02/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Once 1 Animal
(02/06/201402/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(02/06/2014-02/06/2014)<BR><BR>

35 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(02/05/2014-30/05/2014)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Female vet squirted a small (0.5 ml) quantity of vaccine into both eyes. Eyes washed with water. Vet
Human
feels fine generally, but eyes are a bit sore. Further information expected. Irritation persisted for 4 to 5
hours. No more information expected.

Not
Known

No Data

Found dead within 24 hours following 2nd dose vaccination of Nobivac L4. 1st dose was administered
concurrently with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Rabies 4 weeks earlier. No PME carried out.

Labrador
Retriever

32 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(30/06/2014-30/06/2014)<BR><BR> ble

No Data

Thrombocytopaenia, lymphopaenia developed approximately 2 weeks after vaccination. Also spayed
in between (GTC tumour R ovary). No further information.

Border Terrier

7.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(17/06/2014-17/06/2014)<BR><BR> ble

Diarrhoea and dyspnoea approximately 3 weeks after vaccination. Represented with
Labrador
lymphadenopathy. Diagnosed with high grade lymphoma, developed pyrexia, pale mucous membranes. Retriever
Euthanised approximately 1 month after vaccination.

1

Lymphadenopathy,Lymphoma,Pale No Data
mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Dyspnoea,De
ath by euthanasia,Pyrexia
0 20/06/2014 Not
Thrombocytopenia,Neutropenia,Sei Not
Known,<BR><BR zure NOS,Stumbling gait,Lethargy
Known
><BR><BR><BR> (see also Central nervous system
Not Known
depression in
'Neurological'),Incoordination

Seizure lasting 5 minutes within 24 hours of vaccination. Since then the dog developed a stumbling gait, Tibetan
incoordination and lethargy. Thrombocytopaenia and neutropaenia identified. Treated with diazepam Spaniel
twice daily. Dog improved and fully recovered. No further information.

35 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(19/06/201419/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(19/06/2014-19/06/2014)<BR><BR>

1

1

0 06/07/2014 Yes

Oral haemorrhage 4 days post vaccination. A large bruise was noted under the tongue on examination. English Cocker
Blood tests showed thrombocytopenia. Advocate was applied around the same time as the vaccine.
Spaniel
No further information recieved.

14 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(02/07/2014-02/07/2014)<BR><BR>

31/07/2014

1

1

0 08/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Neutrophilia,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Ra No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes ttling chest,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Foaming at the
mouth,Respiratory sound,Abnormal
test result

Diarrhoea and rales within 24 hours of vaccination. 48 hours later respiratory noise, emesis and further Cavalier King
diarrhoea, lethargy and inappetence. Treated with dexadreson, cefovecin, maropitant and electrolytes. Charles
Snap test positive for parvovirus. No further information.
Spaniel

2.34 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(07/07/201407/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (07/07/201407/07/2014)<BR><BR>

10/07/2014

1

1

0 05/07/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy. Coughing and weight gain noted 2 weeks post vaccination with Nobivac KC, Bulldog
DHP and L4. Deterioration of coughing 4 days later. Admitted and treated with fluids. Pyrexia, lethargy
and dullness noted on examination. VS suspected lower airway disease. Treated with stomach
protectants and antibiotics. The VS had noted stridor prior to vaccination and had suspected
brachiocephalic airway syndrome.

10.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
No assessment
(21/06/2014performed
21/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (21/06/201421/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (21/06/201421/06/2014)<BR><BR>

Thrombocytopenia,Oral
bleeding,Bruising

No Data

Lack of efficacy,Weight
Not
gain,Respiratory tract disorder
Known
NOS,Dullness,Vomiting,Cough,Letha
rgy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - ,,,,<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs ,,,,<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(09/06/2014-09/06/2014)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NCA disagrees with MAH assessment - product
involvement in clinical signs cannot be fully
discounted.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02412

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.6 Month(s) 02/07/2014

10/07/2014

1

1

0 02/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Joint effusion,Joint pain,Unable to No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes stand,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Pyrexia,Swollen joint,Limping

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02464

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

14/07/2014

15/07/2014

1

1

0 14/07/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Swelling around eye,Facial No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling (see also 'Skin'),Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02487

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

07/07/2014

17/07/2014

1

1

0 09/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia NOS,Leucocytosis,Heart No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes murmur,Bloody diarrhoea,Renal
disorder NOS,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Abnormal
test result,Hypoalbuminaemia

Haemorrhagic diarrhoea, innapetence and lethargy within 48 hours of vaccination administration.
Labrador
Examination 2 days later showed low grade heart murmur, renal pain and enlargement, pyrexia. Blood Retriever
tests showed anaemia, leukocytosis and low albumin. Treated with IV fluids, antibiotics and pain relief.
Puppy fully recovered.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02489

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.6 Year(s)

16/07/2014

17/07/2014

1

1

0 16/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin'),Urticaria,Erythema (for
<BR><BR><BR>< urticaria see Immune SOC),Pruritus
BR><BR>Yes

Allergic oedema, facial pruritis, erythema, urticaria on head and hind legs. Treated with steroids and
anthistamines. Recovered the next day.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02515

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

17/07/2014

18/07/2014

1

1

0 17/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Emesis, anorexia and haemorrhagic diarrhoea within 24 hours of tablet administration. The next day
Labrador
tacky mucous membranes. The dog was put on IVFT for a few days and a faecal sample was sent to an Retriever
external laboratory identifying campylobacter. Dog doing well at home. No further information.

18.5 Bravecto 500 mg Chewable Tablets B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets
Once 1 Animal (17/07/201417/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/07/201417/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/07/201417/07/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02516

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

24/06/2014

18/07/2014

1

1

0 14/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Epileptic seizure
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Seizures three weeks after vaccinations. Bloods normal. No further seizures.

Other
Canine/dog

13.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O (16/05/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Unclassifiable/unassessa
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
ble
(16/05/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (24/06/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02522

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

02/07/2014

21/07/2014

1

1

0 06/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Head tremor
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Head tremor 4 days after vaccination. No investigations and no further information expected.

Golden
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02537

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

19/07/2014

21/07/2014

2

2

1 19/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Unexplained
R><BR><BR>Yes death

No Data

Emesis from one dog and diarrhoea and death of another within 24 hours of vaccination. VS noticed at Chihuahua
time of vaccination of dog that died had a ''separated cerebella'' (assumed open fontanelle). No PME
conducted.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02538

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

24/05/2014

21/07/2014

1

1

1 01/06/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Unexplained death
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Diarrhoea and death an unknown period of time after vaccination. No PME conducted. No further
information expected.

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02548

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Month(s)

15/07/2014

22/07/2014

1

1

0 18/07/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Injection site necrosis,Injection site Other
R><BR><BR>No swelling,Injection site weeping (see
also 'skin'),Off colour,Pyrexia

Injection site swelling and weeping three days after vaccination administration. Dog also pyrexia and
off colour. Progressed into necrotic lump, treated with metacam, baytril, drainage placement under
anaesthesia. Started on Nisamox. Dog improved, eating well, area became firm and swollen. Pending
C&S results.

German
Shepherd Dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02603

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

24/07/2014

28/07/2014

1

1

1 24/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Vomiting,Death,Lethar No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes gy (see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Listless

Emesis, lethargy within 2 hours of vaccination. 24 hours later still lethargic. Vocalisation and then
death the next night. No PME, no further information expected.

Shih Tzu

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02619

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

27/06/2014

28/07/2014

1

1

0 29/06/2014 No

Convulsions 48 hours post vaccination. Recovery 30 to 60 seconds later with no treatment. No further Standard
seizures noted. The vaccine was below room temperature at the time of administration.
Poodle

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02633

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.5 Year(s)

25/07/2014

25/09/2014

1

1

1 26/07/2014 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02644

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

21/07/2014

29/07/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02699

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

31/07/2014

01/08/2014

1

1

Neutrophilia,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Not eating,Dry
mucous membrane,Abnormal test
result

Seizure NOS

Other

Lameness, lethargy, reluctant to move, pyrexia and joint pain four days after vaccination
administration (second vaccination of course). Joint effusion in stifle, radiographs performed, treated
with meloxicam. Represented the next day pyrexia and with lameness and joint swellings in different
legs. Treated with methadone, synulox, augmentin and buprenorphine. Next day bright and well but
unable to stand. Started steroids and tramadol. Dog improved over the next ten days and no further
tests have been performed. No further information.
Emesis immediately after vaccination. Facial swelling and periorbital oedema one hour later. Lethargy
and malaise. Treated with steroids and antihistamines. Recovered 48 horus later. No further
information.

Bulldog

Shih Tzu

French Bulldog

10.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(02/07/201402/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (02/07/201402/07/2014)<BR><BR>
2.45 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(14/07/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (14/07/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
4.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(07/07/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (07/07/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

10.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(16/07/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(16/07/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (16/07/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(02/07/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (02/07/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
1.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(19/07/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (19/07/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,1,2 Weeks,10,1 ml - O 1st dose 24th may 2nd dose 8th july Unclassifiable/unassessa
(24/05/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac ble
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/05/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

32.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(18/07/201418/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (15/07/201415/07/2014)<BR><BR>
2.77 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(24/07/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (24/07/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
26 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(27/06/2014-27/06/2014)<BR><BR> ble

Embolism,Pulmonary
No Data
oedema,Death by euthanasia,Hind
limb ataxia,Hind limb
paralysis,Abnormal necropsy
finding
0 22/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pustules,Pruritus,Crust,Pustular skin No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes eruption,Skin disorders NOS,Moist
dermatitis

Ataxia, paralysis of hind limbs and death by euthanasia 2 days following vaccination. PME showed
pulmonary oedema and a fibro-cartilaginous embolism, which is likely to have caused the spinal cord
ischaemia.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

20.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O An embolus was found to be the most likely cause for
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa the spinal cord ischaemia, but the cause of the
(25/07/2014-25/07/2014)<BR><BR> ble
embolus, although unlikely to be due to vaccination, is
unknown.

Crusting, moist, pustular pruritic dermatitis on face 24 hours after vaccination. Treated with
corticosteroids, antihistamines and antibiotics. No further information expected.

Bulldog

29.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(21/07/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dosage (21/07/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

0 31/07/2014 Not Known

Hyperactivity, pruritus or the face and body, tachypnoea and injection site swelling within 12 hours
post vaccination. Slight improvement noted by the time was examined by a VS the next day. Treated
with Dexadreson, outcome unknown.

Lakeland
Terrier

Hyperactivity,Panting,Scratching,Inj Not
ection site swelling
Known

9.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(31/07/2014-31/07/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02782

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Year(s)

15/07/2014

05/08/2014

1

1

1 15/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Tachycardi
a,Pale mucous membrane,Rattling
chest,Death,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Spleen
hypertrophy,Abdominal
oedema,Abnormal test result

Collapsed, pale mucous membranes, anaemia, tachycardia, pyrexia 14 days after vaccination
administration. Developed abdominal fluid and wheezes in the chest. Leukocytosis and neutrophilia.
Thrombocytopaenia. Treated with steroids, ultrasound performed which shows hyperechoic spleen
with irregular borders, VS suspects splenic haemangiosarcoma. Died at home, no PME. No further
information.

Golden
Retriever

26.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/07/201415/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (15/07/201415/07/2014)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02810

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.1 Year(s)

06/08/2014

06/08/2014

1

1

Lethargy, depression, pyrexia, anorexia, adipsia within 30 minutes of vaccination administration.
Abnormal posture noted. Started on IVFT. Sent home next day recovered. No further information
expected.

Yorkshire
Terrier

5.45 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(06/08/201406/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (06/08/201406/08/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02824

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

01/07/2014

08/08/2014

1

1

0 06/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Adipsia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Other
R><BR><BR>No Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Depression,Reluctan
t to move,Elevated
temperature,Abnormal posture
NOS,Drowsiness - neurological
disorder
0 01/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Shaking,Hypersalivation,Disorientat Other
R><BR><BR>No ion,Appetite loss,Reduced level of
consciousness,Dilated pupils

Disorientation, impaired consciousness, mydriasis and shaking within a few hours post vaccination.
These signs resolved within hours followed by hypersalivation and anorexia which resolved after 3
days. No examination by a VS and no treatment given. The vaccine was used straight from the fridge
and not at room temperature as advised in the SPC.

Chihuahua

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02879

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

26/06/2014

13/08/2014

1

1

0 04/07/2014 Not
Uveitis,Third eyelid extrusion,Lack
Known,<BR><BR of efficacy,Abnormal test result
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Suspected lack of efficacy. Third eyelid extrusion and uveitis 8 days post vaccination. Treated with eye Beagle
drops and pain relief. 3 days later some improvement noted, treatment continued. Reduced pupillary
light reflex 8 days later in both eyes. Referred to ophthalmologist. Lab tests showed high Lepto titres.
Treated with Ronaxan. Blood tests taken again 1 month later showed reducing titres. Dogs was
deemed to live in a high risk area and lab said titres were unlikely to be due to the vaccination.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02888

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.1 Year(s)

15/07/2014

14/08/2014

1

1

0 16/07/2014 Yes

Abdominal cavity disorder
No Data
NOS,Loose
stool,Vomiting,Polydipsia,Polyuria,I
nappetence,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Abdominal discomfort

Emesis started 24 hours post vaccination, the vomit contained bits of football in it. Anorexia and
diarrhoea (orange coloured) the next day. Cranial abdominal pain noted on examination. Blood tests
showed hepatopathy. Treated with antibiotics. No improvement noted but polyuria and polydipsia
started. Reported eating normally by 1 week after start of adverse event. No hepatic dysfunction
found on blood tests 1 month later.

Scottish
Terrier

2.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(01/07/201401/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/07/201401/07/2014)<BR><BR>
14.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(26/06/201426/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (26/06/201426/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (26/06/201426/06/2014)<BR><BR>
20 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/07/2014-15/07/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02899

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.4 Year(s)

17/07/2014

12/09/2014

1

1

0 17/07/2014 Yes

Dullness,Halitosis,Ocular
No Data
discharge,Jaundice,Twitching,Letha
rgy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Dehydration
,Dry mucous membrane,Abnormal
test result,Shivering,Poor coat
condition

Dull, shivering, twitching since vaccination. Pyrexia and poor coat condition noted by VS. Treated with
antibiotics, antiinflammatories, rehydration support and dietary management. Represented 24 hours
later with dehydration, halitosis, jaundice and pyrexia. 5 days later improved though still dull with
greasy coat, started marbocyl and clinagel for eyes. Seen again 2 weeks later, pyrexia with poor coat
quality. Blood tests taken, show renal insufficiency, planning on treating with IV fluids. No further
information.

English Cocker
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02916

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.7 Year(s)

18/07/2014

20/10/2014

1

1

0 20/07/2014 Yes

Thrombocytopenia,Leucopenia,Pan No Data
ting,Appetite loss,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Listless,Off
colour,Weight loss,Dry mucous
membrane,Abnormal test
result,Swollen lymph node,Elevated
ALT,Elevated total bilirubin

Anorexia 2 days post vaccination. Lethargy and malaise noted 2.5 weeks later. Weight loss noted on
Dogue de
examination. Treated with Cerenia, antibiotics and Zitac. Dehydration and tachypnoea the next day.
Bordeaux
Blood tests showed leucopenia, thrombocytopaenia and hepatopathy. Lymphadenitis noted on
examination. VS suspects lymphoma. Owner refused to have dog admitted, so Dexadreson
administered. Further weight loss noted 5 days later. Owner declined FNA and dog appears to be
making small improvements. The dog had a history of emesis and regurgitation since vaccination during
the previous year. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02969

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

15/08/2014

20/08/2014

1

1

0 17/08/2014 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02983

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

20/08/2014

30/09/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-02991

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

48 Year(s)

21/08/2014

14/10/2014

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03005

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

22/08/2014

22/08/2014

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03025

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

26/06/2014

30/09/2014

No Data

Dehydration,Bloody
No Data
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Inappetence,Le
thargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological')
0 20/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Corneal disorder NOS,Blue eye
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes

Lethargy, vomiting, haemorrhagic diarrhoea, dehydration and innappetance within 48 hours of
vaccination administration. Treated with metronidazole and prokolin. No further investigation to be
performed, dog much improved.

Other
Canine/dog

Corneal oedema noted in both eyes within 24 hours post 2nd dose vaccination. Patches in both
corneas and corneal oedema confirmed the next day on examination. No improvement following
steroid and antibiotic treatment. Referral for an opthalmic examination diagnosed bilateral deep
corneal scarring and pigmentation. The specialist thinks this is unlikely to be due to vaccination but
cannot rule it out.

Not Applicable

1

0 21/08/2014 Not Known

1

1

0 22/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Urticaria,Allergic skin
reaction,Hives (see also 'Skin')

Vet accidentally scratched a female owner''s left arm near the elbow with a needle prior to vaccinating Human
her dog. No vaccine was injected and there was no bleeding. Owner reported slight bruising, soreness
and redness an hour later. Further information requested from MAH. Patient confirmed that the
symptoms resolved within a week.
Facial swelling, hypersensitivity, urticaria and hives within 24 hours of vaccination administration.
Bulldog
Improved with steroid and antihistamine treatment, but hadn''t fully resolved at time of reporting.

1

1

1 24/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Anaemia
Other
R><BR><BR>No NOS,Splenomegaly,Tachycardia,Pal
e mucous membrane,Loose
stool,Tarry or black stool (see also
haemorrhagic
diarrhoea),Vomiting,Hepatomegaly,
Jaundice,Polydipsia,Polyuria,Tachyp
noea,Panting,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Decreased
appetite,General pain (see other
SOCs for specific
pain),Hypothermia,Depression,Off
colour,Pyrexia,Laboured
breathing,Respiratory signs,Dry
mucous membrane,Abnormal test
result,Tiredness,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hypoglycaemia,Haematuri
a,Hyperpnoea,Cardiac insufficiency

Injection site bruising,Injection site Not
pain,Injection site reddening
Known

No Data

Haematuria, lethargy, pyrexia and anorexia 4 days following 2nd dose Nobivac L4 and 2 months
English Cocker
following 1st dose and concurrent Nobivac DHP administration. Blood tests showed anaemia. Treated Spaniel
with fluids and other unspecified treatment. Repeat blood tests 2 days later showed anaemia and
hepatopathy. Jaundice also now evident. Euthanasia due to deterioration despite treatment. No PME
carried out.

Close temporal association, potentially
hypersensitivity type reaction. Given history of liver
condition may be factor in clinical signs, however
timing suggests potential product association.

I agree with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

I agree with the MAH assessment.

14.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O Clinical signs started in close temporal association
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa with vaccination administration. Pending further
(17/07/2014-17/07/2014)<BR><BR> ble
blood results for assigning causality.

41 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O The initial signs of anorexia and lethargy could be
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa associated with vaccination but due to the duration of
(18/07/2014-18/07/2014)<BR><BR> ble
the signs this makes it less likely. The VS suspects
lymphoma.

12.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/08/2014-15/08/2014)<BR><BR>

Reasonable temporal association, and
lethargy/innapetance have been seen following
vaccination administration though haemorrhagic
diarrhoea is unexpected.

4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
(20/08/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
20/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (20/08/201420/08/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Known for Dogs - ,,,,<BR><BR>

7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(22/08/201422/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (22/08/201422/08/2014)<BR><BR>
20.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(26/06/201426/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (26/06/201420/08/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03045

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

15/08/2014

26/08/2014

1

1

0 15/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Of
f colour

Emesis, lethargy, pale mucous membranes and tachycardia within minutes post vaccination. Treated
with antihistamines and fluids. Recovery 30 minutes later. Possible anaphylaxis.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03072

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

07/08/2014

28/08/2014

1

1

0 15/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Emesis and haemorrhagic diarrhoea one week following vaccination. Treated with IVFT, antibiotics and Greyhound
prokolin. After second vaccination given, 6 days later anorexia, malaise, haemorrhagic diarrhoea,
flatulence, pyrexia. Treated with ranitidine, prokolin, gastrointestinal food. No investigations
conducted. Dog is known to experience GIT symptoms when stressed. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03172

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Month(s)

15/01/2014

03/09/2014

1

1

Suspected lack of efficacy. Lethargy, emesis, diarrhoea, anorexia, hypothermia and abdominal pain 7
months post vaccination, administered at 10 weeks 3 days of age). Treated with fluids, Cerenia and
Synulox. Snap test positive for parvovirus. Blood tests showed neutropaenia, hypoalbuminaemia and
hypokalaemia. Improvement following further symptomatic treatment.

Yorkshire
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03190

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

27/08/2014

04/09/2014

1

1

Lethargy starting 4 days after vaccination, injection site mass, injection site pain, pyrexia, adipsia and
anorexia of 3 days duration. Owners elected euthanasia, no PME performed.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03191

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

26/08/2014

29/09/2014

1

1

0 30/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Neutropenia,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,H Not
R><BR><BR>Not ypothermia,Lethargy (see also
Known
Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypokale
mic condition,Abdominal
discomfort
1 31/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site pain,Adipsia,Death by No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes euthanasia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Injection
site mass
0 29/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Otitis externa,Deafness,Internal ear Other
R><BR><BR>No, disorder,Otitis media
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03203

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

23/07/2014

04/09/2014

1

1

1 23/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Dehydration,Tense
R><BR><BR>Yes abdomen,General illness

No Data

Abdominal pain, malaise, dehydration leading to death within a few days of vaccination. No PME
performed, no more information available.

Basset Hound Not
Known

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03204

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

23/07/2014

04/09/2014

1

1

1 23/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Dehydration,Tense
R><BR><BR>Yes abdomen,General illness

No Data

Abdominal pain, dehydration, death and malaise in a puppy starting a few days after vaccination.
Breeder treated at home with lectade, the puppy died. No PME performed.

Crossbred

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03205

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

23/07/2014

04/09/2014

1

1

1 23/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Dehydration,Tense
R><BR><BR>Yes abdomen,General illness

No Data

Malaise, abdominal discomfort, dehydration and death within a few days of vaccination. The dog was
not seen by a VS, treated with lectade and died. No PME performed.

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03207

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

23/07/2014

04/09/2014

1

1

1 23/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Dehydration,Tense
R><BR><BR>Yes abdomen,General illness

No Data

Malaise, abdominal discomfort, dehydration and death within a few days of vaccination. The dog was
not seen by a VS, treated with lectade and died. No PME performed.

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03212

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

04/04/2014

05/09/2014

1

1

0 04/04/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site pain,Tachycardia,Pale No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Collapse (see
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Cyanosis,Hyperthermia,F
acial oedema

Injection site pain after first administration of vaccination (time not specified). Anaphylaxis, emesis,
Coton de
collapse, pale mucuous membranes, cyanosis, tachycardia within 15 minutes of administration.
Tuléar
Treated with IVFT and steroids. Developed facial oedema and pyrexia. Recovered by the next day, sent
home with piriton. Nothing further.

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(23/07/201423/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (23/07/201423/07/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Known (23/07/201423/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (23/07/201423/07/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Known (23/07/201423/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (23/07/201423/07/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Known (23/07/201423/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (23/07/201423/07/2014)<BR><BR>
5.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(04/04/201404/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(01/04/2014-01/05/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03218

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

23/07/2014

04/09/2014

1

1

1 23/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Dehydration,Abdominal
R><BR><BR>Yes discomfort,General illness

No Data

Malaise, abdominal discomfort, dehydration and death within a few days of vaccination. The dog was
not seen by a VS, treated with lectade and died. No PME performed.

Not
Known

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03242

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

21/08/2014

11/09/2014

1

1

1 22/08/2014 Not Known

Not
Known

Lethargy and diarrhoea within 24 hours post 2nd dose vaccination. Pyrexia noted 4 days later. Treated English
with bland diet, antibiotics and rehydration solution. Slight improvement noted by the next day but
Springer
swelling above right eye also noted. Treated with Dexadreson and antibiotics. Emesis and
Spaniel
haemorrhagic diarrhoea 3 days later. Antibiotics changed leading to anorexia. Blood tests showed
renal insufficiency. Euthanasia. No PME carried out.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03262

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

04/09/2014

23/09/2014

1

1

Diarrhoea,Loose
stool,Vomiting,Swelling around
eye,Conjunctivitis,Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Mucous
stool,Blood in faeces,Acute renal
failure,Elevated BUN
0 04/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Dullness,Anaemia
R><BR><BR>Yes, NOS,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
<BR><BR><BR>< also Central nervous system
BR><BR>Yes
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Weight
loss,Respiratory sound,Abnormal
radiograph finding

No Data

Lethargy within 24 hours of vaccination, Advocate and Droncit administration. Presented 4 days later
with lethargy, dullness, anorexia, pyrexia, weight loss and respiratory noise. Treated with
antiinflammatories, antibiotics, electrolytes and a recovery diet. Dog showed improvement. Blood
taken which identified anaemia, radiographs showed suspicion of lungworm. Dog has been started on
steroids and panacur. Lungworm not confirmed but dog improved following treatment.

Not Applicable

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03264

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

27/06/2014

09/09/2014

1

1

0 13/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lack of
R><BR><BR>Not efficacy,Abnormal test result
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected lack of expected efficacy. Diarrhoea, vomiting, diagnosed with parvovirus 7 weeks after
vaccination administered (did not get 2nd vaccination). Recovered after 5 days supportive treatment.

Bichon Frise

Flatulence,Loose
stool,Vomiting,Decreased
appetite,Off colour,Pyrexia,Blood
in faeces

No Data

Other
Canine/dog

Deafness within 24 hours post vaccination and 9 days after start of Otomax for the treatment of otitis Staffordshire
externa. The dogs ears were examined at the time of vaccination and no concerns were noted. Further Bull Terrier
investigation has shown bullae changes in both ears on radiographs and both tympanic membranes
were ruptured. Left ear fluid filled and right ear contained debris. Nothing further.

Other
Canine/dog

6.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/08/201415/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (15/08/201415/08/2014)<BR><BR>
23 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(07/08/201407/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (07/08/201407/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (07/08/201407/08/2014)<BR><BR>
3.35 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/01/201415/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (15/01/201415/01/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

OProduct relationship very unlikely, no temporal
Unclassifiable/unassessa association, however similar symptoms after both
ble
vaccination administrations. The dog is known to have
GIT symptoms brought on by stress, so perhaps the
stress of vaccination was the primary contributor to
clinical signs, but as no diagnostics have been
performed unable to completely rule out any product
involvement.
No assessment
performed

12 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(27/08/201427/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (27/08/201427/08/2014)<BR><BR>
26 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
(26/08/201426/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (26/08/201426/08/2014)<BR><BR>Otomax Ear
Drops Suspension - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,unknown dose rate (8 Day(s)
20/08/2014-28/08/2014)<BR><BR>

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(23/07/201423/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (23/07/201423/07/2014)<BR><BR>
20.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(21/08/2014-21/08/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Although deafness is an unexpected sign following
vaccination and the dog was being treated for otitis
externa making Otomax the most likely cause of the
deafness, no definitive cause determined. Further
investigation has shown the membranes were
ruptured and therefore off-label use of Otomax is the
most likely cause.

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

ONCA agrees with MAH comments.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

A - Probable

O1 - Inconclusive

4.6 Advocate Spot-on Solution for
B - Possible
Medium Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(04/09/201404/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (04/09/201404/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (04/09/201404/09/2014)<BR><BR>
3.19 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
No assessment
(27/06/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac performed
KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(27/06/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/06/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAh assessment. Clinical symptoms
consistent with hypersensitivity reaction.

Some signs occurred on the same day as the 2nd dose
vaccination and therefore likely to be related.
Swelling of the face and renal failure less likely to be
related and occurred a few days later. No PME carried
out.

Pending further information and definitive diagnostics,
VS suspicious of lung worm. However close temporal
association with initial clinical signs.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03293

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.2 Year(s)

04/09/2014

25/09/2014

1

1

0 08/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
alopecia,Injection site
bruising,Injection site
necrosis,Injection site
swelling,Restlessness,Hypothermia,
Abnormal test result

Injection site bruising, swelling, necrosis within 4 days of vaccination administration, animal also
American
restless. Identified injection site abscess, has been sent sample for C&S. Started metronidazole, rimadyl Cocker Spaniel
and synulox. Recovery. Culture showed isolation of Streptococcus and Corynebacterium.

10.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(04/09/201404/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (04/09/201404/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(04/09/2014-04/09/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03324

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.2 Year(s)

10/09/2014

12/09/2014

1

1

0 11/09/2014 No

Aggression,Seizure
NOS,Disorientation

Convulsions 24 hours post vaccination lasting for 5 minutes, this was followed by disorientation and
aggression. Back to normal later the same day with normal blood and urine tests results. The vaccine
was not at room temperature at the time of administration.

Labrador
Retriever

32.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(10/09/2014-10/09/2014)<BR><BR> ble

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03327

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

19/08/2014

11/09/2014

1

1

1 19/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Strabismus,Vocalisation,Abdominal No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Vomiting,Impaired
vision,Lameness,Neurological signs
NOS,Unable to stand,Collapse (see
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Wheezing,Rattling
chest,Tachypnoea,Death,Inappeten
ce,Hyperthermia,Weakness,Sternoa
bdominal recumbency,Closed
eyelid

Anorexia, emesis within 24 hours of vaccination. Lameness developed next day, continued vomiting.
Treated with buprenorphine. Presented 11 days after vaccination, recumbent, blepharospasm,
tachypnoea, increased respiratory sounds, abdominal pain, neurological signs, vocalisation.
Progressively worsened, developed impaired vision and strabusmis and was euthanised at another
practice. No PME, nothing further.

Chihuahua

0.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(19/08/201419/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (19/08/201419/08/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03393

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

12/09/2014

16/09/2014

1

1

Shivering and ataxia immediately post vaccination. Dullness and anorexia noted over the next 2 days.
Diarrhoea started 2 days post vaccination. Blood tests 2 days later showed elevated ALKP, elevated
BUN, hyperphosphataemia, leucocytosis, lymphopenia and neutrophilia. Chest radiographs showed
lung changes. Treated with dexamethasone, frusemide, Veraflox and Baytril leading to improvement.
The dog had been on Prednisolone and Corvental for 1.5 years prior to this for pulmonary disease.

Yorkshire
Terrier

3.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(12/09/201412/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (12/09/201412/09/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03430

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

05/09/2014

17/09/2014

1

1

0 12/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Dullness,Leucocytosis,Lymphopenia No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes ,Neutrophilia,Diarrhoea,Ataxia,Decr
eased appetite,Abnormal test
result,Shivering,Hyperphosphataem
ia,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Abnormal radiograph
finding
2 14/09/2014 Not Known
Anaemia NOS,Low platelet
Not
count,Leucopenia,Tachycardia,Hyp Known
othyroidism,Not drinking,Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Rapid pulse
rate,Hypoalbuminaemia,Elevated
liver
enzymes,Hyperglycaemia,Elevated
BUN,Petechiae NOS

25 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/09/2014-05/09/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03436

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

17/09/2014

18/09/2014

1

1

0 17/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Sleepiness - neurological
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder,Loose stool,Skin
petechiae,Allergic skin reaction

Skin petechiae on ventral thorax, allergic skin reaction in axilla and ventrum, somnolence and
diarrhoea 2 hours post vaccination. Dog treated with Piriton, outcome unknown.

Miniature
Dachshund

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03443

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

17/09/2014

07/10/2014

1

1

0 17/09/2014 No

Restlessness,Inappropriate
Other
defecation,Inappropriate
urination,Vocalisation,Leucocytosis
,Tachycardia,Fit,Seizure NOS,Lack
of coordination (see also 'Ear' vestibular disorder),Foaming at the
mouth,Abnormal test
result,Paddling,Hyperglycaemia,Hyp
erphosphataemia,Elevated creatinekinase (CK)

Lethargy, inappropriate urination, inappropriate defecation within 12 hours of administration of
second vaccination in primary course. Next morning convulsions, paddling, involuntary urination and
defecation hypersalivation, ataxia on recovery. Seen by VS vocalising, restless, tachycardia, and blood
tests identified mild leukocytosis, mild monocytosis, elevated ALKP hyperglycaemia, hyperkalaemia,
low Na:K ratio. The dog had a further 4 seizures that day. Epiphen and Keppra treatment started but
dog continues to have petit mal seizures at home.

German
Shepherd Dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03482

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

11/08/2014

29/09/2014

1

1

0 12/08/2014 No

Lethargy 24 hours post vaccination (given straight from fridge, off-label use), lasting for 5 days.
Diarrhoea, polydipsia and polyuria 5 days post vaccination. Epileptic seizure and loss of consciousness
1 week post vaccination. The dog was diagnosed with Epilepsy 2 years prior to vaccination and was
been treated with phenobarbital at the time but had not had a seizure for over 1 year.

Golden
Retriever

44.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(11/08/2014-11/08/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03536

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

23/09/2014

25/09/2014

1

1

0 24/09/2014 Yes

Diarrhoea,Polydipsia,Epileptic
Other
seizure,Polyuria,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Loss of
concentration
Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Central No Data
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver enzymes

Emesis 24 hours post vaccination following by lethargy. Blood tests 2 days post vaccination showed
Labrador
elevated liver enzymes, higher than they were on a previous blood test 10 months earlier. The dog had Retriever
a history of chronic hepatitis.

27 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(23/09/2014-23/09/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03558

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

24/09/2014

26/09/2014

1

1

0 25/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Hypertension,Bloody
diarrhoea,Blood in vomit,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Other

Haemorrhagic diarrhoea, haematemesis, pyrexia and lethargy 24 hours post vaccination. Treated with
fluids, Zantac, Cerenia and Vetergesic. Improvement the next day but hypertension noted on
examination.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03581

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

09/09/2014

28/11/2014

1

1

0 10/09/2014 Yes

Lack of efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated ALT

No Data

Suspected lack of efficacy. Hepatopathy noted on blood tests carried out 24 hours following 2nd dose Staffordshire
vaccination, 4 weeks after the 1st dose. Further tests showed positive Lepto titres at 1:800. PCR to be Bull Terrier
carried out. Treatment started with Denamarin and Nisamox. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03617

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

24/09/2014

08/10/2014

1

1

0 24/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Not drinking,Joint effusion,Joint
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Weakness,Reluctant
to move,Jaw pain

Other

No Data

Lethargy 10 days post vaccination. Anorexia and adipsia 2 days later. Petechiae, bounding pulse and
Crossbred
tachycardia noticed on examination. Blood tests showed anaemia, leucopenia, thrombocytopaenia,
hypoalbuminaemia, hyperglycaemia, hepatopathy, hypothyroidism, hypocalcaemia and elevated BUN.
Euthanasia the next day. No PME was carried out. The dog was on antihistamines at the time of
vaccination due to unspecified skin lumps.

Lethargy, anorexia and adipsia within 24 hours post vaccination. Pyrexia noted on examination 6 days
later. Treated with Vetergesic and Synulox. Lethargy, joint effusion and joint pain noted the next day.
The dog appears to be stiff and painful on its jaw when trying to eat. Bloods tests were normal, full
recovery 2 weeks later.

English
Springer
Spaniel

Crossbred

5.45 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(17/09/201417/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/09/201417/09/2014)<BR><BR>
15.46 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(17/09/2014-17/09/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Initial presenting signs may occur following
vaccination administration however neurological signs
delayed would be unexpected. No diagnostics
performed.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with MAH comments. Question sent to
Unclassifiable/unassessa MAH regarding follow up of case.
ble

20.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(24/09/201424/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (24/09/201424/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (24/09/201424/09/2014)<BR><BR>
14.65 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(09/09/2014-09/09/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

6.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(24/09/201424/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/09/201424/09/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Lethargy can be associated with vaccination, there
was a close time association. The diarrhoea and the
seizure are considered less likely to be associated with
the vaccine and other causes are possible.
NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

OInsufficient information
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble
NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03627

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.8 Year(s)

29/09/2014

17/11/2014

1

1

0 29/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Mouth
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Hypoalbuminaemia,Walking
difficulty,Hyperkalaemia,Alkaline
urine,Blood in
urine,Hypoproteinaemia,Abdominal
discomfort,Musculoskeletal
pain,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Bilirubinuria,Dullness,Vocalis
ation,Anaemia
NOS,Eosinophilia,Leucocytosis,Neu
tropenia,Neutrophilia,Haemorrhagi
c
gastroenteritis,Vomiting,Hypocalca
emic
condition,Ataxia,Recumbency,Tach
ypnoea,Hypothermia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Mucous stool,Abnormal
menace reflex test,Limb
weakness,Proprioception
deficit,Not eating,Abnormal test
result
0 02/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Self
Other
R><BR><BR>No trauma,Tachycardia,Diarrhoea,Vom
iting,Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Scratching,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Erythematous
rash,Allergic pruritus

Anorexia, ataxia, recumbency and suspected mouth pain within 24 hours post vaccination. Dull,
lethargy, emesis, diarrhoea, decreased proprioception, weak hind limbs, decrease menace reflex and
resistance to opening mouth the next day on examination. Blood tests showed hypoalbuminaemia,
elevated ALT, hypocalcaemia, low cholesterol, low creatinine, low globulins and hypoproteinaemia.
Treated with buprenorphine and antibiotics. Progessively worsened, lethargy and difficulty walking.
Vocalising and malaise, abdominal pain. Radiographs revealed gas in lower GIT, enlarged bladder.
Catheter passed, haematuria and bilirubinuria identified. Faecal analysis positive for isospora.
Neutropenia, monocytosis, eosinophilia, anaemia, hypocalcaemia, hyperkalemia, albuminaemia,
elevated bile acids, elevated liver enzymes. Treatment with metronidazole, ranitidine, methodone,
amoxyclav. Showed improvement. Positive bloods and faecal tests for isospora. Nothing further,
unknown if recovered as dog has not returned to the practice.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03673

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

02/10/2014

07/01/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03678

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

29/09/2014

18/10/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03727

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

29/09/2014

28/07/2015

Lethargy, emesis, diarrhoea and allergic pruritus of the face within 12 hours post vaccination and
Crossbred
administration of wormer. Allergic oedema of the face, pyrexia, tachycardia the next day.
Improvement following treatment with antihistamines. Pruritus of the muzzle still ongoing 2 days later
with erythema in groin and allergic oedema worse again. Treated with IVFT for 48 hours, discharged
from hospital, further antihistamines started, improvement over the next day.

9.35 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(02/10/201402/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (02/10/201402/10/2014)<BR><BR>

1

1 30/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Loss of
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes consciousness,Fit,Leucocytosis,Inap
propriate urination,Inappropriate
defecation,Eyes rolling
back,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Foaming at the
mouth,Lateral recumbency

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on the 1 Sept and 29 Sept
German
2014. Dog had 1 fit on the 30 Sept, 2 Oct and 2 fits on the 3 Oct. Signs include collapsing on hind legs,
Shepherd Dog
losing consciousness, eyes rolling, foaming at mouth and recovering after 5 minutes. Has occurred
shortly after food on some occasions therefore low glucose seems unlikely. On examination [3 Oct],
bright, alert and responsive. Nothing abnormal on examination. Nothing abnormal reported on bloods.
Further seizure on the 4 and 5 Oct: Pup was found lying on side and had urinated and defecated.
Awaiting further information. Follow up 2 Dec 2014: No further information received or expected.
Case closed. Follow up 18 Oct 2016 - history received. Bloods taken on 3 Oct 2014 show White Blood
Cells 20.5 (6-16.9). 6 Oct 2014 2 further fits over the weekend, looses control over bladder and stools.
7 Oct 2014 seizures again, bloods taken for bile acid stimulation. results on 8 Oct 2014 Bile Acid <1.5 (025), Bile acid post feeding <1.5 (0-40). 18 Nov 2014 reported that the dog had died, but unknown
details leading up to death and unable to gain more details. Nothing further expected.

15.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
(29/09/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
29/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (29/09/201429/09/2014)<BR><BR>

1

1

0 30/09/2014 Yes

Lethargy, anorexia within 24 hours of vaccination administration. Progressed to pyrexia, treated with Border Collie
NSAIDs. Developed dullness and localised pain (unable to turn head), reduced pain perception,
coughing and depressed. Blood tests show anaemia, neutrophilia, monocytosis, thrombocytopaenia,
hypoglycaemia and hypercholesterolaemia. Sent home on noroclav. Developed tachypnoea,
depression, dullness, pyrexia. Planning on conducting CSF tap, chest and neck radiographs and steroids.
Improvement following steroid treatment although still some pain. Steroids were stopped 2 months
later. Dog presented again 8 months after this with pyrexia and neck stiffness. Treated with further
steroids. The vet suspects a relapse of steroid responsive meningitis.

16 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml
(29/09/2014-29/09/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03792

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.2 Year(s)

26/09/2014

06/01/2015

1

1

0 28/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Ocular discharge,Joint No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Meningitis,Anorexia,Off
colour,Abnormal test result,Eye
pain,Mouth pain,Sore mouth,Jaw
pain,Otitis NOS,Dental disease,Dull

16 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(26/09/201426/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (26/09/201426/09/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

10/10/2014

10/10/2014

1

1

0 10/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Fa No Data
cial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Anorexia, malaise and vocalisation 2 days post vaccination. Ocular discharge, mouth pain/jaw pain and Not Applicable
otitis noted on examination. Eye drops started. Examination under anaesthetic showed no
abnormalities. Treated with Tramadol and steroids continued (was on steroids prior to vaccination for
allergic skin condition). Vocalisation, pain when touched on the head or mouth. Referred for blood
tests, CT scan and CSF tap; results suggestive of meningitis. Dose of steroids was increased leading to
some improvement. CSF tap shows steroid responsive meningitis. Dog recovered. On tapering doses of
steroids. Nothing further.
Emesis, diarrhoea, allergic oedema of the muzzle and lethargy 1 hour post vaccination. Recovery 30
Maltese
minutes later following antihistamine and Cerenia administration. Suspected anaphylaxis.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03804

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03809

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.3 Year(s)

02/10/2014

17/11/2014

1

1

0 04/10/2014 No

26 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(02/10/2014-02/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Not Known

07/10/2014

10/10/2014

1

1

1 07/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Unilateral facial paralysis within 48 hours of vaccination administration. Absent palpebral reflex, third
eyelid protrusion, treatment with ocular lubricant. One week later developed limb weakness and
proprioceptive deficit. Commenced on steroids. Dog reported to now be collapsing on hind legs, and
has been referred to Edinburgh University. Diagnosed with idiopathic facial nerve paralysis and
neoplasia or inflammatory disease. MRI showed normal brain and inner ear. Head shaking has also
been reported. Treated with Symmetral.
Constipation, emesis, lethargy, inappetant within 24 hours of vaccination. Treated with bland diet.
Next day, lethargic and recumbent, rectal bleeding, oral bleeding, nasal bleeding and death. No PME.
Nothing further expected.

English
Springer
Spaniel

Canine/dog

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

23/09/2014

20/10/2014

1

1

0 25/09/2014 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Abnormal test result,Weakness of Other
limb,Head shake - ear
disorder,Palpebral disorder
NOS,Third eyelid protrusion,Limb
weakness,Facial paralysis,Impaired
proprioception
Colitis,Constipation,Rectal
Other
bleeding,Oral
bleeding,Vomiting,Recumbency,Nas
al bleeding,Death,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')
Walking difficulty,Anaemia
Other
NOS,Leucocytosis,Tachycardia,Loo
se stool,Ataxia,Abnormal menace
reflex test,Head tremor

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03814

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03831

United
Kingdom

Animal

Diarrhoea an unspecified period post 1st dose vaccination. Ataxia 24 hours following DHPPi 2nd dose
vaccination and start of Panacur administration for the treatment of soft faeces. Recovery within a
few hours. Ataxia, head tremor and slow menace reflex 3 days later. Improvement within 30 minutes
but ataxia continued and tachycardia noted on examination. Blood tests showed leucocytosis and
anaemia. No further information.

Beagle

Dullness,Hypoglycaemia,Low
No Data
platelet
count,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,M
eningitis,Tachypnoea,Cough,Inappe
tence,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Depression,Localise
d pain NOS (see other 'SOCs' for
specific pain),Pyrexia,Abnormal test
result,Stiffness NOS,Anaemia NOS

Pug

Crossbred

6.07 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml
(29/09/201429/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml (29/09/201429/09/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(10/10/201410/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (10/10/201410/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(10/10/2014-10/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Close time association with vaccination and some
signs are non-specific and could be expected
following vaccination, but other signs are unexpected.
Positive for isospora.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

7.75 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml
ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
(07/10/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Unclassifiable/unassessa
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml (07/10/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
3.3 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once 1 Animal (23/09/201407/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(23/09/201423/09/2014)<BR><BR>Panacur
Small Animal 10% Oral Suspension 1.65,1,1 Days,10,daily for 5 days (5
Day(s) N/A-07/10/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Soft faeces after 1st vaccination are not expected but
role of vaccine cannot be ruled out.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03837

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

25/09/2014

20/10/2014

1

1

0 25/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site lump,Injection site
Not
R><BR><BR>Not pain,Restlessness,Dullness,Sleepine Known
Known
ss - neurological
disorder,Haemophilia,Tachycardia,
Pale mucous membrane,Decreased
appetite,Hypothermia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV)

Somnolence 24 hours post vaccination and concurrent Drontal and Advocate administration. Recovery Jack Russell
3 days later with no treatment. 2nd vaccination of Nobivac DHP and L4 and microchip given 2 weeks
Terrier
later. Injection site lump noted later the same day. Increase in lump size and injection site pain 2 days
later. Treated with NSAIDs. FNA of lump taken 2 days later showing frank blood. Pale mucous
membranes, hypothermia, tachycardia, increase in lump size, pain, lethargy, dullness and anorexia.
Tests showed anaemia (PCV 10%). Puppy diagnosed with Haemophilia A.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03896

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

06/09/2014

22/01/2016

1

1

0 27/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Faecal
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes impaction,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Seizu
re NOS,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Dehydration

Seizure, emesis, diarrhoea 3 weeks after initial vaccination. Treated with emeprid and cerenia.
Weimaraner
Represented 2 weeks later for 2nd vaccination and developed diarrhoea and lethargy within 1 hour.
Emesis the next day. Treated with metronidazole, ranitidine, IV fluids, probiotic. Showed improvement
but no further stools passed. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03901

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

15/10/2014

16/10/2014

1

1

0 15/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Swelling around
No Data
eye,Anaphylaxis,Facial swelling (see
also 'Skin'),Urticaria,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Allergic oedema of the eyes, muzzle and hind legs and urticaria and lethargy within 2 hours post
vaccination. Treated with corticosteroids leading to improvement by the next day. Suspected
anaphylaxis.

Lhasa Apso

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03914

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

40 Year(s)

16/10/2014

16/12/2014

1

1

0 16/10/2014 Not Known

Injection site bleeding

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03927

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

10/06/2014

17/10/2014

1

1

1 19/08/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Jaundice,Death Other
,Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Lack of efficacy,Not
eating,Dehydration,Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hyperglycaemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated total bilirubin

Dog owner was restraining her dog prior to its vaccination. When she moved her hand she caught the
clean needle under the nail of her left middle finger. No product was injected. The injury bled but was
washed immediately. No further information received.
Suspected lack of expected efficacy. Anorexia, diarrhoea, jaundice, dehydration, lethargy, elevated
liver enzymes, elevated bilirubin, renal insufficiency, hyperglycaemia approximately 2 months after
vaccination. Dog died. Leptospirosis diagnosed through urine and blood PCR. Nothing further.

Human

NOBIVAC L4

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-03991

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.8 Year(s)

20/10/2014

22/10/2014

1

1

0 21/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Knuckling,Slow reflexes,Arched
R><BR><BR>Yes back

No Data

Limb knuckling, slow reflexes, hunched, within 24 hours of vaccine. Colvasone injection administered,
no diagnostics, no further information expected. Dog had similar reaction with Nobivac KC 6 months
prior.

Chihuahua

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04033

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

08/10/2014

30/10/2014

1

1

0 22/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site lump,Diarrhoea,Skin
R><BR><BR>Yes lesion NOS

No Data

Injection site lump 14 days post vaccination. Was approximately 7-8cm in size when seen by VS 2 days English
later. Fine needle aspirate showed bloody serous fluid. VS diagnosed tissue reaction and adipose
Springer
necrosis. Lab results suggest sterile inflammation. Lump still present but less raised. Diarrhoea noted 7 Spaniel
days later however VS attributed this to the treatment (unknown).

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04036

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Week(s)

26/09/2014

24/10/2014

1

1

0 17/10/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04071

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

23/10/2014

28/10/2014

1

1

0 24/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Urinary retention,Off
R><BR><BR>Yes colour,Anxiety,Vomiting,Blood in
vomit

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04156

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

28/10/2014

03/11/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04176

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

21/10/2014

13/11/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04197

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.6 Week(s)

27/10/2014

04/11/2014

7

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04198

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.6 Week(s)

27/10/2014

04/11/2014

7

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04209

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

05/11/2014

24/11/2014

1

Not
Known

Thrombocytopenia,Diarrhoea,Inap Other
petence,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Dull

English Cocker
Spaniel

Lethargy, anorexia, mild diarrhoea within 24 hours post vaccination (3rd vacc of DHP). Treated with
antibiotics and probiotics. Re-seen 3 days later as no improvement; anaemic. Placed on fluids and
discharged the next day, had fully resolved. Dull, anorexic the next day (ate in hospital). Anaemia had
worsened, and moderate thrombocytopenia. Patient still in hospital, well in self. No further
information.

Chihuahua

Haematemesis within 24 hours post vaccination. Dog was not presented to vets. Emesis continued
(with flecks of blood), urinary retention, off colour, anxiety for 4 days since vaccine. Antepsin and
cerenia administered. Nothing further.

Border Collie

0 29/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lameness,Neurological signs
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Lack of coordination (see also
'Ear' - vestibular
disorder),Proprioception deficit

Lameness, ataxia, hindlimb proprioceptive defects within 24 hours post vaccination. Previously been
on NSAID for OA, however VS feels these signs not attributable to arthritis. No treatment given. Mild
improvement noted 3 days later. Nothing further.

English Cocker
Spaniel

1 23/10/2014 Yes

Death by euthanasia,Lethargy (see No Data
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Depression,Reluctan
t to move,Elevated
temperature,Lung sound,Abnormal
test result,Spondylosis,Swollen
lymph
node,Hypoalbuminaemia,Elevated
liver enzymes,Abdominal
discomfort,Bronchopneumonia,Leu
cocytosis,Conjunctivitis,Joint
pain,Panting,Increased respiratory
rate
1 03/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Hypothermia,Lethargy (see No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal stool
colouration

Lethargy, tachypnoea, reluctant to move, conjunctivitis, lymphadenitis (sub mandibular), abdominal
Crossbred
pain, joint pain (carpus/tarsus) noted 2 days post vaccination. Treated with antibiotics, analgesia, and
eye ointment. One week later, deteriorated further; depressed and reluctant to move at home.
Conjunctivitis worsened, tachypnoea with harsh rales, abdominal pain, hyperthermia, leucocytosis,
elevated ALKP. Treated with IVFT, restarted NSAIDs. No obvious joint effusion on radiographs.
Bronchioalveolar pattern with spinal spondylosis. VS suspected bronchial pneumonia and arthritis flare
up. The next day, still depressed but eating. Dog was diagnosed with hypertrophic pulmonary
osteopathy and euthanised on an unknown date. Nothing further.

3

0 27/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous
R><BR><BR>Yes system depression in
'Neurological'),Off colour

No Data

Malaise and lethargy in 3 puppies out of 7 within an unspecified period post vaccination. Possibly
treated with antibiotics. Death of one of the other puppies (see case 2014-UK-04197). VS reported
that other pups had fluid on the brain but this is not confirmed and further information could not be
obtained.

Pug

1

0 05/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Behavioural disorder
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Vocalisation,Unable to stand

No Data

Strange behaviour, growling (coded as vocalisation), ataxia within 6 hours post vaccination. No
treatment given. Dog returned to normal within 1 week. Nothing further expected.

Labrador
Retriever

No Data

Lethargy, hypothermia and dark faeces in 1 out of 7 puppies 1 week post vaccination, leading to death. Pug
No PME was carried out. Parents of puppies were last vaccinated 2 years prior to this.

1.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(25/09/201425/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (25/09/201425/09/2014)<BR><BR>

31.3 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(06/09/201406/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (06/09/201406/09/2014)<BR><BR>
2.15 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(15/10/201415/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (15/10/201415/10/2014)<BR><BR>Vanguard 7 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (01/10/201401/10/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Known for Dogs - ,,,,<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Somnolence possibly related to vaccination but
injection site bleeding was due to underlying
Haemophilia.

OInsufficient data to assign causality.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH comments regarding case.
Further diagnostics would be needed to identify if the
Leptospirosis was a vaccine strain.

3.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(20/10/201420/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (20/10/201420/10/2014)<BR><BR>
23 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(08/10/201408/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (08/10/201408/10/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Known (17/10/201417/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(26/09/2014-26/09/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Timing and previous adverse reaction causing same
clinical signs using different vaccine suggests possible
product related reaction.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

14.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(23/10/201423/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (23/10/201423/10/2014)<BR><BR>
21.7 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(28/10/201428/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (28/10/201428/10/2014)<BR><BR>
32 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(21/10/2014-21/10/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

0.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(27/10/201427/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/10/201427/10/2014)<BR><BR>
0.53 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(27/10/201427/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/10/201427/10/2014)<BR><BR>
35 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/11/201405/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (05/11/201405/11/2014)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

13.6 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(10/06/201410/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (10/06/201410/06/2014)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with MAH assesssment
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NCA agrees with MAH

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04247

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2013

07/11/2014

1

1

0 01/01/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Emesis and diarrhoea 24 hours post vaccination. Treated with fluids and symptomatic treatment.
Recovery 24 hours later.

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04306

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

04/11/2014

11/11/2014

1

1

0 09/11/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Emesis 5 days after vaccination and ongoing treatment with NSAID. Jaundice, anorexia,
hyperbilirubinaemia, and elevated liver enzymes and ALT when seen by VS next day. Treated with
maropitant, antibiotics and recovery food. Best guess Rimadyl product. Nothing further expected.

Border Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04330

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

25/07/2014

12/11/2014

1

1

1 04/11/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Suspected lack of efficacy. Emesis, lethargy 4 months post second vaccination. Hypothermia, pale
mucous membranes, mild hypokalaemia, low chloride, elevated BUN, elevated creatinine, elevated
phosphorous, elevated ALT/ALKP/total bilirubin. Treated with IVFT, antibiotics, antiemetics, hepatic
support. Dysuria, therefore urinary catheter placed. Treated with diuretics, urine output suboptimal.
Treated with gastrointestinal protectants, glucose added. Haematoma developed at site of
venepuncture; coagulation time increased therefore treated with plasma transfusion and Vitamin K,
and mannitol to increase urine output. Euthanased due to continuing deterioration. No PME. PCR
positive on urine sample for Leptospirosis (serovars not specified). Nothing further expected.

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04355

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

03/10/2014

22/01/2016

1

1

Pale mucous
No Data
membrane,Vomiting,Dysuria,Death
by euthanasia,Decreased body
temperature,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hyperkalaemia,Hypokale
mic
condition,Hyperphosphataemia,Ele
vated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated ALT,Elevated
total bilirubin,Haematoma
NOS,Increased coagulation time
1 11/10/2014 Not
Vocalisation,Abdominal pain,Rectal Not
Known,<BR><BR bleeding,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hepat Known
><BR><BR><BR> omegaly,Death,Anorexia,Hypother
Not Known
mia,Off colour,Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Abnormal stool
colouration,Abnormal necropsy
finding

Suspected lack of expected efficacy. Diarrhoea, off colour, vocalisation, abdominal pain, emesis and
anorexia one week after vaccination. Abdominal discomfort and rectal bleeding. Treated with IVFT,
augmentin, vetergesic, emeprid, canikur and prescription diets. Showed some improvement. Isospora
diagnosed in faeces. Developed emesis and diarrhoea one week later and became anorexic. Wormed
the next day and died 48 hours later. Laboratory results showed positive for leptospira borgpetersenii
serovar Hardjo bovis. Large number of rats in the area. No further information.

Beagle

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04373

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

13/08/2014

14/11/2014

1

1

1 02/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected lack of expected efficacy. Inappetence, emesis, lethargy and diarrhoea approximately 3
weeks after second vaccination in primary course, and one week after being treated for ingestion of
ibuprofen. Blood tests identified hyperphosphataemia, renal insufficiency, elevated haematocrit,
leucopaenia, neutropaenia, low monocytopaenia, eosinopaenia, thrombocytopaenia, hypoglycaemia,
faecal test positive for parvovirus and clostridium perfringens. Treated with IVFT and supportive
treatment, deteriorated and euthanised. No PME, nothing further.

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04399

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

18/08/2014

17/11/2014

2

1

1 09/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Off colour, emesis 3 months after vaccination in one out of 2 vaccinated puppies. Seen by VS with pale Cavalier King
mucous membranes, lethargy, tachypnoea, dyspnoea, immune mediated haemolytic anaemia, change Charles
in stool colouration (darker). Anaemia identified with a leucocytosis and hyperbilirubinaemia. Treated Spaniel
with steroids and antibiotics, euthanised the next day. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04434

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.6 Year(s)

20/08/2014

06/01/2015

1

1

0 01/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

No Data

Suspected lack of expected efficacy. Emesis and diarrhoea 6 weeks after vaccination, and receiving full German Shortprimary course the year before. Seen by VS, lethargic, leukocytosis, lymphopaenia, monocytosis, renal haired
insufficiency, elevated liver enzymes, elevated creatine kinase, hyperphosphataemia,
Pointing Dog
hyperbilirubinaemia, elevated B12. VS suspected immune mediated haemolytic anaemia (not
confirmed on tests). Started on treatment IVFT, doxycycline, carboxyl LA and steroids, mostly
unchanged after one week. Urine creatinine elevated and protein elevated. Blood serology identified
leptospirosis australia, bratislava and autumnalis, 2nd and 3rd serology samples indicated decreasing
titres, suggestive of vaccine induced titres. VS now suspects Alabama Rot but this is not confirmed.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04465

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

17/11/2014

20/11/2014

1

1

0 18/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Emesis, pyrexia, weight loss, anorexia commencing within 24 hours of vaccination. Treted with
German Spitz antibiotics, antiemetics, intravenous fluids. Radiographs identified irregular peristalsis and gas in
Pomeranian
stomach. Positive parvovirus test (unknown what type of test). Showed improvement over next 3 days,
anaemia, thrombocytosis, hypoalbuminaemia, elevated liver enzymes, low urea and creatinine,
hypoproteinaemia, hyponatraemia. Clinical signs continued. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04473

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

03/10/2014

07/01/2015

1

1

1 19/11/2014 Not
Haemorrhagic
Known,<BR><BR diarrhoea,Death,Lack of
><BR><BR><BR> efficacy,Abnormal test result
No

Other

Suspected lack of expected efficacy. Haemorrhagic diarrhoea within 24 hours of vaccination and died. Crossbred
Other littermates diagnosed with isospora. PCR positive for Leptospirosis. Rats have been seen in the
area. Dogs only received one vaccination.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04539

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

19/11/2014

25/11/2014

4

2

1 19/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Pyrexia,Lack
R><BR><BR>Not of efficacy,Abnormal test result
Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04544

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

25/11/2014

26/11/2014

1

1

1 25/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Sleepiness - neurological
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder,Vocalisation,Found
dead,Intestinal torsion

No Data

Vomiting,Jaundice,Decreased
appetite,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated ALT,Elevated
total bilirubin

Anaemia
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Leucopeni
a,Neutropenia,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,
Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Lack
of efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Hypoglycaemia,Hyperphosph
ataemia,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine
Leucocytosis,Pale mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Dyspnoea,Tac
hypnoea,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Abnormal
stool colouration,Elevated total
bilirubin
Thrombocytopenia,Low platelet
count,Leucocytosis,Anaemia
NOS,Neutrophilia,Diarrhoea,Vomiti
ng,Hepatitis,Nephritis,Renal
insufficiency,Lack of
efficacy,Uncoded sign,Abnormal
test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Elevated
liver
enzymes,Hyperphosphataemia,Elev
ated creatinine,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated creatine-kinase
(CK)
Anaemia
NOS,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Elevated
temperature,Weight loss,Not
eating,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Elevated
liver
enzymes,Hypoproteinaemia,Throm
bocytosis,Hyponatremia

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/01/201301/01/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/01/201301/01/2013)<BR><BR>
10.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(04/11/201404/11/2014)<BR><BR>Rimadyl
Palatable Tablets for Dogs 20 mg N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/01/201401/01/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

23 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(25/07/201425/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (25/07/201425/07/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Not
Known

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
(03/10/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml (03/10/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH.

22.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml
No assessment
(13/08/2014performed
13/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (13/08/201413/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml (13/08/201413/08/2014)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O (18/08/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
18/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (18/08/201418/08/2014)<BR><BR>

Insufficient information to assess. The NCA agrees
with the MAH comments, IMHA has been associated
with vaccination however no evidence of true
diagnosis and incident occurred 3 months following
vaccination. Two products used.

20 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O Efficacy can be expected. No PCR to assign final
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa causality but 2nd serology and 3rd serology samples
(20/08/2014ble
indicated that it is more likely due to vaccine titres.
20/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (20/08/201420/08/2014)<BR><BR>

1.36 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(17/11/201417/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (17/11/201417/11/2014)<BR><BR>

2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/10/201403/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml (03/10/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
Pyrexia of one puppy out of 4 puppies, 4 weeks post 1st dose vaccination, treated with antibiotics and Not Applicable Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
NSAIDs leading to recovery. 2nd vaccination of the remaining 3 puppies in the same day. Sickness in
Known (23/10/2014one of these puppies 3 days later leading to euthanasia. Snap test positive for parvovirus. No PME
19/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
carried out.
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (19/11/201419/11/2014)<BR><BR>
Somnolence and vocalisation within 12 hours post vaccination followed by death later that night. PME West Highland
1.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
showed intestinal torsion.
White Terrier
(25/11/201425/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (25/11/201425/11/2014)<BR><BR>

ONCA disagrees with MAH assessment. Possible false
Unclassifiable/unassessa positives on parvovirus test, vaccinations can cause
ble
sensitivity and GIT signs eg emesis in some animals
and a strong temporal association in time with
vaccination administration. Method of testing
unknown, unless this can be identified definitively, in
which case the NCA agrees product involvement is
unlikely, based on current information insufficient
information to rule out product involvement.
N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH.

No assessment
performed

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04546

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

25/11/2014

26/11/2014

1

1

0 25/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Allergic oedema of the face 30 minutes post vaccination. Treated with antihistamines and
corticosteroids, outcome unknown.

Shetland
Sheepdog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04571

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

27/10/2014

27/11/2014

1

1

1 11/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Shock,Diarrhoea,Enteritis,Vomiting, Not
R><BR><BR>Not Not
Known
Known
drinking,Death,Anorexia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Lack
of efficacy,Abnormal test result

Suspected lack of efficacy. Diarrhoea and emesis 15 days post vaccination. Treated with Cerenia,
German Spitz Protexin and Zantac. Deterioration, lethargy, shock, collapse, anorexia, adipsia and diarrhoea 1 week
Pomeranian
later. Treated with fluids. Death later the same day. PME showed enteritis and Parvovirus confirmed by
PCR. 2nd vaccination had been given at 8 weeks of age.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04581

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

21/11/2014

27/11/2014

1

1

Anorexia, emesis, lethargy, depression, tachycardia, dehydrated, distended abdomen 2 days after
vaccination (NOTE was unwell at time of vaccination - mucus in eye and anorexic for previous 24
hours). Treated with IVFT, antibiotics, wormers, antiemetics. Passed one roundworm overnight. the
following day was still dehydrated, hypothermia, abdomen less distended. Elevated ALKP, mild
hypoglycaemia. Vocalisation, collapse, tachycardia, hypothermia, pale mucous membranes the
following day. Radiographs showed loss of definition of the bowel loops; intestinal rupture. Dog was
euthanased. No PME, nothing further expected.

Shih Tzu

0.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
(21/11/201421/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (21/11/201421/11/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04589

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

22/10/2014

12/12/2014

1

1

1 21/11/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Abnormal test result,Abnormal
Other
R><BR><BR>No radiograph
finding,Vocalisation,Tachycardia,Pa
le mucous membrane,Distension of
abdomen,Vomiting,Collapse (see
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Decreased
body temperature,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Depression,Intestina
l perforation,Dehydration
0 22/10/2014 Not Known
Injection site reaction NOS,Skin
Not
slough,Elevated temperature
Known

Golden
Retriever

25.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(22/10/2014-22/10/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04614

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

01/11/2014

28/11/2014

1

1

2 17/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal test result,Abnormal
Not
R><BR><BR>Not necropsy
Known
Known
finding,Dull,Shock,Diarrhoea,Vomiti
ng,Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy,Dehydration

Hyperthermia 2 days post vaccination. Unspecified treatment given. Sedation the next day for an
unspecified reason. Injection site reaction (skin tunnel running from injection site to ventral neck)
noted 6 days later and area of skin slough on the ventral neck extending to the sternum. The wound
was debrided and sutured. No further information.
Suspected lack of efficacy. Emesis and diarrhoea 2.5 weeks post vaccination. Lethargy, dehydration
and shock 2 days later. Supportive treatment given. Euthanasia due to deterioration the next day.
SNAP test positive for parvovirus. Histopathology confirmed parvovirus. 2nd vaccination given at 8
weeks of age.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04679

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

19/11/2014

07/01/2015

1

1

Unauthori
sed
dosage other

Suspected lack of efficacy. Jaundice, lethargy and dehydration 2 weeks post 2nd dose vaccination.
Supportive treatment given. Samples have been sent away to test for Leptospira. The puppy came
from a litter of puppies with Isopsora and where some puppies have died. PCR positive for
leptospirosis, lots of rats in the area. Euthanasia 24 hours later. PCR positive for L. borgpetersenii
serovar hardjo-bovis.

Beagle

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04688

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

30/06/2014

06/02/2015

1

1

1 02/12/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Jaundice,Death by
R><BR><BR>No euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Lack of
efficacy,Dehydration,Abnormal test
result
0 30/06/2014 Yes
Polydipsia,Polyuria,Abnormal
breathing,Panting,Decreased
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Listless,Off
colour,Pyrexia,Weight
gain,Uncoded sign,Immune
mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Proteinuria,Haematuria,Bil
irubinuria,Inappropriate
urination,Sleepiness - neurological
disorder,Polyphagia,Anaemia
NOS,Leucopenia,Pale mucous
membrane

No Data

Malaise and anorexia within 24 hours post vaccination. Treated with corticosteroids and antibiotics 1 Crossbred
week later when presented to VS. Somnolence, lethargy, pale mucous membranes and anaemia 3 days
later. Immune mediated haemolytic anaemia suspected. Treatment with prednisolone started leading
to some improvement. Dyspnoea noted 3 weeks later, also inappropriate urination, lethargy,
polydipsia, polyuria and tachypnoea. Blood tests showed leucopenia. Some improvement noted over
the next 2 weeks but also weight gain and polyphagia. Urine tests showed proteinuria, haematuria and
lots of leucocytes. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04731

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

04/12/2014

08/12/2014

1

1

0 05/12/2014 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04739

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

02/12/2014

08/12/2014

1

1

1 02/12/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04813

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

01/11/2014

11/12/2014

1

1

0 15/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04860

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

36 Year(s)

15/12/2014

14/01/2015

1

1

0 15/12/2014 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04899

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

28/11/2014

17/12/2014

1

1

0 28/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Crying,Listless,Unresponsive to
R><BR><BR>Yes, stimuli,Discomfort NOS,Injection
<BR><BR><BR>< site pain,Restlessness
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04916

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

04/12/2014

18/12/2014

1

1

0 04/12/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
Not
R><BR><BR>Not pain,Vocalisation,Lameness,Letharg Known
Known
y (see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to move

Jack Russell
Terrier

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(25/11/201425/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(25/11/2014-25/11/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

1.13 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
No assessment
(27/10/2014performed
27/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (27/10/201427/10/2014)<BR><BR>

2.36 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(30/10/201430/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (01/11/201401/11/2014)<BR><BR>
7.99 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(19/11/201419/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (19/11/201419/11/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(30/06/2014-30/06/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

No assessment
performed

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Behavioural disorder
No Data
NOS,Restlessness,Increased heart
rate,Tachypnoea,Pruritus,Red
mucosae,Pyrexia,Abnormal test
result
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Death,Hypothe Other
rmia,Off colour,Elevated
temperature,Hypoglycaemia,Elevat
ed BUN,Elevated
amylase,Leucopenia,Neutropenia,T
achycardia
Anaemia
No Data
NOS,Lymphocytosis,Neutrophilia,Di
arrhoea,Loose stool,Increased
respiratory
rate,Sneezing,Cough,Regenerative
anaemia,Abnormal test
result,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Monocytosis

Behavioural disorder, restlessness and chewing at base of stairs the day after vaccination. Congested
mucous membranes, pyrexia, tachypnoea and generalised pruritus 3 days later. Blood tests showed
elevated haemoglobin. Treated with antibiotics and NSAIDs. Milbemax had been dispensed but it is
unclear if this was administered and this product had been used before without any adverse effects.

Jack Russell
Terrier

9.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(04/12/2014-04/12/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Emesis, diarrhoea, pyrexia and tachycardia within 24 hours post vaccination. Treated with antibiotics,
anti-emetic and oral fluids leading to some improvement. Emesis started again the next day, further
antibiotics and Cerenia given. Tachycardia, emesis and lethargy the next day, treated with fluids,
antibiotics and more Cerenia. Blood tests showed leucopenia, neutropenia, , elevated urea,
hypoglycaemia and elevated amylase. Death later that day. PME not carried out.

Crossbred

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Loose stools 7 days post vaccination. Treated with probiotics. 7 days later sneezing, cough, mild
diarrhoea, mild tachypnoea. treated with antibiotics. Bloods: lymphocytosis, neutrophilia,
monocytosis, anaemia, increased reticulocytes. Suspected idiopathic IMHA and Mycoplasma
haemocanis. Isospora positive on faeces.

Pug

1.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(02/12/201402/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (02/12/201402/12/2014)<BR><BR>
1.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/11/201401/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (01/11/201401/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/11/201401/11/2014)<BR><BR>Panacur
Granules 22.2% w/w - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

Injection site bleeding

Vet self injected between nail and knuckle of left thumb with a clean needle before vaccinating a dog.
The wound bled profusely, was washed with hibiscrub. The bleeding has stopped. No further
information received.
Crying, discomfort 3 hours post vaccination. Later during the night became lifeless (coded listless),
unresponsive, injection site pain. Following morning full recovery.

Human

Vocalisation during vaccine administration. Lethargy, injection site pain and vocalisation when
injection site touched later the same day. Lameness of the hind legs and reluctance to move also
noted. Recovery by the next day following unspecified treatment.

Standard
Poodle

Not
Known
No Data

Toy Poodle

Not
Known

B - Possible

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - ,,,,<BR><BR>

3.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(28/11/201428/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (28/11/201428/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (28/11/201428/11/2014)<BR><BR>
1.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml
B - Possible
(04/12/201404/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml (04/12/201404/12/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04950

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

28/07/2014

22/12/2014

1

1

1 27/09/2014 Yes

Vomiting,Icterus,Yellow mucous
No Data
membranes,Urinary
retention,Death by
euthanasia,Hypothermia,Off
colour,Lack of efficacy,Not
eating,Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated total bilirubin
Hypoalbuminaemia,Hyperphosphat No Data
aemia,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Hyponatremia,Dullness,V
omiting,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Acute
renal failure,Abnormal test result

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-05002

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

22/12/2014

30/12/2014

1

1

0 22/12/2014 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00113

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

05/01/2015

15/06/2015

1

1

Lethargy and anorexia within 12 hours post vaccination. Malaise, pyrexia, elevated ALKP, leucopenia, Golden
neutropenia and lymphopenia 2 days later. Repeat blood tests 2 days later showed some improvement Retriever
but still leucopenia and neutropenia and lethargy. Anorexia, diarrhoea and pyrexia 6 days later. Further
blood tests show neutropaenia, leukopaenia and lmyphocytopaenia; faecal sample negative for cocci,
crypto, giardia, salmonella and campylobacter, not tested for parvovirus. Recovered less than 26 days
post vaccination and was vaccinated with a different brand of vaccine at this stage.

28.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/01/201505/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml (05/01/201505/01/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00114

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.9 Year(s)

03/01/2014

19/02/2015

1

1

Suspected lack of expected efficacy. Arthritis, arched back, muscular atrophy, lameness, gait
Labrador
abnormality, pain, elevated liver enzymes 11 months after vaccination. Commenced on tramadol.
Retriever
Showed some improvement, started on Pardale. Developed innappetance 3 weeks later and treated
with antibiotics, anabolic steroids, NSAIDs and vitamines. Showed improvement, started on Kesium and
prescription diet for liver. Developed non weight bearing lameness, radiographs showed narrowing of
caudal thoracolumbar spine and commenced on gabapentin. 1 month later developed jellow jaundiced
mucous membranes, emesis, diarrhoea, weight loss, hyperglycaemia, elevated liver enzymes, anaemia.
Blood tests taken for leptospirosis. Next week developed excessive appetite, restarted on tramadol
and pardale. Blood tests positive for leptospirosis (unknown what strains). One week later struggling
with mobility, commenced on enrofloxacin and steroids. Blood tests showed elevated liver enzymes,
hyperbilirubinaemia, elevated cholesterol. Further serology for Lepotspirosis was inconclusive.
Euthanasia 1 month later, no PME carried out. Nothing further.

24.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/01/2014-03/01/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH, efficacy cannot be expected as
dog did not receive full vaccination.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00131

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

19/11/2014

02/02/2018

1

1

0 05/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucopenia,Lymphopenia,Neutrope No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes nia,Loose
stool,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Abnormal test
result,Appetite disorder NOS
1 31/10/2014 No
Excessive
Other
appetite,Thrombocytopenia,Pale
mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Yell
ow mucous
membranes,Jaundice,Arthritis,Musc
le wasting,Lameness,Death by
euthanasia,Pain
NOS,Hypothermia,Lack of
efficacy,Weight loss,Abnormal test
result,Appetite disorder
NOS,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hyperglycaemia,Gait
abnormality,Elevated total
bilirubin,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Arched back
1 22/11/2014 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Icterus,Jaundic Other
Known,<BR><BR e,Pulmonary oedema,Death by
><BR><BR><BR> euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
No
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Lack of
efficacy,Third eyelid
protrusion,Abnormal stool
colouration,Abnormal necropsy
finding

Suspected lack of expected efficacy. Malaise, anorexia, third eyelid protrusion, lethargy within 48
Beagle
hours of second vaccination. Dog had a positive isospora result at this stage. Treated with nisamox and
anivit. 2 days later developed emesis and abnormal stool colouration (yellow). Was jaundiced.
Euthanised. PME showed icterus, pulmonary oedema, pulmonary congestion, intestinal parasitism. L.
borgpetersenii serovar Hardjo bovis positive on PCR. Nothing further. *NEW* SLEE (previously
reported as SAR) Previously a group of puppies reported-see cases 2014-UK-04355,2014-UK- 04679
and 2014-UK-04473. Puppies were vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 3 Oct 2014 (8
weeks of age) and this puppy was given a second vaccine was given on 19 Nov 2014 (14 weeks of age
and 6 weeks after primary vaccine-extra label use) At this time the puppy had positive Isospora results
confirmed by IDEXX. It was treated with Potentiated sulfonamides. Unknown exact date of diagnosis.
Bitch was only vacinated as a puppy and no boosters since. Bitch was ill at parturition and was not
presented to the Vets. Puppy was housed inside until 5 weeks of age and then were housed in a hen
house with frequent rats seen. 4 puppies in total 2014-UK-04355 (Pearl) , 2014-UK-04679(Piper) and
2014-UK-04473 (Quinn) have been reported with details. Puppy was reported as being unwell on 22
Nov 2014 and was not eating and third eyelids are up, lethargic. Started Nisamox tablets and Anivit
injection. 25 Nov 2014 vomiting and yellow diarrhoea. Jaundice. Puppy was euthanased on 25 Nov
2014 and sent for post mortem. Post mortem showed that the puppy had generalized icterus,
pulmonary oedema and patchy congestion and intestinal parasitism. Changes are consistent with
Leptospirosa infection. Clarification of Lab testing - FISH ( fluorescent in situ hybridization test ) testing
on histology samples looking for the presence of live bacteria in fairly high numbers - only clusters of
bacteria were present. PCR target LipL32 gene used to type the bacteria present in the histology
samples ( exact samples used were not disclosed). All puppies have Leptospira Borgpetersenii serovar
Harddjo- Bovis Positive on PCR. Nothing further expected.Updated batch number. Follow-up on 02 Feb
2018: VeDDRA code "death by euthanasia" has been added.

3.65 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(03/10/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (19/11/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

Off label use of vaccine (protocol not respected),
vaccination does not cover this strain.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00140

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.7 Year(s)

05/01/2015

08/01/2015

1

1

0 06/01/2015 No

Malaise, gun bruising and mucosa petechiae 24 hours post 2nd dose vaccination. Referred for further
investigation and immune mediated thrombocytopaenia was diagnosed.

35.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/01/2015-05/01/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00172

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

15/08/2014

13/01/2015

1

1

1 08/11/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00212

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/06/2014

13/01/2015

1

1

Off colour,Mucosa petechiae,Gum Other
bruising,Immune mediated
thrombocytopenia

Anaemia
No Data
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Leucocyto
sis,Neutrophilia,Vomiting,Icterus,Pu
lmonary oedema,Death by
euthanasia,Hypothermia,Off
colour,Oedema NOS (see other
SOCs for specific
oedemas),Ascites,Lack of
efficacy,Pleural effusion,Swollen
lymph
node,Hypoalbuminaemia,Elevated
liver
enzymes,Hyperkalaemia,Hyperphos
phataemia,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated total
bilirubin,Organ
haemorrhage,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Renal tubular
disorder,Abdominal mass,NT chronic interstitial nephritis
0 15/12/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Meningitis,Localised pain NOS (see No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Pyrexia,Dehydration,Abnorma
l test result,Hypokalemic
condition,Elevated
BUN,Leucocytosis

Suspected lack of efficacy. Emesis and jaundice approximately 3 months post vaccination. Treated
with IVFT. Bloods: elevated BUN, elevated creatinine, elevated ALP (liver enzymes), elevated total
bilirubin. Treated with antacids, antiemetics, antibiotics, liver support. Following day: quiet (veddramalaise), anorexia, hypothermia. Euthanased the following day as deteriorated. Serology positive for
Leptospirosis. L Grippotyphosa and L Bratislava (unknown titers)

Labrador
Retriever

31 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(28/07/2014-28/07/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Emesis, lethargy, anorexia, dullness within 3 days of vaccination (emesis since vaccination, exact time Labrador
unknown). Treated with gastro-protectants, anti-emetics and IV Fluids. Bloods: elevated creatinine,
Retriever
hypoalbuminaemia, hyperphosphataemia, mild hyponatraemia. Negative for Addisons, diagnosed with
acute renal failure. Treated with antibiotics. Bloods repeated 3 days later: further elevated
urea/creatinine. No clinical improvement, still occasional emesis, awaiting further information.

32 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(22/12/2014-22/12/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Greyhound

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected lack of expected efficacy. Off colour. abnormal coloured stool and palpable abdominal
Labrador
mass 3 months after vaccination administration. Admitted for IVFT and radiographs (unknown findings) Retriever
then proceeded to exploratory laparotomy that identified an enlarged mesenteric lymph node. Dog
developed icterus and was started on synulox. Blood tests 2 days later identified thrombocytocpaenia,
elevated urea, hyperphosphataemia, elevated liver enzymes, hyperkalaemia and hyperbilirubinaemia.
The dog was hypothermic. Two days later the dog had leukocytosis, neutrophilia, thrombocytopaenia,
renal insufficiency, hypoalbuminaemia, and hyperbilirubinaemia. Owners opted for euthanasia. PME
showed findings consistent with leptospirosis with degeneration and necrosis of renal tubulues, renal
haemorrhage and chronic interstitial nephritis, icterus, pleural effusion, pulmonary oedema, ascites
and mucosal oedema. No PCR was performed. Nothing further.

15 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml
(15/08/201415/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml (15/08/201415/08/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Hyperthermia, dehydration approximately 6 months post vaccination. Treated with NSAIDs, antibiotics, Crossbred
IVFT. Bloods revealed leucocytosis, elevated BUN, mild hypokalaemic condition. Was discharged as
showing signs of improvement. Hyperthermia remained, treated with antibiotics, NSAIDs, antiemetics.
10 days after initial presentation, was presented to emergency clinic with neck pain, hyperthermia.
Treated with steroids, and resolved. Diagnosed as steroid responsive meningitis, exact dates unknown,
nothing further.

4.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/06/201401/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/06/201401/06/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00234

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.3 Year(s)

10/01/2015

20/03/2015

1

1

0 12/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Increased heart
Other
rate,Vomiting,Hypothyroidism,Inap
petence,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Hyperkalaemia,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated ALT,Inversion
of albumin/globulin ratio,Elevated
cholesterol (total)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00242

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.6 Year(s)

07/01/2015

13/02/2015

1

1

1 09/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes euthanasia,Hypothermia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Abnormal
necropsy finding

Vomiting within 24 hours of vaccination (used straight from the fridge, which is off label use for L4, not Not Applicable
DHP). Following day, still vomiting, mild hypothermia. Treated with antibiotics, antiemetics, IVFT.
Bloods: elevated BUN, elevated creatinine. Canine pancreatitis level was normal. 5 days later still in
hospital on IVFT, no improvement so was euthanased. PME showed intestinal volvulus as cause of
symptoms.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00254

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

06/01/2015

29/01/2015

6

1

1 07/01/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Oral bleeding,Nasal
No Data
bleeding,Death,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Lethargy, oral haemorrhage, epistaxis and death 24 hours post vaccination and concurrent
Bichon Frise
administration of drontal (assumed to be Drontal plus flavour bone shaped tablets) and Advocate.
Await further information. 5 other puppies in the litter were not vaccinated at the same time as they
will ill on examination. INFORMATION TAKEN FROM 0187/15 - Lethargy, epistaxis, oral haemorrhage
and death of 1 puppy out of 6 within 24 hours post Advocate application. The puppy that died was also
vaccinated at the same time as Advocate application (brand unknown). The other pups were not
vaccinated as they were not healthy enough, the VS suspected worms. Await PME results.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00295

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.1 Year(s)

19/01/2015

19/01/2015

1

1

0 19/01/2015 Yes

Unable to stand,Rigidity of
limbs,Limpness

Hypotonia then hypertonia and ataxia within 2 hours of vaccination. Pending further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00297

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.1 Year(s)

28/02/2014

19/01/2015

1

1

0 22/03/2014 Yes

Anaemia NOS,Other coagulation
No Data
abnormality,Thrombocytopenia,Dis
tension of
abdomen,Vomiting,Jaundice,Drinkin
g a lot,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Not eating,Abnormal
test result,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Elevated bile
acids,Hyperproteinaemia,Elevated
fibrinogen level

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00378

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.25
Month(s)

30/12/2014

03/02/2015

1

1

0 20/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Neutropenia,Lameness,Ataxia,Leth No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes argy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Lethargy and lameness within 24 hours post 2nd dose vaccination with Nobivac DHP, and lethargy and Border Collie
quiet (coded as lethargy) 3 weeks post 1st dose vaccination with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Ataxia,
lethargy and pyrexia noted on examination 2 days later. Treated with Metacam. Further deterioration
the next day. Treated with fluids and antibiotics. Neutropaenia detected on blood tests. Negative
Neospora test. Improved on antibiotics although not fully recovered. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00440

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

26/01/2015

29/01/2015

1

1

0 26/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Haemorrhagic
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes diarrhoea,Vomiting,Inappetence,Le
thargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Weight loss

Emesis and lethargy within 12 hours post vaccination. Emesis and anorexia the next day. Weight loss,
emesis, lethargy, anorexia and haemorrhagic diarrhoea on examination the next day. Treated with
fluids and antibiotics. Recovery 5 days later.

German Spitz Pomeranian

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00460

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

24/01/2015

30/01/2015

1

1

0 24/01/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Unable to stand,Localised pain NOS Other
(see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Stiffness NOS,Hind limb
paralysis,Injection site
pain,Vocalisation,Constipation

Vocalisation during vaccine administration. Stiffness and hind limb paralysis later the same night.
Ataxia the next day. Abdominal distension noted on examination 5 days later, but the dog has been
unable to defecate since the vaccination. Suspected lower spine pain. Still ongoing at time report
made. The dog was started on Epiphen 1 year prior to vaccination.

Shih Tzu

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00669

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

01/01/2014

13/02/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2014 Not Known

Loss of consciousness, eyes rolling back, hypersalivation, disorientation 40 minutes after vaccination.
Treated with steroids/analgesics. Disorientation lasted 3 days. Nothing further - case reported over
social media site.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00680

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

29/12/2014

20/02/2015

1

1

1 16/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>No

Hypersalivation,Disorientation,Coll Not
apse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' and Known
'Systemic disorders'),Eyes rolling
back
Elevated
Other
creatinine,Thrombocytosis,Not
drinking,Death by
euthanasia,Elevated
BUN,Pyrexia,Weight loss,Abnormal
test result,Inappetence

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00693

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

03/11/2014

26/06/2015

1

1

1 19/11/2014 Yes

Death,Weight loss,Swollen lymph
No Data
node,Injection site lump,Lymphoma

Injection site lump within 2 weeks of second L4 vaccination (DHP was also administered alongside first Cavalier King
vaccination). 3 months later, lymphadenitis and weight loss. Biopsies taken and T cell lymphoma
Charles
diagnosed. Treated with steroids but died 4 months later.
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00711

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.7 Year(s)

14/11/2014

16/02/2015

1

1

0 15/12/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Claw / hoof / nail loss,Abnormal
R><BR><BR>Not test result
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00719

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

06/01/2015

17/02/2015

1

1

0 06/01/2015 Not Known

No Data

Not
Known

Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Generalised
weakness,Incoordination

Anorexia 48 hours after vaccination administration. Emesis, tachycardia and lethargy the next day.
Hyperkalaemia, elevated creatinine, hyperglobulinaemia, elevated liver enzymes,
hypercholesterolaemia, elevated amylase, hypothyroid the next day. VS suspected IMHA (unknown
blood results). No further information is expected.

Other
Canine/dog

55 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(10/01/201510/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (10/01/201510/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (10/01/201510/01/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

28 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
PME showed cause of sings was intestinal volvulus.
(07/01/201507/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (07/01/201507/01/2015)<BR><BR>
2.4 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(06/01/2015ble
06/01/2015)<BR><BR>Drontal Plus
Flavour Bone Shaped Tablets 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (04/01/201504/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (06/01/201506/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (06/01/201506/01/2015)<BR><BR>

Lhasa Apso

9.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml
(19/01/2015-19/01/2015)<BR><BR>

Emesis, abdominal distension and pyrexia 3 weeks post 2nd dose vaccination with Nobivac L4. The dog Chihuahua
had been vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC 4 weeks prior to this. Blood tests
showed low urea, elevated ALP, hyperproteinaemia, anaemia and thrombocytopaenia. Lethargy and
anorexia the next day. Slide agglutination test positive. Treated with Dexadreson. Further tests
indicated immune mediated haemolytic anaemia. Eating improved and polydipsia 2 days after this.
Pale mucous membranes, jaundice, elevated bile acids, elevated fibrinogen and leucocytosis the next
day. Treatment with prednisolone started. Gradual improvement over the next 5 months.

8.25 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(28/02/2014-28/02/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

5.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(19/01/201519/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (30/12/201430/12/2014)<BR><BR>
1.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
B - Possible
(26/01/201526/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (26/01/201526/01/2015)<BR><BR>
7.8 Epiphen 30 mg Tablets - 30,N/A,N/A B - Possible
,3,30mg - Unknown (01/01/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (24/01/201524/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (24/01/201524/01/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Weight loss and pyrexia less than 24 hours after Nobivac KC and L4, Advocate and Droncit. Treatment Labrador
with Synulox, ultrasound normal. Urine culture normal. 6 weeks post onset, renal insufficiency and
Retriever
thrombocytosis identified on blood tests. Urine negative for Leptospirosis. Persistence of renal results
5 days later, elevated protein creatinine ratio identified. Radiographs at this time showed no
abnormalities. Treatment with Zantac, Synulox continued. Approximately 8 weeks after onset,
anorexia and adipsia leading to euthanasia. No further information expected.

Nails loss, starting 1 month post 1st dose vaccination. All nails lost during the following 4 weeks. Lab
tests were positive for a fungal infection. Treated with hibiscrub nd antibiotics. New nails started to
grow within 3 weeks.

Toy Poodle

Emesis, lethargy and ataxia within 24 hours post vaccination. Recovery 4 hours later, Limited
information as case taken from Facebook.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

Not
Known

NCA agrees with MAH.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/01/2014-01/01/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

36.9 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Extra- O1 - Inconclusive
Large Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(29/12/201429/12/2014)<BR><BR>Droncit
Tablets 50 mg - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (29/12/201429/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (29/12/201429/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (29/12/201429/12/2014)<BR><BR>
12 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/11/2014-03/11/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

4.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(14/11/201414/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (14/11/201414/11/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(06/01/2015-06/01/2015)<BR><BR>

Injection site lump is likely to be associated with
vaccination but further signs and lymphoma are not.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00723

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

14/02/2015

24/03/2015

1

1

0 14/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Application site blister,Injection site No Data
blister,Vomiting,Head shake - ear
disorder,Respiratory distress,Nasal
cavity and sinus disorder NOS,Nasal
discharge,General pain (see other
SOCs for specific pain),Abnormal
test result,Application site
reddening,Injection site
reddening,Swollen lymph
node,Reverse sneezing

Dyspnoea (including not breathing through nose) and sneezing (reverse sneezing) 4 hours after
Border Collie
vaccination. Endoscopy 24 hours after vaccination showing application site blisters and erythema with
nasal discharge identified in the affected nostril. Treatment with amoxicillin and meloxicam. Reported
to be improving with occasional episodes of reverse sneezing, swab results show profuse growth of
Enterobacter Cloacae complex. Histology sample too small to determine causal nature, however does
contain cellular infiltrate. Occasional sneezing ongoing, however bright and well. Nothing further
expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00747

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

10/02/2015

09/03/2016

1

1

0 11/02/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Central Other
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Swollen lymph
node,Uveitis

Lethargy and anorexia a few hours post concurrent vaccination and Advocate application (assumed to Beagle
be Advocate for small dogs). Lymphadenitis was noted 5 days later. Treated with antibiotics and
steroids leading to recovery 4 days after this. 4 days prior to vaccination the puppy had a heavy
parasite burden and malnutrition and had been treated with a wormer. Approximately 4 days after the
apparent recovery, the puppy developed bilateral uveitis. Treatment unknown, outcome ongoing,
further information expected. No further information received.

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00762

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

01/01/2014

19/02/2015

1

1

0 01/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Other immune system disorder
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Polyarthritis

Immune mediated polyarthritis 4 months post vaccination. Treated with prednisolone, outcome
unknown.

Not Applicable

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00785

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

01/04/2014

20/02/2015

1

1

0 01/04/2014 Yes

Fit,Epilepsy,Lethargy (see also
No Data
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00787

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/02/2015

19/02/2015

1

1

0 01/02/2015 Not Known

Blood in vomit,Disorientation

Convulsion lasting for a few minutes starting within 15 minutes post vaccination. A further seizure was
noted once the dog arrived at the vet practice. Pyrexia noted on examination. Treated with oxygen
and wet towels. The reports also states that lethargy was noted - but timing is unknown. Report taken
from Facebook and therefore details are limited. The dog was diagnosed with idiopathic epilepsy but
had not had a seizure for 10 months prior to this.
Haematemesis and disorientation within a few hours post vaccination. Treated with fluids. Very little
details as report taken from Facebook.

18 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/01/201401/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/01/201401/01/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/04/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00799

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

07/01/2015

20/02/2015

1

1

1 07/01/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Wheezing,Respiratory
Not
distress,Death,Lethargy (see also
Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Dyspnoea, bronchitis (wheezing), lethargy with in 2 hours of vaccination, death within 24 hours.
Treatment and investigations unknown. No further information expected.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00819

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

12/06/2014

21/02/2015

1

1

1 14/06/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Crying,Death,Appetite loss,Off
R><BR><BR>Not colour
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00822

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.7 Year(s)

06/02/2015

15/06/2015

1

1

Shaking, malaise, hypersalivation and coughing 4 days after vaccination with Nobivac KC and Nobivac Chihuahua
L4. Pyrexia and continuing signs 6 days post vaccination. Treatment with Metacam and Amoxycare LA.
No improvement, anorexia, pharyngeal disorder (tonsilitis) and tongue ulceration (tongue disorder) 7
days post vaccination. Treatment by hospitalisation, intravenous fluid therapy, Metacam, Synulox and
Cerenia. Slight improvement 8 days post vaccination, dog discharged, no recovery. Stridor (respiratory
tract disorder) 14 days post vaccination, treatment with Marbocyl and Vetergesic. Leucocytosis,
granulocytosis (abnormal test result) and hypoalbuminaemia 15 days post vaccination. Treatment with
hospitalisation and intravenous fluid therapy. Deteriorated, lethargy, anorexia and abdominal pain 17
days post vaccination. Improvement 18 days post vaccination. Haemorrhagic diarrhoea, collapse (loss
of consciousness) and death 19 days post vaccination. No results from PME available. No further
information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00855

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

21/01/2015

13/03/2015

1

1

1 10/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Not eating,Abnormal test
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Stridor
(Upper respiratory; for lower
respiratory see also Bronchial
rale),Shaking,Abdominal
discomfort,Dull,Tonsillitis,Leucocyt
osis,Tongue
ulceration,Drooling,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Cough,Death,Off
colour,Pyrexia,Elevated
temperature
0 02/02/2015 Yes
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lack of
No Data
efficacy,Abnormal test result

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00858

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

21/01/2015

14/05/2015

1

1

0 02/02/2015 Not
Vomiting,Lack of efficacy,Abnormal No Data
Known,<BR><BR test result,Leucopenia,Diarrhoea
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy 8 months after vaccination with Nobivac Lepto 2 and 12 days after
Other
vaccination with Nobivac L4. Emesis, diarrhoea, leucopenia and abnormal test results (positive
Canine/dog
leptospirosis PCR on urine and blood, MAT serology positive for Leptospira bratislava). Treatment with
7 days Amoxicillin followed by 2 weeks of Ronaxan. Repeat PCR on urine, positive after antibiotic
treatment, Doxycycline course extended. DNA sequencing planned. Repeated MAT serology negative
suggesting first result either vaccinal, chronic infection or serovar was not included in panel. No further
information

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00862

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.9 Year(s)

12/01/2015

24/02/2015

1

1

1 16/01/2015 Yes

Suspected lack of efficacy involving Nobivac L4 vaccination. Lethargy, polydipsia, subcutaneous dermal Weimaraner
plaques (skin disorder), tachypnoea, pyrexia, pyogranulomatous panniculitis, dermatitis and urticaria 4
days after vaccination. Treatment with antibiotics, signs continued. Abnormal test result (positive
leptospirosis PCR, serology MAT L. canicola 1:200) 6 days post vaccination. Gastric torsion and death 6
weeks post vaccination. No further information expected. R/Summary from nullified 0249/15
Hyperthermia and lethargy 24 hours post vaccination followed by generalised muscle stiffness for 48
hours. Submandibular swelling noted 4 days post vaccination. The swelling dissipated during the next 3
days but lethargy continued. Pyrexia and urticaria noted 7 days post vaccination. The dog was referred,
outcome unknown.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00864

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Week(s)

21/01/2015

24/02/2015

1

1

0 21/01/2015 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lack of
Known,<BR><BR efficacy,Abnormal test
><BR><BR><BR> result,Hypoproteinaemia
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Not
Known

No Data

Abnormal test result,Urticarial
No Data
rash,Submandibular oedema,Lack
of efficacy,Fever,Pyrexia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Death
by euthanasia,Skin lesion
NOS,Panniculitis,Dermatitis,Tachyp
noea,Muscle
stiffness,Polydipsia,Gastric
torsion,Urticarial erythema
No Data

Malaise, anorexia, vocalisation within approximately 48 hours of vaccination. Already on Vetmedin
(best guess made) for Grade 3-4 heart murmur. No treatment, seemed to improve, however heart
condition worsened and died approximately 6 months after vaccination. Nothing further (case from
Facebook)

Suspected lack of efficacy. Emesis, diarrhoea, blood PCR positive for leptospirosis, serology positive
for Bratislava (likely vaccinate associated) - within 10 days of vaccination. Urinalysis - leptospirosis
positive. Treated with antibiotics, assumed recovered, nothing further.

Suspected lack of efficacy 2 months after vaccination with Nobivac Lepto 2 and on the same day as
vaccination with Nobivac L4. Emesis, diarrhoea, hypoproteinaemia and abnormal test results
(hypoglobulinaemia, positive blood leptospirosis PCR). Treatment with Amoxicillin for 7 days followed
by Ronaxan for 2 weeks. Outcome unknown. No further information expected.

Akita

15.5 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (14/02/201514/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Once 1 Animal
(14/02/201514/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/02/201514/02/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small B - Possible
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(10/02/201510/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1
Animal (10/02/201510/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(10/02/2015-10/02/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O Insufficient information to assess.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(01/02/2015-01/02/2015)<BR><BR> ble

6.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(07/01/201507/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (07/01/201507/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (07/01/201507/01/2015)<BR><BR>
Not Applicable Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(12/06/201412/06/2014)<BR><BR>Vetmedin 5
mg Chewable Tablets for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,unknown
(01/01/2014-01/01/2015)<BR><BR>

Labrador
Retriever

Cannot exclude product involvement, multifactorial
aetiology possible.

2.45 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(06/02/201506/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/02/201506/02/2015)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(21/01/2015-21/01/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(21/01/201521/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (21/01/201521/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 2 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(02/05/2014-02/05/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

30 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
(12/01/2015-12/01/2015)<BR><BR>

Not Applicable Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(21/11/201421/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (21/01/201521/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(21/11/2014-21/11/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment. Comments from
0249/15 Close time association and lethargy and
pyrexia can be observed post vaccination but their
duration is unexpected.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00897

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.3 Year(s)

24/02/2015

25/02/2015

1

1

0 24/02/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00902

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.6 Year(s)

10/02/2015

12/05/2015

1

1

0 17/02/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00909

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

24/02/2015

25/02/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00916

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.8 Year(s)

09/02/2015

25/02/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00969

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

27/02/2015

30/04/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-00982

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

24/01/2015

02/03/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01014

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

16/06/2014

24/08/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01034

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.5 Year(s)

26/02/2015

04/03/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01048

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

06/01/2014

10/03/2015

Seizure NOS

No Data

Convulsion less than 24 hours after vaccination. Treatment unknown, recovery within 20 minutes. No
further information expected.

Labrador
Retriever

Miosis,Inappetence,Lethargy (see Other
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Listless,Weakness,A
bnormal menace reflex
test,Chemosis,Lateral
recumbency,Proprioception
loss,Abnormal test result,Dilated
pupils,Eye pain,Semiconscious,Unconscious,Tense
abdomen,Unresponsive to
stimuli,Dull,Hypersalivation,Diarrho
ea,Vomiting,Corneal
oedema,Corneal
ulcer,Keratitis,Ocular
discharge,Encephalitis,Seizure
NOS,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic disorders')
0 24/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Collapse (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
<BR><BR><BR>< disorders')
BR><BR>Yes

Anorexia, lethargy, diarrhoea within 6 days of vaccination (not given at room temperature). 7 days
after onset; collapse, lethargy, severe diarrhoea, emesis, green ocular discharge. Treated with IVFT,
antibiotics, antiemetics - some improvement seen however semi-conscious. Previous reaction with
Nobivac DHP/Lepto 2 18 months prior. Had received Nobivac DHP and L4 at 4 weeks prior to this L4
vaccination. 8 days after onset, emesis and lethargy continued, the dog also developed: corneal
ulceration, keratitis, conjunctivitis, collapse, hypersalivation and abdominal pain. 10 days after onset,
signs progressed to convulsions, miosis, recumbency, unresponsiveness to stimuli and impaired vision,
with continued lethargy. Meningoencephalitis was diagnosed on MRI. Treatment with steroids was
started. 3 weeks after onset, there was a marked improvement. Corneal ulceration and oedema
remained, there were proprioceptive abnormalities present. Treatment continued with Prednidale,
Lubrithal, Chloramphenicol. No further information is expected.

Chihuahua

Collapse, anaphylaxis within 5 minutes of vaccination. Resolved. Nothing further.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

0 10/02/2015 Yes

Haemorrhagic
No Data
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Inappetence,Le
thargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological')
1 27/02/2015 Yes
Heart failure,Heart
No Data
insufficiency,Pale mucous
membrane,Tracheal collapse,Death
by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Cyanosis,L
ethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Respiratory
depression
0 24/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Head shake - ear disorder,Swelling No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes around eye,Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Local swelling (not
application site)

Lethargy, anorexia, emesis, haemorrhagic diarrhoea within 24 hours of vaccination. Treated withy
IVFT, antibiotics, gastro-protectants. Nothing abnormal on faecal sample, recovered. Nothing further
expected. Linked to case 2015-UK-00915. Another dog in household.

Crossbred

Bradypnoea, cyanosis, pale mucous membranes, lethargy, anorexia within 24 hours of vaccination.
Treated with oxygen and intravenous frusemide. Chest radiographs showed enlarged heart (tracheal
elevation) and consolidated lungs; therefore heart failure diagnosed. Note - dog had been previously
diagnosed with heart murmur. Euthanased, no information on PME or not.

Bichon Frise

Facial swelling, periorbital oedema, oedema (under chin and nose), head shaking within 2 hours of
vaccination. treated with antihistamine and improved overnight. Was vaccinated with L4 with no
reaction. Nothing further.

Chihuahua

1

1 26/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia
No Data
R><BR><BR>Not NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Low
Known
platelet
count,Lymphadenopathy,Tachycard
ia,Pale mucous
membrane,Jaundice,Polydipsia,Hyp
ocalcaemic condition,Seizure
NOS,Polyuria,Tachypnoea,Death by
euthanasia,Decreased
appetite,Decreased body
temperature,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Ascites,Lack of
efficacy,Regenerative anaemia,Dry
mucous membrane,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hyperkal
aemia,Urine abnormalities
NOS,Glucosuria,Proteinuria,Hypopr
oteinaemia,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Azotaemia,Hypophosphatae
mia

Suspected lack of efficacy. Anorexia 7 months post 2nd dose vaccination. Anorexia, polyuria,
Labrador
polydipsia, renal insufficiency, hypophosphataemia, glucosuria, proteinuria and bacteria in the urine 2 Retriever
weeks later. Treated with antibiotics and fluids. Abdominal scan 10 days later showed pyelectasia,
ascites and splenic mass. Further blood tests showed anaemia, hyperkalaemia, hypocalcaemia and
thrombocytopaenia. Lepto PCR positive for L. bratislava, however further testing could not confirm
this. Further examination showed pale mucous membranes, dehydration, tachycardia,
lymphadenopathy, tachypnoea and hypothermia. Antibiotic treatment continued. Deterioration,
jaundice, convulsions and euthanasia the next day. PME showed extensive changes within the renal
cortices and multifocal haemorrhage and oedema in bladder. The abdomen contained a moderate
serosanguinous effusion- likely to reflect leptospirosis. A splenic mass was found with a damaged
capsule (pre existing lesion). Potential for further information (paired serology). No further information
received.

1

1

0 27/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
R><BR><BR>No also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Not
eating,Abnormal stool colouration

Lethargy and anorexia 24 hours post vaccination, vaccine used straight from the fridge which is offlabel. Emesis the next day. Anorexia still ongoing and yellow diarrhoea started 3 days later. Recovery
by the next day with no treatment given.

Bichon Frise

1

1

0 25/02/2014 Yes

Collapse, pale mucous membranes, rapid pulse rate, prolonged capillary refill time, melaena within 7
weeks of vaccination. Treated with gastroprotectants, antibiotics, steroids, IVFT. Bloods showed
lymphocytosis, neutrophilia, anaemia, diagnosed with IMHA on slide agglutination tests. Recovered.
Dull, off colour, lethargy 5 months later - recovered with NSAIDs. Booster L4 was given the following
year - see case 2015-UK-01050.

Crossbred

Other

Lymphocytosis,Neutrophilia,Pale
No Data
mucous membrane,Tarry or black
stool (see also haemorrhagic
diarrhoea),Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Elevated
temperature,Regenerative
anaemia,Abnormal test result,Rapid
pulse rate,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Prolonged
capillary refill time,Decreased
packed cell volume (PCV),Dull

34 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(24/02/2015-24/02/2015)<BR><BR>
3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(20/01/201520/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (10/02/201510/02/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Cannot exclude product involvement, clinical signs
and onset may all be explained by product
involvement. Possible reason for immune mediated
meningoencephalitis may be vaccinal antigenic
stimulation. Although there may be breed
predispositions as discussed by the MAH, neurological
deficits may also be responsible to the development
of corneal ulceration. Further information expected.

22.6 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml B - Possible
(24/02/201524/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (24/02/201524/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/02/201524/02/2015)<BR><BR>
6.35 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(09/02/2015-09/02/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

5.65 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(27/02/2015-27/02/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

1.69 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(24/01/201524/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (24/01/201524/01/2015)<BR><BR>
27.3 - 30 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(16/06/201416/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(19/05/2014-19/05/2014)<BR><BR>

9.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(26/02/201526/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (26/02/201526/02/2015)<BR><BR>
15.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(06/01/2014-06/01/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01050

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

30/01/2015

10/03/2015

1

1

0 14/02/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Dullness,Pale mucous
No Data
membrane,Tarry or black stool (see
also haemorrhagic
diarrhoea),Yellow mucous
membranes,Elevated
temperature,Rapid pulse rate

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01102

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

24/06/2014

09/03/2015

1

1

1 24/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01149

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.4 Year(s)

27/02/2015

11/03/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01153

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

06/02/2015

11/03/2015

1

1

0 06/03/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01156

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.6 Year(s)

09/03/2014

11/03/2015

1

1

0 23/04/2014 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01183

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.3 Month(s) 12/03/2015

19/03/2015

1

1

0 12/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Convulsion,Epileptic
R><BR><BR>Not seizure
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01200

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

13/03/2015

13/03/2015

1

1

0 13/03/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01206

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

03/03/2015

29/04/2015

1

1

0 03/03/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01234

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.2 Year(s)

14/02/2015

16/03/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01236

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

13/02/2015

16/03/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01276

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

28 Year(s)

20/03/2015

01/04/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01366

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.4 Year(s)

19/03/2015

21/05/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01378

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

05/03/2014

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01379

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

18/02/2015

Leucocytosis,Tachycardia,Diarrhoe
a,Fracture,Muscle
pain,Lameness,Recumbency,Tachyp
noea,Cough,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Palpable mass NOS
0 10/03/2015 Not
Injection site
Known,<BR><BR inflammation,Injection site lump
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Previously diagnosed with IMHA post vaccination with Nobivac L4: see case 2015-UK-01048 (and 2015- Crossbred
UK-01045). Dull, pale/yellow mucous membranes, rapid pulse rate, melaena within 1 month of
vaccination. IMHA suspected. Treated with corticosteroids, antibiotics. nothing further. Drontal and
Advocate had been administered concurrently.

15.6 Advocate Spot-on Solution for
B - Possible
Medium Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(30/01/201530/01/2015)<BR><BR>Drontal Plus
Flavour Tablets for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (30/01/201530/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (30/01/201530/01/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
No assessment
Known (25/07/2014performed
25/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/06/201424/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(25/07/2014-25/07/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy for distemper. Lameness and fracture of tibia and fibula diagnosed 2 months Bull Terrier
post 2nd dose vaccination. Surgically repaired. Diarrhoea 2 weeks later followed by improvement
following antibiotic treatment. Tachypnoea noted 2 weeks after this. Lethargy, recumbency,
tachypnoea and tachycardia 3.5 months later. Leucocytosis on blood tests. Owner had noted a cough
2 months earlier. MRI scan showed mass in right cerebral hemisphere. Euthanasia. Brain
histopathology confirmed distemper.

Not
Known

Injection site lump 11 days post vaccination with Nobivac L4 and 6 weeks post Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4 vaccination. FNA showed inflammation but no pus. No treatment given.

English
Springer
Spaniel

Tachycardia,Distension of
Not
abdomen,Respiratory
Known
distress,Tachypnoea,Cough,Letharg
y (see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Lethargy, tachypnoea, dyspnoea and tachycardia 4 days post Nobivac KC administration, 1 month
following other vaccinations. Referred to Glasgow University. Abdominal distension noted on
examination, ultrasound and radiographs were normal. Coughing and positive tracheal pinch, treated
with antibiotics leading to improvement. Tachypnoea and dyspnoea and cough noted again 3 days
later.

Beagle

Nail disorders NOS

Not
Known

Onychodystrophy 1.5 months post vaccination. Swabs taken which showed no fungal growth and
therefore lupoid onchodystrophy suspected. Treatment with Viacutan started. One nail had come off
at the time of vaccination. It is unclear how this was diagnosed.

Crossbred

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(09/03/2014-09/03/2014)<BR><BR> ble

Not
Known

Emesis within a few hours post vaccination. Convulsions later the same day. Improvement following
treatment with NSAIDs.

Crossbred

Not
Known

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Trembling, lameness, injection site pain and injection site reaction (hypersensitivity) within seconds of
vaccination. Stomatitis, hypotonia and chattering of teeth immediately after onset. Improvement
within seconds, complete recovery within 10 minutes. No further information expected.

Crossbred

Injection site pain,Injection site
No Data
reaction
NOS,Lameness,Trembling,Chatterin
g of teeth,Swollen
mouth,Hypotonia

Elevated lipase,Elevated
Other
amylase,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Hyperglycaemia,Pancreatitis
,Abnormal test result,Not
eating,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Lameness,Joint
pain,Polyarthritis,Not
drinking,Vomiting,Diarrhoea
0 18/02/2015 Yes
Leucocytosis,Lymphadenopathy,Vo No Data
miting,Lameness,Dermatitis,Skin
lesion NOS,Decreased
appetite,Depression,Itchy
skin,Pododermatitis,Abnormal test
result,General hair loss,Skin
scab,Increased packed cell volume
(PCV)
0 13/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Bloody
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Dehydration

Lameness affecting all four limbs followed by collapse within a few hours post vaccination. Anorexia, Other
adipsia 6 days later. Lameness and episodes of collapse 2 days later. Joint pain on flexion. Treated with Canine/dog
NSAIDs. Lameness still ongoing 2 days later. Blood tests indicated pancreatitis, treated with fluids,
prednisolone and Zantac. Blood tests 3 days later showed hyperglycaemia, elevated amylase, elevated
lipase and elevated red blood cell count. 1 month later still shifting lameness, radiographs may show
periosteal reaction on the left radius and ulna, likely a polyarthritis. Watery diarrhoea returned when
low GI diet stopped. Faecal culture negative. No further information.

1

0 18/03/2015 Not Known

Injection site bruising,Injection site Not
bleeding,Injection site
Known
swelling,Injection site pain

1

1

0 23/03/2015 Yes

24/03/2015

1

1

0 25/03/2014 Not Known

Anaemia
No Data
NOS,Lymphadenopathy,Vomiting,O
cular discharge,Yellow mucous
membranes,Nasal
discharge,Inappetence,Elevated
temperature,Temporary
blindness,Elevated liver enzymes
Abnormal test result,Epileptic
Not
fit,Elevated liver enzymes,Elevated Known
ALT

Needle stick injury with a used needle containing Nobivac L4 into the right thumb. Unknown if any
Human
product injected. Injection site bleeding lasting for approximately 1 hour followed by injection site
bruising and injection site pain 3 to 4 hours later. The needle stick site was cleaned with chlorhexidine
and covered with a plaster leading to recovery 1 day later. The patient did not go to the hospital or the
doctors and had no further reaction.
Emesis, ocular discharge, rhinitis, anorexia, hyperthermia, lymphadenopathy within 4 days of second
Clumber
vaccination (unknown if given at room temperature). Following day; jaundice, elevated liver enzymes, Spaniel
mild anaemia. Treated with IVFT, no further information.

24/03/2015

1

1

0 26/02/2015 Not Known

Epileptic fit

Not
Known

Skin lesions on nose less than 4 days after vaccination with Nobivac L4. 9 days post vaccination,
pododermatitis, politeal lymphadenopathy and skin disorder (scabs on ears). Treatment with Rilexine
and Surolan. 7 days later, pruritus, depression, emesis, alopecia over nose, anorexia and development
of skin lesions on the feet and back. Treatment with Dexadreson. 2 days later, blood sample showed
leucocytosis and red blood cell disorder (increased HCT). Treatment with intravenous fluid therapy.
Anti nuclear antibody negative, biopsy consistent with perivascular superficial dermatitis and
folliculitis. 11 days later, treatment with steroids and Malaseb. Lesions have begun to reduce. No
further information expected.
Emesis and diarrhoea less than 24 hours after vaccination. Progression to lethargy, dehydration,
haemorrhagic diarrhoea within 4 days. Treatment with Ranitidine, Synulox, Probiotics and Glucolyte.
Recovery within approximately 2 days. No further information expected.

English Cocker
Spaniel

Beagle

Epileptic seizures 20 days post vaccination. Treated with fluids. Blood test showed no abnormalities.
Border Collie
Treatment with Pexion started. Further seizures over the next 2 months leading to transition onto
Epiphen. Further seizures noted leafing to an increase in dose of Epiphen. Blood tests showed elevated
liver enzymes 5 months post vaccination. Further seizures were noted post vaccination the next year
(case 2015-UK-01379).
Epileptic seizures 20 days following 2nd dose vaccination. The dog is a known epileptic and is on
Border Collie
Epiphen treatment but its last seizures was 2 months previously. Seizures had started 20 days following
1st vaccination 1 year earlier (see case GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01378).

15.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
A - Probable
(31/01/201531/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/02/201527/02/2015)<BR><BR>
2.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
No assessment
(20/02/2015performed
20/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (02/03/201502/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/02/201506/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(20/02/2015-20/02/2015)<BR><BR>

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(12/03/201512/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (12/03/201512/03/2015)<BR><BR>
8.9 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A A - Probable
(13/02/201513/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (13/03/201513/03/2015)<BR><BR>
26 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(03/02/201503/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (03/03/201503/03/2015)<BR><BR>

12.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(14/02/2015-14/02/2015)<BR><BR>

5.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(13/02/201513/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (13/02/201513/02/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Known for Dogs - ,,,,<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Initial clinical signs and onset may have been
consistent with product reaction. Immune mediated
polyarthritis cannot be excluded as the cause of
further symptoms. Possible product reaction.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(19/03/2015-19/03/2015)<BR><BR> ble

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (12
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Month(s) 05/03/2014ble
05/03/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(18/02/2015-18/02/2015)<BR><BR> ble

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01380

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

25/02/2015

24/03/2015

1

1

0 25/02/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Anaemia
No Data
NOS,Thrombosis,Prolonged
bleeding NOS,Non-regenerative
anaemia,Low platelet
count,Eosinophilia,Abdominal
mass,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Coughing up
blood,Hypoalbuminaemia,Abnorma
l test result,Mucosa
petechiae,Blood in faeces,Off
colour,Lameness,Gall bladder
inflammation,Oral bleeding,Pale
mucous
membrane,Splenomegaly,Neutrope
nia
Leucopenia,Neutropenia,Diarrhoea Other
,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Blood in
vomit,Depression,Elevated
temperature,Thrombocytosis,Stargazing

Malaise starting 24 hours post vaccination. Pale mucous membranes, blood in mouth, gum petechiae,
lameness and mass in cranial abdomen on examination 2 weeks later. Ultrasound revealed
splenomegaly with hypoechoic nodules, enlarged gall bladder, gastric wall thickening and enlarged
pancreatic lymph node. Lungworm negative. Blood tests showed hyperproteinaemia, low cholesterol,
anaemia, leucopenia and neutropenia. Marked prolongation of APTT activity (coagulation
abnormality). Suspected lymphoma or myeloma. Owner declined further tests. Recovered 2 weeks
after this. Dog was on concurrent administration of Loxicom (assumed be Loxicom 1.5mg/ml oral).

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01382

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

16/03/2015

08/04/2015

1

1

0 19/03/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Emesis and diarrhoea 3 days following vaccination and 24 hours following Bravecto administration.
Haemorrhagic diarrhoea and haematemesis 2 days later. Blood tests showed neutropenia. Treated
with fluids. Pyrexia, lethargy, leucopenia, neutropenia, thrombocytosis, continued emesis and
haemorrhagic diarrhoea and impaired consciousness 3 days later. Treated with antibiotics, Cerenia,
Zantac and fluids. Snap test negative for parvovirus. VS suspected trapped neutrophil syndrome.

Border Collie

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01415

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

01/11/2013

26/03/2015

1

1

1 01/11/2013 Yes

Anxiety,Behavioural disorder
No Data
NOS,Inappropriate urination,Death
by euthanasia,Off colour

Malaise, anxiety, behavioural disorder (would not sleep in own bed, cannot be left alone, destructive in Crossbred
house), inappropriate urination starting within 24 hours of vaccination, continuing for 17 months. Dog
became unpredictable and destructive, and was euthanased. Nothing further available.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01418

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

25/03/2015

26/03/2015

1

1

0 25/03/2015 No

Hypersalivation,Epileptic
seizure,Panting

Other

Epileptic seizure, panting and hypersalivation 1.5 hours post vaccination. Recovered, nothing further
Crossbred
expected. Dog was already on Pexion for treatment of epilepsy for approximately 2-3 months, and had
been stable prior to vaccination.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01510

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.6 Year(s)

28/03/2015

01/04/2015

1

1

0 29/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS,Hind limb ataxia
R><BR><BR>No

Other

Convulsions 24 hours post vaccination lasting for 3 minutes followed by hind limb ataxia lasting for a
Crossbred
further 20 minutes. A second convulsion occurred 3 days later. The dog is a rescue dog so any previous
seizure history is unknown. The vaccine was administered straight from the fridge.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01518

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

12/02/2015

01/06/2015

1

1

0 18/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia NOS,Bradycardia,Heart
Other
R><BR><BR>No murmur,Polyarthritis,Lameness,Ata
xia,Inappetence,Decreased body
temperature,Depression,Abnormal
test result,Dermal mass

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01570

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

07/04/2015

08/04/2015

1

1

0 07/04/2015 No

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethargy (see Other
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Mouth
ulcer,Swollen lip (see also 'Skin')

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01619

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

Not Known

09/04/2015

09/06/2015

1

1

0 09/04/2015 Not Known

Injection site
swelling,Nausea,Injection site pain

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01656

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.6 Year(s)

23/02/2015

22/04/2015

1

1

0 09/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Distension of abdomen,Tarry or
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes black stool (see also haemorrhagic
diarrhoea),Vomiting,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Ear infection
NOS,Abdominal mass

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01660

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

14/04/2015

14/04/2015

1

1

0 14/04/2015 No

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01697

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

13/04/2015

15/04/2015

1

1

0 14/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01719

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

15/04/2015

16/04/2015

1

1

1 15/04/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01739

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

17/03/2015

17/04/2015

1

1

0 25/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>No

Not
Known

Injection site swelling,Injection site Other
pain,Sleepiness - neurological
disorder,Not
drinking,Hypothermia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Depression,Reluctan
t to move,Not eating
Dullness,Sleepiness - neurological Other
disorder,Anaemia
NOS,Leucocytosis,Tachycardia,Hyp
ersalivation,Vomiting,Not
drinking,Tachypnoea,Inappetence,L
ethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Hypokalemic
condition
Tachycardia,Vomiting,Ataxia,Tachy Other
pnoea,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Lateral
recumbency,Proprioception
loss,Dehydration,Walking
difficulty,Hypokalemic
condition,Gait abnormality,Stargazing,Dull

Other

Ataxia and a mass identified approximately 1 month after second Nobivac L4 vaccination and 2
months after Nobivac KC. Fine needle aspirate of mass, 24 hours after onset, showed reactive
lymphoid tissue, lameness continued. Treatment with Metacam and Vetergesic. Weakness, depression,
anorexia and should mass 4 days after onset. Anaemia, splenic changes in ultrasound, extramedullary
haematopoesis of the spleen, heart murmur, tricuspid regurgitation and neutrophilic inflammation of
all joints 12 days after onset. Signs suggestive of immune mediated polyarthritis. Treatment with
prednisolone, gabapentin and omeprazole. No further information.
Allergic oedema of the lips, lethargy, emesis and diarrhoea 2 hours post vaccination. Treated with
fluids and corticosteroids. Ulceration of the left upper mucous membranes also noted and the dog had
been in the garden since it was vaccinated. Recovery by the next day.

Other
Canine/dog

Veterinarian self-injected the top of her left thumb with a dirty needle. The injury did not bleed and
was not washed immediately. Approximately 3 hours later the patient experienced pain at the site of
injury and washed it. Patient felt briefly nauseous initially the following day, and the thumb was sore
and swollen. MAH is awaiting further information. No more information received despite MAH request
sent. Case closed.
Ear infection diagnosed 2 weeks post vaccination. Lethargy and pyrexia noted 1 week later, followed
by emesis, distension of the abdomen and melaena. Treated with Tramadol and Noroclav, no further
investigation. The dog had been on meloxicam for the treatment of arthritis but the owner stopped
this when the ear infection was noted. Exploratory surgery approximately one month later identified
an abdominal mass attached to the intestine and liver. Dog is doing well, no diagnostics performed.
Nothing further expected.

Human

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

English
Springer
Spaniel

Lethargy, anorexia, adipsia and reluctant to move within a few hours post 2nd dose vaccination.
Jack Russell
Hypothermia, somnolence, injection site swelling and injection site pain noted on examination later the Terrier
same day. Treated with NSAIDs. Vaccine administered straight from fridge.

39.6 Loxicom 1.5 mg/ml Oral Suspension O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,1,1 Days,24,Unknown Once Daily (24/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (25/02/201525/02/2015)<BR><BR>

2.1 Bravecto 112.5 mg Chewable
ONot a close time association but product role cannot
Tablets for Dogs - 112.5,N/A,N/A
Unclassifiable/unassessa be ruled out.
,3,112.5 mg Once (18/03/2015ble
18/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (16/03/201516/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (16/03/201516/03/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/11/2013-01/11/2013)<BR><BR>

43 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(25/03/2015-25/03/2015)<BR><BR>
33.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(28/03/201528/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (28/03/201528/03/2015)<BR><BR>
18 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(15/01/201515/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (12/02/201512/02/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

27.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(07/04/2015-07/04/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,,,,24<BR><BR>

28.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(23/02/201523/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (23/02/201523/02/2015)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

3.66 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(14/04/2015-14/04/2015)<BR><BR>

Anorexia and lethargy within 24 hours of vaccination administration. Next day lethargic, dull, anorexia, Standard
adipsia, pyrexia, tachypnoea, tachycardia, sleepiness, hypersalivation, and emesis. Blood tests show
Poodle
leukocytosis, anaemia, hypokalaemia. Commenced IVFT, Synulox, Meloxicam, metronidazole, probind.
Recovered 48 hours later, sent home.

4.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml
(13/04/201513/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml (13/04/201513/04/2015)<BR><BR>

Emesis, ataxia, dullness, lethargy, proprioceptive deficits within 2 hours of vaccination and an unknown Shetland
period of time following regular Vetoryl administration for management of cushings. Seen 5 hours later Sheepdog
by VS and found to be dull, tachycardic, tachypnoiec and dehydrated. Admitted for IVFT, ranitidine and
maropitant. Showed improvement the next day but still walking with hind legs crossed over. Next day
given another Vetoryl tablet as usual, within 2 hours became laterally recumbent and with impaired
conciousness. Hypokalaemia was identified on blood tests. No further details expected.

4.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(15/04/201515/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (15/04/201515/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml (15/04/201515/04/2015)<BR><BR>Vetoryl 10
mg Hard Capsules for Dogs - 10,1,24
Hours,3,10 mg Once Daily
(01/01/2015-01/01/2015)<BR><BR>

Convulsion 8 days post vaccination. 2 years prior had mild convulsion shortly after vaccination.
Vaccine used was unknown. Nothing further expected. Linked with 2015-UK-01742

26 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(17/03/201517/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (17/03/201517/03/2015)<BR><BR>

German
Shepherd Dog

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment comments.

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01742

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

14/04/2015

17/04/2015

1

1

0 14/04/2015 Yes

Seizure NOS

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01745

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.5
Week(s)

09/10/2014

17/04/2015

1

1

0 10/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia
Not
R><BR><BR>Not NOS,Leucopenia,Neutrophilia,Diarr Known
Known
hoea,Haemorrhagic
gastroenteritis,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Abnormal test result

Diarrhoea, hyperthermia, lethargy, progressing to haemorrhagic gastroenteritis within 24-48 hours
following vaccination. (NB from puppy farm and soft stools were noted prior to vaccination). Faecal
snap was weak positive for parvovirus, and strong positive on lab antigen test suggesting true field
infection. Unknown treatment given. Bloods showed leucopenia, anaemia, neutrophilia. Recovered,
nothing further expected.

Border Collie

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01790

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

20/04/2015

22/06/2015

1

1

0 20/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Central Not
R><BR><BR>Not nervous system depression in
Known
Known
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature

Lethargy, hyperthermia, anorexia within 24 hours of vaccination. Treated with IVFT, NSAIDs and
antibiotics. No further information.

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01794

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

20/04/2015

21/04/2015

1

1

1 20/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes and 'Systemic disorders'),Sudden
death

Loss of consciousness and death within 7-8 hours of vaccination. No PME, nothing further.

Yorkshire
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01798

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

13/04/2015

21/04/2015

1

1

0 13/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Drooling,Inappetence, No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Dull

Lethargy, anorexia, hyperthermia, drooling, dull, leucocytosis within 24 hours of vaccination. Dog was
treated with NSAIDs, antibiotics, IVFT. Discharged the following day. Nothing further.

Standard
Poodle

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01799

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

26/03/2015

21/04/2015

1

1

0 28/03/2015 No

Lethargy and malaise within 24 hours post 2nd dose vaccination leading to epileptic seizures the next
day. Each seizure lasted 10 minutes. The dog had a history of seizures but only on hot days and this
was not a hot day. No investigation carried out.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01805

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

21/04/2015

21/04/2015

1

1

0 21/04/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Eyelid inflammation,Facial swelling Other
R><BR><BR>No (see also 'Skin'),Panting,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Pale
mucous membrane,Elevated
temperature

Facial swelling, panting, lethargy, blepharitis, pale mucous membranes, hyperthermia within 2 hours of
vaccination. Treated with IVFT and steroids. Recovered within 4.5 hours. Nothing further.

Shih Tzu

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01833

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.6 Month(s) 20/02/2015

22/04/2015

1

1

0 20/02/2015 Yes

Behavioural disorder within a few hours of vaccination. After 6 hours appeared to be in a coma,
unresponsive to stimuli, erratic heart rate (Veddra- cardiac disorder NOS), reluctant to move. Bright
within 2hours of this, then full recovery within 11 hours. Nothing further.

Norfolk
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01835

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

22/04/2015

1

1

0 21/04/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01838

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

23/03/2015

31/07/2015

1

1

General pain within short (unspecified) time post vaccination. (VS noted lumps including mammary
Dobermann
mass, possible polydipsia at time of vaccination). 8 days later joint stiffness (right elbow and right stifle,
and neck). Treated with NSAIDs. Deteriorating 7 days later: ataxia (hindlimbs), walking difficulty,
malaise. 5-7 days following this: lethargy, hyperthermia, lymphadenopathy [now resolved],
proprioceptive defects (left hind). Suspected polyarthritis, specialist suspects the subclinical issues and
then vaccination caused the inflammation of the joints and lesions in C6 to T2 of the spine caused the
ataxia. Haematemesis 4 months later and owner reports occasions emesis for past 3 months. Vet
suspects a reaction to the NSAIDs administered, treated with omeprazole and antibiotics leading to
improvement but emesis and weight loss is still ongoing.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01841

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

19/03/2015

23/04/2015

1

1

0 23/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lymphadenopathy,Vomiting,Blood No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes in vomit,Not drinking,Joint
inflammation,Joint
stiffness,Ataxia,General pain (see
other SOCs for specific
pain),Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Off
colour,Pyrexia,Weight
loss,Proprioception
deficit,Abnormal test
result,Strabismus,Walking
difficulty,Haemoconcentration
0 09/04/2015 Yes
Fit
No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01857

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Week(s)

13/04/2015

23/06/2015

1

1

Emesis within 7 days of vaccination (L4 not given at room temperature). The following day,
English Cocker
haemorrhagic diarrhoea. Snap test was positive for Parvo virus. Hyperthermia. Treated with IVFT,
Spaniel
antiemetics and antibiotics. The following day, diarrhoea continued but brighter and no further emesis.
Bloods: leucocytosis, neutropenia, hyperglycaemia, hypoalbuminaemia, hypoproteinaemia, low
haemoglobin and mean corpuscular haemoglobin concentration, alkalosis. Dull and depression.
Treated with paracetamol (?IV). No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01867

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

28/08/2014

23/06/2015

1

1

0 20/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypoalbuminaemia,Hyperglycaemi Other
R><BR><BR>No a,Hypoproteinaemia,Alkalosis,Dull,
Abnormal test result,Elevated
temperature,Depression,Vomiting,
Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Diarrhoea,Leucocytosis,
Neutropenia
0 01/04/2015 Not
Lack of efficacy,Abnormal test
No Data
Known,<BR><BR result,Elevated liver
><BR><BR><BR> enzymes,Elevated bile
Yes
acids,Elevated total
bilirubin,Vomiting,Lameness,Lethar
gy (see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Lethargy (see also Central nervous Other
system depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise,Epileptic fit

Behavioural disorder NOS,Cardiac No Data
disorder NOS,Coma,Reluctant to
move,Limb weakness,Unresponsive
to stimuli
Vaginal haemorrhage,Abnormal
Other
breathing,Panting,Cough,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Listless,Elevated
temperature,Blood in faeces,Eye
haemorrhage,Not eating,Abnormal
test result,Eye pain,Flaking
skin,Swollen lymph node,Tracheal
and laryngeal disorder
NOS,Breathlessness,Abnormal stool
colouration,Hyperphosphataemia,T
hrombocytosis,Prolonged activated
partial thrombin time
(APTT),Eosinophilia,Lymphocytosis,
Arrhythmia,Tachycardia,Diarrhoea,
Gagging,Uveitis,Epiphora,Conjuncti
vitis,Lameness,Constricted
pupils,Twitching,Photophobia

Convulsion starting within 4 hours of vaccination. Repeat convulsion 5 hours later. Another seizure the German
following day. Bloods within normal limits, nothing further expected. Linked case (previous application) Shepherd Dog
2015-UK-01739 (seizure 8d post vaccination)

Mild conjunctivitis noted 14 days after DHPPi/L4, at time of second DHPPi vaccination. Treated with
Golden
chloramphenicol drops. Diarrhoea noted 5 days later, resolved within 24 hours. 2 days later,
Retriever
diarrhoea/abnormal stool colouration, flaking skin. Treated with antibiotics, shampoo and
supplements. Second L4, advocate, drontal given 7 days later. 2 days later diarrhoea returned, after
being off antibiotics for 3 days. Antibiotics restarted, faecal sample taken - negative. Recovered within
5 days. 2 months later, lameness - no abnormalities on radiographs. 2 months following this,
conjunctivitis, eye pain, miosis, photophobia, uveitis, epiphora, anorexia, eye haemorrhage, vaginal
bleeding (spayed 4 weeks prior), coughing. The following day had improved, treated with maxitrol for
eye. 2 days later, increased APTT. Lungworm negative. 1 week later clotting times normal, bloods lymphocytosis. 8 days after this, anorexia, lethargy, (24 hours), lymphocytosis remained, treated with
antibiotics and vitamins. Clotting times improved, administered KC vaccination. 2 days after KC
vaccination, listless, tachycarida, hyperthermia, treated with NSAIDs, antibiotics, vitamins. Abnormal
breathing, emesis the following day. Negative on repeat lungworm test. ACTH normal. Exercise
intolerance. Now at 7 months after initial vaccination course, marked exercise intolerance,
coughing/gagging when eating, lymphadenopathy, thickened larynx (veddra - tracheal/laryngeal
disorder). Treated with antibiotics. The following month, listless, tachycardia, blood in faeces. Treated
with antibiotics. 3 weeks later, twitching back legs, coughing, listless, anorexia, scaly skin, nothing on
diagnostics/exploratory laporotomy. 2 months later bloods taken for thyroid - normal. Mild
lymphocytosis, continuing antibiotics. Low eosinophils 10 days later. Normal ACTH test. Nothing
further - practice were not reporting as SAR/SLEE.

Convulsions starting 3 weeks after vaccination. Since then, has had 5-6 episodes. Bloods normal.
Nothing further.

Crossbred

Suspected lack of efficacy. Leptospirosis suspected 8 months post vaccination course. 7 day history of Labrador
lethargy, emesis. Dog had fallen into river that day and had lameness as well so treated with
Retriever
paracetamol by owners, then VS treated with antiemetic, antacids. Blood test (unknown) for canine
pancreatitis was normal, however elevated liver enzymes/total bilirubin/bile acids. No further
information.

26 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(14/04/2015-14/04/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(09/10/201409/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (09/10/201409/10/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(20/04/201520/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (20/04/201520/04/2015)<BR><BR>
0.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(20/04/201520/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (20/04/201520/04/2015)<BR><BR>
4.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(13/04/201513/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (13/04/201513/04/2015)<BR><BR>
9.65 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(26/03/2015-26/03/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

7 Canigen DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(21/04/201521/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (21/04/201521/04/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

7.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(20/02/2015-20/02/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

27 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Extra- O1 - Inconclusive
Large Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(N/A-30/04/2014)<BR><BR>Drontal
Plus XL Flavour Tablets for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/A30/04/2014)<BR><BR>Erythrocin
16.5% w/w Soluble Powder for Oral
Solution - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(N/A-23/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(16/04/201416/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (N/A15/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (N/A30/04/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

33.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
O1 - Inconclusive
dosage (23/03/201523/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage (23/03/201523/03/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

6.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(19/03/2015-19/03/2015)<BR><BR> ble
5.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(13/04/201513/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (13/04/201513/04/2015)<BR><BR>
39.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(28/08/201428/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (28/08/201428/08/2014)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01898

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

17/04/2015

18/04/2015

1

1

1 18/04/2015 Not
Sudden death,Lethargy (see also
Other
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological')
No

Lethargy and death 24 hours post 2nd dose L4 vaccination. Vaccine used off-label straight from the
fridge. No PME carried out.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01922

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.3 Year(s)

23/04/2015

09/12/2015

1

1

Anorexia, lethargy and 4cm injection site swelling 5 days after vaccination with Nobivac DHP and L4.
Crossbred
Treated by clipping and cleaning the swollen area. On examination; yellow injection site serous
discharge and injection site scab. Treatment with Metacam and Clavaseptin. Progression to aggression
and intermittent emesis after 7 days after vaccination. Full thickness injection site skin wound (lesion)
identified exposing the muscle layer with purulent discharge present. Yeast culture negative.
Approximately 8 months post vaccination, dog exhibiting signs of anxiety and aggression when the area
is touched. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01923

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.9 Year(s)

29/04/2015

1

1

0 28/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site scab,Injection site
Other
R><BR><BR>No lesion,Injection site mucopurulent
discharge,Injection site
swelling,Injection site serous
discharge,Aggression,Anxiety,Behav
ioural disorder
NOS,Vomiting,Inappetence,Letharg
y (see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Localised pain NOS
(see other 'SOCs' for specific pain)
0 01/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Paralysis,Shivering,Stiff gait,Shaking No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes

Stiff gait, shivering, paralysis, shaking episode lasting approximately 10 minutes, within 24 hours post
vaccination. 4 days later had a repeat episode. Nothing further.

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-01978

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

24/04/2015

30/04/2015

1

1

1 27/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Fit,Death,Inapp Other
R><BR><BR>No etence,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Hypoglycaemia

Emesis, diarrhoea, lethargy and anorexia 3 days post vaccination (vaccine administered off-label
straight from fridge). Treated with glucose, oxygen and fluids. Death 2 days later. No PME carried out.

Pug

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02023

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.11 Year(s)

22/04/2015

12/05/2015

1

1

0 23/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02029

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.5 Year(s)

30/04/2015

18/05/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02030

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.9 Year(s)

01/05/2015

05/05/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02033

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Year(s)

23/04/2015

03/07/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02054

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

05/05/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02075

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02091

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02113

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02114

United
Kingdom

Animal

Anaemia
NOS,Vomiting,Inappetence,Abnorm
al test result,Immune mediated
haemolytic
anaemia,Incoordination,Hypokale
mic
condition,Hyperproteinaemia,Eleva
ted amylase
0 05/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Distress,Tachycardia,Distension of
R><BR><BR>Yes, abdomen,Retching,Tachypnoea,Pan
<BR><BR><BR>< ting,Cough,Elevated
BR><BR>Not
temperature,Foam in the
Known
mouth,Bloated,Spondylosis

Not
Known

Emesis starting 24 hours post vaccination followed by 4 episodes of ataxia, each lasting a few seconds. Jack Russell
Anorexia 10 days later. Blood tests 3 days after this showed anaemia, hyperproteinaemia, elevated
Terrier
amylase, hypokalaemia, and possible immune mediated haemolytic anaemia. Treated with fluids and
steroids leading to some improvement.

Not
Known

Retching, coughing, pyrexia, anxiety, tachypnoea, tachycardia, foam in the respiratory tract and
bloating 4 days post vaccination with Nobivac KC, L4 and DHP. Radiographs showed lumbar
spondylosis but were otherwise within normal limits. Treatment with meloxicam and codeine.
Resolution of clinical signs excluding dry cough and abdominal distension by 3 days after onset.
Outcome unknown, no further information expected.

Not Applicable

1

0 03/05/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Vomiting,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Shaking,Dull

Not
Known

Emesis, shaking, lethargy and anorexia 48 hours post vaccination and concurrent administration of
Bravecto and Milbemax. Treated with fluids and sent home. Returned with further emesis and
lethargy. A foreign body of an acorn was found and surgically removed leading to full recovery.

Jack Russell
Terrier

1

1

0 28/04/2015 Not Known

Eosinophilia,Leucopenia,Neutropen Not
ia,Vomiting,Abnormal test result
Known

13/05/2015

1

1

0 05/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Collapse (see
Other
R><BR><BR>No also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Collapse of leg,Stiffness
NOS

Paresis of hind legs, collapse, emesis, diarrhoea and stiffness on examination about 5 hours post
vaccination. The dog was reported to have diarrhoea prior to vaccination. Treated with analgesics
leading to some improvement by the next day. Nobivac L4 was not given at room temperature.

22/04/2015

07/05/2015

1

1

0 22/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous
R><BR><BR>Yes system depression in
'Neurological'),Injection site
pain,Decreased appetite

Lethargy, anorexia and injection site pain within a few hours post vaccination. Recovery 24 hours later. Chihuahua

18 Month(s)

07/05/2015

28/07/2015

1

1

0 07/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Behavioural disorder
Other
R><BR><BR>No NOS,Haemorrhage NOS,Head shake
- ear
disorder,Disorientation,Twitching,C
ough,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Off colour,Foaming
at the mouth,Absence
seizure,Shaking,Elevated
BUN,Elevated ALT,Pacing

Coughing and haemorrhage (producing bloody liquid but not specified from where) within 2 minutes
Jack Russell
post 2nd dose vaccination given off-label direct from the fridge. Transported to other vet practice
Terrier
taking 15 minutes. Hypersalivation noted on examination. Treated with Duphacort. Shaking and head
twitching started later the same day followed by a further 6 to 7 episodes of twitching. Lethargy noted
the next morning followed by a further episode of twitching and a period of absence followed by
pacing and hiding behaviour. Lethargy the next morning but examination was unremarkable. Blood
tests showed elevated ALT and elevated BUN. Further blood tests 2 weeks later showed eosinophilia,
normal ALT and elevated BUN. No further information expected.

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

02/05/2015

09/05/2015

1

1

0 07/05/2015 Not Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
lump,Vomiting,Anorexia,Lethargy
Known
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature

Injection site lump 5 days post vaccination. Emesis, anorexia, lethargy and pus aspirated from lump,
Tibetan Terrier
injection site abscess noted on examination. Treated with antibiotics and NSAIDs. Swelling increased in
size and pyrexia developed. Treated with fluids, Zantac, antibiotics and Pardale. Abscess drained
leading to improvement.

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

07/05/2015

10/05/2015

1

1

0 09/05/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Panting,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Chewing - oral cavity
disorder (see also 'Pruritus'),Limb
weakness

Lethargy, limb weakness, chewing at hind legs, pyrexia and tachypnoea 2 days post vaccination. The
Old English
dog had a tick removed at the same time as vaccination. Vet suspected Lyme disease. No investigation Sheepdog
performed. Treated with antibiotics and NSAIDs leading to recovery.

No Data

Not
Known

Emesis 1 week post vaccination. Treated with fluids and antibiotics. Blood tests showed leucopenia,
Labrador
neutropenia and eosinophilia. Radiographs showed no abnormalities. No further information received. Retriever

Other
Canine/dog

10 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(20/03/201520/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/04/201517/04/2015)<BR><BR>
4.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(23/04/201523/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (23/04/201523/04/2015)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

56 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml O1 - Inconclusive
(N/A-21/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (N/A21/04/2015)<BR><BR>
1.05 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O(24/04/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
24/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/04/201524/04/2015)<BR><BR>
14.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(22/04/201522/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (22/04/201522/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (22/04/201522/04/2015)<BR><BR>
43 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(30/04/201530/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Once 1 Animal
(30/04/201530/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (30/04/201530/04/2015)<BR><BR>
6.6 Bravecto 250 mg Chewable Tablets N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 250,N/A,N/A ,3,250 mg
Once (01/05/201501/05/2015)<BR><BR>Milbemax
Chewable Tablets for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/05/201501/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/05/201501/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (01/05/201501/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/05/201501/05/2015)<BR><BR>

31 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(23/04/2015-23/04/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

11.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(05/05/201505/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (05/05/201505/05/2015)<BR><BR>
0.85 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(22/04/201522/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (22/04/201522/04/2015)<BR><BR>
3.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(07/05/201507/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (07/05/201507/05/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

11.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(02/05/2015-02/05/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

46 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(07/05/201507/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (07/05/201507/05/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02118

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

02/05/2015

11/05/2015

1

1

1 02/05/2015 Not
Sudden death
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02122

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

25/06/2014

11/05/2015

1

1

1 01/05/2015 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02137

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

01/04/2015

12/05/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02138

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

29/04/2015

29/01/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02149

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

10/01/2015

15/07/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02193

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

13/05/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02195

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.6 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02253

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02267

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02297

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02306

United
Kingdom

Other

Death 6 hours post vaccination and concurrent Advocate application (assumed by Advocate for small
dogs based on dogs weight). No PME carried out.

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

Elevated total
Not
bilirubin,Basophilia,Leucocytosis,Ne Known
utrophilia,Abdominal
pain,Vomiting,Jaundice,Collapse
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders'),Death,Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hyperphosphataemia,Elev
ated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated ALT
0 08/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Star-gazing,Twitching,Diarrhoea
Not
R><BR><BR>Not
Known
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy. Collapse, emesis, jaundice, abdominal pain, hepatopathy, renal
insufficiency, basophilia, leucocytosis, neutrophilia and hyperphosphataemia 11 months post
vaccination. Collapse and death the next day. Blood and urine came back PCR positive for Leptospira.

Labrador
Retriever

32.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(25/06/2014-25/06/2014)<BR><BR>

Diarrhoea, head twitching and appeared vacant (impaired consciousness) 1 week post vaccination.
Recovery 1 week later with no treatment. Similar reaction seen following 2nd dose administration of
Nobivac L4 (see case 2015-UK-02138).

Yorkshire
Terrier

1

0 06/05/2015 Not Known

Star-gazing,Twitching

Head twitching and appeared vacant (impaired consciousness) 1 week post vaccination. Not been
Yorkshire
examined by a vet and signs are ongoing. History of a similar post 1st dose vaccination (see case 2015- Terrier
UK-02137). No further information.

4.25 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/04/201501/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/04/201501/04/2015)<BR><BR>
4.25 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(29/04/2015-29/04/2015)<BR><BR>

1

1

0 03/05/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Low platelet
Not
count,Lymphocytosis,Polydipsia,Pol Known
yuria,Pain NOS,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hyperphosphataemia,Dec
reased packed cell volume
(PCV),Elevated amylase

14/05/2015

1

1

14/04/2014

14/05/2015

1

1

5 Year(s)

18/05/2015

07/07/2015

1

1

Canine/dog

14 Year(s)

16/05/2015

19/05/2015

1

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

07/12/2014

25/07/2016

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

17/04/2015

20/05/2015

Not
Known

3.5 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(02/05/2015ble
02/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (02/05/201502/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (02/05/201502/05/2015)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Lethargy, polyuria and polydipsia 2 months post rabies vaccination and 4 months following Nobivac
DHP and L4 vaccination. Blood tests showed anaemia, thrombocytopaenia, hepatopathy,
lymphocytosis and elevated amylase. The dog has a history of pancreatitis. Treated with Tramadol.
Similar signs noted 6 days later again, treatment with prednisolone started. No further information.

Other
Canine/dog

16.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
No assessment
(10/01/2015performed
10/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (10/01/201510/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(09/03/2015-09/03/2015)<BR><BR>

0 13/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swelling around eye,Facial swelling No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes (see also 'Skin')

Facial swelling and periorbital oedema within 2 hours of vaccination. 3 hours later, swelling was
reducing. Treated with steroids, recovered.

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

0 24/04/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypoalbuminaemia,Immune
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Hyperglycaemia,Hypoglyc
aemia,Discoloured
urine,Hypoproteinaemia,Tense
abdomen,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated ALT,Elevated
total bilirubin,Lip
licking,Thrombocytosis,Elevated
amylase,Anaemia
NOS,Leucocytosis,Lymphocytosis,H
eart murmur,Pale mucous
membrane,Abdominal
pain,Colitis,Diarrhoea,Loose
stool,Bloody diarrhoea,Blood in
vomit,Yellow mucous
membranes,Jaundice,Adipsia,Hypoc
alcaemic
condition,Nystagmus,Anorexia,Leth
argy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Blood in
faeces,Abnormal posture
NOS,Dehydration,Abnormal test
result,Bloated stomach
1 18/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Cardiac failure,Cardiac
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes enlargement,Endocardial
fibroelastosis,Vomiting,Periorbital
oedema,Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Death,NT - endocardiosis

Colitis, diarrhoea, blood in diarrhoea/faeces, abdominal pain, tense abdomen within 10 days of
Other
vaccination. Treated with anti-diarrhoeals, antibiotics, and ?surolan. Initial improvement, then
Canine/dog
deteriorated. 48 hours later presented with anorexia, adipsia, hyperthermia, mild jaundice,
dehydration, abdominal pain, abnormal posture. Bloods: hypoproteinaemia, hypocalcaemia, elevated
total bilirubin, anaemia, leucocytosis; diagnosed with immune mediated haemolytic anaemia. Treated
with steroids, cimetidine, azathioprine, IVFT. Next day: discoloured urine, given blood transfusion,
developed nystagmus, elevated creatinine. Following 48 hours elevated liver enzymes, pale mucous
membranes though significant clinical improvement. Treatment continued with liver function support.
Following 48 hours, jaundice worsened, heart murmur noted, hyperglycaemia, positive Coombs test.
Following 24 hours; yellow mucous membranes. Treated with antibiotics. Lethargy, anorexia, lip licking,
bloated, haematemesis, lymphocytosis. Improved slowly and progressively over following 9 months,
full recovery made.

18.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(13/05/201513/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (13/05/201513/05/2015)<BR><BR>
12.3 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(14/04/201414/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (14/04/201414/04/2014)<BR><BR>

1

0 16/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Ataxia,Panting,Letharg No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes y (see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Not
eating,Dull

Lethargy 2 days after vaccination with Nobivac Lepto 4 and DHP. Progression to anorexia, tachypnoea, Crossbred
tachycardia and ataxia 3 days after vaccination. No further information expected, outcome unknown.

1

1

1 23/12/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal necropsy
Not
R><BR><BR>Not finding,Vasculitis,Neurological signs Known
Known
NOS,Paralysis,Pyelonephritis,Renal
failure,Death,Malaise,Muscle
weakness NOS,Peripheral
neuropathy,Polyradiculoneuritis

Muscle weakness, neurological signs, paralysis and death within a few days of receiving a second dose
of Nobivac DHP. Initial noted 24 hours following 2nd dose DHP and 2 weeks following 1st dose DHP
and Nobivac L4. Post mortem results were consistent with immune mediated polyradiculoneuritis
triggered by vaccination. No further information expected.

Golden
Retriever

1

1

0 17/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Retching,Behavioural disorder
R><BR><BR>Not NOS,Hypersalivation
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Hypersalivation, retching and behavioural abnormality 1.5 hours after vaccination with Nobivac DHP,
KC and Lepto 4. Treatment with sedation and Vetergesic. Endoscopic and radiographic examination
was unremarkable. Recovery within 24 hours, no further information expected.

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

No Data

Emesis within 2 minutes of vaccination, facial swelling and periorbital oedema within 1 hour. treated
Pug
with antihistamines, and hospitalised. Responded well, and was discharged, however death occurred
during the night following. PME revealed cardiac enlargement; not suggestive of the cause. Histology
confirms Endocardiosis. Scarring of the Myocardium seen and lesser fibrosis is noted in the atria.
Findings are consistent with a heritable condition in pugs. Cardiac failure is the cause of death. Nothing
further expected.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

8.35 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(18/05/201518/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(18/05/2015-18/05/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

13.95 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(16/05/201516/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (16/05/201516/05/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Known Animal (07/12/201422/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (07/12/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

B - Possible

Signs occurred 2 weeks after vaccination and are
supiscious of a neurological pathology which may be
the result of a reaction to foreign protein or other
antigenic challenges. The subsequent ascending
pyelonephritis and death are more likely
complications of the underlying pathology.

27 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(30 Day(s) 17/04/201517/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (17/04/201517/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/04/201517/04/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02355

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

07/04/2015

22/05/2015

1

1

0 05/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Corneal ulcer
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02387

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

21/05/2015

26/05/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02391

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

08/04/2015

27/05/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02398

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Year(s)

24/04/2015

27/05/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02423

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

21/05/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02457

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.5 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02490

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02501

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02580

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02583

Corneal ulceration less than 1 month after primary vaccination with Nobivac L4 and DHP. Outcome
unknown, no further information expected.

Shih Tzu

7.4 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
,N/A,N/A (07/04/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
07/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (07/04/201507/04/2015)<BR><BR>

0 24/05/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Pulmonary disorder NOS,Cardiac
Not
R><BR><BR>Not disorder NOS,Pale mucous
Known
Known
membrane,Dyspnoea,Abnormal
radiograph
finding,Panting,Increased
respiratory rate,Circulatory
collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic disorders'),Abnormal
ultrasound finding

Cough, tachypnoea, dyspnoea, collapse, pale mucous membranes, suspected pneumonia on
radiographs within 3 days of vaccination. (NOTE cough existed 2-3 weeks prior to vaccination
therefore not healthy at time of vaccination). Radiographs revealed consolidated lung pattern, some
heart changes. Treated with antibiotics, steroids, and diuretics, and wormers. Nothing further
expected.

Jack Russell
Terrier

7.1 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml No assessment
Once 1 Animal (21/05/2015performed
21/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(21/05/2015-21/05/2015)<BR><BR>

1

0 08/04/2015 Not
Hypersalivation,Neurological signs
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Convulsion,Ataxia
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Convulsions, ataxia, hypersalivation and neurological signs including delayed placing less than 24 hours Cavalier King
after vaccination. 2 days after vaccination: hypersalivation, ataxia and delayed right hind placing. 6.5
Charles
weeks post vaccination: 11 convulsions within 30 minutes, treatment with diazepam. History of
Spaniel
injection site lumps at vaccination 4 years previously. No further information expected.

1

1

0 24/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anxiety,Sleepiness - neurological
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder,Seizure
NOS,Ataxia,Disorientation,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Malaise and lethargy at unknown time post vaccination and application of advocate (best guess made). Cavalier King
Episodes of convulsion, somnolence, disorientation, ataxia between 12-26 days following
Charles
vaccination/worming. Nothing abnormal detected on clinical exam, nothing further.
Spaniel

24/07/2015

1

1

0 25/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Injection site Other
R><BR><BR>No swelling,Dullness,Inappetence,Off
colour,Pyrexia

Injection site swelling/abscess, malaise, hyperthermia, dull, anorexia within 5 days of vaccination.
Treated with antibiotics and NSAIDs. Swab taken for culture. Abscess burst, signs of improvement. No
further information.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

04/05/2015

01/06/2015

1

1

0 18/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Low platelet count,Oral
R><BR><BR>Not bleeding,Abnormal test result
Known

Not
Known

Oral haemorrhage, thrombocytopenia within 14 days of vaccination. Suspected immune mediated
thrombocytopenia. Dog is clinically well, with no spontaneous bleeding, clotting time and fibrinogen
tests normal. Nothing further expected.

Labrador
Retriever

14 Month(s)

06/05/2015

16/06/2015

1

1

0 13/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Pustules,Skin lesion NOS,Elevated
temperature,Abnormal test
result,Furunculosis,Local swelling
(not application site),Swollen
eye,Swollen face (see also
'Skin'),Swollen lymph node

Not
Known

Periorbital oedema, facial oedema, anal oedema, lymphadenitis, pustules on the muzzle and pyrexia
Crossbred
starting 6 days after vaccination with Nobivac L4, KC and DHP. Treatment with steroids, antibiotics and
Piriton. Biopsies showed furunculosis, culture showed bacillus and malassezia. No further information
expected.

Canine/dog

7.9 Year(s)

29/12/2014

03/10/2016

1

1

1 21/01/2015 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Otitis externa,Other immune
Other
system disorder
NOS,Dermatitis,Scratching,Pruritus,
Death,Pododermatitis,Abnormal
test result,Bacterial skin infection
NOS,Skin inflammation NOS

Suspected Adverse Reaction Primary Nobivac L4 given on 29 Dec 2014. Vaccinated with second
Other
Nobivac L4 on 26 Jan 2015. Administered straight from the fridge (Extra Label use) Ear problems noted Canine/dog
at time of vaccination and mild erythema on right ear (left not as bad, but some wax). Yeast odour.
Surolan and Cleanaural given. 31 Jan 2015 ears are worse and owner having difficulty treating. Swab
taken from ear and showed occasional epithelial cells, neutrophils and rod like bacteria. Marbocyl,
Trizaural and Metacam given. 7 Feb 2015 Mild improvement but neutrophils on in house cytology.
Changed treatment to Otomax. 14 Feb 2015 ears improved but now right hind paw is inflamed and
cocci on cytology. Dog has been scratching ear with this paw. Rilexine, Dexadreson, Posatex and
Malaseb given. 28 Feb 2015 ears responded well to steroids and Posatex, paw has improved but not
fully resolved. 7 Mar 2015 ears looking normal and paw has mild dermatitis. Surolan given for
treatment to paw. 7 Apr 2015 Pododermatitis on both back paws and dog chewing both feet. Have an
odour and swab returned as pseudomonas. Baytril and Epson salts to bathe feet at home. 1 Jun 2015
Owner has placed dog in a buster collar for the past 2 weeks, as back feet pruritic and inflamed. Also
inflamed area around nose, lips and ears inflamed again and anal area. Vet suspicious of Lupus, but not
diagnosed. Veraflox and Flamazine given. Histopath is due to be carried out. Await results. Follow up
17 Jun 2015 - Biopsy results initially indicated chronic dermatitis but the vet asked for the slide to be
reviewed and sent further pictures of the dog to the laboratory. They then indicated hepatocutaneous
syndrome but abdominal scan has not revealed anything. Dog is doing well on steroids but the Vet is
planning to refer the case. Await further information. Follo wup 7 Jul 2015 - Histopath of biopsies
reviewed at Cambridge University (unknown exact date) and confirms Immune Mediated disease and
the dog has been given Prednisolone and antibiotics. Nothng further expected. Follow up 3 Oct 2016 Reported that the dog died at home on 12 Sep 2015.

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

01/06/2015

22/06/2015

1

1

0 04/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Laboured breathing,Lethargy (see Other
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyoderma,Cough,Re
tching,Tachycardia,Neutrophilia

Pyoderma within 3 days of vaccination; treated with steroids and antibiotics. From the following day:
lethargy, cough, retching, hyperthermia, dyspnoea, tachycardia, neutrophilia, pneumonia (suggested
from radiographs). Recovery within 2 weeks.

Labrador
Retriever

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13.2 Year(s)

28/05/2015

04/08/2015

1

1

0 01/06/2015 Yes

No Data

Convulsion, shaking, neurological symptoms, haematuria, proteinuria, lethargy within 4-5 days of
second vaccination. First vaccination had been administered 1 month prior. Treated with diazepam.
Blood tests were normal. 3 further convulsions the next day. Treatment started with Clavaseptin.
Outcome unknown. No further information.

Beagle

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02588

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

06/06/2015

08/06/2015

1

1

Not
Known

Ataxia, pale mucous membranes, tachypnoea, tense abdomen and hypothermia 35 minutes post
vaccination. Treated with dexamethasone leading to recovery 10 minutes later. Urticarial erythema
and pruritus spreading to the ears. Treated with Surolan. History of a similar episode with
metronidazole a few years earlier.

Schnauzer

Behavioural disorder
NOS,Fit,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Neurological symptoms
NOS,Blood in
urine,Proteinuria,Shaking
0 06/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Decreased body
R><BR><BR>Not temperature,Generalised rash,Skin
Known
irritation,Urticarial
erythema,Walking difficulty,Tense
abdomen,Allergic pruritus,Pale
mucous membrane,Unable to
stand,Panting,Reddening of the
skin,Itching

No Data

Not
Known

8 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(08/04/201508/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (08/04/201508/04/2015)<BR><BR>
10.9 Advocate Spot-on Solution for
Medium Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Vial/Ampoule(s) (24/04/201524/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/04/201524/04/2015)<BR><BR>
14.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(21/05/201521/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (21/05/201521/05/2015)<BR><BR>
27.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(04/05/201504/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (04/05/201504/05/2015)<BR><BR>
14 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(06/05/201506/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (06/05/201506/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/05/201506/05/2015)<BR><BR>
57.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(29/12/201429/12/2014)<BR><BR>Surolan Ear
Drops and Cutaneous Suspension N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (5 Day(s) N/A31/01/2015)<BR><BR>ear product
(unauthorised VP) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (5 Day(s) N/A31/01/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

OFurunculosis may be triggered by an auto-immune
Unclassifiable/unassessa reaction. The vaccinations used are not known to
ble
cause auto-immune reactions although this cannot be
excluded. The breed of the dog involved and any
history of previous skin disease are not available.
Insufficient information for assessment.

B - Possible

45 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O(01/06/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
01/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC - ble
.4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (01/06/201501/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/06/201501/06/2015)<BR><BR>

15.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(28/05/2015-28/05/2015)<BR><BR> ble

6.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(06/06/201506/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/06/201506/06/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Signs of ear disease were noted after primary
vaccination and worsened after second vaccination.
Hepatocutaneous syndrome is not expected after
vaccination and neither is hepatopathy but product
involvement remains possible.

Relative time association (3d) for pyoderma, but this
would be an unexpected, unusual reaction for an
intranasal vaccine and no logical pathofysiological
explanation. ABON N. The subsequent lethargy could
be a systemic symptom of this, or due to the corticoid
administration, or could be related to the suspected
respiratory tract infection. Although mild signs of
upper respiratory disease may occur post vaccination
with this product, pneumonia is not expected. ABON
O.
NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02614

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

03/06/2015

18/06/2015

1

1

0 05/06/2015 Not
Haemorrhagic
Not
Known,<BR><BR diarrhoea,Vomiting,Adipsia,Decreas Known
><BR><BR><BR> ed appetite,Off colour
Not Known

Malaise, emesis, haemorrhagic diarrhoea, anorexia and adipsia 2 days post vaccination and oral
French Bulldog
glucose administration (reason unknown). Some improvement by 4 days later but emesis and diarrhoea
still ongoing, supportive care given. Recovery following treatment with antibiotics and Prokolin.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02616

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.4 Year(s)

09/06/2015

09/06/2015

1

1

0 09/06/2015 Not Known

Emesis, diarrhoea, haemorrhagic diarrhoea, pyrexia and tachycardia within 1 hour post vaccination.
Treated with antibiotics and Zantac, outcome unknown. Possible hypersensitivity reaction.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02633

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

04/06/2015

29/06/2015

1

1

0 07/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anorexia,Letha Not
R><BR><BR>Not rgy (see also Central nervous
Known
Known
system depression in
'Neurological'),Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test result

Suspected lack of efficacy. Diarrhoea, emesis, lethargy, anorexia, positive on Parvo virus snap test
within 3 days of first vaccination. Treated with IVFT and antibiotics. No further information.

Saint Bernard
Dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02635

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

05/06/2015

10/06/2015

1

1

0 05/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Ataxia within minutes post vaccination. Treated with IV dexamethasone leading to pale mucous
membranes and hypotension. Treated with fluids leading to recovery 15 minutes later. Possible
anaphylaxis. History of previous use of Nobivac DHP and KC but not L4.

Jack Russell
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02687

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

10/06/2015

22/09/2015

1

1

0 11/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal menace reflex
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes test,Enlarged lymph node
(localised),Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Elevated
creatinine,Gait
abnormality,Hyperglycaemia,Hypok
alemic condition,Elevated liver
enzymes,Head
tremor,Hypoalbuminaemia,Abnorm
al test
result,Thrombocytopenia,Low
platelet
count,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Ar
rhythmia,Deafness,Neurological
signs NOS,Ataxia,Off colour,Blinking

Malaise 24 hours post vaccination followed by head tremor. No abnormalities noted on examination, English Cocker
Treated with antibiotics. No improvement over the next 10 days. Blood tests showed leucocytosis,
Spaniel
anaemia, neutrophilia, hypoproteinaemia, hypoalbuminaemia, hyperkalaemia, hyperphosphataemia,
thrombocytopaenia, hepatopathy, elevated creatinine and hyperglycaemia. Head tremors and ataxia is
still ongoing and so the puppy has been referred to a specialist. ACTH test normal, neurological exam
showed puppy is possibly deaf and head tremor only present when standing, has a wide based stance,
poor menace reflexes and intermittent blinking. Blood tests showed hyperkalaemia. Problem was
localised to the cerebellum and a suspected cardiac arrhythmia, diagnosis was suspected inflammatory
response or infectious disease. No treatment was given, owner declined further investigation. No
further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02694

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

15/05/2015

15/06/2015

1

1

0 15/05/2015 No

Injection site swelling,Injection site Other
pain,Lameness,Inappetence,Off
colour

Injection site swelling and injection site pain, malaise, anorexia and left foreleg lameness 4 hours post
vaccination. Recovery 3 to 4 days later with no treatment. Similar reaction noted post 2nd dose
vaccination 4 weeks later (see case GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02715).

Chihuahua

2.55 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml; 2
injections 4 weeks apart
(15/05/2015-15/05/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02715

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

12/06/2015

15/06/2015

1

1

0 12/06/2015 Not Known

Bone and joint disorder
NOS,Lameness,Inappetence,Off
colour

Not
Known

Malaise, anorexia, lameness of left foreleg 4 hours post 2nd dose vaccination. Possibly some crepitus
on left elbow manipulation but no pain response. Treated with NSAIDs, outcome unknown. Similar
reaction post vaccination of 1st dose 4 weeks earlier (see case 2015-UK-02694).

Chihuahua

2.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(12/06/2015-12/06/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02748

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

16/06/2015

31/07/2015

1

1

1 17/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Heart failure,Collapse (see also
R><BR><BR>Not 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
Known
disorders'),Sudden
death,Ecchymosis,Petechiae
NOS,Abnormal necropsy finding

Not
Known

Loss of consciousness and death less than 24 hours after Nobivac L4 and KC vaccination. Post mortem Greyhound
indicated diffuse haemorrhages and congestion, final results indicate no pre-existing disease but only a
sudden functional failure of the heart.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02779

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

28/05/2015

18/06/2015

1

1

0 04/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Off colour,Ascites,Elevated
Not
R><BR><BR>Not temperature,Abdominal
Known
Known
oedema,Pinnal erythema,Hind limb
ataxia,Crust,Abnormal test
result,Neutrophilia,Red eye,Swollen
lymph node,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hyperglycaemia,Hyperpho
sphataemia,Elevated ALT,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pustules,Dermal
cyst(s),Hypercalcaemia,Facial
swelling (see also 'Skin'),Ocular
discharge,Generalised
inflammation of eye,Eyelid
inflammation,Abdominal
pain,Alopecia
NOS,Leucocytosis,Anaemia NOS

Cyst near the eye noted 6 days post vaccination resulting in blepharitis. Lethargy, lymphadenitis,
Labrador
pyrexia and eyelid lumps in lower eyelids noted on examination the next day. Treated with NSAIDs and Retriever
antibiotics. Ataxia and continued pyrexia noted the next day, further treatment given. Hind limb
paresis, ascites, abdominal pain, lethargy, ocular discharge, pyrexia, hypercalcaemia, anaemia,
hyperglycaemia and low creatinine the next day, suspected puppy strangles but not confirmed. Eyes
improved the next day but still very letharic. Coombs test negative. Anaemia, neutrophilia, leucocytosis
and monocytosis. Treated with antibiotics and steroids for suspected puppy strangles. No
improvement in blood values of abdominal fluid so Frusemide started. Periocular inflammation,
alopecia and crusting, chin pustules and erythema and pustules in the ears noted. Ultrasound scan of
abdomen showed no free fluid but very enlarged liver. Blood tests showed hepatopathy. Treatment
ongoing.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02795

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.8 Year(s)

03/06/2015

17/07/2015

1

1

0 10/06/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

Ascites 1 week post vaccination. Blood tests showed hepatopathy and hyperglycaemia. Treated with
Denamarin. Further ascites, anorexia and lethargy 3 days later. Ultrasound showed small liver.
Polydipsia, polyuria, anorexia and emesis 4 days after this. Treated with Cerenia, antibiotics, fluids,
Destolit and hepatic diet. Slight imrpovement with treatment but owner struggling to give tablets due
to dogs aggression (normal for this dog). No further information.

Jack Russell
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02809

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

16/06/2015

19/06/2015

1

1

Other

Injection site pain, lethargy and anorexia 1 hour post vaccination. Vaccine was no given at room
temperature (off-label use). Pain and swelling at the injection site and pyrexia were noted on
examination the next day. Treated with NSAIDs. Injection site abscess 10 days later, swab showed
Streptococci.

English Cocker
Spaniel

18.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(16/06/2015-16/06/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02838

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

06/06/2015

22/06/2015

1

1

Not
Known

Generalised pain, lethargy, diarrhoea, periorbital oedema and didn''t want to be touched(behavioural
disorder) 1 week post vaccination. Recovery 1 week later with no treatment.

Chihuahua

1.81 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(06/06/201506/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/06/201506/06/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Tachycardia,Diarrhoea,Bloody
Not
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Pyrexia,Hyperse Known
nsitivity reaction

Pale mucous
No Data
membrane,Anaphylaxis,Ataxia,Stum
bling gait,Prolonged capillary refill
time

Vomiting,Elevated bile
acids,Elevated
ALT,Hyperglycaemia,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hypoalbuminaemia,Abnor
mal test result,Weight
gain,Ascites,Distension of
abdomen,Elevated total
bilirubin,Polydipsia,Polyuria,Appetit
e loss,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')
0 16/06/2015 No
Injection site abscess,Injection site
swelling,Injection site
pain,Decreased appetite,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Abnormal
test result
0 13/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Behavioural disorder
R><BR><BR>Not NOS,Diarrhoea,General pain (see
Known
other SOCs for specific
pain),Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Swollen eye

1.54 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(03/06/201503/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (03/06/201503/06/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(09/06/2015-09/06/2015)<BR><BR>
5.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(04/06/201504/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (04/06/201504/06/2015)<BR><BR>
8.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/06/201505/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (05/06/201505/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (05/06/201505/06/2015)<BR><BR>
1.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(10/06/201510/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (10/06/201510/06/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(16/06/201516/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (16/06/201516/06/2015)<BR><BR>
8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(28/05/201528/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (28/05/201528/05/2015)<BR><BR>

OClose time association and product role cannot be
Unclassifiable/unassessa ruled out.
ble

A - Probable

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

No assessment
performed

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

8.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/06/2015-03/06/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02857

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

09/06/2015

24/08/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02891

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

20 Week(s)

25/06/2015

25/06/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02903

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Month(s)

23/06/2015

25/06/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02971

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

29/06/2015

30/07/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02980

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.9 Year(s)

25/06/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-02981

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.1 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03019

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03065

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03089

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03092

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03169

0 20/06/2015 Yes

Thrombocytopenia,Leucopenia,Ly No Data
mphopenia,Red blood cell
disorder,Icterus,Decreased
appetite,Abnormal test
result,Regurgitation,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hypokalemic
condition,Discoloured
urine,Elevated ALT,Elevated total
bilirubin,Bilirubinuria,Elevated
cholesterol (total)
0 25/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swelling around eye,Facial swelling No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes (see also 'Skin')

Regurgitation, anorexia and dark urine 11 days post 2nd dose vaccination. Jaundice, hepatopathy,
elevated cholesterol, thrombocytopaenia, leucopenia, lymphopenia, hypokalemia and bilirubinuria 3
days later. Treatment started with fluids, antibiotics and Denamarin. No further information.

Greyhound

Facial swelling and periorbital oedema within 2 hours of vaccination. Treated with steroids injection,
recovered, nothing further.

Crossbred

1

0 24/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Recumbency,Panting,Let No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes hargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Depression,Pyrexia,S
tiff gait

Lethargy, recumbency, stiff gait and diarrhoea 24 hours post vaccination. Pyrexia and tachypnoea
noted on examination the next day. Treated with antibiotics and fluids, outcome unknown. 2 Drontal
tablets were dispensed at the time of vaccination but it is unknown if these were administered.

Rottweiler

1

1

1 30/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anxiety,Sleepiness - neurological
Not
R><BR><BR>Not disorder,Seizure
Known
Known
NOS,Ataxia,Disorientation,Tremblin
g,Death by euthanasia,Abnormal
pupil light reflex,Hind limb
ataxia,Abnormal test result

Convulsions 13 hours post vaccination. No abnormalities noted on examination. A 2nd convulsions
Great Dane
occurred 10 hours later. Further convulsions noted over the next few days. Treated with fluids and
phenobarbitone leading to somnolence and muscle tremors. Treatment with Pexion started. Hind limb
ataxia and incoordination noted after the dog was sent home. Further cluster seizures and ataxia. The
dog was been referred for MRI scan and spinal tap. MRI was normal but cranial nerve examination
showed abnormal menace reflex. The dog was discharged with Phenobarbitone, Keppra and diazepam.
Further seizures were noted leading to euthanasia. No PME carried out. Further test results received
showed positive titre for Toxoplasmosis. Another dog in the same household also developed
convulsions after vaccination and general anaesthetic ( see case 2015-UK-03503 ).

30/06/2015

1

1

0 29/06/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Injection site swelling,Appetite
loss,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Stiffness NOS

Other

Anorexia and injection site swelling 4 days post concurrent vaccination and Cartrophen administration. Labrador
General stiffness and lethargy noted on examination. Treated with Vetergesic, Dexadreson, antibiotics Retriever
and given fluids leading to recovery by the next day. Discharged with NSAIDs and antibiotics. Vaccines
were administered at fridge temperature (off-label use).

22/06/2015

30/06/2015

1

1

0 25/06/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Tachycardia,Pale mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Loose
stool,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Elevated temperature

No Data

Diarrhoea 3 days post vaccination and 2 days post Bravecto administration. Diarrhoea still ongoing 2
days later. Collapse, pyrexia, pale mucous membranes and tachycardia 3 days later when dog was out
for a walk. Treated with Kesium, antibiotics and Protexin leading to full recovery 3 days later.

9 Week(s)

29/06/2015

03/07/2015

1

1

0 02/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling,Injection site
pain,Inappetence,Pyrexia

Anorexia 3 days after vaccination with Nobivac L4 and DHP. Pyrexia and injection site pain, abscess
Crossbred
and swelling 24 hours after onset of signs. Treatment with Clavaseptin, Metacam; the area was lanced
and flushed. Outcome unknown, no further information expected.

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

03/07/2015

15/07/2015

8

8

0 05/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Inappetence,Lethargy
R><BR><BR>Yes, (see also Central nervous system
<BR><BR><BR>< depression in 'Neurological')
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Anorexia, emesis, lethargy in 8/8 within 48 hours of vaccination/worming. Parvo virus has not been
detected (unknown diagnostics) however Campylobacter has been present in other dogs (although
unknown if pups have been in contact with these dogs). All 8 puppies recovered following treatment
with Tylan.

Crossbred

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

20/05/2015

07/07/2015

1

1

0 01/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Weight loss,Swollen lymph
R><BR><BR>Not node,Abnormal test result
Known

Not
Known

Lymphadenitis and weight loss 6 weeks post 1st dose vaccination. At the time of first vaccination the
dog was reported to have been limping and some lymph nodes were slightly enlarged. FNA of lymph
nodes showed hyperplasia, lymphoma cannot be ruled out and a biopsy was recommended but the
owner declined.

Pug

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

03/06/2015

19/08/2015

1

1

0 06/06/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

12/06/2015

10/07/2015

1

1

0 24/06/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Skin tumour NOS
R><BR><BR>No

Injection site swelling 3 days post vaccination progressing to oedema of the forelimbs and stiffness and Crossbred
malaise. Treated with corticosteroids and antibiotics. Re-examined the next day and swelling had
reduced and appears more localised to injection site. FNA and swab have been taken and appear
pussy. No further information.
Suspected mast cell tumour present for several months prior to vaccination. A biopsy was taken 2
Jack Russell
weeks post vaccination and confirmed as a mast cell tumour. Treatment with Masivet started.
Terrier

Off colour,Stiffness NOS,Injection
site swelling,Injection site oedema

Other

Crossbred

33.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(09/06/2015-09/06/2015)<BR><BR>

2 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (25/06/201525/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (25/06/201525/06/2015)<BR><BR>
34.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(23/06/201523/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (23/06/201523/06/2015)<BR><BR>
58.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(29/06/201529/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (29/06/201529/06/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

29 Cartrophen Vet 100 mg/ml Solution B - Possible
for Injection for Dogs - .87,N/A,N/A
,10,0.87 ml (25/06/201525/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (25/06/201525/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (25/06/201525/06/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

26.5 Bravecto 1000 mg Chewable Tablets O NCA disagrees with the MAH, although the time to
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets
Unclassifiable/unassessa onset is slightly longer the product role cannot be
Once (23/06/2015ble
ruled out.
23/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (22/06/201522/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (22/06/201522/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (22/06/201522/06/2015)<BR><BR>
2.8 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (29/06/201529/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (29/06/201529/06/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
(03/07/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
03/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (03/07/201503/07/2015)<BR><BR>Panacur
Small Animal 10% Oral Suspension N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (03/07/201503/07/2015)<BR><BR>

5.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(20/05/201520/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (20/05/201520/05/2015)<BR><BR>
33 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/06/2015-03/06/2015)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

A - Probable

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

2.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(12/06/201512/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (12/06/201512/06/2015)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03178

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

03/07/2015

11/07/2015

1

1

1 09/07/2015 Not Known

Rigidity of limbs,Weakness of
Not
limb,Tense abdomen,Elevated liver Known
enzymes,Sternoabdominal
recumbency,Off
colour,Hyperthermia,Death,Not
eating,Abnormal test
result,Paddling,Closed
eyelid,Balance impaired,Reduced
level of
consciousness,Tachypnoea,Twitchi
ng,Reduced reflexes,Collapse (see
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Unable to stand,Seizure
NOS,Not
drinking,Blindness,Hypersalivation,C
olitis,Bradycardia,Sleepiness neurological disorder,Inappropriate
urination,Unresponsive to
stimuli,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Elevated bile acids,Elevated
ALT,Decubitus,Anal sac disorder

Malaise and colitis 6 days post vaccination, the dog had shown some weight loss and polydipsia prior
Miniature
to vaccination but this thought to be due to the warm weather. Full anal sacs and dark flecks noted on Schnauzer
one side. Treated with Zodon, Protexin, vitamin B and bland diet. Deterioration, ataxia, anorexia,
adipsia, unable to stand, floppy fore feet but hypertonia of the rest of the body, hypothermia, tense
abdomen and cold front feet the next day. Treated with fluids. Inappropriate urination. Blood tests
show hepatopathy, low BUN and eosinopenia. Suspected hepatic encephalopathy. Treated with
antibiotics, Colvasone, Vitamin B. Bile acid stimulation test showed reduced hepatobiliary function.
Sternal recumbency but alert and responsive the next day followed by collapse, convulsions,
tachypnoea and loss of consciousness. Treated with Diazepam, Clovasone, vitamin B and antibiotics.
Further seizures later the same day. Transferred to hospital. Lateral recumbency, somnolence,
responds to deep pain but loss of consciousness ongoing. Ultrasound showed thickened gall bladder,
further convulsions, hypersalivation and blindness. Further convulsions and bradycardia. Death a few
hours later. No PME carried out.

8.26 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/07/2015-03/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03201

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.4 Year(s)

09/07/2015

13/07/2015

1

1

0 10/07/2015 Yes

Bloody diarrhoea,Blood in
vomit,Depression,Off
colour,Dehydration

Haemorrhagic diarrhoea, haematemesis, depression, malaise, dehydration within 24 hours of
vaccination. Treated with IVFT and gastroprotectants. Recovery within 48 hours. Previous reaction
noted. Nothing further expected.

11.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(09/07/2015-09/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03222

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

15/07/2015

22/09/2015

1

1

0 15/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swollen face (see also
Not
R><BR><BR>Not 'Skin'),Anaphylaxis,Dyspnoea,Urtica Known
Known
ria,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Allergic pruritus,Pruritus

Collapse and dyspnoea 15 minutes post vaccination. Treated with oxygen and unknown treatment
Pug
leading to recovery a few hours later. Allergic oedema, allergic pruritus and urticaria on the face and
body 3 hours later. Treated with corticosteroids and antihistamines leading to full recovery by the next
day. The dog was vaccinated again and received antihistamines concurrently with no adverse effects.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03225

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

11/07/2015

14/08/2015

1

1

0 12/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abdominal discomfort,Abnormal
R><BR><BR>Not test result,Not eating,Elevated
Known
temperature,Diarrhoea,Vomiting

Not
Known

Emesis, abdominal pain and pyrexia 24 hours post vaccination. Treated with antibiotics and
Jack Russell
Metoclopramide. Acute emesis and diarrhoea later the same day. Treated with fluids, Augmentin and Terrier
Cerenia followed by Baytril the next day. Zantac started 2 days later following further emesis. Anorexia
started. Abdominal radiographs showed no abnormalities. PCR positive for field strain of parvovirus
and also Campylobacter. Puppy recovered an unspecified period later following unspecified treatment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03265

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

02/07/2015

16/07/2015

1

1

0 02/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Bloated stomach,Oral
R><BR><BR>Not bleeding,Vomiting,Gagging,Loss of
Known
consciousness

Not
Known

Retching and loss of consciousness followed by emesis, oral haemorrhage, and abdominal bloating 2
hours post vaccination. No treatment given and recovery after the dog vomited.

Pug

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03267

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

14/07/2015

14/09/2015

1

1

0 16/07/2015 Yes

Low platelet
No Data
count,Leucopenia,Appetite loss,Off
colour,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Hypoalbuminaemia,
Abnormal test result,Decreased
packed cell volume (PCV),Pale
mucous membrane

Malaise, lethargy and anorexia 2 days post vaccination. Pale mucous membranes, anaemia,
hypoalbuminaemia, low creatinine, leucopenia and thrombocytopaenia on examination and blood
tests the next day. Advocate and Drontal were dispensed at the time of vaccination but it unknown if
these were administered. The dog was also administered Metacam for 3 days 2 weeks prior to
vaccination. PCV has continued to decrease, started on steroids, referred for blood transfusion. No
further information.

Crossbred

9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/07/201515/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (15/07/201515/07/2015)<BR><BR>
0.88 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(11/07/201511/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (11/07/201511/07/2015)<BR><BR>
3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(02/07/201502/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (02/07/201502/07/2015)<BR><BR>
3.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(14/07/2015-14/07/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03282

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.4 Year(s)

09/07/2015

17/07/2015

1

1

0 09/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Bloody
No Data
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Ataxia,Tachypn
oea,Decreased
appetite,Depression,Elevated
temperature,Restlessness

Ataxia, tachypnoea and restlessness 90 minutes post vaccination. Haemorrhagic diarrhoea, emesis,
Crossbred
lethargy, pyrexia and anorexia the next day. Treated with NSAIDs and Cerenia leading to improvement
within hours. Much improved after 4 days.

8 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (09/07/201509/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (09/07/201509/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (09/07/201509/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03292

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

17/07/2015

07/08/2015

1

1

1 19/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Malaise, lethargy and recumbency 2 days post vaccination and concurrent Panacur administration. The Crossbred
dog had a prior history of diarrhoea. Collapse, loss of consciousness, loss of condition, weight loss,
pale mucous membranes, tachycardia, hyporeflexia, no pulse on examination. Treated with oxygen.
Owner elected for euthanasia. Post mortem consistent with death due to diarrhoea and electrolyte
imbalance in a dog of poor body condition. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03297

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

12/06/2015

06/08/2015

1

1

0 26/06/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Loss of
Not
condition,Dehydration,Abnormal
Known
necropsy finding,Weak
pulse,Unresponsive to
stimuli,Tachycardia,Pale mucous
membrane,Recumbency,Collapse
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders'),Depressed
reflexes,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Off colour,Weight
loss
Joint
Other
pain,Ataxia,Recumbency,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Crust,Not
eating,Swollen lymph node,Juvenile
cellulitis (puppy strangles),Not
drinking

Hyperthermia, lymphadenitis and lethargy on examination 2 weeks post vaccination and 5 days
following Drontal (assumed to be Drontal Plus) administration, when dog was presented for 2nd dose
vaccination. Further hyperthermia, anorexia, adipsia the next day and vet suspected puppy strangles.
Treated with antibiotics and NSAIDs. Ataxia and hyperthermia the next day. A different antibiotic was
administered. Crusting around the lips, further pyrexia, joint pain and recumbency the next day.
Treated with fluids and steroids leading to some improvement over a period of a few day although
joint pain is ongoing.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03302

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

13/07/2015

20/07/2015

1

1

0 17/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Hypoalbuminaemia,Elevated liver No Data
enzymes,Hyperglycaemia,Elevated
total bilirubin,Inversion of
albumin/globulin
ratio,Leucopenia,Cough,Inappetenc
e,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Respiratory
sound,Abnormal test result

Hyperthermia 4 days post vaccination, treated with NSAIDs. Further hyperthermia, anorexia, rale and
blood tests showed hyperproteinaemia, elevated globulins, hepatopathy, leucopenia and
hyperglycaemia the next day. Treated with fluids, antibiotics and NSAIDs. Improvement the next day.
Ultrasound confirmed no pyometra. Cough and lethargy a few days later, sounds like kennel cough.
Dog was on concurrent treatment with Epiphen.

Not Applicable Not
Known

No Data

Border Terrier

0.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(17/07/201517/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/07/201517/07/2015)<BR><BR>Panacur
Small Animal 10% Oral Suspension .6,N/A,N/A ,10,for 3 days (2 Day(s)
17/07/2015-19/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

4 Drontal Plus Flavour Bone Shaped
O1 - Inconclusive
Tablets - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,unknown dose (21/06/201521/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (12/06/201512/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (12/06/201512/06/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(13/07/201513/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (13/07/201513/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (13/07/201513/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03320

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

20/07/2015

21/07/2015

1

1

0 20/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abdominal pain,Erythematous
Other
R><BR><BR>No rash,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Vomiting,Tarry or
black stool (see also haemorrhagic
diarrhoea),Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Urticarial erythema

Haemorrhagic diarrhoea, emesis, urticarial erythema of the pinnae, feet and ventrum, abdominal pain
and lethargy 2 hours post vaccination. Treated with fluids, steroids, antibiotics and probiotics leading
to improvement 12 hours later although melaena was ongoing.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03354

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

08/07/2015

22/07/2015

1

1

1 14/07/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03363

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

16/08/2014

24/09/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03384

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

20/07/2015

11/09/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03385

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

20/07/2015

11/09/2015

1

1

1 24/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Seizure NOS,Death by
Other
R><BR><BR>No euthanasia,Hypothermia,Dehydrati
on,Unresponsive to stimuli

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03392

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

20/07/2015

25/09/2015

1

1

0 21/07/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03395

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

24/06/2015

27/07/2015

1

1

1 24/06/2015 No

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03405

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

27/03/2015

27/07/2015

1

1

1 15/05/2015 No

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03407

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

01/07/2015

25/09/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03413

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

12/07/2014

27/07/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03414

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

17/07/2015

27/07/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03455

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

39 Year(s)

30/07/2015

11/08/2015

Dry mucous membrane,Walking
No Data
difficulty,Impaired
vocalisation,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated
ALT,Panting,Cough,Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,General
pain (see other SOCs for specific
pain),Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Listless,Pyrexia,Exer
cise intolerance,Weight
loss,Myasthenia gravis
0 01/12/2014 Yes
Inappropriate urination,Cardiac
No Data
enlargement,Diarrhoea,Gall bladder
& bile duct disorder
NOS,Cirrhosis,Hepatic
fibrosis,Hepatitis,Hepatopathy,Poly
dipsia,Copper toxicity
signs,Polyuria,Ascites,Lack of
efficacy,Weight loss,Weight
gain,Abnormal test
result,Bloated,Smelly
breath,Hypoalbuminaemia,Elevated
liver enzymes,Liver disorder
NOS,Proteinuria,Hypoproteinaemia
,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevated
ALT,Elevated bile acids,Increased
coagulation time
1 20/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Vomiting,Paddling,Diarrhoea, Other
R><BR><BR>No Falling,Seizure NOS

Behavioural disorder
No Data
NOS,Abdominal pain,Distension of
abdomen,Ataxia,Inappetence,Letha
rgy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Off colour
Seizure NOS,Death by euthanasia
Other

Jack Russell
Terrier

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Unable to walk (coded ataxia), anorexia, lethargy, weight loss, dysuria, pyrexia, tachypnoea, voice
Siberian Husky
change (coded impaired vocalisation), cough and generalised pain 6 days post 2nd dose Nobivac L4
vaccination and start of oral Metacam (assumed to be Metacam 1.5mg/ml oral suspension) for the
treatment of stiffness. Treated with Comfortan and sent to referral practice. Dehydration, lethargy,
progressive weakness with exercise noted on examination. Blood tests showed elevated liver enzymes
but 3 months prior to vaccination, the ALP was slightly elevated and scans had shown a smaller then
usual liver. Referral practice diagnosed acquired myasthenia gravis, possibly associated with thymoma.
Treatment was unsuccessful and the dog was euthanased 5 days later.

35.6 Metacam 1.5 mg/ml Oral
N - Unlikely
Suspension for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (08/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (10/06/201510/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (08/07/201508/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected lack of efficacy. Weight loss started 4 months post vaccination. Bloat, polydipsia, polyuria, English
urinating in the house (inappropriate urination), halitosis, blood tests showed hepatopathy, urine test Springer
showed proteinuria and low specific gravity 2 month after weight loss started. Ultrasound showed
Spaniel
ascites and radiographs showed cardiac enlargement. Treated with furosemide and Tramadol. Further
blood tests showed hypoproteinaemia, hyperphosphataemia, hepatopathy. Dog referred.
Deterioration, diarrhoea, increased weight due to ascites. Treated with Denamarin, Destolit and
antibiotics. Liver FNA showed severe chronic hepatitis, fibrosis and copper accumulation. CT scan
showed hepatopathy, cirrhosis, portal hypertension and acquired portosystemic shunts. Coagulation
tests showed increased clotting time.Leptospirosis PCR positive on blood tests. Treatment with
Ronaxan started. Ascites resolved an unknown period later. Further tests were negative for all
serovars, still awaiting FISH results from liver biopsy. Final results identified a non-interrogans serovar,
Interrogans and Kirscheri serovars have been excluded.

18.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(16/08/2014-16/08/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Emesis and diarrhoea within 12 hours post vaccination. Convulsions with paddling noted 2 days later
Pug
and the dog fell over a few times. Death later that day. Anther dog from the same household also had
convulsions 4 days post vaccination (see case 2015-UK-03385). PME showed no evidence of infectious
disease or congenital malformations. The major abnormality noted was hepatomegaly which the
pathologist suspected to be due to hepatic steatosis, but this still needs confirmation on
histopathology. The same was noted in the brother. No further information.
Loss of consciousness, emesis and convulsions 4 days post vaccination. Hypothermia and dehydration Pug
noted on examination followed by further convulsions. Treated with fluids, diazepam, glucose,
steroids, antibiotics, oxygen and heat pad. Euthanasia. Another puppy from the same household
developed convulsions and died two days post vaccination (see case 2015-UK-03384). PME showed no
evidence of infectious disease or congenital malformations. The major abnormality noted was
hepatomegaly which the pathologist suspected to be due to hepatic steatosis, but this still needs
confirmation on histopathology. The same was noted in the sister. No further information was
received.
Ataxia, lethargy, anorexia within 24 hours following vaccination. 2 days later, reluctant to move,
Crossbred
reclusive (coded as behavioural disorder), continued ataxia/anorexia, abdominal pain and distension,
off colour. No further information.

0.55 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(20/07/201520/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (20/07/201520/07/2015)<BR><BR>
0.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(20/07/201520/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (20/07/201520/07/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Convulsions within 24 hours post vaccination. Rectal diazepam was administered following by propofol Staffordshire
but owners then opted for euthanasia.
Bull Terrier

15.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(24/06/2015-24/06/2015)<BR><BR>

Moribund,Lateral
Other
recumbency,Abnormal test
result,Elevated BUN,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Foetal
death,Weak pulse,Anaemia
NOS,Low platelet
count,Leucopenia,Lymphopenia,Ta
chycardia,Pale mucous
membrane,Abdominal pain,Death
by euthanasia,Depression
0 23/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Pale mucous
Not
R><BR><BR>Not membrane,Abdominal
Known
Known
pain,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Tachypno
ea,Lack of efficacy,Dehydration

Tachycardia, pale mucous membranes, (suspected whelping) 7 weeks after second vaccination.
(Second vaccination had been administered just after mating - exact dates unknown). Dog was
admitted and treated with IVFT, NSAIDs, antibiotics. Ultrasound revealed 4 pups with 1 in birth canal,
no heartbeats (coded as abnormal ultrasound finding). Caesarian revealed all 4 puppies decomposed
and dead. VS suspects they had been like this for 24 hours. Bloods showed anaemia, leucopenia,
lymphopenia, eosinopenia, thrombocytopenia, elevated BUN. Treated with analgesia, antibiotics,
antiemetics, NSAIDs. Dog had depression, lateral recumbency, weak pulse, abdominal pain. Later the
PCV had worsened, IV paracetamol was given as well as fluid bolus. Good response, improved pulses.
Dog remained moribund, did not recover, elected euthanasia. No PME. Nothing further.

Bichon Frise

Suspected lack of efficacy. Suspected parvo virus 16 days post first vaccination. Signs included emesis,
diarrhoea, pale mucous membranes, dehydration, tachycardia and abdominal pain. Vet suspected
parvovirus or foreign body. No further information.

English Cocker
Spaniel

1

0 15/07/2014 Not Known

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Dysuria,Inappet Not
ence,Lethargy (see also Central
Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Dull

Labrador
Retriever

1

1

0 23/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Inappropriate urination,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated creatinine

Lethargy starting 2 days post vaccination; no treatment given, no abnormalities on examination.
Lethargy, anorexia, dysuria and emesis 6 days post vaccination; blood tests showed renal insufficiency
(elevated BUN and creatinine). Hospitalisation and treatment with Cerenia, gut protectants,
intravenous fluid therapy and Synulox. Blood tests repeated 8 days post vaccination showed continued
renal insufficiency. The dog developed diarrhoea at this time and was treated with Prokolin, Zantac
and Losec. Renal insufficiency persisted after 14 days post vaccination but the values had improved.
Outcome unknown, no further information expected.
Lethargy, anorexia and inappropriate urination 5 days post vaccination with Nobivac KC, DHP and L4.
Hospitalisation and treatment with intravenous fluid therapy 24 hours after onset. Blood tests showed
renal insufficiency (elevated creatinine), BUN was top end of normal range. Discharged 24 hours after
hospital admission after recovery and blood tests which were normal. No further information
expected. Case 2015-UK-03413 details similar signs after L4 vaccination in the same dog the previous
year.

1

1

0 30/07/2015 Not Known

Injection site bleeding,Injection site Not
swelling,Injection site pain,Injection Known
site reddening,Injection site
stiffness

No Data

Labrador
Retriever

Injection site haemorrhage, reddening, oedema, pain and stiffness 2 hours after accidental self
Human
injection of Nobivac L4 in the area of the metacarpal phalangeal joint of the left hand. The needle had
been used prior to self injection. Area washed immediately after injection. Treatment with ampicillin.
Signs persisted for several days prior to recovery. No further information expected.

5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(20/07/201520/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (20/07/201520/07/2015)<BR><BR>

9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(20/07/2015-20/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

6.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O Insufficient information to determine causality,
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa however cannot rule out product related reaction.
(27/03/2015-27/03/2015)<BR><BR> ble

4.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
No assessment
(01/07/2015performed
01/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/07/201501/07/2015)<BR><BR>
35.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(12/07/2014-12/07/2014)<BR><BR>

35.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(17/07/201517/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (17/07/201517/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/07/201517/07/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Known for Dogs - ,,,,<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Clinical signs are very similar to those seen the
previous year after this vaccination. Although 3
products were given together and other causes are
possible it would seem that this product is more likely
to be involved. Product involvement is possible.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03458

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.6 Year(s)

22/07/2015

03/09/2015

1

1

0 22/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Not
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes drinking,Adipsia,Sneezing,Cough,Ab
normal test result,Loss of
voice,Inappetence,Skin sarcoma
NOS,Abscess
NOS,Retching,Gagging,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')
1 30/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes system depression in
'Neurological'),Reduced level of
consciousness,Weakness,Hypother
mia,Death

Cough, sneezing, anorexia and adipsia within a few hours post concurrent vaccination with Nobivac KC Jack Russell
and Nobivac L4. Aphonia noted 1 week later but improvement in eating and drinking. Treatment with Terrier
antibiotics started. No improvement noted within the next 5 days, so steroid treatment started.
Deterioration, worsened cough, anorexia and adipsia within the next 2 weeks. Abscess noted on the
left side of the larynx. General anaesthetic and sample taken were positive for Bordetella. The site of
the abscess was confirmed as the salivary gland. Retching, lethargy and anorexia ongoing, further
antibiotic treatment started. The dog had been on long-term treatment with Buscopan. Histopathology
from the lump confirmed a squamous cell carcinoma.
Lethargy, impaired consciousness, hypothermia and death 24 hours post vaccination. No PME carried Maltese
out.

7.95 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A N - Unlikely
(22/07/201522/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (22/07/201522/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03477

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

29/07/2015

14/08/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03483

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.2 Year(s)

23/07/2015

03/08/2015

1

1

0 23/07/2015 Not Known

Lethargy and anorexia starting within hours post 2nd dose vaccination. Diarrhoea, pyrexia, dehydration Weimaraner
and tachycardia 4 days later. Treated with fluids and NSAIDs. Blood tests showed elevated ALKP,
hyperglycaemia, elevated cholesterol and neutrophilia. Treated with antibiotics and Pardale. The was
referred for further investigation and immune mediated polyarthritis was diagnosed.

29.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(23/07/2015-23/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03499

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

30/07/2015

03/08/2015

1

1

0 30/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
Not
R><BR><BR>Not Central nervous system depression Known
Known
in 'Neurological'),Off colour,Local
swelling (not application
site),Hypoalbuminaemia,Jaw
pain,Hyperphosphataemia

Malaise starting soon after vaccination. Lethargy, anorexia, pyrexia, jaw pain and jaw oedema 3 days
later. Blood tests showed hypoalbuminaemia and hyperphosphataemia. Treated with steroids and
antibiotics. No further diagnostics carried out, outcome unknown. Neck pain had been noted at 1st
dose vaccination 1 month earlier.

West Highland
White Terrier

2.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(30/07/201530/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (30/07/201530/07/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03545

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

04/06/2015

05/10/2015

1

1

0 24/06/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Hepatopathy on blood tests 20 days post vaccination and concurrent start of Previcox administration
for the treatment of back pain. It was also noted that there had been no improvement in the back
pain. Abdominal scan 6 days later showed mild gall bladder changes. Treatment with Destolit and
Synulox started. No improvement within 1 month. Dog referred for further investigation.

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

28 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(04/06/201504/06/2015)<BR><BR>Previcox 227
mg Chewable Tablets for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (04/06/201524/06/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03546

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

04/07/2015

05/08/2015

1

1

0 04/07/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03591

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

25/07/2015

07/08/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03599

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.3 Year(s)

07/08/2015

15/08/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03608

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14.6 Year(s)

13/02/2015

10/08/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03612

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

08/08/2015

10/08/2015

1

1

0 08/08/2015 No

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03697

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

10/08/2015

17/08/2015

1

1

0 15/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Low platelet
Other
R><BR><BR>No count,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Inappete
nce,Congested mucous
membrane,Pyrexia,Abnormal test
result,Petechiae NOS

Autoimmune disorder
Not
NOS,Polyarthritis,Decreased
Known
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Dry mucous
membrane,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hyperglycaemia,Elevated
cholesterol
(total),Neutrophilia,Tachycardia,Dia
rrhoea

Elevated liver enzymes,Gall bladder Not
& bile duct disorder NOS,Localised Known
pain NOS (see other 'SOCs' for
specific pain)

0.8 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (29/07/201529/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (29/07/201529/07/2015)<BR><BR>

Sign are most likely due to abscess caused by
Bordetella, more likely to be related to kennel cough
vaccine.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Vomiting,Ataxia,Tachypnoea,Lethar No Data
gy (see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Hypersalivation,Proteinuria,A
bdominal
pain,Hypertension,Stiffness NOS
1 28/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Decreased packed cell volume
Not
R><BR><BR>Not (PCV),Non-regenerative
Known
Known
anaemia,Lymphocytosis,Neutrophil
ia,Vomiting,Hypercalcaemia,Anuria,
Increased respiratory rate,Death by
euthanasia,Decreased
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Off colour,Smelly
breath,Urine abnormalities
NOS,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine

Lethargy within 12 hours post vaccination. Tachypnoea, hypersalivation, ataxia, cranial abdominal pain German
and stiffness on examination 3 days later. Nothing abnormal noted on radiographs, blood tests or
Shepherd Dog
ultrasound scan. Emesis 2 days later. Nothing abnormal noted on MRI scan the next day. CSF tap
showed elevated protein levels and proteinuria on urine sample. Improvement over the following
week but ataxia, lethargy and stiffness still ongoing 25 days post vaccination.

48 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(04/07/2015-04/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Malaise and emesis 3 days post vaccination, prior history of intermittent diarrhoea. Blood tests
German
showed neutrophilia, lymphocytosis, hypercalcaemia, hyperphosphataemia, elevated renal parameters Shepherd Dog
and non-regenerative anaemia. Advised to be admitted for treatment but owner declined.
Deterioration and anorexia the next day. Treated with fluids but anuria noted. Somnolence and
tachypnoea noted. Lethargy, uraemic breath and change in urine protein:creatinine ratio noted
following referral. Owner requested euthanasia. No PME carried out.

31 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(25/07/201525/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (25/07/201525/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

0 08/08/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

Lethargy, anorexia, adipsia, loss of consciousness, 24 hours post vaccination. Knuckling and
Labrador
monoparesis of right hindlimb, pyrexia, spinal musculoskeletal pain later the same day. Treatment with Retriever
Dexadreson. Emesis, lethargy, muscle tremor, leucocytosis, neutrophilia, thrombocytopenia,
basophilia, hypercholesterolaemia, renal insufficiency (elevated BUN and creatinine) 24 hours post
onset. Treatment with intravenous fluids, ranitidine and Dexadreson. Improvement by the following
day; treatment with Synulox and Zitac, outcome unknown.Full recovery and unspecified period later.
No further information expected.

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy. Cough, anorexia, murmur and laryngitis 6 months post vaccination. The dog West Highland
had been in kennels 2 weeks prior to this. No diagnostics carried out, outcome unknown.
White Terrier

Low platelet
count,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Vo
miting,Not
drinking,Knuckling,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Localised pain NOS
(see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Pyrexia,Not eating,Abnormal
test result,Monoparesis (paralysis
of limb),Muscle
shaking,Musculoskeletal
pain,Elevated BUN,Eyes rolling
back,Elevated cholesterol (total)
0 06/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Heart
R><BR><BR>Not murmur,Laryngitis,Cough,Decrease
Known
d appetite,Lack of efficacy

Shaking,Injection site
Other
pain,Vocalisation,Tachycardia,Musc
le spasm NOS

Injection site pain and vocalisation immediately during administration followed by tachycardia, muscle Greyhound
spasms and shaking. Recovery within 2 minutes. Vaccine was administered off-label direct from the
fridge.
Emesis, diarrhoea, anorexia and congested mucous membranes 5 days post vaccination and
concurrent Bravecto administration. Improvement 2 days later but on examination petechiae of the
gums and pyrexia noted on examination (although it was a hot day and the dog was excited). Blood
tests showed possible immune mediated thrombocytopaenia. Unknown what treatment was given,
outcome unknown.

English
Springer
Spaniel

Not
Known

O1 - Inconclusive

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(07/08/2015-07/08/2015)<BR><BR>

10.1 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml No assessment
(13/02/2015performed
13/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (13/02/201513/02/2015)<BR><BR>
29 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(08/08/2015-08/08/2015)<BR><BR>
18 Bravecto 500 mg Chewable Tablets
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets
(10/08/201510/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (10/08/201510/08/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03700

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Month(s)

10/08/2015

22/10/2015

1

1

0 14/08/2015 Not Known

Aggression,Diarrhoea,Head tilt - ear Not
disorder,Meningitis,Tonic-clonic
Known
seizure,Ataxia,Stumbling
gait,Photophobia,Inappetence,Gen
eral pain (see other SOCs for
specific pain),Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Uncoded
sign,Abnormal test result,Walking
difficulty,Dull

Lethargy, anorexia, generalised pain and head pain 4 days post vaccination. Photophobia, aggression
and pyrexia on examination. Treated with antibiotics. No improvement over the next 2 days and
dullness and pain still ongoing. Referral for further tests and treatment identified CSF elevated
nucleated cells. Development of convulsions (tonic-clonic seizure), treated with Phenobarbitone. Post
seizure the dog deteriorated: pleurothotonus to right (uncoded sign), head tilt (internal ear disorder)
and ataxia. MRI showed multiple brain lesions likely related to inflammation. Diagnosis of immune
mediated meningoencephalitis leading to treatment with prednisolone and discharge after an
improvement but recurrence of diarrhoea. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03721

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

17/08/2015

14/10/2015

1

1

1 17/08/2015 Not Known

Pulmonary
Not
congestion,Epistaxis,Death,Hyperth Known
ermia,Petechiae NOS,Abnormal
necropsy finding

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(17/08/2015-17/08/2015)<BR><BR> ble

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03726

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

20/07/2015

20/08/2015

1

1

0 21/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Eosinophilia,Ataxia,Dull
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

The owner suspected heat stroke 40 minutes post vaccination after travelling home from vet practice. Bulldog
Epistaxis followed by death later the same day. Dog had a reaction post vaccination on a previous
occasion (see case 2015-UK-03856). PME was consistent with brachycephalic airway syndrome.
Histology supports suspicion of acute exacerbation of bracycephalic airway syndrome, influence of
vaccine is not clear but stress of visit may have contributed.
Ataxia and lethargy 24 hours post vaccination and concurrent Advocate application. Improvement in
Yorkshire
ataxia after 2 days but lethargy was ongoing. Blood tests carried out 4 weeks later showed
Terrier
eosinophilia. Treated with steroids, outcome unknown.

Not
Known

Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small B - Possible
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Packet/Sachet Once (20/07/201520/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(20/07/201520/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(20/07/2015-20/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03733

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

07/08/2015

16/10/2015

1

1

0 07/08/2015 Not Known

Pale mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Loose
stool,Drinking a lot,Weight
loss,Abnormal test result,Exocrine
pancreatic insufficiency,Unusual
stool colour

Not
Known

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(07/08/2015-07/08/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03758

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

20/07/2015

19/10/2015

1

1

0 21/07/2015 Yes

Behavioural disorder
No Data
NOS,Abdominal
pain,Vomiting,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Nausea,Stiffness
NOS,Lip licking

Diarrhoea 12 hours post vaccination. Further diarrhoea and pale mucous membranes the next day,
English Toy
treated with Promax. Diarrhoea and weight loss reported 3 weeks later, treated with antibiotics.
Terrier
Faecal samples negative for Salmonella and Campylobacter but positive for Coccidial oocysts. Blood
tests were normal. Canine pancreatic lipase test done 1 month later and this was negative. Referred 10
days later and an ultrasound scan showed small intestine mucosal thickening. Blood tests showed
hepatopathy. Diagnosed with exocrine Pancreas insufficiency so started treatment with pancreatic
enzyme and antibiotics.
Emesis and lethargy within 24 hours post vaccination followed by intermittent lethargy. Examination 1 Whippet
month later showed abdominal pain, lip licking, nausea and not wanting to jump and moving
awkwardly. Treated with antacids. Further lethargy and a change in behaviour the next day. Blood
sample taken, but results not received. No further information.

17.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(20/07/2015-20/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03761

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.2 Year(s)

18/04/2015

19/11/2015

1

1

0 23/07/2015 Not Known

Vocalisation,Low platelet
Not
count,Lymphadenopathy,Splenome Known
galy,Tachycardia,Abdominal
pain,Faecal
impaction,Megaoesophagus,Diarrh
oea,Vomiting,Anorexia,Pyrexia,Lack
of efficacy,Weight loss,Abnormal
test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Pancreati
tis,Elevated liver enzymes,Elevated
total bilirubin,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Elevated cholesterol (total)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03762

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

31/03/2015

19/08/2015

1

1

0 31/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Polydipsia,Joint
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Excessive
appetite,Off colour,Pyrexia

No Data

Joint pain (neck), anorexia, malaise, hyperthermia within 18 days of vaccination (signs showed at
Jack Russell
unknown time post vaccination). Treated with antibiotics and anti-inflammatories. 2 days later, clinical Terrier
signs had worsened, with lethargy. Nothing abnormal detected on radiographs. Treated with steroids.
Over the following month the pain had subsided however polydipsia and increased appetite started so
steroid dose reduced. Clinical signs had resolved 3 months later. Linked to follow up case: 2015-UK03763 (again neck pain post vaccination). No more information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03763

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

28/07/2015

19/08/2015

1

1

0 08/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Joint pain
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Joint pain within 10 days of vaccination. Treated with steroids; improved. Linked to similar reaction
after previous vaccination with the same products: 2015-UK-03762. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03778

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

21/08/2015

07/09/2015

1

1

Lethargy 1 hour post vaccination followed by anorexia. Dehydration and hypothermia on examination Toy Poodle
3 days later. Blood tests showed hyponatraemia, reduced chloride and hyperkalaemia. Vet confirmed
Addison''s disease. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03810

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

14/08/2015

24/08/2015

1

1

0 21/08/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Addison's
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes disease,Anorexia,Decreased body
temperature,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Dehydration,Hyperk
alaemia,Hyponatremia
0 15/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Injection site Other
R><BR><BR>No lump,Injection site
pain,Polydipsia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03820

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

23/08/2015

24/08/2015

1

1

0 23/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Not
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes drinking,Tachypnoea,Snuffle,Hypot
hermia,Respiratory signs,Not
eating,Swollen lymph node,Walking
difficulty

Anorexia, adipsia, walking difficulty, rhinitis, tachycardia, tachypnoea, respiratory tract disorder (mild
Pug
respiratory effort), lymphadenitis, hypothermia within 5 hours of vaccination with DHP and L4. Treated
with IVFT and antibiotics. Recovered apart from respiratory effort, nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03836

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

08/08/2015

27/08/2015

1

1

0 10/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Immune mediated haemolytic
Not
R><BR><BR>Not anaemia,Thrombocytopenia,Leuco Known
Known
cytosis,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Exercise intolerance

Lethargy and exercise intolerance starting approximately 48 hours post vaccination. Examination and
blood tests 12 days later showed immune mediated haemolytic anaemia. Unknown treatment given.
Blood tests carried out 5 days later showed leucocytosis, thrombocytopaenia and Coombs test
negative.

English
Springer
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03924

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.83 Year(s)

24/08/2015

10/09/2015

2

1

0 24/08/2015 Yes

Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
swelling,Injection site
pain,Anorexia,Off colour,Pyrexia

Malaise, injection site swelling/pain/abscess, hyperthermia and anorexia within 24 hours of
vaccination. Treated with NSAIDs, lanced, and then antibiotics. Unknown if full recovery made, but
doing well. Nothing further.

Whippet

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03953

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

07/05/2015

04/11/2015

1

1

0 11/08/2015 Not Known

Lack of efficacy

Suspected lack of efficacy. Pyrexia, jaundice and hepatopathy 3 months post 2nd dose vaccination.
Lepto PCR negative but antibody positive for Canicola and Copenhageni. Treatment started with
antibiotics leading to improvement. No further information.

Dobermann

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy. Emesis, anorexia, lethargy and not passing any faeces 3 months post
second dose vaccination. Tachycardia and pyrexia noted on examination. Treatment started with
fluids, Cerenia, Omeprazole and Buprenorphine. Radiographs showed splenomegaly. Blood tests
showed hepatopathy, elevated globulins, hyperproteinaemia and possible pancreatitis. Treated with
Augmentin. General anaesthetic administered leading to diarrhoea. CT scan showed megaoesophagus
and peri-bronchial lymphadenopathy. Further blood tests showed thrombocytopaenia. Further
diarrhoea and vocalisation the next day. Sent home with Tramadol, Synulox, mirtazipine,
metronidazole and omeprazole leading to improvement but not full recovery. Blood tests were PCR
positive for Leptospirosis at Langford but negative at Idexx. Serology negative for all serovars. No
further information received.

Polydipsia 24 hours post vaccination. Ongoing polydipsia and injection site lump 4 days later. FNA of
the lump showed an injection site abscess. Antibiotic treatment started. Checkup 2 days later showed
accumulation of further pus at the injection site and injection site pain. Further drainage carried out
leading to recovery 4 days later.

Chihuahua

Great Dane

Jack Russell
Terrier

Crossbred

3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(10/08/2015-10/08/2015)<BR><BR>

68 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(18/04/2015-18/04/2015)<BR><BR>

11.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(31/03/201531/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (31/03/201531/03/2015)<BR><BR>
11.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(28/07/201528/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (28/07/201528/07/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Known Once (21/08/201521/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (21/08/201521/08/2015)<BR><BR>
36 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(14/08/201514/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (14/08/201514/08/2015)<BR><BR>
1.29 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(23/08/201523/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (23/08/201523/08/2015)<BR><BR>
24 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(08/08/201508/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (08/08/201508/08/2015)<BR><BR>

Vaccines may have a role in the development of
immune mediated disease. Clinical signs are not
expected but product cannot be excluded as a factor
in the development of clinical signs.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

19 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(24/08/2015-24/08/2015)<BR><BR>
40.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(07/05/2015-07/05/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH''s comments however causality
assessment is probable, therefore A.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-03971

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

27 Year(s)

02/09/2015

02/11/2015

1

1

0 02/09/2015 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04003

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

02/07/2015

03/09/2015

1

1

1 25/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04031

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

02/09/2015

28/09/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04054

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

17/08/2015

07/09/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04064

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

26/08/2015

07/09/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04080

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

18/08/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04087

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04109

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04138

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04167

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04175

NOBIVAC L4

Eye disorder NOS (for photophobia Not
see 'neurological'),Burning
Known
sensation of eye,Eye sore and red

Vet nurse had an unknown volume of product squirted into her right eye when the needle came off.
Eye was flushed with saline. Within 5 to 10 minutes her eye was red, sore, burning and hard to open.
She visited her GP who washed the eye out again. The following day the patient was reported as OK,
but it was unclear if she had recovered. No response to MAH request for further information.

Human

Tachypnoea,Death by
No Data
euthanasia,Appetite
loss,Pyrexia,Loss of
condition,Lateral
recumbency,Difficulty
chewing,Arrhythmia,Tachycardia,M
uscle wasting,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders')
1 03/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes

Anorexia, difficulty chewing within 2 months of vaccination. 2 days later was noted as being small
Saint Bernard
(coded as loss of condition), poor muscle development (muscle wasting). No abnormalities were found Dog
on faecal or blood samples. 2 days after this, collapse, lateral recumbency, tachypnoea, hyperthermia,
tachycardia and arrhythmia, leading to death by euthanasia. Nothing further.

1

0 17/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Two convulsions reported within 4 days post vaccination (exact timing unknown) followed by recovery Other
apart from ongoing lethargy. Further convulsions during the following 2 weeks. The dog had a pseudo Canine/dog
pregnancy at the same time and the owner was moving house. The dog was diagnosed as epileptic
earlier in the year and was on Epiphen and Phenoleptil treatment.

1

1

0 01/09/2015 No

23/12/2015

1

1

23/08/2014

21/01/2016

1

1

1 25/08/2014 Not Known

14/07/2015

14/10/2015

1

1

0 18/08/2015 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

No Data

Canine/dog

9.3 Month(s) 20/02/2015

13/10/2015

1

1

0 31/08/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

05/09/2015

17/09/2015

1

1

0 08/09/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Abnormal test
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes result,Meningitis,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Localised pain
NOS (see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Pyrexia

Localised thoracic back pain, lethargy and hyperthermia 3 days post second vaccination with Nobivac
DHPPi and L4. Similar clinical signs were seen after the initial vaccination the previous month with the
same products and the dog was not completely recovered at the time of second vaccine. CSF tap
showed neutrophilic pleocytosis (abnormal test result) and diagnosis of meningitis was reached.
Treatment with steroids, outcome ongoing. No further information expected.

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

01/09/2015

14/09/2015

1

1

0 08/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy. Emesis and diarrhoea starting 5 days post vaccination. Treated with fluids, Pug
Cerenia and antibiotics. PCR positive for parvovirus. Deterioration and leucopenia on blood tests a few
days later. Faecal sample was also positive for Isospora. The dam was not vaccinated.

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04198

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

15/05/2015

11/11/2015

1

1

0 11/09/2015 Not Known

Lack of efficacy

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04210

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.4 Year(s)

20/08/2014

16/09/2015

1

1

0 25/06/2015 Not Known

Lack of efficacy

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04234

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

15/09/2015

16/11/2015

1

1

0 15/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Bloody
Not
R><BR><BR>Not diarrhoea,Vomiting,Depression,Loc Known
Known
alised pain NOS (see other 'SOCs'
for specific pain)

Suspected lack of efficacy. Malaise, lethargy, jaundice, hepatopathy and elevated renal parameters 4
months post 2nd dose vaccination. Urine PCR positive for Leptospirosis but blood PCR was negative.
Unknown if treatment given. Serology positive for L. ictero, L. canicola and L. hardjo. Serology
repeated 1 month later showed no major changes.
Suspected lack of efficacy. Collapse 10 months post vaccination. The dog had been out for a walk but
then fell in a pond followed emesis, diarrhoea and collapse. Emesis and unresponsive on examination.
Blood tests showed thrombocytopaenia, hypokalaemia, hepatopathy and hyperglycaemia. Treated
with Isathal and Zantac and lfuids leading to come improvement. Leptospira antibody IFA >3200 due to
exposure and not vaccination. Treated with antibiotics. Repeat serology 1.5 months later showed low
antibody titres.
Emesis and haemorrhagic gastroenteritis 1 hour post Nobivac DHP, L4 and microchipping and 2 days
post an unknown worming product. 2 days after onset of signs dog hospitalised for intravenous fluid
therapy, antibiotics and pain relief due to lethargy and a sore anus (localised pain). No further
information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04273

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.6 Year(s)

11/09/2015

21/09/2015

1

1

0 13/09/2015 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04312

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

21/09/2015

22/09/2015

1

1

Not
Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Other
swelling,Injection site pain,Not
drinking,Off colour,Pyrexia,Not
eating
0 29/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Corneal oedema,Uveitis,Eye
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes redness,Eye inflamed

Death by euthanasia,Flaking
skin,General hair loss

Lack of efficacy

Injection site
abscess,Thrombocytopenia,Leucoc
ytosis,Abdominal
pain,Diarrhoea,Polydipsia,Anorexia,
Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Dehydration
,Abnormal test
result,Hyperglycaemia,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal ultrasound finding
1 21/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Laboured breathing,Sleepiness R><BR><BR>Not neurological
Known
disorder,Death,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Not
Known

Death within 24 hours post vaccination. The dog was noted to be thin at the time of vaccination but
otherwise fine. No PME carried out.

Crossbred

Injection site swelling, hyperthermia, malaise within 4 days of vaccination. Progressed to injection site Staffordshire
pain/abscess, adipsia and anorexia over the following 2-3 days. Abscess burst. Treated with antibiotics, Bull Terrier
tramadol, IVFT. Nothing further expected.
Eye redness and eye inflammation 11 days post Nobivac DHP and L4. Treatment with Maxitrol, referral
to opthalmologist. Diagnosed with unilateral uveitis and treated with Metacam and Pred Forte drops.
Improvement 2 weeks later but not resolved. Serology showed higher CAV2 2048 than expected
(natural infection?). Second L4 and a KC vaccine were given 1 month post initial vaccine. Continued
treatment with Maxitrol 3 times daily but severe corneal oedema persists. No further information
expected.
General hair loss and flaking skin started within 2 to 3 days post vaccination. No mites or parasites
found and no improvement with a hypoallergenic diet. No improvement following treatment with
Piriton. Euthanasia 14 months later. The dog already had chronic otitis externa, digital dermatitis and
alopecia of axillae regions prior to vaccination.
Suspected lack of efficacy. Leptospirosis despite L4 vaccination 14 days prior to first clinical signs.
Although liver Fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) has demonstrated a large number of Leptospira
throughout the hepatic parenchyma, it is unknown which serogroup is involved. Serology was positive
for Bratislava, Canicola and Ictero but no blood or urine PCR carried out and therefore no
confirmation of serovar.

Crossbred

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

Crossbred

Suspected lack of efficacy. Malaise, anorexia and jaundice 7 months post vaccination. Treated with
English Cocker
fluids. Blood tests showed hepatopathy, elevated urea and hyperphosphataemia. Ultrasound showed Spaniel
fluid around the kidneys, hepatomegaly and sludge in the gall bladder. Treated with Zitac, Vitbee,
Cerenia, Antibiotics, Butador and Medetor. Vet suspects Leptospirosis. Urine PCR positive for
Leptospirosis but blood tested negative. Vet is planning on doing paired titre. Treatment is ongoing.
Dog reported to be doing well and second serology showed a positive titre for Bratislava, Copenhageni,
Australis and Autumnalis. Dog reported to be doing well and jaundice has resolved.
Shih Tzu

Crossbred

Not Applicable

Jack Russell
Terrier

Not
Known

Lethargy, polydipsia, anorexia and diarrhoea within 48 hours post vaccination. Pyrexia, abdominal pain English Cocker
and dehydration noted on examination 3 days later. Blood tests showed elevated ALKP,
Spaniel
hyperglycaemia and leucocytosis. Treated with fluids, analgesics and antibiotics. Metoclopramide
started the next day. Further antibiotics started the day after this and further leucocytosis noted on
blood tests. Anaemia and thrombocytopaenia also noted on blood tests. Injection site abscess burst
the day after this - this was cleaned and clipped.

Not
Known

Lethargy within 15 minutes post vaccination leading to somnolence, dyspnoea and death later the
same day. No PME carried out.

Crossbred

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,,,,24<BR><BR>

34 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
(02/07/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
02/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC - ble
.4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (02/07/201502/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (02/07/201502/07/2015)<BR><BR>
0.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(02/09/201502/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (02/09/201502/09/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml O1 - Inconclusive
Known (17/08/201517/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/08/201517/08/2015)<BR><BR>
23 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(26/08/2015-26/08/2015)<BR><BR>
4.64 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(18/08/201518/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (18/08/201518/08/2015)<BR><BR>
19 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(23/08/2014-23/08/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

30 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(14/07/201514/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (14/07/201514/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (14/07/201514/07/2015)<BR><BR>
9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(20/02/2015-20/02/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml B - Possible
Once (05/09/201505/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(05/09/2015-05/09/2015)<BR><BR>

1.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
No assessment
(03/09/2015performed
03/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/09/201501/09/2015)<BR><BR>
21.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/05/2015-15/05/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

11 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(20/08/2014-20/08/2014)<BR><BR> ble

5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(15/09/201515/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (15/09/201515/09/2015)<BR><BR>
14.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(11/09/2015-11/09/2015)<BR><BR>

5.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 vial (21/09/201521/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (21/09/201521/09/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Close time association, could be a possible
hypersensitivity reaction, 2 products administered, but
no PME carried out.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04316

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Month(s) 22/09/2015

23/09/2015

1

1

0 22/09/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04335

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

18/09/2015

23/09/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04349

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

45 Year(s)

27/09/2015

08/10/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04393

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

19/09/2015

28/10/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04396

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

18/05/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04417

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.2 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04421

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04422

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04458

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04478

NOBIVAC L4

NOBIVAC L4

Neuropathy NOS

No Data

Brachial plexus neuropathy 10-15 minutes post vaccination. Outcome unknown. No further
information expected.

0 22/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pyrexia
R><BR><BR>No

Other

Pyrexia 4 days post vaccination, treated with antibiotics and prednisolone, outcome unknown. The dog Not Applicable
has a history of pyrexia of unknown origin, with the last episode of this occurring 6 months prior to
vaccination.

1

0 27/09/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

1

1

0 20/09/2015 Not Known

Vet injected about 0.25 ml of product into the tip of her right thumb with a clean needle. The area of
the injury became slightly swollen within 6 hours, and proceeded to increase in size. The patient took
Piriton on her Dr''s advice. The injury had resolved 3 days later.
Lethargy, ataxia, anorexia and jaw swelling within 24 hours of vaccination. Diagnosed with immune
mediated myositis. Unable to open jaw on exam (jaw disorder), haemorrhagic diarrhoea, lethargy.
Bolting food (eating disorder) followed by emesis. Treated with intravenous fluid therapy, NSAIDs,
Dexamethasone and antibiotics. Improving on steroid treatment. Discharged from hospital 4 days post
onset. Further information suggestive of masticatory myositis. Outcome unknown, no further
information expected.

28/09/2015

1

1

18/09/2015

29/09/2015

1

1

0 18/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

10 Week(s)

04/08/2015

30/09/2015

1

1

0 17/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Shivering,Elevated liver
Other
R><BR><BR>No enzymes,Hyperglycaemia,Hyperpho
sphataemia,Elevated bile
acids,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated creatine-kinase
(CK),Elevated cholesterol
(total),Monocytosis,Anaemia
NOS,Low platelet
count,Leucopenia,Neutrophilia,Hyp
ercalcaemia,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Weight
gain,Abnormal test result

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

15/09/2015

21/12/2015

1

1

1 29/09/2015 Not Known

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

29/09/2015

12/10/2015

1

1

0 29/09/2015 Not Known

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

07/08/2015

01/02/2016

1

1

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04486

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

30/06/2015

03/12/2015

1

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04487

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

30/09/2015

05/10/2015

1

Injection site swelling

Miscellaneous eating disorder
NOS,Bloody
diarrhoea,Emesis,Other immune
system disorder NOS,Jaw
disorder,Myositis,Inappetence,Leth
argy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Depression,Hind
limb ataxia,Local swelling (not
application site)
1 19/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy,Death by
R><BR><BR>Not euthanasia
Known

Not
Known

Bichon Frise

Human

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy. Haematemesis, diarrhoea and pyrexia 4 months post 2nd dose vaccination English Cocker
shortly after being in kennels. Emesis still ongoing the next day so treated with antibiotics, omeprazole Spaniel
and fluids. Blood tests were normal. Lethargy, hypothermia and continued emesis the next day, treated
with further fluids, Zantac and Emeprid. Watery, haemorrhagic diarrhoea and blood tests showed
leucocytosis, hypersalivation and nausea. Snap test positive for parvovirus. Plasma transfusion given.
Blood tests showed hypoalbuminaemia, leucocytosis. Treated with Interferon, analgesics, Emeprid,
Zantac and antibiotics. Deterioration the next day leading to euthanasia. No PME carried out. 2nd
vaccine was administered at 10 weeks of age.

Tachycardia,Abnormal test
Not
result,Immune mediated
Known
haemolytic anaemia,Tense
abdomen,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Off
colour,Splenomegaly,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Anorexia,Tachypnoe
a,Pale mucous
membrane,Thrombocytopenia

Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 18 Sept 2015. The dog has been off
English Cocker
colour since vaccine. The dog caught a rabbit 5 days later and this was followed by progressive
Spaniel
lethargy and anorexia. Emesis 3 days later, ate on 25 Sept 2015 but not eaten on 26 Sept 2015
morning. On examination, slightly pale mucous membranes, heart rate 126, respiration 40 and very
tense on abdomen palpation, temperature 38.9 Celsius. Vet suspicious of foreign body. Blood tests
showed eosinopenia, anaemia and low creatinine (eosinophils 0.01 (0.06-1.23), Haematocrit 12.8 (37.361.7), Red Blood Cells 1.25 (5.65-8.87), Haemaglobin 9.1 (13.1-20.5), Creatinine 33 (44-159), manual
PCV 19-20% (35-57%), Slide agglutination was positive which indicates immune mediated haemolytic
anaemia. Radiographs revealed no abnormalities found other than an enlarged spleen. The dog was
placed on intra venous fluids, analgesia and steroids. The dog was also treated with Vetergesic, Vitbee,
Omeprazole.27 Sept 2015 PCV 19-20% (35-57%). Eating well. 29 Sept 2015 the dog was brighter and
pink mucous membranes. The dog was sent home with Omeprazole and Predicare. No further
information is available.
Pyrexia, shivering, lethargy, elevated ALKP, hypoproteinaemia, hyperphosphataemia, hyperglycaemia, Weimaraner
elevated creatinine kinase, elevated chloride, anaemia, leucocytosis and neutrophilia 13 days post
vaccination. Treated with antibiotics and NSAIDs. Lethargy and collapse when trying to walk 2 days
later. Gradual improvement over the next 2 weeks with further treatment. 2nd dose of Nobivac L4
administered 2 weeks after this. Lethargy and pyrexia 2 weeks later leading to death of unknown cause
(reported in another case 2015-UK-04422).

Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Meningit Not
is,Death,Lethargy (see also Central Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Abnormal
test result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hyperglycaemia,Hyperpho
sphataemia,Abnormal necropsy
finding

Pyrexia, lethargy, hyperphosphataemia, elevated ALKP, hyperglycaemia, elevated chloride, anaemia,
leucocytosis and neutrophilia 2 weeks post 2nd dose vaccination. Treated with fluids, antibiotics and
NSAIDs. Death 2 days later. History of similar signs 13 days following first dose vaccination but
recovered following supportive treatment. PME showed steroid responsive meningitis. No further
information expected.

Weimaraner

Restlessness,Tachycardia,Diarrhoea Not
,Tachypnoea,Reddening of the
Known
skin,Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Elevated temperature
0 01/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
Other
R><BR><BR>No

Restlessness 12 hours post 2nd dose vaccination followed by erythema of the abdomen and anorexia.
Lethargy, malaise, tachycardia and tachypnoea on examination. Treated with corticosteroids. No
improvement by the next day, pyrexia, lethargy and further erythema the next day. Treated with fluids
and corticosteroids leading to improvement but some signs still ongoing, outcome unknown. Nexgard
Vectra was dispensed but unknown if administered.

Labrador
Retriever

1

0 05/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy. Lethargy, hypoglycaemia, anorexia, emesis and diarrhoea 3 months post
2nd dose vaccination. Snap tests positive for Parvovirus. Treated with fluids, buprenorphine and
antibiotics. No further information.

Not Applicable

1

0 30/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swollen eye,Swollen face (see also No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Swollen mouth

Periorbital oedema, stomatitis and allergic facial oedema within 1 hour of Nobivac DHP and L4.
Treated with anti-histhamines, recovered. No further information expected.

Chihuahua

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy. Lethargy, pyrexia, emesis and jaundice 2 months post 1st dose vaccination, Old English
the dog had never returned for its second dose vaccination. Vet suspected leptospirosis. Antibiotic and Sheepdog
fluid treatment started. Blood tests showed hepatopathy. Serology negative for leptospirosis. No more
information expected.

9.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(22/09/2015-22/09/2015)<BR><BR>
16.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(18/09/201518/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (18/09/201518/09/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Known for Dogs - 1,,,,24<BR><BR>
2.14 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(19/09/2015-19/09/2015)<BR><BR>

10 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(18/05/201518/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (18/05/201518/05/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

No assessment
performed

16.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(18/09/201518/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (18/09/201518/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (18/09/201518/09/2015)<BR><BR>

12.05 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(04/08/201504/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (04/08/201504/08/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

12.05 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/09/2015-15/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

10 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(29/09/2015-29/09/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml N - Unlikely
1 Dose (07/08/201507/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Dose
(07/08/2015-07/08/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

15.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(30/06/201530/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (30/06/201530/06/2015)<BR><BR>
1.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(30/09/201530/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (30/09/201530/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04497

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.11 Year(s)

03/10/2015

08/12/2015

1

1

0 03/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Eosinophilia,Lymphocytosis,Lymph Other
R><BR><BR>No openia,Tachycardia,Hypersalivation
,Diarrhoea,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Unable to
stand,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Hyperthermia,Hypother
mia,Depression,Abnormal test
result,Nausea,Hypoalbuminaemia,H
yperglycaemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Increased
packed cell volume (PCV)
0 07/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes abscess,Lameness,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Emesis and diarrhoea within 24 hours post vaccination. Collapse, hypothermia, tachycardia and
dehydration the next day. Treated with fluids. Haemorrhagic diarrhoea later the same day. Treated
with Zantac and Cerenia. Lethargy the next day. Treated with Colvasone. Improvement but unable to
walk. Blood tests showed hyponatraemia, elevated urea, hyperglycaemia. Ultrasound showed dilated
intestinal loops. Nausea and hypersalivation when offered food, further haemorrhagic diarrhoea.
Further blood tests showed lymphopenia and hypoalbuminaemia. Bloods 2 months later:
lymphocytosis, eosinopenia, hypoalbuminaemia, hepatopathy (elevated ALP). Faecal examinations
negative. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04578

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

29/09/2015

08/10/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04595

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

28/09/2015

09/10/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04615

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

01/10/2015

12/10/2015

1

0 05/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Loose stool,Joint
Not
R><BR><BR>Not pain,Metaphyseal
Known
Known
osteopathy,Tachypnoea,Decreased
appetite,Pyrexia,Muscle weakness
NOS,Stiffness limb,Abnormal
radiograph finding

Anorexia and diarrhoea starting 5 days post vaccination and shortly after the dog was running around German
house and fell over. Milbemax had been dispensed at the time of vaccination but it is unknown if this
Shepherd Dog
was administered. Muscle stiffness, muscle weakness, tachycardia, pyrexia, joint pain on hip extension
and left elbow extension noted on examination 2 days later. Treated with NSAIDs an antibiotics
leading to improvement in temperature. Improvement over the next 2 days but pain still ongoing in
hips and elbow. Radiographs were suggestive of metaphyseal osteopathy. Radiographs were sent for a
second opinion and periosteal cuffing of the growth plates in several long bones was noted.

1

1

1 01/10/2015 Not Known

Diarrhoea,Death

Diarrhoea and death within 24 hours post vaccination. No PME, no further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04625

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

29/09/2015

10/12/2015

1

1

0 02/10/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Ataxia 9 days post vaccination. Treated with Drontal the following day. Bloods 4 days later showed
Border Collie
anaemia (non regenerative), hyperphosphataemia, hyperglycaemia, hypoproteinaemia,
hypoglobulinaemia (change in blood protein). Negative Neospora antibodies. The dog had
proprioceptive deficits at this stage. CSF tap: mononuclear pleocytosis, negative for Toxoplasma. MRI:
mild cerebral atrophy. 14 days later: negative for neuronal ceroid lipofuscinosis. Second vaccine with
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4-see case 2015-UK-05678. No further information expected.

6.7 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(29/09/201529/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (29/09/201529/09/2015)<BR><BR>

27/07/2015

12/10/2015

1

1

0 12/08/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Proprioception deficit,Abnormal
Not
test
Known
result,Hyperglycaemia,Hypoprotein
aemia,Hyperphosphataemia,Chang
e in blood protein NOS,Nonregenerative
anaemia,Ataxia,Reduced reflexes
Lack of efficacy
No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04626

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.3 Year(s)

Suspected lack of efficacy: PCR positive for Leptospirosis. Clinical signs started within 2 weeks of
vaccination. No strain was detected, treated with 3 weeks of doxycycline. Repeat testing urine and
blood is now negative for Leptospirosis. Other dog in house vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and also
positive Lepto-see linked case 2015-UK-04627. Nothing further expected.

West Highland
White Terrier

14 Year(s)

24/08/2015

12/10/2015

1

1

0 03/09/2015 Yes

Lack of efficacy

No Data

West Highland
White Terrier

Canine/dog

3.7 Year(s)

12/10/2015

14/12/2015

1

1

0 13/10/2015 Not Known

Seizure NOS

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy: positive PCR for Leptospirosis detected 10 days after vaccination. Treated
with 3 weeks of doxycycline. Blood results currently negative for Leptospirosis. Other dog in household
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (primary vaccine only) and had a positive PCR on blood for Lepto-see
linked case 2015-UK-04626. Nothing further expected.
Convulsions on the same day post 2nd dose vaccination. Treated with Diazepam, outcome unknown.
No further information.

9.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(27/07/201527/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/07/201527/07/2015)<BR><BR>
10 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(24/08/2015-24/08/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04627

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04675

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04692

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7-8
Week(s)

14/10/2015

25/11/2015

17

17

Scottish
Terrier

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.1
Week(s)

25/09/2015

15/10/2015

1

1

17 puppies vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4 and microchipped, 2 of the puppies were unwell at
vaccination. Injection site pain at vaccination in 17 of 17 puppies and vocalisation in all 17 puppies that
evening. Death in 1 puppy overnight. 2 days post vaccination: death in 1 further puppy and 2 further
puppies unwell (malaise). Treatment for suspected distemper. Death in one further puppy 5-6 days
post vaccination and a further 3 puppies unwell (malaise). 12 puppies remain clinically normal. PME
results expected. Immunohistochemistry results showed scant virus which could indicate vaccination
but it does not rule out field infection. No evidence of distemper found on further samples. Final PME
report states death following lymphocytosis and hyperacute enteritis caused by multiple factors
including stress of bacterial overgrowth.
Emesis, diarrhoea, lethargy, anorexia, dehydration within 4 days of vaccination. Treated with
antiemetics, antacids, antidiarrhoeals, and rehydration sachets. Presented again the same day with
continued emesis, abnormal (pink) stool colouration, hyperthermia, owner declined further
investigation. Owners were unsure if foreign body eaten. The following day the dog died at home.
Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04693

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04701

United
Kingdom

Animal

Feline/cat

5 Year(s)

15/10/2015

04/01/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04730

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

12/10/2015

16/12/2015

1

1

Not
Known

3 14/10/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Death,General
Other
R><BR><BR>No illness,Enteritis,Lymphopenia,Vocali
sation,Injection site pain,Abnormal
necropsy finding

1 29/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Loose
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes stool,Vomiting,Death,Anorexia,Leth
argy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Dehydration
,Abnormal stool
colouration,Diarrhoea
1 16/10/2015 No
Sudden death
Unauthori
sed
species/s
pecies
sub group
0 14/10/2015 No
Pyrexia,Abnormal test
Other
result,Shivering,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hyperglycaemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
lipase,Injection site
abscess,Injection site
swelling,Injection site pain,Anaemia
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Neutrophil
ia,Decreased appetite,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Crossbred

Injection site abscess, pyrexia, lethargy and lameness 9 days post vaccination. Abscess was lanced and Labrador
drained and NSAID and antibiotics treatment started.
Retriever

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

English Toy
Terrier

Jack Russell
Terrier

6.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/10/201503/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (03/10/201503/10/2015)<BR><BR>

28.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(29/09/201529/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (29/09/201529/09/2015)<BR><BR>
8.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(28/09/201528/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (28/09/201528/09/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

10.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/10/2015-01/10/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Clinical sign of diarrhoea may be seen post
vaccination in anaphylactic or hypersensitivity
reactions. Death is not expected but could represent
worsening of a reaction. Product cannot be excluded
as a factor in the signs seen.
NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

6.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(12/10/2015-12/10/2015)<BR><BR> ble
Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(14/10/201514/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (14/10/201514/10/2015)<BR><BR>

0.94 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose (25/09/201525/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (25/09/201525/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Sudden death 24 hours post off-label vaccination and shortly after owner was trying to place unknown British
eye drops into cats eyes. No further information received.

5.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/10/2015-15/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Anorexia, lethargy, injection site swelling, muscle tremors, pyrexia and injection site pain 2 days post
English Cocker
vaccination, vaccine was administered straight from fridge. Treated with fluids, Zinacef, Vetergesic and Spaniel
ranitidine. FNA of lump showed cocci and generated neutrophils and therefore and injection site
abscess was diagnosed. Blood tests showed elevated renal parameters, hepatopathy, hyperglycaemia,
elevated lipase, anaemia, leucocytosis and neutrophilia. Treated with antibiotics and Tramadol. No
further information.

8.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(12/10/2015-12/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04740

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

11/08/2015

16/10/2015

1

1

0 27/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Skin lesion NOS,Decreased
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes appetite,Congested mucous
membrane,Pyrexia,Weight
gain,Cutaneous oedema,Not
eating,Abnormal test result,Nasal
congestion,Stiffness NOS,Swollen
lymph
node,Hyperglycaemia,Hypoglycaem
ia,Elevated ALT,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Cutaneous
calcinosis,Dull,Platelet disorder
NOS,Injection site
lump,Aggression,Leucocytosis,Lymp
hocytosis,Lymphopenia,Neutropeni
a,Lymphadenopathy,Tachycardia,H
ypersalivation,Vomiting,Retching,N
ot drinking,Joint
effusion,Polyarthritis,Joint
pain,Lameness,Cystitis,Tachypnoea,
Cough,Pustules
0 09/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B General illness
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes

Lameness, stiffness, aggression, adipsia, anorexia, injection site lump, joint pain within 16-18 days post Not Applicable
vaccination. Treated with NSAIDs/analgesics. Over the following week went completely lame left hind,
anorexia, adipsia, not urinating or defaecating. Improved on withdrawal of NSAIDs, however lameness
progressed to left fore, hip pain, joint effusion on both hocks, both elbows painful, hyperthermia,
lymphadenitis. VS suspected immune mediated disease, treated with NSAIDs, analgestics and
antibiotics. Bloods showed lymphopenia, hypoglycaemia, treated with IVFT, antibiotics, analgesics and
NSAIDs. Negative for Lymes Disease. The following week, presented with pitting oedema (coded as
skin oedema) of lower limbs, cough, dull, generalised lymphadenopathy, no bacteria detected from
joint aspirates, Rheumatoid factor negative and antinuclear antibodies negative. Cytological findings
consistent with moderate inflammatory arthropathy and immune mediated polyarthritis is most likely.
Lymphoid reactive hyperplasia likely to be secondary to the proposed immune mediated disease.
Started treatment with immunosuppressants. 5 days later, retching, hypersalivation, emesis, anorexia,
rhinitis/regurgutation, hypersalivation, retching, weight loss, lymphocytosis, neutrophilia,
thrombocytopenia, elevated SAP. Treated with IVFTm antiemetics, antibiotics, antacids - started to
settle overnight however following date deteriorated with congested mucous membranes. Over
following 2 days, seemed brighter, sent home with antacids and antibiotics, immumosuppressants were
withdrawn. 3 days later developed pustules down all limbs, and over face, continuous emesis (bile),
hyperglycaemia, eosinophilia, elevated SAP/ALR, hyperthermia, mild stiffness, emesis continued over
following few days. Referral confirmed polyarthritis & calcinosis cutis.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04755

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

04/10/2015

19/10/2015

1

1

Dog diagnosed with parvovirus 5 days post vaccination. Treated with fluids, Interferon and supportive
treatment. Diagnosis method unknown and outcome unknown.

Bulldog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04758

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.8 Year(s)

03/10/2015

19/10/2015

1

1

0 05/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Change in behaviour including aggression, lethargy, ataxia and emesis 48 hours post vaccination.
Pyrexia noted on examination 4 days later. Blood tests showed anaemia, leucocytosis and
neutrophilia. Dog was referred. Stiffness, pyrexia, pale mucous membranesm stiff gait and joint
effusions of the hock joints on examination the next day. Treated with paracetamol, methadone and
fluids. Albumin cytologic dissociation within the CSF and mild changes in joint taps noted. Suspected
immune mediated meningitis. Treated with prednisolone.

Border Collie

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04762

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

12/10/2015

19/10/2015

1

1

0 14/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B General illness
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04808

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

10/09/2015

02/02/2016

1

1

0 22/09/2015 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04820

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

12/08/2015

21/12/2015

1

1

0 21/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04822

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

12/08/2015

21/12/2015

1

1

0 21/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04823

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

12/08/2015

21/12/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04836

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

19/10/2015

04/11/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04853

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Month(s)

21/10/2015

23/10/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04880

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

19/10/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04892

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

24/10/2015

Aggression,Behavioural disorder
Other
NOS,Anaemia
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Neutrophil
ia,Pale mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Other immune
system disorder NOS,Joint
effusion,Meningitis,Ataxia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Pyrexia,Abnormal test
result,Stiffness NOS
Not
Known

Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Aural
Not
haematoma,External ear disorder Known
NOS,Keratitis,Weight loss,Abnormal
test result,Pemphigus
foliaceus,Generalised itching,Hair
loss NOS,Poor coat condition,Skin
scab,Elevated amylase,Dermal
mass,Anaemia NOS

Parvovirus diagnosed 2 days post vaccination. Treated with fluids and supportive treatment. No further Labrador
information.
Retriever

Dermal mass noted on toe 12 days post 2nd dose vaccination and also Malassezia diagnosed. Mass
was removed and NSAID and antibiotic treatment started, ears were also flushed out and ear drops
administered. Aural haematoma of both ears noted 1 week later, treated with further antibiotics. Poor
body condition, weight loss and scabs and crusting on the ears noted 10 days later. Treated with fluids
and antibiotics. Blood tests showed elevated amylase, leucocytosis, neutrophilia and anaemia. Swabs
and biopsies of ears were taken showing chronic active dermatitis with a possible underlying allergy.
Treated with corticosteroids and antibiotics. Dogs ears were improving but owner blamed vaccination.
Vet suspects auto-immune reaction. Continued skin problems with alopecia, skin scabs and pruritus
reported 1 month later. Owner has reduced prednisolone dose and is using alternative therapies.
Keratitis of the eyes noted, owner is using Pred Forte eye drops. Vet suspects pemphigus foliaceus and
marked ear disease.
Suspected lack of efficacy. Suspected parvo virus despite second vaccination 3 months prior.
Presented with emesis, diarrhoea, anorexia, adipsia, lethargy, faecal antigen snap test positive,
hyperthermia, dehydration. Hospitalised and treated with IVFT, antibiotics, antiemetics. Showing some
signs of recovery. Linked to another puppy from same litter/same owner = 2015-UK-04822. Another
litter mate also died from suspected Parvo 2015-UK-04823 [different owner]. No further information.

English
Springer
Spaniel

No Data

Suspected lack of efficacy. Clinical signs of parvo virus (emesis, diarrhoea, anorexia, adipsia, lethargy),
faecal antigen snap test positive, hyperthermia within 3 months of second DHP vaccination. treated
with IVFT, antibiotics, antiemetics. Linked to another puppy from same litter/same owner = 2015-UK04820. Another litter mate/different owner also died from suspected Parvo 2015-UK-04823. No
further information received.

Bulldog

1 21/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy,Death
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected lack of efficacy. Suspected parvo virus despite vaccination with second vacc 3 months prior. Bulldog
Clinical details unknown. Led to death, no diagnostics done. Linked to 2 other puppies = 2015-UK04820 and 2015-UK-04822. No further information.

1

1 21/10/2015 Not
Death by euthanasia,Lack of
Known,<BR><BR efficacy
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy. Lethargy, diarrhoea, anorexia and pyrexia within 48 hours post vaccination. Yorkshire
Treated with Synulox, Vetergesic and Cerenia. Dehydration and further emesis the next day. Treated
Terrier
with fluids. Idexx snap test positive for Parvovirus. Euthanasia the next day. Unknown if PME carried
out. No PCR carried out.

1

1

0 21/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Swelling around eye,Facial Other
R><BR><BR>No swelling (see also 'Skin')

Emesis starting 1 hour post vaccination and lasting for 7 hours. Allergic oedema of the face and around Pug
the eyes noted the next day. Treated with antihistamines and corticosteroids leading to improvement
within 10 minutes.

26/10/2015

1

1

1 21/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy. Emesis and diarrhoea 2 days post vaccination. Supportive treatment
started. Parvo snap test positive. Death 4 days later. No PME carried out.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

27/10/2015

1

1

0 24/10/2015 No

Collapse, muscle tremors and nystagmus 1 hour post vaccination. Taken back to vet practice but had
recovered by the time they arrived. No treatment was given.

Weimaraner

Not
Known

Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' Other
and 'Systemic
disorders'),Twitching,Nystagmus

Bulldog

20 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(11/08/201511/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (11/08/201511/08/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

12 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(04/10/201504/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (04/10/201504/10/2015)<BR><BR>
19.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(03/10/201503/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (03/10/201503/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (03/10/201503/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(12/10/201512/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (12/10/201512/10/2015)<BR><BR>
19.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(10/09/2015-10/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

14 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(31/07/201531/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (12/08/201512/08/2015)<BR><BR>
14 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(31/07/201531/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (12/08/201512/08/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Known (31/07/201531/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (12/08/201512/08/2015)<BR><BR>
2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(19/10/201519/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (19/10/201519/10/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Known (21/10/201521/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (21/10/201521/10/2015)<BR><BR>
4.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(19/10/201519/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (19/10/201519/10/2015)<BR><BR>
32 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(24/10/2015-24/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

No assessment
performed

A - Probable

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04932

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Month(s)

01/11/2014

28/10/2015

1

1

0 24/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Skin lesion NOS,Loss of
R><BR><BR>Yes condition,Crust,Abnormal test
result,Exocrine pancreatic
insufficiency,Increased bowel
movements (frequency)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04949

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

22/10/2015

30/10/2015

1

1

0 24/10/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04955

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

26/10/2015

29/10/2015

1

1

0 27/10/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04978

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.3 Month(s) 26/10/2015

29/12/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04982

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.7 Year(s)

30/09/2015

02/11/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-04984

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.7 Year(s)

28/10/2015

02/11/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05012

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Month(s)

03/11/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05037

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05051

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05063

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05069

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05078

NOBIVAC L4

No Data

Vocalisation,Crying,Low platelet
Other
count,Eosinophilia,Vomiting,Not
drinking,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Abnormal
test result

Skin crust on top of head within 10 months of vaccination. No treatment given. 1 month later, loss of
condition, increased bowel movements, skin lesion worsened, bloods showed exocrine pancreatic
insufficiency. Started treatment with Lypase. Nothing further expected.

Jack Russell
Terrier

Emesis, lethargy, anorexia, adipsia, crying, vocalisation, hyperthermia starting within 48 hours of
vaccination. Treated with NSAIDs and antibiotics, IVFT. Bloods showed mild thrombocytopenia,
increased haematocrit (coded as abnormal test result), recovery after 6 days. No further information.

Crossbred

5.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
(01/11/201401/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (01/11/201401/11/2014)<BR><BR>
20.9 Clavaseptin 250 mg Palatable
B - Possible
Tablets for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (22/10/201522/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (22/10/201522/10/2015)<BR><BR>
38.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(26/10/2015-26/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

General pain (see other SOCs for
No Data
specific pain),Localised pain NOS
(see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Acting tense,Knuckling,Slow
reflexes
0 27/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Depression,Abnormal test
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypoprot
einaemia,Azotaemia,Dull,Anaemia
NOS,Leucopenia,Diarrhoea,Haemor
rhagic
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Inappetence,Le
thargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological')

General pain (sudden onset), localised pain (neck), acting tense, slow reflexes, knuckling within 24 hours Dalmatian
of vaccination. Treated with NSAIDs and analgesia. Vast improvement within 2 days. Nothing further
expected.

Emesis 24 hours post vaccination. diarrhoea the next day. Lethargy noted on examination. Treated
symptomatically. Further diarrhoea and lethargy the next day but the emesis had stopped. Treated
with fluids, antibiotics, probiotics and Cerenia. Haemorrhagic diarrhoea the next day. Blood tests
showed hypoalbuminaemia, low BUN, low creatinine, hypoproteinaemia, anaemia and leucopenia.
Lethargy and anorexia and azotaemia the next day. Further treatment given, Vet suspects Parvo. No
further information.

Other
Canine/dog

1

0 30/09/2015 Yes

Seizure NOS

No Data

Increase in seizure frequency within an unspecified period post vaccination. The dog is epileptic and
currently treated with Phenobarb and potassium bromide. No further information provided.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

21 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(30/09/2015-30/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

1

1

0 28/10/2015 Yes

Seizure NOS

No Data

Increased seizure frequency within an unspecified period post vaccination. The dog is epileptic and on
Phenobarb and potassium bromide treatment. No further information.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

21 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(28/10/2015-28/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

03/11/2015

1

1

0 03/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Urticaria
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Emesis, diarrhoea and urticaria 30 minutes post vaccination. Treated with steroids and antihistamine
leading to improvement.

Jack Russell
Terrier

02/11/2015

03/01/2016

1

1

0 02/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Inappetence,Of Other
R><BR><BR>No f colour,Weight loss,Dehydration

Emesis and anorexia within 5 hours of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 vaccination. The puppy had been
imported from Eastern Europe and had a rabies vaccine previously. The owner had another puppy
with haemorrhagic diarrhoea that died 2 weeks prior to this one developing signs. 3 days post
vaccination: continued emesis and inappetence, malaise, dehydration, weight loss and diarrhoea.
Admitted for tests and fluids. No further information expected.

Other
Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

23/09/2015

04/11/2015

1

1

0 25/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Blepharitis,Conjunctivitis,Lameness, No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Lump,Eye inflammation NOS,Other
ear disorder NOS,Enlarged lymph
nodes (generalised),Juvenile
cellulitis (puppy strangles)

Enlargement of a pre-existing infection of the meibomian gland noted 2 days post vaccination.
Antibiotics were dispensed at the time of vaccination. Purulent conjunctivitis, blepharitis also noted.
Treated with NSAIDs and topical antibiotics. Ears were cleaned by vet nurse the next day. Multifocal
lumps on the pinnae and lymphadenopathy 3 days later leading to the submandibular lymph node
bursting. The area was clipped and cleaned, lameness and stiffness of the right hind leg also noted.
Confirmed as puppy strangles. Treated with steroids. Complete recovery 2 weeks later.

Crossbred

Canine/dog

Not Known

07/10/2015

04/11/2015

7

1

1 09/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Death of one out of 7 pups 48 hours post vaccination. The puppy was described as poor doer prior to
vaccination. No PME was carried out. Another puppy from the same litter, developed ascites and a
liver problem and died an unspecified period following 1st dose vaccination 2.5 weeks prior to this.

Other
Canine/dog

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

29/10/2015

04/01/2016

1

1

0 03/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Lack of
efficacy,Abdominal pain,Diarrhoea

Suspected lack of efficacy/SAR. Diarrhoea, lethargy, anorexia, hyperthermia, emesis, abdominal pain,
within 5 days of vaccination. Treated with IVFT, antibiotics, analgesics. Tested positive for parvo virus
on snap test. No further information.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

1.95

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

23/07/2015

13/11/2015

1

1

1 30/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy,Death
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

English
Springer
Spaniel

17.6

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05108

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

04/11/2015

17/11/2015

1

1

0 05/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Not eating
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy: diarrhoea, emesis approximately 2.5 months post vaccination with Nobivac
L4 and DHP. Admitted for treatment. Pyrexia on the day of admission. Haemorrhagic diarrhoea the
following day and positive SNAP parvo test. Lethargy and abdominal pain developed, treatment with
Metonidazole, Augmentin, Vetergesic the day after admission. Bloods showed lymphopenia and IgG
positive for parvo. Death 2 days later. Faecal PCR negative for Parvo virus antigen. PME declined by
owner. No further information.
Emesis and diarrhoea 24 hours post vaccination. Treated with Cerenia and sensitivity diet. Anorexia
and continued diarrhoea the next day. Treated with fluids and supportive treatment. Full recovery 10
days later.

Border Collie

5.42

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05132

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.7 Year(s)

01/08/2015

09/11/2015

1

1

0 03/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

English
Springer
Spaniel

16.4

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05145

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

09/11/2015

10/11/2015

1

1

0 09/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swelling around eye,Lip oedema
R><BR><BR>Not (see also 'Skin')
Known

Anorexia, polydipsia, constipation, pyrexia and full anal glands 2 days post vaccination. The dog had a
general anaesthetic and grass seed removed 4 days prior to vaccination and was reported to be
lethargic and develop diarrhoea following the anaesthetic. The dog was treated with NSAIDs 2 days
post vaccination. Malaise, emesis and haemorrhagic diarrhoea the next day. Treated with fluids,
antibiotics, Emeprid, Ranitidne and Omeprazole. Lethargy and anorexia the next day. Radiographs
showed enteritis. No improvement by the next day with further haemorrhagic diarrhoea noted the
next day. Some improvement noted the day after this, dog sent home 3 days later. Faecal sample
results showed enterococcus. The dog was revaccinated 20 days later - see linked case 2015-UK05133.
Allergic oedema of the eyelids and lips within 1 hour post 2nd dose vaccination. Treated with steroids
and antihistamines leading to recovery by the next day.

Not
Known

Constipation,Bloody
Not
diarrhoea,Enteritis,Vomiting,Polydi Known
psia,Anorexia,Inappetence,Off
colour,Abnormal test result

Not
Known

Crossbred

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
(26/10/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
26/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (26/10/201526/10/2015)<BR><BR>

4.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/11/201503/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (03/11/201503/11/2015)<BR><BR>
1.98 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(02/11/201502/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (02/11/201502/11/2015)<BR><BR>
4.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(23/09/201523/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (23/09/201523/09/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(07/10/201507/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (07/10/201507/10/2015)<BR><BR>
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(29/10/201529/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (29/10/201529/10/2015)<BR><BR>
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(23/07/201523/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (23/07/201523/07/2015)<BR><BR>
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(04/11/201504/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (04/11/201504/11/2015)<BR><BR>
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/08/201501/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (01/08/201501/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/08/201501/08/2015)<BR><BR>

9.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(09/11/201509/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (09/11/201509/11/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05147

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

06/11/2015

30/11/2015

1

1

0 07/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Somnolence,Sleepiness Not
R><BR><BR>Not neurological
Known
Known
disorder,Diarrhoea,Adipsia,Head
pressing,Seizure
NOS,Anorexia,Hypothermia,Letharg
y (see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Dehydration

Malaise and lethargy within 24 hours post vaccination followed by improvement. Puppy was noted to Chihuahua
have dome shaped head and open fontanel at the time of vaccination. Diarrhoea, anorexia and adipsia
noted 2 days later followed by convulsions. Head pressing, somnolence and hypothermia noted on
examination. Owner refused hospitalisation, so Cerenia administered. Lethargy and dehydration later
the same day. Vet advised fluids but owner refused. Outcome unknown, no further information.

0.79 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(06/11/201506/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/11/201506/11/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05204

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

29/10/2015

13/01/2016

1

1

0 29/10/2015 Not Known

Lethargy within 24 hours post vaccination. Polydipsia and polyuria noted 10 days later. Glucosuria
noted on examination. Sedated to take blood sample but results not provided. Dog is very difficult to
examine and aggressive. Vet suspects diabetes mellitus. No further information.

12.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(29/10/2015-29/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05246

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

11/11/2015

16/11/2015

1

1

0 11/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Distress,Rectal
R><BR><BR>Not bleeding,Diarrhoea,Blood in
Known
vomit,Pain NOS

Not
Known

Haematemesis, rectal haemorrhage, diarrhoea, anxiety and pain 3 hours post vaccination. Treated
English Toy
with Cerenia, antibiotics, Canikur and lectade, outcome unknown. Followup information stated that
Terrier
the dog had emesis and not haematemesis and diarrhoea and no rectal haemorrhage. On examination
the abdomen was relaxed and non-painful.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05286

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

13/11/2015

04/01/2016

2

1

0 15/11/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Anorexia and lethargy 2 days post vaccination and concurrent deworming with Drontal (assumed to be Labrador
Drontal Plus flavour bone shaped tablets). Emesis, haematuria also noted. Treated with antibiotics and Retriever
NSAIDs. Further emesis and anorexia the next day, dehydration noted on examination. Blood tests
showed elevated renal parameters, hepatopathy, anaemia, neutrophilia, monocytosis and
thrombocytopaenia. Referred and feeding tube placed. Lab tests showed PCR urine positive for Lepto
but blood is PCR negative, also negative on serovar panel. Deteriorated, convulsions started, was
referred and feeding tube was placed. Improvement made, PCR urine positive for Leptospirosis and
blood PCR is negative; negative on serovar panel. 1 month post vaccine: clinically well but jaundiced.
MAT results show L Copenhageni 1:400, L Canicola 1:100 and all the rest were negative.

8.4 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(11/11/201511/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (11/11/201511/11/2015)<BR><BR>
26.6 Drontal Plus Flavour Bone Shaped
Tablets - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(13/11/201513/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(13/11/201513/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (13/11/201513/11/2015)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05287

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13.8 Year(s)

10/10/2015

19/11/2015

1

1

Not
Known

Elevated ALT and SAP and patches of hypoechogenicity on liver ultrasound 2 weeks after 1st dose
vaccination and treatment with Noroclav for the treatment of a dental abscess. The dog had elevated
liver values prior to vaccination but these had increased further following vaccination. Linked to
another case 2015-uk-05288.

Other
Canine/dog

10.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(10/10/201510/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (10/10/201510/10/2015)<BR><BR>Noroclav
Injection for Cattle and Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (10/10/201510/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05288

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13.8 Year(s)

07/11/2015

19/11/2015

1

1

0 11/11/2015 Not Known

Other
Canine/dog

10.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O Many of the signs were pre-existing however, blood
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa tests done prior to 2nd dose vaccination did not show
(07/11/2015-07/11/2015)<BR><BR> ble
any renal insufficiency and the role of vaccination in
this cannot be ruled out.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05298

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

17/11/2015

19/11/2015

1

1

0 17/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous membrane,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling (see also
'Skin'),Itching,Pruritus,Conjunctival
irritation,Allergic pruritus

No Data

Haematuria and proteinuria 4 days post 2nd dose vaccination. No crystals noted on urine examination.
The dog had pre-existing hepatopathy and a dental abscess and a history of inappropriate urination.
Further antibiotics were dispensed and Denamarin was withdrawn. Further lethargy reported 2 days
later. Admitted for dental treatment the next day and blood tests taken at this time showed
hyperphosphataemia, further elevation of liver enzymes and renal insufficiency, which was not evident
in earlier blood tests. See linked case for details of case history following 1st dose vaccination - 2015UK-05287.
Pruritus, licking and chewing feet within 12 hours post vaccination followed by allergic oedema of the
face and muzzle. Pale mucous membranes also noted. Treated with antihistamines leading to
improvement. Conjunctivitis noted on examination 2 days later but otherwise recovered.

English Cocker
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05338

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

19/11/2015

23/11/2015

1

1

0 19/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Swelling around
R><BR><BR>Yes eye,Allergic
oedema,Depression,Oedema NOS
(see other SOCs for specific
oedemas)

No Data

Allergic oedema of the face and around the eyes, lethargy and tachycardia 2 hours post vaccination.
Treated with corticosteroids and fluids leading to full recovery 2 hours later.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05420

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

18/11/2015

27/11/2015

1

1

0 25/11/2015 Not Known

Polyuria,Polydipsia,Decreased
appetite,Weight loss,Decreased
packed cell volume (PCV)

Not
Known

Weight loss, polydipsia, polyuria and anaemia 1 week post 2nd dose vaccination. Unknown if any
treatment given, outcome unknown.

English Pointer

3.26 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(17/11/201517/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/11/201517/11/2015)<BR><BR>
5.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(19/11/201519/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (19/11/201519/11/2015)<BR><BR>
17.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(18/11/2015-18/11/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05422

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Month(s)

26/11/2015

27/11/2015

1

1

0 26/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Pale mucous
Not
membrane,Vomiting,Facial swelling Known
(see also
'Skin'),Tachypnoea,Weakness,Hives
(see also 'Skin')

Emesis, lethargy, pale mucous membranes and tachypnoea immediately post vaccination. Treated with Pug
oxygen and Colvasone leading to recovery 30 minutes later. Allergic oedema of the face and urticaria
noted a few hours later. Treated with antihistamines leading to recovery by the next day.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05425

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Month(s)

24/11/2015

01/03/2016

1

1

1 25/11/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Leucopenia,Neutropenia,Tachycard Other
ia,Pale mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Not
drinking,Lameness,Ataxia,Collapse
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders'),Constricted
pupils,Miosis,Hair standing on
end,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Pyrexia,Bruising,Increased
salivation,Skin haematoma

Lethargy, anorexia, adipsia and diarrhoea 24 hours post vaccination and Milbemax administration a
Chihuahua
few hours after vaccination. Anorexia, adipsia and lethargy still ongoing the next day, pyrexia, pale
mucous membranes, hypersalivation, tachycardia, miosis, ataxia and piloerection along the spine
noted on examination. Lameness of right hind leg but no pain could be located. Treated with fluids and
anti-emetics. Later the same day pyrexia was ongoing, blood tests showed leucopenia and
neutropenia, subcutaneous haemorrhage and bruising noted over one forelimb and the ventral thorax.
A puncture wound was identified. Collapse and euthanasia later the same day. PME was inconclusive.
No further information.

Polyuria,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Glucosuria,Inapprop
riate urination,Diabetes
mellitus,Polydipsia

Low platelet
count,Neutrophilia,Vomiting,Jaundi
ce,Seizure
NOS,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Dehydration,Abnor
mal test result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Blood in urine,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
ALT,Elevated total
bilirubin,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Elevated gammaglutamyl transferase
(GGT),Monocytosis
0 23/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal test result,Elevated
R><BR><BR>Not ALT,Elevated SAP
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Weakness,Malaise,Proteinuria,Hae Not
maturia,Hyperphosphataemia,Eleva Known
ted BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated ALT,Elevated
SAP

Tibetan Terrier

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

6.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(26/11/201526/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (26/11/201526/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (26/11/201526/11/2015)<BR><BR>
3.2 Milbemax Chewable Tablets for
B - Possible
Small Dogs and Puppies - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown (24/11/201524/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/11/201524/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/11/201524/11/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05500

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.1 Year(s)

25/03/2015

08/01/2016

1

1

0 27/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Non-regenerative
Not
R><BR><BR>Not anaemia,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hyper Known
Known
calcaemia,Lung
oedema,Cough,Itching,Inappetence
,Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Weight
loss,Injection site
panniculitis,Abnormal test
result,Generalised skin
reaction,Spondylosis,Stiffness
NOS,Elevated BUN,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Abnormal
radiograph finding,Injection site
mass,Abdominal mass,Lumbar pain

Skin lumps and pruritus 2 days post vaccination. Treated with antibiotics and corticosteroids leading to Cavalier King
come improvement. Skin scabs and pruritus flare up 6 weeks later. Treated with Malaseb. Stiffness of Charles
the hips 6 weeks after this, treatment started with Metacam. Emesis 5 days later. Congested lung
Spaniel
sounds, cough and lumbar spine pain 6 weeks later again. Blood tests showed hypercalcaemia,
elevated BUN, non regenerative anaemia and weight loss also noted. Radiographs showed
spondylosis. Treated with Fortekor, frusemide, Onsior and Vetmedin. Further weight loss and
abdominal mass 1 month later. Ultrasound showed enlarged kidneys. Mass at vaccination site. FNA
was inconclusive. Lethargy and anorexia also reported. Treatment with prednisolone started. Mass at
vaccination site removed and severe chronic panniculitis diagnosed. Treated with Synulox leading to
improvement in injection site mass but dog still continues to lose weight. Diarrhoea was additionally
reported to have occurred during this time, which resolved within 6 weeks.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05523

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

05/11/2015

03/12/2015

1

1

0 05/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

No Data

Emesis within 1 hour of vaccination, followed by diarrhoea, which continued for 2 days with lethargy.
No treatment given, full recovery made. Vaccinated again with Nobivac L4 then emesis within an hour
(see case 2015-UK-05524). No further information.

Golden
Retriever

32 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(05/11/201505/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (05/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (05/11/201505/11/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05524

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

03/12/2015

03/12/2015

1

1

0 03/12/2015 Yes

Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Central No Data
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Emesis and lethargy within 1 hour of vaccination. Previous reaction see related case. Nothing further.

Golden
Retriever

32 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/12/2015-03/12/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05608

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.3 Year(s)

24/11/2015

18/01/2016

1

1

0 30/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pyrexia,Injection site
R><BR><BR>Not panniculitis,Injection site
Known
seroma,Injection site
erythema,Injection site
necrosis,Injection site
lump,Injection site pain

Not
Known

11 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(24/11/201524/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/11/201524/11/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05612

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

03/12/2015

05/02/2016

1

1

0 05/12/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-NLINTVINT-2015-UK-05613

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.2 Year(s)

10/10/2015

08/12/2015

1

1

1 25/11/2015 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GB-UKDECHRAP-2014-05016

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

01/06/2014

09/11/2016

1

1

1 24/06/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Abdominal
pain,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Adipsia,An
orexia,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Elevated
ALT,Elevated SAP,Elevated lipase
Injection site abscess,Injection site
lump,Inappropriate
defecation,Inappropriate
urination,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Respiratory
distress,Cough,Death,Inappetence,
Cyanosis
Corneal oedema,Blue eye,Corneal
ulcer,Eye irritation,Pulmonary
oedema,Death,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Closed
eyelid,Nasal congestion,Swollen
eye

NOBIVAC L4

GB-UKDECHRAP-2017-09923

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13.5 Year(s)

07/09/2017

1

1

0 23/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Flaking skin,Weight gain,Off
colour,Inappetence,Erythema (for
urticaria see Immune
SOC),Pustules,Dermal
thickening,Elevated
BUN,Vomiting,Diarrhoea,Elevated
SAP,Elevated ALT,Urinary
incontinence,Hyperkalaemia

Not
Known

Injection site lump and hyperthermia within 6 days of Nobivac L4 and DHP. FNA did not yield material. Shih Tzu
Treatment with prednisolone and piriton. 7 days later: injection site panniculitis, pain, and injection site
seroma. Lump burst releasing serous fluid. General anaesthetic for investigation. Histology and
cytology: severe panniculitis, injection site adipose necrosis, culture negative. Outcome ongoing.
Referral after no improvement: 8 cm skin erythema and necrosis in the left cervical region with
draining tracts. Erythema of the right cervical region. Anaesthetised and the wound was closed with a
drain in place. Hospitalised for suction and analgesia. No evidence of dehiscence. No further
information.
Lethargy and emesis 2 days post Nobivac L4 and Pi. 4 days post vaccine: lethargy and emesis
Weimaraner
continued, diarrhoea developed. Physical examination: abdominal pain, pyrexia, adipsia. Treatment
with intravenous fluids, Cerenia, omeprazole, Synulox and buprenophine. Bloods: hepatopathy
(elevated ALT and ALKP), elevated amylase, elevated lipase. No further information expected.

Not
Known

Injection site lump noted 6.5 weeks post vaccination. Injection site abscess diagnosed, treated with
Labrador
antibiotics and NSAIDs. Cough noted 2 days later followed by anorexia and dyspnoea. No
Retriever
improvement in abscess so changed antibiotics. Still no improvement 4 days later and anorexia was
ongoing. Collapse, urination, defecation, dyspnoea, cyanosis and death 2 days later despite adrenaline
administration, no PME carried out.

Not
Known

Duplicate case found, case details added from case 2014-UK-02214 Suspected Adverse Reaction
Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 when 7 weeks of age on 1 Jun 2014. 24 June 2014 vaccinated with
Nobivac DHP and Lepto 2 ((ELU treatment program not respected) 25 Jun 2014 swollen eyes and
lethargic, not eating or opening eyes, irritated by eyes and scratching them. Given Dexadreson. 26 Jun
2014 Eyes still sore and given Fucithalmic. Ulcer in right eye noticed and started on Synulox drops. 27
Jun 2014 ulcer on right eye ruptured and attempted conjunctival flap, but puppy died under general
anaesthetic. Awaiting post mortem report. Case open. Follow up 17 July 2014 - Post mortem results
showed death due to pulmonary edema. OD: corneal ulcer extends approximately 50% of the way
through the cornea with acute inflammatory exudate and hyperplasia of the adjacent cornea
epithelium with low numbers of neutrophils at the limbus with neovascularisation of the cornea
around the periphery. No more information expected.
SAR BEING REPORTED: VOMITING, DIARRHOEA, URINARY INCONTINENCE, SKIN CHANGES,
INAPPETENCE, ELEVATED LIVER PARAMETERS, ELEVATED UREA Species: Canine Breed: Crossbreed
Previous clinical history: 5th January 2017: Dog presented polyuric, polydipsic, has urinary
incontinence, increased apetite, progressive symmetrical alopecia- started on nose, now on shoulders
and flanks. LDDST, bloods and clinical signs- all consistent with Cushing''s- no values recorded in the
clinical notes, thyroid panel unremarkable. Owner also reports dog has been biting feet lots, mostly
between pads as if trying to pull fur out, been doing this for 2-3 months. Applied Endectrid. 6th January
2017: Dispensed Douxo Pyo pads for sore feet. 11th January 2017: Started 10mg Vetoryl SID. 26th
January 2017: Pre pill cortisol- 55.3, post pill cortisol- 24.8. Owner reporting dog has much more
energy, polyuria and polydipsia resolved, still polyphagic. Continue 10mg SID Vetoryl. Adverse
reaction: Approx. 23rd March 2017: Dog is polyuric and having accidents in the house. 4th April 2017:
Dog developed diarrhoea. 6th April 2017: Diarrhoea resolved this morning, appetite normal, otherwise
fine and bright. Owner isn''t sure if dog is taking medication in the morning as can''t see well. 7th April
2017: Clinical examination- quiet, gained weight, nothing specific on exam. Owner reports dog seems
well other than urinating much more and having accidents in the house. Pre-pill cortisol- 91.9, 3 hours
post pill- <10.5, K 6.3, Na within range. 14th April 2017: Spoke with Ian Ramsey- advised to investigate
causes of polyuria and consider increasing to 15mg SID. Owner reports polyuria eased slightly but still
very hungry, no excess drinking noticed. 19th April 2017: Ultrasound bladder- very small. Cysto- USG
1.016, pH 7.5, everything else normal. 5th May 2017: Added in 5mg Trilostane so now on 15mg SID
Vetoryl. 19th May 2017: Red, spotty ventrum, pustular, otherwise well. Drinking alot, appetite
reduced, no vomiting or diarrhoea. Clinical exam- Ventrum- erythematous, dry, flakey skin, pustules.
Had a previous reaction to grass, lost some weight but exercising more and mobility improved.
Dispensed Synuclav 125mg BID for 7 days and Piriton 1 tablet up to TID. 8th June 2017: Pre pill- 82.2, 3
hours post pill- 17. Owner reports doing well, skin still not normal but improved. Skin still mild
thickening, flaking skin, no evidence of infection today. Started Douxo pyo shampoo to apply twice
weekly. 28th July 2017: Pre pill- 91.3 ( 40-140), 3 hours post pill- <10.5 (<40). Owner reports well
controlled. 29th August 2017: Given Nobivac Lepto 4 50D booster vaccination. 1st September 2017:
Vomiting a lot, not eating. Passing strong smelling stools- formed but not normal appearance. 5th
September 2017: Quiet, heart rate 80, rhythm regular, lungs clear. Temperature 38.4. Bloods- ALP 169

14.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(25/03/201525/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (25/03/201525/03/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/12/201503/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (03/12/201503/12/2015)<BR><BR>
38.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(10/10/2015-10/10/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

Shih Tzu

1.3 Canaural Ear Drops, Suspension for
Dogs and Cats - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown (24/06/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (01/06/201409/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (1
Day(s) 24/06/201424/06/2014)<BR><BR>

Dachshund
(Standard)
Smoothhaired

6.3 Chlorhexidine shampoo (other vet
No assessment
product) - N/A,N/A,N/A
performed
,N/A,Treatment Start Date 08/06/17
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Treatment Start and
End Date 29/08/17 (1 Day(s) N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Synuclav 250 mg
Tablets for Dogs - 125,1,12
Hours,3,125 mg 12 Hours 1 Animal,
Treatment Start Date 19/05/17, End
Date 26/05/17 (8 Day(s) N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Vetoryl 10 mg Hard
Capsules for Dogs - 10,1,24
Hours,3,10 mg 24 Hours 1 Animal
(11/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>chlorpheniramine/chl
orphenamine (human) - 1,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 tablet up to TID, Treatment
start date 19/05/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>trilostane 5 mg hard
capsules (special) - 15,1,24
Hours,3,15 mg 24 Hours 1 Animal,
Treatment Start Date 05/05/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

GB-UKDECHRAP-2018-00391

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

03/01/2018

19/03/2018

1

1

0 09/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Ataxia,Weakness,Abnormal test
result,Immune mediated
haemolytic
anaemia,Haematuria,Decreased
packed cell volume (PCV)

NOBIVAC L4

GB-UKPFIZAH-2016-UK-02226

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

31/08/2016

02/09/2016

1

1

0 31/08/2016 Not
Restlessness,Dullness,Hypocalcaem Not
Known,<BR><BR ic condition,Seizure
Known
><BR><BR><BR> NOS,Disorientation,Panting
Yes

on 31Aug16 a dog had its annual booster with Nobivac L4 and later that evening the owners applied a
Stronghold 240mg pipette. 3 hours later the dog had a full on seizure and restlessness followed by
dullness. He continued to have a further two seizures in the next 24 hours. The vet says the dog has
still not fully recovered and is panting and seems dazed. Blood tests showed low calcium levels. She
does not think it is related to the Stronghold. The dog has no history of seizures and is not on any
medication. No further information is expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GB-UKPFIZAH-2017-UK-00917

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

28/03/2017

24/04/2017

1

1

0 11/04/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GB-Virbac-16 VBSA 03420

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.66 Year(s)

31/10/2016

09/11/2016

2

2

0 02/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia NOS,Leucopenia,Pale
Not
R><BR><BR>Not mucous
Known
Known
membrane,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Yell
ow mucous membranes,Not
drinking,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Mucous stool,Skin
disorders NOS,Tense
abdomen,Abnormal stool
colouration,General illness

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-BIAHPV1P-17UK001678

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.9 Year(s)

07/11/2017

10/11/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-BIAHPV1P-18UK000244

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

16/01/2018

06/03/2018

1

1

Leucocytosis,Abdominal
pain,Vomiting,Respiratory
signs,Increased respiratory
rate,Inappetence,Blood in
faeces,Retching

09/11/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Medication
R><BR><BR>Yes, error
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

1 31/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vocalisation,Cardiac
failure,Endocardial
fibroelastosis,Congenital
cardiovascular disorder
NOS,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Pulmonary
oedema,Death,Respiratory
failure,Hepatic disorder
NOS,Pulmonary congestion

Not
Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

SAR BEING REPORTED: IMMUNE MEDIATED HAEMOLYTIC ANAEMIA Species: Canine : Breed:
Crossbred
Crossbreed Sep 17: Dog started on thyforon on 300mcg once daily. Bloods taken: (unknown date) T4 =
34.9 and TSH = 0.43 (reference ranges are unknown). 03 Jan 18: Had booster Nobivac DHP + L4.
Adverse Event: 09 Jan 18: Presented with weakness and difficulty standing. PCV 18.5%, saline
agglutination test positive, blood smear also showed agglutination A urine sample showed
haematuria. Dog was treated as an outpatient and now gone home with Prednidale, Omeprazole and
Synuclav. No more information expected. Follow up from MAH 19 March 2018 Decreased PCV and
abnormal test result added to vedra term

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

15.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Unknown 1 ml (03/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (1 Day(s) 03/01/201803/01/2018)<BR><BR>Thyforon
Flavoured 400 Microgram Tablets
for Dogs - 300,1,24 Hours,4,300 mcg
24 Hours 1 Animal (3 Month(s)
30/09/2017-10/01/2018)<BR><BR>

IMHA can have many triggers however timing suggests
product involvement is possible.

35 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (31/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Stronghold 240 mg
spot-on solution for dogs 20.1–40.0
kg - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(31/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

On 10Apr17 a 9 weeks 2 days puppy was vaccinated with Vanguard 7 for the first time. The puppy
Miniature
receieved a nother brand of Lepto 4 vaccine and Kennel Cough vaccine 12 days earlier. On 11Apr17
Dachshund
the pup presented inapptenat, retching and vomiting, with blood tinged faeces, a painful abdomen and
increased respiratory rate and effort. A blood test revealed leukocytosis. The puppy was hospitalised
for IV fluids and supportive care. The pup recovered and was discharged to go home on 13Apr17.

1.8 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(28/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (28/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Vanguard 7 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(10/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing more consistent with another vaccine
administration, but product involvement cannot be
excluded.

31/10/2016: Given vaccination and Milpro dispensed. Ok for 2 days after vaccine then 2 hours after
milpro both dogs unwell. One dog had diarrhoea for 2 days but now fine. the other has been vomiting
for 6 days, eating small amounts, owner syringing water. Now started diarrhoea with mucus. On
clinical exam pale mucous membranes, moist no skin tenting capillary refill time=1s. Heart and lung
normal. Abdominal palpation tense but no obvious FB/mass. Temperature 39.1°C. Injected with
betamox LA (amoxicillin clavulanic acid) and cerenia (metoclopramide), dispense promax (digestive
support). 09/11/2016: ate small amount last night, no vomiting, passed yellow diarrhoea this morning,
not drinking, lethargic. On clinical exam pale mucous membranes, yellow, crt=1s, heart rate 120 no
pulse deficits, abdo palp doughy some discomfort. Temperature 39.1°C. Admit for IVFT and blood
tests. Blood results show amaemia, low haematocrit and haemoglobin, low total white blood cell
count, eosinophilia and monocytopaenia. Duration of reaction: At least 8 days Reason for treatment:
Parasite prevention Treatment of SAR: Betamox LA inj, Cerenia, dispensed Promax Outcome of SAR:
Unknown
As reported by the attending vet, Pippa, a 10 year and 11 month old, neutered female Springer Spaniel
dog, weighing 20.2 kg and in good condition, received METACAM 5 MG/ML SOLUTION FOR INJECTION
(batch unknown), administered subcutaneously by the vet at a 0.2 mg/kg dose once on 07 NOV 2017
and METACAM 1.5 MG/ML ORAL SUSPENSION (batch unknown, expired), administered orally by the
owner at a 20 kg (0.10 mg/kg) dose twice on 08 NOV 2017 for alleviation of pain in an acute
musculoskeletal disorder. On 07 NOV 2017 the dog received Nobivac L4 vaccination and had a limb
injury, so the vet administered METACAM injection (not recorded in case notes, vet presumes 0.2
mg/kg). On 08 NOV 2017 the owner administered METACAM oral. On 09 NOV2017 the dog had
diarrhoea which was improving on 10 NOV 2017. The dog vomited on 10 NOV 2017. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: Metacam meloxicam 5 mg/ml injection dog cat Brand: Metacam 5 mg/ml
solution for injection for dogs and cats Reason: Pain of acute/chronic muscular-skeletal disorders
Generic: Metacam meloxicam oral suspension 1.5 mg/ml Brand: Metacam 1.5 mg/ml oral suspension
for dogs Reason: Pain of acute/chronic muscular-skeletal disorders Generic: Brand: Nobivac L4
Reason: Vaccin... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Good]

7.3 Milpro 2.5 mg/25 mg Film-coated
OSigns are unexpected and closer time association with
Tablets for Small Dogs and Puppies - Unclassifiable/unassessa Milpro but product role cannot be ruled out.
2,1,3 Months,N/A,2 tablets;
ble
duration: Every 3 months; onset
time: 2 hours (02/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose; onset time: 2
days (31/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Schnauzer

English
Springer
Spaniel

As reported by the attending veterinary surgeon, Cleo, an 11 week old female entire Labrador Retriever Labrador
weighing 7.9 kg and in good condition, was administered NEXGARD SPECTRA SMALL (batch and expiry Retriever
unknown) PO by the attending vet in consultation on 30 JAN 2018. In this consultation the animal was
also administered the second Nobivac DHP vaccine of the primary course (batch and expiry unknown).
The attending vet reports that there was nothing abnormal detected on examination, the animal was
reported to be normal at home afterwards and was playing until approximately 11pm. At 3am the
owners reported that they heard a howling noise and the animal was checked and nothing abnormal
was detected. The animal was found dead at 6 am on 31 JAN 2018. On 16 JAN 2018 the animal was
administered Nobivac DHP and L4 (batches and expires unknown) and prescribed a NEXGARD SPECTRA
XS but the owner reported that she forgot to administer the tablet. Preliminary findings on Post
Mortem examination suggest that the significance of changes within the heart and lungs requires
further investigation. Pulmonary oedema and respiratory failure appears to have contributed to the
cause of death. Further macroscopic and microscpoic examination will be performed. Follow up case
identified as a duplicate to 2018-UK-00818. Reported to MSD on 2 Feb 2018.Suspected Adverse
Reaction On 16 January 2018, the dog was clinically well, nothing abnormal was detected, the heart
was normal (no murmur) and was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. The dog was also
microchipped. No reaction occurred. On the 30 January 2018 at mid day, the dog was given Nobivac
DHP and Nexgard. The owner reported that the dog ate as normal and was fine all afternoon after
vaccination until 10-11 pm when he was put in his crate with a treat. On the 31 January 2018 at
approximately 3 am, the owner heard a howl/noise, so he checked the dog and thought he was
sleeping. At 6 am the owner found the dog dead. Approximately at 7.20 am, the dog was taken to an
Out Of Hour Vet service and was confirmed dead. Post Mortem investigation was performed: the
significance of changes within the heart and lungs requires further microscopic evaluation. However,
pulmonary oedema and respiratory failure appear to have contributed to the cause of death. Sample
of lungs, liver and kidney have been stored should further investigation be necessary. Case open
awaiting histopathology results. Follow up 6 Mar 2018 received by MAH - Post mortem report
received. Post mortem histopathology showed moderate and diffuse chronic endocardial fibrosis of
the heart. There was severe, diffuse, acute, vascular congestion of the lungs and liver. The diffuse
endocardial thickening was due to deposition of fibrous and elastic connective tissue. A diagnosis of

20.2 Metacam 1.5 mg/ml oral suspension
for dogs - .1,N/A,12 Hours,N/A,0.1
mg/kg 12 Hour(s) 1 Animal
(08/11/201708/11/2017)<BR><BR>Metacam 5
mg/ml solution for injection for dogs
and cats - .2,N/A,1 Years,N/A,0.2
mg/kg 1 Year(s) 1 Animal
(07/11/201707/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
(07/11/2017-07/11/2017)<BR><BR>

7.9 Nexgard Spectra 18.75 mg / 3.75 mg N - Unlikely
Chewable Tablets for Dogs - 1,1,1
Years,24,1 dosage form 1 Year(s) 1
Anim (30/01/201830/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,unkn (2 Week(s)
16/01/201830/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown (2
Week(s) 16/01/201830/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH comments

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2015-UK-05678

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

27/10/2015

11/12/2015

1

1

0 05/11/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known

Leucocytosis,Deafness,Meningitis,A Other
taxia,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Abnormal
test result

Elevated folate and cobalamin 9 days post 2nd dose vaccination, the dog was already showing ataxia Border Collie
and had been diagnosed with suspected cerebral atrophy following 1st dose vaccination 4 weeks
earlier. Pyrexia and lethargy noted 4 days later. Treated with Sancerum, Noroclav, Colvasone and
Bravecto for flea allergy dermatitis 2 weeks later. Blood tests taken 2 weeks after this showed
leucocytosis. Deafness diagnosed the next day. The dog had underlying conditions and the sequence of
events was not clear, it was suspected of having steroid responsive meningitis arteritis.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2015-UK-05714

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

11/12/2015

15/01/2016

1

1

0 12/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Tachycardia,Ocular
Not
discharge,Inappetence,Lethargy
Known
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Listless,Weakness,P
yrexia,Dehydration,Increased urine
concentration,Sunken eyes

Lethargy the same day as Nobivac L4, DHP and KC. Dehydrated, tachycardia, ocular discharge, increase Crossbred
urine concentration, hyperthermia and anorexia 2 days later. Treatment with fluids and NSAIDs.
Hyperthermia persisted but other signs almost abated within 1 day of treatment. No further
information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2015-UK-05742

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

03/11/2015

14/12/2015

1

1

0 06/11/2015 Not Known

Lymphadenopathy,Tongue
ulceration,Vomiting,Urticaria,Joint
stiffness,Reluctant to
move,Polyarthropathy,Limb
weakness,Lump,Lick granuloma

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2015-UK-05777

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

04/12/2015

18/12/2015

1

1

0 11/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Urticaria on head 3 days post second L4 (5 weeks and 3 days post first L4 and Nobivac DHPPi). No
treatment given, signs resolved overnight. 13 days post second L4, lump on side of face. Treatment
with antihistamines. Almost 1 month post second L4: hindlimb weakness, stiffness, tongue ulceration,
lick granuloma, lymphadenopathy. Joint tap and lymph node aspirates: suggestive of polyarthropathy.
Treatment with prednisolone, marked improvement within 10 days of treatment. No further
information expected.
Injection site abscess 1 week post vaccination. Lanced and treated with antibiotics. Recovery within 1
week of onset. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2015-UK-05780

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

04/12/2015

18/12/2015

1

1

0 11/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Muscle
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2015-UK-05812

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.3 Year(s)

31/12/2014

16/12/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2015-UK-05835

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.1 Year(s)

07/12/2015

12/02/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2015-UK-05847

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

25 Year(s)

22/12/2015

12/01/2016

1

1

0 05/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Neutrophilia,Heart murmur,Pale
R><BR><BR>Not mucous
Known
membrane,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Not
drinking,Anorexia,Circulatory
collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic
disorders'),Listless,Dehydration,Elev
ated liver
enzymes,Hyperglycaemia,Abdomin
al discomfort,Weak
pulse,Decreased packed cell
volume
(PCV),Hypokalaemia,Decreased
pulse oxygenation,Inappropriate
defecation,Anaemia
NOS,Leucocytosis
0 12/12/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Injection site
R><BR><BR>No, pain,Monocytosis,Abnormal red
<BR><BR><BR>< blood cell,Immune mediated
BR><BR>Not
thrombocytopenia,Haematuria,Pro
Known
teinuria,Urine abnormalities
NOS,Elevated liver enzymes,Harsh
lung sounds,Vaginal
haemorrhage,Low platelet
count,Tachycardia,Ataxia,Unable to
stand,Muscle pain,Not
drinking,Vomiting,Hypersalivation,T
achypnoea,Cough,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Not eating,Mouth
ulcer
0 22/12/2015 Not Known
Injection site swelling

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2015-UK-05849

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

14/12/2015

09/03/2016

1

1

0 21/12/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Injection site lump,Injection site
R><BR><BR>No sarcoma,Weight loss

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2015-UK-05851

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

32 Year(s)

22/12/2015

07/01/2016

1

1

0 22/12/2015 Not Known

Local swelling (not application site) Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2015-UK-05852

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

18/12/2015

21/12/2015

1

1

0 18/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Leucocytosis,Tachycardia,Unable
Not
to stand,Lethargy (see also Central Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Abnormal
test result,Dilated pupils,Stiffness
NOS,Hyperglycaemia,Head
bobbing,Hyperphosphataemia,Elev
ated BUN

6.7 Bravecto 250 mg Chewable Tablets
for Dogs - 250,N/A,N/A ,3,250 mg
(N/A25/11/2015)<BR><BR>Colvasone
0.2% w/v Solution for Injection N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/A25/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(27/10/201527/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/10/201527/10/2015)<BR><BR>Noroclav
Injection for Cattle and Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/A25/11/2015)<BR><BR>Sancerum Ear
Cleaner (unauthorised) N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/A25/11/2015)<BR><BR>
2.25 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(11/12/201511/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (11/12/201511/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (11/12/201511/12/2015)<BR><BR>
31.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/11/2015-03/11/2015)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml B - Possible
(1 Week(s) 04/12/201504/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (1 Week(s)
04/12/2015-04/12/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Injection site abscess 1 week post Nobivac DHPPi and L4. Lethargy and muscle pain (neck). Abscess
lanced, treated with antibiotics. Recovery after 1 week. No further information expected.

English Cocker Not
Spaniel
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml B - Possible
(1 Week(s) 04/12/201504/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (1 Week(s)
04/12/2015-04/12/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Not
Known

5 days post vaccination: emesis. Dog had eaten chocolate 2 days post vaccination. 6 days post
vaccination: inappropriate defecation, emesis, anorexia, adipsia, lethargy, pale mucous membranes,
abdominal pain. Presented to vets with poor peripheral pulses, hypovolaemia (coded as dehydration).
Treated with Chlorphenamine, fluids and analgesics. Bloods showed: anaemia, elevated ALP
(hepatopathy), leucocytosis, granulocytosis, hyperglycaemia, hyperlactaemia. Developed grade 2/6
systolic murmur following first bolus. Treated with Vetergesic. 7 days post vaccination: given blood
transfusion. Improvement in clinical signs so discharged. 10 days post vaccination: neutrophilia but
anaemia had resolved. 12 days post vaccination: reported recovered. No further information.

Jack Russell
Terrier

Other

Neck pain (injection site), pyrexia and tachycardia 5 days post Nobivac DHP and L4, also being treated Jack Russell
with Chloramphenicol for conjunctivitis. 2 days later: pyrexia, anorexia, adipsia, hypersalivation, rale.
Terrier
Treatment with Synulox and Metacam. 2 days later: emesis, lethargy, ataxia, unable to stand, coughing,
ulcers in mouth, tachycardia, tachypnoea, pyrexia, vaginal haemorrhage. Urine tests showed:
haematuria, proteinuria, ketonuria and bilirubinuria. Treatment with fluids and antibiotics. Bloods
showed: monocytosis, increased ALKP (hepatopathy), thrombocytopenia. 5 days post onset: pyrexia,
tachycardia. Radiographs and ultrasound normal. Cystocentesis: no blood, few epithelial cells. PCV
normal. Smear showed red blood cell central pallor. Suspected immune mediated thrombocytopenia.
Full recovery within 2 months. No further information.

Not
Known

Akita

Not
Known

A veterinarian developed mild injection site swelling after an accidental needle stick injury with a used Human
needle. It is unknown if any product was injected. The area was cleaned with chlorhexidine. The
swelling persisted for 24 to 48 hours.
Unauthori Injection site lump noted 1 week post vaccination, the dog had wriggled during vaccination and some Labrador
sed route was suspected of being administered intradermal. Increase in size of lump over the next 2 weeks. FNA Retriever
of
was taken and was consistent with a vaccine reaction. The mass continued to grow and was surgically
administr removed 6 weeks post vaccination. Histopathology showed a high grade injection site sarcoma. Owner
ation
reported that lump was starting to grow back 1 week later however there was no recurrence; VS
confirmed tumour was not fully excised therefore recurrence is to be expected. Nothing further.
A veterinarian developed localised swelling at the base of the thumb after accidentally injecting herself Human
in her left thumb when she was trying to vaccinate an aggressive dog. The needle was clean. Swelling
developed on the thumb, but resolved within 2 hours of the incident.
Head bobbing, ataxia, mydriasis, stiffness and shaking when returned home from vaccination.
Staffordshire
Tachycardia and lethargy on physical examination. No improvement within 5 hours of vaccination and Bull Terrier
had also developed hyperthermia. Treatment with Solu-Medrone, Zinaceph, ranitidine and Baytril.
Bloods showed: anaemia, elevated urea, hyperphosphataemia, hyperglycaemia. Hospitalised and given
IVFT. Improvement but not recovery within 5 days. No further information.

6.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(31/12/201431/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (31/12/201431/12/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

8.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 12 O1 - Inconclusive
Minutes (07/12/201507/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 12 Minutes
(07/12/201507/12/2015)<BR><BR>chlorampheni
col (Human) - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(01/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,,,,10<BR><BR>

27.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(14/12/201514/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (14/12/201514/12/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,,,,10<BR><BR>

17.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(18/12/201518/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (18/12/201518/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (18/12/201518/12/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2015-UK-05856

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

01/09/2015

21/12/2015

1

1

0 20/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Injection site abscess approximately 3 months post Nobivac L4 and DHP. Drained under general
anaesthesia and treated with antibiosis. Recovery an unknown time post onset. No further
information.

Yorkshire
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2015-UK-05865

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

11/11/2015

18/12/2015

1

1

0 18/11/2015 No

Fainting,Seizure NOS,Congestive
heart failure

Other

Convulsions, fainting and congestive heart failure within 7 days of vaccination. Treatment with
frusemide, Vetmedin and Cardalis. No further information expected.

Maltese

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2015-UK-05867

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.3 Year(s)

10/12/2015

11/01/2016

1

1

0 16/12/2015 Yes

4 days post vaccination: injection site lump. Treatment with amoxyclav following normal FNA. 2 days
later: burst injection site abscess, malaise and hyperthermia. Treatment with Clindacyl. Injection site
necrosis at the abscess site; sutured under general anaesthesia with penrose drain in place. Cytology
showed neutrophils but no bacteria. No culture was sent away.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2015-UK-05900

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

16/12/2015

13/01/2016

1

1

0 19/12/2015 No

Injection site lump,Skin necrosis,Off No Data
colour,Elevated
temperature,Abnormal test
result,Injection site
abscess,Injection site necrosis
Constipation,Vomiting,Polydipsia,P Other
olyuria,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Dry mucous
membrane,Abnormal test
result,Elevated ALT

Emesis, lethargy, anorexia, polydipsia and polyuria 3 days post Nobivac L4 vaccination. The following
day: pyrexia. Treatment with Synulox and Metacam. Emesis resolved by the next day but polyuria and
pyrexia persisted with tacky gums (dehydration) and constipation. Treatment with fluids. Bloods
showed: hepatopathy (elevated ALP and ALT), low BUN, low creatinine. Ultrasound, pancreatic snap
normal. Treatment with antibiotics and gastroprotectants. Hyperthermia resolved and dog is
improving. Liver enzymes had improved but were not normal at retest 3 days after the first test. Given
second L4 4 weeks post first vaccine. No further information.

Bichon Frise

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2015-UK-05925

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

29/12/2015

30/12/2015

1

1

0 29/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous membrane,Loose
Other
R><BR><BR>No stool,Vomiting,Ataxia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Lateral recumbency

Ataxia, lateral recumbency, hyperthermia, lethargy, diarrhoea, pale mucous membranes and emesis
within 2 minutes of vaccination. No treatment given, observed and recovered within 20 minutes. No
further information expected.

Welsh Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00011

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

10/11/2015

09/03/2016

1

1

1 18/11/2015 Yes

Inappropriate urination, polydipsia, polyphagia, abnormal stool colouration, behavioural disorder,
Other
weight loss starting within 8 days of vaccination. Abdominal pain 2 weeks later, treated with tramadol. Canine/dog
No improvement 2.5 weeks later, reluctant to move and additional pain on palpation of dorsal
abdomen. Cushings disease ruled out following low dose dexamethasone test, started NSAIDs at
unknown time which showed marginal improvement. Dysuria, is more comfortable when bladder
eventually empties. Death by euthanasia within 8 weeks of initial clinical signs. PME showed hepatic
congestion, pulmonary oedema, parenchymal haemorrhages, cardiac dilation and enlargement of the
pituitary gland. Histopathology confirmed primary brain tumour. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00020

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

04/01/2016

04/01/2016

1

1

Behavioural disorder
No Data
NOS,Inappropriate
urination,Polyphagia,Abdominal
pain,Pituitary disorder
NOS,Hepatopathy,Polydipsia,Polyur
ia,Urinary tenesmus,Pulmonary
oedema,Death by
euthanasia,Reluctant to
move,Weight
loss,Cardiopathy,Abnormal test
result,Abnormal stool
colouration,Abnormal necropsy
finding,NT - tumour (NOS)
0 04/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Ataxia,Lethargy (see also No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, Central nervous system depression
<BR><BR><BR>< in 'Neurological'),Increased
BR><BR>Yes
salivation

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00069

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

01/10/2015

08/03/2016

1

1

1 21/12/2015 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00082

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.6 Month(s) 09/12/2015

07/01/2016

1

1

0 09/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Low platelet count,Localised pain No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS (see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Abnormal test
result,Bruising,Hyperphosphataemi
a,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Abnormal red blood
cell,Surgical site haemorrhage

Suspected lack of efficacy: emesis and diarrhoea 2-3 months post Nobivac L4 vaccination. Vaccines
Labrador
given with too long an interval. History of eating bones. Anorexia, abdominal pain, pale, jaundiced.
Retriever
Parvo negative. Bloods showed: elevated BUN and creatinine (renal insufficiency), elevated liver
enzymes (ALT, ALP, bilirubin). Treatment with intravenous fluids. MAT negative. Euthanased. Histology
from PME: septicaemia, possible E. coli, hepatic changes consistent with possible Leptospira but renal
changes not typical. Other causes are: immune mediated disease, DIC, acute borreliosis. PCR for E. coli
and Leptospira negative. Nothing further received.
Surgical site haemorrhage immediately post spay on the same day as Nobivac L4 and DHP. Bruising at Greyhound
the surgical site and pain within 24 hours. Bloods 4 days post vaccine and spay showed: increased red
blood cells, eosinopenia, thrombocytopenia, renal insufficiency (elevated BUN) and
hyperphosphataemia. Blood clotting profile normal. Bloods the following day: thrombocytopenia,
increased red blood cells, thrombocytopenia, renal insufficiency (elevated BUN and creatinine). Blood
changes persisted but had improved 8 days post surgery. Renal changes on bloods persisted but had
improved 13 days post surgery. Urine results were normal. Lepto titres reflected recent vaccination.
Animal treated with fluids. Second L4 given 4 weeks after the first vaccine. The dog was unwell but no
further signs developed. Outcome unknown. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00086

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

05/01/2016

07/01/2016

1

1

0 07/01/2016 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00115

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

06/01/2015

21/01/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00126

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

03/01/2016

11/03/2016

1

1

Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy

Not
Known

4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(01/09/201501/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/09/201501/09/2015)<BR><BR>
6.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(11/11/2015-11/11/2015)<BR><BR>
7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(10/12/2015-10/12/2015)<BR><BR>

6.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(16/12/2015-16/12/2015)<BR><BR>

Arched back, limb weakness/localised pain (hindlimbs), disc prolapse (L2-L3), narrowing of vertebral
column (coded as abnormal radiograph finding) within 48 hours of vaccination. Had also received same
vaccine one month prior. Owner reported dog had a fall on same day as vaccination. Nothing further
expected.
8 months post second L4 and Drontal Plus: ascites. Bloods showed: renal insufficiency (elevated BUN)
and hepatopathy (elevated ALT). Ultrasound showed liver changes. 11 days later: euthanasia due to
anorexia. No post mortem. No further information.

English Cocker
Spaniel

1 07/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Elevated creatinine,Elevated total Not
R><BR><BR>Not bilirubin,Elevated
Known
Known
SAP,Thrombocytopenia,Eosinophili
a,Neutropenia,Vomiting,Hepatitis,J
aundice,Anuria,Pulmonary
haemorrhage,Death,Not
eating,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hyperkal
aemia,Blood in
urine,Hypoproteinaemia,Elevated
BUN

Emesis 4 days post second vaccine. Bloods the following day showed: elevated urea, elevated
Crossbred
creatinine (renal insufficiency), hepatopathy (elevated ALKP). 2 days post onset: jaundice and anuria.
Treatment with manatol. Emesis and anorexia continued. Bloods taken but puppy died 3 days later.
Blood results from 3 days before death: elevated urea, elevated creatinine (renal insufficiency),
hypoproteinaemia, hypoalbuminaemia, hyperbilirubinaemia, hyperkalaemia, anaemia,
thrombocytopenia, neutrophilia, eosinopenia and basopenia. Blood identified in urine. Histopathology
showed Lepto or congenital cause- patchy mild portal hepatitis. Lung showed recent pulmonary
haemorrhage. No further information Linked to 2016-UK-00128 .

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Signs are likely to be associated with product
administration.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

4.15 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(29/12/201529/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (29/12/201529/12/2015)<BR><BR>
12.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(10/11/2015-10/11/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

4 Milbemax Tablets for Small Dogs
B - Possible
and Puppies - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Tablets (04/01/201604/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (04/01/201604/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (04/01/201604/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/10/2015-01/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(09/12/201509/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (09/12/201509/12/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Ataxia, hypersalivation, emesis and lethargy within approximately 6-12 hours of vaccination and
Jack Russell
milbemax (best guess made) administration. The owner had also shampooed the dog shortly after
Terrier
vaccination. Treated with Cerenia and fluids leading to improvement. No previous reaction, no further
information.

Discus prolapse,Localised pain NOS No Data
(see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Limb weakness,Abnormal
radiograph finding,Arched back
1 04/10/2015 Not
Death by
Not
Known,<BR><BR euthanasia,Inappetence,Ascites,Ele Known
><BR><BR><BR> vated BUN,Elevated ALT,Abnormal
Not Known
ultrasound finding

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

13.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/01/2016-05/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Drontal Plus Flavour Bone Shaped
Tablets - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,unknown (06/01/201506/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/01/201506/01/2015)<BR><BR>
2.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/01/201603/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (03/01/201603/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH.

O1 - Inconclusive

MAH agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00128

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

03/01/2016

11/03/2016

1

1

1 07/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anuria,Pulmonary
Not
R><BR><BR>Not haemorrhage,Death,Abnormal test Known
Known
result,Hyperkalaemia,Hypoproteina
emia,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevate
d BUN,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
total bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Thrombocytopenia,Low
platelet
count,Eosinophilia,Leucocytosis,Ne
utrophilia,Vomiting,Hepatitis,Hyper
calcaemia

4 days post second vaccine: emesis. Treatment with intravenous fluids. The following day: anuria,
emesis continued. Bloods showed: renal insufficiency (elevated BUN and creatinine),
hyperphosphataemia, hepatopathy (elevated ALKP), hyperbilirubinaemia, anaemia and
thrombocytopenia. Death 5 days post onset. Samples sent away. Bloods: bilirubin and renal remained
elevated. Anaemia continued. Hypoproteinaemia, hypernatraemia, hypercalcaemia, leucocytosis,
neutrophilia, eosinopenia and basopenia also noted. Histopathology showed patchy mild portal
hepatitis and recent pulmonary haemorrhage. Signs were deemed consistent with Lepto or a
congenital defect. Nothing further Litter mate detailed in linked case: 2016-UK-00126

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00130

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.7 Year(s)

05/01/2016

11/01/2016

1

1

0 05/01/2016 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00159

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.4 Year(s)

14/12/2015

12/01/2016

1

1

0 14/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Unable to stand,Collapse (see also
R><BR><BR>Not 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
Known
disorders'),Malaise

Anorexia and malaise following Nobivac L4. 2 days post vaccine: hyperthermia. Treated with
Miniature
Metacam. The following day: emesis, and injection site abscess (identified on FNA). Treatment with
Schnauzer
ranitidine and Synulox. Anorexia and emesis persisted the following day. 5 days post vaccine: abscess
drained, treated with intravenous fluids, antibiotics and Metacam. 6 days post vaccine: abscess wound
oozing some serous fluid. No further information.
Collapse 2 hours post Nobivac DHP and L4. Taken back to practice but malaise and ataxia (unable to
Crossbred
stand) remained. Recovery within 2-3 days. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00161

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

30/12/2015

12/01/2016

1

1

0 10/01/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00165

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

19 Month(s)

12/01/2016

13/01/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00167

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

03/10/2015

13/01/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00169

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

16/12/2015

13/01/2016

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00216

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.4 Year(s)

21/10/2014

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00236

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00276

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00300

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00346

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00352

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00370

Inappetence,Off colour,Injection
site abscess,Injection site serous
discharge,Vomiting

Not
Known

Not
Known

2.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/01/201603/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (03/01/201603/01/2016)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/01/2016-05/01/2016)<BR><BR>

5.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(14/12/201514/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (14/12/201514/12/2015)<BR><BR>
14.5 Metacam 1.5 mg/ml Oral
O1 - Inconclusive
Suspension for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (06/01/201610/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (30/12/201530/12/2015)<BR><BR>Noroclav 250
mg Tablets for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (30/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Clinical signs are consistent with probable product
involvement. Local, temporal relationship strong.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Pre-existing skin lumps, elevated ALKP and elevated GGT. 7 days post Nobivac L4: surgery to remove
skin lumps following a course of Noroclav (assumed 250 mg tablets for dogs). Sent home with
Metacam. Emesis and anorexia within 24 hours of surgery, Metacam continued by owner for 4 days,
emesis continued. Bloods 4 days post surgery: elevated urea and creatinine (renal insufficiency),
hyperphosphataemia, hepatopathy (elevated ALKP/SAP), leucocytosis, neutrophilia. Wound infection
noted. Treated with intravenous fluids. Bloods 2 days later showed normal renal parameters. No
further information.

Border Terrier

0 12/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Circulatory collapse
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes (see also 'Neurological' and
'Systemic
disorders'),Vomiting,Tachypnoea,W
eakness

Emesis, weakness and collapse within minutes of vaccination. Tachypnoea and tachycardia noted.
Treatment with antihistamines and intravenous fluids. Recovery by the following day. No further
information expected.

Pug

1

0 03/10/2015 Yes

Vomiting,Collapse (see also 'Cardio- No Data
vascular' and 'Systemic disorders')

1

1

0 16/12/2015 Yes

15/01/2016

1

1

0 01/12/2014 Yes

14/01/2016

18/01/2016

1

1

0 14/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal test result,Rigidity of
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes limbs,Unconscious,Shaking,Decreas
ed packed cell volume (PCV)

Shaking, loss of consciousness, hypertonia within 30 minutes of administration, recovering within 12-24 English Toy
hours. The following day, fully recovered, however bloods showed anaemia which resolved over the
Terrier
following few days. Nothing further expected.

3 Month(s)

14/01/2016

10/02/2016

1

1

1 14/01/2016 Yes

Somnolence, rigidity, hypersalivation on the same day as vaccination. Presented to the practice with
convulsions and unresponsiveness the same evening. Treatment with fluids and oxygen. Bloods and
ultrasound unremarkable. The following day the dog was bradycardic, lethargic and anorexic. 2 days
post vaccine the dog became collapsed and cyanotic leading to euthanasia. PME showed congested
and enlarged liver. Lungs were consolidated. PME results conclude severe subacute interstitial
pneumonia likely to have pre-existed at the time of vaccination.

Yorkshire
Terrier

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

19/01/2016

21/03/2016

1

1

Abnormal test result,Rigidity of
No Data
limbs,Unresponsive to stimuli,NT acute (interstitial)
pneumonia/pleuropneumonia,Slee
piness - neurological
disorder,Bradycardia,Pale mucous
membrane,Hypersalivation,Seizure
NOS,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')
0 19/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethargy (see Not
R><BR><BR>Not also Central nervous system
Known
Known
depression in
'Neurological'),Weight loss,Not
eating

Lethargy and diarrhoea starting the same day as Nobivac DHP and L4. 2 days post onset: weight loss,
anorexia, emesis, lethargy and continued diarrhoea. Treatment with fluids and Cerenia. No further
information, outcome unknown.

Labrador
Retriever

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

17/12/2014

25/01/2016

1

1

0 22/12/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS,NT - tumour (NOS)
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

Convulsions starting within 5 days of vaccination of all four products. Convulsions continued
intermittently over the following year, when neoplasia was diagnosed. Nothing further.

Greyhound

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.1 Year(s)

31/03/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes necrosis,Injection site
scratching,Anaemia
NOS,Leucocytosis,Weight loss

Injection site scratching/necrosis/abscess, weight loss, anaemia and leucocytosis within 9 days of
vaccination. Treated with IVFT, antibiotics and analgesia. Swab results not received, no further
information.

Shih Tzu

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(N/A-15/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (N/A15/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

26/01/2016

1

1

0 24/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swelling around eye,Cyanosis,Lip
R><BR><BR>Not oedema (see also 'Skin'),Allergic
Known
pruritus

Allergic oedema of the lips and eyelids, allergic pruritus and cyanosis within 30 minutes post
vaccination. Treated with corticosteroids leading to recovery 2 hours later.

Shih Tzu

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(24/01/201624/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/01/201624/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

24/01/2016

Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Vomiting Not
,Appetite loss,Skin and tissue
Known
infection
NOS,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
SAP

Crossbred

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Emesis and collapse the evening following Nobivac L4. Canaural was also dispensed but it is unknown if French Bulldog
this was used. Recovery after a couple of minutes. Emesis and collapse recurred following second
Nobivac L4 (linked case 2016-UK-00169). No further information.

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml B - Possible
(12/01/201612/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (12/01/201612/01/2016)<BR><BR>
11.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/10/2015-03/10/2015)<BR><BR>

Vomiting,Collapse (see also 'Cardio- No Data
vascular' and 'Systemic disorders')

Emesis and collapse after second L4 twice in approximately 12 hours. These signs were also seen on
French Bulldog
primary exposure. Recovery within a couple of minutes. No further information. Linked case 2016-UK00167 describes signs after primary exposure.

11.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(16/12/2015-16/12/2015)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs are consistent and occurred after both
doses of L4.

Seizure NOS

Owner reported 3 "funny turns" during the period between 1st and 2nd dose vaccination. Suspected
partial seizure. Similar signs were seen post vaccination 2 years and 1 year earlier (see linked cases).

No Data

No Data

Not
Known

Crossbred

Not
Known

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

4.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(21/10/2014-21/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Signs recurred on rechallenge and are consistent with
a product reaction. Product involvement is likely.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

6.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(14/01/201614/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (14/01/201614/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(14/01/2016-14/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

5.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(19/01/201619/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (19/01/201619/01/2016)<BR><BR>
27 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(17/12/201417/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/12/201417/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/12/201417/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(17/12/2014-17/12/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00394

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

14/01/2016

23/05/2016

1

1

1 26/01/2016 Yes

Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00459

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

26/01/2016

01/02/2016

1

1

0 28/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Bloody
Not
R><BR><BR>Not diarrhoea,Vomiting,Retching,Pyrexi Known
Known
a,Hypoglycaemia,Elevated ALT

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00471

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

01/03/2014

02/02/2016

1

1

0 03/03/2014 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00476

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

01/02/2016

02/02/2016

7

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00516

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

29/01/2016

03/02/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00530

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

27/01/2016

04/02/2016

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00531

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

12/02/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00539

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00552

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00553

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00557

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00563

NOBIVAC L4

Suspected lack of efficacy: diarrhoea, pale mucous membranes, hypoalbuminaemia, low ALP, elevated
BUN/creatinine, hyperphosphataemia, mild hypocalcaemia, elevated lipase and hypertension within 12
days of vaccination. Treated with IVFT, antacids, antiemetics, amlodipine. Decreased appetite,
hypersalivation, treated additionally with antibiotics and electrolytes. First vaccination of L4, however
up to date with L2 vaccinations. Pre-existing intermittent/occasional emesis following full meal.
Suspected leptospirosis. Deterioration and euthanasia within 2 weeks. PCR negative for Leptospira for
both blood and urine. No PME carried out. Negative serology
icterohaemorrhagiae/pomona/grippotyphosa. Low positive titres: canicola, hardjo, bratislavasuggestive of exposure but not clinical disease. No further information.
Retching, haemorrhagic diarrhoea, emesis and pyrexia 2 days post vaccination. Treated with antibiotics
leading to some improvement. Deterioration and further emesis 2 days later. Blood tests showed
hypoglycaemia and slightly elevated ALT. Treated with fluids leading to improvement and sent home
later the same day.

Border Collie

Not
Known

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

1.65 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(26/01/201626/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (26/01/201626/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/03/2014-01/03/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Not
Known

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' Not
and 'Systemic
Known
disorders'),Inappetence,Tense
abdomen,Unable to stand,Not
drinking
1 01/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Vomiting,Seizure
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Death by euthanasia

Collapse, anorexia, adipsia, ataxia and abdominal pain 2 days post vaccination. Treated with
Labrador
antibiotics, analgesics and antiemetics leading to recovery an unspecified period later. The same signs Retriever
were noted 4 weeks later 2 days after the 2nd dose vaccination was administered, the same treatment
was given leading to recovery. this report was taken from social media.

1

0 29/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Unusual stool colour,Anaemia
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Diarrhoea,Loose
stool,Vomiting,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Mucous
stool,Elevated ALT,Elevated SAP

Emesis, lethargy and yellow faeces within 24 hours post vaccination. Treated with Cerenia and
Border Terrier
Ranitidine. No further emesis but mucoid diarrhoea noted 5 days later. Treated with fluids, Cerenia and
Ranitidine. Blood tests showed hepatopathy, low chlorine and anaemia. CPLI normal and liver enzymes
returned to normal.

1

1

0 27/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Lethargy, anorexia, injection site swelling/abscess, hyperthermia starting within 24 hours of
vaccination. Abscess was incised and flushed, treated with antibiotics, dog improved throughout the
day and continued to recover within 7 days. No further information expected.

Chihuahua

04/02/2016

1

1

0 19/02/2015 Yes

Convulsion within 7 days of vaccination, again 2 days later. No previous reaction, no further
information.

Other
Canine/dog

28/01/2016

29/02/2016

1

1

0 28/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Localised pain
NOS (see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Pyrexia,Purulent lesion(s),Not
eating,Abnormal test
result,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevate
d ALT,Elevated SAP

Lethargy, anorexia starting within 24 hours of vaccination. Collapse, injection site lump, localised pain Border Collie
NOS, hyperthermia, purulent lesion within 5 days of vaccination. Treated with IVFT, antibiotics, NSAIDs.
Bloods showed elevated ALT/SAP, elevated amylase (abnormal test result), hyperphosphataemia.
Canine pancreatic Lipase snap test positive. Showed some improvement the following day. Cytology
results show degenerative neutrophila and growth of beta haemolytic streptococcus..

2 Month(s)

05/01/2016

05/02/2016

8

4

3 20/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Appetite loss
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Anorexia in 4 pups, leading to death in 3 - within 15 days of vaccination. The surviving pup was treated
with antibiotics and syringe feeding with water. See linked cases; breeder has 180 breeding bitches in
total. Suspected parvo virus outbreak. No PME, nothing further.

Other
Canine/dog

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

05/01/2016

05/02/2016

4

2

2 01/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Death in 2 out of 4 vaccinated 26 days prior. Breeder has 180 breeding bitches, therefore suspected
Parvo virus outbreak. See other linked cases. No further information.

Crossbred

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

05/02/2016

05/02/2016

1

1

0 05/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Tachycardia,Respirato Other
R><BR><BR>No ry distress,General pain (see other
SOCs for specific pain)

Vocalisation, general pain, tachycardia, dyspnoea within 2 hours of vaccination. No further
information expected.

Lhasa Apso

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

31/07/2015

04/04/2016

1

1

0 19/08/2015 Not Known

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00619

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

05/02/2016

10/02/2016

1

1

0 05/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
Not
R><BR><BR>Not 'Skin'),Hives (see also 'Skin'),Allergic Known
Known
pruritus

Diarrhoea and malaise 3 weeks post 2nd dose vaccination. Supportive treatment given, faecal analysis Hovawart
was normal and blood tests showed lymphopenia, elevated haematocrit and haemoglobin. Recovery
an unspecified period later with an intestinal diet. Another dose of Nobivac L$ was administered in
error 5 months later. Intermittent diarrhoea started. Blood tests showed hepatopathy. Severe
diarrhoea, malaise and abdominal pain 3 days post accidental vaccination. Treated with fluids leading
to improvement. Referred to specialist and thickening of the duodenum and ileum found. Endoscopy
was unremarkable. Treated with steroids and hypoallergenic diet. No further information, outcome
unknown.
Urticaria, allergic oedema of the face and allergic pruritus 20 minutes post vaccination. Treated with
French Bulldog
dexamethasone leading to improvement.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00639

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

01/02/2016

05/04/2016

6

1

1 08/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00647

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.6 Year(s)

06/01/2016

11/02/2016

1

1

Seizure NOS

No Data

Abnormal test result,Off
Not
colour,Diarrhoea,Lymphopenia,Elev Known
ated ALT,Elevated liver
enzymes,Tense abdomen

Dullness,Tachycardia,Portacaval
Not
shunt,Knuckling,Seizure NOS,Slow Known
reflexes,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Intention tremor,Difficulty
chewing
0 30/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS
Not
R><BR><BR>Not
Known
Known

Emesis in 1 puppy out of 7 starting within 30 minutes post vaccination. Emesis continued later the
Old English
same day followed by abnormal barking (coded vocalisation) and convulsions. Treated with diazepam Sheepdog
but this did not control the convulsions and therefore the puppy was euthanased. No PME carried out.

Malaise in 1 out of 6 puppies 48 hours post vaccination. Neurological signs, pyrexia and tachycardia
noted on examination 7 days post vaccination. Unknown what treatment given but discharged from
hospital the next day. Deterioration over the next 2 days including convulsions, hyporeflexia, dullness,
lethargy, difficulty chewing, intention tremors and knuckling on all four limbs. Euthanasia. PME
indicates a intrahepatic portosystemic shunt.

Other
Canine/dog

Convulsion 24 days post vaccination. A similar reaction had been seen post vaccination on a previous
occasion (see case 2016-UK-00649).

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(14/01/2016-14/01/2016)<BR><BR>

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/02/201601/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/02/201601/02/2016)<BR><BR>
13 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(29/01/201629/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (29/01/201629/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

3.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(27/01/201627/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/01/201627/01/2016)<BR><BR>
13 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(12/02/2015-12/02/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

25 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(28/01/201628/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (28/01/201628/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/01/201605/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (05/01/201605/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Known (05/01/201605/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (05/01/201605/01/2016)<BR><BR>
8.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/02/201605/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (05/02/201605/02/2016)<BR><BR>
33.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(31/07/2015-31/07/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

3.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(05/02/201605/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (05/02/201605/02/2016)<BR><BR>
4.4 Identification Chip - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 N - Unlikely
Implant (01/02/201601/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/02/201601/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/02/201601/02/2016)<BR><BR>
20.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(06/01/201606/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/01/201606/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00648

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

10/02/2016

22/02/2016

1

1

1 11/02/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Anaemia NOS,Low platelet
Other
R><BR><BR>No count,Leucopenia,Lymphopenia,Ha
emorrhagic diarrhoea,Corneal
oedema,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Blood in
faeces,Not
eating,Dehydration,Abnormal test
result,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevate
d ALT,Elevated SAP

Lethargy, haemorrhagic diarrhoea, dehydration, blood tests showed elevated ALT, elevated SAP,
Other
hyperphosphataemia, leucopenia, lymphopenia, anaemia and thrombocytopenia 24 hours post
Canine/dog
vaccination. The puppy was reported to have lethargy and diarrhoea at the time of vaccination. Snap
test positive for Parvovirus. Treated with fluids, antibiotics and Panacur. Corneal oedema noted in one
eye the next day. Lethargy, collapse, anorexia and haemorrhagic diarrhoea the next day. Death by
euthanasia on unknown date, lab confirms positive to field strain parvo virus, no PME. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00649

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.6 Year(s)

03/02/2016

11/04/2016

1

1

0 03/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

2 convulsions within 24 hours post vaccination, treated with rectal diazepam and admitted for
observation. Released later the same day. Blood sample were taken, await results. Similar reaction
was noted post vaccination (see linked case 2016-UK-00647). No further information received.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00675

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

09/02/2016

15/02/2016

1

1

1 09/02/2016 Yes

Injection site bleeding,Pericardial
No Data
effusion,Abdominal pain,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV)

Injection site haemorrhage noted within minutes of vaccination. Four days later, abdominal pain,
lethargy, anaemia and pericardial effusion. Led to death by euthanasia. No PME, nothing further
expected.

Shih Tzu

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00694

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

09/02/2016

15/02/2016

1

1

0 12/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Injection site abscess,Reluctant to
move,Malaise,Off
colour,Pyrexia,Septicaemia,Limb
weakness

Not
Known

Malaise starting 3 days post vaccination. Pyrexia noted on examination, treated with antibiotics and
Chihuahua
steroids. Hind limb weakness noted the next day, further antibiotics and fluids given. 2 injection site
abscesses noted between the should blades and at the top of the shoulders 1 week later. Vet suspects
previous neurological signs were due to septicaemia. Treated with antibiotics leading to improvement.
The dog had a microchip implanted an unknown period prior to vaccination.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00700

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

13/01/2016

15/04/2016

1

1

0 13/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Respiratory
distress,Weakness,Abnormal
menace reflex test,Abnormal pupil
light reflex,Pancreatitis,Blindness

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00724

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

19/01/2015

16/02/2016

1

1

1 13/10/2015 Not Known

Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00727

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

28/11/2015

22/12/2017

1

1

0 28/11/2015 Not Known

Cardiac
Not
enlargement,Diarrhoea,Distension Known
of abdomen,Vomiting,Ear
pain,Blindness,Impaired vision,Joint
pain NOS,Muscle
wasting,Decreased
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Off colour,Limb
weakness,Not eating,Dilated
pupils,Liver disorder NOS,Jaw
pain,Abnormal stool
colouration,Elevated
amylase,Sunken eyes,Head
shy,Difficulty chewing,Ear canal
inflammation

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00733

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

16/02/2016

17/02/2016

1

1

0 17/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Leucocytosis,Loose
stool,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Sudden onset blindness 1 month after concurrent vaccination with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac KC and 3 days following 2nd dose vaccination with Nobivac L4. No retinal examination was
possible due to dogs aggression. Referred to ophthalmologist and examination showed no menace
reflex in both eyes, directed and consensual pupillary light reflexes negative, a uveal cast seen in left
anterior chamber. DDx include sudden acquired retinal degeneration, retrobulbar neuritis or a prechiasmal CNS lesion. Pancreatitis, muscle loss around head, generalised weakness and respiratory
distress was diagnosed 2 months later. Vet wants to refer for neurological exam and suspects linked to
vaccine. Nothing further expected.
Suspected lack of efficacy. Anorexia, lethargy, hunched abdomen and emesis 10 months post
vaccination. Blood tests showed hepatopathy and thrombocytopaenia. The dog was referred to a
specialist. Deterioration, DIC and euthanasia. PME liver pathology was consistent with and PCR was
positive for Leptospirosis. Serovar unknown.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 28 Nov 2015. Previously vaccinated with
Nobivac DHP and a Lepto vaccine (unknown which Lepto vaccine) on 7 Nov 2014. Milbemax was also
dispensed at the same time but not given. Dog is aggressive so limited examination, normal for this
dog. 3 Dec 2015 presented as lethargic since the vaccine and not eating well. Vomiting and diarrhoea.
Zantac given. 14 Dec 2015 continues to be very lethargic and off food, only eats when had fed. soft
stools and orange in colour. Unable to examine conscious due to temperament so sedated.
Radiographs showed a possible enlarged cardiac silhouette, liver enlarged. Ultrasound showed no gall
bladder or billiary enlargement and no signs of obstruction. The dog was sent home with Nutramed,
Clavaseptin and Metronidazole. 18 Dec 2015 owner updated that dog happier to eat, but seems tender
under jaw and ears and passing orange diarrhoea. 4 Jan 2016 dog initially improved but has
deteriorated again, no appetite, lethargy and pain around mouth. On examination the dog is still
aggressive so examination limited, eyes sunken and subdued. Clavaseptin was started and to continue
Zantac. 3 Feb 2016 owner reports dog is unable to see very well, muscle loss at back of head and dog
seems in pain in fore limbs, started on Metacam and Fortekor. 8 Feb 2016 happier since being on
Metacam, pupils dilated and owner believes dog is now blind. Lethargic at home, eating well. Muscle
loss around head and body. In consult room, bumping into things. Prednidale started. The dog was
presented the same day, limited examination due to aggression, but better as unable to see Vet.
Absent papillary light reflexes in both eyes and seems centrally blind. Unable to examine retina.
Offered a neurological referral, but due to financial constraints owner declined. 15 Feb 2016 brighter
and more alert but continues to be blind. Continues on Prednisolone. Nothing further expected. Follow
up 3 Mar 2016 - the dog is improving and is getting some sight back, improved demeanour, continues
on steroids. Nothing further expected. Follow up 20 Feb 2017 - 7 Mar 2016 Bloods showed Amylase
1313 (200-1200). Reported to be doing well and almost back to normal, eyesight returning and no
longer head shy (unknown exact date of start of clincial sign), mild pot belly but suspect related to
steroid treatment. 6 Apr 2016 muscle wastage continues and struggling to get up, seems to be lying
down with head on cold tiles and not eating much. Weaning off Prednidale. 14 Oct 2016 ears very
inflamed, muscle wastage, dog aggressive, examine ears with a muzzle, very inflamed, also seems to be
struggling to chew anything or open mouth fully. Prednidale was started again. 11 Nov 2016 reported
did well on Prednidale
butlethargy,
since been
off steroids
has beenwithin
struggling
to open
mouth againTreated
and thinks
Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,
anorexia,
hyperthermia
24 hours
of vaccination.
with

Not
Known

No Data

Rottweiler

Labrador
Retriever

Rottweiler

Beagle

IVFT, antibiotics and analgesia. Bloods show leucopenia. Deteriorated that day, and temperature
dropped, recovered over the following 24 hours. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00769

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

10/02/2016

11/03/2016

1

1

0 17/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Distress,Cough,Throat irritation
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Coughing, anxiety and unable to clear throat (coded laryngeal irritation) an unspecified period post
vaccination. No treatment given, outcome unknown. Swabs taken were negative.

Jack Russell
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00784

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

15/01/2016

03/03/2016

1

1

0 01/02/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy: emesis (10-11 times) approximately 3 weeks post second Nobivac L4
vaccination. Bloods showed: lymphopenia, eosinophilia, biochemistry normal. Treatment with
amoxyclav, omeprazole and Synulox. Emesis continued. Starved for 36 hours. Bloods repeated,
lymphopenia continued. Bloods and urine taken 6 days post onset showed Leptospira. Dog improving.
Tests positive for L. bratislava, all other serovars negative. Dog fully recovered.

Labrador
Retriever

Lack of efficacy

1.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(10/02/201610/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (10/02/201610/02/2016)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

20.9 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml B - Possible
(03/02/201603/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (03/02/201603/02/2016)<BR><BR>
10 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(09/02/2016-09/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

1.24 Identification Chip - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 B - Possible
Implant (01/02/201601/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (09/02/201609/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (09/02/201609/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

45 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(13/01/201613/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (13/01/201613/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (13/01/201610/02/2016)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(19/01/2015-19/01/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

46 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(28/11/2015-28/11/2015)<BR><BR> ble

16.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(16/02/201616/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (16/02/201616/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (16/02/201616/02/2016)<BR><BR>
7.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(10/02/201610/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (10/02/201610/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (10/02/201610/02/2016)<BR><BR>
20.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/01/2016-15/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00799

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

09/02/2016

19/02/2016

1

1

1 17/02/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Vocalisation,Leucocytosis,Lymphop Other
enia,Neutrophilia,Increased heart
rate,Central nervous system
disorder NOS,Seizure NOS,Death by
euthanasia,Reluctant to
move,Abnormal test
result,Hyperglycaemia,Electrolyte
disorder

Central nervous system excitability and vocalisation 8 days post vaccination and concurrent Milbemax Yorkshire
administration. Vocalisation, tachycardia, hyperglycaemia and convulsions later the same day. The dog Terrier
was sedated. Blood tests showed leucocytosis, lymphopenia, neutrophilia, elevated ALP and
hyponatraemia. Treated with antibiotics, analgesia and further sedation. No improvement leading to
euthanasia later the same day.No PME carried out. Similar signs were seen in the litter mate to this
dog post vaccination (see linked case 2016-UK-00800), no Milbemax given on this occasion.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00899

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

11/01/2016

30/06/2016

1

1

0 06/02/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Haemolytic anaemia,Low platelet Other
count,Lymphocytosis,Neutrophilia,
Vomiting,Decreased
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Elevated
ALT,Elevated SAP,Decreased red
blood cell count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Abnormal red blood
cell,Monocytosis

Emesis and lethargy 1 month post 1st dose vaccination of L4, DHP and KC and concurrent Advocate
Other
application. Treated with Cerenia leading to some improvement apart from slight anorexia 3 days
Canine/dog
later. 2nd dose of Nobivac L4 administered. Lethargy and immune mediated haemolytic anaemia
diagnosed 3 days later Treatment started. Blood transfusions given 9 days later. Slight improvement
over the next 8 days. Continued treatment with omeprazole, prednisolone, clopidgel and
mycophenolate. Babesia negative. Bloods showed anaemia, low HCT and Hb, high MCV, leucocytosis,
neutrophilia. MCV returned to normal after several days. Bloods 6 days later showed elevated ALT,
ALKP (SAP), MCV and MCHC. MCV and MCHC were normal the following day. Approximately 1 month
later, leucocytosis, neutrophilia, lymphocytosis, monocytosis. Dog is recovering well. 24 days later: low
amylase, WBC normal. 2 weeks later: low MCV, elevated MCHC and thrombocytopenia. All normal on
bloods 5 days later. No further information.

16.6 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Large B - Possible
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(11/01/201611/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (11/01/201611/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (11/01/201611/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (11/01/201609/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00906

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

21/02/2016

25/02/2016

1

1

0 23/02/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Malaise, emesis, diarrhoea, anorexia, abdominal pain and pyrexia 2 days post vaccination. Treated
with NSAIDs, Cerenia, Zantac and probiotics leading to no improvement. Continued emesis, diarrhoea
and dyspnoea reported 2 days later. Outcome unknown.

Alaskan
Malamute

35.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(21/02/2016-21/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00914

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

16/02/2016

01/04/2016

1

1

No Data

Lethargy, pyrexia and pain of the neck and spine noted within 2 weeks post vaccination. Steroid
treatment started as vet suspects meningitis. The dog was previously diagnosed with meningitis and
was treated with steroids during the previous year. Dog was assumed to have recovered. No further
information.

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00918

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

27/05/2014

26/02/2016

1

1

0 28/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Panting,Nasal discharge,Eyes rolling No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes back,Hypoxia

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00930

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

22 Year(s)

26/02/2016

26/02/2016

1

1

0 26/02/2016 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00931

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

18/12/2015

14/04/2016

1

1

0 22/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS,Elevated temperature
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00933

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

29/02/2016

29/02/2016

1

1

0 29/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Lameness,Ataxia,Musc No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes le tremor,Panting,Elevated
temperature

Lameness during the same consultation as dew claw trim, Nobivac L4 and KC. Progression to ataxia,
Jack Russell
tachypnoea, hyperthermia, muscle tremor and tachycardia. An intravenous catheter was placed but no Terrier
treatment was given. Signs had improved after 15 minutes. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00939

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

Not Known

28/02/2016

28/02/2016

1

1

0 28/02/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Vet stabbed her finger whilst vaccinating a dog. She reported that the finger felt a little cold, but
circulation was good. She washed the injury. MAH awaits further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00965

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

27/02/2016

15/03/2016

1

1

Other

Tachypnoea, lethargy, injection site swelling, injection site pain, anorexia, pyrexia, localised swelling of Greyhound
the neck and legs, neck pain and reluctant to walk 24 hours post vaccination. Treated with fluids,
methadone and antibiotics. FNA of the swelling showed serous fluid. NSAIDs and Vetergesic
administered. Cytology showed few cells, no inflammation and no abnormal cells therefore most
suggestive of vaccine fluid reaction or sterile vaccine granuloma. Swelling is resolving, although not
fully recovered. Nothing further expected

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00968

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

12/01/2016

01/03/2016

1

1

Not
Known

Lethargy noted after going for a walk 2 days post vaccination. Malaise noted 1 week later. Diarrhoea French Bulldog
and licking of the front legs started the next day. Anorexia 5 days later followed by diarrhoea, pyrexia,
shivering, hypersalivation and font leg lameness the next day. No abnormalities noted on blood tests.
Treated with antibiotics. Stiffness 3 days later, treated with course of Doxycycline. Lameness and
stiffness after course finished, blood tests showed hepatopathy. Swelling of limbs, treated with fluids.
Joint taps showed immune mediated polyarthritis. Treated with prednisolone leading to improvement.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00972

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.5 Year(s)

18/01/2016

01/03/2016

1

1

0 28/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site granuloma,Injection
R><BR><BR>No site swelling,Injection site
pain,Panting,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Pyrexia,Local swelling (not
application site)
0 14/01/2016 Not Known
Diarrhoea,Hepatopathy,Other
immune system disorder
NOS,Polyarthritis,Lameness,Anorexi
a,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Malaise,Pyrexia,Stiffness
NOS,Shivering,Licking,Swollen
limb,Drooling
0 27/01/2016 Not
Immune mediated haemolytic
Known,<BR><BR anaemia,Enlarged lymph node
><BR><BR><BR> (localised),Lethargy (see also
Yes,<BR><BR><B Central nervous system depression
R><BR><BR>Not in 'Neurological')
Known

Not
Known

Vaccination with Nobivac L4 and KC and treatment of dental disease with Antirobe. Lethargy following Other
vaccination and Antirobe onset (assumed 25 mg based on weight). 9 days later: lethargy persisted,
Canine/dog
popliteal lymphadenitis noted. Diagnosis of immune mediated haemolytic anaemia 2.5 weeks post
treatment onset. Positive slide agglutination and tests by an external laboratory. Referral for a blood
transfusion. Ultrasound showed mild age related changes but no real abnormalities. No further
information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-00980

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

04/02/2016

11/03/2016

1

1

1 15/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous membrane,Distension Not
R><BR><BR>Not of
Known
Known
abdomen,Jaundice,Polydipsia,Drinki
ng a lot,Frequent urination,Death
by euthanasia,Inappetence,Weight
loss,Abnormal test result,Face and
neck swelling (see also 'Skin'),Other
blood disorder NOS,Urine
abnormalities NOS,Elevated
ALT,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Abnormal
necropsy finding,Prolonged
activated partial thrombin time
(APTT),Prolonged one stage
prothrombin time (OSPT),NT granulomatous hepatitis

Anorexia, polydipsia, polyuria, pale mucous membranes and jaundice 11 days post vaccination with
Dobermann
Nobivac L4 and KC. Ate a rabbit a few days previously. Bloods showed: prolonged aPTT, PT,
hepatopathy (elevated ALKP and ALT), elevated bilirubin, low urea. Treatment with Vitamin K and
Destolit. Urine the following day showed bilirubinuria. Suspicion was Doberman hepatitis. Anorexia
persisted 4 days after onset accompanied by weight loss. Treatment with Destolit, vitamin K, Synulox
and Nisamox. 4 days later the dog had eaten some rubber matting from a stable but otherwise
remained anorexic. Treatment with Denamarin, Periactin, Cerenia and Prednicare. 2 days later
anorexia stopped but then resumed again. Jaundice persisted. Ultrasound the following day showed a
small amount of free fluid in the abdomen and possibly in the thorax, bile duct linings were thickened.
The following day the dog developed oedema of the neck. Steroids were increased, the dog was
admitted at some stage and given intravenous fluids and antibiotics. 2 days later the dog remained
hospitalised with jaundice and abdominal distension. Euthanasia was performed. PME showed 2 litres
of serosanguinous fluid in the abdomen, mottled liver, granulomatous hepatitis. The spleen was pale
and shrunken and the kidneys were pale. Histology results pending. No lepto in kidneys. Results
returned as Doberman Chronic Hepatitis copper accumulation and immune mediated mechanism.
Urine PCR negative pre post mortem, after post mortem urine PCR positive. Nothing further expected.

Vomiting,Off colour,Irregular
breathing,Decreased
appetite,Diarrhoea,Abdominal
pain,Elevated temperature
0 29/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pyrexia,Lethargy (see also Central
R><BR><BR>Yes nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Musculoskeletal
pain

Eye stinging

Cold feeling of extremity

Not
Known
No Data

1 Milbemax Chewable Tablets for
O1 - Inconclusive
Small Dogs and Puppies - .5,N/A,N/A
,24,0.5 Tablets (09/02/201609/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(09/02/201609/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (09/02/201609/02/2016)<BR><BR>

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml O1 - Inconclusive
(16/02/201616/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (16/02/201616/02/2016)<BR><BR>
Hypoxia, eyes rolling back (still conscious), tachypnoea, nasal discharge within 2 minutes of
French Bulldog
7.59 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
vaccination. This occurred whilst the dog was being placed in the car. No treatment given, just
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
monitored. Dog had history of issues with brachycephalic upper airway syndrome, eye issues, and also
(27/05/2014reported to have had a reaction to the same vaccinations administered one year earlier. No further
28/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi information is available.
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/05/201428/05/2015)<BR><BR>
Student vet experienced stinging in her right eye after spraying it with vaccine. She flushed the eye and Human
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
was reported to have recovered.
Known for Dogs - 1,,,,10<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Convulsions 4 days post vaccination. Blood tests were all normal. Further convulsions the next day.
English
Another convulsions and hyperthermia 7 weeks later. Treatment with low dose of Pexion started. Over Springer
the following two months, Pexion has continued. No further information.
Spaniel

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Human

Not
Known

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

17.3 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml B - Possible
(18/12/201518/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (18/12/201518/12/2015)<BR><BR>
9 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml B - Possible
(29/02/201629/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (29/02/201629/02/2016)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Known for Dogs - 1,,,,10<BR><BR>
35 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(27/02/201627/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/02/201627/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

16.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(12/01/2016-12/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

8.1 Antirobe Capsules 25 mg B - Possible
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (18/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (18/01/201618/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (18/01/201618/01/2016)<BR><BR>
30.2 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(04/02/201604/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (04/02/201604/02/2016)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01029

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

11/02/2016

03/03/2016

6

6

6 13/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Death,Lethargy (see also Not
R><BR><BR>Not Central nervous system depression Known
Known
in 'Neurological')

Lethargy and emesis starting 2 days post vaccination in 6 of 6 puppies vaccinated. Death 2 days post
onset. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01057

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

02/03/2016

04/03/2016

1

1

Emesis, anorexia, head tilt, horizontal nystagmus, ataxia and mild otitis externa starting within 24 hours English
of Nobivac L4 and KC. Diagnosed with vestibular disease. Treatment with antibiotics, Dexafort and
Springer
Cerenia. Outcome unknown. No further information.
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01058

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.1 Year(s)

07/03/2016

12/04/2016

1

1

0 03/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Otitis externa,Tumbling
Not
R><BR><BR>Not circling disease (see also ataxia at Known
Known
'Neurological'),Vestibular disorder
NOS,Head tilt - ear
disorder,Ataxia,Inappetence,Horizo
ntal nystagmus
1 07/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Sudden
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, death,Cyanosis,Haemangiosarcoma
<BR><BR><BR>< ,NT - hemopericardium,Collapse
BR><BR>Yes
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders')

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01070

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

03/03/2016

08/04/2016

1

1

1 04/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Haemorrhage NOS,Distension of
R><BR><BR>Yes abdomen,Found dead,Fluid in
abdomen NOS

Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4, also sent home with flea treatment and wormer (unknown if
these were given). Death the same night. PME showed distended abdomen, bloody fluid in the
abdomen, haemorrhagic periosteum of the dorsal skull and subdural haemorrhage over cerebrum.
Histology confirmed death was due to meningoencephalitis predating vaccination.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01098

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

09/03/2016

09/03/2016

1

1

0 09/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypersalivation,Vomiting,Anaphyla Not
R><BR><BR>Not xis,Collapse (see also 'CardioKnown
Known
vascular' and 'Systemic disorders')

Collapse, hypersalivation and emesis 5 minutes post vaccination. Treated with Maropitant, outcome
unknown. Possible anaphylaxis.

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01102

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

17/02/2016

09/03/2016

1

1

0 17/02/2016 No

Tachypnoea and shaking noted 2 hours post vaccination. Tachycardia, congested mucous membranes
and pyrexia noted on examination 1 hour later. Treated with Dexamethasone. Full recovery by the
next day.

Border Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01130

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

18/02/2016

10/03/2016

1

1

Malaise, lethargy and anorexia 12 days post vaccination. Treated with antibiotics. Pyrexia, further
anorexia 1 week later. Blood tests showed leucocytosis and lymphopenia, further antibiotics and
NSAIDs given. Anorexia, adipsia, pyrexia, dehydration and mucous faeces the next day. Given fluid
treatment and NSAIDs. Slight improvement the next day apart from pale mucous membranes. sent
home with antibiotics, NSAIDs and Cerenia.

English
Springer
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01147

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

24/03/2015

11/03/2016

1

1

0 01/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Lymphopenia,Pale
Other
R><BR><BR>No mucous membrane,Not
drinking,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Off
colour,Pyrexia,Mucous stool,Blood
in faeces,Not eating,Dry mucous
membrane
0 24/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Agitation,Abdominal
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Distension of
abdomen,Vomiting,Gall bladder &
bile duct disorder NOS,Enlarged
liver,Jaundice,Not
drinking,Weakness,Not
eating,Pancreatitis,Elevated liver
enzymes,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Elevated amylase

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01186

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

03/03/2016

29/03/2016

1

1

0 04/03/2016 No

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01208

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

06/02/2016

16/03/2016

1

1

Emesis, abdominal pain, agitation, elevated amylase, consistent with recurring pancreatitis within 1
month of vaccination. Dog has suffered previously with pancreatitis. Treated with analgesics. The
following day anorexia, weakness, adipsia. treated with subcutaneous fluids, electrolytes, analgesia,
antiemetics and antacids; followed by IVFT and ultrasound showed hepatomegaly, liquid in intestines
(coded as abnormal ultrasound finding), and a hyperechoic area near stomach/liver consistent with
pancreatitis. Distension of abdomen also noticed. Bloods showed mild reduction in amylase however
elevated liver enzymes (ALP). Supportive treatment continued and showed some signs of
improvement. Owner had been treating with unknown homeopathic drops as well. Started treatment
with antibiotics, probiotics/prebiotics, pancreatic enzyme supplements, vitamins, liver support,
antacids; eating well but mild jaundice and emesis daily. Further liver ultrasound showed enlarged bile
ducts. Showed further improvement after further IVFT and supportive treatment. Recovered within 5
weeks. No further information expected.
Lethargy, hyperthermia starting within 24 hours of vaccination. Treated with NSAIDs 4 days later,
following day IVFT and antibiotics. Bloods showed leucocytosis, mild anaemia, neutrophilia,
hypoalbuminaemia, elevated BUN, elevated ALT. Further antibiotics added. Hyperthermia has resolved
however owner reports not much improvement in herself. Examined 6 days later. Bloods showed:
anaemia, leucocytosis, neutrophilia, monocytosis. Coombs negative. 3 days later the dog was pyrexia
and had muscle tremors. PCV had improved but anaemia persisted. 7 days antibiotics were prescribed
which lead to an apparent recovery. No further information.
Suspected lack of efficacy: Emesis when second vaccine was due (1 month after first vaccine).
Admitted 3 days later due to continued emesis, diarrhoea and positive CPV snap test. Treatment with
fluids, Cerenia, Zantac and Synulox. Snap test negative the following day. Hospitalised for 7 days
before discharge. Considered recovered. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01251

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

17/03/2016

18/03/2016

1

1

0 17/03/2016 Not Known

Tachypnoea and restlessness starting in the car on the way home from Nobivac L4 vaccination.
Cyanosis, emesis and hyperthermia. Treatment with oxygen, Dexadreson and Cerenia. Admitted over
night. Improvement the following day. No further information.

German Spitz Pomeranian

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01286

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.8 Month(s) 16/02/2016

22/03/2016

1

1

0 16/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Not 'Skin'),Respiratory discomfort
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01298

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

22/03/2016

1

1

1 07/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hyponatremia,Hypokalaemia,Eleva Not
R><BR><BR>Not ted SAP,Diabetic
Known
Known
ketoacidosis,Elevated
creatinine,Hyperphosphataemia,Gl
ucosuria,Hyperglycaemia,Abnormal
test result,Weight loss,Lack of
efficacy,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Hypothermia,Inappe
tence,Death by
euthanasia,Tachycardia,Diabetes
mellitus,Unable to
stand,Lymphopenia

22/07/2015

No Data

Tachycardia,Anaphylaxis,Panting,Hy Other
peraemic mucous
membrane,Hyperthermia,Shaking

Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Muscle Other
tremor,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Hypoalbumi
naemia,Elevated BUN,Elevated
ALT,Decreased packed cell volume
(PCV),Monocytosis
0 06/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes

Panting,Anaphylaxis,Vomiting,Restl Not
essness,Pyrexia,Cyanosis
Known

Not
Known

German
Not
Shepherd Dog Known

Cyanosis and collapse 1.5 hours post vaccination. Treated with oxygen leading to some improvement Staffordshire
initially. Collapse and death 2 hours later. PME showed rupture of the right atrium due to infiltration of Bull Terrier
a haemangiosarcoma in the haemopericardium.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(03/03/201603/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (03/03/201603/03/2016)<BR><BR>
11.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
A - Probable
(10/02/201610/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (09/03/201609/03/2016)<BR><BR>
11.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(17/02/2016-17/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

19.05 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(18/02/201618/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (18/02/201618/02/2016)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Jack Russell
Terrier

10 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(24/03/201524/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/03/201524/03/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Crossbred

14 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/03/2016-03/03/2016)<BR><BR>

Lethargy and hyperthermia known to occur following
vaccination therefore product related reaction is
probable. Blood results could feasibly be related to
vaccine therefore overall probable (A).

Labrador
Retriever

6.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(06/02/201606/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/02/201606/02/2016)<BR><BR>
5.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(17/03/2016-17/03/2016)<BR><BR>

No efficacy expected.

Allergic oedema of the face and dyspnoea within a few hours post vaccination. The dyspnoea
Pug
appeared to be more due to discomfort than due to airway blockage. Treated with dexadreson leading
to recovery the same day.

Glucosuria and ketosis 6.5 weeks post second Nobivac L4. Weight loss and hyperglycaemia 1 week
later. Treatment with insulin. Hyperglycaemia and urine changes persisted despite dose increases. 1
month post insulin, anorexia, tachycardia, hyperglycaemia and ketoacidosis. Sent home the following
day. 1 day later: hyperglycaemia, lethargy, ataxia, hypothermic. Admitted and treated with fluids.
Bloods showed: elevated SAP, hyperphosphataemia, hyponatraemia, hypokalaemia, leucocytosis,
lymphopenia, renal insufficiency (creatinine elevated), elevated red blood cells, elevated haemoglobin
and haematocrit. Euthanasia performed. No further information. Linked to similar signs in another
dog and a reaction at the first vaccination 2016-UK-01296, 2016-UK-01299

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(11/02/201611/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (11/02/201611/02/2016)<BR><BR>
19.2 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml O1 - Inconclusive
(02/03/201602/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (02/03/201602/03/2016)<BR><BR>
17.3 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml N - Unlikely
(07/03/201607/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (07/03/201607/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(07/03/2016-07/03/2016)<BR><BR>

Affenpinscher

11.5 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml B - Possible
(16/02/201616/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (16/02/201616/02/2016)<BR><BR>
5.1 Caninsulin 40 IU/ml Suspension for
Injection - 4.5,1,12 Hours,19,4.5 IU
12 Hours (4 Week(s) N/A12/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (22/07/201522/07/2015)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01299

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.6 Year(s)

22/07/2015

22/03/2016

1

1

1 17/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Abdominal
Not
pain,Vomiting,Cataract,Collapse
Known
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders'),Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Decreased
appetite,Reluctant to move,Lack of
efficacy,Dehydration,Regurgitation,
Hyperglycaemia,Urine
abnormalities
NOS,Glucosuria,Haematuria,Urinar
y tract infection,Abdominal mass

Glucosuria, haematuria, ketonuria and hyperglycaemia starting 3.5 weeks post Nobivac L4 and DHP. A Affenpinscher
urinary tract infection was identified. The dog was started on Caninsulin and antibiotics. The insulin
dose was increased over the next 2 months in the face of continuing hyperglycaemia (suspected lack of
efficacy) but 2 months after starting insulin the dog developed proteinuria, glucosuria and bilateral
cataracts. Dose increases continued and Exocin was started for the eyes. 3 months later the dog
became anorexic and was treated with B12. Regurgitation, polydipsia, anorexia, lethargy, dehydration
the following day. Treatment with Cerenia and Synulox. The following day the dog showed emesis,
collapse, abdominal pain and an abdominal mass caudal to the stomach. Euthanasia performed.
Linked to 2016-UK-01296, 2016-UK-01298. Two dogs from the same household showed similar signs
post vaccination.

6.64 Caninsulin 40 IU/ml Suspension for O1 - Inconclusive
Injection - 8,1,12 Hours,19,8 IU 12
Hours (5 Month(s) 17/08/201522/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/06/201524/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (22/07/201522/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01304

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

03/03/2016

23/03/2016

1

1

0 06/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Respiratory distress
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Dyspnoea 3 days post vaccination. Not examined at this time. Dyspnoea still ongoing 10 days later,
Pug
treated with Colvasone and antibiotics. No improvement noted within next 3 days so NSAID treatment
given, outcome unknown.

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

0 21/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Appetite loss,Off
R><BR><BR>Not colour,Pyrexia,Injection site
Known
abscess,Injection site
swelling,Injection site
pain,Polydipsia,Ataxia,Polyuria

Not
Known

Malaise, polyuria and polydipsia 6 days post vaccination. Ataxia and anorexia the next day. Pyrexia,
injection site swelling and injection site abscess noted on examination. The lump was later lanced and
drained surgically as an injection site abscess was diagnosed. Abscess was surgically removed and
culture confirmed P. auruginosa.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

1

0 21/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Haemorrhagic
R><BR><BR>Not diarrhoea,Vomiting,Reduced
Known
responses

Not
Known

Haemorrhagic diarrhoea, emesis and lethargy within 24 hours post vaccination. Blood tests taken 3
Labrador
days later were all normal. Snap test positive for parvovirus and faecal sample was positive for Giardia. Retriever
Treated with Panacur, metronidazole and fluids, outcome unknown.

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

1

1

0 24/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Swollen face Not
R><BR><BR>Not (see also 'Skin'),Allergic pruritus
Known
Known

Allergic oedema of the face, emesis and allergic pruritus 10 minutes post vaccination. Possible
anaphylaxis. Treated with steroids, outcome unknown.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

24/03/2016

1

1

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

29/03/2016

1

1

Lethargy 24 hour post vaccination followed by anorexia 2 days later. Pyrexia noted on examination.
Labrador
Treated with NSAIDs. Continued pyrexia, lethargy and abdominal pain the next day. Treated with fluids, Retriever
radiographs of abdomen were unremarkable. Improvement later the same day, dog sent home.
Deterioration the next day with lethargy and pyrexia. Wheezing noted on examination but chest
radiographs were unremarkable. Unknown if any treatment given but reported to be doing well the
next day.
Pyrexia and injection site abscess 5 days post vaccination. The abscess was lanced, flushed a drain put Border Collie
in place under general anaesthetic. Treated with antibiotics and NSAIDs leading to recovery.

B - Possible

23/03/2016

0 09/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Dull,Tense
R><BR><BR>Yes abdomen,Pyrexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Decreased
appetite,Wheezing
0 28/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Elevated
R><BR><BR>Not temperature
Known

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

14 Year(s)

08/03/2016

31/03/2016

1

1

0 29/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Low platelet count,Leucopenia,Oral Not
R><BR><BR>Not bleeding,Digestive tract
Known
Known
haemorrhage NOS,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Oral
pain,Hypoalbuminaemia,Elevated
SAP,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Anaemia
NOS,Thrombocytopenia

Bleeding from the gums and a mass on the lower jaw 3 weeks post vaccination. Treated with
antibiotics. Haemorrhagic diarrhoea the next day. On examination the tissue around the incisors was
friable and proliferative and painful. Blood tests showed leucopenia, anaemia, thrombocytopenia,
hypoproteinaemia and elevated ALP. Treated with Dexadreson, ranitidine, Tramadol and omeprazole
leading to improvement the next day.

English Cocker
Spaniel

9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/03/201603/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (03/03/201603/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (03/03/201603/03/2016)<BR><BR>
27 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/03/201615/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (15/03/201615/03/2016)<BR><BR>
3.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(21/03/201621/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (21/03/201621/03/2016)<BR><BR>
7.5 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(24/03/201624/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/03/201624/03/2016)<BR><BR>
10.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(08/03/201608/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (08/03/201608/03/2016)<BR><BR>
7.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(23/03/201623/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (23/03/201623/03/2016)<BR><BR>
22 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(08/03/201608/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (08/03/201608/03/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01305

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

15/03/2016

13/04/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01328

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

21/03/2016

24/03/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01330

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

24/03/2016

24/03/2016

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01338

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

08/03/2016

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01368

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01433

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01439

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

11/05/2015

31/03/2016

1

1

0 28/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

Lethargy, reluctant to move, pale mucous membranes, malaise, anaemia, thrombocytopenia,
hyperkalemic condition hypoalbuminaemia, hyperglobulinaemia, elevated SAP within 17 days of
vaccination. treated with azathioprine and steroids; parameters improved over 10 days. Medications
continued. Three weeks later emesis, however possible link to steroids therefore preds withdrawn.
Over the following month showed further improvement, was given a steroid injection, however
polydipsia and polyuria were noted, and again 2-3 months later as well as lethargy and polyphagia.
Preds were reduced, then three months later pruritus developed as well as lethargy, bloods with
normal limits. The following month, clinical signs had resolved, no further information expected.,

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01443

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.8 Year(s)

01/04/2016

1

1

0 01/03/2016 Not
Tachycardia,Panting,Malaise,Tongu Not
Known,<BR><BR e disorder NOS,Shaking
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Malaise and episodes of tachypnoea and tip of tongue was paler than normal within 24 hours post
vaccination. Tachycardia and shaking on examination 3 days post vaccination. Unknown if any
treatment given, outcome unknown. The dog was also on long term Apoquel (assumed to 5.4mg).

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01461

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

19/02/2015

01/04/2016

1

1

0 14/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Neutrophilia,Vomiting,Anorexia,Pyr Other
R><BR><BR>No exia,Dry mucous
membrane,Abnormal test
result,Bloated,Elevated
ALT,Elevated SAP,Elevated gammaglutamyl transferase (GGT)

Pyrexia, emesis, dehydration, bloated abdomen and blood tests showed hepatopathy, low urea and
Cairn Terrier
neutrophilia 11 months post vaccination. Treated with fluids, antibiotics, Denamrin and Destolit leading
to improvement. Repeat blood tests 2 weeks later showed improvement in blood levels.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01462

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

01/02/2016

01/04/2016

1

1

0 16/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Central Other
R><BR><BR>No nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise

Anorexia, malaise and lethargy 1.5 months post vaccination. Lepto PCR on blood sample was positive.
Treated with fluids and antibiotics leading to recovery.

Cairn Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01465

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

40 Year(s)

01/02/2016

27/05/2016

1

1

0 14/03/2016 Not
Nasal discharge,Pain
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Fever,Tiredness,Influenza-like
><BR><BR><BR> symptoms
Not Known

Owner developed flu and fever, 1 month after dog was vaccinated against kennel cough and
leptospirosis. She was still unwell with a fever, runny nose and was tired. The symptoms were not
treated. Blood tests were negative for leptospirosis. Linked to GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-01466 (vet
nurse), GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-01461 (dog) and GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-01462 (dog). MAH awaits
further information.

Human

No Data

Not
Known

Hypoalbuminaemia,Hyperkalaemia, No Data
Elevated SAP,Decreased red blood
cell count,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Polyphagia,Low
platelet count,Pale mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Polydipsia,Poly
uria,Pruritus,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Malaise,Abnormal test result

Not
Known

Golden
Retriever

English Cocker
Spaniel

33.4 Azathioprine (Human) - N/A,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (11/05/201511/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (11/05/201511/05/2015)<BR><BR>prednisolone
(human) - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Apoquel 5.4mg Film-coated Tablet
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (N/A29/03/2016)<BR><BR>
7.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(23/01/201523/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (19/02/201519/02/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

7.9 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(01/02/201601/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/02/201601/02/2016)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac KC Known .4,,,,10<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,,,,10<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01466

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

36 Year(s)

01/02/2016

09/05/2016

1

1

0 23/03/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in 'Neurological'),Fever,Generalised
weakness,Influenza-like
symptoms,Musculoskeletal pain

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01471

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

12/02/2016

01/04/2016

1

1

0 27/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Haemolytic anaemia,Low platelet No Data
count,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Pa
le mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Polydipsia,Poly
uria,Decreased
appetite,Malaise,Dry mucous
membrane,Abnormal test
result,Discoloured urine,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume
(PCV),Monocytosis,Unusual stool
colour

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01482

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

14/08/2015

07/07/2016

1

1

1 01/03/2016 Not Known

Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01484

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

12/03/2016

04/04/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01486

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

22/12/2015

05/07/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01566

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

11/03/2016

12/09/2016

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01631

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

07/01/2016

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01635

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01655

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01667

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01741

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01753

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01761

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not
Known

Nobivac KC .4,,,,10<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,,,,10<BR><BR>

6.25 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(13/01/201613/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (13/01/201613/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (12/02/201612/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

34.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(14/08/2015-14/08/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

9.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(12/03/201612/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (12/03/201612/03/2016)<BR><BR>
8.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(22/12/2015-22/12/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

10.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(11/03/201611/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (11/03/201611/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (11/03/201611/03/2016)<BR><BR>
19.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(19/12/201519/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (07/01/201607/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected lack of efficacy. Anorexia, tachycardia and occasional cough 7 months post vaccination.
Lepto serology was negative. Treated with antibiotics and Cerenia. Ultrasound of the liver was
suggestive of an infection. Deterioration leading to referral. Euthanasia due to positive Lepto PCR. A
liver sample has been sent away for typing but no information received. No further information.

Labrador
Retriever

0 12/03/2016 Not
Distress,Hypersalivation,Anaphylaxi Not
Known,<BR><BR s,Convulsion,Tiredness,Shaking
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Shaking, convulsions and hypersalivation 3 hours post vaccination followed by distress and lethargy
leading to full recovery within 30 minutes. Possible anaphylaxis.

King Charles
Spaniel

1

0 01/03/2016 Not Known

Suspected lack of efficacy. Lethargy, abdominal pain, emesis, malaise and dark faeces 2 months post
2nd dose vaccination. Anorexia 1 weeks later and so was referred. Blood tests showed anaemia and
autoimmune haemolytic anaemia was suspected. Blood Leptospira PCR was negative but urine was
positive for Grippotyphosa. Treated with doxycycline, but this was withdrawn after one month due to
causing adverse effects. Atopica treatment started. AIHA not confirmed. No further information.

Crossbred

1

1

0 12/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Panniculitis,Dermatitis,Injection site Not
R><BR><BR>Yes, swelling,Abnormal test
Known
<BR><BR><BR>< result,Elevated SAP
BR><BR>Not
Known

Injection site lump noted within a few days post vaccination. Treated with antibiotics and NSAIDs.
Swelling increased in size. Lump surgically excised 3 weeks post vaccination. Histology showed
pyogranulomatous panniculitis and dermatitis associated with reactive fibroplasia and angiogenesis.
The microchip was also found in the centre of the mass (microchipped several years before
this).Follow up 12 Sept 2016 - Bloods run on 8 Sept 2016 show ALKP 230 (12-212). Nothing further
expected.

Other
Canine/dog

18/05/2016

1

1

0 20/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Proteinuria,Urinary tract
Not
R><BR><BR>Not infection,Elevated BUN,Elevated
Known
Known
creatinine,Inappropriate
urination,Eosinophilia,Vomiting,Pol
ydipsia,Polyuria,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Disorder of red blood cell
NOS,Blood in urine,Urine
abnormalities NOS

Emesis and lethargy 2.5 months post 2nd dose vaccination. Further emesis and lethargy 4 days later.
Akita
Urination in the house 2 days after this. NAD on clinical examination. Treated with Zantac, Cerenia and
Zitac. Polyuria, polydipsia and no further emesis 5 days later. Blood tests showed renal insufficiency,
eosinophilia and reduced MCH and MCV. Elevated SDMA and urine sample showed haematuria,
proteinuria and possible urinary tract infection (white blood cells and epithelial cells). Some
improvement. Treatment with Nisamox. Urea and Creatinine normal on bloods. 6 days later: still
polyuric and polydipsic. Referral centre suspect acute kidney infection. Still dribbling urine. No further
information.

31/03/2016

12/04/2016

1

1

1 05/04/2016 Not Known

Tachypnoea, dyspnoea, diarrhoea and malaise 5 days post vaccination. Dyspnoea, ascites and muffle
heart sounds the next day. Treated with Vetmedin and frusemide. Death later the same day. No PME
carried out. The dog was reported to have a few lumps at the time of vaccination (no further details
provided).

Yorkshire
Terrier

5.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(31/03/2016-31/03/2016)<BR><BR>

06/03/2016

26/04/2016

1

1

Off
Not
colour,Ascites,Breathlessness,Cardi Known
ac disorder
NOS,Diarrhoea,Dyspnoea,Panting,D
eath
0 16/03/2016 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethargy (see No Data
Known,<BR><BR also Central nervous system
><BR><BR><BR> depression in
Yes,<BR><BR><B 'Neurological'),Weight loss
R><BR><BR>Yes

Emesis, diarrhoea and lethargy starting within 14 days (an unknown date) of Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4
and Advocate (assumed small dogs based on weight). Treatment with Noroclav and gastrointestinal
diet. Weight loss noted at presentation for second vaccination 3.5 weeks later. The dog developed
diarrhoea again and died after this episode. Linked case 2016-UK-01657 for detail.

Crossbred

3.94 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small O1 - Inconclusive
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(06/03/201606/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/03/201606/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/03/201606/03/2016)<BR><BR>

04/05/2016

1

1

0 01/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Polydipsia,Polyuria,Alopecia
Not
R><BR><BR>Yes, NOS,Flaking skin,Skin inflammation Known
<BR><BR><BR>< NOS
BR><BR>Not
Known

Alopecia of hindlimbs and skin inflammation on thighs starting at least 1 week post second L4 and just
over a month after Nobivac DHP, KC and L4. Spherical desquamation, polyuria and polydipsia also
noted. Treatment with Rilexine and Malaseb. Alopecia reportedly resolving but no further
investigations. No further information.

Crossbred

08/04/2016

18/04/2016

1

1

0 13/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Anorexia, lethargy and abdominal pain 5 days post vaccination, blood tests showed no abnormalities.
Treated with analgesics, antibiotics and bland diet. Emesis, diarrhoea, anorexia, adipsia, abdominal
pain, lethargy and no pain response in the hind limbs the next day. Fluids, methadone and Cerenia
treatment started. Some improvement win the next 3 days.

Toy Poodle

5 Month(s)

16/04/2016

18/04/2016

1

1

0 16/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pruritus,Urticaria,Swollen face (see No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes also 'Skin')

Allergic oedema (face), urticaria and pruritus within 30 minutes of administration. treated with steroids Pug
and antihistamine, which resolved but recurred later, twice. Urticaria continued, so was treated with
IVFT and further steroids,. Nothing further expected.

7 Week(s)

13/04/2016

19/04/2016

1

1

0 18/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Stiffness limb,Bone and joint
R><BR><BR>Not disorder NOS,Swollen limb
Known

Stiff limbs, straight and oedema noted 5 days post vaccination. Radiographs showed calcification and
soft bone swelling. Treated with NSAIDs, outcome unknown.

Lack of efficacy

Not
Known

A vet nurse developed muscular pain, flu-like symptoms, inappetence, lethargy, weakness and fever 5 Human
days after coming into contact with a dog, that had been vaccinated against kennel cough and
leptospirosis 46 days (6.5 weeks) prior to the contact. The nurse had got blood on her un-gloved hand
whilst testing the dog''s blood sample for leptospirosis. The sample was PCR positive for Lepto. She
was treated with doxycycline for 1 week and returned to work a few days later when the symptoms
had resolved. No clinical tests were performed. Linked to GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-01465 (owner), GBRMERCKMSD-2016-01461 (dog) and GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-01462 (dog).
Malaise, anorexia, emesis, discoloured urine (dark), unusual stool colour (orange) within 15 days of
Jack Russell
receiving L4, had received L4/KC/DHP one month prior. Three days later, pale mucous membranes,
Terrier
dehydration, decreased haemoglobin, decreased PCV, leucocytosis; treated for immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia, and started steroids and gastroprotectants. Started showing signs of
improvement, and over the following week parameters improved slightly however mild
thrombocytopenia, marked neutrophilia and monocytosis. PCV improved within the next few days
however no improvement noted in mucous membranes. No further information expected.

Not
Known

Abdominal
Other
pain,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Decreased
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Not eating,Walking
difficulty,Hyposensitivity to pain

Not
Known

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(23/02/201623/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (23/02/201623/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (N/A23/03/2016)<BR><BR>
3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(08/04/201608/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (08/04/201608/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (08/04/201608/04/2016)<BR><BR>
5.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(16/04/201616/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (16/04/201616/04/2016)<BR><BR>
4.75 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(13/04/201613/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (13/04/201613/04/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01787

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

07/04/2016

27/04/2016

1

1

1 17/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lymphopenia,Neutropenia,Abdomi Not
R><BR><BR>Not nal
Known
Known
pain,Vomiting,Tachypnoea,Death
by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Abnormal
test result,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Decreased
drinking,Leucopenia,Nonregenerative anaemia,Low platelet
count
1 22/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Apnoea,Tachypnoea,D Not
R><BR><BR>Not eath,Laboured breathing
Known
Known

12 days post vaccination: lethargy, anorexia, emesis and adipsia. On examination: lethargy,
hyperthermia, tachypnoea and abdominal pain. Admitted for fluids, pain relief and antibiotics.
Abdominal radiographs unremarkable. Bloods: lymphopenia, neutropenia, leucopenia, eosinopenia,
thrombocytopenia and anaemia. Non regenerative anaemia confirmed by external lab. Improvement
in signs 3 days later. Await cPLi, Coombs and clotting profile. Euthanased due to deterioration. No
PME. No further information.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01862

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

22/04/2016

25/04/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01874

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

14/03/2016

25/04/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01897

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

15/03/2016

02/02/2018

1

1

Tachypnoea, dyspnoea and apnoea starting within 3 hours of Nobivac DHP and L4. Death despite
mouth to mouth. No PME. Assumed anaphylaxis. No further information.

Jack Russell
Terrier

1 16/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Hypokalaemia,Monocytosis,Decrea No Data
sed packed cell volume
(PCV),Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased red blood
cell
count,Shaking,Haematuria,Immune
mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Abnormal test
result,Pyrexia,Malaise,Death by
euthanasia,Vomiting,Pale mucous
membrane,Neutrophilia,Lymphocyt
osis,Leucocytosis,Low platelet
count
1 08/04/2016 Not
Death by euthanasia,Lack of
Not
Known,<BR><BR efficacy,Elevated ALT,Elevated bile Known
><BR><BR><BR> acids,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
Not
ultrasound finding
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Malaise within 5 days of second L4 vaccine. Emesis, shaking, hyperthermia three days later. Was
English
treated with antiemetics and antacids. Haematuria, bilirubinuria, proteinuria, pale mucous membranes Springer
the following day. Treated with antibiotics. Bloods showed hypokalaemia, high sodium/potassium
Spaniel
ratio (coded as abnormal test result), leucocytosis, lymphocytosis, monocytosis, neutrophilia,
decreased PCV/RBC count/haemoglobin, low platelet count. No reference ranges given for remaining
results. Two days later reported agglutination positive so diagnosed as autoimmune haemolytic
anaemia, treated with aspirin, omeprazole and steroids, however no improvement therefore death by
euthanasia. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01931

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.4 Year(s)

14/04/2016

27/04/2016

1

1

0 16/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Sneezing,Cough
R><BR><BR>No

Other

Coughing and sneezing starting 2 days after the Nobivac KC and L4 and persisting for at least 2 weeks.
Outcome unknown. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01939

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2015

19/04/2016

10

10

1 01/01/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site pain in 10 puppies following Nobivac L4. Death in one immediately following vaccine. No Other
further information expected.
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01940

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

29/04/2016

29/04/2016

1

1

0 29/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Bradycardia,Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Not membrane
Known

Not
Known

Pale mucous membranes and bradycardia within 15 minutes of vaccination. Recovery within 30
minutes with no treatment. No further information.

Shih Tzu

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01970

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

05/04/2016

03/05/2016

1

1

0 12/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Convulsion within 7 days of vaccination. Dog was presented a week later for second vaccinations and
declined further investigations. Nothing further expected.

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-01975

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

24/03/2016

04/05/2016

1

1

0 06/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Nasal discharge,Sneezing,Ulcerative No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes dermatitis,Ulceration
NOS,Depigmentation of nasal
plane,Enlarged lymph node
(localised)

Sneezing within 14 days of vaccination, followed by lymphadenitis, nasal discharge, depigmentation of
nasal plane, ulceration on pads within the following few weeks (at time of second vaccination, dates
unknown). Biopsies of nose and pads showed ulcerative dermatitis, possible hypersensitivity reaction/
possible auto immune disorder. Nothing further expected.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02013

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

29 Year(s)

05/05/2016

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02072

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

Not Known

09/05/2016

08/06/2016

1

1

0 05/05/2016 Not Known

09/05/2016

1

1

0 09/05/2016 Not Known

Injection site bruising,Injection site Not
swelling,Injection site
Known
pain,Weakness
Injection site bleeding
Not
Known

Vet self-injected into the fleshy part of her 4th finger, near the nail, of her right hand with a dirty
Human
needle. She felt faint (coded as weakness) due to the pain. There was localised swelling at the injection
site and bruising. Further information requested by MAH not received.
Dog owner was scratched on her hand with the needle as her dog was being vaccinated. The wound
Human
was washed and bled a little. The needle was clean and no product was injected. The practice does not
have contact details of the owner, so it is not possible to obtain further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02085

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

05/05/2016

09/05/2016

1

1

0 05/05/2016 Yes

Lameness, lethargy, emesis and stiffness within 1-3 days following second vaccination. VS suspected
immune mediated polyarthritis, treated with steroids. No further information expected.

Crossbred

8.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/05/2016-05/05/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

10 Year(s)

06/05/2016

11/05/2016

1

1

0 06/05/2016 No

Vomiting,Lameness,Lethargy (see
No Data
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Stiffness NOS
Ataxia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Other
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Breathlessness

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02131

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Lethargy immediately, then dyspnoea, ataxia, anorexia within 6 hours of second L4 vaccination.
Recovery without treatment within 24 hours. No previous reaction. Nothing further.

Crossbred

37 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(06/05/2016-06/05/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02132

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

18/03/2016

11/05/2016

1

1

0 20/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Gastroenteritis,Droopy
Not
R><BR><BR>Not ear,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also
Known
Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Facial
paralysis,Difficulty chewing,Droopy
lower lip,Shallow breathing

5.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(18/03/201618/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (18/03/201618/03/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Injection site pain,Death

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto On 15 Mar 2016, a dog was vaccinated with a booster
Labrador
vaccination of Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature). The dog was healthy at the time of Retriever
vaccination. Onsior was dispensed for osteoarthritis (first time use) at the time of examination, as well
as a flea and de-worming spot-on (unknown product) and Oternia to be used as a topical ear
medication (unknown exact details). On 8 Apr 2016, routine blood sampling was performed prior to use
of non-steroidal anti-inflammatories: ALKP 138 (12-83), ALT 690 (13-78) and resting bile acid 42 (0-10).
On 14 Apr 2016, the dog was reported as off food, polyuric, polydipsic, and vomiting. The dog
presented the same day, where an ultrasound of the liver revealed a patchy pattern. On 15 Apr 2016, a
Lepto PCR was negative, but an antibody value was positive at 400 (>200 or greater shows active
shedding). Lepto IFA titre was 1:400 - not elevated by vaccination and indicates exposure to Leptospira
although urine PCR was negative and no other testing or PM carried out so do not know serovar in this
case. On 16 Apr 2016, the dog deteriorated and the owner elected euthanasia. It was reported that
the owner''s other dog was vaccinated on the same day; however the dog is clinically well and no
adverse event has occurred. No further information is expected. Follow up 20 Oct 2016 - reported that
the other dog that was vaccinated is negative for PCR Lepto. Nothing further expected.
Chihuahua

Drooping of ear and lip 1-2 days post Nobivac DHP and L4. Lethargy and dyspnoea noted. Treatment
Chihuahua
with antibiotics. Referral on an unknown date; spinal tap and MRI diagnosed idiopathic facial paralysis.
Anorexia and gastroenteritis also present. Treatment with appetite stimulants and gastroprotectants
before being sent home a few days later. Unable to eat properly but some improvement noted. No
further information.

6.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(07/04/201607/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (07/04/201607/04/2016)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

0.83 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(22/04/201622/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (22/04/201622/04/2016)<BR><BR>
24.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(14/03/201614/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (14/03/201614/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (14/03/201611/04/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

28.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not
applicable 1 Animal (15/03/201615/03/2016)<BR><BR>Onsior 40 mg
Tablets for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown (15/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Osurnia Ear Gel for
Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(15/03/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

3.03 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml N - Unlikely
Not applicable 1 Animal
(14/04/201614/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (14/04/201614/04/2016)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/01/2015-01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

4.18 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(29/04/201629/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (29/04/201629/04/2016)<BR><BR>
10 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(05/04/201605/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (05/04/201605/04/2016)<BR><BR>
3.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(24/03/201624/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/03/201624/03/2016)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Known for Dogs - ,,,,<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Not
Known

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - ,,,,<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02148

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Month(s)

06/10/2015

22/07/2016

1

1

0 10/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02150

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

05/03/2015

11/05/2016

1

1

1 15/07/2015 Not Known

Decreased packed cell volume
Not
(PCV),Anaemia
Known
NOS,Lymphopenia,Tarry or black
stool (see also haemorrhagic
diarrhoea),Blood in vomit,Other
immune system disorder
NOS,Polyarthritis,Bradypnoea,Nasa
l discharge,Skin lesion NOS,Death
by euthanasia,Appetite
loss,Weakness,Depression,Reluctan
t to move,Malaise,Pyrexia,Mucous
stool,Abnormal posture NOS,Dry
mucous membrane,Respiratory
discomfort,Bruising,Generalised
skin reaction,Blood in
urine,Proteinuria,Abdominal
discomfort

Hunched posture, mucoid faeces, anorexia, hyperthermia and abdominal pain starting approximately 4 Italian
months after second Nobivac L4. Admitted the following day with suspected immune mediated
Greyhound
polyarthritis (confirmed on bloods). Treatment with steroids started 5 days later. The following day the
dog developed melaena, malaise, bradypnoea, increased expiratory effort (dyspnoea), papules in ear,
erythema, hot skin and bruising of jugular venipuncture site. Prednicare continued, Atopica and
Omeprazole started. Emesis the following day 2 hours after medications. Proteinuria and haematuria
noted the followign day. Bloods showed anaemia. Treatment with Cerenia, Periactin, Vitamin B.
Dexadresson the same day, slight improvement noted but deteriorated that afternoon and showed
reduced mobility. Emesis over night. Depression, tacky mucous membranes, erythema and nasal
discharge noted the following day. Bloods showed lymphopenia, anaemia. 6 days later the dog was
weak and anorexic. Euthanasia performed. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02156

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

01/01/2016

12/05/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Yes

Epilepsy,Epileptic seizure,Foaming
at the mouth

No Data

SAR received from literature article. Convulsion, hypersalivation within 2 weeks of vaccination.
Diagnosed with epilepsy. Additional cases reported; see linked cases. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02178

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

10/05/2016

12/05/2016

1

1

1 11/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Hypothermia,Gut
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Shivering

No Data

Shivering intermittently from the day after vaccination. The following day: hypothermia, shivering,
Yorkshire
abdominal pain, death later that day despite fluids, steroids and antibiotics. No abnormalities on gross Terrier
PME. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02245

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

04/09/2015

24/06/2016

1

1

0 13/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected lack of efficacy: signs of hepatitis starting 9 months post last Nobivac DHP vaccine and 8
months after the last Nobivac L4 (second vaccine). Presented with pyrexia, emesis, lethargy,
gastroenteritis. Treatment with Dexadreson and Baytril. 2 days later: icteric mucous membranes, dull
eyes, dehydrated, jaundiced, tense abdomen. Bloods showed: elevated ALT and ALKP, elevated
amylase, hyperbilirubinaemia, lymphocytosis. Urinalysis: bilirubin off the scale, pH 6, low specific
gravity. Ultrasound showed swollen liver with rounded borders. Brighter the following day on fluids
and given Vetergesic. PCR negative. Signs improved. ALP reducing. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02247

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

11/05/2016

30/08/2016

1

1

0 16/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swelling NOS,Abdominal cavity
Not
R><BR><BR>Not haemorrhage,Injection site
Known
Known
mass,Injection site bruising,Liver
tumour,Lameness,Inappetence,Let
hargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 11 May 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4 ( unknown if given Crossbred
at room temperature)Seen on 16 May 2016 owner reports it has become lethargic, lame and
inappetant. On examination has a temperature of 39.5, respiratory rate 60, heart rate 120. Also a mass
at the injection site just caudal to the right scapular. The mass is a foot long oedema, caudal to the
Axilla around 2 inches thick , non painful but restricting. Significant bruising. Was given Metacam and
Pardale and antibiotic injection. They may do FNA ( fine needle aspirate ) open case, await further
information. Follow up 9 Jun 2016 - Dog reported to have not improved and still exhibiting severe
bruising and swelling around the dependent neck. Fine needle aspirates taken and samples for clotting.
Await further information. Follow up 16 Jun 2016 - A liver ultrasound has found multiple tumours,
reported some bleeding from the tumours which has gone into the abdomen. Conclusion unrelated to
vaccination. Await further samples from clotting tests. Await further information. Follow up 30 Aug
2016 No more information received, close case

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02257

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

10/05/2016

26/05/2016

1

1

1 13/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal necropsy
Not
R><BR><BR>Not finding,Anaphylaxis,Death,Breathin Known
Known
g difficulty,Abnormal test result

3 days post vaccination: dyspnoea progressing to death overnight. PME showed pale and friable liver. Schnauzer
Histology showed hypoxia in organs and a possible number of causes include anaphylactic shock, there
is no evidence of infectious aetiologies. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02367

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

17/05/2016

21/07/2016

1

1

0 21/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site oedema,Injection site Not
R><BR><BR>Not lump,Cough,Lethargy (see also
Known
Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Pyrexia,Not eating,Abnormal
test result,Enlarged lymph node
(localised)

Lethargy, anorexia, pyrexia, cough and malaise starting 4 days post vaccinations. Injection site lump
noted with oedema around the neck. Lymphadenitis. . Follow up 21 Jul 2016 - Swab was sent away,
Strep Canis isolated. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02399

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2015

13/07/2016

1

1

0 01/05/2016 Not Known

Lack of efficacy

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy: jaundice, renal and liver failure an unknown time after Nobivac L4. The
Other
other dog in the household has not been vaccinated and is also showing signs. No further information. Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02415

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.1 Year(s)

17/05/2016

06/06/2016

1

1

0 17/05/2016 Yes

Injection site abscess,Off
colour,Inappetence

No Data

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

8.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(17/05/2016-17/05/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02434

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

15/09/2015

27/05/2016

1

1

0 01/10/2015 Yes

Other immune system disorder
NOS,Claw / hoof / nail disorder
NOS

No Data

Malaise and anorexia starting immediately after vaccination. Injection site pain and abscess on
examination. Treatment with Synulox, Metacam and lancing under general anaesthetic. 2 penrose
drains placed. Sutures and drains removed 7 days later. Swab identified beta haemolytic Streptococci.
Further antibiotics started. No further information.
Chewing at nails, sloughing of nails (coded as nail disorder NOS) within 2 weeks of vaccination.
Histology suggested suspected immune mediated disease or possible allergy to vaccine or food.
Started on Prednisolone. Nothing further expected.

German
Shepherd Dog

32.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/09/2015-15/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02465

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

14/09/2016

2

2

0 01/01/2016 Not Known

Autoimmune disorder NOS

Not
Known

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02495

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

25/05/2016

31/05/2016

2

2

0 30/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Off colour,Abnormal test
R><BR><BR>No result,Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)

Suspected adverse reaction Very limited information, A vet went to BSAVA and a Vet was speaking
about vaccinations in dogs and cats. He stated he had experienced a massive increase in immune
mediated disease cases developing in association with Nobivac L4. He also said he would never use
Nobivac L4 in his own dog based upon the level of SARs. No more information on this , though we are
trying to obtain more. Open case Follow up 14 Sept 2016 Despite multiple attempts to gain more
information the vet has no more information. Case closed.
Signs of parvovirus (unknown exact signs, malaise coded) 5 days post vaccination in 1 of 2 puppies
vaccinated. Treatment with fluids. Both puppies vaccinated tested positive for Parvovirus on SNAP
test. An unvaccinated puppy in the litter became very unwell and died the overnight then next day.
Parvo SNAP positive. No further information.

Other

Suspected lack of efficacy: emesis, diarrhoea, lethargy, tachycardia, tachypnoea, pyrexia
approximately 7 months post second Nobivac DHP vaccine.Progression to haemorrhagic diarrhoea.
Bloods showed elevated ALKP and GGT, hyperglycaemia, leucopenia, granulocytopenia, lymphopenia,
monocytopenia. Treatment with fluids and antibiotics. Further bloods sent away which showed
lymphopenia, elevated haemoglobin, elevated PCV, thrombocytopenia, eosinopenia. Parvo antigen
positive on faeces. No further information.

Golden
Retriever

Rottweiler

Other
Canine/dog

Labrador
Retriever

Border Collie

20.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(20/10/201520/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (20/10/201520/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/10/201506/10/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/03/2015-05/03/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(01/01/2016-01/01/2016)<BR><BR> ble

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml O1 - Inconclusive
(10/05/201610/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (10/05/201610/05/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

20.65 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(07/08/201507/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (04/09/201504/09/2015)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

16.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(11/05/201611/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (11/05/201611/05/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(10/05/201610/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (10/05/201610/05/2016)<BR><BR>
29.8 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(17/05/201617/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/05/201617/05/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with MAH assessment
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(01/01/2015-01/01/2015)<BR><BR> ble

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(01/01/2016-01/01/2016)<BR><BR> ble

1.9 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(25/05/201625/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (25/05/201625/05/2016)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02511

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

01/06/2016

02/06/2016

1

1

0 01/06/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

Tachycardia,Circulatory collapse
No Data
(see also 'Neurological' and
'Systemic
disorders'),Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Hy
perthermia,Malaise,Stridor (Upper
respiratory; for lower respiratory
see also Bronchial rale)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02624

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

07/04/2016

07/06/2016

1

1

1 09/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Prostatic tumour,Death
R><BR><BR>Yes by euthanasia,Weight
loss,Abnormal ultrasound finding

No Data

Dental disease and entropion noted at vaccination. Emesis starting within a few days of vaccination. English
Approximately 1 month later, weight loss noted and emesis ongoing. Blood tests were normal. 26 days Springer
later, a palpable abdominal mass was identified. Prostatic tumour diagnosed 3 days later on
Spaniel
ultrasound. Euthanased 1 month later due to deterioration. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02666

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

06/06/2016

15/08/2016

1

1

0 06/06/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 28 May 2016 with Canigen DHPPI and Lepto 2. ( given at
Border Collie
another practice) 6 June 2016 was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4 ( unknown temperature of the
vaccine)Also had Bravecto 112.5mg and milbemax dispensed. 9 June 2016 seen with haemorrhagic
diarrhoea, was a little bit lethargic since being vaccinated, off it''s food and no vomiting. Owner has
been told by the breeder that two of the other puppies have Parvovirus ( unknown if they are
vaccinated) They have sent away faecal sample and placed the dog on metronidazole and Probiotics.
Await more information , open case Follow up 15 Aug 2016 No more information expected , case
closed.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02681

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

13/06/2016

1

1

0 09/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy: anorexia, emesis, ocular discharge, depression. Admitted for fluids. Bloods
normal. Positive parvo SNAP. Diarrhoea later the same day. Intravenous fluids, Cerenia, Augmentin,
metronidazole and Virbagen Omega given. Improvement the following day. No Nobivac DHP boosters
had been given since primary course. Await further information.

English
Springer
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02689

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/03/2016

13/06/2016

1

1

0 10/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy: collapse, haemorrhagic diarrhoea, hypovolaemic shock. Treatment with
fluids, antibiotics, anti-emetics. Lethargy and emesis 1 week prior to presentation. History of recent
kennel stay. Bloods showed neutropenia. SNAP test positive for parvo. Responded to treatment and
was discharged. No further information.

Newfoundland

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02713

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

16/05/2016

14/06/2016

1

1

0 16/05/2016 Not Known

Head tilt - ear disorder,Seizure NOS Not
Known

Head tilt, collapse, seizure starting 1 hour post Nobivac L4. Recovery after 10 minutes. No further
episodes.

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02719

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

28/05/2016

15/08/2016

1

1

1 28/05/2016 Yes

Pale mucous membrane,Collapse
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders'),Death by
euthanasia

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated on 28 May 2016 with Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room
West Highland
temperature). Seen on 13 June 2016 owner reports that on the day of the vaccine the dog had a
White Terrier
collapsing episode, it developed pale mucus membranes. It has had these episodes prior to vaccination
when on walks. When seen on 13 June 2016 the vets suspected heart failure or IMHA. Though bloods
were taken and were all normal. Owners decided to take her home, on the way home she collapsed
again , so they took her back to the vets and decided to euthanise her. They have sent her for a post
mortem. Open case await results Follow up 15 Aug 2016 No more information received. Case closed.

11.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(28/05/2016-28/05/2016)<BR><BR> ble

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02746

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

11/06/2016

16/06/2016

1

1

Shivering, shaking, lethargy, anorexia and diarrhoea starting 4 days post vaccination. 3 hours later,
lethargy, tachycardia, abdominal pain, hyperthermia. Treatment with fluids, ranitidine and probiotics.
Emesis over night, diarrhoea continued. Discharged the following day. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02747

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

11/06/2016

16/06/2016

1

1

0 15/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,In Not
R><BR><BR>Not appetence,Lethargy (see also
Known
Known
Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Shivering,Sh
aking,Abdominal discomfort
0 12/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial paralysis
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

2.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(11/06/201611/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (11/06/201611/06/2016)<BR><BR>
37.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(11/06/201611/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (11/06/201611/06/2016)<BR><BR>dexamethaso
ne + antibiotic eye drops (human) N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/06/201601/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02764

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

06/06/2016

16/08/2016

1

1

0 11/06/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated on 6 June 2016 with Nobivac DHPPI and L4 ( not given at room Other
temperature ELU) no other treatment was given at the same time. 7 June 2016 the dog swallowed a
Canine/dog
slug. 15 June 2016 seen in practice, owner reported that on 11 June 2016 the dog became lethargic and
had diarrhoea, also vomiting several times. On examination it had raised lymph nodes all over it''s
body. Temperature 37.7, still has diarrhoea. Was placed on antibiotics and was given electrolytes.
Open case await more information Follow up 16 Aug 2016 No more information received, close case.

Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Enlarged lymph
node (localised)

No Data

Other

Anaphylactic signs. Malaise within 1 hour of Nobivac DHPPi and L4, Milbemax, Frontline and
Bronchishield. Emeiss, collapse, stridor, pyrexia and tachycardia then observed. Treatment with
Colvasone and intravenous fluids. Recovery by the following morning. No further information.

Maltese

English Cocker
Spaniel

Bilateral hyperaemia and ocular discharge at vacciation. Given Maxitrol, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP. Labrador
The following day the dog began to develop facial nerve paralysis of the right eye. Noted to be
Retriever
improving 10 days post onset. No further information.

2.4 Bronchi-Shield, Lyophilisate and
B - Possible
Solvent for Suspension for Nasal
Drops for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (01/06/201601/06/2016)<BR><BR>Frontline
Combo Spot-on Dog S N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/06/201601/06/2016)<BR><BR>Milbemax
Chewable Tablets for Small Dogs
and Puppies - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(01/06/201601/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(01/06/201601/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/06/201601/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

16 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(07/04/201607/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (07/04/201607/04/2016)<BR><BR>
3.12 Bravecto 112.5 mg Chewable
B - Possible
Tablets for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Tablets (06/06/201606/06/2016)<BR><BR>Canigen
DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(28/05/201628/05/2016)<BR><BR>Canigen
Lepto 2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(28/05/201628/05/2016)<BR><BR>Milbemax
Tablets for Small Dogs and Puppies N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(06/06/201606/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/06/201606/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/06/201606/06/2016)<BR><BR>

Tumour is not expected but vaccination role in some
signs e.g. emesis, cannot be excluded.

15.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(02/09/201302/09/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>
20 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(24/02/201624/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/02/201605/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (24/02/201624/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/03/201601/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/02/2016-05/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

6.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(16/05/2016-16/05/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

3.9 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(06/06/201606/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/06/201606/06/2016)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02872

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

17/06/2016

08/07/2016

1

1

0 17/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tongue
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes ulceration,Diarrhoea,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Malaise,Dehydr
ation,Dry mucous membrane

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Dog had similar reactions post vaccinations of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Labrador
L4. See linked case: 2016-UK-02870.On 17 Jun 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 Retriever
(unknown if given at room temperature). Reported that a few hours after vaccination the dog
developed diarrhoea that then turned bloody within 48 hours. On 23 Jun 2016, presented dehydrated,
flat, skin tenting, tachy pink mucous membranes, given Metronidazole and Buscopan. On 24 Jun 2016,
re-examined and reported a bit brighter, vomited once that morning and still slightly dehydrated but
better than the previous day. Also reported on this examination that dog had an ulcerated tongue.
Given amoxyclav and a nutritional supplement Follow up 8 Jul 2016 - reported to have normal bowel
movements, ulcer remains on tongue. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02909

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.6 Year(s)

03/06/2016

27/06/2016

1

1

0 03/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Limb weakness,Hind limb
R><BR><BR>No ataxia,Hind limb
paresis,Proprioception
loss,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Muscle atrophy (see also
'Muscle wasting')

Other

Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 3 Jun 2016. Microchip given at the same time.
Staffordshire
Nobivac L4 given straight from the fridge (Extra Label Use). At the time of consult it was reported that Bull Terrier
the dog had some slight hesitancy to jump in the last 4-6 weeks, slight muscle atrophy around left stifle
and advised to rest for 1 week and slowly increase exercise. By the evening owner reported that the
dog had gone off back legs. The dog was given some Loxicom. The dog was examined on 25 Jun 2016.
On examination muscle atrophy caudal to thoracolumbar junction and weakness of hind limbs and lack
of proprioception. 27 Jun 2016 dog has continued with the same clinical signs. On examination the dog
had reduced placing to both hind limbs, ataxia. Radiographs carried out and show narrowing of disc
space between T11 and L1. The owner has been advised to refer the dog. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02927

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

28/06/2016

28/06/2016

1

1

0 28/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS,Hypoxia
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Other

The dog was vaccinated on 28 June 2016 with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 (not at room temperature)
and KC. Was well at the time but is nervous. Then within 3 minutes the dog started seizuring. It had
blue mucus membranes (coded as Hypoxia) so they placed it on oxygen therapy and diazepam.
Recovered after a few minutes. No more information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02944

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

27/07/2015

29/06/2016

1

1

0 26/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Meningitis
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated on 29 Jun 2015 with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, Vaccinated Labrador
with the same vaccines on 27 Jul 2015. Nobivac KC given on 11 Nov 2015. 26 Jan 2016 unwell
Retriever
(unknown exact signs) a cerebral spinal tap was carried out on an unknown date and confirmed as
Meningitis. Suspected to be immune mediated. Fully recovered and been on steroids. Weaning off
steroids, unknown dates. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02946

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

03/02/2015

02/08/2016

1

1

0 30/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto. Vaccinated with primary vaccine on 6 Jan 2015. Second Crossbred
vaccine given on 3 Feb 2015 with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. 2 Jun 2016 been on holiday and
presented to Practice as diarrhoea starting on 30 May 2016 that has now resolved, but lethargy since 1
Jun 2016, not eating, and possibly holding right fore at a funny angle, but unknown exact details. On
examination mild pain in abdomen, temperature 39.5 Celsius, heart rate 120 bpm, rectal exam showed
soft yellow faeces and ate treats in consult. Sent home with Synulox, Loxicom and bland diet. 6 Jun
2016 vomited overnight and today, admitted for bloods and intra venous fluids, heart rate 110,
temperature 39.5 Celsius. Antibiotics given. Bloods showed liver enzymes elevated, no results supplied.
7 Jun 2016 Colvasone given, bright, eaten with no vomiting. Sent home with Denamarin, antibiotics and
bland food. 8 Jun 2016 returned to reporting Practice. Examined on 23 Jun 2016 now fully resolved.
Blood and urine samples sent away. PCV 55.1% (37-55%), Calcium 1.96 (2.2-3), ALP 155 (12-83),
Glucose 2 (3.5-6), Lepto not detected on urine, Lepto detected on blood via PCR. Follow up 2 Aug 2016
- MAT and PCR on urine and blood negative for Leptospirosis. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-02996

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

13/06/2016

30/06/2016

1

1

0 23/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal radiograph
Not
R><BR><BR>Not finding,Digestive tract
Known
Known
hypomotility,Stargazing,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Dr
ooling,Joint stiffness,Abnormal
breathing,Elevated
temperature,Gastric
dilation,Abnormal movement
NOS,Proprioception
deficit,Abnormal test
result,Impaired gastric
function,Urine abnormalities
NOS,Haematuria,Musculoskeletal
pain,Elevated ALT,Elevated SAP

Vaccinated with primary Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 13 Jun 2016. 23 Jun 2016 presented drooling, Irish Red
moving and walking slowly, spaced out appearance with a 1 hour onset, breathing abnormal (unknown Setter
exact details) On presentation the clinical symptoms were mild. Radiographs were carried out and
showed interstitial lung pattern, stomach still has food in and a little dilated with some gas, but no
evidence of a torsion. Bloods were carried out, White Bloods Cells 29.55 (5.05-16.76), Neutrophils
26.57 (2.95-11.64), Monocytes 1.41 (0.16-1.12), Eosinophils 0.02 (0.06-1.23). Methadone given with
intra venous fluids, heart rate 80, temperature 39.1 Celsius. Resents neck manipulation to the right and
manipulation of forelimbs. 24 Jun 2016 settled overnight, no pain obvious, not wanting to get up,
reluctant to extend right forelimb and neck, head spinal extension normal. Decreased proprioception in
hind right and crepitus left carpus. The dog was referred. Bloods taken at Referral practice, ALT 47 (025), ALKP 114 (0-25), Calcium 3.2 (no range supplied), Neutrophils 25.94 (3-11.5). Ultrasound showed
the stomach was distended with food and hypo motility. Urine sediment showed triple phosphate
crystalluria and mild haematuria. Placed on intra venous fluids and an ultrasound was repeated and
showed slow gastric emptying, started on Metoclopramide. 26 Jun 2016 repeated ultrasound and
stomach empty, no neuro deficits. The dog was discharged on 27 Jun 2016 with small and frequent
meals advised. 28 Jun 2016 presented to reporting Practice eating well and no vomiting or drooling.
Heart rate 100, temperature 38.4 Celsius. Reduced dosing of Metoclopramide and continue small
meals. Nothing further expected. Reason for use for product: routine vaccination.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03039

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

04/07/2016

1

1

1 01/01/2016 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03044

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Week(s)

12/05/2016

04/07/2016

1

1

1 26/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Loose stool,Bloody
Not
R><BR><BR>Not diarrhoea,Vomiting,Collapse (see
Known
Known
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death by
euthanasia,Moribund

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03051

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Month(s)

04/09/2015

25/07/2016

1

1

0 02/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03055

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

10/06/2016

04/07/2016

1

1

1 27/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Suspected Adverse Reaction-Reported via Media Coverage (attached documents). Owners dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on an unknown date. Reported that within 3 weeks of the vaccine the dog
became overbalanced and struggling to walk. The dog had Chemotherapy and went into a coma. The
dog died a few days after being revived from the coma and was diagnosed with Meningitis and died.
No further information is available. Reason for use for product: routine vaccination. State of health
previous to vaccination: good
Suspected Adverse Reaction. In 28 Apr 2016, puppy vaccinated with second Nobivac DHP. On 12 May
2016, dog vaccinated with second Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature). On 26 May
2016, dog developed soft stools and vomiting (unknown if any treatment given). On 27 May 2016, dog
further developed haemorrhagic diarrhoea and still vomiting (unknown if treatment given), no
investigations were done. On 28 May 2016, reported dog bright in the morning and then in the
afternoon had passed more diarrhoea and was collapsed and moribund so decided to euthanase the
pup. No further information expected.
Suspected Lack of Efficacy. On 4 Sep 2015, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
(unknown if given at room temperature). Reported that between 2-3 Jul 2016, dog had profuse watery
diarrhoea, vomiting, not eating and lethargic. Presented on 4 Jul 2016, miserable, weight loss and
pyrexia. Admitted for intravenous fluid therapy, blood tests and a faecal sample. No abnormalities on
blood tests, however an Idexx parvo test performed was positive. Dog started metronidazole, Synulox
and Prokolin. It is reported that recently was taken to an event where lots of potential unvaccinated
dogs were. Full recovery made.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 10 June 2016 with Nobivac DHPPI and L4 and KC ( not given
at room temperature) Then on 27 June 2016 was retching and bringing up froth and had a runny nose
and a slight cough Cerenia and Pardale dispense . 29 June 2016 no improvement , still eating and
drooling, started vomiting food, given Cerenia and placed on intravenous fluids . Bloods taken show
monocytes 1.67 (0.13-1.15) Phos 1.78(0.8-1.6) all others are normal. Bloods sent away for Pancreatitis
but no results as yet. Continued to vomit , they performed a tracheoscopy, X Ray and then they did a
Exploratory laparotomy which was normal. Still on fluids and Cerenia and opoids and synulox, placed
on Metronidazole. No more vomiting 1 July 2016 signs of aspiration pneumonia, increased respiratory
rate . Pancreatitis results was normal. Deteriorated and then was euthansed on 3 July 2016. No post
mortem performed , cause unknown. No more information expected

Meningitis,Coma,Death,Balance
impaired

Not
Known

Not
Known

Drooling,Vomiting,Retching,Pneum Other
onia,Tachypnoea,Nasal
discharge,Cough,Death by
euthanasia,Foaming at the
mouth,Hyperphosphataemia,Mono
cytosis

Chihuahua

36.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(17/06/201617/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/06/201617/06/2016)<BR><BR>

18.75 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(03/06/201603/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (03/06/201603/06/2016)<BR><BR>

32.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(13/06/201613/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (13/06/201613/06/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

Large
Munsterlander

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

2.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(28/06/201628/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (28/06/201628/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (28/06/201628/06/2016)<BR><BR>
26 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(27/07/201527/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(11/11/201511/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/07/201527/07/2015)<BR><BR>
38 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(03/02/201503/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (03/02/201503/02/2015)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

Golden
Retriever

B - Possible

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Temporal association is not strong, but 10 days is still
a reasonable association in time with the application
of the product. However most clinical signs are not
expected signs and multiple products were used. NCA
agrees with the MAH assessment.

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O 3 week of onset interval cannot exclude the product
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa involvement, however, clinical signs are unusual and
(01/01/2016-01/01/2016)<BR><BR> ble
not listed on the SPC and limited information
obtainable (no proven link with meningitis, no post
mortem carried out ). NCA agrees with the MAH
assessment.
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
NCA agrees with MAH assessment
(28/04/201628/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (12/05/201612/05/2016)<BR><BR>

31 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(04/09/201504/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (04/09/201504/09/2015)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

23.3 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml O1 - Inconclusive
(10/06/201610/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (10/06/201610/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (10/06/201610/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03064

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

17/06/2016

04/10/2016

1

1

1 22/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Hyperphosphataemia,Elevated
Not
BUN,Elevated creatinine,NT - renal Known
tubulonephrosis/renal
amyloidosis,Vomiting,Nephritis,Dea
th by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Weight
loss,Abnormal test
result,Nausea,Hypoalbuminaemia,R
egurgitation,Proteinuria

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03066

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

21/03/2016

08/08/2016

1

1

0 19/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Meningitis,Decreased
Not
R><BR><BR>Not appetite,Lethargy (see also Central Known
Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Weakness,Reluctant
to move,Localised pain NOS (see
other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Pyrexia,Not
eating,Dehydration,Abnormal test
result,Nausea,Throat
irritation,Tense abdomen,Abnormal
stool colouration,Elevated ALT,Not
drinking,Diarrhoea,Pale mucous
membrane,Heart
murmur,Neutrophilia,Decreased
haemoglobin,Non-regenerative
anaemia,Anaemia NOS,Intestinal
disorder NOS,Pasty
stool,Monocytosis,Enlarged lymph
node (localised),Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Leucocytosis

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03080

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.9 Year(s)

05/12/2013

25/07/2016

1

1

0 05/12/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Somnolence,Ataxia,Disorientation, Not
R><BR><BR>Not Head bobbing
Known
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03081

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.9 Year(s)

05/12/2013

16/09/2016

1

1

0 05/12/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Unresponsive to
Not
R><BR><BR>Not stimuli,Somnolence,Vomiting,Ataxi Known
Known
a,Head bobbing,Eyes rolling back

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03092

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

13/05/2016

06/07/2016

1

1

0 06/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 13 May 2016 with Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC. On 6 June 2016 Whippet
had a seizure at home, was not seen by a vet and recovered well. No more information expected.
Similar reaction to subsequent vaccination: 2016-UK-3093

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03093

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

10/06/2016

06/07/2016

1

1

0 10/06/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03097

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Year(s)

26/06/2016

01/09/2016

1

1

1 27/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Neutrophilia,Collapse (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Interstitial
nephritis,Pulmonary disorder
NOS,Pulmonary
oedema,Cough,Death,Inappetence,
Abnormal necropsy finding,NT endocardiosis,Enlarged lymph
nodes (generalised)

Dog has had 1 seizure 3w post vaccination with multiple products, see 2016-UK-03092. Has not had
Whippet
any more seizures since 6 June 2016. Vaccinated on 10 June 2016 Nobivac L4 20 June 2016 owners
called to say the dog had a seizure. Recovered. Was seen on 22 June 2016, bloods taken which were all
within normal levels. 4 July had another seizure, they sent away samples for Toxoplasma and
Neospora and both were negative . Vaccinated in 2015 with Nobivac DHP and Lepto 2 and no reaction
occurred . No more information expected
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 26 June 2016 with Nobivac KC and L4 ( unknown if given at Cairn Terrier
room temperature) Dog is on concurrent medication for Cardiac disease. ( unknown what) Seen on 7
July 2016 as owners reported since 27 June 2016 the dog has had a hacking cough, and has been
inappetant ,on examination it had mild submandibular lymph node enlargement. Was placed on
Metacam and Doxycycline. Update dog collapsed on 8 July and died, has been sent for post mortem ,
open case , await results. Owner has another dog vaccinated at the same time with Nobivac L4 and KC
, had the same reaction and is now on oxygen in hospital . See case 2016-UK-03099 Follow 1 Sept 2016
- post mortem received, indicated severe bilateral valvular endocardiosis with attendant pulmonary
oedema and visceral congestion. Arterial wall remodeling and pulmonary lesions observed
microscopically, possible bacterial pneumonia suspected due to neutrophilia in lungs chronic interstitial
nephritis also present. Nothing further expected, case closed.

Seizure NOS

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 11 May 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac KC and Border Collie
first Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature). Had a clear mucoid discharge on
examination, other wise fit and well in self and no other treatment given. On 17 Jun 2016, dog
vaccinated with second Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature) and nothing else given at
the same time. On 22 Jun 2016, reported weight loss and vomiting episodes have increased, reported 4
times a day the dog regurgitates. On blood tests, urea 20.3 (2.5-8.9) and Crea 456 (27-124). On 24 Jun
2016, urine protein. On 29 Jun 2016, ultrasound showed no abnormalities and given intravenous fluid
therapy. On 1 Jul 2016, blood tests: ALB 23.4 (26.3-38.2), Urea 35.3 (3.1-10.1), Crea 616 (20-144.5),
SDMA (Symmetric dimethylarginine) 73 (1-14), inorganic phosphorus 3.13 (0.80-1.60). Reported that
these vaccinations were a restart. Await further information. Follow up 14 Jul 2016 - Dog has
developed more renal signs, however creatinine reduced to 500 (20-144.5) after intravenous fluid
therapy, Urea 22 (3.1-10.1) and has had further weight loss, vomiting and nausea. Currently receiving a
phosphate binder, benazepril and omeprazole and Cerenia with a renal diet. Await further test results.
Follow up 25 Jul 2016 - the dog has become lethargic and inappetant and planning on euthanasia,
await further information. FU 2 Aug 2016 - The dog was euthanased on 2 Aug 2016, post mortem was
carried out in Practice and histology samples sent away. Chronic interstitial nephritis in renal tissue
with amyloidosis - no evidence of leptospirosis. Due to the chronic nature of the lesions association
with vaccination seems less likely. Nothing further expected. Follow up 4 Oct 2016 - Urine and blood
PCR negative for leptospirosis. No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 21 Mar 2016. 19 May Crossbred
2016 owner returned home at lunch to find the dog very quiet and not moving, appears to have a sore
throat. The dog was presented to the emergency Vets. Dog is a chew so Vet suspected could of eaten
something. On examination nauseous when abdomen palpated, temperature 39.8 Celsius. Blood
smear showed a moderated neutrophilia, monocytosis and normal red blood cells. Cerenia was given
for the nausea, Maropitant and Buprenorphine. The dog was presented to the reporting Practice. Not
been eating or drinking. On examination cranial abdomen discomfort and a mild pain response. The
dog was admitted for intra venous fluids, Buscopan and Clam LA given. On 21 May 2016 Abdomen
tense, offered bloods but owner opted for Metacam trial and the dog was sent home. 31 May 2016
still not eating much. Passed a small amount of yellow diarrhoea previous day. The dog was admitted
again for intra venous fluids and bloods. No results supplied, but reported marked leucocytosis,
neutrophilia and monocytosis. Slight elevation in ALT. Ultrasound was carried out, no obvious
abnormalities, radiographs show some gas in colon. Vet is suspicious of a Pyometra or pancreatitis.
Intra venous antibiotics were given, the dog was sent home. 6 Jun 2016 reported to be brighter, eating
well, slimy faeces. 8 Jun 2016 not herself again, not eating much and showing signs of weakness. On
examination temperature 40.2 Celsius, 7% dehydrated. The dog was readmitted for intravenous fluids,
Zinacef was started. 10 Jun 2016 Ultrasound was repeated. eaten well overnight, The dog was sent
home with Rilexine and Ronaxan. 13 Jun 2016 bloods were carried out, no results but reported
leukocytosis, neutrophilia and mild to moderate anaemia, PCV 34% (35-57%), brighter at home and
eating soft food. On examination the mucous membranes were pale, temperature 40 Celsius, tense
abdomen and suspected right hind luxating patella, lymph nodes enlarged. A Coombs test was carried
out - negative. 20 Jun 2016 pale mucous membranes, heart rate 100, eat food 4 times previous day, no
pain response in abdomen. Bloods were carried out. Haemoglobin 12.6 (13.4-20.7), White Blood Cells
23.4 (4.9-17.6), Neutrophils 19.66 (2.94-12.67) A blood film suggested the platelets were normal. 29
Jun 2016 the dog is much improved, eating better. Nothing further expected. Follow up 11 Jul 2016 seen on 9 Jul 2016 pyrexic and lethargic, temperature 40 Celsius, Vet gave Ronaxan and Dexadreson.
Presented 11 Jul 2016 with lethargy and pyrexia again, temperature 39.2 Celsius and finished antibiotic
course. Possibly being referred, but not confirmed. Nothing further expected. Follow up 18 Jul 2016 Confirmed
thatsimilar
dog will
be goingpost
for vaccination
referral. Await
further information.
Follow
29linked
Jul 2016
- The
Two dogs had
reactions
of Nobivac
DHP and Nobivac
L4.up
See
cases:
Crossbred
2016-UK-03081. On 5 Dec 2013, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (unknown if
given at room temperature). Reported that same day the dog developed ataxia and head bobbing and
unable to run like a normal dog. Later that evening found the dog difficult to arouse from sleeping, but
when awake appeared disoriented. The adverse reaction resolved but on an unknown date and
unknown if reaction was treated. No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. Two dogs had similar reactions post vaccination of Nobivac DHP and
Crossbred
Nobivac L4. See linked cases: 2016-UK-03080. On 5 Dec 2013, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP
and Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature). Reported that same day the dog developed
ataxia and head bobbing and unable to run like a normal dog. Later that evening found the dog difficult
to arouse from sleeping. The adverse reaction resolved but on an unknown date and unknown if
reaction was treated. Await further information. Follow up 18 Jul 2016 - history received, owner
reports very sleepy and not responsive after vaccine. Vomited in car journey. The dog was diagnosed
with Wobblers, unknown date diagnosed, unknown how diagnosed. Nothing further expected. Follow
up 21 Jul 2106 - the dog was seen by a Vet on a farm when they were puppies and advised that they
had Wobblers, not known if confirmed. Vet examined and suspected hip problems, but no radiographs
have been carried out. Other dog in house has been unwell since having vaccines, linked case 2016-UK03389 as well as 2016-UK-03080. Follow up 25 July 2016 case received from Veterinary medicines
Directorate Two dogs had similar reactions post vaccination of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. See
linked cases: 2016-UK-03080. On 5 Dec 2013, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
(unknown if given at room temperature). Reported that same day the dog developed ataxia and head
bobbing and unable to run like a normal dog. Later that evening found the dog difficult to arouse from
sleeping. The owners said her eyes rolled back and they gave her "mouth to nose" to resuscitate her
(but this is unconfirmed). The adverse reaction resolved but on an unknown date and unknown if
reaction was treated. Await further information. Follow up 16 Sep 2016 - No further information
received. Case closed.

12.85 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(11/05/201611/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (11/05/201611/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/06/201617/06/2016)<BR><BR>

3.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (21/03/201621/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/03/2016-21/03/2016)<BR><BR>

3.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/12/201305/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (05/12/201305/12/2013)<BR><BR>
3.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(05/12/201305/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (05/12/201305/12/2013)<BR><BR>

14.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(13/05/201613/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (13/05/201613/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (13/05/201613/05/2016)<BR><BR>
14.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(10/06/2016-10/06/2016)<BR><BR>

9.2 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(26/06/201626/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (26/06/201626/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCa agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.,

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03099

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Year(s)

26/06/2016

14/07/2016

1

1

0 27/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Inappetence,Foam in the
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes mouth,Enlarged lymph node
(localised),Leucocytosis,Pneumonia
,Rale,Cough

Dog was vaccinated on 26 June 2016 with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room
temperature).Dog is on concurrent heart medication (unknown what) Seen on 7 July 2016 as owners
reported since 27 June 2016 the dog has had a hacking cough, and has been inappetant ,on
examination it had mild submandibular lymph node enlargement, plus was bringing up froth. Was
placed on Metacam and Doxycycline.Update 8 July Has been taken into hospital with a congested
chest , was placed on oxygen. They plan to do bloods and a chest X ray. Follow up 11 Jul 2016 Radiographs show pneumonia with alveolar pattern and bloods indicated a high White Blood Cells
count, unknown details. Follow up 14 Jul 2016 - Reported that dog is doing better and coughing less.
No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction-Limited information. Unknown date vaccinated, but reported that
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and the day after the dog died. It was thought to be due to a gastro
dilation volvulus. Not confirmed and no post mortem carried out. Nothing further expected.

Cairn Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03114

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

13/06/2016

18/07/2016

1

1

1 14/06/2016 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03121

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

15/06/2015

07/07/2016

1

1

0 23/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure
Not
R><BR><BR>Not NOS,Ataxia,Disorientation,Twitchin Known
Known
g

Vaccinated on 6 June 2014 with Nobivac PI and L4. Then again had Nobivac L4 on 4 July 2014.
Vaccinated on 15 June 2016 with Nobivac DHPPI and L4 ( unknown if given at room temperature)Then
on 23 June 2016 owner reported the dog was disorientated and twitching for a few seconds, then
returned to normal. Then on 27 Sept 2015 the dog had a mini seizure, was chasing a squirrel and then
became wobbly and disorientated and twitching for a few seconds then returned to normal. No more
information expected Vaccinated on 17 June 2016 with Nobivac L4 ( unknown if given at room
temperature) 20 June 2016 dog had a fit and was twitching See other case 2016-UK-03132 .

Border Collie

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03132

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

17/06/2016

07/07/2016

1

1

0 20/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Fit,Falling,Twitching
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

1

1

0 09/06/2016 Not
Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Facial
Known,<BR><BR swelling (see also
><BR><BR><BR> 'Skin'),Urticaria,Restlessness
Yes

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction: Vaccinated with Nobivac PI and L4 on 6 June 2014. Then again 4 July 2014 Border Collie
had Nobivac L4. Vaccinated on 15 June 2015 with Nobivac DHPPI and L4, was disorientated and
twitching on 23 June 2015 then recovered. Then 27 Sept 2015 had a seizure. Case set 2016-UK-03121.
Vaccinated on 17 June 2016 with Nobivac L4 ( unknown if given at room temperature) was also given
Milbemax. Then on 20 June 2016 the dog had a fit and fell to the floor, bark and twitched this lasted
for 30 seconds then was fine afterwards. Was not seen at the vets . Was seen on 7 July 2016 to report
the fit. No more information expected
On 9 Jun 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac PI and Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room
Other
temperature). Reported an hour post vaccination the dog vomited, had facial swelling, generalised
Canine/dog
urticaria and restlessness. Presented same day and dog given a Dexadreson injection. Reported that 12 days later the clinical signs resolved. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03154

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.3 Year(s)

09/06/2016

11/07/2016

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03158

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.1 Year(s)

08/07/2016

06/06/2017

1

1

0 08/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Drooling,Unable to
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes stand,Shaking,Panting,Pyrexia,Recu
mbency

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03166

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

42 Year(s)

08/07/2016

27/07/2016

1

1

0 08/07/2016 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03174

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

10/06/2016

11/07/2016

1

1

0 01/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Deafness,Ataxia,Balance impaired
R><BR><BR>No

Other

Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 10 Jun 2016. Nobivac L4 was given straight from the
fridge (Extra Label Use) 11 Jul 2016 owner reported that 7-10 days ago the dog became completely
deaf. Usually sound sensitive and reactive but the dog cant hear anything now. Basic tests carried out
in Practice and the dog appears to be deaf. Some wax at the bottom of the ears, but nothing extreme
and no inflammation. Dog had previous ear problems in 2014 (unknown exact details), Ataxic and will
lose balance if turns too quickly. Well in self. Nothing further expected.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03212

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

28/06/2016

12/07/2016

1

1

1 04/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy: Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 28 Jun 2016.
Puppy was 2 months and 10 days of age at time of vaccination. 4 Jul 2016 presented as lethargic,
diarrhoea and off food. On examination the puppy was pale and admitted for intra venous fluids,
Metronidazole, Ampicillin, Zantac and Probiotics. The dog went home later as financial concerns but
was presented on 5 Jul 2016 and placed back on fluids. Puppy died overnight on the 5-6 Jul 2016.
Results returned Parvo positive. No post mortem being carried out, nothing further expected.

German Spitz Pomeranian

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03232

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

02/07/2016

13/07/2016

1

1

0 02/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Other

Pug

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

01/07/2016

14/07/2016

8

6

3 02/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Death,Uncoded No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes sign

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Dog had similar reactions post vaccination of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
L4. See linked case: 2016-UK-03231. On 2 Jul 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4
(given at fridge temperature)(extra label use) and Nobivac KC. Fit and well at time of vaccination.
Reported within 5 minutes post vaccination the dog developed acute respiratory depression, pale
mucous membranes, weakness and collapse. Given adrenaline, Dexadreson injection and dog was
much brighter after 10 minutes. After a further 10 minutes the dogs face swelled and was given
promethazine and improved after that. Dog was discharged after a few hours as resolved. No further
information expected.
Suspected adverse reaction: A litter of 8 pups from a shelter was vaccinated on 1 Jul 2016 with
Nobivac DHPPi/L4 and one of the pups was vomiting with diarrhoea the following day. The pup tested
positive on the parvo snap test and recovered after a few days with fluids and supportive
therapy.Another 5 pups went on to develop similar signs a few days later but it is not known if these
pups were tested for parvo virus and 3 pups subsequently died, date unknown. More information is
expected. Follow up: 21 Jul 2017: Vet unsure of dates of death and none of the other pups that
developed clinical signs were tested for parvo virus. No more information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03240

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03246

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

14/07/2016

14/07/2016

1

1

0 14/07/2016 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03247

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.9 Year(s)

16/06/2016

14/07/2016

1

1

0 16/06/2016 Not
Not
No Data
Known,<BR><BR drinking,Cough,Inappetence,Breathi
><BR><BR><BR> ng difficulty
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 14 Jul 2016, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4
(unknown if given at room temperature). Same day, approximately an hour and 30 minutes post
vaccination the dog developed violent vomiting and panting, presented with an increased heart rate
(140) and congested mucous membranes. Given Chlorepheramine injection and sent home. Reported
improved but not fully resolved. No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. Dog had similar reactions post vaccination. See linked case: 2016-UK03248 On 16 Jun 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room
temperature). Also Canaural and Cleanaural given at the same time for ear treatment (details
unknown). Reported that same day, dog developed difficulty breathing an coughing overnight and was
inappetant and not drinking for 4 days (resolved 20 Jun 2016). No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03341

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

14/07/2016

22/07/2016

1

1

0 14/07/2016 Yes

Tachycardia,Ataxia

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: Dog vaccinated with 2nd dose of Nobivac L4 on 14 Jul 2016 and was
Other
tachycardic with mild ataxia approximately 1 hour later. No treatment required and dog had recovered Canine/dog
completely by the next morning. No more information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03375

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

Not Known

21/07/2016

21/07/2016

1

1

0 21/07/2016 Not Known

Vision blurred

Not
Known

Dog owner received a small amount of vaccine in her eyes when the needle came off the syringe as the Human
vet was vaccinating a dog. Her eyes were flushed immediately. She called 30 mins later to report that
she had blurred vision. She was advised to seek medical attention. It is unknown whether she received
any attention, but the symptoms had resolved by the following day.

Unexplained death

Injection site reddening,Injection
site tingling,Injection site
bleeding,Injection site
swelling,Injection site pain

Pale mucous
membrane,Anaphylaxis,Facial
swelling (see also 'Skin'),Collapse
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic
disorders'),Weakness,Respiratory
depression,Medication error

Congestion of mucous
membrane,Increased heart
rate,Vomiting,Panting

No Data

Not
Known

No Data

Weimaraner

Suspected Adverse Reaction: Vaccine with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 8 Jul 2016. Presented 20-30 Beagle
minutes, shaking, drooling and unable to stand. Temperature 39.4 Celsius. In consult panting, drooling
and cant stand or walk, shaking, seems post ictal. Bloods were carried out, but reported to be all
normal. Started on intra venous fluids but dog pulled the Cannula out. Cerenia given and rapid
resolution of clinical signs. Nothing further expected. Follow up 6 Jun 2017 - reported that similar
episodes occurred in Aug 2016 and then again on 1 May 2017. No further vaccines have been given.
Nothing further expected.
Vet accidentally put a needle through her left thumb whilst vaccinating a dog. She does not think any
Human
product was injected, but the needle went through her thumb, missing the bone below the knuckle. She
washed the injury straight away and applied a cold compress. She experienced pain, swelling, redness,
bleeding and a tingling sensation at the site of the injury. The symptoms resolved in 3 or 4 days.

12.3 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(26/06/201626/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (26/06/201626/06/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

O1 - Inconclusive

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Animal (13/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR> ble

23.35 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/06/201515/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (15/06/201515/06/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

23.35 Milbemax Chewable Tablets for
O1 - Inconclusive
Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(17/06/201617/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/06/201617/06/2016)<BR><BR>
5.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(09/06/201609/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (09/06/201609/06/2016)<BR><BR>
18.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (08/07/201608/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (08/07/201608/07/2016)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Close time association with vaccination and initial
clinical signs of coughing and inappetence, More likely
to be assoicated with Nobivac KC ABON O1 However
the dog is on concurrent medication for a heart
condition. 12 days post vaccination collapses and
died, await post mortem for cause of death ABON O1
Overall code BO1

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - ,,,,24<BR><BR>

11.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (10/06/201610/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(10/06/2016-10/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

1.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (28/06/201628/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(28/06/2016-28/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

8.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(02/07/201602/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (02/07/201602/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (02/07/201602/07/2016)<BR><BR>
Border Terrier Not
Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
Known ,N/A,N/A (01/07/201601/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/07/201601/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Labrador
Retriever

40 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(14/07/2016-14/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Labrador
Retriever

26.2 Canaural Ear Drops, Suspension for B - Possible
Dogs and Cats - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown (16/06/201616/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (16/06/201616/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (16/06/201616/06/2016)<BR><BR>ear product
(unauthorised VP) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown (16/06/201616/06/2016)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
Known for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(14/07/2016-14/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,,,,10<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment however causality
considered probable.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03413

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Month(s)

27/12/2015

20/09/2016

1

1

1 14/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Lack of expected Efficacy for CPV On 11 Dec 2015, dog vaccinated with second Nobivac
English
DHP. On 27 Dec 2015, dog vaccinated with second Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature) Springer
and Nobivac KC. Fit and well at all three vaccinations. On 14 Jul 2016, dog presented with vomiting and Spaniel
haemorrhagic diarrhoea. Dog showed positive for parvovirus on a faecal snap test and was sent to
emergency practice. On an unknown date the dog died (it is unknown if the dog was euthanased). It is
also reported that owners brought a stray pup into their house in late June, early July who proceeded
to succumb to Parvovirus infection, being really ill at home, then dying from infection. Await further
information. Follow up 20 Sep 2016 - No further information received. Case closed.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03414

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.9 Year(s)

12/07/2016

26/08/2016

1

1

0 13/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Blindness,Optic nerve
R><BR><BR>Yes, disorder,Seizure NOS,Depression
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03466

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

26/07/2016

19/08/2016

1

1

1 26/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal test
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes result,Pancreatitis,Hypoglycaemia,
Weak pulse,Disseminated
intravascular
coagulation,Thrombocytopenia,Ne
utropenia,Tachycardia,Abdominal
pain,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Haemorrhagic
gastroenteritis,Vomiting,Pinnal
oedema,Myositis,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death by
euthanasia,Hypothermia,Depressio
n

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 12 Jul 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi, Nobivac KC and
Jack Russell
Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature), fit and well at time of vaccination and no other
Terrier
products given. On 13 Jul 2016, presented as dog became blind suddenly and not himself. On 19 Jul
2016, presented to an ophthalmologist and diagnosed with optic neuritis. On 21 Jul 2016, reported that
dog had one seizure at home and when presented same day was mentally depressed. Dog is to be
referred to a neurologist. Await further information. Follow up 12 Aug 2016 - The dog had MRI and
sight is returning again, but not back to normal. Reported that there was something suspicious, the dog
is now receiving chemotherapy for unknown reason. The vaccine is no longer implicated. Nothing
further expected. Follow up 26 Aug 2016 - Reported that results for Toxoplasmosis were negative.
Nothing further expected.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated around 11 am on 26 July 2016 with Nobivac KC and L4 (
Crossbred
unknown if given at room temperature) Also had Advocate and Droncit dispensed but not given. Went
for a walk around 5.30 and became depressed and vomited a treat. Then developed haemorrhagic
diarrhoea. Seen that night Temperature was 37.8 c and it had abdominal pain, heart rate 180.
Respiratory rate 30. Ears were slightly inflamed and mucus membranes pink. Collapsed, significant
myositis and light reflex still present in both eyes. Given intravenous fluids and analgesics. PCV was
84% ( ref range unknown) Blood glucose 3.4mmol ( ref range unknown) Lactate 7.5mmol ( ref range
unknown ) BUN 10 mmol( ref range unknown)Sodium 156 mmol ( potassium 4.4 mmol ( ref ranges
unknown) Chloride 15.7 mmol ( ref range unknown) Given bolus of glucose with fluids. Later that night
heart rate was 140 and respiratory rate 20. Temperature 36.6 weak pulse, gave Methadone . Bloods
repeated on 27 July 2016 Blood glucose 11.6 mmol( ref range unknown) Urea 8.1 mmol ( ref range
unknown) creat 116 mmol ( ref range unknown) ALKP 60 u/l( no ref range) TP 49g/l( no ref range )
Blood smear shows thrombocytopenia and neutropenia , possible acute Pancreatitis , dog went into
DIC ( disseminated intravascular coagulation ) decided to Euthanased and was sent for a post mortem .
Await results , open case Follow up 1 Aug 2016 - initial post mortem carried out, severe haemorrhagic
gastroenteritis as noted. Pancreas is swollen, firm and covered in extensive haemorrhage suggesting
acute pancreatitis. Flake of possible paint material in the stomach raises the possibility of lead
poisoning which will be further assessed by checking a tissue lead level, await further
information.Follow up 9 AUg 2016 - tissue lead results <1.6 (unknown range), Parvovirus positive on
PCR, samples have been taken of lung and liver, await further results. Follow up 19 Aug 2016 - Previous
Nobivac DHP was given in 2015, unknown exact date. No lead toxicity noted but dog did scavenge
constantly so other differentials would include toxicity. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03480

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2015

23/09/2016

1

1

1 01/01/2015 Not
Injection site reaction NOS,Death
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03481

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

23/09/2016

1

1

1 01/01/2016 Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03509

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

27/07/2016

28/07/2016

1

1

0 27/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Fit,Glazed eye,Stiffness NOS
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03553

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

25/07/2016

12/08/2016

1

1

0 27/07/2016 No

Lymphosarcoma,Lethargy (see also Other
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Lipoma,Enlarged
lymph nodes (generalised)

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 25 Jul 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (not given at room
Golden
temperature extra label use) and no other medication given at the same time. Reported that on 22 Jul Retriever
2016, had a grass end removed and was placed on antibiotics and Carprofen. On 27 Jul 2016, owner
noticed an swelling on neck lymph nodes. On 1 Aug 2016, presented with enlarged submandibular
lymph node on one side, popliteal also enlarged, given more antibiotics and Carprofen. Blood tests
were performed and no abnormalities were detected. No further information expected. Follow up 12
Aug 2016 -There was no change in his condition until the weekend when the neck lymph nodes
enlarged and the owner noted he has a little lethargic. On 9 Aug 2016, a biopsy of lesions on the skin
was carried out and also removed a popliteal lymph node. The masses from the axilla and the sternum
are consistent with lipomas, the lymph node revealed a poorly differentiated sarcoma and presumed
to be metastatic. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03557

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

16/02/2016

02/08/2016

1

1

0 21/02/2016 Not Known

Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Pain
Not
NOS,Reluctant to
Known
move,Pyrexia,Stiffness NOS,Blood
in
urine,Proteinuria,Haemoglobinuria,
Elevated bile acids,Monocytosis

Dog has adverse reactions after post vaccinations. See linked case: 2016-UK-03555. On 16 Feb 2016,
Crossbred
dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature). On 21 Feb 2016, presented
to emergency vets as had stiffness, reluctant to flex, was given Metacam and antibiotics. On 22 Feb
2016, re-examined with pyrexia. On 23 Feb 2016, full bloods were performed as well as Neospora,
TSH/T4, Lymes disease and Lungworm tested but no abnormalities detected. On 4 Mar 2016, dog given
Pardale and anti-inflammatories for fluctuating neck pain, pyrexia has resolved. Xray was performed
that joint taps taken which no abnormalities detected. On 17 Mar 2016, given Loxicom and Pardale. On
18 Mar 2016, pyrexia observed, WBC 28.62 (5.5-16), neutrophils 20.76 (2-12) and monocytes 4.41 (0.32). Admitted for intravenous fluid therapy, antibiotics and pyrexia resolved. Urine sample taken
showing protein in urine, trace of haemaglobin and red cells. On 29 Mar 2016, reported an elevated
bile acid stimulation test for post prandial sample. On 31 Mar 2016, dog started steroids. On 21 Jul
2016, reported doing well and continued steroid treatment. No further information expected

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03574

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Week(s)

02/08/2016

03/08/2016

7

3

0 02/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
Other
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Lateral
recumbency,Unresponsive to
stimuli

On 2 Aug 2016, 7 puppies vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (not given at room
temperature, extra label use). Also microchipped and had Stronghold applied. On the same day when
the owner got home, reported that three puppies were very lethargic, lateral recumbency, inappetant
and very unresponsive. The puppies were not presented and recovered the next day (3 Aug 2016). No
further information expected.

Death

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Limited information. On an unknown date in 2015, dog vaccinated with
first part of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature). Stated that two
weeks later in 2015, the dog had second part of vaccine of Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 (unknown if
given at room temperature). It was reported that the dog was found dead the next morning with the
scruff of the neck rubbed raw after the second vaccination (date unknown). It was also mentioned that
in 2014 when the dog was given a primary course that it wasn''t used according to data sheet
instructions. No further information expected. Follow up 23 Sept 2016 - Fridge temperature were
submitted, no exact details, however the storage temperature was around-1 Celsius. Nothing further
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. Limited information. On an unknown date (unknown what year - best
guess 2016), a puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature).
Reported that the pup died ''soon after'' vaccination but details are unknown and reporter could not
be more specific. No further information expected. Follow up 23 Sept 2016 - Fridge temperature were
submitted, no exact details, however the storage temperature was around-1 Celsius. Nothing further
expected.
Vaccinated on 27 July 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4 .The dog had been in the owners possession for
24 hours only prior to vaccination. 4 hours later the dog had a fit, went stiff and eyes glazed over. Then
recovered. Was eating normally so was not seen in practice. No more information expected.

19.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (11/12/201511/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(27/12/201527/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/12/201527/12/2015)<BR><BR>
6 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
1 Animal (12/07/201612/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(12/07/201612/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(12/07/2016-12/07/2016)<BR><BR>
6.4 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(26/07/201626/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (26/07/201626/07/2016)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
ONCA agrees with MAH assessment
solvent for suspension for injection Unclassifiable/unassessa
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
ble
Animal (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/01/2015-01/01/2015)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with MAH assessment
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Animal (01/01/2016ble
01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

Jack Russell
Terrier

2.18 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(27/07/201627/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/07/201627/07/2016)<BR><BR>
27.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (25/07/201625/07/2016)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs are not mentioned on the SPC, however,
temporal association is strong. Product may be a
factor and cannot be completely excluded.

16.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (16/02/201616/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

English Cocker 1.59 Spaniel
2.64

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (02/08/201602/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(02/08/201602/08/2016)<BR><BR>Stronghold
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (02/08/201602/08/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03596

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

03/06/2016

03/08/2016

1

1

1 04/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Increased heart rate,Abdominal
Not
R><BR><BR>Not pain,Diarrhoea,Death,Inappetence, Known
Known
Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Weight
loss,Intestinal stasis,Abnormal test
result,Bloated,Hypoalbuminaemia,
Hypoglycaemia,Petechiae
NOS,Decreased packed cell volume
(PCV),Hypokalaemia,Intestinal
disorder NOS

On 3 Jun 2016, dog vaccinated with first Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room
Border Collie
temperature). Reported that in this consult the dog was rescued as a very young puppy and still
underweight due to poor start. On 4 Jun 2016, dog stopped eating, lethargic and pyrexic, given Synulox
and Rimadyl. On 6 Jun 2016, dog no better and still lethargic, weight loss and pyrexic. Admitted for
intravenous fluid therapy and supportive treatment. Bloods taken: ALB 23 (26-40), potassium 3.1 (3.65.6), Na 135 (135-154) and manual PCV 28.9% (35-57). Given antibiotics, probiotics and gut stimulants.
On 7 Jun 2016, ultrasound and reported a thickened gut wall with poor mobility and parvo snap tests
negative. On 9 Jun 2016, diarrhoea overnight. On 10 Jun 2016, the dog was sent to another practice,
still pyrexic and being syringe fed, lethargic and then dog was discharged to see if improves. On 13 Jun
2016, presented again, inappetant, elevated heart rate, bloated and painful abdomen and blood
glucose 3.1 (no reference range or unit measurement provided but stated as low). Admitted for
intravenous fluid therapy and glucose. Stated to also have petechiae on sclera. On 14 Jun 2016,
brighter in self but still bloated with diarrhoea and temperature resolved. On 15 Jun 2016, discharged
from veterinary practice. On 16 Jun 2016, reported that the dog had passed away. No post mortem to
performed as dog now been cremated. No further information expected.

3.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (03/06/201603/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/06/2016-03/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03606

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

03/08/2016

04/08/2016

1

1

0 03/08/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and Microchipped at the same time on 3 Aug 2016. Half Miniature
an hour after the vaccine the dog started to vomit and was lethargic. The dog was returned back to the Dachshund
practice, on examination was tachycardic, abdomen discomfort, quiet, temperature 38.7 Celsius. Given
Cerenia, steroids and sub cutaneous fluids and went home. the dog was better 1 hour later. Nothing
further expected.

1.92 Identification Chip - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 B - Possible
Implant 1 Animal (03/08/201603/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/08/201603/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/08/2016-03/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03611

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

03/08/2016

04/08/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03628

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Year(s)

25/07/2016

05/08/2016

1

1

0 03/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Head tilt - ear
R><BR><BR>Not disorder,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
Known
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Localised pain NOS
(see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Hypoglycaemia
0 26/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Vestibular disorder
R><BR><BR>Not NOS,Head tilt - ear
Known
disorder,Ataxia,Decreased
appetite,Horizontal
nystagmus,Elevated renal
parameters,Elevated cholesterol
(total)

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 3 Aug 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at
English
room temperature) and Nobivac KC. Same day in the evening the dog became lethargic and wouldn''t Springer
eat. Presented with right head tilt and resented movement of head and right foreleg. Given Metacam Spaniel
and Diazepam. Blood were also performed showed glucose 1.8 (3.3-6.1). Reported next day the dog is
alot brighter and moving more willingly. No further information expected.

18.5 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (03/08/201603/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/08/2016-03/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 25 Jul 2016. 29 Jul 2016 owner reported that 24 hours English Cocker
after the vaccine the dog developed vestibular signs with a left sided head tilt, ataxia and a mild
Spaniel
horizontal nystagmus. In examination no abnormalities noted in the ear and no treatment given. 1 Aug
2016 vomiting and not eating. On examination the dog still had head tilt but was reported to have
improved. The dog has been unable to cock his leg. Bloods taken, Cholesterol 6.42 (<6.2), SDMA 19
(<14). Cerenia and Vivitonin were given. 4 Aug 2016 re seen and ataxia still present, but improved and
head tilt remains, but a general improvement. Nothing further is expected.

14.5 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (25/07/201625/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(25/07/2016-25/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03636

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

08/07/2016

10/10/2016

1

1

0 10/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03661

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

26/07/2016

08/08/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03668

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.7 Year(s)

21/07/2016

18/08/2016

1

1

Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Off colour,Tense
abdomen,Tachycardia

Elevated cholesterol
Not
(total),Dull,Skin
Known
warmth,Thrombocytopenia,Eosino
philia,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Hy
persalivation,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Jo
int effusion,Joint stiffness,Unable
to stand,Nasal discharge,Skin lesion
NOS,Hyperaemic mucous
membrane,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Pyrexia,Abnormal test
result,Generalised
weakness,Swollen
joint,Hypoalbuminaemia,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Drooping eyelid

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 8 Jul 2016. Other
12 Jul 2016 2 day history of vomiting and diarrhoea and increased stiffness on hind limbs and pelvis.
Canine/dog
Radiographs showed left hip worse than right and hip dysplasia. Swollen joints starting more over
hocks but affecting forelimbs as well. 19 Jul 2016 no improvement, Tramadol and Synulox given. 22 Jul
2016 Distemper virus serology positive, also suspected immune medication Polyarthritis. Steroids have
been started. Off colour, weak and requiring assistance to stand. Suspected joint effusion round hocks,
small raised areas on pinna. 26 Jul 2016 limbs no longer swollen and tolerated manipulation of joints.
Nothing further expected. Practice reported as SAR only. Follow up 10 Oct 2016 - history received, 48
hours after vaccine, lethargic, pyrexia and seen at own Vets (reporting Vets), presented to new Practice
for second opinion on 3 Aug 2016, started on steroids on an unknown date and positive improvement,
however appears lethargic when steroids are due, then perks up. No swellings currently. On
examination, no vomiting, hypersalivation and some clear nasal discharge, conjunctival mucous
membranes hyperaemic, dull, responsive, temperature 39.3 Celsius and feels hot to touch, admitted
for intra venous fluids and further investigations. The dog went home on 4 Aug 2016. 10 Aug 2016 still
the same, improves after steroid is given but then 22 hours after the steroid, the dog deteriorates,
drools, droopy eyes, stiff and not willing to walk, after steroid is given, dog returns back to normal.
Steroids were increased. 16 Aug 2016 reports improvement since dose increase, running around and
playing, eating well, Distemper antibodies positive. Manual PCV 34% (35-57), Red Blood Cells 4.77 (5.398.7), Haemoglobin 119 (134-207), White Blood Cells 34.8 (4.9-17.6), Neutrophil 23.66 (2.94-12.67)
Eosinophils 0 (0.07-1.49), ALP 197 (<130), Cholesterol 7.17 (3.20-6.20) 23 Aug 2016 owner reports
doing well and almost back to normal. Temperature 38 Celsius. 5 Oct 2016 very stiff on walk, joints
feel warm, temperature 40.1 Celsius. 6 Oct 2016 White Blood 18.8 (4.9-17.6), Neutrophil 15.42 (2.9412.67), Monocyte 1.5 (0.13-1.15), Albumin 25.7 (26.3-38.2), ALT 18.9 (19.8-124), Cholesterol 6.88 (3.206.20). Joints better but front left elbow still swollen. The dog is suspected of having Immune Mediated
disease. Nothing further expected.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (08/07/201608/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(08/07/201608/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(08/07/2016-08/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

0 29/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
Not
R><BR><BR>Not haemorrhage,Injection site
Known
Known
mucopurulent
discharge,Leucocytosis,Hypercalca
emia,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Abnormal
test
result,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevate
d BUN,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
SAP,Injection site
mass,Hyperproteinaemia,Elevated
cholesterol (total)

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 26 Jul 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at
Crossbred
room temperature) and Nobivac KC. On clinical examination the dog had crepitus stifles, neck mass
and a prominent liver and spleen. The veterinary surgeon advised blood sampling before starting nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories but the owner declined. On 29 Jul 2016, the dog became inappetant,
lethargic and also developed an injection site mass. On 4 Aug 2016, presented with the same clinical
signs, injection site mass was stated to be 6cm fluidy cutaneous and the dog was pyrexic. A fine needle
aspirate was taken but only blood was drawn back. Blood sampling was advised again but owner
declined, dog started on Metacam and antibiotics. On 5 Aug 2016, presented but dog still lethargic and
not eating, owner reported haemorrhage from mass and pyrexia resolved. Blood samples were taken:
Total Protein 78 (50-72), ALP 639 (12-83), Urea 35.4 (1.7-7.4), Crea 327 (20-124), Phosphorus 2.49 (0.81.8), Calcium 3.16 (2.2-3), Cholesterol 10.9 (2.8-8.3), WBC 27 (6-17) and granulocytes 23.6 (3.5-12). On
9 Aug 2016, vet stated the mass is starting to turn purulent. No further information expected.

Not
Known

Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (26/07/201626/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(26/07/2016-26/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

0 06/08/2016 Not Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. Vaccinated with first vaccine of primary course Nobivac DHP and Labrador
Nobivac L4 on 23 Jun 2016. Previously to this vaccine the last vaccine was Jun 2014. Second vaccine of Retriever
primary course with Nobivac L4 on 21 Jul 2016. On 6 Aug 2016 vomiting for 24 hours, not eating,
polydipsia, depressed and quiet, temperature 39.3 Celsius, Neutrophils 12.6 (3.5-12), ALKP 295
(unknown range), ALT (unknown range) Total Bilirubin 48 (unknown range), Lymphocytes 0.7 (0.9-5),
low cholesterol, sodium and potassium. The dog was placed on intra venous fluids. Vet suspects
Hepatitis or Lepto. Dog had masticatory myositis as a puppy. 8 Aug 2016 bloods showed ALKP 1058 (1283), ALT 572 (13-78), Eosinophils 1.4 (0.1-1.35), Platelets 193 (200-500), jaundice sample. No further
vomiting and eating well.Vet still suspects Lepto. Await further information. Follow up 18 Aug 2016 Laboratory results for urine and MAT PCR negative for Leptospirosis serovars. Nothing further
expected.

27.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (21/07/201621/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Lack of efficacy

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03691

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.5 Year(s)

03/06/2016

09/08/2016

1

1

1 11/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Panting,Death by
Not
R><BR><BR>Not euthanasia,Cyanosis,Reluctant to
Known
Known
move,Pyrexia,Not eating,Immune
mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Blood in urine,Elevated
total bilirubin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Congestive heart
failure,Heart
murmur,Syncope,Dyspnoea

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 3 Jun 2016. 11 Jun 2016 Cavalier King
presented as not wanting to eat or move for a few hours. On examination the dog had a Grade V/VI
Charles
heart murmur, mucous membranes were pale pink, temperature 39.1 C, Heart rate 160bpm, panting.
Spaniel
Blood in urine, Total Bilirubin 23 (2-10), White Blood Cells 16.68 (no range supplied), Red Blood Cells
3.86, Haemaglobin 9.7, Platelets 219-no ranges supplied. Owners requested to take the dog home,
started on Zantac and Temgesic. 12 Jun 2016 PCV 26% (35-57%), Syncope episodes in kennels and
placed on oxygen. Placed on iv fluids, Ronaxan, steroids and Cerenia. Late the same day PCV 21% (3557%), Temperature 38.5 Celsius, heart rate 140, panting and referred to a specialist. Immune Mediated
Haemolytic Anaemia was diagnosed. 12 Jun 2016 at referral Practice, blood transfusion as carried out
and placed on oxygen therapy, rapid deterioration and became dyspnoeic. Radiographs revealed
congestive heart failure. Over the next 36 hours the dog got worse and a repeat blood transfusion was
carried out. PCV prior to blood transfusion 11% and rose to 26% (35-57%). 16 Jun 2016 cyanotic,
dyspnoea and owners decided to euthanase. Nothing further expected.

7.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (03/06/201603/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/06/2016-03/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03700

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

27/05/2016

21/09/2016

1

1

0 27/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
R><BR><BR>Not also Central nervous system
Known
depression in 'Neurological')

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 27 May 2016, dog vaccinated with first Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 Labrador
(unknown if given at room temperature). Same day the dog was presented to emergency practice with Retriever
vomiting, diarrhoea and lethargy. Admitted and placed on intravenous fluid therapy and no other
treatments were given. On 28 May 2016, the dogs clinical signs had completely resolved and was sent
home. No further information expected. Follow up 21 Sept 2016 - bloods unremarkable, parvo snap
test negative. Nothing further expected.

9.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (27/05/201627/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(27/05/2016-27/05/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03704

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Month(s) 18/07/2016

09/08/2016

9

4

2 03/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy (parvovirus) Not
R><BR><BR>Not
Known
Known

Litter of 9 puppies, all vaccinated on 18 Jul 2016 with first vaccination of primary course Nobivac DHP Crossbred
and Nobivac L4 (6 weeks and 2 days) Puppy 1 had been re homed on 2 Aug 2016 and on 3 Aug 2016 had
haemorrhagic diarrhoea and vomiting. The puppy died on the way to the Vets. Puppy 2 had vomiting
and diarrhoea that started on 5 Aug 2016. On examination temperature 39.6 Celsius and treated with
Cerenia and given Electrolytes. The breeder refused for the puppy to be hospitalised and the puppy
died at home. Parvo strong positive on unknown test. Another 2 puppies have vomiting and diarrhoea
that developed on 5 Aug 2016 and placed on anti emetics and antacids, both recovered. No further
investigations are being carried out, nothing further expected.

2.3 - 3.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (18/07/201618/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(18/07/2016-18/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03766

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 - 12
Year(s)

25/07/2016

28/09/2016

1

1

1 25/07/2016 Not Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 25 Jul 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at
room temperature). Reported since vaccination the dog was off colour, lethargic, inappetant and
passing dark yellow urine. On 3 Aug 2016, presented and also was pyrexic (40.1 degree Celsius). Blood
sampling was declined. Urine results stated protein and blood trace, given Metacam injection and
started antibiotics. On 5 Aug 2016, reported a lot better in self and continued medications. On 11 Aug
2016, owner reported that the dog died overnight, a post mortem to be performed. Await further
information. Follow up 28 Sept 2016 - Post mortem received, primary findings moderate colitis,
possible Peyer patch depletion of the small intestines, diffuse haemorrhagic lymphadenitis and splenic
activation of white pulp. Histological changes in the bone marrow, spleen and liver. A presence of
E.coli in multiple organs is suggestive that the immune system had been compromised and the animal
died due to septicemia or acute myeloid leukaemia. Nothing further expected.

Chihuahua

8.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (25/07/201625/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03782

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

26/07/2016

15/08/2016

1

1

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (09/08/201609/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(26/07/2016-26/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03806

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

28/06/2016

14/10/2016

1

1

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 26 Jul 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and on 9 Aug 2016,
Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature). On 12 Aug 2016, presented quiet, pyrexic, off
food, bilateral conjunctivitis, swollen upper eyelids, swollen mouth, blistering muco-cutaneous
junctions, enlarged submandibular lymph nodes and slightly enlarged popliteal lymph nodes. Given
Meloxicam and Amoxicillin/clavulanic acid. On 13 aug 2016, slight improvement, lips still swollen as
well as lymph nodes. Blood tests: WBC 18 (6-17), Neutrophils 13 (3-12), HGB 10.5 (12-18), HCT 34.6 (3755), Urea 2.3 (2.5-8.9), Phos 2.7 90.94-2.13), Total protein 48 (54-82). Continued the same treatment.
No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 28 Jun 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac KC, Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature). Fit and well at the time and nothing else given.
Approximately between 2 or 3 Jul 2016, started sneezing and progressing into a slight cough. Presented
on 11 Jul 2016, no treatment given. On 12 Jul 2016, started retching, snorting and sneezing, presented
and negative for tracheal pinch. On 18 Jul 2016, snuffly and still bright and slight rattle at the back of
the throat, given Dexafort and Prinovox. On 27 Jul 2016, reported since weekend got worse, throat still
rattling and noisy proximal trachea and tendency to make choking noises if excited. Started
Prednisolone. On 10 Aug 2016, reported improving but still making snorting noises. On 12 Aug 2016,
continued snorting and now started to vomit, blood tests performed: Urea 2.3 (2.5-9.6), Creatinine 42
(44-159), Phosphate 2.29 (0.81-2.2), ALT 336 (10-125), ALKP 324 (23-212), GGT 24 (0-11), Amylase 354
(500-1500), MCV and MCHC slight below the reference range (no value or reference range given), WBC
18.15 (5.05-16.76), Monocytes 1.5 (0.16-1.12), Eosinophils 1.4 (0.06-1.23), Basophils 0.22 (0-0.1). An
ultrasound was performed that stated heart was large and globular, dog admitted overnight and given
Cerenia. On 13 Aug 2016, given Nelio and Frusemide. Await further information. Follow up 14 Oct
2016 - No further information received. Case closed.

Golden
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

0 12/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Conjunct Not
R><BR><BR>Not ivitis,Inappetence,Listless,Pyrexia,E Known
Known
yelid oedema,Abnormal test
result,Oral mucosal
blistering,Swollen
mouth,Hypoproteinaemia,Hyperph
osphataemia,Enlarged lymph nodes
(generalised)
0 02/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Eosinophilia,Leucocytosis,Retching, Not
R><BR><BR>Yes, Sneezing,Cough,Respiratory
Known
<BR><BR><BR>< sound,Abnormal test
BR><BR>Not
result,Elevated ALT,Elevated
Known
SAP,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Reverse
sneezing,Basophilia,Elevated
gamma-glutamyl transferase
(GGT),Monocytosis

Yorkshire
Terrier

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (28/06/201628/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(28/06/201628/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(28/06/2016-28/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03819

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

30/06/2015

16/08/2016

1

1

0 01/07/2015 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03831

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Year(s)

08/08/2016

16/08/2016

1

1

0 14/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Thrombocytopenia,Leucopenia,Dia Not
R><BR><BR>Not rrhoea,Vomiting,Yellow mucous
Known
Known
membranes,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Weight loss,Not
eating,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated ALT,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Hyperproteinaemia,Decreas
ed red blood cell count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV)

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 30 Jun 2015. On 1 Jul 2015 dog is quiet
Bearded Collie
and feels hot, started to bump into things. On 3 Jul 2015 presented with no vision in left eye and
minimal in right eye. Left eye looks like retinal detachment, no sign of bleeding. Various (unknown)
diagnostics carried out with no cause found. Re seen in Aug 2016 and no mention of blindness. Nothing
further expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 8 Aug 2016. 14 Aug
Staffordshire
2016 presented with lethargy, not eating, mucous membranes jaundice, lost weight, watery diarrhoea. Bull Terrier
Bloods taken. Antibiotics given. PCV 18% (37-55%), White Blood Cells 2.8 (6-15), Red Blood Cells 2.44
(5-8.5), Haemoglobin 5.7 (12-18), Platelets 7 (200-500), Albumin 8 (26-40), Total Protein 119 (50-72),
Globulins 111 (19-46), Urea 11.4 (1.4-7.4), ALT 346 (13-78), ALKP 308 (12-83). Presented 15 Aug 2016
eaten a small amount and passed small amount of faeces, given antibiotic overnight. PCV 15% (37-55).
Vet suspects Immune Mediated Haemolytic Anaemia. Plan to start on Prednisolone and gastro
protectants. Nothing further expected. 16 Aug 2016 ate overnight but then vomited, Dexamethasone
given and an ultrasound of the liver showed a thickening but no growths. The dog stayed in the Practice
until the owners returned to discuss. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03844

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14.6 Year(s)

13/08/2016

17/08/2016

1

1

0 16/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Ataxia,Collapse (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Nystagmus,Peripheral
vestibular disorder

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03871

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

06/08/2016

21/10/2016

1

1

0 15/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' Not
R><BR><BR>Not and 'Systemic disorders'),Pyrexia
Known
Known

Death,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Pyrexia,Blood in
urine,Proteinuria,Discoloured
urine,Abnormal necropsy finding

Not
Known

Not
Known

Impaired vision,Retinal
Not
degeneration,Malaise,Skin warmth Known

No Data

23 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (30/06/201530/06/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

20.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (08/08/201608/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(08/08/2016-08/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 13 Aug 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (given Other
at room temperature). No other treatment given. Clinically healthy at the time, however does have a Canine/dog
weakness on back legs and end stage arthritis in both hips. On 16 Aug 2016, owner noticed the dog had
collapsed in the morning, vomited once that morning also and was ataxic. Presented and examination
showed nystagmus and ataxia, veterinary surgeon diagnosed peripheral vestibular neuropathy. No
further information expected.

26 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (13/08/201613/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(13/08/2016-13/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated on 6 Aug 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4 (unknown if given at Border Terrier
room temperature) seen on 15 Aug 2016 out of hours after having two episodes of collapse on a walk,
not seizure type behaviour. On examination it had a pyrexia 105.6. Otherwise was all normal. Admitted
for intravenous fluids, given metacam and antibiotics. Bloods taken were all within normal levels. Bile
acid stimulation test taken and was within normal level. Sent bloods away for fits and faints profile,
await results. Went home that night. Seen again on 16 Aug 2016 for monitoring, no further episodes.
Pyrexia has resolved. sent home. Seen each day and has had no further episodes. Await further results.
Follow up 21 Oct 2016 No more information received , close case

8.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(06/08/201606/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/08/201606/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

N - Unlikely

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03874

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

17/08/2016

17/08/2016

1

1

0 17/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' Not
R><BR><BR>Not and 'Systemic disorders')
Known
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 17 Aug 2016. Within 2-3 Crossbred
minutes the dog collapsed and was started on oxygen therapy. Chlorphenamine was given
intravenously and intravenous boluses of fluids. Steroids were also given. On an unknown time the dog
returned back to normal. Nothing further expected.

22 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (17/08/201617/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(17/08/2016-17/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03924

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

19/06/2015

19/08/2016

1

1

0 18/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC.
Other
Vaccinated on 17 Jun 2016 and Canigen L4 on 21 Jul 2016. 18 Aug 2016 presented with vomiting and
Canine/dog
haemorrhagic diarrhoea. Admitted of intra venous fluids and given Cerenia, Augmentin, Metronidazole
and Zantac. Bloods were positive for Pancreatitis and a parvo speed snap test was positive. 19 Aug
2016 stopped vomiting, lethargic. Nothing further expected.

5.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (19/06/201519/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(19/06/201519/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(19/06/2015-19/06/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03927

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Day(s)

17/06/2016

19/08/2016

1

8

0 18/08/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Bitch-4 year old Minature Poodle, vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4 on 20 May 2016. The dog was potentially mated on 15 Jun 2016-owner unable to confirm.
Nobivac L4 given on 17 Jun 2016. At the time of the Nobivac L4 it was not known that the dog was
pregnant. The bitch had litter on 18 Aug 2016 and all have deformities. 1 has a deformity to the face
and the other 7 have deformities to the feet "swimmers". Nothing further expected.

Miniature
Poodle

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03938

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

17/08/2016

22/08/2016

1

1

0 17/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Ataxia,Lethargy (see also Other
R><BR><BR>No Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 17 Aug 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (not
given at room temperature: extra label use), fit and well at time of vaccination. Presented to
emergency practice same day, seen 3 hours later, very lethargic, vomited once and wobbly. Given
steroids and intravenous fluid therapy and signs resolved after a couple of hours. No further
information expected.

German
Shepherd Dog

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03985

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

28/06/2016

24/08/2016

1

1

1 06/08/2016 No

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy Vaccinated with Quantum Pi CVL on 11 Sept 2010. Primary
Labrador
vaccine with Nobivac L4 on 19 Jul 2011 and again on 31 Jul 2012. No full course was given. Vaccinated Retriever
yearly for Nobivac L4 and last vaccine given 28 Jun 2016. Presented 6 Aug 2016 as been quiet and not
normal self. Reduced appetite and no interest in food for past 24 hours. On examination the sclera is
jaundice and jaundice mucous membranes. Bloods were taken and showed ALKP 373 (23-212), ALT 805
(10-100), Amylase 489 (500-1500), Phosphorus 0.75 (0.81-2.19) Total Bilirubin 335 (0-15), Eosinophils 0
(1.6-7.5) Synulox was given and the dog was referred to a specialist. Seen on the same day, 6 Aug 2016.
Tests were carried out such as ultrasound, bloods and fine needle aspiration of the liver and changes
consistent with acute hepatitis and possible pancreatitis were identified. The dog was given analgesics,
anti emetics, anti biotics, hepatic medications, fresh frozen plasma, intra venous fluids and a
oesophageal feeding tube was placed. 8 Aug 2016 Laparoscopic liver biopsies were carried out and the
dog remained in the specialists with a poor prognosis. 13 Aug 2016 the dog was euthanased as
deteriorated. Test results returned on 17 Aug positive for L. Grippotyphosa 1:100, all other serovars
negative. Liver biopsies showed cirrhosis of the liver. Nothing further expected.

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-03998

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

24 Year(s)

24/08/2016

07/11/2016

1

1

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04000

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

11/08/2016

30/08/2016

1

1

A student vet nurse had 1 of 2 vaccines splashed in her right eye when she was holding a puppy for
Human
vaccination. She washed the eye immediately, but it was still stinging. Additional information received
indicated that it was a tetravalent leptospirosis vaccine. No medical attention was sought and the
stinging resolved within about an hour.
Vaccinated on 11 Aug 2016 with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Vaccinated at a previous Practice and
Jack Russell
then taken to the reporting Practice. Presented to emergency Vets on 21 Aug 2016 as reported to be
Terrier
having seizures and had 4-5 seizures the previous day. The dog appeared to pass out for 5 minutes with
stiffness and recover fully. The owner took a video of the episode in which the dog appears to show
opisthotonus and is aware but unable to rise. The dog also passes urine during the episodes. Clinical
examination revealed no abnormalities. The dog was admitted for an ECG to be carried out and
observation. ECG showed a normal sinus rhythm and heart rate when rested 140-160bpm. Packed Cell
Volume 40% (35-57%), Total Bilirubin 20 (0-15), Amylase 381 (500-1500), Calcium 1.45 (1.12-1.40),
Lactate 5.04 (0.60-2.90). When in the hospital the dog was taken for a walk, became increasingly
ataxic when walking, fell into lateral recumbency, showed opisthotonus and passed urine. Placed on
ECG straight away, heart rate 90bpm and recovered very quickly and never appeared to be fully
unconscious. Back to normal self after 5 minutes. The dog was kept in overnight and had 2 further
episodes, often occurring when asleep. HR increases to 140-200. T waves appeared increased on ECG
with a regular rhythm. 22 Aug 2016 the dog vomited. ECG shows arrhythmia pattern. Bloods were sent
away and returned on 25 Aug 2016. Red Blood Cells 2.0 (5.0-8.5), Haemoglobin 61.0 (120-200), Packed
Cell Volume 0.15 (0.37-0.60), White Blood Cells 19.1 (5-14) and commented that Auto Immune
Haemolytic Anaemia. Nothing further expected. Follow up 30 Aug 2016 - the dog is reported to be
responding well to steroid use. Nothing further expected.

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

0 24/08/2016 Not
Eye stinging
Not
Known,<BR><BR
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known
0 20/08/2016 Yes
Vomiting,Hypercalcaemia,Opisthot No Data
onus,Seizure NOS,Ataxia,Urinary
incontinence,Lateral
recumbency,Abnormal test
result,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Unable to
rise,Elevated total
bilirubin,Decreased red blood cell
count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Elevated lactic acid
dehydrogenase
(LDH),Leucocytosis,Arrhythmia,Tac
hycardia,Cardiac disorder
NOS,Fainting

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04038

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

17/02/2016

26/08/2016

1

1

1 16/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04039

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

17/02/2016

26/08/2016

1

1

0 16/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04061

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

18/07/2016

14/09/2016

1

1

1 17/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Mucosa petechiae,Abnormal Not
R><BR><BR>Not test result,Unconscious,Immune
Known
Known
mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Decreased
packed cell volume
(PCV),Monocytosis,Low platelet
count,Leucocytosis,Lymphocytosis,
Neutrophilia,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders')

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. Four puppies that are related were vaccinated with Nobivac DHP
and Nobivac L4 and had similar reactions. See linked cases: 2016-UK-04039, 2016-UK-04042 and 2016UK-04046. On 17 Feb 2016, dog vaccinated with second part of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (unknown
if given at room temperature). On 16 Aug 2016, presented as started to have diarrhoea and pyrexic but
unknown if was given antibiotics. On 18 Aug 2016, dog developed watery diarrhoea with blood, still
pyrexic, very lethargic and reluctant to eat. On 19 Aug 2016, owner reports that dog died overnight. No
further information expected.
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. Four puppies that are related were vaccinated with Nobivac
DHP and Nobivac L4 and had similar reactions. See linked cases: 2016-UK-04038, 2016-UK-04042 and
2016-UK-04046. On 17 Feb 2016, dog vaccinated with second part of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
(unknown if given at room temperature). On 16 Aug 2016, stated that the dog developed diarrhoea but
unknown if was given antibiotics. A faecal sample was taken from another dog and was positive for
Campylobacter and dog treated with Erythromycin. Dog was then re homed and stated that on an
unknown date was presented to vets and tested positive for Parvovirus and having intravenous fluid
therapy. No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 18 Jul 2016. 22 Aug 2016
presented with petechial haemorrhage on gum, reported to have started on 17/18 Aug 2016. Platelets
26 (148-484), Lymphocytes 30 (1-5.1), Monocytes 47.9 (0.16-1.12), GGT (0-11), all liver enzymes
reported to be raised but no result supplied. Diagnosed with Immune Mediated Haemolytic Anaemia
and started on Prednidale and Clavaseptin. 26 Aug 2016 Platelets 9 (148-484), Monocytes 8.5 (0.161.12), Lymphocytes 11.2 (1-5.1),, clinically brighter, happier in self. Nothing further expected. Follow up
14 Sept 2016 - 2 Sept 2016 haematocrit 24.9 (37-61), haemoglobin 9.4 (13-20) Red Blood Cells 4 (5.68.8) White Blood Cells 31 (5-16), neutrophils 16 (2.9-11.6) bands suspected lymphocytes 7.9 (1-5),
monocytes 7.1 (0.16-1.12),alp 654 (23-212) GGT 51 (0-11) spleen still feels very enlarged. ultrasound
scan. Some dilated bile ducts consistent with elevated GGT and ALP. Spleen looks mainly homogenous
but some areas slightly hypoechoic. not typical of Hemangiosarcoma. 8 Sept 2016 haematocrit 19.2%,
reticulocytes 98.8 (10-110) platelets 24 (unknown range) manual PCV 21%(35-57%). 13 Sept 2016 the
dog collapsed and remained unconscious for a few hours and then died, Vet suspected refractory
thrombocytopenia and suspected brain haemorrhage. Owner buried the dog and wanted no further
investigations. Nothing further expected.

Congenital disorder NOS

Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy

Other

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Animal (17/06/2016ble
17/06/2016)<BR><BR>

7.48 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (17/08/201617/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(17/08/2016-17/08/2016)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (28/06/201628/06/2016)<BR><BR>

Nobivac DHP 1,,,,24<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,,,,24<BR><BR>
6.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (11/08/201611/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

English Cocker Not
Spaniel
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (17/02/201617/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(17/02/2016-17/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

English Cocker Not
Spaniel
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (17/02/201617/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(17/02/2016-17/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

German
Shepherd Dog

35 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (18/07/201618/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(18/07/2016-18/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04067

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

11/04/2016

30/08/2016

1

1

0 23/08/2016 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04077

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

04/08/2016

31/08/2016

1

1

0 19/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous membrane,Abdominal Other
R><BR><BR>No pain,Diarrhoea,Inappetence,Lethar
gy (see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Elevated total
bilirubin,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04083

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

01/11/2015

31/08/2016

1

1

1 30/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Nephritis,Death
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04108

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.1 Year(s)

01/09/2016

01/09/2016

1

1

0 01/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' Other
R><BR><BR>No and 'Systemic
disorders'),Panting,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Pale
mucous membrane,Vomiting

Vaccinated on 1 Sept 2016 with Nobivac DHPPI and L4 ( not given at room temperature ELU) also had Crossbred
Advocate and Drontal dispensed but not given. Seen half an hours later with vomiting, collapsed and
weak and panting, pale mucous membranes. Was admitted and placed on intravenous fluids , anti
histamines and Colvasone Injection , Cerenia and a broncho dilator. Had recovered that afternoon. No
more information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04129

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

29/08/2016

02/09/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04152

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

22/08/2016

05/09/2016

1

1

1 29/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lymphopenia,Circling - neurological
R><BR><BR>Not disorder (see also 'Behavioural
Known
disorders'),Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death by
euthanasia,Lateral
recumbency,Rigidity,Hypophosphat
aemia,Hypokalaemia
0 22/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site lump,Injection site
R><BR><BR>Not pain,Collapse (see also 'CardioKnown
vascular' and 'Systemic disorders')

On 1 Aug 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room
temperature), fit and well and no other products given. On 29 Aug 2016, at 9.30am dog vaccinated with
second Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature), fit and well and no other vaccines given.
Same day, presented as dog collapsed, circling right side and kept falling over. Blood tests performed:
Phosphorus 0.42 (0.81-2.20), Potassium 3.1 (3.5-5.8) and Lymphocytes 0.84 (1.05-5.10). Reported by
6pm that day, dog had deteriorated and laid on side (rigid) and owner opted to have the dog
euthanised. No post mortem performed and dog has since been buried at home. No further
information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 22 Aug 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
(unknown if given at room temperature), fit and well at the time of vaccination and no other
medications given. Same day, presented to emergency practice as reportly crashed in the afternoon
(unknown exact details). On examination the had a small soft lump at injection site and it was quite
painful. Given chlorphenamine and Metacam injections. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04169

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 - 8 Year(s)

01/09/2016

30/09/2016

14

3

3 02/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Splenomegaly,Enlarged
Not
liver,Jaundice,Skin lesion
Known
NOS,Death,Inappetence,Loss of
condition,Petechiae NOS,Abnormal
necropsy finding

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On an unknown date, two litters of seven puppies (14 in total) vaccinated Other
at the same time with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature).
Canine/dog
Reported that on an unknown date two puppies died and a third puppy became jaundiced and died on
an unknown date. All puppies that died were from the same litter. Await further information. Follow
up 30 Sep 2016 - The PCR for leptospirosis is positive. Campylobacter was also isolated. No further
information expected.

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04181

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2014

05/10/2016

4

4

1 01/07/2016 Yes

Birth defect,Death by euthanasia

Suspected Adverse Reaction/Limited information Female dog has received primary course vaccination Cavalier King
with Nobivac L4 in 2014 as a puppy, (see linked case 2016-UK-01867). Unable to distinguish which
Charles
puppy from original litter this dog is, and unable to gain information into whether the dog has had
Spaniel
further vaccines of Nobivac L4 since this primary course in 2014. Owner reported that the dog has had
a litter of puppies on an unknown date, 1 puppy had half its face missing and stomach wide open, and
the other 3 puppies have holes, scrotal, inguinal and umbilical hernias. Puppies are 7 weeks of age and
all will require surgery. Unknown of outcome to the puppy with half face missing-assumed euthanased,
but not confirmed. 4 puppies in total. Nothing further available. Follow up 5 Oct 2016 - Reported that
pup with half face missing was euthanased at birth. No further information expected.

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04194

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

29/08/2016

29/09/2016

5

5

4 04/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Enteritis,Sinusitis,Death,Inappetenc Not
R><BR><BR>Not e,Foaming at the
Known
Known
mouth,Dehydration,Abnormal
necropsy finding

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 29 Aug 2016, five puppies (8 weeks) vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and English Cocker Not
Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature), fit and well at time of vaccination and no other
Spaniel
Known
products given. On 4 Sep 2016, all puppies went off food and starting frothing at the mouth and started
dying from 1pm and last dying at 2am on 5 Sep 2016. Reported kept in a pen in a kitchen and unlikely to
have got hold of anything. Reported that one puppy is still alive but has not been presented yet and
unknown if clinical signs are still present. Await further information. Follow up 29 Sept 2016 - Further
information received. Puppy that is still alive was reported to be quiet with watery diarrhoea on 5 Sept
2016. Lethargic, slightly bloated abdomen, dehydrated, still alert, Parvo positive. Admitted for intra
venous fluids, Synulox. 7 Sept 2016 doing very well, and keeping food down, small amount of
diarrhoea being passed. Post mortem carried out on 2 puppies, degree of autolysis present in the
section of small intestine, the histological features observed in the mucosa are suggestive of
Necrotising enteritis that maybe consistent canine parvovirus infection. Enteritis has likely caused the
dehydration and electrolyte imbalance and may be the cause of the death in this puppy. Mild lymphoid
atrophy present in the spleen may represent a mild immuno depression in this patient. In puppy 2, mild
interstitial pneumonia is not evident in the planes of tissue examined but likely to be viral origin.
Necrotising enteritis, pre scapular lymph node change are consistent with reactive sinusal histiocytosis.
An infection with canine parvo virus cannot be ruled out. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04198

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

02/09/2016

29/09/2016

1

1

1 03/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on Nobivac DHP on 2 Sept 2016.
Crossbred
Microchipped and given Advocate at the same time. Noted that the puppy was quieter than the other
puppies and drinking more. 3 Sept 2016 Owner reported quiet on the way home, salivated and vomited
overnight. Later that day the dog was presented back to the Vets with continued vomiting and
diarrhoea had started. The dog was admitted and placed on intra venous fluids, Cerenia and supportive
care was given. 4 Sept 2016 full bloods were taken, no specific details but reported kidney values
elevated, jaundice and quiet, continued diarrhoea. Live and dead worms being passed in vomit and
diarrhoea. Fleas also. 5 Sept 2016 Creatinine >500 (unknown range), Urea too high to read, Potassium
high, Albumin low. Treated with Lasix and fluid rate increased. The dog stopped producing urine that
morning. 10pm no urine still passed and dog no better, decided to euthanased, Owners declined a post
mortem. Nothing further expected.

Not
Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

No Data

Elevated renal parameters,Elevated Not
creatinine,Hypersalivation,Diarrhoe Known
a,Vomiting,Jaundice,Anuria,Death
by
euthanasia,Malaise,Hypoalbuminae
mia,Hyperkalaemia

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto On 11 Apr 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4. On 23 Aug 2016, presented vomiting and off food. On 26 Aug 2016, presented as still
vomiting and developed diarrhoea and anorexia. Blood performed with an abnormal pancreatic lipase
test and urea and creatinine off the scale as well as elevated WBC (no value or reference ranges
given). Admitted for intravenous fluid therapy and Clavaseptin. the kidneys were ultrasounded and
observed an abnormal kidney. On 27 Aug 2016, more blood tests performed and urea and creatinine
were high (no value given). Reported that dog had been swimming in the local lake recently and
leptospirosis was suspected so treated with Doxycycline. On 30 Aug 2016, presented at practice
brighter. No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 4 Aug 2016. Used
straight from the fridge (Extra Label Use). 19 Aug 2016 presented with lethargy, diarrhoea,
inappetance. The dog was admitted and placed on intra venous fluids. Bloods showed Total Bilirubin
34 (0-16). Blood was also sent off for Coombs testing and returned as Immune Mediated Haemolytic
Anaemia. The dog has had 2 blood transfusions at a referral practice and the dog was discharged on 23
Aug 2016. The dog had a blood transfusion repeated on 25 Aug 2016, PCV was 12%. Currently pale, PCV
20% and on Predicare and Omeprazole, Imuran, Plavix and Atopica. Uncomfortable in cranial
abdomen. Nothing further expected.

English Cocker
Spaniel

19 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (11/04/201611/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(11/04/2016-11/04/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Other
Canine/dog

9.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (04/08/201604/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(04/08/2016-04/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction. In Nov 2015, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
Labrador
(unknown if given at room temperature). Reported that approximately a week after second
Retriever
vaccination, on 30 Nov 2015, the dog developed nephritis. Tested for Leptospirosis but results were
inconclusive. Admitted and given supportive treatment. On an unknown date, the dog died. No further
information expected.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

German Shorthaired
Pointing Dog

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (01/11/201501/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/11/2015-01/11/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

14.4 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
B - Possible
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/09/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/09/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>
17.9 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (01/08/201601/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(29/08/2016-29/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

6.85 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (22/08/201622/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(22/08/2016-22/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/09/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi, lyophilisate and solvent for
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201401/01/2014)<BR><BR>

Close time association with clinical signs (same day).
Even if signs are not expected, product may be a
factor and cannot be excluded.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (29/08/201629/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(29/08/2016-29/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

5 Advocate Spot-on Solution for
O1 - Inconclusive
Medium Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Vial/Ampoule(s) 1 Animal
(02/09/201602/09/2016)<BR><BR>Identification
Chip - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Implant 1
Animal (02/09/201602/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(02/09/201602/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(02/09/2016-02/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04199

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

16/07/2016

06/09/2016

1

1

1 15/08/2016 No

Anaemia
NOS,Vomiting,Abortion,Foetal
mummification,Foetal
resorption,Death by
euthanasia,Vaginal
discharge,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV)

Other

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 16 Jul 2016, given fridge temperature
Labrador
(Extra Label Use), 1 month pregnant and ultrasound was carried out, multiple live foetuses. 15 Aug
Retriever
1016 vomiting since 15 Aug 2016, full term pregnancy, presented with vulval discharge, ultrasound
carried out and no puppies on scan, reabsorbed and aborted, 1 mummified foetus was passed, the dog
was anaemic. Vet suspects foetal death 1 week after vaccine, the dog was spayed. Recovered well
from general anaesthetic, PCV 10-11% and Vet suspected Immune Mediated Haemolytic Anaemia. The
dog was euthanased on 17 Aug 2016. No post mortem is being carried out. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04221

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.1 Year(s)

26/11/2014

26/09/2016

1

1

0 05/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04232

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

03/08/2016

13/09/2016

1

1

0 03/09/2016 Yes

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for CPV On 26 Nov 2014, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Weimaraner
Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature). Reported that as an adult (date unknown) was
only given a Nobivac DHP. On 5 Sep 2016, reported that dog started vomiting, lethargic and off food.
Presented with mild dehydration and was admitted for intravenous fluid therapy, Cerenia, Noroclav,
Zantac and Vetergesic. Blood performed: ALT 505 (10-1180, Amyl 3421 (200-1200), Lymph 0.78 (1-4.8),
RBC 9.43 (5.5-8.5), HGB 21.7 (12-18), MCHC 37.8 (31-34). A in-house snap for parvovirus was positive.
Passed watery blood with a clot and a malodour from anus. Treated at emergency, given
Metronidazole. On 6 Sep 2016, haemorrhagic diarrhoea still continued. Reported that dog is on Onsior
for hind legs prior to reaction (exact details unknown). Await further information. Follow up 15 Sept
2016 - the dog was discharged. Faecal analysis was negative for salmonella and Campylobacter,
positive for clostridia. Faecal parvovirus PCR negative, CPLi negative. Follow up 26 Sept 2016 - Inhouse
PCR was faint positive, but external PCR was negative for Parvovirus. Nothing further expected

25 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 No assessment
Animal (26/11/2014performed
26/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(26/11/2014-26/11/2014)<BR><BR>

Low blood
No Data
pressure,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Addis
on's disease,Unable to
stand,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Hypoalbuminaemia,Hyp
oglycaemia,Hypoproteinaemia,Sha
king,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine
0 18/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous membrane,Bloody
Not
R><BR><BR>Not diarrhoea,Vomiting,Impaired
Known
Known
vision,Not drinking,Pyrexia,Not
eating,Glazed eye

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 3 Aug 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at
room temperature). On 3 Sep 2016, presented collapsed and shaking, low blood pressure and low
blood glucose. Also stated to be vomiting and diarrhoea. Admitted for intravenous fluid therapy and
supportive treatment. On 6 Sep 2016, dog improving but more conscious and unable to stand, has had
a nasogastric tube placed. Stated that bloods showed elevated Urea, creatinine and low total protein
and albumin. Await further information.

25 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (03/08/201603/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04237

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

16/08/2016

13/09/2016

1

1

Dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature) on 16 Aug Collie Rough
2016. On 18 Aug 2016 started vomiting and diarrhoea. The next eight days in hospital on a drip
(unknown when the rest of clinical signs have started). The dog had blood diarrhoea, vomiting, pyrexic
and pale gums. Adipsia and anorexia.Stated from the owner that the dog couldn''t recognise the owner
and seemed glazed. Unknown if the dog made a recovery. No further information expected. Follow up
13 Sept 2016 Canine pancreatitis negative. Nothing further expected.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (16/08/201616/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(16/08/2016-16/08/2016)<BR><BR>

Temporal association is strong (48 hours) and initial
clinical signs are known to occur following
administration. Later clinical signs such as impaired
vision and glazed eyes are not expected, however,
product may be a factor and cannot be excluded.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04241

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

07/11/2016

3

7

4 01/01/2016 Not Known

Stillbirth,Pyometra,Death by
Not
euthanasia,Death,Reduced
Known
conception rate,Malformation NOS

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

1

1

0 26/08/2016 Not Known

Limb weakness,Lethargy (see also Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in 'Neurological'),Unable to
jump,Off colour,Reluctant to
move,Inappetence,Adipsia

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Case has been reported from a social media site. Reported that on an
unknown date, two breeders stated that have had conception failures in 4 or 5 bitches between them.
the dogs have a history of Nobivac L4. It is reported that on an unknown date recently a bitch had a
stillbirth (no post mortem performed). The dogs are not vaccinated during pregnancy but is unknown
whether they were vaccinated prior to going to stud. Await further information. Follow up 23 Sept
2016 - further information received. 3 brood bitches (not 4 or 5) have been having fertility issues since
2014. All had boosters with Nobivac L4, however unknown dates given. The first bitch has not
conceived at all since 2014. The second bitch had 2 normal healthy litters prior to 2014, and then
when she gave birth (normal pregnancy) she needed to have caesarian which revealed 2 dead puppies
which had been dead for 2 weeks and 2 live puppies, 1 of which died 2 hours later. One horn of the
uterus was infected and her milk was also infected so the puppy had to be hand reared. The third bitch
had a litter in Aug 2016 after not being able to conceive at 2 previous attempts. When the dog
whelped, 1 puppy was dead, 1 puppy appeared to be shriveled and had no flesh and died shortly after
birth and the third puppy had to be euthanased when 3 days old due to appearing to be
underdeveloped. The dog passed no fluid when whelping at all. Owners are trying to mate another
bitch again, unknown which dog, await further information. Follow up 7 Nov 2016 - No further
information expected. Case closed.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 26 Aug 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at
room temperature). On 6 Sep 2016, reported dog is unable to walk and jump since vaccination, also
lethargic and inappetant. Presented with no abnormalities stated and very lively, blood tests were
performed and no abnormalities seen. No further information expected. Follow up 23 Jan 2017 history received. Owner reported the dog was weak on back legs 24 hours after the vaccine and had a
limp and was able to walk slowly but unable to jump. After 1 week it had not improved. 6 Sept 2016
presented as off colour, not drinking as much and not eaten that day and weakness in back legs had
continued. On examination the Vet had difficulty lifting the dog up from the floor, but no abnormalities
observed. 7 Sept 2016 Metacam was given and the problem fully resolved. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04247

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.7 Year(s)

26/08/2016

23/01/2017

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04264

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

06/08/2016

07/09/2016

1

1

0 15/08/2016 Not Known

Swollen eye

Labrador
Retriever

07/09/2016

07/09/2016

1

1

0 07/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Not 'Skin'),Urticaria
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with primary vaccine of Nobivac L4 on 6 Aug 2016. The dog
was presented with puffy eyes on 15 Aug 2016. Piriton was given and Isathal eye drops. The dog
reacted to second vaccine with a presumed hypersensitivity reaction, see linked case 2016-UK-04266
Nothing further expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with primary vaccine aug 2016 and developed puffy eyes 9
days later-see linked case 2016-UK-04264. Second vaccine with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 7
Sept 2016. Reported that evening the dog developed facial swelling and urticaria within 20 minutes of
the vaccine. The dog also vomited twice, Piriton was given. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04266

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04286

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

07/09/2016

08/09/2016

1

1

0 07/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04291

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

07/09/2016

08/09/2016

1

1

0 07/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Bloody
R><BR><BR>No diarrhoea,Vomiting,Recumbency,C
ollapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular'
and 'Systemic disorders'),Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Increased packed cell
volume (PCV)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04296

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

24 Year(s)

08/09/2016

08/09/2016

1

1

0 08/09/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

Pale mucous
No Data
membrane,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Let
hargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological')

Other

Injection site bleeding,Injection site Not
pain
Known

Labrador
Retriever

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

25.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (16/07/201616/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

34.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (26/08/201626/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

8.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (06/08/201606/08/2016)<BR><BR>
8.4 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
B - Possible
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (07/09/201607/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(07/09/2016-07/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac KC, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP on 7 Sept 2016. Yorkshire
Presented within 1 hour of the vaccine with lethargy, vomiting and diarrhoea, pale mucous
Terrier
membranes, Treated with Dexadreson and resolved within 15 minutes. Nothing further expected.

3.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (07/09/201607/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(07/09/201607/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(07/09/2016-07/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated on Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 7 Sept 2016. Given
straight from the fridge (Extra Label Use) Developed diarrhoea and vomiting 30 minutes-90 minutes
post vaccine, blood in diarrhoea, very liquid. Presented on 8 Sept 2016 and admitted for intra venous
fluids, antibiotics and Amoxycare, Cerenia was also given. PCV 62% (35-57%) and quiet. Owner
reported that the dog collapsed last night and didn''t want to walk and just lying down. Appears very
lethargic but able to walk. On 9 Sept 2016 the dog was sent home. No further vomiting or diarrhoea.
Bloods were reported to be normal. Nothing further expected.

Labrador
Retriever

33 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
B - Possible
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (07/09/201607/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(07/09/2016-07/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

A vet pricked the tip of her left middle finger with a dirty needle whilst vaccinating a dog. She didn''t
think any product was injected. She immediately washed her hands and the injection site, which was
bleeding. At the time of reporting she was only experiencing injection site pain.

Human

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,,,,10<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04345

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

05/09/2016

10/11/2016

1

1

0 07/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Decreased appetite,Off colour,Limb No Data
weakness,Unsteady
gait,Hypersensitivity
reaction,Sleepiness - neurological
disorder,Hyperaesthesia

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated on 5 Sept 2016 with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. Labrador
Reported 2 days after the vaccine with reduced appetite, quiet. Then 4 days after the vaccine the dog Retriever
was sleepy and unsteady on legs. On examination the dog had hyperesthetic around face and eyes and
general ataxia with limb weakness. The dog is extremely hypersensitive when approached for being
handled. Further investigations are being carried out. Follow up 15 Sept 2016 - intravenous steroids
have been started and repeated and the dog is making a significant improvement. Await further
information. Follow up 10 Nov 2016 - Nothing further has been received, despite attempts, case
closed.

29 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (05/09/201605/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(05/09/201605/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(05/09/2016-05/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04359

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.1 Year(s)

29/12/2015

10/11/2016

1

1

0 11/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for distemper Vaccinated on 29 Dec 2015 with Nobivac DHP and Yorkshire
Nobivac L4. 11 Sept 2016 presented as quiet and off food. The dog was stung in the foot on the 10
Terrier
Sept 2016. Vomited and hunched over, breathing wheezy, temperature 38 Celsius, dehydrated, White
Blood Cells 4.2 (no reference range supplied), Lymphocytes 0.22, Monocytes 0.13, Platelets 38,
Albumin 23, Globulin 28, Total Protein, Parvo snap test negative. Diarrhoea passed on admission.
Placed on intravenous fluids, Maropitant, Ranitidine and antibiotics and pain relief given. Radiograph
show mild alveoli pattern and suspected Pneumonia. Vets also suspects Distemper. Await further
information. Other dog in the household reacted to vaccine on a different date, see linked case 2016UK-04361 Follow up 12 Oct 2016 - 12 Sept 2016 wheezy chest, treated with Cerenia, Ranitidine,
Augmentin, Vetergesic, Buscopan and Metronidazole and placed in isolation. 13 Sept 2106 settle and
comfortable,diarrhoea is seeping from anus and having to be bathed constantly and skin becoming
sore. 14 Sept 2016 - green coloured diarrhoea, no interest in food. 15 Sept 2016 bright and waggy tail,
sent home and given Kesium and Ranitidine. 28 Sept 2016 - weight gain, no vomiting, some borborygmi,
abdomen comfortable. 7 Oct 2016 tests carried out for Giardia, await further information, open case.
Follow up 10 Nov 2016 - nothing further has been received, case closed

6.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (29/12/201529/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(29/12/2015-29/12/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04361

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.4 Year(s)

25/07/2015

12/10/2016

1

1

0 02/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

uspected Lack of Expected Efficacy Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 25 Jul 2015.
Yorkshire
Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 27 Jul 2016. Reported to be unwell on since 2 Sept 2016, presented on Terrier
the 4 Sept 2016, off food and vomiting. Maropitant and Zitac given and sent home. 5 Sept 2016
vomiting continued, abdominal pain, diarrhoea. Bloods showed increased red blood cells, Low
sodium/potassium ratio, Negative pancreatitis test, hypoglycemia, dehydrated. Admitted for intra
venous fluids, corrugated duodenum on ultra sound. The dog had an exploratory laparotomy, biopsy
on duodenum was carried out, results suggest Parvo or distemper. Was admitted and placed on a
glucose drip, stabilised over 2-3 days and taken off glucose drip. 8 Sept 2016 parvo virus snap test
negative 9 Sept 2016 developed neurological signs, weakness on right hand side poor proprioception,
no menace response 12 Sept 2016 no longer vomiting, await further results. Other dog in the house
also suspected Distemper, see linked case 2016-UK-04359 . Follow up 12 Oct 2016 - History received.
9 Sept 2016 Augmentin was given and reported that at 9pm on 0 Sept 2016 the dog reacted to the
Augmentin and was rubbing face, skin around eyes and muzzle swollen and reddened. Chlorphenamine
was given and by 10pm redness and swelling had resolved. Knuckling when walking round kennel, food
being syringed, 11 Sept 2016 ataxic but still knuckling, quiet and not eating, continue to syringe food.
Blood glucose 2.4mmol/l, 4pm 3.8mmol/l, Cerenia, Marbocyl and Augmentin given. 13 Sept 2016
syringe feeding, wobbly, blood glucose 1.6mmol/l, knuckling occasionally, Kesium given, Cerenia,
Augmentin, Buscopan and Ranitidine. 15 Sept 2016 sent home. 19 Sept 2016 85% better and faeces
mucousy. 21 Sept 2016 owner reports 100% better today, no longer knuckling. 28 Sept 2016 Cytopath
results favour Parvo Virus but PCR negative. Nothing further expected.

4.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (25/07/201525/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (25/07/201525/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04363

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

01/09/2016

12/09/2016

1

1

0 01/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>No

Other

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 1 Sept 2016, straight
from the fridge (Extra Label Use) Within 1 hour the puppies face started to swell. The puppy was
presented at the Vets and given Dexadreson and Chlorphenamine and oxygen therapy. the puppies
returned to normal an hour later. Nothing further information.

Boston Terrier

3.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (01/09/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/09/2016-01/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04365

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

08/09/2016

12/09/2016

1

1

0 08/09/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Chihuahua

3.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (08/09/201608/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

18/10/2016

1

1

0 09/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 8 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at
room temperature). Same day, dog presented to emergency practice. shaking, restless and breathing
changes (no specified). On examination was panting, restless and muscle shaking. Given oxygen
therapy and injected with Colvasone and sent home. An hour later fully resolved. No further
information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 9 Sept
2016. Owner reported that he dog had seizure when walked round the park later the same day.
Previous vaccines in 2008 and 2009 with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 2, but then has been
vaccinated with Vanguard vaccines since. Owner mentioned that the dog possibly had similar clinical
signs a year ago, but no exact detail given. Nothing further expected, Follow up 18 Oct 2016 - the dog
had the second Nobivac L4 on 7 Oct 2016, no reaction was observed. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04381

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

09/09/2016

Labrador
Retriever

31 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (09/09/201609/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(09/09/201609/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(09/09/2016-09/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04414

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

05/10/2015

03/10/2016

1

1

1 10/09/2016 Not
Death by euthanasia,Lack of
Known,<BR><BR efficacy
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected lack of Expected Efficacy. On 5 Oct 2015, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 Labrador
(unknown if given at room temperature). On 10 Sep 2016, dog was off colour. On 12 Sep 2016, dog
Retriever
developed lethargy, diarrhoea, off food. Presented and given Cerenia and sent home with
Metronidazole and Fortiflora. On 13 Sep 2016, re-examined and has got worse, as developed
haemorrhagic diarrhoea and continued lethargy and not eating. Blood tests performed: Phosphorus
7.25 (0.81-2.2), Crea 1258 (44-159), Urea 63.2 (2.5-9.6), WBC 18.9 (5.5-16.9), Neutrophils 15.22 (2-12),
PCV 50%, total protein 90 (52-82), globulin 62 (25-45), ALKP 269 (23-212). An Idexx snap test was
performed and confirmed Leptospirosis positive. A urine sample and further bloods have been sent to
external laboratory for analysis. Await further information. Follow up 22 Sep 2016 - Updated with
previous vaccination dates in the product screen. Await further information. follow up 3 Oct 2016 PCR tests were negative for leptospirosis and no antibodies were detected for all serovars. The dog
was euthanased 6 days after treatment. The initial ultrasound appearance of the kidney maybe
another cause of the inflammation and pyelonephritis of the kidney. No further information expected.

26.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (05/10/201505/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(05/10/2015-05/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04419

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

29/03/2016

14/09/2016

1

1

0 03/05/2016 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04437

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

09/09/2016

13/12/2016

1

1

0 09/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site pain,Tachycardia,Off Other
R><BR><BR>No colour,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal breathing

Restlessness,Panting,Respiratory
signs,Shaking

Joint inflammation,Limb
Not
weakness,Myelitis,Arthropathy NOS Known

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 29 Feb 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4 then 2 weeks later
German
Not
contracted conjunctivitis . See case 2016-UK-04416. Vaccinated again on 29 March 2016 with Nobivac Shepherd Dog Known
L4 ( unknown given at room temperature) then was seen on 3 May 2016 with hind limb weakness. Had
always been slopping as a puppy. X rays showed mild hip dysplasia, referred. Seen at referral on 11
May 2016 MRI showed elbow dysplasia and shoulder arthropathy and lesion on the spinal cord, placed
on steroids. 18 July seen for another MRI back lesion is worse, possible inflammatory myelitis, elbows
are worse and require surgery No more information expected
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 9 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (given Crossbred
at fridge temperature, extra label use). Fit and well at time of vaccination no other products given.
Same day, dog developed lethargy and was flat. Presented to vets and stated lethargic and pain at
injection site, tachycardic and heavy breathing. Admitted and no treatments given. On 10 Sep 2016,
reported much improved but unknown if resolved. On 12 Sep 2016, puppy had a full heart examination
and no abnormalities were detected. No further information expected. Follow up 13 Dec 2016 Campylobactor and Salmonella negative, Giardia not detected. Nothing further expected.

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(29/03/2016-29/03/2016)<BR><BR>

1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (09/09/201609/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(09/09/2016-09/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04460

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

13/09/2016

15/09/2016

1

1

0 13/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site pain,Vocalisation,Pale No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes mucous
membrane,Tachypnoea,Elevated
temperature,Tense abdomen

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 13 Sept 2016 at
10.30am. At 6pm the same evening the owner reported the dog''s breathing was fast and the dog was
whining and painful. On examination, temperature 39.1 Celsius, painful at injection site and pale
mucous membranes with a tense abdomen. Metacam given. The dog improved within 40 minutes and
went home. The following day the dog had diarrhoea but had recovered. Nothing further expected.

Yorkshire
Terrier

2.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (13/09/201613/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(13/09/2016-13/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04525

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

09/09/2016

19/09/2016

1

1

0 09/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous
R><BR><BR>Yes system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Facial
oedema

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 9 Sept 2016. L4 given at
room temperature. Presented 3 hours post vaccine with facial oedema around muzzle and eyes,
Temperature 39.6 Celsius, lethargic. Dexadreson and Piriton were given and repeated the following
day. No update from the owner since. Nothing further expected.

Crossbred

13 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (09/09/201609/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(09/09/2016-09/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04546

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

03/09/2016

11/10/2016

1

1

0 10/09/2016 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04550

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

14/09/2016

23/09/2016

1

1

0 18/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04587

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

04/09/2014

21/09/2016

1

1

1 08/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Decreased heart rate,Pericardial
Not
R><BR><BR>Not effusion,Death by
Known
Known
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Off colour,Prolonged
capillary refill time,Weak pulse

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04625

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Week(s)

20/09/2016

27/09/2016

1

1

0 20/09/2016 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04635

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

12/11/2015

22/09/2016

1

1

0 23/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Low platelet count,Oral
R><BR><BR>Yes bleeding,Gum disorder
NOS,Immune mediated
thrombocytopenia,Elevated bile
acids

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04648

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

16/09/2016

22/09/2016

1

1

0 18/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Haemorrhagic
R><BR><BR>Not diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
Known
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04676

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

22/09/2016

23/09/2016

1

1

0 23/09/2016 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04679

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

09/09/2016

22/11/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04680

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

09/09/2016

29/09/2016

1

1

0 17/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04690

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

12/09/2016

23/09/2016

1

1

0 19/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Corneal oedema,Cloudy eye (for
R><BR><BR>Yes Miosis, Mydriasis, Anisocoria,
Nystagmus - see
'Neurological'),Ocular
discharge,Squinting

No Data

Ataxia,Hypoglycaemia,Dehydration, Other
Not eating,Pyrexia,Decreased body
temperature,Vomiting,Bloody
diarrhoea,Diarrhoea

Other

Increased heart rate,Bloody
Not
diarrhoea,Staggering,Constricted
Known
pupils,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Weakness,Mucous
stool,Dry mucous
membrane,Unresponsive to stimuli

Vestibular disorder NOS,Head tilt - Not
ear disorder,Circling - neurological Known
disorder (see also 'Behavioural
disorders'),Staggering,Nystagmus,A
bnormal test result,Decreased red
blood cell count
1 11/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy,Death
Other
R><BR><BR>No

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 3 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (given Crossbred
at fridge temperature, extra label use), fit and well at time of vaccination. On 6 Sep 2016, given Drontal
tablet. On 10 Sep 2016, dog developed vomiting, diarrhoea, dehydration and ataxia. Presented with a
low temperature and given intravenous fluid therapy and was hypoglycemic and was given glucose in
fluids. Given Augmentin and Metronidazole. Responded well but not eating. On 11 Sep 2016, diarrhoea
with blood in it and now pyrexia and blood glucose 2.1 nmol/L (no reference range given). On 12 Sep
2016, blood glucose 4.2 nmol/L and still diarrhoea but no blood. On 13 Sep 2016, blood glucose 13 and
14 nmol/L throughout the day and stools all normal and temperature resolved. On 18 Sep 2016, all
clinical signs resolved and dog well in self. No further information expected.

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 14 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac
DHP and Nobivac L4 (not given at room temperature, extra label use), fit and well at time of
vaccination and nothing else given. On 18 Sep 2016, developed vomiting and diarrhoea. On 19 Sep
2016, presented to vets with clinical signs as well as lethargic, dehydrated and inappetant. A parvo snap
test was performed and stated positive (however the snap test was out of date), therefore samples
have been sent to external laboratory. Given Intravenous fluid therapy, Ranitidine and Cerenia. Await
further information.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 4 Sep 2014, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
L4 (unknown if given at room temperature). On 8 Sep 2014, developed lethargy, quiet and refusing to
get up. Presented and in consult the dog had poor capillary refill time, heart rate and pulse (unknown
parameters given). Dog was diagnosed with Pericardial Effusion and been medically treated
(unspecified treatment). On 10 Sep 2014, dog went back to kennels. On 11 Sep 2016, dog was
euthanised. No further information expected

Siberian Husky

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

0.83 Drontal Plus Flavour Bone Shaped
O1 - Inconclusive
Tablets - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (06/09/201606/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/09/201603/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/09/2016-03/09/2016)<BR><BR>
9.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (14/09/201614/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/09/2016-14/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (04/09/201404/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(04/09/2014-04/09/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 20 Sept 2016. Nurses dog so vaccine given English Cocker
at home. Within 2 hours the puppy became sluggish and very lethargic, weak and wobbly. The puppy
Spaniel
was taken to the Vets at 11pm and the puppy was staggering and not responding. Heart rate 180,
temperature 38.7 Celsius, mucous membranes were tacky, started on shock rate of intra venous fluids
and Dexadreson was given and Chlorphenamine. Heart rate dropped to 148 and temperature 38
Celsius. 11.30pm pin prick pupils and no response from puppy. At 11.53pm the pupils became larger
and the puppy woke up, ate and drank and appeared to have recovered. 2 further doses of
Chlorphenamine were given thought the night and at 8am on 21 Sept 2016 the puppy had fully
recovered. Follow up 27 Sept 2016 - on 22 Sept the puppy had diarrhoea with mucous and fresh blood,
Synulox was given and fully recovered.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 15 Oct 2015 with Nobivac KC and L4. Then on 12 Nov 2015 Border Collie
had Nobivac L4 only. Seen on 30 Nov 2015 bleeding from the right side of it''s mouth, this had started
on 23 Nov 2015. The dog was bright and alert. Platelets 4 (175-500) TB IL <2(0-15), Bile acids fasting
10.1(0.1-5.0) Bile acids post fatty meal 10.2(0.1-10.0) Ret 133.9(10-110) 3 Dec 2015 seen with bleeding
gums X rayed mouth (results unknown), they gave Dexamethasone . The bleeding stopped on a
unknown date. Bleeding stopped when seen and a platelet count was 8. They diagnosed with Immune
mediated thrombocytopenia ( unknown how established) and placed it on prednisone. 22 Sept 2016,
still on Prednisone a very reduced dose . No more information expected

5.47 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (20/09/201620/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

18 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(15/10/201515/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (12/11/201512/11/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated on 16 Sept 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4 ( unknown if given
at room temperature). Seen on 22 Sept, owner reported that on 18 Sept the dog had diarrhoea and
was lethargic, then started to vomit brown vomit. Developed haemorrhagic diarrhoea and was very
lethargic. Was admitted for bloods and supportive treatment, was given intravenous fluids. Parvo snap
test was negative and was also negative for panleucopenia. Bonnie is improving on supportive
treatment. No more information expected
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 22 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with first Nobivac L4 (unknown if given
at room temperature). On 23 Sep 2016, dog developed vestibular syndrome, such as circling,
staggering, head tilt and horizontal nystagmus. Red blood cells 4.92 (5.5-16.96) and a slightly low
amylase (no result or reference range given). Given Cerenia and alprazolam and the dog has been
hospitalised. No further information expected

0.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(16/09/201616/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (16/09/201616/09/2016)<BR><BR>
14.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (22/09/201622/09/2016)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Yorkshire
Terrier

English Cocker
Spaniel

Not
Known

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for lepto Two dogs vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 Cavalier King
and had similar reactions. See linked case: 2016-UK-04680. On 9 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with
Charles
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (given at fridge temperature: extra label use). On 11 Sep 2016, dog
Spaniel
became unwell. On 14 Sep 2016, presented with haemorrhagic diarrhoea, azotaemia and elevated liver
parameters: TP 47 (50-72), ALB 21 (26-40), ALP 1156 (12-83), ALT 327 (13-78), GGT 28 (6-14), Bilirubin
186 (0-16), Urea 49.9 (1.7-7.4), Crea 453 (20-124), phos 4.84 (0.8-1.8) and WBC 29.1 (6-17). Dog
admitted and given intravenous fluid therapy. On 15 Sep 2016, the dog died and await diagnostics for
leptospirosis infection. Follow up 22 Nov 2016 - No further information received. Case closed.

4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (09/09/201609/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(09/09/2016-09/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Other

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. Two dogs vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and had English Cocker
similar reactions. See linked case: 2016-UK-04679. On 9 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP
Spaniel
and Nobivac L4 (not given at room temperature: extra label use). On 17 Sep 2016, dog became unwell
and developed fresh blood in faeces and was admitted and given intravenous fluid therapy and was
discharged on 22 Sep 2016. Await further information from laboratory results. Follow up 29 Sep 2016 Reported that on 17 Sep 2016, dog presented vomiting, diarrhoea and lethargic. Given Augmentin and
Doxycycline. Laboratory results back and state low levels of Bratislava and results interpret that the
titre 1:200 is more likely to be post vaccination rise rather than active clinical disease that''s at a titre
of 1:800-1:1600). However states when IgM is waning and IgG is not fully boosted until second
vaccination. On 23 Sep 2016, presented and fully resolved now. No further information expected.

4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (09/09/201609/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(09/09/2016-09/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 12 Sept 2016. Reported
on 19 Sept 2016 when the owner had for 1 week, that the dog was squinting with sticky eyes. Cloudy
colour, corneal oedema and some dye uptake but not typical of an ulcer. 20 Sept 2016 improving
discharge, corneal oedema remains in both eyes and 4mm of dye uptake in left eye, none in the right.
Antibiotics and lubrication eye drops were given. 23 Sept 2016 much better, still corneal oedema,
nearly resolved and only slight dye uptake. Nothing further expected.

2.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (12/09/201612/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(12/09/2016-12/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04728

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

22/09/2016

27/09/2016

1

1

0 24/09/2016 Yes

Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
No Data
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Elevated
creatinine

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04732

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

23/06/2016

07/11/2016

1

1

0 17/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04743

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

26/09/2016

28/09/2016

6

3

1 27/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Intussusception,Vomiting Not
R><BR><BR>Not ,Death by euthanasia,Lethargy (see Known
Known
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Not
eating,Dehydration,Gastric
irritation,Abdominal
discomfort,Abnormal ultrasound
finding

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04751

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

21/09/2016

21/11/2016

1

1

0 22/09/2016 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04757

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

01/10/2014

28/09/2016

1

1

0 01/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Unable to stand,Limb
R><BR><BR>Yes weakness,Abnormal movement
NOS,Hind limb paralysis

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04759

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

01/10/2015

28/09/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04770

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.8 Year(s)

19/09/2016

29/09/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04829

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

27/01/2016

03/10/2016

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04831

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

15/10/2015

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04833

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

02/09/2016

Pyrexia,Stiffness NOS,Off
colour,Bone and joint disorder
NOS,Arthritis

Not
Known

Not
Known

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 22 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at
Jack Russell
room temperature). On 24 Sep 2016, dog developed lethargy and inappetant. On 26 Sep 2016, elevated Terrier
creatinine (no value or reference range given). Given intravenous fluid therapy. On 27 Sep 2016 blood
tests normal. On 28 Sep 2016, it was found that dog had a rubber ball lodged in intestines and was
surgically removed. Unknown if clinical signs resolved. No further information expected.
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy Vaccinated with primary vaccine of Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac
Labrador
L4 on 25 May 2016, second vaccine with same vaccines on 23 Jun 2016. 19 Sept 2016 vomiting for last Retriever
48 hours and yellow mucous membranes. Temperature 38.4 Celsius and admitted. Radiographs
revealed no abnormalities. Started on intra venous fluids and Amoxyclav. Bloods showed Urea 36.8
(2.5-9.6), Creatinine 340 (44-159), Phosphorus 3.59 (0.81-2.20), Calcium 3.20 (1.98-3.00), Globulins 47
(25-45), ALKP 1235 (23-212), Total Bilirubin 477 (0-15). 20 Sept 2016 barrier nursing, no further
vomiting, suspected Leptospirosis. Ultrasound of abdomen was carried out, results unknown, but
started on Denamarin and Destolit. Mucous membranes remain jaundice, eaten little. Also started on
Prednisolone. Bloods show Urea 16.7 (2.5-9.6), Creatinine 180 (44-159), Phosphorus 2.31 (0.81-2.20),
ALT 480 (10-125), ALKP 1045 (23-212), GGT 15 (0-11), Total Bilirubin >477 (0-15). 21 Sept 2016 eaten
well, ultrasound showed enlarged liver and kidneys. 22 Sept 2016 bloods repeated ALT 429 (10-125),
ALKP 861 (23-212), GGT 14 (0-11), Total Bilirubin 226 (0-15) All other bloods returned to normal. Passed
very yellow urine, eaten small amounts. The dog went home on 23 Sept 2016. Leptospira PCR on blood
negative, PCR urine positive. Nothing further expected. Follow up 10 Oct 2016 - Samples taken on 30
Sept 2016, L Canicola 1:400 and all other serovars negative. Nothing further expected. Follow up 7 Nov
2016 - second MAT test L Canicola 1:400, L Saxkoebing 1:200 and all others negative. Nothing further
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction 6 puppies vaccinated Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 26 Sept 2016. All
puppies vomited in the car and a bit quiet the morning of the vaccine. 27 Sept 2016 3 puppies were
reported to be quiet, 2 were lethargic, not eaten and 1 was reported to be quiet. Had eaten that
morning. Puppy 1 was dehydrated, sunken abdomen, diarrhoea and vomiting and liquid feeling
abdomen, puppy 2 had a gassy abdomen and lethargic, puppy 3 was waggy tailed and no abnormalities
were noted. Puppy 1 and 2 were admitted and placed on intra venous fluids and given Synulox and
Oralade and Cerenia, both not eaten. Puppy 1 had an ultrasound and revealed an intussusception and
the owner chose to have pup euthanased, Puppy 2 also had an ultrasound and no abnormalities were
noted. 28 Sept 2016 Puppy 2 was brighter and had eaten, vomited overnight and sent home. Nothing
further expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 21 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with second part of vaccination of
Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature). Reported since day after vaccination the dog has
been stiff and quiet. On 28 Sep 2016, presented with no swelling but stiffness and crepitus on hind
joints as well as pyrexic. Given Metacam. No further information expected. Follow up 21 Nov 2016 radiographs carried out and showed arthritic changes, no joint tap carried out but has responded well
to steroids started on 9 Nov 2016, Lyme disease titres negative. Nothing further expected.

Labrador
Retriever

English
Springer
Spaniel

9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (22/09/201622/09/2016)<BR><BR>

16 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
B - Possible
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (23/06/201623/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(23/06/2016-23/06/2016)<BR><BR>

2 - 2.54

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (26/09/201626/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(26/09/2016-26/09/2016)<BR><BR>

23.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (21/09/201621/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Dog was vaccinated correctly but shows signs of
Leptospirosis. The positive PCR on urine indicates the
dog is shedding Leptospires, therefore a SLEE cannot
be excluded.

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Lethargy vomit and diarrhoea are expected after
vaccination. Two vaccines involved.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Dog had similar reaction post vaccination of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
Labrador
L4. See linked case: 2016-UK-04759. On Oct 2014, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
Retriever
(unknown if given at room temperature). Reported that same day the dog developed hind leg paralysis
and weakness of forelimbs, crawling and unable to stand. Resolved that day. No further information
expected.

40 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (01/10/201401/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/10/2014-01/10/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

0 01/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Unable to stand,Abnormal
Not
R><BR><BR>Not movement NOS,Hind limb paralysis Known
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Dog had similar reactions post vaccination of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
L4. See linked case: 2016-UK-04757. In Oct 2015, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
(unknown if given at room temperature). Reported as unable to stand paralysis of hindlimbs and
crawling forwards - no neurological deficits The reaction lasted 1- 2 hours on the same day as
vaccination and then fully resolved. No further information expected. [

Labrador
Retriever

40 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (01/10/201501/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/10/2015-01/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

1

1 26/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Peritonitis,Haemorrhagic
R><BR><BR>Yes diarrhoea,Pancreas
disorder,Vomiting,Gall bladder &
bile duct disorder NOS,Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Abnormal
test result,Pancreatitis,Tense
abdomen

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

14 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(19/09/201619/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (19/09/201619/09/2016)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

1

1

1 01/08/2016 Yes

Alaskan
Malamute

57 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (27/01/201627/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

02/12/2016

1

1

0 28/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Blood in vomit,Collapse
Not
R><BR><BR>Not (see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
Known
Known
'Systemic
disorders'),Cyanosis,Blood in
faeces,Limb weakness,Hind limb
ataxia,Proprioception
deficit,Dehydration,Abnormal test
result,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevate
d BUN,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
total bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Thrombocytosis,Electrolyte
disorder,Hyperproteinaemia,Metha
emoglobinaemia,Increased bowel
movements (frequency),Elevated
gamma-glutamyl transferase
(GGT),Increased packed cell volume
(PCV),Low platelet
count,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Re
d blood cell disorder,Colitis

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 19 Sept 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4 ( unknown if given at
room temperature) 26 Sept 2016 developed vomiting and inappetance, cranial abdomen was tender on
palpation, Cerenia, Zantac and oral rehydration, a few hours later vomited despite the Cerenia, they
placed on Intravenous fluids. Bloods taken and had a Pancreatic snap test which was normal. X rayed
on 27 Sept 2016 nothing was really noted, no foreign body found. Repeated bloods for Canine
Pancreatitis which was abnormal, so sent a sample away to an external Laboratory. Has haemorrhagic
diarrhoea as well, still vomiting. Given Synulox and Ranitidine and buprecare. 30 Sept exploratory
laparotomy performed, revealed a bile duct obstruction and massively enlarged gall bladder, grossly
enlarged pancreas and Peritonitis. They Euthanased. No post mortem performed. No more
information expected .
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 27 Jan 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at
room temperature). In Aug 2016 (date unknown), dog developed Immune-mediated
Thrombocytopenia and then diagnosed with a liver carcinoma and was euthanased on 1 Sep 2016. It is
suspected that the liver tumour was prior to the IMTP. No further information expected. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 24 Sep 2014, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On
31 Oct 2014, vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 15 Oct 2015, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Unknown
if Nobivac L4 was given at room temperature. On 29 Sep 2016, dog presented ambulatory with hind
limb weakness and limbs crossing over. On examination it was observed to have reduced
proprioception on left forelimb and left hind limb. On 29 Sep 2016, presented emergency practice as
was passing a lot of stools. Admitted for intravenous fluid therapy for dehydration and blood tests.
Reported vomiting and colitis. Blood results: Urea 22.5 (2.5-9.6), Crea 256 (44-159), Phos 4.75 (0.812.20), TP 83 (52-82), ALKP 229 (23-212), GGT 29 (0-11), TBil 20 (0-15), Chloride 107 (109-122) and CPLi
was abnormal. Later the day the dog developed pyrexia, haemorrhagic vomiting and diarrhoea. As the
day progressed the dog collapsed and had slightly cyanotic mucous membranes. Await further
information. Follow up 6 Oct 2016 - The dog was referred to a specialist and awaiting further
information. Follow up 2 Dec 2016 - No further information received. Case closed.

English
Springer
Spaniel

20 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (24/09/201424/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(15/10/2015-15/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

03/10/2016

1

1

0 02/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

Suspected lack of efficacy Vaccinated on 4 Aug 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4 ( unknown if given at
room temperature) Then given Nobivac DHP on 19 Aug 2016. Then on 2 Sept 2016 had Nobivac L4.
Seen on 21 Sept with a temperature of 102.6 and had vomiting and diarrhoea (not haemorrhagic).
Then on 23 Sept was admitted due to the vomiting and diarrhoea. Unknown what treatment given if
any. Sample was sent away to IDEXX which was positive PCR for parvovirus and also Clostridia. IDEXX
do not think it is vaccine related. The dog has fully recovered ( date unknown). No more information
expected.

Labrador
Retriever

No Data

Death by euthanasia,Immune
No Data
mediated thrombocytopenia,NT hepatic or biliary tumour
(hepatocarcinoma/cholangiocarcin
oma/ adenoma/cholangioma)

No Data

11.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(19/08/201619/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (02/09/201602/09/2016)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04838

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

23/08/2016

03/10/2016

1

1

0 27/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anorexia,Abnor Not
R><BR><BR>Not mal test result,Pancreatitis
Known
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 23 Aug 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
Jack Russell
(unknown if given at room temperature). On 27 Aug 2016, dog presented to emergency practice with
Terrier
vomiting, diarrhoea and anorexia. The dog was admitted for intravenous fluid therapy, Vetergesic,
Synulox and Cerenia. On 29 Aug 2016, Pancreatic Lipase Immunoreactivity (CPLi) was positive and was
discharged that evening with Omeprazole, Synulox and Tramadol. On 1 Sep 2016, the dog stopped
vomiting and a full resolution on 9 Sep 2016. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04866

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

30/09/2016

05/10/2016

1

1

0 01/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous Not
R><BR><BR>Not system depression in
Known
Known
'Neurological'),Weakness,Pyrexia,Hi
nd limb ataxia,Stiffness
limb,Stiffness NOS,Swollen lymph
node,Stiff gait,Skin warmth,Facial
swelling (see also 'Skin')

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04969

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

09/09/2016

07/10/2016

1

1

0 10/09/2016 Not
Appetite loss,Collapse of leg
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Dog vaccinated with Nobivac vaccines and had similar reactions post
vaccination. See linked cases: 2016-UK-04864 and 2016-UK-04865. On 30 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated
Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature) and Nobivac KC. On 3 Oct 2016, presented as
developed 1 and 2 Oct 2016 dog was lethargic, swelling on right side of face and urinated in crate
overnight. On examine was lethargic, submandibular swelling and pyrexic and given antibiotics and nonsteroidal anti-inflammatories. On 4 Oct 2016, lethargy, warm to touch, weak and wobbly on hind limb.
Presented, lethargic, pyrexic, stiffness, submandibular lymph node swelling mild and suspected
Polyarthritis. Placed on intravenous fluid therapy and intravenous antibiotics. On 5 Oct 2016, dog
stable and still pyrexic and still a stiff gait on all four limbs but worse on hind limbs. No further
information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4 on 9 Sept 2016. Owner
reported that 24 hours after the vaccine, the dog went off his legs for 3 days and went off food. The
dog recovered approx after 20 days. The dog did not have a second Nobivac L4. Nothing further
expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04972

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

26/09/2016

07/10/2016

1

1

0 26/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Colitis,Unable to stand,Lethargy
R><BR><BR>Not (see also Central nervous system
Known
depression in
'Neurological'),Shaking,Abdominal
discomfort,Eyes rolling back

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04991

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

02/12/2015

17/10/2016

1

1

0 03/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pyrexia
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04995

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Year(s)

05/10/2016

10/10/2016

1

1

0 06/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Bloody
Other
R><BR><BR>No diarrhoea,Vomiting,Abnormal
breathing,General pain (see other
SOCs for specific pain),Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Pleural
effusion,Not eating

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-04998

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

27/09/2016

02/11/2016

1

1

0 27/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05008

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

04/10/2016

31/10/2016

1

1

0 09/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Decreased packed cell No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes volume (PCV),Decreased
haemoglobin,Immune mediated
haemolytic
anaemia,Dehydration,Thrombocyto
penia,Leucocytosis,Pale mucous
membrane,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Regenerativ
e anaemia

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05014

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

26/09/2016

11/10/2016

1

1

0 01/10/2016 Yes

Injection site swelling,Injection site No Data
pain,Anaemia NOS,Low platelet
count,Eosinophilia,Leucocytosis,Ly
mphocytosis,Neutropenia,Leukaem
ia,Pale mucous
membrane,Hypocalcaemic
condition,Lameness,Ataxia,Inappet
ence,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Abnormal
test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypoglyc
aemia,Elevated BUN,Elevated
SAP,Inversion of albumin/globulin
ratio,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Elevated gammaglutamyl transferase
(GGT),Elevated cholesterol (total)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05015

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

10/12/2015

11/10/2016

1

1

0 01/02/2016 Yes

Seizure NOS

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

43 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (09/09/201609/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(09/09/2016-09/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 26 Sept 2016. Owner
Whippet
reported that the same evening the dog was very lethargic and rolling her eyes and unable to stand.
Seen by he emergency Vets and bright but had mild discomfort on abdomen palpation. Metacam was
given. 7 Oct 2016 Similar episode today of rolling eyes and lethargy but also shaking with mucous
colitis. No treatment given and sent home to monitor. Vet suspects the dog has other problems, but
owner reluctant to investigate. Nothing further expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP
LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 125 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

3.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (26/09/201626/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(26/09/2016-26/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 2 Dec 2015, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
Labrador
(unknown if given at room temperature), fit and well and no other products given. On 3 Dec 2015,
Retriever
presented pyrexia and admitted for intravenous fluid therapy and no abnormalities in blood tests. On 4
Dec 2015, dog discharged and pyrexia resolved but no further clinical signs. No further information
expected. Follow up 17 Oct 2016, the reported pyrexia appeared to be a temperature of 104 degrees
Fahrenheit (40o Celsius) lasting for one day. With normal blood values and absence of any other signs,
the case is downgraded to non-serious due to this information. No further information expected.

17.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (02/12/201502/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(02/12/2015-02/12/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated on 5 Oct 2016 with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Given
Nobivac L4 straight from the fridge (Extra Label Use). The dog has concurrent cardiac disease and on
an unknown treatment, but currently well. 9 Oct 2016 Presented out of hours as vomiting with
diarrhoea since 6 Oct 2016, lethargic and not eating. Pleural effusion. Started on intra venous fluids,
Methadone, Cerenia and Dimazon. Discharged later that day on Tramadol and Prokolin. 10 Oct 2016
no further vomiting and dog brighter and eating. Diarrhoea with blood. Metronidazole and Vetmedin
given. Reported that was placed on Vetmedin due to the dogs breathing, but it is unknown what the
exact clinical signs were. Owner was concerned the dog was in pain, so Tramadol given. Unknown
clinical signs of the dog being in pain. Nothing further expected.
Suspected adverse reaction Chihuahua pup vaccinated on 27 Sept 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4 (
straight form fridge ELU) Also had Advocate applied at the same time. Seen on 11 Oct 2016 for a
second Nobivac DHP and the owner reported that 3 hours after the first vaccination the dog had 2
seizures , they had thought the dog was hypoglycemic at the time, the dog has had no other issues
since. No more information expected

Siberian Husky

28.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (05/10/201605/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(05/10/2016-05/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

1.3 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small B - Possible
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (1
Day(s) 27/09/201627/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/09/201627/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/09/201627/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 4 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
(unknown if given at room temperature). On 9 Oct 2016, lethargy and pale mucous membranes,
presented dehydrated, tachycardia and pyrexia. On 10 Oct 2016, manual PCV 17 (35-57) and
examination of blood smears showed aggulation positive and spherocytes. A blood transfusion and
PCV 29 (35-57). Reported that dog has a history of access to dirty water. Await further information.
Follow up 21 Oct 2016 - Bloods carried out on 10 Oct 2016- Haemaglobin 3.9 (12-18), PCV 0.13l/l (0.370.56l/l), White Blood Cells 32.6 (5-18), Platelets 131 (200-500). Possible intracellular parasite on the
blood smears, treated with Indoxacarb and Doxycycline and improving. Anaemia appears to be mildly
rengerative, blood results suggest Immune Mediated Hameolytic Anaemia, await further information.
Follow up 31 Oct 2016 - 24 Oct 2016 PCV 34% (35-57%), and doing really well. Bloods carried out on 25
Oct 2016 show slightly decreased Red Blood Cells, slightly increased White Blood Cells and activated
platelets overlying the Red Blood Cells (unknown exact results), no parasites observed. Immune
Mediated Haemolytic Anaemia was confirmed by autoagglutination. Nothing further expected. 27 Oct
2016 Atopica was started.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 26 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 1 Oct 2016, dog
developed a 1.5cm swelling at injection site and pyrexia, given antibiotics and non-steroidal antiinflammatory. On 9 Oct 2016, dog presented to emergency practice and reports injection site mass
nearly resolved but now lethargic, inappetant and pyrexic. the dog was also unsteady on legs and lame
on right forelimb. Given Synulox, intravenous paracetamol (?) and Cerenia and sent home. On 10 Oct
2016, injection site mass completely resolved, however still pyrexic and mucous membranes pale.
Admitted for intravenous gelofusion and manual PCV 18 (35-57) and temperature normal. Blood
results taken state: RBC 2.51 (5.39-8.7), Haemoglobin 0.198 (0.383-0.565), MCV 78.9 (59-76), MCHC
313 (326-392), WBC 40.3 (4.9-17.6), Neutrophils 0 (2.94-12.67), Lymphocytes 17.33 (1.06-4.95),
Eosinophils 0 (0.07-1.49), Platelets 27 (143-448), Glucose 3.3 (3.6-7), Urea 10.6 (3.1-10.1), SDMA 19 (114), Calcium 2.11 (2.36-2.84), Albumin 18.2 (26.3-38.2), Albumin/globulin ratio 0.47 (0.70-1.40), ALP
359 (<130), GGT 1.5 (2.5-10.6), Cholesterol 7.33 (3.20-6.20) and T4 7.4 (13-51). Idexx confirmed
Lymphoblastic leukaemia. No further information expected [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

English
Springer
Spaniel

13.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (04/10/201604/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(04/10/2016-04/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Golden
Retriever

27.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (26/09/201626/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

No Data

Chihuahua

Suspected Adverse Reaction History of seizures in Jun and Jul 2015. Bloods were carried out and
Other
showed high Toxoplasmosis levels. Nobivac L4 given on 10 Dec 2015. Another seizure in Feb 2016 and Canine/dog
more recently in Oct 2016, unknown exact date. No diagnostics have been carried out. Nothing further
expected

Not
Known

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (30/09/201630/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(30/09/2016-30/09/2016)<BR><BR>

Other

Border Collie

11 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (23/08/201623/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(23/08/2016-23/08/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with MAH asssessment
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Animal (10/12/2015ble
10/12/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05020

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.2 Year(s)

08/09/2016

01/11/2016

1

1

0 08/09/2016 Yes

Injection site swelling,Abnormal
No Data
test result,Injection site serous
discharge,Lameness,Inappetence,In
jection site necrosis,Injection site
pain

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05030

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.3 Year(s)

04/10/2016

11/10/2016

1

1

0 06/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Aggression,Bloody
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes diarrhoea,Vomiting,Inappetence,Le
thargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05052

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Week(s)

10/10/2016

18/10/2016

7

1

1 10/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia NOS,Vomiting,Seizure
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Death by euthanasia,Not
eating,Abnormal test result,Muscle
shaking,Immune mediated
haemolytic
anaemia,Incoordination,Shivering,D
ecreased packed cell volume (PCV)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05053

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.3 Year(s)

07/10/2016

17/10/2016

1

1

0 08/10/2016 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05131

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

08/10/2016

13/12/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05135

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Month(s)

18/04/2016

01/11/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05185

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.7 Year(s)

15/09/2016

18/01/2017

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05243

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

07/09/2016

20/10/2016

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 12 Jul 2016. Vaccine site swelling, see
linked case 2016-UK-05018. Second vaccine Nobivac L4 on 8 Sept 2016. 6 Oct 2016 owner reported 12 weeks post vaccine there was a large injection site swelling. Well in self, trying to lick at swelling,
soft. Aspirated small amount of serous fluid and chose to monitor. 11 Oct 2016 whole leg swollen with
a large necrotic cavity 2-3cm deep, discharging pus, swelling 12cm by 8cm. Lame, painful, inappetant
and planning to be hospitalised. Awaiting further information. Follow up 1 Nov 2016 - The dog was
admitted on 11 Oct 2016 for a general anaesthetic and flush wound, started on Marbocare, Loxicom
and Metronidazole. Large area of necrotic tissue flushed from the swelling. 12 Oct 2016 washed with
hibiscrub and debrided wound. Swabs were taken. 14 Oct 2016 Streptococcus Canis infection isolated
at the site of injection. Reported that the wound is healing nicely on 21 Oct 2016. The dog had been
placed on Nordine. Nothing further expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 4 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with first Nobivac L4 (no temperature
stated) and booster of Nobivac KC. Reported that since vaccination the dog has been inappetant and
subdued. On 7 Oct 2016, developed vomiting and haemorrhagic diarrhoea then was passing blood
clots. Presented and no abnormalities other than lethargy were noted. The veterinary surgeon offered
intravenous fluid therapy but owner declined but given Cerenia, Synulox, Metronidazole and Nutribio
and subcutaneously fluids. Dog sent home. On 11 Oct 2016, dog remained lethargic, off food and
diarrhoea has stopped. Not presented any further as become aggressive. No further information
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated a litter of 7 puppies with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 10
Oct 2016. Presented on 12 Oct 2016 as had vomited 1 hour after the vaccine and then became
lethargic and stopped eating on 11 Oct 2016. The puppy was shaking all night, on presentation on the
12 Oct 2016, the puppy was shivering, uncoordinated. The puppy was admitted for bloods and PCV 22%
(35-57%), Urea and Creatinine reported to be low but no results supplied. Also showed Anaemia and
positive slide agglutination. The puppy had a seizure and the owners decided to euthanased. Await if
being sent for post mortem, open case. All otehr 6 puppies are fine and well . Follow up 18 Oct 2016 No post mortem was carried out. Nothing further expected.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

Great Dane

Labrador
Retriever

17 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (08/09/201608/09/2016)<BR><BR>

61.5 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (04/10/201604/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(04/10/2016-04/10/2016)<BR><BR>

Injection site reactions do occur following
vaccination, therefore vaccine involvement is
considered PROBABLE

Cannot rule out product involvement.

3.3 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
B - Possible
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (10/10/201610/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(10/10/2016-10/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Leucocytosis,Lymphocytosis,Drinki No Data
ng a lot,Polyuria,Off
colour,Elevated
temperature,Abnormal test
result,Hypoglycaemia,Tense
abdomen,Elevated SAP,Decreased
packed cell volume (PCV),Elevated
cholesterol (total),Head
down,Monocytosis,Platelet
disorder NOS
0 08/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal breathing,Breathing
Not
R><BR><BR>Not difficulty,Decreased
Known
Known
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise,Off
colour,Vomiting,Loose
stool,Panting

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 7 Oct 2016. Previous vaccinated with
Labrador
Nobivac DHP, Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4 on 5 Aug 2016 and then with Nobivac L4 on 9 Sept 2016. The Retriever
dog has a previous history of collapse in May 2016 and was referred and diagnosed with secondary
liver failure. Bloods were taken prior to the recent booster and was reported to be no abnormalities.
12 Oct 2016 off colour over the weekend, head low and drinking 4 litres a day and urinating more, Very
quiet, temperature 39.8 Celsius, tense abdomen, ALP 252 (no ranges), Cholesterol 8.34 (no ranges),
Globulins 50 (25-45), Glucose 3.47mmol/l (3.8-7.9), White Bloods Cells 23 (5-16.7), Monocytes 6.68
(0.16-1.12), Lymphocytes 6.9 (1-5.5) Platelets 71 (no range) but clotted, Haematocrit 35.5% (37-61%).
The dog was treated with Amoxyclav and Rimadyl. Nothing further is expected.

22 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (07/10/201607/10/2016)<BR><BR>

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 8 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 . Fit
Staffordshire
and well at time of vaccination and no other products given. On the same day, the dog presented to
Bull Terrier
emergency practice as developed lethargy and difficulty breathing. On clinical examination the dog was
all normal, no treatment was given and was sent home. On 10 Oct 2016, reported from the owner that
dog was not herself and panting and abnormal breathing. At the time the owner stated that the dog
had been kenneled 10 days prior to vaccination and had been coughing but did not mention at time of
vaccination. On 14 Oct 2016, presented and clinical examination was normal other than quieter than
normal however owner reports slightly loose faeces, vomited twice that day and had a decreased
appetite. Reported the dog pants and then seems to have more effort breathing. Blood tests were
performed and no abnormalities were detected. Await further investigation as dog to be radiographed.
Await further information. Follow up 13 Dec 2016 - No further information received. Case closed.

21 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Animal (08/10/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa
08/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(08/10/2016-08/10/2016)<BR><BR>

1

0 12/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Lack of
R><BR><BR>Yes efficacy

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto Vaccinated with primary vaccine of Nobivac DHP and
Bichon Frise
Nobivac L4 on 21 Mar 2016, second vaccine given on 18 Apr 2016. 12 Oct 2016 12 hour history of
vomiting digested food, and then started to bring up water and bile also, known scavenger, owner
changed the food 1 week ago, owner has starved the dog. On examination mucous membranes tacky,
temperature 37.6 Celsius, Cerenia given and Glutelyte. 13 Oct 2016 deteriorated and hardly moved
overnight, passed small amount of small faeces with frank blood, not eating or drinking, clinically
depressed, mucous membranes jaundice, slight tender on abdomen palpation, slight skin tent, admitted
for intra venous fluids and bloods. Urea 63 (1.7-9.8), ALT 272 (0-110), Cholesterol 2.5 (2.9-8.2),
Creatinine 419 (0-150), Phosphorus 4 (0.7-2.1), Total Bilirubin 176 (0-15), Total Protein 52 (53-78),
Sodium reported low 128 (no ref range supplied), Calcium reported to be low 0.98 (no ref ranges),
Glucose reported to be high 6.5 (no ref range), Red Blood Cells 5.32 (5.5-8), Haematocrit 0.35 (0.370.54), Platelets 48 (180-550), White Blood Cells 16.6 (6.4-16), Haemoglobin 8.1 (8.6-12.3), Lymphocytes
7.2 (0.7-5), heart rate 180bpm so given Amlodipine. 14 Oct 29016 visibly jaundice on sclera, skin and
mucous membranes, lying down and not wanting to get up, blood pressure 160 so given Amlodipine.
Albumin 22 (23-35), ALP 403 (0-160), ALT 296 (0-110), Amylase 1685 (500-1500), Cholesterol 1.6 (2.98.2), Creatinine 423 (0-150), Phosphorus 4.35 (0.7-2.1), Total Bilirubin 232 (0-15), Total Protein 44 (5378), Sodium 125 (139-150), Potassium 6.4 (3.4-4.9), Calcium 0.96 (1.12-1.4), Chloride 104 (106-127),
Haematocrit 29% (39-50%), Haemaglobin 9.9 (12-17), Glucose 8.2 (3.3-6.4), Creatinine 944 (44-115),
Red Blood Cells 4.81 (5.5-8), Platelets 46 (180-550), White Blood Cells 20.7 (6.4-16), Lymphocytes 10.9
(0.7-5). Lepto is suspected. Await further results.

5.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (18/04/201618/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(18/04/2016-18/04/2016)<BR><BR>

1

1

0 14/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Drinking a
Other
R><BR><BR>No lot,Panting,Nasal discharge,Skin
slough,Skin swelling,General pain
(see other SOCs for specific
pain),Pain NOS,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Off colour,Pyrexia,Elevated
temperature,Lump,Abnormal test
result,Skin and tissue infection
NOS,Walking difficulty,Food refusal

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated on 15 Sept 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4 (not given at room Crossbred
temperature, ELU) Then on 13 Oct 2016 had Nobivac L4 (not given at room temperature ELU) Nothing
else was given at the same time. Seen on 15 Oct 2016, owner reported that on 14 Oct 2016 the dog
was lethargic and not himself. Reluctant to walk and climb the stairs. On examination it had a
temperature 40.3. No vomiting and diarrhoea, but was eating. Still lethargic. They gave a metacam
injection and sent him home on metacam. 16 Oct 2016. Panting and restless and painful to sit down.
Has a subcutaneous lump developed on the left Axilla area spreading towards the scapular area.
Oedema at the site. They drained 60ml of lipidic serosanguinous fluid. They ultrasounded the area and
no foreign body was found. 19 Oct looks like large area of skin is going necrotic and is likely to slough
off. It is oozing and there is pus present, the dog is unwell. Cytology was sent away confirmed active
inflammation- exact cause unknown is not definitive but coccoid structure is consistent with bacteria
suggests localised infection, cannot exclude predisposing trauma or foreign body. 21 Oct the dog is
more stable. Case open await more information Follow up 25 Oct 2016, upgraded to serious - Culture
Pasteurella multocida, Histopathology- Deep suppurative pyogranulomatous inflammation. Dog is
stable and the wound has been debrided but there is a large deficit. Cytology report shows marked
septic and purulent inflammation with bacteria consistent with bacterial infection. Await further
information. Follow up 18 Jan 2017 No more information received.

1

1

0 28/09/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Lymphadenopathy,Abdominal
Other
R><BR><BR>No pain,Proprioception
deficit,Elevated temperature,Otitis
externa,Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Polyarthritis,Joint
pain,Hyperaesthesia,Decreased
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Off colour

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with primary vaccine of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 7
Golden
Sept 2016. Dog is fed on raw diet and at the time of the vaccine the dog had a swelling on carpus and Retriever
suspected Rickets. (Extra Label Use) 28 Sept 2016 presented at the Vets with reduced appetite and off
colour, temperature 39.5 Celsius, vet gave antibiotics. 29 Sept 2016 no improvement, very lethargic,
painful abdomen palpation, possibly neuro proprioceptive deficit on left hind, discussed referral. 3 Oct
2016 diffuse lymphadenopathy, painful joints, swollen face, cervical hyperesthesia, bilateral otitis. Joint
taps were carried out and consistent with inflammatory immune mediated Polyarthritis. Suspected
post vaccine immune-mediated dysregulation, started Dexamethasone, Ranitidine and Surolan,
reported to have responded well. The dog was referred on 12 Oct 2016, no report has been received,
however Vet reports conclusion is suspected Immune Mediated PolyArthritis secondary to vaccination.
Nothing further expected.

No Data

20.35 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (15/09/201615/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(15/09/2016-13/10/2016)<BR><BR>

10.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (07/09/201607/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(07/09/2016-07/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Lethargy and high temperature can be expected signs
after vaccination and temporal association is close
(24 hours). Concomitant medical conditions may be
present, however vaccination cannot be excluded.
The initial swelling was located in the axillae and not
at the site of vaccination which makes a vaccine
reaction less likely but still cannot be ruled out.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05264

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

01/01/2016

21/10/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Polyarthritis,Fracture,Lameness,Ab Not
normal test
Known
result,Pancreatitis,Enlarged lymph
node (localised)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05282

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

07/12/2015

21/10/2016

1

1

1 20/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Lack of
R><BR><BR>Yes efficacy

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05328

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

20 Week(s)

23/10/2016

24/10/2016

1

1

0 23/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swelling around eye,Hives (see also Other
R><BR><BR>No 'Skin')

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05334

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

13/03/2015

24/10/2016

1

1

0 01/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05337

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.25 Year(s)

21/10/2016

31/10/2016

1

1

1 23/10/2016 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05360

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

22/08/2016

23/12/2016

1

1

0 24/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Skin petechiae,Ecchymosis,Low
R><BR><BR>Yes, platelet count,Mucosa petechiae
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05363

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

06/07/2016

25/10/2016

1

1

0 18/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05364

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

24/10/2016

25/10/2016

1

1

0 24/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Anaphylaxis,Ataxia,Snee
zing,Swollen face (see also
'Skin'),Weak pulse

No Data

No Data

Gall bladder inflammation,Death by Not
euthanasia,Pain NOS,Lethargy (see Known
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Blood in
faeces,Gastric dilation,Abnormal
posture NOS,Not eating,Abnormal
test result,Muscle
shaking,Pancreatitis,Hyperglycaemi
a,Tense abdomen,Elevated
ALT,Elevated total
bilirubin,Increased
borborygmus,Hyperproteinaemia,El
evated lipase,Elevated
amylase,Elevated cholesterol
(total),Vomiting,Faecal
impaction,Abdominal
pain,Lymphocytosis,Leucocytosis

Suspected adverse reaction limited information. Dog was vaccinated in Jan 2016 with Nobivac L4, it
English
then developed initial clinical signs of lameness within a few weeks of vaccination. Then developed
Springer
immune mediated haematolyic anaemia unknown how this was diagnosed or if it was confirmed. The Spaniel
dog was placed on Prednisone . While on Prednisone the dog was given Bravecto (size unknown best
guess applied) on a unknown date in 2016. Then has now developed Pancreatitis . Unknown how this
has been diagnosed or if it has been unwell with it. Open case , await more information Follow up 27
Oct 2016 - Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 4 Jan 2016. Second Nobivac
L4 on 1 Feb 2016. Varying lameness reported end of Jan 2016-Jun 2016-unknown exact dates. 12 Mar
2016 radiographs were taken. 6 Jun 2016 intermittent lameness and suspected Immune Mediated
Polyarthritis. 7 Jul 2016 diagnosed IMPA, however unknown how diagnosed. 13 Jul 2016 CT scan was
carried out, fractured Manubrium and lymph node enlargement and suspected due to infection. 20 Oct
2016 Pancreatitis test carried out >2000, unknown range. History states that Bravecto was dispensed 8
Jun 2015 and 7 Dec 2015, but unknown when given. Nothing further expected.

Not
Known

Bravecto 1000 mg Chewable Tablets O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,1,3 Months,24,1 Tablets Unclassifiable/unassessa
3 Months 1 Animal (01/01/2016ble
01/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for parvo Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 9 Nov 2015, reported to Pug
be vaccinated with the breeder (unknown if any other vaccines given). 7 Dec 2015 second vaccine with
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. 20 Oct 2016 presented collapsed, pale, hyperthermic with bloody
diarrhoea. had been vomiting. Parvo Snap test was carried out and positive. The dog went down hill
rapidly and was euthanased a few hours of being presented, no post mortem was carried out, dog was
sent for cremation. Nothing further expected. Vet reported that full course was given correctly.

6.8 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
N - Unlikely
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (07/12/201507/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(07/12/2015-07/12/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 23 Oct 2016, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
(not given at room temperature, ELU). Fit and well the time and no other products given. It was
reported that it had a small cyst on top of the head at the same time as vaccination and has lost a bit
of hair on the side of its face. Given Isaderm to use at home. Reported 15 minutes after vaccination,
the owner brought the dog back in as developed swollen around eyes and hives on top of the head.
Given Piriton and Colvasone about 30 minutes after. On 24 Oct 2016, still slight swelling around the
eyes and bumps on the head have gone and fine in herself. The Isaderm was not used. The dog was
bred in Hungary and had had a different brand of vaccination (Vanguard & but no details given). No
further information expected.
uspected Lack of Expected Efficacy Owner has a breeding establishment and had Parvo outbreakunknown exact details. The bitch in this case was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 13
Mar 2015. Afterwards it has had 6 puppies, 4 have died already suddenly and 2 are alive with no
clinical signs. 1 puppy was sent for post mortem and returned positive for Parvo virus on histological
examination but not on growth. Myocarditis confirmed on post mortem. Bitch was also Parvo positiveunknown test used. Nothing further expected.

3.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (23/10/201623/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(23/10/2016-23/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Miniature
Dachshund

Other
Canine/dog

Daisy presented to the QMH Emergency Critical Care service on 26/10/16 with a history of abdominal Crossbred
pain, diarrhoea and vomiting. Daisy was referred with suspected acute pancreatitis and acute hepatic
injury. She presented to her referring vets for a 2nd L4 vaccination Friday 21/10/16, and found to be
bright and well 48 hours post vaccination. On Sunday 23/10/16, she had become lethargic, depressed in
mentation and inappetant. Mrs Crawford reports that they took her to their primary care vets; Daisy
was found to be pyrexic, painful on abdominal palpation and depressed in mentation. Daisy was given
injectable meloxicam and chlorphenamine. Following discharge, she vomited in the car after eating a
treat, and she has not been interested in food since then. Daisy was returned to her primary care vets
on Monday and has been hospitalised over the past 3 days. Day 1 hospitalisation: Vomiting, lethargy
and pyrexia. Started on IVFT, buprenorphine, ranitidine and maropitant. Bloods were taken and
submitted. Day 2 hospitalisation: Persistently painful on abdominal palpation, abdominal radiographs
and ultra-sonography performed. Buprenorphine, ranitidine and maropitant were continued. A
metoclopramide CRI, augmentin and lidocaine/methadone CRI were started. Syringe feeding. Day 3
hospitalisation: still painful and persistently inappetent. The above medications were continued with
addition of metronidazole IV. Haematology revealed a lymphocytosis and monocytosis. Biochemistry
demonstrated an ALT >4,000 u/L (10-125) and ALP of 6309 U/L (23-212). She is currently up to date
with vaccinations and worming treatment, but is currently delayed with flea treatment. The owners are
concerned that the cause of her systemic signs are due to an adverse reaction to the L4 vaccine, and
have contacted MSD for advice and financial arrangements for treatment. She is kept indoors with
daily walks, and the owners note that there was no V+/D+/C/S, or change in eating, drinking or
urination prior to onset of illness. She is kept on a raw food diet, and is the only pet in the household.
PROBLEM LIST AT REFERRAL LIST: Acute Liver Failure (Severe hepatopathy with hyperbilirubinemia,
increased clotting times and intermittent neurologic episodes suggestive of encephalopathic signs).
Bicavitary effusion (peritoneal effusion: mild neutrophilic inflammation; borderline haemorrhagic
effusion, pleural effusion not sampled). Active gastrointestinal haemorrhage with hematemesis and
hematochezia. Severe pancreatitis with severe generalised enteritis/gastritis and mucosal sloughing.
*NEW* Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 21 Oct 2016. On 23 Oct 2016 the
owner reported that the dog was lethargic and not eaten, not wanting to get up. The dog was
examined, Adverse
very lethargic
but did
up 2016,
when dog
owner
took herwith
out the
Practice.
Temperature
39.8 KC Toy Poodle
Suspected
Reaction.
Onperk
22 Aug
vaccinated
booster
Nobivac
DHP, Nobivac
and Nobivac L4. On 3 Oct 2016, a dental procedure was advised. On 6 Oct 2016, the dental was
performed (unknown exact details) and on 10 Oct 2016, post op check was fine and dog was signed
off. On 24 Oct 2016, presented by groomer as noticed petechiae on abdomen. On examination,
petechiae noted on gums and abdomen also ecchymoses noted on abdomen. Admitted for blood tests
and treatment (unspecified). On in-house blood smear stated PLT looks reduced. On machine blood
results, PLT 8 (no ref range) WBC and PCV normal. Started oral Prednisolone and hospitalised
overnight. On 25 Oct 2016, petechiae still present on abdomen as are ecchymoses and suspected of
IMTP. The dog was continued to be hospitalised. Await further information. On 23 Dec 2016 - No
further information received. Case closed.
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for parvo On 5 Jun 2016, dog vaccinated with Parvo C and
Labrador
Nobivac L4. On 22 Jun 2016, vaccinated at 10 weeks with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac KC. On 6 Jul 2016, Retriever
dog vaccinated with second Nobivac L4 at 12 weeks of age. On 18 Oct 2016, presented vomiting,
diarrhoea, pyrexic, quiet and lethargic. Admitted for intravenous fluid therapy, given Cerenia,
Vetergesic, Metronidazole and Synulox. Dog was xrayed and showed gas in abdomen. On 19 Oct
20216, another radiograph was performed and showed moving of gas, bloods performed and total
protein 54 (54-82). On 20 Oct 2016, an in-house snap test came back positive for parvovirus. No
further information expected.

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 24 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 . Fit Pug
and well at time of vaccination and no other products given. The dog was brought back 10 mins post
vaccination as started sneezing, ataxic, pale mucous membranes and weak pulse. Given
dexamethasone and intravenous fluid therapy and was sent home. Reported as soon as the dog was
home, his face swelled and presented again with chlorphenomine intravenously and kept in overnight
in practice. On 25 Oct 2016, all clinical signs resolved and dog was sent home. No further information
expected.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (13/03/201513/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(13/03/2015-13/03/2015)<BR><BR>

9.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (21/10/201621/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

4.85 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (22/08/201622/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(22/08/201622/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(22/08/2016-22/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

24.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (22/06/201622/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(22/06/201622/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(06/07/201606/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (05/06/201605/06/2016)<BR><BR>
10 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
B - Possible
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (24/10/201624/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(24/10/2016-24/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05365

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.1 Month(s) 25/10/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

0 25/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Tachycardia,Heart murmur

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05367

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

18/10/2016

04/01/2017

1

1

0 19/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Otitis NOS,Gait
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes abnormality,Elevated bile
acids,Elevated creatine-kinase
(CK),Monocytosis,Rubbing,Aggressi
on,Head tilt - ear disorder,Fixed
pupil,Knuckling,Increased
intracranial pressure,Seizure
NOS,Falling,Anisocoria,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Localised pain NOS
(see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Weight loss,Chattering of
teeth,Foaming at the
mouth,Abnormal pupil light
reflex,Depressed ocular reflex,Third
eyelid protrusion,Proprioception
deficit,Brain disorder NOS,Dilated
pupils,Mental function
decreased,Incoordination,Hypoglyc
aemia

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05373

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.5 Week(s)

21/10/2016

26/10/2016

1

1

1 26/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Death,Lethargy (see also No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05413

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

11/10/2016

23/12/2016

1

1

0 21/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal test result,Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes, abscess,Injection site swelling,Skin
<BR><BR><BR>< slough,Not eating
BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05429

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

25/10/2016

04/11/2016

1

1

0 30/10/2016 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05432

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.4 Year(s)

21/10/2016

31/10/2016

1

1

0 24/10/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous
R><BR><BR>Yes system depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Off colour,Stiffness limb

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05442

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

28/09/2016

31/10/2016

1

1

0 01/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Decreased haemoglobin,Decreased Not
R><BR><BR>Not packed cell volume (PCV),Abnormal Known
Known
red blood cell,Increased heart
rate,Anaemia NOS,Elevated
SAP,Elevated ALT,Elevated
BUN,Abdominal discomfort,Dry
mucous
membrane,Inappetence,Diarrhoea,
Pale mucous membrane,Heart
murmur

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05457

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

06/10/2016

01/11/2016

1

1

0 17/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
bleeding,Injection site swelling
Known

Other

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 25 Oct 2016. The
Toy Poodle
vaccine was given on the right side thorax. Re examined later the same day with soreness over thorax,
heart rate 156bpm, Grade II heart murmur, not present at vaccination. 26 Oct 2016 Heart rate is
156bpm, heart murmur is now a grade III, eaten and drunk overnight, The puppy is being sent to a
cardiologist. Await further information. Follow up 24 Nov 2016 - Puppy has been taken to another
Practice and no further information is avaliable.

2.19 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (25/10/201625/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(25/10/2016-25/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 18 Oct 2016. The dog
Staffordshire
was seen on 19 Oct 2016 as had a seizure. The dog is generally very stressed. Offered treatment but
Bull Terrier
owner has financial constraints. Unknown dates but the owner has reported that the dog has had 2 fits
over the past 5 days, the last fit being on 25 Oct 2016. Dog is now attacking the owner, exact details
unknown. No further investigations can be carried out. Follow up 31 Oct 2016 - further seizures have
been seen, 1 on 29 Oct 2016, pre ictal phase of teeth chattering, frothing and then a seizure. Epiphen
tablets have been dispensed but not started. On examination the dog has otitis in right ear and has
been rubbing face on right side. Right pupil is not constricting as much as the left with pupillary light
reflex. Nothing further expected. Follow up 11 Nov 2016 - Bloods taken on 10 Nov 2016, Monocytes
0.1 (0.13-1.15), Glucose 2.1 (3.6-7)-however normal on in house glucometer (unknown exact reading),
Creatinine Kinase 311 (20-225), Bile Acid Pre Stimulation 10 (0.1-5). Dog has started on Phenobarbitone
and has not had any further seizures, however mentation is deteriorating and right eye is fixed and
dilated with no reflex. Lethargic and depressed. Mild nuclear sclerosis, right ear painful so started
Veroflox, but no sign of otitis externa. Dog has been snapping at owner when stroking chest. Placed on
steroids. The dog is being referred to neurology specialist, open case. Follow up 22 Nov 2016 - the dog
is reported to be improving on steroids, it is now not known if the dog is being referred, await further
information. Follow up 5 Dec 2016 - It was reported that the dog had not returned back to normal
inbetween the seizures, the dog became progressively lethargic and withdrawn with weight loss. The
dog developed anisocoria and protruding left third eyelid and also intermittent head tilt on the right
hand side. Owner reported a marked improvement after the steroid injection and continued to
improve with daily dosing of Prednisolone. A week prior to the referral appointment the owner ran out
of Prednisolone and a rapid deterioration was seen and the dog became very poorly coordinated and
repeatedly falling to her left side. The steroids were restarted and improved within 24 hours, but not
back to her normal self. On presentation at the Referral Practice the dog was bright and responsive.
The dog was ambulatory with a pacing gait, knuckling was intermittent, mildly delayed in the left pelvic
limb. Seizures and facial changes were suggestive of a multi focal forebrain and brainstem
neurolocasation.Vaccination induced immune mediated inflammatory process could into be excluded
but Meningitis was considered the most likely diagnosis. MRI and CSF were advised. Prednisolone was
advised to Adverse
be continued.
Await
further information.
Follow
up 4Nobivac
Jan 2017L4- on
MRI21revealed
a space
Suspected
Reaction
Vaccinated
with Nobivac
DHP and
Oct 2016.
Breeder
Chihuahua
reported that the dog started to vomit on 26 Oct 2016 and had become very limp and passed away.
Reported that the puppy was well and fine 24 hours prior the vaccine. No post mortem has been
carried out. Nothing further available.

15.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (18/10/201618/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(18/10/2016-18/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

uspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP on 11 Oct 2016. The dog is a Miniature
diabetic and on 6IU twice daily. Owner reported at the time of the vaccine that the dogs skin was thin Schnauzer
and the dog was tired, bloods were carried out and reported to be normal. 21 Oct 2016 swelling over
dogs shoulders and reported to be increasing. 100mls aspirated from lump, thick pussy fluid.
Intravenous Augmentin was given and Noroclav. Swabs were taken and returned with a profuse
growth of Strep canis. 24 Oct 2016 swelling has burst open and dog now not eating, admitted for
intravenous fluids, antibiotics and vetergesic. Bilateral sloughing over thorax, 1 side is worse than the
other and having the wounds bandaged daily. Skin seems very fragile and considering a referral to soft
tissue specialist. Diabetes is under control. Owner reported that the vial of Caninsulin the dog is
currently on, has been since the vaccination. The lump is also at the same site of where the Caninsulin
is administered. Await further information. Follow up 23 Dec 2016 - Nothing further expected, close
case.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 25 Oct 2016 with Nobivac L4, nothing else was given at the Border Collie
same time( unknown if given at room temperature ) Then seen on 30 Oct 2016 out of hours with a hard
swelling in the scapular region. 31 Oct 2016 the swelling has burst open it is about 15 cm in size, a lot of
bloody fluid has discharged from the open lump. they have taken a swab and placed the dog on
intravenous fluids and co amoxyclav and metacam, open case await further details Follow up 4 Nov
2016 - Culture negative, anti biotics were started 24 hours prior to swabbing. Nothing further expected,

7.8 Caninsulin 40 IU/ml Suspension for B - Possible
Injection - 6,1,12 Hours,19,6 IU 12
Hours 1 Animal (11/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(11/10/201611/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(11/10/2016-11/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

18.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(25/10/2016-25/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

31.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (21/10/201621/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/10/2016-21/10/2016)<BR><BR>

Off colour, lethargy and reluctant to move are known
to occur after vaccination. Time assotiation is
compatible with product involvement.

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 21 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (not given at room
temperature)(extra label) and Nobivac PI, fit and well at time of vaccination. On 24 Oct 2016, dog
developed lethargy, quiet and reluctant to go for a walk and struggled to get up. On 26 Oct 2016,
presented lethargic and quiet and was admitted for intravenous fluid therapy and then transferred to
the emergency practice overnight. On 27 Oct 2016, the dog had improved but a little stiff on hind legs
and was discharged. On 28 Oct 2016, fully resolved and no other problems stated. No further
information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 28 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On 1
Oct 2016, dog became inappetant then resolved on 4 Oct 2016. On 10 Oct 2016, presented with a
heart rate of 160bpm, a grade 2/5 heart murmur and mucous membranes pale and tacky. Abdomen
was tender but not painful and dental disease was evident. Given a bland diet, Vitamin B, Clam LA and
Cerenia injection as well as appetite stimulant. On 11 Oct 2016, presented and admitted as not eating,
pale mucous membranes, HR 160bpm and PCV 18% (35-57). A blood smear was performed showing
anisocytosis and given intravenous fluid therapy. PCV later was 16% (35-57), RBC 1.92 (5.5-8.5),
Haemoglobin 4.7 (12-18) and then discharged from hospital. On 12 Oct 2016, dog admitted again and
heart rate still 120bpm and abdomen comfortable. PCV 20% (35-57). Given prednisolone, Clam La,
omeprazole and discharged with oral prednisolone. On 13 Oct 2016, PCV 21% (35-57) and continued
medicines. On 14 Oct 2016, reported dog responding well to steroids and suggestive of IMHA. On 15
Oct 2016, reported much better and eating well and all temperature, pulse and respiration is all
normal. PCV 24 (35-57). On 18 Oct 2016, PCV 30 (35-57) and continued omeprazole. On 25 Oct 2016,
PCV 34 (35-57) and doing well and has mild diarrhoea and probiotic paste was given. The prednisolone
is being reduced. Urea 16 (2.5-9.6), ALT and ALP slightly raised (no value or reference range given). No
further information expected
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto On 6 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and
Nobivac L4. Unknown if any other products given. On 16 Oct 2016, watery diarrhoea. On 17 Oct 2016,
bloody vomit, lethargic, not eating and drinking. Presented and on examination, underweight, jaundiced
and poor condition. Admitted for intravenous fluid therapy, Zinacef, Metronidazole, Canikur, Cerenia,
Panacur and Zantac. Blood tests performed: Urea 27.4 (3.1-10.1), Crea 182.2 (20-144), GGT 37 (2.510.6), Albumin 24.1 (26.3-38.2), Total Protein 47.3 (54.9-75.3), Total Bilirubin 69.1 (0.1-4.2), Calcium
2.87 (2.36-2.84), RBC 4.68 (5.39-8.70), Haemoglobin 10.7 (13.4-20.7), HCT 0.296 (0.383-0.565),
Neutrophils 15.22 (2.94-12.67), Lymphocytes 0.87 (1.06-4.95), Monocytes 1.21 (0.13-1.15), Eosinophils
0.00 (0.07-1.49) and platelets 9 (143-448). On 18 Oct 2016, reported results from PCR is positive for
Leptospirosis antigen (no serovar identified) and faecal sample positive for Giardia antigen. Reported
from owner that has rats in the garden and the dog has been playing within that environment. No
further information expected.

Golden
Retriever

Toy Poodle

Labrador
Retriever

0.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O NCA agrees with MAH assessment
Animal (21/10/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa
21/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/10/2016-21/10/2016)<BR><BR>

3.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (28/09/201628/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(28/09/2016-28/09/2016)<BR><BR>

3 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
N - Unlikely
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (06/10/201606/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(06/10/2016-06/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05469

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Week(s)

25/10/2016

07/11/2016

1

1

0 27/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Vomiting,Hepatopathy,Jaundice,Hy No Data
percalcaemia,Nephritis,Not
eating,Elevated BUN,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated SAP,Elevated
creatine-kinase (CK)

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 25 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Fit
Crossbred
and well at time of vaccination and Endectin was applied at the same time. On 27 Oct 2016, dog
developed vomiting and continued to vomit. On 30 Oct 2016, presented still vomiting and now
jaundiced. Admitted for intravenous fluid therapy and a ultrasound which found diffuse hepatopathy
and nephritis. Blood tests performed: ALP 565 (0-160), Total Bilirubin 205 (0-15), Urea 23.5 (1.7-9.8),
CK 565 (10-200) and calcium 2.87 (1.92-2.78). On 1 Nov 2016, still on intravenous fluid therapy and was
reported brighter but not eating. Bloods sent to external laboratory testing. Await further information.
Follow up 7 Nov 2016 - the dog was sent home on 3 Nov 2016. Blood and urine PCR negative for
Lepto, haematology was normal. Nothing further expected.

8.1 Endectrid 100 mg + 25 mg Spot-on O1 - Inconclusive
Solution for Medium Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(25/10/201625/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(25/10/201625/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(25/10/2016-25/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05470

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

23/03/2015

01/11/2016

1

1

0 01/09/2015 Yes

Seizure NOS

29 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (23/03/201523/03/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05471

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

24/10/2016

08/11/2016

1

1

1 27/10/2016 No

Corneal ulcer,Not
Other
eating,Proprioception
abnormality,Off colour,Reluctant
to move,Death by euthanasia,Gait
abnormality,Lameness,Ataxia,Hemi
paresis (weakness L or R side)

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 23 Mar 2015. The dog had a seizure in Sept Bulldog
2015 and given Pexion. The dog continued to seizure and was started on Phenobarb and KBR but also
had no effect. The dog was having 3 seizures a week and when the medication was stopped, the
seizures stopped. (The dog was revaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 5 Sept 2016 and the same signs
occurred-see linked case 2016-UK-05472) Nothing further expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 24 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (not given at room
Shih Tzu
temperature)(extra label). Fit and well at time of vaccination. Pre-existing grade 2 heart murmur but
not on medication for this. On 27 Oct 2016, presented with lameness, odd gait, ataxia and reluctant to
move. It is reported the right side is affected. Blood tests performed and no abnormalities detected.
Given Prednisolone. On 1 Nov 2016, presented now being off food and off colour. On examination
showed delayed proprioception and started Gabapentin and dog is going for further investigations as
being referred. Await further information. Follow up 8 Nov 2016 - the dog developed a corneal ulcer
that became desmetocele. Owner was offered to enucleate or refer but the owner opted to have the
dog euthanased. No post mortem was carried out.

8.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (24/10/201624/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05472

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

05/09/2016

01/11/2016

1

1

0 31/10/2016 Yes

Seizure NOS,Dry eye

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 5 Sept 2016. The dog was vaccinated with Bulldog
Nobivac L4 previously, 23 Mar 2015, and started to have seizure in Sept 2015, started on medication
with no effect and when the medication stopped the clinical signs stopped. Re seen 31 Oct 2016 as had
2 seizures post vaccine and then none further. Also suspected dry eye. Nothing further expected.

29 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (05/09/201605/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05475

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

31/10/2016

08/12/2016

1

1

1 31/10/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Recumbency,P No Data
anting,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Abnormal posture
NOS,Laboured breathing,Not
eating,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated ALT,Elevated bile
acids,Elevated SAP,Abdominal
mass,Sleepiness - systemic disorder

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05476

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

26/10/2016

01/11/2016

1

1

0 26/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pain NOS,Lethargy (see also Central No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Off colour,Abnormal
posture,Restlessness,Vomiting

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05499

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

19/10/2016

02/11/2016

1

1

0 19/10/2016 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05510

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

09/04/2015

02/11/2016

1

1

1 09/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hepatic
R><BR><BR>Not cirrhosis,Death by
Known
euthanasia,Weight loss,Abnormal
stool colouration,Elevated
ALT,Elevated gamma-glutamyl
transferase (GGT)

Not
Known

Suspect Adverse Reaction. Dog had an adverse event after Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and then later Collie Rough
that year the dog was given Bravecto and continued to have further adverse reactions that resulted in
euthanasia. See linked case: 2016-UK-05513. On 12 Mar 2015, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4. On 9 Apr 2015, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4 and at this examination
the dog had diarrhoea but stated to have been eating her puppies poo (unknown details of when dog
was pregnant and when the litter was born). On 14 Apr 2015, Cerenia was given for vomiting bile for 3
days and no blood tests were done at this point. On 28 May 2015, weight loss and has continued to
regurgitate food and producing yellow faeces. On blood tests showed elevated ALT and GGT (unknown
values or reference ranges) and reported ALKP was normal. On 3 Jun 2015, liver and bladder was
ultraounded and no abnormalities detected. On 5 Jun 2015, dog started a prescription hepatic diet. On
25 Jun 2015, reported that ALKP and GGT lower than previous but reference range or value given. On
19 Oct 2015, Bravecto 500mg was given and dog was also spayed and a liver biopsy was taken. On 27
Oct 2015, results state macro nodular cirrhosis and report states that end stage liver disease with a
long term poor prognosis. On 10 Nov 2015, ALT 404 (no reference range) and starting Colchicine. On 20
Dec 2015, vomited for 2 days and given Cerenia. On 21 Dec 2015, intravenous fluid therapy and was
admitted and reported bloods revealed liver was worse that previously. On 22 Dec 2015, dog was was
euthanased at home. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05533

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

26/10/2016

10/11/2016

1

1

1 26/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B NT - suppurative
R><BR><BR>Yes myocarditis,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Death,Off colour

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on Nobivac DHP and L4 , nothing else given at the same time. Border Terrier
Then vaccinated on 12 Oct 2016 with Nobivac DHP. Then on 26 Oct 2016 with Nobivac L4. Owner
called the practice on 3 Nov to inform them the puppy has not been right since the 26 Oct, has been
sleeping more and playing less. Though has been eating and drinking and had no vomiting or diarrhoea.
They planned to take it to the vets on 3 Nov bit it died that morning. Puppy has been sent for a post
mortem, open case await results . Follow up 10 Nov 2016 - Post mortem revealed chronic active
suppurative myocarditis likely from a bacterial infection. Nothing further expected.

No Data

No Data

Seizure NOS,Falling,Collapse (see
Other
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Twitching,Elevated
SAP,Star-gazing

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 31 Oct 2016 at 2pm.
Cartrophen was given at the same time-unknown reason. 4pm the dog presented as floppy, not lifting
head, breathing laboured and the dog was placed on intravenous fluids and oxygen therapy and
admitted. Dexadreson and Piriton were given. The dog vomited and had some diarrhoea. 1 Nov 2016
brighter and eaten a small amount. No further vomiting and diarrhoea. Nothing further expected.
Follow up 7 Nov 2016 - when the dog was sent home it stopped eating, bloods were carried out
elevated liver enzymes and ultrasound revealed a splenic mass and the dog was euthanised on 4 Nov
2016. Nothing further expected. Follow up 8 Dec 2016 - history received, 3 Nov 2016 not improved
much, not eating very much and very lethargic, only managing to go in the garden and sleepy. Slightly
hunched on examination, liver feels enlarged and firm, query a mass. 4 Nov 2016 panting again, soft
mass on mid caudal ventral portion of the abdomen, bloods show ALT 325 (19-124), ALKP 287 (<130),
AST 80 (10-50), Bile Acid 51 (0.1-5), ultrasound showed enlarged spleen with a mass towards tail,
ununiform structure and extending towards caudal ventral midline. Offered splenectomy, owner opted
for euthanasia.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 26 Oct 2016 with Nobivac DHPPI and L4 (given at room
temperature) also had Bravecto and Milbemax dispensed but not given. (unknown when/if given ) Was
quiet and off colour after the vaccine. Seemed unwell and crouching and to be in pain on 29 and 30
Oct 2016. Was not wanting to sit down and then started vomiting . Seen on 31 Oct with a temperature
of 39C. Was admitted and given intravenous fluids and antibiotics. Bloods were taken and
biochemistry and haematology were all normal. Canine Pancreatitis test was also normal. Dog is
brighter. No more information expected

Bedlington
Terrier

11.5 Cartrophen Vet 100 mg/ml Solution N - Unlikely
for Injection for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown (31/10/201631/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(31/10/201631/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(31/10/2016-31/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

English
Springer
Spaniel

22.4 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
B - Possible
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(26/10/201626/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (26/10/201626/10/2016)<BR><BR>
6.75 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (19/10/201619/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(19/10/201619/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(19/10/2016-19/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Suspected Adverse Reaction The dog was diagnosed with a high grade Lymphoma on 8 Sept 2016 and is Pug
on chemotherapy treatment. Doxycycline was given 1 week prior to vaccine. Vaccinated with Nobivac
DHP, Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4 on 19 Oct 2016 (Extra Label use, animal not healthy at the time of
vaccination/concurrent treatment with doxy (relevant for Nobivac KC)) Bloods at the time of vaccineWBC 4.6 (6-17). The dog was on rest week from treatment. When the dog went home he became
vacant and fell on side with muscle twitching, 2 hours later the same clinical signs happened and the
dog was taken back to the surgery and was fine on examination. Dispensed Diazepam rectal for use if
occurred again. 22 Oct 2016 Diazepam used as the dog had a seizure. 26 Oct 2016 presented at the
Vets, had further seizures on 23 Oct 2016 and 24 Oct 2016. Reported to be brief, partial seizures. White
Blood 13.7 (6-17), ALP 85 (<83) Vincristine given. Had 3 further seizures that afternoon. 27 Oct 2016 4
seizures since the previous day. Pexion and Diazepam tablets given. Increase in frequency of short
collapse episode and twitching. 31 Oct 2016 ALP 110 (<83), White Blood Cells 6.6 (6-17), the dog has
had 3 more collapsing/seizure episodes since last seen. No further diagnostic are being carried out.
Nothing further expected,

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (12/03/201512/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(09/04/2015-09/04/2015)<BR><BR>

4.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(12/10/201612/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (26/10/201626/10/2016)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05544

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

11/07/2016

03/01/2017

1

1

0 22/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05555

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

02/11/2016

13/12/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05585

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

14/12/2015

07/11/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05598

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

12/09/2016

08/02/2017

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05630

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

08/11/2016

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05643

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

03/11/2016

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto On 16 Jun 2016, dog vaccinated with first Nobivac DHP Labrador
and Nobivac L4 and was done at a different practice from the reporting practice. On 11 Jul 2016, dog Retriever
presented for second dose of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, fit and well and no other treatments given
at the same time. On 22 Oct 2016, presented with lethargy, sore around pelvic region, temperature
39.6 C and given Metacam. On 25 Oct 2016, started vomiting and temperature 40C, Metacam stopped
and given Cerenia, tender abdomen and started Metronidazole, Rilexine and Synulox injection and
gastro-intestinal food. On 27 Oct 2016, reported no improvement, vomited through Cerenia and no
passed any faeces. The dog was radiographed and showed pockets of gas in abdomen. An exploratory
laparotomy was performed and no abnormalities were detected and significantly enlarged lymph
nodes in mediastinum (biopsy taken). Blood tests performed post operatively: slight anaemic (no value
or reference range given), WBC 24 (5.5-16.9), ALT 1000 (8-75), ALP 1967 (46-337), Bilirubin 90 (0-14)
and reported the dog was placed on intravenous fluid therapy prior to surgery. Discharged that day
with antibiotics and Denamarin. On 28 Oct 2016, presented off colour, off food and owner is struggling
to medicate the dog. On 29-30 Oct 2016, the dog was brought in for oral medications to be given by
practice. On 31 Oct 2016, RBC 3.54 (4.7-8.5), WBC 22.73 (5.5-16.9), Urea 46.4 (2.5-10.4), Crea 341 (27106), ALT 937 (8-75), ALP 1717 (46-337), Bilirubin 146 (0-14). Presented with jaundice and placed on
intravenous fluid therapy. A sample sent for a Leptospira PCR and dog started Doxycycline. On 4 Nov
2016, reported renal and liver parameters reduced but no value or reference range given. PCV stable
(no value given) and eating better. Await further information. Follow up 23 Nov 2016 - paired titre for
Leptospirosis negative for all serovars, PCR negative for Lepto. Laboratory states that there was a
significant risk of false negative based upon the severity of clinical signs and the duration of time the
dog was on antibiotics. The dog is improving. Nothing further expected. Follow up 3 Jan 2017 - No
further information received. Case closed.

20 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (11/07/201611/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(11/07/2016-11/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

0 02/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hyperphosphataemia,Elevated
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes SAP,Abnormal test result,Elevated
cholesterol
(total),Dehydration,Weight
loss,Pyrexia,Injection site
swelling,Injection site
pain,Vomiting,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Suspected adverse reaction Dog was rescued from Spain, Unknown when it came into the country.
Crossbred
Vaccinated on 2 Nov 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4 (this was a first vaccine) Later that day the puppy
became lethargic. Was seen in practice had a temperature of 39.5. Also had a painful swelling at the
injection site, the puppy had vomited once so they gave it Ranitidine. 3 Nov 2016 owner called that
night the puppy was brighter initially but had become lethargic again and vomited that afternoon. 4
Nov seen, puppy had lost 0.5kg in weight was previously 5.2 kg , was dehydrated and still vomiting. Was
admitted and placed on intravenous fluids. Bloods taken show Phos raised (value and ref range
unknown) Cholesterol is just over the normal range (value and ref range unknown) ALKP raised (value
and ref range unknown) Creat 22 (low, ref range unknown) Urea 3.3 (low, ref range unknown) White
blood cells are within normal level. The puppy was sent home on Ranitidine on 5 Nov 2016. It has not
been seen since. No more information expected . Follow up 13 Dec 2016 - puppy reported to have
fully recovered on an unknown date. Nothing further expected

4.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(02/11/201602/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (02/11/201602/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

1

0 22/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 with
primary vaccines on 7 Nov 2013, second vaccines with the Nobivac L4 was given on 6 Dec 2013.
Nobivac L4 booster was given on 28 Nov 2014 and a booster with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 14
Dec 2015. Nobivac KC was given on 22 Sept 2016. At the time of this vaccine the owner reported a
steady weight loss. 28 Sept 2016 owner reported urine being passed unaware in the house, urinates
more frequently. Further weight loss and started a course of Nisamox. Bloods were carried out, ALT
640 (19.8-124), ALKP 250 (<130), Cholesterol 6.42 (3.2-6.2), Platelets 109 (143-448) 3 Oct 2016 Bile
Acid tests were preformed,. Total Bilirubin 4.6 (0.1-4.2), Bile Acid fasting 59.7 (0.1-5.0), Bile Acid post
fatty meal 36.4 (0.1-10.0) and Denamarin was started. 6 Oct 2016 ultrasound was carried out.
Pancreatic tissue was hyperechoic and the likelihood of chronic pancreatitis (Specific Canine
Pancreatitis was negative) Coagulation profile was carried out and was normal. Fine needle aspiration
was taken of the pancreas and liver. 12 Oct 2016 results inconclusive from FNA. Liver histopathology
showed marked multifocal pyogranulomatous to granulomatous hepatitis associated with single cell
necrosis and hepatocellular loss and low grade fibrosis. Copper stain test was carried out an negative.
FISH test was carried out and Leptospirosis was detected and Campylobacter with occasional
Clostridia. Laboratory indicated likely active leptospirosis infection. Started on Doxycycline 31 Oct
2016 Urine PCR negative for Lepto, All serovars negative also. ALT 708 (19.8-124), ALKP 591 (<130),
Cholesterol 10.27 (3.2-6.2), Eosinophils 0 (0.07-1.49) L Copenhageni and L Bratislava were not tested
but were currently undergoing testing. 7 Nov 2016 negative for Copenhageni and Bratislava. Nothing
further expected.

English
Springer
Spaniel

17.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (14/12/201514/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (22/09/201622/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/12/2015-14/12/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

1

1

0 03/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Thrombocytopenia,Lethargy (see
R><BR><BR>No also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Discoloured
urine,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV)

Other

8.95 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (12/09/201612/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(12/09/2016-12/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

24/11/2016

1

1

1 08/11/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 12 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (not
Shih Tzu
given at room temperature)(extra label use), fit and well at time of vaccination and no other products
given. On 3 Oct 2016, presented lethargic, discoloured urine, PCV 14% (35-57). A Coombs test
performed that showed positive for haemolytic anaemia. Given Atopica, Prednisolone, Plavix and
Omeprazole. On 7 Nov 2016, reported doing well and PCV 32% (35-57). No further information
expected. Follow up 8 Feb 2017 - 5 Dec 2016 PCV 48%, doing very well and continues on Prednicare
and Atopica. 4 Jan 2017 RBC 5.38 (no range, but reported to be low) 6 Feb 2017 PCV 37%. Nothing
further expected.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 11 Oct 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4 , then had Nobivac Shih Tzu
DHP on 25 Oct 2016 with no problems. Vaccinated on 8 Nov 2016 with a second Nobivac L4 and a
Nobivac KC. The puppy was wriggling through the vaccination and had to be restrained. The puppy
calmed down bit was panting a lot. Within 20 to 30 minutes of having the vaccine the puppy had a
respiratory rate of 88/min. This did not settle. They admitted for observation and placed it on oxygen,
they did a conscious x ray it had pulmonary oedema. they sent the X ray to a referral vet, they advised
to keep on oxygen and monitor. The puppy died on 9 Nov 2016 and has been sent for post mortem.
Initial post mortem results are unremarkable await histology results. Open case Follow up 24 Nov
2016 - Final post mortem indicates diffuse alveolar damage causes hypoxaemia that is refractory to
oxygen supplementation and causes for it are legion. Infectious causes like respiratory viruses or noninfectious causes like smoke, toxic gases, adverse drug reactions or acute hypersensitivity. The very
short time interval between the administration of the vaccine and the acute respiratory distress points
toward an acute hypersensitivity reaction. The mild right-sided cardiac dilation is likely an acute
response to the terminal pulmonary hypertension. There was no evidence of an infectious or
malformative process.

2.29 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(25/10/201625/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (08/11/201608/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (08/11/201608/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

08/11/2016

1

1

1 05/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Inappetence,Elevated
Other
R><BR><BR>No creatinine,Elevated
BUN,Hyperglycaemia,Hyperkalaemi
a,Not eating,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Hypothermia,Death
by euthanasia,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Uveitis,Vomiting

Abnormal necropsy
Not
finding,Death,Cardiac
Known
enlargement,Hypertension,Pulmon
ary oedema,Panting

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 3 Nov 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 (not Cairn Terrier
given at room temperature, extra label use). Fit and well and no other products given at the same time.
Reported that dog had uveitis in Aug 2016 but had resolved (details unknown). On 5 Nov 2016,
presented to vets as off food, vomiting and collapsed in the garden. On examination, the dog had
uveitis and was given Dexadreson injection, prednisolone and Cerenia. Discharged later after dog ate
at the practice. On 6 Nov 2016, reported vomiting again, lethargic and not eating. On 7 Nov 2016,
reported tried to eat but then vomited. On 8 Nov 2016, presented and stated that uveitis was better
but dog deteriorated with vomiting, lethargy, not eating and temperature 36.9 degrees Celsius. Blood
tests performed: Urea 46.4 (2.5-9), Crea 636 (44-159), Potassium 7.4 (3.5-5.8), glucose 19.07 (3.87.94). The dog was admitted and placed on intravenous fluid therapy and continued prednisolone and
given a Cerenia injection. Await further information. Follow up 14 Nov 2016 - the dog was euthanised
on 8 Nov 2016 due to the blood results and uveitis, no post mortem was carried out. Nothing further
expected [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 100
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

B - Possible

9 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
O1 - Inconclusive
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (03/11/201603/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/11/2016-03/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05651

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

08/09/2016

09/11/2016

1

1

0 14/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
R><BR><BR>No also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05656

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

31/10/2016

30/11/2016

1

1

0 02/11/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anaemia
Not
NOS,Leucopenia,Increased heart
Known
rate,Pale mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Abn
ormal test result,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05658

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

20/10/2016

17/01/2017

1

1

0 08/11/2016 Not Known

Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Heart
Not
murmur,Pale mucous
Known
membrane,Diarrhoea,Distension of
abdomen,Polydipsia,Hypocalcaemi
c condition,Polyuria,Cutaneous
oedema,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Fluid in
abdomen NOS,Inversion of
albumin/globulin ratio,Decreased
cholesterol
(total),Monocytosis,Platelet
disorder NOS

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 20 Sept 2016. 8 Nov
Jack Russell
2016 diarrhoea started previous week, unknown exact date, polydipsia and polyuria, not eating, very
Terrier
swollen abdomen and oedema on ventrum. Grade II heart murmur, White Blood Cells 24.36 (5.5-16.9),
Neutrophils 15.9 (2-12), Monocytes 2.65 (0.3-2), Platelets 864 (75-500), Cholesterol 1.62 (2.84-8.27),
Creatinine 39 (44-159), Calcium 1.3 (1.98-3), Total Protein 21 (52-82), Albumin 10 (22-39), Globulins 11
(25-45). Given Dexadreson, Synulox, Metronidazole, Panacur and Vitamin B 12. Reported to be doing
much better when seen on 14 Nov 2016. Diarrhoea is resolving and ventral oedema has improved
significantly. Suspected Protein losing enteropathy although no biopsy has been carried out to confirm
this. Nothing further expected. Follow up 14 Nov 2016 - history received, the dog was seen on 10 Nov
2016 and given Ranitidine, Metrobactin, Omeprazole, PVC 38% (35-57%), Pitting oedema in ventrum
and distended abdomen, suspected Protein Losing Enteropathy, but not diagnosed. 14 Nov 2016
continued diarrhoea, improved appetite, mucous membranes pale pink, abdomen distended and a
slight fluid thrill, ventral oedema resolved, Prednidale was started. Nothing further expected. Follow up
17 Jan 2017 - Reported to be doing well, no further diarrhoea, ascites resolved, examined on 29 Dec
2016 and had been off steroids for 2 weeks and still doing well. Weight gain. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05661

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

07/11/2016

09/11/2016

1

1

0 08/11/2016 No

Recumbency,Lethargy (see also
Other
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Limb
weakness,Not eating

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05672

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

07/11/2016

09/11/2016

1

1

0 07/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 7 Nov 2016, given straight from the fridge
(Extra Label Use). 8 Nov 2016 lethargic and off food, owner reports weakness of hindlimbs, the dog
was lying on the table, kept in for observation overnight with intravenous fluids. 9 Nov 2016 reported
to be eating and back to normal. Nothing further expected, [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 7 Nov 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4 . Then 5 hours later
the dog had a seizure that lasted a minute . Prior to this the dog had eaten a bagel with raisons in it.
On examination he was normal, blood profile taken and all the results were within normal levels. No
treatment was given. No more information expected

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05705

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.4 Year(s)

29/10/2015

24/03/2017

1

1

0 24/09/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05730

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.6 Year(s)

31/10/2016

18/11/2016

1

1

0 03/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Dehydration,Stiffness
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Proteinuria,Elevated bile
acids,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Jaundice,
Panting,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05736

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

08/08/2016

13/11/2016

1

1

0 09/08/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Dehydration

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05747

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

11/11/2016

1

1

0 27/02/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Ataxia,Lack of efficacy,Collapse
Not
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
Known
'Systemic
disorders'),Disorientation,Elevated
cholesterol (total)

Lack of efficacy

Other

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 8 Sep 2016, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (not
given at room temperature, extra label use). Fit and well and microchipped at the same time. On 14
Sep 2016, presented lethargic and temperature 40 degrees Celsius. Given Synulox, Ranitidine and
Buprenorphine. Then when dog went home vomited and had diarrhoea, presented back and admitted
for intravenous fluid therapy and a parvo test negative. On 15 Sep 2016, puppy had an ultrasound and a
radiograph but no abnormalities detected. Discharged as brighter and was dispensed Synulox, Pardale
and a Buprenorphine injection. No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. Two dogs from the same household vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and
given Milpro. Both dogs had similar reactions with vomiting and diarrhoea. See linked case: 2016-UK05654. On 31 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (not given at room temperature)(extra label
use). On 2 Nov 2016, dog given a Milpro wormer and then vomited and had diarrhoea. On 8 Nov 2016,
dog continued to vomit and diarrhoea and was presented, and on examination heart rate was high and
pale mucous membranes. Blood results: RBC 2.61 (5.5-8.7), Haematocrit 19.1 (37-55), Haemoglobin
7.7 (12-18), WBC 4 (5.5-16.9), Monocytes 0.18 (0.3-2) and eosinophils 0.06 (0.1-1.49). Admitted for
intravenous fluid therapy. Biochemistry all normal, abdominal ultrasound is all normal. No further
information expected. Follow up 29 Nov 2016 - reseen on 29 Nov 2016, PCV 23% (37-55%), Vet
suspects Immune Mediated Haemalytic Anaemia, not confirmed. Nothing further expected. Follow up
30 Nov 2016 - Updated batch number. Nothing further expected.

Basset Griffon
Vendeen
(Small )

2.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (08/09/201608/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(08/09/2016-08/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Miniature
Schnauzer

7.3 Milpro 12.5 mg/125 mg Film-coated O1 - Inconclusive
Tablets for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (02/11/201602/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(31/10/2016-31/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

8.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (20/10/201620/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Bulldog

24.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (07/11/201607/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Crossbred

23.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(07/11/201607/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (07/11/201607/11/2016)<BR><BR>
31 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (29/10/201529/10/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto On 29 Oct 2015, dog vaccinated with second Nobivac L4 Labrador
and on examination stated that dog has had loose stools for the last 24 hours but clinically well. On 24 Retriever
Sep 2016, dog presented as recently picked dog up from kennels (unknown date) and has noticed
seems lethargic and not his usual self. Reported that dog has been lethargic for approximately 6 weeks
and quite hungry, had initial solid stool than soft. Occasional stools overnight that are voluminous and
mucus. On examination, no abnormalities detected but weary of lifting back feet and restricted
extension on hips. Blood tests performed: RBC 5.35 (5.39-8.70), Haemoglobin 12.3 (13.4-20.7), HCT
0.380 (0.383-0.565), MCHC 32.4 (32.6-39.2), Lymphocytes 5.35 (1.06-4.95), Albumin 26 (26.3-38.2),
Urea 10.8 (3.1-10.1), phosphorus 1.61 (0.80-1.60). On 30 Sep 2016, abdominal ultrasound as could feel
mass but abnormalities could be seen. The dog was also radiographed whilst sedated and then went
really pale and vomited bile. Placed on intravenous fluid therapy then reversed the sedation and dogs
colour returned to normal. On the radiographs showed that liver seemed to be pushing cranially onto
the diaphragm and intestines seem full of gas. On 9 Oct 2016, dog developed haemorrhagic diarrhoea
and straining a lot in garden and was inappetant. Reported a sensitive stomach since a puppy (details
unknown). The dog was sent for referral and was given treatment for an addisonian crisis and Lepto
detected on screening (unknown diagnostic test). Reported that serology was negative on repeated
test and no serovars were found. On 12 Oct 2016, started doxycycline for leptospirosis. On 10 Nov
2016, finished treatment for leptospirosis. Await further information on diagnostic tests. Follow up 24
Mar 2017 - No further information received, case closed.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 31 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4, fit and Labrador
well at time of vaccination and no other products given. On 3 Nov 2016, dog presented with vomiting, Retriever
diarrhoea, lethargy, panting, dehydrated and temperature 39.9 degrees Celsius. Bloods were
performed but no abnormalities were detected. The dog was admitted for intravenous fluid therapy,
Ranitidine and given paracetamol as was stiff (no details given). Reported whilst hospitalised the dog
developed jaundice and had raised bile acids 57 (no reference range given) and proteinuric. Given
Synulox and Marbocyl for treatment. Further bloods and urine sent for PCR testing. Await further
information. . Follow up 18 Nov 2016 - Negative for Leptosporosis on urine and bloods. Nothing
further expected.
Suspected adverse reaction Limited information. Bravecto given ( size unknown) on a unknown date. Dalmatian
Soon after administration the dog developed vomiting and diarrhoea, it required hospitalisation for the
supportive treatment that was given but recovered on a unknown date. More information is expected.
Follow up 21 Nov 2016 - On 8 August 2016 vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac KC and Bravecto
1000mg given. Bravecto was given when got home. 10 Aug 2016 acute vomiting and haemorrhagic
diarrhoea, reported to started on 9 Aug 2016. Lethargic, dehydrated and admitted for intra venous
fluids. Treated with Metronidazole, Cerenia and Promax. 11 Aug 2016 no further vomiting or diarrhoea,
the dog was sent home Metronidazole and Promax. 12 Aug 2016 back to normal and fully recovered.
Nothing further expected.

Suspected Adverse Reaction/Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy Diagnosed Diabetic 17 Nov 2015,
Border Collie
blood glucose 21.51mmol/l (3.89-7.95), ALKP 254 (23-212) and losing weight. Owner reports the dog
appears to be spaced out at times and polydipsic and polyuria. Caninsulin was started on 21 Nov 2015
and 7IU twice daily. The dog is a concurrent Epileptic and on Phenobarbitone. 3 Dec 2015 reports
doing well, remains polydipsic and polyuria, slowed down and good blood glucose curve reported, no
exact results known. 18 Jan 2016 no fits for a few years, good body weight. Owner reports bubbles in
VetPen but wants to observe if any effects. Fructosamine 234 (177-314) SAR: On 27 Feb 2016 collapsed
at home and wobbly on back legs with appearing disorientated. Blood glucose 3mmol/l (3.89-7.95).
The dog was happy and bright on 28 Feb 2016. 8 Sept 2016 Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 given. 8 Nov
2016 Glucose 19.99mmol/l (3.89-7.95), Fructosamine 655 (177-314), Cholesterol 9.03 (2.84-8.26)
Practice reported as neither a SAR or SLEE.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

40 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
ONCA agrees with MAH assessment
solvent for suspension for injection Unclassifiable/unassessa
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
ble
Animal (31/10/201631/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(31/10/2016-31/10/2016)<BR><BR>
27.5 Bravecto 1000 mg Chewable Tablets B - Possible
for Dogs - 1000,1,3 Months,3,1000
mg 3 Months 1 Animal (08/08/201608/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(08/08/201608/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(08/08/2016-08/08/2016)<BR><BR>

29 Caninsulin 40 IU/ml Suspension for
Injection - 7,1,12 Hours,19,7 IU 12
Hours 1 Animal (21/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal (N/A08/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal (N/A08/09/2016)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05776

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

03/11/2016

13/03/2017

1

1

0 09/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Colitis,Twitching,Decre No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes ased appetite,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Mucous
stool,Muscle atrophy (see also
'Muscle wasting'),Abnormal posture
NOS,Walking difficulty,Hind limb
paralysis,Polyradiculoneuritis,Lumb
ar pain,Limb weakness

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 3 Nov 2016. Prazitel and Crossbred
Bravecto were dispensed at the same time but it is unknown if it was given. 9 Nov 2016 Playing with
puppy and leaped off the sofa and now doesn''t seem to want to walk, walks few paces and then sits
down. Occasionally sinks to one side and seems to drag itself around. On examination, very stoic
puppy, no reaction when taking rectal temperature, possibly some discomfort on mid lumbar spine.
Heart rate 160bpm, Vet suspects just sore post playing, Metacam given. 10 Nov 2016 quiet in self, less
keen to eat breakfast, possibly passed some colitis faeces with some mucous, urinating but unable to
squat to urinate. On examination, appears paretic and getting weaker in forelimbs. Splay legged on
floor (Veddra: abnormal posture), no placing deficits or pain on any limbs. The dog was referred for
neurological assessment. Referral Specialist reported possibly polyradiculoneuritis and forelimbs
affected now. Await further information. Follow up 8 Dec 2016 - the dog was seen on 21 Nov 2016
and some twitches of movement but nothing coordinated, no voluntary placing. Did manage to ''''lock''
back legs and support self standing for a few seconds. Has not seen the dog recently but owner
reported that the dog is now ambulatory with marked muscle atrophy. Nothing further expected.
Follow up 3 Jan 2017 - reported to be running around and back to normal. Nothing further expected.
Follow 13 Mar 2017 - serology showed Distemper 56, Parvo virus >1240, Adenovirus 57. Titres over 40
are considered protective. Nothng further expected.

Not
Known

Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (03/11/201603/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/11/2016-03/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05779

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

28/10/2016

14/11/2016

1

1

0 07/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Parvo. Two puppies from the same litter from an
Jack Russell
unvaccinated dam both positive for Parvovirus post vaccination of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. See Terrier
linked case: 2016-UK-05780. On 28 Oct 2016, whilst in breeder''s possession the puppy was vaccinated
with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On an unknown date, the puppy was rehomed to the new owner
and moved to different area (exact details unknown). On 7 Nov 2016, puppy became unwell
(unspecified details). On 11 Oct 2016, an Idexx snap test was positive for Parvovirus. It is unknown
whether the puppy has died, euthanized or under treatment. No further information expected.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (28/10/201628/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(28/10/2016-28/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05780

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

01/11/2016

14/11/2016

1

1

1 07/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Lack of
R><BR><BR>Yes efficacy

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05801

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

14/11/2016

16/11/2016

1

1

0 15/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for parvo.Two puppies from the same litter from an unvaccinated
dam both positive for Parvovirus post vaccination of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. See linked case:
2016-UK-05779. On 1 Nov 2016, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, fit and well and
Stronghold. The puppy has been in new owner''s possession for 4 days. On 9 Nov 2016, presented to
vets as off colour for 48 hours, vomiting, haemorrhagic diarrhoea. An Idexx snap test was performed
and was positive for Parvovirus. Blood tests performed and PCV 40% (35-57). A radiograph was
performed and was normal. Admitted for intravenous fluid therapy and given Metronidazole,
Augmentin, Ranitidine, Metoclopramide and Vetergesic. On 10 Nov 2016, diarrhoea had got worse,
pyrexic and still vomiting. On 14 Nov 2016, the puppy was euthanased. No further information
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 14 Nov
2016. The following morning the dog developed diarrhoea. 16 Nov 2016 Presented as unable to get up
and unable to walk. The dog was admitted and was able to walk later the same evening, appears to be
painful but unable to elicit a response. Bloods were carried out Red Blood Cells 5.05 (5.39-8.70),
Haemaglobin 12.5 (13.4-20.7), Haematocrit 0.36 (0.38-0.56), Neutrophils 84 (2.94-12.67), Monocytes 8
(0.13-1.15), Creatinine Kinase 239 (20-225), mild anaemia with currently no evidence of active
regeneration. Second opinion at a Referral Practice indicates possible Polyarthritis, but no diagnostics
carried out to confirm, Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05805

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

17/10/2016

16/11/2016

1

1

0 17/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Panting,Lethargy (see also Central No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Weight loss,Weight
gain,Abnormal test result,Increased
appetite,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Elevated liver
enzymes,Decreased packed cell
volume
(PCV),Leucocytosis,Frequent
urination

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 26 Nov 2013 and 23 Dec 2013. Had a
Labrador
booster vaccination on 17 Oct 2015 with Nobivac DHP and L4. Dog donates blood regularly to a pet
Retriever
blood bank, went to give blood on 6 Nov 2015. The dogs PCV was slightly on the low side ( no value or
ref range ) no blood donation was performed . The dog developed IMHA( immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia, was diagnosed with a Coombs test on 11 Nov 2015, increased appetite and
urinated more, bloods show HCT dropped to 21.2( ref range unknown) continued on steroids and
ranitidine. 27 Nov 2015 RBC 4.33( ref range unknown) HCT 31.1 ( ref range unknown) PLT 156( ref
range unknown)Reduced Pred. 4 Dec still lethargic and panting , weight loss. HCT 35.5 14 Dec 2015
Liver ultrasound, slightly enlarged . Bloods show elevated liver value (ref range and value unknown)
WBC raised ( ref range and value unknown) Platelets ok. Placed on Imuran and still on Pred. 29 Dec
2015 seems more stable , is on low dose pred. 18 Jan 2016 WBC now normal and HCT 34. 2 Feb 2016
weight gain and eating and drinking well. 12 March 2016 Bloods taken HCT now 33 ALT 280( ref range
unknown)ALKP 1180( no ref range available) 29 March 2016 HCT 37.2 ( ref range unknown) stop
Imuran and continue on Pred . 6 Aug 2016 doing well. ALT 44( normal range ) ALKP 683 ( no ref range
available) HCT 44.6. 3 Sep 2016 HCT 41.9( ref range unknown ) 12 Nov 2016 still on Pred. PCV 41.3( ref
range unknown) No more information expected

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05884

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

20/04/2016

18/01/2017

1

1

0 17/11/2016 Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 20 Apr 2016. Previously vaccinated with
Bull Terrier
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 23 Mar 2016. When presented for the second L4 vaccine, the owner
reported that the dog had been drinking more and had increased lymph nodes-see linked case 2016-UK05882. 17 Nov 2016 still drinking alot, Grade II heart murmur, bit lethargic. Bloods showed Urea 38.8
(2.5-9.6), Creatinine 433 (5.5-159), Red Blood Cells 4.33 (5.5-8.5), Haematocrit 31% (37-550),
Phosphorus 2.45 (0.81-2.2), ALKP 16 (23-212), Amylase 1783 (500-1500) and sent to emergency clinic
for intra venous fluids. Await further information. Follow up 18 Jan 2017 - Nothing further has been
received, case closed.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05909

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

19/11/2016

21/11/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05911

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Week(s)

11/11/2016

21/11/2016

1

1

1 14/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Neurological signs
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Falling,Ataxia,Death by
euthanasia,Off colour

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05923

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

03/11/2016

22/11/2016

1

1

0 09/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pyrexia,Lethargy (see also Central Other
R><BR><BR>No nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Decreased
appetite,Drinking a lot,Injection site
abscess

Anaemia NOS,Elevated creatineNot
kinase
Known
(CK),Diarrhoea,Monocytosis,Reluct
ant to move,Walking difficulty

Thrombocytopenia,Heart
No Data
murmur,Drinking a lot,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevate
d BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Elevated amylase
0 19/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hind limb ataxia,Anaphylactic-type Other
R><BR><BR>No reaction,Vomiting,Bradycardia

No Data

Jack Russell
Terrier

Labrador
Retriever

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 19 Nov 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (not Chihuahua
given at room temperature, extra label use) and reported 2 minutes before Piriton tablet. After
vaccination the dog was put on the floor and 5 minutes after vaccination the dog started to sway on
back legs. Examined and was bradycardic and then started to vomit, then given Cerenia and
Chlorepheramine (coded as anaphylactic-type reaction). The dog was then observed at the practice for
20 minutes whilst owner''s other dogs were examined. Improved and resolved after this time.
Reported that dog has reacted to a vaccine (unknown brand) in 2013 with hives. No further
information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4 on 14 Oct 2016 and then again with Shih Tzu
the same vaccines on 11 Nov 2016. 14 Nov 2016 owner reported wobbly, but no abnormalities found
when examined. 15 Nov 2016 quiet, offered blood but owner declined. Anti biotics given. 19 Nov 2016
falling over and walking along the wall, suspected sight impairment (owner suspected) and neurological
signs were being displayed. Suspicious of a porto systemic shunt. 20 Nov 2016 the dog was
euthanased. No post mortem was carried out. Nothing further expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 3 Nov 2016. Nobivac L4 Old English
given straight from the fridge (Extra Label use) 11 Nov 2016 presented as lethargic for a few days and a Sheepdog
large painful swelling at vaccine site, melon sized. Temperature 41.2 Celsius, drinking more than
normal, reduced appetite. The dog was admitted and the lump was lanced and flushed and a drain was
placed. The dog was kept in overnight. Placed on antibiotics. The dog was sent home the following day
and reported to be recovering and healing well on 15 Nov 2016. The drain was also removed on the 15
Nov 2016. Nothing further expected.

2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (01/11/201601/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/11/2016-01/11/2016)<BR><BR>

25.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (14/11/201614/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/11/201614/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/11/2016-14/11/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(17/10/201617/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/10/201617/10/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

28.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (20/04/201620/04/2016)<BR><BR>

4.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (19/11/201619/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(19/11/2016-19/11/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (11/11/201611/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(11/11/2016-11/11/2016)<BR><BR>

45 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (03/11/201603/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/11/2016-03/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05926

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

15/11/2016

22/11/2016

1

1

0 21/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Monocytosis,Seizure
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Hyperglycaemia,Hypoalbumin
aemia,Abnormal test
result,Leucocytosis

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated 28 Oct 2015 and 25 Nov 2015 with Nobivac DHP and L4.
French Bulldog Not
Vaccinated on 15 Nov 2016 with Nobivac DHPPI and L4 . Owner called the practice on 21 Nov 2016 as
Known
he had two small fits that day. They advised him to go to the out of hours clinic but he declined.
Overnight the dog had 6 more seizures lasting about 1 minute each time. Was seen on 22 Nov and
offered blood which the owner declined. The dog was given Diazepam and Epiphen to start and rectal
Diazepam to take home. 23 Nov seen as had 11 seizures over night. Neurological examination was
normal. Bloods show HCT 57.2 ( 44-57) WBC 12.6 (6-12) Monocytes 0.6 (0-0.5) Granulocytes 10.4 (310) ALB 41(26-40) Glucose 9.7 (4.2-7.1) GPT 99 (17-78) They have placed it on Kepra for the seizures as
the owner will not let the dog stay in the hospital. No more information expected

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05937

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

17/08/2015

18/01/2017

1

1

0 01/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pancreatitis,Immune mediated
R><BR><BR>Not thrombocytopenia
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 17 Aug 2015 with Nobivac DHP and KC and L4. Then in
November 2015 the dog developed acute episode of Pancreatitis followed by Immune mediated
thrombocytopenia, unknown how this was diagnosed.. Was on Steroids dose rate unknown , It has
been off steroids for 6 weeks now. Await further information. Follow up 18 Jan 2017 No more
information received.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05940

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

19/11/2015

23/11/2016

1

1

1 20/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pyrexia,Death by
R><BR><BR>No euthanasia,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Abdominal
pain,Diarrhoea,Anxiety,Vomiting

Other

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 19 Nov 2015, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (not given at room
Bernese
temperature, extra label use) and Nobivac DHP, fit and well at time of vaccination and no other
Mountain Dog
products given. On 9 Dec 2015, presented as owner reports that dog is not herself and vomited 24
hours after vaccination and intermittent diarrhoea. Temperature 39.4 degrees Celsius and caudal
abdominal pain. Given Stomorgyl and Promax. On 17 Dec 2015, good improvement and became
unsettled when stopped Stomorgyl. On 24 Dec 2015, reported that dog has bitten owner and also stool
have returned to normal and temperature normal. On 31 Dec 2015, CPL results normal. Reported that
the dog has been euthanased as bitten the owner but it is also mentioned that dog had shown
aggression prior to vaccination (dates unknown). No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05942

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

14/11/2016

22/11/2016

1

1

0 14/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05967

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

14/11/2014

23/11/2016

1

1

0 18/07/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-05988

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

26/01/2017

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06001

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

21/11/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

0 24/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Fit
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06033

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

28/11/2016

28/11/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06046

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

04/09/2015

25/11/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06053

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.4 Year(s)

25/11/2016

1

Vomiting,Heart murmur,Elevated
No Data
creatine-kinase
(CK),Hyperphosphataemia,Shaking,
Head tremor,Not eating,Elevated
temperature,Listless,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Cough,Nasal
discharge,Seizure NOS,Collapse
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders')
Seizure NOS
No Data

Polish
Lowland
Sheepdog

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 14 Nov
2016. Advocate and Drontal were dispensed but not confirmed if given. Been in the owners posession
for 2 weeks, previously at a rescue centre, no known past history. The dog did not eat that same
evening and on the 16 Nov 2016 was lethargic and listless, vomited bile then no further vomiting. 17
Nov 2016 continued lethargy and listlessness, eating well. Owner reports he had head tremors for 4
minutes. 11pm the same evening the dog collapsed with neck and legs shaking and a seizure was
suspected. Blood profile for "fits and faints" were carried out, Creatinine Kinase 391 (<255) and
Inorganic Phosphorus 2.21 (<1.6). The dog was reported to be back to normal on 18 Nov 2016.
Examined on 19 Nov 2016 temperature 39.3 Celsius, heart murmur, purulent nasal discharge and
cough, antibiotics given and anti inflammatories. 24 Nov 2016 reported to be doing well but still
coughing. Nothing further is being carried out.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 14 Nov 2014. Reported to have had
seizures on 18 Jul 2015 and Epiphen was started in Aug 2015. Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 was given
on 13 Oct 2015 and in Jan 2016 the dog was tapered off the Epiphen and has had no further seizures.
Nothing further expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. Limited information. On an unknown date in 2016, dog vaccinated with
Nobivac L4 (details unknown). On an unknown date, dog has been diagnosed with immune mediated
thrombocytopenia (exact details unknown). Await further information. Follow up 26 Jan 2017 - No
further information received. Case closed.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 21 Nov 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac KC and
Nobivac DHPPi. On 22 Nov 2016, dog given Bravecto 1000mg (unknown if given with food). On 24 Nov
2016, 3am and had a fit and lasted a minute and then dog was back to normal 1 hour later with no
previous history of fits. The dog was presented 9.30am and was completely normal on examination.
Bloods taken and no abnormalities detected. No further information expected.

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

0 28/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swelling around eye,Facial swelling No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes (see also 'Skin')

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 28 Oct 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4 Then again on 28
Nov 2016. After the vaccine was given they walked around the pet store. Then half an hour later the
dog developed oedema round the eyes and muzzle, breathing well , is bright . Given Colvasone
injection and sent home, has not been back to the practice . No more information expected

Chihuahua

1

0 09/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Jaundice,Lethargy (see also Central No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Weight
loss,Regenerative anaemia,Not
eating,Abnormal test result,Swollen
lymph
node,Hypoglycaemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated ALT,Elevated
SAP,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Platelet disorder
NOS,Neutrophilia,Pale mucous
membrane,Leucopenia,Thrombocyt
openia

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 4 Sep 2015, dog vaccinated with booster vaccination of Nobivac DHP English
and Nobivac L4 (previously received Vanguard vaccine). On 9 Sep 2015, developed lethargy, not eating, Springer
pale mucous membranes, temperature 40.4 degrees Celsius. Blood tests performed state regenerative Spaniel
anaemia and the dog was placed on intravenous fluid therapy and medication (unspecified treatment)
and one blood transfusion was done. On 11 Sep 2015, dog was sent for a referral with suspected
immune mediated haemolytic anaemia. On 18 Sep 2015, reported back from referral, currently on
treatment with steroids, Omeprazole, antepsin, Aspirin and reports brighter. Dog is jaundiced and a
manual PCV 24% (35-57) and continued medication. On 28 Sep 2015, weight loss, submandibular lymph
node prominent, pale and jaundiced with a manual PCV 20% (35-57) and again continued on the same
medication. Blood samples were sent to an external laboratory: PCV 37% (35-57). On 18 Dec 2015,
platelets 612 (148-484), haemoglobin 12.9 (13.1-20.5), RBC 5.45 (5.65-8.87), ALT >1000 (10-125), ALKP
>2000 (23-212), Urea 2 (2.5-9.6), glucose 1.9 (4.11-7.95). On 16 Feb 2016, RBC 0.83 (5.65-8.87),
haemoglobin 1.9 (13.1-20.5), MCV 61.4 (61.6-73.5), WBC 0.37 (5.05-16.76), neutrophils 0.25 (2.9511.64), lymphocytes 0.06 (1.05-5.1), Monocytes 0.02 (0.16-1.12), eosinophils 0.03 (0.06-1.23), platelets
21 (148-484), glucose 3.32 (4.11-7.95), ALKP 566 (23-212). On 12 Oct 2016, dog was first seen at the
reporting practice and the suspected IMHA has fully resolved. No further information expected.

1

0 01/08/2015 Yes

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto Reported to have had a Duramune DAPPiL2 course
when a puppy. Jan 2015 Nobivac L4 was given, reported to have had a course, but no details on if
vaccine given in Jan 2015 was primary or second vaccine. Aug 2015 pyrexia, PCR blood positive for
Lepto, MAT serology negative. 2 week course of Doxycycline was given. In contact with litter mate,
other dog tested negative for PCR Lepto on urine. 7 Sept 2016 Nobivac L4 was given due to positive
Lepto result in Aug 2015. Reported to have been given a course, but unknown exact dates of vaccines.
Nov 2016 weight loss, repeated Lepto screening, positive on urine PCR and MAT serology was 1:100 L.
Canicola. The dog was placed on Doxycycline again. Nothing further expected.

Immune mediated
thrombocytopenia

Lack of efficacy

No Data

No Data

No Data

Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/11/201615/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (15/11/201615/11/2016)<BR><BR>

15 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (17/08/201517/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (17/08/201517/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/08/201517/08/2015)<BR><BR>
50 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (19/11/201519/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(19/11/2015-19/11/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Oproduct role cannot be ruled out, vaccines known to
Unclassifiable/unassessa cause autoimmune reactions.
ble

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

31 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (14/11/201614/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(14/11/201614/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/11/2016-14/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Crossbred

49 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (14/11/201414/11/2014)<BR><BR>
Other
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Canine/dog
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Basset Griffon
22 Bravecto 1000 mg Chewable Tablets
Vendeen
for Dogs - 1,1,12 Weeks,24,1 Dose
(Large)
12 Weeks 1 Animal (22/11/201622/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi, lyophilisate and solvent for
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/11/201621/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(21/11/201621/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/11/2016-21/11/2016)<BR><BR>

English
Springer
Spaniel

O1 - Inconclusive

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble
ONCA agrees with MAH assessment
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble
ONCA agrees with MAH assessment
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

1.01 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(28/11/201628/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (28/11/201628/11/2016)<BR><BR>
29.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (04/09/201504/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(04/09/2015-04/09/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (N/A-01/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06060

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

14/11/2016

28/11/2016

1

1

0 17/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Weight loss,Appetite
R><BR><BR>Yes loss,Vomiting,Abnormal test
result,Diarrhoea,Leucopenia

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06062

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

22/11/2016

03/01/2017

1

1

0 26/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site swelling,Injection site Other
R><BR><BR>No pain,Injection site serosanguinous
discharge,Injection site
ulcer,Dermatitis,Inappetence,Injecti
on site panniculitis,Abnormal test
result,Injection site fibrosis

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06067

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

01/11/2016

28/11/2016

1

1

0 01/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tarry or black stool (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes haemorrhagic
diarrhoea),Vomiting,Hypothermia,L
ethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Unable to rise

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06079

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

25/11/2016

29/11/2016

1

1

0 27/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Recumbency,Pyrexia,Paddling

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06087

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

17/10/2016

07/12/2016

1

1

1 18/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Lack of
R><BR><BR>Yes, efficacy
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06088

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

19/11/2016

29/11/2016

1

1

0 22/11/2016 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06109

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

03/11/2016

23/12/2016

1

1

1 14/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Enlarged lymph nodes
R><BR><BR>Yes (generalised),Dull,Bone marrow
disorder NOS,Pyrexia,Death by
euthanasia,Joint pain,Mouth pain

No Data

Leucocytosis,Head tilt - ear
Not
disorder,Corneal
Known
oedema,Miosis,Depression,Abnorm
al test result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated ALT,Elevated SAP
No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 14 Nov 2016. 17 Nov
2016 presented as off food, vomiting, small amounts of diarrhoea, weight loss. The dog was admitted
for intravenous fluids, Virbagen, Amoxyclav, Metronidazole, Cerenia, Ranitidine, Vetergesic,
Metoclopramide, Potassium Chloride and Duphalyte, bloods were taken that showed severe
leucopenia and protein losing enteropathy. Snap test for Parvo positive. The dog was reported to be
doing well and going home, on an unknown date. Nothing further expected.

English
Springer
Spaniel

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 22 Nov 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (not Bichon Frise
given at room temperature)(extra label use), fit and well at time of vaccination. On 26 Nov 2016,
swelling developed back of the neck. On 28 Nov 2016, on clinical examination as painful and ulcerated
on right side of neck. Temperature 39.3 degrees Celsius and is inappetant. Given Metacam, Codeine
and Clavaseptin. No further information expected. Follow up 1 Dec 2016 - seen on 28 Nov 2016 at
emergency clinic, as owner concerned with the swelling and was very painful, 29 Nov 2016
temperature 38.5 Celsius, painful and swollen and oozing sero sanguineous fluid. The dog was
admitted and given a general anaesthetic, debrided and biopsy was taken, drain was placed. 1 Dec
2016 still oozing through he drain but brighter in self. Await swab results, open case. Upgraded to
serious case. Follow up 3 Jan 2016 - Biopsy was also taken, results returned as pyogranulomatous
panniculitis with septal fibrosis and dermatitis. Histology results indicate a consistency with
inflammation. Examined on 3 Dec 2016 wound is healing nicely and drain was removed. 6 Dec 2016
Streptococcus Canis identified on swab results. Sutures removed on 9 Dec 2016. Nothing further
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. Dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and had similar
English Cocker
reactions post first and second course such as lethargy, gastrointestinal issues and collapse. See linked Spaniel
case: 2016-UK-06070. On 1 Nov 2016, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, fit and well
and no other products given. On same day, dog was lethargic post vaccination. On 2 Nov 2016,
presented as lethargic, unable to get up, had black diarrhoea and vomiting and was flat with a
temperature of 36.4 degrees Celsius. Blood tests performed showing no abnormalities and parvovirus
negative on snap. Admitted and given intravenous fluid therapy and Cerenia. On 3 Nov 2016, resolved
and was discharged on Metronidazole and Panacur. No further information expected.

3.37 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (14/11/201614/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/11/2016-14/11/2016)<BR><BR>
4.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (22/11/201622/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(22/11/2016-22/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

4.83 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (01/11/201601/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/11/2016-01/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 25 Nov 2016. Surolan
Labrador
dispensed, unknown reason and not confirmed was given. Dog was very excited at the Vets. Reported Retriever
to have had a seizure on 27 Nov 2016, paddling, recumbent and lasted 2 minutes, fully recovered after.
Presented on 28 Nov 2016 with temperature 40.4 Celsius, no medication given. Nothing further
expected.

21.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (25/11/201625/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(25/11/2016-25/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto. On 12 Aug 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac KC. On
Mastiff
19 Sep 2016, puppy vaccinated with first Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On 17 Oct 2016, puppy
vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On 21 Nov 2016, presented to reporting
practice as for the last 24 hours developed vomiting, diarrhoea and depressed. In consult, jaundiced
mucous membranes, abdominal pain and dehydrated. Blood tests show: RBC 5.22 (5.65-8.87), PCV
0.329 (0.373-0.617), haemoglobin 121 (131-205), Monocytes 2.27 (0.16-1.12), Platelet 62 (148-484),
Urea 32.6 (2.5-10.4), Crea 401 (27-106), phosphorus 4.52 (1.65-3.36), calcium 3.51 (1.95-3.15), sodium
140 (145-157), chloride 102 (105-119), ALT 122 (8-75), ALP 454 (46-337), GGT 15 (0-2) and total Bilirubin
176 (0-14). An Idexx Leptospira PCR EDTA positive and Leptospira PCR urine positive. Admitted and
given symptomatic treatment. On 22 Nov 2016, blood tests: RBC 3.90 (5.65-8.87), PCV 0.245 (0.3730.617), haemoglobin 89 (131-205), Monocytes 2.18 (0.16-1.12), Platelet 57 (148-484), Urea 42.7 (2.510.4), phos >5.20 (1.65-3.36), calcium 3.56 (1.95-3.15), sodium 141 (145-157), ALT 108 (8-75), GGT 17
(0-2), total bilirubin 235 (0-14), Amylase 1633 (300-1300), Crea 579 (27-106). On 24 Nov 2016, PCV
0.372 (0.373-0.617), WBC 28.25 (5.05-16.76), Neutrophils 23.30 (2.95-11.64), monocytes 1.28 90.161.12), platelet 22 (148-484), glucose 11.27 (4.26-8.34), urea >46.4 (2.5-10.4), phos >5.20 (1.65-3.36),
calcium 3.76 (1.95-3.15), globulin 39 (23-38), ALT 143 (8-75), GGT 16 (0-2), total bilirubin .477 (0-140,
amylase 1380 (300-1300). On same day, dog was euthanased. No further information expected. Follow
up 7 Dec 2016 - History received. Dog was presented on 21 Nov 2016 the dog had a 3 day history of
vomiting, vomited back hoofs it was fed, brought up large pieces. 19 Nov 2016 reported to be fine, 20
Nov 2016 reported to be vomiting again, eating plants in the garden and some rubber toys. On
examination the dog was depressed, jaundice with slightly pale mucous membranes, Painful on cranial
abdomen. The dog was admitted and placed on intra venous fluids. Ultrasound was performed and no
abnormalities, the dog had an exploratory laparotomy, lymph nodes were noted as being enlarged,
inflamed gallbladder, lymph node obstruction, intestines toxic. Biopsy of the lymph nodes were sent
away. Lepto PCR on blood smear at external laboratory. Amoxicillin was given, Cerenia and the dog
was barrier nursed. In the afternoon the dog had a temperature of 36 Celsius, heart rate 128, mucous
membranes yellow tinge, hypersalivation, head down and quiet. Started critical care nursing. During the
evening the puppy temperature did not rise above 37.7 Celsius, passed diarrhoea and retching. Flat but
will respond
and stand.
Vetergesic
and Amoxicillin
were
Nov
2016Vaccine
jaundice,
nogiven
skin tent,
Suspected
Adverse
Reaction
Vaccinated
with Nobivac
L4given.
on 1922
Nov
2016.
was
at
Crossbred
another Practice, not the reporting Practice. 22 Nov 2016 depressed, head tilt to the right, left eye
spasm miosis, corneal oedema in left eye. Raised liver enzymes-no exact results given. ALKP 757 (1283), ALT 221 (13-78), White Blood Cells 17 (6-15), urine sent off and positive for Lepto PCR. The puppy
was admitted for intra venous fluids and antibiotics. 29 Nov 2016 puppy reported to be better but not
fully recovered. Nothing further expected.
Suspect adverse reaction: A three month old female collie received her first vaccination on the 3rd of Other
November 2016 using Nobivac DHPPi and L4. On the 14th of November 2016 the puppy attended the Canine/dog
vet with pyrexia, it was dull and lethargic. The owners reported that the pup had fallen off a wall a few
days perviously and hit it''s head. There was no muscle pain and no neck pain on examination. The pup
was treated with non-steroidal anti-inflammatories and antibiotics. On the 18th of November the pup
was still dull and had sore joints. Submandibular lymph nodes were swollen. The pup was reluctant to
open it''s mouth. Treatment with antibiotics and non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs continued. The
dog improved a few days later. A similar episode was seen after the second vaccination was given on
the 28th of November 2016. Case linked to 2016 - UK - 6109. Follow up 23rd December 2016:
Diagnostic work up revealed a diagnosis of trapped neutrophil syndrome. Dog was euthanased on the
22nd of December 2016. No more information expected. Linked to VMD ref 6751/16 MAH ref GBNLINTVINT-2016-UK-06521.

15.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (17/11/201617/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(12/08/201612/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(17/10/2016-17/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (19/11/201619/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
O1 - Inconclusive
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Vial/Ampoule(s) 1 Animal (25 Day(s)
03/11/201603/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1
Animal (25 Day(s) 03/11/201628/11/2016)<BR><BR>

Although the presence of an underlying condition was
the likely rational for euthanasia, there was a close
temporal association between the onset of some of
the symptoms and both the first and second
vaccinations. Therefore, vaccine involvement cannot
be ruled out in this case.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06110

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.2 Year(s)

11/04/2016

19/05/2017

1

1

1 16/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Lump,Abnormal posture NOS,Local Not
swelling (not application
Known
site),Hyperkalaemia,Hypoglycaemia
,Fluid in abdomen
NOS,Crystalluria,Elevated
ALT,Elevated SAP,Urine
leakage,Elevated cholesterol
(total),Hypokalaemia,Diarrhoea,Dis
tension of
abdomen,Vomiting,Hepatomegaly,
Polydipsia,Seizure
NOS,Recumbency,Depressed
reflexes,Urinary bladder disorder
NOS,Urolithiasis,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06124

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

1 01/01/2016 Yes

Off colour,Death,Renal failure

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06126

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

1 01/01/2016 Not Known

Death,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06127

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Not Known

Autoimmune disorder NOS

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06128

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Yes

Seizure NOS

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06129

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

17 Month(s)

01/01/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Not Known

Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' Not
and 'Systemic disorders'),Urinary
Known
incontinence,Walking difficulty

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06131

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

10/11/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

1 10/11/2016 Not Known

Death,Multi-organ failure NOS

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06132

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological')

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06133

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

1 01/01/2016 Not Known

Renal failure,Death by euthanasia

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06135

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

1 01/01/2016 Not Known

Death

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06136

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

1 01/01/2016 Not Known

Death

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06137

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

01/01/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Not Known

Immune mediated haemolytic
anaemia

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06138

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Not Known

Diarrhoea

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06141

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

24/11/2016

3

3

0 01/01/2016 Not Known

Unclassifiable adverse event

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06142

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Not Known

Addison's disease

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06144

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

24/11/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Not Known

Autoimmune disorder NOS

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Has been in owners possession since 3 months of age and brought from
Dobermann
Romania. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 11 Apr 2016. 16 Jun 2016 reported to have
had a seizure lasting 45-60 seconds at 8am, a second seizure happened at 10.30am. Clinical exam
showed that the dog was less reactive than normal especially on right hand side, Vet suspected
idiopathic epilepsy. Bloods were carried out, ALKP 220 (23-212), ALT 155 (10-125), Globulins 1.1 (2545), Chloride 107 (109-122). Diazepam rectal tubes were given. Owner reported that the dog had a
cluster of seizures at 3.40pm. A specialist was consulted. Levetiracetam was started. Further bloods
carried out on 17 Jun 2016 ALT 162 (10-125) ALKP 283 (21-212), Bile Acid tests were carried out but
normal. 10 Jul 2016 2 seizures last night, but no reports of seizures for 3 weeks. The dog was referred
to a specialist and started on Phenobarbital. Bloods showed ALKP 229 (23-212) 11 Jul 2016 the dog was
seen at the referral practice, Cerebrospinal fluid was collected and was unremarkable, occasional
struvite crystals in urine. 1 Aug 2016 ALKP 266 (23-212), ALT 57 (10-125). 5 Aug 2016 Phenobarbitone
levels 63 (65-194) 23 Aug 2016 Bravecto 1400mg (40-56kg) and Drontal given as had diarrhoea. 24 Oct
2016 presented as owner reports had a seizure in the day, owner concerned about a lump on right pre
scapular, suspected lymph node, had lymphadenopathy in the past and assumed to be connected to
skin issues, now starting to dribble urine and struggle to pass urine, in consult bladder large and hard.
The dog was admitted and radiographs showed one large Urolith in urethra. Attempted to pass
catheter conscious but unable, the dog was sedated and tried retropulsion of stone, but unable. The
dog was then anaesthetized and a cystotomy was performed, multiple stones removed. The dog was
sent home on 25 Oct 2016 with Rilexine and Metacam. FNA was taken of lymph nodes. Results showed
that was not consistent with aspiration from lymphoid tissue. 29 Oct 2016 straining since yesterday
morning, conscious radiograph showed no evidence of Urolith. The owner took the dog home to
monitor. Stones were confirmed to be Cystine stones and will resolve with diet. 9 Nov 2016 still
dribbling urine and had 2 seizures yesterday. Owner had forgotten to give Levetiracetam so seizures
likely due to dose not being given. 10 Nov 2016 the dog was admitted as urine leakage again, no
abnormalities on radiographs. Bloods were all normal apart from Potassium 3.1 (3.5-5.8), still on raw
diet. Metacam and Diazepam given. 25 Nov 2016 the dog had 1 seizure the previous day and 1 seizure
today. Owner wanted to stop the Epiphen and had been reportedly difficult to get to stick to the
treatment Adverse
plan. Libropmide
started.
30 Nov
owner
sonpetition
reported
that the dogs epilepsy English Cocker
Suspected
Reaction.was
Thealso
case
was found
on 2016
a social
media
- ''Stop-killing-our-pets''.
Limited information. On an unknown date, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On an unknown date the Spaniel
dog became extremely ill and died of kidney failure (unknown time association). No further
information expected. Another dog owned by the same owner had an injection site swelling post
vaccination. See linked case: 2016-UK-06123. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. The case was found on a social media petition - ''Stop-killing-our-pets''. Other
Two dogs belonging to the same owner had reactions post Nobivac L4 vaccination. One dog died from Canine/dog
AIHA and the another dog was reported by the owner as developed an autoimmune skin disease. See
linked case: 2016-UK-06127. On an unknown date, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and reported on an
unknown date post vaccination that the dog developed auto immune haemolytic anaemia and died
(unknown if was euthanased). Very limited details. No further information expected.

48 Bravecto 1400 mg Chewable Tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1400,N/A,N/A ,3,1400 mg
1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Drontal Plus Flavour
Bone Shaped Tablets - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (23/08/201623/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(11/04/201611/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(11/04/2016-11/04/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with MAH assessment
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Animal (01/01/2016ble
01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Animal (01/01/2016ble
01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

Suspected Adverse Reaction. The case was found on a social media petition - ''Stop-killing-our-pets''.
Two dogs belonging to the same owner both had reaction post vaccination with Nobivac L4. One dog
developed AIHA and the owner dog developed an unspecified auto immune skin disease. See linked
case: 2016-UK-06126. Limited information. On an unknown date, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (no
other details available). On an unknown date, dog developed an auto immune skin disease (no details
provided). No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. The case was found on a social media petition - ''Stop-killing-our-pets''.
Limited information. On an unknown date, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (details unknown). On an
unknown date, dog developed seizures and is now receiving medication for this. Reported that dog was
healthy prior to vaccination. No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. The case was found on a social media petition - ''Stop-killing-our-pets''.
On an unknown date, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (details unknown). On an unknown date, the
dog collapsed but recovered from this however has ongoing incontinence and struggles to walk on
back legs. No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. The case was found on a social media petition - ''Stop-killing-our-pets''.
On 10 Nov 2016, dog was vaccinated with second part of booster Nobivac L4 (details unknown).
Reported on an unknown date, dog stated have all her internal organs fail and died (unknown details).
No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. The case was found on a social media petition - ''Stop-killing-our-pets''.
On an unknown date, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (details unknown), reported 20 days later
stated that the dog nearly died but unknown clinical signs. Dog has no energy and been stated to have
2 months to live. No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. The case was found on a social media petition - ''Stop-killing-our-pets''.
On an unknown date, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (details unknown). Reported on an unknown
date, the dog was euthanased for kidney failure (exact details unknown). No further information
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. The case was found on a social media petition - ''Stop-killing-our-pets''.
On an unknown date, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (details unknown). Reported on an unknown
date that the dog died (no other details available). No further information expected.

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Animal (01/01/2016ble
01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

Not
Known

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. The case was found on a social media petition - ''Stop-killing-our-pets''.
On an unknown date, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (details unknown). The owner reported that
on an unknown date the dog died post vaccination (unknown details). No further information
obtainable
Suspected Adverse Reaction. The case was found on a social media petition - ''Stop-killing-our-pets''.
On an unknown date, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (details unknown). Reported that within
days the dog developed immune mediated haemolytic anaemia (unknown exact details). No further
information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. The case was found on a social media petition - ''Stop-killing-our-pets''.
Limited information. On an unknown date, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (details unknown).
Reported that post vaccination (date unknown) that dog developed severe diarrhoea that required
admission into the veterinary practice for intravenous fluid therapy and intravenous antibiotics. No
further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. The case was found on a social media petition - ''Stop-killing-our-pets''.
On an unknown date, three puppies vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown exact details). Reported
that on an unknown date, all three suffered unspecified clinical signs and one nearly died (unknown
exact details). No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. The case was found on a social media petition - ''Stop-killing-our-pets''.
On an unknown date, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (details unknown). On an unknown date,
dog developed Addisons disease (details unknown). Limited details as this is all that is known. No
further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. The case was found on a social media petition - ''Stop-killing-our-pets''.
On an unknown date, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (details unknown). On an unknown date,
reported the dog became ill with an auto immune disease (unknown details). No further information
expected.

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

English
Springer
Spaniel

Not
Known

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (10/11/201610/11/2016)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble
ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble
ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble
ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble
ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble
ONCA agrees with MAH assessment
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble
B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble
ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06147

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.5 Week(s)

27/11/2016

12/12/2016

1

1

0 28/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Off colour,Abnormal test
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes result,Bloated,Hypoalbuminaemia,
Hypoglycaemia,Hypoproteinaemia,
Elevated creatinine,Electrolyte
disorder,Decreased red blood cell
count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Elevated gammaglutamyl transferase
(GGT),Monocytosis,Platelet
disorder NOS,Decreased
drinking,Bloody diarrhoea,Blood in
vomit,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')
0 01/11/2016 Not
Vomiting,Ataxia,Lethargy (see also Not
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression Known
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological'),Hind limb
Not Known
ataxia,Reduced growth rate

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06193

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Week(s)

01/11/2016

10/01/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06195

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

23/11/2016

19/01/2017

1

1

1 27/11/2016 Not
Found dead,NT - acute
Known,<BR><BR glomerulonephritis
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06239

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

30/11/2016

07/12/2016

1

1

0 02/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Discomfort NOS,Lethargy (see also Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in 'Neurological'),Not
eating,Diarrhoea,Not drinking

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06242

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

05/12/2016

19/12/2016

1

1

0 06/12/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Reluctant to move,Abnormal test
Not
result,Increased
Known
borborygmus,Intestinal disorder
NOS,Depression,Diarrhoea,Distensi
on of abdomen,Vomiting,Anaemia
NOS

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06260

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

21 Month(s)

30/05/2015

10/01/2017

1

1

0 05/12/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06274

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

06/12/2016

08/12/2016

1

1

0 07/12/2016 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06301

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

05/12/2016

12/01/2017

1

1

1 06/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes haematoma,Injection site
oedema,Injection site
lump,Lymphocytosis,Death,Liver
degeneration,Abnormal necropsy
finding

Not
Known

Other

Lethargy (see also Central nervous No Data
system depression in
'Neurological'),Decreased
appetite,Vocalisation,Dyspnoea,He
ad tilt - neurological disorder

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 27 Nov 2016, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, fit Golden
and well at time of vaccination. No other product given at the time. On 28 Nov 2016, presented as
Retriever
developed lethargy, bloody diarrhoea, gassy abdomen and very flat. No appetite and drinking less and
puppy given Cerenia, Nutribio paste and Oralade rehydration fluid. On 29 Nov 2016, presented again
and admitted as deteriorated as more flat, bloody vomit and diarrhoea as well as still inappetance.
Given Metronidazole, Ranitidine, Cerenia, Zinacef and given intravenous fluid therapy. On 1 Dec 2016,
reported some improvement and blood test performed: Blood glucose 2.55 (4.2-8.3), Crea 15 (27-106),
GGT 3 (0-2), sodium 143 (145-157), total protein 25 (48-72), albumin 13 (21-36), globulin 12 (23-38),
RBC 4.74 (5.65-8.87), haematocrit 30.4 (37-61.7), Monocytes 1.31 (0.16-0.12), platelets 716 (148-484),
Procalicitonin 0.76 (0.14-0.46). Await further information.Follow up 12 Dec 2016 - reported that the
diarrhoea resolved quickly, puppy was due second vaccine so assumed to be fully recovered. Nothing
further expected

2.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (27/11/201627/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(27/11/2016-27/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated when 8 weeks of age (October 2016) with Nobivac DHP and
Chihuahua
Nobivac L4. Vaccinated when 12 weeks of age (November 2016), with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4.
Owner reported that on the day of the vaccine at 12 weeks old the puppy went off back legs and
vomited and was lethargic. The puppy was taken to an emergency Practice and had Chlorphenamine.
When the puppy was presented for a third Nobivac DHP on an unknown date, it was still ataxic, vaccine
was not given. It was weighed at that time and noted to be a very small puppy (0.72kg) and not
growing as he should. No further information available. Follow up 9 Dec 2016 - puppy is reported to be
ataxic, due to be seen, open case and await further information. Follow up 10 Jan 2017 - owner
reports that the dog has improved and fine in himself. Unknown if fully recovered. The owner does not
wish to bring the dog back in. Nothing further expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On unknown date dog vaccinated with an unknown vaccine against
Basset Hound
parvovirus at a previous practice (details unavailable). On 23 Nov 2016, puppy vaccinated with
Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. It was also stated that Nexguard (assumed to be Nexgard
chewable tablets, but not confirmed) was given at the same time as vaccination. Fit and well at time of
clinical examination. On 27 Nov 2016, owner found the puppy dead with no description of clinical signs
prior to this. A post mortem was performed on 2 Dec 2016, the diagnosis was found to be severe acute
to subacute diffuse and glomerular nephritis with tubular haemorrhage, necrosis and multifocal
lymphoplasmacytic interstitial nephritis. No further information expected. Follow up 19 Jan 2017 - FISH
results found no evidence of Leptospires, Clostridia was found but consistent with post mortem
effects. Renal damage is consistent with an abnormal immunologic reaction to an antigenic challenge.
Nothing further expected.

0.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (01/11/201601/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/11/2016-01/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

4.47 NexGard 28 mg Chewable Tablets
O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs 4-10 kg - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (23/11/201623/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(23/11/201623/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(23/11/201623/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(23/11/2016-23/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 30 Nov 2016, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac DHP, Nobivac
KC and first Nobivac L4. On 2 Dec 2016, presented to emergency practice as developed severe
lethargy, generalised discomfort and given Metacam by owner at home and in consultation no
abnormalities were observed and sent home. On 3 Dec 2016, re-examined as still no change and dog
not eating or drinking. On examination no abnormalities were detected and was given a Clam LA
injection and buprenorphine and sent home. On 4 Dec 2016, owner reports no change and was
presented again with no abnormalities seen. Blood tests performed that showed no deviations and no
further treatment was given. Reported in the day the dog ate something in the morning and then had
profuse diarrhoea. On 5 Dec 2016, reported no change in lethargy and was given a steroid injection
and a Clam LA injection and sent home. On 6 Dec 2016, owner reported fully resolved. On 7 Dec 2016,
presented for a repeated steroid and antibiotic injection and reports still fully resolved. No further
information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with primary vaccine with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 5
Dec 2016. Bravecto 112.5mg (2-4.5kg) and Milpro were dispensed but not confirmed if given, the
puppy was also microchipped at the same time. 6 Dec 2016 vomiting, depressed and inactive,
diarrhoea, marked borborygmi, slight distended abdomen but decreased after palpation, extensive
thickened bowels, being fed large breed puppy diet. The dog has been admitted and placed on
intravenous fluids, ultrasound was carried out, no abnormalities observed. Cerenia and Noroclav given.
7 Dec 2016 Snap test Parvo positive. Bloods show White Blood Cells 11.21 (no range), Lymphocytes
1.10 (no range) Monocytes 0.71 (no range), Neutrophils 9.23 (no range), Eosinophils 0.11 (no ranges),
Basophils 0.06 (no range), Red Blood Cells 4.85 (5.5-8.5), Haemaglobin 9.5 (12-18), Haematocrit 30 (3755), Platelets 460 (no range). Bloods have been sent away for definite diagnosis, await results. Follow
up 19 Dec 2016 - reported to be doing really well, laboratory tests indicated PCR field parvovirus.
Nothing further expected.
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto On 2 May 2015, dog vaccinated with first Nobivac DHP
and Nobivac L4. On 30 May 2015, dog vaccinated with second Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On 5 Dec
2016, dog presented as for the last week (exact date unknown) as developed off food, lethargic and
jaundiced. The dog was admitted for intravenous fluid therapy, Noroclav and urodeoxycholic acid.
Blood tests were performed: WBC 25.5 (6-17), Lymphocytes 1.27 (1-4.8), Monocytes 1.81 (0.2-1.5),
granulocytes 22.41 (3-12), RBC 6.55 (5.5-8.5), haemoglobin 16.6 (12-18), PCV 42.53 (37-55), MCV 65
(60-77), MCH 25.4 (19.5-24.5), Platelets 277 (200-500), ALP 412 (20-150), amylase 569 (200-1200),
Total bilirubin 353 (2-10), urea 48 (2-9), calcium 2.95 (2.15-2.95), phosphorus 2.53 (0.93-2.13), glucose
6.6 (3.3-6.1). Reported that the dog is responding to treatment and no diagnosis for Leptospirosis has
been confirmed but sample sent to laboratory for diagnosis. Await further information. Follow up 10
Jan 2017 - MAT results taken on 13 Dec 2016, L Copenhageni 1:1600, L Bratislava 1:200, titre suggested
1:800 is suggestive of Lepto. Nothing further expected

English Cocker
Spaniel

15.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Animal (30/11/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa
30/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC - ble
.4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(30/11/201630/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(30/11/2016-30/11/2016)<BR><BR>

Crossbred

3.86 Identification Chip - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 N - Unlikely
ml 1 Animal (05/12/201605/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(05/12/201605/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(05/12/2016-05/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

English Cocker
Spaniel

11.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (12 Month(s) 30/05/201530/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(30/05/2015-30/05/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with second Nobivac L4 on 6 Dec 2016. Unknown date of
primary vaccine. Reported on 8 Dec 2016 that had been lethargic, unwilling to eat, dyspnoeic and
generally unwell since the 7 Dec 2016. In consultation the dog yelped but unable to elicit area of pain,
seemed to settle in consult, gave Metacam and sent home. Nothing further expected. Follow up 13
Dec 2016 - owner reported better after Metacam. The dog had a head tilt after the vaccination also,
Vet suspects vestibular syndrom. Nothing further expected.
Suspected adverse reaction: A male Pomeranian dog approximately 8 weeks old was microchipped and
vaccinated using Nobivac DHP and L4 on 5 December 2016. The next day the owners noticed a lump on
the back of the neck. On 7 December 2016 the abscess was drained by the attending vet as well as
antibiotics being given. On 8 December 2016 the pup died. Body has been sent for post mortem. Await
report. Follow up 10th January 2017: Post mortem report revealed an extensive subcutaneous
haematoma extending dorsally from C6 to T13. There was bilateral erythrocytosis in both draining
prescapular lymph nodes. Subcutaneous oedema was found in the dorso lumbar area possibly due to
trauma. Toxocara canis suspected in the duodenum. Corpus callosum aplasia suspected in the
cerebrum. Histopathology is pending and will follow. Follow up 12th January 2017: Histopathology
report: Morphological diagnoses: 1. Severe, focally extensive, acute, subcutaneous haemorrhage subcutis, dorsum 2. Mild to moderate, multifocal, centrilobular hepatocyte degeneration - liver
Comments: The main findings of the histological examination of the tissues of this animal are in the
subcutis of the dorsum and the liver. The former (i.e. subcutis haemorrhage) is consitent with the gross
presentation. The latter is suggestive of acute hypoxia. This may have resulted from hypovolemic
shock secondary to the subcutaneous haemorrhage in the absence of any other microscopic lesions.
Overall, the subcutaneous haemorrhage in the dorsum remains as the main lesion noted at postmortem examination of this animal. In the absence of vascular lesions elsewhere, it is likely that this
lesion is of traumatic origin. No more information is expected.

Border Terrier

8.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (06/12/201606/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

German
Hunting
Terrier

1.21 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Vial/Ampoule(s) 1 Animal
(05/12/201605/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1
Animal (05/12/201605/12/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06313

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.1 Year(s)

08/12/2016

09/12/2016

1

1

0 08/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, membrane,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Off
<BR><BR><BR>< colour,Weak pulse
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac KC, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP on 8 Dec 2016. Crossbred
Within 5 minutes the dog was very quiet, white mucous membranes, thready pulse, vomited and
diarrhoea. Dexadreson was given, 15 minutes later remained pale but was brighter 25 minutes post
vaccine. Nothing further expected.

5.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (08/12/201608/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(08/12/201608/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(08/12/2016-08/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06419

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Month(s)

06/06/2016

15/12/2016

1

1

1 17/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Lack of
R><BR><BR>Yes efficacy (parvovirus)

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for parvo. Vaccinated from rehoming centre with second Nobivac Schnauzer
DHP on 18 May 2016, previous vaccine given elsewhere, unknown dates, second vaccine with Nobivac
L4 on 6 Jun 2016. 17 Nov 2016 vomiting for 24 hours, depressed, off colour, blood stained faeces on
thermometer, not dehydrated. Carprofen and Cerenia. 21 Nov 2016 fresh blood in faeces, watery
diarrhoea, Protexin dispensed and relatively bright. 22 Nov 2016 off food, no more haemorrhagic
diarrhoea, but quiet, not eaten or drunk, mucous membranes pale, abdomen sore and painful, given
Buprenorphine,. Cerenia, Betamox LA and rehydration sachets. 23 Nov 2106 seems worse, depressed,
no diarrhoea, no vomiting, abdomen more painful. Admitted for iv fluids. Radiographs show gassy
intestines (history of scavenging) and barium was given and appeared to be moving along. Started on
Zantac, continue Buprenorphine, Cerenia, Noroclav. Bloods showed WBC high, but no result supplied,
liver enzymes raised and mild-moderate hyper proteinemia-no results supplied. The dog was sent
home overnight as the owner is a human nurse. 24 Nov 2016 flat, depressed and had some diarrhoea,
licking lips and retching, burping. Repeated barium radiographs and scanty barium in intestines. The dog
had an exploratory Laparotomy that showed the ilium and jejunum inflamed, mesenteric lymph nodes
massively inflamed, lymphoid patches visible in intestines, emptied stomach contents and closed.
Suspected severe gastro intestinal, no biopsies taken. The dog was presented at emergency over the
weekend, supportive care, started Metronidazole, intra venous antibiotics, Zinacef, Methadone,
Metoclopramide and ranitidine. 28 Nov 2016 the dog was discharged on 27 Nov 2016 as brighter.
Placed on oral Ranitidine and anti biotics. 29 Nov 2016 fed and started to vomit and have diarrhoea.
30 Nov 2016 flat, depressed, temperature 38.7 C, radiographs showed tiny amounts of barium,
suspected stasis. Ultrasound carried out and no abnormalities found. Hyper proteinemia reported to
be worse, no results given. Continue on supportive care, continue on medications and started on
Baytril 1 Dec 2016. 5 Dec 2016 The dog was euthanased. Parvo test was carried out on a previous
blood sample, Parvo serology 1:640 no ELISA or PCR carried out. Nothing further expected.

7.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (18/05/201618/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(06/06/2016-06/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06436

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

04/12/2016

16/12/2016

1

1

0 15/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 4 Dec 2016. Presented
on 15 Dec 2016 as had a seizure at home. No abnormalities on exam or bloods. Owner was due to
bring the dog back again but refused, owner believes it is the Nobivac L4. Nothing further expected.

6.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (04/12/201604/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(04/12/2016-04/12/2016)<BR><BR>

Not a close time association, and clinical signs
unexpected. Many other causes of convulsion in a
young dog.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06474

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

30/04/2016

10/01/2017

1

1

0 24/05/2016 Not
Lack of efficacy,Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR (endoparasite NOS)
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto and for Panacur Vaccinated with primary Nobivac L4 on West Highland
30 Apr 2016 and Nobivac Pi. 24 May 2016 the dog had a dental and pre general anaesthetic bloods
White Terrier
were carried out, ALKP high, no result supplied. Second Nobivac L4 was given on 27 May 2016. 24 Jun
2016 ALKP 800 (no range supplied), ACTH was normal, Low Dex test was carried out for Cushings, and
normal. 22 Jul 2016 ALKP 1000 (no range supplied) 19 Aug 2016 Ultrasound carried out, showed diffuse
hepatomegaly, suspicious pancreas is prominent, started on Denamarin and Destolit 23 Sept 2016 ALKP
800 (no range supplied) 30 Sept 2106 haemorrhagic diarrhoea, started on Prokolin and Synulox. 11 Oct
2016 ongoing diarrhoea, faecal sample sent away and showed Giardia and possible Giardia. Panacur
granules started for unknown dates 16 Nov 2016 Giardia positive, Panacur started again. 12 Dec 2016
Giardia negative, continue Destolit and Denamarin. ALKP has reduced but no known range. 20 Dec
2016 Semi formed stools, some blood in faeces. Eating well and seems stable. Owner reports that
recently had a rat problem and worried about Liver disease. Practice reported as a SLEE only. Follow
up 10 Jan 2016 - Blood and Urine PCR negative for Lepto, no serology has been carried out. The dog is
bright and lively but still ongoing diarrhoea, currently on Metronidazole. Nothing further expected.

9.45 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (30/04/201630/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(30/04/201630/04/2016)<BR><BR>Panacur
Granules 22.2% w/w - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (N/A18/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06480

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

06/07/2016

16/01/2017

1

1

1 19/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Heart failure,Heart disorder
Not
R><BR><BR>Not aggravated,Heart
Known
Known
murmur,Cough,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Off colour,Lung
sound,Respiratory signs,Heart valve
disorder,Abnormal ultrasound
finding

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated in 2016 with Nobivac L4 ( exact date unknown ) then the dog Other
became unwell ( time frame is unknown) on investigation it had crackles on its lungs and was found to Canine/dog
have advanced heart disease. Open case, await further information Dog was vaccinated in 2015 with
Nobivac L4 and became ill, see case 2016-UK-06478. Follow up 12 Jan 2017 - Vaccinated with Nobivac
DHP and Nobivac L4 on 6 Jul 2016. 19 Jul 2016 reported to be not right, coughing and respiratory
problems at home, quiet and lethargic. On examination there were crackles ventral lung fields and a
loud systolic heart murmur. Ultrasound was carried out and showed an enlarged atrium, mitral valve
thickening and severe heart failure. The dog was euthanased on 25 Jul 2016. No post mortem has been
carried out and nothing further expected. Follow up 16 Jan 2018 - No further information received.
VeDDRA code "abnormal ultrasound finding" added. Case closed.

9.15 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (06/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (06/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06481

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.7 Month(s) 19/12/2016

20/02/2017

1

1

0 19/12/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Miscellaneous eating disorder
No Data
NOS,Biting -aggression (see also
'Skin and appendages
disorders'),Blindness,Strabismus,Cir
cling - neurological disorder (see
also 'Behavioural
disorders'),Localised pain NOS (see
other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Foaming at the mouth,Head
pressing

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 19 Dec 2016, dog vaccinated with second part of primary course of
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, also given half a Milbemax tablet. Fit and well at time of vaccination.
Reported 5-6 hours later dog presented with neurological signs: frothing at the mouth, biting,
strabismus in right eye, circling, head pressing, difficulty eating, pain in dorsal movement of neck and
potentially blind. Given Dexadreson and admitted for observation. On 20 Dec 2016, the dog had
improved enough to be sent home. That evening, presented again as clinical signs had all come back
and was given Dexadreson and admitted for observations. On 21 Dec 2016, the dog still had clinical
signs and later that evening was sent home with a course of prednisolone. Await further information.
Follow up 5 Jan 2017 - ongoing neurological signs particularly after feeding, suspected liver shunt,
awaiting results of blood tests. Owner is considering euthanasia.

Maltese

1.03 Milbemax unidentified - .5,N/A,N/A B - Possible
,24,0.5 Dose 1 Animal (19/12/201619/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(19/12/201619/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(19/12/2016-19/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06483

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

21/12/2016

50

10

5 01/01/2016 Not Known

Injection site pain,Seizure
NOS,Death

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06506

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

25/11/2016

23/12/2016

1

1

0 29/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Lethargy (see also
Not
R><BR><BR>Not Central nervous system depression Known
Known
in 'Neurological'),General illness

Suspected Adverse Reaction-Limited Information Vet reported that they had observed death of a litter
of puppies (estimated 5), stinging at vaccine site (estimated 1) and seizures (reported 3-4 dogs) after
Nobivac L4. No further details are available, unable to gain any further information and nothing
available on specific cases despite numerous attempts. Nothing further expected,.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP on 25 Nov 2016. Presented
with profuse diarrhoea and very flat on 29 Nov 2016. Foreign body was suspected and hospitalised.
Nothing to detect that a foreign body was present and the puppy recovered over a few days. Unknown
exact date of recovery. Vet reports the dog is not right generally and suspects a CNS brain lesions.
Advised MRI. Puppy is due second Nobivac L4. Nothing further expected.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06521

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

28/11/2016

10/01/2017

1

1

1 28/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by
R><BR><BR>Yes euthanasia,Pyrexia,Abnormal test
result,Bone marrow disorder
NOS,Dull

Not
Known

No Data

Labrador
Retriever

Suspect adverse reaction: A three month old female collie received her second vaccination of the
Other
primary course on the 28th of November 2016 using Nobivac DHPPi and L4. A few hours later, the
Canine/dog
owners reported that the pup became dull. Temperature was 40C. Treatment with non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs was administered. The puppy had a similar episode 11 days after her first
vaccination was administered on the 3rd of November 2016 using Nobivac DHPPi and L4. Follow up on
23 Dec 2016: Diagnostic work up reveled a diagnosis of trapped neutrophil syndrome. Dog was
euthanased on the 22 December 2016. No more information is expected. Follow up 10 Jan 2017: Case
linked to 2016-UK-6109 as a similar reaction was seen after the first vaccination also. No more
information expected.

O1 - Inconclusive

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (25/11/201625/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(25/11/2016-25/11/2016)<BR><BR>
3 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate and
O1 - Inconclusive
Solvent for Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Vial/Ampoule(s) 1 Animal
(28/11/201628/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1
Animal (28/11/201628/11/2016)<BR><BR>

Temporal association between administration and
reaction is very strong (5 hours), therefore even if
neurological signs are not expected, a product
involvement cannot be excluded. Administered
concurrently with other 2 products

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Although the presence of an underlying condition was
the likely rational for euthanasia, there was a close
temporal association between the onset of some of
the symptoms and both the first and second
vaccinations. Therefore, vaccine involvement cannot
be ruled out in this case.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06531

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

14/12/2016

05/01/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06548

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

29/12/2015

28/02/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06551

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

05/10/2016

04/01/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2016-UK-06556

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

31/08/2016

29/12/2016

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-ES-00325

Spain

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

13/02/2017

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00013

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00018

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00026

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 28/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Low platelet
Not
count,Neutrophilia,Melaena,Vomiti Known
ng,Blood in vomit,Collapse (see
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death by euthanasia,Off
colour,Not
eating,Dehydration,Mouth
pain,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypoprote
inaemia,Immune mediated
thrombocytopenia,Decreased
packed cell volume (PCV),Enlarged
lymph node (localised)
0 09/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
Not
R><BR><BR>Not
Known
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 14 Dec 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and
Lakeland
Nobivac KC. On 28 Dec 2016, presented as been off colour, not eaten, dehydrated, vomiting, raised
Terrier
submandibular lymph nodes and reluctant to open mouth. On examination, temperature 38.8 degrees
Celsius and bloods showed: PCV 15% (no reference range given), neutrophils 20 (3-12), total protein
53(54-82), albumin 16 (25-44), platelets 5 (200-500). Dog has been transferred for a blood transfusion.
Await further information. Follow up 30 Dec 2016 - Diagnosed with Immune Mediated
Thrombocytopenia, PCV increased post transfusion to 24% but reported on 30 Dec 2016 that the PCV
was 16%. Brighter, low positive Coomb''s and regenerative anaemia, pathologist diagnosed IMTP,
Lungworm SNAP test negative, currently on steroids and staying at Vets. Await further. Follow up 5 Jan
2017 - 31 Dec 2016 the dog fell over when out on a walk and passed melaena, PCV 10% and another
blood transfusion was advised, but owner decided to euthanise. No post mortem was carried out.
Nothing further expected
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto On 19 Dec 2015 vaccinated with second Nobivac DHP. Whippet
On 29 Dec 2015 vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4. On 9 Jan 2016, dog vomited since 6 Jan
2016 and presented with no abnormalities and was given Emeprid injection. On 25 Feb 2016,
developed diarrhoea that occasionally had mucous and was also lethargic. Presented same day,
abdomen noisy and was given Amoxycare injection and Emeprid injection. On 12 Mar 2016, diarrhoea
has occurred again and vomited once. On examination had noisy stomach sounds and lethargic. Given
Emeprid injection and oral suspension to go home with. The dog was sent that evening to emergency
practice as deteriorated but unknown details. On 16 Mar 2016, stools have returned back to normal.
On 27 Jul 2016, dog developed diarrhoea and given Logic Diar Stop. On 29 Jul 2016, still showing signs
of diarrhoea despite Emeprid Logic Paste and given Amoxycare LA injection. On 12 Nov 2016, dog
started bringing up bile and has started coughing. Presented and no abnormalities detected. On 25 Nov
2016, dog developed diarrhoea further and given Protexin Synbiotic, Nutramega capsules, Prednisolone
and Pro-Bind. On 3 Dec 2016, reported that on 2 Dec 2016 the dog was vomiting and was lethargic.
Normal faeces was passed. On clinical examination had tacky mucous membranes, mild weight loss
and dehydration. Reported that on 2 Dec 2016, the dog ate a lot of cow slurry. Given a rehydration
solution and Zitac tablets. On 9 Dec 2016, vomiting has resolved and had one episode of diarrhoea,
reported to have also eaten a dead mouse this day. Given more prednisolone tablets. On 12 Dec 2016,
developed further more diarrhoea and sending dog to referral practice. On 30 Dec 2016, positive PCR
in blood for Leptospirosis and started doxycycline and Ronaxan. Await further information from urine
tests. Follow up 28 Feb 2017 - No further information received. Case closed.

15.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (14/12/201614/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(14/12/201614/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/12/2016-14/12/2016)<BR><BR>

9.9 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(19/12/201519/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(29/12/2015-29/12/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA does not agree with MAH assessment. Symptoms
pre-dated PCR result and were seen within the year
when immunity should be conferred. Await further
information.

1

0 22/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 9 Aug 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
Crossbred
L4 (dog was exactly 10 weeks of age at this point). On 5 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac KC. On 22 Dec 2016, dog developed lethargy, vomiting and diarrhoea. On 24 Dec 2016,
presented with clinical signs and admitted for intravenous fluid therapy and unspecified supportive
treatment. On 27 Dec 2016, faecal sample sent to an external laboratory and results positive for
Parvovirus antigen. On 30 Dec 2016, the pup is recovering well and has passed firm faeces. Unknown
the puppy''s origin prior to ownership. The puppy had had Versican vaccine but unknown what vaccine
and the details of when. No further information expected. Follow up 4 Jan 2017 - history received
stated that the puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 5 Sept 2016, not the 5 Oct
2016 as previously reported above. Reported to be fully recovered and had further vaccines on
unknown dates and no reactions observed. Nothing further expected.

8.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (09/08/201609/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(05/10/201605/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(05/10/2016-05/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

1

1

1 06/10/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Shetland
Sheepdog

10 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (31/08/201631/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

29/03/2017

1

1

0 21/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Not
Known

01/09/2016

03/01/2017

1

1

0 24/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 31 Aug 2016. Primary course with same
vaccine given on 3 Aug 2016. 6 Oct 2016 reported to have 1 seizure. Examined and no abnormalities,
bloods were carried out with no abnormalities. Reported another seizure on 6 Dec 2016 and 3 the
morning of presentation on 22 Dec 2016. Vet suspected Epilepsy and the dog was taken to the car
when it had another seizure, owners opted for euthanasia. No post mortem was carried out, nothing
further expected.
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for parvoOn 16 Jan 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4. On approximately 30 Jan 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Rabies. On
approximately 13 Feb 2017, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4. The dog 3 weeks later
was flown to Spain. On 21 Mar 2017, the puppy was diagnosed with parvovirus by the Spanish
veterinary practice on the basis of a faecal snap test and clinical signs (not mentioned). The dog is
hospitalised and receiving symptomatic treatment (unspecified). Await further information.Follow up 6
Apr 2017 - nothing further is able to be gained, case closed.Follow up 31 May 2017 - Details taken from
duplicate case - 2017-UK-00411 which shows no further information than orginal case.Follow up 25 Jul
2017 - the previous follow up details were incorrect and should read - ' Details taken from duplicate
case - 2017-ES-00411 which shows no further information than orginal case'. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 125 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 100 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected lack of expected efficacy Vaccinated on 4 Aug 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4. Then again
had a Nobivac DHP on 18 Aug 2016. Had a second Nobivac L4 on 1 Sept 2016 and a Nobivac KC on 8
Sept 2016. 24 Dec 2016 seen with acute vomiting and a small amount of diarrhoea. Very quiet. The
puppy is a scavenger, during examination was panting a lot had a heart rate of 120. temperature 38.7.
X rayed this showed gas in the intestine. She was given Intravenous fluids and Methadone and
buprenorphine. She was slightly tachypneic. Performed a exploratory laparotomy under general
anaesthetic. Inflammation of intestines was noted, no foreign body found. Passed Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea . They performed a parvo snap test which was positive. Placed her on Zynacef and
amoxyclav and metronidazole. 25 Dec 2016 still has diarrhoea but no more vomiting . 27 Dec no
further vomiting or diarrhoea, temperature 38 and no longer on Methadone. 28 Dec is very bright and
is eating a small amount. has seen sent home. 29 Dec fully recovered No more information expected

4.1 Year(s)

27/04/2016

03/01/2017

1

1

0 22/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Labrador
Retriever

3 Month(s)

22/12/2016

10/01/2017

1

1

1 30/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 27 Apr 2016, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac DHPPi
and Nobivac L4, on this examination the owner reported that dog has started drinking more than
normal (unknown when first started). On 22 Dec 2016, dog developed vomiting. On 24 Dec 2016, dog
presented with mild abdominal pain, on diagnostic investigation gas dilated loops in bowel were seem.
The dog had an exploratory laparotomy performed and found mesenteric lymph node was very
enlarged but no foreign body. The caecum was distended and inflamed. A faecal snap test for
parvovirus was performed and showed positive for Parvovirus. The dog was hospitalised for
unspecified supportive treatment. On 3 Jan 2017, reported doing well. No further information
expected.
Vaccinated on 23 Nov 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4 then developed a sore tail on 7 Dec 2016 see
Case 2017-UK-00024. Was vaccinated regardless on 7 Dec 2016 with Nobivac DHPPI . Then on 22 Dec
2016 with Nobivac L4. Seen on 31 Dec 2016 depressed , had been vomiting and off colour on 30 Dec
2016. Had eaten slightly less and was depressed. No foreign body was palapable, they placed the dog
on a drip and gave it Cerenia and Zantac. Temperature was 38.2. Bloods were taken which showed.
Urea 30.3 (2.5-10.4) Crea- Off the scale unable to record as so high . ALT 407 (8-75) ALKP 1049 (46337) MCV 51.8 (61.6-73.5) MCH 18.1 (21.2-25.9) RDW 29.9 (13.6-21.7) WBC 18.15 (5.05-16.76) Neu
14.18 (2.95-11.64) mono 2.38 (0.16-1.12) Eos 0.00 (0.06-1.23) Bloods taken on 1 Jan 2017 Urea >46.4
(2.5-10.4) Crea ( off scale unreadable) Phos >5.20(1.65-3.36) ALT 226 ( 8-75) ALKP 939 (46-337) GGT 17( 0-2) TBIL 67 (0-14) Amyl 1693 (300-1300) Lipase 5785 (100-1500) No other clinical history is known
but the dog was euthanased on 1 Jan 2017 and buried at home no post mortem has been performed .
Open case await more information. Follow up 10 Jan 2017 - Blood PCR positive for lepto, no serovar
carried out. No post mortem was carried out, nothing further expected.

Death by euthanasia,Seizure NOS

Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Vomiting No Data
,Death by euthanasia,Decreased
appetite,Depression,Off
colour,Abnormal test
result,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated ALT,Elevated
total bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Elevated lipase,Elevated
amylase,Elevated gamma-glutamyl
transferase (GGT),Monocytosis

Labrador
Retriever

Old English
Sheepdog

Labrador
Retriever

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

12.92 NOBIVAC DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (16/01/201716/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
SUSPENSION INYECTABLE PARA
PERROS - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(13/02/201713/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIA - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(30/01/2017-30/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(18/08/201618/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (08/09/201608/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/09/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

30.05 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
N - Unlikely
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (27/04/201627/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(27/04/2016-27/04/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

9.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(23/11/201623/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi, Lyophilisate and Solvent for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (07/12/201607/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (22/12/201622/12/2016)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00044

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.4 Year(s)

27/12/2016

24/05/2017

1

1

0 29/12/2016 Yes

Hypersalivation,Loose stool,Bloody No Data
diarrhoea,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Blood in
vomit,Inappetence,Vomiting

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00052

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.42
Year(s)

29/12/2016

13/03/2017

1

1

1 02/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal necropsy
Not
R><BR><BR>Not finding,Hypoxia,Decreased
Known
Known
haemoglobin,Dull,Abnormal
posture,Monocytosis,Fasciitis,Inject
ion site swelling,Anaemia NOS,Low
platelet
count,Neutropenia,Increased heart
rate,Diarrhoea,Myositis,Circling neurological disorder (see also
'Behavioural
disorders'),Ataxia,Increased
respiratory rate,Cellulitis,Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Reluctant
to move,Pyrexia,Septicaemia,Limb
weakness,Abnormal test
result,Thoracic pain,Increased
salivation,Stiffness
limb,Regurgitation,Hypoglycaemia,
Discoloured urine,Abdominal
discomfort,Pneumothorax,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
SAP

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00056

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.9 Year(s)

14/12/2016

04/01/2017

1

1

1 20/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 14 Dec 2016, dog vaccinated with first restart vaccination Nobivac
DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC and no information given on dog''s clinical examination at
vaccination. On 19 Dec 2016, the dog went into kennelling (owner aware that had not had second
Nobivac L4 for full cover). On 20 Dec 2016, the dog was found dead in its kennel and no post mortem
examination was carried out and has been cremated. The cause of death is unknown. The owners
other dog went to the same kennel, and died as well. This dog was diagnosed with gastric torsion and
an infection with strep/Pseudomonas and Pasteurella (suspected pneumonia). See linked case: 2017UK-00058.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00058

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

14/12/2016

04/01/2017

1

1

1 20/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

47.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (14/12/201614/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(14/12/201614/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/12/2016-14/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00064

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

08/12/2016

04/01/2017

1

1

0 08/12/2016 Not
Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Swollen eye
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 14 Dec 2016, dog vaccinated with first restart vaccination Nobivac
Akita
DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC and no information given on dog''s clinical examination at
vaccination. On 19 Dec 2016, the dog went into kennelling (owner aware that had not had second
Nobivac L4 for full cover). On 20 Dec 2016, dog was found collapsed with a bloated abdomen after
feeding and was rushed to emergency practice. On admittance the dog was semi collapsed, fixed
pupils, gasping, given oxygen therapy and intravenous fluid therapy. The dog went into cardiac arrest,
unable to be resuscitated and died. Cultures taken from the dog''s endotracheal tube showed
strep/Pseudomonas and Pasteurella so pneumonia is suspected. The radiographs indicated gastric
torsion and no further investigation to be taken place. No further information expected. The owners
other dog on 20 Dec 2016, was found dead in its kennel, cause of death is unknown. See linked case:
2017-UK-00056.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 10 Nov 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4.at the time had a ear Crossbred
infection , was given canaural unknown if applied. Then on 8 dec 2016 with Nobivac Parvo C and L4.
Then 30 minutes later the dog had swollen eyes and muzzle, was returned to the practice and they
treated it with dexadresson, then it recovered. No more information expected

4.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(10/11/201610/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (08/12/201608/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(08/12/2016-08/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00075

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

14/03/2016

04/01/2017

1

1

1 29/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy (parvovirus) Not
R><BR><BR>Not
Known
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy Vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 14 Mar 2016. Weimaraner
Unknown if primary vaccine. 24 Oct 2106 The dog has had kennel cough, temperature 102 Fahrenheit,
treated with Synulox, Metacam and Clavaseptin. 29 Oct 2016 doing well however a slight cough
remains 29 Dec 2016 vomited and diarrhoea from 28 Dec 2016. Treated with Synulox, Vetergesic and
Cerenia, temperature 103.8 Fahrenheit, admitted and placed on intra venous fluids, Parvo snap test
positive. 30 Dec 2016 passed large amount of watery bloody diarrhoea, continued treatment and
added on Metronidazole. 31 Dec 2016 vomited 3 times, treated with Metoclopramide. Passed alot of
diarrhoea, coughing slightly and drooling. Temperature 102.8 Fahrenheit. 1 Jan 2017 2.30am vomited
and passed watery diarrhoea, 6am dog comfortable with no further vomiting and diarrhoea. At 9.30am
the dog was found dead. No post mortem was carried out. Nothing further expected. Practice
reported other cases for Parvo SLEE-see linked cases 2016-UK-06561 and 2017-UK-00073

26.6 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
N - Unlikely
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (14/03/201614/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/03/2016-14/03/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00076

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

22/12/2016

01/02/2017

1

1

1 22/12/2016 Not Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 22 Dec 2016, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4. On 3
Labrador
Jan 2017, presented as dog has been groaning and abdominal discomfort for 2 weeks after
Retriever
vaccination. On examination no abnormalities were detected but owner reported blood from mouth
recently (unknown date) and was given a course of antibiotics. Blood tests: granulocytes 12.3 (3.3-12),
ALP 311 (20-150) and sodium 137 (138-160). On 4 Jan 2017, presented and had a bruise in right inguinal
region, wound on inside of lip that took ages to stop bleeding. A fine needle aspirate was taken of
sternal mass which was a lipoma, after the aspirate the site continued to bleed and a pressure bandage
was applied. Dog started NSAIDs for arthritis. On 5 Jan 2017, still bleeding from the fine needle aspirate
site, leg was oedematous from blood sample site and blood on slide not clotting at room temperature
and started Konakion. A blood transfusion was performed, much brighter today, eating much better
and ultrasound examination of abdomen last night showed some changes in the liver. Await further
information. Follow up 9 Jan 2017 - Dog presented on 9 Jan 2017 as had died overnight. Owner
reported seizure type episode and bleeding from nose and diarrhoea then passed prior to death,
arranging a post mortem. Follow up 12 Jan 2017 - initial post mortem showed no cause for the clotting
disorder and haemorrhage was evident on gross post-mortem. Further investigations carried out, await
results. Follow up 1 Feb 2017 - further investigations found cause of death to be due to metastaic
Carcinoma. Liver tumour is a possible source of the abdominal fluid whilst the pulmonary tumours will
explain the bloody fluid at the nares. The wider haemorrhage reported is likely to be a paraneoplastic
process, possibly DIC associated with the tumour. There is no suggestion of bone marrow failure and
there is no indication that the vaccination was linked to the clinical signs. The neoplastic process is
likely to have been present for several weeks, possibly predating the recent vaccination. Nothing
further expected.

27.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (22/12/201622/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Bloated stomach,Uncoded
sign,Breathing
difficulty,Death,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Fixed pupil,Gastric
torsion,Cardiac arrest

No Data

Prolonged bleeding
Not
NOS,Haemorrhage
Known
NOS,Diarrhoea,Arthritis,Seizure
NOS,Epistaxis,Skin
oedema,Death,Abnormal test
result,Bruising,Trauma NOS,Liver
disorder NOS,Abdominal
discomfort,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
necropsy finding,Electrolyte
disorder,NT - lung tumour
(adenocarcinoma/adenoma/bronc
hiolo/alveolar
carcinoma/adenoma),Groaning,Plat
elet disorder NOS

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 27 Dec 2016, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4. On 29 Miniature
Dec 2016, dog developed vomiting. On 31 Dec 2016, presented with bloody vomiting and diarrhoea.
Schnauzer
Blood tests were performed but no abnormalities were detected. The dog was admitted and started
intravenous fluid therapy, maropitant, metronidazole, omeprazole and buprenorphine. On 2 Jan 2016,
dog was sent home on metronidazole. On 4 Jan 2016, dog still has soft faeces but other clinical signs
have resolved, continued metronidazole and probiotics. No further information expected. Follow up
24 May 2017 - Reported that post vaccination of Nobivac L4 on 27 Dec 2016, a few days later
developed lethargy, poor appetite, drooling, vomiting and bloody diarrhoea. The clinical signs resolved
on 2 Jan 2017.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 29 Dec 2016, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac DHP and
Bull Terrier
Nobivac L4 and no other products given. On 2 Jan 2017, presented with a swollen dorsal neck and
shoulder (injection site), diarrhoea and discoloured urine. The dog had reported to have drunk water
and regurgitated it up immediately. On examination was inappetant, dull, reluctant to stand, puffy
respiratory rate and 48 breaths per minute. Heart rate 160 BPM, temperature 40.7 and was painful on
dorsal right thorax. Admitted the dog for intravenous fluid therapy, Augmentin, Buprenorphine and
Metacam. Blood test: Glucose 3.66 (3.89-7.95), Urea 17.7 (2.5-9.6), creatinine 220 (44-159), ALKP 239
(23-212), Chloride 104 (109-122), HCT 31.4 (37.3-61.7), HGB 11.1 (13.1-20.5), MCV 50.2 (61.6-73.5),
MCH 17.8 (21.2-25.9), RDW 29.2 (13.6-21.7), Neutrophil 2.34 (2.95-11.54), monocytes 1.30 (0.16-1.12),
EOS 0.04 (0.06-1.23) and PLT 136 (148-484). On 3 Jan 2017, developed ataxia and circling, remained
pyrexic and discomfort on abdominal palpation. Later that day, dog was subdued and had a painful
swelling which extends from right elbow to left shoulder and was dribbling a lot. The dog had weak,
stiff hind limbs and poor conformation. That afternoon the dog had a seizure, then cardiac and
respiratory arrest and was given adrenaline, atropine and CPR. The dog was resuscitated but blood
pressure was poor, radiograph is suspected a pneumothorax and was euthanased. Await further
information from post mortem examination. Follow up 27 Feb 2017 - post mortem indicated severe,
extensive, necrotizing cellulitis, fascitis and myositis affecting the dorsal cervical region. The possibility
of an underlying hypersensitivity reaction is unlikely. The precise cause of the deterioration in this case
remains uncertain, however the profuse bacterial growth, alongside the extent of the macroscopic
lesions determines a septic shock to be most likely, resulting in blood mal distribution and widespread
tissue hypoxia. Changes within the liver and kidney were found but found to be moderate in severity
and are likely age related. Although unlikely to have been associated with the cause of death it is
possible that an element of functional liver or renal insufficiency would have been present. A small
haematoma on the spleen was found but reported to be coincidental. Nothing further expected.
Follow up 13 Mar 2017 - case was discussed with pathologist who stated bacterial infection is
something that can occur when puncture the non sterile skin, bacterial culture was positive. Nothing
further expected.
Akita

9.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (27/12/201627/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

26.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (29/12/201629/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(29/12/2016-29/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

43.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Animal (14/12/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa
14/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC - ble
.4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(14/12/201614/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/12/2016-14/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00125

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

04/01/2017

13/03/2017

1

1

0 08/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous membrane,Decreased Other
R><BR><BR>No packed cell volume (PCV),Weakness

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 4 Jan 2017, dog vaccinated with first dose of Nobivac DHPPi and
Yorkshire
Nobivac L4 (not given at room temperature, extra label use) and fit and well at the time of vaccination. Terrier
A heart murmur was detected on examination. On 8 Jan 2017, the puppy was presented to emergency
practice with weakness, PCV 7 (no reference range provided) and a heart murmur grade 2 out of 6.
Await further information. Follow up 12 Jan 2017 - the puppy was referred and received a blood
transfusion, currently reported to be doing well. Diagnosed with anaemia. Await further information.
Follow up 8 Feb 2017 - PCV was reported to be 26% at the time of discharge (12 Jan 2017) from the
referral Practice. The puppy was examined at the reporting Practice on 18 Jan 2017. Bright at home,
pale pink mucous membranes but improved. Manual PCV 27%. 27 Jan 2017 Manual PCV 23%. Await
further information. Follow up 13 Mar 2017 - No further information received. Case closed

1.1 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
O1 - Inconclusive
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(04/01/201704/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(04/01/2017-04/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00136

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.8 Year(s)

14/12/2016

13/03/2017

1

1

0 14/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Breathlessness, Not
R><BR><BR>Not Circulatory collapse (see also
Known
Known
'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Cough

20 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (14/12/201614/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/12/2016-14/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00143

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

03/05/2016

09/01/2017

1

1

1 30/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Lack of
R><BR><BR>Not efficacy
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 14 Dec 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, on
examination the dog had a grade 4/5 systolic heart murmur (pre-existing condition since Aug 2016
when dog had breathlessness and exercise intolerance) and been losing weight. The owner reported
two weeks post vaccination that since vaccination the dog collapsed, had vomiting, diarrhoea,
breathlessness and coughing. The dog was not presented into the practice and the owners did not
make contact to seek advice when this happened. The dog was presented on 28 Dec 2016 (no details
given). Await further information. Follow up 13 Mar 2017 - No further information received. Case
closed.
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 5 Apr 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
L4. On 3 May 2016, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4. On 27 Dec 2016, dog presented as
been vomiting and a sore tummy for two days prior and had slight hyperthermia in consult (39.1
degrees Celsius) admitted for intravenous fluid therapy and blood tests: ALP 740 (12-83), ALT 113 (1378), GGT 17 (6-14), Total Bilirubin 55 (0-16), Urea 25.2 (1.70-7.40), Creatinine 312 (20-124), phosphorus
3.24 (0.80-1.80). The dog was given Cerenia, Vetergesic, Antepsin and Dimazon. On 28 Dec 2016, dog
was quiet, shivering and uncomfortable and given Frusemide, Synuclav, Zentonil tablets and
Metronidazole. On 29 Dec 2016, dog was more jaundiced (unknown when initially observed),
uncomfortable, agitated and crying. The dog was started on a Lidocaine infusion and added Zantac due
to blood in faeces. On 30 Dec 2016, dog went into respiratory distress and worsening of Urea and
Crea (no values or reference ranges given) and the dog was euthanased. A Lepto Limited MAT panel
was performed: positive for L Copenhageni MAT Ab titre. Veterinary practice stated that L
Copenhageni is known to be in the area. No further information expected. Follow up 13 Jan 2017 - PCR
on kidney tissue was negative and revealed no Leptospira in or around the renal tubules. Hepatorenal
failure highly suspicious of Leptospirosis, it has not been confirmed. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00161

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

13/12/2016

10/01/2017

1

1

0 19/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site lump,Lack of efficacy Not
R><BR><BR>Yes, (parvovirus)
Known
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy & Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 29 Nov 2016, dog vaccinated English Cocker
with first vaccination of Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 2 at 8 weeks of age. On 13 Dec 2016, dog
Spaniel
vaccinated with second vaccination of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On 19 Dec 2016, puppy
developed diarrhoea overnight, had mucous colitis, spots of fresh blood and more sleepy than normal.
The puppy then started vomiting, retching and a 1cm lump at injection site. On examination was
subdued, uncomfortable abdomen and hyperthermic (39.2 degrees Celsius). Admitted for intravenous
fluid therapy and unspecified supportive treatment, blood tests results: urea, creatinine low (no value
or reference range), GGT slightly raised (no value or reference range), ALB low (no value or reference
range), acid alpha-glucosidase 0.7 (no value or reference range). HCT 33.6 (35-57), RBC 4.66 (>4.7),
Reticulocytes 165 (<110) and started intravenous fluid therapy, ranitidine, Amoxyclav, buprenorphine
and a dose of Trimethoprim sulfate. Later that day, temperature 37.8 degrees Celsius, no more
diarrhoea and vomiting and ate a small amount of food. The puppy still had soft faeces with a small
amount of blood in it and was transferred to emergency practice for care. On 20 Dec 2016, Parvovirus
antigen detected (unknown test used) and on 21 Dec 2016 had coccidial oocysts present. On 28 Dec
2016, reported the puppy is doing well, eating, drinking and bright. No further information expected.
The owners other dog also showed similar clinical signs of parvovirus. See linked case: 2017-UK-00159

2.95 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (13/12/201613/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi, Lyophilisate and Solvent for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(29/11/201629/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(13/12/201613/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (29/11/201629/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00228

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

26/11/2016

07/12/2017

1

1

0 29/11/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

30.5 Bravecto 1000 mg Chewable Tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1000,N/A,3 ,3,1000 mg 3
Months 1 Animal, Treatment Start
Date 04/03/17, End Date 22/09/17
(6 Month(s) N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Milquantel 12.5
mg/125 mg Tablets for Dogs
Weighing at Least 5 kg - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal,
Treatment Start Date 04/03/17, End
Date 27/11/17 (8 Month(s) N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(26/11/201626/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(26/11/201626/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(26/11/201626/11/2016)<BR><BR>Prednicare
Tablets 5 mg - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment Start
Date 09/12/16, End Date 01/06/17
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00234

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Month(s)

23/05/2016

24/01/2017

1

1

1 06/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Lack of
R><BR><BR>Yes, efficacy
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 26 Nov
Labrador
2016. 29 Nov 2016 the dog was presented as unable to move and off legs. Is able to walk, but 3/10
Retriever
lame right hind. On manipulation of right stifle the leg "clunks" and a cruciate rupture or luxating
patella was suspected. 30 Nov 2016 much improved and radiographs revealed no abnormalities,
advised rest and Metacam. 5 Dec 2016 refused to get from sofa and reluctant to move and vocalising.
On examination head visibly bowed, hunched appearance, no obvious lameness, not able to open
mouth, hypersalivation and resented movement of head. Temperature 40.7 Celsius. Tense when spinal
pressure applied, delayed proprioception of right hind. Bloods showed ALP 173 (20-150), Platelets 55
(200-500), Haematocrit 36.39 (37-55), Neutrophils 28.93 (3-12), White Blood Cells 32.3 (no range) The
dog was referred to a specialist. 5 Dec 2016 on examination at the Referral specialist the dog was
quiet, but alert and responsive, temperature 40.0 Celsius, stiff and reduced range of movement in all
direction in cervical area. the dog was placed on Methadone and Comfortan and intra venous fluids. 6
Dec 2016 quiet and tense in cervical and thoracolumbar pain, low head carriage and reduced range of
movement as before. MRI was carried out and showed suspicious of inflammatory CNS disease.
Cerebral Spinal fluid was taken for analysis. Dexadreson, Omeprazole, Antirobe and Metronidazole
were given. 7 Dec 2016 quiet, absent menace on right fore and right hind, normal menace on left side,
walks towards the left and a mild head turn. Later the same morning the dog was reported to have
deteriorated and had mild scleral haemorrhage. Cytarabine was started. 8 Dec 2016 stable, slow on
walk and dull, but eating well. 9 Dec 2016 Prednicare was started and Panacur granules. Dog appears
to have improved, hemi-neglect syndrome was diagnosed, but able to get up and walk. 12 Dec 2016
proprioception still absent from right hand side, intermittent circling to the left. Omeprazole was
started again to give with the continued Prednicare. The dog was discharged with the diagnosis of
Meningoencephalomyelitis of unknown aetiology. 4 Jan 2017 reported to be slowly recovering. Owner
thinks the signs are from the vaccine. Nothing further expected. Follow up 7 Dec 2017 – Suspected
Lack of Expected Efficacy On 4 Mar 2017, dog was on prednicare for ongoing meningoencephalitis.
Dog was treated with a Bravecto 1000mg tablet and Milquantel worming tablet. On 28 Mar 2017,
owner reported dog had diarrhoea. Prednicare treatment was stopped in Jun 2017 (exact date
unknown). On 27 Jun 2017, dog was treated with Bravecto 1000mg tablet and Milquantel worming
tablet.
On 22
Sep
dog was
treated
with Bravecto
1000mg tablet
and Milquantel
Suspected
Lack
of2017,
Expected
Efficacy
for Nobivac
L4 Vaccinated
with primary
Nobivac worming
DHP and tablet. Labrador
Nobivac L4 at 10 weeks and 1 day of age, second vaccine given 23 May 2016 with the same vaccines. Retriever
20 Jun 2016 Nobivac Parvo C was given-Extra Label Use, 27 Jul 2016 Nobivac KC was given. 7 Jan 2017
been in kennels for 10 days and owner collected on 6 Jan 2017, quiet, weight loss (reported to be
intentional), vomiting and not wanting to eat. The dog had chewed its bed when in kennels. On
examination the dog was miserable but interacting and a slightly tense abdomen. Zantac, Oralade and
Gastro intestinal diet were given. 8 Jan 2017 presented to the emergency practice as unable to keep
anything down, vomiting water and food, urine dark brown in colour and dark diarrhoea passed. Owner
reports that they also had vomiting overnight. On examination the dog was quiet, temperature 37.8
Celsius, mucous membranes tachy and a slight icteric appearance. The dog was admitted and placed
on iv. ALP 684 (23-212), GGT 16 (0-11), Bilirubin 144 (0-15), Amylase 278 (500-1500). Lepto antibody
snap test negative. Abdominal ultrasound showed some free fluid around both kidneys and retro
peritoneal, liver appears normal. Augmentin and Cerenia started. Vet concerned Lepto. The dog was
referred to a specialist on 9 Jan 2017. The dog was admitted, Creatinine 123 (44-115) and Urea 9.8 (3.59.2) and strongly suspected Leptospirosis. Prolonged coagulation consistent with the form of
disseminated intravascular coagulation. It has been reported that the dog deteriorated and was
euthanased on 10 Jan 2017. Await further details. Follow up 24 Jan 2017 - the dog has been sent for
cremation with no investigations being carried out. PCR Lepto negative. Nothing further expected

31.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (23/05/201623/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(27/07/201627/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(23/05/201623/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (20/06/201620/06/2016)<BR><BR>

Lepto antibody snap test negative and PCR negative

Not
Known

Vocalisation,Low platelet
Not
count,Neutrophilia,Hypersalivation, Known
Diarrhoea,Jaw
disorder,Lameness,Encephalitis,Me
ningitis,Circling - neurological
disorder (see also 'Behavioural
disorders'),Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Reluctant to
move,Pyrexia,Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal menace reflex
test,Musculoskeletal disorder
NOS,Abnormal movement
NOS,Abnormal posture
NOS,Proprioception
deficit,Abnormal test
result,Stiffness
NOS,Musculoskeletal pain,Unable
to rise,Elevated SAP,Decreased
packed cell volume (PCV),Tense
muscles,Dull,Head
down,Conjunctival haemorrhage

Not
Known

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

Miniature
Dachshund

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (05/04/201605/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/05/2016-03/05/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA disagrees with the MAH assessment. PCR is less
sensitive than MAT, therefore diagnosis remains likely.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00235

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.1 Year(s)

21/09/2016

12/01/2017

1

1

0 08/10/2016 Yes

Low platelet
No Data
count,Leucocytosis,Lymphopenia,N
eutrophilia,Abnormal test result

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00236

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

10/01/2017

12/01/2017

1

1

0 10/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Pale mucous
Not
membrane,Haemorrhagic
Known
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Facial swelling
(see also 'Skin'),Urticaria,Reddening
of the skin

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00274

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

12/01/2017

10/02/2017

1

1

1 12/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vasculitis,Hypersensitivity
R><BR><BR>No NOS,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Death,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders')

Other

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00278

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.3 Year(s)

10/06/2016

13/01/2017

1

1

0 05/01/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00283

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.6 Year(s)

07/10/2016

13/01/2017

1

1

0 23/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Behavioural disorder
Not
R><BR><BR>Not NOS,Inappropriate
Known
Known
defecation,Inappropriate
urination,Polyphagia,Thrombocyto
penia,Low platelet
count,Leucopenia,Lymphopenia,Ne
utropenia,Lymphadenopathy,Increa
sed heart rate,Diarrhoea,Loose
stool,Panting,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Abnormal
posture NOS,Dry mucous
membrane,Abnormal test
result,Tense abdomen,Anal sac
disorder,Abdominal
discomfort,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00286

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.8 Year(s)

05/01/2016

16/01/2017

1

1

0 15/01/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00302

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

12/12/2016

17/01/2017

6

3

3 22/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy (parvovirus) No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes

Lack of efficacy

Panting,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Abnormal
test result,Hyperglycaemia,Stiff
gait,Elevated ALT,Elevated bile
acids,Elevated SAP,Elevated
triglyceride

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 21 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with second Nobivac L4 (no details given).
The dog had diarrhoea after first vaccination and continued after second vaccination (treated with
Metrobactrin and Promax). On 8 Oct 2016, faecal sample negative for parasites and Giardia, CPLi 252
(<200) and Platelet count low (no value or reference range given). On 12 Oct 2016, PLT 37 (143-448),
MCHC 32.1 (32.6-39.2). On 24 Oct 2016, plate count still low (no value or reference range given) and
started Prednisolone. On 30 Oct 2016, prednisolone was stopped and PLT 67 (143-448). 25 Nov 2016,
PLT 52 (143-448). On 2 Dec 2016, platelet count dropped further but no value or reference range given.
Started Azathioprine. On 16 Dec 2016, presented for eye trauma. On 24 Dec 2016, PLT 148 (143-448),
WBC 19.2 (4.9-17.6), neutrophils 15.94 (2.94-12.67), lymphocytes 0.77 (1.06-4.95), EOS 0 (0.07-1.49)
and continued prednisolone and azathioprine. On 12 Jan 2017, reported improved and await further
information. The dog had a reaction after first vaccination which the clinical sign observed was
diarrhoea. See linked case: 2017-UK-00233.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated on 10 Jan 2017 with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabies at 3pm.
4pm the dog was returned back to the Practice as had immediately vomited with haemorrhagic
diarrhoea when returned home. Mucous membranes white, temperature 38.5 Celsius. Urticaria started
and progressed to worsen during consultation, facial swelling also started. Chlorphenamine and
Dexadreson given. Responding well and gave intra venous fluids. The dog was sent home with Piriton.
11 Jan 2017 skin still pink but no further swelling and no further vomiting or diarrhoea. Nothing further
expected,
Suspected Adverse Reaction. Vaccinated on 12 Jan 2017 with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Nobivac L4
given at fridge temperature (Extra Label Use). The dog collapsed and died 9 hours after the vaccine.
The dog was returned to the Practice and awaiting decision on post mortem. The dog had a long term
history of atopic dermatitis. Follow up 18 Jan 2017 - post mortem showed nothing significant, tissue
samples have been sent away for histology and toxicology. Await results. Follow up 10 Feb 2017 Results show acute haemorrhage with lymphoplasmacytic vasculitis with fibrinoid necrosis, interstitial
nephritis, chronic glomerulopathy, lymphoid nodular hyperplasia, bilateral interstitial cell tumour in
testes, mild prostatic hyperplasia, moderate to marked reactive lymphoid hyperplasia in lymph node,
final diagnosis of chronic vasculitis with acute haemorrhage. This is most likely consistent with a Type
III hypersensitivity reaction of unclear etiology with the haemorrhage seen in the papillary muscle likely
to be to the vasculitis and also likely the cause of death and unlikely to be linked to the vaccine. The
interstitial nephritis and other hyperplasia noted are considered to be incidental findings. Nothing
further expected.
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto On 10 Jun 2016, dog vaccinated with booster of
Nobivac L4. In approximately Oct 2016, dog was polyuric, polydipsic, polyphagic and subdued
behaviour. On 29 Dec 2016, dog positive for Cushing''s syndrome (no details given). On 5 Jan 2017, the
dog had a ultrasound and found had an enlarged liver and large gall bladder. A high urine
protein/creatinine ratio 10.8 (no reference range given), urine PCR for leptospirosis negative, PCR for
leptospirosis in blood showed positive for l. Copenhageni and MAT test results showed L Copenhageni
titre of 1:400. No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 6 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and first Nobivac L4
(details unknown) and on 7 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4, fit and well at
both vaccines and no other products given at the time. On 14 Dec 2016, dog started acting odd and
eliminating in the house, given Metacam (unknown details). Presented, temperature 39.5 degrees
Celsius, soft faeces and anal glands full. Given Clavaseptin and Metacam. On 23 Dec 2016, dog still
pyrexic (40.1 degrees Celsius), heart rate 128, lethargic, diarrhoea and off food. The dog had been at
dog sitters for 2 days prior to 23 Dec 2016. On further examination dog had slightly tachy mucous
membranes, hunched posture, tense abdomen and panting on abdominal palpation. The dog was
admitted for investigation, blood tests: RBC 4.99 (5.65-8.87), HCT 32.9 (37.3-61.7), Haemoglobin 11.9
(13.1-20.5), Retic 4.5 (10-110), WBC 0.34 (5.05-16.76), neutrophils 0.11 (2.95-11.64), lymphocytes 0.1
(1.05-5.10), monocytes 0.12 (0.16-1.12), EOS 0 (0.06-1.23) and platelets 3 (148-484). Started
intravenous fluid therapy and intravenous antibiotics. On 24 Dec 2016, lethargic and off food and
moderate lymphenopathy, temperature 39.5 degrees Celsius. Blood tests: RBC 4.98 (5.65-8.87), HCT
33.3 (37.3-61.7), haemoglobin 11.7 (13.1-20.5), Retic 3.5 (10-110), WBC 0.35 (5.05-16.76), neutrophils
0.14 (2.95-11.64), lymphocytes 0.08 (1.05-5.1), monocytes 0.12 (0.16-1.12), EOS 0 (0.06-1.23),
platelets 10 (148-484). On 30 Dec 2016, dog was sent to a referral hospital for a bone marrow biopsy
and no bone marrow components collected, given Prednisolone. On 4 Jan 2017, dog sent to a referral
hospital for a bone marrow biopsy neutropenia and thrombocytopenia anaemia resolved and report
stated most likely an immune mediated process. Given Prednisolone, Cyclosporine, Cephalexin and
Metronidazole. On 11 Jan 2017, dog still a little subdued and Polyphagic and on examination,
temperature 39 degrees Celsius and bloods taken: WBC 5.3 (4.9-17.6), platelets 39 (143-148), EOS 0
(0.07-1.49), monocytes 0.53 (0.13-1.15) and lymphocytes 0.37 (1.06-4.95). Await further information.
Follow 18 Jan 2017 - owner reported that there was no conclusion to the illness and the dog was
treated for an immune mediated condition. The dog was discharged on 6 Jan 2017 and then went onto
a holistic vets on 17 Jan 2017 where the owners reported an improvement within 24 hours. 18 Jan
2017 blood were carried out at the reporting Practice and reported to be improving, no blood results
supplied and antibiotics were stopped. Steroids have continued. Nothing further expected.

English Cocker
Spaniel

16.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (21/09/201621/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Chihuahua

3.75 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (10/01/201710/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(10/01/2017-10/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Other
Canine/dog

11.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (12/01/201712/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(12/01/2017-12/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest a hypersensitivity
reaction to the vaccine. Two product used.

Bedlington
Terrier

8.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (10/06/201610/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Shih Tzu

7.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (06/09/201606/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(07/10/2016-07/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 8 Dec 2015 with Nobivac L4 and KC, no reaction occurred. Jack Russell
Vaccinated again on 5 Jan 2016 with Nobivac L4. 15 Jan 2016 presented with anorexia, lethargy and
Terrier
panting, stiff gait and a temperature of 40. They placed it on Amoxyclav for 6 days and Meloxicam and
it improved within 5 days. Bloods also taken at the same time showed ALKP 79 (0-25) ALT 29 (0-25) Bile
acids 23 (0-10) Glu 5.9 (3-5.5) Triglycerides 0.4 (0.45-1.9) Canine reactive protein 235.6 (0-10) Bloods
repeated on 28 Jan 2016 Canine reactive protein 9.3 (0-10). Clinical signs had fully resolved. No more
information expected Dog was vaccinated on 28 Dec 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4 and had a similar
reaction on 16 Jan 2017, see case 2017-UK-00289.
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for parvo Vaccinated a litter of 6 puppies on 12 Dec 2016 (7
German
Not
weeks and 2 days of age). 10-14 days after the vaccine 1 puppy died. Examined and found a bone
Shepherd Dog Known
lodged in throat and assumed to have died by choking (not confirmed), 1 puppy died suddenly on an
unknown date and 1 puppy had vomiting and diarrhoea and then died on an unknown date. Results of
post mortem indicate Parvo virus isolated on histology. Owner is a breeder and has had Parvo virus
isolated previously, see cases 2016-UK-00385 and 2016-UK-00387. Nothing further expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 125 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

7 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(08/12/201508/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (05/01/201605/01/2016)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (12/12/201612/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(12/12/2016-12/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00307

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 - 13
Week(s)

17/01/2017

06/04/2017

1

1

0 17/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Vomiting,Lameness,M No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes yelopathy NOS,Hind limb
paresis,Collapse of leg,Muscle
weakness NOS,Hind limb ataxia

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 17 Jan 2017 at
German
11.30am. The dog vomited when on the way home. 2pm off back legs, vocalising and ataxia. On
Shepherd Dog
examination there was some pain response on back legs and ataxia on both hind limbs. Non weight
bearing on hind limbs, floppy presentation. No signs of trauma. The dog was hospitalised and Metacam
was given. Dexadreson has been given and reported to be improving, however still no use of back legs.
Await further information. Follow up 31 Jan 2017 - reported that the dog has gone home and is
gradually improving, but with limited mobility. Owner has declined for any further investigations to be
carried out, nothing further expected. Follow up 9 Feb 2017 - MRI scan has been booked, open case,
await further information. Follow up 14 Feb 2017 - appointment for referral has been cancelled. Dog is
now walking normally apart from lameness in left hind leg. Nothing further is expected. Follow up 17
Mar 2017 - owner reported that the dog is still unable to walk properly and an MRI is required, await
further information. Follow up 6 Apr 2017 - Referral report, the dog was seen on 23 Mar 2017. At the
time of the appointment the dog was able to walk unaided although was weaker on the left pelvic limb
and fell over regularly. Neurological examination revealed paraparetic and ataxic gait. Postural
responses were reduced on the pelvic limbs, significantly worse on the left. No pain evident. MRI was
carried out and was consistent with ischaemic myelopathy, which is reported to be very unusual for
the age of the dog, and therefore cannot give a more specific diagnosis or cause. Treatment options
were discussed with the owners, but they are yet to decide. Nothing further expected.

10.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (17/01/201717/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(17/01/2017-17/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00313

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

16/01/2017

17/01/2017

1

1

0 16/01/2017 Not
Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR scratching
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 16 Jan 2017. Treated with Endoguard worming at the Crossbred
same time. Presented 2 hours later with a swelling at vaccine site. Soft and non painful, approx. 5cm
diam.The owner reported that the dog had been scratching it a lot. Nothing further expected.
Outcome unknown

2.09 Endogard Plus Flavour Tablets for
B - Possible
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (16/01/201716/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(16/01/201716/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(16/01/2017-16/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00319

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

17/01/2017

17/01/2017

1

1

0 17/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Swelling around
R><BR><BR>No eye,Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')

Other

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00330

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

07/01/2017

17/01/2017

1

1

0 07/01/2017 Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Swollen eye

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00346

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

20/10/2015

10/02/2017

1

1

1 30/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes,<BR><
BR><BR><BR><B
R>Yes,<BR><BR>
<BR><BR><BR>Y
es,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Behavioural disorder NOS,Chewing No Data
disorder,Vocalisation,Tachycardia,P
ale mucous
membrane,Constipation,Stomatitis,
Vomiting,Conjunctivitis,Not
drinking,Seizure
NOS,Ataxia,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Cough,Pruritus,Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Lateral
recumbency,Abnormal test
result,Paddling,Cold feeling of
extremity,Dilated
pupils,Hypoglycaemia,Painful
defecation,Musculoskeletal
pain,Painful urination,Unresponsive
to stimuli,Lumbar pain,Restlessness

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00348

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

01/12/2016

26/01/2017

1

1

0 07/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Ocular
discharge,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Off colour,Local
swelling (not application site),Urine
leakage,Sleepiness - systemic
disorder

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 17 Jan 2017. Nobivac L4
given at fridge temperature (Extra Label Use). 30 minutes later the dogs face began to swell. On
examination the face and around eyes was swollen and heart rate had increased (unknown result),
temperature 38.8 Celsius. Treated with steroid and Piriton. Swelling reducing. Nothing further
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 125 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 7 Jan 2017. The dog was presented to the
emergency Vets a few hours later with lethargy and bilateral swollen eyelids. Given Dexadreson, intra
venous fluids and sent home after 6 hours as the swelling as nearly resolved. 11 Jan 2017 examination
showed 100% resolution of clinical signs. Had fully recovered the previous evening. Nothing further
expected.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 20 Oct 2015 with DHP and L4 unknown if this is Nobivac
(NCA chosen best guess considering Nobivac only available L4 vaccine at this time) . 23 Oct 2015 Seen
as constipated and the dog seems to straining to pass faeces, soft faeces in rectum. Lactulose given.
28 Oct 2015 given Bravecto 112.5mg , then on 4 Nov 2015 had bilateral conjunctivitis. 15 Dec 2015
puppy yelped during the night no evidence of lameness on examination . No treatment given. 13 Jan
2016, problems chewing , sore gums and lower canine rubbing. 25 Jan 2016 Bravecto 500mg given,
unknown if given with food. Vomited 3 hours after Bravecto and for the following 8 hours, plus was
pruritic. Then recovered. Using Stronghold now. 31 March 2016, sits oddly owner concerned re hips,
seems uncomfortable on hip extension . X rayed slight flattening of femoral heads, hips fine. Spayed. 5
April 2016. Seems to be in pain since spayed, possibly internally?bright a and the wound looks fine .
Placed on Non sterodals, though does react to non sterodals , hyperactive and nervous dog. 9 April
2016 had a seizure, no change in diet never had one before, lasted for 1 minute . 5 June 2016 still
painful on hips, non steroidals have made no difference. Is very sensitive when touched on her hind
legs . 21 June 2016 referred for hip pain CT scan showed no abnormalities of hips or pelvis. No ataxia.
29 June 2016 refer for hydrotherapy. 13 July 2016 referral re hips, minimal signs of abnormality and
owner reports bouts of pain and discomfort. Spinal x rays taken . results unknown. 30 July 2016 Given
KC vaccine Unknown what brand. 10 Aug 2016 started coughing once or twice a day , bright and well .
Temperature 38.7. 20 Aug 2016 pain on passing urine and faces and then fitted 2 hours after Caprieve .
27 Aug 2016 3 more fits last one was severe. Given rectal diazepam. 31 Aug 2016 fully recovered and
owner thinks the fit was due to the Caprieve tablet again . 9 Sept 2016 . Chronic back problem, await
test for collie genetic drug sensitivity MRDI gene test. 10 Sept 2016, flat and unresponsive, cold and
pale. Not eating or drinking. Seen breathing is normal, temperature 38.8. Recovered 22 Sept 2016
MDR1 gene test was negative . 28 Sept 2016 collapsing / seizure episodes last 30 mins to 6 hours once
a week. Pupils dilated, the dog is bumping into things, quiet and in lateral recumbency. No pain
response on all limbs. 8 Nov 2016 had a bone last night and has a cough this morning .on examination
temperature 38.5. Diagnosed as KC unknown how though . wt 15.2 kg Placed on Rimadyl 29 Nov 2016
seizure paddling in its crate, lasted 3-4 minutes . Seizures twice a month, owner does not want anti
epileptic drugs. Seizure profile bloods performed results unknown. 5 Dec 2016 referred discussed been
having seizure
for 10
monthsVaccinated
but the dogwith
reacts
to meloxicam,
paracetamol
Caprieve
(best guess)
Suspected
adverse
reaction
Nobivac
DHP and L4
at 7 weeksand
of age
on a unknown
date.( with the breeders) 6 Jan 2017 owner collected the puppy. 7 Jan 2017 puppy was treated
Endectrid and was given eye ointment for a weepy eye. 9 Jan 2017 was taken to the vets , the owner
was concerned the puppy is off colour, dribbling urine, and was sleepy. It had a slight swelling in
inguinal area. is eating fine. No treatment was given. 10 Jan 2017 presented at the vets again as owner
was concerned it was sleeping 23 hours a day and playing for 5 minutes. On examination it was in a
collapsed state but had been playful. Bloods were taken and the dog was anaemic ( no ref range or
values) It is no longer dribbling urine anymore. The vet gave Vit K injection and antibiotics. Urine
sample was tested and this was normal. 11 Jan 2017 the puppy seems more normal and is well
hydrated and eating recovery food. No more information expected Follow up 26 Jan 2016 - The dog''s
mild anaemia and thrombocytopenia have resolved and no further information expected.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

8.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (17/01/201717/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(17/01/2017-17/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

9.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (07/01/201707/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

Border Collie

15.2 Bravecto 112.5 mg Chewable
OVaccination does not usually cause constipation.
Tablets for Dogs - 1,1,3 Months,24,1 Unclassifiable/unassessa
Tablets 3 Months (28/10/2015ble
28/10/2015)<BR><BR>Bravecto 500
mg Chewable Tablets for Dogs 1,1,3 Months,24,1 Dose 3 Months
(25/01/201625/01/2016)<BR><BR>Carprieve 50
mg Flavoured Tablets for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(20/08/201620/08/2016)<BR><BR>Epiphen 60
mg Tablets - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown (1 Week(s) 21/12/201628/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml (20/10/201520/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (20/10/201520/10/2015)<BR><BR>meloxicam
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown (05/04/201605/04/2016)<BR><BR>

Crossbred

2.13 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/12/201601/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (01/12/201601/12/2016)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00374

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.6 Year(s)

14/11/2016

24/01/2017

1

1

0 19/12/2016 No

Neutrophilia,Vasculitis,Autoimmun Other
e disorder
NOS,Trembling,Panniculitis,Letharg
y (see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Oedema NOS (see other
SOCs for specific
oedemas),Pyrexia,Respiratory
signs,Swelling
NOS,Regurgitation,Enlarged lymph
node (localised),Oral
swelling,Lymphopenia

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 14 Nov 2016. Given straight from the
Staffordshire
fridge (Extra Label Use) Milbemax was also dispensed, but unknown if the dog was given the wormer at Bull Terrier
the time. 19 Dec 2016 owner reports that not been himself for past 2 weeks. Lethargic, and
regurgitated water. Temperature 40.2 Celsius. 20 Dec 2016 brighter but still not herself. Temperature
39.2 Celsius. Metacam given. 21 Dec 2016 Temperature 104.5 Fahrenheit. Antibiotics given and
continue Metacam. 22 Dec 2016 temperature 40.3 Celsius, large firm swelling right hand side and
oedema extending from this distally towards right elbow and down right fore. Admitted and started iv
fluids. Gave Synulox and Baytril. 23 Dec 2016 temperature 39.6 C, swelling above right shoulder still
large and firm, ventral oedema has decreased. Prednidale was started and Clavaseptin. Sent home. 28
Dec 2016 doing really well, thickening of skin over right shoulder still palpable, both popliteal lymph
node palpable. 5 Jan 2017 doing well, swelling in dogs mouth and trembling at home. Bloods taken with
increased neutrophils and lymphopenia-no exact results. 10 Jan 2017 very quiet, owner reports
breathing more laboured, submandibular lymph nodes, temperature 40.5 Celsius, mess right shoulder
decreased in size. Admitted for radiographs and biopsy. Unknown result of radiographs. 16 Jan 2017
brighter and swelling has decreased, temperature 40.5 Celsius, biopsy results show immune mediated
vasculitis/panniculitis secondary to vaccine. Started on Prednisolone again. Nothing further expected.
Follow up 24 Jan 2017 - Laboratory commented that the diagnosis of vasculitis and panniculitis could
be due to an immune mediated disease. 19 Jan 2017 dog was reported to have a history of juvenile
demodicosis, continuing steroids and mass resolving, dog much brighter. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00381

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

01/02/2015

19/01/2017

1

1

0 01/05/2015 Not Known

Autoimmune disorder NOS,Crust

Suspected Adverse Reaction-Limited information Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 in Feb 2015. The dog was German
Not
diagnosed with Discoid Lupus Erythematous in Aug 2015. The dog had crusty lesions on nose and
Shepherd Dog Known
investigations were carried out-unknown tests-and the dog was diagnosed with DLE. Treated with
Prednisalone and Atopica and been on no treatment since Nov 2016. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00382

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

08/01/2017

07/02/2017

1

1

1 08/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Pyrexia,Elevated
No Data
temperature,Dehydration,NT emphysematous
pneumonia,Diarrhoea,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Inappetence,Death,
Pneumonia,Pyothorax

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00387

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

14/01/2017

17/03/2017

4

1

1 15/01/2017 Not
Lack of efficacy,Death
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00400

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.9 Year(s)

11/01/2017

20/03/2017

1

1

0 14/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Monocytosis,Elevated
Not
R><BR><BR>Not SAP,Hypoalbuminaemia,Skin
Known
Known
inflammation NOS,Abnormal test
result,Inappetence,Skin
necrosis,Hypothyroidism,Neutrophi
lia,Leucocytosis,Injection site
pain,Injection site swelling,Injection
site abscess,Dull

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00401

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13.4 Year(s)

20/01/2017

20/01/2017

1

1

1 20/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal posture NOS,Respiratory Other
R><BR><BR>No discomfort,Abdominal
discomfort,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Straining to
defecate,Vocalisation,Tachycardia,
Pale mucous
membrane,Hypotension,Vomiting,R
ecumbency,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00440

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.7 Year(s)

20/01/2017

23/01/2017

1

1

0 20/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00443

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

01/01/2016

23/01/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00457

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

20/01/2017

30/01/2017

1

1

Not
Known

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 8 Jan 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4 , also had advocate
Other
and Droncit and microchip at the same time. Then on 10 Jan 2017 was seen with vomiting and
Canine/dog
diarrhoea which started on 8 Jan 2017. Was also lethargic and not eating , they have changed the food
recently. No pyrexia, owner declined on cost grounds having bloods and x rays. Injected Cerenia and
bland diet. 12 Jan 2017 seen out of hours lethargic, not eating and drinking, pyrexia (no value)
metacam was given .Owner declined further support. 13 Jan 2017 Vomiting and diarrhoea continued,
fresh blood in diarrhoea, dehydrated. Placed on Intravenous fluids, X rays taken showed gassy
intestines. Owner declined further investigation sent home on Synulox and Vetergesic and Zantac ,
metacam. Suspect foreign body or intussception. Owner didn''t return . 16 Jan 2017 no improvement.
Seen on 19 Jan 2017 owner could not bring in earlier, puppy died before was seen. Possibly being sent
for post mortem, open case await more information. Follow up 7 Feb 2017 - post mortem showed
enlargement of the caudal part of the left cranial lobe with multifocal necrotic areas and purulent
exudate within the thoracic cavity. Findings are suggestive of aspiration pneumonia (likely aspiration of
vomit) and pyothorax. Parvo snap test negative and samples have been sent for histopathology. Await
further information. Follow up 7 Feb 2017 - Histology received, confirming severe necrotising and
fibrinosuppurative bronchopneumonia in the caudal part of the left cranial lobe, which has the typical
appearance of aspiration pneumonia, although no overt foreign material is observed. The cause of
death in this case is therefore considered aspiration pneumonia, most likely secondary to aspiration of
vomit, with subsequent pyothorax and probable septicaemia. Nothing further expected. (NCA chose
best guesses for Droncit/Advocate)

14.65 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (14/11/201614/11/2016)<BR><BR>

French Bulldog Not
Known

0 01/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' Not
R><BR><BR>Not and 'Systemic disorders')
Known
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction In 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (unknown
exact details). Reported within seconds after vaccination the dog collapsed and became unconscious.
The dog was given Piriton and fully recovered very quickly (no timeframe stated). No further
information expected.

Miniature
Schnauzer

1 24/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Found dead
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4 on 23 Dec 2016 then had a second
Yorkshire
Nobivac DHP on 6 Jan 2017. Then had a second Nobivac L4 on 20 Jan 2017. The puppy was fine
Terrier
afterwards then they put her to bed in its crate on 23 Jan 2017 and the following morning it was found
dead. No post mortem has been performed as yet , await further details Follow up 30 Jan 2017 owner has declined any further investigation and no post mortem is to be performed. Case closed.

Vomiting,Swelling around eye,Facial Other
swelling (see also 'Skin'),Elevated
temperature,Abnormal test
result,Thrombocytosis,Hypokalaem
ia

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Animal (01/02/2015ble
01/02/2015)<BR><BR>

1.19 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small O1 - Inconclusive
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(08/01/201708/01/2017)<BR><BR>Droncit
Tablets 50 mg - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown (08/01/201708/01/2017)<BR><BR>Identification
Chip - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(08/01/201708/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (08/01/201708/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (08/01/201708/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Suspected Lack of expected efficacy Vaccinated 4 puppies ( 3 girls and 1 boy) no individual details . All 4
puppies vaccinated on 14 Jan 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4 . Later that day the puppies went to new
home. Then on 19 Jan 2017 the breeder was told that one puppy between 15 and 18 Jan vomited and
died on 18 Jan 2017, the owners feel it was parvovirus. No investigation or blood tests were taken to
prove this. The mother of the litter is being blood tested for parvo virus but no vaccination details are
known, await titre results , open case Follow up 17 March 2017 . No further information received,
close case.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 11 Jan 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4. Then on 18 Jan 2017
was seen in practice and informed it had been dull since 14 Jan 2017 and off its food. Pain at the
injection site , it was given synulox. 19 Jan 2017 had injection site swelling developed, was admitted,
bloods taken showed WBC 25.8 (4.9-17.6) Neutrophils 21.16 (2.94-12.67) monocytes 1.29 (0.13-1.15)
ALB 24.6 (26.3-38.2) ALKP 171.0 (<130.0) chlo 9.28 (3.20-6.20) calcium 2.33 (2.36-2.84) Thyroxine 10.1
(13.0-51.0). 20 Jan 2017 was sedated and lanced an abscess at the injection site. Skin is thickened and
spreading down the shoulder, some of the skin is necrotic. Still on synulox and vetergesic. No swab has
been taken. Open case await more information. Follow up 20 March 2017 No more information
received. close case
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 20 Jan 2017, given at
fridge temperature (Extra Label Use) When the dog was taken back to the car the dog vomited and
then when at home, collapsed. The dog was brought straight back to the surgery and presented in a
collapsed state. On examination mucous membranes were pale, heart rate rapid (no result), blood
pressure low (no result) and laboured breating. Adrenaline was given and Oxygen therapy. Started on iv
fluids, improved a little but in sternal recumbency. Antihistamine was given intravenously. Abdominal
discomfort, straining with arched back, vocalising and then settled again. These episodes repeated
every 10 minutes. Unable to raise blood pressure, rapid ultrasound of abdomen showed no free fluid.
Owner reported that the dog had been straining to defecate that morning. A second ultrasound was
carried out and showed retroperitonal fluid around the colon. On third ultrasound, showed free
abominal fluid thought to be blood. Vet suspected an intestinal tumour that had ruptured. The dog
died. Owner declined post mortem.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 20 Jan 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 (not given
at room temperature - extra label use) and Nobivac KC. Fit and well at time of vaccination and no
other products given at the same time. Same day, owner reported had vomited in the garden
approximately 1 hour post vaccination. On presentation, had facial swelling around eyes, muzzle and a
temperature of 39 Celsius. Blood tests taken showed: platelets 648 (135-500), potassium 3.4 (3.5-5.8),
chloride 108 (109-122). The dog was given Cerenia, chloripheramine, Ranitidine and intravenous
steroids. Responded well, to treatment and improved after 2 hours. On 21 Jan 2017, presented again
and back to normal with no further problems. No further information expected.

NCA disagrees with the MAH assessment. Biopsies
consistent with vaccine related immune mediated
reaction. Product involvement probable despite
history.

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
(14/01/201714/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (14/01/201714/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Schnauzer

11 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(11/01/201711/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (11/01/201711/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Jack Russell
Terrier

8.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (20/01/201720/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 ml (20/01/201720/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

French Bulldog

9.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (20/01/201720/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(20/01/201720/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(20/01/2017-20/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

15.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/01/2016-01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

1.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(06/01/201706/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (20/01/201720/01/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00503

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

21/01/2017

26/01/2017

1

1

0 21/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Discomfort
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Pyrexia,Depression,Facial
swelling (see also 'Skin')

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00509

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

28/10/2016

15/03/2017

1

1

0 17/05/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00513

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.2 Year(s)

07/10/2016

27/03/2017

1

1

0 05/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Elevated cholesterol Not
R><BR><BR>Not (total),Abdominal
Known
Known
pain,Vomiting,Gall bladder & bile
duct disorder
NOS,Hepatitis,Jaundice,Pyrexia,Lac
k of efficacy,Weight loss,Abnormal
test result,Pancreatitis,Liver
disorder NOS,Blood in
urine,Elevated ALT,Elevated bile
acids,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Bilirubinuria,Elevated gammaglutamyl transferase
(GGT),Lymphopenia

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00517

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

31 Year(s)

26/01/2017

09/02/2017

1

1

Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
pain,Local swelling (not application Known
site)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00519

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

24/01/2017

07/02/2017

5

1

0 26/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known
0 25/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00529

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.62 Year(s)

20/01/2017

30/01/2017

1

1

0 30/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Abdominal pain,Bloody
No Data
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Inappetence,Le
thargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00545

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

24/01/2017

31/01/2017

1

1

0 29/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Dyspnoea,Rale,Cough
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00555

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

17/01/2017

31/01/2017

1

1

0 17/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Neutropenia,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Le Not
R><BR><BR>Not thargy (see also Central nervous
Known
Known
system depression in
'Neurological'),Depression,Dehydra
tion,Dry mucous
membrane,Abnormal test result

Pica NOS,Intestinal disorder
Not
NOS,Non-regenerative
Known
anaemia,Leucopenia,Lymphopenia,
Neutropenia,Pale mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Jaw
disorder,Panting,Cough,Appetite
loss,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Regenerativ
e anaemia,Spleen
hypertrophy,Abnormal test
result,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Urinary tract
infection,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Unusual stool
colour,Anaemia NOS

Dyspnoea,Rattling
chest,Cough,Abnormal test
result,Hyperglycaemia,Elevated
total bilirubin,Cough,
productive,Hypokalaemia

No Data

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 5 Jan 2017, dog presented with puppy strangles and was treated with Staffordshire
antibiotics and a long course of steroids, the steroids were then stopped on 19 Jan 2017. On 21 Jan
Bull Terrier
2017, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Lepto 4, clinically well at the time and no other
products given. Reported 6 hours post vaccination dog developed a temperature of 40.7 C, facial
swelling, depressed and discomfort of palpation of lymph nodes. Given intravenous paracetamol,
steroids, intravenous fluid therapy and antibiotics. No further information expected.

4.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (21/01/201721/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/01/2017-21/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected adverse reaction Very limited information. Dog was given Bravecto (1000 mg best guess
Bearded Collie
applied ) on a unknown date. The dog developed IMHA ( immune mediated haemolytic anaemia) after
having Bravecto. Time frame is unknown and other clinical history is unknown. It is unknown how the
IMHA was diagnosed . Await further information. Follow up 10 Feb 2017 - history received. Bravecto
1000mg (20-40kg) given on 23 Mar 2016. On concurrent gastro intestinal diet for colitis. 17 May 2016
pulled a stick from throat last week and initially fine, but now reluctant to eat dry food, vomiting after
breakfast. Resistant to having mouth opened. Seeking to eat soil and grass which unusual for the dog.
Bloods carried out, Haematocrit 24, Red Blood Cells 3.54, Haemoglobin 8.4, Albumin 24 (no ranges
supplied), ultrasound scan carried out, showed large spleen but was normal looking. No slide
agglutination and appears to be regenerative. 19 May 2016 Omeprazole and Noroclav given.
Temperature 40.2 Celsius, PCV 30 % (35-57%), dark and hard faeces. 23 May 2016 Bright and eating,
not that keen to exercise. Faeces continue to be dark. Haematocrit 34% and mild non regenerative
anaemia, suspected due to GI disease. Metronidazole started and continue Omeprazole. 31 May 2016
eating soil and faeces dark, bright in self, temperature 40.1 Celsius. 3 Jun 2016 PCV 30% (35-57%),
radiographs carried out and a suspected mass in abdomen, spleen quite large and gas and hyperechoic
faeces in colon. Bloods have been sent away. 5 Jun 2016 Haematocrit 15% with evidence of the
agglutination on the slide. Severe anaemia is non-regenerative and shows intra-medullary immune
mediated haemolytic anaemia. 7 Jun 2016 not eating as much soil, faeces normal colour, temperature
39.3 Celsius, PCV 33% (35-57%) 9 Jun 2016 Panacur 4.5g sachets (1 sachet per day for 7 days) and
Metronidazole given, diarrhoea. 10 Jun 2016 PCV 36% (35-57%), Haematocrit 42.3%, Red Blood Cells
5.56 (5.5-8.5), Haemoglobin 11.9 (12-18), watery diarrhoea, Pro-Kolin given. 14 Jun 2016 Haematocrit
40% (range reported to be 43-60%) 21 Jun 2016 appetite better, worms passed in faeces. 22 Jun 2016
PCV 36% (35-57%) 15 Jul 2016 Parasitology was negative, doing well and back to normal, Panacur was
repeated. 28 Oct 2016 Bravecto 1000mg (20-40kg) and Panacur given as well as Previcox. 7 Nov 2016
Pica again 13 Nov 2016 lethargic for 2 days, not been right for last week. Picking at food, panting and
licking concrete, temperature 39.2 Celsius, Spleen feels large, mucous membranes pale, PCV 18% (3557%), severe leucopenia (no range supplied) WBC 0.14 (5.5-16.9), Neutrophils 0.04 (2-12), Lymphocytes
0.08 (0.5-4.9), Monocytes 0.02 (0.3-2), Eosinophils 0 (0.1-1.49), Platelets 275 (no rage supplied). Smear
appears regenerative,
but suspects
machine
error.
22 NovMSD
2016AH
notadds
eating
Mirtazapine,
Cerenia and
Suspected
adverse reaction
(as reported
by the
practice).
problem
type suspected
lack of English Cocker
expected efficacy" for Lepto. On 7 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, no
Spaniel
other treatments given at the same time and dog was fit and well. On 5 Nov 2016, dog presented as
developed vomiting and temperature of 39.6C, as well as weight loss. On examination no
abnormalities were detected apart from pyrexia and was given a Rimadyl, Cerenia injection and oral
Zantac. On 7 Nov 2016, presented for second vaccination and on examination the dog was noted to
have jaundice but no further vomiting. T=38.8C. Urine sample showed blood in urine and bilirubin; on
blood tests: Lymph 0.8 (1-4.05), monocytes 1 (0.13-1.15), albumin 23.4 (20-38), globulin 50.7 (23-42),
ALT 2000 (10-124), ALP 2545 (<130), GGT 81 (2.5-10) and cholesterol 15.15 (3.2-6.2). On 10 Nov 2016,
the dog had an ultrasound and was painful when scanning pancreas. A canine pancreatic lipase test
was performed 366 (<200 normal), bile acid 349 (<5) fasted and post feeding 458 (<10), total bilirubin
125 (<4.2). The dog started treatment of Destolit and Zentonil. On 12 Nov 2016, dog started Tramadol
and seemed to be less jaundiced. On 21 Nov 2016, gained weight and T=39.1C; TP79.4 (54-75), Alb25.2
(20-38), glob54.2 (23-42), ALT 997 (10-124), ALKP 2080 (<130), GGT 60.6 (2.5-10), AST 62 (10-50), total
bilirubin 18.7 (<4.2), fasting bile acid 287 (<5) and cholesterol 12.82 (3.2-6.2). On 19 Dec 2016, dog
doing well and further blood tests taken: TP72 (54-75), Alb27.6 (20-38), glob 44.5 (23-42), Urea 8.9 (3.110.1), ALT 2301 (10-124), ALKP 1093 (<130), GGT 49.8 (2.5-10), AST 142 (10-50), Bilirubin 11.3 (<4.2),
fasted bile acid 436 (<5) and cholesterol 15.26 (3.2-6.2). The dog continued medications and was given
Cerenia, Vetergesic and Tramadol as seemed uncomfortable and restless. On 5 Jan 2017, an
exploratory laparotomy and liver biopsies taken and an enlarged gall bladder and liver was grossly
abnormal. The histopathology of the liver showed chronic hepatitis and a Lepto FISH was performed:
detected abundant Lepto within the liver tissue. The dog is generally doing well and has not been
hospitalised only for surgery. Await further information. No further information received. Case closed.

23 Bravecto 1000 mg Chewable Tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Tablets
(01/08/201528/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(28/10/201628/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(28/10/201628/10/2016)<BR><BR>Panacur
Granules 22.2% w/w - 1,1,24
Hours,24,for 7 days (4 Month(s)
09/06/201628/10/2016)<BR><BR>Previcox
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (28/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

15.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (07/10/201607/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(07/10/2016-07/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

A vet possibly injured the extensor tendon of her left thumb with a needle. The whole thumb became
swollen, including the tendon, and was painful when flexed. It is not known if any of the contents of
the syringe were injected, or if the needle was dirty. The vet visited her doctor. Paracetamol was
given.
Suspected adverse reaction 5 puppies vaccinated on 24 Jan 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4 . All have
now been sold. On 25 Jan 2017 one puppy started to cough, was seen on 27 Jan 2017 with dyspnoea
and was coughing up fluid, thoracic noise, no heart murmur was heard. Bloods taken Total Protein 120
( no ref range ) ALB 30 ( no ref range ) TBIL 398 (no ref range) haematology was sent to a external
laboratory, no results received They admitted the puppy and placed it on intravenous fluids and
antibiotics and frusemide. Unknown if any further investigation was performed , they suspected
possible pneumonia. Went home on 30 Jan 2017 a lot brighter and eating , went home on antibiotics .
Open case await further information. Follow up 6 Feb 2017 - nothing further has been received.
Nothing further expected. Follow up 7 Feb 2017 - blood results were taken on 28 Jan 2017 (not 25 Jan
2017 as previously reported) Glucose 13.09 (4.28-8.33), Creatinine 3 (27-106), Total Bilirubin 398 (014), Albumin 31 (21-36) Potassium 3.2 (3.5-5.8), Chloride 108 (109-122), Total Protein >120 (48-72).
Nothing further expected.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 20 Jan 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4. Nothing else was
given. Then on 30 Jan 2017 owner reported the dog was lethargic and had diarrhoea with blood in it,
some vomiting . It had started to improve later that day , on examination had a painful abdomen . No
medication was given. Has not vomited since 30 Jan 2017. No more information is expected. From
web report: lethargy, vomiting, bloody diarrhoea, inappetence.

Human

English Cocker
Spaniel

Crossbred

Suspecetd Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 24 Jan 2017. Vaccine was Crossbred
not carried out at reporting Practice. Owner reports that since 29 Jan 2017 the dog has been coughing
and finding it difficult to breath 31 Jan 2017 examined and the dog is reported to be bright. Upper
respiratory noise increased. No treatment given. No investigations carried out, nothing further
expected.

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 17 Jan 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 at
another veterinary practice and details unknown. The same day, 4-5 hours post vaccination the dog
became lethargic and vomiting. On 18 Jan 2017, dog continued to vomit and had diarrhoea. On 19 Jan
2017, presented to the reporting practice depressed, dehydrated, dry mucous membranes. The puppy
was admitted for intravenous fluid therapy, metoclopramide and Metronidazole. An Idexx faecal test
was used and was positive for parvovirus. On 21 Jan 2017, haematology performed and show the dog
had neutropenia and had a plasma transfusion and given Amoxicillin and clavunate acid. Started to
improve after plasma transfusion. On 22 Jan 2017, stopped vomiting and diarrhoea. On 23 Jan 2017,
the puppy well in self other than still being neutropenic. On 25 Jan 2017, still neutropenic but
improving. On 26 Jan 2017, dog discharged from hospital. No further information expected.

German Spitz Pomeranian

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP ,,,,24<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs ,,,,24<BR><BR>
3.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(24/01/201724/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (24/01/201724/01/2017)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

14.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(20/01/201720/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (20/01/201720/01/2017)<BR><BR>
8 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (24/01/201724/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(24/01/2017-24/01/2017)<BR><BR>
1.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (17/01/201717/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(17/01/2017-17/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

10 days is not s strong association in time however
signs such as lethargy, inappetence and vomit can be
seen after vaccination. Two products administered.
Product involvement cannot be excluded.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00586

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

27/01/2017

03/04/2017

1

1

0 27/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Circling - neurological disorder (see Not
R><BR><BR>Not also 'Behavioural
Known
Known
disorders'),Ataxia,Disorientation,Co
nstricted pupils,Inappetence,Not
drinking,Elevated
temperature,Abnormal test
result,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Change in blood
protein NOS,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')
1 26/01/2017 Yes
Vomiting,Diarrhoea,Liver
No Data
tumour,Dermal thickening,Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Elevated
temperature,Weight loss,Injection
site panniculitis,Third eyelid
protrusion,Monoparesis (paralysis
of
limb),Hypoalbuminaemia,Pancreatit
is,Elevated renal
parameters,Hyperphosphataemia,E
levated total bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Injection site
mass,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Elevated gammaglutamyl transferase
(GGT),Monocytosis,Injection site
abscess,Eosinophilia,Leucocytosis,
Neutrophilia,Conjunctivitis

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 27 Jan 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4. Was sleepy for the
Staffordshire
next few days. Seen on 31 Jan 2017 with no vomiting and diarrhoea, eating and drinking well,
Bull Terrier
inappetence since 30 Jan. On examination was off balance , circling and bumping into things, restless.
Temperature 101.7 , placed on intravenous fluids , diazepam and Dexadreson and synulox. 1 Feb was
more settled , Bloods taken HCT 32.7 (37-55) HGB 10.1 (12-18) Urea 1.3 (2.5-10.4) Crea 15 (27-106) TP
47 (48-72) Amylase 268 (300-1300) Given Dexadreson and syringed water, syringe feeding , constricted
pupils . Open case await more information Follow up 3 April 2017 No more information received, close
case.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00619

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.5 Year(s)

26/01/2017

14/02/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00642

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

15/12/2016

04/04/2017

4

4

0 19/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus),Cough Not
R><BR><BR>Not
Known
Known

1

1

0 06/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Lethargy (see also
Not
R><BR><BR>Not Central nervous system depression Known
Known
in 'Neurological'),Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders')

Suspected Adverse Reaction & Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy to parvo On 15 Dec 2016, 4
Labrador
puppies vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On 19 Dec 2016, puppies developed coughing
Retriever
and diarrhoea, taken to another practice and two were treated with unspecified medication and sent
home, two puppies were hospitalised. One of the hospitalised puppies was sent home and has since
recovered (unknown date). One of the puppies (unknown which) was tested for Parvovirus and was
positive and another was tested for Parainfluenza due to cough but was negative. All of the puppies
apart from one have made a full recovery. It is unknown what the outcome of one of the hospitalised
puppies. Await further information. Follow up 4 Apr 2017 - No further information received. Case
closed.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 24 Jan 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 at a
Whippet
different veterinary practice. On 6 Feb 2017, dog vaccinated with second Nobivac DHP and fit and well
at time of vaccination and no other products given. The puppy was vaccinated at 4.30pm and owner
phoned out of hours at 9pm, reported collapse and tachycardia. On arrival 10 minutes later was
lethargic but not collapsed, temperature 102 degrees Fahrenheit, heart rate 180 bpm and reduced to
140 bpm after 5 minutes. Given an antihistamine and went home. No further information expected.
Follow up 8 Feb 2017 - reported to have fully recovered the following day. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00647

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

24/01/2017

07/02/2017

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00669

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

07/02/2017

03/03/2017

1

1

0 07/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Behavioural disorder
Other
R><BR><BR>No NOS,Inappropriate
urination,Hypersalivation,Vomiting,
Jaw disorder,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise,Off
colour,Pyrexia,Intestinal
perforation,Jaw pain,Tense
abdomen,Hiding,Gastrointestinal
foreign body NOS

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00681

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

23/01/2017

08/02/2017

1

1

0 24/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00684

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

03/01/2017

08/02/2017

1

1

Vocalisation,Low platelet
count,Tachycardia,Hypercalcaemia,
Reduced globulins,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Hyperglycaemia,Increased
respiratory rate
0 03/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes, membrane,Neutrophilia,Inappetenc
<BR><BR><BR>< e,Lethargy (see also Central
BR><BR>Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Malaise,Pyrexia,Dry
mucous membrane,Abnormal test
result,Glucosuria,Proteinuria,Decre
ased haemoglobin,Decreased
packed cell volume
(PCV),Monocytosis,Thrombocytope
nia,Low platelet
count,Leucocytosis,Constipation

Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 29 Dec 2016 with Nobivac L4. Seen on 26 Jan 2017 for
Old English
Nobivac L4 vaccination, owner informed them the dog has lost 9% body weight but does have a picky Sheepdog
appetite. It was normal on examination . Seen on 28 Jan 2017 , owner reported straight after the
second vaccine it had yellow, watery diarrhoea and was not eating. On examination it had
temperature 39.1. Heart rate was slightly raised but unknown what it was, though this is normal for the
dog when it gets stressed. It has its third eyelid across and some conjunctivitis ( which is historical) No
pain on abdomen palpation . Placed on Maxitrol and Metronidazole. Seen on 30 Jan 2017, brighter but
still picky with it''s food . Further weight loss but around 25.4 to 25.6 kg .Continued on original
treatment Seen on 2 Feb . Diarrhoea is resolving , appetite is up and down, eyes are improving. Bloods
show Mono 1 ( 0-0.5) Neutr 23.2(3-10) Leuc 26.2(6-12) Eos 1.1(0-0.06) ALB 25(26-40) ALKP 144(13-83)
GGT 72 (5-14) Phos 1.67(0.61-1.61) PCV 31.5% ( ref range unknown) They placed on Nisamox and
metronidazole and Paracetamol . Seen on 3 Feb 2017 Temperature 38.3 Vomited on 2 Feb 2017. No
change to treatment. 4 Feb 2017 Bloods taken for pancreatic profile( results unknown) Has injection
site thickening and a injection site mass develop. Fine needle aspirate has been taken and sent away .
Seen on 6 Feb no change,they plan to do an ultrasound and X ray. Await further information , open
case Follow up 7 Feb 2017 - Canine Pancreatitis Lipase 1710 (<200), WBC 38.1 (<17.6) Neutrophilia and
Monocytosis (no results supplied), Haematocrit 36 (<38), SDMA 26 (<14), ALKP 164 (<130), Bilirubin 7.7
(<4.2). Purulent haemorrhagic material was aspirated form the injection site lump. Await furtehr
information. Follow up 7 Feb 2017 - Canine Pancreatitis Lipase 1710 (<200), WBC 38.1 (<17.6)
Neutrophilia and Monocytosis (no results supplied), Haematocrit 36 (<38), SDMA 26 (<14), ALKP 164
(<130), Bilirubin 7.7 (<4.2). Purulent haemorrhagic material was aspirated from the injection site lump.
Await further information Follow up 14 Feb 2017 - Results for mass on neck show chronic
pyogranulomatous process with panniculitis. Ultrasound and radiographs showed a liver mass possibly
involving the pancreas and also chest masses. Further investigation was declined by the owner and the
dog was euthanased on 10 Feb 2017 due to continuing deterioration. No post mortem is being carried
out.

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 7 Feb 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (not given at room
temperature - extra label use) and Nobivac KC, fit and well at time of vaccination and no other
products given. Approximately 6 hours later the dog developed hypersalivation, vomited, started acting
scared and subdued. On clinical examination, was subdued and urinated in the consult room, pyrexic
(39.6C) and was given Cerenia and intravenous Chlorphenamine and sent home. On 8 Feb 2017, owner
reports still lethargic but no salivation but has become inappetant. No further information expected.
Follow up 9 Feb 2017 - The dog was kept in overnight on intra venous fluids, not eating and very quiet,
hiding in corner, drooling, painful on abdomen palpation and unable to open mouth, vocalising when
attempted to do so. Bloods are being carried out. Open case Follow up 15 Feb 2017 - dog reported to
have improved after the fluids and then went downhill 24-36 hours. Further investigation and
ultrasound of abdomen, linear foreign body found and 2 small pieces of plastic and connecting piece of
cloth, surgery was performed and perforated gut. Full blood and titre are being carried out. Follow up 3
Mar 2017 - Practice reported that they are no longer waiting for bloods and titre etc due to the foreign
body being found, case closed.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 23 Jan 2017 with Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC. Was seen on 25
Jan at another practice , owner informed them it had been lethargic for 24 hours post vaccination,
presented with lethargy and screaming . Heart rate 160, respiratory rate 60. Normal on examination.
They took bloods which showed Crea 24 (44-155) Glu 8.0 (3.3-6.4) Hmat 31 (35-50) HGlob 10.6 (12-17)
Cal 1.47 (1.12-1.40) Vetergesic was given and it was placed on intravenous fluids . The dog fully
recovered date unknown . No more information expected

3.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(27/01/201727/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/01/201727/01/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

25.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(26/01/2017-26/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (15/12/201615/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(15/12/2016-15/12/2016)<BR><BR>

Timing/diarrhoea consistent with possible product
involvement. This vaccine provides no immunity to
Parvovirus.

4.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (06/02/201706/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(24/01/2017-24/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Time association is not close (2 weeks) as Nobivac
DHP was given alone on this occasion (Nobivac L4
was given 2 weeks before). More likely to be related
to DHP

Jack Russell
Terrier

8.8 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (07/02/201707/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(07/02/2017-07/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Other
Canine/dog

8.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(23/01/201723/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (23/01/201723/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (23/01/201723/01/2017)<BR><BR>
9.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (03/01/201703/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(03/01/201703/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/01/2017-03/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 3 Jan 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Shih Tzu
KC, fit and well and no other products given. On 3 Feb 2017, dog seemed subdued and since 4 Feb 2017
has ben inappetant and not drinking. On 6 Feb 2017, presented to veterinary practice and on
examination was quiet, pale mucous membranes and reported to have not passed faeces. Blood smear
showed autoagglutination and an ultrasound was performed and no abnormalities detected. Urine
sample was taken and showed a trace of glucose and proteinuria. On 7 Feb 2017, blood tests: WBC
28.5 (6-17), Neutrophils 21.2 (3.5-12), Monocytes 1.6 (0.30-1.5), RBC 2.19 (5-8.5), Haemoglobin 11.6
(12-18), HCT 17.5 (37-55), MCV 80.2 (60-80), MCHC 65.9 (30-36.5), RDW 86.9 (35-65), platelets 142
(200-500) and MPV 10.6 (5.5-10.5). Reported dog doing better but developed polyuria and polydipsia.
On 8 Feb 2017, owner reports still lethargic, polyuria and polydipsia and on clinical examination had
pale mucous membranes that were tacky. A manual PCV was performed: 25% (35-57) and aggulation
seen on manual slide. Blood tests: WBC 31.7 (6-17), granulocytes 25.5 (3.5-12), Monocytes 2.5 (0.301.5), RBC 0.89 (5-8.5), Haemoglobin 8.3 (37-55), MCV 93.3 (60-80), RDW 161.5 (35-65), platelets 169
(200-500), MPV 10.9 (5.5-10.5). Reported the dog is recovering at home, no further information
expected.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00704

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

06/02/2017

09/02/2017

1

1

0 06/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Vomiting,Shaking,Elevated
Not
temperature,Lethargy (see also
Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 6 Feb 2017 Jack Russell
at 10am. Re seen at 3pm as vomiting, lethargic and shaking. On examination, temperature 39.4 Celsius. Terrier
Admitted for intra venous fluids and Zantac. 7 Feb 2017 sent home as 100% resolved. Nothing further
expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00712

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.8 Year(s)

12/01/2017

09/02/2017

1

1

0 25/01/2017 Not Known

Loose stool,Dehydration,Vomiting

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00821

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.4 Year(s)

29/12/2016

15/02/2017

1

1

1 08/01/2017 Not Known

Vomiting,Gastrointestinal foreign
body NOS,Septicaemia,Death by
euthanasia

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated on 12 Jan 2017 with Nobivac L4. Then on 28 Jan 2017 was
seen with vomiting which developed on 25 Jan 2017. Loose stools but no diarrhoea. Was dehydrated
and placed on fluids. 29 Jan 2017 bloods taken which were all normal and then was discharged. 1 Feb
fully resolved No more information expected Previous reactions after vaccination with Nobivac L4,
see case 2017-UK-00706 and 2017-UK-00710
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with primary Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi on 1 Dec 2016,
second vaccine with Nobivac L4 on 29 Dec 2016. Owner reported at the time of the second vaccine
The dog had eaten brandy chocolates 2 days previously, fit and well at the time of vaccine. 10 Jan 2017
history of 48 hours of vomiting, admitted for fluids and hospitalised. The dog was transferred to the
emergency Practice over night and an expl laparotomy was performed and a lot of wool was found.
Gastrotomy, 2 enterotomys and an enterectomy were performed, gut viability was poor. 12 Jan 2017
the dog was euthanased as had sepsis. No post mortem was carried out, nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00864

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

11/01/2017

17/02/2017

1

1

0 10/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Polyarthritis,General pain (see
Not
other SOCs for specific
Known
pain),Monocytosis,Pyrexia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00931

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.4 Year(s)

31/01/2017

02/03/2017

1

1

0 09/02/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Limb weakness,Not eating,Dry
Other
mucous membrane,Immune
mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Musculoskeletal
pain,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Unable to
jump,Polyuria,Polydipsia,Pale
mucous membrane,Aggression,Hind
limb ataxia

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00965

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

30/01/2017

21/04/2017

1

1

0 06/02/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Pyrexia,Abnormal test
Not
result,Increased percentage
Known
reticulocytes,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Anaemia
NOS,Vomiting,Inappetence,Dull

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-00983

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

39 Year(s)

22/02/2017

13/03/2017

1

1

0 22/02/2017 Not Known

Injection site
Not
swelling,Shivering,Injection site pain Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01012

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

10/02/2017

20/03/2017

1

1

0 11/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Elevated ALT,Elevated
Not
SAP,Electrolyte disorder,Elevated
Known
lipase,Elevated gamma-glutamyl
transferase (GGT),Reduced
globulins,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Corne
al oedema,Ocular
discharge,Polyuria,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Hypoproteinaemia,
Hypoglycaemia,Dehydration,Not
eating,Hypoalbuminaemia,Abnorm
al test result

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01016

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

27/04/2017

1

1

1 01/01/2016 Not Known

Immune mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Death

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01030

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

25/02/2017

27/02/2017

1

1

0 26/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Increase Other
R><BR><BR>No d heart rate,Tonic-clonic
seizure,Disorientation,Congested
mucous membrane,Enlarged lymph
nodes
(generalised),Hypoglycaemia,Elevat
ed bile acids,Elevated
lipase,Pacing,Increased packed cell
volume
(PCV),Monocytosis,Abnormal test
result

Not
Known

Labrador
Retriever

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

1.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (06/02/201706/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(06/02/201706/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(06/02/2017-06/02/2017)<BR><BR>
29.45 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(12/01/2017-12/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

vomit and lose stools can be seen after vaccination,
however 12 days post vaccination is not a close time
association. Other causes remain possible.

15.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (29/12/201629/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 12 Dec 2016, dog vaccinated with first dose of Nobivac DHP and
Other
Nobivac L4. On 28 Dec 2016, vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac KC. On 11 Jan Canine/dog
2017, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4. On 10 Feb 2017, developed generalised pain and
on examination and temperature was 40 degrees Celsius, general pain and lethargy. Admitted for
intravenous fluid therapy and blood tests performed: monocytes 2.64 (0.16-1.12) and the dog was
given Meloxicam. On 11 Feb 2017, dog sent home as clinical signs resolved and was given a course of
oral Metacam. On 13 Feb 2017, presented lethargic and painful and was admitted for further
investigation and blood tests show further monocytosis. The dog was diagnosed with immune
mediated Polyarthritis. No further information expected.

14.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (28/12/201628/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(28/12/201628/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(11/01/2017-11/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Time association is not strong, however immune
mediated polyarthritis can occur after vaccination.
Three products administered, other products had a
closer time relationship

Suspected Adverse reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 31 Jan 2017-given straight from the fridge Other
(Extra Label Use), Bravecto 500mg (10-20kg) also given. 9 Feb 2017 presented as not eating and
Canine/dog
unwilling to jump onto a chair. Hind limbs seem weak and wobbly and fallen over due to hindlimb
wobble. When owner stroked the dogs back, the dog growled and curled lip. Mucous membranes pale.
PCV 26% (35-57%), the dog was admitted. Remained very weak and falls over when pushed, mucous
membranes tachy and remains pale. Slow replacing reflex right fore. 10 Feb 2017 PCV 23% (35-57%),
conjunctiva white, seems to be stronger and no ataxia at present. Clumping seen on slide agglutination.
Prednidale started for the treatment of Immune Mediated Haemolytic Anaemia. 11 Feb 2017 PCV 22%
(35-57%), eating well and bright. 13 Feb 2017 PCV 32% (35-57%), much more improved, conjunctiva a
pale pink now. The dog was sent home to continue the steroids. 17 Feb 2017 much brighter,
conjunctiva pink, PCV 35% (35-57%), Red Blood Cells 3.79 (5.9-8.4), Haemaglobin 11.1 (14.2-20.0),
Haematocrit 33.0 (43-60), but laboratory shows no regenerative response yet. Nothing further
expected. Follow up 2 Mar 2017 - the dog has been polydipsic and polyuric since being on steroids.
Nothing further expected.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4 on 30 Jan 2017. Seen on 22 Feb 2017. Crossbred
Owner has informed the practice a week post vaccination (6 Feb ) the dog went off its food and got
worse the following week. It has been bright on walks but lethargic at home. Also vomited a few times
( days unknown) On examination it had a temperature 103.1 and was dull. They gave a metacam.
Bloods taken HCT 31.8 (37-55) MCHC 37.7 (30-37.5) RBC 5.08 (5.5-8.5) RDW 18.8 (14.7-17.9) Retic
368.2 (10-110) ALT <10(10-100). Has had a test away for Coomb''s test, still awaiting this. However a
blood smear was suggestive of Immune mediated haemolysis Open case, await further information.
Follow up 21 April 2017 No more information received, close case.

10.4 Bravecto 500 mg spot-on solution
B - Possible
for medium-sized dogs (>10 - 20 kg) 500,1,3 Months,3,500 mg 3 Months
1 Animal (31/01/201731/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(31/01/201731/01/2017)<BR><BR>Prednidale 5
mg Tablets - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal Product is best guess. Start
10/2/17 (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

20 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(30/01/201730/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (30/01/201730/01/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

A vet sustained a needlestick injury whilst vaccinating a dog. He does not think any vaccine was
Human
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
injected, but the needle was dirty. He felt shivery that evening, but was on antibiotic medication for a
Known for Dogs - 1,,,,10<BR><BR>
dental infection at the time. The following day, his finger was swollen and sore. MAH has received no
further information.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 10 Feb 2017, dog vaccinated with first vaccination of Nobivac DHP,
West Highland
1.81 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. On 14 Feb 2017, presented as dog not eaten for 3 days and now lethargic, White Terrier
Animal (10/02/2017moderate dehydration, vomiting and diarrhoea; given a Synulox injection and subcutaneous fluid
10/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC therapy. The dog then became very stressed and had oxygen therapy as it was suspected a swollen
.4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
larynx and was admitted and stayed overnight. On 15 Feb 2017, the puppy was radiographed and heart
(10/02/2017looked rounded and blood tests were performed: Glucose 3.11 (4.28-8.34), Crea 11 (27-106), Total
10/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
protein 42 (48-72), Albumin 20 (21-36), globulin 22 (23-38), ALT 134 (8-75), ALKP 557 (46-337), GGT 4 (0Suspension for Injection for Dogs 2), Lipase 2007 (100-1500), sodium 141 (145-157), chloride 103 (105-119) and was discharged from
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
hospital. On 16 Feb 2017, reported flat overnight, polyuric but vomiting has ceased and was admitted
(10/02/2017-10/02/2017)<BR><BR>
and placed on intravenous fluid therapy. On 17 Feb 2017, reported a gradual improvement and was
eating and drinking small amount, the mild diarrhoea was improving and was sent home. On 21 Feb
2017, no vomiting and dog improving well, eyes reported to be gooey, crusty with a blue corneal haze
developing in both, started Isathal ointment. Await further information. Canine Blue Eye Profile CAV1
Ab Titre 1448, CAV2 Ab 181. No ranges supplied. Laboratory reported that that the dog suffered from
natural CAV infection. Nothing further expected.
Suspected adverse reaction Limited information . Dog was vaccinated on an unknown with a Nobivac Other
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
Lepto vaccine ( best guess Nobivac L4) The dog developed immune mediated haemolytic anaemia on Canine/dog
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
an unknown date after vaccination . Unknown if this was confirmed . Report suggests the dog has died
(01/01/2016-01/01/2016)<BR><BR>
but this is uncertain. Open case, await more information. Follow up 27 April 2017 No more
information received , close case
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 25 Feb 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (not
French Bulldog
9.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
given at room temperature, extra label use), fit and well at time of vaccination and no other
Animal (25/02/2017medication. On 26 Feb 2017, in the early hours of the morning, dog started behaving oddly for several
25/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
hours and had tonic/clonic seizures (several seizures). The dog was presented and on examination was
Suspension for Injection for Dogs pacing, disorientated, heart rate 140 bpm, congested mucous membranes and enlarged submandibular
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
lymph nodes. The blood glucose was 3.5 (4.1-7.95) and further blood tests were taken: RBC 9.13 (5.65(25/02/2017-25/02/2017)<BR><BR>
8.87), HCT 63.1 (37.3-61.7), Haemoglobin 22.8 (13.1-20.5), WBC 18.29 (5.05-16.76), neutrophils 15.13
(2.95-11.64), monocytes 1.29 (0.16-1.12) and the biochemistry was normal other than glucose. Given
some Diazepam and that calmed the dog and also had a glucose bolus which made the blood glucose
go back into the reference range but didn''t maintain initially but resolved. On 27 Feb 2017, blood tests
were performed again and haematology returned to normal however biochemistry showed amylase
470 (500-1500) and Lipase 1932 (200-1800). Bile acids were performed and the post prandial result >30
(>25 consistent with decreased hepatic function). Await further information. Follow up 3 Mar 2017 Fructosamine 282 (187-386). Report from referral practice, monitoring of blood glucose has not
identified any hypoglycemia and the dog has not manifested any abnormal behaviour. No cause of
increased post-prandial bile acids, liver dysfunction and porto vascular anomalies cannot be excluded.
Owner is reluctant to carry out any further investigations. Nothing further expected.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01036

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

21/02/2017

16/03/2017

1

1

1 27/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Death by euthanasia,NT - intestinal No Data
tumour
(adenocarcinoma/adenoma/gastro
intestinal stromal tumour
(gist)),Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Decreased
haemoglobin,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Anaemia NOS,Low platelet
count,Pale mucous membrane,Oral
bleeding,Melaena,Blood in
vomit,Monocytosis,Inappetence,Py
rexia,Regenerative
anaemia,Abnormal test
result,Blotchy
rash,Bruising,Elevated SAP

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01038

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

21/12/2016

13/03/2017

1

1

0 26/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01039

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.41 Year(s)

21/02/2017

01/03/2017

1

1

0 27/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site oedema,Injection site Other
R><BR><BR>No lump,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Injection site
weeping (see also 'skin'),Decreased
appetite,Injection site pain

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01057

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

12/01/2017

29/03/2017

1

1

1 12/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Malaise,Appetite loss,Bloated
Not
R><BR><BR>Not stomach,Swollen eye,Swollen
Known
Known
joint,Pancreatitis,Fluid in abdomen
NOS,Petechiae NOS,Abnormal
necropsy finding,Enlarged lymph
nodes (generalised),Juvenile
cellulitis (puppy
strangles),Vomiting,Ataxia,Death,Py
rexia

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 12 Jan 2017, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
Rottweiler
(exact details unknown). On 13 Jan 2017, presented to this practice for the first time and reports
swollen eyes since vaccination and owner gave Piriton. Diagnosed with puppy strangles and was given
Noroclav, Prednisolone and Prinovox. The temperature was 39.3 degrees Celsius. On 20 Jan 2017, skin
has improved slightly and owner reported vomited on 18 Jan 2017 and presented with a bloated
abdomen and a faecal sample was taken. On 8 Feb 2017, results from faecal sample was negative for
Giardia but positive for Isopora, started Metrobactin. On 16 Feb 2017, minimal improvement and was
quiet. On 18 Feb 2017, deteriorated and was ataxic, vomiting and swollen joints. Admitted for
intravenous fluid therapy and kept overnight and was discharged on 19 Feb 2017. On 20 Feb 2017, dog
had a variable appetite and seemingly weaker and been drinking puppy milk. On 22 Feb 2017, the puppy
died and a post mortem was performed: clear free fluid in the abdomen, pancreas inflamed and
adhered to caecum, omentum adhered to caecum. Petechiae observed on the caecum and upper large
intestine and a large inguinal and submandibular lymph nodes. No further information expected.
Follow up 16 Mar 2017 - Abdominal fluid: culture negative, fluid is a protein rich transudate
Histopathology - Enterocolitis, lymphocytic-diffuse lymphocytic inflammation - does not appear to be
parvovirus but bacterial infection is a differential including Clostridial disease Faecal sample: no
parasites , parvovirus negative, salmonella and camplyobacter negative. Nothing further expected.
Follow up 29 Mar 2017 - The puppies littermate died of CPV, see linked case: 2017-UK-01376.

8.04 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (12/01/201712/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(12/01/2017-12/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01062

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.3 Year(s)

08/02/2017

03/05/2017

1

1

0 26/02/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated on 14 Jan 2015 and 22 Jan 2016 with Nobivac DHPPI and
Lepto 2. Then on 11 Jan 2017 it was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4 and KC. 8 Feb 2017 had
Nobivac L4 only. Also had a unknown flea and worming dispensed but unknown if given. On 27 Feb
2017 presented with vomiting and diarrhoea for 24 hours . Drinking lots and vomiting. Diarrhoea has
some blood in it, was lethargic . They gave Cerenia and sent it home with Nutribio. The dog has no
history of scavenging. On 1 March 2017 it was still lethargic , they place it on Intravenous fluids and it
became brighter. Conscious X ray was negative. They have taken a faecal sample and sent this away.
Await results , open case. Follow up 3 March 2017 No more information expected

38.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
OInsufficient information on diagnostics to assess case.
(11/01/2017Unclassifiable/unassessa
11/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (11/01/201711/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (08/02/201708/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01077

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

01/02/2016

01/03/2017

1

1

0 01/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS,Muscle spasm
R><BR><BR>Not NOS,Tachycardia
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Vaccinated on 1 Feb 2016 with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4.
Labrador
Immediately after the vaccine the dog had a minor seizure, tachycardic with muscle spasms. Lasted for Retriever
5 minutes, the dog then went home. On an unknown time frame (but reported to be within minutes
from the last seizure) the dog had another seizure and the dog was admitted. A third seizure was
observed within 10 minutes of the vaccine. The dog had a total of 3 seizures within 15 minutes after
the vaccine. No further seizures were observed. Further vaccines with Nobivac L4 were given in Mar
2016 with no seizures observed, however Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 were given on 25 Feb 2017 and
similar signs occurred-see linked case 2017-UK-01078 Nothing further expected.

26.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (01/02/201601/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/02/2016-01/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01078

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

25/02/2017

01/03/2017

1

1

0 25/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure
R><BR><BR>Not NOS,Twitching,Hypersalivation
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 25 Feb 2017. 10
Labrador
minutes after the vaccine the dog began twitching, salivating and then had a seizure. 3 further seizures Retriever
within 10 minutes of the vaccine were observed. Valium was given, unknown outcome. The dog had
been previously vaccinated with the same vaccines in Feb 2016 and had similar reaction, see linked
case 2017-UK-01077. Nothing further expected.

26.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (25/02/201725/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(25/02/2017-25/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01079

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

09/02/2017

02/03/2017

1

1

1 09/02/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Case reported from a newspaper article (DailyMail 1 march 2017). 3 Dogs Rottweiler
are mentioned. 2 Of those were already reported previously in linked cases 2016-UK-00727 and 2016UK-04285. This case is for the third dog. On 9 Feb 2017, a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4
(unknown exact details). Reported within 24 hours of vaccination the dog developed a swaying stance,
salivating and not eating. Overnight the dog developed vomiting blood and urinating blood. Dog
presented 11 Feb 2017 approximately and perked up (unknown if treatment was given) and a few
hours later collapsed. The dog was euthanased on 12 Feb 2017. No further information expected.

Not
Known

Diarrhoea,Bloody
Not
diarrhoea,Lethargy (see also
Known
Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Polydipsia,Vomiting

Blood in
urine,Incoordination,Increased
salivation,Not eating,Death by
euthanasia,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Blood in vomit

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 21 Feb 2017 with a restart vaccination course Nobivac DHP Bichon Frise
and KC and L4. Also was noted it had mild heart disease and dental disease. Seen on 27 Feb 2017.
Bleeding from its mouth, not wanting to eat. Pale mucous membranes Heart murmur grade 4-6.
temperature 40.4. Bad tooth decay. Bloods taken show ALKP 500 ( 23-212) RBC 4.31 (5.65-8.87)
Haematocrit 0.22 (0.373-0.617. Haemoglobin 78 (131-205) MCV 51.0 (61.6-73.5) MCH 18.1 (21.2-25.9)
Monocytes 1.26 (0.16-1.12) Eosinophil 0.04 (0.06-1.023) Platelets 0 (148-4.84.) Smear shows reactive
neutrophils 1 platelets in 10 hpf (1500) not consistent with clotting ability. Skin has blotchy bruises on .
diagnosed as intestinal tumour. They placed on Pred and Colvasone . 28 Feb 2017 was vomiting blood,
Melaena. Was Euthanased. Has been sent for post mortem Open case, await post mortem Follow up 6
Mar 2017 - post mortem received. Findings were: prominent liver with round edges, but no focal
lesions. Prominent spleen, fleshy with a diameter 1cm nodule on the cranial pole. Stomach was full of
blood, no obvious ulcers and careful review of the pylorus, duodenum and jejunum revealed no
evidence for a mass. Concluded that based on the massive haemorrhage evident within the stomach
and gastro intestinal tract and the white appearance of the mucous membranes, the cause of the
distress leading up to the euthanasia is a severe pre-regenerative anaemia associated with blood loss.
Low platelet count has been confirmed and petechiae on the skin and within the internal organs is
consistent with a bleeding disorder associated with thrombocytopenia. No evidence for mass lesions
or ulcers, likely cause is immune medicated thrombocytopenia. Further tests have been requested.
Follow up 20 mar 2017 - histology concluded that results are supportive of underlying immune
mediated thrombocytopenia, neoplasia and significant inflammatory disease are not observed.
Nothing further expected.
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for parvo. On 21 Dec 2016, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP
and Nobivac L4. On 9 Jan 2017, puppy vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Lepto
2. On 26 Feb 2017, presented to emergency practice as not been eating, off colour, lethargic and
vomiting since 24 Feb 2017. Admitted for intravenous fluid therapy and other supportive treatment
such as Cerenia, Ranidine and Synulox. A faecal snap test was positive for Parvovirus. On 27 Feb 2017,
sent to the reporting practice and was started again on intravenous fluid therapy and Metronidazole as
developed haemorrhagic diarrhoea. Blood test were performed: WBC 3.26 (5.05-16.76) and
neutrophils 1.64 (2.95-11.64). Reported high prevalence of parvovirus in the area. No further
information expected. Follow 13 Mar 2017 - reported to be improving over the past 2 weeks. Nothing
further expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 21 Feb 2017. Nobivac
L4 given at fridge temperature (Extra Label Use). Presented on 27 Feb 2017 and well in self, but large
mass at vaccine site, oedematous. Fine needle aspiration was taken and blood, no further investigation
was carried out. Painful, lethargic. Synulox was given. Nothing further expected. Follow up 1 Mar 2017 mass is now larger and extending round neck. The dog is lethargic with reduced appetite and mass is
oozing fluid. Open case, await further information

Rhodesian
Ridgeback

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

Rottweiler

10.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(21/02/201721/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (21/02/201721/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (21/02/201721/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

9.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (09/01/201709/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/12/201621/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (09/01/201709/01/2017)<BR><BR>
8.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (21/02/201721/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/02/2017-21/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (09/02/201709/02/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/location/signs suggest probable product
involvement. 2 vaccines administered.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Close time association with initial signs, which could
be due to a hypersensitivity reaction, but the
subsequent deterioration and blood in urine do not fit
the profile. No post mortem investigation done to
investigate the cause of death. Product involvement is
possible, however preexisting condition present which
cannot be ruled out as cause of signs.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01116

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

01/12/2016

03/03/2017

1

1

1 17/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Abdominal
R><BR><BR>No pain,Non-regenerative
anaemia,Anaemia NOS,Mucous
stool,Weight loss,Pyrexia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Decreased
appetite,Death by
euthanasia,Abnormal test
result,Elevated total
bilirubin,Decreased
haemoglobin,Elevated creatinekinase (CK),Decreased cholesterol
(total),Abnormal posture

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01132

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

28/02/2017

26/04/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01139

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

17/02/2017

03/03/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01145

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

05/09/2016

03/03/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01147

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

11/04/2016

06/03/2017

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01148

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.58 Year(s)

01/03/2017

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01160

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01177

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

Other

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 1 Dec 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (not
Whippet
given at room temperature - extra label use) and no other medications given at the same time. On 21
Dec 2016, reduced appetite (since 18 Dec 2016), bit lethargic, temperature 39.7 Celsius and the owners
were unsure if the dog vomited but was given a Cerenia injection. Blood tests: Bilirubin 5.1 (<4.2) and
CK 272 (<225). On 22 Dec 2016, re-examined and was still pyrexic (39.3 Celsius), eosinophils 0.06 (0.071.49). On 23 Dec 2016, dog still lethargic, pyrexic and a reduced appetite. Admitted for radiographs
and an ultrasound but no abnormalities detected. Given Vetergesic, Cerenia, Ranitidine and
intravenous fluid therapy. On 24 Dec 2016, dog is still in hospital, not eaten and started Metronidazole,
canine pancreatic lipase normal and showing a pray stance posturing, mucoid diarrhoea, given Pardale
as painful abdomen. On 25 Dec 2016, no improvement in demeanour and temperature was normal. A
PCV was performed and showed 30% (35-57) and dog was moderately anaemic and was discharged
that day with Synulox, Cerenia, Pardale and Metronidazole. On 26 Dec 2016, started eating again. On
28 Dec 2016, dog slightly improving and temperature 39 C and continued medication. On 31 Dec 2016,
started to deteriorate as was lethargic and temperature 39.5 C. Blood tests repeated: PCV 32.2% (3555), RBC 4.73 (5.5-8.5), Haemoglobin 11.7 (12-18), cholesterol 2.28 (2.84-8.26) and was referred to a
referral practice for joint tapping (unknown exact details). On 5 Jan 2017, slightly brighter in self and
some weight loss (15.8kg). On 19 Jan 2017, dog still unwell and temperature within normal limits. On
17 Feb 2017, PCV 7% (35-57), further weight loss (13.7kg), lethargic and pathologist diagnosed immunemediated, non-regenerative anaemia. The dog started a high dose Prednisolone and Cyclosporin, off
food and not improving. On 27 Feb 2017, the dog was euthanased. No further information expected.
The owner has another dog that was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on the same day
and had unexplained anorexia and letahrgy 17d post vaccination. See linked case: 2017-UK-01117

18 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (01/12/201601/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/12/2016-01/12/2016)<BR><BR>

0 01/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Low platelet
Not
R><BR><BR>Not count,Eosinophilia,Leucocytosis,Ly Known
Known
mphocytosis,Neutrophilia,Tachycar
dia,Non-regenerative
anaemia,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Decreased packed
cell volume
(PCV),Basophilia,Anaemia NOS,Pale
mucous membrane
0 17/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Corneal
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema,Uveitis,Closed eyelid,Sore
eye

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 28 Feb 2017. Presented
on 3 Mar 2017 and owner reported that since 1 Mar 2017 the dog has been lethargic and inappetant.
On examination the dog was flat, tachycardic, pale mucous membranes and lethargic. The dog was
admitted and placed on intravenous fluids. Bloods were taken, Hematocrit 32 (37-55), Red Blood Cells
4.49 (5.5-8.5), White Blood Cells 31.05 (5.5-16.9), Platelets 119 (175-500), Lymphocytes 3.3 (0.5-0.7),
Eosinophils 8.08 (0.1-1.49), Basophils 0.11 (0-0.1). Coombs test is being carried out. Vet suspects
IMHA. Open case. Follow up 26 Apr 2017 - Seen on 10 Mar 2017 Mild-moderate non-regenerative
anaemia HCT 0.356. Neutrophilia with left shift present and Dohle bodies seen. Coombs test
NEGATIVE Slide agglutination NEGATIVE. PCV 44% (35-57%), Red Blood Cells 5.5 (5.5-8.5) Dexadreson
given. Nothing further expected.

Miniature
Schnauzer

8.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Animal (28/02/2017Unclassifiable/unassessa
28/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(28/02/2017-28/02/2017)<BR><BR>

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 17 Feb 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On 1
Mar 2017, developed diarrhoea since vaccination but has now developed a sore right eye and was
closed on examination and given Isathal. On 3 Mar 2017, presented with a right eye corneal oedema,
uveitis and fluro negative. Given Metacam, Pred forte drops, Acular and Nisamox and discharged. No
further information expected.

Border Collie

6.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (17/02/201717/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(17/02/2017-17/02/2017)<BR><BR>

1

0 11/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not (parvovirus),Injection site lump
Known

Hungarian
Short-haired
Pointing Dog
(Vizsla)

1

1

1 01/06/2016 Not Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction & Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 5 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated
with second dose of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On 11 Jan 2017, dog was quiet on a walk, subdued
and vomited in the day. On examination had abdominal discomfort, drooling and slightly dehydrated,
given intravenous fluid therapy, Ranitidine, Metronidazole and Cerenia. On 12 Jan 2017, dog has
produced haemorrhagic diarrhoea and refused food. On the clinical examination, was quiet, depressed
and continued supportive treatment. On 13 Jan 2017, eaten overnight and the diarrhoea had stopped
and given Nisamox, Omeprazole and Nutribio. On 17 Jan 2017, improving and faeces normal and a
lump observed at injection site. On 7 Feb 2017, failure to gain weight and faeces now variable and no
abnormalities detected on examination. Dog had a reaction after first vaccination involving blood in
faeces. See linked case: 2017-UK-01143
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 11 Apr 2016, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4. In Jun
2016, dog became lethargic, inappetant and weight loss. On 20 Aug 2016, dog was presented and was
unwell (unknown details) but tests were performed and treatment for IMHA was given (these are all
the details that are known). On 9 Sep 2016, the dog was euthanased (not details given). No further
information expected.

10/03/2017

1

1

0 05/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pyrexia,Lethargy (see also Central Not
R><BR><BR>Not nervous system depression in
Known
Known
'Neurological'),Inappetence,Decrea
sed appetite,Drinking a lot,Injection
site warmth,Injection site
pain,Injection site swelling,Injection
site abscess,Abnormal test
result,Vomiting

30/03/2016

06/03/2017

1

1

0 02/05/2016 Not
Meningitis
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

24/07/2016

08/05/2017

1

1

0 28/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous Not
system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Weight loss,Immune
mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Inappetence,Death by
euthanasia

Crossbred

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (05/09/201605/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(05/09/2016-05/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

14 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O Product involvement inconclusive.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Animal (11/04/2016ble
11/04/2016)<BR><BR>

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 1 Mar 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On
English Cocker
the same day as vaccine developed an injection site lump, lethargic and off food. On 5 Mar 2017,
Spaniel
presented to emergency practice and on clinical examination was lethargic, temperature 39.8 degrees
Celsius and large swelling at injection site. The injection site was painful and vet aspirated but nothing
was drawn out and swabbed sent for a culture. Blood tests performed but no abnormalities detected
and was given Metacam and Synulox injection. On 6 Mar 2017, presented to normal practice and had
been eating but did vomit that morning and temperature 39.6 degrees Celsius, started a course of
antibiotics. No further information expected. Follow up 10 Mar 2017 - seen on 8 Mar 2017, lump is the
same size and is looking more red and warm to touch. Reduced appetite, drinking more than normal.
10 Mar 2017 obvious abcsess, fine needle aspiration taken. Swab results show growth of Steptococcus
canis. Nothing further expected.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 30 March 2016 with a second Nobivac DHP and L4 and KC, Bullmastiff
given Advocate to go home with . 27 April 2017 Vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo C ( Nobivac L4 was not
given but advised) Admitted on 2 May 2016 with Meningitis , Cerebrospinal fluid was taken for
diagnosis of this. They treated with Gabapentin and steroids. 17 May 2016 returned to normal and
steroids were reduced. Fully weaned off steroids in July 2016. No more information expected

10.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (01/03/201701/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/03/2017-01/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

42 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(30/03/201630/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (30/03/201630/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (30/03/201630/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(27/04/2016-27/04/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 26 Jun 2016, dog vaccinated with first Nobivac DHP and
German
Nobivac L4 and then had second dose of Nobivac DHP on 10 Jul 2016. On 24 Jul 2016, dog vaccinated Shepherd Dog
with second dose of Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. On 28 Dec 2016, dog stopped eating and on 31 Dec
2016, developed vomiting and was presented to emergency practice on 1 Jan 2017 with diarrhoea,
vomiting and depressed. The dog admitted for intravenous fluid therapy, unspecified supportive
treatment and diagnostics, on blood tests states leucopenia on blood smear and no abnormalities
detected on radiographs. On 2 Jan 2017, dog was Parvovirus snap test positive and faeces have been
sent for a PCR and salmonella faecal parasites. On 3 Jan 2017, improving and was discharged on 7 Jan
2017. Outcome unknown and await further information. Follow up 13 Mar 2017 - Faecal PCR was
positive for parvovirus, Salmonella and microscopy was negative. Nothing further expected. Follow up
8 May 2017 - No further information received, case closed.

27 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (10/07/201610/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(24/07/201624/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(24/07/2016-24/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01184

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.5 Year(s)

27/09/2016

18/05/2017

1

1

0 07/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Prolonged bleeding NOS,Low
platelet count,Haemorrhage
NOS,Immune mediated
thrombocytopenia,Mucosa
petechiae,Bruising,Skin petechiae

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with primary Nobivac L4 on 30 Aug 2016, boostered on 27
Lhasa Apso
Sept 2016. Advocate was given in Dec 2016 and then again on 27 Feb 2017. 6 Mar 2017 the dog
presented as ripped claw and needed sedating and to remove the nail. This was carried out on the 7
Mar 2017. When the Vet removed the nail there was excessive bleeding, and then a bruise in groin and
ventrum was noticed. On further examination the dog had petechiae on mucous membranes, prepuce
and penile mucosa. Bloods were taken and the buccal mucosal bleeding time was 12 mins (unknown
range) Coagulation profile at the hospital was normal, Platelets 4 (200-500), PCV 40% (35-57%). The
dog was sent home with no treatment. Urinalysis is being carried out, await result Follow up 8 May
2017 - nothing further has been received, closed case. Follow up 18 May 2017 Urinalysis is being
carried out, await results. Advocate Spot-on Solution for Large Dogs is NCA best guess. MAH comment:
Case was reported as duplicate to MAH directly including the following information: Advocate for large
dogs was applied on 30 Aug 16, 19 Dec 16 and 24 Feb 2017. The dog also received 1.5 Drontal Dog
Tasty Bone tablets on 30 Aug 16. Unknown who administered. On 15 Feb 2017 the dog was seen at the
vet practice for a bleeding nail. On 06 March the dog came in to the practice again as it was bleeding
from somewhere and it was discovered this was a nail again. The nail was removed on 07 Mar and it
was also noticed that the dog had bruising to its groin and general petechiation. Bloods were taken and
results showed a very low platelet count. A diagnosis of IMTP was made. The dog had used Drontal
and Advocate on several previous occasions with no issues reported. Thus VEDDRA for IMTP was
added and product Drontal Dog Tasty Bone tablets was added.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01187

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

10/02/2017

10/03/2017

1

1

0 10/02/2017 Not
Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy for parvo Vaccinated at a different practice with Nobivac DHPPI and L4 (
Crossbred
exact age of the dog at this time unknown but is currently 13 weeks at the time of report) No
information on timings or what clinical signs it had but the puppy developed parvovirus . Unknown how
this was diagnosed. The puppy has recovered. Open case , await more information. Follow up 10 Mar
2017 - Updated date of birth and batch numbers. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on
10 Feb 2017 (6 weeks old and 6 days) at a different Practice-not the reporting Practice. 2 Mar 2017
presented to emergency Practice with vomiting and diarrhoea. 3 Mar 2017 Parvo snap test positive.
Intra venous fluids and antibiotics were given and the dog was discharged on 6 Mar 2017 with
continued antibiotics which finished on 8 Mar 2017. Re seen on 9 Mar 2017 and reported to be doing
well. Nothing further expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 25 Jan
Crossbred
2017. Nobivac L4 given at fridge temperature (Extra Label Use) 13 Feb 2017 presented off colour with
a small bruise on right thigh. Given Loxicom. 27 Feb 2017 re presented with severe bleeding from gums.
No obvious wounds, bloods taken. APTT 71 seconds (72-102 seconds), White Blood Cells 14 (6-12), Red
Blood Cells 3.46 (5.5-8.5), Haematocrit 24.8 (44-57), Platelets 39 (200-460) 28 Feb 2017 presented and
admitted, White Blood Cells 20.1 (6-12), Red Blood Cells 2.01 (5.5-8.5), Haematocrit 14.7 (44-57),
Platelets 34 (200-460), Creatinine 43 (44-159), Total Protein 48 (52-82), Albumin 20 (22-39), Potassium
3.2 (3.5-5.8), radiographs and ultrasound carried out with no abnormalities. Steroid injection and
antibiotics given. Reported to have been diagnosed with Immune Mediated Thrombocytopenia, but
unknown how diagnosed. 1 Mar 2017 Dexadreson has been continued, White Blood Cells 34.2 (6-12),
Red Blood Cells 1.27 (5.5-8.5), Haematocrit 9.9 (44-57), Platelets 10 (200-460), given blood transfusion
and Vincristine given. 2 Mar 2017 Mycophenolate and Omeprazole given and reported to not be doing
well, but unknown exact signs reported. 3 Mar 2017 started on Prednidale, continue Omeprazole and
Mycophenolate. Sucralfate started. 4 Mar 2017 the dog was euthanased and cremated, no post
mortem was carried out. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01225

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.4 Year(s)

25/01/2017

09/03/2017

1

1

1 13/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01250

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.1 Year(s)

03/03/2017

10/03/2017

1

1

0 04/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>No

Other

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 3 Mar 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (not given at room
temperature - extra label use) and Nobivac KC, fit and well and no other products given at the time of
vaccination. On 4 Mar 2017, dog had a seizure (unknown how long it lasted), the dog has had seizures
before – approximately 8 months ago and is not on any medication for this. No further information
expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01260

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

23/02/2017

10/03/2017

1

1

0 23/02/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Walking difficulty
R><BR><BR>Yes

Other

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and Nobivac L4 on 23 Feb 2017. Given at
Jack Russell
fridge temperature (Extra Label Use). Aggressive dog and difficult to vaccinate. Owners were unable to Terrier
hold the dog very well for vaccine. 9 Mar 2017 presented for Rabies vaccine and owner reported that
the dog was unable to walk for 3 days after previous vaccination. Owners feel it is the Vets fault when
vaccinating. Rabies was given in the back leg. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01275

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

02/03/2017

23/03/2017

1

1

0 02/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Hypokalaemia,Decreased packed
Other
cell volume (PCV),Increased
coagulation time,Immune mediated
thrombocytopenia,Thrombocytope
nia,Hypoalbuminaemia,Oral
haemorrhage,Abnormal test
result,Off colour,Death by
euthanasia,Low platelet
count,Leucocytosis,Bruising

Bumping into walls,Abnormal
Not
posture,Blindness,Knuckling,Circling Known
- neurological disorder (see also
'Behavioural disorders'),Appetite
loss,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Depression,Off
colour,Abnormal menace reflex
test,Abnormal pupil light
reflex,Strabismus,Limping,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated bile
acids,Elevated creatine-kinase
(CK),Deafness NOS

Beagle

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 2 Mar 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and
Yorkshire
Nobivac KC, fit and well at time of vaccination and no other products given at the same time. On 13
Terrier
Mar 2017, reported became unwell since vaccination (unknown exact date); developed lethargy,
circling, bumping into things and now blind. Await further information from diagnostics. Follow up 16
Mar 2017 - History received, 13 Mar 2017 the dog was presented and reported that after the vaccine
on 2 Mar 2017 the dog started to limp, gradually got worse and started to bump into things at home
and started to circle to the left. On 12 Mar 2017 the dog stopped eating. On examination on 13 Mar
2017 the dog was not as active as usual and is usually aggressive, but was not today. No head tilt but
circling to the left, bumping into things. No response to sound. Examination on eyes there was no
pupillary reflex, no menace reflex and no response to stimulation, no vision. The dog was seen at
another Practice linked to the reporting Practice. Quiet and depressed, mild kyphosis, compulsive tight
circling to the left. Knuckling absent on right fore and right hind. On eye exam left sided ventro lateral
strabismus, no nystagmus Bloods taken Creatinine Kinase 427 (20-225), Bile Acid Stimulation 23 (0.1-5),
mild high Creatinine but no results given 14 Mar 2017 blindness still evident, possibly hearing improving
and eaten a little bit. Still circling but in less tight circles. 16 Mar 2017 dog is improving in demeanour
and responding to sound again. Neospora, Toxoplasma negative, Bile Acid Stimulation test normal
now. Remains in hospital, await further information. Follow up 23 Mar 2017 - the dog was sent home
on an unknown date and reported to be doing well. Reported that the dog does occasionally circle in
consult room and turns to the right. Reduced menace bilaterally and appears to have vision in right
eye. Continue Prednisolone. Nothing further expected.

14.5 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Large O Platelets might have been low since vaccination
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Unclassifiable/unassessa without signs. Product involvement unlikely, although
Vial/Ampoule(s) 1 Animal Product is ble
cannot be excluded.
best guess. (27/02/201727/02/2017)<BR><BR>Drontal Dog
Tasty Bone 150/144/50 mg Tablets 1.5,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1.5 tablet
(30/08/201630/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 4 Weeks 1
Animal (27/09/201627/09/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (10/02/201710/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (10/02/201710/02/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

6.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (25/01/201725/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(25/01/201725/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(25/01/2017-25/01/2017)<BR><BR>

15.95 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (03/03/201703/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/03/2017-03/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Reported to have been diagnosed with Immune
Mediated Thrombocytopenia and this can be caused
by any antigenic challenge, including vaccination.
Reasonable association in time with initial clinical
signs. Three vaccines administered. A relation with
vaccination is possible.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Animal (23/02/2017ble
23/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi,
Lyophilisate and Solvent for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(23/02/2017-23/02/2017)<BR><BR>
1.45 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (02/03/201702/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(02/03/201702/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(02/03/2017-02/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01303

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

06/03/2017

17/03/2017

1

1

1 08/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Elevated total bilirubin,Elevated
Not
SAP,Abnormal ultrasound
Known
finding,Increased coagulation
time,Elevated gamma-glutamyl
transferase (GGT),Increased packed
cell volume
(PCV),Monocytosis,Intestinal
disorder
NOS,Hypochloraemia,Anaemia
NOS,Disseminated intravascular
coagulation,Low platelet
count,Neutrophilia,Splenomegaly,V
omiting,Gall bladder
inflammation,Icterus,Yellow
mucous membranes,Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Congestio
n of mucous membrane,Dry
mucous membrane,Abnormal test
result,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevate
d BUN,Elevated creatinine

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 7 Feb 2017 Nobivac DHP and L4 and KC . Then again on 6
English Cocker
March 2017 Nobivac L4. Had Nitroscanate ( Bob Martin wormer) on a unknown date but around this
Spaniel
time. At the time it was noted it had mammary development. Seen on 12 March 2017 with a history of
4 days of vomiting and not eating also lethargic. Dog has been eating peanuts from the squirrel food,
there were peanuts in the vomit. Also owners are having building work done and the dog has access to
water with red oxide paint in it. It had faeces with flat shaped worms in it. Had icterus on examination,
temperature 38.5. Yellow pink Mucus membranes which were dry and tachy. Placed on Intravenous
fluids. Ultrasound showed enlarged gallbladder, increased echogenicity of the liver and potential acute
liver injury. Splenomegaly Inflamed gassy intestines. Bloods taken show haematocrit 0.586 (0.37-0.55),
Haemoglobin 194 (120-180) MCV 82.8 (60.0-77.0) Neutrophils 12.12 (2.00-12.00) Monocytes 2.21
(0.30-2.00) Urea 12.8(2.5-9.6) Sodium 142 (144-160) Chloride 103 (109-122) ALKP 394 (23-212) GGT 37
(0-11) TBIL 244 (0-15) Amylase 435 (500-1500) Given Cerenia and Emeprid and synulox. Went home .
Seen on 13 March no further vomiting , not eating but appears bright. Sample sent for PCR on
Leptospira, also Coagulation blood test sent away, open case await more information. Follow up 17
Mar 2017 - bloods were carried out on 14 Mar 2017. Platelets from a smear 58 (143-448), PTT >120
seconds (12-24 seconds), Leptospira negative, Red Blood Cells 5.13 (5.5-8.5), Platelets from the
machine 152 (175-500), Creatinine 290 (44-159), Urea 30.6 (2.5-9.6), Phosphorus 3.01 (0.81-2.2),
Chloride 106 (109-122), Total Protein 51 (52-82), GGT 32 (0-11), Total Bilirubin 374 (0-15). Laboratory
commented that the results were consistent with disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) but
hepatic failure may cause similar results. The dog was euthanased on the same day. No post mortem
was requested. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01310

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

03/03/2017

14/03/2017

1

1

0 04/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Bradycardia,Hypothermia,Collapse Other
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders'),Unable to
stand

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 3 Mar 2017 at 5pm Crossbred
used from the fridge (Extra Label use). Panacur 10% liquid was also dispensed and started this on 3 Mar
2017 for 3 consecutive days. Owner presented the dog on 4 Mar 2017 in a collapsed state and unable
to stand. On examination the dog was hypothermic, bradycardic with a temperature 97.0 Fahrenheit.
Warmed up and given Synulox and Dexadreson. Improved as the morning progressed and the fully
recovered, unknown exact time of recovery. The dog was then discharged the same day. Nothing
further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01321

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

15/05/2017

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Not Known

Abortion

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01332

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

14/03/2017

14/03/2017

1

1

0 14/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
Not
R><BR><BR>Not membrane,Incoordination,Lethargy Known
Known
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Tachypnoea

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01347

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.7 Year(s)

11/11/2016

15/03/2017

1

1

0 18/01/2017 Not Known

Lack of efficacy

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01375

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

09/03/2016

16/03/2017

1

1

1 21/03/2016 Not Known

Wound,Swollen limb,Elevated
Not
triglyceride,Muscle atrophy (see
Known
also 'Muscle wasting'),Platelet
disorder
NOS,Lymphopenia,Diarrhoea,Diste
nsion of
abdomen,Vomiting,Hyperadrenoco
rticism,Conjunctivitis,Polydipsia,Pol
yuria,Cough,Skin sore,Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Localised
pain NOS (see other 'SOCs' for
specific pain),Swelling
NOS,Abnormal test result,General
hair loss,Local swelling (not
application site),Skin
abscess,Pancreatitis,Hyperglycaemi
a,Blood in
urine,Proteinuria,Hyperphosphatae
mia,Elevated BUN,Elevated
ALT,Elevated bile acids,Elevated
total bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Increased
borborygmus,Crackles on
auscultation,Electrolyte
disorder,Elevated cholesterol
(total),Dull,Lack of hair regrowth

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01376

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

12/01/2017

29/03/2017

1

1

1 12/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Myocarditis,Loose
R><BR><BR>Not stool,Death,Abnormal necropsy
Known
finding

Suspected Adverse Reaction On an unknown date, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 at another practice Leonberger
(exact details unknown), the dog was vaccinated whilst pregnant (unknown how many days pregnant).
On an unknown date, 10 puppies died before full term pregnancy. Await further information. Follow 15
May 2017 - No further information received. Case closed.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 14 March 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4. Then 5 minutes
Crossbred
later the dog walked into the car park and went floppy, returned to the surgery very flat, with pale
mucous membranes, lethargy and Respiratory rate of 60/min. She was admitted and given Intravenous
Dexadreson and had a blood pressure of 140. They did an ultrasound which was normal. Her colour
improved and breathing returned to 24/min. Though was still lethargic and floppy. No more
information expected
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto On 11 Nov 2016, dog vaccinated with annual Nobivac
Jack Russell
L4. On 18 Jan 2017, dog presented with vomiting and jaundiced and was admitted and placed on
Terrier
intravenous fluid therapy and symptomatic treatment. WBC 22.98 (6-17), Neutrophils 19.73 (3-12),
RBC 8.82 (5.5-8.5), HGB 19.2 (12-18), MCHC 34.1 (31-34), Total bilirubin 443 (2-10), Glucose 7.5 (3.36.1), phosphorus 0.6 (0.8-1.6), ALKP 4433 (0-50), ALT 1346 (0-25), Bile acid 39 (0.1-10), CK 218 (0-190)
and GLD 68 (0-10). On 20 Jan 2017, the dog was referred to referral practice and was diagnosed with
cholangio hepatitis and started Denamarin. On 31 Jan 2017, ALKP 1332 (0-50), ALT 230 (0-25), AST 52 (049), CK 305 (0-190) and platelets 700 (160-500). On 3 Feb 2017, the dog was tested for Lepto titres: 1
in 100 Australis, 1 in 800 Copenhageni, 1 in 100 grippo, 1 in 100 Ictero. On 15 Feb 2017, the titres were
re-tested: 1 in 100 Australis, Copenhageni not detected, grippo not detected, Ictero 1 in 100, Bratislava
1 in 200 and Canicola 1 in 100. The dog was discharged in Feb 2017 and treated with Doxycycline and
liver supplements. Lepto PCR states not detected. No further information expected. The dog had an
episode of vomiting post vaccination of Nobivac L4 prior but no Lepto titres performed. See linked
case: 2017-UK-01346
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 9 Mar 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and on 21 Mar 2016,
Golden
owner reported dog became polyuric and polydipsic and a urine sample was taken and no
Retriever
abnormalities detected. Blood tests performed: ALKP 220 (0-160), ALT 210 (0-110), cholesterol 10.9
(2.9-8.2) and total bilirubin 16 (0-15). On 24 Mar 2016, a test for Cushing''s was performed and
drinking had subsided and was not diagnosed with Cushing''s disease. On 7 Apr 2016, a urine sample
was taken and showed a trace of blood, leucocytes and protein. On 23 Sep 2016, left hind sore and
started to swell and it burst with pus coming out of it, a grass seed was removed. On 16 Nov 2016,
owner thinks abdomen is swollen and muscle around face are thin and fur not growing since blood
test. On 18 Nov 2016, thyroid blood panel does not indicate thyroid problem and was given Thyforon
tablets. On 24 Nov 2016, the dog was admitted for an ultrasound and no abnormalities seen. On 28
Nov 2016, owner reported vomiting intermittently since 22 Nov 2016 and was presented with a
pendulous abdomen. On 29 Nov 2016, the dog was dull and on 30 Nov 2016, was abnormal on an inhouse canine pancreatic lipase test and started symptomatic treatment for this, given Cerenia in case
of nausea and low fat diet. On 2 Dec 2016, blood tests performed show: ALKP 498 (0.0-25), ALT 191 (025), GLDH 70 (0-10), Bile acids 49 (0-10), glucose 8 (3-5.5), cholesterol 10.5 (3.8-7), Triglycerides 3.0
(0.45-1.9), lymphocytes 0.89 (1-4.8). On 9 Dec 2016, on left hind paw sores observed with an open
wound and advised to apply Sudocream and pancreatic lipase re-tested and was abnormal again. On 6
Jan 2017, dog started Vetoryl 30mg for Canine Hyperadrenocorticism. On 17 Jan 2017, further blood
tests taken: chloride 96 (99-125), phosphate 2.10 (0.8-1.6), Urea 9.1 (2-9), ALKP 940 (0-25), ALT 486 (025), glucose 7.7 (3-5.5), cholesterol 12.6 (3.8-7), platelets 560 (160-500). On 23 Jan 2017, dog
presented with weak hind limbs and loss of muscle mass and given Destolit, liver supplements, Xeden
flavour tablets. On 26 Jan 2017, owner reported developed some diarrhoea and a grumbling stomach
and was given Protexin Pro-Kolin. On 30 Jan 2017, dog not eating and more diarrhoea and was
admitted for intravenous fluid therapy and symptomatic treatment for diarrhoea. On 1 Feb 2017, the
dog continued to have diarrhoea and started Metronidazole. On 6 Feb 2017, the dog started treatment
with Metrobactin and Lypex capsules and it is reported that the dog developed a cough and has soft
faeces. On 7 Feb 2017, dog off food entirely and abdomen distended and started Noroclav tablets and
by 8 Feb 2017, started eating again and cough getting lesser. On 13 Feb 2017, dog''s heart sounds
muffled and
cough present,
Baytrilpuppy
and on
ultrasound
a hyper
echoic
in liver noted.
Suspected
Adverse
Reaction.and
Onstarted
12 Jan 2017,
vaccinated
with
Nobivac
DHPnodule
and Nobivac
L4. The Rottweiler

Not
Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

pup died on 15 Mar 2017 (unknown details) and the veterinary practice have completed a post mortem
examination and samples have been sent for histopathology. Await further information. The puppies
other littermate also had an adverse event post vaccination of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. See
linked case: 2017-UK-01057 Follow up 29 Mar 2017 - Reported that the puppy had loose stools since
the vaccine and died on 15 Mar 2017. Post mortem stated myocarditis with a differential diagnosis of
parvovirus myocarditis. These lesions develop due to the infection in late prenatal life. Viral inclusions
are not observed but with the death of the other puppy makes it more likely. Other differentials are
Neospora and Toxoplasma. This is a long standing lesion which gradually progressed until it destroyed
enough cardiac muscle not to be compatible with life which would explain the sudden death of the
puppy. Nothing further expected.

12.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(07/02/201707/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (07/02/201707/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(06/03/2017-06/03/2017)<BR><BR>

0.6 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/03/201703/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/03/201703/03/2017)<BR><BR>Panacur
Small Animal 10% Oral Suspension 3,1,24 Hours,10,3 ml 24 Hours 1
Animal (3 Day(s) 03/03/201706/03/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>
6.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(14/03/201714/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (14/03/201714/03/2017)<BR><BR>
4.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (11/11/201611/11/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

OAwait further information.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble
B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (09/03/201609/03/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (12/01/201712/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(12/01/2017-12/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01406

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

15/03/2017

16/05/2017

1

1

0 15/03/2017 Yes

Seizure NOS,Elevated
No Data
lipase,Thrombocytosis,Hyperglycae
mia

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated on 15 March 2017 with Nobivac L4 nothing else was given at Crossbred
the same time. Then a few hours later it had a cluster of 3 seizures. Each cluster consists of 2-3
seizures lasting 2-3 minutes. These occurred on three occasions and each seizure of 10-15 minutes
apart, it has a quieter pre ictal period and a noticeable excitement post ictal recovery. One episode
occurred on 15th and on 16th and one on 17th March. Seen on 17 March 2017. Bloods taken show
Lipase was 1854 (<1800) Glucose 10.14 (<7.95) Platelets 693(<500) , ALKP high ( Values and ref range is
unknown ). They placed on 30 mg Epiphen ( Phenobarbitone).The dog is very overweight. Await more
information. Follow up 16 May 2017 No more information received, case closed

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01430

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

13/03/2017

29/06/2017

1

1

0 15/03/2017 Yes

Injection site swelling,Injection site No Data
pain,Injection site
warmth,Abnormal test
result,Pyrexia

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01436

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

12/03/2017

17/03/2017

1

1

1 14/03/2017 Not Known

Elevated gamma-glutamyl
Not
transferase
Known
(GGT),Hypochloraemia,Decreased
packed cell volume (PCV),Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated
BUN,Hyperphosphataemia,Abdomi
nal discomfort,Abnormal test
result,Dehydration,Abnormal
posture NOS,Weight loss,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Inappetence,Death,
Anuria,Hypercalcaemia,Adipsia,Jau
ndice,Vomiting,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Diarrhoea,Hypersalivatio
n,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with primary Nobivac L4 on 13 Mar 2017. 15 Mar 2017 owner English Cocker
presented the dog due to a swelling at vaccination site. On examination there was no swelling but the Spaniel
dog seemed painful when stroking the neck area. Dexadreson was given. 17 Mar 2017 the dog was
presented with a 4cm by 4cm swelling at vaccine site. Suspected seroma. Tramadol was given. 19 Mar
2017 presented to the emergency Vets, temperature 104.1 Fahrenheit, hard swelling in between
shoulder blades, hot to touch and painful. Synulox was given. 20 Mar 2017 deteriorated and admitted
for intra venous fluids and bloods were taken. Planned to aspirate the swelling. Await further
information. Follow up 16 May 2017 - nothing further has been received, closed on PVW. Follow up
29 Jun 2017 - practice reported that Streptococcus Canis was isolated on 23 Mar 2017. No further
information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 12 Mar 2017. Primary vaccine was carried Akita
out not at reporting Practice. Unknown dates given. Advocate and Droncit was dispensed at the same
time, but it is unknown if given. 15 Mar 2017 presented and reported to have vomited on 14 Mar 2017
and then developed diarrhoea which progressed to haemorrhagic diarrhoea. The dog was also
inappetant and lethargic and not drinking. On examination the dog had lots of saliva and weight loss
since vaccine-reported to be 0.5kg in 2 days. Cerenia, Metrobactin and Nisamox was given along with a
gastro intestinal food. 17 Mar 2017 owner has been unable to give the medications. Mildly dehydrated,
hanging head and lethargic. Significant jaundice and abdominal discomfort and not eating. The dog was
admitted for intra venous fluids. PCV 28% (35-57%). Aggressive fluid therapy was started with
antibiotics treatment and Ranitidine. Ultrasound showed enlarged liver. Tried to feed but vomited
afterwards. Augmentin, Zinacef and Metronidazole was given. Creatinine off scale (27-106), Urea 46.4
(2.5-10.4), Phosphorus 5.2 (1.65-3.36), Calcium 3.24 (1.95-3.15), Total Bilirubin 282 (0-14), GGT 12 (02), Sodium 139 (145-157), Potassium 7.7 (3.5-5.5), Chloride 103 (105-119), White Blood Cells 40.45 (5.516.9), Neutrophils 38.82 (3-12). Cost is a concern so the puppy was left unmonitored overnight from 19
Mar 2017 until 20 Mar 2017 and the puppy reported to have passed away overnight. After death foul
fluid was coming from respiratory tract (unknown exact area) and it was suspected pneumonia and
septicemia was the cause of death, however not confirmed. No post mortem is being carried out. It
was noted that between the 17 Mar and 19 Mar 2017 the puppy passed no urine. Nothing further
expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01438

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

13/03/2017

20/04/2017

1

1

0 15/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Injection site
Other
swelling,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Dehydr
ation,Hyperthermia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Weight
loss,Inappetence

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01461

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

17/03/2017

20/03/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01464

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

15/02/2017

22/05/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01469

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

20/03/2017

21/03/2017

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01496

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

14/03/2017

11/05/2017

12 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(15/03/2017-15/03/2017)<BR><BR>

13.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (13/03/201713/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with possible product
involvement.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

8.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (12/03/201712/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 13 Mar 2017. Given
Crossbred
from fridge (Extra Label Use). Microchipped at the same time. 15 Mar 2017 presented to emergency
Vets with a swelling at vaccine site. Lethargic and inappetance with vomiting and diarrhoea.
Temperature 39.4 Celsius. Given antibiotic and anti emetic. 17 Mar 2017 still not eating and continued
to vomit over past few days. Lost 800 grammes of weight over 4 days, dehydrated. Admitted for intra
venous fluids and bloods being carried out. Await further information. Follow up 20 Apr 2017 presented for second vaccine on 10 Apr 2017 and reported to have fully recovered with no reactions
observed after the vaccine. Nothing further expected.

4.9 Identification Chip - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 B - Possible
Implant 1 Animal (13/03/201713/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (13/03/201713/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(13/03/2017-13/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

0 17/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tarry or black stool (see also
Not
R><BR><BR>Not haemorrhagic diarrhoea),Blood in Known
Known
vomit,Preputial prolapse,Moist
eczema,Skin lesion
NOS,Hyperthermia,Abnormal test
result,Facial rash (For urticaria see
Immune SOC),Localised
rash,Swollen
feet,Hypoalbuminaemia,Pancreatiti
s,Hyperglycaemia

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 17 Mar 2017, dog vaccinated with annual booster of Nobivac DHP and Basset Hound
Nobivac L4. The same day developed urticaria on face and rash on stomach, given Dexadreson and 3
hours later fully resolved. On 18 Mar 2017, started vomiting with blood in it and diarrhoea that is black
melaena. The dog was admitted and started intravenous fluid therapy, Cerenia, Ranitidine,
Metronidazole and Emeprid. Blood results: total protein 48 (50-72), albumin 23 (26-40), Gamma GT 2 (614), glucose 8.6 (2-6.3), sodium/potassium ratio 38.97 (25-37), neutrophils 14.1 (3.5-12). On 20 Mar
2017, a canine pancreatic lipase test performed was abnormal and given Synulox and Pro-Bind and
Parvo snap test negative. On 22 Mar 2017, owner reported swelling on four feet and that prepuce is
elongated and touching floor (owner adamant wasn''t like that prior to vaccine). Developed wet
eczema on scrotum and erythema along prepuce and several erythematous lesions along ventrum, The
dog was discharged and clinical signs have continued. Await further information. Follow up 24 Mar
2017 - the dog appears to be improving, erythema has resolved and the dog has started to eat with no
further diarrhoea. Nothing further expected.

32 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (17/03/201717/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(17/03/2017-17/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

1

0 23/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Elevated creatineNot
R><BR><BR>Not kinase
Known
Known
(CK),Leucocytosis,Lymphocytosis,H
ypercalcaemia,Seizure NOS,Circling neurological disorder (see also
'Behavioural
disorders'),Inappetence,Malaise,Ab
normal test
result,Hyperglycaemia,Hyperphosp
hataemia,Elevated SAP,Decreased
packed cell volume (PCV),Anaemia
NOS

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 15 Feb 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On 23 Pug
Feb 2017, puppy became quiet, screaming, off food and circling to the left constantly that progressed
to have seizures. The dog was presented and bloods were performed: total calcium 3.11 (2-3),
phosphate 2.8 (0.8-1.6), ALKP 153 (0-25), glucose 7.6 (3-5.5), CK 351 (0-190), RBC 3.98 (5-8.5),
haemoglobin 9.1 (12-18), HCT 30.3 (37-55), MCHC 30 (30.8-37), WBC 18.59 (6-15), lymphocytes 12.27
(1-4.8). The dog was sent home with lactulose and hepatic diet. On 24 Feb 2017, the dog was worse
overnight (no exact details given) and in consult had a seizure and rectal diazepam given. The dog was
referred on the 24 Feb 2017, and had various diagnostics carried out including a CT scan and nothing
indicated such as a shunt or hydrocephalus. The dog was then discharged on 27 Feb 2017 with a course
of steroids and antibiotics. Tests sent for Toxoplasmosis and Neospora tests negative. Await further
information. It is reported that the presentation of several pups from same litter showing the same
clinical signs (exact details unknown). The dog had another reaction after second vaccination of
Nobivac DHP and developed inappetance and quiet. See linked case:2017-UK-01465 Follow up 22 May
2017 - No further information received and case closed.

1.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (15/02/201715/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(15/02/2017-15/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

1

1

0 21/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 7 Feb 2017, dog vaccinated with Vanguard (unknown which) and then
second vaccine of this primary course on 7 Mar 2017. On 20 Mar 2017, dog vaccinated with first
Nobivac L4, fit and well and no other products given. On 21 Mar 2017, it developed lethargy and was
presented to veterinary nurse and on examination noted an irregular heart rate. The veterinary
surgeon also examined and noted irregular heart rate with some pulse deficit and hind limb weakness.
No treatment given and no further information expected.

1

1

1 17/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus),Death Not
R><BR><BR>Not
Known
Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous Not
system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Irregular pulse,Limb
weakness

English Cocker
Spaniel

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for parvo On 14 Mar 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Labrador
Nobivac L4 at approximately 8 weeks of age with the breeder. On an unknown date the puppy went
Retriever
into the owners possession. On approximately 17 Mar 2017, puppy developed vomiting and diarrhoea
and was presented to another veterinary practice. It was admitted and given intensive fluid therapy,
and bloods indicated low WBC and suspected Parvovirus. On 22 Mar 2017, the puppy died and
unknown if a post mortem examination is to be performed. Await further information. Follow up 27
Mar 2017 - Faecal PCR for Parvo virus is being carried out. Await further information. Follow up 11 Apr
2017 - PCR positive for Parvo virus, await further investigations of strain typing. Open case Follow up
20 Apr 2017 - positive external laboratory shows positive for PCR for Parvo with viral load consistent
with field infection. Await further information. Follow up 11 May 2017 - Nothing further has been
received, case closed

3.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (20/03/201720/03/2017)<BR><BR>Vanguard
vaccine unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (07/03/201707/03/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Known Animal (14/03/201714/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/03/2017-14/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/lethargy consistent with product involvement.
Irregular heart beat presumed new finding following
vaccination. Product involvement possible.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01524

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.7 Year(s)

11/03/2016

23/03/2017

1

1

0 11/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Urticaria,Facial swelling
Not
R><BR><BR>Yes, (see also 'Skin'),Swelling around eye Known
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 11 Mar
2016 at 10am. Re seen at 1.30pm with facial swelling, swollen periocular area, urticaria on torso and
legs. Vet gave Piriton.The dog was seen again at 6pm as vomiting bile and urticaria still present. The
dog was admitted and went home the following day fully recovered. Nothing further expected.

French Bulldog

13.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (11/03/201611/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(11/03/201611/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(11/03/2016-11/03/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01533

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

01/03/2017

11/05/2017

1

1

0 16/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

English Cocker
Spaniel

20.7 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/03/201701/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/03/201701/03/2017)<BR><BR>Pexion 400
mg Tablets for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(01/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01570

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

20/03/2017

03/04/2017

1

1

0 25/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site lump,Lethargy (see
R><BR><BR>Not also Central nervous system
Known
depression in
'Neurological'),Injection site
necrosis,Injection site
abscess,Injection site reddening

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 1 Mar 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 and
on examination dog was well but owner reports a head tremor still present from last vaccination in
2016 (with Eurican vaccine). The owner declined further investigation and started Pexion tablets. On 16
Mar 2017, the dog had a decrease in appetite, panting and seemingly out of breath. The dog still has
head tremors, and was also wobbly on legs when having fits (wobbly legs and fits started after
vaccination and start of Pexion administration in March 2017). On 17 Mar 2017, the dog stopped
panting, and was inappetant and spaced out. On 20 Mar 2017, investigation started into tremors by a
blood panel sent to laboratory and no obvious cause of tremors. Other blood tests performed: WBC
4.2 (6-15), Platelet 6 (200-500), Eosinophils 0 (0.1-1.2), Neutrophils 54 (3-11.5), Glucose 6.4 (3.5-6), Bile
acids 16.9 (0-10), Creatine kinase 304 (20-230). The dog was noted to have bloodshot eyes and a
protrusion of third eyelid, was given Isathal ointment. On 22 Mar 2017, the haematology repeated:
PLT <10 (200-500), WBC 15.6 (6-15), Neutrophils 81 (3-11.5) and started antibiotics for marked scleritis
and owner reported had been wandering around with his eyes closed. No further information
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 20 Mar 2017. 25 Mar
2017 presented with a large lump at vaccine site, reported to be getting bigger and harder. Prednicare
and Rilexine. Fine needle aspirate was taken. 27 Mar 2017 abscess had burst, lethargic. Cleaned and
flushed swelling, Antirobe put in the wound. Swab was taken. Await further information. Follow up 3
Apr 2017 - seen on 28 Mar 2017 no further pus, cleaned. Area has reduced but still redness. Flushed
with saline and redressed. 29 Mar 2017 swab results are consistent with an injection site abscess with
an area of necrosis. 30 Mar 2017 bright, but wound opened up again and pockets of pus, flushed with
saline and flushed again. Antirobe applied into the wound. 31 Mar 2017 no cultures isolated on swab. 1
Apr 2017 owner reports doing well. No discharge present but some thickening in the skin, and incised
an abscess again. Cleaned with hibiscrub and saline. Bandage left off. Nothing further expected.

English Cocker
Spaniel

14.9 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 A - Probable
Animal (20/03/201720/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(20/03/2017-20/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01577

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

22/03/2017

20/04/2017

5

5

4 25/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Death,Lethargy Not
R><BR><BR>Not (see also Central nervous system
Known
Known
depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise,Elevated
temperature,Reduced
globulins,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypoprot
einaemia,Decreased red blood cell
count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Dehydration

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 22 Mar 2017, five puppies vaccinated with first injection of the primary Shih Tzu
course of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. All the puppies were then rehomed to their new owners. On
25 Mar 2017, two puppies rehomed to the same house and were subdued and developed diarrhoea.
On 26 Mar 2017, the puppies were found dead. On approximately 25 Mar 2017, another puppy that
was rehomed to a different home developed diarrhoea but otherwise well (these are all the details
that are known). On the same weekend commencing 25 Mar 2017, another puppy from a different
home developed vomiting and diarrhoea and has been hospitalised (these are all the details that are
known). On 26 Mar 2017, puppy from another household developed diarrhoea, flat, dehydrated and
elevated temperature (39.2 degrees Celsius). The puppy was admitted and started intravenous fluid
therapy, antibiotics and anti-emetic. Await further information. Follow up 12 Apr 2017 - unknown tests
carried out, but reported to confirm Parvo virus-await further information. Follow up 20 Apr 2017 Blood results on 28 Mar 2017 showed Total Protein 39.1 (54.9-75.3), Albumin 16.4 (26.3-38.2), Globulin
22.7 (23.4-42.2), ALP 455 (<130), Red Blood Cells 4.97 (5.39-8.7), Haematocrit 0.33 (0.38-0.56),
Haemoglobin 106 (134-207), all other results normal. PCR positive for canine parvovirus. This puppy is
assumed to have died, as only 1 puppy has survived (unknown which puppy out the 5 puppies survived)
and reported to be fully recovered and clinically well. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01598

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.1 Year(s)

28/02/2017

12/06/2017

1

1

0 28/02/2017 Not Known

Decreased packed cell volume
Not
(PCV),Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Pal Known
e mucous membrane,Decreased
haemoglobin,Regenerative
anaemia,Monocytosis,Aggression,S
eizure NOS

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01609

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.4 Year(s)

24/03/2017

28/03/2017

1

1

0 25/03/2017 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known

Sleepiness - systemic
Not
disorder,Circling - neurological
Known
disorder (see also 'Behavioural
disorders'),Disorientation,Panting,B
umping into walls,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Limb
weakness,Glazed eye,Congestion of
mucous membrane

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01664

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

02/03/2017

30/03/2017

1

1

0 02/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal breathing,Reverse
R><BR><BR>Not sneezing,Not eating,Cough
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01700

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

28/03/2017

31/03/2017

1

1

0 30/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Foaming at the mouth,Seizure NOS Not
R><BR><BR>Not
Known
Known

Star-gazing,Elevated creatineNot
kinase
Known
(CK),Leucopenia,Neutrophilia,Scleri
tis,Seizure
NOS,Ataxia,Panting,Decreased
appetite,Third eyelid
protrusion,Abnormal test
result,Bloodshot
eye,Breathlessness,Hyperglycaemia
,Elevated bile acids,Low platelet
count

Not
Known

Not
Known

O1 - Inconclusive

Timing/signs/location consistent with vaccination
involvement.

1.6 - 1.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (22/03/201722/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(22/03/2017-22/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 28 Feb 2017. Previously vaccinated with
Jack Russell
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 2 in 2016 and reported to have had seizures after the vaccine - see Terrier
linked case 2017-UK-01597. The dog had seizures when it was a puppy but no known cause or
treatment given. The evening of the vaccine given on 28 Feb 2017, the dog had a seizure. Then over the
weekend of 25-26 Mar 2017 had 6 seizures in total. On examination on 27 Mar 2017 the dog was pale.
Bloods showed Red Blood Cells 2.71 (5.39-8.7), Haematocrit 0.34 (0.38-0.56), Haemoglobin 97 (134207) and laboratory commented that the anaemia appears regenerative, consistent with haemolysis or
haemorrhage. The dog was admitted for intra venous fluids and given intra venous Dexadreson and
Phenobarbitone. The dog had no seizures overnight. 28 Mar 2017 appears to be even paler but hard to
examine as aggressive, unknown if this is normal for the dog. Bloods were carried out, Red Blood Cells
4.34 (5.5-8.50), Haematocrit 0.27 (0.37-0.55), Haemoglobin 105 (120-180), White Blood Cells 20.07
(5.5-16.90), Neutrophils 16.09 (2-12), Monocytes 2.02 (0.30-2.00). A Coomb´s test has been carried out
but no results as yet, open case. Follow up 27 Apr 2017 - The dog was sent home on 30 Mar 2017 with
Prednicare and Promax. 1 Apr 2017 2 further seizures at home, reasonably bright and eating. PCV
reported to have decreased but unknown result, Cerenia given. Plavix and Famotidine were given on 6
Apr 2017, brighter, PCV 32.5% (35-57). Blood was taken on 24 Apr 2017 and reported to be not
agglutinating, await further information. Follow up 12 Jun 2017 - nothing further has been received
despite attempts to gain further results, case closed.

8.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (28/02/201728/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 24 Mar
Labrador
2017. Also dispensed Bravecto 1400mg (40-56kg) and this was given on 25 Mar 2017. The chew was
Retriever
given throughout the day in food (Extra Label Use) 26 Mar 2017 presented at 8am to the emergency
Practice as reported the previous evening was disorientated, circling, lethargic, bumping into things,
weak on forelimbs and panting. On examination mucous membranes were darker pink, panting, circling
occasionally to the right and a little glazed. Appeared to be very cautious when walking down stairs.
Normal blood results and ear exam revealed no abnormalities. Metacam was given and the dog sent
home where an improvement was reported. 27 Mar 2017 Owner reported that the dog slept very
deeply on the evening of 26 Mar 2017 and thinks the reaction is from Bravecto. No cause of diagnosis
was reached, nothing further expected.

45 Bravecto 1400 mg Chewable Tablets B - Possible
for Dogs - 1400,N/A,N/A ,3,1400 mg
Unknown 1 Animal (25/03/201725/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (24/03/201724/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(24/03/201724/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(24/03/2017-24/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction Primary vaccines with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 2 Feb 2017. 2 Mar Chihuahua
2017 second Nobivac L4 given and Nobivac KC given. 14 Mar 2017 presented as has been snorting
since KC vaccine but reported to have become worse. Treated with Metacam. 17 Mar 2017 not eating
and reported to be breathing badly (Veddra coded as abnormal breathing), but unknown exact details.
Coughing when trying to eat. Nisamox and Bisolvon given. Nothing further is expected. No swabs have
been taken.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 28 Mar 2017. Owner
reported that 36 hours after the vaccine the dog was frothing at the mouth and had a seizure. No
description of the seizure or details, but reported to have fully resolved immediately after. Nothing
further expected.

Crossbred

2.6 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (02/03/201702/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (02/03/201702/03/2017)<BR><BR>
35.5 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
O1 - Inconclusive
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (28/03/201728/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (28/03/201728/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01767

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

03/04/2017

04/04/2017

1

1

0 03/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema,Vomiting
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Other

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01775

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

28/03/2017

05/04/2017

1

1

0 01/04/2017 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01798

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Month(s)

26/09/2016

02/06/2017

1

1

0 01/03/2017 Not
Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01824

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.17 Year(s)

03/04/2017

07/04/2017

1

1

0 06/04/2017 Not Known

Seizure NOS

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated on 3 April 2017 with Nobivac L4 nothing else was given at the Border Terrier
same time, then on 6 April the dog had a seizure episode.( it is unknown how long this lasted or how it
presented during the seizure) It was seen on 7 April 2017 and was normal on examination, the owners
declined any further investigation. No more information is available.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01844

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

27/03/2017

08/04/2017

1

1

0 27/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swollen eye
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 27 Mar 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. The
Cavalier King
same day when dog went home approximately 15 minutes later developed swollen eyes. The dog was Charles
presented back and was given antihistamines and steroid treatment and the dog responded quickly and Spaniel
resolved. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01887

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

22/03/2017

11/04/2017

1

1

1 30/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Respiratory distress,Death,Lung
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated with a second Nobivac L4 and a first Nobivac KC on 22 March Labrador
2017. Seen on 30 March 2017 with acute respiratory distress, sudden onset. Had eaten that morning
Retriever
and been playing. On presentation at the practice it dramatically deteriorated they placed it on Oxygen
therapy and it died. X rays taken after it died showed Pulmonary oedema. no post mortem was
performed. Vet and owner feel it is unrelated to the vaccine. No more information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01888

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.1 Year(s)

16/06/2015

11/04/2017

1

1

0 25/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
Not
R><BR><BR>Not Central nervous system depression Known
Known
in 'Neurological'),Increased packed
cell volume (PCV),Immune
mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Persistent
infection,Elevated temperature

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01903

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.4 Year(s)

24/12/2016

11/04/2017

1

1

0 30/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypoproteinaemia,Hypoalbuminae Not
R><BR><BR>Not mia,Increased percentage
Known
Known
reticulocytes,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased
cholesterol
(total),Restlessness,Anaemia
NOS,Low platelet
count,Leucopenia,Lymphopenia,Pal
e mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Loose
stool,Vomiting,Hypocalcaemic
condition,Increased respiratory
rate,Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Malaise,Mucous
stool,Blood in faeces,Third eyelid
protrusion,Abnormal test
result,Abnormal stool colouration

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01913

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

10/04/2017

24/04/2017

1

1

0 11/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Epistaxis
Not
(bilateral),Wound,Decreased
Known
packed cell volume
(PCV),Decreased red blood cell
count,Mucosa
petechiae,Neutrophilia,Thrombocyt
openia

Abnormal test result,Stiffness
Other
NOS,Musculoskeletal pain,Elevated
ALT,Abnormal posture
NOS,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Off
colour,Pyrexia,Monocytosis

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 3 Apr 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 (not given at Crossbred
room temperature – extra label use) and Nobivac Rabies (given separate) and no other products given.
The same day, approximately 1 hour developed facial oedema and vomited. The dog was then
presented to veterinary practice and given Dexadreson and improved within minutes and sent home
with Piriton. The outcome is unknown and no further information expected.

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated the Nobivac L4 on 28 Mar 2017. 1 Apr 2017 presented as had
epistaxis bilaterally earlier in the day, bright in self. Vitamin K was given and the dog was hospitalised.
Red Blood Cells 3.8 (5.5-8.5), Haematocrit 27.1% (35-57%), Platelets 105 (175-500), Neutrophilia but
no result reported. 2 Apr 2017 Platelets 35 (175-500). Petechiae on gums, Vitamin K was repeated and
given anti biotics as the dog had a puncture wound on testicle. 3 Apr 2017 Platelets 5 (175-500), the
blood was sent away and a blood smear showed Platelets 20-40 (175-500). Started on Doxycycline,
Noroclav and Prednisolone. Vet suspects Immune Mediated Thrombocytopenia. Nothing further
expected.
Suspected lack of efficacy for parvo Vaccinated at 8 weeks of age with Canigen DHP and L4 and then
at 12 weeks of age on 24 Oct 2016 with Canigen DHP and Lepto 2. Seen on 22 March 2017 with a
history of being depressed and vomiting for 3 days. Bloods were taken but were unremarkable.
Admitted for iv fluids and given antibiotic. Then on 23 March 2017 had X rays taken these were normal.
30 March seemed to improve but now has vomiting again , blood on rectal thermometer. Exploratory
laparotomy performed as some thing form was palpable in the abdomen. Mesenteric lymph nodes
were enlarged and the large intestine was red in colour. On recovery it passed bloody diarrhoea. It had
a positive parvo test (unknown if in house snap test or sent away) was referred to another practice and
had a positive faecal antigen for parvovirus . Dog is on treatment with iv fluids, antibiotics and
analgesia, Omega, anti emetics, Virbagen . Treatment on going. Follow up 2 June 2017 No more
infromation received , case closed

English
Springer
Spaniel

Miniature
Dachshund

25 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (03/04/201703/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (03/04/201703/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (03/04/201703/04/2017)<BR><BR>
16.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (28/03/201728/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

5.7 Canigen DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
(24/10/201624/10/2016)<BR><BR>Canigen
Lepto 2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(24/10/201624/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (26/09/201626/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (26/09/201626/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

7.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not
Unclassifiable/unassessa
applicable 1 Animal (03/04/2017ble
03/04/2017)<BR><BR>
2.36 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (27/03/201727/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(27/03/2017-27/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

6.3 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml N - Unlikely
Unknown 1 Animal (22/03/201722/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (22/03/201722/03/2017)<BR><BR>
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 16 Jun 2015, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC
English Cocker Not
Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml B - Possible
(unknown exact details). On 25 Jun 2015, presented with signs of mild infection (including an elevated Spaniel
Known Not applicable 1 Animal
temperature) and was treated with Synulox and non-steroidal anti-inflammatories (Metacam) (no
(16/06/2015exact details). The following day the dog returned slightly better and temperature had reduced
16/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
(unknown if in normal parameters). Laboratory tests were performed including agglutination tests
Suspension for Injection for Dogs which were positive and was given treatment of steroids and Omeprazole. The dog was diagnosed with
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Immune Mediated Haemolytic Anemia. On 27 Jun 2015, the dog was re-examined and showed an
Animal (16/06/2015improvement with therapy PCV was 13% (35-57). On 3 Jul 2015, PCV 32% (35-57). On 5 Jul 2015, dog
16/06/2015)<BR><BR>
developed lethargy and inappetance, given antibiotics, Omeprazole and Ranidine. The dog continued to
improve and PCV increased further and on 31 Jul 2015, PCV 44% (35-57). On 17 Aug 2015, the PCV
returned to normal and clinical signs resolved and weaned off steroids. No further information
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 27 Nov 2016, dog vaccinated with first dose of Nobivac DHP and
Chihuahua
4.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Nobivac L4 (details unknown). On 24 Dec 2016, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac DHP and
Animal (24/12/2016Nobivac L4. Approximately 28 Dec 2016, dog vomited once and been not himself and third eyelids up.
24/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Since vaccination the dog had travelled and been in a different environment. On 29 Dec 2016, dog was
Suspension for Injection for Dogs restless and increased respiratory rate. On examination, was quiet and yellow faeces on thermometer
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
but no other abnormalities detected. On 2 Jan 2016, dog still lethargic and inappetant and has vomited
(24/12/2016-24/12/2016)<BR><BR>
twice. Examined and no abnormalities detected, blood tests performed: Calcium 1.81 (1.98-3), total
protein 48 (52-82), ALB 21 (23-40), Cholesterol 2.61 (2.84-8.26), RBC 4.06 (5.5-8.5), HCT 27.2 (37-55),
HGB 10.4 (12-18), MCHC 38.3 (30-37.5), Retic 134.8 910-110), WBC 4.36 (5.5-16.9), Lymphocytes 0.36
(0.5-4.9), Eosinophils 0.06 (0.10-1.49) and platelets 61 (175-500). Given Clam LA, Dexadreson,
Ranitidine and Cerenia. Suspected immune mediated haemolytic anaemia. On 3 Jan 2017, still lethargic
and developed mucous and fresh blood in stools, given Dexadreson and Metronidazole. On 6 Jan 2017,
continued lethargy and given Gabapentin and Prednicare. On 7 Jan 2017, examined and had pale
mucous membranes and further bloods taken: RBC 3.4 (5.5-8.5), HCT 24.6 (37-55), HGB 7.9 (12-18),
Retic 150.7 (10-110), WBC 3.28 (5.5-16.9), Lymphocytes 0.29 (0.5-4.9), Platelet 48 (175-500). On 8 Jan
2017, dog started Nisamox and on 18 Jan 2017, started to improved and be brighter. On 24 Jan 2017,
developed diarrhoea and started Metronidazole and Dexadreson. On 26 Jan 2017, started
Prednisolone and ranitidine. On 2 Feb 2017, the dog was presented much brighter and mucous
membranes pink but has soft stools and continued prednisolone. On 16 Feb 2016, the dog was eating
well and stools fine . On the 6 Apr 2017, the dog has fully recovered and no further information
expected. Follow up information 21 April , received no Coombs test or slide Agglutination performed
to diagnose the IMHA ( immune mediated haemolytic anaemia ) is only suspected never confirmed. No
more information expected

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 10 Apr
Crossbred
2017. Nobivac L4 given from the fridge (Extra label use). 12 Apr 2017 reported to be subdued last night
and still subdued this morning. Pain when moving neck, temperature 103.6 Fahrenheit. Bloods taken,
White Blood Cells 17.3 (5.5-16.9), Neutrophils 14.03 (2-12), Monocytes 2.1 (0.3-2), Urea 2.3 (2.5-9.6),
ALT 133 (10-125). Re seen on 13 Apr 2017 temperature 102 Fahrenheit. Metacam and Vetergesic. Neck
stiffness and problems turning to the left and arched back. Further investigation is being planned.
Follow up 24 Apr 2017 - history received. The dog was admitted and placed on intra venous fluids on
13 Apr 2017. Still significantly sore to move neck and painful on left fore and arched back. PCV 45% (3557%) and a cerebral spinal fluid tap was carried out. the dog was started on Comfortan and Zinacef. 14
Apr 2017 brighter today, pulled out IV line, eaten when hand fed and fluids were stopped. Synulox was
started. 15 Apr 2017 Kesium and Pardale were started. The dog was sent home on an unknown date.
18 Apr 2017 it was reported that the dog had an improved appetite however still slightly tender on
forelimbs. Results from CSF indicate an elevated total protein concentration and nucleated cell count
supporting inflammatory disease. Degenerative joint disease may be the cause of the sequel to joint
stability and maybe idiopathic. Culture was negative. Nothing further expected. Upgraded case to
serious.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

30.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (10/04/201710/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(10/04/201710/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(10/04/2017-10/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01927

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

10/04/2017

24/04/2017

1

1

0 10/04/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Anaemia NOS,Platelet disorder
Not
NOS,Lymphopenia,Neutropenia,Hy Known
persalivation,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,In
appetence,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Mucous
stool,Abnormal test result,Tense
abdomen,Abnormal stool
colouration,Elevated
lipase,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Elevated
amylase,Leucopenia

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01932

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

16/03/2017

17/05/2017

1

1

0 17/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Blindness,Dilated pupils,Abnormal
R><BR><BR>Not pupil light reflex
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-01954

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Year(s)

29/03/2017

27/04/2017

1

1

0 30/03/2017 Not Known

Injection site rubra,Elevated
Not
cholesterol (total),Injection site
Known
weeping (see also 'skin'),Tongue
ulceration,Elevated
temperature,Hot spot
(pyotraumatic
dermatitis),Abnormal test
result,Injection site
infection,Hypoglycaemia,Shaking,H
yperphosphataemia,Elevated
ALT,Elevated SAP,Cutaneous
calcinosis,Injection site
inflammation

Suspected Adverse Reaction-Limited information Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 29 Mar 2017. The dog Bulldog
previously had a shaved area for an ultrasound on 16 Mar 2017 and the skin became red and sore after
it was shaven and treated with salt water bathing. 13 Apr 2017 presented with a hot spot near vaccine
site, ulcers on tongue. Clipped and cleaned and advised salt water bathing. Started on antibiotics.
Unknown outcome. Nothing further expected. Follow up 20 Apr 2017 - haemoglobin 18.1 (<18),
Phosphate 2.14 (0.6-1.8), ALKP 1974 (12-83), ALT 229 (13-78), Cholesterol 11.4 (2.8-8.3), Glucose 3 (3.56), All other bloods normal. Nothing further expected. Follow up 27 Apr 2017 - skin biopsies indicate
Calcinosis cutis and ACTH test was positive for Cushings. The dog is now on Antirobe and Trilostane.
Nothing further expected. Case received from veterinary medicines Directorate on 5 May 2017
Suspected Adverse Reaction-Limited information Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 29 Mar 2017. The dog
previously had a shaved area for an ultrasound on 16 Mar 2017 and the skin became red and sore after
it was shaven and treated with salt water bathing. 13 Apr 2017 presented with a hot spot near vaccine
site, ulcers on tongue. Clipped and cleaned and advised salt water bathing. Started on antibiotics.
Unknown outcome. Nothing further expected. NCA update: owner reports reaction started 30 March
2017 with a severe inflamed area where the injection was administrated, high temp, shaking, large red
weeping infected area. No more information expected

27 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (29/03/201729/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Owner reports reaction started day after vaccination,
which suggests close temporal relationship. Combined
with location, product involvement is possible.
Unknown time to onset of ulcer and blood results notspecific.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02001

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.4 Year(s)

12/02/2017

18/04/2017

1

1

1 18/02/2017 Yes

Behavioural disorder NOS,Collapse No Data
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic
disorders'),Death,Inappetence,Leth
argy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Unable to
jump,Stiffness NOS,Anal sac
disorder,Musculoskeletal
pain,Abnormal necropsy finding,Off
colour

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated with a Nobivac L4 on 15 Jan 2017, then had a second dose on Crossbred
12 Feb 2017. Seen on 21 Feb 2017, owner reported it had been off colour since 18 Feb 2017 after being
wormed (unknown what brand of wormer), it was reluctant to jump and was usually bouncy but was
not its usual self. On flexion of it''s neck it resented extension of the neck but there seemed to be no
actual painful areas, the neck muscle was soft. Nothing on the spinal examination . No abdominal pain.
It had fully anal glands but they expressed easily. They gave an injection with Metacam . 23 Feb had
improved initially after the Metacam but had got worse again, not jumping up and is guarded. Is not
playing with their other dog and not greeting the owner. Yelped on extension of the neck to the right
and there was reluctance to turn the head to the left. Pain on extension of the shoulder, particularly
left. Placed on metacam and Diazepam if needed. 27 Feb owner called the dog has collapsed , arrived
in practice and died. Owner informed them it had been lethargic and some inappetence that day only.
Sent for post mortem which showed Cardiac and Spinal cord inflammatory lesions, likely due to a
bacterial infection some where either local to the spinal cord as suggested in neuropathology report,
or distal to the heart and spinal cord. There is no suggestion that the component in the vaccine are
responsible for the lesions an there is no inflammation at the injection site, vaccination is unlikely to be
linked. The inflammation of the spinal cord explains the neck pain. The cause of death remains cardiac
tamponade associated with excessive haemorrhage from the area of myocardial damage. No more
information expected

14 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (12/02/201712/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02027

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.7 Year(s)

11/04/2017

19/04/2017

1

1

0 13/04/2017 Yes

Tachycardia,Abdominal
pain,Hypersalivation,Bloody
diarrhoea,Tense
abdomen,Polydipsia,Breathing
difficulty,Dehydration,Vomiting

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02044

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

18/04/2017

20/04/2017

1

1

0 18/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Gut sounds increased,Off Not
R><BR><BR>Not colour
Known
Known

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 11 April 2017 with Nobivac L4. Dog also had
Jack Russell
blepharospasm or epiphora has mild congested conjunctiva, normal sclera. Also a luxating patella,
Terrier
decided to X ray. Sedated and X-rayed. Went home that night. Then on 13 April 2017 started vomiting,
vomited 5 times digested food then bile. Drinking more. Was seen and had no further conjunctivitis ,
tense abdomen , temperature 38.3, they advised a bland diet only. Seen on 14 April Vomiting has
stopped though has breathing difficulties. Seen with a heart rate of 130bpm, painful abdomen on
palpation. Respiratory rate 25/min. Severe bloody diarrhoea and hypersalivation. Bloods taken show
dehydration. Placed on ivfluids, Augmentin, buprecare and Ranitidine and Cerenia. 15 April no more
vomiting and diarrhoea, tense abdomen but dog is nervous. Sent home and dog recovered. No more
information expected
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 18 April 2017 with Nobivac KC. Then the owner reported
Crossbred
the dog developed diarrhoea 24 hours after vaccination , then recovered. Has previously been
vaccinated with Nobivac KC ( dates unknown ), dog has not reacted previously to this product. No
more information expected. Follow up 18 May 2017 - updated information stated that Nobivac L4 was
given at the same time. Severe GI sounds and diarrhoea later that evening. The dog was unwell for 4-5
days and required intensive fluids to recover. Unknown specific details. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02071

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.6 Year(s)

13/04/2017

27/04/2017

1

1

1 14/04/2017 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02081

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

06/04/2017

21/04/2017

1

1

0 06/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lateral recumbency,Collapse (see Not
R><BR><BR>Not also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic Known
Known
disorders')

Not
Known

No Data

Polydipsia,Polyuria,Death by
Not
euthanasia,Anorexia,Inappetence,E Known
levated ALT,Off
colour,Dehydration,Tense
abdomen,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 10 April 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4. They also dispensed English Cocker
Milquantel and Bravecto but they were not given. 11 April 2017 presented with inappetence, lethargy, Spaniel
diarrhoea and vomiting. Normal temperature on examination. Clinical signs developed on the day of
vaccination, how soon after is unknown. They gave Cerenia, subcutaneous fluids and probiotics. 12
April 2017 The dog has not been re seen in practice but is still vomiting. Await further information.
Follow up 24 Apr 2017 - the dog was presented on 12 Apr 2017 as reported to be vomiting. On
presentation the dog was lethargic, diarrhoea and not eating. Admitted and placed on intravenous
fluids. Cerenia was given. 13 Apr 2017 symptoms continued. Diarrhoea yellow in colour with mucous.
Oralade was being given every hour, Synulox, Nisamox and Metronidazole. Advocate was also applied.
The dog was referred to another practice. 14 Apr 2017 quiet and drooling, no interest in food with
diarrhoea, abdomen tense. Parvo snap test was carried out and negative. Bloods were carried out, Red
Blood Cells 4.21 (5.55-8.87), Haematocrit 24.5 (37.3-61.7), Haemaglobin 9.2 (13.1-20.6) White Blood
cells 0.79 (5.05-16.76), Neutrophils 0.09 (2.95-11.64), Lymphocytes 0.69 (1.05-5.10), Monocytes 0.11
(0.16-1.12), Eosinophils 0 (0.06-1.23), Platelets 567 (148-484), Sodium 137 (145-157), Urea 0.8 (2.510.4), Creatinine 13 (27-106), Albumin 20 (21-36), Amylase 1714 (300-1300), Lipase 3304 (100-1600) 15
Apr 2017 bright and seems interested in food but not eaten. Diarrhoea remains but improving. 16 Apr
2017 the owner visited the dog and the dog ate from owner. The dog was sent home on 17 Apr 2017
with Clavaseptin and Metrobactin. Abdomen relaxed and eating well, very night. 20 Apr 2017 presented
to reporting Practice, eating and drinking fine, passing solid, normal faeces and playful. Nothing further
expected, upgraded to serious case.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 16 Mar 2017. Presented Crossbred
on 12 Apr 2017 and owners report that the dog has become blind since the vaccine. On examination on
12 Apr 2017 the dog cannot follow objects in visual field, pupils dilated and lenses were clear. Pupillary
light reflex present but slow and needed very bright light. The dog was referred to an Ophthalmologist,
await further information. Follow up 17 May 2017 - further investigations have been declined by the
owner, nothing further is expected.

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 13 Apr 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4, fit and well at time of
Bichon Frise
vaccination and no other products given. Within 48 hours approximately, the dog developed lethargy,
inappetance, anorexia, polydipsia and polyuria. On 19 Apr 2017, on examination, dehydrated and blood
tests were performed: Urea 12.1 (<9.6), Crea 164 (<159), ALT 238 (<125). The dog was placed on
intravenous fluid therapy, no other medication given and the dog was subdued. On 20 Apr 2017, the
dog was brighter and eaten but abdomen is tense and some blood samples taken: Urea 22 (<9.6) and
creatinine 75 (<159) and other bloods have been sent away. Await further information. Follow up 27
Apr 2017 - the dog was euthanased on 22 Apr 2017, post mortem declined. Nothing further expected.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 6 April 2017 Nobivac DHP and L4 with a second dose. That
night the dog collapsed and was lying on her left fore, it was presented at the vets they gave the dog
some glucose and the dog recovered. No more information expected

Chihuahua

5.2 Advocate Spot-On Dog unidentified - B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (13/04/201713/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (10/04/201710/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (10/04/201710/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

5.07 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Animal (16/03/2017Unclassifiable/unassessa
16/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(16/03/2017-16/03/2017)<BR><BR>

8.55 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (11/04/201711/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

12.4 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (18/04/201718/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (18/04/201718/04/2017)<BR><BR>
5.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (13/04/201713/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

0.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (06/04/201706/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (06/04/201706/04/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Lethargy, inappetance, anorexia are expected signs
after vaccination and temporal association is very
close. Polydipsia and polyuria are not expected signs,
however, product involvement cannot be excluded.
Await further information.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02094

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

22/03/2017

21/04/2017

1

1

0 09/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
Not
R><BR><BR>Not membrane,Hypochloraemia,Vomiti Known
Known
ng,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypoglyc
aemia,Hypoproteinaemia,Elevated
ALT,Elevated SAP,Decreased red
blood cell count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Decreased
cholesterol (total),Diarrhoea

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 22 Mar 2017, puppy vaccinated with first dose of Nobivac DHP and
Other
Nobivac L4 (exact details unknown). On 5 Apr 2017, puppy vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac
Canine/dog
DHP, fit and well and no other products given. On 9 Apr 2017, puppy developed vomiting and diarrhoea
but still bright. On 11 Apr 2017, presented and on examination was lethargic, diarrhoea, bit pale and
blood results taken: haematocrit 29.9 (32-55), Eosinophils 0.05 (0.1-1.49), haemoglobin 9.8 (10.3-18),
platelets 512 (175-500), RBC 4.64 (4.7-8.5), Albumin 20 (21-36), ALKP 390 (46-337), ALT 210 (8-75),
cholesterol 2.47 (2.58-10.32), chloride 103 (105-190), creatinine 15 (27-106), glucose 2.92 (4.28-8.34),
sodium 142 (145-157) and total protein 47 (48-72). The dog was referred to the hospital and placed on
intravenous fluid therapy and given glucose. On 13 Apr 2017, puppy started to get brighter and on 14
Apr 2017 was eating very well and passing normal faeces. A faecal analysis was taken showed negative
for Giardia and Parvovirus, the puppy was then discharged. On 19 Apr 2017, the dog gained weight and
doing well well and clinical signs have resolved. No further information expected. The dog was quiet
after first vaccination of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and resolved on an unknown date prior to
second vaccination. See linked case: 2017-UK-02092

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02097

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

21/04/2017

03/05/2017

1

1

1 22/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Monocytosis,Decreased
Not
R><BR><BR>Not haemoglobin,Leucocytosis,Neutrop Known
Known
hilia,Diarrhoea,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death,Hypothermia,Abn
ormal test result,Heart valve
disorder,Hyperglycaemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
necropsy finding,Anaemia NOS

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02107

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

19/04/2017

24/04/2017

1

1

0 23/04/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Hypothermia,Head
bobbing,Swelling around
eye,Knuckling,Unable to
stand,Ataxia

Other

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 21 Apr 2017 at 5pm. 22 Border Terrier Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Apr 2017 the dog was presented collapsed, temperature 34 Celsius. Severe diarrhea had started at
Known Animal (21/04/2017midday. Bloods carried out Total Protein 40 (50-72), ALKP 154 (12-83), Urea 8.4 (1.7-7.4), Glucose 24.9
21/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
(2-6.3), Chloride 101 (102-122), White Blood Cells 19.5 (6-17), Neutrophil 14.1 (3.5-12), Monocytes 1.8
Suspension for Injection for Dogs (0.3-1.5), Red Blood Cells 4.49 (5-8.5), Haemoglobin 9.3 (12-18), Haematocrit 30.2 (37-55).
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
Temperature rose to 37 Celsius but the puppy later died. Post mortem is to be carried out, await
(21/04/2017-21/04/2017)<BR><BR>
results. Follow up 3 May 2017 - post mortem showed that the dog had mitral valve dysplasia,
associated with atrial and ventricular dilation and pulmonary oedema. Pre existing, congenital and
cardiac malformation may have predisposed this animal to acute cardiac failure. Nothing further
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 19 Apr 2017. Nobivac L4 Chihuahua
0.48 Identification Chip - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
was given straight from the fridge (Extra Label Use). Panacur was dispensed although not started yet.
Implant 1 Animal (19/04/2017Unclassifiable/unassessa
23 Apr 2017 presented at 3pm with ataxia, temperature 33.6 Celsius, reactive to stimulation but
19/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP - ble
coordination with issues. Unable to stand, crossing all legs, knuckling with exaggerated movements of
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
front limbs and nodding of head. Euthanasia was discussed but declined. Subcutaneous fluid was given,
(19/04/2017glucose and steroids. 24 Apr 2017 swelling on right eye but other clinical signs have fully resolved.
19/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Nothing further expected.
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(19/04/2017-19/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02109

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.1 Year(s)

29/03/2017

24/04/2017

1

1

1 03/04/2017 Not Known

Sudden death

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02179

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

04/11/2016

08/05/2017

1

1

1 07/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Low platelet count,Elevated SDMA Not
R><BR><BR>Not (Symmetrical
Known
Known
dimethylarginine),Lymphopenia,Ne
utrophilia,Pale mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Hypothyroidi
sm,Death by euthanasia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Not
eating,Immune mediated
haemolytic
anaemia,Hyperglycaemia,Abdomin
al discomfort,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
total bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Decreased red blood cell
count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Elevated
amylase,Elevated cholesterol
(total),Monocytosis,Leucocytosis

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02190

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Month(s)

08/08/2016

26/04/2017

1

1

0 19/10/2016 Not Known

Vocalisation,Lameness,Meningitis,A Not
norexia,Appetite loss,Head
Known
down,Pyrexia,Proprioception
deficit,Abnormal test
result,Shaking,Musculoskeletal
pain,Depression

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 29 Mar 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 3 Apr 2017, dog
Crossbred
passed away after a walk. There has been no comment or clinical change noted and the dog has been
cremated. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 4 Nov 2016. Reported to have collapsed
Whippet
the following day and diagnosed with Immune Medicated Haemolytic Anaemia and was given unknown
supportive care and died 3 weeks ago, unknown exact date and unknown diagnostics carried out.
Nothing further is available. Follow up 2 May 2017 - history received. Presented on 7 Nov 2016.
Brought in by kennels the dog was not eating and quiet. Temperature 39.8 C and possible cranial
discomfort. Loxicom and Omeprazole given. 8 Nov 2016 still not eating, 103.8 Fahrenheit. Bloods: Red
Blood Cells 2.65 (5.39-8.7), Haemoglobin 9.5 (13.4-20.7), Haematocrit 0.25 (0.38-0.56), Neutrophils
1.83 (<0.17), Monocytes 2.75 (0.13-1.15), ALKP 547 (no range supplied), Cholesterol 10.08 (3.20-6.20),
Glucose 7.9 (3.6-7.0), T4 10.8 (13-51). 9 Nov 2016 started on Prednisolone due to bloods suggesting
IMHA. 16 Nov 2016 reported to be eating better, continue with Prednisolone. Bloods taken, Red Blood
Cells 4.16, Haemoglobin 10.2, Haematocrit 0.35), White Blood Cells 37.7 (4.9-17.6), Neutrophils 34.68,
Lymphocytes 0.38 (1.06-4.95), Monocytes 2.64 (0.13-1.15), Bloods repeated on 25 Nov 2017, RBC 4.85
Hb 12.1, WBC 32.8 (4.9-17.6), Neutrophils 28.21 Monocytes 3.28, Platelet 197 (143-448). Continued on
Prednisolone. 30 Nov 2016 not eating and lethargic, small amount of diarrhoea. Ultrasound carried
out, showed mineralised material in lumen, sludgy material in lumen, large kidney enlarged with cysts in
cortex. Bloods showed Urea 46.4, Creat 180, PCV 26% (35-57%), admitted for iv fluids.22 Dec 2016
RBC 3.96, Hb 10.3, Ht 0.31 (0.38-0.56), WBC 33, Neutrophils 28.5, Monocytes 2.97. Unknown when the
dog was sent home, but continued Prednisolone.Blood 9 Feb 2017: RBC 4.22 (5.39-8.70), Hb 11.2, Ht
0.34, WBC 21.6, Neutrophils 17.50, Lymphocytes 0.65, Monocytes 1.94, Platelets 745. 3 Apr 2017 not
eaten much and appears pale, RBCs 1.51, Hb 4.2, Ht 0.14, WBC 20.2, Neutrophils 14.34, ALT 223 (19.8124), ALKP 3793, Glu 9.1 (3.6-7.0). The dog was admitted and placed on Ranitidine, Peptic, Aspirin and
Omeprazole. PCV 12% and a blood transfusion was given on 4 Apr 2017. 7 Apr 2017 RBC 1.78, Hb 5.5,
WBCs 27.2, Neutrophils 22.03, Monocytes 3.54,Urea 33.8, SDMA 27 (1-14), Creat 149, ALT 163, ALKP
5093, Total Bilirubin 21.7 (0.1-4.2), Amylase 1353 (100-1200), Glucose 8.0, PCV 19%.8 Apr 2017 the dog
was euthanased. No post mortem carried out. Nothing further expected. Follow up 8 May 2017 updated batch numbers. Reported that the dog was also given Nobivac KC at the time of vaccine.

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 8 Aug 2016. Previously vaccinated with
primary vaccines on Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 11 Jul 2016, and Nobivac DHP repeated on 25 Jul
2016. 21 Oct 2016 the dog was presented as had been laying on the bed and vocalising and shaking.
Appetite loss 2 days previously, but then was offered other food and ate well (unknown exact date)
On examination the dog vocalized easily, neck pain on palpation and on back, unknown exact area.
Possibly had been over walked. Advised rest and non steroidals given. The dog was castrated on 9 Feb
2017 with no adverse event. 3 Mar 2017 not able to cock his back leg this morning, not keen to eat.
Was running around the previous day with the household 2 other bigger dogs, was vocalising. On
examination it was difficult to determine area of pain as the dog vocalizes when being touched
everywhere. Seems to hop on left hind limbs when walking down stairs. Reduced proprioception on
left hind legs and paw positioning is absent. The dog was sedated and radiographs taken and nothing
abnormal found. T=40.2 C. 3pm the dog was still recovering, but appeared to have deteriorated, head
carriage low and depressed, T=40.2C, anorexic. Seems to be more painful now and bloods show ALKP
224, White Blood Cells 20.03, Neutrophils 17.46, Monocytes 1.32, Eosinophils 0.02, Platelets 146- no
ranges supplied for any blood results. The dog was referred to a specialist on as meningitis was
suspected. Seen at specialist on the same day. On presentation the dog was bright, alert and
responsive. Postural reactions and myotatic(?) reflexes were unremarkable. Marked neck pain was
present and T=40.3 C. Cervical spinal MRI was unremarkable and not supportive of compressive
lesions. Cerebrospinal fluid analysis was collected via lumbar puncture and revealed moderate,
predominantly neutrophilic pleocytosis compatible with steroid responsive meningitis Arteritis.
Dexamethasone was given and oral prednisolone. The dog improved and was discharged on 6 Mar
2017. Nothing further expected.

Crossbred

1.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (05/04/201705/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(22/03/2017-22/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

24.55 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Animal (29/03/2017ble
29/03/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Unknown 1 Animal (04/11/201604/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (04/11/201604/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not
Unclassifiable/unassessa
applicable 1 Animal (08/08/2016ble
08/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02196

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

08/12/2016

04/05/2017

1

1

1 18/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Tachycardia,Pale
Not
R><BR><BR>Not mucous
Known
Known
membrane,Melaena,Vomiting,Bloo
d in vomit,Decreased packed cell
volume
(PCV),Hyperthermia,Regenerative
anaemia,Not eating,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Death

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02203

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.9 Year(s)

15/03/2017

26/04/2017

1

1

0 15/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Not drinking,Adipsia,Jaw Not
R><BR><BR>Not disorder,Hyperchloraemia,Inappete Known
Known
nce,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Hypernatremia,Myopathy

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02217

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.1 Year(s)

07/04/2017

27/04/2017

1

1

0 08/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anxiety,Low platelet
Not
R><BR><BR>Not count,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Co Known
Known
nstipation,Diarrhoea,Monocytosis,I
nappetence,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Elevated
BUN,Elevated
SAP,Basophilia,Dull,Vomiting

Suspected Adverse Reaction In Jan and Feb 2017, dog (mixed breed, adult) treated for hepatic disease Crossbred
and recovered (unknown details). On 7 Apr 2017, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac L4 and first
Nobivac KC. On 8 Apr 2017, dog vomited that morning. On 10 Apr 2017, continued vomiting, unsettled
in the evening and off food. In consultation, no abnormalities and given Ranitidine and
Metoclopramide. On 12 Apr 2017, dog not eating, vomiting bile, dull, constipated and examined and no
abnormalities detected and given further Ranidine. On 17 Apr 2017, continued to be off food, vomiting
and diarrhoea. On 18 Apr 2017, dog admitted as no improvement and given intravenous fluid therapy,
steroid injection and antibiotics. Blood tests performed: ALKP 292 (23-212)(improved since Feb 2017),
BUN 10 (2.5-9.6) and no other blood deviations. On 19 Apr 2017, dog presented dull but no vomiting
and diarrhoea. Blood tests performed: Neutrophils 20.36 (2-12), Basophils 0.12 (0-0.1), WBC 24.85 (5.516.9), Monocytes 3.11 (0.3-2), platelet 69 (175-502). The dog continued antibiotics and syringe fed. On
21 Apr 2017, dog started eating and brighter in self. The dog was sent home on antibiotics,
Omeprazole, probiotics and a steroid injection. On 26 Apr 2017, dog not eating again, lethargic and
vomited once but no further diarrhoea. No further information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 125 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02222

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

21/04/2017

27/04/2017

1

1

0 26/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abdominal
Not
R><BR><BR>Not pain,Vomiting,Dehydration,Letharg Known
Known
y (see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Inappetence

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02227

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

03/04/2017

27/04/2017

1

1

0 03/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Thrombocytopenia,Low platelet
Not
R><BR><BR>Not count,Abnormal test
Known
Known
result,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Generalised rash,Gum
bruising,Decreased
haemoglobin,Bruising

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 21 April 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4. Then on 26 April
reported the dog had been unwell that morning, it was seen in practice it was lethargic and it is not
eating, it had a temperature is 39.5. It had abdominal pain and was dehydrated. They put the dog on a
drip and Xrayed its abdomen , nothing abnormal was found, though it did have a full stomach . They
gave her antibiotics then later she vomited once and they gave her Cerenia . The following morning her
temperature was 40.2, they gave Loxicam. 27 April it had fully recovered and they sent it home. No
more information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 24 Feb 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, fit and
well at the time and no other products given. On 3 Apr 2017, dog vaccinated with second dose of
Nobivac L4. The same day, owner took dog to groomers and the noticed a rash on ventrum/inguinal
area. Presented and on examination had bruising in inguinal region and petechiae haemorrhage on
gums. On 4 Apr 2017, the dog was presented with bruising on stomach and haemorrhage on gums still.
A manual PCV 48% (35-57) and full blood were tested on a machine; platelets <1 (175-500), Amylase
1687 (500-1500) and Lipase 3366 (200-1800). Ultrasound scan was unremarkable as well lungworm
snap test and coagulation screening normal. External platelet count 21 (143-448) and fibrinogen
(citrate) 5.3 (1-4). On 5 Apr 2017, the dog started steroids and platelet count was 15 (200-500) and PCV
0.52 (0.37-0.55) and reported dog doing well. On 7 Apr 2017, further blood tested in-house: RBC 3 (5.58.5), HCT 27.6 (37-55), HGB 9.2 (12-18), MCV 91.8 (60-77), MCH 30.8 (18.5-30), Platelet 127 (175-500).
No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02230

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

22/03/2017

26/06/2017

1

1

0 24/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02250

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.1 Year(s)

22/04/2017

28/04/2017

1

1

0 24/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucopenia,Lymphopenia,Not
Not
R><BR><BR>Not drinking,Ataxia,Depression,Pyrexia, Known
Known
Hypokalaemia,Not
eating,Hypoproteinaemia,Elevated
ALT,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Proprioception deficit

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 8 Dec 2016, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac DHPPi and
Miniature
Nobivac L4. On 18 Dec 2016, dog started vomiting and owner reported that a light bulb blew up and
Dachshund
dog may have eaten some. The dog then developed blood clots in vomit and dog had a small bit of
glass on his lip. On examination, given Zitac, Cerenia injection and Amoxycare. Black faeces were
observed and temperature 39.4 degrees Celsius. The dog is a known scavenger. On 14 Jan 2017, given
prednisolone and a health check but no details on the examination. On 21 Feb 2017, dog had another
examination but no details given of the examination. On 8 Mar 2017, owner found dog dead. No
further information expected. Follow up 4 May 2017 - history received, presented on 27 Dec 2016 as
not eaten well since 18 Dec 2016, it was reported that the dog had been in a shed where there was rat
poison. Bloods showed PCV 12% (35-57%), high white blood cell count (no result supplied), Total
protein decreased and Albumin, low Creatinine and Calcium (no result supplied). Not been right for 10
days and not eaten much. The dog was hospitalised. Ultrasound was carried out and no abnormalities
were observed. Synulox, Cerenia and Zantac was given. 28 Dec 2016 eaten well overnight, mucous
membranes pale, heart rate 160bpm, nervous. PCV 12% (35-57%), The dog was sent home. 29 Dec
2016 doing well at home, mucous membranes pale, heart rate 160bpm, PCV 14% (35-57%). Bloods
show severe regenerative anaemia, Coombs test negative, low total protein and Albumin (no result
supplied) and suspected severe GI disease possible due to Addison. 30 Dec 2016 PCV 11% (35-57%),
Duphacort Q was given. 31 Dec 2016 PCV 12.5% (35-57%) and Prednidale and Zitac and advised to go
on Aspirin 75mg. 7 Jan 2017 PCV 20% (35-57%). 8 Mar 2017 died at home. No post mortem carried
out.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 15 Feb 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, at the Labrador
time of vaccination owner reported dog had 2 seizures in a week period. On 15 Mar 2017, dog
Retriever
vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4. On 17/18 Mar 2017, dog developed lethargy, vomited
twice and inappetance. On 31 Mar 2017, dog was presented and with hypernatremia, hypovolaemia
and refusing to drink water and dehydrated. Blood tests show: sodium 106 (144-160), chloride 125 (109122). Two hours later the bloods were repeated: Sodium 168 (144-160) and chloride 125 (109-122).
Admitted for intravenous fluid therapy. On 3 Apr 2017, dog was profoundly adipsic. On 7 Apr 2017,
dog has a suspected lesion in the brain and an MRI revealed a lesion along the left olfactory lobe close
to the hypothalamus with a possibility of some focal and meningeal haemorrhage. On 10 Apr 2017,
dog improving but not quite right and eating and drinking. Bloods test taken: Sodium 161 (144-160) and
placed on intravenous fluid therapy. On 12 Apr 2017, cerebral spinal fluid tap more suggestive of an
immune mediated disease with lymphocyte count present, rather than a neoplastic cause. On 19 Apr
2017, sodium 165 (109-160) and given Prednisolone. On 26 Apr 2017, dog presented for a clinical
examination and stated that dog sits with lower jaw hanging and tongue out. The dog can close jaw
and hold it shut, however muscle tone lost around head. No further information expected.

Labrador
Retriever

English Cocker
Spaniel

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
O1 - Inconclusive
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(08/12/201608/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(08/12/2016-08/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

26.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (15/02/201715/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(15/03/2017-15/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

11 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (07/04/201707/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(07/04/2017-07/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Unknown 1 Animal (21/04/201721/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (21/04/201721/04/2017)<BR><BR>
12.45 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (24/02/201724/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/04/2017-03/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 21 Feb 2017, dog vaccinated with first dose of Nobivac DHP
Rottweiler
and Nobivac L4. On 22 Mar 2017, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4.
On 24 Apr 2017, dog developed dullness, listless, diarrhoea and vomiting. the dog was presented and
examined - temperature 38.9 degrees Celsius and was given Cerenia and antibiotics. On 27 Apr 2017,
dog continued vomiting and diarrhoea and diarrhoea is orange in colour. Presented with a temperature
40.8 degrees Celsius, heart rate 204 (weak pulses), grey mucous membranes and capillary refill time of
5 seconds, also drooling. Admitted for intravenous fluid therapy and given Metoclopramide, Vetergesic
and antibiotics. Blood tests performed and had elevated liver enzymes (no value or reference range
given). Parvovirus snap test negative. On 28 Apr 2017, dog collapsed and producing intermittently
haemorrhagic, profuse liquid diarrhoea still but less vomiting than yesterday. WBC 0.8 (very
leucopaenic but no reference range provided). Dog has aspirated over night as lungs sound crackly with
fluid. Constant drooling from nausea. Currently on intravenous fluid therapy, Cerenia, Vetergesic,
Synulox and Metronidazole. Await further information. Follow up 5 May 2017 - control test (CT)
carried out at external laboratory stated Parvo was detected, reading of CT 17 with the explanation
from laboratory: A lower CT (threshold cycle) value (e.g. 20) is associated with higher DNA loads,
compared to a higher CT value (e.g. 40). CT values are usually reported between 20 and 35. Await
further infomration. Follow up 26 Jun 2017 - No further information received. Case closed

18 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 4
Weeks 1 Animal (22/03/201722/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 4 Weeks 1
Animal (22/03/201722/03/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 22 Apr 2017. Presented Border Collie
27 Apr 2017 with owner reporting that 2 days after the vaccine the dog was ataxic, not eating or
drinking. On examination the dog was ataxic on all 4 limbs, no pain responses, temperature 40.6
Celsius and depressed. Bloods were taken ALKP 390 (0-50), ALT 398 (0-25), Total Bilirubin 16 (0-9),
Total Protein 53 (54-77), Calcium 1.95 (2-3), White Blood Cells 4.95 (6-15), Lymphocytes 0.45 (1-4.08).
Reported to be toxic changes in Neutrophils count, but unknown exact result. Given Metacam and anti
biotics. 3 May 2017 reported to be 98% improved. Nothing further expected.

18 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(22/04/201722/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (22/04/201722/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment. Product
involvement cannot be excluded.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Timing consistent with product involvement. Some
signs not expected. Two vaccines administered.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02277

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.4 Year(s)

11/04/2017

18/05/2017

1

1

1 18/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Elevated creatine-kinase
Other
(CK),Elevated triglyceride,Abnormal
test result,Death by
euthanasia,Seizure NOS

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02327

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

28/04/2017

19/06/2017

4

1

1 30/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Dullness,Loose
Not
R><BR><BR>Not stool,Adipsia,Unable to
Known
Known
stand,Death by
euthanasia,Decreased
appetite,Dehydration,Head
tremor,Abnormal stool
colouration,Unresponsive to stimuli

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated a litter of 4 puppies with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 28
Chihuahua
Apr 2017. 30 Apr 2017 1 puppy was presented as was dull and reported to not be able to stand with
head rolling and soft faeces, In consult, the puppy was able to stand and no abnormalities were noted
at the time. Subcutaneous fluids were given and glucose syrup was advised. The puppy was sent home
but presented on 1 May 2017 as deteriorated significantly. It was non responsive, mildly dehydrated
with dark brown diarrhoea. Owners decided to euthanased. No post mortem was carried out. All 3
other puppies are reported to be well. Nothing further expected. NCA comment: paper report received
with narrative: 2 days post vaccination ate a bit, dull, unable to stand, not drinking but dehydrated, soft
faeces. Veddra terms Not drinking and Decreased appetite added.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02364

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

28/04/2017

26/05/2017

1

1

0 30/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Leucocytosis,Eye
Not
redness,Hypochloraemia,Hyperchlo Known
raemia,Elevated
globulins,Discomfort
NOS,Conjunctival
haemorrhage,Shaking,Gait
abnormality,Proteinuria,Pyrexia,Off
colour,Malaise,Reluctant to
move,Inappetence,Not drinking

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 28 Apr 2017, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac DHP and first
Shih Tzu
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC, fit and well at the time of vaccination. Given Chloramphenicol eyedrops
for a gunky eye on cornea. On 30 Apr 2017, presented and owner reported dog shaking and not himself
and had been walking a bit odd. Given an injection of buprenorphine, amoxicillin and Metacam. On 1
May 2017, dog was uncomfortable around back end, was given further buprenorphine and Metacam.
On 2 May 2017, presented with a temperature of 40.3 and reluctant to stand, inappetant and not
drinking. Blood tests performed: chloride 101 (109-122), Globulin 50 (25-45) and WBC elevated but no
values or reference range). Continued intravenous fluid therapy, amoxicillin and buprenorphine. On 3
May 2017, developed sub conjunctival bleeding in both eyes. Temperature 39 C and not showing any
signs of pain and continued in hospital. On 4 May 2017, presented quiet, walking oddly with back legs
(wide stance gait) and temperature 39.5 C. Conjunctival haemorrhage still, whites of the eyes still red.
Urine tested and protein was observed and rest was normal. No further information expected. Follow
up 26 May 2017 - Coagulation test performed on 10 May 2017 was essentially normal but no value or
reference range given and platelet count 114 (unknown reference ) Sodium 167 (unknown reference
range), Chloride 129 (109-122) and Cholesterol 9.23 (unknown details). The scleral haemorhagia is
resolving as well as caudal/lumbar pain and pyrexia. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02385

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.8 Year(s)

19/04/2017

05/05/2017

1

1

0 19/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Non-regenerative
Not
R><BR><BR>Not anaemia,Elevated
Known
Known
creatinine,Leucopenia,Lymphocyto
sis,Neutropenia,Lymphadenopathy,
Lymphoma,Drinking a
lot,Hypercalcaemia,Frequent
urination,Panting,Inappetence,Gen
eral pain (see other SOCs for
specific pain),Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Weight
loss,Shaking,Elevated BUN,Low
platelet count

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 13 Mar 2017, dog presented with a lymphoma and possible cruciate
Bulldog
disease and also had mammary development and given Galastop. On 20 Mar 2017, dog vaccinated
with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On 19 Apr 2017, given second dose of Nobivac L4. Owner reports
that since vaccination had been inappetant, drinking more and urinating more. On 2 May 2017,
presented to emergency practice and on examination was still reduced appetite, panting, weight loss
and lethargic. The dog was also pyrexic and had generalised peripheral lymphadenopathy.
Haematology showed mild non-regenerative anaemia with HCT 32.6% (no reference range given).
Platelets low and had generalised leucopenia and neutropenia (no value or reference range given). On
biochemistry showed raised urea and creatinine and elevated calcium (no values or reference range
given). Admitted into veterinary practice for intravenous fluid therapy, antibiotics with antacids. On 3
May 2017, dog had moderately enlarged lymph nodes on submandibular, pre-scapula and popliteal and
temperature had returned to normal parameters. External laboratory tests performed and state:
Leucopenia confirmed and may reflect acute inflammation, myelosuppression or immune mediated
destruction. On 4 May 2017, fine needle aspirates taken of lymph nodes and results state:
Lymphocytes large and that is suggestively consistent with lymphoma however difficult to determine
the lineage of the neoplastic population and a biopsy with histology is recommended. On 5 May 2017,
presented to veterinary surgery due to dog lying in pain and shaking but this resolved and is eating a
little and drinking fine. On clinical examination, had lost more weight and continued with the
generalised peripheral lymphadenopathy and panting. The dog has started on prednisolone tablets and
antibiotics. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02389

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.2 Year(s)

03/05/2017

12/05/2017

1

1

0 05/05/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Pyrexia,Limb
Not
weakness,Proprioception
Known
deficit,Not eating,Injection site
stiffness,Reduced level of
consciousness,Reluctant to
move,Injection site
swelling,Injection site pain,Not
drinking,Ataxia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Stiffness NOS

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 3 May 2017, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Border Collie
KC. Same day, dog developed lethargy, not eating, not drinking and on 5 May 2017, reluctant to move.
On 5 May 2017, examined and was not really responsive but conscious and temperature 40.3C, painful
and swollen over shoulder. Admitted and placed on iv fluid therapy, methadone, steroids and
intravenous antibiotics/oral clindamycin. Within hours temperature had reduced to normal, injection
swelling had disappeared and there was no further pain around the injection site, the stiff neck had
disappeared. The dog was able to walk, although previously had preferred recumbency, but was still
weak. He was hospitalised for a further 24 hours and intravenous steroids were continued. On 8 May
2017, re-examination and the temperature was normal, and huge improvement in mobility and
mentation was normal and very bright. There was still reduced proprioception on paw placement of his
right hind and mild ataxia associated with the right hand side but otherwise he was very well. No
further information expected. Follow up 12 May 2017 - Reseen on 11 May 2017 and imporvement
observed. Slightly reduced proprioception in right hind. Clindamycin has been stopped bit continues
Synulox and Prednicare. Nothing further expected

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02390

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.4 Year(s)

05/05/2017

14/06/2017

1

1

0 05/05/2017 Not Known

Bloody diarrhoea,Collapse (see also Not
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
Known
disorders'),Rale,Tachypnoea,Pantin
g,Decreased appetite,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Respiratory sound,Dilated
pupils,Mental impairment
NOS,Urine abnormalities
NOS,Loose
stool,Haematuria,Diarrhoea

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 5 May 2017 at 11.20am. Clipped claws at Jack Russell
the same time and had to be muzzled due to being stressed (normal of the dog). Hypersalivating and
Terrier
panting at the time of the consult. The dog collapsed in reception and seemed to recover quickly and
went outside. The dog laid down panting and with a subdued mentation, pupils dilated. Diarrhoea
started then turned into bloody diarrhoea. Respiration over 60 and sounded raspy on right side. The
dog was admitted and intra venous fluids were given at shock rate. Improved quickly. Brighter but now
started to drip blood from penis. 6 May 2017 very bright, haematuria continues. Urine samples
showed blood in urine. 8 May 2017 blood in urine continues, very bright. The dog remains in the
hospital. Await further information Follow up 11 May 2017 - Urinalysis from external laboratory
showed blood and protein but nothing abnormal was noted on cytology. The dog was discharged on an
unknown date and reported to be quite lethargic with diarrhoea and a reduced appetite. Await further
information. Follow up 14 Jun 2017 - the dog was discharged on 8 Jun 2017. 12 May 2017 no blood in
urine result and the dog is much brighter and eating well with firm stools. 31 May 2017 soft faeces
reported but well otherwise. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02401

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

22/08/2017

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Yes

Seizure NOS

Suspected Adverse Reaction - On an unknown date in approximately 2016, the dog was vaccinated
with Nobivac L4. On the same day, during the night the dog had a fit. On an unknown date, dog was
presented to the vet and started steroids. The dog had then continued some fitting but it is unknown
when this occurred and information is limited. Await further information. Follow up 22 Aug 2017 - No
further information received for this case regarding treatment or outcome.

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 11 Apr
Miniature
2017. Given at fridge temperature-Extra Label Use. 18 Apr 2017 presented as had a seizure at midnight. Schnauzer
Examined 9 hours post seizure. Started Diazepam for 3 days and blood taken, Creatinine Kinase 448(20230), Triglycerides 2.54 (0.34-1.97), GLDH 9 (2-6). No seizures whilst on Diazepam. When removed off
Diazepam the dog started to seizure again. Over the weekend of 29-30 Apr 2017 seizures started
despite Diazepam. Nothing further expected. Follow up 18 May 2017 - the dog continued to seizure
with worsening severity and the dog was euthansed on an unknown date. No post mortem has been
reported as carried out.

Other
Canine/dog

10.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Not applicable 1 Animal
(11/04/201711/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (11/04/201711/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (11/04/201711/04/2017)<BR><BR>
0.55 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (28/04/201728/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (28/04/201728/04/2017)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

11 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (28/04/201728/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(28/04/201728/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(28/04/2017-28/04/2017)<BR><BR>

34.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (20/03/201720/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(19/04/2017-19/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

25 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (03/05/201703/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/05/2017-03/05/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

10.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (05/05/201705/05/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02416

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

03/03/2017

08/05/2017

1

1

1 25/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Lethargy (see
R><BR><BR>Not also Central nervous system
Known
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Lymphadenopathy,Lympho
ma

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02460

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.9 Year(s)

06/05/2017

22/05/2017

1

1

1 07/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02486

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.8 Year(s)

02/05/2017

10/05/2017

1

1

0 08/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
Not
R><BR><BR>Not abscess,Polydipsia,Skin warmth,Off Known
Known
colour,Pyrexia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02529

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

03/12/2015

19/05/2017

1

1

0 14/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Enlarged lymph nodes Not
R><BR><BR>Not (generalised),Lymphadenopathy,Lo Known
Known
ose stool,Tarry or black stool (see
also haemorrhagic diarrhoea),Not
drinking,Hypocalcaemic
condition,Meningitis,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Not
eating,Dry mucous
membrane,Abnormal test
result,Tense
abdomen,Musculoskeletal
pain,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Abnormal
radiograph finding,Skin
warmth,Neutrophilia

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02548

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

01/05/2017

09/06/2017

1

1

0 01/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Elevated temperature,Abnormal
Not
R><BR><BR>Not test
Known
Known
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Limping,
Decreased haemoglobin,Decreased
packed cell volume
(PCV),Monocytosis,Anaemia
NOS,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Join
t swelling,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02578

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

10/05/2017

06/06/2017

1

1

1 15/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Cardiac disorder NOS
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02590

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

13/05/2017

30/08/2017

1

1

1 14/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Cough,Death,Regurgitatio Other
R><BR><BR>No n,Pneumothorax,Abnormal
necropsy finding

Circling - neurological disorder (see Not
also 'Behavioural
Known
disorders'),Unable to
stand,Ataxia,Recumbency,Death by
euthanasia,Head tilt - neurological
disorder,Horizontal nystagmus,Not
eating,Dilated pupils,Walking
difficulty,Abnormal pupil light reflex

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 23 Jan 2017, dog was presented as was shivering, weak and wobbly.
No abnormalities were found and no treatment given. Unknown if resolved. On 3 Feb 2017, dog
started restart vaccination of Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. On 3 Mar 2017, vaccinated with second
dose of Nobivac L4. On 25 Mar 2017, dog was presented to emergency practice as was lethargic and
off colour. On examination had generalised lymphadenopathy. On 27 Mar 2017, still lethargic and
generalised lymph node enlargement. Fine needle aspirates taken and results state consistent with
lymphoma. Unknown if any treatment was given and the owners moved away and started using
another practice. The owner then called the previous practice to report that on 24 Apr 2017, the dog
was euthanased due to the deterioration of his clinical condition. Unknown what treatment was given
and no further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated on 6 May 2017 with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC.
Presented on 8 May 2017 with head tilt and circling. Started on 7 May 2017. Now struggling to stand
and walk. On examination head tilt and circling and falling to the left with horizontal nystagmus, dilated
pupils, negative pupillary light reflex. Ear exam normal, struggling to eat due to ataxia, no known
trauma. Cerenia was given and sent home. 9 May 2017 the dog was reported to be non ambulatory
and sent for referral, await report. bFollow up 22 May 2017 - the dog was referred to a neurologist,
Inflammatory disease was considered most likely differential diagnosis but other aetiologies such as
vascular disease could not be excluded on examination alone. Further investigations were discussed
and included blood tests, MRI of the brain and cerebrospinal fluid analysis. The owners were uncertain
on how to proceed and opted for euthanasia on 10 May 2017. Private cremation was carried out.
Nothing further expected
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 2 May 2017. 8 May 2017
presented as off colour, lethargic and felt hot around nose. Temperature 40.1 Celsius and given
Synulox and Metacam. 9 May 2017 temperature now 40.2 C, drinking more with a 12cm lump at
vaccine site, felt hot to touch and full of pus. The lump was lanced, flushed and swabbed. Results sent
away concluded consistent with moderate septic and purulent inflammation with phagocytosed
bacteria consistent with bacterial infection, which may have been introduced at the time of the
injection. No bacteria was isolated. Nothing further expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction In 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (unknown
details ). On 15 Dec 2016, dog was presented with unknown clinical signs and eventually referred to a
referral practice for further information and diagnosed with possible meningitis. Await further
information.Follow up 19 May 2017 - History received, vaccinated with primary Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac DHP on 5 Nov 2016. Second vaccine with Nobivac L4 given on 3 Dec 2016. 15 Dec 2016
lethargic since previous day, feels hot to touch, passing dark stools. Not eaten or drunk since previous
morning. Teh dog was admitted and placed on intra venous fluids. Temperature 40.3 Celsius.
Neutrophils 13.25, Monocytes 2.87, White Blood Cells 17, ALP 175-no ranges supplied for any bloods,
but reported to be high. Calcium 2.08-no range but reported to be low. The dog was started on
Ranitidine, Zinacef and an ultrasound was carried out. No abnormalities on the ultrasound. Owner
reported that the dog attacked the Christmas tree and possible ate 6-8 baubles 1-2 weeks ago. 16 Dec
2016 Ranitidine, Cephacare, Protexin and Metacam given. Eating well and drinking, Temperature 39.8
Celsius. 17 Dec 2016 Paracetamol was given, Temperature 40 Celsius. Mucous membranes slightly
tachy. Ultrasound showed mild mesenteric lymphadenopathy. Continued IV fluids and oral
Metronidazole. Temperature unknown but reported to be within normal limits. The dog was
discharged on 18 Dec 2016. 20 Dec 2016 liquid faeces at home, quiet in self. On examination
temperature 40 Celsius. Not eating. Bloods were taken and high neutrophils (unknown result or range).
Vocalising when abdomen palpation. Radiographs show small gas filled pockets in area of ventro
caudal abdomen which doesn''t appear to be colonic. Ultrasound showed fluid filled section of bowel
and some reverse peristalsis. Lymph node enlargement. The dog was placed on intra venous fluids
again and a exploratory laparotomy was performed. No foreign body found, mesenteric
lymphadenopathy with moderate inflammation. Biopsies were taken and abdominal lavage was
carried out. 21 Dec 2016 soft faeces passed and pain on ventro flexion of neck. The dog was referred.
Treatment with Zinacef, Buprecare, Perfalgan and Metrobactin were given. At the referral Practice,
several tests were carried out and no cause has been identified. The dog was discharged on 24 Dec
2016 and started on Cephacare, Metrobactin, Omeprazole, Cytotec and Pardale. Results from biopsies
taken from surgery showed mild/moderate lymphoplasmacytic enteritis,with no obvious cause. The
dog was then not seen at the reporting Practice until 18 May 2017 when the dog was seen for otitis
externa, assumed
have fully
recoveredonin1the
meantime
between
Decand
andL4May.
Nothing
further
Suspected
adversetoreaction
Vaccinated
May
2017 Nobivac
DHPPI
. Once
the puppy
went

English
Springer
Spaniel

22.75 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
N - Unlikely
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/02/201703/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/03/2017-03/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Crossbred

5.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Unknown 1 Animal (06/05/201706/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (06/05/201706/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (06/05/201706/05/2017)<BR><BR>

Crossbred

38.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (02/05/201702/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (02/05/201702/05/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Known Animal (05/11/201501/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,Vaccinated on 5
November and 3 Decemebr 2015
(03/12/2015-01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

English
Springer
Spaniel

Crossbred
home it was lethargic, also limping. ( unknown which limb.) 2 May puppy is quiet and lame on Right
hind, is eating and drinking . When examined it had a temperature of 102.5, with a sore swollen right
stifle. decided to X ray. 3 May X rayed and placed on Intravenous fluids, given Colvasone and
Ranitidine. It has a temperature of 104.5, is holding up the stifle on the left hind and the right hind is
still swollen. Joints don''t feel hot and don''t seem painful. Results of X ray are unknown, they suspect
IMPA ( immune mediated polyarthritis) However this has not been diagnsoed . Bloods taken show RBC
4.64 (5.65-8.87) Haematocrit 0.257 ( 0.373-0.617) Haemoglobin 88 ( 131-205) MCV 55.4(61.6-73.5)
MCH 19.0(21.2-25.9) WBC 26.18(5.05-16.76) Neutrophils 18.57(2.95-11.64) Monocytes 2.85(0.161.12) Creat 18 ( 27-106) Urea 1.5(2.5-10.4) TP 35(48-72) Albumin 20(21-36) Globulin 15 (23-38) Kept
over night on fluids and Noroclav and buprecare. 4 May eating and stifles are still swollen , but no
longer lame. Temperature normal. Sent home. 5 May on pred and reducing painkillers. 5 May
temperature 102.4, no discomfort on joint being manipulated. Is playing. 8 May much improved and
playing , joint still swollen but improving. 12 May doing very well , still on Pred and Ranitidine. No more
information expected. Follow up 9 Jun 2017 - 2 further puppies have reacted - see linked cases 2017UK-03128 and 2017-UK-03129. Both experienced lameness after the vaccine. Nothing further
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 10 May 2017, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4
Yorkshire
and nothing abnormal noted on clinical examination. On 15 May 2017, puppy left in the morning and
Terrier
had been active and bright. Later the owner found dead curled up on the carpet. An in-house post
mortem was performed and found haemorrhage in the pericardial area. await further information.
Follow up 6 Jun 2017 - Histopathology carried out showed a dilated right ventricle and atrium. Left
ventricle is thickened with an increase in inconsistency. Peracute heart failure is possible, but
convincing evidence of an underlying congenital abnormality was not evident. The Vet does not feel it
is vaccine related. Nothing further expected.

6.5 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (01/05/201701/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (01/05/201701/05/2017)<BR><BR>

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 13 May 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (not
Jack Russell
given at room temperature - extra label use), fit and well at time of vaccination. Regurgitated water in Terrier
previous week and raised the bowl and was no longer sick. Same day, dog developed flatulence. On 14
May 2017, the dog vomited and started having a loud honking cough then the dog died (after a loud
honking sigh). Await further information from a possible post mortem. Follow up 2 Jun 2017 - Post
mortem findings were strongly supportive of a rupture of prior pulmonary bullae with subsequent
pneumothorax. Tension pneumothorax could have caused sudden death via hypoxaemia and
cardiovascular collapse. Await further information from pending histology. Follow up 30 Aug 2017 - No
further information received - case closed.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment. Await
information.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

2 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
N - Unlikely
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(10/05/201710/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(10/05/2017-10/05/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

5.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (13/05/201713/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(13/05/2017-13/05/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02599

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

05/04/2017

15/05/2017

1

1

0 12/04/2017 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02623

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

15/05/2017

30/08/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02627

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

04/04/2017

16/05/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02656

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

01/01/2016

17/05/2017

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02658

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

01/01/2017

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02683

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02821

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02851

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02865

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02866

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02892

Anaemia
Not
NOS,Eosinophilia,Leucopenia,Neutr Known
ophilia,Pyrexia,Monocytosis,Abnor
mal test result,Jaw pain,Decreased
haemoglobin,Elevated gammaglutamyl transferase (GGT),Dull,Not
eating

uspected Adverse Reaction On 5 Apr 2017, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4. On 12 Apr English Cocker
2017, puppy was dull, sore around jaw, temperature 39.8C and was given Synulox and Metacam. On 13 Spaniel
Apr 2017, not eating and struggling to open mouth and was painful on right temporomandibular joint
and still pyrexic. Admitted for iv fluid therapy and blood test performed: HCT 27.5 (37-61.7), WBC 19 (518), Neutrophils 13.72 (2.95-11.64), Monocytes 2.87 (0.16-1.12), GGT 3 (0.0-2) and creatinine 21 (27106). No abnormalities were found with the jaw and nothing on oral examination. Given prednisolone,
Synulox, Zantac and Vetergesic. On 15 Apr 2017, improved and able to eat and no pain in jaw and
reduced prednisolone dose. On 20 Apr 2017, resolved and removed off prednisolone. On 26 Apr 2017,
blood tests repeated: RBC 5.49 (5.65-8.87), Eosinophils 1.52 (0.06-1.23), HCT 36.2 (37.3-61.7), HGB
12.5 (13.1-20.5), Monocytes 1.60 (0.16-1.12), Amylase 298 (300-1300), GGT 3 (0.0-2), Lipase 840 (1001500). Continued low dose of prednisolone . No further information expected.

5.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (05/04/201705/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

0 15/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Thrombocytopenia,Leucocytosis,N Not
R><BR><BR>Not eutrophilia,Pustules,Inappetence,Sl Known
Known
eepiness - systemic disorder,Weight
loss,Vaginal discharge,Abnormal
test result,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 15 May 2017, dog vaccinated with first vaccination of Nobivac DHP
and Nobivac L4, fit and well at time of vaccination and no other medication given but was
microchipped at the same time. Same day was lethargic, inappetant and sleepy. On 16 May 2017,
continued to be lethargic and temperature 39C. On 17 May 2017, presented as still inappetant, weight
loss, lethargic and dull. temperature was normal but had developed pustules around mouth, eye,
peripheral ears as well as a vaginal discharge. The puppy was admitted for intravenous fluid therapy
and initial blood tests showed no abnormalities. Await further information. Follow up 23 May 2017 Re seen on 23 May 2017, unknown date of discharge, but reported to have improved but not 100%.
Lesions are still present. Await further information. Follow up 25 May 2017 - seen on 18 May 2017,
WBC 20.2 (6-15) Neutophils 15.8 (3-11.5) Eosinophils 0 (0.1-1.2) RBC 4.27 (5-8.5) HB 9.5 (12-18) PCV
30.7 (37-55). Skin swab - Malazzesia pachydermatitis, Coag positive Staph. Nothing further expected.
Follow up 30 Aug 2017 - No further information received - case closed

5.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (15/05/201715/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(15/05/2017-15/05/2017)<BR><BR>

Lethargy inappetence and sleepiness may occur after
vaccination, but the subsequent facial pustules and
vaginal discharge suggest an underlying pathology.
Timing suggests product involvement. Two products
administered.

1

0 29/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous
R><BR><BR>Not system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Off
colour,Pyrexia,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Abnormal test
result,Decreased
haemoglobin,Regenerative
anaemia

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 4 Apr 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, fit and Bichon Frise
well at time of vaccination and no other products given at the same time. On approximately 29 Apr
2017, dog was off colour but was not presented. On 3 May 2017, presented with a temperature of
39.5C, lethargic, off food and was given an antibiotic injection. On 4 May 2017, temperature 39.2 C
and no real improvement; blood tests performed: RBC 3.9 (5-8.5), haemoglobin 8.8 (12-18), PCV 29 (3755), reticulocytes count 751 (>110 regeneration) and was diagnosed with regenerative anaemia. On 5
may 2017, temperature returned to normal parameters, brighter and was given a steroid injection. On
12 May 2017, blood tests performed; reticulocytes 492 (>110) and owner stated dog seemed more
back to normal. No further information expected.

7.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (04/04/201704/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(04/04/2017-04/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Pyrexia lethargy and off colour can be seen after
vaccination, however, 25 days is a very long onset
time and signs such as anaemia are not expected.
Anaemia is more likely to be related to an underlying
condition.

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Not Known

Seizure NOS

Not
Known

17/05/2017

1

1

0 01/01/2017 Not Known

Seizure NOS

Not
Known

27/03/2017

18/05/2017

8

8

7 31/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Polydipsia,Decreased
R><BR><BR>No appetite,Death,Polyuria

6 Month(s)

01/03/2017

31/05/2017

1

1

0 19/05/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction In 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown exact details). The
owner reported that within 24 hours after vaccination the dog had a seizure (unknown details). No
further details available and no further information expected. The dog had an exact same reaction in
2017 after Nobivac L4. See linked case: 2017-UK-02658
Suspected Adverse Reaction In 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown exact details). The
owner reported that within 24 hours after vaccination the dog had a seizure (unknown details). No
further details available and no further information expected. The dog had an exact same reaction in
2016 after Nobivac L4. See linked case: 2017-UK-02656
Suspected Adverse Reaction 8 puppies in a litter vaccinated on 27 Mar 2017 with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4. Vaccine given at fridge temperature (Extra Label Use-Nobivac L4). Breeder took the
puppies home and reported that 4 days later (31 Mar 2017) they became polyuric and polydipsic and
were off food. 7 puppies died and 1 puppy remains well on the same date. The surviving puppy had
second vaccine on 24 Apr 2017 and reported to be doing well. No post mortems have been carried out,
breeder disposed of the bodies. Breeder breeds multiple breeds and Vet reported to have a lot of
puppies on site. Nothing further expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 1 Mar 2017, dog vaccinated with second dose of primary course of
Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and first Nobivac KC. Dog developed some clinical signs that are not
confirmed and was referred to a referral practice on 19 May 2017. At the referral practice to the dog
had a lumbar puncture, MRI and diagnosed with steroid-responsive meningitis-arteritis and started a
high dose of steroids. The spent two days in practice and then was discharged, the dog is also lame on
hind legs and not weight bearing. No further information expected. Follow up 31 May 2017 - Clinical
history received: 11 Apr 2017, dog developed conjunctivitis bilaterally. On 1 May 2017, owner applied
Endectrid (Endectrid 100 mg + 25 mg Spot-on Solution for Medium Dogs best guess VDM). On 18 May
2017, dog developed a sudden onset depression and lethargy. The dog then developed reluctant to
walk, weak and depressed. Presented and had a temperature of 40 degrees Celsius and admitted for
intravenous fluid therapy, pain relief and blood tests. On 19 May 2017, blood results: ALP 420 (12-83),
phosphorus 2.79 (0.8-1.8), glucose 7.5 (2-6.30). Dog still depressed, stiff gait and neck and temperature
40.4 degrees Celsius. The dog was then referred to referral practice. No further information expected.

Canine/dog

4.9 Year(s)

24/05/2017

26/05/2017

1

1

0 24/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Tachypnoea,Collapse
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders'),Vomiting

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

18/05/2017

26/05/2017

1

1

0 18/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Tachypnoea,Collapse (see Not
R><BR><BR>Not also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic Known
Known
disorders'),Hyperthermia,Tachycard
ia,Swelling around eye,Facial
swelling (see also 'Skin')

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated with a first dose of Nobivac DHP and L4 ,date unknown. Then Labrador
on 18 May 2017 had a second Nobivac DHP and L4 , nothing else was given at the same time. Within 30 Retriever
minutes of having the vaccine the dogs face started to swell , the dog started to vomit and it had
swelling to it''s eyes and face. The dog was flat and tachypneic and tachycardic. They gave 0.4ml of
Dexadreson and 45 minutes later the swelling had almost completely resolved. The dog had fully
recovered the following day. No more information expected. NCA updated: report received by VMD
included hyperthermia (veddra term added) and recovery within 2 hours.

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

25/05/2017

29/07/2017

1

1

0 26/05/2017 Not
Panting,Dilated
Not
Known,<BR><BR pupils,Recumbency,Tachycardia,Sei Known
><BR><BR><BR> zure NOS,Behavioural disorder NOS
Not Known

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Week(s)

08/05/2017

30/05/2017

1

1

1 15/05/2017 Not Known

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 25 May 2017 with Nobivac L4 , nothing else was given at
the same time . Then the following day at 9 am the dog had Aloderm spot on applied to The scruff
area. Then an hour later a seizure, was thrashing around and had dilated pupils and fell down the stairs.
It continued thrashing at the bottom of the stairs. It was recumbent but conscious. Was taken to the
practice, panting and tachycardia 192bpm. Otherwise was normal on examination. No medication was
given. They kept it in for observation. Blood glucose was normal . PCV was normal, other bloods were
sent away to an external Laboratory ( no results as yet) It had no further seizures . Went home
recovered . Owners informed the practice it had a seizure on 9 Oct 2015 in a one odd episode no
vaccines were given at this time. Open case, await blood results. Folow up 29 July 2017 No more
information received , close case
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 8 May 2017, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4. On 15
May 2017, dog developed inappetance. On 19 May 2017, presented with pyoderma on abdomen but
otherwise well in self. On 20 May 2017, owner stated had been inappetant for 4 days and was
admitted for intravenous fluid therapy, unspecified supportive treatment and blood tests performed:
ALT 804 (8-75), ALP 1042 (46-307), GGT 15 (raised but no reference range), Bile acids raised (no value
or reference range given). During the time of hospitalisation dog became jaundice and was later
discharged (unknown exact details). A liver scan was performed and no evidence of a shunt. The dog
was euthanased on 29 May 2017 as collapsed. The dog has since been buried at home and no post
mortem has been performed. No further information expected.

Other

Stiffness
Not
NOS,Hyperglycaemia,Hyperphosph Known
ataemia,Elevated
SAP,Conjunctivitis,Pyrexia,Meningiti
s,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Weakness,Depressio
n,Reluctant to move,Lameness

No Data

Jaundice,Collapse (see also 'Cardio- Not
vascular' and 'Systemic
Known
disorders'),Pyoderma,Death by
euthanasia,Elevated gammaglutamyl transferase
(GGT),Elevated ALT,Elevated bile
acids,Elevated SAP,Inappetence

Standard
Poodle

Pug

Not
Known

Pug

Not
Known

Crossbred

Not
Known

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

Not
Known

Suspected adverse Reaction Vaccinated on 24 May 2017 with Nobivac Rabies and L4, then 5 minutes Crossbred
later the dog vomited and went flat and had pale mucus membranes. Increased respiratory ( unknown
what ) it had a normal temperature. They gave it intravenous fluids and within 20 minutes the dog was
up and wagging its tails. and then went home . No more information expected.

Crossbred

English
Springer
Spaniel

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Animal (01/01/2016ble
01/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Animal (01/01/2017ble
01/01/2017)<BR><BR>
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
OUnknown 1 Animal (27/03/2017Unclassifiable/unassessa
27/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (27/03/201727/03/2017)<BR><BR>
Endectrid 100 mg + 25 mg Spot-on N - Unlikely
Solution for Medium Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/05/201701/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/03/201701/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(01/03/201701/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/03/2017-01/03/2017)<BR><BR>

6.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Dose (24/05/201724/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (24/05/201724/05/2017)<BR><BR>
8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (18/05/201718/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (18/05/201718/05/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

12.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (25/05/201725/05/2017)<BR><BR>Unauthorised
Veterinary Product - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal Allerderm
(26/05/2017-26/05/2017)<BR><BR>

14 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (08/05/201708/05/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Product involvement cannot be excluded.

Time association is not weak (7 days) and this was the
only vaccine administered at the time. Even though
these signs are not expected post vaccination,
nobivac L4 has been associated with abnormal liver
test results, therefore product involvement cannot be
excluded.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-02999

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

29/05/2014

31/05/2017

1

1

1 29/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vestibular disorder
R><BR><BR>Not NOS,Cataract,Neurological signs
Known
NOS,Intestinal disorder
NOS,Death,Hernia NOS,Death by
euthanasia

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 29 May 2014, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4
Cavalier King
(unknown exact details). Reported within 24 hours developed mild vestibular and neurological-like
Charles
signs (unknown exact details). The dog was not presented to veterinary practice. On an unknown date Spaniel
resolved. The reporter states that the vaccination of the mother caused abnormalities in the following
litters of puppies born: The dog had her second litter on 11 Apr 2015 of 7 puppies. One died within 24
hours and second puppy was euthanased; a post mortem was performed on this puppy and found
intestines were not joined together (no exact details). Another puppy on 24 Jun 2015 was found to
have an open fontanelle (see linked case: 2017-UK-03001). On 8 May 2016, the bitch had her third
litter of 8 puppies and within this litter one puppy prior to vaccination at 10 weeks old was found to
have bilateral cataracts and stated to be a foetal development rather than hereditary. Reported also
that a couple of the puppies (unknown numbers) had umbilical hernia and one had an inguinal hernia.
No further information expected. The owners other dog was also vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and
Nobivac L4 and developed the same clinical signs but more severely. See linked case: 2014-UK-02199.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(29/05/201429/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(29/05/2014-29/05/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03001

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

15/09/2016

31/05/2017

1

1

0 01/01/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction This puppy was born from litter that had a few issues from a vaccinated
Cavalier King
mother who received Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHPPi. This puppy was found to have an open
Charles
fontanelle. Other puppy from litter – one died within 24 hours and another was euthanased due to an Spaniel
intestinal abnormality. See linked case: 2017-UK-02999 On 15 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac
L4 (unknown if given with another vaccine) and had a second dose on 14 Oct 2016. In Jan 2017, dog
developed ‘phantom scratching'' that was directed towards neck/ear region. This was said to usually
occur after getting up from rest and occasionally yelps immediately prior to an episode. On 19 Apr
2017, presented to referral hospital and was suggested had possible poor eyesight and doesn''t notice
objects straight away. On examination had a domed head, bulging eyes and lateral strabismus as well
as an overshot jaw. The neurological examination showed a reduced menace response. Diagnosis was
Malazzesia otitis externa and mild hydrocephalus and was given Surolan and Surosolve for ear
cleaning. No further information expected.

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal, vaccinated twice, 15/09 and
14/10 (15/09/201614/10/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03010

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Month(s)

29/05/2014

31/05/2017

1

1

0 05/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Pain
R><BR><BR>Not NOS,Paraesthesia,Brain disorder
Known
NOS,Malformation NOS

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 11 Apr 2015, dog was from a bitch that was vaccinated with Nobivac
Cavalier King
L4 and Nobivac DHPPi on 29 May 2014 (see linked case: 2017-UK-02999). It is unknown if the dog was Charles
vaccinated further. Developed sudden screaming and unspecific pain. On 5 may 2016, referred and
Spaniel
appeared paraesthetic and screaming when examined. Diagnosed with caudal occipital malfunction
syndrome without syringohydromyelia. No further information expected. The dogs litter mates later
developed allergies (see linked case: 2017-UK-03004) and another developed a malformed knee (see
linked case: 2017-UK-03009).

Not
Known

N - Unlikely

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03011

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

27/04/2017

05/06/2017

1

1

1 29/04/2017 Not Known

Dry mucous membrane,Head
Not
tremor,Death,Diarrhoea,Distension Known
of abdomen,Enlarged lymph nodes
(generalised)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03012

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

23/03/2016

31/05/2017

1

1

0 02/04/2016 Not Known

Ataxia,Collapse (see also 'CardioNot
vascular' and 'Systemic
Known
disorders'),Twitching,Panting,Malais
e,Rigidity of limbs,Seizure
NOS,Shaking,Elevated bile
acids,Star-gazing,Discomfort
NOS,Low platelet
count,Vomiting,Stiffness NOS

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03019

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

01/01/2017

31/05/2017

1

1

1 01/01/2017 Not Known

Death

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03025

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

31/05/2017

30/08/2017

1

1

0 02/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Arrhyth Other
R><BR><BR>No mia,Increased heart rate,Localised
pain NOS (see other 'SOCs' for
specific pain),Enlarged lymph nodes
(generalised),Pyrexia,Mucous
stool,Basophilia,Monocytosis,Platel
et disorder NOS,Off colour

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03073

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

01/06/2017

13/07/2017

1

1

0 03/06/2017 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03079

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Month(s) 10/05/2017

07/06/2017

1

1

0 11/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Decreased
R><BR><BR>Not appetite,Shivering,Pyrexia
Known

Vocalisation,Otitis
externa,Hydrocephalus,Bulging
eye,Abnormal menace reflex
test,Eyesight
trouble,Strabismus,Scratching

Not
Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
swelling,Low platelet
Known
count,Lymphocytosis,Abnormal
test result,Depression,Off
colour,Pyrexia,Not
eating,Neutropenia

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(29/05/201429/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (29/05/201429/05/2014)<BR><BR>
11.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (27/04/201727/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 27 April 2017 with a first Nobivac L4. Then 2 days later the
owner reported it had a mild head tremor for a few hours, no nystagmus reported . Nothing else was
noted. Then on 21 May 2017 the owner woke at 3 am as the dog had passed diarrhoea with no blood.
Was seen out of hours and on examination it had tachy gums. Had prominent lymph nodes, also a
barrel shaped enlarged abdomen . The dog died before they could euthanase it. No post mortem was
performed. No more information expected
Suspected Adverse Reaction The dog developed ongoing diarrhoea episodes since 20 Jul 2014. On 23
Mar 2016, dog was vaccinated with assumed Nobivac L4 (however the booster is unspecified). On 2
Apr 2016, developed discomfort over lumbar spine and was given Metacam and strict exercise
instructions. On 8 Jun 2016, the dog had another ‘strange episode'' but it is not detailed when the first
episodes happened but occurred in Mar 2016 and another in Apr 2016. The dog became stiff and rigid
during this and was then placed on floor and was ataxic. This lasted 5 minutes then resolved. Presented
with no abnormalities and nothing was given. On 10 Aug 2016, was quiet and developed soft stools and
then diarrhoea. Later the dog vomited four times and was presented again and given an anti-emetic.
On 13 Aug 2016, still had diarrhoea and given Metrobactin and faecal sample taken but no
abnormalities seen. Blood tests performed showed: Monocytes 1.16 (0.13-1.15), platelets 128 (143448) and bile acid 9.3 (0.1-5.0).On 16 Nov 2016, dog collapsed present to emergency practice and dog
was vacant and quiet (legs slightly stiff also). Dog was discharged on 18 Nov 2016 as no further clinical
signs other than diarrhoea. On 3 Jan 2017, had seizure in the night, panting, shaking and twitching that
lasted a few minutes. On 12 Jan 2017, had a seizure. On 13 Jan 2017, started Pexion and no further
information expected. This dog was part of a litter for which an adverse event was reported while still
puppies (see case: 2014-UK-01867).

West Highland
White Terrier

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On an unknown date, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown exact
details and has not been fully confirmed to be a Nobivac vaccine). The dog was stated to have had a
heart murmur pre-existing and died days after second dose of vaccine. No further information
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 31 May 2017, puppy vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac DHPPi
and Nobivac L4 (not given at room temperature - extra label use). On 2 Jun 2017, puppy was quiet, off
colour, temperature of 102.8 degrees Fahrenheit and was sore around chest area. Presented and
temperature was 104 degrees Fahrenheit and was given Metacam, antibiotic injection and had a
radiograph with no abnormalities seen. On 3 Jun 2017, temperature 104.7 degrees Fahrenheit, still
quiet but eating. Blood tests performed: WBC 20.82 (5.5-16.9), Neutrophils 15.38 (3-12), Monocytes
3.82 (0.3-2), Basophils 0.14 (0.0-0.1) and biochemistry normal. Given Metacam and Synulox. On 4 Jun
2017, dog still pyrexic (40.3 degrees Celsius), respiratory rate 40, heart rate 160 with an irregular
arrhythmia and passed some mucousy faeces overnight and given Metronidazole and Synulox. On 5 Jun
2017, the dog was still in hospital and was examined and had pain in neck area, still pyrexic and no
arrhythmia detected. Blood tests performed: WBC 17.39 (5.5-16.9), Neutrophils 12.33 (3-12),
Monocytes 2.74 (0.3-2), platelets 550 (175-500) and basophils normal (no value or reference range
given). On 6 Jun 2017, the dog was placed on intravenous fluid therapy and had a cerebral spinal fluid
tap was taken, dog still pyrexic and had palpable lymph nodes. Given Dexadreson and await pending
results. Follow up 30 Aug 2017 - No further information received - case closed

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

Not
Known

Jack Russell
Terrier

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (23/03/201623/03/2016)<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (01/01/201701/01/2017)<BR><BR>
3.85 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,1,1 Months,10,1 ml 1 Months 1
Animal (31/05/201731/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,1,1 Months,10,1 ml 1 Months 1
Animal (31/05/201731/05/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble
B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 1 Jun 2017. Reported finished Canaural
Crossbred
and Apoquel for an ear infection on the day he was vaccinated 3 Jun 2017 owner reports been off
colour and not eating much since the afternoon of the vaccine. Temperature 39.7 Celsius, Pardale was
given. 7 Jun 2017 no improvement and large swelling developed over 2 days at injection site.
Temperature 40.2 Celsius, very flat and depressed. Admitted to lance and flush. Flushed 200mls of pus.
Sent away for culture and sensitivity. Neutrophils 1.9 (2.9-11.6), Lymphocytes 7.29 (1-5) and placed on
intra venous fluids. Given intra venous Metronidazole and Amoxyclav. Await results. Follow up 13 Jul
2017 - further infomration received, bloods carried out on 7 Jun 2017 also showed Platelets 70 (148484), swab showed Pasturella identified and placed on Synulox. The dog was seen on 22 Jun 2017 with
just a scab at the wound site and healing well. Nothing further expected.

12.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (01/06/201701/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 10 May 2017. 11 May
2017 owner reported the dog had been shivering and not eaten, but dog has a picky appetite anyway.
Temperature 40.2 Celsius. Admitted for intra venous fluids. Metacam was given. The dog was sent
home later the same day. Unknown outcome. Nothing further expected.

13.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (10/05/201710/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (10/05/201710/05/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

French Bulldog

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03082

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

10/05/2017

07/06/2017

1

1

0 25/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy Primary vaccine with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 given on 10
Labrador
May 2017. Puppy from a breeder who advised the dam was vaccinated. Presented for second vaccine Retriever
on 24 May 2017, but on presentation it was reported the dog had vomited the previous evening and did
not eat the morning of being seen at the Vets. The dog vomited watery fluid again. Very depressed and
dull. On abdomen palpation the dog vomited and seems painful in the abdomen. The dog was admitted
and placed on intra venous fluids and given Cerenia. Bloods were carried out. Red Blood Cells 4.94
(5.65-8.87), Haematocrit 0.30% (0.37-0.61), Haemoglobin 107 (131-205), Platelets 12 (148-484). 25
May 2017 eaten well overnight. Parvo snap test was carried out and positive in house. Faecal sample
was sent. Cerenia was repeated, Omeprazole was given as well as Zinacef. 26 May 2017 the dog was
sent home as very bright. 7 Jun 2017 the dog was given the second vaccine. Parvo PCR positive from
external laboratory. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03083

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.33 Year(s)

08/05/2017

07/06/2017

1

1

0 29/05/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 8 May 2017. 5 Jun 2017 injection site
swelling noted 1 week prior to presentation. No treatment given. Nothing further expected.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03093

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

13/06/2017

14/06/2017

1

1

1 13/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Sudden death
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: An 8 week old male Samoyed dog was vaccinated on 13 June 2017 using
Nobivac DHP and L4. The pup died five minutes post vaccination. The vet gave the pup some treats
during the vaccine consultation and suspects death due to choking. Owners declined post mortem.

Samoyed

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03106

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

01/05/2017

08/06/2017

1

1

0 01/05/2017 Not Known

Head tremor

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction-Limited information Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on an unknown date.
The dog had a head tremor in the following 24 hours after the vaccine. Resolved after 24 hours. The
dog experienced the same sign after the second vaccine-see linked case 2017-UK-03107. Nothing
further expected.

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03107

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

01/06/2017

08/06/2017

1

1

0 01/06/2017 Not Known

Head tremor

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction-Limited information Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on an unknown date.
The dog had a head tremor in the following 24 hours after the vaccine. Resolved after 24 hours. The
dog experienced the same sign after the primary vaccine-see linked case 2017-UK-03106. Nothing
further expected.

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03120

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

09/05/2017

08/06/2017

1

1

0 21/05/2017 Not Known

Pyrexia,Limb weakness,Elevated
total bilirubin,Abnormal test
result,Elevated
ALT,Inappetence,Elevated
amylase,Elevated SAP,Elevated
BUN

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03139

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

06/06/2017

14/07/2017

1

1

1 07/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Encephalitis,Tonic-clonic
Not
R><BR><BR>Not seizure,Collapse (see also 'Cardio- Known
Known
vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death,Hypothermia,Ente
ritis,Abnormal posture NOS,Hind
limb
ataxia,Hypoglycaemia,Abnormal
necropsy finding,Head tilt neurological disorder,Depression

Suspected Adverse Reaction Nobivac L4 given on 9 May 2017. 23 May 2017 presented as reporting
German
dog intermittently weak on legs and inappetant, reported that occurred a few days before
Shepherd Dog
presentation, temperature 40.2 Celsius. Bloods were carried out Amylase 1632 (500-1500), ALT 812 (0110), ALKP 185 (0-160), Total Bilirubin 31 (0-15), Urea 11.3 (1.7-9.8) and given antibiotics and
Ranitidine. 24 May 2017 reported to be still unwell, temperature 38.8 Celsius. Antibiotic was given and
a pyometra was ruled out. 25 May 2017 starting to improve, oral antibiotics given and eating better.
Canine Pancreatitis test was abnormal, but Vet does not think it is an accurate result. Reported as a
SAR. Nothing further expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 6 Jun 2017. Reported
Chihuahua
that the puppy was bright at the time of the vaccine, however a small gap was noted in the skull but
not a concern to the Vet, 7 Jun 2017 presented at 7.15pm collapsed. Back end ataxia, temperature
36.1 Celsius. Owner took the puppy home and kept warm and ate food at the Vets. The dog was given
Dexamethasone. 8 Jun 2017 reported to have had a seizure lasting for about a minute and the dog was
referred. The dog was seen at the Referral centre. The dog was showing signs of profound depression
and demonstrating a head turn to the left and delayed postural responses in all four limbs. The dog
was having seizures every 5 minutes with very rapid recovery lasting a short duration. Clinical signs
were localised to the forebrain. Blood glucose was low on admission and this was corrected with IP
fluids and later glucose in fluids. The seizures appeared to stop with normalization of the glucose. The
diagnosis made was multi factorial and thought to be post vaccinal encephalitis and hypoglycemia. The
dog was discharged on 10 Jun 2017 with Prednisolone. Nothing further expected. Follow up 14 Jul 2017
- Reported that the dog died overnight on 19 Jun 2017. There were no reports of any seizures or neuro
signs between the dog being discharged an the dog dying. Post mortem was carried out and indicated
that the puppy was underweight. The gross findings are indicative of an enteritis affecting both small
and large intestine. The pale appearance of the apparent mucosae and the overall pale appearance of
skeletal muscles and internal organs may suggest anaemia (no blood results were available). Coupling
these three main findings (enteritis, myocardial changes and anaemia), a viral enteritis with a possible
myocardial involvement and bone marrow involvement is one of the main differential in this case.
Histopathology confirmed the presence of a necrotising enteritis with depletion of mesenteric lymph
nodes and gut associated lymphoid tissue. The lesion observed grossly on the heart do not support a
necrotising myocarditis as suspected grossly and the bone marrow cellularity is within the normal
limits. Main differential in this case is still an acute viral enteritis (likely triggered by the vaccine
reaction) possibly sustained by enteric viruses other than parvovirus (Coronavirus or Rotavirus most
likely). Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03155

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

06/06/2017

12/06/2017

1

1

1 07/06/2017 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03221

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

19/09/2016

14/06/2017

1

1

1 13/03/2017 No

Injection site swelling

Decreased packed cell volume
Not
(PCV),Elevated
Known
SAP,Leucocytosis,Lymphocytosis,N
eutropenia,Pale mucous
membrane,Ataxia,Death by
euthanasia,Decreased
appetite,Listless,Off
colour,Elevated
temperature,Weight loss,Immune
mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Monocytosis
Lack of efficacy,Sudden death
Other

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 6 Jun 2017. 9 Jun 2017 reported to be
Crossbred
listless 24 hours post vaccine. On examination the dog was subdued, weight loss, pale mucous
membranes with a temperature of 39.3 Celsius. Owner reported that the dog had a decreased appetite
and stumbling. Bloods were carried out, Haematocrit 17 (37.3-61), Neutrophils 2.18 (2.95-11.64),
Lymphocytes 5.36 (1.05-5.1), Monocytes 1.94 (0.16-1.12), White Blood Cells 28.8 (5.05-16.76), ALKP
233 (23-212). Coombs test was sent away. The dog was sent to emergency Practice for out of hours
care and was reported to have had a blood transfusion. Colvasone, Augmentin, Losec, Atopica and
Vetergesic. PCV ranged form 12-16% (25-57%) and Immune Mediated Haemolytic Anaemia was
diagnosed. The dog was discharged on 11 Jun 2017, PCV at discharged was 10%. The dog was
euthanased on 14 Jun 2017 as PCV decreased to 8%. No post mortem was carried out. Nothing further
expected.
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 4 may 2015, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 2 and on Border Collie
19 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 (first Nobivac L4). On 7 Mar 2017,
dog developed anorexia, lethargy with intermittent vomiting and jaundice. On 13 Mar 2017, presented
and blood tests showed marked elevated liver enzymes, Total bilirubin and mild azotaemia. Also on
examination, had sinus arrhythmia, slightly dry mucous membranes and mild skin tenting. Blood tests
taken for Leptospirosis serology. The dog was sedated for an abdominal ultrasound and shortly after
receiving these the dog had a cardiac arrest, attempted resuscitation but was unsuccessful and the dog
died. The serology MAT showed L copenhageni 1:100, no blood or urine PCR performed. Post mortem
was performed and histology of liver tissue showed Leptospires via FISH analysis and was positive. No
confirmed serovar and no further information expected.

8.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (10/05/201710/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (10/05/201710/05/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

28.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (08/05/201708/05/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

5.1 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,Vial/Ampoule(s) 3 Years 1 Animal
(13/06/201713/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1
Years 1 Animal (13/06/201713/06/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (01/05/201701/05/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Not
Known

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (01/06/201701/06/2017)<BR><BR>

44 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (09/05/201709/05/2017)<BR><BR>

0.65 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (06/06/201706/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (06/06/201706/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

14.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (06/06/201706/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

19.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (19/09/201619/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03239

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

19/08/2016

30/08/2017

1

1

1 22/05/2017 Not Known

Lack of efficacy,Death

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 19 Aug 2016, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac L4. In
Crossbred
approximately early May 2017, dog developed polyuria, polydipsia, reduced appetite and weight loss.
On 22 May 2017, had continued clinical signs and was blood tested: Creatinine 142 (40-106), ALKP 911
(0-25), ALT 778 (0-25), GLDH 139 (0-10), Total bilirubin 11 (0-9), Bile acids 56 (0-10), glucose 4.2 (3-5.5),
CK 241 (0-190), cholesterol 7.8 (3.8-7), Haemaglobin 19.1 (12-18). On urinalysis showed glycosuria. A
Leptospirosis serology MAT was performed: L Australis 1:200, L Bratislava 1:100, L Canicola 1:100, L
Copenhageni 1:200 and all reported positive on report. A liver biopsy was taken and showed hepatitis
and FISH testing was positive for Leptospires but no confirmed serovar, however stated that
Leptospires lacked clustering which is difficlut to interpret as may or may not be conistent with clinical
disease. A PCR was not performed on blood or urine. The dog started treatment of Kesium,
urodeoxycholic acid and Zentonyl. Await further information from a second MAT testing. Follow up 18
Jul 2017 - The dog stopped the antibiotics and then reported to have relapsed and died, unknown date
of death, no results from second MAT, await further information. Follow up 30 Aug 2017 - No further
information received - case closed

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03255

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

51 Year(s)

15/06/2017

01/08/2017

1

1

0 15/06/2017 Not Known

Injection site swelling

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03288

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

21/12/2016

16/05/2017

1

1

1 21/12/2016 Yes

Death by euthanasia,Behavioural
disorder NOS

No Data

A vet was injecting a dog when it jumped and the needle went into her thumb but no vaccine was
Human
injected (needle was clean). The thumb became slightly swollen an unknown time later. The patient
was taking antihistamines for hay fever. Outcome unknown. No further information could be
obtained.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 4 Dec 2013 (A006A01), 2 Jan 2014 Whippet
(A006A01), 30 Dec 2014 (A017A01), and 22 Dec 2015 (A034A01). The last dose was administered on 21
Dec 2016. The owner called the veterinary practice on 15 June 2017 to report that the dog had been
euthanased at another practice on 2 May 2017 because of behavioural problems which had got worse.
The owner reported that the behaviour problems started after the dog had received the Nobivac L4
vaccine. The vet does not feel that this is related to the vaccine. There is no note of a behavioural
problem in the dogs clinical history at the attending vets practice. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03312

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Month(s) 20/06/2017

15/11/2017

4

4

1 20/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Elevated ALT,Abnormal necropsy
Not
finding,NT - necrohemorrhagic
Known
enteritis,Sleepiness - systemic
disorder,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Death,
Appetite loss,Hypothermia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Weight loss,Third
eyelid protrusion,Respiratory tract
disorder
NOS,Dehydration,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypoglyc
aemia,Hypoproteinaemia,Hyperpho
sphataemia

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03323

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

27/05/2017

19/06/2017

1

1

0 29/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Lameness,Ataxia,Recum Not
R><BR><BR>Not bency,Lumbar pain,Off
Known
Known
colour,Elevated
temperature,Stiffness limb,Appetite
loss

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03349

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.4 Year(s)

14/06/2017

20/06/2017

1

1

0 14/06/2017 Not Known

Vomiting,Paddling,Elevated
temperature,Falling

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03350

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

09/06/2017

24/07/2017

1

1

1 10/06/2017 Not Known

Difficulty chewing,Head tilt Not
neurological disorder,Bumping into Known
walls,Walking difficulty,Unsteady
gait,Breathing difficulty,Off
colour,Appetite loss,Death by
euthanasia,Circling - neurological
disorder (see also 'Behavioural
disorders'),Meningitis,Cerebral
oedema,Eye disorder NOS (for
photophobia see
'neurological'),Anxiety

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 9 Jun 2017. At the time of vaccination the Shih Tzu
dog had been on a 3 week course of antibiotics for a skin fold infection on her vulva and anti
inflammatories. The antibiotic course ended the day prior to the vaccine and the anti inflammatories
had continued until the course was due to end on 10 Jun 2017. Unknown product. The following day
(10 Jun 2017) the dog appeared unwell. Reported that the dogs head and lumbar region appeared to be
leaning to the right and the dog was reported to be hardly able to walk. Left eye appeared non
functional, unknown exact details. The dog was taken to the emergency Practice and steroids and
painkillers were given. 11 Jun 2017 the dog was returned as deteriorated with breathing difficulties
and unable to settle. The dog was still unable to walk and was walking into things and circling. Unable
to eat properly and hold anything in her mouth. Unknown treatment was given and the dog was sent
home. 12 Jun 2017 the dogs breathing continued to deteriorate overnight and the dog was referred to
a specialist. An MRI was carried out and diagnosed meningitis and swelling of the brain. The dog was
admitted and given unknown treatment. The dog breathing was reported to be unable to be controlled
and the decision was made to euthanase the dog. No exact date of euthanasia but suspected to be 13
Jun 2017. No post mortem has been carried out, await further information. Follow up 24 Jul 2017 referral report received, MRI of the brain revealed multifocal intra-axial brain lesions. Cerebro Spinal
Fluid analysis was normal. Meningoencephalomyelitis of Unknown Aetiology was diagnosed. The dog
was started on Dexamethasone, but continued to deteriorate and the dog was euthanased, unknown
exact date of euthanasia. No reported post mortem is being carried out, closed case.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03352

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

15/06/2017

20/06/2017

1

1

0 21/06/2017 Not Known

Injection site
Not
abscess,Pyrexia,Injection site lump Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with second Nobivac L4 on 15 Jun 2017. On 21 Jun 2017 the
owners noticed a hard swelling at vaccine site with fluid extending down to ventral chest and elbow.
Temperature 40 Celsius and the dog was bright. Metacam and Amoxyclav were given. The dog was re
seen on an unknown date and 25mls of pus were draining from the lump. The dog was placed on
antibiotics and temperature had reported to have reduced, no result supplied. Nothing further
expected.

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated a litter of 4 puppies on 20 Jun 2017 with Nobivac DHP and
French Bulldog
Nobivac L4. The puppies had reportedly been given Panacur 10% for the past 2 days, but no dose
confirmed and when last administered. 2 puppies have been lethargic post vaccine and were seen on
23 Jun 2017. Both were lethargic with third eyelid protruding and sleeping. Puppy 1 has vomited and
was admitted. Temperature 36 Celsius. The puppy had not eaten for 24 hours. Bloods carried out
showed Albumin 11 (25), ALT 119 (10-118), Phosphorus 2.17 (0.94-2.13), Glucose 1.5mmol/l (3.3-6.1),
Sodium 130 (138-160), Total Protein 29 (54-52). Given subcutaneous fluids, Cerenia and some glucose.
the blood glucose rose to 8.2mmol/l at 3pm. Puppy 2 was also admitted, no vomiting had been
observed. Temperature 37 Celsius, Blood glucose 3.6mmol/l (3.3-6.1) and given Cerenia and sub cut
fluids. At 3pm blood glucose was 6.2mmol/l (3.3-6.1). Both puppies are reported to be brighter and
eating on their own. Unknown when they were discharged, but owner reports on 26 Jun 2017 that the
puppies are in a critical state, await further information. NCA update 28/06: spoke to owner. 2
reported affected pups fell asleep 20 secs after vaccination. One pup now home, still lethargic but
brighter. Other pup in vets and not expected to make it, not eating, hypoglycaemic, hypothermic,
vomited fluid now on lungs (coded as ''Respiratory tract disorder NOS''), lost half its body weight.
Further 2 pups in litter had vomiting and diarrhoea within 1 hour of vaccination and still loose stool.
Await further information. NCA update 29/06: spoke to vet. Pup now critical, severe
hypoalbuminaemic and hypoproteinaemic. Possible shunt. Awaiting results of bile acid stimulation test.
Follow up 14 Jul 2017 - 29 Jun 2017 1 puppy is doing well and planned on sending home. The other
puppy had bloods carried out and Albumin 8 (low). Shunt was suspected so a Bile Acid Test carried out,
no results supplied but reported to be not consistent with a shunt. The puppy died 30 Jun 2017. Post
mortem carried out at external lab stated Parvo as the cause of death, likely from the dam in a pup of
this age and almost certainly incubating at the time of vaccination. Await full report. Follow up 4 Aug
2017 Full post mortem report received: The most significant findings were the segmental necrotizing
enteritis (VeDDRA NT-necrohaemorrhagic enteritis) together with widespread severe lymphocyte
depletion within secondary lymphoid organs. Changes consistent with parvovirus infection, confirmed
within ileal crypt cells immunohistochemically. The proximal small intestine exhibited a more severe
haemorrhagic change although parvovirus was not demonstrated in this location. The histological
changes were
concentrated
the villouswith
tips,Nobivac
so an additional
pathogen,
such
as a 29
strain
Suspected
Adverse
Reactionat
Vaccinated
DHP and bacterial
Nobivac L4
on 27 May
2017.
Mayof Crossbred
2017 developed diarrhoea and lameness on the hind limbs. 31 May 2017 on examination the dog was
very quiet, flat and hardly moving. Temperature 39.4 Celsius. Pain on lumbar spine and lame on hind
limbs. Paracetamol was given. 1 Jun 2017 eaten a little and still quiet with continued diarrhoea. Seems
uncomfortable and stiff on hind limbs. Continue with Paracetamol and give Probiotics. Eaten a small
amount. 2 Jun 2017 pain on front limbs, picking at food. On examination the dog was wobbly and stiff.
Temperature 39.5 Celsius. The dog was admitted and bloods carried out, no results have been
supplied. The dog was placed on intra venous fluids and improved throughout the day. Continued
Paracetamol and given Metronidazole and Cerenia. The dog was later sent home. Reported that the
diarrhoea had improved and faeces are formed, no date given. Metacam was given on 4 Jun 2017.
Reported to not be fully recovered but improved. Vet suspects possible polyarthritis. Nothing further
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 14 Jun 2017, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac L4. Same day, 3 Other
hours later whilst out on a walk, vomited, fell over and had a possible seizure/paddling to get up. This Canine/dog
lasted for a very short time and dog was presented to practice afterwards. On examination, no
abnormalities observed however temperature was slightly elevated and 30 minutes later was within
normal parameters. No further information expected. The dog had a reaction post vaccination of
Nobivac L4 the year before and was off colour. See linked case: 2017-UK-03348

Dogue de
Bordeaux

21 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (19/08/201619/08/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,,,,10<BR><BR>

13.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (21/12/201621/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

1.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (20/06/201720/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (20/06/201720/06/2017)<BR><BR>Panacur
Small Animal 10% Oral Suspension 1,1,24 Hours,24,1 Dose 24 Hours 1
Animal (2 Day(s) 18/06/201720/06/2017)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

3.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (27/05/201727/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (27/05/201727/05/2017)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

8.63 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (14/06/201714/06/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (09/06/201709/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

47 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (15/06/201715/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03365

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

22/06/2017

02/11/2017

1

1

1 25/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Neurological signs NOS,Death by
Not
euthanasia,Elevated
Known
temperature,Dehydration,Cold
feeling of
extremity,Confused,Dilated
pupils,Disoriented state,Temporary
blindness,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hyper
kalaemia,Hyperglycaemia,Hypoglyc
aemia,Haematuria,Hypoproteinae
mia,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Emesis
(multiple),Hyperproteinaemia,Decr
eased red blood cell
count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Head shake behavioural
disorder,Monocytosis,Elevated
globulins,Reduced
globulins,Agitation,Leucocytosis,Ly
mphocytosis,Neutropenia,Neutrop
hilia,Vomiting,Corneal ulcer,Ocular
discharge,Hypercalcaemia

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 22 Jun 2017. Presented Crossbred
on 25 Jun 2017 as vomited, pupils large, paws and ears cold and appears to be agitated. Bloods were
taken and showed Urea 18.1 (2-9), Calcium 3.05 (2.15-2.95), Phosphorus 3.31 (0.93-2.13), Creatinine
135 (27-124), Glucose 3.2 (3.3-6.1), Total Protein 47 (54-82), Globulins 20 (23-52), White Blood Cells
29.07 (6-17), Neutrophils 24.76 (50-80). The dog was given Cerenia. 26 Jun 2017 owner reports had
improving but still appears agitated. No further vomiting. Await further information. Follow up 30 Aug
2017 No more information received, close case. Follow up 2 Nov 2017 - Clinical history received. On
22 Jun 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac KC. On 25 Jun 2017 dog was reported to be shaking his
head and vomited 3 to 4 times. Vet reported a temperature of 39.2 degrees C and he appeared to be
blind and disorientated. Treated with buprenorphine. On 26 Jun 2017, vet reported the dog to have a
temperature of 38.8 degrees C and acting confused. Dog had a bilateral ocular discharge and corneal
ulcers bilaterally. Neutrophil count 24.76 (3.0-12.0, please note above reference range incorrect).
Treated with intravenous fluids, Augmentin and Isathal. Later that evening vet reported the dog to be
moving his head around in circles. On 27 Jun 2017, vet reported the dog to be improved in the
morning. Urinalysis showed haematuria, his blood glucose was 7.2mmol/l. Vet reported neurological
signs have resolved by the evening. On 28 Jun 2017, vet reported dog vomited after drinking. Dog
reported to have normal vision. Bloods showed albumin 22 (25-44), Urea 34.7, calcium 2.42,
phosphorus 3.26, creatinine 113, glucose 13.5, total protein 48, globulins 27, RBC 4.75 (5.50-8.50),
haemoglobin 9.4 (12.0-18.0) and haematocrit 28.74% (37-55). Treated with synulox and Emeprid. On
30 Jun 2017, vet reported dog to be dehydrated and bloods showed lymphocytes 5.86 (1.0-4.8) and
monocytes 1.94 (0.2-1.50). Dog was euthanased. No post mortem performed. No further information
expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03367

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

16/08/2016

13/07/2017

1

1

1 19/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' Not
R><BR><BR>Not and 'Systemic
Known
Known
disorders'),Death,Hypothermia,Leth
argy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Depression,Off
colour,Lateral recumbency,Dry
mucous
membrane,Unconscious,Prolonged
capillary refill time,Tense
abdomen,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Abnormal ECG,Weak
pulse,Ventricular
arrhythmia,Neutrophilia,Arrhythmia
,Tachycardia,Cardiac arrest,Cardiac
enlargement,Pale mucous
membrane,Low blood
pressure,Abdominal pain,Distension
of abdomen,Vomiting,Gall bladder
inflammation

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03370

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

13/06/2017

26/06/2017

1

1

0 13/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 16 Aug 2016. 3 days
Labrador
later the dog was reported to be unwell. On examination the Practice reported that the dog had
Retriever
cardiac arrhythmia and abdominal pain. The dog was referred to a specialist on an unknown date. An
ultrasound was carried out and showed gall bladder issues. Await further information. Follow up 13 Jul
2017 - Presented on 19 Aug 2016 as collapsed, pale mucous membranes, very tachycardia with
arrhythmia/gallop rhythm, weak pulses. History of vomiting twice daily and lethargic and subdued at
home. Temperature 37 Celsius. Reported up until today the dog was fine. The dog vomited a large
amount of food and heart rate appeared to settle after at 200 and seemed much brighter. Bloods were
carried out and showed mild Neutrophilia, all else normal. Radiographs showed enlarged heart with a
distended stomach full of food and gas. On palpation of abdomen the dogs heart rate increased so a
vagal response was suspected. Continues to vomit and stomach reducing in size. Placed on intra
venous fluids, Zinacef and Buprenorphine given. 20 Aug 2016 bright overnight, temperature 37.8
Celsius, heart rate between 220-260. Radiographs showed gas still present so a stomach tube was
passed conscious, some gas removed and then the dog vomited again. Post procedure radiographs
showed no gas left in stomach. Zinacef, Buprecare and Complivit given. Later in the day the dog
bloated again, heart rate >220, pulses weak and pale mucous membranes. Temperature 37 Celsius. The
dog was urgently referred. Stomach tube procedure was carried out prior to travel. On presentation at
the referral centre, the dog was depressed and in lateral recumbency but remained responsive.
Temperature 38.8 Celsius, heart rate >250. Mucous membranes were grey and tacky and CRT was
unable to be measured. Weak femoral pulses with weak pulse deficits, painful on abdominal palpation
and cranial abdomen was moderately distended and firm. ECG showed constant ventricular
tachycardia with a rate of 250-300 beats per minutes and arrhythmia was resulting in significant
cardiac compromise. The dog was given Lidocaine, Methadone and boluses of saline and rhythm
returned sinus rhythm with a rate less than 200. The dogs demeanour improved but the dog remained
painful on abdominal palpation. Ultrasound scan revealed marked thickening of the gallbladder and
bile duct and no obstruction was identified. The dog remained stable for several hours but later in the
evening the dogs cardiac rhythm returned to ventricular tachycardia and blood pressure dropped to an
undetectable reading. The dog lost consciousness and suffered a cardiac pulmonary arrest and died on
the eveningAdverse
of the 20
Aug 2016.
Diagnostic
investigations
suggest
the dog
primary L4,
biliary
Suspected
Reaction
On 13
Jun 2017,
dog vaccinated
with that
Nobivac
DHPhad
andaNobivac
fit and Crossbred
well and no other products given. On examination was stated to have fleas. After vaccination, when
still in the practice (approximately 5 minutes post vaccination); dog had a partial seizure lasting
approximately 1 minute. The post ictal phase was 5 minutes than the dog recovered . No treatment
given and no further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03371

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

12/06/2017

28/06/2017

1

1

0 12/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Bradycardia,Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Vomiting,Anaphylactictype reaction

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03376

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

16/06/2017

10/08/2017

1

1

0 18/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Hypoglycaemia,Abnormal test
Other
result,Reverse sneezing,Decreased
packed cell volume (PCV),Cough,
productive,Enlarged lymph nodes
(generalised),Positive tracheal
pinch,Vomiting,Emesis,Ocular
discharge,Nasal
discharge,Inappetence,Depression,
Pyrexia,Weight
loss,Dehydration,Dry mucous
membrane,Thrombocytosis

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated on 16 Jun 2017 with vaccines straight form the fridge (ELU for Beagle
Nobivac L ) Also had Advocate applied at the same time. Then on the evening of 18 June 2017 it
developed reverse sneezing. It was taken to the vets and it had lost 1.3 kg in weight, it was admitted
for intravenous fluids and kept in practice. unknown if any diagnostics have been performed as yet.
Open case await further information Follow up, 10 Aug 2017 - On 21 Jun vet reported dog was
lethargic, inappetant, depressed, underweight, moderately dehydrated, temperature 40 C, enlargement
of submandibular lymph nodes, mild ocular discharge, positive tracheal reflex with a productive cough,
he was started on intravenous fluids, Synulox, paracetamol and Loxicom. Bloods showed creatinine 13
(27-106), urea 2.1 (2.5-10.4), glucose 4.25 (4.28-8.34), HCT 28.7% (32.0-55.0), Platelet 673 (175-500),
MCV 54.9 (60-77). Later that evening the puppy vomited. On 22 Jun 2017, dog had tacky mucus
membranes, bilateral nasal discharge, no coughing, temperature 38.3 C, dog started to eat later that
day. On 25 Jun 2017, dog was much brighter and had a normal demeanor. On 3 Jul 2017, owner
reported the dog as having ongoing reverse sneezing, Loxicom continued. On 14 Jul 2017, dog reported
by vet as still having a dribbly nose in the morning, but otherwise he was fully recovered and clinical
examination was unremarkable. No further information expected. Duplicate case reported to the
Veterinary medicines Directorate. Details below Case received from veterinary medicines Directorate
Suspected adverse reaction Pyrexia, mild lymph node enlargement sub mandibular, symptoms of
kennel cough, bilateral green nasal discharge, anorexia within 3 days of vaccination with Nobivac KC,
DHP and L4 on 16 June 2017 . No previous exposure. Recovery after 6 days. Nothing further

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03377

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2017

14/07/2017

1

1

0 01/01/2017 Not Known

Elevated liver enzymes,Seizure NOS Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction-Limited information Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on an unknown date.
Other
Owner reported that the dog had a partial seizure 2 weeks after the vaccine. No further details are
Canine/dog
known or available. Nothing further expected. 14 Jul 2017 - Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
L4 on 4 May 2017, Nobivac L4 given on 1 Jun 2017. 14 Jun 2017 seizure reported overnight. 15 Jun
2017 bloods taken and reported liver enzymes raised, no results supplied, but Vet suspects related to
the age of the dog. The dog has not been back to the Practice since. Nothing further expected.

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 12 Jun 2017. Presented
30 minutes later as had vomited 7 times. On examination, very pale, heart rate less than 50, no result
given. Phenigan and shock rate fluids given. Within 30 minutes the dog was fine and sent home.
Nothing further expected.

Crossbred

0.76 Cerenia unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(25/06/201725/06/2017)<BR><BR>Emeprid 1
mg/ml Oral Solution for Dogs and
Cats - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment Start
and End Date 28/06/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Isathal 10 mg/g Eye
Drops, Suspension for Dogs, Cats
and Rabbits - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal,
Treatment Start and End Date
26/06/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (22/06/201722/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (22/06/201722/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (22/06/201722/06/2017)<BR><BR>Synulox
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal,
Treatment Start Date 28/06/17, End
Date 30/06/17
(2 Day(s) N/ANot
Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Known Unknown 1 Animal (16/08/201616/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (16/08/201616/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

5.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (13/06/201713/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (13/06/201713/06/2017)<BR><BR>
3.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(12/06/201712/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (12/06/201712/06/2017)<BR><BR>
3.32 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small O1 - Inconclusive
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (16/06/201716/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (16/06/201716/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (16/06/201716/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (16/06/201716/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (01/01/201701/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03380

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.7 Year(s)

20/02/2017

24/08/2017

1

1

0 03/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for parvo On 24 Feb 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi,
English Cocker
Nobivac Lepto 2 and Nobivac KC. On 20 Feb 2017, dog vaccinated with first Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
Spaniel
KC. On 20 Mar 2017, given second Nobivac L4. On 3 Jul 2017, dog taken to practice showing signs of
Parvovirus in developing haemorrhagic gastro enteritis, diarrhoea and vomiting.The dog was presented
on 3 Jul 2017 with haemorrhagic diarrhoea and vomiting. The dog was admitted and placed on intra
venous fluids and was lethargic. Parvo Snap test positive on 4 July. Given Metronidazole, Zantac,
Synulox and Vetergesic. Bloods were carried out-Eosinophils 0.01 (0.06-1.23), Total Protein 50 (52-82),
Cholesterol 2.37 (2.84-8.26), Amylase 444 (500-1500), Chloride 108 (109-122). On 4 Jul 2017, a snap
test tested positive for Parvovirus. The dog is stated to have recovered relatively well. The owner has
three other dogs that are currently having conjunctivitis in the same household caused by herpes virus.
No further information expected

14.3 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
N - Unlikely
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 Animal
(24/02/201624/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal on
24/2/16 and 20/2/17 (24/02/201620/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 Animal 20/2/17
and 20/3/17 (20/02/201720/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1ml 1 animal
(24/02/2016-24/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03396

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.3 Year(s)

24/06/2017

05/07/2017

1

1

0 24/06/2017 Not
Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' No Data
Known,<BR><BR and 'Systemic disorders')
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03397

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.5 Year(s)

19/06/2017

04/09/2017

1

1

0 21/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia NOS,Immune mediated
R><BR><BR>Not haemolytic anaemia,Lethargy (see
Known
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03399

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

29/06/2017

05/07/2017

4

4

1 30/06/2017 Not
Death,Injection site lump
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03401

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

21/06/2017

05/07/2017

1

1

1 30/06/2017 Not Known

Injection site lump,Neuromuscular
disorder NOS,Proprioception
deficit,Weakness,Falling,Death by
euthanasia

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03404

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

21/11/2016

27/07/2017

1

1

1 05/07/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Glomerulonephritis,Death,Vomiting Not
,Diarrhoea,Off colour,Acute renal Known
failure,Abnormal test
result,Elevated ALT,Abnormal
necropsy finding

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03414

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

04/07/2017

02/08/2017

1

1

0 04/07/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
Other
Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Dehydration,Unresp
onsive to stimuli,Generalised
weakness,Hypoglycaemia,Cold
feeling of extremity

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 4 July 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4 , also had Advocate
German Spitz applied at the same time. Within half an hour of vaccination the pup was very sleepy. It slept the rest Pomeranian
of the day and through the night, went to the toilet once and would not eat. 5 July the owner found
the puppy to be cold and non responsive also floppy. She was taken to another vet and they placed her
on intravenous fluids. The puppy recovered (exact date unknown) No more information expected
Follow up 14 Jul 2017 - further information received, The owner says the pup had been in her
possession 1 week and was off food and quiet, with slightly loose stools prior to vaccination (Extra
Label Use). On the 5 Jul 2017 the pup was very sleepy and difficult to wake. On presentation at the vets
the glucose was found to be very very low (would not read on glucometer) and pup dehydrated. Pup
had eaten nothing post vaccination. IVFT, warmed pup and supplemented with glucose and the pup
was up, playing and barking in 2 hrs. Nothing further expected.

0.87 Advocate Spot-On Dog unidentified - B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (04/07/201704/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (04/07/201704/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (04/07/201704/07/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03418

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

28/06/2017

30/08/2017

1

1

0 30/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anaemia NOS,Loose
Not
stool,Haemorrhagic
Known
gastroenteritis,Blindness,Pancreatit
is,Disorientation,Decreased
appetite,Abnormal test
result,Ataxia

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 28 June 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4 . Also had Bravecto Airedale
1000 mg and Milbemax (Milbemax Chewable Tablets for Dogs best guess) at the same time. Then on Terrier
30 June 2017 it developed a reduced appetite. 01 July 2017 had loose faeces. 02 July 2017 Disoriented
and ataxic and blind also had haemorrhagic gastro enteritis . Bloods taken showed a Pancreatitis, also
mild anaemia and elevated clotting profile and Prothrombin time is 40 Seconds ( ref range unknown) .
Mild anaemia though value and ref range unknown ) 03 July referred to Davies referral, they suspect
liver disease and pancreatitis and a possible intracranial bleed . The owner believes it is related to the
Bravecto Open case, await more information

23.6 Bravecto 1000 mg Chewable Tablets B - Possible
for Dogs - 1000,N/A,N/A ,3,1000 mg
Unknown 1 Animal (28/06/201728/06/2017)<BR><BR>Milbemax
Chewable Tablets for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (28/06/201728/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (28/06/201728/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (28/06/201728/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03421

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

15/06/2017

07/07/2017

1

1

0 16/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Dehydration,Hypoglycae No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes mia

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03423

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

03/03/2017

07/07/2017

1

1

0 14/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Decreased
Not
R><BR><BR>Not appetite,Tachypnoea,Off
Known
Known
colour,Elevated
temperature,Dehydration,Abnorma
l test
result,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevate
d BUN,Elevated ALT,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated SAP,Decreased
cholesterol
(total),Dull,Leucopenia,Diarrhoea,H
aemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Jaundice,Recu
mbency,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

0.53 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (15/06/201715/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (15/06/201715/06/2017)<BR><BR>
25 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (03/03/201703/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (03/03/201703/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product related reaction.

NOBIVAC L4

Suspected Adverse Reaction Chihuahua pup was vaccinated on 15 Jun 2017 with Nobivac DHP and
Chihuahua
Nobivac L4 (batch numbers unknown) and microchipped. Dog was clinically well at the time of
vaccination. On 16 Jun 2017 dog had developed diarrhoea and was dehydrated. On 17 Jun 2017 the
dog had continued diarrhoea and dehydration and was admitted for intravenous fluids and was given
Synulox antibiotics and Neutrobound rehydration support. Blood glucose was 1.1 mmol/l (no reference
range given). The dog was hospitalised until 25 Jun 2017 and then discharged as fully recovered. No
further information expected.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 1 Feb 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4 . Then again on 3
Labrador
March 2017 14 May 2017 was seen breathing fast , unknown if treatment given . Seen on 15 May as
Retriever
dull and had diarrhoea, reduced appetite and still breathing fast , temperature 40.7. Was bright on
examination. Was given antibiotics and non steroidal . 16 May 2017 was lethargic and had a
temperature of 40.8, bright on examination. Had vomited once , was passing fully formed faeces . 17
May 2017 was very ill , recumbent and had a temperature 39.3, haemorrhagic diarrhoea, vomiting and
jaundice . They admitted and placed it on intravenous fluids. Bloods taken showed ALKP 790 (12-83)
ALT too high ( ref range unknown) Bilirubin 93 (0-16) Urea 8.1 (1.7-7.4) Phos 2.51 (0.8-1.8) Sodium 134
(139-154) Low WBC ( no value or ref range ) TP 48 (60-72) the dog was clinically dehydrated . Outcome
unknown No more information available

Suspected adverse reaction The dog was vaccinated on 24 June 2017 with Nobivac KC and L4 . The
English Cocker Not
owner took the dog for a walk at midday after vaccination in the hot weather . The dog collapsed then Spaniel
Known
got up again then collapsed again then got up again. Was taken to the vets to monitor, no treatment
was given and the dog fully recovered. No more information expected

Nobivac KC - 1.4,N/A,N/A ,10,1.4 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (24/06/201724/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (24/06/201724/06/2017)<BR><BR>
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 19 Jun 2017. 22 Jun 2017 English
18 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
presented with 24 hours lethargy, bloods reported to be anaemic, no results supplied. Immune
Springer
Unknown 1 Animal (19/06/2017Mediated Haemolytic Anaemia diagnosed. 25 Jun 2017 blood transfusion given and responded well.
Spaniel
19/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Steroids given. 4 Jun 2017 responded well and bloods have been sent away. Await further information.
Suspension for Injection for Dogs Follow up 4 Sep 2017 - No further information received. Case closed.
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (19/06/201719/06/2017)<BR><BR>
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated a group of 4 puppies on 29 June 2017 with Nobivac DHP and English Cocker Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
L4 , all were clinically well at the time. The following day all 4 had a golf ball size lump at the site of
Spaniel
Known Unknown 1 Animal (29/06/2017vaccination . Then on 30 June 2017 one puppy died. No post mortem performed cause of death is
29/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
unknown . No more information expected
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (29/06/201729/06/2017)<BR><BR>
Suspected Adverse Reaction Pup vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 21 Jun 2017. Reported on an unknown West Highland
2.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
date that the dog had an injection site lump. 30 Jun 2017 presented as appeared weak with slower
White Terrier
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
proprioception on examination and falling to one side if nudged. 1 Jul 2017 weaker today. The dog was
Unknown 1 Animal (21/06/2017referred and reportedly diagnosed with progressive neuromuscular disease. The dog was euthanased
21/06/2017)<BR><BR>
the same day and buried at home. No post mortem was carried out. Reported that another puppy in
the litter died after vaccine but no details on vaccines used and no further information available.
Nothing further expected.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 21 Nov 2016 with Nobivac DHP and L4 . The dog was
Crossbred
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
recently in kennels On 5 July 2017 the dog became unwell, has vomiting and diarrhoea and is
Known Unknown 1 Animal (21/11/2016depressed. They took bloods ALT 136 ( ref range unknown ) AST, Urea and Phos all abnormal ( no
21/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
values or ref ranges available ) WBC 10.23( no ref range) Lymph 0.8( ref range unknown ) They
Suspension for Injection for Dogs diagnosed with acute renal failure. The dog has died on a unknown date. It has been sent for a post
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
mortem. Open case await results Follow up 27 Jul 2017 - post mortem report received, the gross and
Animal (21/11/2016microscopic appearance of the kidneys is typical of diffuse chronic glomerulonephritis, not consistent
21/11/2016)<BR><BR>
with Leptospirosis and not related to vaccination or product use. No further information expected.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment. Two products
administered.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

N - Unlikely

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03457

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

05/07/2017

04/09/2017

5

1

0 07/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Injection site
Other
pain,Ataxia,Pustules,Musculoskelet
al pain,Reluctant to move,Off
colour,Elevated temperature,Skin
lesion NOS

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03470

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

10/09/2016

20/06/2017

1

1

1 07/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy,Death by
R><BR><BR>Yes, euthanasia
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03477

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

14/06/2017

21/06/2017

6

4

0 14/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03484

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

22/06/2017

23/06/2017

1

1

0 22/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Elevated SAP,Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03486

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

13/06/2017

27/07/2017

1

1

0 19/06/2017 Not
Injection site abscess,Skin
Known,<BR><BR abscess,Lameness,Metaphyseal
><BR><BR><BR> osteopathy
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03487

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

12/06/2017

23/08/2017

1

1

0 14/06/2017 Not
Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' Not
Known,<BR><BR and 'Systemic disorders'),Reluctant Known
><BR><BR><BR> to move
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

No Data

Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' Not
and 'Systemic
Known
disorders'),Unconscious,Reluctant
to move

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 5 Jul 2017. Nobivac L4
Labrador
given straight from the fridge (Extra Label Use) 5 puppies vaccinated at the same time and all
Retriever
microchipped. 7 Jul 2017 1 puppy presented that was sore on back of neck (assumed injection site) and
had been quiet. Temperature 102.5 Fahrenheit and bright on examination. No treatment given. On the
same evening the dog was presented again with skin lesions inside the ear pinna. Cephalexin was given.
8 Jul 2017 owner reported deteriorated and the puppy was unable to walk. Temperature 39 Celsius and
lesions in ear worse with pustules and seems painful. Stiff gait and seems painful, ataxic and struggling
to walk but no proprioception deficits. Loxicom and Paracetamol given. Lesions appear to have spread
to eyes and nose. Vet suspects Immune Mediated Polyarthritis. Further investigations have been
carried out. Follow up 4 Sep 2017 - No further information received. Closed case.

6.6 Identification Chip - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 B - Possible
ml Unknown 1 Animal (05/07/201705/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (05/07/201705/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (05/07/201705/07/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Lack of Effective Efficacy Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
Bearded Collie
Kennel Cough on 22 May 2014, with Nobivac L4 on 3 Jul 2014, with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Kennel
Cough on 10 Jul 2015 and Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Kennel Cough on 10 Sep 2016. On 7
Jun 2017 the dog had loose stools and her abdomen was slightly tense on examination. Pro-kolin was
given. On 12 Jun 2017 the dog had frequent diarrhoea, had vomited once (exact date not given), was
eating small amounts and had bilateral third eyelid protrusion, miosis, ptosis and Horners Syndrome.
Blood tests showed urea >46.4 (2.5-9.6), creatinine 757 (44-159), phosphorus >5.2 (0.81-2.2), acute
renal failure, globulins 47 (25-45), ALT 136 (10-125), baseline cortisol of 256 (no reference ranges given,
but reported as a normal result) and canine pancreatic lipase snap test was abnormal. Haematology
showed red blood cell count of 4.28 (5.65-8.87), haematocrit 28% (37.3-61.7), haemoglobin 10.6 (13.120.5), neutrophils 12.36 (2.95-11.64) and lymphocytes 0.78 (1.05-5.10). Faecal analysis was negative.
Dog was moved to the referral practice on the evening of 12 Jun 2017, an in house Leptospirosis snap
test was negative, urea 97.2 and phosphorus 10.17 (reference ranges not given). She had resentment
on abdominal palpation, ongoing ocular changes and she was coughing. X-rays showed
megaesophagus. She was started on intravenous fluids, Cerenia, Zantac and Vetergesic. On 13 Jun
2017 Leptospira PCR on urine was negative and MAT serology was positive for Pool 3, no further
serovar identification testing was carried out. Urinalysis showed 3+ protein, trace of blood and urinary
specific gravity of 1.020. She was inappetant, had a temperature of 36.9 C and a respiratory rate of 40
breaths per minute and she was passing mucoid faecal material. Further X-rays showed
megaesophagus and a lung pattern consistent with aspiration pneumonia. Intravenous Augmentin
antibiotics and Omeprazole were started. Ultrasound scan showed consolidation of cranial lung
lobes, small pleural effusion and multiple b-lines in the lung fields all consistent with aspiration
pneumonia. The kidneys were hyperechoic with a dilated renal pelvis and the stomach was thickened
with complete loss of layering and evidence of ulceration. At 1.00 am on 14 Jun 2017 her respiratory
rate was 56 breaths per minute (bpm), this increased to 88 bpm at 6.00 am with marked respiratory
effort and marked noises on lung auscultation. She had weak pulses and a heart rate of 160 beats per
minute. She was euthanased. No further information expected.

22 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Unknown 1 Animal (10/09/201610/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .5,N/A,N/A ,10,0.5 ml Unknown 1
Animal (10/09/201610/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (10/09/201610/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected adverse reaction Breeder has 6 puppies. 3 were vaccinated on 14 June 2017 with Nobivac
Standard
DHP and L4 ( 1 female and 2 males) also had milbemax dispensed .Owner phoned 3 hours later to say Poodle
the puppies have not moved since being home after being vaccinated, they advised to see the puppies
but the breeder refused. 2 hours later they called to say all three puppies have collapsed and were not
doing anything ,breeder still refused for the puppies to be seen. 6 hours post vaccination the breeder
brought 1 puppy in it had a temperature 38.5 Respiratory rate normal and heart rate normal. Abdomen
soft and unremarkable. Breeder reports puppies have been eating well all day. Puppy was sent home.
15 June 2017 breeder brought the 3 other puppies from the same litter in( all females) and they were
vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4, milbemax was dispensed and not given. 3 hours later breeder
called saying 1 puppy had been unconscious since being vaccinated, she would not bring it in for
examination . Practice have heard nothing since. No more information expected

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (1 Day(s)
14/06/201715/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (1 Day(s) 14/06/201715/06/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 22 Jun 2017. Seizure
Miniature
lasting 1 minute occurred on 22 Jun 2017 and again on 23 Jun 2017. Unsure of severity and no loss of
Schnauzer
consciousness. ALKP 216 (23-212). No further seizures since and Vet has started on Epiphen for a week
and then will reduce dose. Nothing further is expected or being carried out.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 16 May 2017. Second
Shih Tzu
vaccine with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac KC on 30 May 2017 and then second Nobivac L4 on 13 Jun
2017. Treated with Endectrid at the same time. 19 Jun 2017 presented with lameness on right forelimb
and treated with Vetergesic. 20 Jun 2017 radiographs carried out and diagnosed Metaphyseal
Osteopathy due to lesions found. Injection site abscess was found, lanced and drained. 22 Jun 2017
Further lumps over body appearing to be abscesses have occurred, initially some abscesses can be
related to the pain relief injections given on unknown dates, however some have appeared where no
injections were given. Abscesses noted on neck, dorsal back and 1 near anus. No further investigations
have been carried out. Nothing further expected.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated at 9 weeks and 3 days of age on 12 June 2017 with Nobivac
Border Collie
DHP,L4 and KC .Also had Endectrid applied. Then on 14 June it was reluctant to move. 15 June 2017 still
reluctant to move so was referred . Collapsed , had no pyrexia. Bloods taken show normal blood
glucose, normal muscle tone. Other samples sent away for Toxoplasmosis and Neospora and other
blood tests still pending . Is able to eat and drink normally , no pain or swelling on neck, spine or joints.
Polyarthritis suspected initially but no investigation performed into this . Neurological examination was
normal. The puppy went home unknown if on treatment and has recovered fully Open case , await
further information. Follow up 23 Aug 2017 No more information received , Close case

8.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (22/06/201722/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (22/06/201722/06/2017)<BR><BR>
2.3 Endectrid 40 mg + 10 mg Spot-on
B - Possible
Solution for Small Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(13/06/201713/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (13/06/201713/06/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Endectrid 100 mg + 25 mg Spot-on B - Possible
Known Solution for Medium Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (12/06/201712/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (12/06/201712/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (12/06/201712/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (12/06/201712/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03489

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

28/03/2017

20/06/2017

1

1

0 29/04/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Low platelet count,Anaemia
No Data
NOS,Neutrophilia,Splenomegaly,Or
al ulceration,Autoimmune disorder
NOS,Joint effusion,Joint pain
NOS,Lameness,Disorientation,Pulm
onary oedema,Cough,Decreased
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Pyrexia,Weight loss,Dry
mucous membrane,Abnormal test
result,Abdominal
discomfort,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Decreased red blood cell
count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Enlarged lymph
nodes (generalised),Leucocytosis

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03496

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

15/06/2017

27/07/2017

2

1

1 17/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Vomiting
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03498

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

26/05/2017

18/07/2017

1

1

0 20/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Elevated temperature,Mucosa
petechiae,Bruising,Localised
rash,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Platelet disorder
NOS,Low platelet
count,Vomiting,Elevated ALT

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03503

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

04/07/2017

24/08/2017

1

1

0 10/07/2017 Yes

Injection site
No Data
abscess,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03564

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

11/07/2017

15/08/2017

1

1

0 12/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Skin
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes slough,Vomiting,Neutropenia,Lymp
hopenia,Leucopenia,Injection site
pain,Injection site swelling,Injection
site abscess,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Elevated SAP,Injection site
fibrosis,Shaking,Skin disorders
NOS,Local swelling (not application
site),Lump,Steatitis,Pyrexia,Letharg
y (see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Decreased
appetite,Skin necrosis,Epileptic
seizure

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03567

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

13/07/2017

04/08/2017

1

1

1 14/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Foam in the mouth,Found dead
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 28 Mar 2017 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown if given
English Cocker
before). On 6 Apr 2017 Bravecto 500mg was administered (unsure if with food and best guess applied). Spaniel
On 29 Apr 2017 dog was seen for right forelimb lameness, and was dazed and disorientated, she was
given Metacam. On 30 Apr 2017 she was non-weight bearing on her right hind leg, was lethargic and
not keen on food. On 1 May 2017 her temperature was 39.5, with tacky mucus membranes, her
abdomen was uncomfortable, she was lame on her left forelimb and had pain on flexion of her left and
right carpi. X-rays showed an enlarged spleen and moderate patellar effusions on both hindlimbs. She
was given one dose of Prednisolone. On 2 May 2017, she was lame on the right hind and left fore with
hot joints, had a temperature of 39.5 C, she was given Metacam and antibiotics. On 6 May 2017 she
was reported as improved. On 20 May 2017 she presented as lethargic, quiet, not wanting to get up,
with a reduced appetite, a temperature of 40.6 C and pain on carpal manipulation on the left forelimb.
She was given Loxicom, Pardale, Ronaxan and Noroclav. Blood test show urea 2.2 (2.5-9.6), creatinine
41 (44-159), red blood cell count 5.08 (5.65-8.87), haematocrit 31.9 (37.3-61.7), haemoglobin 11.9
(13.1-20.5), mild anaemia, white blood cell count 25.27 (5.05-16.76) and neutrophils 20.43 (2.9511.64). On 22 May 2017 she was lethargic, had a soft throaty, non productive cough, a reduced
appetite, was dull, had a temperature of 40.7 C, popliteal lymph nodes were 0.7 mm bilaterally and she
was sore and restricted on her left hip. Bloods showed a red blood cell count 4.83 (5.65-8.87),
haematocrit 30.4 (37.3-61.7), haemoglobin 11.3 (13.1-20.5), white blood cells 26.27 (5.05-16.76),
neutrophils 19.97 (2.95-11.64) and platelets of 120 (148-484). X-rays showed mild pulmonary oedema
dorsal to the heart base and a vertebral heart base score of 11. Arthrocentesis showed cloudy fluid
from the right stifle and pink cloudy fluid from the left stifle. She was started on intravenous fluids,
Perfalgen, Vetergesic and Synulox and Ronaxan. On 23 May 2017 her temperature was 39 C, she was
started on Paracetamol. Synovial fluid from the left and right stifles showed high levels of variable
deteriorated neutrophils with rare macrophages consistent with an inflammatory arthropathy infecting
multiple joints in a non-erosive fashion. Bloods for Dirofilaria, Anaplasma, Borrelia and Ehrlichia were
all negative. On 24 May 2017 she was started on prednisolone for immune-mediated Polyarthritis. On
30 May 2017 Antinuclear antibody test was negative. On 31 May 2017 dog was bright, walking well,
eating normally, there was no joint pain and a reduction in joint effusion, her temperature was 38.8 C,
she had developed
upper
lip ulceration
both sides
had
lostNobivac
a little weight.
furtherL4.
Suspected
Adverse inner
Reaction
Vaccinated
2 puppies
on 15and
Junshe
2017
with
DHP andNo
Nobivac
Border Terrier
Tried to dose Milquantel but puppy kept spitting out so given Advocate instead. Bitch was vaccinated
with unknown vaccine on 16 Jun 2017 and no details reported or supplied. 17 Jun 2017 reported that 1
puppy had been vomiting. Owner has been feeding lean steak and reported to be drinking. The puppy
was not presented until it was presented 40 minutes after the initial report and the puppy was dead.
Post mortem has been offered but owner has not responded. Unknown location of puppy. Nothing
further expected.

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 26 May 2017 with Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC . Dispensed
Other
Droncit. 20 June 2017 owner noticed a rash ( site unknown ) also was quiet ( but was hot day ) seen in Canine/dog
practice with bruising on its abdomen and under its coat. They took bloods Platelet 14 ( 143-1448) ALT
163.9 (19.8-124) . 21 June seen again in practice and admitted. More bloods taken PCV 45 ( no ref
range known) temperature 39.9, Was barking in kennels. Scanned abdomen ( result unknown ) Urine
samples taken ( results unknown ) They suspect immune mediated thrombocytopenia though not
confirmed. Open case await more information. Follow up 18 Jul 2017 - history received, rash reported
on 20 Jun 2017 was on the dogs belly with multiple bruises on ventral abdomen. 21 Jun 2017 petechiae
on mucous membranes, PCV 45% (35-57%) , ultrasound performed and no obvious abnormalities,
however query if splenomegaly. Prednicare was started. 22 Jun Vincristine was given, unknown exact
reason, radiographs showed no abnormalities, bruising worse, Ranitidine was given. 27 Jun 2017 PCV
73% (35-57%). Vomited so Cerenia given. 3 Jul 2017 reported to be doing well with no further bruising,
and 4 Jul 2017 platelets reported to be back to normal, no result supplied. 17 Jul 2017 owner reported
doing well and bright. Nothing further expected,
Suspect adverse reaction: On 4th July 2017 a female neutered 4 year old Lhasa Apso dog was
Lhasa Apso
vaccinated using Nobivac L4. On 12th July the owner presented the dog to the attending vet with a two
day history of inappetance and lethargy. An abscess was found on the back of the neck. Pus was sent
for culture. Bloods were normal. Treatment using intravenous fluids, antibiotics and non-steroidal antiinflammatory drugs have begun. Await results of aspirate fluid culture. Follow up 21st July: Patient
recovered. Discharged on 16th July from vet clinic. Await swab culture results. Follow up 24th August:
Swab revealed the presence of Staphylococcus pseudointermedius bacteria which is a normal
commensal bacteria of the skin. No more information expected
Suspected Adverse Reaction Dog is on anti-epileptic medication longterm, no seizures for over a year. Jack Russell
On 11 Jul 2017 at midday the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and was reported Terrier
as clinically well. On 12 Jul 2017 she had vomited overnight, was shaking and lethargic, her
temperature was 39.8 C, and she was painful and swollen at the injection site (size of swelling
unknown). A non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug was given. On 13 Jul 2017 her temperature was 39.9
C, she was off her food, bloods showed ALKP 252 (23-212), WBC 1.65 (5-16), Neutrophils 0.23 (2.9511.64) (Neutropenia), Lymphocytes 0.57 (1.05-5.1), Eosinophils 0 (no reference ranges given) and a
blood smear showed no neutrophils. She was started on intravenous fluids, intravenous antibiotics,
Cerenia and pain relief. On 14 Jul 2017 she was no better, her temperature was 39.0 C and there was
some swelling over the elbow and shoulder where the intravenous catheter was placed. Vet is doing
further investigations into the injection site swelling. On 14 Jul 2017 she was no better, her
temperature was 39.0 C and there was some swelling over the elbow and shoulder where the
intravenous catheter was placed. Vet is doing further investigations into the injection site swelling.
Open case. Follow up 15 Aug 2017 - Owner reported that the dog had 3 seizures whilst she was
hospitalised and was treated with diazepam (dates of seizures unknown), dog is a known epieptic. Vet
reported that the swelling over the right elbow gradually worsened from 14 Jul 2017 over the following
few days, a scan revealed a pocket of fluid and a large abscess developed over the right shoulder and
elbow area which was drained. A swab for culture and sensitivity was negative for bacterial growth
(dates not given), however the dog was already on antibiotic treatment. The dog improved, however
the skin became necrotic (date not given) and sloughed. Surgery was performed (dates not given) for
debridement and suture. A blind ending tract was noted that ran subcutaneously from the vaccination
site on the back of the neck to the surgery site. The right side wound has since healed (details and
dates not given). The dog then developed lumps on the left shoulder area and was referred on 1 Aug
2017. Biopsies of these diagnosed steatitis and fibrosis. The dog was given Clavaseptin and Metacam.
On 4 Aug 2017, owner reported the dog as having had a seizure which she subsequently recovered
from (pre-existing epilepsy). No further information.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 13 Jul 107. The puppy
had been in the owners possessions for a few hours. Advocate was applied and appeared to be
clinically healthy at the time of vaccination. 14 Jul 2017 owner found the puppy dead at 7am. Only
clinical sign was a small amount of foam in mouth. Await decision on post mortem. Follow up, 4 Aug
2017 - Owner declined post mortem examination, case closed. No further information expected.

Crossbred

14.8 Bravecto 500 mg Chewable Tablets
for Dogs - 500,N/A,N/A ,3,500 mg
Unknown 1 Animal (06/04/201706/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (28/03/201728/03/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

1.65 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Unknown 1 Animal (15/06/2017ble
15/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (15/06/201715/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (15/06/201715/06/2017)<BR><BR>
5.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unknown 1 Animal (26/05/2017Unclassifiable/unassessa
26/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC - ble
.4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (26/05/201726/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (26/05/201726/05/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Vial/Ampoule(s) 1 Animal
(04/07/2017-04/07/2017)<BR><BR>

6.25 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (11/07/201711/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (11/07/201711/07/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

1.01 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small O1 - Inconclusive
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (13/07/201713/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (13/07/201713/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,10,ml Unknown 1
Animal (13/07/201713/07/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03594

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

20 Week(s)

16/06/2017

18/09/2017

1

1

0 17/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 16 June 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4, weight at the time Chihuahua
was 690g and was 15 weeks old. Owner brought the puppy in on 14 July 2017 for a second vaccination
and reported the day after the first vaccine was given the puppy had 10 seizures,each time it had a
seizure the owner rubbed honey on its gums and the seizure stopped. On examination it was also
noted it had one inch hole in the Fontanelle but they consider this normal for the age and breed. They
did not give the second vaccine. No more information expected. Follow up 18 Sept 2017 No more
information received, close case.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03607

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

17/06/2017

26/06/2017

1

1

0 19/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site pain,Lethargy (see
R><BR><BR>Not also Central nervous system
Known
depression in
'Neurological'),Injection site
swelling,Elevated
temperature,Loose
stool,Decreased appetite

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03716

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

09/06/2017

10/07/2017

1

1

0 12/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 17 June 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4 . Seen on 19 June
Crossbred
2017 with a tennis ball size swelling at the site of vaccination between the shoulder blades, this was
painful on palpation. Temperature was 39.7 nothing else abnormal was detected, they placed it on
Noroclav and Carprieve. Seen on 23 June swelling in the shoulder blades has reduced in size and it is no
longer painful . Temperature is 39. Offered a Fine needle aspirate but owner declined . 24 June it
developed pain at the injection site swelling again, was seen out of hours with a temperature 39.36. It
was finding it difficult to eat and was quiet that morning . Also had developed loose stools, possibly
due to the antibiotics. They continued on noroclav and placed it on Dolagis. No more information
expected
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 9 Jun 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, Bichon Frise
fit and well at time of vaccination and Advocate given at the same time. On 12 Jun 2017, dog
developed vomiting and diarrhoea and was admitted. The dog was positive for Parvovirus on an inhouse test and external faecal analysis. No treatment was given and the dog has since recovered. No
further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03722

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

09/06/2017

14/07/2017

1

1

0 14/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03726

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

22/12/2016

17/07/2017

1

1

0 13/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03737

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.7 Year(s)

14/07/2016

18/07/2017

1

1

0 14/07/2016 Not Known

Heart murmur,Abdominal
Not
pain,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Panting,Le Known
thargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Enlarged lymph
node (localised),Shivering,Elevated
liver enzymes,Elevated
BUN,Elevated ALT,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Abnormal test
result

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03738

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.9 Year(s)

06/07/2017

24/07/2017

1

1

0 06/07/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lumbar
Not
pain,Panting,Nausea,Impaired
Known
proprioception,Limb
weakness,Elevated
SAP,Trembling,Spasm,Off
colour,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Vomiting,Convulsion

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03751

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

20/07/2017

21/07/2017

1

1

0 20/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Bradycardia,Cyanosis,Collapse (see Not
R><BR><BR>Yes, also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic Known
<BR><BR><BR>< disorders'),Anaphylaxis
BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 20 Jul 2017. Pug
Within minutes the dog collapsed, was bradycardic and cyanotic. Cortisone was given and placed in the
oxygen therapy chamber with intra venous fluids. The dog was recovering within 15 minutes and kept
in overnight for observation and sent home on the Jul 2017. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03758

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

24/07/2017

1

7

2 01/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy,Death
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 17 Mar 2017, bitch vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Golden
L4. The dog had given birth to 10 puppies that are approximately 7 weeks. On an unknown date, 2
Retriever
puppies died and were diagnosed with Parvovirus on PCR and another 5 puppies showing clinical signs
of Parvo and have started antibiotics. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03794

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

25/09/2017

1

1

0 22/07/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

SLEE for Lepto 9 Aug 2016 vaccinated with Nobivac L4 18 Jul 2017 vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 22 English
Jul 2017, presented with haematuria and started Noroclav and non-steroidal anti-inflammatories. On Springer
25 Jul 2017, dog became off food, miserable, unsteady on back legs. Presented with T=39.3Cs, dry
Spaniel
tacky mucous membranes. Dog placed on intravenous fluid therapy and had a bladder ultrasound and
nothing found. Blood tests: WBC 19.74 (6-17), Neutrophils 16.73 (3-12), Monocytes 1.8 (2-4), RBC 4.02
(5.5-8.5), HCT 26.11 (37-55), MCH 24.7 (19.5-24.5), MCHC 38 (31-34), platelets 49 (200-500), Albumin
20 (25-44). Given Enrofloxacin and iv fluids. On 26 Jul 2017, urine looked clearer after intravenous fluid
therapy. Await further information. Owners other dog developed similar signs, see linked case: 2017UK-03797 (unknown root cause). Follow up 25 Sep 2017 - No further information received. Case
closed.

18/07/2017

Tracheal collapse,Cough,Decreased No Data
appetite,Positive tracheal
pinch,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Bronchopulmonary
inflammation,Increased lung
sounds,Bronchial secretion

Lack of efficacy

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 9 Jun 2017 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and
Yorkshire
Nobivac KC. She was clinically well, but had minor issues with tracheal collapse. On 14 Jun 2017 (five Terrier
days later) the owner reported she had started to cough. On 20 Jun 2017 dog presented with a honking
cough, no treatment was given at this time. On 24 Jun 2017 she had a rattly chest, marked sensitivity
to tracheal palpation, and she was given Dexadreson and Convenia. On 26 Jun 2017 owner reported
the dog as no better and she was dispensed Codeine Phosphate. On 28 Jun 2017, her cough had
improved and was intermittent, her appetite was reduced and she was given Dexadreson. On 3 Jul
2017, X-rays showed consolidation on the right lung lobes, air bronchograms, marked tracheal collapse
through the thorax and collapse of the right and left main stem bronchi. A broncho-alveolar lavage
(BAL) was performed, flocculent fluid and some blood was present. Culture and sensitivity results
indicated a profuse growth of Bordetella Bronchiseptica which was resistant to Cephalosporins. The
dog was given Synulox.
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 22 Dec 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Shih Tzu
Nobivac L4 and was reported to be clinically well at the time of vaccination (no prior vaccine history
given). On 13 Jul 2017 the dog was vomiting, had haemorrhagic gastroenteritis, was lethargic,
collapsed and dehydrated. He was treated with intravenous fluids, intravenous antibiotics and other
supportive care (details not specified). An in-house Parvo Snap Test was positive. On 14 Jul 2017 the
dog was reported to be doing much better. No further information expected.
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 14 July 2016 with Nobivac L4. Then on 25 July 2016 it
Greyhound
developed diarrhoea and abdominal pain. The owner has another dog that has had a recent gastro
intestinal sign so they assumed this was related to that . The other dog had resolved with Probiotics. In
October the dog was seen again with Vomiting , they placed it on Omeprazole and a low fat diet. Not
seen again in Dec 2016 vomiting again despite being on the low fat diet. Was also lethargic and
shivering. Placed on omeprazole again . Bloods taken ALT 496 (13-58) and ALKP 145 ( 12-83) Canine
pancreatitis was normal 57.2. Basal cortisol was taken but no results were found. Scan of heart
showed heart murmur, enlarged spleen and the liver was rounded. Adrenal glands were normal. Jejunal
lymph node was 0.84-0.91 cm in size They took a fine needle aspirate of the lymph node and it showed
evidence of lymphoma continued omperprazole . April 2017 Bloods taken show AST 92 ( 40-53) Urea
10(1.7-7.4) all other bloods normal. Dog recovered on a unknown date. No more information
expected
Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 6 Jul 2017. Reported to be coughing the
Crossbred
previous evening and the morning of vaccination. Trembling and panting since the vaccine, lethargic
and off colour. Paracetamol was given in the evening of the 7 Jul 2017. Examined on 10 Jul 2017
panting in consult room, poor proprioception on hind limbs and weakness on back legs. Spasm on
palpation of lumbar vertebrae. Reported to have run off the lead and been playing with 2 other dogs
on an unknown date, Vet suspected this was the cause of the spinal pain. Steroids were given. 13 Jul
2017 slight improvement, proprioception improved and narrow base stance and weakness when
pressure applied to dorsum. 17 Jul 2017 vomited 3-4 times in the night. Owner reported convulsion
type of episode and had a spasm, no specific details known. Slight proprioception loss. Start to wean
off steroids and start non steroidal. 20 Jul 2017 reported further convulsions. Back legs appear weak
and have deteriorated. The dog was given Buprenorphine, 21 Jul 2017 the dog was admitted and
placed on intra venous fluids, deep pain reduction on withdrawal on hind legs and some signs of
nausea, Cerenia was given. The dog was eating and sent home later the same day. 24 Jul 2017 bloods
were taken, ALKP 531 (0.1-150), Vet suspects due to steroids, ALT within normal limits. Much improved,
still slow on hind legs and pain over mid thoracic spine. Continue anti inflammatories. Nothing further
is expected. NCA update 4/8/17: report received by VMD included concurrent vaccination with
Nobivac KC. Product added as suspect.

0.89 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(16/06/201716/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (16/06/201716/06/2017)<BR><BR>
24.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (17/06/201717/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (17/06/201717/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

1.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
Unknown 1 Animal (09/06/201709/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (09/06/201709/06/2017)<BR><BR>
3.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
Unknown 1 Animal (09/06/201709/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .5,N/A,N/A ,10,0.5 ml Unknown 1
Animal (09/06/201709/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (09/06/201709/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

7.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
Unknown 1 Animal (22/12/201622/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (22/12/201622/12/2016)<BR><BR>
30 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (14/07/201614/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

7.5 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(06/07/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (06/07/201706/07/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (20/07/201720/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (20/07/201720/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (20/07/201720/07/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Known Animal<BR>Treatment start date
17/03/17 (N/A17/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
<BR>treatment start date 17/03/17 (N/A17/03/2017)<BR><BR>
17.05 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (18/07/201718/07/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with mah assessment

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Clinical signs reported can be due to leptospirosis and
cannot discount a possible lack of efficacy in a
vaccinated dog

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03796

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

19/07/2017

25/07/2017

1

1

0 19/07/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Abdominal pain,Vomiting,Off
colour,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Inappetence

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 19 July 2017 with Nobivac L4 and DHP . Since then the dog Lhasa Apso
has been lethargic and vomiting and complete inappetence from the date of vaccination. Then on 23
July 2017 it was seen out of hours, with a painful abdome . They gave Cerenia and synulox and sent it
home on Noroclav and ID diet . Then on 24 July 2017 the dog was still not eating and was off colour,
they placed it on intravenous fluids, gave more Cerenia and sent bloods away for Pancreatitis. 25 July
the dog was still in hospital but eating, no temperature noted. Eating chicken Updated 27 July 2017 the
bloods were normal for Pancreatitis on 26 July and went home. No more information expected

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03797

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

24/08/2016

26/07/2017

1

1

0 24/07/2017 Not Known

Lack of efficacy

Not
Known

English Cocker
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03835

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

06/06/2017

14/08/2017

1

1

1 06/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swollen limb,Pyrexia,Off
R><BR><BR>Not colour,Localised pain NOS (see
Known
other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Inappetence,Death by
euthanasia,Skin
swelling,Lameness,Polyarthritis

SLEE for Lepto On 24 Jul 2017, dog presented with haemorrhagic gastroenteritis (unknown exact
details). A urinalysis was performed: blood +++, Bilirubin +++, pH 8.5 and Proteinuria. On 26 Jul 2017,
blood tests performed: Lymph 0.66 (1-4.8), Lymph 10% (12-30), RBC 4.84 (5.5-8.5), Haemoglobin 11.5
(12-18), HCT 29.03 (37-55), MCV 60 (60-77), MCHC 39.7 (31-34), Platelets 67 (200-500). Another
urinalysis was performed and no change. The dog is eating and drinking well. Await further
information. Owners other dog had similar signs (and also suspected of having contracted
Leptospirosis), see linked case: 2017-UK-03794
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 9 May 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and on
6 Jun 2017, the Nobivac L4 was repeated as part of second dose. Owner reported dog was off colour
for approximately 2-3 days post vaccination. On 20 Jun 2017, dog became lame on left hind distal to
stifle. On examination had a soft tissue swelling that was extensive, inappetent and a temperature of
39.5 degrees Celsius. Given Dexamethasone as treated for a bee sting. Stated to have been some
improvement after treatment. On 2 Jul 2017, dog became lame on left forelimb and was swollen and
sore. On 3 Jul 2017, became lame on right hind and the left forelimb has worsened. The dog was
presented and given non-steroidal anti-inflammatories. On 4 Jul 2017, the dog had a radiograph on left
forelimb elbow and all normal and owner decline joint taps. On 8 Jul 2017, dog given Duphacort for
suspected Immune Mediated Polyarthritis and then continued oral dosing on 9 Jul 2017. On 10 ul 2017,
the owner decided to have the dog euthanased. No further information expected. Follow up 14 Aug
2017 Information from the vet, no diagnosis on the suspected immune mediated Polyarthritis as the
owner declined any investigation and further bloods for infectious causes of Polyarthritis . Dog was
placed on 1mg per kg of Prednisone 9 July 2017. Also on 20 and 21 June was placed on Duphacort
injection and 8 July 2017. 23 June placed on Pardale until 4 July 2017. Also ranitidine and omeprazole
on 8 July. No post mortem performed on the dog . No more information expected.

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

26 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (09/05/201709/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(06/06/2017-06/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03864

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Week(s)

25/07/2017

12/09/2017

1

1

1 25/07/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Bulldog

2.8 Milbemax unidentified N - Unlikely
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (25/07/201725/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (25/07/201725/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (25/07/201725/07/2017)<BR><BR>

Post mortem results are consistent with a severe
congenital cardiac abnormality with other secondary
related changes. Agree with MAH assessment that
unlikely to be related to the product.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03890

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Month(s)

26/08/2016

28/07/2017

1

1

1 21/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy,Death
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Labrador
Retriever

26 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (26/08/201626/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(19/10/201619/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(26/08/2016-26/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-03925

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

05/07/2017

01/08/2017

1

1

0 05/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Haemorrhagic
R><BR><BR>Yes diarrhoea,Inappetence,Vomiting

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction Dog was vaccinated on 25 Jul 2017 at 3.30pm with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4. He was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. Owner administered a
Milbemax tablet (non company product) in the evening (dose given not specified). On 26 Jul 2017, dog
was reported as lethargic and inappetant since vaccination (time of onset unknown). He had vomited,
had a distended abdomen and his mucus membranes looked pale. He was given intravenous fluids,
intravenous steroids, he had a hemoabdomen, a PCV of 15 % (ranges not given) and increased clotting
times (results not given). At 1.00 am on 27 Jul 2017 dog died. Post Mortem requested. Awaiting
results. Open Case. Follow up 30 Aug 2017 - Post mortem results indicate severe congenital cardiac
abnormality. The volume of the right atrium and thickness of the right ventricular wall were far beyond
normal limits, even larger and thicker than the left counterpart. There was lack of a clear and direct
communication between the right ventricle and the pulmonary circulation and occlusion or complete
atresia of the pulmonary arteries was present. There was very prominent degeneration of the liver,
colloquially known as “nutmeg liver”. This change was caused by persistent retrograde flow of blood
from defective right heart. The brain presented with signs of global ischemia/hypoxia, in agreement
with the observation that the flow of oxygenated blood was much reduced in this animal. The blood
within the abdominal cavity was likely percolating from the damaged liver, which was “flooded” with
large volumes of stagnant blood. No further information expected, closed case. Follow up 12 Sep
2017 - Post mortem histopathology confirmed a primary congenital abnormality of the heart. No
causative link between administration of the vaccine and subsequent events. No further information
expected.
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 26 Aug 2016, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac
DHP and Nobivac L4. Fit and well at time of vaccination. On 19 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac
KC. On 21 Jul 2017, dog went to kennels and owner thought was quieter but eating well when dropped
off. On 22 Jul 2017, dog not eating and on 23 Jul 2017, developed vomiting and diarrhoea. On 24 Jul
2017, dog was lethargic and jaundiced and the kennels brought into the veterinary practice. On
examination, was dehydrated, very jaundiced, miserable and was admitted for intravenous fluid
therapy. A PCR positive for Leptospirosis and the dog not urinating, eating however drinking more than
normal. On blood tests showed potassium was high. On 25 Jul 2017, the dog vomited blood and died.
No post mortem performed and no further information expected. Dog previously vaccinated with
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and developed diarrhoea with suspected Leptospirosis. See linked case:
2017-UK-03886
Suspect adverse reaction: On the 5th July 2017 a 3 month and 25 day old female German Shepherd dog
was vaccinated using Nobivac DHPPi and L4. A few hours later the puppy vomited, had black faeces
and was inappetant. On 7th July treatment using Cerenia and Betamox began. On 11th July intravenous
fluid therapy began. On 14th July the patient recovered. Faecal sample revealed the presence of field
strains of canine Parvo virus type 2a and 2b by PCR testing.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04003

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

21/04/2017

22/08/2017

1

1

0 18/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Decreased packed cell volume
Not
R><BR><BR>Not (PCV),Elevated globulins,Liver
Known
Known
tumour,Abdominal pain,Low
platelet count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Collapse (see
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Off colour,Abnormal
test result

Not
Known

Other coagulation
Not
abnormality,Right ventricular
Known
dilatation,Pale mucous
membrane,Distension of
abdomen,Vomiting,Death,Decrease
d packed cell volume
(PCV),Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Brain disorder
NOS,Congenital disorder
NOS,Abdominal cavity
haemorrhage,Liver
degeneration,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Inappetence

5.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (19/07/201719/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (19/07/201719/07/2017)<BR><BR>

16.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (24/08/201624/08/2016)<BR><BR>

German
Not
Shepherd Dog Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 21 Apr 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC, fit and Miniature
well at time of vaccination apart from lameness (unknown details). Presented as off colour and painful Schnauzer
abdomen. A heart murmur stated but is ongoing (unknown when diagnosed). Blood tests performed
but no results stated and an ultrasound performed that suspected the right kidney was abnormal. On 6
Jun 2017, dog had a history of collapsing over last 3-4 days and blood tests performed again: RBC 2.6
(5.6-8.8), PCV 0.2 (0.37-0.61), Haemoglobin 67 (131-209), MCV 80.4 (61-73), platelets 82 (148-484) and
globulin 48 (25-45). Given Vetmedin and was scanned again on 13 Jun 2017, suspected something on
kidney ultrasound like a mass. On an unknown date, a second opinion was done by another veterinary
surgeon in the same practice - diagnosed Immune Mediated Haemolytic Anaemia (no details given).
Await further information. Follow up 22 Aug 2017 - On 13 Jun 2017 dog was started on prednisolone
for Immune Mediated Haemolytic Anaemia. On 16 Jun 2017 dog was referred and bloods on 17 June
2017 showed a PCV of 24.7 % (37-56). On 20 Jun 2017 dog was given Colvasone and received a blood
transfusion. Treated with synulox, comfortan, augmentin intravenously, zantac and antepsin. On 21
Jun 2017 given noroclav, zitac and continued prednisolone. A liver biopsy was taken via exploratory
laparotomy and nodular hyperplasia was diagnosed. The PCV was 16 %. On 24 Jun 2017 PCV was 40%.
On 20 Jul 2017 PCV was 38.6%. On 8 Aug 2017 a repeat ultrasound scan showed the abnormality on
the right kidney as not having changed and a PCV was 48.6%. Prednisolone continued. No further
information expected.

B - Possible

Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
O1 - Inconclusive
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1
Animal (05/07/201705/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1
Animal (05/07/201705/07/2017)<BR><BR>
9.6 Nobivac KC - .4,1,12 Months,10,0.4 B - Possible
ml 12 Months 1 Animal (21/04/201721/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,1,9 Months,10,1 ml 9 Months 1
Animal (21/04/201721/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Await information

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04027

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

21/07/2017

10/08/2017

1

1

0 31/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 21 Jul 2017, dog given Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP, fit and well at
English Cocker
time of vaccination. On 31 Jul 2017, owner reported dog had three seizures and dog was presented,
Spaniel
admitted into practice for observation. On 2 Aug 2017, no further seizures reported by practice and no
further information expected. Follow up 10 Aug 2017 - On 21 Jul 2017, dog was dispensed Milquantel
worming tablets (unknown when given) (third party product). Dog is reported as being a farm dog. On
4 Aug 2017, owner reported the dog as not having had any further seizures and the vet reported the
dog as fit and healthy. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04030

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

01/08/2017

02/08/2017

1

1

0 02/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Agitation,Vomiting,Head shake R><BR><BR>Yes behavioural disorder,Urticarial
erythema,Pruritus

No Data

Suspect adverse reaction: On 1st August 2017 a 6 year old male Bichon Frise dog was given an annual Bichon Frise
booster vaccination using Nobivac DHPPi and L4. The next morning the dog vomited, head shaking, skin
was erythematous and an urticarial reaction was noticed by the attending vet. 0.4ml Colvasone
injection was administered. The dog recovered soon after. No diagnostics were performed. NCA
update 15/08/17: additional information from duplicate report: agitation, pruritus, erythema, urticaria.
No previous reactions. Appropriate veddra terms added.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04035

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.6 Year(s)

29/07/2017

02/08/2017

1

1

0 29/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 29 Jul 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4,
Pug
clinically well at the time of vaccination. Reported 5 hours later dog had a seizure which lasted for 45
seconds. The emergency practice was informed and advised to monitor. The dog has had no further
seizure or seizure-like activity. On 30 Jul 2017, dog presented for a check-up and no abnormalities were
observed and no further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04054

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.9 Year(s)

21/07/2017

27/07/2017

1

1

0 21/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Elevated temperature,Muscle
Not
shaking,Lethargy (see also Central Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Inappetence,Vomiti
ng,Diarrhoea,Dehydration

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 21 July 2017 with Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC . Seen on 22 July Crossbred
, owner reported the night of the vaccine the dog was quiet and vomited once. The following morning
was inappetant and vomited another 5-6 times. Also passed diarrhoea about 4 times and was a bit
shaky on her hind legs on examination . She had a temperature of 39.6 and was mildly dehydrated, off
her food but did eat some treats in the consulting room. They gave Cerenia and Oralade and Prokolin .
27 July they have heard nothing further from the owner so they presume the dog recovered. No more
information expected

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04063

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.06
Month(s)

31/07/2017

01/08/2017

1

1

0 31/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Scratching,Breathing
Not
difficulty,Laboured
Known
breathing,Wheal,Anaphylaxis,Facial
swelling (see also 'Skin'),Swelling
around eye

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 31 July 2017 with Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC . Seen out of
French Bulldog
hours that night with a swollen face and struggling to breathe. She has been scratching at her face. Her
jowls and eyes are very inflamed on examination with laboured breathing. Also with small wheals on
her ventrum. Unable to out on intravenous fluids they gave 0.8 mls of dex. 20 minutes later she had
improved, and was content, they gave antihistamines and steroids . No more information expected

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04079

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.4 Year(s)

02/08/2017

03/08/2017

1

1

0 02/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Increased heart
Other
R><BR><BR>No rate,Diarrhoea,Collapse of
leg,Elevated temperature,Lameness

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04122

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

02/05/2017

04/08/2017

1

1

0 09/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Inappropriate defecation,Collapse Not
R><BR><BR>Not (see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
Known
Known
'Systemic disorders'),Inappropriate
urination

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04123

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

30/05/2017

04/08/2017

1

1

0 06/06/2017 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04163

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.9 Year(s)

30/05/2017

07/08/2017

1

1

0 08/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04181

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

30/07/2017

07/08/2017

1

1

0 31/07/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Seizure NOS

Not
Known

Not
Known

Loss of condition
Not
score,Pyrexia,Lethargy (see also
Known
Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Inappetence,Vomiti
ng,Polydipsia

3.6 Milquantel 2.5 mg/25 mg Tablets for O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment. Three products
Small Dogs and Puppies Weighing at Unclassifiable/unassessa used.
Least 0.5 kg - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose ble
Unknown 1 Animal (01/07/201701/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/07/201721/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/07/2017-21/07/2017)<BR><BR>

8.4 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,1,1 Years,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1
Years 1 Animal (01/08/201701/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,1,1 Years,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1
Years 1 Animal (01/08/201701/08/2017)<BR><BR>
6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Not applicable 1 Animal
(29/07/201729/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (29/07/201729/07/2017)<BR><BR>
9.45 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (21/07/201721/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (21/07/201721/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (21/07/201721/07/2017)<BR><BR>
5.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Dose (31/07/201731/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (31/07/201731/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (31/07/201731/07/2017)<BR><BR>
7.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (02/08/201702/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(02/08/2017-02/08/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 2 Aug 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (not
given at room temperature - extra label use), fit and well at time of vaccination. No other products
given. After vaccination dog passed diarrhoea,and then owner reported that overnight was off back
legs. On 3 Aug 2017, dog was bright in the morning and temperature 39.2 degrees Celsius, heart rate
140 but dog was very excited. The owner reports lame at home left hind but jumped up in consult
room. Dog reported that has still been having diarrhoea and Probiotics given and sent home for
monitoring. No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Reported to have been vaccinated at the breeder with DHPPi and Lepto 2,
however it is not confirmed the brand of the vaccine or the dates given, but reported to be 4 weeks
prior to primary vaccine at reporting Practice. Owner reported that prior to the vaccine at the
reporting Practice, the dog was found collapsed in diarrhoea in the night on 21 Apr 2017 and was
placed on intra venous fluids and improved-unknown date of resolution. Vaccinated 2 May 2017 with
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. 9 May 2017 owner found collapsed at home in a pool of urine and
diarrhoea. When presented the dog remained in a collapsed state and the Vet suspected the dog had a
seizure. During the examination the dog improved and was sent home with no treatment. Bloods were
carried out and were unremarkable. 30 May 2017 Nobivac L4 was given and the dog had the same
reaction-see linked case 2017-UK-04123 Nothing further expected.

Jack Russell
Terrier

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

11.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (02/05/201702/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (02/05/201702/05/2017)<BR><BR>

Suspected Adverse Reaction Previously vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 2 May 2017
and had suspected seizures, see linked case 2017-UK-04122. Vaccinated on Nobivac L4 on 30 May
2017 and owner reported that 7 days after the vaccine the dog had 2 similar episodes of seizures.
Unknown exact clinical signs or exact dates signs occurred. Not presented to the Practice. Nothing
further expected.
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy Vaccinated with primary Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 30 May
2017. Reported to have vomited 1-2 days prior to vaccine, but well at the time of vaccination. The dog
has a history of pancreatitis. 8 Jun 2017 reported polydipsia and polyuria with reduced appetite. 10
Jun 2017 PUPD continued and reduce appetite and bit lethargic. Glucose, protein and blood in urine.
Bile Acid Stimulation was carried out on 14 Jun 2017, Pre stimulation 9.1 (0.1-5) and post stimulation
87.3 (0.1-10). Urine culture was carried out and indicated Pseudomonas. The dog was referred on 27
Jun 2017 to investigate the PUPD. Ultrasound was carried out as well as unknown investigations, but
no results supplied. 29 Jun 2017 Second Nobivac L4 was given on advise from referral centre. 8 Jun
2017 Blood results indicate positive for L Canicola 1/100, L. Australis 1/100 and L Bratislava 1/100.
Nothing further is expected.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

11.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O Delayed time to onset. Other causes possible.
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Unknown 1 Animal (30/05/2017ble
30/05/2017)<BR><BR>

Miniature
Schnauzer

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 30 July 2017 with Nobivac DHPPI and L4 clinically well at
Welsh Springer
the time . First vaccine was given at the breeders Unknown what brand. 31 July 2017 became
Spaniel
inappetent and lethargic and drinking more, vomiting with a temperature of 104. It had lost some body
condition, but no body score given. On 4 Aug 2017 was taken to the breeders vets and they gave a
metacam injection and it recovered within 12 hours. No more information expected

9.5 Nobivac KC - .5,N/A,N/A ,10,0.5 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (30/05/201730/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (30/05/201730/05/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

4.5 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (30/07/201730/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (30/07/201730/07/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04291

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

01/02/2017

03/10/2017

1

1

0 11/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04294

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

01/02/2017

03/10/2017

1

1

1 11/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy (parvovirus) No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04310

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

11/08/2017

14/08/2017

1

1

0 11/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site pain,Circulatory
R><BR><BR>Not collapse (see also 'Neurological'
Known
and 'Systemic
disorders'),Shaking,Vocalisation

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04330

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

25/02/2016

15/08/2017

1

1

0 01/03/2016 Not Known

Seizure NOS

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04364

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.1 Year(s)

18/12/2015

15/08/2017

1

1

1 24/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Conjunctivitis,Scleritis,Sudden
Not
death,Inappetence,Eye
Known
inflamed,Lack of efficacy
(parvovirus),Ocular
discharge,Cloudy eye (for Miosis,
Mydriasis, Anisocoria, Nystagmus see 'Neurological'),Corneal
oedema,Corneal disorder
NOS,Vomiting,Diarrhoea,Haemorrh
agic gastroenteritis

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04367

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

14/07/2017

16/10/2017

1

1

0 21/07/2017 Not Known

Elevated globulins,Decreased
Not
haemoglobin,Monocytosis,Anaemi Known
a
NOS,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Vo
miting,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Abnormal
test result,Immune mediated
haemolytic
anaemia,Hyperglycaemia,Elevated
total bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Decreased packed cell volume
(PCV)

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for parvo Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4
in Feb 2017 (exact date unknown), this was the dogs second vaccination (details of first vaccination not
given). The dog was reported to be 10 weeks old at the second vaccination and was reported to be fit
and well. On 11 Aug 2017 vet reported the dog as acutely vomiting brown fluid and blood, having a
temperature of 37 C, passing watery diarrhoea, being lethargic, cold and listless. An in-house
parvovirus snap test was positive. Dog was treated with intravenous fluids and supportive treatment
(details not given). On 14 Aug 2017 the dog was reported as being bright, alert and responsive, but still
having diarrhoea. No further information expected. The owner had another dog that presented with
similar clinical signs, see linked case 2017-UK-04294 . Follow up 23 Aug 2017 -Interim post mortem
results for the owners other dog are negative on viral isolation and histopathology for Parvovirus.
Samples taken for toxins, reveal results suspicious for blue-green algae. Clinical signs not due to
Parvovirus in this case. No further information expected. Follow up 3 Oct 2017 - No further
information expected. Closed case. 16/10/17 NCA comment on above information : A dog in the same
household was showing similar signs, suspicious of blue-green algae toxicity. The dog for this case was
not necropsied.
Suspected Lack Of Expected Efficacy for Canine parvovirus. Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi
and Nobivac L4 in Feb 2017 (exact date unknown), this was the dogs second vaccination (details of first
vaccination not given). The dog was reported to be 10 weeks old at the second vaccination and was
reported to be fit and well. On 11 Aug 2017 vet reported the dog as acutely vomiting brown fluid and
blood, and passing watery diarrhoea. An in-house parvovirus snap test was positive. Dog was treated
with intravenous fluids, Cerenia and supportive treatment (full details not given), but died despite
treatment. Post mortem to be performed, await further information. Case open. The owner had
another dog that presented with similar clinical signs, please see linked case 2017-UK- 04291. Follow
up 23 Aug 2017 - post mortem results received are negative for Parvovirus on viral isolation and
histology. There are lots of gastrointestinal changes which are considered significant (exact details not
given). Blue green algae toxin is the suspected cause of the clinical signs. No further information
expected. Follow up 3 Oct 2017 - On 15 Aug 2017, a post mortem was carried out and the results are
as follows; there was lymph node enlargement throughout the abdominal cavity, the lymph nodes
were hyperplastic. The liver showed a severe, acute, diffuse vacuolar hepatopathy with mild multifocal
cholestasis and sinusoidal congestion (pathologist unsure if liver changes related to autolysis). No
gross or histological evidence of canine parvovirus was seen. Toxicology testing did not identify a
particular toxic cause for the clinical signs, and blue green algae poisoning was not ruled out. No
further information expected.

English Cocker Not
Spaniel
Known

Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
N - Unlikely
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/02/201701/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(01/02/2017-01/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

English Cocker Not
Spaniel
Known

Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (01/02/201701/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (01/02/201701/02/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction Dog was vaccinated on 11 Aug 2017, at 5.15pm, with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4 (unknown if at room temperature), dog was reported as fit and well at the time of
vaccination. This was the dogs second vaccination (details of the previous vaccine are not given). Two
hours later the owner reported the dog to be collapsed, vet reported the dog as shaking a lot and
vocalising,he was bright, alert and responsive on examination, eating and drinking, and was painful
over the shoulders. Carprieve and Vetergesic was administered. On 12 Aug 2017 the dog was reported
as recovered. No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 2 on 17 Feb 2015, seizure
was noted on 5 Aug 2015. See linked case 2017-UK-04329 Nobivac L4 was given on 25 Feb 2016. When
the dog was presented for a further Nobivac L4 on 17 Mar 2017, the owner reported that the dog had
10-11 seizures in the past year since their last visit. No dates of seizures known. Reported that the dog
has a seizure every 2 months. No treatment given or investigation performed. Discussed epilepsy
medication with owner. Nothing further expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction & Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 18 Dec 2015, the dog was
vaccinated Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. On 8 Jan 2016, she was given a second dose of
Nobivac L4 and was clinically well at time of vaccination. On 24 Feb 2016, The dog developed
conjunctivitis of both eyes and some scleral congestion and a sticky discharge. Right dorsal cornea a
little cloudy and left eye was positive on fluoresecein on central cornea with superficial scratch. Given
Isathal eye drops. On 10 Jan 2017, given Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC and reported clinically well at the
time. On 15 May 2017, both eyes inflamed again and a greenish discharge - continued treatment of
Isathal. On 19 Jul 2017, corneal oedema developing over dorsal part of cornea on both eyes. On 7 Aug
2017, owner presented dog has been inappetant since the previous day and vomiting up white froth at
least five episodes. Developed haemorrhagic diarrhoea and low temperature 36.7 degrees Celsius. In
consult was given Cerenia, Dexadreson, Anivit B12 and Synulox injection. Started Metronidazole and
Prokolin at home. On 8 Aug 2017, dog suddenly died and gut samples were taken at post mortem for
histopathology. The diagnosis from the samples show ulcerative atrophic enteropathy and Parvovirus
is suspected. PCR results show positive for Parvovirus and Campylobacter. No further information
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 14th July2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and clinically well at
the time of vaccination. On 21st July 2017, dog presented with acute vomiting, lethargy, temperature
39.6 degrees Celsius and had blood test performed: Globulin 48 (25-45) and total bilirubin 21 (0-15),
RBC 3.35 (5.65-8.87), HCT 26.8 (37.3-61.7), HGB 8.2 (13.1-20.5), MCV 80 (61.6-73.5), MCHC 30.6 (3237.9), Retic 112.2 (10-110), monocytes 1.53 (0.16-1.12). Given intravenous fluid therapy, Omeprazole,
Ranitidine and steroids. On 22 Jul 2017, continued vomiting and was given Cerenia, dog diagnosed with
Immune-mediated haemolytic anaemia as Coombs test positive. On 23 Jul 2017, further blood tests
performed: Glucose 9.09 (3.89-7.95), Globulin 52 (25-45), ALKP 272 (23-212), total bilirubin 28 (0-15),
Amylase 372 (500-1500), RBC 2.90 (5.65-8.87), HCT 23 (37.3-61.7), haemoglobin 7 (13.1-20.5), MCV
79.3 (61.6-73.5), MCHC 30.4 (32-37.9), Retic 184.7(10-110), WBC 25.03 (5.05-16.76), Neutrophils 16.78
(2.95-11.64), monocytes 3.17 (0.16-1.12), Eosinophils 0.03 (0.06-1.23), PDW 20.8 (9.1-19.4). On 26 Jul
2017, given Nisamox and blood tests performed: RBC 2.43 (5.65-8.87), HCT 23.2 (37.3-61.7),
Haemoglobin 10.7 (13.1-20.5), MCV 95.5 (61.6-73.5), MCH 44 (21.2-25.9), MCHC 46.1 932-37.9), RDW
34.9 (13.6-21.7), WBC 20.89 (5.05-16.76), Neutrophils 16.79 (2.95-11.64), monocytes 1.43 (0.16-1.12),
Eosinophils 0.02 (0.06-1.23), PDW 20.6 (9.1-19.4). Vomited once on this day. On 28 Jul 2017, blood
tests performed again: RBC 3.54 (5.65-8.87), HCT 31.3 (37.3-61.7), haemoglobin 11.7 (13.1-20.5), MCV
88.4 (61.6-73.5), MCH 33.1 (21.2-25.9), RDW 29.9 (13.6-21.7), Retic 315.8 (10-110), Neutrophils 13.70
(2.95-11.64), Eosinophils 0.00 (0.06-1.23), MPV 13.6 (8.7-13.2), PDW 22.7 (9.1-19.4). Dog is still
undergoing treatment and await further information. Follow up 16 Oct 2017 - No further information
received. Case closed.

Beagle

B - Possible

Close temporal association with use of products
administered. Two products given.

Crossbred

5.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (11/08/201711/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (11/08/201711/08/2017)<BR><BR>
15.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1
Animal 25/02/16. Previous
vaccination was Nobivac Lepto 2 on
17/02/15 (25/02/201625/02/2016)<BR><BR>

OInsufficient data to make a full assessment as lack of
Unclassifiable/unassessa detail on timing of seizures in relation to vaccination
ble
and no investigation to rule out other possible causes
of seizures.

Lhasa Apso

12 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O Animal (18/12/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
18/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC - ble
.4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
18/12/15 and 10/01/17 (18/12/201510/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal given
18/12/15, 08/01/16 and 10/01/17
(18/12/2015-10/01/2017)<BR><BR>

SAR The dog developed ocular signs twice following
use of this product but a corneal scratch was noted in
the first episode and the time period between product
use and the onset of clinical signs in the second
episode was 4 months and no information was
supplied on investigations to rule out other possible
causes. SLEE Agree with the MAH assessment.

Miniature
Schnauzer

6.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml Not
applicable 1 Animal (14/07/201714/07/2017)<BR><BR>

Agree with assessment from MAH - close temporal
association such that product may have been trigger
for clinical signs.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04372

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

08/11/2016

28/09/2017

1

1

1 15/08/2017 Not
Death,Lack of efficacy (parvovirus) No Data
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. The dog was vaccinated on 14 Nov 2015 with Nobivac Lepto 2,
Staffordshire
Nobivac KC and Nobivac Pi (ELU as given with KC), no batch numbers given, on 11 Oct 2016 with
Bull Terrier
Nobivac DHP, Nobivac Lepto 4, Nobivac KC and on 8 Nov 2016 with Nobivac Lepto 4. The dog is on
Pardale V and Yumove for osteoarthritis, Prednisolone 5mg for allergic skin disease and Thyforon
250mg for hypothyroidism. On 16 Aug 2017, dog presented with a 24 hour history of vomiting and
bloody diarrhoea (started 15 Aug 2017), he was collapsed, with pale mucous membranes and a heart
rate of 150 beats per minute, a temperature of 38.4 C and intravenous fluids, Synulox, Zantac, Emeprid
and Metronidazole were started. His PCV was 51%. Later that morning he had laboured breathing and
crackly lung sounds on auscultation. The dog died on 16 Aug 2017, the vet has performed a Post
Mortem and sent samples away. Case Open. Follow up 25 Aug 2017 - Interim post mortem report
reveals that the dog was negative for parvovirus. Await the full report. Follow up 28 Sep 2017 Histopathology report on 24 Aug 2017 showed moderate, multifocal neutrophilic and
lymphoplasmacytic inflammation affecting the duodenum, jejunum and ileum. Diffuse variable
detachment of apical villous epithelium was seen in all areas of the small intestine. Pathologist
suspected epithelial detachment could be early post mortem change. Liver showed hepatocellular
vacuolation, diffuse, mild to moderate, with portal fibrosis, all considered non specific changes
associated with aging. Pancreas showed nodular hyperplasia and the spleen showed atrophy of the
white pulp, both changes also consistent with aging. Bacteria were seen in association with the
inflamed intestinal mucosa, particularly in the duodenum, their role was unclear. No further
information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04376

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.1 Year(s)

17/12/2015

16/08/2017

1

1

0 15/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Loose stool,Lack of efficacy
Not
(parvovirus),Decreased
Known
drinking,Increased packed cell
volume (PCV),Dehydration,Elevated
temperature,Depression,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Retching

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy / Suspected Adverse Reaction Dog was vaccinated on 20th Jan
Crossbred
2014 with Nobivac KC (no batch numbers), on 18 Dec 2014 with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L2 and Nobivac
KC (no batch numbers given), on 17 Dec 2015 with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC, on 15 Jan 2016 with
Nobivac L4 and on 8 Dec 2016 with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. On 27 Jul 2017, owner purchased
Bravecto 112.5mg tablet (SAR) and Milbemax 25mg tablet (non-company product), it is not stated if
and when these were administered. On 15 Aug 2017, vet reported the dog as not himself, retching but
no vomit being produced, he passed loose faeces, wasn''t drinking much, very lethargic, temperature
was 38.3 C and he was showing signs of dehydration. He was given intravenous fluids, Anivit B12,
Synulox and Oralade rehydration fluid. Bloods showed a PCV 59% (ranges not given), and a normal
biochemistry profile. On 16 Aug 2017, dog had a temperature of 39.8 C and was still a little depressed.
On 18 Aug 2017, practice reported the dog as improving, but still under treatment. No further
information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04408

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.5 Year(s)

09/08/2017

17/10/2017

1

1

1 14/08/2017 Yes

Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy . On 9 Aug 2017, the dog was vaccinated with booster of Nobivac Cairn Terrier
L4 and no abnormalities were found on examination. On 14 Aug 2017, owner reported the dog was off
colour and vomited up water at lunch time. Also produced some yellow diarrhoea and was slightly
mucousy. The dog was presented and had eaten and had a slightly tender cranial abdomen, treated
with Omeprazole, Pro bind and a Cerenia injection. That evening the dog started eating again but
stopped on 16 Aug 2017. On 16 Aug 2017, dog hadn''t urinated or drank anything and was drooling
excessively. Admitted and was given intravenous fluid therapy and blood tests performed: Total
protein 78 (50-72), creatinine 445 (20-124), Cholesterol 8.5 (2.8-8.3), Glucose 9.2 (2.0-6.3), Potassium
5.8 (3.6-5.6), Neutrophils 14.3 (3.5-12.0), Lymphocytes 0.6 (0.9-5.0). Given Vetergesic, Zantac,
Betamox LA injection and Cerenia. Later the dog was flat, lethargic and breathing began to be
laboured. The dog was given oxygen therapy as looked slightly cyanotic. On abdominal radiograph
observed hepatomegaly and on urine sample - renal parameters were off scale and a leptospirosis
antibody test was used and was positive. Dog started symptomatic treatment that included amoxicillin.
The dog the developed foul smelling diarrhoea and regurgitating smelly fluid. The owners opted to
have dog euthanased. Await further information. Follow up 31 Aug 2017 - Nobivac DHP had been
selected originally in error - changed to Nobivac L4 as this was the vaccine that the dog received.
Follow up 17 Oct 2017 - No further information received. Case closed.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04424

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Year(s)

06/07/2017

17/08/2017

1

1

0 06/07/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Elevated lipase,Elevated
SAP,Elevated
temperature,Respiratory
distress,Cyanosis

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04425

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

15/07/2017

17/08/2017

1

1

1 12/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Pale mucous
Other
membrane,Retching,Not
drinking,Panting,Heart
murmur,Increased heart
rate,Cough,Prolonged capillary refill
time,Sudden death,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Off colour,Not eating

Suspected adverse reaction. The dog was vaccinated on 6th July 2017 with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Schnauzer
L4 and was clinically well at the time. Then 10 hours later it was seen with respiratory distress and a
temperature of 41.6. No vomiting or diarrhoea. Mucus membranes were blue. They placed it on cool
intravenous fluids and oxygen therapy and gave sedation . Bloods taken showed ALKP 408 ( ref range
unknown ) Lipase 2175 ( ref range unknown) WBC 4.93( no ref range) - within a few hours it responded
to treatment. On 7th July 2017 it went home fully recovered. No Nobivac vaccines have been used in
this dog before. No more information expected .
Suspected Adverse Reaction. Dog has two ongoing conditions (prior to vaccination): a grade two heart Jack Russell
murmur and dislocating patella. On 15 Jul 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4
Terrier
(not given at room temperature – extra label use), clinically well at time of vaccination and no other
products given. On 12 Aug 2017, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4 (not given at room
temperature – extra label use), and Nobivac Pi and no other treatment given.The dog was off colour
and lethargic since vaccination and on 16 Aug 2017, developed lethargy, not wanting to go for a walk,
not eating, not drinking, coughing and retched once. On examination, heart murmur worse than grade
two, panting, pale mucous membranes, heart rate 160 beats per minutes and capillary refill time
seconds. The chest had a auscultation and had no crackles but was raspy – given an anti-inflammatory
and Frusemide. On 17 Aug 2017, the owner phoned the veterinary practice to say the dog had died
overnight. A post mortem to be performed and await further information.

16.6 Joint supplement (unauthorised VP) - N - Unlikely
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (11/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 Animal
(11/10/201611/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (11/10/201611/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 Animal
(08/11/201608/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1
Animal (14/11/201514/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi,
Lyophilisate and Solvent for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml Animal
(14/11/201514/11/2015)<BR><BR>Pardale-V
Oral Tablets - .5,1,12 Hours,24,0.5
Tablets 12 Hours 1 Animal
(26/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Prednisolone 5 mg
Tablets - 5,1,24 Hours,3,5 mg 24
Hours 1 Animal (08/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Thyforon
Flavoured No assessment
4.15 Bravecto
112.5 mg Chewable
Tablets for Dogs - 112.5,1,12
performed
Weeks,3,112.5 mg 12 Weeks 1
Animal (19 Month(s) 27/07/201727/07/2017)<BR><BR>Milbemax
Chewable Tablets for Dogs 25,N/A,N/A ,3,25 mg Unknown 1
Animal (27/07/201727/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (18/12/201418/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .5,N/A,N/A ,10,0.5 ml Unknown 1
Animal (18/12/201418/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (17/12/201517/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (18/12/201418/12/2014)<BR><BR>
9.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1
Animal (09/08/201709/08/2017)<BR><BR>

8.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (06/07/201706/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 Animal
(06/07/2017-06/07/2017)<BR><BR>
4 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(15/07/201715/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal, 2 doses
4 weeks apart (15/07/201712/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi,
Lyophilisate and Solvent for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(12/08/2017-12/08/2017)<BR><BR>

Agree with MAH assessment.

Testing carried out has not provided confirmation of
Leptospirosis infection. Product involvement in lack of
efficacy is inconclusive.

Close temporal association and possible
hypersensitivity reaction.

agree with MAH assessment - await more information

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04432

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

16/08/2017

02/09/2017

1

1

0 17/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Haemorrhagic
Not
gastroenteritis,Diarrhoea,Vomiting, Known
Anaphylaxis,Reduced
globulins,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Elevated SAP,Elevated
ALT,Hypoproteinaemia,Abnormal
test result,Elevated globulins

Suspected adverse reaction . The dog was vaccinated on 17 July 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4. No
English
reaction occurred. Then on 16 Aug 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC and was Springer
clinically well at the time but did have a slight ocular discharge from one eye (unknown which) . The
Spaniel
dog also had Advocate applied at the same time. Then on 17 Aug the dog was normal then went to
puppy class and then that night suddenly collapsed and was vomiting and had mucoid diarrhoea. She
was admitted and placed on intravenous fluids. Bloods taken showed TP 48(54-82) Glob 18 ( 23-52)
ALT 1683 (10-118) ALKP 211(20-150) Glucose slightly raised ( though no value or ref range given as
considered due to stress ) Bloods taken for Parvovirus were negative. They are referring as they
suspect possible Leptospirosis . Open case await more information. Follow up 25 Aug 2017 - vet
reported that dog was referred and anaphylaxis with haemorrhagic gastroenteritis was diagnosed. 20
Aug 2017, vet reported the dog had improved a lot and that the liver enzymes had decreased a lot (no
results given) and the dog was discharged. No further information expected, closed case. Follow up 31
Aug 2017 - referral vet has diagnosed a vaccine reaction. The vet has reported that the pup is
completely recovered. No further information expected.

6.2 Advocate Spot-on Solution for
B - Possible
Medium Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (16/08/201716/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 Animal
(16/08/201716/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(16/08/201716/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 Animal
(16/08/2017-16/08/2017)<BR><BR>

Product involvement is possible. Four products
administered.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04443

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

19/08/2016

17/08/2017

1

1

0 28/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Immune mediated
R><BR><BR>Yes, thrombocytopenia
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction. The dDog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC English Cocker
on 19 Aug 2016 and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 28 Jan 2017 the dog Spaniel
was diagnosed with Immune Mediated Thrombocytopenia and started on steroids at 60mg once a day
(no other clinical details given). The dog has had the dose of steroids reduced to 35mg once a day by
17 Aug 2017 and is now on a Melatonin supplement. No other details given. Vet called for advice
only. No further information expected.

16 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml
O1Animal (19/08/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa
19/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC - ble
.4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(19/08/201619/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 Animal
(19/08/2016-19/08/2016)<BR><BR>

Very long time lag between product use and diagnosis,
however vaccines can potentially be one of the
triggers for this medical condition. Very limited
information supplied so full assessment is not
possible.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04478

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

14/08/2017

21/08/2017

1

1

0 14/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site lump,Injection site
Not
R><BR><BR>Not abscess,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethar Known
Known
gy (see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Pyrexia

Suspected Adverse Reaction . On 14 Aug 2017, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4,
Jack Russell
clinically well at the time of vaccination. Approximately 3 hours later, puppy developed vomiting twice Terrier
and passed diarrhoea. Presented and had good capillary refill time but was a little quiet - no treatment
given. On 15 Aug 2017, owner noticed a small pea sized lump at injection site. Puppy was still lethargic
and quiet. No vomiting and diarrhoea has continued. On 18 Aug 2017, owner presented puppy to a
different veterinary practice (not reporting vets) as it was closed. A swelling and developed over the
puppy''s shoulders and on examination had a temperature 40.6 degrees Celsius. Given non-steroid antiinflammatories, antibiotics and intravenous fluid therapy. The lump was later found to be an abscess
and was lanced and drained. The puppy went to emergency practice overnight on intravenous fluid
therapy. On 19 Aug 2017, puppy was sent back to reporting vets and was discharged with antibiotics
and non-steroidal anti-inflammatories. On 21 Aug 2017, the puppy was back to normal and all clinical
signs resolved. No further information expected.

2.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (14/08/201714/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/08/2017-14/08/2017)<BR><BR>

Agree with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04481

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.1 Year(s)

25/07/2017

22/08/2017

1

1

1 14/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Elevated temperature,Lethargy (see Not
also Central nervous system
Known
depression in 'Neurological'),Hind
limb ataxia,Mucosa
petechiae,Bruising,Limping,Palpable
mass NOS,Lipoma,Bloody foam in
mouth and nose,Low platelet
count,Hypersalivation,Oral
haemorrhage,Vomiting,Blood in
vomit,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Panting,Death by
euthanasia,Weight loss

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 25 Jul 2017, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 Labrador
and Nobivac KC, fit and well with no other products given. On 14 Aug 2017, dog started vomiting and
Retriever
bleeding gums. On 17 Aug 2017, presented with vomiting blood and had a temperature 39.3 degrees
Celsius - given Cerenia, Zantac and Antepsin. The dog is reported to get very stressed at vets. On 18 Aug
2017, dog was bright but more blood in bleeding and bruises appeared on abdomen and blood sample
taken: Platelets 45 (200-500) and clotting time was normal. Another sample test and sent to the
laboratory: platelets 25 (200-500). On 19 Aug 2017, dog collapsed, wobbly on hind legs, weight loss,
temperature 39.3 degrees Celsius, limping and more bruising on the abdomen, fore leg and gums. The
dog was admitted and given prednisolone, intravenous fluid therapy, Zantac and was sent to
emergency practice. Blood test performed: platelets 25 (200-500) and overnight the dog was lethargic,
ataxic, panting and had a pre-existing lipoma that had grown overnight. The dog was hypersalivating
with blood tinged saliva and collapsing. The dog was euthanased early hours of 20 Aug 2017, the dog is
being cremated and no post mortem performed. No further information expected.

45 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 O NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Animal (25/07/2017Unclassifiable/unassessa
25/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC - ble
.4,1,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(25/07/201725/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 Animal
(25/07/2017-25/07/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04515

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.3 Year(s)

20/07/2017

02/08/2017

1

1

0 24/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Cough,Decreased
appetite,Cyanosis,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Increased lung
sounds,Stomach upset,Breathing
difficulty

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 20th Jul 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4
Whippet
and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination, albeit the dog is prone to diarrhoea and
struggles to gain weight. On 26th Jul 2017, vet reported the dog as off her food and lethargic for the
past 2 days (starting 24th Jul 2017), and on presentation her temperature was 39 C, her chest was noisy
on auscultation and she had a mucousy, non productive cough, and was reported as cyanotic and
struggling to breathe when first presented. She was started on Ronaxan. On 2nd Aug 2017 she was
changed to Noroclav as she was reported to have an upset stomach. She was reported as improving.
No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04545

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

24/08/2017

24/08/2017

1

1

0 24/08/2017 Not Known

Vocalisation,Tachycardia,Hypersen Not
sitivity
Known
NOS,Tachypnoea,Restlessness,Pyre
xia,Discomfort NOS,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04620

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

02/08/2017

30/08/2017

1

1

0 23/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Neurological signs NOS,StarR><BR><BR>Not gazing,Seizure NOS
Known

No Data

No Data

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 24 Aug 2017 with a second Nobivac L4 ( dates of first
vaccine are unknown ) The dog was clinically well at the time of vaccination. As soon as the dog was
taken home it started vocalising and being unsettled and was reluctant to let any one touch her. 3
hours later they took her back to the practice , she was lethargic, had her head down and was pyrexic
39.2 and tachycardic 220 beats per min and had a respiratory rate of 280. They gave Intravenous
Chlorophenamine and the clinical signs improved, she started eating and was normal again . She went
home later that day recovered. No more information expected
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 2 Aug 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4,
clinically well at time of vaccination. On 23 Aug 2017, owners taken puppy to emergency practice as
she had a few small seizures. The dog was put on intravenous fluid therapy but no other treatment
given. On 24 Aug 2017, dog transferred from emergency practice on intravenous fluid therapy and
given antibiotics and steroids as was showing neurological signs (unspecified). On 25 Aug 2017, the
owner had puppy discharged as could not afford further treatment and continued steroids and
antibiotics. On 29 Aug 2017, puppy doing much better, playing at home however does appear vacant.
No further information expected.

Toy Poodle

English Cocker
Spaniel

10.2 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (20/07/201720/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 Animal
(20/07/201720/07/2017)<BR><BR>Ronaxan 100
mg Tablet - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown dose, treatment start
date 26/07/17, treatment end date
02/08/17 (1 Week(s) N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
1.44 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (24/08/201724/08/2017)<BR><BR>

2.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (02/08/201702/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (02/08/201702/08/2017)<BR><BR>

Agree with assessment of MAH.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

ONCA agrees with the MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04702

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

20/03/2017

31/10/2017

1

1

1 28/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Decreased haemoglobin,Decreased No Data
packed cell volume (PCV),Increased
lung sounds,Hyponatremia,Reduced
globulins,Hypochloraemia,Injection
site swelling,Anaemia
NOS,Lymphadenopathy,Haemorrha
ge
NOS,Constipation,Conjunctivitis,He
patopathy,Recumbency,Tachypnoe
a,Nasal discharge,Skin lesion
NOS,Death,Decreased
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Oedema NOS (see
other SOCs for specific
oedemas),Elevated
temperature,Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test result,Local
swelling (not application site),Skin
haematoma,Hypoproteinaemia,Hy
perphosphataemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Abnormal
necropsy finding

Suspected adverse reaction and lack of efficacy. Vaccinated on 1 March 2017 with Nobivac DHPPI and Crossbred
Lepto 2 was clinically well at the time of vaccination .Puppy went to a new home and was vaccinated
at another practice with Nobivac vaccine but unknown what vaccine and dates are unknown. Then on
28 Jun 2017 it became lethargic with increased respiratory rate and reduced appetite, temperature 40.
Heart rate 130. Conjunctivitis and a discharge from it''s nose, with noisy lungs. They treated with non
steroidal injections and antibiotics and eye drops and oral rehydration.30 June 2017 it was still not
right so given non steroidal and antibiotic injection , temperature 40. 1 July still the same , so was given
another injection of non steroidal and antibiotic. 2 July 2017 developed a large swelling on her right
shoulder , it went recumbent and had not passed any faeces, nothing abnormal in the abdomen.
Temperature 38.1. They scanned the liver which looked normal, though had a slightly enlarged gall
bladder. No free fluid in the abdomen, intestines appeared slightly enlarged. Bloods taken showed
Urea 16 (2.5-9.6) Phos 3.05(0.81-2.2) TP 46 (52-82) Glob 23(25-45) ALKP 531(23-212) TBIL 53(015)Sodium 137(144-160) Chlo 98(109-122) RBC 4.66(5.5-8.5) , haem 30.5(37-55) HGB 11.3(12-18) they
placed it on intravenous fluids and intravenous antibiotics but it died. Initial post mortem showed
generalised lymphadenopathy associated with congestion. The colour change of the liver was
suggestive of a hepatopathy. The swelling on the shoulder noticed clinically is consistent with a marked
acute haematoma. The pathogens of the lesion is not clear. However given the severity of the
haemorrhage is an underlying condition such as physical trauma or less likely a coagulation disorder,
may have occurred to the development of the lesions. Additional acute haemorrhagic and oedematous
lesion are noticed in the mediastinum, thymus, endocardium of the ventricle, pancreas , peritoneal
cavity and presumably the small intestine. The lesional picture is suggestive of a vascular disorder,
possibly related with a systemic infection. Await Histological examination of selective tissue . Had a
positive PCR for canine hepatitis as well . Open case await further information Practice reporting as
SAR only. Follow up 13 Sep 2017 - Puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac KC on 17 Mar
2017. On 20 Mar 2017, dog received a Nobivac L4 vaccination. Await final post mortem results. Follow
up 31 Oct 2017 No more information received

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04714

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.8 Year(s)

29/08/2017

27/10/2017

1

1

0 29/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lack of efficacy (parvovirus),Low
platelet count,Haemorrhagic
gastroenteritis,Abnormal test
result,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated lipase,Increased
packed cell volume (PCV)

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy / Suspected Adverse Reaction Dog reported to have been
Crossbred
vaccinated in Feb 2016 and Feb 2017, unknown vaccine brand and details of vaccine not given. On 29
Aug 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 at 9.45 am. A Bravecto 112.5 mg tablet
and Milbemax 25 mg tablets (non company product) were dispensed, but it is unknown if these were
given, (age and breed of dog inconsistent with size of Bravecto dispensed for bodyweight). Seven and
a half hours later the dog presented with haemorrhagic gastroenteritis and was hospitalised and given
intravenous fluids. Bloods showed PCV 57.9% (37-56), platelets 184 (200-500), however on a blood
smear platelet numbers were normal, total bilirubin 5.6 (0-5.0), lipase 56 (0-45), Total calcium 2.11 (2.23.0) and albumin 25 (25-39). Practice reported as a SLEE. Further information requested. Case open.
Follow up 27 Oct 2017 - No further information received. Closed case.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04731

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

31/08/2017

01/09/2017

1

1

0 01/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal test result,Tense
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes abdomen,Decreased red blood cell
count,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Dull,Increased lung
sounds,Anaemia
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Tachycardi
a,Pale mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Unable to
stand,Increased respiratory
rate,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Weakness,Pyrexia,L
aboured breathing,Not eating,Dry
mucous membrane

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 3 Aug 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4,
Staffordshire
was fit and well at the time of vaccination. On 17 Aug 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Bull Terrier
was fit and well at the time of vaccination. On 31 Aug 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and
was clinically well at the time of vaccination, no other medication was given. On 1 Sep 2017, vet
reported dog as lethargic, unwell, unable to stand, weak, not eating, a temperature of 40.2 C, heart
rate of 140 beats per minute and tacky mucus membranes. On blood tests biochemistry and
electrolytes are reported as normal (results not given). On haematology, PCV 22.7% (32-55), MCV 98.8
(60-77), platelet count 119 (175-500) and RBC 2.3 (4.7-8.5). Dog was started on intravenous fluids.
Later that day vet reported the pup as having crackles on his lungs, an increased respiratory rate and
laboured respiration, so the intravenous fluids were stopped. No further information expected. Follow
up 8 Sep 2017 - On 1 Sep 2017, dog was referred. Referral vet reported dog as weak and lethargic,
heart rate 160 beats per minute, normal mucus membranes and normal thoracic auscultation with a
respiratory rate of 28 breaths per minute. Temperature was 40.4 degrees C and dog had diarrhoea. A
repeat PCV was 35 % (reported as in the normal reference range). A Parvovirus snap test was negative.
Dog was treated with intravenous fluids and paracetamol. On 2 Sep 2017, vet reported the dog to have
a normal temperature (value not given) and he had a normal appetite. On 3 Sep 2017, dog was
discharged on paracetamol. Referral vet suspicious of post-vaccination pyrexia. No further
information expected. Follow up 15 Jan 2018 - On 1 Sep 2017, vet reported the dog had slightly pale
mucous membranes, was anaemic and was tense on abdominal palpation. No further information
expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04747

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

31/08/2017

05/03/2018

1

1

0 01/09/2017 Yes

Suspected adverse reaction. Dog arrived from Turkey on 30 Jul 2017. Has been previously vaccinated
Golden
with an unspecified DHP, Lepto and Rabies vaccination. No problems reported. Vaccinated with
Retriever
Nobivac L4 on 31 Aug 2017. Signs of pyrexia, lethargy, muscle pain and lameness in 3 legs noted on the
1 Sept 2017 and presented to vets on the 4 Sept 2017 collapsed and unable to walk. Vets admitted,
taken bloods and placed on IV Fluids. Blood results as follows. No reference ranges provided. Mild
elevation in Globulin, Slightly Low Lymphocyte and RBC. Further information is expected. Follow up 15
Sep 2017 - Vet reported that the dog developed severe thrombocytopaenia and anaemia with
hyperglobulinaemia (exact date not given) and was started on immunosuppressive doses of steroids
and he responded well to treatment and was sent home on 11 Sep 2017. Dog underwent blood tests
for Lyme disease, Babesia, Leishmania and Coombes test which were all negative. Joint taps were
negative on culture and sensitivity and for Borrelia, results showed an inflammatory picture only. Xrays
of the joints showed joint effusions and survey chest and abdominal xrays were normal. On 15 Sep
2017, his platelets were 100 (no reference ranges given), he is still lame, but improved and his joints are
less swollen. He is not pyrexic. No further information expected. Follow up 19 Oct 2017 - On 14 Sep
2017, PCR was positive for Ehrlichia, Anaplasma platys. No further information expected. Follow up
20 Nov 2017 - Results state Babesia, Borelia and Leishmania PCR negative. Lyme disease negative.
Blood results from taken 5 Sep 2017: Red blood cells 4.72 (5.4-8.5), Haemoglobin 11.3 (12-18), PCV
0.345 (0.37-0.56), platelet 44 (200-500). Cytopathology taken on 5 Sep 2017: shows inflammatory
arthropathy. On 8 Sep 2017, red blood cells, Haemoglobin and PCV normal. However MCV 78.5 (65-75),
MCHC 30.9 (31-35) and platelet 106 (200-500). No further information expected.Follow up 20 Nov
2017 - Results sate Babesia, Borelia and Leishmania PCR negative. Lyme disease negative. Blood
results from taken 5 Sep 2017: Red blood cells 4.72 (5.4-8.5), Haemoglobin 11.3 (12-18), PCV 0.345
(0.37-0.56), platelet 44 (200-500). Cytopathology taken on 5 Sep 2017: shows inflammatory
arthropathy. On 8 Sep 2017, red blood cells, Haemoglobin and PCV normal. However MCV 78.5 (65-75),
MCHC 30.9 (31-35) and platelet 106 (200-500). No further information expected. Follow up 5 Mar 2018
- On 5 Sep 2017, urinalysis showed bilirubin +2. On 14 Sep 2017, treatment with Doxycycline was
started. No further information expected. Follow up on 19.Mar.2018: The date of the Polyarthropathy
was changed to 05 Sep 2017*. No more information is expected.

Not
Known

Polyarthritis,Immune mediated
No Data
thrombocytopenia,Abnormal
radiograph finding,Decreased red
blood cell
count,Bilirubinuria,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Elevated
globulins,Abnormal cytology,Joint
swelling,Lymphopenia,Low platelet
count,Anaemia NOS,Immune
mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Walking
difficulty,Abnormal test
result,Pyrexia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Lameness,Muscle pain

18 Antibiotic Unidentified N - Unlikely
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (4 Day(s)
28/06/201702/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (17/03/201717/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi, Lyophilisate for Suspension
for Injection for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Unknown 1 Animal
(01/03/201701/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (17/03/201717/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (20/03/201720/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (01/03/201701/03/2017)<BR><BR>eye product
(unauthorised VP) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Not applicable 1
Animal (4 Day(s) 28/06/201728/06/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Bravecto 112.5 mg Chewable
Tablets for Dogs - 112.5,N/A,N/A
,3,112.5 mg Unknown 1 Animal
(29/08/201729/08/2017)<BR><BR>Milbemax
Chewable Tablets for Small Dogs
and Puppies - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (29/08/201729/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi, Lyophilisate for Suspension
for Injection for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Unknown 1 Animal
(29/08/201729/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (29/08/201729/08/2017)<BR><BR>
9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (17/08/201717/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (31/08/201731/08/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

B - Possible

Time association between onset of clinical signs and
product administration is close (7.5hours). SAR
Vomiting and diarrhoea can be due to a
hypersensitivity reaction to the product, therefore
product involvement is possible for the SAR. Two
vaccines administered. ABON B SLEE This product
does not induce protective Antibodies for CPV,
therefore efficacy cannot be measured or expected.
ABON N

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (31/08/201731/08/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04751

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Year(s)

11/08/2017

05/12/2017

1

1

1 02/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Jaundice,Not drinking,Collapse (see Not
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic Known
disorders'),Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Dehydration,Protein
uria,Haematuria,Hyperphosphatae
mia,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated ALT,Elevated
bile acids,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Hyperalbuminaemia,Hyperprot
einaemia,Elevated gamma-glutamyl
transferase (GGT),Elevated
cholesterol
(total),Hypokalaemia,Monocytosis,
Hyponatremia,Elevated
protein:creatinine
ratio,Hypochloraemia,Elevated
SDMA (Symmetrical
dimethylarginine),Leucocytosis,Neu
trophilia,Abdominal pain,Vomiting

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04836

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

05/09/2017

07/09/2017

1

1

0 05/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swelling around eye,Urticaria,Facial No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, swelling (see also 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected adverse reaction. On the 5 Sept 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and
English Cocker
Nobivac KC. Clinically well at the time. Within 2.5 hours of vaccination, dog was rushed to out of hours Spaniel
surgery due to severe facial swelling, peri-orbital swelling and bumps all over the body. Treated with
Piriton and cold therapy.The following day the dog was fine. No more information is expected.

26 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (05/09/201705/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(05/09/201705/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(05/09/2017-05/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Agree with MAH assessment. Three products used.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04875

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

09/08/2017

20/12/2017

1

1

0 09/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Seizure NOS,Falling,Muscle spasm Not
NOS,Fasciculation,Localised pain
Known
NOS (see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Abnormal posture NOS,Glazed
eye,Rigidity,Stiffness
NOS,Tremor,Walking
difficulty,Dull,Neck writhing

Suspected Adverse Reaction Dog has had Nobivac DHP vaccinations in the past, but not Nobivac L4, no French Bulldog
details given. On 9 Aug 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (unknown if given
at room temperature), no other products were administered and the dog was reported as fit and well
at the time of vaccination. The owner reported that a couple of hours later (2 hours) that the dogs
eyes glazed over, he was tremoring, he crouched to the ground and fell over. The vet reported the dog
as being uncomfortable when walking and there was no neck pain present. No treatment given at this
time. On 10 Aug 2017, vet reported the dog to be tender over his neck, but no swelling, dog was
treated with Metacam. On 11 Aug 2017, dog was reported as improved, vet manipulated the dogs neck
without pain, dog continued Metacam. Later that day (exact time not given) the owner reported to the
vet that the dog had exhibited an episode similar to the one post vaccination on 9 Aug 2017. Await
further information. Open Case. Follow up 13 Oct 2017 - No further information received. Closed
case. Follow up 20 Dec 2017 - Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Lepto 2 on 22 Jan
2016 and no reaction occurred. Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac KC on 6 Sep 2016 and no reaction
occurred. On 17 Aug 2017, owner reported that the dog had a stiff neck type episode that lasted 20
minutes. Vet reported dog was stretching his neck and had muscle fasciculations. On 18 Aug 2017, vet
reported episodes of neck rigidity and stiffness with muscle fasciculations lasting up to 20 minutes and
happening 1 to 2 times a day. Dog was reported as very quiet when he was having an episode. Vet
reported the dog was adopting a head down posture with rear end raised. A neurological examination
was normal and it was reported that between episodes the dog was behaving normally. There was no
swelling or pain in the neck area at that time. Vet diagnosed a partial seizure and dog was treated with
Epiphen 30mg tablets. On 19 Aug 2017, vet reported dog had limited range of movement in the neck,
neck pain and was twitching when the neck was touched or moved. Treated with Omeprazole and
Prednisolone and continued Epiphen. No further information expected.

12 Epiphen unidentified - 30,1,12
B - Possible
Hours,3,30 mg 12 Hours 1 Animal,
Treatment Start Date 18/08/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Metacam
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment Start
Date 10/08/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (09/08/201709/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (09/08/201709/08/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04876

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

02/08/2017

18/10/2017

1

1

0 09/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Meningitis,Decreased
appetite,Localised pain NOS (see
other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Elevated
temperature,Stiffness
limb,Abnormal cytology

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 5 Jul 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and first dose of
Crossbred
Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of vaccination. On 2 Aug 2017, dog vaccinated with second dose of
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. Clinically well at the time of these vaccinations. On 9 Aug 2017, dog
presented as developed stiffness in right hind and was given Carprofen. On 10 Aug 2017, dog admitted
for radiographs; no abnormalities were observed and was discharged with Tramadol. On 14 Aug 2017,
dog presented back to practice with an elevated temperature 103.3 degrees Fahrenheit, neck pain and
reduced appetite. A CSF tap performed and results showed moderate neutrophilic cytosis and a culture
and sensitivity culture taken. On 15 Aug 2017, given Buprenorphine, Synulox, Ranitidine and Noroclav.
The laboratory results state: Modrate neutrophillic pleocytosis and started steroids for Meningitis and
hospitalised on intravenous fluid therapy. On 16 Aug 2017, given further Buprenorphine and appetite
improved and no further information expected. Follow up 18 Oct 2017 - On 18 Oct 2017, vet reported
that the dog is still being treated with steroids and is doing well. No further information expected.

5.5 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (05/07/201705/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (02/08/201702/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (02/08/201702/08/2017)<BR><BR>carprofen
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown 1 Animal (09/08/201709/08/2017)<BR><BR>tramadol
(human) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment
Started DAte 10/08/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04902

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.6 Month(s) 26/08/2017

12/09/2017

1

1

0 12/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Restlessness,Increased heart
Not
rate,Seizure
Known
NOS,Hyperglycaemia,Loss of bowel
control,Foaming at the
mouth,Cyanosis

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 7 July 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4, was clinically well at Border Terrier
the time of vaccination. Then on 11 Aug 2017 had a Nobivac L4, was clinically well at the time. Then
on 4 Sept the dog was seen had been vomiting since 2 and 3rd Sept, but no diarrhoea, not eating or
drinking and the dog is jaundice. It was also collapsed so was placed on intravenous fluids. They took
bloods these showed elevated liver values and TBIL, also Urea, creatinine and Phosphate . (No values
or ref ranges were given)Await further investigation. Follow up 13 Sep 2017 - Vet reported that the dog
was euthanased on 4 Sep 2017. Further diagnostics performed, await results. Open case. Follow up 1
Nov 2017 - On 1 Nov 2017, vet reported that MAT serology for Leptospire titres was negative. Lepto
PCR on blood was negative. No post mortem has been performed. No further information expected.
Closed case. Follow up 5 Dec 2017 - On 4 Sep 2017, vet reported the dog had cranial abdominal pain
and was very dehydrated and lethargic. Bloods showed Total Protein 107 (50-72), Albumin 52 (26-40),
ALKP >1183 (13-83), TBIL > 513 (2-9), cholersterol >11.64 (2.87-8.07), GGT 718 (5-14), ALT 966 (17-78),
creatinine 564 (35-124), BUN 75.9 (3.28-10.42), sodium 126 (141-152), potassium 3.5 (3.8-5.0) and
Chloride 74 (102-117). SDMA was >100 (1-14) and fasting bile acids 894.8 (0.1-5.0). Haematology
showed white cell count 50.2 (4.9-17.6), neutrophils 37.15 (2.94-12.67), and monocytes 6.53 (0.131.15). Urinalysis showed haematuria and a protein to creatinine ratio of 2.1 (<0.5). An abdominal
ultrasound was normal. No further information expected.

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 26 Aug 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4,
clinically well at time of vaccination however dog was receiving an unknown non-steroidal antiinflammatories for an unknown condition. On 12 Sep 2017, dog had a seizure in the morning, passed
faeces and foaming seen convulsing lasted a few minutes. Afterwards seemed restless and was
presented and had blue tinged gums, heart rate 140 and blood tests performed: glucose 7.4 (2-6.3).
The dog was discharged for monitoring. No further information expected.

English Cocker
Spaniel

9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (07/07/201707/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (11/08/201711/08/2017)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Two products used two months prior to onset of
clinical signs and then second dose of Nobivac L4
given 3 weeks before onset of clinical signs. Negative
Lepto PCR indicates Leptospirosis is unlikely to be the
cause of clinical signs or death in this case. No post
mortem investigation carried out - product
involvement cannot be discounted.

11.4 NSAID unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
OInsufficient information to exclude other possible
,24,Unknown 1 Animal (01/01/2017- Unclassifiable/unassessa causes of seizures and weak temporal association in
01/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC - ble
this case. Three products used.
.4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(26/08/201726/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(26/08/2017-26/08/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04914

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

12/09/2017

27/09/2017

1

1

0 12/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Flatulence,Vomiting,Emesis,Anaphyl Not
R><BR><BR>Not axis,Collapse (see also 'CardioKnown
Known
vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Shallow
breathing,Inappetence,Cyanosis,Let
hargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal stool
colouration,Tachypnoea

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04915

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

09/09/2017

13/09/2017

1

1

0 11/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous
R><BR><BR>Yes system depression in
'Neurological'),Bloody diarrhoea

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04917

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

13/11/2017

1

1

0 01/01/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04919

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

07/09/2017

13/09/2017

1

1

1 08/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Haemorrhage NOS,Pale mucous
Not
R><BR><BR>Not membrane,Collapse (see also
Known
Known
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Epistaxis,Discomfort
NOS,Hypothermia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Weakness,Hypoglyc
aemia,Sudden death

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04949

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.4 Year(s)

14/09/2017

15/09/2017

1

1

0 14/09/2017 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hives (see also Not
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Weakness,Ataxia
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-04962

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

14/09/2017

15/09/2017

10

4

0 14/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Increased heart rate,Abdominal
R><BR><BR>Not pain,Diarrhoea,Off
Known
colour,Increased respiratory
rate,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Vomiting

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 14 Sep 2017, a littler of 10 Labrador puppies were vaccinated with first Labrador
dose of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of vaccination and were microchipped at Retriever
the same time. Later that evening 4 puppies were taken back to the practice as were lethargic, off
colour, vomiting, diarrhoea, temperature 39 degrees Celsius, heart rate 160, respiratory rate 44 and
mild abdominal pain. One of the puppies was admitted for intravenous fluid therapy and anti-emetics.
No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05008

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.4 Year(s)

13/09/2017

18/09/2017

1

1

0 13/09/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 13 Sept 2017 with a second dose of Nobivac L4 , the
approximately 5 minutes later the dog went outside and collapsed and started having a seizure , the
seizure lasted 30 minutes . She was taken back inside and placed on oxygen and 20 minutes later she
had fully recovered. She was kept in the practice for a day then went home fully recovered. No
reaction occurred after the first vaccine.( exact date unknown) No more information expected .

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05047

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 - 7 Year(s)

18/05/2017

20/09/2017

1

1

0 19/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lameness,Depression,Pyrexia,Rege No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes nerative anaemia,Abnormal test
result,Immune mediated
thrombocytopenia

Suspect Adverse Reaction: 18 May 2017, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. American
Not
On 19 Sep 2017, the dog presented with pyrexia, shifting lameness, and depression. Blood work
Cocker Spaniel Known
showed a mild anaemia. The Dog was diagnosed with immune-mediated thrombocytopaenia. Dog was
treated with steroids and fluids and improved. No more information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05050

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

14/09/2017

20/09/2017

1

1

0 15/09/2017 Not
Tachycardia,Dyspnoea
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Suspect Adverse Reaction: On 14 Sep 2017, a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Canaural was
Cavalier King
administered. The dog had a cardiac murmur present for several months before vaccination. On 15 Sep Charles
2017, the dog presented with tachycardia and dyspnoea. On 16 Sep 2017, the dog was placed on
Spaniel
Vetmedin and the clinical signs resolved. No more information expected.

Immune mediated haemolytic
anaemia

Seizure NOS,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders')

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 12 Sep 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
Shih Tzu
(unknown if given at room temperature) and was reported as fit and well at the time of vaccination.
This was the first injection of the primary vaccination course in this dog. Within minutes after vaccine
administration the dog collapsed, went cyanotic, had shallow breathing and a respiratory rate of 50
breaths per minute. Dog was treated with intravenous fluids, oxygen therapy and was given
chlorphenamine anti-histamine. That afternoon the dog was reported as a lot brighter and she had a
normal mucus membrane colour and was discharged back to the owner. On 13 Sep 2017, dog was
reported by the owner to have been sick and to have had a further collapsing and cyanotic episode.
No further information expected. Follow up 27 Sep 2017 - On 14 Sep 2017, owner reported dog as
lethargic, not wanting to eat and vomiting. On 19 Sep 2017, vet reported the dog as still vomiting. On
25 Sep 2017, dog continued to vomit, treated with Synulox and Cerenia. On 27 Sep 2017, second
opinion vet reported the dog to be inappetant and to have gassy guts. Blood tests, biochemistry and
haematology were reported as normal (results not given). Owner reports the dog to have pale stools.
No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 9 Sep 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
Labrador
with the breeder and was reported as fit and well at the time of vaccination. The new owner acquired Retriever
the puppy on 10 Sep 2017. On 11 Sep 2017 owner reported the pup as lethargic. On 13 Sep 2017, pup
presented with signs of parvovirus, bloody diarrhoea, and a normal temperature. Dog was treated with
antibiotics and sent home. Vet is concerned that this may be a vaccine reaction. No further
information expected.

4.12 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (12/09/201712/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (12/09/201712/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction In Apr 2017, dog vaccinated with first Nobivac L4 (no exact details given). Staffordshire
Stated that dog developed IMHA (Immune Mediated Haemolytic Anaemia) on an unknown date post
Bull Terrier
vaccination. Dog is being treated with steroids and has a normal PCV; recovering well. Await further
information. Follow up 13 Nov 2017 - No further information received. Case closed.

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 7 Sep 2017, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4,
Beagle
clinical well at time of vaccination. On 8 Sep 2017, breeder brought the puppy in as he was lethargic
and collapsed. On examination, was very weak, pale mucous membranes, temperature 36.9 degrees
Celsius and blood glucose 1.2. Given subcutaneous glucose fluids, rubbed sugar solution on gums,
Metacam and Synulox injection. Later that day, puppy was in significant discomfort and not showing
any significant improvement despite fluids and given Buprenorphine. The dog temperature was 37.4
degrees Celsius and still pale mucous membranes. The puppy crashed, epistaxis and bringing up blood
from lungs. Intubated, given adrenaline intravenous fluid therapy and heart stopped. The puppy has
not had a post mortem and opted for a cremation. No further information expected. The breeders
other puppy had similar clinical signs with diarrhoea and was given Synulox and fully recovered.
However it is not stated if that puppy was vaccinated and when the clinical signs appeared. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 125 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 14 Sept 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4 , was clinically well Miniature
at the time of vaccination . Then a hour after being vaccinated, it developed hives on its head and had Dachshund
weakness and ataxia , also vomiting and diarrhoea. They placed her on intravenous fluids and
intravenous antihistamines, she improved a lot over the next few hours and was sent home the same
day, unknown if fully recovered. No more information expected.

Not
Known

English
Springer
Spaniel

B - Possible

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (09/09/201709/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (09/09/201709/09/2017)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (N/A-01/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Agree with MAH assessment.

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (07/09/201707/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(07/09/2017-07/09/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

5.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (14/09/201714/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (14/09/201714/09/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Known Animal (14/09/201714/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/09/2017-14/09/2017)<BR><BR>
22.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (13/09/201713/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Agree with MAH assessment. Two products used.

Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
O1 - Inconclusive
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (18/05/201718/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (18/05/201718/05/2017)<BR><BR>
Canaural Ear Drops, Suspension for N - Unlikely
Dogs and Cats - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown (14/09/201714/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (14/09/201714/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Agree with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Agree with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05085

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

04/09/2017

18/10/2017

1

1

0 04/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anorexia,Decreased appetite,Off
No Data
colour,Abnormal test
result,Elevated ALT,Elevated total
bilirubin,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Elevated gamma-glutamyl
transferase (GGT),Enlarged
kidney(s),Constipation,Vomiting,Gal
l bladder & bile duct disorder
NOS,Jaundice,Facial swelling (see
also 'Skin'),Skin oedema

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05111

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

18/09/2017

20/09/2017

1

1

0 18/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Urticaria,Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05114

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.1 Year(s)

11/08/2017

21/09/2017

1

1

0 08/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia NOS,Joint
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling,Lameness,Inappetence,Let
hargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Weight
loss,Abnormal test result,Urine
abnormalities
NOS,Proteinuria,Haematuria

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on the 15 Jul and 11 Aug
Border Collie
2017. Presented on the 8 Sept 2017 not eating, lethargic, temperature 40.4 C, 2kg weight loss. All
bloods were within normal limits. Treated with Synulox and Metacam. Owner reports dog is walked by
canals and does drink the water. On 9 Sept 2017: Blood and protein in urine, temperature 39.2 C, and
dog had become acutely non-weight bearing on Left Fore (no particular joint described as abnormal).
Treated with IV Fluids. On 10 Sept 2017: Right fore lame. Acute swelling on one digit on Left Fore. On
11 Sept 2017: Lyme disease negative. Borrelia Negative. Leptospira MAT Screen = Pools 1,2,3 and 4
Positive, Pools 5 and 6 Negative. Lab reported that a positive result could be due to a summative effect
of low positive individual titres within the pool. Further testing would be required to determine of
clinically relevant. Haematology: Haemaglobin 11.7g/dl [12-18], PCV 35.9 % [37-55] On 19 Sept 2017:
Urinalysis. Trace protein, positive for epithelial cells. Attending Vet suspects Immune Mediated Poly
Arthritis. No more information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05171

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

13/09/2017

10/10/2017

1

1

1 13/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05214

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.2 Year(s)

23/08/2017

25/09/2017

1

1

0 08/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Thrombocytopenia,Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Distension of
abdomen,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Hypoalbuminaemia,
Hyperglycaemia,Increased urine
concentration,Discoloured
urine,Hypoproteinaemia,Fluid in
abdomen NOS,Elevated
ALT,Elevated bile acids,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Decreased red blood cell
count,Bilirubinuria,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Elevated amylase

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 13 Sep 2017, a dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac DHP and
West Highland
Nobivac L4, clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 18 Sep 2017, dog was presented back to
White Terrier
practice as off colour and had haemorrhagic gastroenteritis since vaccination. On examination
submandibular lymph nodes were raised and also slightly dehydrated. The dog was admitted and given
intravenous fluid therapy, Synulox and Emeprid (Emeprid 5 mg/ml Solution for Injection for Dogs and
Cats best guess). Blood tests were performed in-house but no reference ranges given. On 19 Sep 2017,
no further gastrointestinal signs and blood tests performed again but no reference ranges given. On 22
Sep 2017, temperature was 102.3 degrees Fahrenheit and very lethargic. On 23 Sep 2017, Prednisolone
and Omeprazole started for treatment. Blood results from external lab received: RBC 2.42 (5.39-8.7),
HCT 0.198 (0.383-0.565), Haemoglobin 62 (134-207), MCV 81.8 (59-76), MCHC 313 (326-392), WBC 0.6
(4.9-17.6) and PLT 10 (143-448). On the smear stated mild agglutination, mild spherocytosis and
moderate anisocytosis and suspect a haemolytic cause. Biochemistry performed: Calcium 2.06 (2.362.84), Potassium 3.11 (3.6-5.6), Sodium/potassium ratio 45.98 (28.8-40), Albumin 0.58 (0.7-1.4) and
ALKP 146 (<130). Await further information. Follow up 27 Sep 2017 - On 23 Sep 2017, a Coombs test
was negative. Anaemia was reported as non regenerative with blood smear evidence of immune
mediated erythrocyte change. Faecal analysis was negative for Campylobacter, Salmonella and no
ova, larvae or protozoa were detected. Fine needle aspirate biopsies of enlarged left popliteal and
right prescapular lymph nodes showed a moderate increase in large lymphocytes suggestive of
lymphoma. On 25 Sep 2017, blood result showed RBC 2.07 (5.39-8.7), haematocrit 0.178 (0.383-0.565),
haemoglobin 53 (134-207), MCV 86 (59-76), MCHC 298 (326-393), WBC 0.8 (4.9-17.6) and platelet
count was 10 (143-448). Agglutination of red blood cells was noted and a marked neutropaenia. On
26 Sep 2017, a PCV was 18 % (35-57). Await further information. Follow up 3 Oct 2017 - On 3 Oct
2017, dog was reported to have deteriorated and was referred. On 4 Oct 2017, vet reported that the
dog has been diagnosed with Lymphoma. Await further details. Follow up 10 Oct 2017 - On 29 Sep
2017, referral vet reported the dog as having pale and tacky mucus membranes. Blood tests showed
RBC 1.71 (5.4-8.0), HGB 4.1 (12-18), HCT 0.126 (0.35-0.55), WBC 0.31 (6-18), neutropaenia 0.05 (3-12),
lymphopaenia 0.22 (1.2-3.8), eosinopaenia 0.01 (0.1-1.3), platelets 3 (150-400), ALKP 1023 (0-100), ALT
64.94 (0-60), total protein 54 (58-73) and total calcium 2.29 (2.3-3.0). Abdominal radiography showed
vacuolar
and mild
and there
a bladder
Abdominal
ultrasound
Suspectedhepatopathy
adverse reaction.
Thehepatomegaly
dog was vaccinated
withwas
Nobivac
DHPcalculus.
and Nobivac
L4 on 26
Jul and Crossbred
23 Aug 2017. The dog presented to the vets on 11 Sept 2017 with progressive lethargy over the last
few days, as well as anorexia. On exam - Abdomen Distended. Bloods: Total Protein 40 (50-72);
Albumin 17 (26-40); ALKP 90 ( 12-83); ALT 79 ( 13-78); AMYLASE 1686 (100-1100); GLUCOSE 7.1 (2-6.3).
Haematology: RBC 4.4 (5-8.5); HGB 9.8 (12-18), HCT 8.7 (37-55); Platelets 36 (200-500). On 12 Sept
2017, Excessive free fluid in abdomen with ultrasound scan was noted. 150mls serous fluid was
drained. The dog was catheterised and drained 5mls of dark orange urine. On 14 Sept 2017, the
mucous membranes pale. The Manual PCV was 21%. The Abdomen very swollen. Urinalysis showed :
++ Bilirubin; SG off the scale >1.050. On 15 Sept 2017, the dog had eaten very little. Pink mucous
membranes were noted. The Coombes test was negative. BAST 46.7 (0-15); PCV 26%. The dog was
started on Steroids (Dexadreson). The dog was a lot better in himself. On 19 Sept 2017, the dog was
much better, eating and drinking normally. The Ascites improved, PCV 27%. The dog repeated
Dexadreson and started on Prednicare 3mg SID. No more information expected.

No Data

Abnormal radiograph
Not
finding,Decreased red blood cell
Known
count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Thrombocytopenia,Le
ucopenia,Lymphopenia,Neutropeni
a,Leukaemia,Lymphoma,Pale
mucous membrane,Haemorrhagic
gastroenteritis,Melaena,Hepatome
galy,Hepatopathy,Hypocalcaemic
condition,Calculi,Prostate
hyperplasia,Death,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Ascites,Elevated
temperature,Intestinal
haemorrhage,Dehydration,Dry
mucous membrane,Abnormal test
result,Disorder of red blood cell
NOS,Swollen lymph node,Bone
marrow disorder
NOS,Hypoalbuminaemia,Decreased
packed cell volume
(PCV),Hypokalaemia,Intestinal
disorder NOS,Abnormal
cytology,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Elevated SAP,Elevated
ALT,Immune mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Hypoproteinaemia

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 13 Sep 2017 a clinic reported that a dog developed signs after
Crossbred
receiving a Nobivac L4 on 04 Sep 2017. The dog was clinically well at the time of vaccination. The
owner contacted the practice that same evening and stated that the dog was off colour, anorectic,
constipated, and vomited an unknown amount of times. On 11 Sep 2017, the dog was presented for a
recheck examination and was evaluated as very bright (verbatim). Bloodwork and radiographs were
performed on 11 Sep 2017 as the owner was still concerned. The results revealed slight elevations in
TBIL/GGT/ALT( no values or ref range given) and that the kidneys were slightly enlarged. A follow-up is
expected. Follow up 13 Sept 2017 Confirmed after vaccination on 4 Sept , he was quiet that night,
reduced appetite. Seen on 11 Sept having vomited once, passing only a little faeces, reduced appetite
and subcutaneous oedema over its shoulder on 10 Sept. Then had raised Liver enzymes ALT and GGT
and TBIL . though no values of ref range known. Owner reported the dogs face and chest swelled up
soon after vaccination , though this was not seen by the vet . Follow up 18 Sept 2017 placed on
intravenous fluids .They have taken bloods for blood and urine PCR and MAT for rising Titres. They
suspect Leptospirosis . Follow up 20 Sept 2017 The dog has developed jaundice and anorexia and is
still on intravenous fluids. 13 Sept they placed the dog on co amoxyclav and on 16 Sept intravenous
Augmentin and metronidazole were given and Marbocyl. They have spoken to a referral vet which
thinks it may be Hepatitis due to the swollen head no further information on the swollen head.
Previous vaccination history is 21 Nov 2013 and 5 Dec 2013 had Nobivac DHPPI and Lepto 2. 4 March
2015 had Nobivac DHPPI and Lepto 2 ( 15 month gap between vaccination) 31 March 2016 and 13
May 2016 ( 6 weeks and day) then again 10 June 2016 ( 4 week) Then booster Nobivac L4 on 4 Sept
2017 ( 15 month gap) Open case , await further information . Follow up 29 Sep 2017 - First MAT Titre
results are all negative except for Lepto Saxkoebing which was 1:100. Urine and blood PCR for
Leptospirosis were both negative. Abdominal ultrasound showed a large gall bladder mucocoele. Dog
is reported to be brighter, but not recovered. Await results of second MAT titre serology. Follow up 18
Oct 2017 - Second MAT Titre results are all negative except for Lepto saxkoebing which was 1 in 800
and Lepto copenhageni which was 1 in 200. No further information expected.

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on Jack Russell
18 Sept 2017. Within 1 hour of vaccination, facial swelling and raised lumps over the body occurred.
Terrier
Treated with Steroid injection. On 20 Sept 2017: Reported as recovered. No more information is
expected.

15.4 17.4

Marbocyl unidentified B - Possible
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal, Treatment Start
Date 16/09/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,unknown (04/09/201704/09/2017)<BR><BR>amoxicillin /
clavulanate (human) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Not applicable 1
Animal, Treatment Start Date
13/09/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>metronidazole
(human) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal,
Treatment Start Date 16/09/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

Agree with MAH assessment.

5.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (18/09/201718/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(18/09/201718/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(18/09/2017-18/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Agree with MAH assessment.

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (11/08/201711/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(11/08/2017-11/08/2017)<BR><BR>

Weak temporal association between vaccination and
onset of pyrexia, lethargy, inappetence and lameness
but immune mediated disease although not confirmed
can be triggered by vaccination so product association
is possible.

8.1 Emeprid 5 mg/ml Solution for
B - Possible
Injection for Dogs and Cats N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown 1 Animal
Treatment date 18/09/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (13/09/201713/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (13/09/201713/09/2017)<BR><BR>Powerflox 50
mg/ml Solution for Injection for
Cattle, Pigs, Dogs and Cats
Enrofloxacin - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (1 Week(s) N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Synulox unidentified 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>[NFABBA - Pet Blood
Bank UK] - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal,
Treatment Start Date 29/09/17 End
Date 06/10/17 (1 Week(s) N/AN/A)<BR><BR>cytarabine (human) N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown 1 Animal,
Treatment Start and End Date
29/09/17 (N/A(human)
3.71 N/A)<BR><BR>omeprazole
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
ml - O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(23/08/201723/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(23/08/2017-23/08/2017)<BR><BR>

Product involvement is possible as immune mediated
disease can occur following vaccination although
investigation revealed lymphoma as underlying
condition.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05215

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

08/09/2017

26/10/2017

1

1

0 15/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05221

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

07/08/2017

24/10/2017

1

1

1 19/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05261

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

19/09/2017

26/09/2017

1

1

0 19/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Collapse (see
Not
R><BR><BR>Not also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic Known
Known
disorders'),Cold feeling of
extremity,Unconscious

Suspected adverse reaction The dog was vaccinated on 19 Sept 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4 and
Yorkshire
was clinically well at the time of vaccination. The owner called that night to say the dog had a bit of
Terrier
vomiting and diarrhoea that night but was fine otherwise. The dog was not seen by the practice and no
treatment was given. Then on 21 Sept the owner brought the puppy to the practice collapsed and non
responsive. Its temperature was not taken but the dog felt cold to the touch. Treatment was given ,
subcutaneous fluids as they could not get Intravenous fluids into the dog. They gave antibiotics and
warmed the dog. Intravenous fluids were given later that day. They gave some recovery food and
some glucose ( unknown how much). No bloods were taken. On 22 Sept she started to improve, still on
antibiotics. On 23 Sept 2017, the dog was given more antibiotics and was sent home having recovered.
The dog was eating well and drinking on her own. Sent home on recovery food. On 25 Sept, the weight
was 0.48kg, seen doing well, seems fully recovered. No more information expected

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05302

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

27/06/2017

28/09/2017

1

1

0 27/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hyperactivity,Emesis,Elevated
R><BR><BR>Yes SAP,Seizure NOS

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05321

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.1 Year(s)

19/09/2017

26/09/2017

1

1

0 19/09/2017 Not
Conjunctival oedema,Red
Known,<BR><BR eye,Injected sclera
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Serious possible adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 reported on the
28th September 2017. A 6 1/2 year old, male neutered, Labrador Retriever weighing 39.1kg was
vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 27th June 2017. The dog was well at the time of
vaccination and had previously been vaccinated with Nobivac vaccines without a problem. On its way
home the dog vomited once and began running around franticly. Later in the evening the dog had a
seizure and fell off the bed. This happened about 12 hours post vaccination. On the 28th June 2017, a
blood test was taken. ALP was moderately elevated at 210 (reference range 20-150) and everything
else was within normal ranges. No treatment was given and the dog returned to normal. No further
information expected.
Suspected adverse reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on the 19 Sept
2017. Clinically well at the time of vaccination, but did have to be muzzled for vaccination. 2 hours
later, the left eye was red. On exam, scleral haemorrhage and conjunctival swelling were seen.
Otherwise well. The dog was given Metacam. The following day the right eye became red. No further
treatment given. No more information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05344

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

19/09/2017

27/09/2017

1

1

0 25/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Lack of efficacy,Hind limb
Other
ataxia,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Head
tremor,Proteinuria,Tense
abdomen,Haemoglobinuria,Elevate
d AST,Elevated ALT,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Elevated amylase,Elevated
protein:creatinine
ratio,Hypochloraemia,Low platelet
count,Pale mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Dysuria,Urina
ry incontinence,Panting,Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise,Off
colour,Pyrexia

Knuckling,Unable to stand,Off
Not
colour,Pyrexia,Not eating,Abnormal Known
test result,Lockjaw,Rigidity of
limbs,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevate
d SAP,Enlarged lymph nodes
(generalised),Elevated globulins

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 8 Sep 2017, a puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Border Collie
Nobivac L4, clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 15 Sep 2017, puppy was presented back and
developed weight loss, vomiting, diarrhoea, increased heart rate and jaundice. The veterinary surgeon
suspected Leptospirosis and a blood test has been performed for Leptospira antigens which was
positive. The dog has started treatment of Penstrep. It has been mentioned that the dam is likely not
up to date with vaccinations. No further information expected. Follow up 26 Oct 2017 - On 15 Sep
2017, dog reported as eating less, was thin and was reported to have pasty, blood tinged faeces. On 19
Sep 2017, bloods showed WBC 24.1 (5.05-16.76), Monocytes 2.29 (0.16-1.12), neutrophils 17.95 (2.9511.64), eosinophils 0.04 (0.06-1.23), HCT 33.3 (37.3-61.7), Haemoglobin 12.4 (13.1-20.5), MCV 56 (61.273.5), MCH 20.8 (21.2-25.9), ALKP 1118 (46-337), ALT 99 (8-75), urea 20.8 (2.5-10.4), GGT 9 (1-2),
Globulins 41 (23-38), Glucose 9.98 (4.28-8.34), Lipase 1536 (100-1500), phosphorus 3.55 (1.65-3.36),
Total Bilirubin 88 (0-14), Total Protein 75 (48-72), Sodium 123 (145-157), Potassium 2.8 (3.5-5.5) and
chloride 89 (105-119). On 22 Sep 2017, dog reported as less jaundiced, brighter and had started to eat.
Penstrep continued. On 28 Sep 2017, dog not jaundiced. Treatment changed to doxycycline. On 10 Oct
2017, vet reported a urine sample was negative for Leptospira Antigen. No further information
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 7 Aug 2017, a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (ELU-Annual
Labrador
Booster Overdue) , clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 19 Aug 2017, the owner reports off
Retriever
colour for a few weeks (date unknown). The dog was panting more, reluctant to eat, will eat when
encouraged, lethargic and continued to have dysuria on bed. On clinical examination, the dog was
pyrexic (40.5 degrees Celsius) and given Metacam and Synulox and sent home. On 21 Aug 2017, the
dog was re-examined as no better, lethargic, wobbly on hind legs and temperature 40.3 degrees
Celsius. Blood tests performed: Albumin 23 (26-40), ALP 268 (12-83), ALT 947 (13-78), AST 406 (14-53),
Amylase 1458 (100-1087), Chloride 101 (102-122), Platelets 120 (200-500) and MPV 10.8 (5.5-10.5).
The dog was placed on intravenous fluid therapy and an ultrasound sound of which a cystocentesis
was obtained. The dog was given Vetergesic, Augmentin and Enrocare (Enrocare 25 mg/ml Solution for
Injection for Dogs, Cats, Rabbits, Rodents, Reptiles and Ornamental birds best guess) and was reported
that the temperature decreased. On 22 Aug 2017, the dog was brighter and the temperature was 38.8
degrees Celsius but then became pyrexic. The dog was sedated and had a radiograph of chest which
showed mild bronchi-alveolar pattern. The dog passed a large volume of diarrhoea and urine whist
sedated. The dog was given Duphalyte in intravenous fluid therapy and Metronidazole. On 23 Aug
2017, dog was quiet and had a head tremor and temperature of 39.3 and went to 40 degrees Celsius.
The mucous membranes were pale and abdomen was tense and given rantidine. A Lepto MAT test
performed and was sent for referral specialists. On 25 Aug 2017, cysto showed protein/creatinine ratio
0.81 (0.0.5), protein +, Haemoglobin +. Lepto MAT results: Bratislava positive 1/400, Canicola negative,
Copenhageni positive 1/200 and Ictero positive 1/100. The dog was euthanased and no post mortem
performed. The dog has a history of urinary incontinence and was taking Urilin. No further information
expected. VMD comments, lack of efficacy added.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
Not applicable 1 Animal
(08/09/201708/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (08/09/201708/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Agree with MAH assessment.

19.4 Enrocare 25 mg/ml Solution for
O1 - Inconclusive
Injection for Dogs, Cats, Rabbits,
Rodents, Reptiles and Ornamental
birds - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal<BR>21/08/17 treatment start date (N/A01/08/2017)<BR><BR>Metacam
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(19/08/201719/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (07/08/201707/08/2017)<BR><BR>Sedative
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown (N/A22/08/2017)<BR><BR>Synulox
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(N/A-01/08/2017)<BR><BR>Urilin
40 mg/ml Syrup for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2017)<BR><BR>Vetergesic
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown 1
Animal<BR>21/08/17 - treatment
start dateDHP
(N/A0.5 Nobivac
- 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (19/09/201719/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (19/09/201719/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Temporal relation is strong and signs such as lethargy
pyrexia and off colour are compatible with product
involvement: ABON B. A lack of efficacy should also
be taken into account, as the animal had been
previously vaccinated with Nobivac L4 , however, the
annual boost was overdue, therefore protection
would not be guaranteed. ABON O1. Overall the
assessment is inconclusive.

Labrador
Retriever

39.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (27/06/201727/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (1
Day(s) 27/06/201727/06/2017)<BR><BR>

Agree with MAH assessment.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

17.5 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml O1 - Inconclusive
1 Animal (19/09/201719/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(19/09/2017-19/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Agree with MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 22 Aug 2017, puppy vaccinated with first dose of Nobivac DHP and
Shar Pei
Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of vaccination. On 19 Sep 2017, puppy vaccinated second dose of
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and first dose of Nobivac K; clinically well at time of vaccination. On 26
Sep 2017, owner presented puppy as had been unwell for 24 hours - legs were rigid, paws knuckling
over and could not open mouth, unable to eat. On examination, temperature 39.9 degrees Celsius, no
neurological deficits, no proprioceptive deficits, submandibular and popliteal lymph nodes enlarged.
Blood tests performed: Globulin 1.7 (0.5-1.6), ALP 220 (12-83), Phosphorus 3.19 (0.8-1.8), MPV 11 (5.510.5) and the rest unremarkable. The dog was put on intravenous fluid therapy, intravenous antibiotics
and steroids. On 27 Sep 2017, temperature 37.9 degrees Celsius and reported dog stands but flops over
and cannot right itself and being treated for bacterial meningitis. Reported that dog had a poor start in
life - mis-mothered and hand reared by owners. No further information expected.

3.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (19/09/201719/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(19/09/201719/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(19/09/2017-19/09/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05386

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

28/08/2017

13/11/2017

1

1

0 02/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Anaemia
No Data
NOS,Neutrophilia,Increased heart
rate,Loose stool,Bone and joint
disorder NOS,Joint
pain,Metaphyseal
osteopathy,Lameness,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Off colour,Pyrexia,Not
eating,Abnormal test result,Swollen
joint,Skin warmth,Monocytosis

Suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 reported on 2nd
Weimaraner
October 2017. A male entire, Weimaraner dog weighing 10kg and currently 10 weeks old was given
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 by the breeder on 28th August 2017. On 25th September 2017, Nobivac
DHP was administered. On the 2nd October 2017, the puppy presented to the vets with joint problems.
A specialist radiologist has confirmed that Metaphyseal Osteopathy (HOD) is present. Further
information is expected. Follow up 13 Nov 2017 - Clinical history received: On 18 Sep 2017, puppy
vaccinated with Nobivac KC. On 25 Sep 2017, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, was clinically well
at the time of vaccine. On 29 Sep 2017, owner mentions has not been himself and passing some faeces
that is a bit looser than normal. Given bland food and probiotics. On 30 Sep 2017, presented to
emergency practice as hadn''t eaten and now lethargic. Heart rate was elevated to 220 beats per
minute and temperature 40.5 degrees Celsius. Admitted for intravenous fluid therapy and Pardale. On
blood tests showed anaemia, neutrophilia, monocytosis, low urea and creatinine. On 1 Oct 2017,
settled overnight but did show some pain in right hind and forelimb as well as being lame. Given
Vetergesic and temperature reduced to 39.7 degrees Celsius. Diagnosed with Metaphyseal
Osteopathy. On 2 Oct 2017, dog more comfortable but when analgesia wears off becomes very sore.
Distal tibia and radius swollen and tender to palpate. Added Loxicom. On 4 Oct 2017, puppy improving
and continued treatment and discharged. On 12 Oct 2017, owner reports some loose faeces, reluctant
to jump and felt hot. On examination was pyrexic, 40.4 degrees Celsius and admitted for started
intravenous fluid therapy, Vetergesic, Pardale and Loxicom. On 13 Oct 2017, still pyrexic and more
uncomfortable on right hind but able to stand. On 16 Oct 2017, improved and was discharged.
Unknown outcome and no further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05389

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

20/09/2017

02/10/2017

1

1

0 20/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Low platelet
No Data
count,Lymphopenia,Neutrophilia,Di
arrhoea,Emesis,Anorexia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Abnormal stool
colouration,Decreased red blood
cell count,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Monocytosis

Suspected adverse reaction following use of Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC reported on 2nd Standard
October 2017. A 7 year, 4 month old, male neutered Poodle cross weighing 21.1kg was vaccinated on Poodle
the 20th September 2017 with Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC. The dog was well at the time of vaccination
and has had Nobivac vaccines previously. On the 23rd September 2017, it was reported that since the
evening of the vaccination, the dog was lethargic, off food, had diarrhoea and vomiting. The dog was
seen at the practice and given probiotic paste. Its temperature was normal and it wasn''t dehydrated.
On the 26th September 2017, the dog had not improved, had dark diarrhoea but no more vomiting. It
was treated with zantac, ranitidine and metronidazole. On the 28th September 2017, blood test results
showed a low packed cell volume (manual PCV- 30 (45-55), low platelets 30 (143-438) and low blood
count was verified on blood smear. On the 30th September 2017 the dog was hospitalised and given
intravenous dexamethasone 0.2mg/kg and was sent home the following day. On the 2nd October
2017, the dog was much better in himself and was given oral steroids prednisolone 12.5 mg twice
daily and had a blood test taken which was sent to an external laboratory for testing. Further
information is expected Follow up 4 Oct 2017 - On 2 Oct 2017, further haematology results were as
follows, RBC 5.03 (5.39-8.7), HCT 38 % (38.8-56.5), Haemoglobin 114 (134-207), MCHC 300 (326-392),
reticulocytes 134 (<=110), neutrophils 14.96 (2.94-12.67), lymphocytes 0.68 (1.06-4.95), monocytes
1.36 (0.13-1.15), eosinophils 0 (0.07-1.49) and platelets were normal 328 (143-448). Dog reported to
be clinically doing well. Await further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05404

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.6 Year(s)

18/09/2017

03/11/2017

1

1

1 18/09/2017 Yes

Lethargy (see also Central nervous No Data
system depression in
'Neurological'),Pulmonary
oedema,Reluctant to
move,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Blood in
urine,Abnormal necropsy finding,NT
- endocardiosis,Haemorrhage
NOS,Spleen and reticuloendothelial system disorder
NOS,Splenomegaly,Vomiting,Gall
bladder & bile duct disorder
NOS,Hepatopathy,Jaundice,Collaps
e (see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic
disorders'),Nephropathy,Renal
disorder NOS,Listless,Death

Suspected adverse reaction. A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on the 18 Sept 2017. Clinically well English
at the time of vaccination. Over the next few days dog became lethargic, quiet and reluctant to move. Springer
This lasted for 4 days. On 1 Oct 2017, the owner reported that dog had vomited, collapsed and died
Spaniel
overnight. The dog was sent for Post Mortem. Results are pending. Follow up 25 Oct 2017 - On 3 Oct
2017, a post mortem showed the dog to be jaundiced and having endocardiosis of the tricuspid and
mitral valves. There was a gall bladder mucocoele with a non patent bile duct. There was urinary
haemorrhage with dark red urine and dark red to black renal cortices. Mild splenomegaly. Findings are
suggestive of haemolytic anaemia. Await histopathology. Follow up 3 Nov 2017 - Post mortem
histopathology on 2 Nov 2017 showed a hepatopathy with marked bile stasis, a mild diffuse
myoglobinuric nephrosis, moderate multifocal splenic necrosis and moderate pulmonary oedema. The
pathologist reported that the findings were consistent with immune mediated haemolytic anaemia.
No further information expected. Closed case.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05405

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

27/09/2017

03/10/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05410

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

15/08/2017

27/10/2017

1

1

1 28/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Red blood cell
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Adipsia,Death,A
norexia,Decreased appetite,Pain
NOS,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Hyperglycaemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated SAP,Increased
packed cell volume
(PCV),Decreased
drinking,Polycythaemia
0 15/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Idiopathic vestibular disease,Head No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, tilt - neurological
<BR><BR><BR>< disorder,Emesis,Head tilt - ear
BR><BR>Yes
disorder,Ataxia,Nystagmus,Abnorm
al test result,Otitis NOS

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05413

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Month(s)

03/10/2017

03/10/2017

1

1

0 03/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema,Anaphylactic-type
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes reaction,Abnormal test
result,Erythematous
rash,Hyperglycaemia,Hyperphospha
taemia,Elevated ALT,Increased
percentage reticulocytes,Elevated
gamma-glutamyl transferase
(GGT),Red blood cell
disorder,Tachycardia,Pale mucous
membrane,Circulatory collapse
(see also 'Neurological' and
'Systemic disorders'),Pyrexia

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on the 27 Sept 2017.
Crossbred
Clinically well at the time of vaccination. The following day the dog was lethargic, eating and drinking a
little. Presented on 29 Sept 2017, still lethargic and not eating but drinking a little. Bloods = ALP 271 (1283), HCT 58.4 (37-55), RBC 9.28 (5-8.5), HAEM 19.4 (12-18). Treated with Non-Steroidal Antiinflammatories. Brought back to surgery on 30 Sept 2017, not eating or drinking, and now vomiting.
Admitted and treated with IV Fluids and IV antibiotics. Passing haemorrhagic watery diarrhoea with
fresh blood. Further treatment included Cerenia, Ranitidine, Vetergesic and given probiotic paste.
Bloods = ALP 209 (12-83), UREA 9.2 (1.7-7.4), GLU 11.7 (2-6.3), Pancreatitis testing - normal. X-rays and
Ultrasounds - nothing abnormal reported. Lidocaine added to IV Fluids as dog was in pain. Dog found
dead on 1 Oct 2017. No post mortem to be performed. No more information expected.

Suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC reported on the 3rd October French Bulldog
2017. On the 15th August 2017, a 1 year 4 month old, male entire, French Bulldog, weighing 12.4kg was
given its booster vaccinations of Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC. The dog has previously had Nobivac vaccines
without any reported problems. An hour later, the dog returned to the vet practice as it was wobbly
and had vomited. On the 16th August 2017, the dog had developed nystagmus, a head tilt to the left
and it was wobbly on its legs. No treatment was given. The owner was advised to return to the
practice in 2 weeks if the signs had not resolved but the owner did not return at this point. On the 30th
September 2017, the dog was seen at the practice. there was no evidence of nystagmus but it still had
a head tilt. No diagnostic tests were performed and no treatment given. Further information is
expected. Follow up 6 Oct 2017 - On 30 Sep 2017, vet reported that the head tilt is getting
progressively worse and is a predominant finding. Further information is expected. Follow up 27 Oct
2017 - On 26 Oct 2017, vet reported haematology, thyroid and biochemistry bloods were normal. An
MRI scan showed peripheral vestibular syndrome and secretory bullae otitis. No further information
expected.
Serious suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac DHP and L4 reported on 3rd October French Bulldog
2017. On the 3rd October 2017, a 14 month old, male entire French Bulldog, weighing 11.6kg was given
a booster vaccination of Nobivac DHP and L4. The dog was clinically well at the time of vaccination.
He had been imported from eastern Europe and it is unknown what he received as his primary course
of vaccines. 5-10 minutes after vaccination the dog collapsed outside and was brought back in. Its
mucous membranes were very pale, temperature was 39.1C and the dog was tachycardic. Blood test
results showed increases in the following: haemoglobin 90.1% (37-55), red blood cells 12.45 (5.5-8.5),
reticulocytes 143.2 (10-110), blood glucose 9.61 (4.11-7.95), phosphate 2.55 (0.81-2.2), ALT 304 (10125), GGT 13 (0-11). MCH 15.6 (18.5-30). Treatment of intravenous fluids, chloramphenamine per os
and intravenous steroids were given. The dog improved but remained quiet in itself. He has eaten but
has some facial oedema and generalised erythema over his dorsum. The dog has previously undergone
investigation for skin allergies and underwent allergy testing in July which showed a positive result to
dust and storage mites, He is not currently on therapy for this. Further information is expected.

10 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(25/09/201725/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(18/09/201718/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (28/08/201728/08/2017)<BR><BR>

21.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(20/09/201720/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (20/09/201720/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (20/09/201720/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not
applicable 1 Animal (18/09/201718/09/2017)<BR><BR>

6.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
1 Animal (27/09/201727/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(27/09/2017-27/09/2017)<BR><BR>

The pain and swollen joints as well as pyrexia are
likely linked to the Metaphyseal osteopathy. The
loose stools 4 days after vaccination are an unspecific
sign however, a product role cannot be excluded
completely.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Agree with MAH assessment

Close temporal association and product involvement
cannot be discounted - assessment is inconclusive.

12.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(15/08/201715/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (15/08/201715/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (15/08/201715/08/2017)<BR><BR>

Agree with MAH assessment.

11.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (03/10/201703/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(03/10/2017-03/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Agree with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05512

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

30/09/2017

06/10/2017

1

1

1 02/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Faecal incontinence,Pain
R><BR><BR>Not NOS,Death by euthanasia,Urinary
Known
incontinence,Limb weakness

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 31 Aug
German
Not
and 13 Sept 2017. Extra Label Use - high frequency. Clinically well at time of both vaccinations. The
Shepherd Dog Known
owner presented the dog on 2 Oct 2017 for euthanasia, as dog had gone off her back legs, incontinent
and was in pain. Euthanased - No post mortem. No more information expected. Follow up 10 Oct 2017
- On 30 Sep 2017, dog received the second vaccination of Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 4 (not on
13 Sep 2017) of the primary course. No further information expected.

Agree with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05513

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

07/09/2017

05/10/2017

1

1

0 04/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Elevated gamma-glutamyl
R><BR><BR>Yes transferase (GGT),Vomiting

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 7 Sept
German
2017. The dog was clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 03 Oct 2017, the dog was found to be Shepherd Dog
playing with a bottle of bleach. It is unknown if any bleach was ingested. The dog presented to vets on
4 Oct 2017 with vomiting. The dog was otherwise well. Bloodwork showed GGT 6 [0-2]. The dog was
treated with antibiotics, gut protectants and Cerenia. No more information expected.

Agree with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05546

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

14/08/2017

29/08/2017

1

1

0 21/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes scab,Injection site
necrosis,Injection site
lump,Injection site serosanguinous
discharge,Cellulitis,Wound

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 24 Aug 2017 a veterinary representative reported that a dog
Bull Terrier
developed a 10-15 cm mass with cellulitis, abcessation on 21 Aug 2017 after a veterinarian
administered Nobivac L4 on 14 Aug 2017. The dog was presented to the hospital on 22 Aug 2017, it is
unknown if the dog was treated with any medications. The dog has previously received Nobivac L4 in
approximately 2016. It is unknown if there was any incident at that time. On 14 Aug 2017 the dog also
received a Nobivac KC. Follow up expected. Follow up 29 Aug 2017 On 24 Aug 2017 was seen with the
mass even larger ( size not stated) they drained off 35 ml of serosanguinous fluid, placed on
Clavaseptin antibiotics had been given metacam 2 days previously . Swab was taken and owner advised
the lump may burst open. 29 Aug the lump is sloughing off in places and pus and discharge is present ,
is a 20 cm open wound from shoulder to shoulder. Continue on Clavaseptin and metacam. Sedated the
dog and flushed the wound, necrotic tissue was removed , applied some sutures but will need to heal
by second intention . 30 Aug no more pus but still lots of serosanguinous fluid. 31 Aug 2017. Sedated an
flushed the wound again. 1 Sept swab results are positive for streptococcus canis. Sedated and flushed
wound again on 2 and 5 Sept. Is improving . 7 Sept, they were able to close some of the wound with
sutures. 11 Sept wound healing well continue on medication not stated what. 15 Sept wound healing
well and some slight scabbing. 25 Sept removed al sutures apart from two wound is healed well. 29
Sept 2017 all sutures removed wound is healed. No more information expected

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05552

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

09/10/2017

09/10/2017

1

1

0 09/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Head down,Limb
weakness,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Pale mucous
membrane,Sleepiness - systemic
disorder

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 9 Oct 2017, a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Chihuahua
On the same day, unknown exact time association but dog presented collapsed, unable to hold head
up, and unable to bear weight on hind limbs. On examination, pale mucous membranes, respiration
regular and no cardiac abnormalities auscultated. The owner thought the dog was sleepy at home
after vaccination. The dog is currently being given glucose and oxygen therapy. The dog, 2 weeks prior
to vaccination, had haemorrhagic diarrhoea and was treated with Metronidazole and resolved and was
off treatment 5 days prior to vaccination. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05573

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Week(s)

08/10/2017

09/10/2017

1

1

0 08/10/2017 Yes

Vomiting

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 08 October 2017, the dog was fit and well and was vaccinated with
Pug
Nobivac L4. Later on the same day (unknown the exact time), the dog started vomiting and was taken
to the out of hours veterinary services. The dog was admitted and placed on intravenous fluid therapy;
afterward the dog started to improve. No more information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05587

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

10/10/2017

10/10/2017

1

1

0 10/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site bleeding,Pale mucous Not
R><BR><BR>Yes, membrane,Low blood
Known
<BR><BR><BR>< pressure,Ataxia,Anaphylaxis
BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 10 Oct 2017, a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Shih Tzu
Nobivac KC, clinically well at time of vaccination however owner reported that the dog vomited after a
treat a few days prior. The dog had small amount of bleeding from the injection site but stopped with
once some pressure was applied. After leaving the practice the owner took the dog to the park and
attempted to defecate and then became wobbly on her legs and rushed back into the practice. This
occurred within 5 minutes of the consultation ending. On examination, mucous membranes were pale
and heart rate 90 and blood pressure 60. The dog was given a bolus of fluids and stabilised with 20-30
minutes, heart 100 and blood pressure 110 and mucous membranes pink. The dog has remained stable
and await further information. Follow up 16 Oct 2017 - On 10 Oct 2017, the dog had a PCV of 44 % (full
haematology and biochemistry was not performed) and was discharged from the vets with oral
Chlorphenamine later that day. On 13 Oct 2017, dog was reported as fully recovered. No further
information expected, closed case.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05598

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

27/09/2017

10/10/2017

1

1

1 02/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Other coagulation
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes abnormality,Tachycardia,Pale
mucous
membrane,Icterus,Polydipsia,Polyur
ia,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Prolonged
capillary refill time,Elevated
BUN,Elevated SAP,Decreased
packed cell volume (PCV)

Serious suspected adverse event following the use of Nobivac DHP and L4 reported by the vet on the
Crossbred
10th October 2017. A 10 year old, female neutered, Labrador cross spaniel, of unknown weight was
vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 27th September 2017. This is the first time the dog
had been given Nobivac vaccines, previously the dog had been vaccinated with Eurican. She was
clinically well at the time of vaccination, though had a history of antibiotic-responsive diarrhoea and
on monthly vitamin B12 injections and hypoallergenic food. On 9th October 2017, the dog was taken
back to the practice with 5-7 day history of progressive lethargy, anorexia, and polyuria /polydipsia. On
the day of presentation her owners had noticed that her gums were very pale. On examination,
capillary refill time was not readable, Heart rate 140 beats per minute. Packed cell volume was 7%.
Saline agglutination was not performed but it was noticed that her serum was icteric and the blood
clotted very quickly in the tube. Haematology was unable to be performed. Biochemistry showed a
mild elevation in urea 15, ALP 300, lactate 2.7 (no reference values given). A presumptive diagnosis of
Immune mediated haemolytic anaemia was made and she was given intravenous fluids and steroids.
The dog clinically deteriorated through the day and blood transfusion was discussed with the owners
but they elected for euthanasia. No imaging was performed but the vet commented that no palpable
fluid thrill was found on examination. No post mortem has been performed at this point, the body is
currently frozen. Further information may become available.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05620

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

02/10/2017

06/12/2017

1

1

0 02/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac L4 reported by the attending vet on 10th
English Cocker
October 2017. A 6 year old, female neutered, Cocker Spaniel, weighing 14.4kg was given a Nobivac L4 Spaniel
vaccination on 4th September 2017 and a second injection on 2nd October 2017. The dog was clinically
well at the time of both vaccinations. It is unknown if the dog previously has had Nobivac vaccination,
as it was imported from Greece. Over the course of the next 24 hours, the dog developed a swelling at
the injection site and was reluctant to move her neck due to pain. The dog was seen by the vet on the
7th October 2017 when the swelling was fist-sized, she was pyrexic (temp 40.2C), not eating and
purulent fluid was aspirated from the mass. It was decided not to lance the mass was at this point as a
large amount of soft tissue inflammation was present. The vet administered an injection of Amoxyclav and oral Antirobe (clindamycin) was dispensed which the owner did not originally give but then
started next day when advised to. Re-presented on 10th October 2017 with the swelling now large
(described as size of 2 fists), dog is unwell, had vomited and pyrexia has worsened (temp 40.8C). Blood
tests were taken and showed biochemistry unremarkable, haematology showed neutrophilia 20.1 (ref
3.5-12) and some haemoconcentration. The dog was admitted for intravenous fluid therapy and
further treatment. Further information is expected. Follow up 6 Dec 2017 No more information
received , close case.

Injection site
No Data
inflammation,Injection site
mucopurulent discharge,Injection
site swelling,Injection site
pain,Neutrophilia,Emesis,Anorexia,
Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Haemoconc
entration

Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
O1 - Inconclusive
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (30/09/201730/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (30/09/201730/09/2017)<BR><BR>
14 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(07/09/201707/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (07/09/201707/09/2017)<BR><BR>
24 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(14/08/201714/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (14/08/201714/08/2017)<BR><BR>

0.505 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(09/10/201709/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (09/10/201709/10/2017)<BR><BR>metronidazol
e unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Not applicable 1
Animal (25/09/201704/10/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (08/10/201708/10/2017)<BR><BR>
6.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(10/10/201710/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (10/10/201710/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (10/10/201710/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(27/09/201727/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (27/09/201727/09/2017)<BR><BR>

14.4 Antirobe unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A B - Possible
,24,Unknown Not applicable 1
Animal (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (02/10/201702/10/2017)<BR><BR>amoxycillin
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Not applicable 1
Animal (N/A-07/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Agree with MAH assessment.

Agree with MAH assessment.

Close time association and suspected hypersensitivity
reaction - product involvement is probable.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Although a full investigation has not been carried out,
immune mediated disease can have many triggers
which can include vaccination, so product
involvement is possible - two products used.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05693

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.6 Year(s)

16/09/2017

26/10/2017

1

1

0 17/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Inappetence,Off
No Data
colour,Pyrexia,Elevated
ALT,Elevated SAP,Dull,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Enlarged lymph
nodes (generalised)

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 16 Sept 2017. Clinically well at the time of Tibetan
vaccination. The following day dog was described as quiet, inappetant and unhappy. Improved after
Spaniel
this but did not resolve. On the 5 Oct 2017, dog presented as off food, lethargic and pyrexic 40C.
Enlarged sub-mandibular lymph nodes. Treated with antibiotics. Already on long term Non Steroidal
Anti-inflammatories [Unknown reason/product]. Re-examined on 13 Oct 2017, dog is a little better.
Temperature 39.6C. Pre-scapular and Popliteal Lymph nodes are now also enlarged. Bloods: WBC and
RBC within normal limits. ALKP slightly elevated. ALT off the scale. Unknown reference ranges.
Abdominal palpation - nothing abnormal detected. Pink mucous membranes with normal capillary refill
time. Further testing is expected. Possible scan and Cytology. Await more information. Follow up 26
Oct 2017 - On 26 Oct 2017, vet reported that ALT was normal (value not given) and ALKP was still
raised (no value given). The dog was reported as clinically resolved. Vet is suspicious of an infectious
cause, not a vaccine reaction. Further monitoring bloods to be carried out. Await further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05722

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.8 Year(s)

13/10/2017

16/10/2017

1

1

1 13/10/2017 Not
Death,Listless,Laboured
Not
Known,<BR><BR breathing,Collapse (see also 'Cardio- Known
><BR><BR><BR> vascular' and 'Systemic disorders')
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected adverse reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on Alaskan
13 Oct 2017. The dog was clinically well at the time of vaccination. The dog was reported as quiet the Malamute
afternoon of the vaccination. The following day, the owner reported heavy breathing then the dog
collapsed. The dog died en route to vets. Post mortem not possible due to freezing of body. No more
information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05763

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

17/10/2017

17/10/2017

1

1

0 17/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lymphadenopathy,Tachycardia,Pru Not
R><BR><BR>Not ritus,Oedematous
Known
Known
erythema,Elevated
temperature,Emesis (multiple)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05766

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.2 Year(s)

04/10/2017

19/12/2017

1

1

1 10/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Platelet disorder NOS,Intestinal
Not
disorder NOS,Abnormal
Known
cytology,Distress,Anaemia
NOS,Non-regenerative
anaemia,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,
Spleen and reticulo-endothelial
system disorder NOS,Pale mucous
membrane,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Hepatomegaly,Hepatopa
thy,Polydipsia,Polyuria,Pulmonary
congestion,Pulmonary
oedema,Death by
euthanasia,Decreased
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise,Pyrexia,Lab
oured breathing,Abnormal test
result,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Elevated bile
acids,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Decreased red blood cell
count,Increased percentage
reticulocytes,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Basophilia,NT (luminal) enteropathy,NT proliferative
glomerulonephritis,Monocytosis

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05836

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

02/09/2017

17/10/2017

1

1

1 02/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Dullness,Neutrophilia,Hypotension, No Data
Diarrhoea,Hypocalcaemic
condition,Twitching,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Hypothermia,L
ethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Stupor,Weight
loss,Elevated cholesterol
(total),Haemoconcentration,Hypok
alaemia,Gastric
distension,Dehydration,Abnormal
test result,Generalised
weakness,Acidosis,Hyperglycaemia,
Hypoglycaemia,Fluid in abdomen
NOS,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Emesis
(multiple),Digestive tract
hypomotility,Elevated
lipase,Elevated amylase

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 17 Oct 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4 clinically well at the
time of vaccination apart from some otitis externa , was fit and well. was previous vaccinated in South
Africa. Then 40 minutes later the dog became pruritic and had oedematous and erythematous limbs,
lymphadenopathy and vomiting( vomiting at the time and while in the hospital) Heart rate was 160
Temperature 39.6. They gave Intravenous fluids and Intravenous steroids , temperature reduced to
39.1 ( time unknown) oedema and erythema started to resolve soon after. Was hospitalised over night
and remained stable . 18 October fully recovered , vet suspects hypersensitivity reaction. No more
information expected
Suspected Adverse Reaction ON 4 Oct 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4,
clinically well at time of vaccination other than having early pyoderma. On approximately 10 Oct 2017,
dog not been quite right in self and on 15 Oct 2017 developed lethargy, reduced appetite, polydipsia,
laboured breathing, pale mucous membranes and heart rate 124 beats per minute; stated dog stressed
during the clinically examination. The dog was admitted and temperature 40 degrees Celsius; blood
tests performed: RBC 2.03 (5.5-8.5), Haematocrit 13.15 (37-55), Haemoglobin 7.4 (12-18), MCH 36.7
(18.5-30), RDW 18 (14.7-17.9), Reticulocytes 115.1 (10-110), WBC 21.64 (5.5-16.9), Neutrophils 15.4 (212), Monocytes 3.26 (0.3-2), Basophils 0.15 (0- 0.1), Platelets 520 (175-500), Urea 2.4 (2.5-9.6) and PCV
24 (35-57). A saline autoagglutination test was positive and started steroids and Ranitidine. On 16 Oct
2017, PCV 20 (35-57) and started oral prednisolone. On 17 Oct 2017, PCV 16 (35-57). Coombs test
negative and was polyuric, polydipsic and off food. haematology showed non-regenerative anaemia.
Await further information. . Follow up 25 Oct 2017 - Vet reported that an abdominal ultrasound and
chest xrays were both normal. Dog is reported as not responding to steroid treatment currently.
Started on Ciclosporin. PCV reported to be between 25 % and 27 %. Await further information.
Follow up 30 Nov 2017 - Vet reported that PCV returned to normal 4 to 5 weeks ago (estimate 1 Nov
2017). Vet reported dog continued to be lethargic and had intermittent haemorrhagic diarrhoea during
the past month. On an ultrasound, vet reported the liver was enlarged. Treated with Lactulose. A Bile
Acid Stimulation test was performed which showed a post prandial bile acid of 238 (no reference
ranges given), the vet reported this as elevated. Dog was euthanased on 29 Nov 2017. Await results of
post mortem examination. Follow up 18 Dec 2017 - No further information received. Case closed.
Follow up 19 Dec 2017 - Vet reported that spherocytes were present on a blood smear and that the
dog was being treated for immune mediated haemolytic anaemia. Post mortem results received.
Report states that dog was also treated with aspirin and metronidazole. Gross results showed
pulmonary congestion and oedema of the lungs; an acute, diffuse enteropathy of the small intestine
and splenic lymphoid hyperplasia. Histology showed chronic, moderate, diffuse membranoproliferative
glomerulonephritis; pulmonary congestion and oedema which was moderate to severe and splenic
lymphoid nodular hyperplasia. There were changes in the small intestine consistent with a chronic
inflammatory response with no underlying cause evident. The liver showed diffuse vacuolarisation
which could
have been
consistent
a steroid
The
lesions
were
consistent
with
Serious
suspected
adverse
reactionwith
following
thehepatopathy.
use of Nobivac
L4kidney
reported
on 17th
October
2017.
A
male entire, Chihuahua puppy (born 9th May 2017), had Nobivac L4 on 2nd September 2017. Previous
vaccination with the L4 was on 03 Aug 2017. On 18th September 2017, the dog had intermittent
diarrhoea since last vaccination, presented with decreased appetite, weight loss and lethargy. Blood
test showed high red blood cells, haemoglobin, haematocrit and neutrophilia, high urea and creatinine,
cholesterol, phosphate and low potassium and blood glucose 3.9mmol/L. The dog was dehydrated
and was started on intravenous fluids. The dog improved and discharged on 20th September 2017.
Faecal sample positive for Giardia antigens and the dog was started on fenbendazole. The test was
also antigen positive for C. Perfringens. It was parvo negative. On 23rd September 2017, the dog had
been vomiting for 24 hours and was subdued. The dog was given vetergesic and Cerenia. On the 25th
September 2017, the dog deteriorated and was weak, dull, gastric hypo motility, moderate gastric
distension with large volume of fluid and hypothermic (34.8C). In addition to previous blood test
abnormalities, the dog also had severe hypokalemia and metabolic acidosis, low calcium, high amylase
and lipase and high glucose. Systolic blood pressure was 70-80. The dog was given glucose bolus and
infusion, Cerenia, metoclopramide, potassium chloride, sodium bicarbonate infusion 10mls gastric fluid
removed. A naso-oesophogeal tube was placed to commence feeding. Overnight, the dog became
stuporous with occasional twitching and was euthanased. Post mortem did not reveal the cause.
Bacteriological and parasitological did not reveal significant bacteria or parasites. No histological
evidence of canine parvovirus or significant bacterial enteritis. Giardia trophozoites were not identified
histologically. The dog had a previous reacted reported in case 2017-UK-05840. No further
information expected.

Yorkshire
Terrier

Shih Tzu

Chihuahua

11 NSAID unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Supersack
(16/09/2017-16/09/2017)<BR><BR>

39.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(13/10/201713/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (13/10/201713/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (13/10/201713/10/2017)<BR><BR>
3.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (17/10/201717/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (17/10/201717/10/2017)<BR><BR>
8.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (04/10/201704/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(04/10/201704/10/2017)<BR><BR>acetylsalicylic
acid (human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (01/10/201729/11/2017)<BR><BR>ciclosporin
(human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>lactulose (human) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>metronidazole
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment Start
Date 01/11/17, End Date 29/11/17
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>prednisolone unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>ranitidine (zantac)
(human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

1 Cerenia unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal,
Treatment Start Date 23/09/17, End
Date 25/09/17 (2 Day(s) N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (02/09/201702/09/2017)<BR><BR>Panacur
Unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal,
Treatment Start Date 18/09/17, End
Date 24/09/17 (6 Day(s) N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Sodium Bicarbonate N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment Start
and End Date 25/09/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Vetergesic 0.3 mg/ml
Solution for Injection for Dogs and
Cats - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Not applicable 1 Animal, Treatment
Start and End Date 23/09/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>metoclopramide
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal,
Treatment Start and End Date
25/09/17 (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Agree with MAH assessment

Agree with MAH assessment

NCA disagrees with MAH assessment. Positive saline
autoagglutination suggests IMHA - this can have many
triggers that can include drugs - product involvement
is possible. Coombs test is not positive in all dogs with
IMHA, therefore negative test does not rule out this
condition. No change to assessment following post
mortem results.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05839

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

17/10/2017

25/10/2017

1

1

0 17/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Elevated AST,Elevated ALT,Elevated No Data
bile acids,Elevated SAP,Elevated
lipase,Elevated amylase,Elevated
cholesterol (total),Sleepiness systemic
disorder,Lymphopenia,Increased
heart rate,Pale mucous
membrane,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Pyrexia,Not eating,Dry
mucous membrane,Stiffness
NOS,Tense abdomen,Elevated
creatinine

Suspected Adverse Reaction On the 17 October 2017, the dog was well and was given a booster
Chihuahua
vaccination with Nobivac L4. The owner reported that within an hour after vaccination the dog
became very quiet. On the 19 October 2017, the dog was seen in practice as it was not eating, the
heart rate was 140 bpm, the temperature was 40.1 degrees Celsius and the mucous membranes were
pale pink. Treatment with Non Steroidal Anti Inflammatory Drugs was given. The dog had a previous
history of stomach problems. No more information expected. On 29 Nov 2016, the dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and had a similar reaction. See linked case 2017-UK-05848 Follow up 25
Oct 2017 - Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Lepto 4 on 28 Oct 2016 and reacted.
Please see linked case 2017-UK-05978. On 24 Nov 2016, dog was started on Tagamet for acid reflux.
On 17 Oct 2017, a Drontal worming tablet was also dispensed, but unknown if administered. On 19 Oct
2017, owner reported dog to be stiff and reluctant to move, with dry mucous membranes. Bloods
showed, ALKP 706 (0.1-150), ALT 394 (5.0-66), AST 253 (0-49), Bile acids 31.5 (0.1-5.0), creatinine 208
(0-190), cholesterol 8.1 (3.8-7.0), amylase 2533 (0-1800), lipase 335 (0-100) and lymphocytes 0.29 (0.84.7). Treated with Loxicom. On 20 Oct 2017, vet reported dog to be sleeping a lot, with a temperature
of 40.3 degrees C and a tense abdomen. Dog was reported to be eating. Treated with Loxicom,
Cerenia and Vetergesic. On 21 Oct 2017, dog was reported as improved. On 23 Oct 2017, dog was
reported to have a temperature of 38.1 degrees C and her abdomen was comfortable on palpation.
No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 14 Oct 2014, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and First Nobivac L4.
Miniature
On 10 Nov 2014, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4, clinically well at time. Owner
Schnauzer
reported then that dog was quiet after first dose. No further information expected. Dog had similar
reactions post vaccination of Nobivac L4, developed vomiting, liver enzyme changes and diarrhoea.
See linked cases: 2017-UK-05844, 2017-UK-05845 and 2017-UK-05849

3.2 Loxicom unidentified - .1,N/A,24
Hours,10,0.1 ml 24 Hours 1 Animal
treatment started date 19/10/17
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (17/10/201717/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05843

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.9 Year(s)

14/10/2014

19/10/2017

1

1

0 14/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Malaise
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

8.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (14/10/201414/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/10/2014-14/10/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05844

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.9 Year(s)

10/11/2014

19/10/2017

1

1

0 24/01/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Abdominal
Not
pain,Tenesmus,Diarrhoea,Bloody
Known
diarrhoea,Melaena,Vomiting,Inapp
etence,Blood in faeces,Vaginal
discharge,Pancreatitis,Tense
abdomen,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Unresponsive to stimuli

Suspected Adverse Reaction . On 10 Nov 2014, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4,
Miniature
clinically well at time of vaccination. On 24 Jan 2015, dog developed vomiting and diarrhoea, some
Schnauzer
faeces with bloody mucous in it. However no treatment was given. On 25 Jan 2015, further diarrhoea
and was dark brown/black.; on clinical examination abdomen was painful and was given antibiotics
and gastro-protectants. On 26 Jan 2015, owner reported that dog was unresponsive and was
presented and was happy and bright in herself. On 28 Jan 2015, presented as has bloody diarrhoea and
a tense abdomen. On 29 Jan 2015, CPL snap test - abnormal levels suggest pancreatitis. The dog was
hospitalised and started intravenous fluid therapy and pain relief. Discharged on 30 Jan 2015. On 5 Mar
2015, reported dog improving well. On 10 Mar 2015, started vomiting and suggested was due to
pancreatitis. On 11 Mar 2015, vomiting and diarrhoea through the night as well as inappetant and was
given an anti-emetic. On 23 Apr 2015, developed vomiting and diarrhoea again and was given antiemetic and analgesia. On 24 Apr 2015, green discharge from vagina (reported recently in season). An
ultrasound was performed and possible pyometra, given further intravenous fluid therapy. On 25 Apr
2015, dog had surgery (Ovariohysterectomy) and on 26 Apr 2015 discharged with antibiotics and
Tramadol. On 6 May 2015, dog all healed well and given Zantac and Omeprazole for possible
pancreatitis flare ups. On 13 Sep 2015, developed diarrhoea with fresh blood and tenesmus; given Prokolin. On 15 Sep 2015, given Promax in addition. On 17 Sep 2015, small amount of blood on faeces
observed. Unknown if resolved. No further information expected. Dog had similar reactions post
vaccination of Nobivac L4, developed vomiting, liver enzyme changes and diarrhoea. See linked cases:
2017-UK-05843, 2017-UK-05845 and 2017-UK-05849

8.6 Antibiotic Unidentified N - Unlikely
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown 1 Animal
START DATE 25/01/15 END DATE
01/01/15 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Human Medicine N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown 1 Animal
TREATMENT DATE 01/05/15 END
DATE 01/05/15 (N/A01/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(10/11/201410/11/2014)<BR><BR>tramadol
(human) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown 1 Animal TREATMENT
STARTDATE 26/04/15 END DATE
26/04/15 (N/A01/01/2015)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05845

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.9 Year(s)

08/12/2015

19/10/2017

1

1

0 09/02/2016 Yes

Intestinal disorder NOS,Elevated
SAP,Genital tract
licking,Vomiting,Dysuria,Urinary
tract infection,Elevated
ALT,Abnormal ultrasound finding

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 8 Dec 2015, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac L4 and had blood Miniature
tests performed at same time. Showed pancreatitis is under control and no other abnormalities
Schnauzer
observed. On 21 May 2016, vomiting and owner suspects a recent change in food. On 27 Aug 2016,
started a hypoallergenic food. On 19 Sep 2016, dog had trouble with pancreatitis but no details given.
On 5 Dec 2016, started vomiting again and tense abdomen. On 6 Dec 2016, blood tests performed:
ALKP 187 (20-150), ALT 154 (10-118) and CPL 492 (<200). Started a intestinal diet. On 9 Feb 2017, dog
developed a UTI and started antibiotics. On 28 Feb 2017, dysuria and continued antibiotics. On 15 Mar
2017, licking vulva and owner is feeding cooked meats. An abdominal scan showed slightly thickened
intestine mucosa. No further treatment given. No further information expected. Dog had similar
reactions post vaccination of Nobivac L4, developed vomiting, liver enzyme changes and diarrhoea.
See linked cases: 2017-UK-05843, 2017-UK-05844, 2017-UK-05849

8.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (08/12/201508/12/2015)<BR><BR>

Weak temporal association however product
involvement cannot be discounted.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05849

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.9 Year(s)

21/03/2017

28/11/2017

1

1

1 14/05/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Hair loss NOS,Hair modification
Not
NOS,Laryngeal irritation,Stiffness
Known
NOS,Swallowing
difficult,Hypoalbuminaemia,Pancre
atitis,Walking difficulty,Impaired
vocalisation,Hyperkalaemia,Jaw
pain,Urinary tract
infection,Elevated ALT,Elevated bile
acids,Elevated SAP,Inversion of
albumin/globulin ratio,Electrolyte
disorder,Elevated creatine-kinase
(CK),Unable to jump,Haemorrhage
NOS,Colitis,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Ret
ching,Hypothyroidism,Sight
affected,Ocular
discharge,Conjunctivitis,Polydipsia,
Drinking a lot,Hypocalcaemic
condition,Muscle wasting,Abnormal
breathing,Panting,Laryngitis,Trache
al collapse,Death by
euthanasia,Decreased
appetite,Inappetence,General pain
(see other SOCs for specific
pain),Weakness,Depression,Relucta
nt to move,Respiratory
sound,Abnormal test result,Loss of
voice

8.6 Antibiotic Unidentified - N/A,1,2
O1 - Inconclusive
Months,24,Unknown 2 Months
Unknown (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Leventa 1 mg/ml Oral
Solution for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown 1 Animal (N/A01/10/2017)<BR><BR>Metacam
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/04/201721/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/03/201721/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (21/04/201721/04/2017)<BR><BR>

A variety of clinical signs have been reported however
product involvement cannot be discounted.

1

0 24/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tonic-clonic seizure,Unconscious
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 21 Mar 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and on Miniature
21 Apr 2017, vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Lepto 2. On 16 May 2017, developed a
Schnauzer
pancreatitis flare up and some colitis. On 4 Jul 2017, owner added turmeric to diet and had a hoarse
bark and owner presented dog with a swollen larynx and was given antibiotics. On 14 Aug 2017, stiff
and reluctant to move, sparse hair growth. Blood tests performed: ALT 163.4 (19.8-124), ALKP 340
(<140), ALB 24.8 (26.3-38.2), CK 454 (20-225), Bile acids 24.1 (0.1-5), Calcium 1.61 (2.36-2.84), Thyroxin
6.3 (13-51) and thyroid panel (TSH) 2.91 (0-0.5). Started Leventa for under-active thyroid. On 14 Sep
2017, dog snorty at home and has a soft pallet irritation and started antibiotics. On 18 Sep 2017, dog
had a flare up of pancreatitis. On 25 Sep 2017, snorting getting worse and suspect irritation from
turmeric powder. Given a Metacam injection. On 26 Sep 2017, retching, diarrhoea and inappetant. On
28 Sep 2017, dog has slightly improved. On 3 Oct 2017, pancreatitis continued and snorting not been
any better and given steroids. On 12 Oct 2017, hair coat thinner and owner declined a work up. Later
that evening dog was struggling to swallow and screaming when jaw touched. Owner opted for
euthanasia. No further information expected. Dog had similar reactions post vaccination of Nobivac
L4, developed vomiting, liver enzyme changes and diarrhoea. See linked cases: 2017-UK-05843, 2017UK-05844, 2017-UK-05845 Follow up 3 Nov 2017 article published in South Ceredigon edition re the
reaction. No extra information provided so no update to the case. Article is attached to the case. Also
attached a letter sent directly to MSD colleague. No further information is provided in the letter, it
does have blood result attached but these are already listed in the case. No more information
expected Follow up 7 Nov 2017- owner responded in a letter that since the vaccination of Nobivac
Lepto 2 vaccine in Apr 2017, the dog started getting bladder infections (no further details provided). No
further information expected. Follow up 13 Nov 2017 - further clinical history received, within this
stated on 9 Feb 2017, dog developed a UTI and was off colour. A urine sediment was performed that
showed RBC and struvite crystals. Given antibiotics. On 16 May 2017, developed frequent bouts of
colitis and given Prednicare and Promax as well as Zantac. On 4 Jul 2017, had some upper respiratory
tract noise and some bilateral ocular discharge, given Norodine and Lubrithal ophthalmic gel as well as
Isathal. On 20 Jul 2017, some protein in urine. On 14 Aug 2017, owner repeatedly chased a hedgehog
on 13 Aug 2017 and became a bit stiff and reluctant to move. The owner reported in general has
reduced energy
levels.
Dog hadOn
a history
from when
wasvaccinated
8 weeks had
diarrhoea
mucous
as well
Suspected
Adverse
Reaction.
15 Sep 2016,
dog was
with
Nobivac with
DHPPi
and Nobivac
Cavalier King
Lepto 4 and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 24 Sep 2016, owner reported Charles
the dog had a seizure, full tonic-clonic, that lasted for 5 minutes. Owner reported dog lost
Spaniel
consciousness and had a post ictal period of a few minutes. Unknown if any treatment given. No
further information expected. This dog has had a similar reaction after treatment with Nobivac DHP,
Nobivac Lepto 4 and Nobivac KC in 2017, please see linked case 2017-UK-05884.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05882

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

15/09/2016

20/10/2017

1

6.6 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (15/09/201615/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (15/09/201615/09/2016)<BR><BR>

The reported seizure is not an expected adverse
reaction and 9 days is not a strong temporal relation,
however, the reaction occured again several days
after vaccination of the next year. A product role
cannot be excluded completely. ABON=O1

Not
Known

No Data

Not
Known

A - Probable

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05883

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

24/10/2017

24/10/2017

1

1

0 24/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 24 Oct 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4 , was clinically well at Labrador
the time of vaccination, immediately post vaccination the puppy developed facial oedema, but was still Retriever
bright and alert. They treated with antihistamines intramuscular and the swelling decreased in minutes.
The puppy has been sent home . No more information expected

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05884

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

12/10/2017

20/10/2017

1

1

0 19/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tonic-clonic seizure
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 15 Sep 2016, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac
King Charles
Lepto 4 and reacted. Please see linked case 2017-UK-05882. On 29 Sep 2016, dog was vaccinated with Spaniel
Nobivac DHPPi and no reaction occurred. On 13 Oct 2016, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 4
and no reaction occurred. On 12 Oct 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac Lepto 4
and Nobivac KC and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 19 Oct 2017, owner
reported the dog had a tonic-clonic seizure. The vet treated the dog with a 5mg Diazepam rectal tube.
Blood tests were reported as normal (no results given). No other investigations performed. No further
information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05894

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

11/10/2017

19/10/2017

1

1

0 14/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 11 Oct 2017, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Golden
Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of vaccination. Vaccinated whilst in breeders possession. On 14 Oct Retriever
2017, the owner picked the puppy up from the breeder and the breeder informed the new owners that
the puppy had some vomiting and diarrhoea since vaccination but eating and drinking well. On 15 Oct
2017, the puppy presented as continued vomiting and diarrhoea. On examination, dehydrated, sticky
mucous membranes, subdued and passed watery, foul smelling diarrhoea were noted. The puppy was
admitted for intravenous fluid therapy, given anti-emetic injection, antibiotic injection and gut
protectants. On 18 Oct 2017, blood tests performed: Albumin 14 (20-33), Glucose 1.4 (3.5-8), Total
Protein 39 (49-70), WBC 1.9 (6-14), Lymphocytes 1 (1.2-3.2), Monocytes 0.2 (0.3-0.8), Granulocytes 0.8
(1.2-8), RBC 4.48 (5-8.5), haemoglobin 7.4 (12-19), PCV 28.8 (40-55), Sodium 133 (139-150), Potassium
2.8 (3.4-4.9) and temperature 40 degrees Celsius. Faecal sample result showed Parvovirus Antigen
positive (states a false positive maybe seen for up to 2 weeks post vaccination). On 19 Oct 2017,
temperature was 39 degrees Celsius and is still hospitalised, continued bouts of vomiting and diarrhoea
with no interest in food and being supplemented with oral glucose. Await further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05914

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.7 Year(s)

12/09/2017

20/10/2017

1

1

1 15/09/2017 Not Known

Polydipsia,Hypercalcaemia,Polyuria Not
,Death by euthanasia,Congested
Known
mucous
membrane,Depression,Acute renal
failure,Lung sound,Lung tumour

Suspected Adverse Reaction . On 12 Sep 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and was clinically well Rhodesian
at time of vaccination other than skin fold dermatitis in the vulva (no treatment was required for this). Ridgeback
On 17 Sep 2017, the owner brought the dog into the practice as been polyuric and polydipsic for a few
days. On examination, slightly depressed and mucous membranes mildly congested - no treatment was
given. On 18 Sep 2017, owner cancelled the recheck appointment and ultrasound and taken dog to
another vets. On 20 Sep 2017, vet phoned the owner to find out how the dog was doing and the other
vets performed an ultrasound which was unremarkable. Blood tests were also performed and showed
hypercalcaemia and the dog was admitted for further investigation. On 27 Sep 2017, dog was referred
to a referral practice; There was mild increase in bronchovesicular sounds on thoracic auscultation but
the remainder of the general physical examination was unremarkable. Initial bloods showed marked
ionised hypercalcemia and IRIS stage IV acute kidney failure. Dog was anaesthetised and a CT of the
chest and abdomen was performed. There were diffuse, severe lung changes with coalescing
pulmonary nodules and infarction. Dog was diagnosed with metastatic neoplasia and the
hypercalcemia was assumed to be paraneoplastic. An oesphagostomy tube was placed while dog was
under anaesthesia and was treated with intravenous fluid therapy and Pamidronate. The owner opted
for euthanasia. No further information expected.

44.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (12/09/201712/09/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05968

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.9 Month(s) 01/05/2017

30/10/2017

1

1

0 01/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Hepatitis,Hepatomegaly,Polydipsia, Not
Hypocalcaemic
Known
condition,Decreased
appetite,Ascites,Lack of
efficacy,Weight loss,Cutaneous
oedema,Bruising,Hypoalbuminaemi
a,Liver disorder NOS,Elevated
ALT,Elevated bile acids,Elevated
total bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Elevated gamma-glutamyl
transferase (GGT),Abnormal
cytology,Liver
fibrosis,Vomiting,Diarrhoea,Injectio
n site swelling

English
Springer
Spaniel

19.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (01/05/201701/05/2017)<BR><BR>Synuclav 250
mg Tablets for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown,
Treatment Start Date 07/09/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>prednisolone unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown,
Treatment Start Date 04/10/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>tramadol (human) N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown, Treatment
Start Date 29/08/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-05999

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

25/10/2017

1

1

0 25/10/2017 Not
Periorbital oedema,Facial
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Laboured breathing
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected lack of expected efficacy following the use of Nobivac L4 reported on 6th September 2017.
A 6 year 11 month old, male neutered, English Springer Spaniel, weighing 19.5kg was vaccinated with
Nobivac L4 in May 2017. The dog had also been vaccinated with Nobivac L4 in 2016, but the full
vaccination history is unknown. The dog is currently undergoing treatment for hepatitis at a specialist
unit. The dog had been referred 2 weeks ago but the date when signs first appeared is unknown
currently. A leptospirosis antibody panel was carried out and some of the results have come back very
elevated as follows: Australis - 1 in 1600 , Canicola - 1 in 400 , Copenhagani - 1 in 400 , Grippotyphosa 1 in 400 Icterhaemerhagiae - 1 in 400 , Javant - 1 in 400. No PCR carried out at this stage. A liver
biopsy was performed and results consistent with a marked hepatopathy. Further information
expected.Follow up 30 Oct 2017 - Suspected Adverse Reaction / Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy.
On 8 Mar 2016, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 4 and Nobivac KC. On 5 Apr 2016, dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 4. On 4 Apr 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 4. On 21 Apr
2017, owner reported a 3cm by 3 cm swelling at the injection site. On 10 Aug 2017, owner reported
dog intermittent vomiting for 8 weeks (estimate Jun 2017) and having diarrhoea for 10 days (estimate
1 Aug 2017) with a reduced appetite and weight loss. Bloods showed ALKP 1007 (12-83), ALT 894 (1378) and GGT 27 (1-14). On 17 Aug 2017, X-rays showed hepatomegaly. Liver ultrasound showed a
mottled appearance with irregular edges. A bile acid stimulation showed pre and post prandial bile
acids to be very high (no results given). Treated with Denamarin and pro-bind. Referral vet reported on
24 Aug 2017 that dog had an abnormal liver on ultrasound with a "honeycomb" texture and multiple
rounded hypoechoic nodules, suggestive of an advanced disease process. Bloods showed ALB 24.3
(26.3-38.2), calcium 2.26 (2.36-2.84), and bilirubin 14.5 (<4.2). Treated with Destolit. On 29 Aug 2017,
dog had liver biopsies and developed subcutaneous fluid, pitting oedema and bruising as a result of the
surgery. At surgery vet reported the dog had ascites. Treated with Tramadol. On 7 Sep 2017, referral
vet reported that the liver biopsies showed chronic active neutrophilic, lymphoplasmacytic hepatitis
with portal fibrosis. Copper accumulation was seen in 60 % of the hepatocytes. Treated with Synuclav.
Leptospirosis antibody titres are as previously reported. On 3 Oct 2017, a Urine PCR for Leptospirosis
was negative. On 4 Oct 2017, treatment with prednisolone was started. On 20 Oct 2017, owner
reported the dog was polydipsic, an ultrasound showed no ascites present. On 21 Oct 2017, vet
reported the
blood Reaction.
albumin was
results
given).
Await results
of pairedLepto
Lepto4serology.
Suspected
Adverse
Onnormal
25 Oct (no
2017,
dog was
vaccinated
with Nobivac
and was Dog

Crossbred

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

United
Kingdom

Animal

0 23/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Increased heart
R><BR><BR>Not rate,Anaphylaxis,Reddening of the
Known
skin,Malaise,Facial oedema

Not
Known

4.4 Milbemax Chewable Tablets for
B - Possible
Small Dogs and Puppies - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(25/10/201725/10/2017)<BR><BR>NexGard 28
mg Chewable Tablets for Dogs 4-10
kg - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown
1 Animal (25/10/201725/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (25/10/201725/10/2017)<BR><BR>
3.08 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (23/10/201723/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(23/10/2017-23/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06005

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

25/10/2017

23/10/2017

25/10/2017

1

1

reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. Owners gave Nexgard and Milbemax when they
got home. Two to three hours later vet reported the dog as having swollen eyes and muzzle and
laboured breathing after playing out in the garden. Dog treated with steroids intramuscularly. Vet
reported later that day dog was improving, but not fully recovered. Vet is suspicious of a sting reaction.
No further information expected.

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 23 Oct 2017, dog vaccinated with first dose of primary course of
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of vaccination. Approximately 30 minutes post
vaccination developed facial oedema and redness over his ventral abdomen and between toes.
Presented to emergency practice where dog was admitted and given Chlorpheniramine injection. On
examination, bright, heart rate 160 beats per minute, temperature 102.3 degrees Fahrenheit. After 30
minutes swelling reduced and was discharged with Piriton. On 24 Oct 2017, puppy re-examined and
continued tablets but was not himself and had swollen nose and he was given a Dexadreson injection.
No further information expected.

French Bulldog

5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (24/10/201724/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (24/10/201724/10/2017)<BR><BR>
6.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Unknown 1 Animal (12/10/201712/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (12/10/201712/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (12/10/201712/10/2017)<BR><BR>
2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
Not applicable 1 Animal
(11/10/201711/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (11/10/201711/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Agree with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06008

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

23/10/2017

09/11/2017

1

1

0 24/10/2017 Yes

Increased salivation,Stiffness
No Data
NOS,Pyrexia,Malaise,Injection site
lump,Disorientation,Inappetence,Le
thargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06027

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Month(s)

01/01/2017

25/10/2017

1

1

1 16/10/2017 Not
Death by euthanasia,Lack of
Known,<BR><BR efficacy
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06045

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

21/10/2017

26/10/2017

1

1

0 25/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Inappropriate urination,Decreased No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes body temperature,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Hind
limb ataxia,Proprioception
loss,Blotchy rash,Neurological pain
NOS,Prolonged capillary refill
time,Shaking,Head bobbing

Suspected Adverse Reaction On the 23 Sept 2017, the dog was clinically well and was given Nobivac
Other
DHP and Nobivac L4. On the 7 October 2017, the dog was given the second injection of Nobivac DHP. Canine/dog
On the 21 October 2017, the dog was given the second injection of Nobivac L4. On the 25 October
2017, the dog became lethargic and on the 26 October 2017, the dog showed shaking signs, was
wobbly on the back legs (falls to right as walks), his head was bobbing, his mucosa membranes were
pink and the Capillary Refill Time was above 2 seconds, he also had pink blotches on the skin, was
urinating without knowing, had lost proprioception on his hind legs and did have deep pain response,
the temperature was 36.9 degree Celsius. Treatment with Intra Venous Fluid Therapy, methadone 0.03
mgs/Kg intra venous and Zinacef 15 mg/Kg was given. Case open awaiting for blood test results

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06055

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

19/09/2017

26/10/2017

1

1

1 16/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 19 Sep 2017, puppy vaccinated with primary vaccination of
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of vaccination. On 16 Oct 2017, puppy became
unwell and passed away (no further details given). A post mortem was performed and confirmed
Leptospirosis. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06070

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3-9
Month(s)

30/10/2017

31/10/2017

1

1

1 30/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B NT - necrotic
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes hepatitis,Splenitis,Fit,Pneumonia,De
ath,Septicaemia,Abnormal test
result,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Dull

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06088

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

03/07/2017

30/10/2017

1

1

0 28/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Central nervous system disorder
R><BR><BR>Yes, NOS,Head tremor,Brain disorder
<BR><BR><BR>< NOS,Abnormal test result
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06097

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

27/10/2017

27/10/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06100

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

27 Year(s)

27/10/2017

27/10/2017

1

1

Not
Known

English
Springer
Spaniel

Miniature
Schnauzer

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

10.95 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (01/01/201701/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (01/01/201701/01/2017)<BR><BR>

OAwaiting more information
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

6.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (07/10/201707/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (21/10/201721/10/2017)<BR><BR>

OAwaiting blood test results.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(19/09/201719/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(19/09/2017-19/09/2017)<BR><BR>

The puppy passed away shortly after the 16/10 when
first signs were noted and Leptospirosis was
confirmed. With the available information a lack of
efficacy cannot be excluded.

Suspect Adverse Reaction: 30 Oct 2017 the rescue dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
Crossbred
DHPPi. The dog appeared healthy at the time of vaccination. Later that evening the dog was admitted
as it was lethargic and dull. The dog was placed on intravenous fluids. The dog started fitting and on 31
Oct 2017 the dog died. Awaiting post mortem results. Follow up 02 Nov 2017: Initial post mortem
results show possible pneumonia as the underlying cause of death. No signs of a hypersensitivity
reaction have been seen. Dog came to the rescue centre on 29 Oct 2017 and was vaccinated on 30 Oct
2017, therefore any history of previous illness or clinical signs is unknown. It is possible that the dog
may not have been in full health at the time of vaccination as post mortem showed that the dog had
not eaten in at least 24 hours. Awaiting further confirmation from histology. Follow up: 04 Dec 2017
The histopathological findings revealed a bacterial septicaemia in the dog characterised by interstitial
necrotising pneumonia, necrotising hepatitis and suppurative splenitis. A pure moderate growth of
Pasteurella canis was isolated from the lung. While this organism can be found as a commensal in the
nose and upper respiratory tract of dogs, it has been associated with septicaemia and is the likely
aetiology in this case. No more information expected.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
O1 - Inconclusive
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(30/10/201730/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(30/10/2017-30/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA disagrees with MAH assessment - although the
post mortem has shown underlying pathology the role
of the vaccination in the clinical signs of lethargy,
dullness and seizures cannot be fully discounted.

Suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac DHP, KC and L4 reported on the 30th October Labrador
2017. A 5 year old, male neutered, Labrador had vaccinations of Nobivac DHP / L4 / KC on 3rd July
Retriever
2017. On the 28th July 2017, the dog began experiencing head tremors lasting 5-10 minutes, otherwise
normal and no other neurological abnormalities. On the 1st August 2017, the dog was given another
L4 vaccine and went on to have further head tremors. Blood test results were normal. The vet then
referred the dog for an MRI scan which revealed mild right frontal lobe meningeal enhancement. CSF
analysis was normal for cells count and protein content, but showed the presence of some
macrophage. PCR on CSF for Distemper, Toxoplasmosis and Neosporosis were negative. Suspected
Diagnosis: Inflammatory CNS Disorder. Dog started with a course of Dexamethasone 2 mg in the
morning and Ranitidine as gastroprotectant. The dog had Nobivac vaccines as a puppy without issue
then the vaccines were changed to Vanguard. No further information expected.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(03/07/201703/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (03/07/201703/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (03/07/201701/08/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

0 27/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Closed eyelid,Localised
Not
R><BR><BR>Not itching,Swollen eye,Swollen lip (see Known
Known
also 'Skin')

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 27 Oct 2017, a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac
English Cocker
L4, clinically well at time of vaccination. One hour post vaccination, the dog''s eyes were swollen and Spaniel
the dog presented to the practice. On examination, the eyes were closed, face was itchy and the eyes
and lips started to swell. The dog was admitted, given Dexafort and an antihistamine injection and also
placed on intravenous fluid therapy. The swelling started to improve and the dog was more
comfortable. The practice was preparing to discharge the patient back to the owner. No further
information expected.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

0 27/10/2017 Not Known

A vet grazed her left ring finger on the needle after vaccinating a dog. She is unsure if any product went Human
into the wound, but there was some bleeding. She washed her hands with Hibiscrub.

6.2 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (27/10/201727/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (27/10/201727/10/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Known for Dogs - 1,,,,10<BR><BR>

No Data

Not
Known

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

22.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (23/10/201723/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Injection site bleeding

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 23 Oct 2017, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac L4 and clinically
well at time of vaccination. On 24 Oct 2017, dog was quiet and lethargic. On 25 Oct 2017, dog
presented as inappetant, stiffness, painful injection site lump, salivation, disorientation and
temperature 39.5 degrees Celsius. The dog was hospitalised and an intravenous Cannula placed. On
examination there are no neurological deficits and the dog was quiet. No further information
expected. Follow up 9 Nov 2017 - On 25 Oct 2017, dog was kept in the hospital for 24 hours and given
antibiotics, non-steroidal anti-inflammatories and anti-emetics. The temperature returned within
normal parameters. On 26 Oct 2017, dog was discharged home. On 27 Oct 2017, presented for a check
up and was bright, eating and temperature normal but still a swelling on her neck. On 1 Nov 2017,
swelling was more solid across her neck, non-painful - continued antibiotics and non-steroidal antiinflammatories. On 8 Nov 2017, re-examined and the dog has no lump and all other signs have fully
resolved. No further information expected.
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On an unknown date in 2017, dog vaccinated with best guess
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. The dog was vaccinated with breeder as a puppy but not stated what
vaccines given just that were Nobivac and await documentation to confirm. On 15 Oct 2017, dog
vomited twice and been lethargic and on 16 Oct 2017, owner found a pool of blood (unknown if its
vomit, faeces or vomit). Presented and had icterus, heart rate 90 beats per minute, mucous
membranes, painful in abdomen - vomiting and tarry diarrhoea. Blood tests performed: ALKP 708 (23212), ALT 340 (10-125), Amylase >2500 (500-1500), Urea 35.9 (2.5-9.6), Crea (off scale and no
reference range given), GGT 19 (0-11), Glucose 8.14 (4.11-7.95), Lipase 5875 (200-1800), Phosphorus
4.1 (0.81-2.2), Total bilirubin 370 (0-15), Sodium 140 (144-160), Cholesterol 103 (109-122), WBC 20.99
(5.05-16.76), Monocytes 2.03 (0.16-1.12), Neutrophils 17.75 (2.95-11.64), Eosinophils 0.01 (0.06-1.23),
MCHC 38 (32-37.9), PLT 48 (148-484) and PCT 0.05 (0.14-0.46). Suspected Leptospirosis and ultrasound
of abdomen showed no dilation of gall bladder or bile duct. Started intravenous fluid therapy,
antibiotics, analgesia and Cerenia. On 17 Oct 2017, no change in dogs condition - seems uncomfortable
in abdomen and catheterised for urinalysis and Lepto PCR (15mls aspirated). Once the samples were
taken and dog deteriorated with laboured breathing, anuric and dull. Given Penstrep, Zantac,
Vetergesic and Ronaxan. It was decided to euthanased the dog. Samples from both EDTA and urine
came back positive for Leptospirosis. Await further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06111

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Week(s)

19/10/2017

27/10/2017

8

5

1 21/10/2017 Not
Corneal oedema,Death,Local
Known,<BR><BR swelling (not application
><BR><BR><BR> site),Breathing difficulty
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06123

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.8 Year(s)

10/08/2017

31/10/2017

1

1

0 15/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Hypoalbuminaemia,Abnormal test No Data
result,Conjunctival
oedema,Pyrexia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Anorexia,Hepatopat
hy,Hepatomegaly,Ocular
discharge,Emesis,Diarrhoea,Neutro
penia,Monocytosis,Elevated
cholesterol
(total),Proteinuria,Elevated
SAP,Hypophosphataemia,Elevated
ALT

Suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac DHP/L4/KC reported on 31st October 2017. A Jack Russell
8 year 9 month old, female neutered, Jack Russel Terrier, weighing 10.3 kg was given Nobivac
Terrier
DHP/L4/KC on 10th August 2017. The dog was clinically well at the time of vaccination. On the 15th
August 2017, the dog presented as lethargic, off food, vomiting and diarrhoea. On examination, the
dog was pyrexic ( 40.6 C), had discharge from the eyes and mild swelling of the conjunctiva. Blood
tests were taken which showed ALT 207 (15-60), ALP 1058 (38-200), Phosphate 0.88 (1-2.5),
Cholesterol 9.2 (3.8-7), Neutropenia and Monocytosis. Antibiotic injection was given and the dog was
sent home with oral antibiotics. On the 16th August 2017, the dogs temperature was 38.3 C, and she
was still not wanting to eat, vomiting was ongoing but no diarrhoea. Dog was put onto intravenous
fluid therapy (IVFT) for the day and was discharged in the evening. Given Anti-emetic injection. On the
17th August 2017, a blood test was taken which showed:ALT 176 (15-60), ALP 1432 (38-200), Albumin
22 (25-43), Phosphate 0.79 (1-2.5). Urine test showed: Specific Gravity 1.033, proteinuric. The dog was
brighter and started eating a small amount. On the 22nd August 2017, the dog was generally much
better, eating/drinking and no vomiting/diarrhoea. Blood test showed- Albumin 24 (25-43), ALT 103 (1560), ALP 1889 (38-200). On the 4th September 2017, blood test showed: ALT 136 (15-60), ALP 798 (38200), Albumin 34 (25-43). Urine test was normal. On the 17th September 2017, an abdominal scan was
done - Liver was enlarged and slightly abnormal echogenicity, heterogeneous with multiple hypoechoic
nodular foci. Fine Needle Aspirate of the liver were taken under sedation which showed metabolic
hepatopathy and possible nodular hypoplasia. On the 25th October 2017, the owner reported that the
dog is doing better but is quieter than she used to be. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06126

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

16/10/2017

27/11/2017

1

1

1 28/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Hypothermia,Lethargy (see also
Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in
'Neurological'),Depression,Reluctan
t to move,Malaise,Respiratory
sound,Not eating,Generalised
weakness,Paralysis NOS,Elevated
BUN,Elevated
lipase,Hyponatremia,Hypochlorae
mia,Low blood
pressure,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hyper
calcaemia,Reduced reflexes,Death

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 9 Oct 2017, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac KC and was clinically well Chihuahua
at the time of vaccination. On 16 Oct 2017, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and
again was clinically well at time of vaccination. On 28 Oct 2017, puppy was quiet and lethargic and on
examination, temperature 37.9 degrees Celsius, slight increase in respiratory sounds and reluctant to
move. Given antibiotics and was discharged. On 30 Oct 2017, re-examined, puppy had deteriorated tetraplegic with generalised weakness but was bright however could not walk. No cranial deficit, no
history of trauma and proprioception present but reduced withdrawal reflexes. Suspected
neuromuscular problem and veterinary surgeon discussed a possible referral to a Neurologist but
breeder declined due to funds. Blood tests performed but were unremarkable and given a steroid
injection and discharged. On 31 Oct 2017, puppy examined and puppy worse - depressed, immobile,
vomiting, diarrhoea, diarrhoea, not eating, temperature 34 degrees Celsius and hypovolaemia.
Admitted and given subcutaneous fluids, anti-emetic and given a Cephalexin injection. Supportive
treatment provided to increase temperature and was radiographed but unremarkable. The puppy died
30 minutes later. Await further information. Nov 2017 - Blood tests on 30 Oct 2017 showed Urea 13.3
(2.5-10.4), Calcium 3.72 (1.95-3.15), Lipase 2028 (100-1500), Sodium 140 (145-157) and Chloride 102
(105-119). A post mortem carried on the 1 Nov 2017 showed no gross or microscopic changes to
indicate a cause for the clinical signs and death of the dog. There were no signs to suggest that vaccine
administration was the direct cause. No further information expected.

0.66 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (16/10/201716/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(09/10/201709/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(16/10/2017-16/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06137

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

27/06/2017

31/10/2017

1

1

1 27/10/2017 Not
Death by euthanasia,Lack of
Known,<BR><BR efficacy
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

24.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O Awaiting information
Animal (13/06/2017Unclassifiable/unassessa
13/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(27/06/2017-27/06/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06214

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

27/10/2017

03/11/2017

1

1

0 27/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Bloody
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes diarrhoea,Emesis,Hypercalcaemia,
Unable to
stand,Staggering,Tachypnoea,Hyper
aemic mucous membrane,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Limb
weakness,Hyperglycaemia,Hyperph
osphataemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
ALT,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Hyperproteinaemia,Decreased
packed cell volume
(PCV),Isosthenuria,Decreased
cholesterol (total),Elevated
cholesterol (total),Sunken
eyes,Hypokalaemia,Hyponatremia

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 30 May 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Dobermann
L4. On 13 Jun 2017, vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac DHP and second dose of Nobivac L4 on
27 Jun 2017. Clinically well at the time of all vaccinations. On 27 Oct 2017, dog presented to practice
as not eating or drinking. On examination, temperature 39.1 degrees Celsius, vomiting and pale mucous
membranes. Antibiotics were dispensed. On 30 Oct 2017, returned back to practice as developed blood
in faeces, not eating, dehydrated and was admitted. Blood tests show elevated WBC and an
electrolyte disturbance (no value or reference range given). The dog also developed jaundice. On 31
Oct 2017, blood tests repeated and showed increased liver and kidney values (no value or reference
range given and given pain relief). On abdominal palpation felt a mass in cranial abdomen and an
ultrasound was performed. The scan showed an intussusception and a possible foreign body. The dog
was euthanased due to clinical deterioration and samples have been sent for PCR for Leptospirosis.
Await further information.
Suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac DHP & L4 reported on 3rd November 2017. A Staffordshire
4 month old, female Staffordshire Bull Terrier, weighing 5 kg was given Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 as Bull Terrier
a first vaccination on 27th October 2017, clinically well at the time of vaccination. On the 2nd
November 2017, the dog was unable to stand and lethargic and had been vomiting since the
vaccination. On examination, the dog had a small amount of diarrhoea with some blood, weak limbs,
mucus membranes were dark pink and tacky, sunken eyes, looked as if she was staggering to the left,
temperature was normal, respiratory rate high. The dog was admitted for intravenous fluid therapy
(IVFT) and blood sample was taken - Glucose 7.7 (4.2-7.1), Urea 43.73 (3.3-10.4), Creatinine 283 (35.0124.0), Cholesterol 11.64 (2.9-8.1), Total bilirubin 10 (2.0-9.0), Calcium 3.82 (2.3-3.0), Phosphate 4.84
(0.6-1.6), Total protein 73 (50-72), ALT 119 (17-78), sodium 126 (141-152), potassium 2.3 (3.8-5.0)
Cholesterol 88 (102-117), ALP 427 (20-109.5), Packed Cell Volume 34%. Bloods repeated later in the
day sodium 137 (141-152), potassium 2.6 (3.8-5.0) Cholesterol 100 (102-117). Given Cerenia injection,
Antibiotic injection intravenously and Ranitidine intravenously. Stayed in for IVFT and monitoring. On
the 3rd November 2017, the puppy was not much better but brighter than the previous day. Urea and
Creatinine elevated still, Urine Specific Gravity is isosthenuric, possible due to IVFT. Vet believes that
the owners may have allowed the pup to be poisoned and that she ''hasn''t had the best start''.
Further information may become available.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06221

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

02/11/2017

03/11/2017

1

1

0 02/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Drooling,Diarrhoea,Emesis,Hypothe No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes rmia,Dehydration,Nausea

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 19 Oct 2017, eight puppies vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Labrador
L4. On 21 Oct 2017, five puppies started showing blue eyes and then one puppy developed a diffuse
Retriever
swelling around neck (lump in throat). On 22 Oct 2017, given Synulox and Dexadreson. On 23 Oct 2017,
the puppy died from the diffuse swelling causing breathing difficulties. No further information
expected.

Suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac DHP/L4 reported on 3rd November 2017. An Other
8 week old, male dog of unknown breed was given his second vaccination of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Canine/dog
L4 on 2nd November 2017, he was clinically well at the time of vaccination. 24 hours later, the dog
came in to the vets drooling, nauseous and dehydrated having had diarrhoea the night before and
vomiting that morning. The dog had a temperature of 37 degrees c. The dog was put onto intravenous
fluid therapy (IVFT) and antiemetics. Within 2 hours the dog had recovered. The vet is convinced that
this was a reaction to something the puppy had eaten and not to the vaccination. No further
information expected.

1.4 - 1.8 Dexadreson 2 mg/ml Solution for
O1 - Inconclusive
Injection - .11,N/A,N/A ,10,0.11 ml 1
Animal<BR>22/10/17 - treatment
start date (N/A22/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (19/10/201719/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (19/10/201719/10/2017)<BR><BR>Synulox
Ready-to-Use Suspension for
Injection - .07,N/A,N/A ,10,0.07 ml 1
Animal<BR>22/10/17 - treatment
start date (N/A22/10/2017)<BR><BR>
10.3 Antibiotic Unidentified B - Possible
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (15/08/201715/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (10/08/201710/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (10/08/201710/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (10/08/201710/08/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Pyrexia, lethargy, emesis, anorexia, diarrhoea may
occur shortly after vaccination and 5 days is still a
reasonable time to onset. Changes in liver parameters
and other blood changes have often been seen
following this vaccination, although are not described
on the SPC. Cannot exclude product involvement.
Three vaccines administered concurrently. Overall
ABON B

12 days is still a reasonable relation in time. The post
mortem showed no gross or microscopic changes to
indicate a cause for the clinical signs and death of the
dog. There were no signs to suggest that vaccine
administration was the direct cause. The post
mortem was inconclusive, therefore assessment is
inconclusive, but product involvement cannot be
excluded.

5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(27/10/201727/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (27/10/201727/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(02/11/201702/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (02/11/201702/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06234

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

31/10/2017

03/11/2017

1

1

0 01/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Decreased
R><BR><BR>Yes appetite,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Weight
loss,Mucous
stool,Dehydration,Abnormal test
result,Loose bowel
0 01/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Immune mediated
R><BR><BR>Yes, thrombocytopenia
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction. 2nd vaccination given with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 31 Oct 2017.
1st vaccination details unknown. The owner noted the pup became quiet and a little off food around
lunchtime on 1 Nov 2017. On 2 Nov 2017, the puppy started vomiting and having very soft mucusy
faeces. It presented to vets with weight loss, dehydrated, temperature 39.8C and admitted for IVFT
and supportive medications for the day. It went home as significantly brighter by the evening. The
faecal snap test - parvo positive. On 3 Nov 2017, it was still well. No more information expected.

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06259

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/07/2016

06/11/2017

1

1

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac DHP and KC reported on the 6th November
2017. An 8 year old Pointer cross Spaniel was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, L4 and kennel cough in
July 2016. The dog had a cruciate operation approximately 3 weeks later. Medications used at this
time are unknown. One week after the cruciate operation, the dog developed auto immune
thrombocytopenia. After 1 year, the dog no longer needs steroids and is stable. No further
information expected.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06285

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

26/10/2017

30/11/2017

1

1

1 04/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Bradycardia,Cardiac arrest,Pale
Not
R><BR><BR>Not mucous membrane,Circulatory
Known
Known
collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic
disorders'),Involuntary
defecation,Diarrhoea,Haemorrhagi
c gastroenteritis,Not
drinking,Respiratory
distress,Pulmonary
oedema,Hydrothorax,Death,Hypot
hermia,Malaise,Blood in faeces,Not
eating,Abnormal test
result,Abnormal necropsy
finding,NT - acute (interstitial)
pneumonia/pleuropneumonia,Enlar
ged lymph node (localised)

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 26 Oct 2017, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4,
Crossbred
clinically well at time of vaccination, however the owner did mention the puppy had passed some
bloody faeces whilst in there possession but then that cleared up. On 5 Nov 2017, owner presented the
puppy back into the practice as was passing watery diarrhoea for 24 hours, had some blood in his
faeces and had deteriorated as was quiet and not eating or drinking. On examination the puppy was
collapsed, pale mucous membranes, heart 88, bloody faeces leaking out of anus and temperature was
too low to register on the thermometer. The puppy was admitted and given intravenous fluid therapy,
oxygen therapy and warmed up. Parvo snap test negative, however whilst await results from the Snap
test, the puppy started getting respiratory difficulty and cardiac arrest. Given adrenaline and started
chest compressions but the puppy was unable to be resuscitated. To be determined if a post mortem is
to be performed. Await further information. It was stated some discrepancy with the supplier of the
puppy to the exact age as was bought from a puppy farm. Follow up 30 Nov 2017 - Post mortem
showed moderate, diffuse haemorrhagic gastroenteritis throughout the intestine; severe thymic
atrophy and moderate, diffuse, subacute interstitial pneumonia. There was a mild hydrothorax and
pulmonary oedema. The mesenteric lymph node was slightly prominent. A PCR panel was carried out
on a loop of small intestine and was positive for Canine Parvovirus (CPV2), Canine Enteric Coronavirus,
Clostridia Perfringens enterotoxin and Clostridia perfringens A. No further information expected.
Closed case.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06302

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.4 Year(s)

31/10/2017

07/11/2017

1

1

0 01/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypoglycaemia, Not
R><BR><BR>Not Hyperphosphataemia,Elevated
Known
Known
ALT,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated SAP,Elevated
gamma-glutamyl transferase
(GGT),Dull,Monocytosis,Hyponatre
mia,Hypochloraemia,Low platelet
count,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Vo
miting,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise,Off colour

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 31 Oct 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC, clinically Newfoundland
well at the time of vaccination. On 1 Nov 2017, dog became off colour, vomiting bile and froth, dull
and lethargic. The owner administered Lactulose as thought dog seemed constipated. On 7 Nov 2017,
presented and on examination was quiet but alert and no other abnormalities detected. Blood tests
performed: WBC 32.58 (5.05-16.76), Neutrophil 24.26 (2.95-11.64), Monocytes 6.16 (0.16-1.12),
platelet 42 (148-484), glucose 1.19 (3.89-7.95), Phosphorus 2.23 (0.81-2.20), Sodium 140 (144-160),
Chloride 103 (109-122), Albumin 21 (22-39), ALT 195 (10-125), ALP 1005 (23-212), GGT 37 (0-11) and
total bilirubin 19 (0-15). Given Cerenia injection, Rantidine and Noroclav tablets. Dog is being treated
for bacterial hepatitis however no confirmed diagnosis. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06303

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

11/11/2016

17/11/2017

1

1

1 31/10/2017 Not
Death,Lack of efficacy (parvovirus) Not
Known,<BR><BR
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Serious suspected lack of expected efficacy following the use of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
reported on 8th November 2017. A 13 year old, female neutered, Hungarian Vizla cross, weighing 19.4
kg was given Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Lepto 4 on 11th November 2016. The dog was clinically going
downhill and losing weight at the time of vaccination. Over the summer, this dog had a suspected
adverse reaction to Isothal inhalational anaesthetic, presenting with scabs on her nose, periorbital
swelling. Dog had not been right since, with health and weight waxing and waning over the summer and
autumn. In September, the dog presented with joint pain and received NSAIDs. Also developed
incontinence at night and was put on Incurin. On the 31st October 2017, the dog was vomiting and had
a small amount of diarrhoea. Owner declined consultation. Diarrhoea turned to frank blood over night
and the dog had passed away by morning. Post mortem results have come back as positive for parvo
virus (sample from faeces PCR) . Presumed cause of death was blood loss from the gastrointestinal
tract. No sign of neoplasia. Parvovirus is in the locality. The other dog in the household is also showing
signs of milder gastroenteritis at the moment.This is reported in case UK-2017-06309. Further
information may become available. Follow up 17 Nov 2017 - On 17 Nov 2017, vet reported the other
dog in the household was negative for Parvovirus by PCR testing. Await further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06309

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Year(s)

11/11/2016

17/11/2017

1

1

0 06/11/2017 Not
Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06313

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

08/11/2017

08/11/2017

1

1

0 08/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swollen eye,Swollen face (see also No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Swollen lip (see also
'Skin'),Swollen lymph node

Not
Known

2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(31/10/201731/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (31/10/201731/10/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Known Not applicable 1 Animal
(01/07/201601/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (01/07/201601/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (01/07/201601/07/2016)<BR><BR>
4.07 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (26/10/201726/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(26/10/2017-26/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

59.65 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (31/10/201731/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(31/10/2017-31/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

19.4 Incurin 1 mg Tablet - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(01/09/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>NSAID
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(N/A-01/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (11/11/201611/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (11/11/201611/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Suspected lack of expected efficacy following the use of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 reported on 8th Crossbred
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
November 2017. A 14 year old, male neutered, cross breed dog, of unknown weight was given Nobivac
Known Not applicable 1 Animal
DHP and Nobivac Lepto 4 on 11th November 2016. On the 6th November 2017, the dog was quieter
(11/11/2016than usual and produced some soft stools. Temperature 38.2C. The vet dispensed metronidazole. As
11/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
he was walking out of the consulting room, the dog produced diarrhoea that was extremely
Suspension for Injection for Dogs haemorrhagic. The vet admitted him immediately and placed him on 24 hours intravenous fluids. The
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
dog is home now. Parvovirus is in the locality. The other dog in the household died following
1 Animal (11/11/2016haemorrhagic gastroenteritis and faecal sample was positive for Parvo virus. This is reported in case
11/11/2016)<BR><BR>
UK-2017-06303 Further information may become available as PCR is due to be done. Follow up 17
Nov 2017 - Vet reported that a Parvovirus PCR test was Negative. The vet reported the dog is doing
well. No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On the 8 November 2017, the dog was clinically well and at 9.20 am was English Cocker
4.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
given Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. A bit later (unknown the exact time) the owner brought the dog
Spaniel
Unknown 1 Animal (08/11/2017back to the practice as he had swollen face. At examination, eyelids, muzzle, lips and sub mandibular
08/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
lymph nodes were swollen. Treatment with Intra-Venous Fluid Therapy and intramuscular steroid
Suspension for Injection for Dogs injection was given. No more information expected.
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (08/11/201708/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Hungarian
Short-haired
Pointing Dog
(Vizsla)

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06320

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

05/07/2017

08/11/2017

1

1

1 02/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Haemorrhage NOS,Emesis,Gall
No Data
bladder & bile duct disorder
NOS,Hepatic necrosis,Hepatic
toxicosis,Hepatomegaly,Icterus,He
patic vascular disorder,Penile
disorder NOS,Hydrothorax,Skin
oedema,Death,Anorexia,Inappeten
ce,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Bruising,Skin
haematoma,Tense abdomen,Gait
abnormality,Shaking,Elevated
ALT,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Elevated gammaglutamyl transferase
(GGT),Leucocytosis

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06321

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

15/09/2017

20/11/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06335

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

17/10/2017

09/11/2017

8

5

0 16/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
3 03/11/2017 No,<BR><BR><B

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06362

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

25/10/2017

02/01/2018

1

1

0 25/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06377

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

04/09/2017

14/11/2017

1

1

0 11/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Corneal oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes

Disorder of red blood cell
No Data
NOS,Alkaline
urine,Proteinuria,Haematuria,Haem
atochezia,Immune mediated
thrombocytopenia,Thrombocytosis
,Decreased red blood cell
count,Weak pulse,Increased
percentage
reticulocytes,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume
(PCV),Hypokalaemia,Monocytosis,P
remature ventricular
contractions,Hyponatremia,Hypoch
loraemia,Injection site
haematoma,Low platelet
count,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Ta
chycardia,Pale mucous
membrane,Hypotension,Abdominal
pain,Oral
bleeding,Diarrhoea,Haematemesis,
Polydipsia,Hypocalcaemic
condition,Polyuria,Panting,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Regenerative
anaemia,Lateral recumbency,Skin
petechiae,Mucosa
petechiae,Bruising
Death by euthanasia,Death,Lack of No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes efficacy

Injection site
No Data
lump,Vomiting,Autoimmune
disorder NOS,Arthritis,Joint
inflammation,Polyarthritis,Joint
pain,High leg gait,Decreased
appetite,Off colour,Pyrexia,Weight
loss,Stiffness NOS,Swollen
joint,Gait abnormality,Abnormal
radiograph finding,Sleepiness systemic disorder,Ligament
rupture,Abnormal cytology

No Data

Serious suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac L4 reported on 8th November 17. A 3 Chihuahua
year old, male neutered Chihuahua, 3 years, of unknown weight was given his first Nobivac L4
vaccination on 5th July 17. On 5th August 17, the dogs appetite was reduced over the last 3 days.
Shaking intermittently, fell off the sofa & was walking oddly. Examination: stiff on hind legs as if
tender on lumbar spine/abdomen Abdominal palpation - tense & turned to snap which is out of
character. No neurological or orthopaedic abnormalities. The dog was hospitalised. Blood tests were
unremarkable. Given intravenous fluids (IVFT) and vetergesic. On 7th August the dog was discharged
and improved. Large amount of yellow discharge/pus from the penis tip. Given antibiotics for 5 days.
On 11th August 17, the dog had a general anaesthetic and xrays. Right patella sub luxated easily,
however owner says this has happened since birth and never been an issue before. No more discharge
from penis. 15th August 17- large oedematous swelling on left side of body after microchip was
implanted. Has worn a pressure bandage, has since been removed and oedema has improved, had a
dark area of bruised skin ventral left abdomen, has improved. Also had a soft tissue swelling left side of
neck, 4cm x2 cm, freely movable. Tramadol given. Hematoma formed - drained 5 mls. 23rd August 17,
dog lethargic, inappetent, vomiting. Bloods showed marked unreadable ALT, ALP very high, also GGT
and bilirubin. WBC high. On maintenance IV fluids. Ultrasound revealed hepatomegaly, enlarged
vasculature, hyperechoic area noted, may be artefact, thickened gall bladder capsule, some sludge
present, stomach wall slightly thickened. Referred for investigation. Currently no information from the
referral vet but death occurred as post mortem available. 1st September 17 - Post Mortem showed
massive and extensive hepatic necrosis due to suspected hepatic toxicity – infections, viral, fungal or
toxin related. There was mild to moderate hydro thorax, mild icterus. subcutaneous tissue showed
multifocal hemorragies. Further information may become available.

Not
Known

Anaesthetic Unidentified O1 - Inconclusive
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown, Treatment Start and End
Date 11/08/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Antibiotic
Unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown, Treatment
Start Date 07/08/17, End Date
12/08/17 (5 Day(s) N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (05/07/201705/07/2017)<BR><BR>Vetergesic
0.3 mg/ml Solution for Injection for
Dogs and Cats - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown , Treatment
Start and End Date 05/08/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>tramadol (human) N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Treatment Start
Date 15/08/17 (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

Suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac L4 reported on 8th November 2017. A 5 year Bichon Frise
old, male neutered, Bichon Frise, had booster vaccinations every year. 15th September 2017 the dog
had Nobivac Lepto 4 and Pi administered. 16th September 2017, the dog was passing blood in faeces.
Over the next couple of days, the dog started passing blood in urine and vomiting blood. The dog was
seen on the 26th September 2017 and was reported to have been lethargic for a week. Also bleeding
from the upper incisors. No petechiation, bruising on ventrum. Haematology normal apart from
Platelets low 51 (175-500). Blood biochemistry normal. 27th September 2017, blood clotting profile
normal, platelets low on smear.Dog was started on prednisolone 5mg. 29th September 2017, vomited
blood several times, Owner felt the dog was worse since starting steroid. Vet stopped steroids, dog
was given Convenia and zantac / ranitidine solution. 30th September 2017, the dog was given a steroid
(dexadreson) injection which collected at the top of his neck causing a haematoma. The dog was
hospitalised. His heart rate was very high and blood pressure extremely low. Still vomiting blood. He
was given several blood transfusions. Cerenia and Dexadreson given. Prednisolone dispensed. 9th
October 2017 Blood sample was taken: Red Blood Cells 4.95 (5.50-8.50), haematocrit 0.349 (0.37 –
0.55), Haemoglobin 111 (120-180), Reticulocytes 502.3 (10-110), Monocytes 3.94 (0.3-2.0), Platelets
715 (175-500). 16th October 2017, the dog was lethargic, panting, bruising was clearing,
polyuric/polydipsic, Temperature 38.5C. Reduced steroids to 5mg twice daily. 25th October 2017,
mucous membranes were pink. Proteinuria, haemolysed haematuria. 2nd November 2017, Blood in
urine, pH 8.0, Diarrhoea still, no blood visible. Haematology: Haemoglobin 194 (120-180), Reticulocytes
205.2 (10-110), Platelets 510 (175-500). Further information may become available. Follow up 20 Nov
2017 - Clinical history received from out of hours vet. On 30 Sep 2017, vet reported dog was laterally
recumbent with pale mucous membranes and poor peripheral pulse quality. Dog had cranial
abdominal pain and petechiae on his gums and skin. Immune mediated thrombocytopaenia was
diagnosed. A manual PCV was 35 % and a slide agglutination test was positive. Biochemistry showed
hyponatremia, hypokalemia, hypocalcemia and hypochloremia (no values given). Haematology showed
a moderate regenerative anaemia, leucocytosis and a platelet count of 0. Treated with methadone,
omeprazole, vincristine and sucralfate. A blood transfusion was performed. On 1 Oct 2017, vet
reported ongoing skin bruising on the right lateral thorax and ongoing bleeding from the gums. The dog
was ablesuspected
to stand. lack
Treated
with maropitant,
dexamethasone
andNobivac
paracetamol.
A PCV
was 25
Serious
of expected
efficacy following
the use of
DHP & L4
reported
on%.
9th
Labrador
November 2017. 8 Labrador puppies, Date of birth 1st September 2017, 4 males and 4 females were
Retriever
vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 17th October 2017 at 6 weeks old. They were
clinically well at the time of vaccination. On the 3rd November 2017, 3 puppies were taken to the
vets. One of the puppies was very dehydrated, lethargic, thin, trying to vomit and had bloody faeces. A
Parvo snap test was done which was a strong positive. The puppy was euthanased. The other 2 puppies
were underweight and tucked up. No vomiting or diarrhoea. The following day, one died and the other
one was euthanased. The breeder advised the vet that one of the puppies had already gone to its new
home but was well at the time of leaving the breeder but the new owner reported that it had
developed vomiting and diarrhoea. On the 8th November 2017, the breeder reported that one of the
other puppies in the litter was unwell but taking food by syringe. The other 3 puppies were doing well.
Further information may become available.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 25 Oct 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC, clinically Rottweiler
well at time of vaccination and no other products given. On 7 Nov 2017, owner reports that the dog
has not been right since vaccination. Quieter than normal, appetite reduced, sleeping more and
seemed stiff when getting up. On examination, temperature 40.1 degrees Celsius, weight loss (54
kilograms) and walking with upright stifles and short steps; everything else unremarkable. Given a
Carprofen and antibiotics. Blood tests were also performed but were unremarkable. On 13 Nov 2017,
presented as stated no better, vomited once. Further weight loss (53 kilograms), temperature 39.9 C
and dog generally stiff in hind limbs, painful on flexion of right stifle. The hocks and stifles felt enlarged
and swollen. Suspicion of polyarthritis but no diagnostics been performed. No further information
expected. Follow up 20 Nov 2017 - The dog is still stiff and pyrexic, radiographs showed mild hip
dysplasia and mild arthritic changes around left patella. The cytology results from the arthrocentesis
stated moderate neutrophilic inflammation. Await culture results. Follow up 24 Nov 2017 - On 16 Nov
2017, owner reported a lump on the dogs neck, present since 7 Nov 2017, dog received a Carpofen
injection on this date and owner felt it was present since this. Lump was reported as 2cm in diameter,
firm and mobile. On 23 Nov 2017, bacterial culture of the joint fluid was negative. Vet reports that
immune mediated polyarthritis is the likely cause. No further information expected. Follow up 1 Dec
2017 - On 27 Nov 2017, dog was started on Prednidale tablets (steroid). On 1 Dec 2017, owner
reported that the dog was improved, was eating better, but was not fully recovered. No further
information expected. Follow up 2 Jan 2018 - On 29 Dec 2017 vet diagnosed a cruciate ligament
rupture in the left stifle joint. The dog is still under treatment with prednisolone. No further
information expected.
Suspect Adverse Reaction: 4 Sep 2017 dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and L4. 7 days later on 11
Beagle
Sep 2017 bilateral corneal oedema had developed. The eyes were treated with steroid and antibiotic
drops and by 2 Oct 2017 had improved greatly. The dog remains on topical ocular treatment. No more
information expected.

5.95 Cerenia unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A B - Possible
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown,
Treatment Start and End Date
30/09/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Convenia 80 mg/ml
Powder and Solvent for Solution for
Injection for Dogs and Cats N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Dexadreson 2 mg/ml
Solution for Injection - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (15/09/201715/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi,
Lyophilisate and Solvent for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (15/09/201715/09/2017)<BR><BR>[NFABBA Pet Blood Bank UK] - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Not Applicable Not applicable
Not Applicable (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>methadone
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment Start
Date 30/09/17,
End Date 01/10/17
Not
Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Known Not applicable 1 Animal
(17/10/201717/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (17/10/201717/10/2017)<BR><BR>

56.4 Antibiotic Unidentified N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(25/10/201725/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(25/10/201725/10/2017)<BR><BR>carprofen
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

3 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
O1 - Inconclusive
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(04/09/201704/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(04/09/2017-04/09/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA does not agree with MAH. Onset of signs 28 days
after vaccination is not too late to be product related,
particularly for immuno-mediated reactions. Cases of
hepatic toxicity have been seen in a number of cases
following the use of this vaccine. However, it is not
possible to know if the hepatic toxicity was viral,
fungal, toxin or vaccine related. Product involvement
cannot be excluded and remains possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06380

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

10/10/2017

14/11/2017

1

1

0 10/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anorexia,Letha No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes rgy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological')

Suspect Adverse Reaction: 10 Oct 2017 dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and L4. Within 24 hours
the dog became lethargic,anorexic, vomited and had diarrhoea. The dog was placed on intravenous
fluids and recovered within 2 days. No more information expected.

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06385

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

10/11/2017

27/11/2017

1

1

0 10/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Erythema (for urticaria see Immune No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes SOC),Pruritus,Hypersensitivity
reaction,Facial swelling (see also
'Skin')

Suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac DHP/L4 reported on the 13th November
2017. A 10 Week old, 1.64 KG, Female dog was given Nobivac DHP/L4 on 10th November 2017. At
9pm on the same day, the dog had severe facial swelling. No swelling or pain at injection site.
Hypersensitivity reaction suspected Dexadreson was given. The puppy recovered. The puppy had
previously had Nobivac L4 at 6 weeks of age. 24/11/17 NCA comment Clinical signs received from
reporter - Severe facial swelling, erythema, pruritis. All resolved within 12 hours . Treatment
dexadreson and chlorphenamine- VEDDRA terms added for Erythema and Pruritus.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06390

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

08/11/2017

11/01/2018

1

1

1 08/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06397

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

21/09/2017

13/11/2017

1

1

0 09/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

A 3 month old, female, Labrador was given a first Nobivac DHP/L4 vaccination on 11th October 17, no Labrador
reported problems. A second vaccination of Nobivac DHP/L4 was given on 8th November 2017, she
Retriever
was clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 9th November 2017, the owner reported that the
puppy had watery diarrhoea the evening before, lethargy, temperature 41.5 degrees c, nausea. The vet
administered synulox and Cerenia injections, and gave a course of antibiotics and prokolin. On 11 th
November 2017 , the diarrhoea had stopped, she was off food, lethargic, temperature 40.3 degrees c,
a metacam injection was given. Blood tests were taken and thrombocytopenia diagnosed (confirmed
on a blood smear), intravenous fluids ( IVFT) was given overnight and her appetite returned. During her
stay she started having petechiae on her ventral abdomen and vulva. At this point the vet referred the
puppy to a specialist unit. Blood test was repeated and showed a thrombocytopenia (platelet count
10) and anaemia, with markedly elevated ALT and ALP and increased bilirubin (values not given). In light
of this they performed an abdominal ultrasound and this revealed a small amount of free abdominal
fluid, grossly the liver appeared enlarged with signs of inflammation including thickening of the intrahepatic portal vessels and diffuse thickening of the gall bladder, contents were seen in the stomach
and it was unclear if this was related to this ingestion of food or potential foreign material. As yet no
definitive diagnosis has been made. On the 14th Nov 17, the dog showed some deterioration
overnight with progressive lethargy and increases in her vital parameters. Suspicion for immunemediated process. Dog started on intravenous dexamethasone. The dog deteriorated overnight and
owners opted for euthanasia. No further information expected. Follow up 11 Jan 2018 - Clinical
history received from referral vet. On 12 Nov 2017, referral vet reported dog was weak and had a
temperature of 39.4 degrees C. Vet reported extensive petechiation of the ventrum and perivulvular
area. Snap test for Borrelia, Anaplasma, Ehrlichia and Dirofilaria were all negative. Blood test showed
platelets 10 (200-500), HCT 0.19 (0.37-0.55), ALP 964 (20-180), ALT >1800 (20-155), total bilirubin 37.5
(1.3-7.5), albumin 19 (20-35) and globulins 15 (22-46). Urinalysis showed haematuria, bilirubinuria and
proteinuria. Ultrasound showed pancreatic enlargement and prominent abdominal lymph nodes.
Referral vet suspected Evans syndrome (immune mediated anaemia and immune mediated
thrombocytopenia). Treated with amoxicillin/clavulanate, pantoprazole and intravenous fluids. Vet
reported that overnight on 13 Nov 2017, dog deteriorated. On 14 Nov 2017, dog acutely
decompensated
vet reported
pale
mucousthe
membranes,
tachycardia,
anNovember Border Terrier
Suspected
lack ofand
expected
efficacy
following
use of Nobivac
DHP/L4tachypnoea
reported onand
13 th
2017. A 5 month old, female entire, Border Terrier weighing 1.7 kg was given Nobivac DHPPi and L2 by
the breeder on 7th August 2017 (8 weeks of age). The dog was clinically well. On the 21st Aug 2017, the
dog was given Nobivac DHP/L4 when it was 10 weeks old. On the 21st September 2017, the dog was
given Nobivac L4. On the 6th November 2017, the dog was head shaking and there was concern about
a possible grass seed. Sedated and examined and sent home with ear treatment- Canaural and had
advocate applied. On the 13th November 2017, it was reported that the dog went off her food on the
9th November 2017 and was now lethargic. The owner had been syringing water into the dog for
several days. The dog developed diarrhoea on the 12th November and started vomiting. A Parvovirus
snap-test was positive. In house Blood test showed: White blood cells- 3.16 (5.05-16.76), Neutrophils0.08 (2.95-11.64) with suspected bands (young neutrophils), monocytes- 1.35 (0.16-1.12) , eosinophil''s
0 (0.06-1.23) , Glucose 3.86 ( 4.28-8.34), GGT 4 (0-2), potassium 3.4 (3.5-5.5). Today the diarrhoea was
noted to be haemorrhagic and the dog was dehydrated and appeared to be nauseous. The dog was put
onto intravenous fluids (IVFT), Metronidazole 3.4ml, Ranitidine- 0.2ml, Noroclav - 0.2 ml , Oral glucose.
Further information expected. Follow up 20 Nov 2017 - On 16 Nov 2017, faecal analysis was positive
for Parvovirus by PCR testing. On aerobic faecal culture normal enteric commensals were isolated.
No worm eggs or coccidia were found. Vet reported on 20 Nov 2017 that the dog was bright and well
and was recovering on continued treatment of Metronidazole, Noroclav and Ranitidine. No further
information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06436

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

14/11/2017

15/11/2017

1

1

0 14/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06438

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

10/10/2017

17/11/2017

1

1

0 16/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Dehydration,Du No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes ll

Liver disorder
No Data
NOS,Proteinuria,Haematuria,Immu
ne mediated
thrombocytopenia,Elevated
ALT,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Abdominal
effusion,Bilirubinuria,Decreased
packed cell volume (PCV),Enlarged
lymph nodes (generalised),Reduced
globulins,Anaemia
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Tachycardi
a,Increased heart rate,Pale mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Pancreas
disorder,Gall bladder
inflammation,Hepatomegaly,Tachy
pnoea,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Weakness,Pyrexia,S
kin
petechiae,Nausea,Hypoalbuminae
mia,Immune mediated haemolytic
anaemia

No Data

Urticaria,Panting,Abnormal test
Not
result,Elevated ALT,Allergic
Known
pruritus,Distress,Restlessness,Neutr
ophilia,Vomiting

5.1 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(10/10/201710/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(10/10/2017-10/10/2017)<BR><BR>
1.64 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(10/11/201710/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (10/11/201710/11/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Antibiotic Unidentified B - Possible
Known N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Cerenia unidentified N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Metacam
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (08/11/201708/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (08/11/201708/11/2017)<BR><BR>Prokolin
(unauthorised VP) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Synulox
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>dexamethasone
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

1.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Not applicable 1 Animal
(21/08/201721/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (21/09/201721/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Cerenia 10 mg/ml Solution for
B - Possible
Injection for Dogs and Cats N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
(14/11/201714/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/11/201714/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/11/201714/11/2017)<BR><BR>chlorphenira
mine/chlorphenamine (human) N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown 1
Animal (14/11/201714/11/2017)<BR><BR>
11.6 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
O1 - Inconclusive
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(10/10/201710/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(10/10/2017-10/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Timing and clinical signs suggest hypersensitivity
reaction - two vaccine given

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 14 Nov 2017, dog presented for a restart of vaccination and was
French Bulldog Not
vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of vaccination. Approximately one
Known
hour the dog developed urticaria and pruritus, localised facial and ventral half of the body. The dog
was given Chlorphenamine intramuscularly, and within a few minutes dog was improving and sent
home. Shortly after dog was returned as vomited and unsettled, administered a Cerenia injection and
the dog was sent home again. Same day, shortly after the dog was distressed, panting and unsettled.
Blood tests performed and showed haemolytic concentration, neutrophilia and increased ALT (no
value or reference range given). During the night vet administered a Dexadreson injection as urticaria
flaring up. No further information expected. The dog had a similar reaction with Nobivac Lepto 2 in
Nov 2016. See linked case: 2017-UK-06437

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Suspect Adverse Reaction: 07 Sep 2017 and 10 Oct 2017 dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and L4.
English
Within 6 to 8 days of the injection on 10 Oct 2017 the dog became dull, vomited and had diarrhoea. As Springer
the dog was dehydrated she was placed on intravenous fluids and recovered well. No more
Spaniel
information expected. 29-Nov-2017 Follow-up. Date deemed serious added.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06440

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.6 Year(s)

31/10/2017

15/11/2017

1

1

0 04/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Leucocytosis,Leucopenia,Neutrophi Not
lia,Tachycardia,Joint
Known
pain,Panting,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Weight loss,Abnormal
test result,Swollen
joint,Proteinuria,Hyperphosphatae
mia,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
bile acids,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Hyperalbuminaemia,Bilirubinuri
a,Decreased packed cell volume
(PCV),Hypokalaemia,Monocytosis,E
levated triglyceride,Elevated
globulins,Hyperchloraemia

Suspected adverse reaction Had a vaccination re start course on 3 Oct 2014 Nobivac DHP and L4.
Shar Pei
Then on 31 Oct 2017 it had a Nobivac L4. On 4 Nov 2017 it developed lethargy, panting, a temperature
of 39.9. Heart rate was over 200. It had painful hocks. it showed pain on palpation of the hocks. They
diagnosed Shar pei fever . They admitted it and took bloods. TBIL 120( 0-15) No lab units known.
Globulin elevated but value unknown ( 25-45) no lab unit. Urine sample was taken which showed
Protein + Bilirubin + and Specific gravity 1.024. White blood cells showed a low result. Was given
synulox and metacam and placed on intravenous fluids. 7 Nov 2017 had a repeat blood sample ALKP
868( 23-212) no lab units known) TBIL 131(0-15) WBC 27.27(5.5-16.9) neutrophils 18.49(2-12) Monoc
4.04(0.3-2) Baso 0.16(0-0.1) no lab units are known. They gave synulox and Destolit. Temperature was
38.0. Bloods taken 8 hours later show ALKP 781(23-2121) TBIL 109(0-15) Albumin 22 ( 23-40)
Haematocrit 33.4 (37-55 No lab units known . Is still on intravenous fluids. 8 Nov 2017 More bloods
taken Potassium 3.2(3.5-5.8). They added potassium to the drip ( dose unknown) TBIL 93(0-15) ALKP
895 (23-212) WBC 26.1( 5.5-16.9) No lab units known. It was sent home over night. 9 Nov 2017 was
placed back on intravenous fluids, Destolit and synulox. 10 Nov 2017 Bloods taken again Globulin 46(2545) ALKP 1041 (23-212) TBIL 40 (0-15) No lab units known. They sent it home on liver support capsules
and Destolit and synulox. 13 Nov 2017 They placed the dog on Intravenous fluids again, it was now not
eating and losing weight 23.1 kg. Also gave Destolit again. Bloods were sent away ALB 25.5(26.3-38.2)
Glob 43.7 (23.4-42.2) SDMA 19 (1-14) ALKP 928 (<130) TBIL 32.1(<5.1) Crea 783 (20-225) Bile 90.8(0.15) Chol 7.42(3.2-6.2) Triglycerides 1.57(0.3-1.2) Phos 1.78 (0.8-1.6) lab units unknown .The dog will
only eat in the practice when on intravenous fluids. Open case awaiting more information

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06447

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.1 Year(s)

19/10/2017

15/11/2017

1

1

0 27/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Abdominal
No Data
pain,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lump,Elev
ated SAP,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Hypokalaemia,Hypochlorae
mia

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On the 19 October 2017, the dog was presented for a vaccine booster
Labrador
restart. The dog had pruritic body and signs of scratching at the flanks, a soft thickening in the right ear Retriever
pinna, increased body weight and suspected early arthritis. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP
and Nobivac L4. Flea treatment with Bravecto 1400 mg was dispensed alongside with Milbemax Dog (2
tablets every 3 months, Milbemax Chewable Tablets for Dogs best guess) and Prednisolone 5 mg (3
tablets in 1 time for 7 days). It is unknown if Bravecto was given with food and at a different time of
the other treatments. On the 27 October 2017 at 9.17 pm, the dog was seen in practice as he vomited
8-9 times during that afternoon and twice in the practice reception (pale brown liquid, no blood). The
owner reported that the dog is a scavenger but foreign body was not suspected. The dog had painful
cranial abdomen and a small anal lump not bothering him. The dog was hospitalised and given Intra
Venous Fluid Therapy. On the 28 October 2017, the blood test results showed ALKP=381 (23-212) and
slightly low potassium and chloride (reference range not given); Zantac, Vetergesic, Cerenia and
Noroclav injections were given; during the day the dog had diarrhoea. During the hospitalisation the
dog was also given Metronidazole intra-venous and Vitamin B12 injection. On the 31 October 2017,
the ultrasound examination showed only a quite large spleen but no masses. The dog was discharged
at 6.57 pm with Noroclav 500 mg (1 tablet twice a day) and Metrobactin 500 mg (2 tablets twice a
day). No more information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06450

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Month(s)

06/04/2017

15/11/2017

1

1

0 07/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy . On 6 Apr 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac West Highland Not
L4, clinically well at time of vaccination. On 4 May 2017, dog vaccinated with Versican L4. On 7 Nov
White Terrier Known
2017, inappetent and haemorrhagic diarrhoea. On 8 Nov 2017, dog presented due to diarrhoea, eating
grass, vomiting producing white phlegm and inappetent. On 10 Nov 2017, vomiting, diarrhoea, eats
leaves/grass and vomits afterwards. Parvovirus faecal snap test positive and started Virbagen antiviral.
On 11 Nov 2017, brighter and started Metronidazole, Zinacef, Marbocyl, Ranitidine, intravenous fluid
therapy and Virbagen. On 13 Nov 2017, discharged for home nursing. Await further information.

Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
N - Unlikely
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(06/04/201706/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(06/04/2017-06/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06458

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

22 Year(s)

19/10/2017

27/11/2017

1

1

0 19/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting,Corneal disorder
NOS,Corneal ulcer,Eye disorder
NOS (for photophobia see
'neurological'),Localised pain NOS
(see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Elevated
temperature,Eyesight
trouble,Ocular burn,Dizzy spell,Eye
pain,Eye stinging,Nausea,Vision
blurred,Localised numbness (see
also application site SOC)

Not
Known

A dog owner received a mixture of two vaccines in her eyes, mostly the left, and in her mouth when
Human
the ''vaccine exploded'' whilst being administered by a vet to 1 of 2 puppies. She felt sick and dizzy
because she swallowed some of the vaccine. She washed her eyes immediately, but they continued to
sting and burn. She vomited twice 20 minutes after the incident. Her eyes were painful. Approximately
45 minutes later her left arm had gone numb. She also had a high temperature. She was taken to
hospital, where she was given IV fluids, chloramphenicol and a tetanus injection. 4 days later a small
corneal ulcer, spots and scarring was diagnosed on the left eye. She was prescribed antibiotic eye
drops, lubricant eye drops and steroidal eye drops. The patient states that her eyes are still painful and
blurred. Undescribed treatment is on-going.

Nobivac DHP 1,,,,10<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,,,,10<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06462

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.3 Year(s)

23/09/2017

07/02/2018

1

1

0 16/10/2017 Not Known

Leucopenia,Lymphopenia,Splenom Not
egaly,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Other
Known
immune system disorder
NOS,Polydipsia,Polyuria,Increased
respiratory rate,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Not
eating,Dehydration,Abnormal test
result,Urine abnormalities
NOS,Proteinuria,Haematuria,Abdo
minal discomfort,Urinary tract
infection,Elevated AST,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Pancytopenia,Decreased
red blood cell count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Elevated creatinekinase (CK),Enlarged lymph node
(localised),Low platelet
count,Eosinophilia

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 23 Sep 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and clinically well at
Miniature
time of vaccination other than dog''s pre-existing hot spot under left ear and treated with Fuciderm
Schnauzer
and also had a grade-1/2 heart murmur. On 16 Oct 2017, owner presented dog as developed
diarrhoea, lethargic and not eating. On examination, temperature 39.7 degrees Celsius and given a
Metacam injection and Metrobactin tablets. On 18 Oct 2017, owner presented as no improvement and
temperature 39.6 degrees Celsius, respiratory rate 55 and clinically dehydrated. Admitted and given
intravenous fluid therapy. On 19 Oct 2017, discharged as brighter and eating. Blood tests performed:
showed leucopenia (no value or reference range given). The dog was barrier nursed and given Synulox,
Clavaseptin and Pardale. On 20 Oct 2017, dog vomited once. On 23 Oct 2017, dogs temperature 40
degrees Celsius and had a radiograph of chest and abdomen (splenic enlargement found). The dog was
referred for further investigations. On examination at referral respiratory rate normal and was pyrexic
with mild abdominal discomfort.; popliteal lymph node enlarged. Blood test biochemistry performed
and showed increased ALP, AST and CK but no value or reference range given. PCV 24% (35-57) and
diagnosed immune mediated pancytopenia. The dog was discharged and prescribed Marbocyl, Synulox,
Pardale and Prednisolone. On 31 Oct 2017, dog has improved and brighter, eating well and normal
stools. On 2 Nov 2017, no improvement in blood tests and have introduced Atopica and Omeprazole.
On 8 Nov 2017, dog polyuric and polydipsic. On 9 Nov 2017, PCV 44% (35-57). On 17 Nov 2017, MCV
76.6 (59-76), MCHC 322 (326-392), Lymphocytes 0.52 (1.06-4.95), Eosinophils 0 (0.07-1.49) and platelet
91 (143-448). No further information expected. Follow up 7 Feb 2018 - On 30 Nov 2017, blood tests
showed RBC 5.19 (5.39-8.7), haemoglobin 133 (134-207), lymphocytes 0.53 (1.06-4.95), eosinophils 0
(0.07-1.49) and platelets 305 (143-448). On 7 Dec 2017, blood tests showed haematocrit 0.357 (0.370.55), MCHC 387 (300-375), RDW 19.3 (14.7-17.9), lymphocytes 0.67 (0.50-4.9), eosinophils 1.79 (0.101.49) and RBC 5.01 (5.5-8.5). On 20 Dec 2017, blood tests showed MCH 26.6 (21.9-26.1), MCHC 322
(326-392), eosinophils 0 (0.07-1.49) and lymphocytes 0.81 (1.06-4.95). On 27 Dec 2017, a urine culture
showed a growth of Pseudomonas aeruginosa. The dose of prednisolone was reduced and Atopica
was continued. On 8 Jan 2018, blood tests showed RBC 5.06 (5.39-8.7), haemoglobin 132 (134-207),
MCV 83.6 (59-76), MCHC 312 (326-392), lymphocytes 0.56 (1.06-4.95) and eosinophils 0 (0.07-1.49). A
urine culture showed a growth of Pseudomonas aeruginosa. On 26 Jan 2018, urine culture showed no
bacterial growth, urinalysis showed proteinuria and haematuria. On 5 Feb 2018, blood tests show RBC

24.7 Metacam unidentified B - Possible
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (04/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (03/10/201703/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (31/10/201731/10/2017)<BR><BR>Samylin liver
supplement (unauthorised VP) N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment
10/11/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Synulox unidentified N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (04/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>ursodeoxycholic
acid/ursodiol (human) N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment Start
Date 09/11/17 (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

44.6 47.9

Not
Known

4 days post vaccination is a strong time association
and signs such as lethargy and a raised temperature
can occur after vaccination. Abnormal test results
have also been observed after this vaccine, and
although other underlying condition cannot be
excluded, product involvement is possible.

Bravecto 1400 mg Chewable Tablets O NCA agrees with MAH assessment
for Dogs - 1400,N/A,N/A ,3,1400 mg Unclassifiable/unassessa
Unknown 1 Animal (19/10/2017ble
19/10/2017)<BR><BR>Milbemax
Chewable Tablets for Dogs - 2,1,3
Months,24,2 Tablets 3 Months 1
Animal (19/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (19/10/201719/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (19/10/201719/10/2017)<BR><BR>prednisolone unidentified - 15,1,24 Hours,3,15 mg
24 Hours 1 Animal (7 Day(s)
19/10/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

10.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (23/09/201723/09/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

23 days is a reasonable time association with clinical
signs, particularly for immune mediated diseases. The
clinical such as diarrhoea, lethargy and inappetence
are expected after vaccination. Immune mediated
pancytopenia was diagnosed and immune mediated
diseases might occur after any antigenic challenge.
Nobivac L4 was given alone, product involvement is
possible.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06485

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Year(s)

13/11/2017

17/11/2017

1

1

0 13/11/2017 Not Known

Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in
'Neurological'),Depression,Reluctan
t to move,Elevated
temperature,Weight loss,Dry
mucous membrane,Abnormal test
result,Swollen
joint,Proteinuria,Discoloured
urine,Abdominal
discomfort,Bilirubinuria,Monocytos
is,Lymphopenia,Increased heart
rate,Loose
stool,Vomiting,Lameness

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06524

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

28/04/2017

20/11/2017

1

1

0 06/05/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Brain disorder NOS,Muscle
No Data
shaking,Shaking,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Intention
tremor,Monocytosis,Abnormal
cytology,Lymphocytosis,Neutrophili
a,Emesis,Lameness,Encephalitis,Un
able to
stand,Ataxia,Hypermetria,Paresis,A
norexia,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Extensor
rigidity,Impaired proprioception

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06557

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.7 Year(s)

08/11/2017

05/12/2017

1

1

0 11/11/2017 Not
Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Hypersensitivity reaction
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06560

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

18/08/2017

15/03/2018

1

1

0 28/10/2017 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 13 Nov 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and was clinically well at Chesapeake
time of vaccination. Previously had a left forelimb soft tissue injury but no treatment of this. Same
Bay Retriever
day, developed some vomiting and was given a bland diet but still vomiting and developed soft faeces.
On 14 Nov 2017, presented to emergency practice and was given Cerenia, Omeprazole and Buscopan
injections; also given Omeprazole to go home with. On 15 Nov 2017, owner contacted practice as was
lethargic and not eating however no vomiting or soft faeces. On 16 Nov 2017, owner presented the
dog as was inappetent and weight loss, lethargic and lame (owner mentioned got foot trapped in sofa).
On examination, depressed, unwilling to move and lameness on left forelimb as well as swollen carpus.
Increased heart rate (130 beats per minute), tacky mucous membranes, tense abdomen and
temperature 39 degrees Celsius. Dog passed urine that was dark brown and a urinalysis performed:
Total bilirubin off scale, protein trace and the rest unremarkable. Blood tests performed: Lymphocytes
0.85 (1.05-5.1), monocytes 1.27 (0.16-1.12), eosinophils 0.02 (0.06-1.23), all other results
unremarkable and radiographs and ultrasound were also unremarkable. Placed on intravenous fluid
therapy, antibiotic injection, Dexadreson injection and then dog taken home. On 17 Nov 2017,
radiograph of a barium study seem unremarkable and dog bright but still inappetent; continued
intravenous fluid therapy but no other treatment. The dog is a known scavenger. No further
information expected.
Suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac DHP & L4 reported on 20th November 2017. Toy Poodle
A male neutered, Toy Poodle, born on 16th February 2017 was given its first Nobivac DHP and L4
vaccination on 28th April 2017. It also had Advocate 40 and Panacur Paste for 3 consecutive days. On
7th May 2017, the dog was off all 4 limbs, Not able to support its weight, flopping to the left hand side.
Still responsive. Shaky and vomited once. Owner reported yesterday seemed slightly lame Left fore but
was otherwise ok. Examination: Responsive. Abdominal and spinal palpation normal. Hind limbs
drawn in to abdomen, fore limbs extended. Negative proprioception & still responsive during these
episodes. Blood test: Biochemistry - unremarkable, Haematocrit 0.326 (0.373-0.617), Neutrophils
11.87 (2.95-11.64), Lymphocytes 5.62 (1.05-5.10), Monocytes 3.64 (0.16-1.12) - indication of
inflammation/infection. The dog was referred to a neurologist. Referral vet report: The dog had been
ataxic, lethargic, anorexic and shaking. Clinical Examination: ambulatory but significantly ataxic.
Intention tremor present, the head was swaying from side to side and a hypermetric gait.
Proprioception normal in all four limbs. The rest of the cranial nerve examination was unremarkable.
No neuro-deficits detected in any of the limbs. Routine bloods showed increased WBC with
neutrophilia and significant lymphocytosis. MRI of the skull revealed diffuse grey matter swelling with
post-contrast enhancement seen in the central part of the cerebellum and caudal of the thalamus. A
CSF sample showed the presence of a marked lymphocytic pleocytosis. PCR tests for Toxoplasma,
Neospora and Distemper were negative. Diagnosed an unusual case of Meningoencephalitis of
Unknown Origin. Treatment: Prednisolone 3mg twice daily. Reduce dose further as per protocol,
Ranitidine 0.3ml orally twice daily for 3 weeks, Clindamycin 25 mg twice daily for 2 weeks , IV fluids.
The dog greatly improved over a few days and was discharged on 10th May 2017. Dog is currently
doing well and has been off the steroids for 2-3 weeks. Further information may become available.

33.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (13/11/201713/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small B - Possible
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Syringe/Tube
Not applicable 1 Animal
(28/04/201728/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (28/04/201728/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (28/04/201728/04/2017)<BR><BR>Panacur
18.75% Oral Paste - N/A,N/A,1
,N/A,Unknown dose for 3 days (3
Day(s) 28/04/201730/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 8 Nov with Nobivac DHP and L4 and KC, she was clinically
French Bulldog Not
well at the time of vaccination , however she did had a itchy area at the axilla area, the vet applied
Known
Advocate. On 11 Nov the dog returned to the practice as she had a swollen face and was experiencing
type 1 hypersensitivity reaction , the vet gave the dog some Piriton and the dog is reported to being
doing well. Unknown if fully recovered. No more information expected. Bayer MAH comment: In
medical history for single reporting, VEDDRA term added as ‘Itching’. 11/12/17 NCA comment Veddra term ''itching'' not added as was present prior to products being used.

Advocate Spot-On Dog unidentified - B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (08/11/201708/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (08/11/201708/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (08/11/201708/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (08/11/201708/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On the 21 July 2017, the dog was given Nobivac DHP and
Labrador
Nobivac L4. On the 18 August 2017, the dog was given Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. On
Retriever
the 28 October 2017, the dog was presented with vomit, diarrhoea with blood and body temperature
of 39.6 degree Celsius. The owner reported that the dog had eaten a dead rabbit two days before.
Treatment with antibiotics, probiotics and worming was given. On the 10 November 2017, the dog
vomited twice; no foreign body was identified with x-ray; treatment with Omeprazole was given. On
the 12 November the dog had vomiting and diarrhoea again; treatment with Synulox was given. On the
13 November, the dog had pronounced jaundice and the blood test results showed: urea above 46.4
mmol/L (2.5-10.4), phosphate 5.06 mmol/L (1.65-3.36), globulins 42 g/L (23-38), ALT 302 U/L (8-75),
ALKP 302 U/L (46-337), GGT 10 U/L (0-2), Total Biliribin 307 micromol/L (0-14), Sodium 144 mmol/L
(145-157), HCT 35.4 % (37.3-61.7), HGB 12.9 g/dL (13.1-20.5), MCV 59.5 fL (61.6-73.5), monocytes 2.33
(0.16-1.12). On the 14 November, the dog was hospitalised for treatment with Intra Venous Fluid
Therapy and Augmentin. The abdominal ultrasound scan revealed an enlarged liver with dilated
venules. Leptospira antibody 1 test and Leptospira antigen PCR test were performed. On the 15
November, the blood test results showed: creatinine 284 micromol/L (27-106), urea 41.8 mmol/L (2.510.4), phosphate 3.48 mmol/L (1.65-3.36), calcium 3.22 mmol/L (1.95-3.15), Total Protein 80 g/L (4872), globulins 47 g/L (23-38), ALT 317 U/L (8-75), ALKP 474 U/L (46-337), GGT 13 U/L (0-2), Total
Bilirubin 240 micromol/L (0-14), Sodium 143 mmol/L (145-157), Potassium 2.8 mmol/L (3.5-5.5),
Cloride 103 mmol/L (105-119), MCV 60.3 fL (61.6-73.5), monocytes 1.36 (0.16-1.12). Over the
following few days, treatment with hepatic food, Protexin Denamarin, Metoclopramide, Destolit and
Noroclav tablets was also given. On the 21 November 2017, the blood test result showed that the dog
was positive for Leptospirosis. Serology investigation to determine the strain of bacteria was
undertaken. Case open waiting for more results. Follow up 1 Dec 2017 - On 22 Nov 2017, blood tests
were positive for Leptospira copenhageni antibody at 1:1600. Await results of second of paired
samples for Leptospira serology. Follow up 6 Dec 2017 - Blood test for second of paired samples for
Leptospira PCR is positive at 1:200 for Leptospira copenhageni. No further information expected.
Closed case. Follow up 15 Mar 2018 - On 16 Nov 2017, vet reported blood tests showed Total bilirubin
288.7 (<5.1), fasting bile acids 295.6 (0.1-5.0) and post prandial bile acids 416 (0.1-10.0). Pathologist
commented that the liver function could not be accurately assessed in the dog due to cholestasis and

15.3 Nexgard Spectra 18.75 mg / 3.75 mg B - Possible
Chewable Tablets for Dogs - 1,1,1
Months,N/A,1 Tablets 1 Months 1
Animal (15/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (18/08/201718/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (18/08/201718/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (18/08/201718/08/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06617

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

17 Month(s)

16/09/2016

02/02/2018

1

1

0 04/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06641

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

17/11/2017

23/11/2017

1

1

0 22/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hydrocephalus,Tonic-clonic
R><BR><BR>Yes seizure,Abnormal ultrasound
finding

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06646

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

20/11/2017

04/01/2018

1

1

0 21/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Low platelet
No Data
count,Eosinophilia,Diarrhoea,Emesi
s,Jaundice,Hypercalcaemia,Abnorm
al test
result,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevate
d BUN,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
ALT,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated SAP,Decreased
red blood cell count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Abnormal red
blood cell,Elevated
amylase,Hypokalaemia,Monocytosi
s,Hypernatremia,Hyponatremia,Hyp
ochloraemia,Abnormal cytology

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06651

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.4 Year(s)

21/11/2017

08/12/2017

1

1

0 22/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Abnormal test result,Disorder of
Not
red blood cell NOS,Stiffness
Known
NOS,Elevated
ALT,Hyperproteinaemia,Injection
site abscess,Injection site
swelling,Leucocytosis,Inappetence,
Circulatory collapse (see also
'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),General pain (see other
SOCs for specific pain),Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On the 20 August 2016, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP English Cocker
8
and Nobivac L4. On the 6 September 2016, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP only and on the Spaniel
16 September 2016, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 only. On the 4 November 2017, the dog
became unwell and was presented with vomit.The dog was overdue a booster vaccine but it was not
given. On the 6 November 2017, the dog became very jaundice, the blood test results showed raised
renal and liver parameters and mild neutrophilia (data not given). Treatment with Intra Venous Fluid
Therapy and antibiotics was given. On the 11 November 2017, the dog resulted positive for
Leptospirosis. Case open awaiting for more information. Follow up 22 November 2017: On the 11
November the dog resulted positive for Leptospirosis following urine PCR test. The serum was also
taken for the first of a paired sera but the sample was lost by the lab. On the 13 November 2017, the
dog was taken off the IVTF and further blood was taken. The renal parameters had reduced (data not
given). On the 17 November 2017, the dog went out for a walk, was quiet and showed marked
respiratory problems, which resolved with rest. On the 22 November 2017, the vet reported that the
dog was feeling better and was at home treated with Doxycycline and Amoxyclav. The vet intended to
take another blood sample for the paired antisera. Case open awaiting information. Follow up 31
January 2018: no further information received. Case closed Follow up 2 Feb 2018 - Clinical history
received. On 6 Nov 2017, vet reported the dog was inappetant and lethargic with a tense abdomen.
Vet reported the dog had a temperature of 36 degrees C and was in sternal recumbency. Bloods
showed creatinine 327 (44-159), RBC 8.54 (5.5-8.5), WBC 20.11 (5.5-16.9), neutrophils 16.28 (2-12),
eosinophils 0.09 (0.10-1.49) and platelets 126 (175-500). A snap canine pancreatic lipase test was
abnormal. A Spec cPL was 239, in the grey zone for a definitive diagnosis of pancreatitis. Treated with
IVFT, Augmentin, vetergesic and metacam. On 7 Nov 2017, bloods showed Urea 38.0 (2.5-9.6),
phosphorus 2.91 (0.81-2.2), sodium 138 (144-160), chloride 104 (109-122), ALT 373 (10-125), ALP 304
(23-212), GGT 16 (0-11), Total Bilirubin >477 (0-15), RBC 5.94, WBC 12.44, Neutrophils 7.54,
Monocytes 2.19 (0.3-2.0), eosinophils 0.15 and platelets 107 (reference ranges as above). A PCR test
for Leptospira was positive on urine and negative on blood. Treated with Kesium and Doxycycline. vet
reported the dog had ongoing vomiting and a temperature of 37.2 degrees C. On 9 Nov 2017, vet
reported dog was retching, but brighter and was eating small amounts. Treated with Cerenia. On 10
Nov 2017,
bloods showed
107 (44-159),
Urea
21.8 (2.5-9.6)
andreported
phosphorus
2.38November
(0.81-2.2). Chihuahua
Serious
suspected
adverse creatinine
reaction following
the use
of Nobivac
DHP/L4
on 23rd
0.5
2017. A 2 month old, female entire, Chihuahua, weighing 0.5Kg was given its first vaccination on 17th
November 2017. She was given Nobivac DHP/L4 and was clinically well at the time of vaccination. On
the 22nd November 2017, the dog had 3 seizures. The dog experienced 2 seizures close together in the
morning and another single seizure at 3pm. Each seizure lasted 10-30 seconds and was tonic clonic in
nature. No pre or post-ictal phase recorded. At the practice, temperature was normal and no
neurological deficits noted. Treatment was given: Diazepam rectal tube, Frusemide - 0.02 ML, Dimazon
- 0.02 ML, synulox 0.02 ML, Panacur. Vet suspects hydrocephalus and an ultrasound of the brain
showed abnormalities around the fontanelle suggesting mild hydrocephalus in this case. Further
information may become available.
Suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac DHP & Lepto 4 reported on the 23rd
German
Not
November 2017. A 12 week old, female, German Shepherd Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Shepherd Dog Known
Nobivac L4 in the scruff of the neck on the 20th November 2017, the dog was clinically well upon
examination. On the night of the 21st November 2017 the dog was admitted to the vets with vomiting
and diarrhoea, no temperature, Mucous Membranes jaundiced. Supported with Intra venous fluids,
Metoclopramide Injection and Metacam. In house Blood test showed: ALP: 550 (0-160), ALT: 508 (0110), Calcium: 2.89 (1.92 - 2.75), Phosphate:2.86 (0.7-2.1), Total Bilirubin :110 (0-15), Urea :24.1 (1.79.8). Other biochemistry normal. Haematology:Red Blood Cells :5.34 (5.65 -8.87), Haematocrit: 29.6
(37.3 - 61.7), Haemoglobin :10.8 (148 - 484), Platelets : 13 (148-484). On the 24th November 2017, the
dog is currently stable. Urea 23 (1.7-9.8), Creatinine 235 (0-170). Mucous membranes more jaundiced.
Awaiting further test results. Further information expected. Follow up 4 Dec 2017 - On 23 Nov 2017,
Leptospira PCR serology was negative. On 24 Nov 2017, bloods tests showed amylase 1774 (300-1300),
sodium 139 (140-154), potassium 3.7 (3.8-5.6), MCV 54.8 (61.6-73.5), MCH 19.7 (21.2-25.9),
monocytes 1.75 (<0.8) and eosinophils 1.28 (<0.08). A blood smear showed a left shift, anisocytosis
and numerous abnormal looking cells with dark foamy cytoplasm and irregular edges. Treated with
Augmentin and Omeprazole. On 25 Nov 2017, bloods showed ALKP 81 (0-160), creatinine 135 (0-170),
Phosphate 2.0 (0.7-2.10) and urea 0 (1.7-9.8). Treated with Cerenia. On 27 Nov 2017, bloods showed
ALKP 267 (0-200), urea 6.3 (1.7-8.5), a PCV was 31%, sodium 162 (140-154), potassium 4.3 (3.8-5.6) and
chloride 88 (102-117). On 28 Nov 2017 dog was treated with Synulox and on 30 Nov 2017 treated with
Noroclav. Further information expected. Follow up 4 Jan 2018 - On 30 Nov 2017, blood tests showed
ALKP 313 (0-200), ALT 159 (0-75 and TBil 80 (0-15). Electrolytes were normal. No further information
expected. Closed case.

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 21 Nov 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4,
Chihuahua
clinically well at time of vaccination. On 22 Nov 2017, developed lethargy, inappetence and whenever
owner touched the dog it screamed in pain (not localised). Presented same day in the evening, had a
swollen neck, temperature 39.6 degrees Celsius, stiffness and flinching on palpation. The dog as then
taken to emergency practice. At emergency practice, temperature 39.8 degrees Celsius and still same
clinical signs. The dog was placed on intravenous fluid therapy and Buprenorphine. Blood tests were
performed: Total protein 211 (54-75), ALT 217 (0-55), WBC 15.43 (6-15), Haemoglobin 27 (12-18), MCH
27.1 (19-26), MCHC 40.4 (32-39), Granulocytes 13.06 (3-12). The dog was discharged on 23 Nov 2017,
unknown outcome to date and no further information expected. Follow up 27 Nov 2017 - Vet reported
that the dog deteriorated over the weekend of 25 Nov 2017 to 26 Nov 2017 and was hospitalised by
the out of hours vet. Further information requested. Follow up 8 Dec 2017 On 21 Nov 2017, vet
dispensed Bravecto Dog 250mg tablet,( but unknown if administered by the owner) and Milbemax dog
wormer. Has previously had Bravecto on 24 Nov 2016. On 25 Nov 2017, dog was treated with
metacam and was reported to have a fluctuant swelling at the injection site (abscess), he had a
temperature of 40 degrees C and owner reported that he briefly collapsed then recovered. On 27 Nov
2017, dog was treated with Metronidazole and Synulox and was reported to have a temperature of
39.8 degrees C. On 28 Nov 2017 dog had a general anesthetic and the injection site abscess was
lanced and flushed and a surgical drain was placed. Vet reported on 8 Dec 2017, that the dog was
diagnosed with a sterile abscess at the injection site. No further information expected.

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (06/09/201606/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (16/09/201616/09/2016)<BR><BR>

OAwaiting information, await serum paired samples
Unclassifiable/unassessa expected
ble

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(17/11/201717/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (17/11/201717/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Cerenia unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Metacam
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (21/11/201721/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (20/11/201720/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (20/11/201720/11/2017)<BR><BR>amoxicillin /
clavulanate (human) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal (N/A01/12/2017)<BR><BR>metoclopram
ide unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(21/11/201721/11/2017)<BR><BR>omeprazole
(human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

NCA disagrees with MAH assessment. Close temporal
association with vaccination and another underlying
disease has not been confirmed - product
involvement is possible. Two vaccines given

5 Bravecto 250 mg Chewable Tablets B - Possible
for Dogs - 250,N/A,N/A ,3,250 mg
Unknown 1 Animal (12 Month(s)
21/11/201721/11/2017)<BR><BR>Milbemax
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/11/201721/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/11/201721/11/2017)<BR><BR>buprenorphin
e unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(22/11/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06688

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

20/11/2017

24/11/2017

6

1

1 21/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Lymphocytosis,Tachy No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes cardia,Pale mucous
membrane,Distension of
abdomen,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypergly
caemia,Glucosuria,Proteinuria,Incre
ased urine
concentration,Discoloured
urine,Hypoproteinaemia,Hyperphos
phataemia,Elevated ALT,Elevated
bile acids,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated SAP,Decreased
red blood cell
count,Bilirubinuria,Enlarged
kidney(s),Decreased cholesterol
(total),Monocytosis,Reduced
globulins

Serious Suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac Lepto 4 & DHP reported on 24th
November 2017. A 2 month old, female, Husky weighing 1.8kg was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Lepto 4 on 20th November 17, clinically well on vaccination. Slight overbite noticed. The dog was
vaccinated alongside 5 siblings. 24 hours post vaccination, the puppy started passing bright orange
urine and was lethargic. On the 23rd November 2017, veterinary examination: Pale mucous
membranes, CRT <2 sec, Heart Rate 160 per minute, abdomen slightly swollen, left kidney slightly
enlarged upon palpation. In house urine tests performed showed marked bilirubinuria, glucosuria,
proteinuria, specific gravity: >1.060. The dog was admitted for supportive treatment and intravenous
(IV) fluids. Blood Test showed: Total Protein : 30 (50 -72), Albumin: 15 (26-40), Globulin: 15 (19-46),
ALP: >1183 (12-83), ALT: 188 (13 -78), Total Bilirubin : 38 (0-16), Phosphate:3.29 (0.70 - 2.10), Glucose:
8.0 (2-6.3), Cholesterol : 1.1 (2.8.-83), Na:K Ratio :41.14 (25-37), Bile Acid: 61.9 (0-10), WBC : 19.6 (617), Lymphocytes: 5.2 (0.90-5.00), Monocytes: 2.9 (0.30-1.50), Red Blood Cells: 4.16 (5-8.5). Vet
suspects a shunt or Liver failure. The dog was euthanased on 24th November 2017. Owner declined a
post mortem as she had hand-reared the puppy and she was always the runt of the litter, incredibly
small. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06702

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

11/10/2017

24/11/2017

1

1

1 15/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Serious suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac DHP/L4 reported on 24th November Cavalier King
17. A 7 year 5 month old, female neutered, Cavalier King Charles Spaniel, weighing 7.6 KG had been
Charles
vaccinated annually with Nobivac vaccines since 2010. Nobivac L4 first given on 13th October 2015
Spaniel
and 10th November 2015, then the 6th October 2016. history of ongoing anal gland problems and pain
on being picked up started on 16th July 2012. 9th September 2015, the dog had neck pain after falling
out of a car. 29th April 2016, dog displaying pain but it was unknown where. 7th May 2016, dog had a
sore lumbar region. 1st June 2016, dog had thoracic pain. Referred to specialist and diagnosed
syringomyelia and chiari-like malformation. Prescribed pregabalin. 11th October 2017, dog vaccinated
with Nobivac DHP (first time received DHP) and L4. No other medications but metacam course had
finished 3 weeks previously. 16th October 2017, 24 hours malaise and shoulder pain with crepitus.
Temperature 103.8F. Prescribed Metacam 0.35mls. 17th October 2017, enlarged submandibular lymph
nodes, Red blood cell count 5.62 (5.65-8.87), PCV 36%, bloods generally unremarkable. Sent home with
antibiotics. 20th October 2017 - right submandibular lymph node still enlarged, temperature normal.
Appetite on and off, slightly wobbly and panting earlier. Admitted for IVFT and intravenous antibiotics:
Augmentin 3mls, Vetergesic 0.51 mls 22nd October 2017 - pyrexia of unknown origin (38.8C). Mild
anaemia, hypoglycaemia, White cell count 17 (5-16.76). neutropaenic. 23rd October 17 - facial swelling
improved and brighter. 24th October 17 - Dohl bodies and band neutrophils present, suggestive of
reactive change. Mild anaemia likely secondary to inflammatory condition, could be viral rather than
bacterial infection or immune mediated disease. Temperature 39.7.C. 25th October 17- Temperature
39.4C. Cytology of Submandibular Lymph Nodes suggests reactive lymphadenopathy. 26th October
2017 - Mildly hypoglycaemia, still off food. Pregabalin, noroclav and Metrobactin administered. MPCV
= 35%. Referred to specialist. 30th October 2017, dog euthanased. Owner declined Post Mortem.
Further information may become available.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06733

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

21/11/2017

27/11/2017

1

1

0 22/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Diarrhoea,Emesis,Letha
rgy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Dry mucous
membrane,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06742

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06751

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Year(s)

12/12/2016

Neutropenia,Lymphadenopathy,Joi No Data
nt pain,Ataxia,Panting,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Malaise,Pyrexi
a,Uncoded
sign,Hypoglycaemia,Decreased red
blood cell count,Abnormal
cytology,Anaemia
NOS,Leucocytosis

12/12/2017

1

1

0 21/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Lymphopenia,Neutropenia,Polydips No Data
ia,Depression,Lack of
efficacy,Hypoalbuminaemia,Protein
uria,Haematuria,Hyperphosphatae
mia,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Elevated
amylase,Hyponatremia,Polycythae
mia,Hypochloraemia

28/11/2017

1

1

1 01/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Death,Breathing
R><BR><BR>Yes difficulty

No Data

Siberian Husky

1.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(20/11/201720/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (20/11/201720/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

7.6 Antibiotic Unidentified O1 - Inconclusive
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown<BR>17/10/17 treatment start date (N/A01/10/2017)<BR><BR>Metacam
unidentified - .35,N/A,N/A ,10,0.35
ml Not applicable 1
Animal<BR>16/10/17 - treatment
start date (N/A16/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (11/10/201711/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (11/10/201711/10/2017)<BR><BR>Noroclav
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown
Unknown<BR>26/10/17 - treatment
start date (N/A01/10/2017)<BR><BR>Vetergesic
unidentified - .51,N/A,N/A ,10,0.51
ml Unknown 1 Animal<BR>20/10/17
- treatment start date (N/A01/10/2017)<BR><BR>amoxicillin /
clavulanate (human) - 3,N/A,N/A
,10,3 ml Unknown 1
Animal<BR>20/10/17
treatment
3.8 Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose B - Possible

Product involvement in clinical signs of this case are
unexpected but cannot be fully discounted.

Suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac DHP & L4 reported on 27th November 17. A
4 month old, female entire, Jack Russell Terrier, weighing 3.8kg was given its first vaccination of
Nobivac DHP and L4 on 23rd October 2017. The dog was clinically well at the time of vaccination. The
puppy had a suspected reaction reported in case 2017-UK-06734. On the 21st November 2017. the
puppy was given a second vaccination of Nobivac DHP/L4 and was clinically well at time of
vaccination. On the 22nd November 2017, the puppy started vomiting, was flat and had diarrhoea.
Examination - Heart Rate 184 per minute, temperature normal, mucous membranes quite pale and dry.
Blood test and X-rays were done. X-rays were all normal. Blood test showed - PCV 34% everything else
unremarkable. Given intravenous fluids ( IVFT) and started Antibiotics for a further 5 days. On the 23rd
November 17, the puppy responded well to the IVFT and was discharged home. No further
information expected.
Suspected lack of expected efficacy following the use of Nobivac L4 reported on 27th November 2017.
A 10 year 4 month old canine (no further details known) was first vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 31st
October 13 and 28th Nov 13. The dog was then vaccinated annually on 28th November 14, 2nd
November 15, 12th December 16. On the 12th December 2016, the dog was given Nobivac L4, KC and
Bravecto 500mg plus Milbemax. A lump was found on left hind stifle. Fine needle aspirate indicated a
lipoma. On the 23rd November 2017, the dog was polydipsic starting 2 days ago, slightly depressed,
clinical unremarkable, temperature 38.2C. Blood test showed: Albumin 23.0 g/l LOW 26.00 - 40.00,
Urea 25.5 mmol/l HIGH 1.70 - 8.50, Creatinine 181 umol/l HIGH 20.00 - 124.00, Phosphorous 2.54
mmol/l HIGH 0.80 - 1.85, Amylase 1862 U/l HIGH 100.00 - 1100.00, Sodium 111 mmol/l LOW 139.00 154.00, Chloride 85 mmol/l LOW 102.00 - 122.00, Haemoglobin 18.8 g/dL HIGH 12.00 - 18.00.
Urinalysis Specific Gravity 1.023, protein ++++, blood ++. Ultrasound: bladder wall thickened and
kidneys look more solid. Dog started on Noroclav. Owner reports there are rats present nearby.
Concern regarding leptospirosis and possible lack of efficacy. Blood tests since have shown a
worsening in the azotemia (urea now 39.9, creatinine 322), and has developed a mild neutropenia (2.8,
ref not quoted) and lymphocytes are low-normal. Started the dog on doxycycline and Benzocare as
concerned regarding leptospirosis as seen a few cases (cases described were suspected based on
presentation but not confirmed) in the area. Serology testing underway. Further information expected.
Follow up 12 Dec 2017 - Leptospira PCR was positive for blood and urine on 29 Nov 2017. MAT Ab
titres were positive for Leptospira canicola at 1 in 100 and Leptospira icterohaemorrhagica at 1 in 100.
Await results of second of paired serology. Further information expected. Follow up 14 Dec 2017 - Vet
reported that the renal values are improving, but are not yet normal. Dog remains on treatment with
Doxycycline, Benazacare, Noroclav and Ipakitine. Vet reported that the dogs gums were very red at
the start of treatment. Further information expected.

Jack Russell
Terrier

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Bravecto 500 mg Chewable Tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 500,N/A,N/A ,3,500 mg
Unknown 1 Animal (12/12/201612/12/2016)<BR><BR>Milbemax
Tablets for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (12/12/201612/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (12/12/201612/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (12/12/201612/12/2016)<BR><BR>

Suspected Adverse Reaction On the 3 July 2017, the dog was clinically well and was vaccinated with
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. Approximately 20 days later (exact date unknown), the owner reported
that the dog had died acutely; the dog had mild diarrhoea and breathing difficulties prior to his death
(unknown for how long) but was not seen by the vet. Post mortem examination was not carried out.
No more information expected.

Crossbred

Not
Known

Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal<BR>03/07/17 treatment start date (N/A03/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal<BR>03/07/17 - treatment
start date (N/A03/07/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Not applicable 1 Animal
(21/11/201721/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (21/11/201721/11/2017)<BR><BR>

Awaiting MAT results however positive PCR confirms
Leptospira infection but not serovar - lack of efficacy
is inconclusive SLEE ABON O1

OInsufficient information to assess causality
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06786

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

22/11/2017

15/01/2018

1

1

1 23/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pulmonary oedema,Death by
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Foaming at the
mouth,Malformation NOS,Pleural
effusion,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Vocalisation,Blood and
lymphatic system disorder
NOS,Spleen and reticuloendothelial system disorder
NOS,Encephalitis,Meningitis,Seizure
NOS,Tonic-clonic
seizure,Pulmonary disorder
NOS,Brain disorder
NOS,Shaking,Eyes rolling
back,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Enlarged lymph node
(localised)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06865

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

10/10/2017

04/12/2017

1

1

0 21/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Haemorrhagic
R><BR><BR>Yes gastroenteritis,Vomiting,Elevated
SAP,Increased packed cell volume
(PCV)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06867

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

10/10/2017

04/12/2017

1

1

1 26/10/2017 Not
Peritonitis,Diarrhoea,Intussusceptio No Data
Known,<BR><BR n,Vomiting,Death
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06881

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.1 Year(s)

30/10/2017

05/12/2017

1

1

0 02/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Meningitis,Falling,Unable to
R><BR><BR>Not stand,Ataxia,Stumbling gait,Not
Known
eating

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06891

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

12/12/2016

05/12/2017

1

1

0 17/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

No Data

Not
Known

Otitis
No Data
externa,Hyperadrenocorticism,Gall
bladder & bile duct disorder
NOS,Hepatic fibrosis,Hepatic
necrosis,Hepatitis,Polydipsia,Ataxia,
Depressed reflexes,Muscle
tremor,Nystagmus,Hyperaesthesia,
Polyuria,Anorexia,Pyrexia,Abnormal
test result,Brain disorder
NOS,Collapse of leg,Increased
sensitivity to sound,Stiffness
limb,Liver disorder
NOS,Glucosuria,Decreased urine
concentration,Elevated
ALT,Elevated bile acids,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Arched back,Stenotic ear
canal,Colitis,Diarrhoea,Enteritis,Em
esis

Serious Suspected Adverse Reaction following the use of Nobivac DHP / L4 reported on 29th
Chihuahua
November 17. A 2 month old, female entire, Chihuahua, weighing 1.04kg was given a primary
vaccination of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 22nd November 17, clinically well at the time of
vaccination. 23rd November 17 - dog was very lethargic and this continued until the 25th November
17 when the owners rushed the dog to the vets as she had a seizure - whole body was shaking, eyes
rolled round, frothing at the mouth, by the time she got to the practice she had come out of the
seizure. Admitted her to hospital where she had another seizure which lasted 10 - 15 seconds, she was
placed on IVFT and given rectal diazepam. Further two seizures at the hospital, deemed tonic-clonic
with minimal pre or post ictal phases, lasting about 30 seconds. 29th November 17, the dog had a
further seizure at home. Once at the vets she had two episodes that were not classic seizures (unlike
all other seizures to date) where the dog jumped in the air, screaming and vocalising, with no loss of
consciousness throughout. No obvious pre or post ictal phases. Referral for neurological work up was
offered but the owners declined for financial reasons. The owner opted to euthanse the dog, the vet
feels it may have been a congenital problem. Further information expected as post mortem may be
carried out. Follow up 15 Dec 2017 - Gross post mortem findings showed mild submandibular lymph
node enlargement, a mild serosanguinous pleural effusion and focal compression of the cerebellum
(Chiari-like malformation). Histological post mortem findings showed; diffuse, moderate oedema and
axonal projections in the brain, mild neuronal satellitosis of the brain and spinal cord, mild nonsuppurative encephalitis and minimal meningitis of the white matter of the forebrain and brain stem,
moderate pulmonary oedema and congestion with alveolar histiocytosis of the lungs, moderate
reactive lymphoid hyperplasia and extramedullary hematopoiesis of the spleen and mild reactive
lymphoid hyperplasia and sinus histiocytosis of the lymph nodes. The final diagnosis was mild,
multifocal, non-suppurative encephalitis and minimal meningitis of the white matter of the forebrain
and brain stem. The aetiology of the inflammation was reported as not clear and there was no overt
evidence of post-vaccinial encephalitis. No further information expected. Closed case. Follow up 15
Jan 2018 - On 4 Jan 2018, Canine Distemper Virus isolation was negative on CNS tissue. Canine
Distemper Virus PCR, Toxoplasma gondii PCR and Neospora caninum PCR were all reported as negative
in other tissues that were tested (tissues not specified on the report). No further information
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 10 Oct 2017 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
Shih Tzu
and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 21 Oct 2017 vet reported vomiting
and diarrhoea. Treated with intravenous fluids, metronidazole and Cerenia. Vet reported blood tests
showed an increased ALKP and an elevated HCT (no values given). Vet diagnosed haemorrhagic
gastroenteritis. On 24 Oct 2017 dog was reported as doing well. No further information expected. The
owner has another dog which has had a similar reaction after vaccination with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4. Please see linked case 2017-UK-06867.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 10 Oct 2017 dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
Shih Tzu
and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 26 Oct 2017 vet reported vomiting
and diarrhoea. Treated with intravenous fluids, Cerenia and Metronidazole. On 29 Oct 2017, dog was
diagnosed with an intussusception and underwent surgical treatment for this at a referral centre
(details not given). On 30 Oct 2017, dog developed peritonitis as a secondary complication of the
surgery and died. No post mortem performed. No further information expected. The owner has
another dog which has had a similar reaction after vaccination with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4.
Please see linked case 2017-UK-06865.

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 30 Oct 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4,
Maltese
clinically well at time of vaccination other than showing aggressive signs. On 2 Nov 2017, dog
presented stumbling, not eating, aggressive, unable to stand and showing neurological signs (falling to
one side and ataxic). The owners were unable to afford a referral and instead sent to a charity practice
who have diagnosed Granulomatous Meningitis and started steroid treatment and Tramadol. Unknown
if confirmed diagnosis. No further information expected.
Suspected adverse reaction following the use of Nobivac Lepto 4 and Nobivac DHP reported on 5th
West Highland
December 2017. A male neutered, 8 year old, West Highland White Terrier, weighing 7.5kg was
White Terrier
vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 4 and DHP on 14th November 2016 and a second vaccination of
Nobivac Lepto 4 on 12th December 2016. Previously had Canigen Lepto 2 vaccines. Weight loss first
noticed prior to vaccination on 14th November 2016. 17th January 2017 - the dog was losing weight,
poor appetite, polydipsic, polyuric, intermittent vomiting, soft yellow faeces but bright, Blood Glucose
4.1mmol/l, Weight - 7.75kg. Blood test results showed: ALT - >1000 u/il (13 - 78), ALKP - >1183 u/il (12 83), RDW - 47.6% (14.7 - 17.9). 19th January 2017 - Bile Acid Stimulation test and ACTH stimulation
test were suggestive of hyperadrenocoritism but, given the lack of other supportive findings it was
unclear as to whether this was a false positive result .Cortisol basal - 244 nmol/l (50 - 250). Vet
suspected liver disease, put onto Denamarin 225mg, one daily. Referred to specialist practice. Blood
tests showed persistent liver enzyme elevations (ALT 1155u/l, ref: 10-118;ALP 1379u/l, ref: 20-150),
consistent with significant hepatocellular damage but the cause is yet unclear. Urinalysis showed low
specific gravity (1.007) and 1+ glucose. Abdominal ultrasonography showed hypoechoic hepatic
nodules but the liver was normal in size with sharp margins, sludge in the gall bladder lumen but the gall
bladder wall was unremarkable. Also concurrent colitis +/- enteritis/inflammatory bowel disease.
Treatment started: Denamarin 225mg - 1 daily, Destolit 150mg - Half a tablet daily, Synuclav 50mg - 2
tablets twice daily, Cerenia 24mg - half a tablet daily, Mirtazapine 2mg - 2 tablets daily. 30th January
2017 - Histology report showed: Moderate chronic neutrophilic, lymphocytic and plasmacytic hepatitis
with moderate to marked chronic multifocal biliary hyperplasia, bridging fibrosis, hepatocellular
degeneration, necrosis and regeneration. Cause uncertain (differentials include chronic hepatitis,
Copper storage disease (but Rubeanic acid staining revealed no intracytoplasmic copper), no evidence
to support ascending infection or malignancy, immune-mediated disease, chronic Leptospira infection).
7th March 17- dog reported to be very well in himself, but liver enzymes still very high and high bile
acids .Added treatment of Lactulose 3mls three times daily, metronidazole 125mg twice daily. 7th
June 17 - dog unable to walk, back hunched, tries to move and collapses, trembling, also hyperesthetic acute onset reaction to noise, bilateral otitis externa, no pain on palpation over spine or limbs.
Referred to specialist - reported a week history of intermittent hind limb stiffness that progressed to
generalised tremors and severe ataxia. No history of toxin ingestion. Severe hypermetria in all limbs

1.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(22/11/201722/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (22/11/201722/11/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Unknown 1 Animal (10/10/201710/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (10/10/201710/10/2017)<BR><BR>
Cerenia unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(26/10/201726/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (10/10/201710/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (10/10/201710/10/2017)<BR><BR>metronidazol
e unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal (4 Day(s)
26/10/2017-30/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (30/10/201730/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(30/10/2017-30/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA disagrees with MAH assessment - limited
information supplied however product involvement
cannot be discounted.

7.5 Cerenia 24 mg Tablets for Dogs O1 - Inconclusive
12,1,1 Days,3,12 mg 1 Days 1 Animal,
Treatment Start Date 19/01/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (14/11/201614/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (12/12/201612/12/2016)<BR><BR>Synuclav 50
mg Tablets for Dogs and Cats 100,1,12 Hours,3,100 mg 12 Hours 1
Animal, Treatment Start Date
19/01/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>lactulose (human) 3,1,8 Hours,10,3 ml 8 Hours 1
Animal, Treatment Start Date
07/03/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>metronidazole
unidentified - 125,1,12 Hours,3,125
mg 12 Hours 1 Animal, Treatment
Start Date 07/03/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>mirtazapine (human) 4,1,1 Days,3,4 mg 1 Days 1 Animal,
Treatment Start Date 19/01/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>nutritional
supplement (unauthorised VP) 225,1,1 Days,3,225 mg 1 Days 1

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06921

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.4 Year(s)

16/08/2017

06/12/2017

1

1

1 17/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Heart
Not
murmur,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Death Known
by euthanasia,Weight loss,Loss of
condition score,Not eating

Suspected Adverse Reaction In May 2017, dog vomited once with a green tinged vomit and then again Jack Russell
in Jun and Jul later the same colour. Owner reports the treat given was green. On 7 Jul 2017, presented Terrier
as was quiet that morning. On examination heart rate 100 with a heart murmur and was licking lips.
Given Cerenia injection and Ranitidine. On 16 Aug 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4. On 17 Aug 2017, dog developed diarrhoea and vomiting and was presented well in herself;
Given Omeprazole, Prokolin and Cerenia. On 12 Oct 2017, not eating with occasionally vomiting and
diarrhoea; given Clavaseptin ad Ranitidine. On 13 Nov 2017, examination some weight loss, continued
diarrhoea but improved otherwise and given Clavaseptin, Anivit and Panacur. On 15 Nov 2017, dog
deteriorating and lost weight and parasite negative on faecal samples. Heart murmur increased in
grade and dogs overall body condition was emaciated; given Prednisolone as suspected neoplasia
(owner declined further investigations). On 20 Nov 2017, no longer vomiting and stools are more
formed and continued steroids, Anivit B12 and Metrobactin. On 27 Nov 2017, owner reported stools
much better continued treatment. On 30 Nov 2017, weight gain was evident however the diarrhoea
worsened and dog was very thin; it was decided for the dog to be euthanased. Follow up 8 Dec 2017 Vet reported that there was a clinical episode of vomiting and diarrhoea 1 month prior to vaccination
(no other details given). Vet feels very strongly that there was an underlying disease independent of
the vaccine that was responsible. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06959

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

01/12/2017

07/12/2017

1

1

0 01/12/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Seizure
Other
R><BR><BR>No NOS,Disorientation,Inappetence,Le
thargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Hyperkalaemia,Hyperphosph
ataemia,Hyperproteinaemia,Elevat
ed creatine-kinase (CK),Increased
packed cell volume (PCV)

Suspected Adverse Reaction On the 1 December 2017, the dog appeared clinically well but the owner Crossbred
reported that he had vomited water before having his breakfast; vaccination with Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac KC was given (extra label use). On the 2 December 2017 at 7.30 am, the dog had a seizure (full
tonic clonic) lasting less than 1 minute. After the seizure the dog became lethargic and disoriented. In
addition, the owner reported that since the vaccination the dog had been off food. On the 3 December
2017, the dog was still lethargic and disoriented, had another seizure (full tonic clonic) lasting less than
one minute and vomited. On the 5 December 2017, the dog was presented to the vet and appeared
clinically well. Three Diazepam Rectal Tubes were given for home treatment to use in case of new
seizures. On the 7 December 2017, the blood test results showed: Haemoglobin = 20.5 g/dl (12.0-18.0),
PCV = 58.4 % (37.0-55.0), Potassium = 5.90 mmol/l (3.60-5.60), Total Protein = 74.8 mmol/l (50.0-72.0),
Phosphate = 2.72 mmol/l (0.60-1.80), CK = 799 U/l at 37 degree Celsius (20-230), Magnesium = 1.14
mmol/l (0.60-1.10). No more information expected.

0 22/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swollen gum,Abnormal ultrasound No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes finding,Enlarged lymph nodes
(generalised),Intestinal disorder
NOS,Oral
ulceration,Hepatopathy,Inappetenc
e,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Increased
salivation
0 01/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
Not
R><BR><BR>Not
Known
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 20 Nov 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4,
clinically well at time of vaccination. On 22 Nov 2017, developed lethargy, off food, dribbling from
face, swollen/ulcerated gums and lymph nodes enlarged. The dog was presented and given antibiotics
and steroids. On 24 Nov 2017, the clinical signs had resolved. On 5 Dec 2017, dog presented with a
relapse of the clinical signs as well as pyrexia (40.3 degrees Celsius) and an ultrasound was performed
and showed gut inflammation and hepatopathy. Stated that various tests have been performed with
no clear conclusion. No further information expected.

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 4 Dec 2017. Clinically well at the time of
Golden
vaccination, but is described as severely obese. Previously vaccinated with Nobivac L4 in 2016, without Retriever
problems. On the evening of 4 Dec 2017, dog vomited in garden, walked inside and collapsed.
Presented to vets. Diagnosed with Vestibular Episode. Very unsteady on feet. Hospitalised and treated
with Cerenia and Rimadyl. 8 Dec 2017, now doing well and more steady on feet. Excess weight has
made this harder. Attending Vet feels association with vaccination is unlikely. No more information
expected.
A vet accidentally stuck a needle into the knuckle of his left hand after vaccinating a dog with DHP and Human
L4. The syringe was empty, but the needle was dirty. The injury site was washed with fresh water, but
became bruised and sore an unknown time later. MAH requested further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06970

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

20/11/2017

07/12/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06974

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

24/06/2017

05/02/2018

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-06979

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

04/12/2017

08/12/2017

1

1

0 04/12/2017 Yes

Vomiting,Unsteady gait,Collapse
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders'),Vestibular
disorder NOS

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-07006

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

24 Year(s)

01/12/2017

11/12/2017

1

1

Injection site bruising,Injection site Not
pain
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-07007

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

04/11/2017

11/12/2017

1

1

0 01/12/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known
0 05/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Abnormal test
Not
result,Leucopenia,Neutrophilia,Hae Known
morrhagic
diarrhoea,Haematemesis

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 4 Nov 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
German
(first vaccine of primary course) and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 5
Shepherd Dog
Nov 2017, owner reported haemorrhagic vomiting and haemorrhagic diarrhoea. Blood tests showed a
low white blood cell count and a pronounced neutrophilia (values not given) and an in house snap test
and a faecal PCR for Parvovirus were both positive. Treated with intravenous fluids and antibiotics (no
other details given). The dog was hospitalised for two weeks for treatment. On 11 Dec 2017, dog was
reported as clinically well and recovered. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-07020

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

02/12/2017

27/12/2017

1

1

0 06/12/2017 Yes

Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
lump,Injection site pain,Off colour

Suspected Adverse Reaction On the 2 December 2017, the dog was clinically well and was given
English Cocker
Nobivac L4. On the 6 December 2017, the dog was presented with inflammation at the injection site
Spaniel
(10 cm in diameter) painful to touch. Treatment with Metacam was dispensed. On the 11 December
2017, the dog was presented again at the practice as he was not well and had developed an abscess at
the injection site. The vet lanced and flushed the abscess (sample for culture and sensitivity test taken),
administered Intra Venous Fluid Therapy with antibiotics and Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs,
and dispensed Synulox for home treatment. Case open awaiting results. Follow up 27 Dec 2017 Swab
results show moderate amount of beta haem streptococcus and sparse amounts of staphylococcus
pseudintermedius. No more information expected

No Data

Irish Terrier

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 12 May 2017, puppy vaccinated with first dose of Nobivac DHP English
and Nobivac Lepto 2. On 27 May 2017, vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac DHP and first dose of Springer
Nobivac L4. On 24 Jun 2017, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac L4 at 14 weeks old (extra label use). On 1 Spaniel
Dec 2017, dog developed haemorrhagic enteritis with vomiting and was presented don 4 Dec 2017. The
owners stated the exposed to a new puppy with suspected canine Parvovirus around the end of Nov
2017 and the dog shared a raw diet for 3-4 days. On 5 Dec 2017, a SNAP test was performed and
stated negative. A PCR on the second sample that was taken in the evening of the same day - came
back positive. A microscopy on faecal samples was negative for parasites but positive Clostridium
Perfringens A-toxin and aerobic culture pending. Blood samples taken: WBC 3.92 (low but no
reference range provided) and profound neutropenia 0.28 (low but no reference range provided).
Await further information. Follow up 13 Dec 2017 - On 4 Dec 2017, dog was treated with intravenous
fluids, Augmentin, Cerenia, Emeprid, Protexin prokolin, Ranitidine, Vitbee and Synulox. On 5 Dec 2017,
treated with Metronidazole. On 6 Dec 2017, treated with Omeprazole. Await further information.
Follow up 5 Feb 2018 - ELU was added as a Product Problem Type for the Nobivac L4 (treatment
program not respected). No further information received. Case closed.

5.7 Anivit B12 Solution for Injection
B - Possible
1000 µg/ml - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown 1
Animal<BR>13/11/17 - treatment
start date (1 Week(s) N/A20/11/2017)<BR><BR>Cerenia
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(17/08/201717/08/2017)<BR><BR>Clavaseptin
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown 1
Animal<BR>12/10/17 - treatment
start date (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Metrobactin 250 mg
Tablets for Dogs and Cats N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal<BR>20/11/17 treatment start date (10 Day(s) N/A30/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(16/08/201716/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(16/08/201716/08/2017)<BR><BR>Panacur
Small Animal 10% Oral Suspension N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown
1 Animal
3.7 Nobivac
KC - .4,N/A,N/A
,10,0.4
ml B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Unknown 1 Animal (01/12/201701/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (01/12/201701/12/2017)<BR><BR>

23 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (20/11/201720/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(20/11/2017-20/11/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
Not applicable 1 Animal
(27/05/201727/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (24/06/201724/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (12/05/201712/05/2017)<BR><BR>

41.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (04/12/201704/12/2017)<BR><BR>

Nobivac DHP ,,,,24<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs ,,,,24<BR><BR>
8.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (04/11/201704/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (04/11/201704/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA disagrees with MAH assessment - SPC states
lethargy and reduced appetite can occur following
vaccination - although other signs are unexpected,
product involvement is possible. Two vaccines given.

The product does not provide immunity against
parvovirus

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Not
Known

O1 - Inconclusive

14.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (02/12/201702/12/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-07039

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.1 Year(s)

07/12/2017

12/12/2017

1

1

0 08/12/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Dehydration,Prostatic disorder
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Weight loss,Pyrexia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Decreased
appetite,Dry mucous
membrane,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hyp
erglycaemia,Proteinuria,Haematuri
a,Hypoproteinaemia,Hyperphospha
taemia,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated ALT,Abnormal
red blood cell,Elevated cholesterol
(total),Hyponatremia

Suspected Adverse Reaction. The dog was vaccinated on 27 Jul 2016 with Nobivac L4 and no reaction Other
occurred. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP (Extra Label Use-Booster was overdue) and
Canine/dog
Nobivac L4 on 7 Nov 2017 and no reaction occurred. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 7
Dec 2017 and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 12 Dec 2017, the owner
reported the dog was lethargic, had a reduced appetite and had a temperature of 41 degrees C the day
after vaccination (8 Dec 2017). The owner also reported weight loss. The vet reported the dog had a
temperature of 38.0 degrees C, dry mucous membranes, mild skin tent and a slightly enlarged prostate.
Urinalysis via cystocentesis showed haematuria and proteinuria. Bloods showed total protein 47 (5072), albumin 18 (26-40), ALT 108 (13-78), Urea >49.98 (1.7-7.4), creatinine 206 (20-124), phosphorus
3.41 (0.7-2.1), cholesterol >11.64 (2.8-8.3), glucose 6.6 (2.0-6.3), sodium 137 (139-154), Haemoglobin
19.3 (12-18) and MCH 25.3 (19-25). The dog was treated with intravenous fluids and Ronaxan
antibiotics. Await further information.

19.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (07/11/201707/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (07/12/201707/12/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-07088

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

07/12/2017

14/12/2017

1

1

0 07/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Face and neck swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Not 'Skin')
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 9 Nov 2017, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4,
clinically well at time of vaccination. On 7 Dec 2017, puppy vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac
DHP and Nobivac L4. Approximately 30 minutes after vaccination, face, cheeks and neck began to
swell. Given Chlorphenamine and then admitted given intravenous Dexamethasone injection. The
puppy''s clinical signs resolved after 4 hours and was discharged. No further information expected.

Labrador
Retriever

6.06 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (07/12/201707/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Scoopful
(07/12/2017-07/12/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-07112

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

27/10/2017

12/02/2018

1

1

1 15/12/2017 Not
Death by euthanasia,Lack of
Known,<BR><BR efficacy
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 30 Sep 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4 and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 27 Oct 2017, dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (extra label use, treatment regime not respected) and
was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 15 Dec 2017, vet reported the dog had
vomiting, soft stools and mild abdominal discomfort. Treated with omeprazole, Cerenia and a
probiotic. On 17 Dec 2017, dog was inappetant and lethargic. Vet reported the dog was jaundiced and
blood tests showed Urea 19.2 (1.7-7.4), creatinine 271 (27-115), ALT was reported as off of the scale
and not reading, ALKP 911 (12-83), TBil 100 (2-10), potassium 3 (3.6-5.6), chloride 92 (>102), WBC 18.5
(6-17) and neutrophils 13 (3.5-12). Treated with intravenous fluids, Ronaxan and vitamin K and a
urinary catheter was placed as the dog was anuric. Vet administered Frusemide and diltiazem. Dog
was euthanased on 17 Dec 2017. Further information expected. Follow up 12 Feb 2018 - No further
information received, closed case. 16 Mar 2018: Product screen has been updated (ELU has been
removed for Nobivac L4) and the assessment has changed for L4.

Rottweiler

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-07119

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

06/12/2017

28/12/2017

1

1

0 07/12/2017 Not Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
swelling,Lethargy (see also Central Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Off colour,Elevated
temperature,Not eating,Injection
site warmth,Surgical site disorder

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-07154

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

17/11/2017

19/12/2017

1

1

Ocular
Not
discharge,Conjunctivitis,Autoimmun Known
e disorder NOS,Muscle
inflammation,Meningitis,Decreased
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise,Pyrexia,Wei
ght loss,Blood in faeces,Abnormal
posture NOS,Proprioception
deficit,Abnormal test
result,Shivering,Gait
abnormality,Musculoskeletal
pain,Decreased drinking,Bounding
pulse,Abnormal cytology

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-07168

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.8 Year(s)

07/12/2017

19/12/2017

1

1

0 20/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
0 07/12/2017 Not

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-07261

Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

03/11/2016

27/12/2017

1

1

0 05/11/2016 Yes

Eyelid oedema,Sedation,Cough,
Not
productive,Reverse
Known
sneezing,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Hypothermia,Facial
swelling (see also
'Skin'),Hypersalivation

Diarrhoea,Abnormal ultrasound
No Data
finding,Inappetence,Vomiting,Gastr
oenteritis

Not
Known

Cerenia unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal (24
Hour(s) 15/12/201715/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (27/10/201727/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (27/10/201727/10/2017)<BR><BR>Prokolin
(unauthorised VP) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal (2 Day(s)
15/12/201717/12/2017)<BR><BR>omeprazole
(human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (2 Day(s)
15/12/2017-17/12/2017)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs could be consistent with leptospirosis,
however could be other multiple causes. No
diagnostic testing carried out to determine cause SLEE cannot be ruled out.

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 6 Dec 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (booster vaccination- Jack Russell
no details of previous vaccinations given). On 12 Dec 2017, owner reported that the dog was off of her Terrier
food and lethargic for a few days post vaccination (estimate 7 Dec 2017). Vet reported a swelling at
the injection site that was warm and not obviously painful to touch. No treatment given. On 14 Dec
2017, vet reported that the swelling had increased in size and was more diffuse. The dog was not
eating and not wanting to move. Treated with antibiotics and non-steroidal anti-inflammatories. On
15 Dec 2017, it was reported that the dog had surgery to remove and flush the lump and put a drain in.
No further information expected. Follow up 20 Dec 2017 - On 14 Dec 2017, vet reported the dog had a
temperature of 102.8 degrees F and was off colour. Vet concerned that swelling was an injection site
abscess. Treated with Meloxidyl and Synulox. On 15 Dec 2017, vet performed a needle aspirate of the
mass which confirmed the injection site abscess. Dog had a general anaesthetic and the abscess was
lanced and flushed and a surgical drain was placed. Treated with Loxicom and Kesium. On 16 Dec
2017, vet reported the dog had a normal temperature of 101.8 degrees F and was eating and bright.
There was a discharge from the surgical drain which the owner reported had slowed down by 18 Dec
2017. No further information expected. Follow up 28 Dec 2017 Practice reported they have removed
the last few sutures form the wound, it has all healed really well Dog is recovered. Nothing more
expected .

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (06/12/201706/12/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 20 Oct 2017, dog presented to the veterinary practice as suffering neck Weimaraner
pain (coded as musculoskeletal pain) and was dispensed Metacam Oral Suspension to be given once
daily. On 17 Nov 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of vaccination. On 27
Nov 2017, presented to the practice as was shivering, not herself and a discharge from the right eye.
Given amoxyclav, unspecified eye treatment and continue Metacam. On 29 Nov 2017, presented and
had not improved and given Tramadol and was referred for a further work up. On 1 Dec 2017, a CSF
and MRI was performed and diagnosed meningitis with a possible link to a vaccine reaction. No
further information expected. Follow up 20 Dec 2017 - Clinical history received. On 16 Apr 2015, dog
presented with neck pain and restricted movement of the neck laterally, no investigations were
performed and it resolved by 24 Apr 2015 with treatment (metacam, noroclav, tramadol and
gabapentin). On 31 Aug 2017, owner reported the dog was drinking more, leaking urine on her bed and
wetting in the house, urinalysis was normal and bloods were unremarkable and on 5 Sep 2017 dog was
treated with Incurin at a dose of 1mg once a day for 30 days. On 20 Oct 2017, owner reported the dog
was in acute discomfort and was not moving her head freely. Vet reported restricted lateral movement
of the neck and pain on flexion to the left hand side (coded as musculoskeletal pain). Treated with
Metacam. On 17 Nov 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Bravecto 1000mg tablets and
Milquantel tablets were dispensed (unknown if administered). On 27 Nov 2017, vet reported dog had a
temperature of 102.5 degrees F, was slightly hunched in posture and had conjunctivitis. Treated with
isathal and Clavubactin. On 29 Nov 2017, owner reported the dog was lethargic. Treated with
Tramadol. On 30 Nov 2017, dog had ongoing lethargy, a temperature of 105.1 degrees F, a bounding
pulse, reduced appetite and reduced drinking, she had lost a little weight, had slow knuckling reflexes
in both hindlimbs, a hunched posture, was stiff on lateral movement of the neck and was slow and stiff
when walking. On 1 Dec 2017, referral vet reported neck pain. An MRI scan showed perivertebral
muscle changes suggestive of inflammatory disease. A CSF tap showed pleocytosis 1000cells per
microliter ( normal <5) and raised protein 0.25 to 1 g/L (normal <0.25). Serology for Toxoplasma and
Neospora was negative. Diagnosis was meningitis which was presumed to be immune mediated.
Treated with prednisolone at a dose of 2mg/kg and slowly reduced, gabapentin and paracetamol. On 4
Dec 2017, owner reported fresh blood in the dogs faeces. Treated with Omeprazole and Protexin
prokolin. On
14 Decreaction.
2017, owner
reported
the dog
free andwith
thereRabisin
was noR,further
blood
the Other
Suspected
adverse
On the
7 Dec 2017,
dogwas
waspain
vaccinated
Nobivac
DHPin
and
Nobivac L4. 1 hour prior to vaccination dog had been given an ACP tablet. Clinically well at the time of Canine/dog
vaccination. 30 min after the vaccination, sedate, lethargic, hypothermic 35.2C. 1 hour post
vaccination, hypersalivation. Wet/noisy cough. Within 2 hours of vaccination, dog had recovered so
was sent home. Within another 2 hours, facial and eyelid swelling.. Treated with Chlorphenamine.
Recovered within 2 hours. Monitored overnight. Sent home following day. No further information
expected.Update 7Mar2018; In the duplicate reported case, dosing was reported as 0.25 tablet,
reverse sneezing was reported as well as rewarming as a treatment.

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 3 Nov 2016. 2 days later had vomiting and Staffordshire
diarrhoea, and off food until the 10 Nov 2016. Admitted and treated with IV Fluids at the time.
Bull Terrier
Diagnosed with Non-specific Gastro-enteritis following Ultrasound Scan. No more information
expected. Linked case: Subsequent SAE at next booster. 2017-UK-07265

Bravecto 1000 mg Chewable Tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1000,N/A,N/A
,3,Treatment date unknown (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Clavubactin 250/62.5
mg Tablets for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal,
Treatment Start Date 27/11/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Incurin 1 mg Tablet 1,1,24 Hours,3,1 mg 24 Hours 1
Animal (30 Day(s) 05/09/201705/10/2017)<BR><BR>Isathal 10
mg/g Eye Drops, Suspension for
Dogs, Cats and Rabbits - 1,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 Drop(s) Unknown 1 Animal,
Treatment Start Date 27/11/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Metacam
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (2 Year(s)
20/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Milquantel 12.5
mg/125 mg Tablets for Dogs
Weighing at Least 5 kg - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Treatment date (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(17/11/201717/11/2017)<BR><BR>gabapentin
(human)
- 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose
3.55 ACP
Tablets
10 mg - 2.5,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,3,0.7mg/kg (07/12/201707/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 (07/12/201707/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 (07/12/201707/12/2017)<BR><BR>Rabisin 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 (07/12/201707/12/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (03/11/201603/11/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment. Facial swelling
with eyelid swelling suggest an allergic type response
post vaccination, multiple products used, so
impossible to say which.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-07265

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.8 Year(s)

21/12/2017

09/03/2018

1

1

0 22/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2017-UK-07282

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

27/12/2017

27/02/2018

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00025

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Month(s)

06/06/2017

02/01/2018

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00106

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

07/11/2017

17/01/2018

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00139

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

05/01/2018

28/02/2018

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00141

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

02/12/2017

08/01/2018

Spleen and reticulo-endothelial
system disorder
NOS,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Gall
bladder & bile duct disorder
NOS,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Listless,Abdominal
discomfort,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Elevated lipase,Lack of
efficacy (endoparasite NOS)

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 21 Dec 2017. Clinically well at the time of Staffordshire
vaccination. 24 hours later, very quiet, lethargic, vomiting, diarrhoea and abdominal discomfort.
Bull Terrier
Treated with IV Fluids, Cerenia, Ranitidine, Omeprazole and Vetergesic. Bloods taken but nothing
abnormal detected. X-rays showed large amount of gas. Concurrent medication for Arthritis includes
Rimadyl, Tramadol and Pardale V. Linked with Case for previous SAE - 2017-UK-07261 Follow up 4 Jan
2018 - On 28 Dec 2017, dog was referred. An abdominal ultrasound showed a small splenic nodule and
a few polyps in the gall bladder. These findings were considered incidental. A faecal test for parasites
was negative. An in-house snap test for canine pancreatic lipase was abnormal, however a blood test
for canine pancreatic lipase was 63.4 (<200 normal). Vet was suspicious of acute pancreatitis,
however this was not confirmed. Treated with Cerenia, Omeprazole, Paracetamol and Panacur. On 30
Dec 2017, vet reported ongoing diarrhoea, but the dog was eating. On 3 Jan 2018, faeces were
reported as improved, treated with Pro-bind. No further information expected. Follow up 9 Mar 2018 Vet reported that the dog was recovered. No further information expected

0 28/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Low platelet
R><BR><BR>Not count,Leucopenia,Lymphopenia,Inc
Known
reased heart rate,Ataxia,Increased
respiratory
rate,Inappetence,Malaise,Pyrexia,A
bnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hyperph
osphataemia,Elevated
SAP,Decreased red blood cell
count,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Thrombocytopenia
0 24/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 27 Dec 2017, puppy vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac DHP and French Bulldog
Nobivac L4. On 28 Dec 2017, owner noticed was quiet, inappetant and wobbly on his feet. On 29 Dec
2017, presented and on examination - heart rate 184 beats per minute, respiratory 44 and temperature
40 degrees Celsius. Blood tests performed: Lymphocytes 0.69 (1-4.8), WBC 4.44 (6-17), RBC 3.89 (5.58.5), HCT 25.51 (37-55), Platelet 9.10 (200-500), Albumin 21 (25-44), ALP 452 (20-150), Urea 2.3 (2.58.9), Phosphorus 2.52 (0.94-2.13), Creatinine 26 (27-124). Diagnosed with thrombocytopenia and
started intravenous fluid therapy. Await further information. Follow up 27 Feb 2018 - Decreased Red
Blood Cell Count to Veddra. No further information received. Case closed.

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 8 May 2017, dog vaccinated with first dose of Nobivac DHP
Chihuahua
and Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of vaccination. On 22 May 2017, vaccinated with second dose of
Nobivac DHP and clinically well at time of vaccination. On 6 Jun 2017, vaccinated with second dose of
Nobivac L4. On 24 Dec 2017, dog was lethargic, vomiting, diarrhoea and off her food (reported is
usually a fussy eater). On 27 Dec 2017, presented as still inappetant, lethargic, haemorrhagic diarrhoea
and uncomfortable. On examination, abdomen was painful on palpation, temperature 35 degrees
Celsius and tachycardic 160 beats per minute. Given intravenous fluid therapy and conducted an inhouse Idexx Snap test (non-faecal analysis) for Parvovirus which was positive. A vaccine antibody test
was performed in-house which suggested to protection for Parvovirus. Further blood tests performed:
WBC 1.57 (5.5-16.9), HCT 10.5 (37-55), Haemoglobin 28.5 (30-37.5), Glucose 4.08 (4.11-7.95), Urea
20.4 (2.5-9.6), Phosphate 5.2 (8.81-22), Total Protein 83 (52-82), Total Bilirubin 53 (25-45), ALKP 288
(23-212). No further diagnostics have been performed and was discharged from the veterinary practice
on 30 Dec 2017. No further information expected.

1

1 01/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Lack of
R><BR><BR>Yes, efficacy (distemper virus)
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 10 Oct 2017, puppy vaccinated with first dose of Nobivac DHP Jack Russell
and Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of vaccination. On 24 Oct 2017, second dose of Nobivac DHP
Terrier
given and first Nobivac KC. On 7 Nov 2017, second dose of Nobivac L4 given and very well on clinical
examination. On 1 Jan 2018, owner reports developed a yellow mucous diarrhoea, not eaten
breakfast, lethargic and quiet. On 2 Jan 2018, presented was very slightly quiet in self, eating, some
diarrhoea with a small amount of blood. Left ear had some discharge and inflammation, white plaques
on tongue and a temperature of 40.5 degrees Celsius. A cytology was performed and ears had some
bacterial rods and tongue had large clusters of cocci and epithelial cells. Blood panel showed
panleukopenia (no reference range or value given). The puppy had respiratory signs, thickening of paw
pads and some dehydration - given intravenous fluid therapy. Serology for Distemper taken and given
Synuclav and Aurizon ear drops. On 3 Jan 2018, reported no improvement continued diarrhoea,
inappetant, pyrexia and due to finances had subcutaneous fluid therapy. Serology results returned:
Positive result for Distemper but stated test is subjective due to recent vaccination. The dog was given
supportive treatment and later eaten some food. On 4 Jan 2018, dog deteriorated further and had loss
of pigmentation on nasal planum, increased ulceration on tongue, foot pads becoming swollen and
plaques visible. Faecal swabs were taken for further analysis including Parvovirus PCR. The puppy was
then euthanased. Await further information. Follow up 17 Jan 2018 - Vet reported blood results
showed low positive PCR for Parvovirus and negative PCR for Distemper. No further information
expected. Closed case.

1

1

0 05/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

1

1

0 02/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Lamenes Not
R><BR><BR>Not s,Localised pain NOS (see other
Known
Known
'SOCs' for specific
pain),Hyperglycaemia,Swollen limb

Behavioural disorder
Not
NOS,Neutrophilia,Hypersalivation,E Known
nlarged liver,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Weight
loss,Increased
salivation,Rigidity,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated BUN,Elevated
ALT,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Dull,Subdued

Suspected Adverse reaction 5 Jan 2018: dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4,
English
clinically normal at time of vaccination. Went for a walk, ran after another dog, came back subdued
Springer
and salivating. Represented at vet at 3.30pm same day. Temp 39.9, very quiet, sitting very rigid. Bloods Spaniel
all normal except mild elevation in neutrophils. Colvasone and pardale given. Recheck the next day still
pyrexic. Repeat bloods increase in neutrophls to 24 and ALKP to 400 mmol/l.Repeat steroid injection
given. Recheck on 7 Jan a littler better but still quiet. 8 Jan recheck withdrawn, weight loss. Repeat
bloods ALT now elevated approx 700mmol/l. Abdominal ultrasound- possibly mildly enlarged liver,
normal parenchyma. Further update expected this week Follow up 16 Jan 2018 Over last 4 days has
been doing better. Bright, happy, eating well, no vomiting, playing and has gained 0.4kg. Blood ALT and
ALKP now both marginally elevated much improved and urea now mildy elevated. Urine all within
normal limities. Due recheck again late this week/ early next week. Further information expected.
Follow up 28 Feb 2018. Dog was seen on 2nd Feb 2018. Liver enzymes had returned to normal. Dog
had gained weight and was back to normal . No further informaton or follow up expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction . On 2 Dec 2017, dog vaccinated with first dose of Nobivac DHP and
Labrador
Nobivac L4. On 16 Dec 2017, second dose of Nobivac DHP given and second dose of Nobivac L4 given Retriever
on 30 Dec 2017. The puppy was clinically well at all vaccinations. On 2 Jan 2018, presented as
developed lameness on right forelimb, non-weight bearing (owner carried puppy in and isn''t aware the
degree of lameness in walk). Given Onsior as treatment and sent home. On 7 Jan 2018, re-examination
and leg is now swollen along the entire limb (digits to shoulder), painful on palpation. Blood test
performed: Elevated glucose (no value or reference range), Phosphate 2.37 (stated normal but no
reference range), Haematocrit 32.4 (stated normal for a puppy - no reference range provided), WBC
21.4 (6-17) and Neutrophils 17.2 (3.5-12). The puppy is hospitalised and being treated with Synulox,
Gabapentin and Prednisolone as started to become very sore and not weight bearing. On 8 Jan 2018,
swelling started decreasing and puppy gradually putting more weight on it. No further diagnostics have
been performed and no further information expected.

20.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (21/12/201721/12/2017)<BR><BR>Panacur
Small Animal 2.5% Oral Suspension 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (6
Day(s) 28/12/201703/01/2018)<BR><BR>Pardale-V
Oral Tablets - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (01/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Rimadyl unidentified 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (01/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>paracetamol (human)
- 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (6
Day(s) 28/12/201703/01/2018)<BR><BR>tramadol
(human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (01/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

3.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (27/12/201727/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(27/12/2017-27/12/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (22/05/201722/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(06/06/2017-06/06/2017)<BR><BR>

2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (24/10/201724/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(24/10/201724/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(07/11/2017-07/11/2017)<BR><BR>

13.8 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (05/01/201805/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (05/01/201805/01/2018)<BR><BR>

10 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (02/12/201716/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(02/12/2017-30/12/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment, ABON B

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

product does not provide protection to parvovirus,
ABON N

NCA agrees with MAH assessment - no protection
expected for Canine Distemper or Parvovirus

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00173

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

25/01/2016

09/01/2018

1

1

0 01/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Immune mediated
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes thrombocytopenia,Lack of efficacy
(parvovirus)

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy and Suspected Adverse Reaction On the 25 January 2016, the dog English Cocker Not
was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Approximately at the beginning of 2017, the dog
Spaniel
Known
was diagnosed with Immune Mediated Thrombocytopenia (IMTP). Treatment with prednisolone up to
August 2017 and with cyclosporin (Atopica) up to November 2017 was given. The vet did not
administer the booster vaccine in 2017 according to the Atopica datasheet. On the 8 January 2018, the
serology results showed that the titre for Distemper was 7 (lab. units not given), for Parvo Virus was 20
(lab. units not given) and for Hepatitis was 220 (lab. units not given); the laboratory reference
considered as minimum protective titre was 40 (lab. units not given). No more information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00183

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

07/07/2017

30/01/2018

1

1

0 08/01/2018 Not
Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On the 7 July 2017, at 8 weeks and 3 days of age, the dog was
German
clinically well and was vaccinated with the first dose of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On the 2 August Shepherd Dog
2017, at 12 weeks and 1 day of age, the dog was vaccinated with the second dose of Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4. Concomitantly, the dog was applied Advocate for parasites control. On the 8 January
2018, the dog was presented with watery diarrhoea, lethargy, inappetence and hypersalivation.
Treatment with Intra Venous Fluid Therapy, Cerenia, Buprenorphine, Metronidazole, Synulox and
Perfalgan was given. The dog was also panting a lot which the vet considered due to stress and treated
with Acepromazine. Blood test results showed: Phosphate = 2.37 (0.81-2.2); ALT = 270 (10-125); GGP =
18 (0-11); WBC = 21.11 (5-16.76); Neutrophils = 17.66 (2.95-11.64); Monocytes = 1.13 (0.16-1.12). A
SNAP Parvo Test was performed and the dog resulted positive. No more information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00207

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.1 Year(s)

05/09/2017

08/01/2018

1

1

0 04/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Malaise,Lack of efficacy,Abnormal Not
R><BR><BR>Not test result,Bloated,Tooth
Known
Known
disorder,Elevated liver
enzymes,Liver disorder NOS,Fluid in
abdomen NOS,Elevated
ALT,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Elevated gammaglutamyl transferase (GGT),Arched
back,Muscle atrophy (see also
'Muscle
wasting'),Wound,Distress,Low
platelet
count,Leucopenia,Neutropenia,Incr
eased heart
rate,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Decreased
appetite

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00214

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.1 Year(s)

03/01/2018

10/01/2018

1

1

0 09/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00222

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

06/01/2018

10/01/2018

1

1

0 09/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypersalivation,Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

No Data

Not eating,Abnormal test
Not
result,Immune mediated
Known
haemolytic
anaemia,Hyperglycaemia,Glucosuri
a,Proteinuria,Haematuria,Urinary
tract
infection,Haemoglobinuria,Elevate
d total bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Haemolysis,Bilirubinuria,Decre
ased packed cell volume
(PCV),Abnormal red blood
cell,Abnormal cytology,Pale
mucous
membrane,Jaundice,Falling,Ataxia,
Urinary bladder disorder
NOS,Urinary retention,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Weakness,Elevated
temperature,Proprioception deficit

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction & Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 5 Sep 2017, dog vaccinated
Labrador
with booster of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, clinically well on examination other than a few lumps
Retriever
(two have been tested and are lipomas). On 4 Dec 2017, dog started vomiting, arched back slightly and
no other abnormalities seen. On 5 Dec 2017, dog no different in self and eating less – reported a
scavenger and is relatively quiet for herself. On examination found slab fracture on both upper
carnassials – given Cerenia, Omeprazole and Methadone. On 7 Dec 2017, not further vomiting
observed however some diarrhoea on 6 Dec 2017 but now soft stools. Bright in herself and does not
appear uncomfortable. On 11 Dec 2017, owner concerned dogs abdomen looks slightly bloated and
spine looks prominent and arched. On examination, spine slightly prominent but no discomfort on
spinal palpation, abdomen was not in any discomfort. It was noticed a small wound on right pinna and
was given Panacur granules 22% 4.5g for possible Giardia for 5 days. On 16 Dec 2017, dog was
presented bloated but eating well and no abnormalities however heart rate was 156 beats per minute
but was stressed. On 19 Dec 2017, ultrasound showed significant amount of free abdominal fluid and
liver was abnormal and suspected liver tumour. An in-house haematology showed: Leucocytes 2.4 (617), Granulocytes 1.4 (3.5-12), Monocytes 0.2 (0.3-1.5) and Platelets 199 (200-500)). On 22 Dec 2017,
the dog was referred and had fluid drained from the abdomen and performed liver aspirates,
antibiotics were started as well as spirolactone. On 29 Dec 2017, dog has been well at home and
continued Spirolactone and Noroclav. On examination, noticed mild to moderate generalised muscle
atrophy however no other abnormalities seen. Blood tests performed: Liver parameters worsened (no
value or reference range provided), Albumin slightly lower (no reference range or value given),
leucopenia mildly improved. On 30 Dec 2017, urine analysis performed: Positive for leptospirosis and
started Doxycycline, Ronaxan and Prilactone. Serology was negative on MAT Lepto serovars. On 5 Jan
2018, leucopenia and neutropenia has improved slightly (no value or reference range given), ALT has
increased (no value or reference range) and no further effusion. On 8 Jan 2018, presented and heart
rate 140 beats per minute, repeated an ultrasound and revealed a small amount of fluid around the
liver. Blood tests performed: ALP >1183 (12-83), ALT >1000 (13-78), GGT 33 (1-14). Given Destolit and
Denamarin. No confirmed diagnosis but suspected chronic liver disease and or recent Leptospirosis
infection. Await further information. Practice reporting as SAR. Dog had an adverse reaction involving
vomiting the
year prior.
See linked
2018-UK-00196
Suspected
Adverse
Reaction
Dog iscase:
on Maxitrol
eye drops for conjunctivitis since 14 Aug 2010 and has Crossbred
a heart murmur and mitral valve disease. In Feb 2017, dog fell down the stairs and was diagnosed with
a traumatic disc extrusion at Cervical 3 to Cervical 4 which was managed conservatively. On 13 Sep
2017, dog was diagnosed with hypothyroidism and started on Thyforon 400 mcg tablets. Blood test
showed high Bile acids and high ALP (values not given). On 12 Oct 2017, a bile acid stimulation test
showed significant hepatic dysfunction (results not given). Dog was vaccinated on 24 Jan 2017 with
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and no reaction occurred. On 3 Jan 2018, dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Endectrid ectoparasite treatment and Quantex dog tablets were also
dispensed. Vet reported mild ataxia due to the previous spinal injury. On 9 Jan 2018, owner reported
the dog was weak, having difficulty standing, was ataxic, lethargic and not eating. Vet reported the dog
was falling to the left and dragging the right forelimb, the vet reported this as an exacerbation of the
pre-existing gait abnormality post cervical disc extrusion. Vet reported the dog had pale mucous
membranes, a temperature of 39.3 degrees C and bloods showed PCV 18.5% (37-55), Platelets 57
(200-500), ALP 168 (12-83), Total Bilirubin 17.0 (0-16), Glucose 6.4mmol/l (2.00-6.3) and sodium to
potassium ratio 41.11 (25-37). A slide agglutination test was positive and the serum was reported as
red due to haemolysis. A blood smear showed autoagglutination, spherocytes and adequate platelet
numbers as clumping was present. A ultrasound scan showed a large bladder and urinary retention
secondary to the previous spinal injury. Urinalysis showed bilirubin+3, protein +2, a trace of glucose,
haematuria and hemoglobinuria. Urine sediment exam showed debris and clumps of white blood cells.
Diagnosed with a urinary tract infection and Immune Mediated Haemolytic Anaemia. Treated with
Synulox, Omeprazole and Prednisolone. On 10 Jan 2018, vet reported a yellow tinge to the skin and
temperature was 39.2 degrees C. A PCV was 20%. Await further information.

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 6 Jan 2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and English
was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 9 Jan 2018, owner reported the dog was Springer
salivating excessively for most of the day. On 10 Jan 2018, owner reported the dog has had a seizure. Spaniel
Vet has not examined the dog. No treatment given. No diagnostic tests performed at the time of
reporting. No further information expected.

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (25/01/201625/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (25/01/201625/01/2016)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

39 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Extra- N - Unlikely
Large Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (1 Day(s)
02/08/201702/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (07/07/201702/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (07/07/201702/08/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Known Animal (05/09/201705/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(05/09/2017-05/09/2017)<BR><BR>

15.2 Endectrid 250 mg + 62.5 mg Spot-on B - Possible
Solution for Large Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(03/01/201803/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (03/01/201803/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (03/01/201803/01/2018)<BR><BR>Quantex 50
mg Tablets - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (03/01/201803/01/2018)<BR><BR>Synulox
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (09/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Thyforon Flavoured
400 Microgram Tablets for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (13/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>dexamethasone +
antibiotic eye drops (human) - 1,1,24
Hours,N/A,1 Drop(s) 24 Hours 1
Animal (14/08/2010N/A)<BR><BR>omeprazole (human) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (09/01/2018- ml
14.1 N/A)<BR><BR>prednisolone
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
O1 - Inconclusive
Unknown 1 Animal (06/01/201806/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (06/01/201806/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment SAR ABON N, SLEE
N

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

The dog is shown positive on urine PCR for
Leptospirosis, however serology MAT on serovars was
negative. It could or could not be a serovar covered
by the vaccine. A lack of efficacy is possible as the
serovar was not identified. Await further information.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00228

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00245

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

United
Kingdom

Animal

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00268

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00293

Canine/dog

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

8 Month(s)

03/01/2018

04/10/2017

27/12/2017

10/01/2018

1

1

1 05/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lymphopenia,Neutropenia,Diarrho Not
ea,Vomiting,Ataxia,Death,Inappete Known
nce,Congested mucous
membrane,Decreased body
temperature,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Abnormal
test
result,Tremor,Hypoalbuminaemia,H
ypoglycaemia,Hyperphosphataemia
,Elevated SAP,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume
(PCV),Hypokalaemia,Hyponatremia,
Head tilt - neurological disorder

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 3 Jan 2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. A Pug
microchip was also implanted. Flea and worm treatment was dispensed (unknown product) but was
not administered. Vet reported that the dog had vomited on 2 Jan 2018 and had passed soft stools
prior to vaccination on 3 Jan 2018. On 5 Jan 2018, vet reported the dog was lethargic, inappetent, was
vomiting and had green diarrhoea. Treated with Cerenia and pro-biotic paste. On 6 Jan 2018, vet
reported the dog was worse, mucous membranes were pale brown, had a temperature of 40.3 degrees
C and had tremors and a head tilt and was very flat. Bloods showed albumin 20 (26-46), glucose was
low, ALP 308 (0-212), amylase 286 (400-1500), creatinine 27 (35-141), phosphorus 2.32 (0.8-2.2),
sodium 119 (138-160), potassium 2.6 (3.5-5.8), neutrophils 0.06 (5.3-10.5), lymphocytes 0.5 (2.8-7.5),
monocytes 0.09 (0.8-2.8), eosinophils 0.01 (0.8-2.0), HCT 28.4 (30-55) and Haemoglobin 9.3 (9.8-17.1).
Treated with intravenous fluids, oral glucose, synulox and metronidazole. Later that day, vet reported
the dog was more settled, diarrhoea had improved and he had started eating. On 7 Jan 2018, vet
reported the dog had a temperature of 41 degrees C, vomited once and had green diarrhoea. In the
evening the dog was ataxic. Glucose was administered intravenously. On 8 Jan 2018, dog had tremors
and a temperature of 37 degrees C. Dog died. Post mortem has been declined. No further information
expected.

15/01/2018

1

1

0 28/05/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Hyperphosphataemia,Elevated
Not
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Abnormal Known
ultrasound finding,Elevated
cholesterol (total),Elevated
protein:creatinine ratio,Elevated
SDMA (Symmetrical
dimethylarginine),Behavioural
disorder
NOS,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Congenital
renal and urinary tract disorder
NOS,Vaginal
haemorrhage,Decreased
appetite,Off colour,Lack of
efficacy,Vaginal
discharge,Abnormal test
result,Proteinuria,Decreased urine
concentration,Haematuria,Elevated
renal parameters,Urinary tract
infection

0 06/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Corneal disorder NOS,Corneal
Not
oedema,Cloudy eye (for Miosis,
Known
Mydriasis, Anisocoria, Nystagmus see
'Neurological'),Hyperaemia,Abnorm
al menace reflex test,Third eyelid
protrusion

Suspected Adverse Reaction In 2015, dog started Incurin 1mg (two tablets daily) for urethral sphincter
mechanism incompetence. The dog also has pre-existing kidney issues and receives a renal diet
(unknown exact details). On 3 Jan 2018, dog developed off colour, blood from vulva and was given an
antibiotic injection. On 4 Jan 2018, an ultrasound was performed but no abnormalities were observed
and was prescribed Clavaseptin tablets. On 10 Jan 2018, another ultrasound was performed but no
abnormalities were detected. No further information expected. Follow up 15 Jan 2018 – Clinical
history received. Suspected lack of expected efficacy / Suspected adverse reaction. On 8 Apr 2015, dog
was diagnosed with vaginitis and urinalysis showed haematuria. Treated with antibiotics for a urinary
tract infection. On 29 Apr 2015, dog was started on Incurin 1 mg tablets at a dose of 1mg once a day
for urinary incontinence. On 28 May 2015, owner reported that the dose of Incurin was increased to
2mg once a day on an unknown date and the dog was reported as fully continent. Vet reported a
mucoid vaginal discharge. Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On 13 Jun 2015, vet
reported that Staphylococcus had been isolated on a urine culture and dog had elevated renal
parameters (results not given). Ultrasound showed a small kidney which was a congenital defect.
Treated with Clavaseptin. On 25 Jun 2015, blood results showed a high phosphorus (value not given).
On 26 Jun 2015, treated with Aluminium hydroxide powder at a dose of 2.8 grams daily. On 29 Jun
2015, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 25 Jan 2016, Incurin was stopped and dog was treated
with Propalin. Due to the vaginal discharge. On 3 Feb 2016, vet reported dog had diarrhoea and
Propalin was stopped therefore and Incurin was started at a dose of 1 tablet once a day. Unkown if
vaginal discharge stopped while under Propalin. On 22 Mar 2016, owner reported dog had passed
urine on the bed twice (SLEE). On 11 Jun 2016, owner reported dog was having 1.5mg and 2 mg Incurin
on alternate day dosing. On 13 Jun 2016, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 19 Dec 2016, vet
reported dog was vomiting and had a reduced appetite. Bloods showed elevated urea (no value given),
creatinine 230 (20-144) and SDMA 48 (<14). On 3 Jul 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 24
Jul 2017, owner reported dog had a couple of urinary accidents in the house (SLEE). Treated with
Clavaseptin for suspected urinary tract infection (not confirmed). On 21 Aug 2017, urinalysis showed
blood +1 and protein +3. Blood tests showed creatinine 238 (20-144) and SDMA 36 (<14). Urine
protein to creatinine ratio was 1.8 (<0.5) and a urine culture showed mixed bacterial growth and the
urine specific
gravity
was reported
as low.
with Clavaseptin
andNobivac
Benefortin
tablets (half
Suspected
Adverse
Reaction
On 4 Oct
2017,Treated
puppy vaccinated
with first
DHP20mg
and Nobivac
L4,

07/02/2018

12/01/2018

1

1

1

1

1 10/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypersalivation,Found
R><BR><BR>Not dead,Lethargy (see also Central
Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Not
Known

clinically well at time of vaccination. On 6 Oct 2017, puppy''s left eye developed cloudiness. On 7 Oct
2017, the puppy was presented to the veterinary practice and was given Maxitrol eye drops. On 17 Oct
2017, puppy presented at a specialist for an complete eye examination and during the examination profound corneal oedema in left eye and due to endothelitis (inflammation of corneal endothelium),
suspected as secondary to an adverse vaccine reaction. Continued Maxitrol eye drops. Blood tests
were performed but have not been provided. On 6 Dec 2017, follow up examination with the specialist
states clouding in left eye still present, the eye is non-visual but comfortable and has some light
perception. Continued Maxitrol eye drops. On 8 Jan 2018, the puppy was presented to the eye
specialist and still profound corneal oedema in the right eye, possibly reduced at the edges compared
to centrally. The eye was otherwise unremarkable. The Maxitrol eye drops were stopped. No further
information expected. Duplicate case found 2017-Uk-05769 Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on
4 Oct 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4 , was fit and well at the time of vaccination . Then 10 days later it
developed unilateral corneal oedema . The dog as referred to a eye specialist , they have prescribed
Maxitrol eye drops and may send for serology for CAV1 and CAV2. Await results , open case. Follow up
16 Jan 2018 - Clinical history received. On 4 Oct 2017, dog was also dispensed Quantex Dog tablets
and Endectrid Dog Spot on, (Best guess product size -unknown if given). On 14 Oct 2017, vet reported
third eyelid protrusion, corneal cloudiness and central corneal oedema in the left eye. Treated with
Maxitrol. No further information expected. Follow up 26 Jan 2018 - On 17 Oct 2017, referral vet
reported conjunctival hyperaemia in the left eye. The right eye was normal on examination. On 8 Jan
2018, referral vet reported that the left eye had a slightly reduced menace reponse and corneal
oedema was still present. The left eye had increased axial corneal thickness of 3 to 5 times and there
was a small area of corneal pigment in the lateroparaxial cornea. A diagnosis of endothelial failure was
made. The right eye was normal on examination. No further information expected. Follow up 7 Feb
2018 - On 19 Oct 2017, blood results showed CAV 1 Ab titre 1448 and CAV 2 Ab titre 2048. The
pathologist has reported that the titres are protective. Pathologist has stated that for field infection
with CAV1, titres should be fourfold higher than CAV2 (not present in this case). No further
information expected.

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

2 Cerenia unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal (3
Day(s) 05/01/201808/01/2018)<BR><BR>Glucose 40%
w/v Solution for Injection 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal<BR>07/01/18 - treatment
start date (1 Day(s) N/A08/01/2018)<BR><BR>Identification
Chip - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Implant
Unknown 1 Animal (03/01/201803/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (03/01/201803/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (03/01/201803/01/2018)<BR><BR>Synulox
Ready-to-Use Suspension for
Injection - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal<BR>06/01/18 treatment start date (2 Day(s) N/A08/01/2018)<BR><BR>metronidazol
e unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1
Animal<BR>06/01/18 - treatment
start date (2 Day(s) N/A08/01/2018)<BR><BR>
28.3 Benefortin
Flavour 20 mg Tablets for No assessment

Bearded Collie Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 27 Dec 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
German Spitz and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. No reaction occurred. On 10 Jan 2018, Pomeranian
dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination.
Owner reported that on the car journey home from the vets the dog was hypersalivating (estimate 15
minutes after product administration) and this continued for the afternoon. Owner also reported the
dog was lethargic that day. On 11 Jan 2018, owner fed the dog a cocktail sausage in the morning which
she ate and swallowed normally. Dog fell asleep and one hour later owner found the dog dead. No
post mortem has been performed. No further information expected.

Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal<BR>21/08/17 treatment start date (N/A27/11/2017)<BR><BR>Clavaseptin
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal<BR>13/06/15 treatment start date (N/A04/01/2018)<BR><BR>Incurin 1 mg
Tablet - 2,1,48 Hours,3,1.5mg and 2
mg on alternate da (29/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (28/05/201528/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal<BR>03/07/17 - treatment
start date (N/A03/07/2017)<BR><BR>Propalin
Syrup 40 mg/ml Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal<BR>25/01/16 - treatment
start detail (9 Day(s) N/A03/02/2016)<BR><BR>Synulox
Ready-to-Use Suspension for
Injection - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal<BR>03/01/18 treatment100
startmg
date
Endectrid
+ 25(N/Amg Spot-on

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

performed

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Solution for Medium Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (04/10/201704/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(04/10/201704/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(04/10/201704/10/2017)<BR><BR>Quantex 50
mg Tablets - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (04/10/201704/10/2017)<BR><BR>

0.88 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (10/01/201810/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (27/12/201727/12/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00325

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

19/12/2017

15/01/2018

1

1

0 20/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Neutrophilia,Hypocalcaemic
condition,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Listless,Abnormal
test result,Loose
bowel,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypoglyc
aemia,Hypoproteinaemia,Hyperpho
sphataemia,Decreased cholesterol
(total),Reduced globulins

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 19 Dec 2017. Following German Spitz day lethargic, quiet, moving slowly and loose motions (faeces). Bloods: Glucose 1.8 mmol/ml
Pomeranian
(unknown range); Mild Anaemia; Neutrophils 17 (2.9-12.6); Total Protein 39 (54-75); Low Albumin 20
(26-38); Globulin 18 (23-42); Creatinine 8.4 (44-143); Cholesterol 2.7 (3.2-6.2); Phosphate 2.3 (0.8-1.6);
Calcium 2.19 ( 2.36-2.84). Treated with IV Fluids, Synulox and Protexin. Recovered within 48 hours
later. No more information expected. Linked with subsequent AE = 2018-UK-00330

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00337

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

06/12/2017

18/01/2018

1

1

0 08/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Myopathy,Muscle
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes tremor,Trembling,Inappetence,Wea
kness,Reluctant to move,Abnormal
test result,Stiffness limb,Gait
abnormality,Elevated AST,Elevated
creatine-kinase (CK)

Suspected Adverse Reaction On the 6 December 2017, the dog was clinically well and was given
Crossbred
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On the 11 December 2017, the dog was presented with diarrhoea, off
food, weak and trembling. The owner reported that the signs started at home on the 8 December 2017
but the diarrhoea started on the 10 December 2017. Treatment for the gastro intestinal disorder was
given. On the 12 December 2017, the body temperature = 38.5 degree Celsius but no improvement was
seen; treatment with Metacam and Synulox injections was given. On the 13 December 2017, the dog
had muscle weakness and body temperature = 37.5 degree Celsius. The dog was referred to a vet
hospital. On examination the dog appeared reluctant to move and had gait abnormality in association
with prolonged activity which eventually resulted in voluntary collapse. The gait was characterized by
stiffness and muscular tremor. These lesions were confined to the neuromuscular system. Blood test
revealed elevated AST and creatinine (data not given); all other values were within normal range (data
not given). Radiographs were unremarkable; Tensilon Test was equivocal. An immune-mediated
myopathy or a nutritional/metabolic myopathy was suspected. Treatment with Aktivait nutritional
supplement was given. The dog was discharge from the hospital 18 December 2017. On the 5 January
2018, the dog was re-examined and appeared improved, able to do more running and walking but not
completely recovered. No neurological disorder was detected; haematology and urinalysis were
unremarkable (no data given), the biochemistry showed CK = 469 U/I (range lower 118). No more
information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00374

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

08/11/2017

16/01/2018

1

1

1 14/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia NOS,Leucopenia,Pale
Not
R><BR><BR>Not mucous
Known
Known
membrane,Vomiting,Hypocalcaemi
c condition,Renal disorder
NOS,Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Lack of
efficacy,Weight loss,Prostatic
disorder NOS,Dehydration,Dry
mucous membrane,Uncoded
sign,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hyperglyca
emia,Blood in
urine,Proteinuria,Hypoproteinaemi
a,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
ALT,Elevated bile acids,Elevated
SAP,Increased testicle
size,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Prostatitis,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume
(PCV),Hypophosphataemia,Enlarge
d kidney(s),Dermal mass,Elevated Creactive protein,Abdominal
mass,Elevated triglyceride

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00379

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.5 Year(s)

18/12/2017

12/03/2018

1

1

0 02/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction & Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 8 Nov 2017, dog vaccinated
Flat-coated
with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC, clinically well at time of vaccination. On 14 Nov 2017, dog vomited a Retriever
couple of times and then resolved. On 15 Nov 2017, the dog became inappetant. Presented for an
examination, was a little nervous and difficult to assess but no abnormalities on clinical exam. Blood
tests performed: ALP 574 (12-83), Urea 48.6 (1.70-7.40), Creatinine 459 (20-124), Phosphorus 3.22 (.72.10), glucose 6.4 (2-6.30). An ultrasound was performed: found right kidney medulla hyperechoic,
marked contrast in echogenicity between cortex and medulla, reduction in visibility of renal medulla
structure. On urinalysis showed blood and marked protein. Given Cerenia and some intravenous fluid
therapy. On 16 Nov 2017, was discharged as well in self and eating - given Duphamox and some fluid
therapy. On 17 Nov 2017, blood tests performed again: ALP 532 (12-83), Urea 45.4 (1.7-7.4), Creatinine
424 (20-124) and phosphorus 2.99 (0.7-2.1). the dog went to emergency practice and continued
antibiotics, Cerenia and intravenous fluid therapy. On 18 Nov 2017, the dog continued on intravenous
fluid therapy as no improvement in renal function. On 23 Nov 2017, presented to referral hospital; on
physical examination was unremarkable except for a small, soft mass under the skin near penis and an
enlarged right testicle. Blood tests performed: PCV 33 (35-57), Creatinine 405 (12-115), Urea and
phosphorus mildly elevated (no value or reference range provided), ALP 589 (20-16), Ionized calcium
0.94 (1.15-1.5). C-reactive protein 8.1 (<6.8), Leptospira PCR urine positive. Further urine results
showed: protein, neutrophils and suspicious of Mycoplasma/Ureaplasma. Awaiting Leptospira MAT
testing and urine culture. On ultrasound found kidneys mildly enlarged and compatible with an acute
kidney injury, a mass in stomach, two nodules in right testicle, enlarged prostate with cysts. Fine needle
aspirates taken from gastric mass were non diagnostic and FNA of kidney showed no neoplasia.
Treated with fluid therapy and antibiotics (Ronaxan). On 1 Dec 2017, follow up report from the
referral, on examination slightly pale, tacky mucous membranes with a prolonged skin tent and some
weight loss. Blood tests performed: Creatinine 428 (22-115), Urea 32.2 (1.7-7.4), PCV 33 (35-57),
albumin 25.7 (26-35), ALT 117 (21-102), ALP 461 (20-60) and phosphate 2.83 (0.9-2). Ultrasound:
testicle and stomach masses are all less prominent and improving so was indicating a inflammatory or
infectious process. However right testicle mass is unchanged. Continued antibiotics and was
discharged. On 12 Dec 2017, blood tests performed: Eosinophils 0 (2-10), RBC 4.20 (5.5-8.5), PCV 0.287
(0.39-0.55),Adverse
Haemoglobin
9.8/(12-18),
ALTLack
135 of
(21-102),
ALPEfficacy
424 (20-60),
Suspected
Reaction
Suspected
Expected
On 18Bile
Decacids
2017,10.9
dog(0-10.5),
was
English Cocker
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. Dog has not Spaniel
had this product in the past. The dog is reported to have had Lepto 2 vaccinations in 2016, but no
details were given. On 2 Jan 2018, owner reported dog was acutely lame on the left forelimb after
running in the garden and was stiff and shaking and reluctant to climb the stairs. Vet reported tense
lumbar musculature and an arched back. Treated with Meloxaid. On 5 Jan 2018, owner reported the
dog was intermittently lame on the left forelimb and was subdued in his general demeanor. Vet
reported mild discomfort on hyperextension of the left elbow and cranial extension of the left
shoulder. X-rays were unremarkable. Treated with Pardale V and continued Meloxaid. On 9 Jan 2018,
vet reported the dog had a temperature of 40 degrees C, was reluctant to rise and walk, was lethargic,
anorexic, ataxic, was stiff, shaking and had increased pain on the left forelimb. Bloods showed
creatinine 52 (100-133), albumin 24.7 (32-38), globulins 41.8(20-35), albumin:globulin ratio 0.59 (0.61.5), ALP 157 (0-110), chloride 114 (102-112), cholesterol 8.4 (3.5-7), Phosphorus 1.26 (0.75-1.25),
triglycerides 1.09 (0-1), MCV 71.4 (58.8-71.2), WBC 29.97 (5.2-13.9), neutrophils 26.07 (3.9-8),
lymphocytes 0.6 (1.3-4.1) and monocytes 1.8 (0.2-1.1). On a blood smear, toxic neutrophils were seen
and acanthocytes. Urinalysis showed bilirubinuria and a urine protein to creatinine ratio was 1.02
(<0.5), consistent with proteinuria. Leptospira PCR was positive on blood and urine. Treated with
intravenous fluids and Comfortan. On 10 Jan 2018, vet reported the dog had a temperature of 38.8
degrees C, but was still stiff, ataxic, painful and trembling. Vet reported the dog vomited after
Comfortan administration. Treated with Cerenia. That afternoon vet reported the dog was painful on
both shoulders and was pyrexic. On 12 Jan 2018, referral vet diagnosed a thymoma and immune
mediated polyarthritis. Treated with steroids. On 16 Jan 2018, vet reported the dog had improved.
MAT titre testing has been carried out. Await results. Open case.Follow up 12 Mar 2018 - No further
information received.

Pain NOS,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Pyrexia,Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Stiffness
NOS,Hypoalbuminaemia,Proteinuri
a,Shaking,Hyperphosphataemia,Ele
vated SAP,Inversion of
albumin/globulin
ratio,Bilirubinuria,Abnormal red
blood cell,Tense muscles,Elevated
cholesterol (total),Arched
back,Thoracic cavity disorder
NOS,Monocytosis,Elevated
triglyceride,Elevated
protein:creatinine ratio,Elevated
globulins,Hyperchloraemia,Abnorm
al cytology,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Leucocytosis,Lymphopenia,Ne
utrophilia,Emesis,Autoimmune
disorder
NOS,Polyarthritis,Lameness,Ataxia,
Trembling,Anorexia

0.91 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (19/12/201719/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(19/12/2017-19/12/2017)<BR><BR>

5.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (06/12/201706/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (06/12/201706/12/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment - product
involvement is possible.

43.9 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (08/11/201708/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(08/11/2017-08/11/2017)<BR><BR>

There may be SLEE as the leptospira organism was
found on testing but await the MAT for confirmation.
Many symptoms such as vomiting, renal dysfunction
linked to possible leptospirosis infection or concurrent
mycoplasma infection. Penis mass not linked to
vaccination.

11.3 Cerenia unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Comfortan 10 mg/ml,
Solution for Injection for Dogs and
Cats - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Meloxaid 1.5 mg/ml
Oral Suspension for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (8 Day(s) 02/01/201810/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (18/12/201718/12/2017)<BR><BR>Pardale-V
Oral Tablets - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment. Await MAT
results

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00383

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

11/01/2018

05/02/2018

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00403

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

01/11/2017

05/03/2018

1

1

1 14/01/2018 No,<BR><BR><B Elevated ALT,Elevated
Other
R><BR><BR>No SAP,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Decreased percentage of
reticulocytes,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Abnormal red
blood cell,NT - necrohemorrhagic
enteritis,Abnormal
posture,Hypokalaemia,Intestinal
disorder
NOS,Hyponatremia,Hypochloraemi
a,Anaemia NOS,Low platelet
count,Leucopenia,Lymphopenia,Ne
utropenia,Lymphadenitis,Spleen
and reticulo-endothelial system
disorder NOS,Pale mucous
membrane,Drooling,Diarrhoea,Vom
iting,Not drinking,Head
pressing,Unable to
stand,Pulmonary
oedema,Increased respiratory
rate,Death by
euthanasia,Hypothermia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reduced
responses,Off
colour,Ascites,Pyrexia,Loss
of
0 02/11/2017 Not
Cough,Lethargy
(see also Central
Not
Known,<BR><BR nervous system depression in
Known
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological'),Listless,Pyrexia,Low
Yes,<BR><BR><B weight gain,Lung
R><BR><BR>Not sound,Neutrophilia,Positive
Known,<BR><BR tracheal pinch,Decreased packed
><BR><BR><BR> cell volume (PCV),Decreased
Yes
haemoglobin,Decreased red blood
cell count,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Abnormal test
result,Leucocytosis

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00414

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.8 Year(s)

08/07/2015

18/01/2018

1

1

0 01/08/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vasculitis,Emesis,Alopecia
Not
local,Skin sore,Crust,Skin ulcer,Cold Known
feeling of extremity,Skin disorders
NOS,Dry skin,Skin scab,Skin thinning

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00425

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

19/01/2018

21/02/2018

1

1

0 19/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Hy No Data
pocalcaemic
condition,Ataxia,Recumbency,Colla
pse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic
disorders'),Hypothermia,Laboured
breathing,Hyperglycaemia,Hyperph
osphataemia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
total bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal red blood
cell,Elevated gamma-glutamyl
transferase
(GGT),Dull,Thrombocytopenia,Eosin
ophilia,Pale mucous membrane

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 11 Jan 2018, puppy vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac DHP and Bull Terrier
Nobivac L4, on clinical exam owner reported was still having haemorrhagic loose stools (extra label
use). The owner was given more Panacur 10% solution but did not use this. On 16 Jan 2018, puppy
presented as not been eating or normal self since 14 Jan 2018. On 15 Jan vomited and also on 16 Jan
2018 as well as continued diarrhoea. On examination was minimally responsive, pale mucous
membranes , respiratory rate 150, temperature 40.8 degrees Celsius, body score condition low, skin
tent and a tucked up posture. The puppy was admitted and started intravenous fluid therapy and blood
tests performed: PCV 20 (35-57), Haematocrit 18.9 (37.3-61.7), RBC 3.37 (5.65-8.87), Haemoglobin 7
(13.1-20.5), Reticulocytes 0.7 (10-110), platelets 1 (148-484), Lymphocytes 0.16 (1.05-5.1), Monocytes
0.01 (0.16-1.12), Neutrophils 0.02 (2.95-11.64), Eosinophils 0 (0.06-1.23), ALKP 339 (46-337), ALT 196 (875), Sodium 139 (145-157), Potassium 3.32 (3.5-5.5), Chloride 103 (105-119). The puppy was
radiographed and found a small amount of fluid in stomach, gas in colon - puppy was drooling. Given
Zinacef, Metronidazole and Cerenia. The puppy ate a small amount of food. On 17 Jan 2018, given
more Zinacef, Vitamin B12 , Vetergesic and temperature 35.6 degrees Celsius and heart rate 140 beats
per minute. The puppy was unstable on feet and could not stand without assistance for long periods
of time. Await further information. Puppy had a adverse event post first vaccination. See linked case:
2018-UK-00382 At this event puppy was given Panacur 10% liquid. Follow up 23 Jan 2018 - On 16 Jan
2018, vet reported the dog was not eating or drinking and was lethargic. Later that day the vet
reported the dog had white mucous membranes. Bloods showed a MCH 20.9 (21.9-26.1, MCHC 31.8
(32.6-39.2), WBC 0.2 (4.9-17.6) and a Coombs test was negative. On 17 Jan 2018, vet reported the dog
regurgitated on abdominal palpation and was head pressing. Later that day the dog was in lateral
recumbency and was euthanased. Faecal analysis was negative for coccidia, Giardia, cryptosporidia,
Campylobacter and Salmonella. On 18 Jan 2018 a post mortem showed; serosanguinous fluid in the
abdominal cavity and pulmonary oedema in the trachea, bronchi and lungs. There was severe
segmental necro-hemorrhagic enteritis of the small intestine with multifocal severe acute and
subacute Peyer patches necrosis. The large intestine showed severe proximal segmental catarrhal
enteritis with multifocal severe acute and subacute Peyer patches necrosis. There was a severe
haemorrhagic mesenteric lymphadenitis. Pathologist was suspicious of Parvovirus infection. The
pathologistadverse
has stated
that there
was nowith
grossNobivac
evidence
a vaccine
histopathology
Suspected
reaction.
Vaccinated
KCofand
Nobivacreaction.
L4 on theAwait
1 Nov
2017. 24 hours German Spitz later started coughing. Examined on the 21 Dec 2017 - Positive tracheal pinch. Chest clear on exam.
Pomeranian
Treated with Loxicom. 17 Jan 2018: Still coughing, quiet, 39.3C, crackling sounds on chest auscultation,
no weight gain. Treated with antibiotics and Loxicom. 18 Jan 2018: Improving. No more information
expected. Linked with 2 dogs from same household (also vaccinated). 2018-UK-00404 , and 2018-UK00405. Follow up 31 Jan 2018 - Vet reported that the dog finished the antibiotics 1 week before (24 Jan
2018). Vet reported dog has an ongoing cough, is lethargic and has a temperature of 39.1 degrees C.
No further information expected. Follow up 5 Mar 2018 - On 17 Jan 2018, dog was treated with
Noroclav. On 31 Jan 2018, vet reported that a blood test for Lungworm was negative, haematology
showed WBC 22.45 (6-17), neutrophils 18.66 (3-12), RBC 4.77 (5.5-8.5), haemoglobin 11.1 (12-18),
haematocrit 31.53 (37-55) and MCHC 35.1 (31-34). X-rays of the chest showed a bronchial pattern
throughout the lungs and an alveolar pattern caudoventrally. Bronchoalveolar lavage culture revealed
Bordetella bronchiseptica. Viral immunology was positive for Canine Parainfluenza virus. Pharyngeal
and tracheal swabs cultured sparse bacillus, non haemolytic streptococcus and a moderate growth of
non-haemolytic Escherichia coli and Pasteurella. Treated with Noroclav. No further information
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction In 2012 (exact date unknown), the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac
Jack Russell
Rabies. In 2015 (exact date unknown), the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Rabies and Nobivac L4.
Terrier
Approximately 3 weeks later the dog was presented with scabs on the pinnae. Treatment with Isaderm
was given and improvement was noticed. Approximately one month after this (exact date unknown),
the dog was presented with scabs on his tail. Treatment with Iscaderm was continued but the lesions
failed to respond. Treatment with Pentoxifylline was given but the lesions were never really controlled.
On the 23 December 2018, the dog was started with Prednisolone and recently (exact date unknown)
his tail tip was amputated. Now (time when the case was reported) the dog is off all medication. No
more information expected. Follow up 24 Jan 2018 - Clinical History received; On 20 Jul 2012, dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac Rabies and no reaction occurred. On 3 Jun 2014, dog was given a Bravecto
250mg tablet and no reaction occurred. On 18 Jul 2014, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac KC and no reaction occurred. On 19 Aug 2014, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and no
reaction occurred. On 19 Aug 2014, dog was dispensed a Bravecto 250mg tablet (unknown date of
administration). On 30 Mar 2015, Clearspot spot on flea treatment was administered. On 2 Jun 2015,
dog was given a Bravecto 250mg tablet. On 8 Jul 2015, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac Rabies (ELU, concurrent product) and was reported as clinically well at the time of
vaccination. On 1 Aug 2015, vet reported the dog had bilateral scabbing on the ear pinnae. Treated
with Isaderm. On 1 Sep 2015, vet reported the ears had resolved and there were dry scabs and
alopecia on the tail tip, which was tender. Treated with Isaderm and Metacam and Clearspot spot on
(this was continued monthly). On 8 Sep 2015, owner reported the dog had vomited with metacam and
this was stopped. On 3 Nov 2015, vet reported the tail had increased alopecia, thinning at the tip and
appeared cold to touch. On 26 Nov 2015, referral vet diagnosed vasculitis and dog was started on
longterm treatment Trental (pentoxifylline) 100mg three times a day. On 2 Mar 2016, vet reported the
tail had not improved and started treatment with Prednisolone. On 4 Mar 2016, serology for
Leishmania was negative. On 9 May 2016, vet reported skin on tail tip was dry and scaly, with areas of
crust and ulceration. On 1 Sep 2016, vet reported the tail tip was viable and had a good blood supply.
No further information expected. The dog was vaccinated in 2017 with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC and
developed vasculitis, please see linked case 2018-UK-00545.
Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 19 Jan 2018. Within 1
Pug
hour, wobbly, breathing heavily and then collapsed. Vomited white foam and bile. Pale mucous
membranes. Treated with IV Fluids, Steroids, Cerenia, Oxygen therapy, warmed as temperature 37.4
degrees. Note - no loss of consciousness, just very flat. Await more information. Follow up 23 Jan 2018
- On 20 Jan 2018, vet reported the dog had vomiting and diarrhoea and was dull. Treated with
antibiotics and Cerenia. On 22 Jan 2018, vet reported bloods showed ALP 905 (12-83), GGT 21 (1-14),
Tbil 21 (0-16), Urea 44.1 (1.7-7.4), creatinine 355 (20-124), phosphorus 2.95 (0.8-1.8), glucose 7.3 (26.3), calcium 2.17 (2.2-3.0), eosinophils 4.9 (0.1-1.5), MCHC 36.9 (30-36.5) and platelets 69 (200-500).
Supportive treatment given (no details supplied). Await further information. Follow up 25 Jan 2018 On 24 Jan 2018, bloods showed ALP 566 (12-83), GGT 19 (1-14), Urea 31.5 (1.7-7.4), Creatinine 257 (20124) and glucose 6.5 (2-6.3). On 25 Jan 2018, vet reported the dog was eating a small amount and had
not vomited. Await further information. Follow up 21 Feb 2018 - On 21 Feb 2018, vet reported the dog
was improving, but was not recovered. Further blood tests have been carried out, await further
information.

6.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (11/01/201811/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(11/01/2018-11/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

2.2 Loxicom unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (01/11/201701/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (01/11/201701/11/2017)<BR><BR>Noroclav
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (17/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Not
Known

Bravecto 250 mg Chewable Tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 250,N/A,N/A ,3,250 mg
Unknown 1 Animal (03/06/201402/06/2015)<BR><BR>Clearspot
100 mg Spot-on Solution for
Medium Dogs - 1,1,1 Months,24,1
Dose 1 Months 1 Animal
(30/03/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Isaderm
5 mg/g + 1 mg/g Gel for Dogs 1,1,12 Hours,24,1 Dose 12 Hours 1
Animal (01/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (08/07/201508/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (08/07/201508/07/2015)<BR><BR>prednisolone unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment Start
Date 02/03/16 (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

8 Antibiotic Unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A B - Possible
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Cerenia unidentified 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown
1 Animal (19/01/201819/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (19/01/201819/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with with the MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00471

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

04/01/2018

20/02/2018

1

1

1 04/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Meningitis,Seizure NOS,Unable to Not
stand,Disorientation,Spasm,Twitchi Known
ng,Nystagmus,Pneumonia,Pulmona
ry congestion,Pulmonary
oedema,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Abnormal menace
reflex test,Respiratory
sound,Abnormal test
result,Paddling,Dilated
pupils,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypergly
caemia,Hypoproteinaemia,Hyperph
osphataemia,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Fluid from
nose,Bloody foam in mouth and
nose,Anaemia
NOS,Leucocytosis,Lymphadenopat
hy,Pale mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Enteritis,Vom
iting,Fixed pupil,Not drinking,Brain
damage NOS,Encephalitis

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 4 Jan 2018, puppy vaccinated at 8 weeks of age with Nobivac DHP and Beagle
Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of the vaccination. Same day in the evening developed vomiting and
diarrhoea. On 12 Jan 2018, puppy was lethargic and not drinking after having vomiting and diarrhoea
overnight. On 12 Jan 2018, the puppy was presented to the veterinary practice seizuring, vertical
nystagmus, spastic limbs with some disorientation and paddling. The puppy also had no menace reflex
and unable to stand; given rectal Diazepam and an intravenous line placed. Blood sampling was
performed: Total protein 48 (50-72), Albumin 25 (26-40), ALP 213 (12-83), Creatinine 8 (20-124),
Phosphorus 2.52 (0.80-1.85), Glucose 8.8 (3.3-7.1), WBC 22 (6-17), Granulocytes 19.1 (3.5-12), RBC
4.43 (5-8.5), Haemoglobin 9.7 (12-18), Haematocrit 28.8 (37-55). The puppy was given intravenous fluid
therapy. An hour later continued twitching and still some nystagmus - given Phenobarbital slow IV and
at this time noticed a gurgling chest and pale mucous membranes. The puppy was given oxygen therapy
and Cerenia to minimise risk of aspiration pneumonia. Fluid was observed in lungs on the radiograph
and also noticed blood tinged fluid coming from nose and mouth. An ET tube was placed and oxygen
and given IPPV. A needle tap was performed to remove some fluid but pure blood was aspirated.
During the procedure, pupils became fixed and dilated - IPPV continued and heart beat present. The
puppy was considered brain dead and a decision was made to euthanise. A preliminary post mortem
report from the gross pathology reports pneumonia, lymphadenopathy and enteritis. A suggestion of a
multisystemic infection and maybe Canine Distemper Virus. Await further information from testing.
Follow up on 14.Feb.2017: The age was corrected on the screen to 8 weeks and the treatment
products were added as concominant products. Follow up is pending. Follow up 20 Feb 2018 - Post
mortem report showed meningoencephalitis of the cerebrum, cerebellum and brainstem. There was
enteritis, lymphocytic, neutrophilic of the small intestine and the lungs showed pulmonary congestion
and oedema. The meningo encephalitis was the cause of the seizures and coma. It was reported to be
likely viral in aetiology. Canine distemper virus immunohistochemistry is being carried out. Await
results.

2.89 Cerenia unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A B - Possible
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (04/01/201804/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (04/01/201804/01/2018)<BR><BR>diazepam
(human) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>phenobarbitone
(phenobarbital) unidentified .8,N/A,N/A ,10,0.8 ml Unknown 1
Animal (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00472

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

17/01/2018

22/01/2018

1

1

1 17/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' Not
and 'Systemic
Known
disorders'),Panting,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Pyrexia,Not eating,Dry
mucous
membrane,Hyperpnoea,Crackles on
auscultation,Sleepiness - systemic
disorder,Hepatomegaly,Jaundice,At
axia

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 16 Jan 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC and Greyhound
no reaction occurred. In Mar 2017 blood test showed an ALT 65 (<30) On 17 Jan 2018, dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. Dog was also given Nutracalm prior to the appointment
(estimate 2 hours before) as vet reported he was difficult to handle and vet reported at the time of
vaccination that the dog was panting a lot. Four hours later the owner reported that the dog was
panting and wobbly. Owner felt it was due to the Nutracalm. On 18 Jan 2018, owner reported the dog
did not want to eat or go for a walk. On 19 Jan 2018, vet reported the dog was not eating, lethargic,
had crackles over the right hand side of the lung fields, tacky mucous membranes and temperature
was 103.4 degrees F. Treated with Meloxicam and Amoxy-Clav. On 20 Jan 2018, vet reported dog had
eaten a small amount, had a temperature of 103 degrees F, was hyperpnoeic and sleeping more.
Treated with Meloxicam, Amoxy-Clav and paracetamol. On 21 Jan 2018, dog was seen by an out of
hours vet who reported jaundice, collapse and hepatomegaly on abdominal palpation. Owners
declined investigation and dog was euthanased. No post mortem has been performed. No further
information expected.

29.1 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (17/01/201817/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (17/01/201817/01/2018)<BR><BR>amoxicillin /
clavulanate (human) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal<BR>19/01/18 - treatment
start date (2 Day(s) N/A21/01/2018)<BR><BR>meloxicam
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal<BR>19/01/18 treatment start date (2 Day(s) N/A21/01/2018)<BR><BR>nutritional
supplement (unauthorised VP) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (17/01/201817/01/2018)<BR><BR>paracetamol
(human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal<BR>20/01/18 treatment start date (1 Day(s) N/A21/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00482

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

28/12/2017

22/01/2018

1

1

0 16/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00490

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.1 Year(s)

18/01/2018

15/03/2018

1

1

1 19/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Hypernatremia,Hyperchloraemia,R No Data
estlessness,Lymphopenia,Spleen
and reticulo-endothelial system
disorder
NOS,Bradycardia,Hypersalivation,Di
arrhoea,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hepatic
encephalopathy,Hepatic
fibrosis,Hepatic necrosis,Hepatic
toxicosis,Hepatopathy,Constricted
pupils,Death,Inappetence,Congeste
d mucous membrane,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reduced
responses,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Liver
disorder
NOS,Hyperglycaemia,Tense
abdomen,Small liver,Elevated
AST,Elevated ALT,Elevated bile
acids,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
necropsy finding,Abnormal red
blood cell,Elevated gammaglutamyl transferase (GGT),Dull,NT hepatic lipidosis (steatosis)

Suspected lack of efficacy Vaccinated on 28 Dec 2017 with a first dose of Nobivac DHP and L4, was fit Other
and well at the time. Vaccine was given at the breeders. Then on 16 Jan 2018 the owner reported it
Canine/dog
had developed foul smelling faeces , haemorrhagic diarrhoea and vomiting, it was not eating and was
lethargic. Practice performed an in house parvo snap test which was positive for parvo virus.. They
placed the dog on intravenous fluids , gave antibiotics and gastro intestinal supportive treatment. The
dog responded well to treatment and improved quickly. They sent blood away for a PCR which came
back positive for Parvovirus, However the laboratory also said this could be a false positive due to the
recent vaccination. The dog was also positive for E coli and Campylobacter. The dog is now doing well
and clinically stable though is unknown if fully recovered.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 18 Jan 2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. At the time of
vaccination owner reported that the dog has intermittent episodes of inappetance and vomiting. On 19
Jan 2018, owner reported the dog was lethargic, inappetant and had diarrhoea and vomiting. On 22 Jan
2018, vet reported the dog was non-responsive, bradycardic, with congested mucous membranes and
a normal temperature. Bloods showed ALT >1000 (13-78), ALP 475 (12-83), Sodium 162 (139-154),
Chloride 126 (102-122), glucose 7.3 (2-6.3) and lymphocytes 0.7 (0.9-5). Treated with intravenous fluids
and intravenous Amoxycillin (Augmentin). Awaiting blood results for Leptospira PCR. Open case.
Follow up 29 Jan 2018 - Clinical history received. On 16 Jan 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac
DHP and Nobivac L4 and no reaction occurred. On 18 Jan 2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4
and owner reported the dog was sensitive with food, a fussy eater and vomited occasionally. On 22
Jan 2018, owner reported progressive lethargy since 19 Jan 2018. Vet reported the dog was drooling,
was dull, had mild tension on abdominal palpation and had vomited. Blood results showed a Na:K
ratio 39.51 (25-37), eosinophils 0 (0.1-1.5), RBC 9.17 (5-8.5) and RDW-CV 24 (14.6-20). Vet diagnosed
acute hepatopathy and was concerned regarding toxicity. Vet reported pupils were slightly miotic and
the dog had bloody diarrhoea. Treated with atropine. On 23 Jan 2018, vet reported the dog was very
bright and happy. Vet reported the dog had normal mucous membranes and abdominal palpation was
normal. On 24 Jan 2018, vet reported the dog was eating and was significantly improved. Leptospira
PCR on blood was negative. Bloods showed ALP 380 (12-83) and ALT 911 (13-78). Dog was discharged
from the hospital and treated with Synulox. No further information expected. Closed case. 12 Feb
2018 - Vet reported dog has died (exact date unknown). No further information expected. Follow up
20 Mar 2018 - Post mortem histopathology received. The pathologist reported that there was marked
freeze-thaw artefact and autolysis of the tissues examined. The sections of liver that were examined
were of poor diagnostic quality. The liver showed diffuse hepatic atrophy and hepatocellular lipidosis,
mild fibrosis and hemosiderosis. There was a focal hyperplastic nodule in the spleen. The final
diagnosis was an acute toxic hepatic insult resulting in hepatic necrosis and hepatic lipidosis. The
inciting cause was not visible histopathologically, but the pathologist stated it was likely to be toxic in
nature. The pathologist could not exclude the vaccination as an underlying cause in this case. No
further information expected. Closed case.

Continental
Toy Spaniel Papillon (with
erect ears)

3.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (28/12/201728/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (28/12/201728/12/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

2.97 Cerenia unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Synulox
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>amoxicillin /
clavulanate (human) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal (2
Day(s) N/A24/01/2018)<BR><BR>atropine eye
drops (human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal (N/A22/01/2018)<BR><BR>lactulose
(human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00503

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

24/10/2017

23/01/2018

1

1

1 09/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Bradycardia,Cardiorespiratory
No Data
arrest,Rectal
bleeding,Diarrhoea,Haematemesis,
Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular'
and 'Systemic
disorders'),Tachypnoea,Death by
euthanasia,Decreased body
temperature,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Laboured
breathing,Dehydration,Abnormal
test
result,Hypoproteinaemia,Abdomina
l
discomfort,Hyperphosphataemia,El
evated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated ALT,Elevated
SAP,General illness,Weak
pulse,Unresponsive to
stimuli,Increased packed cell
volume (PCV)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00545

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.8 Year(s)

07/08/2017

24/01/2018

1

1

0 23/12/2017 Not
Vasculitis,Skin sore,Skin lesion
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Swelling NOS,Ischaemic
><BR><BR><BR> necrosis
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00567

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

04/10/2017

25/01/2018

1

1

1 06/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Hypoalbuminaemia,Abnormal test No Data
result,Inappetence,Death,Hypocalc
aemic
condition,Vomiting,Melaena,Hypop
hosphataemia,Elevated
amylase,Pancreatitis,Elevated
BUN,Elevated
SAP,Hypokalaemia,Elevated lipase

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00574

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

06/01/2018

09/02/2018

1

1

1 10/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Death by euthanasia,Respiratory
Not
sound,Laboured
Known
breathing,Pyrexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Inappetence,Respira
tory tract neoplasm
NOS,Sneezing,Snuffle,Wheezing,Ret
ching

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00580

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

17/01/2018

1

1

0 20/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Blepharospasm,Hypoglycaemia,Not Not
R><BR><BR>Not eating,Lump,Lack of
Known
Known
efficacy,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Hypersensitivity to
light,Not
drinking,Cataract,Uveitis,Vomiting,
Bloody diarrhoea,Loose
stool,Increased heart
rate,Diarrhoea

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction Very limited information. On an unknown date, a dog was given a
Crossbred
Bravecto 250mg tablet (best guess applied), unknown if given with food. On an unknown date, vet has
reported that the dog became ill and blood test showed ALP of 3000. The dog was euthanased.
Further information expected. Open case. The owner has another dog which has had a Bravecto
250mg tablet and reacted. Please see linked case 2018-UK-00497. Follow up 24 Jan 2018 - Clinical
history received. On 24 Oct 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC and was
reported as fit and well at the time of vaccination. On 7 Dec 2017, dog was treated with Milquantel.
On 16 Dec 2017, owner administered a 250mg Bravecto tablet to the dog (unknown if given with food).
On 9 Jan 2018, owner reported the dog had diarrhoea. On 10 Jan 2018, vet reported the dog was
collapsed, lethargic, had a temperature of 37.3 degrees C and was bleeding from her back end. Vet
reported the dog was dehydrated, had weak femoral pulses, had abdominal tenderness and laboured
breathing. Bloods showed ALT 1966 (10-118), ALP 153 (20-150), BUN 10 (2-9), Phosphorus 3.85 (0.932.13), Creatinine 146 (27-124), total protein 52 (54-82), RBC 9.86 (5.5-8.5), HGB 21.4 (12-18) and HCT
63.8% (37-55). The rest of haematology and biochemistry were within normal parameters. Treated
with intravenous fluids, Noroclav, Zantac and Buscopan. Later that day the vet reported that the dog
had ongoing laboured breathing with a respiratory rate of >100, was non responsive and developed
bradycardia. Vet reported the dog had a cardiorespiratory arrest, was treated with adrenalin and
oxygen. The dog arrested on two occasions and vomited blood. Dog was euthanased. No post
mortem has been performed. Case closed.

Suspected Adverse Reaction The dog was diagnosed with vasculitis of the tail tip on 26 Nov 2015 and is Jack Russell
on Trental (pentoxifylline) 100 mg three times a day long term. On 19 July 2016, dog was vaccinated
Terrier
with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC and no reaction occurred. On 16 Dec 2016, dog was
treated with Advantage spot on monthly n(Advantage 40 Spot-on Solution for Dogs best guess VMD).
On 7 Aug 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC and vet reported that the tail tip
was hairless. On 23 Dec 2017, vet reported the tail was black and necrotic due to vasculitis. Treated
with prednisolone and Nisamox and Trental was continued. On 27 Dec 2017, vet reported the tail tip
was devitalised. On 3 Jan 2018, dog had a general anaesthetic and the tail tip was amputated. Treated
with Paracetamol. On 18 Jan 2018, vet reported the tail tip was swollen and tender. Continued
prednisolone, Trental and Paracetamol. No further information expected. The dog developed
vasculitis of the tail tip after vaccination with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabies in 2015, please see linked
case 2018-UK-00414.

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 4 Oct 2017. Clinically
Lakeland
well at the time of vaccination. Ongoing history of pancreatitis and treatment with Omeprazole.
Terrier
Presented to vets on 6 Nov 2017, vomiting and off food. Hospitalised for supportive care Radiographs
taken (Barium) - nothing abnormal detected. Bloods: ALBUMIN 12 (25-44); ALKP 171 (20-150);
Amylase 1443 (200-1200); BUN 18.6 (2.5-8.9; CALCIUM 2.11 (2.15 -2.95); PHOSPHATE 1.64 (1.94-2.13);
CREAT 1.86 (27-124); Potassium 3.2 (3.7 5.8); CPLI - High Pancreatic lipase. Treatment unknown. 7 Nov
2017: Diagnosed with acute pancreatitis. Also Melaena. Died on 9 Nov 2017. No post mortem. Has had
Nobivac L4 before - 9 Sept 2016 and 10 Oct 2016. No problems reported. No further information
expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction Prior to vaccination: On June 2016, low grade tracheitis and wheezing. On Bull Terrier
14 Nov 2017, tracheitis again, wheezing on all four lung quadrants. On 6 Jan 2018, dog vaccinated with
Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC, clinically well at time of vaccination. On 10 Jan 2018, dog
presented with a temperature of 39.3 degrees Celsius, lethargy but snuffly and wheezing. No treatment
was given due to close time with Nobivac KC administration. On 24 Jan 2018, retching, sneezing,
inappetence, 39.4 degrees Celsius, harsh lung sounds with laboured breathing and given 5 days of
antibiotics. No further information expected. 9 Feb 2018 - Vet reported that the dog was euthanised
on 8 Feb 2018 and was diagnosed with a thoracic carcinoma.

Suspected Adverse Reaction & Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy Previously dog diagnosed on 18
Labrador
May 2016 with diabetes mellitus. See linked case: 2018-UK-00417 On 18 May 2016, the dog was
Retriever
admitted for glucose curve – fed and given Rilexine and 10 IU Caninsulin: 9.45am 10 IU given, 12pm
17.4, 1pm 19.1, 2pm 17.3, 3pm 20.7, 4pm 18.4, 5pm 23, 6pm 14.9, 7pm 14.6. On 25 May 2016,
Caninsulin increased to 11 IU twice daily. On 1 Jun 2016, dose increased to 12 IU twice daily. On 28
Jun 2016, dose increased to 17 IU twice daily. On 22 Jul 2016, given restart vaccine of Nobivac L4 and
owner reports doing well and much livelier. Caninsulin dose increased to 19 IU twice daily. On 22 Aug
2016, second dose Nobivac L4 given and owner reports well in self. Dose was increased to 21 IU twice
daily. On 20 Aug 2016, fructosamine 649 (500-650) stating fair control. On 19 Sep 2016, reportedly
doing well and no weight loss noted – dose increased to 23 IU twice daily. On 10 Jan 2017, owner
reports doing well and had a 4cm diameter mass on ventral neck area (owner declined an FNA). On 26
Apr 2017, fructosamine 580 (500-650) and dose was increased to 25 IU twice daily. On 27 Jul 2017,
owner reports vision poor in bright light and cataracts and walks have been reduced because of this.
Fructosamine taken 589 (501-600) and dose increased to 28 IU twice daily. On 12 Sep 2017, dog
vaccinated with Nobivac KC, Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and owner reports no problems. (see linked
case 2018-UK-000587) On 26 Sep 2017, owner reports some days dog is not as active. On 28 Sep 2017,
cataract surgery was performed and was discharged with Maxitrol, Mydriacyl, Exocin and Remend; as
well as Carprieve and Atopica. The insulin dose was increased to 31 IU twice daily. On 1 Oct 2017,
owner reports dog has had diarrhoea since surgery and bloody and has started vomiting. On
examination had slight blepharospasm and an increased heart rate (180 bpm). Given Omeprazole,
Cerenia and Pro-Bind. Later that day dog was admitted as not eating or drinking. Started intravenous
fluid therapy. On 2 Oct 2017, started Metronidazole, Comfortan, Ranitidine and Synulox. Later that day
started vomiting and stopped using Comfortan and Ranitidine. On 9 Oct 2017, dog had much
improved and eating and drinking well. However had some low grade uveitis. On 12 Oct 2017, some
soft stools observed and on 13 Oct 2017, uveitis resolved and had been given Pro-Bind for diarrhoea.
Dose reduced to 28 IU twice daily. On 14 Nov 2017, back to normal self and no diarrhoea and both
eyes look good. Dose increased to 31 IU twice daily. On 19 Dec 2017, dose increased to 34 IU twice
daily as fructosamine states fair control. On 17 Jan 2018, glucose curve: 8.45am 4.4, 8.40am fed,
9.10am 5.3 (34 IU given), 10.10 1.3, 11.10am 6.2, 12.10pm 5.2, 1.10pm 4.2, 2.10pm 4.9, 3.10pm 5.1,

6.4 Bravecto 250 mg Chewable Tablets N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 250,N/A,N/A ,3,250 mg
Unknown 1 Animal (16/12/201716/12/2017)<BR><BR>Buscopan 20
mg/ml Solution for Injection for
Horses and Calves - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment
Start and End Date 10/01/18 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Milquantel 12.5
mg/125 mg Tablets for Dogs
Weighing at Least 5 kg - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(07/12/201707/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (24/10/201724/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (24/10/201724/10/2017)<BR><BR>Noroclav
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment Start
and End Date 10/01/18 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>ranitidine (zantac)
(human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment Start
and End Date 10/01/18 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
Not
Advantage 40 Spot-on Solution for O1 - Inconclusive
Known Dogs - 1,N/A,1 ,24,1 Dose 1 Months
1 Animal (16/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nisamox unidentified
- 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (23/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (07/08/201707/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (07/08/201707/08/2017)<BR><BR>paracetamol
(human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment Start
Date 03/01/18 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>prednisolone unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (23/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

8.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
1 Animal (04/10/201704/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(04/10/201704/10/2017)<BR><BR>omeprazole
(human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>
16 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (06/01/201806/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(06/01/201806/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Ampule
(06/01/2018-06/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Not
Known

Caninsulin 40 IU/ml Suspension for O1 - Inconclusive
Injection - 21,1,12 Hours,19,21 IU 12
Hours 1 Animal (18/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal<BR>22/08/16 - treatment
start date (N/A22/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA does not agree with MAH: the pre-existing tail tip
vasculitis developed after vaccination with Nobivac L4
and Nobivac Rabies on the previous occasion in 2015,
please see linked case 2018-UK-00414. For this case
the temporal relation was 3 weeks, which is a
reasonable temporal relation. These signs are not
expected following vaccination, but due to temporal
relation product involvement cannot be excluded.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment thoracic carcinoma
ABON N

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00587

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

12/09/2017

17/01/2018

1

1

0 26/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
0 18/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B

Hypoglycaemia,Increased heart
Not
rate,Diarrhoea,Loose stool,Bloody Known
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Blepharospasm,
Uveitis,Not drinking,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Lack
of efficacy,Not eating

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00589

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

18/01/2018

26/01/2018

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00601

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

20 Month(s)

22/01/2018

25/01/2018

1

1

0 22/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Cough,Spleen hypertrophy,Itchy
Not
R><BR><BR>Not skin,Generalised red spot,Hives (see Known
Known
also 'Skin'),Stridor (Upper
respiratory; for lower respiratory
see also Bronchial rale)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00605

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

23/01/2018

26/01/2018

1

1

0 24/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Inappropriate
Not
R><BR><BR>Not urination,Inappetence,Lethargy
Known
Known
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Depression,Reluctan
t to move,Localised pain NOS (see
other 'SOCs' for specific pain),Off
colour,Pyrexia,Cutaneous
oedema,Swelling NOS,Elevated
total bilirubin,Elevated SAP,Skin
warmth,Hypokalaemia,Hyponatrem
ia

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00648

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

18/01/2018

12/02/2018

1

1

1 21/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Abnormal test result,Disorder of
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, red blood cell NOS,Elevated
<BR><BR><BR>< BUN,Elevated ALT,Elevated bile
BR><BR>Yes
acids,Elevated SAP,Anaemia
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Leucopeni
a,Vomiting,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Pyrexia,Skin
petechiae,Mucosa petechiae

Decreased haemoglobin,Decreased Not
packed cell volume
Known
(PCV),Hypokalaemia,Lack of
efficacy
(parvovirus),Leucopenia,Lymphope
nia,Neutropenia,Oral
haemorrhage,Loose
stool,Vomiting,Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Pyrexia,La
ck of efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Hypoproteinaemia,Enterotox
aemia,Elevated SAP

Suspected Adverse Reaction & Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy Dog previously diagnosed with
Labrador
diabetes mellitus on 18 May 2016. Started Caninsulin (see linked cases 2018-UK-00417 and 2018-UKRetriever
00580. Caninsulin already captured in case 2018-UK-00580, therefore only ''concomitant'' in this case).
On 12 Sep 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac KC, Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and owner reports no
problems. On 26 Sep 2017, owner reports some days dog is not as active. On 28 Sep 2017, cataract
surgery was performed and was discharged with Maxitrol, Mydriacyl, Exocin and Remend; as well as
Carprieve and Atopica. The insulin dose was increased to 31 IU twice daily. On 1 Oct 2017, owner
reports dog has had diarrhoea since surgery and bloody and has started vomiting. On examination had
slight blepharospasm and an increased heart rate (180 bpm). Given Omeprazole, Cerenia and Pro-Bind.
Later that day dog was admitted as not eating or drinking. Started intravenous fluid therapy. On 2 Oct
2017, started Metronidazole, Comfortan, Ranitidine and Synulox. Later that day started vomiting and
stopped using Comfortan and Ranitidine. On 9 Oct 2017, dog had much improved and eating and
drinking well. However had some low grade uveitis. On 12 Oct 2017, some soft stools observed and on
13 Oct 2017, uveitis resolved and had been given Pro-Bind for diarrhoea. Dose reduced to 28 IU twice
daily. On 14 Nov 2017, back to normal self and no diarrhoea and both eyes look good. Dose increased
to 31 IU twice daily. On 19 Dec 2017, dose increased to 34 IU twice daily as fructosamine states fair
control. On 17 Jan 2018, glucose curve: 8.45am 4.4, 8.40am fed, 9.10am 5.3 (34 IU given), 10.10 1.3,
11.10am 6.2, 12.10pm 5.2, 1.10pm 4.2, 2.10pm 4.9, 3.10pm 5.1, 4.10pm 4.7, 5.10pm 4.7, 6.10pm 6.7,
7.10pm 5.5, 8.10pm 6.1, 8.30pm fed, 9pm 3.6, 10pm 4, 11pm 2, 11pm 2.6, 2am 1.8, 2.20am 1.6 (fed),
3am 2.3, 4am 4.4, 5am 2.7, 6am 3.8, 7am 2.1, 8am 1.9, 8.25am fed and 1.4 and 9.25am 4.3. No further
information expected. Follow up 25 Jan 2018 - Dog is still currently receiving 21 IU Caninsulin twice
daily. Dog is clinically well although still bouts of diarrhoea. On 24 Jan 2017, glucose curve: 8.50am
19.1, 9.30am 19.7, given 21 IU, 10am 20.6, 11am 20.3, 12pm 18.9, 1pm 17.1, 2pm 13.3, 3pm 11.4, 4pm
10.9, 5pm 14.4, 6pm 16.4, 7pm, 19.5, 8pm 20.2, 9pm 15.9. No further information expected. The dog
has similar reactions post vaccinations. See linked cases: 2018-UK-00410, 2018-UK-00411, 2018-UK00417, 2018-UK-00580

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction. On 18 Jan 2018, vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
KC. Clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 23 Jan 2018, Owner reported that dog had been
unwell since the vaccine - lethargic, inappetent, vomiting. Not seen by Vets or treated. 24 Jan 2018:
still unwell. On exam, petechial haemorrhage on his body, ears and membranes. Pyrexic 40 degrees.
Bloods: UREA 7.6 (1.7 - 7.4), Bile Acid 26 (0 - 10), ALT 343 (13 - 78), ALKP 207 (12 - 83), WBC 5.2 (6.0 15.0), RBC 4.23 (5.0 - 8.5), MCV 108.7 (61.8 - 79.3), MCH 33.8 (20.6 - 26.3), PLT 14 (200 - 500),
EOSINOPHILS 0 (0.1 - 1.2). Treated with NSAID''s. Await more information.

Crossbred

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction: dog has occasionally developed skin wheals since 11 Jan 2018. But the
clinical signs were not causing pruritus at all. It presented for vaccination on 22 Jan 2018 with Nobivac
DHP and L4. At the time of vaccination the dog had one skin wheal still present. It was vaccinated any
way, no other products were given at the same time, but they advised to give Piriton for 24 hours post
vaccination. Then 30 minutes after the vaccine the dog developed a urticaria reaction. Then 24 hours
later it also started coughing and had snuffles and continued to have the hives all over its skin . 25 Jan
2018 the coughing has resolved but the hives have got worse, they are itchier and it also has red
patches on its stomach, it has a normal heart rate. The dog was seen on 25 Jan 2018 and gave
Dexadreson was given . The dog has no vomiting or diarrhoea and seems fine otherwise apart from a
prominent enlarged spleen. No blood samples were taken.No investigation performed. No more
information is expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 23 Jan 2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. The vaccination was administered
subcutaneously into the back of the neck. The dog has received Nobivac vaccines in the past (no
details given) and no reaction has occurred. On 24 Jan 2018, owner reported the dog was off colour.
Vet did not examine and no treatment was given. On 25 Jan 2018, vet reported the dog was lethargic,
depressed, reluctant to get up, inappetent and had urinated in the house. Vet reported the dog had a
temperature of 39.6 degrees C. Treated with a Metacam injection. On 26 Jan 2018, vet reported the
dog was reluctant to move, had a temperature of 40.7 degrees C, and was very flat. Neurological
examination and pupillary light reflexes were reported as normal. Vet reported that a swelling has
developed on the left side of the thorax, which was very painful, the skin was hot to touch and there
was oedema extending down to the elbow and back of the left forelimb. Bloods showed ALP 385 (1383), bilirubin 12 (2-9) and sodium and potassium were slightly reduced (no values given). Vet has
reported that the injection site (vaccination) looks completely normal. Treated with intravenous fluids,
intravenous antibiotics and buprenorphine. No further information expected.

Hungarian
Short-haired
Pointing Dog
(Vizsla)

Shih Tzu

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 18 Jan 2018, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4,
English Cocker
clinically well at time of vaccination. On 20 Jan 2018, the puppy was wormed with Panacur (best guess Spaniel
18.75% paste) and on 21 Jan 2018 had second day dose and that evening vomited up a load of worms.
On 23 Jan 2018, started vomiting, inappetent and loose stools; was given Cerenia. Same day, in the
evening had deteriorated and a radiograph taken but poor abdominal contrast and no evidence of an
intussusception. Given intravenous fluid therapy, Ranitidine, Vetergesic and Synulox. On 24 Jan 2018,
blood tests performed: Total protein 47 (50-72), Potassium 3.2 (3.6-5.6), ALP 244 (12-83), WBC 0.7 (617), Neutrophils 0 (0.5-12), Lymphocytes 0.6 (0.9-5), Monocytes 0.1 (0.3-1.5), Eosinophils 0 (0.1-1.5),
Haematocrit 35.4 (37-55), haemoglobin 11.7 (12-18). Body temperature was 39 degrees Celsius and
then increased to 40 degrees Celsius. The puppy was given potassium supplementation, Cerenia,
Metoclopramide and Vetergesic. During the night and into early 25 Jan 2018, the puppy deteriorated
and had a exploratory laparotomy - blood coming from mouth as intubated. During the surgery
showed duodenum/jejunum was purple and toxin looking; no peristalsis and no free fluid. The puppy
was euthanased. No post mortem and no further information expected. Follow up 6 Feb 2018 - Vet
reported that a Parvovirus PCR on faeces was positive (unknown if vaccinial or field infection). Faecal
analysis also showed a high worm burden and Campylobacter infection. No further information
expected. Follow up 12 Feb 2018 - Parvovirus PCR (PCRPV) on faeces was detected at Ct 16 and PAAG
Parvovirus Antigen was a faint positive. Pathologist has stated that it is likely (but not confirmed) that
the puppy had a field Parvovirus infection. No further information expected.

Atopica unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal,
Treatment Start Date 28/09/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Caninsulin 40 IU/ml
Suspension for Injection - 21,1,12
Hours,19,21 IU 12 Hours 1 Animal
(18/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Carprieve 100 mg
Flavoured Tablets for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal, Treatment Start Date
28/09/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Cerenia unidentified 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal, Treatment Start and End
Date 01/10/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Comfortan 10 mg/ml,
Solution for Injection for Dogs and
Cats - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment Start
and End Date 02/10/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(12/09/201712/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(12/09/201712/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension
for- 1,N/A,N/A
Injection for
Dogs
- B - Possible
Nobivac
DHP
,24,1
Dose
1 Animal (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(18/01/2018-18/01/2018)<BR><BR>

25.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (22/01/201822/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(22/01/2018-22/01/2018)<BR><BR>

5.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (23/01/201823/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (23/01/201823/01/2018)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

3.33 Cerenia unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Panacur
18.75% Oral Paste - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal (1 Day(s)
20/01/201821/01/2018)<BR><BR>Synulox
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Vetergesic 0.3 mg/ml
Solution for Injection for Dogs and
Cats - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>metoclopramide
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>other
supplement (unauthorised VP) N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>ranitidine (zantac)
(human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose

NCA agrees with the MAH comments

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement

Three days is a reasonable time association, vomiting,
diarrhoea and pyrexia are expected after vaccination.
The rest of the signs are not expected and the dog
vomited worms when treated with Panacur which is
proof of high worm burden. It is possible that dying
worms could have caused an obstructive ileus which
might have let to enterotoxaemia. Despite the fact
that intussusception was not seen on radiographs it is
still one of many possible options, being vaccination
another possible contributing sign. From update
parvovirus may be causal factor here although L4
does not protect against this virus

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00649

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

08/11/2017

30/01/2018

1

1

0 20/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Inappropriate
No Data
urination,Thrombocytopenia,Leuco
penia,Neutropenia,Diarrhoea,Polyd
ipsia,Polyuria,Panting,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Weight
loss,Bruising,Hyperglycaemia,Protei
nuria,Immune mediated
thrombocytopenia,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated ALT,Elevated
SAP,Decreased red blood cell
count,Bilirubinuria,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Reduced
globulins

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 8 Nov 2017. Clinically well at the time.
Greyhound
Loose stools but described as normal for him. Weight 28.8kg 20 Nov 2017: Weight loss. Now 26.8kg.
Bloods: Creatinine 129 (27-124), Globulin 17 (23-52), PCV 55%, Platelets 102 (140-320). Urine: Bilirubin
+++, pH 6, Trace Protein, SG - 1.034. Not treated. 27 Nov 2017: Skin bruising. Bloods: Platelets 102,
Neutrophils 2.14 (2.2-6.8). 1 Dec 2017: Basic coagulatory profile - NAD 4 Dec 2017: Ultrasound and Xray NAD. Platelets 103 (140-320) 5 Dec 2017: Vet decided to treat as Immune Mediated
Thrombocytopenia. Prednidale 50mg SID and Zitac 200Mg BID. 15 Dec 2017: Ultrasound NAD. Bruising.
Platelets 189 (140-320), HCT 0.489 (0.5- 0.69) 19 Dec 2017: Azathioprine 50mg SID 21 Dec 2017:
Weight 25kg. Diarrhoea developed. No signs of bruising. Treated with Gastropro and Clavaseptin. 29
Dec 2017: Diarrhoea re-occurred. Urinating in house. Treated with Clavaseptin and Metrobactin. 2 Jan
2018: Panting alot. Lethargic and still urinating in house. Treated with Zitac. 5 Jan 2018: Weight 24.9kg.
Bloods: Platelets 105. Treated with Prednidale, Zitac, Clavaseptin and Azathioprine. Bloods: ALP 351
(20-150), ALT 190 (10-118), Glucose 6.5 (3.3-6.1) 19 Jan 2018: Lethargic. Bloods: RBC 6.09 (6.6-9.3),
HCT 0.429 (0.5-0.69), HG 152 (167-228), WBC 2.4 (3.4-9.1), Neutrophils 1.58 (2.2 - 6.8), Platelets 81
(140-320). Treated with Antibiotics. Advocate and Droncit 23 Jan 2018: Polyuria and polydipsic
(PU/PD). Continued on Azathioprine. Await more information Follow up 1 Feb 2018 - Vet reported that
the dog has had previous vaccinations with Nobivac vaccines, including Nobivac L4 ( no details given)
and no reactions have occurred. On 1 Feb 2018, vet reported that the dog has ongoing PU/PD, lethargy
and panting which is worse when the dog is on higher doses of steroids (Prednidale). Vet suspects that
these ongoing clinical signs are due to the Prednidale. Await further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00651

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

Not Known

30/01/2018

30/01/2018

1

1

0 30/01/2018 Not Known

Injection site swelling

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00658

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

27/01/2018

06/02/2018

1

1

0 27/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Urticarial
R><BR><BR>Yes, erythema,Vomiting,Breathing
<BR><BR><BR>< difficulty
BR><BR>Not
Known

A vet sustained a needle stick injury before she vaccinated a dog. She says ''less than one drop of
Human
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
vaccine was injected'' into her finger. She cleaned and dressed the area, and there were no ill effects at
Known for Dogs - ,,,,24<BR><BR>
that time. Approximately 4 hours later, her finger began to swell.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 27 Jan 2018, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 French Bulldog
11.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
and Nobivac KC. Clinically well at time of vaccination, previous reports of vomiting episodes after
Animal (27/01/2018eating and was diagnosed with megaesophagus. An hour and 30 minutes after vaccination, the dog
27/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC vomited, struggling to breath, red lumps developed on abdomen. The dog was given oxygen therapy via
.4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
a face mask. An antihistamine given and settled down within an hour. The dog was given
(27/01/2018Chlorphenamine tablets given to take home. No further information expected. Follow up 6 Feb 2018 27/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Vet reported on 6 Feb 2018, that the dog was brighter and has stopped vomiting. No further
Suspension for Injection for Dogs information expected.
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(27/01/2018-27/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00667

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

23/01/2018

30/01/2018

1

1

0 25/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00706

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

30/01/2018

31/01/2018

1

1

0 30/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Central Not
R><BR><BR>Not nervous system depression in
Known
Known
'Neurological')

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 30 Jan 2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
French Bulldog
and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. Dog has been vaccinated with Canigen
products previously (no details given) and no reactions have occurred. Thirty minutes later vet reported
the dog was lethargic and vomiting. Unknown if treatment given at this time. On 31 Jan 2018, vet
treated the dog with Dexadreson. No further information expected. VMD comment: web report
received reaction duration 24 hours.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00730

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

23/12/2017

02/02/2018

1

1

0 23/12/2017 Not
Anaphylaxis,Facial swelling (see
Known,<BR><BR also 'Skin'),Dyspnoea
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected adverse reaction: The Pup was seen for second vaccination on 23 Dec 2017. Nobivac DHPPi Shih Tzu
& L4 given. No other products given. Within 30 mins of injection, pup developed severe facial swelling
and dyspnoea. Colvasone 0.14 mls given IV and Piriton tablets to go home. Signs of facial swelling and
dyspnoea. Resolved fully quickly. No further information expected

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00735

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

12/01/2018

01/02/2018

1

1

0 14/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Musculoskeletal pain,Hind limb
Not
R><BR><BR>Not ataxia,Hind limb
Known
Known
paresis,Proprioception abnormality

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 12 Jan 2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4,
Labrador
clinically well at time of vaccination. Dog is concurrently on Metacam and joint supplements for elbow Retriever
dysplasia. On 30 Jan 2018, owner reports had developed some hind limb ataxia and paresis that has
been progressive two days post vaccination. On examination, temperature 39.1 degrees Celsius, pain
on both sides of hips and tail elevation. Left hind proprioception was significantly slower than right
hind. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00744

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

13/01/2018

01/02/2018

1

1

0 19/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
Not
R><BR><BR>Not Central nervous system depression Known
Known
in 'Neurological'),Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Decreased
packed cell volume (PCV)

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 13 Jan 2018, puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, Chihuahua
clinically well at time of vaccination. On 19 Jan 2018, puppy presented as was very lethargic and
inappetant. Blood tests performed: PCV 15 (35-57) and all other parameters on biochemistry and
haematology were unremarkable. The sample was then sent to an external laboratory for further
investigation. The external laboratory noted IMHA despite the Coombs being negative. The puppy
started Ranitidine and steroids. On 22 Jan 2018, PCV 20 (35-57) and 29 Jan 2018, PCV 21 (35-57) and is
being treated for IMHA (Immune Mediated Haemolytic Anaemia. No further information expected.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (13/01/201813/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(13/01/2018-13/01/2018)<BR><BR>

lethargy and inappetance may be triggered by
vaccination. It may also be caused by the IMHA for
which vaccination is a known trigger for.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00745

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

15/05/2014

01/02/2018

1

1

0 24/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Myositis,Lameness,Jaw
R><BR><BR>Yes, pain,Vocalisation
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 15 May 2014, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac KC, clinically well at time of vaccination. On 24 May 2014, was presented as developed
lameness and was crying, was not able top open his jaw without crying; given pain relief. On 28 May
2014, dog was admitted for a general anaesthetic and was diagnosed with masticatory myositis - an
antibody test was performed and all clear. No further information expected.

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (15/05/201415/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(15/05/201415/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(15/05/2014-15/05/2014)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00778

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

28/12/2017

05/02/2018

7

3

3 30/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Sudden death
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 28 Dec 2017, 7 puppies were vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4 at 8 weeks of age, clinically well at time of vaccination. On 30 Dec 2017, two puppies died
suddenly. On 2 Jan 2018, blood sampling was performed on one puppy and was PCR positive for
Distemper and Parvovirus but a low positive - laboratory suspected due to recent vaccination. This
puppy that was sampled then died suddenly on 4 Jan 2018. No further information expected. Owner
remaining puppies were vaccinated for second dose of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and one puppy
died shortly afterwards. See linked case: 2018-UK-00785

Miniature
Schnauzer

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Not applicable 1 Animal
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(28/12/2017ble
28/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (28/12/201728/12/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known
Not
Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
necrosis,Injection site
Known
swelling,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Off colour,Pyrexia

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 23 Jan 2018, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 given
Crossbred
subcutaneously and Nobivac KC given intranasal. Dog was clinically well at the time of vaccination. On
25 Jan 2018, dog became off colour, had a small swelling at the site of injection and was dispensed
Metacam. On 29 Jan 2018, presented as swelling had turned into an abscess, temperature 40.4 degrees
Celsius and was lethargic. On 30 Jan 2018, the abscess was drained under a general anaesthetic,
Penrose drain placed and a necrotic area of skin was debrided. Given Metacam and antibiotics. No
further information expected.

24.9 28.8

Not
Known

Advocate Spot-on Solution for Large B - Possible
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal 19/01/18 - treatment start
date (1 Day(s) N/A19/01/2018)<BR><BR>Droncit
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal treatment start date 19/01/18 (N/A19/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(08/11/2017-08/11/2017)<BR><BR>

close time association with vaccination IMHA can be
a post vaccination sequela, but there are other causes
pu.pd expected due to the steroids ABON N

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (23/01/201823/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(23/01/201823/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(23/01/2018-23/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

14 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (30/01/201830/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (30/01/201830/01/2018)<BR><BR>
3.3 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (23/12/201723/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (23/12/201723/12/2017)<BR><BR>
28.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (12/01/201812/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(12/01/2018-12/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00785

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

02/02/2018

15/02/2018

4

1

1 03/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Haemorrhage
Not
R><BR><BR>Not NOS,Splenomegaly,Pale mucous
Known
Known
membrane,Jaundice,Pulmonary
haemorrhage,Sudden
death,Abnormal test result,Hepatic
disorder
NOS,Glucosuria,Proteinuria,Haemat
uria,Abdominal cavity
haemorrhage,Abnormal necropsy
finding,NT - chronic interstitial
nephritis,Enlarged lymph nodes
(generalised)

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 2 Feb 2018, the remaining 4 puppies were vaccinated with a second
Miniature
dose of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 at 12 weeks of age. On 3 Feb 2018, one puppy died overnight and Schnauzer
is to be sent away for a post mortem examination. Await further information. Owner remaining
puppies were vaccinated for second dose of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and one puppy died shortly
afterwards. See linked case: 2018-UK-00778 Follow up on 15.Feb.2018: Correction: Owner had a
litter of puppies that were vaccinated with a first dose of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and some
puppies died shortly afterwards. See linked case: 2018-UK-00778 15 Feb 2018 Post mortem report
received. Gross examination showed pale mucous membranes and jaundiced cutaneous tissues. The
abdominal cavity contained frank blood with large blood clots free within the abdomen (marked intraabdominal haemorrhage). The lymph nodes in the head, sternum, mediastinum and neck were
reported as mildly enlarged and haemorrhagic. The spleen was slightly enlarged. Urinalysis showed
protein +3, glucose +3 and blood +3. Leptospira PCR on urine was positive. Histology showed
multifocal, diffuse, chronic, active, interstitial nephritis and focal, acute, pulmonary haemorrhage. The
jaundice was due to hepatic dysfunction. Pathologist diagnosed Leptospirosis and the cause of sudden
death was intra-abdominal haemorrhage from the liver. No further Leptospira diagnostic testing was
carried out. No further information expected. Closed case.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
Not applicable 1 Animal
(02/02/201802/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (02/02/201802/02/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00800

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.6 Year(s)

03/02/2018

05/02/2018

1

1

0 03/02/2018 Not
Localised itching,Facial swelling
Known,<BR><BR (see also 'Skin')
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Suspected adverse reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 3 Feb 2018. Boxer
The dog was clinically well at the time of vaccination. Concurrent medication includes Apoquel. No
(German
further information reported. Within 90 minutes, the dog presented back to vets with an itchy swollen Boxer)
face. The dog was treated with Dexadreson IV. The swelling started improving. Prednisolone was
prescribed. No more information expected.

Not
Known

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00802

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

13/02/2017

05/02/2018

1

1

0 09/03/2017 Yes

Oral bleeding,Gum disorder
No Data
NOS,Other blood disorder
NOS,Immune mediated haemolytic
anaemia

Suspected adverse reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 13 Feb 2017. At the time
Crossbred
there was slight gingivitis but otherwise clinically well. On 9 March 2017, the gums started to bleed. On
3 April 2017, the dog presented with other unspecified ''bleeding signs''. Immune Mediated Haemolytic
Anaemia was diagnosed. The dog was treated with Prednisolone and Azathioprine. The dog recovered,
but then relapsed within a few weeks. Treatment was restarted. 5 Feb 2018: The dog is currently on
Prednisolone, but appears clinically well. No more information expected.

Not
Known

Apoquel 16mg Film-coated Tablet
B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (01/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (03/02/201803/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (03/02/201803/02/2018)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (13/02/201713/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00822

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.9 Year(s)

30/10/2017

05/02/2018

1

1

0 08/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Ataxia,Malaise,Lack of efficacy,Not Not
eating,Abnormal test result,Tense Known
abdomen,Hepato-biliary disorder
NOS,Elevated ALT,Elevated
SAP,Emesis (multiple),Electrolyte
disorder,Elevated cholesterol
(total),Uncomfortable

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy, Suspected Adverse Reaction & Product Quality Complaint On 4
Sep 2017, dog was presented with a heart murmur, diffuse hepatomegaly; right kidney displaced and
started intravenous fluid therapy. On 5 Sep 2017, diagnosed with diabetes mellitus and started 4 IU
twice daily. On 8 Sep 2017, vomited several times, not eating, wobbly on legs and blood glucose high.
Given Cerenia and Zantac. On 10 Sep 2017, blood glucose 25.1 and increased to 5 IU twice daily. On
11 Sep 2017, quiet in herself and blood glucose 33.1. On 13 Sep 2017, blood glucose: 9.05am 40.8,
10.58am 32.6, 12.54pm 26.2. Increased dose in 6 IU twice daily. Continued to have consistently high
blood glucose readings. On 19 Sep 2017, dog was uncomfortable and tense in abdomen on palpation.
Dose decreased to 5 IU twice daily and started Destolit due to biliary stasis. On 30 Oct 2017, dog
vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, no details given on the examination. On 21 Nov 2017,
ALT 224 (10-15), ALKP 243 (23-212), Cholesterol 11.4 (2.84-8.26), Amylase 376 (500-1500), Na/K ratio
27 (28-40). On 5 Dec 2017, fructosamine 467 (187-386) and deemed good control. On 11 Jan 2018,
continued to fluctuate in blood glucose readings. On 26 Jan 2018, started Vetpen and Caninsulin
cartridges. On 31 Jan 2018, owner reported has had consistent high readings since starting cartridges
and Vetpen and has changed back to needle and syringe. Owner feels the pen is not dosing enough.
Await further information. Vetpen device has been set. See linked case: 2018-UK-00756

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00858

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.1 Year(s)

18/01/2018

05/03/2018

1

1

0 18/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Musculoskeletal disorder
Not
NOS,Crust,Monocytosis,Abnormal Known
test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Discolour
ed
urine,Hyperphosphataemia,Elevate
d BUN,Elevated creatinine,Elevated
ALT,Myoglobinuria,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Decreased red
blood cell count,Elevated
lipase,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Enlarged
kidney(s),Weight loss,Renal
failure,Vomiting,Diarrhoea,Leucocy
tosis,Thrombocytopenia,Not eating

Suspected Adverse Reaction Approximately in Jan 2018, dog vaccinated with first Nobivac L4. In
English Cocker
approximately Feb 2018, dog became ill with vomiting and diarrhoea. The veterinary surgeon
Spaniel
suspected Leptospirosis however no diagnostics have been performed. Await further information.
Follow up 9 Feb 2018 - On 18 Jan 2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. This
was the first injection of the primary course. It is unknown what vaccines the dog has had in the past.
Owner reported that the dog was vomiting intermittently for 7 days post vaccination, which resolved
without treatment. On 6 Feb 2018, owner reported that the dog started to vomit again, was not eating,
had crusts on the ears and had diarrhoea. Bloods showed urea 49.98 (1.7-7.4), creatinine 398 (20-124),
phosphorus 3.28 (0.8-1.8), ALT 186 (13-78), Lipase 283 (0-250), WBC 32.2 (6-17), granulocytes 24.9 (3.512), monocytes 2.7 (0.3-1.5), and platelets 65 (200-500, count was not confirmed with a blood smear).
Treated with intravenous fluids, Marbocyl and noroclav. On 7 Feb 2018, blood tests after intravenous
fluids showed albumin 25 (26-40), ALT 140 (13-78), Urea >49.98 (1.7-7.4), creatinine 374 (20-124),
phosphorus 2.92 (0.8-1.8), WBC 27.3 (6-17), granulocytes 21.6 (3.5-12.5), monocytes 2.2 (0.3-1.5), RBC
4.15 (5-8.5), haemoglobin 9.9 (12-18) and haematocrit 32.2 % (37-55). Treated with Laurabolin and
Cetirazine. Await further information. Follow up 12 Feb 2018 - On 12 Feb 2018, vet reported dog is
doing better, but has ongoing inappetance and vomiting. Bloods showed urea 16.5 (1.7-7.4), creatinine
190 (20-124), ALT 112 (13-78), phosphorus 1.8 (0.8-1.8), monocytes 2.0 (0.3-1.5), RBC 4.73 (5-8.5), HCT
35.4% (37-55) and platelets were normal (no values given). Await further information. Follow up 15
Feb 2018 - On 15 Feb 2018, vet reported the dog has been referred. An ultrasound has showed right
kidney enlargement. Urinalysis has showed myoglobinuria with very dark coloured urine. Referral vet
has diagnosed Kidney failure secondary to Rhabdomyolysis. Treated with intravenous fluids. Follow up
19 Feb 2018 - On 16 Feb 2018, vet reported that the dog had a PCV of 24 % (37-55). Await further
information. The owners other dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHPPi and developed
diarrhoea and mild azotaemia. Please see linked case 2018-UK-01037. Follow up 21 Feb 2018 - On 19
Feb 2018 blood tests showed urea 15.7 (1.7-7.4), creatinine 205 (20-124), phosphorus 2.42 (0.8-1.8),
RBC 4.91 (5-8.5), haemoglobin 11.9 (12-18) and haematocrit 36.7 % (37-55). Treated with intravenous
fluids. On 21 Feb 2018, vet reported that blood tests showed urea 32, creatinine 148, normal
phosphorus (value not given), RBC 4.65, haemoglobin 11.2 and HCT 34.5% (reference ranges as above).
Vet reported the dog had lost weight from 9.4kg to 8.7kg, but was eating normally and not vomiting.

6.87 Caninsulin 40 IU/ml Suspension for O1 - Inconclusive
Injection - 4,1,12 Hours,19,N/A (5
Day(s) 05/09/201710/09/2017)<BR><BR>Cerenia
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(08/09/201708/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (30/10/201730/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (30/10/201730/10/2017)<BR><BR>ranitidine
(zantac) (human) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(08/09/201708/09/2017)<BR><BR>ursodeoxych
olic acid/ursodiol (human) N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal 19/09/17 treatment start date (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
9.4 Antihistamine Unidentified B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (07/02/201807/02/2018)<BR><BR>Laurabolin 25
mg/ml, Solution for Injection 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Marbocyl
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHPPi,
Lyophilisate for Suspension for
Injection for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Noroclav
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

No Data

Miniature
Schnauzer

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00876

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

30/01/2017

07/02/2018

1

1

0 23/02/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Hepatic jaundice,Disorder of red
Other
blood cell NOS,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated AST,Elevated
ALT,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Elevated gammaglutamyl transferase
(GGT),Abnormal
cytology,Diarrhoea,Hepatitis,Anore
xia,Dehydration,Abnormal test
result

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 30 Jan 2017, vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4 and on
English Cocker
examination was jaundiced, subdued and lethargic, however the dog vaccinated despite clinical
Spaniel
presentation (extra label use). On 23 Feb 2017, presented with diarrhoea and still jaundice; blood
sample showed elevated liver enzymes and erythrocytosis. On 7 Mar 2017,ultrasound performed and
showed a rounded liver that was inflamed. On 16 Mar 2017, a liver biopsy was taken and showed
swollen liver, full gall bladder and bile ducts mild dilation. The dog was diagnosed with idiopathic
Chronic Hepatitis and started treatment with Noroclav, Denamarin, Destolit and Marbocyl. On 6 Apr
2017, dog was taken to emergency referral practice as was anorexic, severely jaundiced, dehydrated,
tacky mucous membranes. Blood sampling performed: ALKP 1472 (<112), GGT 35 (0-11), Total Bilirubin
53 (0-15), ALT 1122 (10-125), AST 654 (0-50). The dog was discharged on 10 Apr 2017 (unknown what
treatment was provided). On 24 Apr 2017, started a Hepatic diet and Prednisolone. ON 20 Apr 2017,
resampled bloods: less severe liver enzyme elevations but no values or reference ranges provided. In
May 2017, dog started to improve, gained some weight, still jaundice and doing well. On 13 Dec 2017,
ALKP 162 (12-83), GLDH 11 (2-6) and all other ranges were in normal parameters. No further
information expected. The dog had vomiting and diarrhoea after first vaccination. See linked case:
2018-UK-00875

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00910

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

02/02/2018

08/02/2018

1

1

0 03/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Elevated
No Data
temperature,Hyperglycaemia,Decre
ased drinking,Injection site
pain,Injection site lump,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Increased heart
rate,Inappetence

6.5 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small B - Possible
Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (02/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (02/02/201802/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (02/02/201802/02/2018)<BR><BR>

close time association to product administration and
likely injection site abscess/reaction as a result of
vaccination. 2 products given concurrently.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00918

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

22/11/2017

21/02/2018

1

1

1 08/02/2018 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR (parvovirus),Sudden death
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Suspected Adverse Reaction On the 2 February 2018, the dog was clinically well and was vaccinated
Crossbred
with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. The dog was applied Advocate and was microchipped during the
same consultation. On the 3 February 2018, the dog was not eating and drinking but was not presented
to the vet. On the 4 February 2018, the dog was presented to an Out Of Hours vet service after
midnight, during early morning (0.08 am), with lethargy, pink mucosa membrane, Capillary Refill Time =
2 seconds, heart rate 120 bpm, body temperature =104 degree Fahrenheit and a lump at the injection
site, painful to touch. The dog was hospitalised, treatment with Intra Venous Fluid Therapy and
antibiotics was given. Blood test showed: PCV=38, TS=56, BUN=4, Glucose=9.7 (lab units and reference
range not recorded). Meloxicam injection was given. The dog was well overnight and was eating well,
heart rate = 180, body temperature = 102.9 degree Fahrenheit. The dog was bright, alert and
responsive and was discharged on the same day (4 February 2018) at 11.37 am. Treatment with
Meloxicam (10 ml, once daily for four days) to go home with was given. No more information
expected.
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 25 Oct 2017, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Miniature
L4 at 6.5 weeks of age and was clinically well at the time. On 22 Nov 2017, vaccinated with second
Dachshund
dose of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 at 10.5 weeks of age and was clinically well at time of
vaccination. On 8 Feb 2018, became lethargic, diarrhoea, vomiting, not eating and temperature was
normal. An in-house Snap test performed: Parvovirus positive. The puppy was admitted for intravenous
fluid therapy, Synulox, Cerenia and Omeprazole. The puppy is stated to be currently stable. Await
further information. Follow up 21 Feb 2018 - On 8 Feb 2018, haematology showed eosinophils 0.04
(0.1-1.49). The rest of the haematology was normal. On 9 Feb 2018, a Canine Parvovirus 2 PCR was
positive. On 12 Feb 2018, vet reported that the dog died suddenly after showing signs of improvement.
No post mortem is being performed. No further information expected. Closed case.

5.3 Cerenia unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal (4
Day(s) 08/02/201812/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(22/11/201722/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(22/11/201722/11/2017)<BR><BR>Synulox
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (4 Day(s)
08/02/201812/02/2018)<BR><BR>omeprazole
(human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (4 Day(s)
08/02/2018-12/02/2018)<BR><BR>

This product is not expected to provide immunity to
parvovirus, ABON N

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00919

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

05/02/2018

05/03/2018

1

1

1 05/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>No,<BR><
BR><BR><BR><B
R>Not Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On the 5 February 2018, at 11 am, the dog was clinically well and was
Labrador
given the first dose of the primary course vaccination with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Through the Retriever
evening and to the next day the dog started vomiting every couple of hours. On the 6 February 2018, at
11 am, the dog was admitted to hospital with polyuria (urinating whilst walking), polydipsia, body
temperature = 39.4 degree Celsius and tachycardia =220 bpm. The dog lost approximately 600 gr of
weight overnight. Treatment with Cerenia and Intra Venous Fluid Therapy was given. The weight
increased up to 8 kg, the temperature reduced to 38.4 degree Celsius and the dog had no longer
polyuria or polydipsia. The dog was discharged on the same day as he was considered well enough to
go home. On the 7 February 2018, the dog started vomiting again approximately every three hours (at
midnight, 3 am and 6 am). Overnight the dog remained polyuric and polydipsic, lethargic. In the
morning the dog was presented to the vet and on examination showed: heart rate = 140 bmp, body
temperature = 39.2 degree Celsius, mild ocular discharge, cough and tracheal irritation on pinch test,
lymph nodes mildly enlarged. Blood test results showed: Ionized Ca=1.96 (1.25-1.5), Ca=3.84 (1.953.15) (unknown if puppy reference range was used), haematocrit=32.7 (37.3-61.7), urea=12.6 (2.510.4), monocytes=1.68 (0.16-1.12), neutrophils=12.76 (2.95-11.64) (no lab units given). Urine Dipstick
Results showed: SG=1.010, RBC=++, protein=+ PH=6. Snap test lungworm was negative. On the 8
February 2018, treatment with IV antibiotics through the night was given and in the morning Lidocaine
was also given. Ultrasound scan abdomen showed a hypoechoic area of the pancreas, cPLI was
negative and cortisol=203 (considered within normal limits but reference range not given). Body
temperature was 39.9 degree Celsius at 4 am and 39.1 degree Celsius at 9 am, tachycardia =
approximately 200 bpm, lethargy and Ca=2.24 (1.95-3.15). Treatment with Frusemide drip was given.
Fine Needle Aspiration was performed but the results were not ready when the case was reported.
Case open, awaiting for more information. Follow up 13 Feb 2018 - On 13 Feb 2018, vet reported that
the dog was euthanased on 11 Feb 2018. Vet reported the ionized calcium was high and that the dog
was going into multiple organ failure. Tissues for post mortem histopathology were taken. Await
further information. Follow up 5 Mar 2018 - Clinical history received On 7 Feb 2018, ultrasound scan
of the abdomen showed very enlarged and irregular abdominal lymph nodes. Chest X-rays showed a
mild increase in lung pattern, suspicious of aspiration pneumonia (not confirmed). On 8 Feb 2018, vet
reported the dog was tachypneic, trembling, twitching and had abdominal pain. A Parvo snap test was

7.6 Antibiotic Unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal (3
Day(s) 08/02/201811/02/2018)<BR><BR>Cerenia 10
mg/ml Solution for Injection for
Dogs and Cats - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal (1 Day(s)
10/02/201811/02/2018)<BR><BR>Comfortan
10 mg/ml, Solution for Injection for
Dogs and Cats - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal (2 Day(s)
08/02/201810/02/2018)<BR><BR>Dexadreson 2
mg/ml Solution for Injection 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (09/02/201809/02/2018)<BR><BR>Dimazon 5%
w/v Solution for Injection 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (1 Day(s) 08/02/201809/02/2018)<BR><BR>Emeprid 5
mg/ml Solution for Injection for
Dogs and Cats - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal (2 Day(s)
08/02/201810/02/2018)<BR><BR>Frusemide 40
mg Tablets - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal treatment date

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

Not
Known

Elevated temperature,Lethargy (see No Data
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Gastric
distension,Not eating,Abnormal
test result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Liver
disorder
NOS,Hypoglycaemia,Proteinuria,Ha
ematuria,Hypoproteinaemia,Elevat
ed BUN,Elevated ALT,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Enlarged lymph node
(localised),Monocytosis,Positive
tracheal pinch,Weight
fluctuation,Neutrophilia,Tachycardi
a,Cardiac arrest,Low blood
pressure,Abdominal pain,Buccal
ulceration,Diarrhoea,Loose
stool,Vomiting,Parathyroid disorder
NOS,Ocular
discharge,Polydipsia,Hypercalcaemi
a,Twitching,Trembling,Polyuria,Ren
al disorder NOS,Pulmonary disorder
NOS,Tachypnoea,Cough,Death by
euthanasia,Multi-organ failure NOS

15.8 Marbocyl unidentified O1 - Inconclusive
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment Start
Date 16/03/17, End Date 01/01/17
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(30/01/201730/01/2017)<BR><BR>Noroclav
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment
Start Date 16/03/17, End Date
01/01/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>nutritional
supplement (unauthorised VP) N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment Start
Date 16/03/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>ursodeoxycholic
acid/ursodiol (human) N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal, Treatment Start
Date 16/03/17, End Date 01/01/17
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA disagrees with MAH assessment - although the
animal was unwell at time of vaccination, the role of
the product in the subsequent clinical signs cannot be
fully excluded.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00925

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

07/02/2018

14/03/2018

1

1

0 08/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypoglycaemia, Not
Blood in urine,Haematuria,Tense
Known
abdomen,Urinary tract
infection,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Decreased red blood cell
count,Bilirubinuria,Decreased
percentage of
reticulocytes,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Enlarged lymph
node
(localised),Monocytosis,Hyponatre
mia,Elevated
globulins,Hypochloraemia,Positive
tracheal pinch,Abnormal
cytology,Non-regenerative
anaemia,Thrombocytopenia,Leuco
cytosis,Neutrophilia,Urinary
bladder disorder NOS,Frequent
urination,Tracheitis,Cough,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Malaise,Pyrexia,Prostatic
disorder NOS,Dry mucous
membrane,Abnormal test result

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00932

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

01/02/2018

12/02/2018

1

1

0 01/02/2018 Not
Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 8 Feb 2018, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4, and
was clinically well at time of vaccination. The dog has a history of hereditary glaucoma and has one
eye affected - been in owners possession since Sep 2017. On 9 Feb 2018, owner reported dog was
quiet but no other abnormalities. On 10 Feb 2018, dog was quiet and developed pyrexia 40.2 degrees
Celsius. Blood sampling was performed: Neutrophilia, eosinopenia and monocytosis. On urinalysis
showed a small amount of blood; treated with intravenous fluid therapy, Metacam and Augmentin admitted to hospital. On 11 Feb 2018, temperature 40.2 degrees Celsius, lethargic and not wanting to
walk - continued antibiotics. No further information expected. Follow up 21 Feb 2018 - Clinical history
received. On 7 Feb 2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. On 8
Feb 2018, dog was reported as lethargic, had tacky mucous membranes and a temperature of 41.1
degrees C. Bloods showed HCT 35.8 % (37.3-61.7), reticulocytes 4.0 (10-110), WBC 23.8 (5.05-16.76),
neutrophils 20.76 (2.95-11.64), monocytes 1.17 (0.16-1.12), eosinophils 0.01 (0.06-1.23), PCT 0.13
(0.14-0.46) and platelets 122 (148-484). Biochemistry was normal. Treated with intravenous fluids,
metacam and co-amoxiclav. On 9 Feb 2018, vet reported ongoing pyrexia, a mildly enlarged right
submandibular lymph node and a tense abdomen. Bloods showed HCT 32.9%, platelets 104 (148-484),
RBC 5.23 (5.65-8.87), Haemoglobin 12.4 (13.1-20.5), glucose 3.99 (4.11-7.95), urea 2.3 (2.5-9.6) and Na
143 (144-160). Urinalysis showed bilirubin +1 and a trace of blood, urine microscopy showed cocci
bacteria. Treated with metronidazole and paracetamol. On 10 Feb 2018, vet reported the lymph nodes
were normal and the abdomen was comfortable. Bloods showed normal glucose and sodium.
Haematology showed HCT 37.3%. Treated with Baytril. On 11 Feb 2018, vet reported the dog had
ongoing pyrexia, was reluctant to walk, was coughing and was urinating a lot. Slide agglutination test
was negative. Bloods showed globulins 47 (25-45), sodium 141 (144-160), chloride 107 (109-122), HCT
33.8%, MCV 61.5 (61.6-73.5), and MCHC 38.5 (32-37.9). Dog was sent to a referral vets. On 14 Feb
2018, referral vet diagnosed a lower urinary tract infection and tracheitis secondary to vaccination.
Referral vet reported the dog had a positive tracheal pinch reflex, and blood tests showed non
regenerative anaemia, low albumin and high globulins (details not given). Ultrasound showed swirling
material in the bladder, an asymmetrical prostate and a thickened urethra. Vet reported a loud
hacking cough, lethargy and a temperature of 39.9 degrees C. Treated with Comfortan and
dexamethasone,
continued
fluids,
and
paracetamol.
Onvaccination
21 Feb 2018,
vet reported
Suspected
adverse
reaction intravenous
On 1 Feb 2018
the baytril
dog was
seen
for a second
( unknown
the

English
Springer
Spaniel

Not
Known

Chihuahua

2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (01/02/201801/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (01/02/201801/02/2018)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,0.4 ml
Known Unknown 1 Animal (10/01/201810/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (10/01/201810/01/2018)<BR><BR>

date or brand of the first vaccination ) at the time of vaccination the dog was clinically well. Nothing
else was given . Then 30 minutes after the vaccine the dog returned to the practice with a swollen face
and ears. The vet gave Intravenous Piriton and a short acting steroid. The dog improved soon after
then recovered. No more information expected

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00936

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

10/01/2018

12/02/2018

1

1

0 21/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 10 Jan 2018, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC, Labrador
clinically well at time of vaccination. On 21 Jan 2018, dog presented as developed anorexia, lethargy
Retriever
and vomiting. Blood sampling performed: WBC 5.7 (6-17), Lymphocytes 0.5 (0.9-5), Monocytes 0.2 (0.31.5), haemoglobin 18.2 (12-18), B12 151 (200-408), Albumin 40 (24-36), ALT 115 (0-100), Cholesterol
8.4 (2.8-8.1). Started intravenous fluid therapy, Roperdant, Omeprazole and Buprenorphine. The dog
was discharged from hospital 3 days later prior to PCR results. The PCR was positive for Leptospirosis
and then started Augmentin and Doxycycline. The serum MAT testing showed positive for L. Canicola
antibody 1/100. No paired sample performed. Await further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00939

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.9 Year(s)

12/06/2017

12/02/2018

1

1

0 07/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Cough,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00956

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

08/02/2018

13/02/2018

1

1

1 09/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy & Suspected Adverse Reaction On 12 Jun 2017, dog was
Crossbred
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC, clinically well at time of vaccination. On 7 Aug 2017, dog
presented back as developed a slight cough. On 5 Dec 2017, presented back as been urinating in the
house and the practice performed extensive diagnostics (no details provided). On 28 Dec 2017, an
ultrasound of the bladder was performed and was later referred to referral hospital. The diagnostics
showed Leptospirosis (unknown what test used) and a pool 3 day sample being done. Await further
information.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 8 Feb 2018, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac L4 and was
Other
clinically well at time of vaccination. On 9 Feb 2018, owner reported quiet, vomited once and on
Canine/dog
clinical examination was unremarkable and treated with Pardale. On 13 Feb 2018, owner reports still
unwell, subdued, reduced appetite passed some blood in the faeces. Reports appears blind with pupils
dilated and no menace response. The ophthalmic examination was suggestive of detached retinas.
Blood sampling performed: UPC ratio 8.34 (>2.0 = significant proteinuria), Creatinine 181 (44-159),
Urea 29.3 (2.5-9.6), ALT 126 (10-125), Chloride 108 (109-122), Lymphocytes 0.77 (1.05-5.10),
Eosinophils 0.05 (0.06-1.23), PLT 0 (148-484), MPV 14.6 (8.7-13.2), phosphorus 2.45 (0.81-2.20) and
PCT 0 (0.14-0.46). An ocular ultrasound was performed and showed detached retinas in both eyes –
flushed eyes with sterile saline and applied Lubrithal. The dog also had high blood pressure 240 mmHg.
Later in the afternoon, urine sample performed and showed blood in urine. Started Fortekor 2.5mg
once daily, intravenous fluid therapy, Synulox, Perfalgan and Ronaxan. Samples taken for Leptospira
antigen and Toxoplasma PCR as well as Neospora PCR. On 14 Feb 2018, continued support care with
further Synulox, Omeprazole and Dexafort and was uncoordinated on hind limbs. Further blood
sampling performed: Urea 43.7 (2.5-9.6), ALT 140 (10-125), RBC 4.04 (5.65-8.87), HCT 26.7 (37.3-61.7),
Haemoglobin 10.3 (13.1-20.5), MCHC 38.6 (32-37.9), WBC 4.94 (5.05-16.76), Neutrophils 2.72 (2.9511.64), Eosinophils 0.02 (0.06-1.23), Platelet 4 (148-484), MPV 16.2 (8.7-13.2) and PCT 0.01 (0.14-0.46).
A diagnosis of immune mediated thrombocytopenia. Await further information. Follow up 15 Feb 2018
- On 15 Feb 2018, vet reported the dog was euthanased because it deteriorated. A post mortem is
being performed. Await further information.

Decreased haemoglobin,Decreased No Data
packed cell volume
(PCV),Hypochloraemia,Anaemia
NOS,Low platelet
count,Leucopenia,Lymphopenia,Ne
utropenia,Hypertension,Vomiting,Bl
indness,Retinal detachment,Death
by euthanasia,Decreased
appetite,Malaise,Blood in
faeces,Abnormal menace reflex
test,Hind limb ataxia,Abnormal test
result,Dilated pupils,Blood in
urine,Proteinuria,Immune mediated
thrombocytopenia,Hyperphosphata
emia,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated ALT,Abnormal
ultrasound finding

Not
Known

Baytril unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 B - Possible
Dose Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Metacam
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (08/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHPPi,
Lyophilisate for Suspension for
Injection for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(07/02/201807/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (07/02/201807/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (07/02/201807/02/2018)<BR><BR>amoxicillin /
clavulanate (human) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(08/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>metronidazole
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (09/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>paracetamol (human)
- 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (09/02/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment , 3 products
given.

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

B - Possible

POssible lack of efficacy here as positive for L
canicola on MAT 11 days after vaccination and had
clinical signs of possible Leprospirosis with a positive
PCR

Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 O possible lack of efficacy but more information needed
Animal (12/06/2017Unclassifiable/unassessa on testing coughing sounds unrelated
12/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(12/06/2017-12/06/2017)<BR><BR>
9 Dexafort Suspension for Injection - O Awaiting information
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Animal (14/02/2018ble
14/02/2018)<BR><BR>Fortekor 2.5
mg Tablets for Cats and Dogs 2.5,N/A,N/A ,3,2.5 mg Unknown 1
Animal (2 Day(s) 13/02/201815/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(08/02/201808/02/2018)<BR><BR>Pardale-V
Oral Tablets - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal,
Treatment End Date 01/01/18
(09/02/201809/02/2018)<BR><BR>Ronaxan 20
mg Tablet - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal,
Unknown Size of Ronaxan
(13/02/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Synulox
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(13/02/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>eye
lubricant (human) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(13/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>omeprazole (human) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00972

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

11/01/2018

12/02/2018

1

1

1 31/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Thrombocytopenia,Lymphopenia,P No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes ale mucous membrane,Collapse
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders'),Respiratory
arrest,Respiratory
distress,Rale,Increased respiratory
rate,Death,Decreased body
temperature,Laboured
breathing,Mucosa
petechiae,Abnormal test
result,Coughing
blood,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypoprot
einaemia,Ecchymosis,Elevated
ALT,Crackles on
auscultation,Decreased red blood
cell count,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Decreased
cholesterol (total),Reduced
globulins

Suspected Adverse Reaction On the 11 January 2018, the dog was clinically well and was vaccinated
Jack Russell
with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. On the 31 January 2018, the dog was presented as he developed Terrier
laboured breathing following a dog walk. On examination: mucous membranes were pale, heart rate =
120, respiratory rate = 60, breathing laboured, chest sounded raspy. The dog was placed immediately
into a O2 tent. In house blood test showed: MCHC=38.3 g/dL (30-37.5), eosinophils=0.02 (0.10-1.49),
platelets=24 K/uL (175-500), PCV 41% (reference range not given), mild low albumin= 22 g/L (reference
not given) and mild hypocholesterolaemia=2.5 mmol/L (reference range not given). When the dog was
placed in lateral recumbence for the x-ray (without anaesthesia) he coughed up blood. The dog was
placed on Intra Venous Fluids Therapy and was referred. The dog never had blood transfusion prior to
this event and only had conjunctivitis. The vaccinations were up to date but worming treatment was
not current. The dog had access to farm but the owner was not sure about rat poisons. The referral
centre was at 20-30 minutes away. On arrival, the dog was collapsed in respiratory distress, Body
Condition Score = 2.5-5, weight= 6 kg, temperature=37 degree Celsius, heart rate 110 bpm, respiratory
rate = 80 rpm, mucous membranes pale pink, and Capillary Refill Time 1 second, severe crackles on
thoracic auscultation, coughing blood, petechial mucous membranes, skin ecchymosis. Biochemistry
showed: Total Protein=41 g/L (54-77), albumins=24 g/L (26-40), globulin=17 g/L (20-47), Na:K ratio=38
(25-35), ALT=40 U/L (0-25), glucose=6.2 mmol/L (3-5.5), cholesterol=3 mmol/L (3.8-7),
triglycerides=0.32 mmol/L (0.45-1.9). The haematology showed: RBC=4.97 (5-8.5), HCT=35.7% (37-55),
platelets=2, lymphocytes=0.77 (1-4.8). The dog was given Oxygen, butorphanol, steroid injection
(dexamethasone), plasma transfusion, and advocate spot-on. Unfortunately the dog didn''t stop to
coughing blood and went into respiratory arrest, CPR was attempted and maintained for 30 minutes
but the dog died a couple of hours later (exact time unknown). No Post Mortem was performed.
Lungworm and Anaplasma test performed and resulted negative. The referral centre suspected
possible immune mediated thrombocytopenia and secondary haemoptysis. No more information
expected.

5.7 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(11/01/201811/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(11/01/2018-11/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA disagrees with MAH assessment - one possible
trigger for immune mediated disease is vaccination
and SPC lists immune mediated thrombocytopenia.
Product involvement is possible. Two vaccines given.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00973

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

17/01/2018

13/02/2018

1

1

1 05/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Lack of
R><BR><BR>Not efficacy
Known

Not
Known

1.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (17/01/201817/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml / 1 Animal
(17/01/2018-17/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-00993

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

30/11/2017

13/02/2018

1

1

0 22/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>No

Other

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy 27 Dec 2017, puppy presented for first vaccine of Nobivac DHP
Chihuahua
and Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of vaccination. On 17 Jan 2018, puppy vaccinated with second
dose of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On 5 Feb 2018, owner made a phone call to the practice to say
puppy was lethargic. Presented same day and no abnormalities on the physical examination however
blood glucose 2.3 mmol/L (>3) and was given glucose and stomach protectants. On 6 Feb 2018,
presented as was more lethargic and anorexic and blood sampling performed: Creatinine off scale
(<106), Urea 39 (2.5-10.4), ALT 268 (8-75), ALKP 1470 (46-337). An abdominal ultrasound was
performed and was unremarkable – developed vomiting and diarrhoea. On 7 Feb 2018, puppy
developing clotting problems (unknown details) and was euthanised. A PCR was returned to the
practice on 10 Feb 2018, this showed Leptospirosis positive on urine and blood but no serology
attempted. Owner declined post mortem and has already been cremated. No further information
expected.
Suspected lack of expected efficacy In Oct 2017, at 6 weeks of age, (exact date unknown), dog was
Leonberger
vaccinated with a DHP vaccination whilst with the breeder. Vaccine brand unknown. On 30 Oct 2017,
dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and no reaction occurred. On 10 Nov 2017, dog was vaccinated
with Nobivac DHP and no reaction occurred. Dog was reported to be 10 weeks of age. On 30 Nov
2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (extra label use, treatment regime not respected). On 4 Dec
2017, vet reported the dog had vomiting and diarrhoea, was lethargic, dehydrated and off colour. Dog
had a temperature of 40.3 degrees C and X-rays were suggestive of a foreign body. Treated with
intravenous fluids, intravenous metronidazole and Augmentin and Cerenia. On 6 Dec 2017, vet
reported the dog had ongoing pyrexia. Urinalysis and bloods tests were reported as normal (results
and details not given). Unknown if a Canine Parvovirus snap test was performed. Vet reported that on
an unknown date in Dec 2017, the dog recovered. On 22 Jan 2018, owner reported that another puppy
from the litter had been diagnosed with Canine Parvovirus and requested vaccine titre testing. Vet
reported that blood testing for vaccine titres showed adequate immunity to Distemper, however there
was inadequate immunity to Canine Parvovirus and Canine Hepatitis, (results and details not given).
Dog was asymptomatic at the time of titre testing, however vet was suspicious of a SLEE and reported
this case as a SLEE due to the gastrointestinal signs previously seen. On 13 Feb 2018, dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. No further information expected.

32 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (10/11/201710/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (30/11/201730/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH comments

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01041

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.2 Month(s) 30/01/2018

05/03/2018

1

1

0 16/02/2018 Not
Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On the 9 January 2018, approximately at 10 weeks and 3 days of Crossbred
age, the dog was clinically well and was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP. On the 16 February 2018, the
dog was presented with diarrhoea. A faeces SNAP Test (Henry Schein) was performed and the dog
resulted positive for Parvo virus. The Packed Cell Volume was within normal limit (data not given) but
the Total Protein was a bit low (data not given). Full haematology not performed due to lack of
funding. The dog appeared bright, well in himself, eating fine, not dehydrated. Treatment with Peridale
and Stomorgyl to go home with was givenFollow up 5 Mar 2018 - Clinical History received On 2 Jan
2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and was reported as a bit underweight, but otherwise
clinically well at the time of vaccination. Owner administered a Bravecto 112.5mg tablet (unknown if
given with food) and a Milpro tablet. No reaction occurred. On 9 Jan 2018, dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac KC and was reported to have gained weight and to be clinically well. On 30
Jan 2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and a Milpro wormer was dispensed. On 16 Feb 2018,
vet reported the dog had watery, bloody faeces and was not vomiting. Vet reported the dog was
inappetent and quiet. A PCV was 37% (normal, no reference range) and a Total Protein was 54 g/L (no
reference range). Treated with intravenous fluids and Buscopan. Later that day the puppy was
reported to be eating and not vomiting. On 17 Feb 2018, vet discharged the puppy from the hospital
and reported that the dog had not passed diarrhoea since 10.00pm on 16 Feb 2018. On 19 Feb 2018,
owner reported the dog was very bright, but still had soft stools. Practice reported as a SLEE to Canine
Parvovirus due to Positive Parvo snap test. No further information expected. 20 Mar 2018 NCA
comment Best guess product entered : Milpro 2.5 mg/25 mg Film-coated Tablets for Small Dogs and
Puppies

5.5 Bravecto 112.5 mg Chewable
N - Unlikely
Tablets for Dogs - 112.5,N/A,N/A
,3,112.5 mg Not applicable 1 Animal
(02/01/201802/01/2018)<BR><BR>Milpro 2.5
mg/25 mg Film-coated Tablets for
Small Dogs and Puppies - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal (4
Week(s) 02/01/201830/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (09/01/201809/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (09/01/201809/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (30/01/201830/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01057

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

16/02/2018

19/02/2018

1

1

1 17/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Found dead
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01062

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

16/02/2018

19/02/2018

1

1

0 18/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Dull,Hypokalaemia,Reduced
Not
R><BR><BR>Not globulins,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia Known
Known
,Pale mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Not
eating,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypoglyc
aemia,Hypoproteinaemia,Decrease
d red blood cell count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV)

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 16 Feb 2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
Crossbred
and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. Vet reported the puppy had dirty ears.
On 17 Feb 2018, owner found the puppy dead. Unknown if a post mortem will be performed. Await
further information. Three other puppies from the litter were vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4, have been rehomed and then reacted (gastrointestinal signs). Please see linked cases 2018UK-01062, 2018-UK-01063 and 2018-UK-01064. Follow up 20 Feb 2018 - Vet reported that the puppy
has been buried and is unable to go for a post mortem. No further information expected. Closed
case.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 16 Feb 2018, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
Crossbred
L4 (with the breeder) and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. The Vet reported
the puppy had dirty ears. On 17 Feb 2018, the puppy was rehomed to new owners by the breeder. On
19 Feb 2018, the owner reported the dog was vomiting (since 18 Feb 2018) and had diarrhoea. The Vet
reported the dog was flat, had stopped eating, had a temperature of 39 degrees C and slightly pale
mucous membranes. Bloods showed neutrophils 17.42 (3-12), WBC 22.75 (6-17), RBC 4.71 (5.5-8.5),
haemoglobin 9.3 (12-18), haematocrit 32.01 (37-55), MCHC 29.1 (31-39), Albumin 22 (25-44), Amylase
180 (200-1200), creatinine 23 (27-124), glucose 2 (3.3-6.1), potassium 3.6 (3.7-5.8), total protein 43 (5482) and globulin 21 (23-52). Symptomatic treatment (details not given) and intravenous fluids given.
Later that day vet reported the puppy had not vomited and was bright. No further information
expected. Three other puppies from the litter were vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, and
then reacted. Please see linked cases 2018-UK-01057, 2018-UK-01063 and 2018-UK-01064. Follow up
20 Feb 2018 - On 20 Feb 2018, vet reported that the dog had ongoing diarrhoea, but was stable.
Treated with antibiotics. No further information expected.

N - Unlikely

0.92 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(16/02/201816/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (16/02/201816/02/2018)<BR><BR>
0.63 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(16/02/201816/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (16/02/201816/02/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrres with MAH comments, close associaton int
ime and known symtoms to onset from vaccination
and some known signs. 2 products used concurrently

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01084

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Year(s)

06/02/2018

19/02/2018

1

1

1 09/02/2018 No,<BR><BR><B Hypochloraemia,Elevated SDMA
Other
R><BR><BR>No (Symmetrical
dimethylarginine),Thrombocytopeni
a,Lymphopenia,Neutrophilia,Death
by euthanasia,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Hypoprot
einaemia,Hyperphosphataemia,Ele
vated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Decreased red blood cell
count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Elevated
cholesterol (total)
0 05/02/2018 Not
Lymphopenia,Neutropenia,Vomitin No Data
Known,<BR><BR g,Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
><BR><BR><BR> Central nervous system depression
Yes,<BR><BR><B in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Weight
R><BR><BR>Yes loss,Abnormal test result,Prolonged
capillary refill time,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Decreased
packed cell volume
(PCV),Dull,Abnormal
posture,Hyponatremia,Thrombocyt
openia,Leucocytosis,Leucopenia

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 6 Feb 2018, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4. Jack Russell
The vet reported that the dog had been having seizures for the past couple of months, had a heart
Terrier
murmur and had ongoing weight loss. Extra label use of product, animal not healthy at time of
vaccination. Not on any treatment. On 7 Feb 2018, owner reported the dog had a seizure. On 9 Feb
2018, blood tests showed total protein 61.3 (63-71), albumin 30.7 (32-38), Urea 63.2 (2-7), creatinine
728 (100-133), cholesterol 6.27 (3.2-6.2), chloride 98 (100-116), phosphorus 6.63 (0.8-1.6), RBC 3.09
(5.4-8.0), Haemoglobin 7.9 (12-18), haematocrit 22.8 (35-55), neutrophils 11.61 (3.0-11.5),
lymphocytes 0.65 (0.7-3.6), eosinophils 0 (0.2-1.4), platelets 166 (170-500) and SDMA 83 (<14). Treated
with intravenous fluids. On 10 Feb 2018, blood tests showed Urea 79.3 (2.5-9.64) and creatinine 548
(44-159). On 13 Feb 2018, dog was euthanased. No post mortem is being performed. No further
information expected.

5.3 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(06/02/201806/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (06/02/201806/02/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01110

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

05/02/2018

01/03/2018

1

1

Suspected Adverse Reaction On the 5 February 2018, the puppy was taken to the practice for the
Crossbred
vaccination; he was clinically well and was given Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. The owner reported
that the puppy was a little bit quiet in the evening but was normal all the next day. So on the 6 February
2018, the puppy was given treatment with Advocate. The vet reported that the puppy had received a
Parvo vaccine when he was still with the breeder (details unknown), and that the owner had left the
puppy outside in the horse yard prior to the vaccination on the 5 February 2018. On the 7 February
2018, the puppy developed acute onset of lethargy, vomiting and inappetence. The stools were normal
and the puppy had no history of toxin or foreign body exposure. On the 8 February 2018, when
examined the puppy was pyrexic (39.9 degree Celsius), the guts felt fluidy and the puppy had a hunched
posture, Capillary Refill Time = 3 seconds, heart rate = 118 and he had lost 500 gr in bodyweight. The
blood test showed HCT = 28 % with no evidence of regeneration, neutrophils count was normal but
bands were suspected (data not given), lymphocytes = 1.24 (1.05-5.10), eosinopenia = 0.01 (0.06-1.23),
Na = 144 (145-157). The guts appeared fluidy on an ultrasound examination. The puppy was
hospitalised and given symptomatic treatment, Intra Venous Fluid Therapy, and Paracetamol. On the 9
February 2018, blood was re-sampled: HCT = 24 %, leucopenia as white blood cell = 4.35 (5.05-16.76),
neutropenia = 2.48 (2.95 – 11.64), biochemistry unremarkable. A smear was sent to an external lab
which revealed no morphological white or red blood cells changes, the platelets were mildly decreased
but clumps were seen (data not given). Faecal analysis was positive for clostridia but otherwise
unremarkable. The puppy responded well to treatment as on the 20 February 2018, PCV = 29% with
presence of reticulocytes, leucocytosis as white blood cells = 23.47, lymphopaenia = 11.26 and
monocytes = 2.88 (lab units and reference range not given). No more information expected. MAH
BAYER comment: "No. outcome ongoing" changed to "No. recovered as 1".

6.8 Advocate Spot-on Solution for
B - Possible
Medium Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(N/A-06/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown
1 Animal (05/02/201805/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (05/02/201805/02/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01114

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.5 Year(s)

13/12/2016

12/03/2018

1

1

0 30/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

1

1

0 11/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

4

4

1 18/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Nystagmus,Dea No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes th by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Blood
in
faeces,Dehydration,Hypoglycaemia

Suspected lack of expected efficacy and Suspected Adverse Reaction Dog possibly entire. On 29 Sept
Miniature
2016, presented with urinary incontinence particularly at night and drinking more. Glucose +++++ in
Schnauzer
urine. Blood Glucose [BG] 23.1mmol/L - unknown reference range. Given an unknown dose of
Caninsulin at 4pm. 30 Sept 2016, owner reports much better overnight, less drinking and less
incontinence. BGC started at 10am: 20.8 – Injection 4IU – 11.3 – 9.1 – 10.1 – 10.7 – 15.4 (3:45pm).
Started on 3IU Caninsulin BID. 4 Oct 2016, Owner is very pleased with progress. No incontinence
overnight but some this morning. Bright and eating well. 11 Oct 2016, mostly dry but frequently
urinating about 5-6pm. Caninsulin usually given at 9am/9pm 15 Oct 2016, weight loss, now 7.7kg.
Bright and eating well. Drinking lots. BG 40.2. Increased to 4IU BID. 25 Oct 2016: Much brighter,
drinking less. Still wetting around 5pm each day. 30 Oct 2016. Weight loss, now 7.68kg. Incontinence
worse yesterday 31 Oct 2016. BGC on 4IU Cansinsulin. Started at 10am 25.1 – 29.3 – 21.3 – 16.6 – 21.7
– 18.1 – 20.1 - 23.4 – 6pm 30.2. Eaten well. Bright. Increased to 5IU BID. 11 Nov 2016: Weight loss,
now 7.2kg. Well in self but gets tired quickly. 15 Nov 2016: Weight loss 6.9kg. Eating lots 18 Nov 2016:
New food – Diabetic diet. Doing well 13 Dec 2016: Weight gain 7.02kg. Well controlled Diabetes.
Clinically back to normal. Bilateral cataracts developing. Given Booster vaccination of Nobivac DHPPi
and Nobivac L4 17 Dec 2016: Dog fussy with some food. Will eat Diabetic diet but nothing else.
Vomiting, lethargic, MM: dry, pale/pink, bradycardia, weak pulses, temp 37.7. 21 Dec 2016: Urinalysis=
trace protein, bilirubin +, glucose ++++. Increase insulin to 6IU BID 30 Dec 2016, lost weight, now 5.9kg.
Did not eat properly yesterday so only half doses of insulin given. BG High 6 Jan 2017: Weight gain.
Now 6.29kg. BGC started at 9am 32.2 – injected – 29.7 – 17.8 – 11.7 – 11.1 – 9.1 – 11.9 – 11.2 – 27.9 3pm 11.9. Increased to 7IU am and 6IU pm 20 Jan 2017: weight gain, now 6.48kg 15 March 2017:
weight gain, now 6.73kg. Doing well. Quite weak on back legs but improving. Eating really well at the
moment. GIven Drontal Plus Flavour Bone Tabs 14 April 2017: Weight loss, now 6.35kg. Given 3IU
today as not eaten well. Bright, playful and very rarely wetting in the house. Cataracts worsening – but
not distressed and coping well. 20 April 2017: Fructosamine 752 [unknown reference range]. Increased
to 8IU am/9IU pm. 11 June 2017: Weight gain, now 6.6kg. Eating well. 4 Jul 2017: Weight gain, now
7.14kg 21 Jul 2017: Weight loss, now 7.05kg 6 Sept 2017: Owner happy with dog''s condition. 5 Oct
2017: BGC 6.6 – 6.3 – 5.7 – 4.6 – 4.4 – 4.3 – 6 – 5.6 – 8.1. Not eaten very well that morning, so only
half dose oflack
insulin
had beenefficacy
given. Within
2 hours
dogreported
then atethat
bowl
ofpup
food.
15purchased
Nov 2017:from
Nobivac
Suspected
of expected
for parvo
Owner
the
was
a
Crossbred
breeder under poor conditions. On 10 Feb 2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
(first injection of primary course) and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 11
Feb 2018, owner reported that the dog was subdued post vaccination. On 12 Feb 2018, vet reported
the dog was vomiting and had diarrhoea. An in-house faecal snap test was positive for Canine
Parvovirus. Bloods showed leucopenia, neutropenia and eosinophilia (no values given) and vet
reported that he was unsure if the blood machine was accurate as it was showing this trend in the
haematology in other animals that had been blood tested. Treated with intravenous fluids and
ranitidine. On 21 Feb 2018, vet reported that the dog was systemically well and bright. Practice
reported as a SLEE. No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On the 17 February 2018, the puppy was presented for the first
Crossbred
vaccination and was given Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. This was done at the Breeder''s practice. On
the 19 February 2018, the puppy was presented to a different practice as the owner over the week end
noticed that the puppy was vomiting after the meals, although when examined he was bright alert and
responsive, eating, drinking, urination and faeces were all normal, temperature = 39.2 degree Celsius.
Treatment with ''sensitivity diet'' was advised. On the 20 February 2018, the puppy was presented with
diarrhoea, dehydrated, not eating (syringe fed), with traces of fresh blood on the thermometer, but no
pyrexia (data not given). The puppy was hospitalised overnight and treated with Intra Venous Fluid
Therapy, antibiotics and Cerenia. On the 21 February 2018, the puppy was better and had eaten
overnight; the stools were normal and no vomiting. But at 3 pm in the afternoon, the puppy became
very lethargic, had sign of nystagmus and the blood glucose was 2.1 mmol/l (reference range not
given). The vet reported that the puppy is part of a litter of 7, but is the only one registered at his
practice. Only 4 puppies in the litter, including this particular puppy, were vaccinated at the same time
and with the same vaccines Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 when still with the breeder. Apparently, all of
them became ill with vomiting and diarrhoea and one was euthanized for financial reasons. However,
the breeder is refusing to give any details on these and the puppies are not registered to this practice
(unable to contact the vet/practice for more details). No more information expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 125 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01120

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

10/02/2018

21/02/2018

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01131

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

17/02/2018

21/02/2018

Bradycardia,Weak
pulse,Bilirubinuria,Dry mucous
membrane,Lack of
efficacy,Weakness,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Vomiting

No Data

Not
Known

6.12 Caninsulin 40 IU/ml Suspension for O1 - Inconclusive
Injection - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose 1
Animal (29/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Drontal Plus Flavour
Tablets for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (15/03/201715/03/2017)<BR><BR>Milquantel
12.5 mg/125 mg Tablets for Dogs
Weighing at Least 5 kg N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHPPi,
Lyophilisate for Suspension for
Injection for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (13/12/201613/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(13/12/2016-13/12/2016)<BR><BR>

2.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (10/02/201810/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (10/02/201810/02/2018)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

0.86 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (17/02/201817/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(17/02/2018-17/02/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment SAR O1

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

NCA agrees with MAH comments

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01152

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Month(s)

19/02/2018

22/02/2018

1

1

0 19/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous membrane,Lethargy
R><BR><BR>Yes, (see also Central nervous system
<BR><BR><BR>< depression in 'Neurological')
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 19 Feb 2018 with Nobivac DHP ,L4 and KC . The dog was fit Crossbred
and well at the time. Drontal was dispensed but not given. Then 15 minutes later the dog developed
pale mucus membranes , was flat had a heart rate of 60. It was given adrenaline in practice and within
1 hour had fully resolved and was sent home. No more information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01215

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.1 Year(s)

23/02/2018

26/02/2018

1

1

0 23/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Vomiting

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. The dog was
clinically well at the time of vaccination. Within 5 minutes, facial swelling and vomiting occurred. The
dog was treated with Chlorepheramine, Dexadreson and Cerenia. The dog recovered well (3 days). No
more information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01223

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.1 Year(s)

14/02/2018

23/02/2018

1

1

0 16/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Cyanosis,Exercise
Not
intolerance,Breathing
Known
difficulty,Respiratory tract disorder
NOS,Dry mucous
membrane,Elevated BUN,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Abnormal
radiograph
finding,Thrombocytosis,Reverse
sneezing,Azotaemia,Dermal
mass,Enlarged lymph node
(localised),Monocytosis,Hypovolae
mia,Neutrophilia,Tachypnoea,Nasal
discharge,Arrhythmia,Tachycardia,
Hypertension

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 14 Feb 2018, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac KC
Lhasa Apso
and Nobivac L4, clinically well in self. The dog is concurrently on Vetoryl for Cushing''s Disease, also
had intermittent on-going diarrhoea and ongoing but stable elevated liver enzymes. On 16 Feb 2018,
dog developed reverse sneezing with cyanotic episodes and struggling to breath; this went on for
several days. On 20 Feb 2018, dog was presented as went cyanotic five times within two hours –
admitted and given oxygen therapy, Enrofloxacin and buprenorphine as was hypertensive and when
trying to exam throat caused another cyanotic episode. The dog was referred immediately to a referral
hospital, was given diuretics, antibiotics and Opioid prior to the referral. The owner explained had
become exercise intolerant with prolonged and marked reverse sneezing with some clear nasal
discharge (it was during this that owner noticed cyanosis). On examination at referral the mucous
membranes were pink but slightly tacky with no significant dyspnoea and only referred noise was from
mild inspiratory stertor. The dog was slightly tachycardiac with a gallop rhythm, also mild popliteal
lymph node enlargement. A 1cm dermal mass on left thoracic wall was found. The dog had
tachypnoea but no marked abnormalities on thoracic radiographs. Blood sampling showed
neutrophilia, thrombocytosis and azotaemia. The dog was negative for Angiostrongylus . An initial
limited echocardiography study showed slight small left atrium consistent with hypovolaemia and then
stopped the diuretics and administered fluid therapy spiked with potassium as well as receiving
intravenous cephalexin. On 21 Feb 2018, the heart rate normalised and gallop rhythm had resolved.
Thoracic radiographs were repeated and showed mild diffuse bronchointerstitial pattern. Blood
sampling repeated and Urea 22 (<9.28)and continued neutrophilia 22.4 (<11.5), Monocytosis 1.6 (<1.3)
and ongoing thrombocytosis. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01252

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

24/02/2018

26/02/2018

1

1

0 25/02/2018 Yes

Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
No Data
Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Vomiting,Diarrhoea

Suspected adverse reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 24 Feb 2018. The following
day vomiting, diarrhoea, lethargy and not eaten occurred. The dog was treated with Cerenia and
Ranitidine. Following day, the dog was admitted for IV Fluids and Bloods. Clinical signs not reported.
Await more information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01299

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

07/02/2018

28/02/2018

1

1

0 21/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anorexia,Decre Not
ased appetite,Lethargy (see also
Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Weight
loss,Hyperglycaemia,Abnormal
ultrasound
finding,Hypophosphataemia

Suspected adverse reaction The dog was vaccinated on 7 Feb 2018 with Nobivac L4 and they were
Border Terrier
unable to give the Nobivac KC as the dog is difficult so they gave the vaccine of Nobivac KC to the
owner to do at home. Then on 21 Feb 2018 it developed vomiting and mild pyrexia ( unknown what
temperature ), though had normal stools. They placed the dog on Intravenous fluids and Ranitidine and
Omeprazole. They took bloods which showed Phosphorus 0.78( 0.93-2.13) Glucose 6.2(3.3-6.1)
Potassium 3.7(3.7-5.8). They did an ultrasound of the abdomen which showed the borderline of the
duodenum was thickened. They then sent the dog home that day on Panacur ( preparation and dose
unknown ) and Cimetidine. The dog was seen again on 26 Feb 2018 with diarrhoea and a reduced
appetite. The dog was still lethargic and had anorexia with some weight loss of 800 grams. They
placed it back on to intravenous fluids again. They have sent blood samples away for full biochemistry
and haematology . The dog has had loose stools in Dec 2017 and Prior to vaccination ( exact date
unknown ). They did do a faecal screen (Unknown when this was performed) showed no
abnormalities. Open case, await more information

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01337

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

28/02/2018

02/03/2018

1

1

0 28/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Haemorrhagic diarrhoea
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01340

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

08/02/2018

02/03/2018

1

1

0 16/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus),Bloody Not
R><BR><BR>Not diarrhoea,Fluid in abdomen
Known
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Itchy skin,Hyperthermia
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Pekingese

Bulldog

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 28 Feb 2018, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac DHP and
Labrador
Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of vaccination. Previous vaccinations with Versican. Same day within Retriever
8 hours developed vomiting and progressing to haemorrhagic diarrhoea. The dog was admitted for
intravenous fluid therapy and Metronidazole; an in-house blood sampling was unremarkable. No
further information expected. The dog a week prior to vaccination travelled from France.

Suspected Adverse Reaction & Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 8 Feb 2018, puppy was
Beagle
vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of vaccination. On 9 Feb 2018,
developed bloody diarrhoea, fluid in guts and temperature 39.3 degrees Celsius. The puppy was
negative for Giardia and was treated with Probiotics, a prescription diet (unknown which) and Panacur.
On 16 Feb 2018, a snap test was performed and was Parvovirus positive but no confirmed serology to
laboratory. The dog started Metronidazole and continued a supportive diet. The puppy was developed
itchy skin and was suspected Sarcoptes mange and treated with Advocate. Await further information.
26 March 2018: VMD comment: veddra terms added: hyperthermia, fluid in abdomen, bloody
diarrhoea.

14.35 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (19/02/201819/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (19/02/201819/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (19/02/201819/02/2018)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Known Not applicable 1 Animal
(23/02/201823/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(23/02/2018-23/02/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

10.2 Antibiotic Unidentified O1 - Inconclusive
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (20/02/201820/02/2018)<BR><BR>Medicinal
Oxygen Air Liquide Sante 100%
Inhalation Gas for Dogs, Cats and
Horses - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Not applicable 1 Animal
(20/02/201820/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (14/02/201814/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (14/02/201814/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (14/02/201814/02/2018)<BR><BR>Vetoryl
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (01/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>buprenorphine
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(20/02/201820/02/2018)<BR><BR>cephalexin
(cefalexin) unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose
1 Animal
Not
Nobivac
L4Unknown
Suspension
for Injection A - Probable
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (24/02/201824/02/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

8.6 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(07/02/201807/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (07/02/201807/02/2018)<BR><BR>Panacur
Small Animal 10% Oral Suspension N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (21/02/201821/02/2018)<BR><BR>omeprazole
(human) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(21/02/201821/02/2018)<BR><BR>ranitidine
(zantac) (human) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(21/02/2018-21/02/2018)<BR><BR>
21.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(28/02/201828/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(28/02/2018-28/02/2018)<BR><BR>
2.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (08/02/201808/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(08/02/201808/02/2018)<BR><BR>Panacur
18.75% Oral Paste - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown 1 Animal (09/02/201809/02/2018)<BR><BR>metronidazol
e (human) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(16/02/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Vomiting diarrhoea, pyrexia lethargy and anorexia are
expectedsigns following vaccination and two weeks is
a reasonable temporal relation. The rest of the signs
may or may not be related. Two product administered

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA does not agreee with MAH assessment.
Hypethermia and diarrhoea are expected after
vaccinaiton and less than 24 hours is a strong
temporal relation. Lack of efficacy is not applicable,
as efficacy cannot be expected in that timeframe,
however, product involvement is possible in the
development of teh signs. The puppy was positive for
Parvovirus however no serology was performed. Two
vaccines administered concurrently.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01344

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Week(s)

22/02/2018

02/03/2018

1

1

0 24/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Malaise,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Digestive tract
disorder NOS,Enlarged lymph node
(localised),Abdominal pain,Not
eating,Shivering,Diarrhoea

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01427

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

03/03/2018

19/03/2018

1

1

0 04/03/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01430

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.4 Year(s)

19/01/2018

21/03/2018

1

1

0 21/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01475

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

16/02/2018

09/03/2018

1

1

0 16/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' Not
R><BR><BR>Not and 'Systemic disorders'),Increased Known
Known
respiratory rate,Eyes rolling
back,Unresponsive to stimuli

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 16 Feb 2018, puppy was vaccinated with first dose of primary course
Border Collie
of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. The same day, approximately 8 hours post vaccination the owner
reports collapsed, unresponsive, eyes rolling and fast respiratory rate. The owner threw water over the
dog but had no response to this. The puppy was presented and no abnormalities were observed and no
treatment given and was sent home. No further reports of a similar episode and no further
information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01490

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.1 Year(s)

09/03/2018

09/03/2018

1

1

0 09/03/2018 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01509

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

06/02/2018

26/03/2018

1

1

1 05/03/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy (bacteria
R><BR><BR>Not NOS)
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On the 9 March 2018, at 9.20 am, the dog was presented for the booster Crossbred
vaccine with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. Due to a suspected adverse reaction occurred in March 2017
(see linked case), the vet decided to administer only Nobivac L4 vaccine. Approximately 2 hours after
administration, the owner reported that the dog was panting a lot on his walk and had laboured
breathing for a few hours but settled once arrived at home. Approximately 6 hours after vaccination,
when re-check by the vet, the dog was clinically normal. However, due to the suspected adverse
reaction occurred in March 2017 (see linked case), treatment with oral steroids for 5 days was given.
On the 12 March 2018, the owner reported that over the week end the dog showed facial swelling, not
as bad as last year though, but now had resolved. No more information expected. This case is linked
to case 2018-UK-01483
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 9 Jan 2018, the puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Crossbred
Nobivac L4 at the age of 8 weeks. On 23 Jan 2018, the puppy given second dose of Nobivac DHP and
on 6 Feb 2018 had second Nobivac L4, clinically well at times of vaccination. On 5 Mar 2018, the puppy
developed lethargy and vomiting; on examination was tachycardic, temperature 104.8 Fahrenheit and
intestines were thickened on palpation. They opted for symptomatic treatment of Cerenia, antibiotics
and Meloxicam. On 6 Mar 2018, the puppy was re-examined and tachycardia had resolved and
temperature was 103.8 Fahrenheit however submandibular and popliteal lymph nodes were enlarged.
They continued symptomatic treatment and added Noroclav and Metronidazole. On 8 Mar 2018, the
vomiting ceased but it had diarrhoea, lethargy, not eating and temperature increased again. On 9 Mar
2018, the dog was jaundiced and blood sampling performed: Albumin 16 (26-40), ALKP 449 (12-83), ALT
895 (13-78), Bilirubin 98 (<16), Urea 21.1 (1.7-8.5), Phosphorus 2.84 (0.8-1.85), Glucose 8.8 (3.3-7.1),
Sodium 127 (139-154), Potassium 3.5 (3.6-5.6), Chloride 92 (102-122), WBC 4.2 (6-17), Granulocytes 2.4
(3.5-12), RBC 2.87 (5-8.5), Haematocrit 18.8 (37-55), Platelets 8 (200-500) and PCV 24 (35-57). The dogs
clotting time was within normal limits; the dog was given a blood transfusions, Vitamin K, Augmentin
and intravenous fluid therapy. On 10 Mar 2018, the puppy died and samples taken for possible further
analysis of Leptospirosis PCR. Await further information. Follow up 26 Mar 2018 - Stated 5 Mar 2018,
puppy was off food and vomited once, given an antibiotic injection at examination. On 6 Mar 2018,
continued pyrexia and given further antibiotic and Metacam. On 9 Mar 2018, intravenous fluid therapy
given and a blood transfusion. On 10 Mar 2018, dog died in the morning and no post mortem
performed. Blood and urine PCR was negative. Stated to have had rats in the garden that the dog was
exposed to. No further information expected.

No Data

Abdominal
Not
pain,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Knuckling, Known
Seizure NOS,Unable to
stand,Reduced
reflexes,Twitching,Pyrexia,Abnorma
l test result,Sensation
loss,Monocytosis,Intervertebral
disc disease,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Low platelet
count,Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia

Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Panting,Laboured breathing

No Data

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 22 Feb 2018, the dog was vaccinated with first dose of a primary
course of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of vaccination and no other products
were given. On 24 Feb 2018, developed lethargy, quiet, not eating and shivering and a painful on
palpation of the abdomen. On 26 Feb 2018, presented to the veterinary practice and continued
lethargy and quiet; given Vetergesic, Pro-Bind and gastrointestinal diet. On 27 Feb 2018, the dog was
bright and recovering well. On 28 Feb 2018, stopped eating again, diarrhoea and pain on abdominal
palpation. The dog was anaesthetised and had an exploratory laparotomy; on investigation found
enlarged mesenteric lymph nodes and an excessive contraction of stomach with no apparent
peristalsis. No samples were taken and puppy recovering and due to be discharged. No further
information expected.

Miniature
Dachshund

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On the 13 February 2018, at 7 weeks and 3 days of age, the puppy Crossbred
was given the first dose of vaccine with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Lepto 2. On the 3 March 2018, at 10
weeks of age, the puppy was taken to a different practice and was vaccinated with the second dose of
Nobivac DHP and the first dose of Nobivac L4. On the 6 March 2018, the puppy was presented to the
vet as for the last two days he had been lethargic, off food, with green mucous diarrhoea and vomiting
(twice). The puppy also lost 600 gr in body weight since the second vaccination. The dog was not taken
out for a walk or put in contact with any unvaccinated dog. The SNAP Parvo test resulted positive. The
blood test showed: MCHC=28.4 (30-37.5), eosinophils=0.04 (0.1-1.49), creatinine=12 (27-106),
sodium=144 (145-157), everything else was within normal limits (data not given). The puppy was
hospitalised overnight at the Out Of Hours vet service. Treatment with Intra Venous Fluid Therapy,
Metronidazole, Zinacef, Zantac and Cerenia was given. On the 7 March 2018, the puppy was doing ok.
No more information expected. Follow up 19 Mar 2018 - On 19 Mar 2018, vet reported that the dog
had recovered and was clinically well. No further information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 19 Jan 2018, the dog was vaccinated with restart of vaccinations of
German
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and was clinically well at time of vaccination. On 21 Jan 2018, dog had a Shepherd Dog
seizure in the morning that lasted approximately 5 minutes – the dog then had profuse vomiting and
diarrhoea. Later the same day, the dog had another seizure and then was presented; in consult the dog
was nervous and blood sampling performed: Neutrophils 15.33 (2.95-11.64), Monocytes 1.29 (0.161.12), WBC 18.09 (5.05-16.76), Eosinophils 0.05 (0.06-1.23) and Platelets 114 (148-484). The dog
started treatment with Epiphen. On 24 Jan 2018, the dog started vomiting and having diarrhoea but
continued medication. On 1 Feb 2018, the owner tried to tablet the dog but was twitchy and then
managed this and dog stopped being twitchy. On 3 Mar 2018, the dog not himself, diarrhoea, pyrexia
(39.9 degrees Celsius), sore abdomen – given Metrobactin, Pardale and intravenous fluid therapy. Later
the same day, dog could not stand, knuckling on both hind legs and was presented on a stretcher – on
examination temperature 39.9 degrees Celsius and had reduced pain response on hind paws. The dog
was referred a referral hospital, it was found dog had a intervertebral disc disease and had surgery to
correct this. Await further information. The dog has a history of vomiting and diarrhoea prior to
vaccination. Follow up 21 Mar 2018 - On 21 Mar 2018, vet reported that the dog had no deep pain
sensation in either hindlimb. Await further information.

0.78 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(22/02/201822/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (22/02/201822/02/2018)<BR><BR>Vetergesic
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(26/02/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>
3.75 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
Unknown 1 Animal (03/03/201803/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (03/03/201803/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 2 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (1 Day(s) 13/02/201813/02/2018)<BR><BR>

51 Epiphen unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(21/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Metrobactin 500 mg
Tablets for Dogs and Cats N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (03/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (19/01/201819/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (19/01/201819/01/2018)<BR><BR>Pardale-V
Oral Tablets - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(03/03/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>
6.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Not applicable 1 Animal
(16/02/201816/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (16/02/201816/02/2018)<BR><BR>
10 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (09/03/201809/03/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

OAwaiting information
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

O1 - Inconclusive

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

14.75 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(23/01/201823/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (06/02/201806/02/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment - lack of efficacy
cannot be discounted.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01525

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.3 Year(s)

06/11/2017

12/03/2018

1

1

0 03/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>No,<BR><
BR><BR><BR><B
R>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Low platelet
No Data
count,Tachycardia,Diarrhoea,Haem
orrhagic
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hypocalcaemic
condition,Fracture,Inappetence,Let
hargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Localised pain NOS
(see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Weight loss,Cutaneous
emphysema,Dehydration,Dry
mucous membrane,Trauma
NOS,Abdominal
discomfort,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated
SAP,Hyponatremia,Lack of efficacy
(bacteria NOS)

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy (SLEE) and Suspected Adverse Reaction (SAR, added by MAH) On 9 Crossbred
Oct 2017, a 6 year old dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. Dog was
treated with Milquantel and a Bravecto 500mg tablet (unknown if given with food). On 6 Nov 2017,
dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 3 Jan 2018, dog was in a road traffic accident (RTA, SAR) and
was reported as being painful on the hindlimbs (SAR), had mild right sided subcutaneous emphysema
(SAR) over the thoracic wall and was treated with intravenous fluids, vetergesic and Metacam. On 6
Jan 2018, dog was treated with Pardale for pain post RTA. On 8 Jan 2018, Pardale was stopped (owner
said it was not controlling the dogs pain) and dog was treated with Tramadol. On 12 Jan 2018, X-rays
showed a chip fracture of the caudal aspect of the right ischium (SAR). Treatment with Metacam and
Tramadol was continued. On 20 Jan 2018, vet reported the dog was vomiting and had haemorrhagic
diarrhoea. Vet reported the dog had an extended skin tent, was lethargic, inappetant, tachycardic and
had a temperature of 39.1 degrees C. Vet reported that the dog had an uncomfortable abdomen and
tacky mucous membranes. Vet reported that the dog had been given Metacam that morning. Blood
results showed platelets 146 (200-460), RDW 13.7 (14-17), ALKP 194 (0-160), calcium 2.0 (2.1-3.), total
bilirubin 18 (0-15) and sodium 139 (140-154). A canine pancreatic lipase snap test was normal. Treated
with intravenous fluids, Omeprazole, ranitidine, Metronidazole, buprenorphine and Cerenia. On 22 Jan
2018, vet reported the dog had ongoing haemorrhagic diarrhoea and ongoing inappetence. On 23 Jan
2018, vet reported the diarrhoea was not haemorrhagic and the dog was not vomiting, but the dog had
lost weight. Treated with Metrobactin and discharged from the veterinary hospital. On 24 Jan 2018,
vet reported the dog was inappetent and had a normal temperature. Treated with Mirtazipine. On 27
Jan 2017, vet reported the dog was eating small amounts, had ongoing diarrhoea and further weight
loss. Treated with Synulox. On 31 Jan 2018, vet reported dog was improved, not vomiting, was eating,
but had ongoing diarrhoea (less frequent). Treated with Dexadreson and Clavaseptin. On 9 Feb 2018,
vet reported the dog had vomited twice, a small amount of bile, had gained weight and had faeces that
were more formed. Vet was suspicious of Leptospirosis, however no diagnostic tests were performed.
There was another dog in the household who developed gastrointestinal signs at the same time. No
further information expected. Another dog in the household was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac Lepto 2 and has reacted, please see linked case 2018-UK-01522.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01533

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

12/03/2018

13/03/2018

1

1

1 12/03/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Pulmonary oedema,Death,Lethargy Not
(see also Central nervous system
Known
depression in
'Neurological'),Coughing up
blood,Abnormal radiograph finding

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 12 Mar 2018,the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
L4 and was reported as clinically well at the time of vaccination. This was the second vaccination of
the primary course, no details on the first vaccinations were given. Four hours later, the out of hours
vet reported the dog was lethargic and coughing up blood. X-rays showed pulmonary oedema. Blood
tests were performed, no results given. Treated with oxygen therapy. On 13 Mar at 4.00am the dog
died. A post mortem is being performed. Await further information. Open case.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01556

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

27/02/2018

13/03/2018

1

1

0 02/03/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Hungarian
Short-haired
Pointing Dog
(Vizsla)

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01564

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

12/03/2018

14/03/2018

1

1

1 12/03/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Death,Abdominal pain,Unable to
Not
stand,Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Malaise

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 27 Feb 2018, puppy presented for first dose of Nobivac DHP
and Nobivac L4, clinically well a time of vaccination. On 1 Mar 2018, owner had a call from breeder
informing a litter mate had Parvovirus and was not vaccinated at this point. On 2 Mar 2018, puppy
presented to veterinary practice with a temperature of 39.2 degrees Celsius, quiet and had vomited.
Blood sampling performed: ALP 152 (12-83), Phosphorus 3.23 (0.8-8), Calcium 3.02 (2.3 3), Chloride 8.5
(2.8-8.3), Glucose 7.3 (2-6.3), WBC 26.7 (6-17) Neutrophils- 22.4 (3.5-12) Monocytes 2.2 (0.3-1.5),
Eosinophil''s Zero (no reference range given), RBC 4.58 (5-8.5), Haemoglobin 10.3 (12-18), Haematocrit
31.7 (37-55), MPV 11.3 (5.5-10.5) . In house IDEXX - Positive Parvo Virus -Not sent to lab for
confirmation. The puppy had intravenous fluid therapy and Metronidazole started. On 5 Mar 2018,
blood retested Albumin - 25 (26-40) , ALP 166 (12-83), Creatinine 15 (20-124), Phosphorus 2.67 (0.81.8), Glucose 8.7 (2-6.3), Eosinophil''s - Zero (no reference range provided), RBC 4.82 (5-8.5),
Haemoglobin 8.6 (12-18), Haematocrit 32.5 (37-55), Platelets 531 (200-500) and MPV 11.3 (5.5-105).
No further diagnostics were performed and the puppy was discharged on an unknown date. No further
information expected.
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 12 Mar 2018, puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4,
clinically well at time of vaccination. The puppy was microchipped at the same time. On 13 Mar 2018,
puppy was presented as was very lethargic and subdued post vaccination; eaten that morning but then
vomited everything up and was unable to stand up on her legs, very sore on abdominal palpation. The
puppy was given Buprenorphine (orally), Cerenia and Ranitidine .Same day later in the evening, puppy
was presented to the practice dead and resuscitation efforts were made (oxygen therapy and intratracheal adrenaline) but unsuccessful. A post mortem is to be performed and await further
information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01576

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

03/11/2017

13/03/2018

1

1

0 06/11/2017 Not Known

Lymphopenia,Weight loss,Appetite Not
disorder NOS,Elevated
Known
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Emesis
(multiple)

Not
Known

German Spitz Pomeranian

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 3 Nov 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. This was the second Crossbred
vaccination of the primary course. On 6 Nov 2017, owner reported that the dog was being picky with
food and would only eat human food not his normal diet. No treatment was given. On 13 Feb 2018,
owner reported the dog had been picky with food since 6 Nov 2017. Vet reported the dog had lost
weight, was 26.5 kg in Oct 2017 and weighed 22.0kg on 13 Feb 2018. Vet reported the dog was
vomiting intermittently. Vet reported blood tests showed mild lymphopaenia (no results given), urea
8.8 (1.7-7.4) and creatinine 129 (20-124). Treated with Zitac (dose unknown). On 11 Mar 2018, vet
reported the dog had ongoing weight loss and continued to only eat human food. Vet reported the
dog weighed 21.0kg. Treated with Cerenia. Follow up expected. Dog was vaccinated on 6 Oct 2017
with Nobivac L4 and reacted. Please see linked case 2017-UK-05945.

15.6 Bravecto 500 mg Chewable Tablets O NCA agrees with MAH assessment
for Dogs - 500,N/A,N/A ,3,500 mg
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Unknown 1 Animal (09/10/2017ble
09/10/2017)<BR><BR>Metacam
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (17 Day(s)
03/01/201820/01/2018)<BR><BR>Milquantel
12.5 mg/125 mg Tablets for Dogs
Weighing at Least 5 kg - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(09/10/201709/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (09/10/201709/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (09/10/201709/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (06/11/201706/11/2017)<BR><BR>Pardale-V
Oral Tablets - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (2 Day(s)
06/01/201808/01/2018)<BR><BR>Vetergesic
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1Oxygen
AnimalAir
(03/01/2018Not
Medicinal
Liquide Sante O Awaiting information
Known 100% Inhalation Gas for Dogs, Cats Unclassifiable/unassessa
and Horses - N/A,N/A,N/A
ble
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(12/03/201812/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (12/03/201812/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (12/03/201812/03/2018)<BR><BR>
6.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
NCA agrees with MAH assessment
Not applicable 1 Animal
(27/02/201827/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(27/02/2018-27/02/2018)<BR><BR>

0.7 Cerenia unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A O Awaiting information
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(13/03/2018ble
13/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(12/03/201812/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(12/03/201812/03/2018)<BR><BR>buprenorphin
e unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(13/03/201813/03/2018)<BR><BR>ranitidine
(zantac) (human) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(13/03/2018-13/03/2018)<BR><BR>
26.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not
applicable 1 Animal (03/11/201703/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01577

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

17 Month(s)

20/01/2018

14/03/2018

1

1

0 06/03/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01602

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

09/03/2018

26/03/2018

1

1

0 09/03/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

19 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
N - Unlikely
Not applicable 1 Animal
(19/01/201719/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (20/01/201820/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (20/01/201820/01/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 9 Mar 2018, puppy vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac DHP and Staffordshire
Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of vaccination. On 13 Mar 2018, puppy presented as developed a
Bull Terrier
reduced appetite, quiet since vaccination and on examination temperature was 40.5 degrees Celsius;
given Meloxidyl. On 14 Mar 2018, temperature 40.2 degrees Celsius, eaten a small amount, lethargic
and not playing at home. Blood sampling performed: RBC 4.04 (5.65-8.87), Haematocrit 24.4 (37.361.7), Haemoglobin 9 (13.1-20.5), MCV 60.4 (61.6-73.5), Reticulocytes 4 (10-110), WBC 3.77 (5.0516.76), neutrophils 2.25 (2.95-11.64), lymphocytes 1.01 (1.05-5.10), eosinophils 0 (0.06-1.23), Platelets
71 (148-484) and platelets had an abnormal distribution. The puppy was admitted for intravenous fluid
therapy and given further Meloxidyl. Await further information. Follow up 26 Mar 2018 - On 22 Mar
2018 vet reported that the dog was eating normally, drinking normally, defecating normally and
urinating normally and was bright, alert and responsive. Vet reported that the pup was lame on the left
hind leg after playing in the garden. Vet reported that blood tests showed a mild leucocytosis (thought
to be due to excitement) and a very mild monocytosis (values not given). Vet reported that the
remainder of the haematology was normal. No further information expected.

5.44 Meloxidyl 1.5 mg/ml Oral
B - Possible
Suspension for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(13/03/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not
applicable 1 Animal (09/03/201809/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (09/03/201809/03/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01623

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Month(s)

21/12/2017

15/03/2018

1

1

0 14/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 22 Dec 2016, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4 and no reaction occurred. On 5 Jan 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and no
reaction occurred. On 19 Jan 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and no reaction occurred. On
21 Dec 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. In Jan 2018 (owner
reported mid Jan, estimate 14 Jan 2018), owner reported the dog became more fussy with food and
was losing weight. On 8 Feb 2018, vet reported blood tests showed urea 51 (3-9), creatinine 224 (40150) and phosphorus 2.0 (0.8-1.6). Dog was started on renal diet. Vet reported an ultrasound scan
was normal. On 5 Mar 2018, vet reported blood tests showed urea 15.6 (3-9), creatinine 174 (40-150)
and phosphorus 1.7 (0.8-1.6). Urine was positive for Leptospirosis on PCR testing. Leptospira PCR on
blood was 800 (moderately high). Treatment with Doxycycline was started. MAT Titre testing is being
undertaken. Await further information. Open case.

7.15 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
OAwaiting information
Unknown 1 Animal (21/12/2017Unclassifiable/unassessa
21/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC - ble
.4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (21/12/201721/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (21/12/201721/12/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01631

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

06/02/2018

15/03/2018

1

1

1 06/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 6 Feb 2018, dog presented for a booster of Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 Yorkshire
and Nobivac KC.The owner reports was intermittently off colour and off food since vaccination. On 2 Terrier
Mar 2018, owner rang emergency practice as the dog was lethargic, not eaten for two days and passed
smelly black faeces and started seizuring - unresponsive and twitching; the dog died on arrival to the
practice. The owner states dog has been quieter than normal over the past two months. No post
mortem to be performed and dog has been cremated. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01655

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

12/03/2018

16/03/2018

1

1

0 13/03/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Central Not
R><BR><BR>Not nervous system depression in
Known
Known
'Neurological'),Diarrhoea

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01670

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

17/03/2018

19/03/2018

1

1

0 17/03/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Eyelid oedema,Swollen face (see
R><BR><BR>Not also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01695

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

15/03/2018

19/03/2018

1

1

0 17/03/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01698

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

20/03/2018

20/03/2018

1

1

0 20/03/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Generalised itching,Swollen face
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes (see also 'Skin'),Increased heart
rate,Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Increase
d respiratory rate,Breathing
difficulty

Low platelet
Not
count,Leucocytosis,Leucopenia,Ly Known
mphopenia,Neutropenia,Lameness,
Decreased appetite,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Abnormal
test result,Decreased red blood cell
count,Decreased percentage of
reticulocytes,Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Monocytosis

Tarry or black stool (see also
haemorrhagic diarrhoea),Seizure
NOS,Twitching,Sudden
death,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Not eating,Unresponsive to
stimuli

Not
Known

Increased heart
Not
rate,Diarrhoea,Lethargy (see also
Known
Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Dehydration
,Abnormal test result,Emesis
(multiple),Hyponatremia,Lack of
efficacy
(parvovirus),Lymphocytosis,Not
eating

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy Prior to owners possession the puppy was vaccinated with first
Swedish
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On 19 Jan 2017, the dog was vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac
Lapphund
DHP. On 25 Jan 2017, second dose of Nobivac L4 given and first Nobivac KC. On 20 Jan 2018, dog
vaccinated with booster of Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC, clinically well at time of vaccination. On 6 Mar
2018, the dog started vomiting and became inappetent. On 7 Mar 2018, the owner presented the dog
to emergency practice as has remained inappetent, continued vomiting and lethargic and no
abnormalities were found on examination; treated with Zantac syrup, Prokolin and Cerenia. On 8 Mar
2018, the dog was re-examined with profuse haemorrhagic diarrhoea, hypovolemic, tachycardic,
collapsed and was diagnosed with an intussusception on radiographs. The dog was given intravenous
fluid therapy, Augmentin, Emeprid, Omeprazole, Ranitidine and Metronidazole. On 10 Mar 2018, a
oesophageal feeding tube was placed as still inappetant despite giving oral Mirtazipine and the dog has
continued diarrhoea. On 11 Mar 2018, blood sampling performed: WBC 17.59 (5.05-16.76),
Neutrophils 0.51 (2.95-11.64), Lymphocytes 13.36 (1.05-5.10), Monocytes 3.66 (0.16-1.12), Eosinophils
0.05 (0.06-1.23), Albumin 19 (23-40) and ALKP 340 (23-212), Chloride 121 (102-117) and Parvovirus
snap test positive. Further treatment of Metrobactin, Clavaseptin and Marbocyl was added. The dog
started eating small amounts of food on his own. Await further information.

Suspected adverse reaction On 12 Mar 2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC.
The Nobivac L4 vaccination was the second injection of the primary course, no details of the first
vaccination available. On 15 Mar 2018, owner reported that the dog was lethargic and vomited the
day after vaccination (13 Mar 2018). Vet reported on 15 Mar 2018 that the dog vomited and had
diarrhoea. Vet reported the dog was bright, alert and responsive and nothing abnormal was found on
clinical examination. Treated with an antihistamine injection. On 16 Mar 2018, vet reported the dog
had ongoing vomiting and diarrhoea. Blood tests showed the biochemistry to be normal (details not
given). Vet reported the dog was very bright in demeanor. Treated with intravenous fluids and
probiotics during the day and sent the dog home to the owner that evening. No further information
expected
Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 17 February 2018 with Nobivac DHP and L4 and no reaction
occurred. Then on 17 March 2018 with Nobivac DHP and L4, they also applied ear cleaner ( unknown
brand)Then 2 hours later it developed a swollen muzzle and eye lids. The skin is fine and no other
reaction has occurred. They gave Chlorphenamine and meloxicam , the swelling reduced within a few
hours and had recovered the next day . No more information expected

Border Terrier

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(06/02/201806/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (06/02/201806/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (06/02/201806/02/2018)<BR><BR>
13 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (12/03/201812/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (12/03/201812/03/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Miniature
Dachshund

2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (17/03/201817/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (17/03/201817/03/2018)<BR><BR>ear product
(unauthorised VP) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(17/03/2018-17/03/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Suspected Adverse Reaction (SAR, Practice reporting as SAR.) On 15 Mar 2018, puppy vaccinated with Miniature
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 as a third vaccination (The puppy had received Versican vaccines with the Dachshund
breeder - unknown details). On 17 Mar 2018, puppy was presented vomiting, lethargic and not eating.
On examination temperature was 39.1 degrees Celsius, heart rate 180 beats per minute; given Cerenia
injection and a bland gastrointestinal food. On 18 Mar 2018, owner managed to get puppy to eat but
then proceeded to vomit this up, still lethargic and developed diarrhoea. The puppy was admitted,
blood sampling performed: Lymphocytes 6.47 (0.52-4.9), Eosinophils 0.04 (0.1-1.49), Sodium 138 (145157) and Creatinine 10 (27-106). Given a further Cerenia injection and was sent to the emergency
practice for overnight care. On 19 Mar 2018, vomited at emergency practice and also on journey back
to the reporting practice. The puppy was still lethargic and very dehydrated. A dry swab was taken for
parvovirus PCR and await results from a faecal sample. Idexx test was positive for Parvovirus. Await
further information. NCA note: added SLEE (parvo) as veddra term. Changed Cerenia to best guess
(injectable).
Suspected Adverse Reaction On the 20 March 2018, the dog was presented for vaccination and was
Pug
given Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Approximately, 1 hour after administration, the dog was taken
back to the practice with swollen face and breathing difficulty. The owner reported that at home the
dog was vomiting and itching all over his body. The heart rate = 140 bpm, respiratory rate = 38 and the
body temperature = 38.1 degree Celsius. Treatment with steroid injection, antihistamine intra venous
injection and oxygen was given. The swelling went down in 30 minutes and the dog was well so was
sent at home. No more information expected.

1.64 Cerenia 10 mg/ml Solution for
B - Possible
Injection for Dogs and Cats 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (1 Day(s) 17/03/201818/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(15/03/201815/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(15/03/2018-15/03/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (20/03/201820/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (20/03/201820/03/2018)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01701

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.6 Year(s)

26/02/2018

21/03/2018

1

1

1 18/03/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Thrombocytopenia,Leucopenia,Dec No Data
reased packed cell volume
(PCV),Decreased
haemoglobin,Decreased red blood
cell
count,Limping,Lymphopenia,Neutro
penia,Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Vaginal swelling,Death by
euthanasia,Pyrexia,Ulceration
NOS,Abnormal test result,Local
swelling (not application site)

Suspected adverse reaction. Vaccinated with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4 on 26 Feb 2018. 18 March
2018: Started limping. Taken to vets and developed acute cutaneous swelling of lips, vulva and feet
pads, with subsequent ulceration. Pyrexia 41 C. Biochemistry Nothing abnormal detected .
Haematology = Platelets 10 (200-500), Neutrophils 0.2 (6-12), HCT 33%. Treated with IV Fluids,
Augmentin and Metronidazole, Dexadreson and Paracetamol. 19 March 2018: PCV 29%. Swelling in
face worse. Continued antibiotics and paracetamol 20 March 2018: Bloods: WBC 0.2 [6-15], RBC 4.8
[5-8.5], HGB 11.8 [12-18], Neutrophils 4% [LOW], Lymphocytes 84% [LOW]], Eosinophils 2% [LOW].
Pathology comment- Results may reflect a developing Panycytopaenia related to a bone marrow
disease. Owner considering euthanasia. Await more information. Follow up 26 Mar 2018 - On 26 Mar
2018, vet reported that the dog had been euthanased (on an unknown date). A post mortem
examination is not being performed. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01702

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

19/03/2018

20/03/2018

1

1

0 19/03/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Increased respiratory
rate,Shaking,Irregular
breathing,Medication
error,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Suspected adverse reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (extra label use, treatment
Basset Hound
regime not respected, previous vaccination 14 Feb 2018) and then given Nobivac KC by subcutaneous
injection [in error] on 19 March 2018. Clinically well at the time. The attending Vet realised error and
given Nobivac DHP. Also prescribed Advocate Small Dog but not reported as given. Later that day the
Owner reported that dog was lethargic, high respiratory rate, breathing erratically and was shaking.
The Attending Vet contacted MSD Site and told call handler that dog was ''dying''. The dog was treated
with Synulox and Kesium by practice and sent home. No evidence the dog was dying. 20 March 2018:
The dog was doing well. No more information expected. Previously vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi
and Nobivac L4 on 14 Feb 2018. No problems reported.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01706

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

05/02/2018

19/03/2018

1

1

0 12/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Swollen
Not
limb,Hypoproteinaemia,Bruising,Dr Known
y mucous membrane,Respiratory
signs,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Cough,Tachypnoea,
Ataxia,Lameness,Melaena,Pale
mucous
membrane,Tachycardia,Haemorrha
ge NOS,Lymphocytosis,Nonregenerative
anaemia,Hyperactivity,Injection
site lump,Laceration

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 15 Jan 2018, dog vaccinated with first Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4,
Miniature
clinically well at time of vaccination. On 5 Feb 2018, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac DHP Dachshund
and Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of vaccination. On an unknown date post vaccination developed
an injection site lump which resolved within 3 weeks. Also dog developed a large bruise in Feb 2018 on
his right thigh from playing rough with another dog. On 12 Feb 2018, the dog was presented lame on
the right hind, swelling and minimal weight-bearing – given antibiotics and non-steroidal antiinflammatories. On 5 Mar 2018, a small cut was observed on the dog''s lip that hasn''t stopped
bleeding for two days. Blood tests performed: Lymphocytes 5.7 (1-4.8), Lungworm test negative and
aPPT (prolonged activated prothrombin time test) negative. The dog was started a course of Panacur
(unknown strength). On 7 Mar 2018, presented back as no improvement in bleeding; the dog was very
lively and was given acepromazine to calm the dog''s hyperactivity down. However the dog continued
to bleed, became tachypneic with mild expiratory effort. An emergency re-examination showed sinus
tachycardia, pale mucous membranes and ongoing bleeding through the cut. A plasma transfusion was
performed but dog''s heart increased significantly therefore discontinued. Shortly after the dog was
sent to referral hospital; on examination was lethargic and mildly ataxic; mucous membranes pale and
tacky but no active bleeding from lip. The dog had some melena and coughed on three occasions
during examination. Further blood sampling performed that showed marked non-regenerative
anaemia, decreased total proteins and further blood tests are pending. Treated with crystalloids, blood
transfusion, plasma transfusion and Panacur. Await further information.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01723

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.4 Year(s)

08/02/2018

20/03/2018

1

1

0 22/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes,<BR><
BR><BR><BR><B
R>Yes,<BR><BR>
<BR><BR><BR>Y
es,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Lameness,Leucocytosis,Neutrophili No Data
a,Pale mucous
membrane,Autoimmune disorder
NOS,Monocytosis,Trembling,Lethar
gy (see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Localised pain NOS
(see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Pyrexia,Not eating,Abnormal
test result,Rigidity of
limbs,Musculoskeletal
pain,Decreased packed cell volume
(PCV)

Suspected adverse reaction On 8 Feb 2018, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and English
Nobivac KC and a Milbactor deworming tablet was administered. On 22 Feb 2018, the vet reported the Springer
dog was lame. On 11 Mar 2018, the vet reported the dog was painful on the right forelimb and had a
Spaniel
temperature of 39.5 degrees C. The Vet diagnosed autoimmune disease (no other details given). The
dog was treated with Methadone and Metacam. On 12 Mar 2018, vet reported the dog was tender on
the right side, had a temperature of 40.3 degrees C, was lethargic and trembling. Blood tests showed
WBC 22.85 (5.05-16.76), neutrophils 17.28 (2.95-11.64), monocytes 2.57 (0.16-2.16), eosinophils 0.03
(0.06-1.23) and RBC 6.1 (no reference ranges given). Treated with synulox, Nisamox and metacam. On
14 Mar 2018, the vet reported the dog had a temperature of 40.1 degrees C and was not eating. The
Vet reported there was no neck pain and no pain on palpation of the limbs. On 16 Mar 2018, the vet
reported the dog had pale mucous membranes, was rigid on the front legs and had a temperature of
40.5 degrees C. Bloods showed a HCT 0.346 (0.373-0.617), haemoglobin 131 (131-315), WBC 30.49
(5.05-16.76), neutrophils 25.25 (2.95-11.64), monocytes 2.0 (0.16-2.16) and eosinophils 0.02 (0.061.23). Urinalysis was negative for bilirubin. The dog was treated with intravenous fluids and
Dexadreson. Later that day the vet reported the dog was eating and very much improved. On 17 Mar
2018, the dog was discharged back home to the owner with Piriton and Ronaxan. On 19 Mar 2018, vet
reported the dog was recovered. No further information expected. (Best guesses made for Metacam,
Synulox and Nisamox concurrent products)

Other

German
Shepherd Dog

24.4 Dexadreson 2 mg/ml Solution for
O1 - Inconclusive
NCA agrees with MAH assessment
Injection - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (18/03/201818/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (26/02/201826/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (26/02/201826/02/2018)<BR><BR>amoxicillin /
clavulanate (human) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(18/03/201818/03/2018)<BR><BR>metronidazol
e unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(18/03/201818/03/2018)<BR><BR>paracetamol
(human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (18/03/201818/03/2018)<BR><BR>
4.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
NCA agrees with MAH assessment
Not applicable 1 Animal
(19/03/201819/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (19/03/201819/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (19/03/201819/03/2018)<BR><BR>
5.5 Antibiotic Unidentified OAwaiting information
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Unknown 1 Animal (12/02/2018ble
12/02/2018)<BR><BR>NSAID
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(12/02/201812/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (05/02/201805/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (05/02/201805/02/2018)<BR><BR>Panacur
Small Animal 2.5% Oral Suspension N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (07/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>acepromazine
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(07/03/2018-07/03/2018)<BR><BR>
17.8 Metacam 5 mg/ml Solution for
O1 - Inconclusive
Injection for Dogs and Cats 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (3 Day(s) 11/03/201814/03/2018)<BR><BR>Milbactor
12.5 mg/125 mg Tablets for Dogs
Weighing at Least 5 kg - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(08/02/201808/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nisamox 250
mg Tablets for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(12/03/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not
applicable 1 Animal (08/02/201808/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (08/02/201808/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (08/02/201808/02/2018)<BR><BR>Synulox
Ready-to-Use Suspension for
Injection - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (12/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>methadone
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (6 Day(s)

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01736

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.7 Year(s)

12/02/2018

21/03/2018

1

1

0 12/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Enlarged lymph node
Not
(localised),Head down,Abnormal
Known
cytology,Elevated creatine-kinase
(CK),Gait
abnormality,Hyperglycaemia,Abnor
mal test result,Not
eating,Lymphocytosis,Increased
heart rate,Oedema of the
extremities (see also other SOCs
for most applicable
oedema),Panting,Nasal
discharge,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Malaise,Pyrexia

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 12 Feb 2018, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac L4 and Nobivac English
KC; the owners also took Nexguard Spectra home and administered (unknown date given). On 13 Feb Springer
2018, owner reports dog has been unwell since vaccination but no specific details given. On 14 Feb
Spaniel
2018, blood sampling performed: CK 302 (50-100), Glucose 5.5 (3.4-5.3), Haemoglobin 18.1 (12-18),
MCH 25.7 (19-25), Lymphocytes 13.8 (1-4.8) and Lyme disease negative. The dog was given Metacam
Oral Suspension and Doxycycline. On 21 Mar 2018, presented very lethargic and not getting up at
home. The dog been carrying head low and not eating. In consultation, temperature 40.1 degrees
Celsius, enlarged popliteal lymph nodes, generalised oedema on all four limbs, odd hind limb gait, heart
rate 140 beats per minute, panting and some minimal nasal discharge. Blood sampling showed glucose
within normal parmeters but no details given. The dog was admitted for intravenous fluid therapy,
Metacam, Doxycycline, Synulox and Probiotic paste. Await further information. Follow up 23 Mar 2018
- On 23 Mar 2018, vet reported that the dog had ongoing pyrexia and lymph node enlargement. Dog
was treated with Buscopan. Vet reported that appetite and demeanor improved after Buscopan
administration. Fine needle aspirates of the enlarged lymph nodes have been taken, await results.
Follow up 27 Mar 2018 - On 23 Mar 2018, fine needle aspirates of the lymph nodes showed
predominantly small lymphocytes and plasma cells which were consistent with reactive lymph nodes.
Lymphoma could not be fully excluded. A blood smear showed adequate platelet numbers and
unremarkable red blood cell morphology. The blood smear showed evidence of toxic change and no
neutrophilia. Vet has performed a lymph node biopsy. Await further information.

21.6 Antibiotic Unidentified OAwaiting information
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Unknown 1 Animal (14/02/2018ble
N/A)<BR><BR>Metacam 1.5 mg/ml
Oral Suspension for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (14/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nexgard Spectra 75
mg / 15 mg Chewable Tablets for
Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (12/02/201812/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (12/02/201812/02/2018)<BR><BR>Synulox
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (21/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>other supplement
(unauthorised VP) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(21/03/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01739

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.6 Year(s)

13/02/2018

21/03/2018

1

1

1 16/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Prolonged activated partial
Not
thrombin time
Known
(APTT),Wound,Decreased packed
cell volume (PCV),Prolonged
bleeding NOS,Oral bleeding,Seizure
NOS,Death,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Decreased red blood cell
count

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 13 Feb 2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4.
Owner reported at the time of vaccination that the dog had green faeces and that the dog could have
ingested rodenticides as the owner lived in a pub. Vet reported the dog was clinically well. Vet
reported the dog had received Nobivac vaccines in the past (details not given), but the dog was
vaccinated with Versican vaccines in 2017 (non company product). Vet reported the dog has had
sarcomas in the past (no details given). On 17 Feb 2018, owner reported the dog had been bleeding
from the mouth for 24 hours (16 Feb 2018). Vet reported the dog was lethargic. Bloods showed
haematocrit 0.365 (0.373-0.617), RBC 5.55 (5.65-8.87) and a manual PCV 33%. A lungworm SNAP test
was negative. X-rays of the neck were normal and the vet diagnosed a cut on the tongue which was
sutured. The bleeding continued after the cut was sutured and blood tests for clotting showed PT and
PTT clotting times were extended. Treated with intravenous fluids and Vitamin K. On 18 Feb 2018, vet
reported the dog had a seizure in the early hours of the morning (exact time not given). Treated with
Phenobarbitone. Vet reported the dog died at 8.50am. No post mortem is being performed. No
further information expected.

18.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(13/02/201813/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (13/02/201813/02/2018)<BR><BR>phenobarbito
ne (phenobarbital) unidentified 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (18/02/201818/02/2018)<BR><BR>vitamin K1
(human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (1 Day(s)
17/02/2018-18/02/2018)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01742

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

18/07/2016

21/03/2018

1

1

0 27/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (bacteria NOS)
R><BR><BR>No

Other

Suspected lack of expected efficacy On 15 Jun 2016, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Dobermann
Nobivac L4 and no reaction occurred. On 18 Jul 2016, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (extra label
use, treatment regimen not respected, 33 days between first and second vaccination). Vet reported
that the dog did not receive a booster vaccination in 2017. On 27 Dec 2017, vet reported that the dog
had uveitis. Vet reported that the dog was positive for Leptospirosis, details of testing unknown.
Treated with Doxycycline, Maxitrol and Pred-Forte eye drops. On 21 Mar 2018, vet reported that the
dog had recovered. Date of recovery unknown. Await further information. Follow up 26 Mar 2018 Vet reported that PCR and serology testing for Leptospirosis came back as positive on Leptospira
hardjo serogroup and positive for serovars of cattle origin (details and values not given). Vet reported
that Leptospira testing was negative for other strains including Pomona and Bratislava and that no
vaccine serogroups and serovars were detected as causal. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01760

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

21/03/2018

22/03/2018

1

1

0 21/03/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Trembling,Lethargy
R><BR><BR>Yes (see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction On 21 Mar 2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4.
No other treatment was administered. Eight hours later, owner reported the dog was lethargic soon
after vaccination (estimated time to onset of 2 hours) and this had progressively gotten worse. Vet
reported the dog was shaking, lethargic and had a heart rate of 200 beats per minute. Treated with
Colvasone. Vet reported the dog recovered soon after treatment (5 minutes). No further information
expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01801

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

12/03/2018

26/03/2018

1

1

0 13/03/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Elevated temperature,Lethargy (see No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Injection site
swelling,Injection site abscess

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 12 Mar 2018, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Jack Russell
On 16 Mar 2018, owner reported the dog was lethargic since vaccination (estimate 13 Mar 2018). Vet Terrier
reported there was a swelling at the injection site and the dog had a temperature of 39.6 degrees C.
Vet lanced and drained the swelling under sedation and diagnosed an injection site abscess. Treated
with intravenous fluids, NSAIDs and antibiotics. On 17 Mar 2018, vet reported the dog had improved
and the abscess was flushed and cleaned. On 19 Mar 2018, vet reported the dog was continuing to
improve. On 21 Mar 2018, vet placed a skin staple into the skin wound at the site where the abscess
was lanced to facilitate healing. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-MERCKMSD-2018-UK-01845

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

12/03/2018

26/03/2018

1

1

0 18/03/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Haemorrhagic
R><BR><BR>Not gastroenteritis,Ocular
Known
discharge,Nasal
discharge,Pyrexia,Lack of efficacy
(distemper virus)

Suspected Adverse Reaction & Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy . On 28 Mar 2018, dog was
Other
vaccinated a single Vanguard vaccine (unknown which vaccine). On 8 Mar 2018, dog was taken into the Canine/dog
rehoming centre. On 12 Mar 2018, dog given a restart of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, and was
clinically well at time of vaccination. On 18 Mar 2018, dog developed haemorrhagic gastroenteritis, a
snotty nose, ocular discharge and a temperature of 40 degrees Celsius. The dog was hospitalised and
on 19 Mar 2018 a distemper PCR was performed which was positive. Await further information.
Practice reporting as SAR.

NOBIVAC L4

GBR-ZZELANCORG-UK201600018

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

06/01/2016

1

1

0 01/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

HUN-MERCKMSD-2017-HU-00005

Hungary

Animal

Canine/dog

2 - 3 Year(s)

13/02/2017

1

1

0 22/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Intrauterine death
R><BR><BR>Yes

04/01/2017

Not
Known

Behavioural disorder
Not
NOS,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Cough,Dec Known
reased appetite,Reluctant to
move,Lack of efficacy,Respiratory
discomfort,Shaking

No Data

Border Collie

Crossbred

Suspected lack of efficacy: given first vaccines, Stronghold and Milbemax. Milbemax repeated at
Cavalier King
second vaccine. Reduced appetite noted at second vaccination, signs continued 6 days later when
Charles
reexamined. Treatment with vitamin B12. Approximately 1 month post second vaccine: ate something Spaniel
on the beach, emesis with plastic foreign body, anorexia and diarrhoea. Examined 3 weeks later: given
kennel cough and L4 vaccines, Stronghold, Milbemax. Anorexia persists. 2 days post vaccine: choking.
Coughing, anorexia, diarrhoea, lethargy and shaking within 1 week. Treated with Metacam and
Clavaseptin. Behavioural disorder (neck out stretched). Radiographs suggest lung worm. Strong positive
lung worm snap test. Treatment with Panacur, Corvental, Advocate. No further information.

Case originates from a post authorization study S15358-00. Suspected adverse event. On 04 Jan 2017 Chihuahua
the dog was vaccinated as a control in the clinical trial according to the S15358-00 Study protocol with
Nobivac DHPPi mixed with Nobivac L4. Principal investigator informed Intervet Hungary 23 Jan 2017
that on 22 Jan 2017 late in the morning the dog started to show signs of approaching whelping. It was
at least 7 days before the expected whelping in term. The whelping started in the afternoon but the
dog was not able to whelp the puppies, therefore it was submitted for caesarean section on 22 Jan
2017. During the operation, 6 non-viable, stillborn puppies were removed from the uterus. Results of
the autopsy and histopathology is in progress. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 Reason: Clinical trial Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 564 Reason: Clinical trial] [State of health: Good]

35 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Not applicable 1 Animal
(15/06/201615/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (18/07/201618/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

7.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(21/03/201821/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (21/03/201821/03/2018)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Known Not applicable 1 Animal
(12/03/201812/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (12/03/201812/03/2018)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Not
Known

Six days is a reasonable association in time and
clinical signs such as gastro eneteritis, pyrexia and
nasal discharge are compatible with product
involvement, two vaccines administered concurrently.

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(12/03/201812/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (12/03/201812/03/2018)<BR><BR>
4.14 Milbemax Chewable Tablets for
No assessment
Small Dogs and Puppies - 1,N/A,N/A performed
,N/A,1 Tablets (9 Week(s)
23/09/201524/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (1 Day(s) N/A24/11/2015)<BR><BR>Stronghold
30 mg spot-on solution for dogs
2.6–5.0 kg - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(9 Week(s) 23/09/201524/11/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(04/01/201704/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 564 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (04/01/201704/01/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

healthy status of the dog was good; first pregnancy;
whelping was early; she coudn't welp the puppies
normally (high number of puppies compared to body
size)

NOBIVAC L4

HUN-MERCKMSD-2017-HU-00009

Hungary

Animal

Canine/dog

3 - 3.5
Year(s)

04/01/2017

10/03/2017

1

1

0 04/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Intrauterine death,Respiratory
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes failure,Anaemia NOS,Abnormal
necropsy finding,NT - chronic
(interstitial)
pneumonia/pleuropneumonia,Liver
disorder NOS

NOBIVAC L4

HUN-MERCKMSD-2017-HU-00010

Hungary

Animal

Canine/dog

2 - 2 Year(s)

04/01/2017

24/02/2017

1

1

0 09/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Uterine rupture,Intrauterine death
R><BR><BR>Yes

American
Staffordshire
Terrier

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(04/01/201704/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 564 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (04/01/201704/01/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

There isn't a reasonable association in time between
the administration of the product and the onset of the
AE., due to the result of authopsy

Chihuahua

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(04/01/201704/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 564 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (04/01/201704/01/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

There isn't a reasonable association in time between
the administration of the product and the onset of the
AE. The cause of the intrauterin death of puppies was
the uterine rupture due to large size of puppies and
theirs suffocation.

NOBIVAC L4

HUN-MERCKMSD-2017-HU-00011

Hungary

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

24/01/2017

07/08/2017

1

1

0 11/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B NT - chronic (interstitial)
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes pneumonia/pleuropneumonia,Cleft
palate,Liver disorder NOS,Anaemia
NOS,Intrauterine death,Papillary
necrosis,Hydrocephalus

Case originates from a post authorization study S15358-00. Suspected adverse reaction. On 24 Jan
Chihuahua
2017 the dog was vaccinated as a control in the clinical trial, according to the S15358-00 Study
protocol with Nobivac DHPPi mixed with Nobivac L4. Principal investigator informed Intervet Hungary
on 15 Feb 2017, that the bitch whelped at term two live, strong, healthy puppies and one stillborn
puppy on 11 Feb 2017 without intervention. The stillborn puppy had a cleft palate. The stillborn puppy
was submitted to autopsy. Furter investigation on the pup is being performed, awaiting results. Followup on 24 Feb 2017. Autopsy results: Histio-lymphocytic interstitial pneumonia with respiratory failure,
liver lobe rupture with acute posthemorrhagic anaemia, severe hydrocephalus internus, multifocal
acute tubular necrosis. No more information expected. Follow-up received on 24 Mar 2017: Dog was
part of the test group instead of the control group. On 24 Jan 2017 the dog was vaccinated in the
clinical trial with Nobivac DHPPi mixed with Nobivac L4 and with experimental vaccine Nobivac Bord-IJect in the same time but on different sites. On 07 Feb 2017 the dog was revaccinated with
experimental vaccine Nobivac Bord-I-Ject according to the study protocol. No more information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290
Reason: Clinical trial Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 564
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(24/01/201724/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 564 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (24/01/201724/01/2017)<BR><BR>

OThe investigation is going on.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

HUN-MERCKMSD-2017-HU-00015

Hungary

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

24/01/2017

07/03/2017

1

1

0 18/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Intrauterine death,Renal tubular
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder,Respiratory
failure,Neonatal respiratory
disorder

Chihuahua

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(24/01/201724/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 564 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (24/01/201724/01/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

The time between the administration of the product
and the onset of the whelping is too long; the result of
authopsy

1

1

0 18/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Intrauterine death,NT - chronic
Not
R><BR><BR>Not (interstitial)
Known
Known
pneumonia/pleuropneumonia,Rena
l tubular disorder,Tracheitis

Yorkshire
Terrier

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(24/01/201724/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 564 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (24/01/201724/01/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

The time between the administration of the product
and the date of the whelping is too long; the result of
authopsy, complementary informations

07/03/2017

1

1

0 18/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Renal tubular disorder,Anaemia
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Liver disorder
NOS,Stillbirth,Neonatal respiratory
disorder,Circulatory shock

Case originates from a post authorization study S15358-00. Suspected adverse event. On 24 Jan 2017
the dog was vaccinated as a control in the clinical trial, according to the S15358-00 Study protocol with
Nobivac DHPPi mixed with Nobivac L4. Principal investigator informed Intervet Hungary on 23 Feb
2017, that the bitch started to show signs of whelping on 18 Feb 2017 at term. As the owner realized it
was not able to whelp, he submitted to the dog to caesarean section. During the operation, one,
absolutely large, stillborn puppy was extracted. The puppy was submitted to post mortem. Autopsy
confirmed that the reason of the stillbirth was multifocal atelectasis, alveolitis with respiratory failure,
multifocal acute tubular necrosis. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 Reason: Clinical trial. Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 564 Reason: Clinical trial] [State of
health: Good]
Case originates from a post authorization study S15358-00. Suspected adverse event. On 24 Jan 2017
the dog was vaccinated as a control in the clinical trial, according to the S15358-00 Study protocol with
Nobivac DHPPi mixed with Nobivac L4. Principal investigator informed Intervet Hungary on 23 Feb
2017, that the bitch whelped on 18 Feb 2017 at term without intervention. One live, strong, healthy
puppy and one stillborn puppy. The stillborn puppy was submitted to post mortem. Autopsy confirmed
that the reason of the stillbirth was histio-lymphocytic interstitial pneumonia/alveolitis,
intrapulmonary hemorrhages with respiratory failure, tracheitis, multifocal acute tubular necrosis. No
more information expected. Follow-up received on 24 Mar 2017: Dog was part of the test group
instead of the control group. On 24 Jan 2017 the dog was vaccinated in the clinical trial with Nobivac
DHPPi mixed with Nobivac L4 and with experimental vaccine Nobivac Bord-I-Ject in the same time but
on different sites. On 07 Feb 2017 the dog was revaccinated with experimental vaccine Nobivac Bord-IJect according to the study protocol. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 Reason: Clinical trial Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 564 Reason: Clinical trial] [State of
health: Good]
Case originates from a post authorization study S15358-00. Suspected adverse reaction. On 24 Jan
2017 the dog was vaccinated as a control in the clinical trial, according to the S15358-00 Study
protocol with Nobivac DHPPi mixed with Nobivac L4. Principal investigator informed Intervet Hungary
on 23 Feb 2017, that the bitch whelped on 18 Feb 2017 without intervention. Two live, strong, healthy
puppies and one stillborn puppy. The stillborn puppy was submitted to post mortem. Autopsy
confirmed that the reason of the stillbirth was fetal diffuse atelectasis with respiratory failure, liver
rupture with acute posthemorrhagic anemia/shock, multifocal acute tubular necrosis. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
10X1DS 290 Reason: Clinical trial. Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 564 Reason: Clinical trial] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

HUN-MERCKMSD-2017-HU-00016

Hungary

Animal

Canine/dog

20 Month(s)

24/01/2017

07/08/2017

NOBIVAC L4

HUN-MERCKMSD-2017-HU-00017

Hungary

Animal

Canine/dog

21 Month(s)

07/02/2017

Yorkshire
Terrier

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(07/02/201707/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 564 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (07/02/201707/02/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

The time between the administration of the product
and the date of the whelping is too long; the result of
authopsy

NOBIVAC L4

HUN-MERCKMSD-2017-HU-00018

Hungary

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

24/01/2017

30/03/2017

1

1

0 25/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Renal tubular disorder,Congenital No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes respiratory tract disorder NOS,Liver
disorder NOS,Intrauterine
death,Cardiac disorder
NOS,Anaemia NOS

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(24/01/201724/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 564 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (24/01/201724/01/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

The time between the administration of the product
and the date of the whelping is too long; the result of
authopsy

NOBIVAC L4

HUN-MERCKMSD-2017-HU-00019

Hungary

Animal

Canine/dog

13 - 14
Month(s)

07/02/2017

14/03/2017

1

1

0 26/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Intrauterine death
R><BR><BR>Yes

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(07/02/201707/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 564 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (07/02/201707/02/2017)<BR><BR>

OThe time between the administration of the product
Unclassifiable/unassessa and the date of the whelping is too long. The
ble
investigation is going on.

No Data

No Data

No Data

Case originates from a post authorization study S15358-00. Suspected adverse reaction. On 04 Jan
2017 the dog was vaccinated as a control in the clinical trial, according to the S15358-00 Study
protocol with Nobivac DHPPi mixed with Nobivac L4. On 04 Feb 2017 the dog whelped without
intervention at term one live, but less viable puppy and one stillborn puppy. The live puppy died next
day. Both puppies were submitted to autopsy. Follow-up on 24 Feb 2017. Autopsy results stillborn
puppy: Diffuse atelectasis in the lungs with respiratory failure, and rupture of the liver with acute
hemabdomen, and acute posthemorrhagic anaemia. Dead puppy next day: Histio-lymphocytic
interstitial pneumonia with respiratory failure. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 Reason: Clinical trial Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 564 Reason: Clinical trial] [State of
health: Good]
Case originates from a post authorization study S15358-00. Suspected adverse event. On 04 Jan 2017
the dog was vaccinated as a control in the clinical trial, according to the S15358-00 Study protocol with
Nobivac DHPPi mixed with Nobivac L4. Principal investigator informed Intervet Hungary on 13-Feb2017, that on 08-Feb-2017 the bitch started to show signs of whelping, but the signs stopped soon,
therefore the owner did not expect whelping. On 09 Feb 2017 it became obvious the whelping was in
process, but the bitch was not able to whelp. The owner submitted the bitch for caesarean section in
the evening of 09 Feb 2017. During the operation it was diagnosed that two absolutely large puppies
were present and uterine rupture took place due to the long time between the first signs of whelping
and the caesarean section. None of the puppies were alive. The attending vet diagnosed absolutely
large puppies, suffocation at birth, uterine rupture. No further post mortem examination was carried
out. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 Reason: Clinical trial Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 564 Reason: Clinical trial] [State of health: Good]

Case originates from a post authorization study S15358-00. Suspected adverse event. On 24 Jan 2017 Chihuahua
the dog was vaccinated as a control in the clinical trial according to the S15358-00 Study protocol with
Nobivac DHPPi mixed with Nobivac L4. Principal investigator informed Intervet Hungary on 01 Mar
2017 that the bitch whelped at term on 25 Feb 2017 with manual intervention for the second puppy.
One live, healthy puppy was born, but the second one suffocated in the birth canal during delivery. The
puppy was submitted to post mortem. Follow-up on 23 Mar 2017. Autopsy results: Multifocal
atelectasis in the lungs, myodegeneration in the heart, liver rupture with haemoperitoneum, multifocal
acute renal tubular necrosis. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 Reason: Clinical trial. Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 564 Reason: Clinical trial] [State of
health: Good]
Case originates from a post authorization study S15358-00. Suspected adverse reaction. On 07 Feb
Yorkshire
2017 the dog was vaccinated as a control in the clinical trial according to the S15358-00 Study protocol Terrier
with Nobivac DHPPi mixed with Nobivac L4. Principal investigator informed Intervet Hungary on 01
Mar 2017 that the bitch whelped at term on 26 Feb 2017 by caesarean section. Four puppies were
extracted, 3 of them live, healthy and one stillborn puppy with open cranium. The puppy was submitted
to post mortem. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS
290 Reason: Clinical trial Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 564
Reason: Clinical trial.] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

HUN-MERCKMSD-2017-HU-00038

Hungary

Animal

Canine/dog

3 - 4 Year(s)

11/04/2017

31/05/2017

1

1

0 04/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Heart disorder
R><BR><BR>Yes aggravated,Dystocia,Stillbirth,Lung
collapse,Ascites,Dependent
oedema,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Hydrothorax

No Data

Case originates from a post authorization study S15358-00. Suspected adverse event. On 11 Apr 2017 Chihuahua
the dog was vaccinated as a control with Nobivac DHPPi mixed with Nobivac L4 in the clinical trial,
according to the S15358-00 Study protocol. Principal investigator informed Intervet Hungary on 10
May 2017 that the bitch whelped at term on 4-May-2017. Whelping started at natural way, but later on
submitted to caesarean section, because the owner suspected that the bitch cannot deliver a puppy.
Both the puppy extracted and the ones born naturally were weak, non-viable. The puppies were
submitted to post mortem. No more information expected. Follow-up received on 31-May-2017:
Definitive diagnosis by the Pathologist - hypoplastic heart with generalizated edema, hydrothorax,
ascites, immature lungs with atelectasis. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 Reason: Clinical trial Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 564 Reason: Clinical trial] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(11/04/201711/04/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 564 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (11/04/201711/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

HUN-MERCKMSD-2017-HU-00039

Hungary

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Month(s)

11/04/2017

11/08/2017

1

1

0 12/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal necropsy finding,Stillbirth No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 N - Unlikely
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (11/04/201711/04/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 564 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(11/04/2017-11/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IE-IEIMBVET-08/16

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

14/01/2016

14/01/2016

1

1

14/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Periorbital oedema,Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Case originates from a post authorization study S15358-00. Suspected adverse event. The dog was
Chihuahua
vaccinated as a member of the test group with Nobivac DHPPi mixed with Nobivac L4 on 11 Apr 2017
and with experimental vaccine Nobivac Bord-I-Ject in the same time but on different sites in the
clinical trial according to the S15358-00 Study protocol. On 25-Apr-2017 the dog was revaccinated with
experimental vaccine Nobivac Bord-I-Ject according to the S15358-00 Study protocol. Principal
investigator informed Intervet Hungary on 17 May 2017 that the bitch whelped at term on 12-May2017, via natural way. Three healthy, viable puppies were born together with one stillborn. Follow-up
received on 19 Jun 2017. Autopsy results: Mixed developmental anomalies in the oral cavity with
aspiration of the amniotic fluid. No more information expected. Follow-up on 11 Aug 2017: added
VeDDRA code and changed assessment for Nobivac L4 from O to N [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 290 Reason: Clinical trial Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 564 Reason: Clinical trial] [State of
health: Good]
Report from vet: oedematous reaction of muzzle and periocular reaction 2 hours after subcutaneous Chihuahua
administration of Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. Reaction was treated with dexamethasone. Animal
had previous exposure to products with no adverse events.

NOBIVAC L4

IE-IEIMBVET-87/17

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

21/03/2017

23/03/2017

1

1

21/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Cold feeling of extremity,Vomiting
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

A five-month-old female Dogo Argentino weighing 24 kg was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and
Nobivac L4 on 21/03/2017. The dog was given two Prazitel Plus tablets at vaccination. The animal
started vomiting four hours later. The animal vomited repeatedly and its extremities were cold. The
reaction was treated with Cerenia and Carprieve. No more information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2014-IE-00082

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

07/03/2014

27/03/2014

1

1

0 07/03/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Circulatory collapse
R><BR><BR>Yes (see also 'Neurological' and
'Systemic disorders'),Cyanosis

Other

Suspect adverse reaction: Pup vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Eurican DHPPi on 7 Mar 2014. Within 1 Miniature
minute pup had collapsed and was tachycardic and cyanotic. Vet administered an antihistamine intra- Schnauzer
muscularly and before vet had time to give adrenaline, pup had recovered. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: Brand: Eurican DHPPi Reason: Unknown. Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Eurican DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (07/03/201407/03/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(07/03/2014-07/03/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2014-IE-00164

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

4 - 5 Year(s)

17/06/2014

17/06/2014

1

1

0 17/06/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Distension of
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes abdomen,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Tachypnoea

51 - 51

NOBIVAC KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml B - Possible
Once 1 Animal (17/06/201417/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(17/06/2014-17/06/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2014-IE-00170

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

4-4
Month(s)

12/05/2014

25/07/2014

15

1

1 23/06/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Lack of
R><BR><BR>Yes efficacy

No Data

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(12/05/201412/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 541 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once 1 Animal (12/05/201412/05/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2014-IE-00184

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

43 Month(s)

09/07/2014

02/06/2015

1

1

1 09/07/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Injection site pain,Death by
R><BR><BR>No euthanasia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Lack
of efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Hepatic jaundice

Other

Suspect Adverse Reaction: 17 Jun 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. No
Akita
other product was administered. Within one hour the dog collapsed, was tachypnoeic, had abdominal
distension and diarrhoea. The dog was treated with intravenous fluids, anti-histamines and steroids
and recovered uneventfully. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 125 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Good]
Suspect Lack of Expected Efficacy for CPV and Leptospirosis: 14 APR 2014 fifteen 6 week old pups
Greyhound
vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 . 4 weeks later on 12 MAY 2014 the fifteen pups were
vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. Approximately one month later at approximately 4
months old a pup presented with jaundice, vomiting, anorexia and increased kidney values. She is
currently being treated with intravenous fluids and antibiotics. Further information expected. Follow
up: 25 JUN 2014. The dog did not respond to treatment and was euthanised today. A post mortem
report is expected. Follow up: 25 JUL 2014. MAT titres and PCR were negative for leptospirosis.
Histopathology did not suggest adenovirus. Pyelonephritis was identified on post mortem, however no
primary pathogen was identified. Samples were not suitable to test for immune-mediated disease,
therefore this could not be ruled out. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Unknown]
SAR and SLEE Dog vaccinated on 27 Jun 2014 and 9 Jul with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4 (interval of Samoyed
12 days is too short). Had pain in neck on 10 Jul and on 16 Jul presented with jaundice, inappetence and
lethargy. Abnormal blood samples. Being treated at present with antibiotics, intravenous fluids,
analgesics. Follow-up 22 Jul 2014 Dog has recovered. Follow-up 24 Jul 2014. Leptospira MAT, multiantigen screen revealed Bratislava titers of 1/1000. Suspected field infection with Bratislava serovar.
Follow-up, 28 May 2015: Dog presented with anorexia. Ultrasound sound scan revealed severe
congenital microvascular dysplasia and this has been implicated as the likely cause of illness last July.
No more information is expected. Follow-up, 2 Jun 2015:The dog was euthanased due to ongoing poor
health. Postmortem was advised but not performed. No more information is expected. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination against
viral illnesses and leptospirosis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
Dose Twice 1 Animal (12 Day(s)
09/07/201409/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(09/07/2014-09/07/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2014-IE-00286

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

09/10/2014

31/10/2014

1

1

0 10/10/2014 Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction: the vet administered the second dose of Nobivac L4 vaccine on 9 Oct
Weimaraner
2014. The dog developed hives on the face the day after vaccination. These resolved quickly and
without treatment. The dog showed no adverse response to the initial vaccination on 11 Sep 2014. On
19 Oct 2014 the dog displayed behaviour changes for a few hours and this was followed by a short
seizure. The dog had previously been diagnosed with idiopathic epilepsy in June 2013 and had started
on anti-seizure treatment. Anti-seizure medication was discontinued by the owner in Aug 2013 and the
subsequent seizure status is unknown. Further history to follow from the attending vet. Follow-up 31
Oct 2104: The vet has reported no further neurological signs since the case was reported. The vet
strongly suspects epilepsy as the cause of clinical signs. No further diagnostics or information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once 1 Animal (09/10/201409/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Behavioural disorder NOS,Epileptic No Data
seizure,Hives (see also 'Skin')

Dogo
Argentino

N - Unlikely

referring to the autopsy result and the comlementary
informations

Due to the time between the administration of the
products and the onset of the AE and the necropsy
result

2.7 Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
A - Probable
,N/A,N/A (14/01/201614/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/01/201614/01/2016)<BR><BR>

Observed reaction compatible with a hypersensitivity
reaction following vaccination.

24 Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (21/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (21/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Prazitel Plus Tablets
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Two
tablets (21/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

There is an association in time between product
administration and onset of vomiting. Vomiting is not
a known side effect of treatment with Nobivac L4 yet
may be indicative of a mild hypersensitivity reaction.
Multiple products administered concomitantly. A
product association cannot be excluded.

N - Unlikely

B - Possible

temporal association, vaccine can cause
hypersensitivity reactions

samples were negative for leptospira

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2014-IE-00314

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

12/11/2014

19/11/2014

1

1

1 14/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pyrexia,Liver failure,Abnormal test No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Distension of
abdomen,Jaundice,Collapse (see
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Malaise

SAR: One dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 16 Oct 2014. Nobivac L4 was
Siberian Husky Not
administered with Nobivac KC on 12 Nov 2014. Two days after the last vaccination, animal developed
Known
a fever (40.9C) and lethargy. The animal was hospitalised and was treated with fluids - on the following
day, temperature had gone down (39.3C). However, four days after vaccination the animal became ill
and on the following day the animal was collapsed with a distended abdomen and jaundice. Liver
enzymes were elevated. Samples of blood and urine were collected and the animal was euthanased. A
post mortem examination was conducted and samples were submitted to the laboratory (VLSI) on 19
Nov. Follow-up information, 26 Nov 2014: the pathology report confirmed severe Toxoplasmosis
lesions in the liver of this dog and subsequent liver failure. No further information expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541
Reason: Prevention of leptospirosis Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS
DIL 125 Reason: Prevention of kennel cough] [State of health: Unknown]

Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (12/11/201412/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Twice 1
Animal (12/11/201412/11/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2014-IE-00315

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

25/10/2014

19/11/2014

1

1

0 26/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Off colour
R><BR><BR>Yes

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
Dose Once 1 Animal (25/10/201425/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(25/10/2014-25/10/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2014-IE-00354

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

08/12/2014

13/02/2015

1

1

1 08/12/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Fluid in abdomen NOS,Death by
No Data
euthanasia,Jaundice,Abdominal
pain,NT - hepatic or biliary tumour
(hepatocarcinoma/cholangiocarcin
oma/ adenoma/cholangioma)

Suspected adverse reaction: Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 25 Oct 2014. Shih Tzu
24 hours after vaccination the animal was off form (VeDDRA coded as off colour). After another 24
hours animal developed vomiting and diarrhoea. Animal was hospitalised and treated with fluids.
Animal recovered uneventfully. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason: Prevention of viral diseases Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Prevention of
leptospirosis] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspect Adverse Reaction: the vet administered the vaccine on 8 Dec. Two days later the dog was
Welsh Corgi
presented to the clinic with a painful abdomen. An ultrasound scan revealed fluid in the abdomen.
Cardigan
Further diagnostics to be performed. Further information to follow. FOLLOW UP, 5 Jan 2015: the dog
was examined by the vet on 20 Dec and the vet reports the dog was fully recovered. Haematology,
biochemistry, thyroid function and ACTH stimulation test results were normal. No further information
is expected. FOLLOW UP, 10 Feb: the dog was presented to the vet with severe jaundice on the 15 Jan.
The dog was euthanised due to the severity of illness. A post mortem was performed in the clinic. The
vet diagnosed liver cancer on PM and liver tissue samples have been sent to lab to confirm this
diagnosis. Further information expected. FOLLOW UP, 13 Feb: histopathology of the liver revealed
chronic liver failure. No sign of any link between vaccination and the chronic liver disease according to
the pathologist. Pathologist suspects liver disease had already begun before vaccines were
administered. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 N - Unlikely
dose (08/12/201308/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(08/12/2014-08/12/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2014-IE-00355

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

8 - 9 Year(s)

28/11/2014

26/01/2015

1

1

1 02/12/2014 Yes

Death,Lack of efficacy

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once 1 Animal (28/11/201428/11/2014)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2014-IE-00356

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

29/11/2014

15/12/2014

1

1

0 29/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin'),Lateral recumbency
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspect Lack of Expected Efficacy: the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 31 Other
Oct 2014. The booster L4 was administered on 28 Nov 2014. The dog was presented to the clinic on 2 Canine/dog
Dec with pyrexia, jaundice and vomiting. Treatment with fluids, antibiotics and anti-emetics
commenced. The vet has described an infected bite wound on the shoulder that got progressively
worse. The dog continued to deteriorate until death on 7 Dec. Post mortem has been performed,
further information expected. Follow-up 26 Jan 2015: histopathology of organs revealed liver and
kidney lesions, Warthin-Starry stain of the kidney was negative and Leptospira PCR was negative.
Histopathology results were inconclusive. No further information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
Suspect Adverse Reaction: The vet administered the vaccines to the dog on the 29 Nov. 2014. Thirty
Siberian Husky
minutes later the owner returned with the dog to the clinic. The dog had swelling around the nose,
mouth and eyes and was having difficulty standing. The vet administered a steroid subcutaneously and
the reaction resolved fully within hours. This dog had previously been vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi
and L4 with no adverse reaction described. No further information to follow. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Unknown. Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 125 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Good]

Not
Known

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2014-UK-04842

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

12/12/2014

17/12/2014

1

1

0 16/12/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Joint pain NOS,Erosion,Lethargy
R><BR><BR>No (see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Other

Erosions on 1 pad 2 weeks following first vaccination. Second vaccination was administered at this
stage. 4 days later: hyperthermia, lethargy, erosions on all 4 pads, joint pain (digit). Treated with
steroids and antibiotics. Awaiting further information.

NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(29/11/201429/11/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 125 - .4,N/A,N/A
,10,0.4 ml Once 1 Animal
(29/11/201429/11/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 541 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once 1 Animal (29/11/201429/11/2014)<BR><BR>
Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once 1 Animal (12/12/201412/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(12/12/2014-12/12/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00002

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

23/12/2014

08/01/2015

1

1

0 24/12/2014 Not
Uveitis,Anorexia,Loss of vision
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Other

Suspected Adverse Reaction: the vet examined this puppy on 23 Dec 2014. On clinical exam the vet
Other
reports the puppy was malnourished and had a heavy parasite burden however as the pup was in a
Canine/dog
rescue environment the vet administered the vaccination and a worm dose. The following day the pup
was anorexic for 24 hours and the vet suspected high numbers of dead worms in the gastrointestinal
tract to be the cause. On 2 Jan the vet examined the pup again due to eye abnormalities. The vet
diagnosed uveitis in both eyes and loss of vision. The vet administered topical antibiotics and oral
steroids. On repeat exam on 8 Jan the eyes had recovered fully and vision was restored. No diagnostics
were performed and no further information is expected. 13/01/2015: NCA comment: Exact Drontal
product not stated except for 'Drontal puppy', product therefore assumed to be Drontal Oral
Suspension for Puppies, and the corresponding VPA number for this product entered in the product
information. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541
Reason: Unknown. Generic: Brand: Drontal Puppy Reason: Worming] [State of health: Fair]

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00090

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

20/02/2015

27/02/2015

1

1

0 20/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

No Data

Suspect Adverse Reaction: This dog was diagnosed with idiopathic epilepsy on the 14 Feb 2012. Seizure Siberian Husky Not
control was poor until the medication was changed to Pexion. The dog had 7 months seizure free until
Known
the 20 Feb 2015. The vet administered the vaccines and ear medication on the 20th of Feb. 12 hours
after vaccination the owner reports a cluster of seizures that lasted for 34 hours. The owner treated
the dog with diazepam suppositories and the dog has recovered. No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason:
Unknown. Generic: Brand: Pexion Reason: Epilepsy Generic: Brand: Surolan Reason: Ear mites]
[State of health: Fair]

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(20/02/201520/02/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 541 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once 1 Animal (20/02/201520/02/2015)<BR><BR>Pexion N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/08/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Surolan N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (20/02/201520/02/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00181

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

02/04/2015

25/04/2015

1

1

0 04/04/2015 Not
Abdominal pain,Haemorrhagic
Other
Known,<BR><BR gastroenteritis,Vomiting,Anorexia,D
><BR><BR><BR> ehydration
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Suspected Adverse Reaction: 02 Apr 2015 pup vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4. Pup
German
Not
also treated with Advocate spot-on. Pup reported to be in poor body condition prior to treatment.
Shepherd Dog Known
Approximately 2 days later pup presented with pain, haemorrhagic gastroenteritis, vomiting, anorexia
and dehydration. Pup was hospitalised, treated with intravenous fluids and is recovering. No
investigations performed. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
Brand: Advocate 40 mg + 10 mg spot-on solution for small dogs Reason: Anti-parasiticide] [State of
health: Poor] Comment Bayer MAH: IPN of Advocate adapted, state of health: "poor" added to animal
data according to narrative. State of health at time of treatment: poor

Advocate Spot-on solution for small B - Possible
dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(02/04/201502/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1
Animal (02/04/201502/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(02/04/2015-02/04/2015)<BR><BR>

No Data

No Data

German
Not
Shepherd Dog Known

N - Unlikely

ONCA agrees with MAH assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

2.5 Drontal Oral suspension for Puppies - O N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Once 1 Animal (1 Unclassifiable/unassessa
Day(s) 23/12/2014ble
23/12/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 195 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
ml Once 1 Animal (23/12/201423/12/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 541 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once 1 Animal (23/12/201423/12/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00337

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

1 - 4 Year(s)

01/01/2015

22/09/2015

60

10

0 06/01/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Bloody diarrhoea,Ocular
discharge,Dyspnoea,Nasal
discharge,Cough,Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Bronchopneumonia

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00340

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

24/07/2015

13/08/2015

1

1

1 24/07/2015 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Lack of
No Data
efficacy,Depression,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Death,Abnormal
test
result,Vomiting,Enteritis,Circulatory
shock,Recumbency

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00342

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

20/07/2015

30/07/2015

1

1

0 25/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Lethargy (see No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00358

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

8.5 Year(s)

08/08/2014

07/09/2015

1

1

0 21/07/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Lack of
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes efficacy,Polyuria,Nephritis,Polydipsi
a

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00378

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

25/08/2015

26/08/2015

1

1

0 26/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abdominal pain,Vomiting,Lethargy
R><BR><BR>Yes (see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Elevated
liver enzymes,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00386

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

29/07/2015

03/09/2015

7

1

0 31/07/2015 Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00387

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

3-4
Month(s)

06/08/2015

16/10/2015

1

1

1 31/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Elevated liver enzymes,Elevated
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes total bilirubin,Acute jaundice,Lack
of efficacy (heartworm),Abnormal
test result,Septicaemia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Death,Neutrophilia,
Thrombocytopenia

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00392

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

24/08/2015

18/09/2015

1

1

1 27/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Death,Abnormal
R><BR><BR>Yes, necropsy finding
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Injection site swelling,Anorexia

Not
Known

No Data

Suspect Lack of Expected Efficacy: The dogs are vaccinated by the vet on arrival from various rescue
Crossbred
centres. Animals are mixed on arrival and held at a high stocking density until collection occurs 21 days
later. The dogs started to cough with nasal and ocular discharge 5-20 days later. Dyspnoea and
pneumonia occurred in occasional cases. Diarrhoea with blood was described in 2 dogs and one dog
tested positive for parvovirus on SNAP test 5 days after vaccination. Nasal swabs were taken for virus
isolation and bacteriology and also blood for serology. The dogs recovered fully however some dogs
required further treatment. Further information to follow. Linked to case: 2014-IE-00299 in same
rescue center. FOLLOW-UP INFORMATION, 22 Sept 2015: Bordetella was isolated on culture form one
dog. Swabs were taken three days post vaccination in this dog and the lab were unable to differentiate
between field and vaccine Bordetella bacterial strains. Post vaccinal paired serology from 7 dogs
showed a satisfactory rise in antibody titres for CPi, CPV, CDV and CAV2. No further information is
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 125 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195
Reason: Unknown. Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(01/01/201501/07/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 125 - .4,N/A,N/A
,10,0.4 ml Once 1 Animal
(01/01/201501/07/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 541 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once 1 Animal (01/01/201501/07/2015)<BR><BR>

Suspect Adverse Reaction and Suspect Lack of Expected Efficacy. Initially reported as SAR for Nobivac
DHPPi and Nobivac L4: Pup vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4 on 24 Jul 2015, and later
that evening was depressed and vomiting. Treated subsequently with unknown products. Pup had
previously been vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo C and Nobivac Lepto 2 on 7 July 2015 at approximately
8 weeks of age. Sent to referral practice 3 days later, on 27 July 2015. Was now recumbent and
shocked. Vet suspected foreign body penetration. Dog died. Sent for necropsy. More information
expected. Follow up: 29 July 2015: Faecal sample positive for parvo virus so suspected lack of
expected efficacy for Nobivac Parvo-C in addition. Awaiting results of necropsy before making final
assessment. Follow up: 13 August 2015 Comment:' Histological findings are consistent with a diagnosis
of parvoviral enteritis. The negative Parvovirus ELISA test in this case is not an unusual finding, as in
advanced cases antibody may have neutralised faecal antigen'. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Infection prevention
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason: Infection prevention Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 50X1DS 195 Reason: To protect against parvo virus]
[State of health: Unknown]
Suspect adverse reaction: Dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4 on 20 July 2015 and
owner contacted vet to say a large swelling had developed at the vaccination site approx. 4 days later.
Dog examined by vet on 29 July 2015 and an abscess the size of a fist was present. Abscess was lanced
but will require placement of a drain under anaesthetic. Dog is also lethargic. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason: Protection against viral
disease Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
Suspected lack of expected efficacy: Dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 8 Aug
2014 and presented on 21 Jul 2015 with polyuria and polydipsia. Bloods showed azotemia.
Leptospirosis was suspected and dog sent for abdominal ultrasound and renal biopsy. Biopsy showed
moderate, chronic active, lymphoplasmacytic nephritis. Serology was carried out with a titre of 1/30
for canicola.A second sample has since been submitted. Awaiting results. Follow up: 7 Sept 2015
Second serology showed titres of 1/10 for both icterohaemorrhagiae and canicola so a diagnosis of
leptospirosis can be ruled out. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: To prevent infection with canine diseases Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Suspect adverse reaction: Dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 25 Aug 2015. The
following day the dog was lethargic, vomiting and pyrexic with a painful abdomen. Dog started on
antibiotics and was much improved by the following morning. Bloods show mildly elevated white blood
cell count, extreme azotemia, elevated hepatic enzymes. Vet suspects leptospirosis and claims dog's
mucous membranes were dry at time of vaccination which makes him think that dog may have been
incubating infection at time of vaccination. No further diagnostics undertaken as dog is improving and
unlikely to be able to diagnose leptospirosis given that dog was only just vaccinated and treated with
antibiotics. Dog to be treated with doxycycline in case of leptospirosis. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: To protect against canine disease
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Good]
Suspect Adverse Reaction: The vet administered Nobivac L4 to a group of 7 puppies on the 29 Jul 2015.
Two days later a swelling developed at the site of injection in one pup. Pup was anorexic and the vet
initiated fluid therapy and hospitalised the dog overnight. The vet placed a drain at the site and started
antibiotic therapy. The dog recovered fully. No further information is expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspect Adverse Reaction: The vet administered a first vaccination of Nobivac DHPPI and L4 to the pup
on the 6 Aug 2015. On the 31 Aug the pup was presented to the vet with jaundice and lethargy. The vet
said that the pup was treated with products that are still unknown but continued to deteriorate until
the pup died on the 3 Sep 2015. The pup has been submitted for postmortem. Further information is
expected. Follow-up information, 2 Oct 2015: The haematology report for this dog revealed
thrombocytopenia and neutrophilia. Biochemistry revealed high urea and creatinine, high total
bilirubin, high creatinine kinase, high ALP, AST and ALT. Leptospira MAT, multi-antigen scan was
negative for 10 Leptospira species. Further information is expected. Follow-up information, 16 Oct
2015: The postmortem report indicates septicaemia as the cause of death. Septicaemia may have
been due to Leptospirosis but Leptospirosis not demonstrated in carcas and MAT test negative. No
more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
N - Unlikely
Vial/Ampoule(s) Once (24/07/201524/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s)
(24/07/201524/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(07/07/2015-07/07/2015)<BR><BR>

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

Not
Known

B - Possible

English
Springer
Spaniel

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 N/A,N/A,N/A ,10,ml Once
(20/07/201520/07/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 541 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once (20/07/201520/07/2015)<BR><BR>
NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(08/08/201408/08/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 541 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once (08/08/201408/08/2014)<BR><BR>

English Toy
Terrier

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(26/08/201526/08/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 541 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once (25/08/201525/08/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Bull Terrier

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 A - Probable
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(29/07/2015-29/07/2015)<BR><BR>

Crossbred

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(06/08/201506/08/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 541 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once 1 Animal (06/08/201506/08/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml N - Unlikely
Once (24/08/201524/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(24/08/201524/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(24/08/2015-24/08/2015)<BR><BR>

Suspect adverse reaction: Dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac rabies on 24
Samoyed
Aug 2015. Owner rang vet on 3 Sept 2015 to say that dog had diarrhoea and had been unwell since
being vaccinated but did not elaborate in terms of any other clinical signs. Vet advised them to bring
dog in for exam but they didn't. Owners rang again to say that dog was dying on 6 Sept 2015 and dog
had died by time vet reached house. Dog had been in kennels for a period of time post vaccination ( no
dates) and had been overdue the leptospirosis vaccine. Body to be sent for necropsy. Follow up: 08
Sept 2015: Foreign body found on necropsy. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: To protect against canine
disease Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason:
Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 1X1DS 195 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

N - Unlikely

N - Unlikely

alternative aetiology confirmed on necropsy

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00395

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

01/09/2015

21/09/2015

1

1

0 02/09/2015 Not
Seizure NOS,Head tremor,Head
Known,<BR><BR bobbing
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Other

Suspect adverse reaction: Dog vaccinated with Eurican DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 1 Sept 2015. Also
Bulldog
given Effipro spot-on solution. Dog developed focal seizures in the form of head bobbing 24 hours
later. Dog is bright and alert otherwise but the episodes have occurred twice daily since vaccination
and last approximately 2-5 minutes at a time. Vet has researched and discovered that Idiopathic head
bobbing can be seen in up to 34% of Bulldogs after a stressful event. No work up carried out at this
time. 21 Sept 2015. The Competent Authority report that on a duplicate check, this dog was not
administered Nobivac DHPPI but Eurican DHPPI. The vet confirms this. Duplicate report also received
from Merial: As reported by the attending veterinarian, Yoda, an entire male, British Bulldog, aged 1
year 4 months, weighing 28 kg received EURICAN DHPPI (L410096, 11 Apr 2016), by subcutaneous
injection in the scruff of the neck. 1 dose was administered by the vet on 1 Sep 2015. On 2 Sep 2015,
24 hours after product administration the animal experienced seizures with head shaking and bobbing,
happening when at rest for 2-5 minutes each time. The animal was not treated and the outcome is
unknown. The dog was also treated with Effipro and Nobivac L4 at the same time. The animal had
received the product in 2014 details unknown and no adverse clinical signs were noted. Approximately
one other dog from the same household was treated at the same time with the same product and no
adverse clinical signs were noted following administration. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
EURICAN CHPPI2 Brand: EURICAN DHPPI Reason: Routine vaccination Generic: Brand: Effipro Reason:
unknown Generic: Brand: Nobival L4 Reason: unknown] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

EFFIPRO 268 mg spot-on solution
O1 - Inconclusive
for large dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Once (01/09/201501/09/2015)<BR><BR>Eurican
DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(01/09/201501/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(01/09/2015-01/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00404

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

03/09/2015

15/09/2015

1

1

0 12/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml B - Possible
Once (03/09/201503/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(03/09/2015-03/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00406

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

24/08/2015

21/09/2015

1

1

0 24/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes system depression in
'Neurological'),Weight loss,Nonregenerative anaemia,Pale mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Anorexia

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00414

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

21/09/2015

09/11/2015

1

1

1 25/09/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Suspect adverse reaction: Dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4 on the 3rd Sept 2015
and presented with a large abscess (fist sized) at the site of vaccination approximately 10 days later on
13th Sept 2015. Abscess was drained and flushed and animal given antibiotics. No more information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195
Reason: To prevent infection with parvo, distemper, adenovirus and parainfluenza virus. Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: To prevent lepto] [State
of health: Good]
Suspect Adverse Reaction, 22 Sep 2015: The vet vaccinated this dog with DHPPi and L4 on the 28 July
2015. The vet examined the dog on the 24 Aug 2015 and reports that the mucous membranes were
pale. The dog was vaccinated again on this date with DHPPI and L4. On the 17 Sep 2015 the dog was
presented with lethargy, diarrhoea, anorexia, weight loss and a non regenerative anaemia. Further
tests are being performed. Follow up 6 Oct 2015:Dog has improved significantly and was discharged.
Vet to do another haematology to check and see if still anaemic. Still no idea as to cause of anaemia
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Fair]
Suspected Adverse Reaction, 25 Sep 2015; The vet administered Nobivac DHPPi and L4 on 21 Sep to a
pup of approximately 12 weeks of age. The pup had also received Nobivac DHPPI and L4 on 5 Sep. On
25 Sep the dog was examined by the vet due to sudden onset of respiratory distress, vomiting and pale
mucous membranes. The vet suspects an congenital heart murmur and has diagnosed cardiomegaly on
radiographs. The vet plans to euthanise the pup on welfare grounds. Full bloods, blood smear and a
post mortem has been requested. Further information is expected. FOLLOW-UP INFORMATION, 9 Nov
2015: The dog was euthanased on welfare ground and a postmortem was performed. The pathologist
diagnosed a congenital cardiomyopathy as the likely cause of clinical signs. No more information is
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541
Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Milbemax Reason: Worming] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00427

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Month(s)

10/09/2014

09/10/2015

1

1

1 23/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Sudden death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected lack of expected efficacy: Greyhound bitch, one of a number of greyhounds vaccinated with Greyhound
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 approximately 1 year ago and then vaccinated with Nobivac KC and
Nobivac rabies approximately 1 month ago. The bitch was moved from a paddock to a smaller group
and put out on the gallops. She died suddenly when on the race track for the first time but no clinical
signs were noticed prior to this, possibly due to the number of animals involved in the establishment
which rears and trains hundreds of greyhounds for export to the UK. Since then approximately 40 dogs
(from a different yard) have developed respiratory signs varying from coughing to dyspnoea (2015-IE428). No samples taken from dead dog or sick dogs as yet. Adenovirus is suspected. Blood to be taken
from a number of dogs for serology/PCR. Dogs currently treated with marbocyl and have improved.
Follow up: 19 Oct 2015 No more information expected, no samples available from this dog and no
necropsy performed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
50X1DS 195 Reason: To protect against canine disease Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC RABIES 1X1DS 195 Reason: Unknown. Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 125 Reason: Unknown. Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 N - Unlikely
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(10/09/201410/09/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 125 - .4,N/A,N/A
,10,0.4 ml Once (08/09/201508/09/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 541 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once (10/09/201410/09/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 1X1DS 195 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
ml Once (08/09/201508/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00428

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

14 - 16
Month(s)

10/09/2014

12/11/2015

40

40

0 30/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

No Data

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(10/09/201410/09/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 125 - .4,N/A,N/A
,10,0.4 ml Once (08/09/201508/09/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 541 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once (10/09/201410/09/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 1X1DS 195 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
ml Once (08/09/201508/09/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IE-NLINTVINT-2015-IE-00481

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

16/11/2015

07/12/2015

1

1

0 16/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Ataxia,Generalised weakness
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected lack of expected efficacy: Animals from an establishment which rears and trains greyhounds Greyhound
for export to the UK. 40 greyhounds vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 approximately 1
year ago and then vaccinated with Nobivac KC and Nobivac rabies approximately 1 month ago. The
animals were all moved recently from the same paddock and split into groups of 3 in pens with runs
adjacent to one another and separated only by wire. Approximately 10 days ago, the dogs developed
respiratory signs varying from coughing to dyspnoea. One dog from a different yard died suddenly in
training but no necropsy was performed ( 2015-IE-427). Adenovirus is suspected in the respiratory
cases. Blood to be taken from a number of dogs for serology/PCR. Dogs currently treated with
marbocyl and have improved. Follow up: 19 Oct 2015 Swab tested positive for B bronchiseptica but the
bitch may have been vaccinated with Nobivac KC in the last month and so may still be shedding vaccine
strain. Vet to try and see when she was vaccinated. Negative for all viruses tested for. Outbreak dying
out now with no new cases and affected animals are recovering well. Follow up: 12 Nov 15 Blood
samples negative for each dog sampled for the following infectious agents: Canine respiratory
adenovirus Canine Distemper Virus Canine herpesvirus Bordetella bronchiseptica Canine
parainfluenza virus No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: To protect against canine disease Generic: RABIES IN
ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 1X1DS 195 Reason: Unknown. Generic: BB CANINE / PI
LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 125 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: Pup in for second vaccine and owner commented that pup was very weak Crossbred
and staggering/ataxic shortly after 1st vaccination on 16 Nov 2015. Pup had recovered by the following
morning. Vet queried hypoglycaemia given the small size of the pup. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 195 Reason: To protect against
parvovirosis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Cardiac
No Data
enlargement,Cardiomyopathy,Pale
mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Respiratory
distress,Death by euthanasia

Labrador
Retriever

Akita

English
Springer
Spaniel

9 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml O Once 1 Animal (24/08/2015Unclassifiable/unassessa
24/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(24/08/2015-24/08/2015)<BR><BR>

3.8 Milbemax - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets N - Unlikely
Once 1 Animal (21/09/201521/09/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI 50X1DS 195 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
ml Once 1 Animal (21/09/201521/09/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 541 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Once 1 Animal (21/09/201521/09/2015)<BR><BR>

1.1 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(16/11/201516/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(16/11/2015-16/11/2015)<BR><BR>

The pathologist diagnosed a congenital
cardiomyopathy as the likely cause of clinical signs.

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00008

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

13/01/2016

15/02/2016

2

1

1 13/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Abdominal effusion,Lethargy (see No Data
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Hypothermia,Anore
xia,Death,Pulmonary
oedema,Pleural effusion

Suspected adverse reaction: Pup had been with new owner for 2 months before being vaccinated and Yorkshire
wormed for the first time on 13 Jan 2016. Pup was quiet that night and did not eat any food. The pup Terrier
was examined by the vet the next morning and was panting and quiet with low temperature. Pup was
given carprofen, betamox and warmed fluids sub cut. Pup returned later and was hypothermic with
temperature of 34.8C but was not collapsed. Pup was given warmed intravenous fluids, and licked
convalescent food off a spoon. Pup died a few hours later. Body to be sent for post mortem. An older
dog in the same house was also vaccinated at the same time and is fine. Follow up: 1 Feb 2016: No
definitive results on post mortem, culture and histopathology results to follow. Follow up: 15 Feb
2016: Final comment; Histological examination of various organs did not reveal any significant findings.
Apart from the mild pleural and moderate abdominal effusion and pulmonary oedema and congestion
no changes were observed. The cause of the death of the animal remains unclear. There was no
evidence of any bacterial infection based on microbiological examination and histology. Therefore the
moderate abdominal effusion is likely to be a transudate. Evidence of fatty liver was also not found.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: To
protect against canine disease Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 541 Reason: To protect against lepto Generic: Brand: Milbemax chewable tablets for small
dogs and puppies Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

0.9 Milbemax chewable tablets for
B - Possible
small dogs and puppies - .5,N/A,N/A
,24,0.5 Tablets (13/01/201613/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (1 Day(s)
13/01/201613/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (1 Day(s)
13/01/2016-13/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00011

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

09/01/2016

01/02/2016

1

1

0 11/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Corneal ulcer,Corneal oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: Pup vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and a lepto vaccine (not sure if
Shih Tzu
Nobivac Lepto 2 or L4) on 23 Dec 2015. Moved vets and was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and
Nobivac L4 on 09 Jan 2016. Within 24 hours, right eye was closed over. Pup was examined on 11 Jan
2016 and right eye showed corneal oedema with mild ulceration. Pup was referred to a specialist who
thought that the corneal oedema was due to deposition of immune complexes in the cornea following
vaccination. Left eye is also showing corneal oedema. Dog in good form otherwise and specialist
thinks that he should make a full recovery in time. Follow up: 1 Feb 2016: Corneal oedema resolving.
No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: To protect against canine disease Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: To protect against lepto] [State of health: Good]

1.8 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(09/01/201609/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (09/01/201609/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00021

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

01/04/2015

26/01/2016

1

1

1 01/08/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>No

Other

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

1

1 01/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. Dog developed jaundice at approximately 8 months of age and
died. No post mortem carried out. Extra label use as the booster was given three months after the first
vaccination not two to four weeks later as recommended. No more information expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: For the active
immunisation against canine distemper, canine adenovirus 2, canine parvovirus, canine
parainfluenzavirus Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspect Lack of Expected Efficacy. Dog was vaccinated twice in Feb and Mar 2015, and developed
jaundice in Dec 2015 and died. No post mortem carried out. No more information expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Leptospirosis]
[State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00022

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/03/2015

26/01/2016

1

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00092

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

19/02/2016

26/02/2016

1

1

0 23/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous Not
R><BR><BR>Not system depression in
Known
Known
'Neurological'),Anorexia,Diarrhoea,
Vomiting,Milk drop

Jack Russell
Terrier

Not
Known

06/04/2016

2

2

2 01/03/2016 Not
Death,Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

No Data

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

02/12/2015

31/03/2016

1

1

0 21/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction: Entire bitch was rescued from a house a few weeks after having had a
litter of 4 pups, 6-7 weeks ago. Bitch was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and L4 on 19 Feb 2016 and
was lethargic and anorexic 4 days later. Owner contacted vet and was told to give Loxicom (NSAID) but
no improvement was seen. Bitch had stopped feeding pups and had started with vomiting and
diarrhoea. Bitch was given antibiotics, steroid and fluids i/v and has subsequently recovered. Pups have
since been weaned. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: To protect against canine disease Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: To protect against lepto]
[State of health: Fair]
Suspect Lack of Expected Efficacy: A rescue centre vaccinated two adult dogs in Jan 2016 with Nobivac
DHPPi and Nobivac L4. a second injection of Nobivac L4 alone was administered four weeks later.
Both dogs were neutered and became ill approximately one week after surgery in March 2016.
Haemorrhagic gastroenteritis was diagnosed in both dogs. Both dogs were treated with IV fluids but
died within a few days of starting treatment. Samples of intestinal contents were taken from one dog.
Further information is expected. FOLLOW-UP INFORMATION, 6 Apr: The vet did not send any
postmortem samples from either of the dogs that died therefore no further information is expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected lack of expected efficacy: Pup kept in a shelter was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and L4
on 2 Dec 2015 and developed clinical signs of parvo virus on 21 Dec 2016. The pup was 5 months old at
time of vaccination and had received a primary injection of Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 2 weeks
previously on 18 Nov 2015. Another pup, housed with the dog in this case also went on to develop
clinical signs of parvo on 29 Dec 2015. The diagnosis was made using a snap test. The dog in this case
recovered within a week of intensive treatment with fluids, antibiotics and supportive therapy.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: To
protect against viral disease Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS
541 Reason: to protect against lepto] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00135

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

01/01/2016

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00145

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

Siberian Husky Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,N/A,N/A (02/12/201502/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (02/12/201502/12/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00146

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Week(s)

21/12/2015

31/03/2016

1

1

0 29/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,N/A,N/A (21/12/201521/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (21/12/201521/12/2015)<BR><BR>

Canine/dog

7.5 Year(s)

02/04/2016

18/04/2016

1

1

0 04/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site swelling,Pyrexia
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

German Spitz - Not
Pomeranian
Known

Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A A - Probable
(02/04/201602/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (02/04/201602/04/2016)<BR><BR>

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

22/03/2016

07/04/2016

1

1

0 27/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Partial blindness,Uveitis,Temporary Not
R><BR><BR>No blindness
Known

Suspected lack of expected efficacy: Pup kept in a shelter was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and L4
on 21 Dec 2015 and developed clinical signs of parvo on 29 Dec 2016. The pup was 14 weeks old at
time of vaccination and had received a primary injection of Nobivac DHPPi Nobivac L4 2 weeks
previously on 6 Dec 2015. Another pup, housed with the dog in this case had developed parvo 8 days
previously .The diagnosis was made using a snap test. The dog in this case recovered but was very
lethargic and dehydrated and was close to death at one point. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: To protect against viral disease Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: to protect against lepto]
[State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: Dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 02 Apr 2016 and
presented at a different vet clinic 2 days later with pyrexia and a large swelling at the site of
vaccination (between the shoulders).The skin is raised and thickened and approximately the width of a
tennis ball although it does not extend from the skin, i.e. it is not possible to put fingers underneath
swelling. There is a soft centre to the swelling where the vet aspirated a very small amount (0.2ml) of
milky serosanguinous fluid. No pus aspirated. Dog is being treated with meloxicam and antibiotics and
will revisit in a few days. Follow up: 18 April 2016: Dog due for a revisit on 19 Apr 2016 but nurse spoke
with owner this morning who says swelling has resolved and that dog is back to normal. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC
KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 125 Reason: To protect against signs of canine cough Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: To protect against
leptospirosis] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: Pup vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and L4 and 5 days later presented
with uveitis of the left eye. Complete corneal oedema and unable to see with that eye. Uveitis began
in the right eye a few days later. Treatment involved maxitrol and atropine and corneal oedema has
almost completely resolved and dog can see again. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: To protect against canine disease Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: To protect against
leptospirosis] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00151

Ireland

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00154

Ireland

Animal

Maltese

Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (22/03/201622/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (22/03/201622/03/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Vial/Ampoule(s) 1 Animal
(01/04/201501/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1
Animal (01/04/201501/04/2015)<BR><BR>
Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Vial/Ampoule(s) 1 Animal
(01/03/201501/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1
Animal (01/03/201501/03/2015)<BR><BR>
Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(19/02/201619/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (19/02/201619/02/2016)<BR><BR>

No assessment
performed

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,1 Days,10,1
ml 1 Days 1 Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,1 Days,10,1 ml 1 Days 1
Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

O1 - Inconclusive

Chronology compatible with a product related effect.
Product association possible in absence of confirmed
alternative aetiology following necropsy.

Product was used off-label and lack of efficacy can
only be assessed following recommended use of the
product.

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00169

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

04/04/2016

06/05/2016

1

1

0 04/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known

Gagging,Hyponatremia,Dull,Elevate No Data
d bile acids,Hyperkalaemia,Off
colour,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Anorexia,Drinking a
lot,Vomiting

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00175

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Month(s)

02/10/2015

09/05/2016

1

1

1 19/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Lack of
R><BR><BR>Yes efficacy

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00188

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Week(s)

19/03/2016

28/04/2016

1

1

0 02/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lameness,Pust No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, ules,Hypertrophic osteodystrophy
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00205

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

16/04/2016

12/05/2016

1

1

0 18/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucopenia,Neutropenia,Circulator No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes y collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic
disorders'),Pyrexia,Generalised
weakness

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00206

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

13/05/2016

13/05/2016

1

1

0 13/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Collapse (see also 'Cardio- No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes vascular' and 'Systemic disorders')

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00227

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

17/05/2016

03/06/2016

1

1

0 17/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Gastritis,Anorexia,Necroti No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes sing steatitis,Dehydration

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00242

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

15/06/2016

24/06/2016

1

1

0 19/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling,Pyrexia,Injection site
seroma

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00251

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

30/06/2016

04/07/2016

1

1

0 30/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Diarrhoea,Dull
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00253

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

12/08/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Epileptic fit

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: Dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and L4 on 4 Apr 2016 and also
Bichon Frise
received Bravecto 250mg and Pro wormer for small dogs on the same day. Within a few hours the dog
had vomited and has been off form and lethargic ever since. Eating very little initially afterwards but
nothing in last few days. Has been sick a few times since 4 Apr 2016. Received anti- emetic and steroid
on 12 Apr 2016. Dog to receive a full work up to investigate cause. Follow up: 15 April 2016: Dog ate
small amount of recovery food and has not vomited since. Dog is also in better form and not as
lethargic. Revisit due on 18 Apr 2016. Follow up: 18 April 2016: Dog in better form but still not 100%.
Eating small amounts and drinking but seems to gag but not vomit. Bloods and X rays normal. Dog to
be re-examined at end of week. Follow up: 22 Apr 2016: Dog in good form but still not eating .Staying
in clinic today to see if she will eat for vet. Follow up: 25 Apr 2016: No improvement. Dog still not
eating or drinking and is dull. Dog to have ultrasound scan tomorrow. Follow up: 3 May 2016: Dog has
improved a little in that she is eating now (not as well as normal) and is drinking excessively which may
be due to steroids. Blood samples to be taken in a few days and vet is waiting on other lab reports. FU
06 May 2016, case upgraded to serious. Bloods show mildly elevated potassium and mildly reduced
sodium. Bile acids are markedly increased but ultrasound of liver was normal. Vet querying a shunt or
micro vascular dysplasia. A presumptive diagnosis of Addisons has been made and dog has started
treatment with Florinef and is still on steroids. Bile acids to be repeated and hepatic biopsy to be
carried out if bile acids still high. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: To PROTECT AGAINST CANINE VIRAL DISEASES Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: To protect against lepto
Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB 541 Reason: To prevent
fleas and ticks Generic: Brand: Pro wormer flavoured tablets for small /medium dogs Re... Reason
for use truncated. [State of health: Good]

5 Bravecto 250 MG CHEWABLE
O1 - Inconclusive
TABLETS - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(04/04/201604/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(04/04/201604/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (04/04/201604/04/2016)<BR><BR>Prowormer
Flavoured Tablets for Medium and
Small Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(04/04/2016-04/04/2016)<BR><BR>

Suspected lack of expected efficacy for hepatitis and Lepto. Pup was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi Greyhound
and Nobivac L4 at 8 weeks and 11 weeks of age. Approximately 6 months later dog presented
collapsed with vomiting and is severely jaundiced. Leptospirosis and infectious hepatitis suspected.
Bloods taken for MAT titres and for serology. Follow up: 21 Apr 2016: Dog euthanased this morning.
No post mortem wanted. Follow up: 09 May 2016: MAT titres were negative to all serovars tested
including those covered by Nobivac L4. Antibody titre to canine adenovirus was only 20. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason:
To protect against leptospirosis Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: To
protect against parvo, distemper, infectious hepatitis] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (02/10/201502/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (02/10/201502/10/2015)<BR><BR>

Suspected adverse reaction: Pup vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi, Nobivac L4 and KC on 19 March 2016
and presented with small pustules on the ventral abdomen 2 weeks later. Was treated with
prednisolone and antibiotics and responded well. On 14 April 2016 presented with diarrhoea and very
sore legs and feet and was unable to bear weight. After a few days a diagnosis of hypertrophic
osteodystrophy was made based on radiographic changes and pup was started on non steroidal anti
inflammatories, antibiotics and Gabapentin. Has improved significantly but still a little sore on
palpation of the feet. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
50X1DS 195 Reason: Unknown. Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 541 Reason: Unknown. Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL
125 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: Pup vaccinated on 16 Apr 2016 and was collapsed and pyrexic 2 days later,
unable to walk. Pup was very underweight at time of vaccination and owner had only been advised to
feed cereal and milk so may have had problems prior to being sold. Bloods revealed severe leukopenia
and neutropenia. Pup responded well to intravenous fluids, antibiotics and an anti inflammatory and
bloods returned to normal after a few days. However, has since had a further 2 episodes of collapse,
pyrexia and leukopenia. Pup is now recovered and bloods have returned to normal but vet querying
possible relapse. No improvement with steroids. Further work up unlikely. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Fair]
Suspected adverse reaction: Dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and L4 on 13 May 2016 and a few
hours later vomited and then collapsed unconscious for a few seconds. Dog has since recovered.
Blood profile normal. Vet thinks dog may have suffered from apnoea when vomiting (due to the breed)
but doesn't know for sure. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
50X1DS 195 Reason: Unknown. Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 541 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Akita

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,N/A,N/A (19/03/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa
19/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC - ble
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (19/03/201619/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (19/03/201619/03/2016)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (16/04/201616/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (16/04/201616/04/2016)<BR><BR>

French Bulldog Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (13/05/201613/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/05/201613/05/2016)<BR><BR>

Suspected adverse reaction: Dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and L4 on 17 May 2016 and began
Labrador
vomiting 1 hour later. Vomiting continued for 24 hours and dog was quite weak and dehydrated as a
Retriever
result. Bloods all normal but admitted for fluids. Nothing abnormal on X ray or ultrasound but still
anorexic. Exploratory laparotomy revealed thickened stomach wall. Biopsies taken for histopathology.
Results as follows: Histological Diagnosis: Fat necrosis severe with chronic moderate fibrosis.
Gastritis, lymphocytic and plasmacytic, multifocal, mild, chronic. Possible causes listed include leakage
of pancreatic enzymes or an infectious cause. Dog treated with antibiotics, anti emetics, anti
inflammatory and zantac and has recovered clinically as of 27 May 2016. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspect Adverse Reaction: The vet vaccinated a dog with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 15 Jun.
Crossbred
Four days after vaccination the dog was presented to the vet with pyrexia and swelling at the injection
site. The vet drained the site and administered IV fluids, antibiotics and anti-inflammatories.
Haematology was performed and was normal. Fluid from the injection site was serous. A few days
later swelling occurred again at the injection site and drainage was performed again. No further
information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
10X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (17/05/201617/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (17/05/201617/05/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,1 Days,10,1
ml 1 Days 1 Animal (15/06/201615/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,1 Days,10,1 ml 1 Days 1
Animal (15/06/201615/06/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Suspected adverse reaction: Pup vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 30 Jun 2016 and
Crossbred
vocalised afterwards. Pup did have worms at time of treatment but did not get a worm dose
concurrently.Pup was very unsettled and dull for the rest of the day and night and developed watery
diarrhoea on the 1 Jul 2016. Pup was admitted for intravenous fluids and was much brighter and eating
again the following day. The diarrhoea is resolving. No more information expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: Adult rescue dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on an unknown date and
Other
started having epileptic fits 1-2 weeks later. Not known if dog was vaccinated with anything else or
Canine/dog
given any other veterinary medicinal product concurrently. No other information at present. Follow up
12 Aug 2016: No more information available despite attempts to follow up with vet. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (30/06/201630/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (30/06/201630/06/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O for dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(01/01/2016-01/01/2016)<BR><BR> ble

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00257

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

14/07/2016

03/09/2016

1

1

0 14/07/2016 Not
Ataxia,Lethargy (see also Central
Known,<BR><BR nervous system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological')
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: Pup vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 14 Jul 2016 and
English Cocker Not
was lethargic and 'wobbly' on its legs a few hours later. Pup got a Drontal wormer after vaccination.
Spaniel
Known
No treatment required and pup was back to normal the following morning. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: To protect against canine
viral disease Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: To
protect against leptospirosis Generic: Brand: Drontal plus flavoured tablets for dogs Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good] MAH (Bayer) comment: using according to label changed from
"yes" to "unknown" as the weight of the animal is unknown. Entered time to onset less 12 hours. State
of health at time of treatment: good

Drontal Plus Flavour Bone Shaped
B - Possible
Tablets Flav Tabl Dog 10 kg N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/07/201614/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(14/07/201614/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/07/201614/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00271

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Week(s)

25/07/2016

21/09/2016

5

1

1 25/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: Litter of pups vaccinated on 25 Jul 2016 and one pup was lethargic and
English Cocker Not
pyrexic the following day. Vet administered non steroidal and pup was back to normal the following
Spaniel
Known
day but then re presented on 28 Jul 2016 with lethargy, pyrexia and anorexia. An abscess at the
vaccination site was palpable later that night and it was lanced and flushed and pup is much brighter
this morning. Full recovery expected and antibiotics provided. Pup was micro chipped on the same day
as vaccines were given. FOLLOW-UP INFORMATION, 2 Aug 2016, case upgraded to serious: The vet
reports that the right elbow and left stifle are now painful and swollen. Aspirates are not possible due
to the size of the dog. The vet suspects either septic/immune mediated polyarthritis. The pup has been
hospitalised for further investigation and treatment. Further information is expected. Follow up: 8 Aug
2016: Pup is bright but is now showing progessive ataxia of the hind limbs. Pup to be euthanased today
and body sent for post mortem. Follow up: 19 Sept 2016: Preliminary post mortem report as follows:
Preliminary findings: No significant gross findings were found in this animal. However, freeze artifact
may have obscured some findings. No lesions were present in the brain or spinal cord, or vertebral
column, although, although these organs were significantly altered by freeze artifact which may have
obscured pathology. Further results to follow. Follow up: 21 Sept 2016: Vet spoke with pathologist, no
definitive cause of death identified. Freezing has rendered samples for histopathology useless. No
more information available. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand:
NOBIVAC PARVO-C 50X1DS 195 Reason: To protect against canine parvovirus Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: To protect against
leptospirosis Generic: Brand: microchip Reason: Unknown. Generic: Brand: Synulox Reason:
Antimicrobial treatment] [State of health: Good]

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(25/07/201625/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(25/07/201625/07/2016)<BR><BR>Synulox
Palatable Tablets 50mg N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (5 Day(s)
28/07/2016-02/08/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00282

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

31/07/2016

10/08/2016

1

1

1 06/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspect Lack of Expected Efficacy: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and L4 at the end of July Labrador
2016. The dog was admitted to kennels the day after vaccination. A week following vaccination the
Retriever
dog was admitted to the vet with sudden onset of jaundice and liver and kidney failure was diagnosed.
The dog did not respond to treatment with IV fluids and died shortly after admission. A postmortem
was advised but the vet declined. The vet suspects leptospirosis or neoplasia. No further information is
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

30 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,1 Days,10,1
ml 1 Days 1 Animal (31/07/201631/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,1 Days,10,1 ml 1 Days 1
Animal (31/07/201631/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00316

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

01/09/2016

23/09/2016

1

1

0 01/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Addison's disease
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

8.2 Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (01/09/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/09/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00319

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

01/01/2016

23/12/2016

1

1

0 26/09/2016 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 1 Sept 2016 Other
and dog began vomiting later that night. The vomiting continued for 2 weeks until such time as the dog Canine/dog
was referred to another practice where Addison's disease was diagnosed. Dog is currently being
treated with steroids and mineralocorticoids and omeprazole and is doing well. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected lack of expected efficacy: Greyhound pup presented at approximately 5 months with
Greyhound
jaundice, lethargy and vomiting. Bloods show markedly elevated urea, creatinine, ALT and ALKP. Vet
suspects leptospirosis. Owner breeds greyhounds and has approximately 40 animals. This pup was
vaccinated twice with Nobivac DHPPi/L4 but vet unsure of vaccination dates. The owner gave the first
vaccine at 6 weeks old and the second vaccine at 12 weeks old. Pup on doxycycline. Follow up 7
October 2016: Laboratory testing MAT titres: L. Bratislava MAT Ab titre: positive 1/200 L.Canicola
MAT Ab titre: positive 1/400 L.Copenhageni MAT Ab titre: positive 1/6400 L.Ictero MAT Ab titre:
positive 1/400 Follow up 14 November 2016: a second blood sample has been sent to the laboratory
to check titre levels. Await results Requested a broader range of serogroup testing in case there is
cross reaction occurring with L. Copenhageni causing high titre. Also requested a second sample two
weeks from the initial sampling date. Await further results from the laboratory. Follow up 23rd
December 2016: Laboratory antibody titre report: L. ballum MAT Ab titre: POSITIVE @ 1/100 L.
canicola MAT Ab titre: Negative : 1/100 L. copenhageni MAT Ab titre: POSITIVE @ 1/3200 L. ictero.
MAT Ab titre: POSITIVE @ 1/400 [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: To protect against parvo virus, distemper and adenovirus infection
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: To protect
against clinical signs of leptospirosis] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00372

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

11/07/2016

23/12/2016

1

1

0 28/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>No

Other

Suspected lack of expected efficacy for Lepto reported on 18 Nov 2016 On the 11th of July 2016 a
German
Not
male German Shepherd dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and L4 vaccine. On the 26th of July
Shepherd Dog Known
2016 the vaccine was repeated using Nobivac DHPPi and L4. (ELU, interval too short). A few weeks ago
the dog presented to the attending vet with signs of jaundice, lethargy and azotemia. The dog was
treated for liver disease as leptospirosis was suspected. Fluids and antibiotics were given. The patient
responded well to treatment. A blood sample was tested for lepto serology, a resultant titre of 1/1600
was found. A second blood was sent to test for Lepto titres. Further testing of serovars has been
requested. Await results. Follow up: 5th December 2016: The results of the second blood sample titre
was unchanged at 1/1600. Advise to repeat sample in January or February 2017. Follow up 23rd of
December 2016: Laboratory report revealed the following antibody titres: L. ballum MAT Ab titre
Negative @ 1/100 L. bataviae MAT Ab titre
Negative @ 1/100 L. canicola MAT Ab titre
Negative @ 1/100 L. copenhageni MAT Ab titre POSITIVE @ 1/6400 L. ictero. MAT Ab titre
POSITIVE @ 1/1600 L. javanica MAT Ab titre
POSITIVE @ 1/400 L. zanoni MAT Ab titre
POSITIVE @ 1/100 No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
No assessment
Vial/Ampoule(s) 1 Animal (15 Day(s) performed
11/07/201626/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1
Animal (15 Day(s) 11/07/201626/07/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2016-IE-00389

Ireland

Human

Human

28 Year(s)

12/12/2016

12/12/2016

1

1

0 12/12/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Human Exposure Symptomatic: On the 12th of December 2016 a vet was using Nobivac L4 to routinely Human
vaccinate a dog at 10am however injected the needle into the palm of her left hand close to the fourth
metacarpal. The amount of vaccine administered is unknown. At 12pm on the same day the fourth and
fifth fingers on this hand were sore but not swollen. The vet took paracetamol. Pain has resolved
however unable to close these two fingers into a tight fist. No more information is expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541
Reason: Accidental Exposure] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection A - Probable
for dogs - ,,,,<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2017-IE-00110

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

07/03/2017

16/03/2017

5

1

1 07/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: On 7 March 2017 a litter of 5 puppies were vaccinated using Nobivac
DHPPi and L4. On 8 March 2017 the owner reported that one puppy had died overnight. The body has
been sent for post-mortem. Await results. Modified incorrect data on 16th March 2017: The products
used were Nobivac Parvo-C and Nobivac L4. Awaiting post-mortem report. Follow up 20th March
2017: Post mortem report revealed the presence of a food bolus in the trachea. The cause of death
was due to asphyxiation. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
N - Unlikely
Vial/Ampoule(s) 1 Animal
(07/03/201707/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Vial/Ampoule(s) 1 Animal
(07/03/2017-07/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Injection site abscess,Joint
swelling,Joint pain,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Hind limb
ataxia

Injection site pain

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

Not
Known

N - Unlikely

Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,N/A,N/A (01/01/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa
01/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4, ble
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>

Efficacy can only be assessed following recommended
use of a product. Nobivac L4 was used off-label in this
report and as such efficacy cannot be assessed.

Alternative aetiology confirmed on necropsy.

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2017-IE-00143

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

10/03/2017

11/03/2017

1

1

0 11/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Dullness,Collapse (see also 'Cardio- Other
R><BR><BR>No vascular' and 'Systemic disorders')

Suspected Adverse Reation: 10 Mar dog presented for second vaccination. No abnormality on clinical Irish Red and
exam. Within 24 hours of vaccination with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 the dog is collapsed and dull White Setter
today. The revaccination interval was 2 weeks instead of 4 weeks for Nobivac L4 (Extra-label use). The
dog required hospitalisation and intravenous fluids. Further information expected. Follow up: 13 Mar
2017 the dog was treated with intravenous fluids and dexadreson and recovered. No more information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(10/03/201710/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (10/03/201710/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2017-IE-00208

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

15/04/2017

11/07/2017

1

1

0 28/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Aggression,Shaking,Dilated
R><BR><BR>Yes pupils,Twitching,Seizure
NOS,Leucocytosis

Suspected adverse reaction: On 15 April 2017 a male entire Jack Russell Terrier received the first of its Jack Russell
primary course of vaccines using Nobivac DHPPi and L4. On 28 April 2017 the dog presented to another Terrier
veterinary practice fully conscious, with dilated pupils, aggressive and twitching. The attending vet
queried Rabies, idiopathic epilepsy, ingestion of recreational narcotics as possible causes of clinical
signs. A blood sample revealed an inflammatory process. Treatment with steroids, intravenous fluids
and sedation began. The dog responded well to treatment. Follow up 31st May 2017: The dog has
seizures on the 29th and 30th May. Bloods have been taken. Treatment for idiopathic epilepsy has
begun. Await further details. Follow up 1st June: Blood report normal. Bile acid stimulation normal.
Owner keen to use homeopathy as ongoing treatment. No more information expected. Follow up 28th
June: Owner contacted MSD Animal Health to report that the dog was 'transformed' and had
'recovered' after homeopathy treatment. Homeopathy specialist gave a homeopathy L4 vaccination
and warns that full moon can have an effect on epileptic patients. Follow up 11th July: Owner called to
say that the dog had 'peripheral shakes' last night. No veterinary examination was conducted.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
O1 - Inconclusive
Vial/Ampoule(s) Animal (15/04/201715/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1
Animal (15/04/201715/04/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2017-IE-00242

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

20/05/2017

31/05/2017

1

1

0 26/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Stranguria,Discoloured
urine,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Inappetence

Suspect adverse reaction: A 3 year old female Chihuahua dog received it's second Nobivac L4 and
Chihuahua
DHPPi vaccines on the 20th May 2017. On the 26th May the dog presented dull,temperature 39.9 C,
inappetant, had difficulty urinating and the urine was dark. On the 30th May the vet performed blood
smears and suspected immune-mediated haemolytic anaemia. On 31st May a lungworm snap test was
negative. Dog is improving. Await further details. Follow up 2nd June: Vet did not keep any of the
original blood sample to send for Coombs test to ascertain the presence of autoimmune disease. No
more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
10X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2017-IE-00246

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

8.5 Year(s)

31/05/2017

02/06/2017

1

1

0 31/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Weak pulse,Lethargy (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Cold feeling of
extremity,Pale mucous
membrane,Circulatory collapse
(see also 'Neurological' and
'Systemic disorders'),Dull

Suspect adverse reaction: At 3pm on the 31st May 2017 a male Tibetan terrier received its annual
Tibetan Terrier Not
booster vaccinations using Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. The owner brought the dog for walk later that
Known
evening. Upon return the dog became lethargic. The owner brought the dog to the vet and on
examination the distal limbs were cold. Pulses were weak. Mucous membranes were pale pink and
slightly tacky. Capillary refill time was normal. The dog collapsed on the floor, was dull but conscious.
Temperature was 39 degrees Celsius. Intravenous fluid therapy began and the dog recovered
overnight. Eating and drinking, urinated and defecated as normal. No diagnostics were performed. No
more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC
KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 125 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Vial/Ampoule(s) 1 Animal
(31/05/201731/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1
Animal (31/05/201731/05/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2017-IE-00305

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Month(s)

19/01/2017

24/08/2017

1

1

0 25/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspect lack of expected efficacy: On 19th January 2017 a male collie crossbred dog was vaccinated
Other
using Nobivac DHPPi and L4. On 25th July the dog became off-form, dehydrated and had haemorrhagic Canine/dog
diarrhoea. Body temperature was normal. The patient was treated using intravenous fluids, Buscopan
and Synulox. Blood and faeces have been submitted to a laboratory to identify the cause of diarrhoea.
Await further report. Follow up 24th August: Dog recovered 28th July. Blood sample showed high level
of antibodies against Canine Parvo Virus, Canine Adenovirus and Canine Distemper virus. Faecal sample
was not submitted. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Vial/Ampoule(s) 1 Animal
(19/01/201719/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1
Animal (19/01/201719/01/2017)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2017-IE-00318

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

03/02/2017

23/08/2017

1

1

0 10/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>No

Unauthori
sed
dosage administr
ation not
frequent
enough

Suspected lack of expected efficacy: On 10 Aug 2017, animal developed a swollen nasal planum with
Labrador
little scabs and some bleeding. There was a bloody discharge from both nostrils. Animal was treated
Retriever
with steroids and Synulox Injection. Anti-inflammatories were prescribed the following day to reduce
nasal swelling. Animal vomited over weekend. On 14 Aug 2017 animals blood profile suggested acute
renal failure (elevated Urea, creatinine and Ca) with an elevated white cell count. Leptospirosis or
another illness was suspected but not proven. Further information to follow. FOLLOW UP 23 Aug
2017: Animal developed jaundice, haemorrhagic diarrhoea and died on 22 Aug 2017, within 24 hours
after developing these signs. FOLLOW UP: 07 SEP 2017 MAT titres for L. canicola, icterohaemorrhagica
adn grippotyphosa were low at 1/30. Titres for L. bratislava were zero. Titres are not consistent with
recent infection. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason: Prevention of distemper, hepatitis, parvo and PI
infections Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason:
Prevention of leptospirosis] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 2,N/A,N/A ,10,2 ml N - Unlikely
1 Animal (03/02/201703/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 2,N/A,N/A ,10,2 ml 1 Animal
(03/02/2017-03/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2017-IE-00328

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

9-9
Week(s)

18/08/2017

29/08/2017

7

7

0 20/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hyperextension
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspect Adverse Reaction: 18 Aug 2017 7 8 week old puppies vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and
Golden
Nobivac L4. Within 2 days one puppy presented with a plantar carpal stance. Over the week all other 6 Retriever
puppies also presented with hyperextension of the carpus of both forelimbs causing a plantar stance.
The bitch had milk fever prior to whelping and the puppies are on a show dog puppy diet. The adequacy
of the calcium phosphorus ratio in the diet is unknown. One puppy has been treated with calcium and
vitamin D and has improved. Further information expected. Follow up: 11 Sep 2017 Batch numbers
added to products. Futher information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml O Reaction is unexpected and signs not typical of a
Not applicable 1 Animal
Unclassifiable/unassessa reaction following vaccination however further info.
(18/08/2017ble
awaited.
18/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (18/08/201718/08/2017)<BR><BR>

No Data

B - Possible

Insufficient information exists to establish beyond
reasonable doubt that there is an alternative
explanation to the adverse event that is not related to
the VMPs. For example, leukocytosis could be due to
inflammation, and swelling/inflammation can persist
for up to 14 days post-vaccination. Taking this into
account, a product association cannot be discounted
but other factors prevent a conclusion being drawn.
Consequently, causality O1 (inconclusive) is
considered appropriate.

3 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
O1 - Inconclusive
Vial/Ampoule(s) 1 Animal
(20/05/201720/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (20/05/201720/05/2017)<BR><BR>

Diarrhoea is a possible clinical sign associated with
leptospirosis, however, analysis of blood sample
showed high level of antibodies against canine
parvovirus, canine adenovirus and canine distemper
virus. Therefore, the observed lack of expected
efficacy is believed to be more likely related to a lack
of efficacy of the concomitantly administered
vaccine.

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2017-IE-00344

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

3-4
Month(s)

28/08/2017

09/11/2017

1

1

1 08/09/2017 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Weakness,Death by
Other
euthanasia,Pyrexia,Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal radiograph
finding,Encephalitis,Meningitis,Hep
atic necrosis,Hepatopathy

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2017-IE-00362

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

1 - 1 Year(s)

29/09/2017

12/10/2017

1

1

0 29/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Neutropenia,Vomiting,Pyrexia,
Dull

Suspect Lack of Expected Efficacy/Suspect Adverse Reaction: 09 Aug 2017 dog vaccinated with
Nobivac DHPPI, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. Also treated with Milpro and Advocate. 28 Aug 2017 dog
vaccinated with Nobiavc DHPPi and and Nobivac L4. 11 days later on 8 Sep 2017 the dog was lethargic.
11 Sep 2017 the dog was pyrexic (40 degrees Celsius). Meningitis was suspected by the vet (based on
the high temperature) . The dog has been treated with fluids, antibiotics and steroids. 13 Sep 2017 he
was brighter. 15 Sep 2017 he became weaker. Further information expected. Follow up: 17 Sep 2017
The dog was euthanased. Further information expected. Follow up: 27 Sep 2017 Initial post mortem
report shows a diffuse pallor to the liver (query hepatopathy versus acute necrosis). Grossly, brain and
meninges were normal. Awaiting histology results. Follow up: 09 Oct 2017 Histology has shown a nonsuppurative encepalitis and meningitis. No inclusion bodies suggestive of distemper have been found.
Awaiting further diganostics test results for distemper, toxocara, toxoplasmosis, neospora and
adenovirus. Follow up: 02 Nov 2017: Immunohstochemistry for toxoplasmosis and canine adenovirus
on brain tissues were negative. Awaiting neospora and distemper results. Follow up: 09 Nov 2017
Immunohistochemistry negative for distemper and neospora. No evidence that the meningitis was
caused by a pathogen in the vaccine, however, a definitive cause of the meningitis has not been found.
No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS
DIL 125 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Milpro 2.5 mg/25 mg film-coated tablets for small dogs
and puppies Reason: Antiparasitic Generic: Brand: ... Reason for use truncated. [State of health:
Unknown] Suspect Lack of Expected Efficacy/Suspect Adverse Reaction: 09 Aug 2017 dog vaccinated
with Nobivac DHPPI, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. Also treated with Milpro and Advocate. 28 Aug 2017
dog vaccinated with Nobiavc DHPPi and and Nobivac L4. 11 days later on 8 Sep 2017 the dog was
lethargic. 11 Sep 2017 the dog was pyrexic (40 degrees Celsius). Meningitis was suspected by the vet
(based on the high temperature) . The dog has been treated with fluids, antibiotics and steroids. 13 Sep
2017 he was brighter. 15 Sep 2017 he became weaker. Further information expected. Follow up: 17
Sep 2017 The dog was euthanased. Further information expected. Follow up: 27 Sep 2017 Initial post
mortem report shows a diffuse pallor to the liver (query hepatopathy versus acute necrosis). Grossly,
brain andAdverse
meninges
were normal.
Awaiting
histology
results. [Reason
for use
for product:
Generic:
Suspect
Reaction:
On 29 Sep,
the dog
was vaccinated
with Nobivac
DHPPi
and Nobivac
L4. No

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

Not
Known

Advocate 100 mg + 25 mg spot-on
O1 - Inconclusive
solution for medium dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (09/08/201709/08/2017)<BR><BR>Milpro 2.5
mg/25 mg film-coated tablets for
small dogs and puppies - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Tablets 1 Animal (09/08/201709/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(28/08/201728/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(09/08/201709/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (28/08/201728/08/2017)<BR><BR>

Whippet

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(29/09/201729/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (29/09/201729/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml O Further info. awaited.
1 Animal (30/11/2017Unclassifiable/unassessa
30/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(30/11/2017-30/11/2017)<BR><BR>

other products administered. The dog had previously been treated for conjunctivitis. The dog became
unwell/lethargic the day of vaccination. She was pyrexic and haematology showed neutropaenia and
anaemia. She was treated with intravenous fluids and has started to recover. Awaiting further results.
Follow up: 13 Oct 2017 the dogs haematology is improving - neutropaenia and anaemia is resolving
after treatment with augmentin, colvosone and intravenous fluids. The dog is being discharged today
on five days worth of antibiotics. Further information expected. Follow up: 16 Oct 2017 the dog also
vomited in the days after vaccination. Further information expected. Follow up: 02 Nov 2017 The dog
appears clinically to have made a full recovery. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2017-IE-00429

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

6-6
Week(s)

30/11/2017

18/12/2017

10

2

1 01/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS,Ataxia,Death by
R><BR><BR>Yes euthanasia,Abnormal test
result,Tremor

No Data

Suspect Adverse Reaction: 30 Nov 2017 litter of 10 puppies vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and
Alaskan
Nobivac L4. 01 Dec 2017 2 puppies presented with neurological signs - seizures, tremors and ataxia. 02 Malamute
Dec 2017 one pup was euthanased. The other puppy is on treatment with steroids and antibiotics.
Puppies appeared healthy at the time of vaccination. This is the bitches 4th litter of puppies, different
sire used for each litter. No problems reported in previous litters. Awaiting diagnostics, including post
mortem of euthanased puppy. Follow up: 18/12/17 Faecal analysis- sugar flotation: Toxocara canis
eggs present Zinc sulphate flotation: Giardia sp. cysts present, Isospora sp oocysts present Awaiting PM
results from euthanased puppy. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2017-IE-00431

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

05/12/2017

20/12/2017

1

1

1 05/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Rectal bleeding,Sudden
R><BR><BR>Yes death,Multiple organ
haemorrhage,Abnormal necropsy
finding

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2017-IE-00448

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

14/12/2017

22/12/2017

8

1

0 15/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling,Pyrexia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Injection site pain

Suspected adverse reaction: A 7 year old female labrador was referred for treatment relating to a
granuloma over the eye a few weeks ago and recovered following antibiotics and steroids. She was
vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and L4 on 5 Dec 2017. A few hours later owner noticed a small amount
of blood around the anus and the dog then died overnight. Body to be sent for post mortem. Follow
up: 20 Dec 2017 Results from post mortem as follows: Preliminary findings: Whole body - multifocal
severe haemorrhage. Comment: These haemorrhages may have been the result of a coagulopathy.
Tissues samples and gastrointestinal contents were frozen for the potential toxicological examination.
Results of histopathological examinations to follow. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: To protect against viral disease Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: To protect against
leptospirosis] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction 14 Dec 17 vet vaccinated 8 puppies from the same litter. One pup
represented the following day 15 Dec 17 very lethargic, painful and with severe very large swelling
from between the scapula around shoulders and down legs. Temp 39.9. Swelling seemed to improve
but move to brisket area but seemed brighter and happier. Awaiting follow up on response to
symptomatic treatment Follow up 22 DEC 2017 Dog presented for check up on 21 DEC 2017 he still had
a large swelling over left shoulder. On 22 DEC the swelling was surgical lanced , a drain placed and dog
will continue treatment on antibiotics. Swelling according to vet was filled with purulent material.
Further update due in Jan [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
50X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2017-IE-00453

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Week(s)

09/12/2017

20/12/2017

1

1

0 18/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Labrador
Retriever

Dogo
Argentino

Suspected lack of expected efficacy. Vaccinated on 9 Dec 2017 with Nobivac DHPPi and L4. Pup would Lhasa Apso
have been 11 weeks of age at this visit. Vet unsure whether had any other vaccinations prior to this
visit. On 18 Dec pup started with vomiting and diarrhoea . On 20 Dec the pup was collapsed and
diarrhoea became haemorrhagic and pup tested positive on parvo snap test. Pup is currently
hospitalised on intravenous fluids, antibiotics and supportive care. Follow up 22 Dec 2017. Pup is still
hospitalised on intensive treatment. Vomiting and diarrhoea has stopped but still very dull and
anorexic. Further update expected in early January [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

25 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,once O (05/12/2017Unclassifiable/unassessa
05/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4, ble
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,once (05/12/201705/12/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(14/12/201714/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (14/12/201714/12/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml N - Unlikely
Not applicable 1 Animal
(09/12/201709/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (09/12/201709/12/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2018-IE-00026

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

20/01/2018

01/02/2018

1

1

0 20/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting,Unresponsive to
stimuli,Discomfort
NOS,Trembling,Twitching,Epileptic
fit,Anal sac disorder,Shaking

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2018-IE-00048

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

27/01/2018

05/02/2018

1

1

1 27/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2018-IE-00053

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

18/01/2018

07/02/2018

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-MERCKMSD-2018-IE-00054

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

06/02/2018

08/02/2018

1

NOBIVAC L4

IRL-USMERIAL-17IE000001

Ireland

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

29/12/2016

10/01/2017

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2014-113

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

01/04/2014

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2014-235

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

20 Month(s)

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2014-343

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2016-123

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction: 11 week old pup presented for vaccination on 20 Jan 18. Clinical
English Cocker Not
examination all normal except history of itching skin. Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4 administered .
Spaniel
Known
No other products administered. Vomited within minutes of vaccination when in car park. Re seen by
vet on Sunday 21 Jan 2018 still bright and eating but had continued vomiting. Temp normal 38.5.
Treated with Colvasone and betamox ( antibiotic injections). Monday 22 Jan 2018 presented again.
Shaking on back legs and uncomfortable when sitting down. Anal glands full and infected, emptied and
treated with Colvasone and betamox again. Tues 23 Jan 2018. Shaking progressed now
shaking/trembling all over, possibly fit, not responding to owner when calling. Blood glucose normal.
Temp 38.0 Diazepam and antibiotic given. Admitted to clinic and placed on fluids. Still twitching but
improved during the day is bright and eating. Further update expected. Follow up 1 Feb 2018. Pup had
spent 4 days in clinic on IV fluids and medication as above no change until 26 Jan when trembling began
to subside. Went home for weekend. Pup was reseen on Monday 29 Jan much improved over the
weekend. 100% no further trembling noted. Back to his usual self, putting on weight. Final update
expected next week. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195
Reason: Vaccination Generic: Colvasone Brand: Colvasone Reason: Anti-inflammatory Generic:
Betamox Brand: Betamox Reason: Antimicrobial treatment] [State of health: Unknown]

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(20/01/201820/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (20/01/201820/01/2018)<BR><BR>

Circulatory collapse (see also
Not
'Neurological' and 'Systemic
Known
disorders'),Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Dea
th by euthanasia,Pain
NOS,Generalised weakness

Suspected adverse reaction: A 6 month old pup presented for 2nd vaccination on 30 Jan 2018. Clinical Bichon Frise
examination normal at time of vaccination, no other products administered apart from Nobivac DHPPI
and L4. Owner reported a bit sore after vaccination. Next day developed diarrhoea and vomiting. 2
days later 1 Feb was seen and given antibiotics. On 2nd Feb was admitted to clinic on IV fluids,
antibiotics and wormer given. Awaiting full details of clinical history and treatment given. Pup declined
over the weekend and owners elected for euthanasia. Further information expected Follow up
information received. vaccination complete on 27 Jan 2018 not 30 Jan as previously stated. When the
pup was seen on 2 Feb she was given antibiotics but also steroid and wormer. The pup was readmitted
later that day given IP fluids initially as veins very collapse, later placed on IV fluids. 3rd Feb a little
improved but still vomiting. That afternoon went downhill now vomiting and passing diarrhoea as well.
Duphalyte, baytril, Loxicom and sucrose solution given. 4 Feb worse again very weak continued
vomiting and diarrhoea and on 5 Feb Owners elected for euthanasia, no PM completed. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
50X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Antibiotics Reason: Antibiotics Generic: Brand: IV
Fluids Reason: Fluid Therapy Generic: Brand: Unknown Steroid Reason: Treatment Generic: Brand:
unknown wormer Reason: Treatment Gener... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml O Insufficient information available to determine
Not applicable 1 Animal
Unclassifiable/unassessa causality.
(27/01/2018ble
27/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (27/01/201827/01/2018)<BR><BR>

1 29/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous Not
system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Malaise,Weight
loss,Non-regenerative
anaemia,Death by
euthanasia,Lymphadenopathy,Lym
phocytosis

Suspect adverse reaction: A Dog was presented for an annual booster. The dog appeared healthy at
Golden
time of vaccination. No other medication given at the same time. After vaccination presented unwell, Retriever
lethargic and loosing weight. Blood results taken, on 29 Jan 2018 showing massive lymphocyctosis,
mild non regenerative anaemia. Pathologist suggested results were suggestive of an acute Lymphoid
leukaemia or stage V Lymphoma. The dog presented on 7th of Feb very unwell and now with
generalised lymphadenopathy. Euthanasia was elected without further diagnostics or treatment. Post
mortem was declined. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>

1

0 07/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Bradycardia,Diarrhoea,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Hypoglycaemia

Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml O Insufficient information currently available to
Not applicable 1 Animal
Unclassifiable/unassessa determine causality.
(06/02/2018ble
06/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (06/02/201806/02/2018)<BR><BR>

1

1

1 31/12/2016 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

28/05/2014

1

1

01/04/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

29/05/2014

04/08/2014

1

1

29/05/2014 Not Known

14/10/2014

30/12/2014

1

1

14/10/2014 Not
Vomiting,Hypothermia,Depression
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

12/04/2016

02/05/2016

1

1

12/04/2016 Not
Hypersalivation,Vomiting,Myocloni Not
Known,<BR><BR c jerk,Tremor
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected adverse reaction: Pup was vaccinated on 6th of Feb with Nobivac Dhppi and L4. Clinical
Chihuahua
examination all normal at time of vaccination. Presented at 8am the following morning 16 hours after
vaccination. Very lethargic with a slow heart rate. Blood glucose low at 2.9mmol/l.Glucose solution
given orally and steroid (Colvasone) given and perked up. Later on the 7th of Feb with diarrhoea
treated with symptomatic treatment (Peptosil). Further update expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 195 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: colvasone injection Reason: Shock Generic: Brand: Oral glucose solution Reason:
Hypoglycaemia] [State of health: Unknown]
Seizure NOS,Death,Inappetence
Unauthori Suspected adverse reaction, extra label use: As reported by the attending veterinary surgeon, Rilley, an Chihuahua
sed
8 week old intact male Chihuahua was vaccinated with EURICAN DHPPI (L435967 /22 MAR 2018) and
dosage - Nobivac L4 (batch number A053A01 expiry date 28 Jan 2019) by subcutaneous injection to the back of
dose too the neck, administered by the veterinary surgeon on 29 DEC 2016. The vet decided to give only half of
low
the correct dose of the Nobivac L4 vaccine due to the fact that the pup was 0.5 kg in weight. As only a
half dose was administered to the pup, this is an extra label use. Two days after administration the
animal experienced inappetance and seizures (31 January). The pup was born by Caesarean section
along with its one litter mate which was mummified and did not survive. On 2 January the pup had
another seizure. The reaction was not treated and the animal died on 02 Jan 2017, 4 days after product
administration. The owner declined a post mortem. No more information is expected. Case was
reported to MAH directly as well on 10 Jan 2017 (= date first valid), however it was agreed that case
reported to HPRA (2017-IE-00009) was kept. [Reason for use for product: Generic: Brand: Eurican
DHPPi lyophilisate for suspension for injection Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 541 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Oedematous erythema,Pruritic rash Not
April 1, 2014 the dog has been vaccinated with Nobivac Ceppi and Novivac L4. One hour after
Bulldog
Known
administration the animal showed pruritic rash and oedematous erythema. The vet administered
prednisolone 1 mg/kg (im) and the dog has recovered after three hours.

Shock,Vomiting,Angioedema

Not
Known

Not
Known

15 minutes after the firts vaccination the dog showed shock, angioedema and vomiting. The animal
recovered after 3 hours with fluidtherapy, cortisone and oxygen.

Bulldog

Not
Known

5 minutes after the vaccination the dog showed vomiting, hypothermia and depression. The animal
was successfully treated with desamethasone (40 mg I//M) and recovered in 1 hour.

Dachshund
(Standard)
Smoothhaired

On 12 april 2016 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac CEPPi diluted in Nobivac L4 and
Cavalier King
treted with Guardian SR. 5 minutes after the admistration of the products, the dog showed tremor,
Charles
hypersalivation, vomiting and myoclonic jerks.The veterinarian administered an Dexadreson (0.5 ml)
Spaniel
and Ranitidina 3 mg7kg) by subcutaneous way with succes. The animal recovered after 10 minutes. The
previous years the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with the same vaccines without any problem.

0.5 Eurican DHPPi lyophilisate for
O1 - Inconclusive
suspension for injection - .5,N/A,N/A
,24,0.5 dosage form (29/12/201629/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 .5,N/A,N/A ,24,0.5 dosage form
(29/12/2016-29/12/2016)<BR><BR>

Insufficient information available to definitively
determine causality. A product association cannot be
ruled out based on the information available.

12 NOBIVAC CEPPI - 1,1,N/A ,10,One
B - Possible
dose once (1 Day(s) 01/04/201401/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,1,N/A ,10,One dose once (1 Day(s)
01/04/2014-01/04/2014)<BR><BR>

There is a strict causal relationship between reaction
and drug (possible hypersensitivity reaction), but is
difficult distinguish the product responsible.

10 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(29/05/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Onset to sign is 15 minutes.The observed reaction
may be related to the vaccination

7 NOBIVAC CEPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Dose Once (14/10/201414/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose Once
(14/10/2014-14/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Temporal association with the vaccination. Possible
hypersensitivity reaction, even if two product were
admnistered.

12 GUARDIAN - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A A - Probable
(12/04/201612/04/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
CEPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose
(12/04/201612/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose
(12/04/2016-12/04/2016)<BR><BR>

Close association in time, probable hypersensitivity
reaction. Three products administered.

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2016-208

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

20/06/2016

27/07/2016

1

1

21/06/2016 Not
Leucocytosis,Hepatitis,Icterus,Panc Not
Known,<BR><BR reatitis
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2016-227

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Year(s)

10/07/2016

19/08/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2016-289

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

07/10/2016

11/10/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2016-320

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

16/09/2016

27/12/2016

400

1

0 04/10/2016 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2016-321

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

30/11/2016

27/12/2016

1

1

0 30/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Abdominal
R><BR><BR>Yes cramp,Vomiting,Uveitis,Unable to
jump,Head shake - behavioural
disorder

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2016-362

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

26/11/2016

29/12/2016

1

1

30/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Application site granuloma
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2017-146

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

90 Day(s)

20/04/2017

21/04/2017

1

1

20/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Eyelid oedema,Anal oedema,Lip
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema (see also 'Skin'),Facial
oedema

No Data

After about 1 hour administration of the drug, the dog showed lip oedema, eyelid oedema, facial
oedema and peri-anal oedema. The dog was treated with desametazone (Dexadreson 0.1 mg / kg)
with improvement in about 2-3 hours.

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2017-157

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 26/04/2017

09/05/2017

8

8

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2017-163

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

28/04/2017

28/04/2017

1

1

28/04/2017 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2017-167

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

10/04/2017

05/05/2017

1

1

10/04/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Injection site granuloma
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2017-20

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

01/01/2017

18/05/2017

2

1

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2017-233

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

30/05/2017

06/06/2017

1

1

30/05/2017 Not
Pain NOS,Fever,Lethargy (see also Not
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression Known
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological')
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2017-38

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

14/02/2017

18/02/2017

1

1

16/02/2017 Not
Uveitis,Asthenia
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2017-401

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

23/09/2017

25/09/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2017-441

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

39 Month(s)

20/10/2017

24/10/2017

1

1

1 10/07/2016 Not
Found dead
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

07/10/2016 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Decreased
Known,<BR><BR body
><BR><BR><BR> temperature,Depression,Tremor
Not Known

On 20 June 2016 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac CEPPi and Nobivac L4. The day after Crossbred
the vaccination, the veterinarian suspected gastroenteritis and treated it with hypodermoclysis of fluid
with Cerenia (maropitant) and Marbocyl FD (marboloxacina), Subsequently the animal was treated
with phleboclysis with fluid (Ringer lattato)+Zantadine (ranitidine)+Marbocyl FD (marboloxacina) and
then it was hospitalized.The blood analysis (repeating two times) reveals hepatitis and pancreatitis.The
animal is not recovered yet and showed icterus, leucocytosis and liver and pancreas enzymes
alteration.

7 NOBIVAC CEPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (20/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (20/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

On 10 July 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac CEP diluted in Nobivac L4. The day after the
animal was found dead. Animal was in good health and it hasn't particular signs for suspecting a fatal
event.

Crossbred

11.3 NOBIVAC CEP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
O2 - Unclassified
Dose 1 Animal (09/07/201609/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(10/07/2016-10/07/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

About one hours after the vaccination the dog showed vomiting (3 episodes), depression, diarrhoea (1
rush) , tremor and decreased body temperaturae. About after 4 hours the animal recovered
spontaneously without the vet care.

Maltese

2.17 NOBIVAC CEPPI - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 dose 1 animal (07/10/201607/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose 1 Animal
(07/10/2016-07/10/2016)<BR><BR>

Scrotal
No Data
oedema,Ascites,Hypoalbuminaemia
,Proteinuria

The performed analysis confirm the diagnosis, even if
the observed signs are not specific of a reaction to
vaccination, they could be due to intrinsic conditions
of the animal and they may be triggered by an
abnormal individual immune response in sensitive
animals. Therefore two products were administered
and it is not possible to distinguish their respective
effect.
Insufficient information for conclusive assessment.

Association in time with the vaccination, two products
administered.Possible type hypersensitivity.

Suspected adverse reaction: on 16 September 2016, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 4
Yorkshire
October 2016, the dog showed an increased abdominal size, it was brought to visit and were found
Terrier
ascites and subcutaneous penile and in the testicular region. The sample was a transudate. Blood tests
revealed a serious hypoalbuminemia (1.07 g / dl). PU / CU ratio performed on urine was seriously
altered, revealing severe proteinuria. No further available investigations. No further information
expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]

4 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 - 1,1,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal (1
Day(s) 16/09/201616/09/2016)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

No associative connection in time. Insufficient
available information to draw a conclusion.

Suspected adverse reaction: on 30 November 2016 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac Bolognese
CEPPi and Nobivac L4. 2 hours later, the dog showed restlessness, unable to jump, abdominal cramps,
vomiting. Subsequently showed head shake and uveitis.The veterinarian administered prednisolone
and fluid therapy and the dog recovered in 8 hours. No further information expected, case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]
Following the vaccines administration, the dog showed the appearance of a 5 - 6 centimeters, painless, Crossbred
not inflamed nodule on the site of inoculum. The reaction han't been treated and has spontaneously
recovered.

4 NOBIVAC CEPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
dose 1 animal (30/11/201630/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(30/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Association in time with the vaccination, two products
administered.Possible type hypersensitivity.

20 NOBIVAC CEPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A B - Possible
(1 Day(s) 26/11/201626/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (1 Day(s)
26/11/2016-26/11/2016)<BR><BR>

There is a likely causal relationship between reaction
and drug administration but it is difficult to distinguish
the vaccine responsible for the SAR. There is time
relationship between reaction and drug
administration.

Australian
Shepherd Dog

7.5 NOBIVAC CEPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A B - Possible
(1 Day(s) 20/04/201720/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (1 Day(s)
20/04/2017-20/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Close association in time with the vaccination,
probable hypersensitivity reaction. Two products
administered.

28.04.17: 8 dog puppies are vaccinated with the drugs in question (second vaccination at 21 days
distance from the first). 29.04.17: 1 of them shows vomiting and diarrhea, it is treated with fluid
therapy h24, cerenia and metronidazole; It is resigned, according to the will of the owner, and carried
by another veterinarian. It dies on 01.05.17. On the same day, the other 7 puppies show the same
symptoms and they are brought to care by another veterinarian. In the period 01.05.17 - 05.05.17,
another 2 puppies die and the mother also shows vomiting and diarrhea (1 episode) and it
spontaneously heals. 05.05.17: The owner reports that 2 puppies resume eating. 09.05.17: Resignation
without further deaths. The owner reports that 1 dog puppy, from another breeding, with
gastrointestinal symptoms, not previously diagnosticated by the primary source, had been addedd to
the dog litter on 15.04.17.
About 40 minutes later the drug administration, the dog showed vomiting and eye itching, subsequently
facial and palpebral edema. The owner reported the dog to the vet clinic and desametazone (0.3 mg /
kg IV), ranitidine (2 mg / kg) and maropitant (1 mg / kg) wew administered. After about 20 minutes the
beginning of the therapy, the signs regressed.
The vet reported that he had given the Nobivac CK off label on 10.04.2017 (he uses the S.C. instead of
the intranasal route) by mistake , and he mixes this vaccin with the Nobivac L4. After about 5 minutes
the dog showed a local granulomatous reaction of a ping-pong ball size , reduced spontaneously after
about 3 weeks. The dog was checked periodically with clinical visits and laboratory examinations; the
dog recovered within 3 weeks.

Australian
Shepherd Dog

5.2 NOBIVAC CEPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
(1 Day(s) 26/04/201726/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (1 Day(s)
26/04/2017-26/04/2017)<BR><BR>

The introduction of a dog puppy, potentially infected
and with gastrointestinal symptoms, during the
immunization period, may have caused the disease in
the animals vaccinated with the products. Two
products administered.

Crossbred

2.2 Nobivac L4 SUSPENSION FOR
A - Probable
INJECTION - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (1
Day(s) 28/04/201728/04/2017)<BR><BR>
8.7 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (1
B - Possible
Day(s) 10/04/201710/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (1 Day(s)
10/04/2017-10/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Probable anaphylaxis reaction.

Case received from the Authorities - suspected adverse reaction: After the administration of the drug,
the dog showed vomiting and lethargy; no therapy was performed. No further information expected,
case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
About three hours after vaccine administration, the patient showed lethargy, generalised pain and
fever. Symptoms spontaneously disappeared within 12 hours.

Crossbred

The dog showed asthenia and monolateral uveitis (dx) 36 and 48 hours after inoculation of the
vaccines, respectively. No information on outcomes available.

French Bulldog

23/09/2017 Not
Hypersalivation,Depression,General Not
Known,<BR><BR pain (see other SOCs for specific
Known
><BR><BR><BR> pain),Inappetence
Not Known

ABOUT ONE HOUR FOLLOWING THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE TWO VACCINES, THE DOG SHOWED
GENERALIZED PAIN, INAPPETENCE, LETHARGY AND HYPERSALIVATION. IT WAS THEN TREATED WITH
LOW DOSE DEXAMETHASONE AND CLORPHENAMINE MALEATE S.C. WITH COMPLETE REMISSION OF
THE SYMPTOMS AFTER 30 MINUTES.

Crossbred

21/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swelling around eye,Allergic skin
R><BR><BR>Yes reaction,Urticarial rash

the dog was vaccinated on 20.10.17; the next day the owner took the dog to visit the vet because it
showed allergic skin reaction, urticarial rush (swelling) and swelling around eyes. the vet administered
desametasone (0.05 mg / kg I.V.) and citirizine (zirtec) per os 1/2 tablet / day for 3 days. After about 1
hour the drugs administration, the dog recovered.

French Bulldog

3 28/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Death,Vomiting
R><BR><BR>Yes

0 01/01/2017 Yes

Vomiting,Facial oedema,Eye
itching,Palpebral oedema

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Vomiting

No Data

No Data

No Data

No Data

Not
Known

No Data

Other
Canine/dog

Boston Terrier

8 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (01/01/201701/01/2017)<BR><BR>
4 NOBIVAC CEPPI - 1,1,N/A ,24,N/A (1 B - Possible
Day(s) 30/05/201730/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,1,N/A ,24,N/A (1 Day(s)
30/05/2017-30/05/2017)<BR><BR>
13.4 NOBIVAC CEPPI - 1,1,N/A ,24,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
(14/02/201714/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,1,N/A ,24,N/A (14/02/201714/02/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
NOBIVAC CEP - 1,1,N/A ,24,N/A (1
B - Possible
Known Day(s) 23/09/201723/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,1,N/A ,24,N/A (1 Day(s)
23/09/2017-23/09/2017)<BR><BR>
10 NOBIVAC CEPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A B - Possible
(20/10/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (20/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Strict association in time and injection site; It is not
possible, however, to define if SAR is due to a drug,
both drugs, to possible pharmaceutical interaction for
drug-mixing; 2 products administered and off label use
for Nobivac CK Vaccine.

Associative connection in time, although other
explanations cannot be excluded, the contribution of
the drug to the SAR is possible.
Two drugs administered. Plausible temporal
association, absence of other reported alternative
explanations.

Two products administered. Possible association in
time. Monolateral uveitis is not reported in the SPC of
the vaccine. Insufficient information to draw
conclusions.

TWO VACCINES ADMINISTERED. SYMPTOMS MAY BE
ATTRIBUTED TO AN ALLERGIC REACTION TO THE
VACCINE, ALTHOUGH THE STRESS CONDITION
FOLLOWING DRUG ADMINISTRATION CANNOT BE
EXCLUDED AS ALTERNATIVE CAUSE.

probable hypersensitivity reaction, 2 drugs
administered.

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2017-443

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

20/09/2017

29/12/2017

1

1

0 20/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Sneezing,Reverse sneezing
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2017-549

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

19/12/2017

20/12/2017

1

1

19/12/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected adverse reaction: On 20 September 2017 the dog was brought to visit for vaccine
prophylaxis with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4. 1 minute after vaccination with Nobivac KC, after one
sneezing, the dog started with a reverse sneeze, present daily up to 17th October, on some days more
often, on other days less, and then until recovery on 25.10.17. The dog has not been given any
pharmacological treatment, only honey and the procedure of nose capping to resolve the reverse
breath. No other information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Good]
ABOUT 2 HOURS AFTER VACCINES ADMINISTRATION THE DOG SHOWED ALLERGIC OEDEMA
(ANGIOEDEMA) IN THE PERIOCOULAR, PERILABIAL AND PERIVULVAR AREAS, ASSOCIATED WITH
INTENSE PRURITUS. THE DOG WAS TREATED WITH DEXAMETHASONE I.M.; A SECOND
ADMINISTRATION OF PARENTERAL CORTICOSTEROIDS WAS MADE 5 HOURS LATER BECAUSE OF
PERSISTENT PRURITUS.

Miniature
Pinscher

5 NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 360 - No assessment
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable performed
1 Animal (20/09/201720/09/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(20/09/2017-20/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Crossbred

2 NOBIVAC CEP - 1,1,N/A ,10,N/A (1
A - Probable
Day(s) 19/12/201719/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,1,N/A ,10,N/A (1 Day(s)
19/12/2017-19/12/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2017-58

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

24/02/2017

06/03/2017

1

1

24/02/2017 Not
Application site
Known,<BR><BR pain,Crying,Depression
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Symptoms occurred a couple of hours after inoculation of the vaccines and resolved within 2 hours
without any pharmacological treatment.

Miniature
Poodle

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2017-59

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

01/02/2017

06/03/2017

1

1

01/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site pain,Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes granuloma,Depression

No Data

The dog immediately showed a wheal and pain at the injection site; after 1 hour, depression, apathy
and incoercible yelping occurred if touched and in case of movements. Onsior was administered and
the symptoms have regressed within one hour.

Toy Poodle

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2017-7

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

14/01/2017

24/01/2017

1

1

14/01/2017 Yes

No Data

4 hours after the administration of the vaccine, the dog showed right front limb lameness. Symptoms Australian
worsened in the following days, until complete lack of support. Orthopedic examination and X-rays
Shepherd Dog
revealed thickening of the medullary areas of the humeral region. Differential diagnosis was performed
for hematic osteomyelitis and hypertrophic osteopathy. Treatment with Onsior and Synulox since
January 16th improved symptoms with pain remission and recovery of the support. Laboratory tests
(biochemical analysis, CBC ) and urinalysis were within normal ranges.

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2018-125

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

23/03/2018

09/04/2018

1

1

24/03/2018 Not
Red mucosae,Hyperaemic mucosae Not
Known,<BR><BR
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

IT-ITDGSVA11-IT-2018-44

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

30/01/2018

06/03/2018

1

1

0 30/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Bloody
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes diarrhoea,Vomiting,Tachypnoea,Sh
ock,Pale mucous
membrane,Hypotension,Tachycardi
a,Wheal,Diarrhoea,Itching,Collapse
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders')

The case has been sent by the Authorities - suspected adverse reaction: After 5 minutes the drug
Chihuahua
administration, the dog collapsed, had shock, hypotension,pale mucous membrane, tachycardia and
tachypnoea. After there were vomiting and liquid diarrhoea, after bloody diarrhoea. After 12 hours the
dog showed wheals and intense itching. No further information expected, case closed. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2014-IT-00010

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

60 Day(s)

18/01/2014

24/01/2014

1

1

0 18/01/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Palpebral
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema,Generalised itching,Lip
oedema (see also 'Skin')

No Data

SAR: the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac CEP reconstituted with Nobivac L4. 20 minutes after the
vaccination the puppy showed palpebral and lip oedema, generalized itching and vomiting. The
veterinarian administered betamitasone and the dog recovered in some hours. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 543 Reason:
Unknown. Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEP 50X1DS 360 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Unknown]

American
Eskimo Dog
(Spitz)

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2014-IT-00018

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

23/01/2014

20/02/2014

1

1

0 24/01/2014 Yes

No Data

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

28/12/2013

07/02/2014

1

1

1 29/12/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Sleepiness - neurological
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder,Drooling,Vomiting,Epilepsy
,Muscle tremor,Urinary
incontinence,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Malaise,Faecal
incontinence,Clonic
seizure,Respiratory signs,Walking
difficulty

SAR: The dog was vaccinated on 23 January 2014. 12 hours after the vaccination, the dog showed
bilateral deafness. Reaction ongoing on 30 January 2014. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 543 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Unknown]
SAR On December 5, 2013 the puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac Puppy C.P. by the farmer. In midDecember 2013, the puppy was purchased by the reporter and on 28 December 2013 it was vaccinated
with Nobivac CEPPi and Nobivac L4. The day after, the puppy showed generalized malaise, vomiting,
lethargy and sleepiness. In the following days the puppy seems to improve, but on January 1, 2014 the
vomiting restarts. The veterinarian administered ranitidine and antibiotic, and again the puppy seems
to recover. On January 6, 2014 the dog showed epileptic clonic seizure with muscle tremors,
hypersalivation, urinary and faecal incontinence. The owner took the dog to a veterinary clinic, where
an ingestion was diagnosed and a laxative administered. In the following days the crisis continued and
the owner observed a roundworm in the faeces. So, the veterinarian administered a product against
the roundworm, and the puppy eliminated a huge quantity of roundworm. Despite the treatment the
epileptic crisis continued so the veterinary diagnosed a poisoning caused by toxins released by the
parasites. Few days later, he puppy was hospitalized in other clinic and a lot of analysis were
performed: blood levels, x-ray CT, liquor check, abdominal ultrasound, bile acids, transjugular
intrahepatic portosystemic shunt. All the tests were negative (rreports not available). The faecal
analysis reveal an infestation by Giardia and coccidia, so a treatment with Gardenale, Panacur,
antibiotics, Levetiracetam, Rivotril and cortisone were administered. The owner took the dog to
another clinic, and they performed the analysis for Toxoplasmosis, Neospora caninum, Distemper:
again, all the tests resulted negative. Despite the treatments, the puppy's condition got worse: it
showed ataxia and on February 2, 2014 a repsiratory crisis, so the owner decided for the euthanasia
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 10X1DS 360 Reason:
Unknown. Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 543 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2014-IT-00024

Italy

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2014-IT-00064

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

05/03/2014

13/08/2014

1

1

0 05/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Hind limb ataxia
R><BR><BR>No

Other

SAR: On 05 MAR 2014, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac CEPPi reconstituted with Nobivac L4. Few Bichon Frise
hours after the vaccination the dog showed ataxia and weakness of the hind legs. On 19 MAR 2014 the
owner refers that the dog has worsened and now is unable to stand and drag the hind legs. The
performed analysis (X-rays and blood analysis) have not revealed the cause, shortly a X-ray computed
tomography will be performed. Waiting for the results. FOLLOW UP 29 may 2014: the owner refers
that the dog still has not yet recovered the functionality of the hind legs and is under physiotherapy
treatment. No analysis results available. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC CEPPI 10X1DS 360 Reason: Unknown. Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 543 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2014-IT-00067

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

81 Day(s)

19/03/2014

11/04/2014

1

1

0 19/03/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Angioedema,Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>No

Other

SAR: On 19 MAR 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobovac CEPPi and Nobivac L4. 1 hour after the
vaccination the dog showed facial angioedema. Administered prednisolone, it recovered in 4 hours.
Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360
Reason: Unknown. Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Periorbital oedema,Allergic
oedema,Lip oedema (see also
'Skin'),Allergic pruritus,Vulvar
oedema

Lameness

Loss of hearing

No Data

Not
Known

TWO VACCINES ADMINISTERED. A 4 YEARS-OLD GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG DEVELOPED HYPERAEMIC German
MUCOSAE WITH REDDENING AND CONGESTED MUCOUS MEMBRANES OF THE EARS ABOUT 24 DAY Shepherd Dog
AFTER VACCINES ADMINISTRATION AND LASTING FOR ABOUT 3 DAYS. THE ADVERSE REACTION WAD
TREATED WITH TOPIC CORTICOSTEROIDS (CORTAVANCE). OUTCOME UNKNOWN (THE VET REPORTS
THAT THE ANIMAL OWNER DID NOT BRING THE DOG TO THE VET AMBULATORY FOR FOLLOW-UP
VISITS).

2.5 NOBIVAC CEPPI - 1,1,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(24/02/201724/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,1,N/A ,24,N/A (24/02/201724/02/2017)<BR><BR>
1.8 NOBIVAC CEPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A B - Possible
(1 Day(s) 01/02/201701/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (1 Day(s)
01/02/2017-01/02/2017)<BR><BR>
8 Nobivac L4 SUSPENSION FOR
INJECTION - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (1
Day(s) 14/01/201714/01/2017)<BR><BR>

11 NOBIVAC CEPPI - 1,1,N/A ,24,N/A (1 B - Possible
Day(s) 23/03/201823/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,1,N/A ,24,N/A (1 Day(s)
23/03/2018-23/03/2018)<BR><BR>
3 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (1 Day(s) 30/01/201830/01/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Not applicable 1 Animal (1 Day(s)
30/01/2018-30/01/2018)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

NOBIVAC CEP 50X1DS 360 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(18/01/201418/01/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (18/01/201418/01/2014)<BR><BR>
9.6 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 543 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(23/01/2014-23/01/2014)<BR><BR>

German
Not
Shepherd Dog Known

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

O1 - Inconclusive

NOBIVAC CEPPI 10X1DS 360 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(28/12/201328/12/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (28/12/201328/12/2013)<BR><BR>

3.25 NOBIVAC CEPPI 10X1DS 360 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(05/03/201405/03/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (05/03/201405/03/2014)<BR><BR>

7.5 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(19/03/201419/03/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (19/03/201419/03/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

TWO VACCINES ADMINISTERED. SYMPTOMS MAY BE
ATTRIBUTED TO AN ALLERGIC REACTION TO THE
VACCINE.

Two products administered. Possible association in
time. Symptoms are consistent with vaccine adverse
reactions. Given the concomitant administration of
two different vaccines, the potential contribution of
the single products is not assessable.
There is a likely causal relationship between reaction
and drug administration but it is difficult to distinguish
the vaccine responsible for the SAR. There is time
relationship between reaction and drug
administration.

No connection with the side of iniection. Insufficient
available information to draw a conclusion.

STRICT TEMPORAL ASSOCIATION. POSSIBLE
HYPERSENSITIVITY REACTION. TWO DRUGS
ADMINISTERED. INSUFFICIENT INFORMATION TO
DRAW DEFINITE CONCLUSIONS.

Probable hypersensitivity reaction and 2 product
administered.

Possible hypersensitivity reaction, even if it is difficult
to distinguish the vaccine responsible.

OOnset to sign is 12 hours, even if the reaction is not
Unclassifiable/unassessa expected.
ble
OThe some signs are not fitting into the
Unclassifiable/unassessa pharmacological profile. No further investigation are
ble
available.

OInconclusive with the information available.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

OHypersensitivity reaction to vaccination, but it is not
Unclassifiable/unassessa distinguished the product associates to the reaction.
ble

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2014-IT-00071

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

06/03/2014

16/04/2014

1

1

1 06/03/2014 Yes

Vomiting,Renal
failure,Death,Elevated
creatinine,Azotaemia

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2014-IT-00072

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

11/02/2014

16/04/2014

1

1

1 21/02/2014 Yes

Prostration,Liver failure,Swollen
No Data
lymph
node,Leucocytosis,Tachycardia,Net
tle rash (see also 'Skin'),Skin
swelling,Death,Anorexia,Hyperther
mia

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2014-IT-00106

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

09/05/2014

13/08/2014

1

1

0 12/05/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Muscle pain,Muscle
R><BR><BR>No stiffness,Muscle
tremor,Hyperthermia,Depression

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2014-IT-00141

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

32 Month(s)

21/06/2014

12/07/2014

1

1

0 21/06/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
Other
R><BR><BR>No 'Skin'),Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Reddening of the
skin,Drooling,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,A
ngioedema

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2014-IT-00163

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

14/07/2014

26/02/2015

1

1

0 14/07/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Swelling NOS
R><BR><BR>No

Other

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2014-IT-00167

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

01/06/2014

12/08/2014

1

1

0 01/06/2014 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2014-IT-00180

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

09/05/2014

12/08/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2014-IT-00226

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

07/09/2014

30/12/2014

1

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2014-IT-00264

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

12/10/2014

28/10/2014

1

Other

SSAR: On 7 Feb 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac CEPPi and Nobivac L4 (annual vaccination). Yorkshire
On 6 Mar 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (booster). On 13 Mar 2014, 8 days after the
Terrier
vaccination, the dog showed vomiting. The anayisis revealed a very high level of creatinine and a
polycystic kidney with chronic renal failure. The dog is under treatment with Ringer lactate solution,
specific diet, Nefrorenal, but he is getting worse. No more information is expected. FOLLOW UP 4 APR
2014 Despite the treatment, the dog died on 28 Mar 2014. The laboratory analysis have revealed high
levels of creatinine (6.7 mg/dl and 9.4 mg/ml) and azotemia (130 mg/ml and 121 mg/ml). The
veterinarian confirms that the polycystic kidney disease and the chronic renal failure were diagnosed
some years ago, so known at the time of vaccination. No further information is expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

SSAR On 11 Feb 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Few days after the vaccination (about Other
10) the dog showed a skin rash, so the veterinarian treated it with a cortisonic ointment. On 23 Feb
Canine/dog
2014 all the analysis (not specified) performed on the blood of both the vaccinated dog and its sister
(not specified if vaccinated as well) were normal. On 12 Mar 2014 the dog has been hospitalized
because a severe skin rash, prostration and anorexia. The owner refers that, based on the analysis
performed, the health condition of the dog was "serious". On 26 Mar 2014 the blood analysis of both
dogs revealed a very high level of Gamma-glutamyl transferase. The attending veterinarian has been
contacted, waiting for a complete report. Follow-up 7 Apr 2014: Report from the attending
veterinarian with more specific details than reported by owner: 10 days after the vaccination the dog
showed diffuse flushed skin swellings. On 12 Mar 2014 the dog was hospitalized because of depression
and hyperthermia. The laboratory tests revealed increase of bilirubin, transaminases, C-reactive
protein and leukocytes. At echography: reactive lymphoid hyperplasia (in abdomen), hepatitis and
cholestasis. Subsequently, onset of ventricular tachycardia from ischemic damage. On 31 Mar 2014,
decrease of bilirubin, still present tachycardia, anorexia, depression. Suspected immune-mediated
reaction. On 6 Apr 2014, despite the treatment, the dog died. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction: On 9 may 2014 the dog has been vaccinated with Nobivac CEPPi+Nobivac Beagle
L4. 3 days after the vaccination, the dog showed mild hyperthermia, tremors, mild depression, stiff
neck with pain. The dog has been visited by another veterinarian that diagnosed a meningitis and
administered cortisone, antipyretic and sulfonamides. On 16 may 2014 the dog is clearly improving,
nevertheless the veterinarian suggests a X-ray computed tomography. Case closed. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: On 21 June 2014 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac CEPPi Chihuahua
diluted in Nobivac L4. 30 minutes after the vaccination the dog showed: vomiting, diarrhoea, drooling
and collpase. The veterinarian administered IV fluid therapy and adrenaline. The signs disappeared in
15-20 munites, except for the drooling. 2 hours after, the drooling resolved but some swelling and
reddening (angioedema) on face and the chin, that disappeared after some hours following cortisone
therapy. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI
50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(06/03/2014-06/03/2014)<BR><BR>

Associative with vaccination, even if not all clinical
signs are specific and not investigation performed pre
and post vaccination.

9 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 OThe laboratory test previously the vaccination was
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
Unclassifiable/unassessa good, but the time to onset is very long for a
(11/02/2014-11/02/2014)<BR><BR> ble
dermatological hypersensitivity reaction. Suspected
immune-mediated reaction. Autopsy test is ongoing.

20 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(09/05/201409/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (09/05/201409/05/2014)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable for available information.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

4 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(21/06/201421/06/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (21/06/201421/06/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

There is a strict causal relationship between reaction
and drug (possible hypersensitivity reaction), but is
difficult distinguish the product responsible.

Suspected adverse reaction: After 1 hour after the administration of the two vaccines, the dog showed Basset Hound Not
a generalized oedema. The dog was treated with a corticosteroid and recovered in 3 hours. 30 January
Known
2015 Follow-up No other information received. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]

B - Possible

Possible hypersensitivity reaction.

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: At the beginning of June 2014, the reporter (veterinarian) vaccinated her Crossbred
dog (mixed pit-bull) with Nobivac L4, as booster vaccination after the first one (3 weeks before) 3-4
days after the vaccination the dog showed a copious bilateral transparent ocular discharge, and
brownish lesions on the lateral sides of the eyes (blood vassels). Spreading the lesions to the entire
surface of the eyes, the dog was visited by an ophthalmologist who diagnosed a progressive chronic
superficial keratitis (pannus) due to an autoimmune reaction caused by the vaccination.The dog is
under treatment with cyclosporine and corticosteroids (eye drops), that keep the lesions under control,
but if the treatment is stopped, in few days the lesions appear again. No further information expected,
case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(14/07/201414/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (14/07/201414/07/2014)<BR><BR>
18 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 543 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(01/06/2014-01/06/2014)<BR><BR>

OSome cases the Keratitis is related with the
Unclassifiable/unassessa vaccination, but is not proven it.
ble

0 12/05/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Muscle
R><BR><BR>No stiffness,Meningitis,Hyperthermia

Other

1 10/09/2014 Yes

No Data

20 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(09/05/201409/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (09/05/201409/05/2014)<BR><BR>
20 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(07/09/2014-07/09/2014)<BR><BR>

OInsufficient information for conclusive assessment
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

1

Suspected adverse reation: On 9 may 2014 the veterinarian vaccinated a Beagle with Nobivac CEPPi
Beagle
and Nobivac L4. On 12 May 2014, the dog showed mild neck stiffness and hyperthermia. A colleague of
the reporter, who visited the dog, diagnosed a meningitis (not confirmed by laboratory analysis) and
administered antipyretics, sulfonamides and cortisone. On 15 May 2014 the dog recovered. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction:On 7 September 2014 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac
English Setter
L4.The reaction occurred 3 days after the vaccination, on 10 September 2014.The report, also
submitted to the Italian Ministry of Health, doesn't describe the observed signs and only
states:Symptom 1: HaemorrhageSymptom 2: Haemolytic anaemiaSymptom 3:
ThrombocytopeniaDespite the treatment with K1 Vitamin, amoxicillin+clavulanic acid and fluid therapy
the dog died after 24 hours of cerebral haemorrhage.Case closed.31 October 2014 FOLLOW UP:The
laboratory analysis (PCR on urine sample) have showed the following residue:Coumatetralyl,
Bromadiolone, Brodifacoum. This means that the dog died because of poisoning by anticoagulant
rodenticides [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]

1

0 14/10/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Anaemia NOS,Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>No membrane,Anorexia,Apathy

Suspected adverse reaction: On 12 october 2014, the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac
Crossbred
CEPPi diluted in Nobivac L4. 36 hours after the vaccination the dog showed severe apathy, anorexia
and pale mucous membranes. 5 days after vaccination the veterinarian performed blood analysis (CBC)
that revealed a severe anaemia (red blood cells 1.5 milions, haemoglobin 8 g/100ml, hematocrit 15%),
so the veterinarian decided for a blood transfusion. Further diagnostic exams did not reveale any other
causes for the anaemia, that 3 days later was still severe. The dog is under treatment with Ronaxan,
metylprednisolone, azathioprine. Today 28 october 2014 the dog is slightly improved but the
conditions are still severe. No further information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]

3.5 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(12/10/201412/10/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (12/10/201412/10/2014)<BR><BR>

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Keratitis,Ocular
discharge,Autoimmune disorder
NOS

Thrombocytopenia,Haemorrhage
NOS,Death,Haemolytic anaemia

Other

N - Unlikely

The dog died for poisoning by rodenticides

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2014-IT-00285

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

19 Week(s)

26/09/2014

01/12/2014

1

1

0 27/10/2014 Yes

Anorexia,Lack of efficacy,Weight
loss,Dehydration,Elevated renal
parameters

No Data

SLEE On 18 August 2014 the veterinarian vaccinated the 3-months-old puppy with Nobivac CEPPi and German Short- Not
Nobivac L4, and re-vaccinated the puppy with Nobivac L4 on 26 september 2014 (19 weeks of age). On haired
Known
27 october 2014 the veterinarian visited the dog, that was anorexic, dehydrated and emaciated. On 29 Pointing Dog
october 2014 blood analysis revealed an increase in renal parameters (not specified) and the following
titres: L. tarassovi: 1:1006 L. kirschneri serogroup Grippotyphosa: 1:200 Negative titres (not quantified)
for L. interrogans serogroup Canicola, L. interrogans serogroup Icterohaemorrhagiae and L.
interrogans serogroup Australis. The dog was administered with amoxicillin and clavulanic acid iv and
he significantly improved within 48 hours. The treatment continued for 2 consecutive weeks, now the
dog is under treatment with tetracyclines. No further information expected, case closed. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2014-IT-00290

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

25/11/2014

03/12/2014

1

1

0 25/11/2014 Yes

Lateral neck deviation,Reduced
responses,Reluctant to move,Hind
limb ataxia,Rigidity of limbs

No Data

Jack Russell
Terrier

11 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(25/11/2014-25/11/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2015-IT-00015

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

26/01/2015

10/06/2015

1

1

0 28/01/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous Other
R><BR><BR>No system depression in
'Neurological'),Anorexia,Jaundice,H
aemolytic anaemia,Hyperthermia

Crossbred

13 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(26/01/201526/01/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (26/01/201526/01/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2015-IT-00051

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

20/04/2015

20/05/2015

1

1

0 23/04/2015 Not
Angioedema,Facial oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Crossbred

5.8 GUARDIAN SR INJECTABLE B - Possible
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (20/04/201520/04/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (20/04/201520/04/2015)<BR><BR>

Signs reported could be the result of a hypersensitivity
reaction but two products were admnistered.

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2015-IT-00104

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

04/06/2015

10/10/2015

1

1

0 06/06/2015 Yes

Crossbred

13 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 543 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(04/06/2015-04/06/2015)<BR><BR>

Association in time, but can't be excluded other
causes.

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2015-IT-00185

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

23/05/2015

28/09/2015

1

1

0 23/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema,Angioedema
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Crossbred

IT-NLINTVINT-2015-IT-00189

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

30/09/2015

01/10/2015

1

1

0 30/09/2015 Not
Ear flap oedema,Palpebral
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Local swelling (not
><BR><BR><BR> application site)
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2015-IT-00191

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

22 Month(s)

30/09/2014

22/10/2015

1

1

0 26/09/2015 No

Other

6.2 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(23/05/201523/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (23/05/201523/05/2015)<BR><BR>
6 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(30/09/201530/09/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (30/09/201530/09/2015)<BR><BR>
26 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(30/09/2014-30/09/2014)<BR><BR>

Probable allergic reaction, even if two products
administered.

NOBIVAC L4

Suspected adverse reaction: On 25 November 2014 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac
L4. 1 1/2 hour later, at home, the dog showed lethargy (it did not respond to calls and remained sitting
in the doghouse); stimulated by the owner, the dog tried to stand but with great difficulty, and had hind
limbs rigid and dragged, stiff and turned right neck. The reaction disappeared within 30 minutes without
any treatment. No further information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: On 26 Jan 2015 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac CEPPi
and Nobivac L4 (mixed). On 28 Jan 2015, the dog showed lethargy, anorexia, hyperthermia and subjaundice. The blood count has been carried out, waiting for the report. The veterinarian diagnosed
haemolytic anaemia and administered prednisolone, outcome unknown. Waiting for more
information. FOLLOW UP 15 MAY 2015: The dog gradually recovered in the following days. No further
information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: On 20 April 2015, the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac L4,
and administered Guardian, also. 3 days later (23 april) the dog showed facial angioedema. The
veterinarian adìministered desametasone by intravenous way, but after 90 minutes the dog was getting
worse, so again he administered desametasone by intravenous way. After 90 minutes the dog was
improving, and he fully recovered the day after. No other signs described. No further information
expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 543 Reason: Unknown. Generic: Brand: GUARDIAN Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction: On 4 Jun 2015 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac L4. 2 days
after the vaccination the veterinarian observed hemolytic anemia (no information about the method
of diagnosis) that was reported to endanger the life of the animal. The dog is still under treatment with
prednisolone 1 mg/kg b.w/bid, doxycycline 10 mg/kg b.w. and fluid therapy. Waiting for further
information. Follow-up 18 Jun 2015: The veterinarian performed the blood analysis but not a COOMBS
test. The analysis, dated 11 June 2015, show: hemolytic anemia (decreased levels of RBC, hemoglobin
and hematocrit), but also high levels of C-reactive protein, creatine kinase, lactate dehydrogenase,
alkaline phosphatase, lymphopenia, neutrophilia and leucocytosis. Therefore, the diagnosis of immune
mediated anemia cannot be confirmed, and there is the possibility that an inflammatory process was in
progress at the time of vaccination. Waiting for outcome from the veterinarian. FOLLOW UP 10
October 2015: no further information received, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Fair]
Suspected adverse reaction: On 23 may 2015 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac CEPPi
diluted with Nobivac L4. Some time after the vaccination (not specified, but in the same day of the
vaccination) the dog showed facial angioedema. The veterinarian administered dexamethasone and
methylprednisolone and the dog recovered in 15 minutes. No further information expected, case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction: On 30 Sep 2015 the veterinarian has vaccinated the dog with Nobivac
CEPPi and Nobivac L4. After 1,5 hour the dog showed palpebral edema, retroauricular edema, swelling
on trunk and extremities. The veterinarian administered dexamethasone i.v. (0.5 mg/kg) and the dog
recovered in 4 hours. No further information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected lack of expected efficacy: On 30 Sep 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (booster
vaccination, first vaccination 5 months before). On 26 Sep 2015 the dog showed vomiting, lethargy and
jaundice. The laboratory analysis resulted positive for Leptospira australis/bratislava, Leptospira
grippotyphosa/grippotyphosa, Leptospira icterohaemorragiae/copenhageni, Leptospira
pomona/pomona. After the administration of amoxicillin, clavulanic acid and supportive therapy the
dog recovered. Extra-label use: the booster vaccination was administered 5 weeks after the first
vaccination instead of 4 weeks. FOLLOW UP 22 october 2015: modified incorrect data: Suspected lack
of expected efficacy: On 30 Sep 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (booster vaccination,
first vaccination 5 weeks before). On 26 sep 2015 the dog showed vomiting, lethargy and jaundice. The
laboratory analysis resulted positive for Leptospira australis/bratislava (1/6400), Leptospira
grippotyphosa/grippotyphosa (1/3200), Leptospira icterohaemorragiae/copenhageni (1/200),
Leptospira pomona/pomona (1/1600). After the administration of amoxicillin, clavulanic acid and
supportive therapy the dog recovered. Extra-label use: the booster vaccination was administered 5
weeks after the first vaccination instead of 4 weeks. No further information expected, case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS
543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2015-IT-00192

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

35 Day(s)

01/01/2015

06/10/2015

6

1

1 01/01/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Leucopenia,Vomiting,Jaundice,Deat Other
R><BR><BR>No h,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Dehydration,Tiredne
ss

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

IT-NLINTVINT-2015-IT-00194

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

01/01/2015

06/10/2015

2

1

0 01/01/2015 Not
Scleritis
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected adverse reaction and extra-label use: The veterinarian vaccinated 6 puppies at 5 weeks of
age with Nobivac CEPPi and Nobivac L4. 4 hours after the vaccination one puppy showed tiredness and
vomiting. 48 hours after the vaccination the veterinarian visited the dog and observed: jaundice,
dehydration, lethargy. The blood analysis revealed 24.000/µl white blood cells. The dog died the day
after, 3 days after the vaccination. The minimum age recommended for vaccination is 12 weeks for
Nobivac CEPPi and 6 weeks for Nobivac L4. No further information expected, case closed. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction: the veterinarian vaccinated 2 dogs with Nobivac CEPPi and Nobivac L4. 1
month later, she administered the booster vaccination. 5-6 days after the vaccination, one of the dogs
showed clouding of the eyes, so the owner brought the dog to the ophthalmologist who diagnosed an
autoimmune episcleritis. Reporting vet worried about the dog's eye condition. Waiting for the
complete report from the veterinarian. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]

No Data

Haemolytic
No Data
anaemia,Leucocytosis,Lymphopeni
a,Neutrophilia,Elevated liver
enzymes,Decreased red blood cell
count,Decreased
haemoglobin,Elevated creatinekinase (CK),Elevated C-reactive
protein,Elevated lactic acid
dehydrogenase (LDH)

Lack of efficacy

Not
Known

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

American
Staffordshire
Terrier

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(26/09/2014-26/09/2014)<BR><BR>

7 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction.

OTemporal association with the vaccination. Two
Unclassifiable/unassessa products administered. No information about other
ble
concomitant treatment. Awaiting results of further
investigation.

Possible allergic reaction.

Possible lack efficacy.

OInsufficient information for a conclusive assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

OWaiting for further information.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2016-IT-00001

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 07/01/2016

29/01/2016

1

1

0 07/01/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous membrane,Collapse
R><BR><BR>Yes (see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders'),Decubitus

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2016-IT-00005

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

03/06/2015

19/01/2016

1

1

1 11/01/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>No

Other

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2016-IT-00018

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

19/02/2016

07/04/2016

1

1

1 20/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Distension of
R><BR><BR>Yes abdomen,Death,Appetite loss

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: On 31 January 2016 the veterinarian vaccinated 5 puppies (same litter)
with Nobivac Puppy CP, and revaccinated them 20 days later (19 February 2016) with Nobivac CEPPi
and Nobivac L4. The veterinarian refers that concurrently to the vaccination the owner weaned the
puppies. The day after the vaccination, in the evening, one puppy showed anorexia and distension of
the abdomen, and died during the night. The veterinarian refers that previously the puppy had been
treated with antibiotics for respiratory problems (not described) and the veterinarian vaccinated the
dog 12 days after the end of the antibiotic therapy. Waiting for the report. FOLLOW UP 22 MARCH
2016: The veterinarian has decided not to proceed with reporting, so no further information will be
available. Case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI
50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2016-IT-00032

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

16/03/2016

30/03/2016

1

1

0 16/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Dull,Dyspnoea
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2016-IT-00053

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Month(s)

31/03/2016

14/06/2016

1

1

0 31/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Inappropriate
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes defecation,Inappropriate
urination,Vomiting,Collapse (see
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders')

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2016-IT-00060

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Month(s) 29/03/2016

20/09/2016

1

1

1 12/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swelling NOS,Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling,Death

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2016-IT-00076

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

04/05/2016

06/05/2016

1

1

1 04/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Hyperthermia,Depression,Ast No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, henia,Hypoglycaemia,Low platelet
<BR><BR><BR>< count,Coma
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2016-IT-00096

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

08/02/2016

22/07/2016

1

1

0 08/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: on 16 march 2016, at 5 p.m., the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with
Nobivac CEPPi and Nobivac L4. At 9 p.m., at home, the dog showed dyspnoea and mild dullness.The
dog recovered in 5 minutes, without any treatment. No further information expected, case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: on 31 March 2016 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac CEPPi
diluted with Nobivac L4. About 15 minutes after the vaccination the dog showed vomiting and
repeatedly defecated and urinated, finally he collapsed. The veterinarian administered Dexadreson 1ml
and glucose solution 5% 50 ml. In a short time the dog improved and fully recovered the following day.
No further information expected, case closed. 02 Jun 2016: Duplicate breed label fix installed in PVWorks; Breed is corrected to match the appropriate species [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: on 29 march 2016 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac CEPPi
diluted in Nobivac L4. 3-4 days after the vaccination the owner applied Advocate spot-on. On 12 April
2016 the dog showed a swelling at the injection site at the right shoulder blade (size about 6 cm) so
the owner applied some compresses with water and salt. On 13 April 2016 the veterinarian visited the
dog and administered an anti-inflammatory by oral way. Afterwards the veterinarian was informed by
the owner that the swelling was extended to the entire right front paw and died on 15 April 2016.
Waiting for the results of the autopsy. FOLLOW UP 20 September 2016: no further information
received, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI
50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: on 4 may 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac CEP and Nobivac L4
subcutaneously, and with Nobivac KC intranasally. 8 hours later, the dog showed depression and
asthenia rapidly worsening to a pre-comatose status with hyperthermia, hypoglycaemia, decrease in
platelets value. The dog was treated with Ringer solution, glucose solution and dexadreson 1,5 ml, and
died after 2 days. The post-mortem examination is running. No further information expected, case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEP 50X1DS 360
Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543
Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
Suspected lack of expected efficacy: on 8 february 2016 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with
Nobivac CEPPi and Nobivac L4. The dog was previously vaccinated with another product (competitor)
but neither the product's name nor the vaccination date (and booster) is known. About 3 months after
the vaccination, the dog showed incoercible vomiting and rare episodes of diarrhea. The dog was
treated with fluid therapy, antiemetics, antibiotics, gastroprotectors products and recovered after 10
days. The laboratory analysis (PCR) resulted positive for Parvovirus, strain typing is running. Waiting for
the results of the analysis. 22JULY 2016 FOLLOW UP: No further information received, case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2016-IT-00109

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Year(s)

24/05/2016

06/06/2016

1

1

0 25/05/2016 Yes

No Data

Acute renal
failure,Hyperglycaemia,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated
ALT,Uraemia,Anorexia,Vomiting

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: On 15 December 2015 the puppy was vaccinated by the breeder with
Maltese
Vanguard 7. On 7 January 2016 the veterinarian visited the 10-weeks puppy and vaccinated him with
Nobivac CEPPi diluted in Nobivac L4 (ELU for CEPPi; dog should be at least 12w of age). 3 Minutes
after the vaccination the dog collapsed, fell in lateral decubitus and showed gray mucous membranes.
The veterinarian administered methylprednisolone hemisuccinate 1 mg/kg b.w. by intravenous way.
Thereafter the dog was administered with fluid therapy, methylprednisolone hemisuccinate and
ranitidine. Within 20 minutes the dog regained consciousness, after 1 hour the dog fully recovered,
alert and responsive, with rosy mucous membrane. No further information expected, case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
Suspected lack of expected efficacy: on 29 April 2015 the dog (born in January 2015) was vaccinated
Chihuahua
with Nobivac CEP diluted in Nobivac L4, and revaccinated 5 weeks later (ELU for Nobivac L4, the
second vaccination should be performed 4 weeks after the first one) with the same vaccines. On 11
January 2016 the dog was visited by the veterinarian because of hyperthermia, and the owner referred
about one episode of vomiting and diarrhoea in the previous days. The veterinarian started a
treatment program with Ketoprofene and Enrofloxacine. The day after (12 January 2015) , the therapy
was stopped. On 13 January 2015 the puppy was administered with fluid therapy and Samyr. The same
day, the puppy showed muscle tremors, ataxia, rolling, orange urine, so the veterinarian administered
Doxycycline. Afterwards, the dog showed obvious jaundice and seizure, and died on 14 January, during
the night. The veterinary suspected Leptospirosis. The analysis on blood revealed high levels of
creatine phosphokinase, transaminase, bilirubin, urea, C-reactive protein. The analysis on urine
revealed the presence of high levels of bilirubin,protein, creatinine. The analysis to confirm the
Leptospirosis infection are still running. Waiting for the results of the analysis. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEP 50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health:
Fair]

1.07 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (07/01/201607/01/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(07/01/2016-07/01/2016)<BR><BR>

Possible anaphylactic shock, even if two products
administered.

2.8 NOBIVAC CEP 50X1DS 360 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(03/06/201503/06/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (03/06/201503/06/2015)<BR><BR>

OWaiting for the laboratory analysis.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

Chihuahua

0.9 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(19/02/201619/02/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (1 Day(s) 19/02/201619/02/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Corso Dog

53 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (16/03/201616/03/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(16/03/2016-16/03/2016)<BR><BR>

Temporal association with the vaccination, even if the
signs are non specific and other equally plausible
explanation possible.

Maltese

2.1 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (31/03/201631/03/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(31/03/2016-31/03/2016)<BR><BR>

Possible hypersensitivity reaction.

Crossbred

9 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (29/03/201629/03/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(29/03/2016-29/03/2016)<BR><BR>

Two products administered. The vaccinations could
have triggered off the reaction.

Possible even if autopsy could be clarify all signs.

Border Collie

25 NOBIVAC CEP 50X1DS 360 OAssociative connection in time, even if the
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (04/05/2016- Unclassifiable/unassessa information are inconclusive.
04/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC ble
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 360 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose (04/05/201604/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(04/05/2016-04/05/2016)<BR><BR>

Jack Russell
Terrier

6.2 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (08/02/201608/02/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(08/02/2016-08/02/2016)<BR><BR>

Suspected severe adverse reaction: on 24 may 2016 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac Crossbred
L4 (booster vaccination, first vaccination administered one month before, with Nobivac CEP,without
any problem). The dog has a mitral regurgitation (well compensated without any treatment) and is
affected by Leishmaniasis (no treatment in place). 18 hours after the vaccination, the dog showed
vomiting and anorexia. On 27 may 2016 the veterinarian performed the blood analysis, that revealed
high levels of glucose, creatinine, BUN, transaminase (ALT).The veterinarian diagnosed an acute kidney
failure and administered prednisolone, fluid therapy, furosemide and doxycycline. From 4 June 2016,
the doxycycline has been replaced with Repen (benzylpenicillin procaine and dihydrostreptomycin
sulfate). The dog is still under treatment, his condition is unchanged. No further information expected,
case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

7 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (24/05/201624/05/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Temporal association and signs with vaccination.

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2016-IT-00123

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

26/05/2016

09/04/2018

1

1

1 05/06/2016 Yes

Leucocytosis,Vomiting,Hepatitis,Jau No Data
ndice,Death,Appetite
loss,Malaise,Disorder of red blood
cell
NOS,Pancreatitis,Hyperphosphatae
mia,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated gamma-glutamyl
transferase (GGT),Hypernatremia

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2016-IT-00186

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

30/07/2016

04/08/2016

4

1

1 30/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Neurological signs NOS,Respiratory No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes distress,Death,Hypothermia,Other
metabolic disorder

Suspected adverse reaction: on 30 July 2016 the veterinarian vaccinated 4 puppies with Nobivac CEPPi Chihuahua
and Nobivac L4. 2 hours later, one puppy showed neurologic and metabolic signs (not described),
hypothermia and respiratory crisis and died 5 hours later. No further information expected, case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

0.5 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 A - Probable
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (30/07/201630/07/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(30/07/2016-30/07/2016)<BR><BR>

Probable hypersensitivity reaction, even if two
products were admnistered.

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2016-IT-00238

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

22/09/2016

02/11/2016

1

1

0 06/10/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Suspected adverse reaction: on 22 September 2016 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Eurican
Shetland
CHP diluted in Nobivac L4. About 15 days later, the dog showed hyperthermia and constipation, and
Sheepdog
was treated with antipyretic, only. On 13 October 2016 the dog was visited by the veterinarian for
depression, lack of appetite, constipation, pale mucosae, hyperthermia (39.8°C), splenomegaly. After
having performed the blood analysis (not available), the veterinarian diagnosed a haemolytic
autoimmune anaemia and started the administration of cortisone. On 24 October 2016 the dog was
visited by another veterinarian who carried out the blood analysis, revealing a severe anaemia: RBC
0.95x10^6/µl, PLT 20x10^3/µl, ALP 295 U/l, haemoagglutination, polychromasia, nucleated red blood
cells 4%. The dog is under treatment with prednisolone. No further information expected, case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS
543 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: Brand: Eurican CHP Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: antipyretic
Brand: Antipyretic Unknown Reason: Antipyretic] [State of health: Good]

8.4 Antipyretic Unknown - N/A,N/A,N/A B - Possible
,24,Unknown (27 Day(s) 06/10/201602/11/2016)<BR><BR>Eurican CHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (22/09/201622/09/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(22/09/2016-22/09/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with the MAH's assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2016-IT-00249

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

07/11/2016

08/11/2016

1

1

0 07/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Chihuahua

ITA-MERCKMSD-2016-IT-00251

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

07/11/2016

09/11/2016

5

3

0 07/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS,Mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes stool,Incoordination

No Data

1.2 NOBIVAC CEP 50X1DS 360 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (07/11/201607/11/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(1 Day(s) 07/11/201607/11/2016)<BR><BR>
5 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (07/11/201607/11/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(07/11/2016-07/11/2016)<BR><BR>

Possible hypersensitivity reaction, even if two
vaccines were administered concurrently and any of
them could be a possible cause.

NOBIVAC L4

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2016-IT-00259

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

03/11/2016

01/12/2016

1

1

1 04/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: on 7 November 2016 the veterinarian vaccinated the puppy with Nobivac
CEP diluted in Nobivac L4. 30 minutes later, the dog showed facial oedema. The veterinarian
administered Dexamethasone and the dog recovered in 60 minutes. No further information expected,
case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEP 50X1DS 360
Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543
Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: on 7 November 2015 the veterinarian vaccinated 5 puppies of the same
litter with Nobivac CEPPi diluted in Nobivac L4. 2 days later, 3 puppies showed seizures, mucous
diarrhoea, uncoordinated movements. The puppies are under treatment with Amoxicillin+clavulanic
acid, cortisone, valium, fluid therapy. 1 puppy is improving, 1 puppy is stationary, the last one is in
severe conditions. The mother is MDR positive. No further information expected, case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS
543 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
Suspected severe adverse reaction: on 3 November 2016 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog. The
owner informed the veterinarian that the dog died during the following night. No symptoms described,
no further analysis performed. No further information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Good]

Affenpinscher

2.5 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (03/11/201603/11/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (1 Day(s) 03/11/201603/11/2016)<BR><BR>

Close association in time but no further analysis
performed, no sufficient information available to
draw a conclusive assessment.Two products
administered.

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2016-IT-00260

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

07/11/2016

14/02/2017

1

1

0 07/11/2016 Yes

Vomiting,Reddening of the
skin,Facial oedema

No Data

Crossbred

8.9 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 A - Probable
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(07/11/2016-07/11/2016)<BR><BR>

Probable hypersensitivity reaction.

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00006

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

20 Month(s)

13/01/2017

01/02/2017

1

1

0 14/01/2017 Yes

Epileptic seizure

No Data

Crossbred

18 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (13/01/201713/01/2017)<BR><BR>

The time to onset is not very suggestive of an effect
of the admnistration and the available information is
insufficient to assess the case.

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00010

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

14/01/2017

02/05/2017

1

1

0 14/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Septic arthritis,Flaccid
R><BR><BR>Yes paralysis,Lameness

Suspected adverse reaction: on 7 November 2016 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac
L4. 90 minutes later, the dog showed vomiting, facial oedema (nose) and redness of abdomen and
lower part of the neck. The dog was treated with prednisolone 5 mg and recovered within 10 hours
from the vaccination. No further information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis]
[State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: on 13 January 2017 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac L4.
24 hours later, the dog showed an epilectic-like crisis, lasting for some minutes. 24 hours later (15
january 2017), another crisis, shorter duration. The first vaccination, one month before, did not cause
any problem. No further information neither available nor expected, case closed. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: on 14 January 2017 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac CEP
and Nobivac L4, in the right side of the neck. 3-4 hours later, the dog showed a lameness at the right
front legs quickly followed by flaccid paralysis. The veterinarian diagnosed a septic Arthrosynovitis and
administered antibiotics and anti-inflammatories. After 24 hours of treatment the dog is still showing
the paralysis but his general conditions are good. No further information expected, case closed.
FOLLOW UP 28 January 2017 The owner refers that after 1 week of treatment the dog was improved
and the signs at the right front leg disappeared. Nevertheless, from 27 January the dog is showing
severe lameness at the left front leg. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: DHP
LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEP 10X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

Australian
Shepherd Dog

7 NOBIVAC CEP 10X1DS 360 O2 - Unclassified
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(14/01/201714/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(14/01/2017-14/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Time association with vaccination, but many other
causes occurred.

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00024

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

31/01/2017

10/02/2017

1

1

0 31/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hyperactivity,Falling,Unable to
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes stand,Ataxia,Muscle tremor,Glazed
eye

Suspected adverse reaction: on 31 January 2017 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac
CEPPi and Nobivac L4. Some time (not specified) the dog showed alternating hyperactivity (racing and
jumping vertically) and ataxia with tremors, gaze, unable to stand and falling down. The veterinarian
administered cortisone and fluid therapy and the dog recovered in 6 hours. No further information
expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI
50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

Bull Terrier

6 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (31/01/201731/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(31/01/2017-31/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Association in time. Hypersensitivity reaction. Two
products administered.

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00031

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

07/02/2017

14/03/2017

1

1

0 09/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hydrocephalus,Circling R><BR><BR>Yes neurological disorder (see also
'Behavioural disorders'),Abnormal
movement
NOS,Anorexia,Nystagmus

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: on 7 February 2017 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac
French Bulldog Not
CEPPi and Nobivac L4. On 9 February the dog showed anorexia, on 11 February neurological signs such
Known
as nystagmus and abnormal movements (it walked in circle). On 13 February 2017 the veterinarian
performed a CT scan and observed a severe hydrocephalus, probably of infectious origin. No further
information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
CEPPI 10X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00039

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

28/02/2017

20/04/2017

1

1

0 28/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Face and neck swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Dyspnoea

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: on 28 February 2017 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac
CEPPi and Nobivac L4 (annual vaccination). About 1,5 hour later, the dog showed facial and neck
swelling, progressively worsened, and dyspnoea. The dog was treated with methylprednisolone and
fluid therapy, and fully recovered after 24 hours. No further information expected, case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

Low platelet
Other
count,Splenomegaly,Pale mucous
membrane,Constipation,Appetite
loss,Hyperthermia,Depression,Imm
une mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Hyperphosphataemia,Elev
ated SAP,Decreased red blood cell
count,Abnormal red blood cell

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: on 23 April 2016 the puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and
revaccinated on 26 May 2016. 10 days later the dog showed general malaise with lack of appetite and
vomiting (thick and frothy). In the following 2-3 days the vomiting worsened (the dog vomited the
water, also) and the puppy had jaundiced mucous. On 8 June 2016 the following analysis were
performed: bilirubin 5.8 mg/dl, alkaline phosphatase 710 mg/dl, phosphorus 2.8 mg/dl, sodium 137
mEq/dl, HCT 59.6 (%), WBC 5.4 (x 109/microL), lymphocytes 0.90. 2 days later, the analysis worsened:
bilirubin 8.4 mg/dl, alkaline phosphatase 716 mg/dl, HCT 62,7 (%), GGT 47 (IU/L), bile acids 140
(mcmol/l), WBC 18.9 (x 109/microL). The veterinarian decided for an exploratory laparotomy that
showed hepatitis and pancreatitis. No further information expected, case closed. FOLLOW UP 5 FEB
2018: The puppy died on 11/06/16 without having awakened from anesthesia. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]

Chihuahua

Australian
Shepherd Dog

French Bulldog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (26/05/201626/05/2016)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NOBIVAC CEPPI 10X1DS 360 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (07/02/201707/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(07/02/2017-07/02/2017)<BR><BR>
8 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 A - Probable
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (28/02/201728/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (28/02/201728/02/2017)<BR><BR>

Vaccination cannot be ruled out completely even the
adverse events are not known to vaccination. No
further investigation.

No temporal association, no further investigation
available, two product were admnistered.

Association in time with the vaccination, but the signs
seem due to the hydrocephalous.Two products
administered. No futher information available.

Probable hypersensitivity reaction, even if two
products administered.

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00041

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

28/02/2017

17/03/2017

1

1

0 03/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Dullness,Head tilt - ear
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder,Neurological symptoms
NOS,Disorientation

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: on 28 February 2017 the veterinarian has vaccinated the dog with Nobivac Bulldog
CEPPi and Nobivac L4 (annual vaccination). About 3 days later, the dog showed neurological
symptoms: head turned to one side, disorientation, dullness. The dog was not treated and the situation
is improving. Dog recovered after 5 days. No further information expected, case closed. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Fair]

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00042

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

06/03/2017

14/03/2017

1

1

1 06/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Anaphylaxis,Walking
difficulty,Generalised
weakness,Death

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00083

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

05/04/2017

18/04/2017

1

1

0 05/04/2017 Yes

Drooling,Disorientation,Ataxia,Diarr No Data
hoea

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00096

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

20/04/2017

02/05/2017

1

1

0 20/04/2017 Yes

Decreased heart rate,Pale mucous No Data
membrane,Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,D
epression

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00106

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

28/04/2017

09/05/2017

1

1

0 28/04/2017 Yes

Facial oedema

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00161

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

30/05/2017

14/06/2017

1

1

0 30/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pulmonary oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: 10 minutes after administration of the vaccines, the dog showed
weakness, inability to walk, pale mucous membranes. The dog was treated immediately with
dexamethasone 0.1 mg/kg and fluid therapy. After about 1 hour the dog showed improving conditions:
the dog was still depressed but able to walk without problems. The veterinary sent him home, but at
night there was a recurrence of the same symptoms. The owners decided to bring him urgently to
another vet clinic, where fluid therapy was administered to the dog but the dog died (9 hours after
vaccination). No further information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: on 5 April 2017, the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac L4. 30
minutes later, the dog showed ataxia, drooling, diarrhoea, instability and disorientation. The
veterinarian administered fluid therapy (Ringer lattate) and cortisone (Dexamethasone 5 mg). After 1
hour all the physiological functions were normal and the dog fully recovered after the next hour. No
further information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: on 20 April 2017 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac L4.
About 10 minutes later, the dog showed vomiting and depression, pale mucosae, bradycardia. The
veterinarian administered cortisone by i.m. way and fluid therapy by i.v. way and the dog recovered in
20 minutes. No further information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: on 28 April 2017 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac L4. 15
minutes later, the dog showed facial oedema, and the veterinarian administered methylprednisolone 1
mg i.m. and Tinset tablets 1 mg/kg b.w. Reaction ongoing at the time of reporting (8 hours after the
vaccination). No further information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: on 30 May 2017 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac CEPPi
and Nobivac L4. 2 hours later, the dog showed pulmonary oedema (no signs described). The
veterinarian administered Rapidexon (dexamethasone) and furosemide and the dog recovered the day
after (31 may 2017). No further information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00222

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

13/07/2017

26/10/2017

1

1

1 13/07/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Death
R><BR><BR>No

Other

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00253

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

07/09/2017

22/09/2017

1

1

0 07/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Circulatory collapse (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Vomiting,Urine
leakage,Localised
itching,Anaphylactic shock

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00257

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

16/09/2017

05/10/2017

1

1

1 16/09/2017 Not
Itching,Anaphylactic shock,Death
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00264

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

19/09/2017

10/10/2017

1

1

0 19/09/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Injection site itching,Circulatory
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic disorders'),Urine
leakage,Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Invol
untary defecation

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00294

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 21/10/2017

07/11/2017

1

1

0 21/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes, membrane,Vomiting,Recumbency
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

No Data

19 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 ONo associative in time. No further investigation. Not
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable Unclassifiable/unassessa classifiable with the knowledge at the moment.Two
1 Animal (28/02/2017ble
products administered.
28/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(28/02/2017-28/02/2017)<BR><BR>

Maltese

4 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (06/03/201706/03/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(06/03/2017-06/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Golden
Retriever

27 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 543 A - Probable
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(05/04/2017-05/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Probable anaphylactic reaction.

Crossbred

6.2 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 543 A - Probable
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (20/04/201720/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Probable anaphylaxis reaction.

Shiba Inu

10 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 A - Probable
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (1 Day(s) 28/04/201728/04/2017)<BR><BR>

CA is agree with MAH's assessment.

Chihuahua

2 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (30/05/201730/05/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(30/05/2017-30/05/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH's assessment.

Suspected adverse reaction: on 13 July 2017 the veterinarian vaccinated a 3 months old puppy with
Crossbred
Nobivac L4 and Versican plus DHPPi (second dose). The dog was vaccinated in the morning after
clinical examination. The vet administered VERSICAN PLUS DHPPI+Nobivac L4 mixing the two products
in the same syringe. 15 minutes after vaccination, the dog was discharged. After about 30 minutes the
pet owner came back to the clinic with the puppy died. The pet owner didn't allow the autopsy of the
puppy. No signs described, the owner doesn't agree in performing the autopsy. No further information
expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: Brand: VERSICAN PLUS DHPPi Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]
[CA]:
The Vet reports that this was the third vaccination administered (the first was performed with Nobivac
and the second with DHPPI+L4)
Suspected adverse reaction: On 7 September 2017 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac
Akita
CEPPi and Nobivac L4. 20 minutes later, the dog showed an anaphylactic shock with vomiting,
cardiovascular collapse, urinary incontinence, followed by facial itching. The animal was administered
with cortisone by e.v. way, fluid therapy, prednisolone by s.c. way. The symptoms disappeared 2 hours
later, except for the facial itching that lasted for a further hour. No further information expected, case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
Suspected severe adverse reaction: The case has been reported by the attending veterinarian to a
Pug
Company's employee, no report available from the veterinarian. On 16 September 2017 the
veterinarian vaccinated the dog (age unknown) with Nobivac CEPPi and Nobivac Lepto. 3 minutes later,
the dog showed intense itching - no other symptoms referred. The veterinarian suspected an
anaphylactic shock so administered the necessary therapy (not described), but despite the treatment
the dog died. No further information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: on 19 September 2017 the veterinarian vaccinated the 2-month-old dog
Golden
using simultaneously Nobivac CEPPi and Nobivac L4 (extra-label use for Nobivac CEPPi because the
Retriever
recommended minimum age is 12 weeks if given together with Nobivac L4). 5 minutes later, the dog
showed itching at the in injection site and then collapsed, losing urine and faeces, and vomiting. The
veterinarian intubated the dog and administered fluid therapy and prednisolone (1 mg/kg). The dog
recovered consciousness in about 20 minutes, but showed agitation and general itching for some
minutes. No further information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: On 21 October 2017, the dog was vaccinated by the veterinarian with the Crossbred
two vaccines and then the antiparasitic product. 5 minutes after the administration of the 3 products,
the dog first vomited, then fell to the ground without losing its senses, with greyish mucous
membranes, normal temperature. The veterinarian immediately give her oxygen for about 15 minutes.
The dog then recovered completely and it has no symptoms anymore. No other information expected,
case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEP 50X1DS 360
Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543
Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: Brand: FRONTLINE TRIACT Reason: Ectoparasitic control] [State of
health: Good]

Probable anaphylactic shock. Two products
administered.

2.4 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 O1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable Unclassifiable/unassessa
1 Animal (13/07/2017ble
13/07/2017)<BR><BR>VERSICAN
PLUS DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,once
(13/07/2017-13/07/2017)<BR><BR>

Two vaccines administered mixing the two products in
the same syringe. Information available on the dog's
death are insufficient to draw definite conclusion. The
animal owner did not give permission to perform an
authopsy.

12 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (1 Day(s) 07/09/201707/09/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal (1 Day(s)
07/09/2017-07/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Probable hypersensitivity reaction; two ptoduct
administered.

5 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (1 Day(s) 16/09/201716/09/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal (1 Day(s)
16/09/2017-16/09/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH's assessment.

7 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 1,1,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1
Animal (1 Day(s) 19/09/201719/09/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,1,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (1 Day(s) 19/09/201719/09/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH's assessment.

B - Possible

2.5 FRONTLINE TRIACT - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) 1 Animal
(21/10/201721/10/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
CEP 50X1DS 360 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(21/10/201721/10/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(21/10/2017-21/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Association in time with the vaccination. Possible
known hypersensitivity reaction. Three products
administered.

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00307

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

13/11/2017

12/04/2018

1

1

0 14/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Circling - neurological
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder (see also 'Behavioural
disorders'),Unable to
stand,Anorexia,Hyperthermia,Redu
ced responses,Droopy lower
lip,Depression

Suspected adverse reaction: on 13 November 2017 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac Golden
CEPPi (administered in previous years) and Nobivac L4 (first administration). Shortly after the
Retriever
vaccination (time e not specified), the dog showed hyperthermia (41°C) and lethargy. On 16 November
2017 the veterinarian visited the dog that showed neurological signs: staggering and walking in circle.
Today 17 November 2017 the dog is still showing the walking in circle, anorexia and lip ptosis. No
information available about the treatment (if any) or further analysis. Waiting for the complete report
from the veterinarian. FOLLOW UP 6 DECEMBER 2017: The following information has been sent with
the complete report: on 13 November 2017 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac CEPPi
and Nobivac L4. 24 hours after the vaccination, the dog showed anorexia, depression, hyperthermia,
vomiting. 72 hours after the vaccination, the following signs appeared: walking in circle, unable to
stand on the hind, reduced responses. The dog was administered with Cerenia 2 mg/kg, outcome
unknown. No further information expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00332

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

04/03/2017

21/12/2017

1

1

0 12/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Encephalitis,Anorexia,Hyperth
ermia

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2018-IT-00003

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

15/07/2017

25/01/2018

1

1

1 01/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-MERCKMSD-2018-IT-00004

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

04/12/2017

22/02/2018

1

1

0 08/12/2017 Yes

Suspected adverse reaction: on 4 March 2017 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac CEPPi
and Nobivac L4. On 12 March 2017, the dog showed hyperthermia (40°C), pain at the injection site and
anorexia. The veterinarian treated the dog with fluid therapy and meloxicam without any
improvement. All the test performed by the veterinarian (Giardia, parvovirus, Leishmania, Anaplasma,
Borrelia, Ehrlichia, Rickettsia) resulted negative. The veterinarian treated the dog with
Amoxycillin+Clavulanic acid 25 mg/kg b.w./ BID for 10 days and Meloxicam 0,1 mg/kg b.w. with scarse
results. The exam of the cerebrospinal fluid and the CAT are compatible with immune-mediated
meningoencephalitis. The veterinarian administered Prednisolone 2 mg/kg b.w./day for a month
subsequently decreasing, till to the positive outcome after 4 months. No further information
expected, case closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI
50X1DS 360 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected lack of expected efficacy: on 23 July 2016 the veterinarian vaccinated the dog with Nobivac
CEPPi and Nobivac L4. Booster vaccination on 23 August 2016, last annual vaccination in July 2017
(chosen 15 July 2017 for data entry). In December 2017, nonspecific gastrointestinal signs appeared
(not described). The veterinarian started a therapy with antibiotics. The laboratory exam resulted
positive for Leptospira Australis serovar Bratislava (1:6400) and Leptospira grippotyphosa serovar
grippotyphosa. On 9 January 2018 the dog died. No further information expected, case closed.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS
543 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction: the case has been reported by the owner to a company employee. The
veterinarian who vaccinated the dog is not aware about that. The owner refers that, 2-3 days after the
vaccination with Nobivac L4, the dog had neurological symptoms. No further information provided,
outcome unknown. No further information expected, case closed. FOLLOW UP 24 JANUARY 2018:
Report received from the veterinarian. The dog was vaccinated on 4 December 2017. 4 days after the
dog showed: abnormal posture, muscular contractions, uncoordinated movements. The dog was lying
on the ground with his eyes wide open, muscular rigidity, unable to move, growling but conscious.
About 30 minutes later, the dog started to walk normally. The serological analysis resulted within the
normal range. The neurological visit and the performed tests: NMR, liquor analysis,
electroencephalography did not revealed any abnormality. No further information expected, case
closed. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

ITA-ZZELANCO-IT2017_000055

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

11/05/2017

22/08/2017

1

1

0 11/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Local swelling (not application
R><BR><BR>Not site),Angioedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Chihuahua female puppy microchip 380260100336828, born 22/01/2016, regularly vaccinated, 4.1 kg. Chihuahua
Brought to the vet clinic for normal vaccination (Nobivac Ceppi + L4) filariosis test and Guardian (0.2 ml
sc.). Previous prevention with Stronghold. After two and a half hours, the owner noticed some pumice
on the muzzle, time to get in the car to veterinarian (10 min) and the dog showed serious angioedema
of the muzzle, cannot open eyes, edema of the lips, throat, chest and forehead. It responded to
cortisone therapy, symptoms regressed quickly. [Reason for use for product: Generic: Moxidectin
Brand: Guardian SR Injectable Reason: Heartworm prevention Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: Nobivac L450X1DS 543 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
selamectin Brand: Stronghold Reason: Parasite control] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NL-BAYERBAH-2017-409776

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

38 Month(s)

17/04/2017

24/05/2017

1

1

0 29/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Epileptic
R><BR><BR>Not seizure,Collapse (see also 'CardioKnown
vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Eyes rolling
back,Listless,Fatigue,Spasticity

Not
Known

Case received from NL authority. 1/05/2017 dog owner reports: On 24-Apr-2017 the owner applied
Crossbred
Advantix for dogs 10-25 kg to a 3 years and 2 months old neutered female hybrid dog, weighing 13.4
kg. The reporter states that the product was applied as per label. On 29-Apr-2017 when walking the
dog, the animal collapsed, lay down in the grass, began to spin its eyes and make spastic movements.
The dog was brought to a veterinarian who treated the dog with Stesolid rectiole 2.5 ml, 10 mg. The
reporter states that the veterinarian concluded that the signs were due to the treatment with Advantix.
Advantix was applied for the first time to the dog a month prior to 24-Apr-2017. Back then the owner
noticed anxious behavior after application. At reporting day the animal was not recovered fully yet, it
suffered from listlessness and fatigue. 4/05/2017 additional information from the veterinarian. Five
days after the second application of Advantix, on 29-Apr-2017, a 3 year old female neutered dog had
an epileptic seizure. The dog had already recovered when it was seen by the veterinarian. One week
prior to the second application of Advantix, the dog received a Nobivac Lepto injection. The
veterinarian states the owner mentioned that dog showed immediately after the first and the second
application of Advantix vocalization (crying out). Vet could not see any at abnormality when examining
of the dog. The owner did not agree to perform further blood tests. The vet had advised the owner to
report the case. Reason for Treatment: Unknown. State of health at time of treatment: good [Reason
for use for product: Generic: Imidacloprid; Permethrin Brand: Advantix 250/1250, spot-on oplossing
voor honden Reason: Unknown Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NL-Intervet-2007-00066

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Week(s)

15/10/2007

20/11/2007

6

1

1 17/10/2007 Not
Anorexia,Death
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Trial with 6 w old pups. Vaccinated with N Puppy DP and N Leptotetra. Smallest pup sick at D 3 and
died. PM: no cause of death.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-Intervet-2007-00067

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Week(s)

22/10/2007

20/11/2007

5

5

2 22/10/2007 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLASTP-Tensurin-20161117

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

16/11/2016

17/11/2016

1

1

No Data

Vocalisation,Unable to
No Data
stand,Muscle spasm NOS,Abnormal
posture NOS,Lateral
recumbency,Muscle
rigidity,Neurological symptoms
NOS,Incoordination

Injection site pain,Central nervous Not
system disorder NOS,Lethargy (see Known
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Anorexia,Death
0 16/11/2016 Not
Epileptic seizure
Not
Known,<BR><BR
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
No

41 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 B - Possible B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (1 Day(s) 13/11/201713/11/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal (1 Day(s)
13/11/2017-13/11/2017)<BR><BR>

Anorexia, Vomiting, Depression and a transient rise in
body temperature can be seen after vaccination.
There is a short time to onset. ABON B Neurological
signs: Association in time with the vaccination (3
days). Nevertheless the neurological observed signs
are not specific for vaccination and could be due to
different causes. No analysis or neurological visit
results available at the moment, two products
administered, so the assessment is inconclusive ABON
O1. Overall ABON B CA agrees with the MAH's
assessment. Two products administered. Insufficient
information to draw a definite conclusion.

Chihuahua

5 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (04/03/201704/03/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(04/03/2017-04/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Crossbred

30 NOBIVAC CEPPI 50X1DS 360 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (15/07/201715/07/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 543 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (15/07/201715/07/2017)<BR><BR>

Golden
Retriever

33 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 543 OCA agrees with MAH's assessment.
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable Unclassifiable/unassessa
1 Animal (04/12/2017ble
04/12/2017)<BR><BR>

Jack Russell
Terrier

4.1 Guardian SR Injectable - .2,N/A,N/A B - Possible
,10,0.2 ml (1 Day(s) 11/05/201711/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
CEPPi - 1,1,1 Years,24,N/A (1 Day(s)
11/05/201711/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,1,1 Years,24,N/A (1 Day(s)
11/05/201711/05/2017)<BR><BR>Stronghold N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
13.4 Advantix 250/1250, spot-on
O1 - Inconclusive
oplossing voor honden - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 pipette 1 Animal (24/04/201724/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(17/04/2017-17/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Nobivac Leptotetra - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (15/10/2007N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Puppy DP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/10/2007N/A)<BR><BR>
Pups from trila with new vaccin Nobivac Leptotetra (pos contriol Nobivav Lepto). All pups after
Not Applicable Not
Nobivac Leptotetra - N/A,N/A,N/A
vaccination bit slow, anorexia and pain at injection site. Twp pups (1x control, 1x trial) lethargy.
Known ,N/A,N/A (22/10/2007Trialpup cerabral attack for few mini=utes. Despite treatment with saline both died. PM: no clear
N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Puppy DP cause of death. Hypoglycaemia, sign of shock and excessive Cl perfringens.
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (22/10/2007N/A)<BR><BR>
A dog was treated with Tensurin tablets because of urethra sphincter incontinence (according to the
Rhodesian
29 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
veterinarian the sphincter incontinence is due to the age of the dog and sterilisation). The dog is known Ridgeback
for dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
to have epilepsy, but is not treated for epilepsy and had not had seizures for a long time. Start
Animal (16/11/2016treatment with Tensurin on 16-11-2016. The tablet was administered to the dog when the dog came
16/11/2016)<BR><BR>Tensurin 60
home after visiting the veterinary practice (a vaccination L4 was administered during this visit). Shortly
mg - 30,2,24 Hours,3,0.5 tablet twice
after administration of Tensurin the dog had an epileptic seizure, for the first time in months. Duration
daily (16/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
of seizure: a few minutes There are several factors that could have triggered a convulsion: the owner
thinks that it could be due to the stress from a visit to the veterinary practice. The owner has
continued the treatment with Tensurin. The product is effective and the dog has not had any seizures
anymore.

CA agrees with MAH'assessment.

A MAT title of 1: 800 or higher in a dog with symptoms
compatible with leptospirosis is considered strongly
suspected of disease. An increase in antibody titres of
4 times it is considered strongly indicative of
infection.

Temporal association; symptoms known to be
associated with the product. Three drugs
administered.

Reasonable association in time. Clinical signs
(listlessness) partly fit the
pharmacological/toxicological profile of the product,
though time to onset is quite long. Epileptic seizures
are not mentioned in the product information of the
VMP. However, stress and excitation and medication
in general may possibly trigger an epileptic seizure in
animals with a low epileptogen level. Other causes
are possible, but product involvement can not be fully
excluded. Therefore O1-inconclusive

Not
Known

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Epileptic
seizures are not mentioned in the product information
of the VMP. However, stress and excitation and may
possibly trigger an epileptic seizure in animals with a
low epileptogen level. Other causes are possible, but
product involved can not be fully excluded. Therefore
O1-inconclusive

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLBBD-2015-4234

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

31/12/2014

08/01/2015

1

1

01/01/2015 Not
Deafness,Lethargy (see also Central Not
Known,<BR><BR nervous system depression in
Known
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological')
Yes

one day after vaccination sudden deafness and lethargic

German
Shepherd Dog

31.2 Nobivac L4 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
O1 - Inconclusive
dose per animal (31/12/201431/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose per animal
(31/12/2014-31/12/2014)<BR><BR>

Close association in time. Deafness does not fit the
pharmacological profile and is not likely to occur after
vaccination, causality N. Lethargy is a known side
effect after vaccination. Insufficient data, causality
O1 for lethargy. Therefore overall classified as O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLBBD-2015-4375

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

31/03/2015

08/04/2015

1

1

01/04/2015 Not Known

One day after vaccination with Nobivac L4 the dog showed signs of severe restlessness, stress,
hypersalivation and startle reactions. The signs lasted for 4 days.

Frisian
Pointing Dog

There is a relation in time, but unkown if other factors
could have played a role. Insufficient information to
draw conclusions. Therefore causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLBBD-2015-4494

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

25/02/2015

09/07/2015

1

1

20 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose
once (31/03/201531/03/2015)<BR><BR>
7.8 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
N - Unlikely
dose once nasally (25/02/201525/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose once
(25/02/2015-25/02/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLBBD-2015-4791

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

31/03/2015

05/11/2015

1

1

15/04/2015 Yes

27 Nobivac L4 SUSPENSION FOR
O1 - Inconclusive
INJECTION - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(31/03/2015-31/03/2015)<BR><BR>

Reasonable to weak association in time. Case
narrative suggests possible onychodystrophy / SLO
type reaction or other immune mediated pathology,
which can be associated with any allergen (including
vaccination). Insufficient data (ANA tested?), no
information from veterinarian. Product involvement
cannot be excluded, therefore causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLBBD-2016-4941

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

25/01/2016

28/01/2016

1

1

25/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylactic shock
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLBBD-2016-5338

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

13.75
Year(s)

05/08/2016

16/08/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLBBD-2016-5421

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3.8 Year(s)

13/07/2016

13/09/2016

1

1

Distress,Anxiety,Restlessness,Hyper Not
salivation
Known

1 23/05/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Behavioural disorder NOS,Anaemia No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Pale mucous
membrane,Paresis,Death,Abnormal
test result,Pancytopenia

Claw / hoof / nail loss

No Data

Report from animal owner. A 10Y old female neutered crossbred shephard (27 kg BW) was vaccinated Crossbred
with Nobivac L4 on 31/03/2015 (batch# A027A01) and 22/04/2015 (batch# unknown). On 15/04/2015,
clinical sign (complete loss of nails). The dog was not treated medically, duration of clinical signs was 2
months.

No Data

A female chihuahua pup, 2 months old, 1.35 kg in BW, was vaccinated with Parvo-C and L4. The
injection was given SC in the flank area by the veterinarian. Within 5 minutes, the dog developed
anphylactic shock. The vet gave adrenalin intravenously, after which the dog recovered. No further
information expected.

1 05/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Dehydration,Apathy,Nausea,Elevat No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes ed BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated ALT,Decreased
skin turgor,Abdominal
pain,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Polydipsia,
Anuria,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Fever

16/07/2016 Not Known

Case reported by animal owner. On 25 February 2015, a shih tzu (female, 4 years old, 7.8 kg BW) was
Shih Tzu
vaccinated with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4. According to the owner, both were given as subcutaneous
injection, however this was not verified by the veterinarian (the veterinarian who gave the vaccination
is unknown). On the morning of 23 May 2015 the dog suddenly, out of the blue, became very ill. She
did nog act differently prior to that moment, except the night before when she didn't want to go out
for a walk. However she was still eating and playing as usual. Then, that morning, she wasn't able to
stand (weakness of the legs, "zakte weg met haar pootjes"), had a pale mouth ("wit in haar mondje").
The owners went to a veterinarian immediately. At the clinic, the first question of the vet was whether
the dog had been vaccinated recently. The dog was treated with cortisone "to see if the blood got
better". The dog was hospitalized and died by the morning of 25 May. Because the vet asked whether
the dog had been vaccinated, the owner thinks the dog got ill because of the vaccinations ("de eerste
vraag was: is ze onlangs geënt. Dat bleef maar door mijn hoofd spoken, we zijn ontroostbaar maar
hebben sterk het vermoeden dat het met de enting te maken heeft"). Blood examination (chem and
CBC) results that were attached showed low creat and low BUN-to-creat ratio, low Alb-to-Glob ratio
(however both Alb en Glob within normal/mid-range), low ery/Ht/Hb/MCHC/reticulo%, low % of
leuco's, and high absolute numbers of reticulo's, leuco's and thrombo's. Ht was 7.1%. Dx according to
owner: degredation of red bloodcells. According to assessor: (regenerative) anaemia, pancytopenia.
Follow up 9 July: caus assessment MAH added

Injection site alopecia,Injection site Not
swelling,Injection site
Known
lump,Injection site pain,Injection
site serosanguinous discharge,Fever

Chihuahua

Suspected Adverse Reaction. 5 August 2016: a Jack Russel Terriër (born 26-10-2002) was vaccinated
Jack Russell
with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 as part of an annual re-vaccination (re-vaccination Nobivac L4 in
Terrier
July 2015 and July 2014). On 7 August 2016, the dog was seen by the attending vet with clinical signs of
apathy, lethargy, vomiting and anorexia. The owner mentioned on this date, that the dog vomited
including a piece of plastic on 5 August 2016/in the morning before the vaccination was given. Physical
examination revealed a fever (40,1 °C), and abdominal pain. An X-ray showed a possible enlargement
of one kidney and the spleen. The dog was treated with an injection Carprofen NSAID (Norocarp) 0,8
ml and was sent home with a four day course of a Carpofen NSAID (Norocarp) 37,5 MG once daily, oral
use in suspection of gastroenteritis. The owner failed administering oral Norocarp. Due to lack of
improvement, the dog returned to their own vet clinic on 8 August 2016 with persistent clinical signs of
lethargy, vomiting and polydipsia and anuria. Physical examination revealed no fever (38,3 °C) and no
abdominal pain, but a decreased skin turgor. A blood test was performed and the most significant
abnormalities were: increased BUN, creatinine, AF and GPT/ALT. According to vet indicative for
dehydration and possible renal/liver problem. Supportive therapy against dehydration (infusion IV and
SC, sachet rehydration support) and vomiting/gastrointestinal protection (metoclopramide,
maropitant, ranitidine) was adjusted. On 9 August 2016, the dog was taken to another vet clinic for
observation and re-evaluation. Still the dog showed nausea, abdominal pain, anuria and also
diarrhoea. Repeated blood test showed further elevated BUN and creatinine levels. On 10 August 2016
the dog was euthanized due to deterioration and the poor prognosis and was not sent in for autopsy.
The dog is suspected of Cushings disease and therefore had been treated with Trilostane (Vetoryl). Last
treatment approximately months - 1,5 years ago.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 13 July 2016 a dog( 3 years and 10 months) was vaccinated with
Crossbred
Nobivac L4 (booster, first vaccination was 20 June 2016). After the first vaccination on 20 June the dog
had a injection site lump. On 16 July the dog was seen by the Vet with a swelling around the site of
injection and injection site pain. The vet gave the dog an injection with Novacam. The dog was sent
home with a five day course of Tolfedine 6 mg twice a day. Two days later physical examination
showed still a painfull lump and T 38,2 °C. The dog was sent home with course of Previcox. On 20 July
the injection site lump was open, seroanguinous discharge was seen and a temperature of 39,1°C. The
dog was treated with NSAID's and antibiotics. On 15 Aug the skin was healed, but alopecia was still
present. On 22 Aug the owner mentioned that hair growth has been started and at this moment the
dog is treated with a honey ointment.

1.35 Nobivac L4 SUSPENSION FOR
B - Possible
INJECTION - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
dose 1 animal (25/01/201625/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose
1 animal (25/01/201625/01/2016)<BR><BR>
8.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
1 Animal (1 Day(s) 05/08/201605/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (1
Day(s) 05/08/201605/08/2016)<BR><BR>

7 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml once
(13/07/2016-13/07/2016)<BR><BR>

Very weak association in time. Clinical signs do not fit
the pharmacological profile. Causality N - unlikely.

Very close association in time (5 minutes). Likely a
hypersensitivity reaction, which is a known AE for the
product, but multiple products used. Therefore,
causality B

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Vaccines
are known to possibly cause or trigger systemic
reactions. For the animal not feeling well shortly after
vaccination (lethargy, vomiting, anorexia, fever,
diarrhoea) product involvement is possible; known AE
with any vaccine. Other possible causes, like an
underlying disease, can not be fully excluded. Overall,
causality O1.

Close association in anatomical site (around the site
of injection). Clinical signs fit the
farmacological/toxicological profile of the VMP.
Product involvement is suspected, but other causes
for the described symptoms have not been ruled out.
Therefore, causality B – Possible

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLBBD-2017-5733

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

18/08/2016

10/05/2017

1

1

0 19/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Epileptic seizure,Licking,Elevated
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes renal
parameters,Scratching,Listless,Eyeli
d oedema,Bulging eye,Pale mucous
membrane,Hypersalivation,Ocular
discharge,Polydipsia,Tonic-clonic
seizure,Spasm,Polyuria,Panting,Foa
m in the nose,Cutaneous
oedema,Foam in the mouth,Face
and neck swelling (see also
'Skin'),Elevated liver enzymes

Case received from NCA: Suspected Adverse Reaction The dog concerned was treated on 17-08-2016 Rottweiler
with Bravecto. On 19-08 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 by their veterinarian. The days after
this, the dog showed the following signs: a lot of panting, thickening eyelids, thickening in skin, bulging
eyes, scratching and licking a lot, hypersalivation, thickened neck, polydipsia, polyuria, pale mucous
membranes. Immediately after this medication the dog experienced a cluster of 8 tonic-clonic
epileptiform attacks. A veterinary specialist (who had seen the owner of this dog previously) was
consulted. A therapy on Phenobarbital was started recently on request of the specialist vet. Note: This
is not the first time the Veterinary specialist has been notified of these signs, but it is the first time the
Veterinary specialist report these signs. Follow-up from CA (13 Feb 2017): the dog was not vaccinated
with Nobivac L4 on 19 Aug 2016 but on 18 Aug 2016. Symptoms developed on 19 Aug 2016. Follow up
received from Animal Owner directly to MAH (4 May 2017): Besides the previously described symptoms
the dog was also very listless and had white foam coming out of the nose, mouth and eyes. While the
dog was asleep it made spastic movements with the entire body. On 11 Sep 2016 the dog had an
epileptic seizure (first time). Treated with an injection Diazepam. Complaints did not subside therefore
several extensive blood tests were done, results: only elevated renal and liver parameters. MRI test
was done: no abnormalities. Dog has several epileptic seizure in the beginning 2 weeks apart and later
on 5/6 weeks apart. Owner suspects Bravecto as a cause. Owner went to a homeopathic vet and the
dog was treated with a nosode fluralaner, after this the dog developed 8 seizures (see also initial
report) within 15 hours. Dog was immediately treated with Phenobarbital. Dog has had no more
seizures since and the symptoms are slightly improved but still present, the dog looks like an old sick
dog. 2 weeks ago (approximately 20 Apr) owner found 1 dead tick and states the Bravecto/fluralaner is
still working and therefore the dog is still sick (no other anti flea/tick products were used after the
Bravecto treatment) Follow-up information pending. 10 May 2017: no further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 1400MG
1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

51 Bravecto 1400 mg chewable tablets B - Possible
for very large dogs (>40-56 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 tablet once
(17/08/201617/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose 1 animal
(18/08/2016-18/08/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
(update) of the MAH. Causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLBBD-2017-5818

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

14 Year(s)

08/06/2015

04/03/2017

1

1

1 11/06/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Head tilt - neurological
Not
disorder,Pain
Known
NOS,Hyperthermia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Hyperproteinaemia,
Elevated SAP,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated
BUN,Shaking,Painful
defecation,Proteinuria,Rapid pulse
rate,Collapse of leg,Abnormal test
result,Weakness,Listless,Decreased
appetite,Death by
euthanasia,Panting,Dyspnoea,Cystit
is,Polyuria,Epileptic
seizure,Polydipsia,Vomiting,Digestiv
e tract disorder NOS,Abdominal
pain,Pica NOS,Inappropriate
urination,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Heart failure

8.3 Bravecto 250 mg chewable tablets N - Unlikely
for small dogs (>4.5-10 kg) - 1,N/A,3
Months,24,1 Dose every 3 Months
(04/06/201401/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (08/06/201508/06/2015)<BR><BR>

No reasonable association in time. Clinical signs do
not fit the farmacological/toxicological profile of the
VMP. Other causes are more likely. Therefore N Unlikely

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLBBD-2017-5820

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

7.3 Year(s)

05/12/2016

06/03/2017

1

1

1 26/12/2016 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Dyspnoea,Death,Arrhythmia,Crying, Not
Anorexia,Unable to rise,Pain
Known
NOS,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Walking difficulty

Case received from NCA. According to information reported directly by the animal owner to the
Crossbred
Competent Authority. Suspected Adverse Reaction. 4 June 2014, a dog (14 years old) received a
Bravecto chewable tablet for small dogs (>4.5 –10 kg). Six days after the first administration by the
animal owner, the dog experienced the first reaction (Suspected Adverse Reaction kidneys, urine,
abdominal pain, listless and lethargic). Then there was a time of an accumulation of worsening
symptoms (neurological), but remarkably the dog had severe epileptic seizures after the first
vaccination with Nobivac L4. The reason why the owner mentioned Nobivac L4 because in her
opinion, the combination of both VMP's or each VMP individually can cause severe problems.
Between 11-06-2014 and 2-01-2017 (according to the veterinarian euthanasia on 3-1-2017)
intermittently (administration Bravecto tablet) and diversified in duration: Listless, Decreased appetite,
More drinking (Tested for Cushing result negative), Abdominal pain/pain (treated as suspected cystitis),
Very warm feel of skin and soles ( like she had fever), Shaking, Weakness/Collapse of leg,
Drowsy/Demented (VedDRA term Behavioural disorder)/ Out of the blue urination in the living room,
Foamy vomit (sometimes treated with anti-emetic injections and tablets), Severe dyspnoea (mentioned
before, but no examination except heart/lung auscultation) and Epileptic seizures (after several
seizures the dog was treated with Pexion and the dose was increased several times but without any
result). In the end the dog was so bad that we had to come to the decision that we euthanized the dog
on 2 January 2017. According to the animal owner they had before June 2014 a healthy dog
(sometimes a small matter). This file showed fairly well ( not everything because the owner didn't go to
the veterinarian everytime the dog showed signs) how the one and another has been built up and are
linked in time with the administration of Bravecto The similarities in stories of fellow users gave us
reason for serious concerns.
Additional information according to the medical file the owner
sent to NCA: On 11-06-14 Listless, Abdominal pain and Polyuria/Polydipsia. 9-7- 2015 Polydipsia,
yellow coloured faeces(VedDRA term Digestive tract disorder NOS) and regular vomiting.10-07-2015
Proteinuria. 15-08-2015 First epileptic seizure. 2-11-2015 painful defecation. 26-04-2016 Epileptic
seizure. 20-07-16 Epileptic seizure. 22-07-2016 was vomiting all week treated with Cerenia. 25-072016 Again epileptic seizure, vomiting stopped. 27-07-2016 Again epileptic seizure. Treatment with
Pexion started. 3-08-2016 No seizures but sometimes shaking. 12-09-2016 The dog started eating sand
after received
treatment
withNCA.
Pexion
started.to
(VedDRA
term reported
Pica NOS)directly
Possible
seizure.
Increased
Case
from
According
information
byepileptic
the animal
owner
to the
Cavalier King
Competent Authority. Suspected Adverse Reaction. From 22-12-2016 the animal owner administrated Charles
0.25 tablet during 4 days. The dog became ill on 26-12-2016 after ingestion of Bravecto. The dog
Spaniel
became lethargic and was lying in his bed a lot. The owner says she would not have given Bravecto or
L4 or Rabies to the dog if she had known the dog would become ill. According to the owner, the
veterinarian was aware of the poor health of the dog. Then the owner went to the veterinarian for a
check up because the dog had a lot of pain in the legs, was crying a lot, he was not barking anymore
and would not eat since 08-01-2017. The dog was given painkillers two times via injection and
Tramadol and prednisone in tablet form. The owner could not give the tablets to the dog because it
was not eating anymore, but the owner tried to put the tablets into the mouth of the dog. The dog had
heart arrhythmias, was short of breath and had no control over his body. The dog could not walk
properly and was standing still. The dog died on 11-01-2017. No more information expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB EU1
Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: MILBEMYCINE OXIME; PRAZIQUANTEL Brand: Milbemax Reason:
Deworming Generic: PHENOBARBITAL Brand: Phenoral 25 mg, tablet Reason: Unknown Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOB... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Unknown]

9.4 Bravecto 250 mg chewable tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for small dogs (>4.5-10 kg) .25,N/A,1 Days,24,0.25 tablet a day
during 4 day (22/12/201625/12/2016)<BR><BR>Milbemax .25,N/A,1 Days,24,0.25 tablet during
8 days (22/12/201624/12/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (05/12/201605/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(05/12/201605/12/2016)<BR><BR>Phenoral 25
mg, tablet - .75,N/A,1 Days,24,0.75
Tablet once a day (01/07/201403/01/2017)<BR><BR>

No strong association in time. Clinical signs do not fit
the farmacological/toxicological profile of the
VMP.Multiple products used. Other causes are
possible, including an underlying disease, but product
involvement can't be fully excluded. Therefore
causality O1 - Inconclusive

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLBBD-2017-5949

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8.3 Year(s)

17/03/2017

24/03/2017

1

1

17/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swollen face (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLBBD-2017-6243

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

30/06/2017

08/08/2017

1

1

01/07/2017 Yes

Not
Known

Crust,Reddening of the
No Data
skin,Localised itching,Localised skin
reaction

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A male Cocker Spaniel age 8 years 4 months was administered 1 dose of Not Applicable
Nobivac DHP by the veterinarian. This was administered together with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. The
dog had been administered both Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC two times before. This was the first time
the dog was administered Nobivac DHP. The dog had an allergic reaction: swelling of the cheeks, ears
and eyelids. Treatment with dexamethasone injection had a good result, the swelling disappeared.

Englisch Stafford, male, 8.5 kg, 12 weeks of age was vaccinated at 30 June 2017 s.c. in the flank. Next Staffordshire
day the dog showed an adverse reaction (not further specified). Treatment with Cortavance spray
Bull Terrier
(corticosteroids) gives improvement. Further information is requested.
8Aug17 CA: Follow up
information: the dog developed a skin reaction (itching, redness, crusts) on both hindlegs on the medial
side. The location was treated with cortavance spray during 1 week. However, 14 days later the clinical
signs have not resolved completely. Five weeks after vaccination the dog had fully recoverd. The
animal owner is convinced that the skin reaction is a result of the vaccination. The vet, however, is not
convinced.

15.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (17/03/201717/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (17/03/201717/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(17/03/2017-17/03/2017)<BR><BR>
8.5 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage,
once (30/06/201730/06/2017)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time. Hypersensitivity
reaction is a known adverse effect of Nobivac L4,
which is mentioned in the SPC. Multiple products
used. Product involvement is suspected, but other
causes for the described symptoms have not been
ruled out. Therefore, causality B – Possible.

Reasonable association in time (next day). However,
quite long duration. Individual sensitivity is possible
but other causes have not been ruled out. Causality BPossible.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLBBD-2017-6329

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

24/05/2017

07/11/2017

1

1

1 01/06/2017 Yes

Pica NOS,Pale mucous
No Data
membrane,Abdominal
pain,Vomiting,Polydipsia,Slow
reflexes,Death by
euthanasia,Decreased
appetite,Circulatory collapse (see
also 'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Localised pain NOS (see
other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Weight loss,Abnormal test
result,Smelly
breath,Hyperglycaemia,Decreased
urine
concentration,Hyperphosphataemi
a,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Hyperproteinaemia,Decr
eased red blood cell
count,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Unable to
jump,Elevated globulins

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLBBD-2018-6718

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

16/01/2018

06/02/2018

1

1

0 18/01/2018 Not
Polyarthritis,Fever,Lump,Otitis
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Pinnae disorder,Enlarged
><BR><BR><BR> lymph node (localised)
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

11/03/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Fever,Abscess NOS,General illness
R><BR><BR>Yes

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLBBD-2018-6801

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

05/03/2018

14/03/2018

1

1

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00025

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

06/01/2014

10/02/2014

1

1

1 06/01/2014 Yes

Vomiting,Nephritis,Pyelonephritis,D No Data
eath,Anorexia,Elevated
BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Bronchopneumonia

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00032

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

10/01/2014

19/02/2014

1

1

0 10/01/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Vomiting,Epileptic
seizure,Disorientation,Decreased
appetite,Foaming at the
mouth,Tense abdomen,Biting aggression (see also 'Skin and
appendages disorders')

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00047

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Year(s)

20/01/2014

06/02/2014

1

1

1 20/01/2014 Yes

Cardiac
tamponade,Vomiting,Urinary
incontinence,Death,Faecal
incontinence,Apathy,Unconscious,
Head tremor,Haemangiosarcoma

No Data

Case received from BBD. Suspected adverse reaction. According to the animal owner. A Rhodesian
Rhodesian
Ridgeback (male, sterilised, age 4) was administered Nobivac L4 by the veterinarian on 3-5-2017 and 24- Ridgeback
5-2017. The dog was picked up at the beginning of June for adoption from SDO in Haarlemmermeer.
The dog drank a lot and urinated colourless and odourless urine from the beginning. Since the end of
June the dog had difficulty jumping into the car. During the whole period the dog ate a lot of grass and
vomited every day. As we did not know the dog and it was lively, we did not know that the dog was
actually very sick. Since 20 July the dog had reduced appetite and lost weight. Kidney failure due to
vaccination is suspected. Bloodtests on 28.07.2017 show elevated levels for glucose, creatinine,
ureum, phosphate, total protein, globulines, MCV, MCH, and decreased levels for RBC, HCT and RDW.
Other parameters were within normal reference values. Follow-up pending. Follow-up on 26 Oct 2017:
26-10-17 CA: Follow up information veterinarian: The dog was treated by the veterinarian while it was
in the animal shelter SDO Haarlemmermeer. On 3 May 2017 the dog was administered Nobivac L4. At
that time there were no abnormalities found upon clinical examination, except for some tartar on the
teeth. Following this, the dog was administered Nobivac L4 booster on 24 May 2017. After this, the dog
was adopted and the veterinarian did not see the dog for some time. On 23 July 2017, the dog was
staying at the boarding facility of SDO Haarlemmermeer and the same veterinarian was consulted
because of anorexia, abdominal pain. No vomiting or diarhhoea. Clinical examination did not give
many abnormalities. The dog was treated with Cerenia and Carporal. Two days later the veterinarian
did a repeat of clinical examination of the dog and found a painful neck and slow proprioceptive
reflexes . The problem seemed to be coming from the back. Treatment with carporal and tramadol
was started. The dog did not improve, especially the right hind reflex was slow. The treatment plan
was adjusted from NSAID's to Cortico's for treatment of the problems. On 28 July 2017 there was still
no improvement. The dog continued to have anorexia. There was also polydipsia and very watery
urine. The dog had foetor ex ore and the mucous membranes were paler. The advice was to do
additional tests. Blood tests were done and the following values were abnormal: Ureum > 46.4
mmol/L, Creatinine 646 micromol/L en phosphate > 5.20 mmol/L. Total protein and globulines levels
were increased. Based on the combination of clinical examination and bloodtests there was suspicion
of pyelonephritis. On 28 July 2017 treatment with amoxicilline/clavulanic acid and Cerenia was started,
and adviceAdverse
was given
to feed aThis
kidney
NoHound,
ultrasound
or x-ray
was
made,was
duevaccinated
to costs and
Suspected
Reaction.
dog diet.
(Basset
female,
age 10
weeks)
with
Basset Hound
Nobivac KC, Parvo C and Lepto on 16 January 2018. After two days the dog developed a fever and on
the third day the dog was presented to the veterinarian with a fever of 39.7 degrees C, with also
polyarthritis symptoms. The dog was treated with Novacam and it improved. Afterwards the dog was
presented to the veterinarian with otitis externa, mild, in both sides, in both ears osurnia was
administered. Once the dog was home, the ear symptoms seemed only to worsen. On 24 January 2018
the dog was presented to the veterinarian with many small bumps in the ear shell and even more
inflammatory reaction of the ears. It seems to be an allergic reaction (mandibular and prescapular
lymph nodes are severely swollen after administering Osurnia). Plan: cleaning ears, apply dermiel to
soothe, and continue Novacam treatment.

The animal was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C and concomitantly with Nobivac L4. Six days later he Flanders
had developed an absces, fever and general illness. The abscess was opened and empyted and
Cattle Dog
treatment was started with Synulox (250 mg, 2dd 1 tablet during 7 days) and Rimadyl (50 mg, 1dd 1
tablet + 20 mg 1dd 0.5 tablet during 6 days). Outcome unknown.

SAR. Pup was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 at 9 and 12 weeks of age. After the second vaccination,
Shih Tzu
symptoms started occurring: vomiting, not eating. The time interval between vaccination and onset of
the symptoms is unknown. Ureum and creatinine in the blood were increased. Pyelonephritis or renal
failure are suspected but also leptospirosis can't be excluded. Waiting for follow-up information.
Follow-up (10 Feb 2014): results autopsy: minor chronic pyelonephritis and nephritis with tubular and
glomerular degeneration and tubular regeneration and moderate multi focal acute fibropurulent
bronchopneumonia with mineralizations. Leptospirosis could not be ruled out but the described
observations are not typical for it. Changes made to VeDDRA coding (4 added) and assessment (RFA,
O1). No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Poor]
SAR. On 10 Jan 2014 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. That evening the dog had a pulled up
Other
abdomen (VeDDRA coded as tense abdomen), the following 2 days decreased appetite and vomiting
Canine/dog
and the third day after vaccination the dog had an epileptic seizure. The dog was disorientated, was
foaming at the mouth and bit the owner. The dog was admitted to the local vet and treated with
intravenous fluids and Cerenia (maropitant). Blood tests were done (no abnormal results). After a few
hours at the vet the dog had improved enough to go home again. Additional testing still ongoing.
Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (23 Jan 2014): the dog did not only receive a Nobivac L4
vaccination but also Nobivac KC and Nobivac Rabies. Combined use of Rabies with L4 and with KC not
stated in SPC for Rabies so extra label use of Nobivac Rabies. Also combined use of L4 with Rabies not
stated in SPC for L4 and combined use of KC with Rabies not stated in SPC for KC so also extra label use
of L4 and KC. Also batch numbers have been reported. The dog is doing well, has recovered fully. New
blood tests are scheduled, results will follow as soon as possible. Follow-up information pending.
5FEB2014 CA; addition of the VeDDRA term "biting". Furthermore, the dutch CA does not agree with
the conclusion of the MAH concerning off-label use of the vaccines. The SPCs of the concerning
products stated that "No information is available on the safety and efficacy of this vaccine when used
with any other veterinary medicinal product (except the products mentioned above)". Such reports are
considered as off-label use only if such association is included as a contraindication in the summary of
product characteristics (SPC) and other product literature. If the product literature states “No
information is available on the compatibility of this vaccine with any other”, the reports related to
concomitant use of two vaccines should be considered as reported after recommended use. Followup (11 Feb 2014): On 7 Feb 2014 blood tests were done to check the liver enzymes. Results were all
good. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES
IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Unknown]
SAR. Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 20 Jan 2014 at 9.00 am. At 11.15 am the dog started
American
shaking his head and had an abnormal glance in his eyes (not VeDDRA coded) and was presented to the Bulldog
vet again. He could walk but was listless. The dog was treated with midazolam and the head shaking
stopped soon after. In the afternoon the dog went back home. At home the dog ate his food. The next
day at 11.00 pm the dog started head shaking again and also vomiting. He urinated and defecated and
lost consciousness quickly. During the trip to the vet the dog died. The dog has been having short
episodes of head shaking for months before the vaccination and last month a mastocytoma on the left
thorax wall was surgically removed. Dog has been sent in for pathology. Follow-up information
pending. Follow-up (6 Feb 2014): pathology results: cause of death is a hemangiosarcoma of the
atrium which was bleeding and resulted in cardiac tamponade. Changes made to VeDDRA coding (2
added) and assessment (ABON code N in stead of O). No further information expected. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Fair]

35 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not
applicable 1 Animal (24/05/201724/05/2017)<BR><BR>

6.1 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (16/01/201816/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(16/01/201816/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (16/01/201816/01/2018)<BR><BR>OSURNIA ear
gel for dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Once
in both ears (19/01/201819/01/2018)<BR><BR>
17.5 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 dose once
(05/03/201805/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose once
(05/03/2018-05/03/2018)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time. Vomiting and
decreased appetite are known to occur after
vaccination. However time to onset in this case is
quite long Other clinical signs are not known adverse
effects of Nobivac L4. Other causes are possible,
including an underlying disease, but product
involvement can't be excluded. Therefore, causality
O1 - Inconclusive.

Reasonable association in time.Vaccines are known
to possibly cause or trigger systemic reactions. Clinical
signs (fever and polyarthritis) are mentioned in the
SPC of the VMP. Multiple products used. Therefore
causality B - Possible

Reasonable association in time. Reported symptoms
known to occur in relation to vaccination. Exact
location of the abscess not known. Therefore,
causality B-Possible.

1.5 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (06/01/201406/01/2014)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs not known. Reported
symptoms could be caused by an underlying disease,
but product involvement couldn't be fully excluded.
Therefore, causality O1.

30.5 NOBIVAC RABIES - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 O1 - Inconclusive
Dose (10/01/201410/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (10/01/201410/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (10/01/201410/01/2014)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs could be compatible.
Signs reported not very specific and results of blood
tests are not indicative for any cause. As product
involvement could not be fully excluded, the case is
still assessed causality O1.

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection N - Unlikely
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(20/01/2014-20/01/2014)<BR><BR>

Pathology results confirmed cause of death:
haemangiosarcoma of the atrium which was bleeding
and resulted in cardiac tamponade.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00065

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

20/12/2013

12/02/2014

1

1

0 21/12/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Fever,Injection site
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes abscess,Injection site
swelling,Injection site
pain,Vomiting,Decreased
appetite,Pain
NOS,Listless,Dehydration,Localised
skin reaction

SAR. Dog was vaccinated on 20 Dec 2013 with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP (SPC of DHP does not
Chihuahua
state the combined use with L4 so extra label use for DHP). The day after the vaccination the dog was
listless, in pain when lifted up and had a decreased appetite. 25 Dec 2013 dog was taken to the vet and
was treated with Sulfatrim tablets (trimethoprimsulfa) and an injection (product unknown). The next
day the dog was taken to another vet where a large swelling was seen at the site of vaccination and
the skin and subcutis at this site showed an abnormal reaction which was very painful. The dog was
listless, had vomited a bit in the last days and had a temperature of 40.2 degrees Celsius. Blood tests
were done, an ultrasound to check for pyometra (which was not the case), intravenous fluids were
administered because of light dehydration and an injection of Metacam (meloxicam) was given. 27 Dec
2013 the dog went home and the following medicines were given with the dog to administer at home:
Clavubactin (amoxicillin-clavulanic acid), Novacam (meloxicam) and Cerenia (maropitant). Also the dog
started eating again. 28 Dec 2013 the swelling (which turned out to be an abscess) opened
spontaneously. 31 Dec 2013 the dog was taken tot the vet again who cleaned the wound and put on a
dressing. Every few days after that the dog went back to the vet to get the dressing changed. On 10 Jan
2014 the wound was a lot smaller and was looking good, not fully recovered yet but seems like it will
soon.
FOLLOW UP INFORMATION CA 12FEB14: the
dutch CA does not agree with the conclusion of the MAH concerning off-label use of Nobvac DHP. The
SPCs of the concerning product stated that "No information is available on the safety and efficacy of
this vaccine when used with any other veterinary medicinal product, except for .......". Such reports are
considered as off-label use only if such association is included as a contraindication in the summary of
product characteristics (SPC) and other product literature. If the product literature states “No
information is available on the compatibility of this vaccine with any other”, the reports related to
concomitant use of two vaccines should be considered as reported after recommended use. No
further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP
10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (20/12/201320/12/2013)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (20/12/201320/12/2013)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

CA agree with causality assessment and comments of
MAH. However, as two vaccines were administered
concomitantly and both products could have caused
the reported symptoms, the overall assessment is
causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00087

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

18 Week(s)

31/01/2014

27/02/2014

1

1

0 01/02/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Central No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, nervous system depression in
<BR><BR><BR>< 'Neurological'),Listless,Fever
BR><BR>Yes

Rottweiler

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (31/01/201431/01/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(31/01/201431/01/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (31/01/201431/01/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

CA agree with causality assessment and comments of
the MAH. Causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00114

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

17/02/2014

01/05/2014

1

1

0 18/02/2014 Yes

Joint pain,Unable to rise

No Data

Golden
Retriever

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (17/02/201417/02/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Reported
symptoms have not been reported before. Immune
mediated polyarthritis, triggered by vaccination is a
possibility. However, as other factors have not been
ruled out, the case is assessed causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00133

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11.5 Year(s)

30/01/2014

25/02/2014

1

1

0 30/01/2014 Yes

Bloody diarrhoea,Blood in
vomit,Listless

No Data

Crossbred

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(30/01/2014-30/01/2014)<BR><BR>

CA agree with causality assessment and comments of
the MAH. Causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00134

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

46 Month(s)

17/02/2014

25/02/2014

1

1

0 17/02/2014 Yes

Bloody diarrhoea,Blood in
vomit,Listless

No Data

Border Collie

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(17/02/2014-17/02/2014)<BR><BR>

CA agree with causality assessment and comments of
the MAH. Causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00160

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

30/01/2014

06/03/2014

1

1

0 31/01/2014 Yes

Deafness

No Data

Nova Scotia
Duck Tolling
Retriever

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O Reasonable association in time. However, reported
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unclassifiable/unassessa symptom has not been reported before and doesn't
(30/01/2014-30/01/2014)<BR><BR> ble
fit the toxicological profile of the product. Other
causes have not been ruled out. Therefore, causality
O.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00201

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Year(s)

21/03/2014

27/03/2014

1

1

1 21/03/2014 Yes

Heart failure,Diarrhoea,Lung
oedema,Death,Breathlessness

No Data

SAR. Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi, L4 and Rabies on 31 Jan 2014. The next day the dog was
listless. On 4 Feb 2014 the dog was taken to the vet with a fever (temperature 40.5 degrees Celsius),
lethargy and anorexia. Rest of the physical examination showed no abnormalities. The injection site
was not swollen or painful. The vet started treatment with NSAID's and intravenous fluids and was
going to do some blood tests. No further information expected.
27FEB2014 CA: concerning
all products involved in this case, CA changed "use according to label" from No into Yes. According to
Vol9B and relevant guidelines it is stated that AES concerning concomitant use or VMPS, are
considered as off-label use only if such association is included as a contraindication in the summary of
product characteristics (SPC) and other product literature. If the product literature states “No
information is available on the compatibility of this vaccine with any other”, the reports related to
concomitant use of two vaccines should be considered as reported after recommended use. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Good]
SAR. On 17 Feb 2014 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. The owner also took Milbemax tablets
home from the vet, but is unknown if they were given yet or not (but is added in product page). The
next day the dog suddenly just couldn't stand up. Physical examination by the vet: no neurological
abnormalities, no fever, no optical abnormalities just painful in carpal and tarsal joints. Treatment is
started with an injection of Rimadyl (carprofen), an injection of buprenorfin and Rimadyl tablets.
Follow-up information pending. 01 May 2014: no response to request for follow-up information,
therefore no follow-up information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: Milbemax Reason: Worming] [State of health: Unknown]
SAR. On 30 Jan 2014 a dog received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4. A few hours after vaccination
the dog started vomiting blood and also had bloody diarrhoea. The dog was treated with and injection
of Cerenia (maropitant) and a diarrhoea inhibitor and recovered. The next day the dog wasl a bit
listless but after that he was fully recovered. No further information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR. A dog received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4 on 17 Feb 2014. A few hours later the dog
started vomiting blood and developed bloody diarrhoea (very dark faeces but also fresh red blood on
thermometer at vet). Dog was treated with an injection of Cerenia (maropitant) and Ulcogant
(sucralfate). The next morning the vomiting and diarrhoea was over, but the dog was listless for the
rest of the day. Next day dog was fully recovered. No further information expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
SAR. On 30 Jan 2014 dog received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4. The next day the dog was
completely deaf and at the moment of reporting this adverse event (6 Mar 2014) there was no
improvement (yet). At the moment of vaccination the dog had some tartar and a few lipoma's but was
otherwise healthy. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (11 Mar 2014): batch number added to
product screen. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
SAR. The dog received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4 on 21 Mar 2014 (4 weeks earlier the dog
had received the primary vaccination). That evening the dog had diarrhoea and the next morning had
severe shortness of breath. The vet determined fluid behind the lungs and diagnosed it as acute heart
failure in a patient with mitral valve insufficiency. Symptoms went on for 18 hours, unknown if the dog
then died or was euthanized (on patient screen and in VeDDRA coding chosen for death). The dog was
not available for pathology. The attending vet does not think there is any relationship between the AE
and the vaccination with Nobivac L4 but the owner wanted it to be reported. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Fair]

Chihuahua

4 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(21/03/2014-21/03/2014)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time. Diarrhoead could
indicate a hypersensitivity reaction which can be
possibly caused by vaccination. However, regarding
breathlessness and heart failure, product involvement
not suspected. Overall assessment causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00210

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

18/03/2014

18/04/2014

2

1

0 26/03/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tremor,Incoordination,Walking
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes difficulty,Vulvar
oedema,Agitation,Vomiting,Urinary
incontinence,Reddening of the
skin,Decreased body
temperature,Drunken gait,Hind limb
paresis,Poor sight,Swollen mouth

SAR. On 18 Mar 2014 (approximately) 2 dogs were vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP. 8
German Short- Not
days later one of the dogs developed nervous symptoms acutely: uncoordinated/drunken gait, tremor haired
Known
and unwilling/unable to walk, back legs kept sliding apart, starteled when touched and walking into a
Pointing Dog
wall because of poor sight. Also urine incontinence, vomited once, redness around the nose and eyes,
swollen mucous membranes of the mouth and vulva. Pulse and hart rate normal, temperature a bit low
(but anus was a bit open). The dog was treated with dexamethasone and made a full recovery after 24
hours. The owner (who is a veterinarian herself) thought of the following differential diagnosis:
Leptospirosis (but her dogs are vaccinated every year and never swim in creeks/streams. Botulism, but
no drooping eyelids, no contact with water and no eating of dead animals such as a fish or bird.
Intoxication, but no poison found in the near surroundings and other pets had no symptoms. Allergic
reaction? Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (31 Mar 2014): batchnumbers, veterinary practice
and sex added. No further information expected.
18APRIL14
CA: concerning a Nobivac DHP, CA changed "use according to label" from No into Yes. According to
Vol9B and relevant guidelines it is stated that AES concerning concomitant use or VMPS, are
considered as off-label use only if such association is included as a contraindication in the summary of
product characteristics (SPC) and other product literature. If the product literature states “No
information is available on the compatibility of this vaccine with any other”, the reports related to
concomitant use of two vaccines should be considered as reported after recommended use. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown.] [State
of health: Unknown]

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(18/03/201418/03/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (18/03/201418/03/2014)<BR><BR>

CA agreed with causality assessment and comments
of MAH. Causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00214

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

18/02/2014

23/04/2014

1

1

0 04/03/2014 Not Known

Seizure NOS,Epileptic
seizure,Shaking

Not
Known

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (4
Week(s) 18/02/201418/03/2014)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs quite long. Other causes
possible but not investigated. Therefore, causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00324

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

06/01/2014

02/05/2014

1

1

1 06/01/2014 No

Not drinking,Death by
euthanasia,Myasthenia gravis,Not
eating,Walking difficulty

Other

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (06/01/201406/01/2014)<BR><BR>

Not enough information to draw a conclusion.
Causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00325

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

02/05/2014

02/05/2014

13

1

0 02/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Urticaria,Circling neurological disorder (see also
'Behavioural disorders'),Eyelid
oedema

No Data

SAR. On 18 Feb 2014 the dog received a primary vaccination with Nobivac L4 and on 18 Mar 2014 a
Beagle
booster vaccination. About 2 weeks after the primary vaccination the dog had a kind of seizure during
which the dog was shaking. On 30 Mar 2014 the dog had a mild epileptic seizure and two on 31 Mar
2014. No further information expected.
23APRIL14 CA: several
additions and changes (i.e. reaction end dat, VeDDRA term, authorization number (EU nr)). [Reason for
use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
SAR. In Jan 2014 the dog received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4. Shortly after the vaccination
Not Applicable
(unknown exactly when) the dog developed difficulty with walking, eating (VeDDRA coded as not
eating) and drinking (VeDDRA coded as not drinking). The diagnosis was Myasthenia Gravis (unknown
how the diagnosis was made) and treatment was started. In the beginning this seemed to be effective
and the dog was doing well. Later the dog had a relapse and the dosis of medication had to be
increased. This only seemed effective for a short period after which the dog deteriorated again. When
the dog didn't want to eat anymore the owner decided to euthanize the dog, which was done on 1 May
2014. The dog was not sent in for autopsy. No further information expected. Follow-up (7 May 2014):
dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 21 Nov 2013. On 6 Jan 2014 the dog
received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4. After the booster the dog developed above described
symptoms. Owner now also reported another of her dogs which showed an AE after vaccination. See
case number 2014-NL-00344. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]
SAR. On 2 May 2014 13 dogs (various breeds) were vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHPPi.
Chihuahua
Very shortly after vaccination 1 pup developed a swollen face and eyelids, urticaria and started walking
in circles. Treatment was started with corticosteroids. 4 weeks earlier, at the age of 9 weeks, the pup
was vaccinated with products from the Vanguard range from another MAH. No further information
expected. Follow up CA 29 May 14: according to the product information of both products, the
products were used in accordance with the authorisation. No warning is mentioned in the SPC
concerning concomitant use with other vaccines of the nobivac range. Therefore, use of the products
is changed from off-label to on-label. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (02/05/201402/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(02/05/2014-02/05/2014)<BR><BR>

CA agree with causality assessment and comments of
MAH. Causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00326

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

30/04/2014

29/05/2014

1

1

0 30/04/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Urticaria,Walking difficulty

No Data

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (30/04/201430/04/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(30/04/2014-30/04/2014)<BR><BR>

CA agree with causality assessment and comments of
the MAH. Causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00344

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

21/11/2013

29/05/2014

2

1

1 21/11/2013 Yes,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Unable to
R><BR><BR>Yes stand,Paresis,Death by
euthanasia,Incoordination

No Data

SAR. On 30 Apr 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. 1.5 hours after the Beagle
vaccination the dog developed urticaria, a swollen face and couldn't walk straight. This was treated
with corticosteroids and 1.5 hours later the symptoms were gone again. The dog hadn't been
vaccinated at all for 2 years previous to this vaccination.
29MAY14 CA: use of products changed
from off-label use into label use as for both products, the product information does not include a
warning and/or contraindication against concomitant use of both products. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
SAR. On 21 Nov 2013 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. Shortly after the
Not Applicable
vaccination (unknown exactly when) the dog developed symptoms of nerve dysfunction: the dog was
conscious of what she was doing, she could eat and drink and indicate when she had to urinate but
after a small physical strain she could not stand on her legs anymore. She lost her sense of
coordination and her glance was restless. The vet told the owner it was definitely not epilepsy. The
owner also had another dog which developed an AE after the booster vaccination of Nobivac L4. See
case 2014-NL-00324.
29MAY14 CA: for both products, off-label use was changed into label use
as the products were used accoring to the product information which included for both product no
warnings and/or contraindications to use the products concomitantly. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (21/11/201321/11/2013)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(21/11/2013-21/11/2013)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time (shortly after
vaccination) but other factors have not been ruled
out. Case poorly described. Therefore, causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00355

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

13/05/2014

05/06/2014

1

1

1 13/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

SAR. On 13 May 2014 around 12 pm the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi and a vaccine from the
Crossbred
Nobivac range for Leptospirosis (unknown if it was Nobivac L or Nobivac L4). At 11.30 pm the dog
developed some kind of episodes where it started panting and breathing heavily, would sometimes
stand up and walk around the room but then after that become very passive again. The vet went to the
owner's house and examined the dog: fast heart rate but regular, lung auscultation ok, heavy
breathing, mucous membranes light pink, abdomen seemed a bit blown up but when punctured, no
fluid was present. Temperature 37.8ºC. The vet took the dog back to the practice to draw blood and
for further diagnostic testing, but when the dog arrived in the practice (around 2.30 am) it died. Dog
has been sent in for pathology. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (19 May 2014): autopsy
results: dog has bled out into the pericardium resulting in cardiac tamponade. Suspicion of
hemangiosarcoma in the right atrial appendage. No further information expected.
5 June 2014 CA: regarding Nobivac L4; off-label use is changed in label use. Because, according to
Vol9B and relevant guidelines it is stated that AES concerning concomitant use or VMPS, are
considered as off-label use only if such association is included as a contraindication in the summary of
product characteristics (SPC) and other product literature. If the product literature states “No
information is available on the compatibility of this vaccine with any other”, the reports related to
concomitant use of two vaccines should be considered as reported after recommended use. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 610 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Unknown. Generic: LEPTO ICT,CAN KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection N - Unlikely
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(13/05/201413/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(13/05/201413/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (13/05/201413/05/2014)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time. However, autopsy
report states cause of death is cardiac tamponade
(probably due to bleeding of a suspected
hemangiosarcoma of the right atrial appendage).
Therefore, causality N.

Restlessness,Increased heart
No Data
rate,Cardiac tamponade,Distension
of
abdomen,Panting,Death,Laboured
breathing,Decreased
activity,Haemangiosarcoma

O1 - Inconclusive

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00360

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

11/05/2014

12/05/2014

2

2

0 11/05/2014 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Ear flap
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Swollen face (see also
><BR><BR><BR> 'Skin'),Swollen lip (see also 'Skin')
Yes

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00478

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

20/05/2014

18/06/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00500

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

14 Year(s)

23/05/2014

25/06/2014

1

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00503

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

01/06/2014

29/12/2014

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00504

Netherlands Human

Human

Not Known

23/06/2014

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00510

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00526

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

No Data

SAR. On 11 May 2014 2 dogs were vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. 1 dog (female)
Miniature
developed a swollen face (ears, nose and lips) 1 hour after vaccination. She was treated with
Pinscher
dexamethasone and 1-2 hours later the swelling was all gone. The other dog (male) developed
vomiting and diarrhoea the day after vaccination. He was still alert and didn't seem ill (unknown if this
pup was treated for these symptoms and if the pup recovered yet or not). Both pups were vaccinated
with Nobivac Puppy DP at the age of 6 weeks without any adverse reaction. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

2.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(11/05/201411/05/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (11/05/201411/05/2014)<BR><BR>

CA agree with causality assessment and comments of
the MAH. Causality B.

0 27/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, necrosis,Injection site
<BR><BR><BR>< lump,Injection site warmth
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes,<BR><
BR><BR><BR><B
R>Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 20 May 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac KC, Nobivac Parvo- Small
C and Nobivac L4. 1 week later there was a small lump at the injection site which went away
Munsterlander
spontaneously (without any treatment). On 11 Jun 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP,
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabies after which a large (size of an orange) lump developed at the injection
site (unknown when exactly this developed). On 14 or 15 Jun 2014 the lump burst open. On 16 Jun 2014
the dog was taken to the vet who washed the wound and started treatment with Norocarp (carprofen)
and Clavubactin (amoxicillin-clavic acid). On 17 Jun 2014 the dog was taken back to the vet again
because the wound seemed to be getting bigger. A large part of the skin is becoming necrotic and next
to the wound another lump is developing which feels warm. According to the vet the new lump was
not ripe enough to open yet. The wound was clipped, disinfected and flushed. Metrazol
(metronidazole) was added to the treatment. Follow-up information pending. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU
ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Good]

9.2 NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (11/06/201411/06/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose (20/05/201420/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(22 Day(s) 20/05/201411/06/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose (20/05/201420/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose (11/06/201411/06/2014)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Clinical
signs (partly) fit the pharmacological/toxicological
profile of the product. Other causes are possible and
several VMP's used concurrently but product
involvement is suspected. Therefore causality B.

1

0 24/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Epileptic seizure,Loss
R><BR><BR>Yes, of
<BR><BR><BR>< consciousness,Urination,Paddling
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

1

1

0 01/06/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Pale mucous membrane,Collapse
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders'),Reddening of
the skin,Rapid pulse rate

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Around 23 May 2014 (exact date unknown) the dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac Pi, Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4. About 24 hours later the dog urinated inside the house, was
restless, paddled with its limbs and lost consciousness. The dog was taken to the vet but when it
arrived the vet saw no abnormalities anymore. As a precaution the dog was treated with Stesolid
(diazepam). On 17 Jun 2014 the dog received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4. 24 hours later the
dog showed an identical reaction as after first vaccination. The vet thinks these symptoms indicate an
epileptic seizure. It is unknown if the dog has had any epileptic seizures before the vaccination in May
2014. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown. Generic: BB CANINE
/ PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac Pi and Nobivac Rabies
(unknown when exactly). Within 15 minutes the dog collapsed, had pale mucous membranes and a high
pulse rate. The vet treated the dog with intravenous fluids and antihistamine. The dog reacted well to
this but 1 hour later the dog developed a red skin, therefore the vet also gave Solu-delta-cortef
(prednisolon). After this the dog was stable (but unknown if the dog recovered completely). Follow-up
information pending. 29 Dec 2014: attending vet did not supply the follow-up information. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand:
NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

27/06/2014

1

1

0 23/06/2014 Not Known

Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
stiffness
Known

23/06/2014

26/06/2014

1

1

0 24/06/2014 Yes

Polydipsia,Listless,Weakness,Fever, No Data
Blood in urine,Decreased urine
concentration

15/04/2014

24/07/2014

1

1

1 12/05/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy,General
R><BR><BR>Not illness
Known

Not
Known

Jack Russell
Terrier

Not
Known

NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL
B - Possible
610 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(23/05/201423/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(23/05/201417/06/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(23/05/2014-23/05/2014)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Clinical
signs could be triggered by any vaccination and
occurred at both vaccination moments. Several VMP's
used concurrently and Nobivac L4 was the only
boostered VMP. Other causes are possible but
product involvement is suspected. Therefore causality
B.

Jack Russell
Terrier

Not
Known

NOBIVAC PI - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(01/06/201401/06/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(01/06/201401/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (01/06/201401/06/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Clinical
signs could be triggered by the vaccination and are
mentioned in the product information. Several VMP's
used concurrently. Other causes are possible but
product involvement is suspected. Therefore causality
B.

Around 23 Jun 2014 (exact date unknown) the vet wanted to vaccinate a dog with Nobivac L4. Before Human
the vet could inject the dog, the dog jumped up against her which caused her to accidentally inject
herself in the thumb. According to her only the needle went into her thumb but no fluid (Nobivac L4)
was injected. She disinfected her thumb with alcohol and put a plaster on it. About 3 hours later her
thumb became stiff and she was advised by MSD to contact her doctor. She will be contacted soon by
MSD to check the outcome. Follow-up information expected. Follow-up (27 Jun 2014): eventually the
vet's whole hand up to the wrist became swollen. She took acetaminophen and cooled the hand. She
did not develop a fever. On 27 Jun 2014 she was able to use her thumb again but it was still a bit stiff
and swollen. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Accidental Exposure]
[State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 23 Jun 2014 the dog received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4.
Other
The next day the owner called the vet because the dog was listless. The vet advised the owner to just Canine/dog
wait and see for 1 day. On 25 Jun 2014 the dog was taken to the vet where the vet saw: fever (40.9oC),
listless, wobbly when standing (VeDDRA coded as weakness), blood in urine and low urine density.
According to the owner the dog drank a lot. Treatment was started with antibiotics and Finadyne
(flunixine) and the next day the dog was a lot better (but unknown if dog recovered completely). On 26
May 2014 the dog had received the primary vaccination of Nobivac L4 with no adverse reaction. No
further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 ,,,,<BR><BR>

A - Probable

Reasonable association in time and anatomical site.
Causality A.

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(23/06/2014-23/06/2014)<BR><BR>

Close association in time. Listless is a known side
effect of vaccination in general. Fever is mentioned
under 4.6 of the SPC. Haematuria and polydipsia are
not known side effects, and could be indicative for
urinary tract infection. Good response to treatment
with antibiotics and nsaid can be expected both in
vaccination associated fever as urinary tract
infection. Insufficient data. Product involvement is
possible. Therefore, causality O1.

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 15 Apr 2014 a laboratory dog which was used for a batch
Beagle
safety test by MSD was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. The pup had previously
received a vaccination with Nobivac Puppy DP on 25 Mar 2014. On 5 May 2014 the dog left MSD to
due adoption. When the pup left she had no clinical symptoms at all but about 1 week later she
became sick (unknown which symptoms were seen) and eventually died (around 16 May 2014 but
exact date unknown). Autopsy was performed and the results state the dog had acute enteritis and the
macroscopic and histological picture are indicative for a acute infection with Canine Parvovirus (not
specified on strain). Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (24 Jul 2014): When pup left MSD on 5
May 2014, it was brought to a shelter. The pup had not received the 'standard' vaccination schedule
used in the Netherlands (therefore extra label use), but seeing it was vaccinated with Nobivac Puppy
DP at the age of 9 weeks and Nobivac DHPPi at 12 weeks, protection against Parvovirus may be
expected.No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
No assessment
Dose Once (15/04/2014performed
15/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(15/04/2014-15/04/2014)<BR><BR>

Autopsy is indicative for Parvo, L4 concomitant use.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00539

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

14/03/2014

06/01/2015

1

1

1 28/06/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Diarrhoea,Loose
stool,Vomiting,Icterus,Yellow
mucous membranes,Anuria,Renal
failure,Death by
euthanasia,Appetite
loss,Listless,Malaise,Lack of
efficacy,Mucous stool,Blood in
faeces,Liver failure,Abnormal test
result,Nausea,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated renal
parameters,Fluid in abdomen
NOS,Abnormal ultrasound finding

Other

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00555

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

01/07/2014

07/07/2014

2

1

0 01/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Epileptic seizure,Muscle
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes stiffness,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Falling,Pale mucous
membrane

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00576

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

23/06/2014

23/07/2014

1

1

1 15/07/2014 Yes

Restlessness,Increased heart
rate,Gastric torsion,Irregular
breathing,Death,Spleen torsion

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00585

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

03/04/2014

21/07/2014

1

1

0 28/04/2014 Yes

Vomiting,Nephropathy,Frequent
No Data
urination,Appetite
loss,Listless,Hypoalbuminaemia,Blo
od in urine,Urine abnormalities
NOS,Proteinuria,Hypoproteinaemia
,Licking,Abnormal ultrasound
finding

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 7 Mar 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi, Nobivac
Pyrenean
Rabies and Nobivac L4. On 3 Apr 2014 the dog received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4. On 28 Apr Sheepdog 2014 the dog started licking her vulva and urinating small amounts of urine a lot. The vet did some
smooth faced
blood tests (hematology), no abnormalities were seen. Treatment was started with Rimadyl
(carprofen) and the next day urine was tested: positive for blood and protein, concentration normal.
Vet suspected bladder infection and started treatment with Synulox (Amoxicillin-clavic acid). About 2
days later the dog started vomiting, had loss of appetite and was listless. Metoclopramide was given
after which the vomiting stopped but the appetite didn't improve. Rimadyl and Synulox were stopped
(unknown when exactly). 9 May 2014 blood tests were done again: albumin and total protein were too
low. Also protein/creatinine ration in the urine was very high (7.7, should be <0.5). On 20 May 2014
dog went to a specialist where an ultrasound of the abdomen was done: small amount of free fluid in
the abdomen and slightly enlarged liver. Also blood tests, positive for Ehrlichia canis antibodies, but
PCR was negative. Conclusion of the specialist was Protein Losing Nephropathy, possibly caused by
Ehrlichia canis. Treatment with doxycycline was started + aspirin, Fortecor (benazepril) and a kidney
diet. On 3 Jun 2014 the protein/creatinine ratio of urine was 7.1 and the dog seemed to be a bit better.
On 4 Jul 2014 the dog had improved more (but still not completely better), albumin level had improved
a bit but protein/creatinine ratio had increased again. Around 15 Jul 2014 the dog was still doing quite
al right but now potassium and phosphorus were elevated. Ipakitine was added to the treatment,
doxycycline was stopped. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00632

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

22/07/2014

05/08/2014

1

1

1 24/07/2014 Yes

Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
swelling,Vomiting,Malodour,Death
by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Listless,Reluct
ant to move,Fever,Abnormal test
result,General illness

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00652

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

15/07/2014

30/09/2014

1

1

0 29/07/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Sight affected,Eye disorder NOS
(for photophobia see
'neurological'),Reddening of the
skin,Skin swelling,Localised pain
NOS (see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Crust,Eye inflammation
NOS,Skin inflammation NOS

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 22 Jul 2014 the dog received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4
(primary vaccination was on 23 Jun 2014 with no adverse reaction). 2 days later the owner reported to
the vet the dog had a swelling in the neck (at injection site) as large as a mandarin and the dog was
listless. The vet gave an injection of Rimadyl (carprofen) and tablets for 4 days at home. On 26 Jul 2014
the swelling was smaller and the dog was doing better. But on 29 Jul 2014 the dog was taken back to
the vet because a large abscess had developed (dorsal in the shoulder area and spread down on left
and right side, on the right side as far as down to the elbow). The dog was generally ill and had a
temperature of 39.5ºC. Results of bacteriological culture: large amount of Streptococci group G.
Therapy was started with Clavuseptin (amoxicillin+clavic acid) and metronidazole and Rimadyl. 3 days
later (1 Aug 2014) the owners went back to the vet because there was no improvement. The dog had
also started vomiting, was anorectic, did not want to walk, still had a fever and smelled bad. The owner
chose to euthanize the dog. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 15 Jul 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
L4. About 2 weeks later the dog developed crusts on its back and had problems with its sight of the left
eye. On 7 Aug 2014 the dog was taken to the vet who saw inflammation of the skin with redness,
crusts and swelling on the dog's back. The skin also seemed painful. In the left eye the vet saw a mass
in the anterior chamber originating from the iris. Treatment was started with Cefaral (cephalexin) and
the dog was sent to an eye specialist. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up 14 Aug 2014: dog
went to the eye specialist on 13 Aug 2014. Mass in eye was hardly visible anymore, therefore eye
specialist thinks it is not a tumor but an inflammation. Dog will go back to the specialist again in 1
week. Follow-up information pending. Follow up info MAH Milbemax: 29-08-2014: Event Summary:
Product used for deworming. Impaired vision, Dermatitis and eczema, Erythema, Skin oedema,
Localised pain NOS, Eye disorder NOS and Eye inflammation after last product administration.
cephalexin Outcome = Ongoing / Under treatment. Veterinarian's assessment is No Assessment
Performed. Follow-up (30 Sep 2014): dog has fully recovered but unclear when exactly. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS
610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Unknown. Generic: Brand: Milbemax Reason: Worming] [State of health: Good]

No Data

No Data

SLEE. Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 in March 2014 and boostered in April 2014. On 30 Jun 2014 Not Applicable
the dog was brought to the veterinarian because of vomiting. On 1 Jul 2014 MSD was informed on this
and also icterus and kidney failure were reported. Veterinarian suspects leptospirosis. On 2 Jul 2014,
the dog was in very bad health, had free fluid in the abdomen, anuria. Follow up, 7 Jul 2014: Dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo C and Nobivac L4 on 14 Mar 2014. The second vaccination was with
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 and took place on 4 Apr 2014. Dog was euthanized on 4 Jul 2014.
Research confirmed that the dog had leptospirosis (Elisa test). Follow-up (7 Jul 2014): dog went
swimming on 28 Jun 2014 and that evening the dog vomited. The next day also vomiting multiple times
and diarrhoea. On 30 Jun 2014 the owner saw the mucous membranes were yellow. Went to the vet,
blood tests, elevated liver enzymes and kidney values. Vet sent the patient to a specialist. Specialist
saw extreme icterus and dog was listless. More blood tests which were indicative of renal failure and
liver failure. Treatment was started with i.v. fluids, antibiotics (metronidazol + another type of which it
is unclear which one exactly), Ulcogant (sucralfaat) and Zitac (ranitidine). On the ultrasound of the
abdomen free fluid around the kidneys was seen. In the following days the dog became more listless,
had loose stool with mucous and blood, seemed nauseaus, urine production stopped, didn't want to
eat and on the ultrasound the vet saw a lot of free fluid in the abdomen and enlarged kidneys.
Furosemide was added to the treatment and blood results came back positive for Leptospirosis. On 4
Jul 2014 the dog was euthanized. Test results that came later (9 Jul 2014 and 22 Jul 2014): antibody
assays of CPV and CDV indicated the dog was not a non-responder to vaccination. Also a MAT-test was
done on serum samples collected on 2 Jul and 3 Jul 2014, for the following Leptospira serogroups:
Icterohemorrhagiae (2 log titer: 7) , Canicola (2 log titer: 6), Australis (serovar Bratislava) (2 log titer: 6)
and Grippotyphosa (2 log titer: 6). This may indicate a memory-response against the vaccine
components, triggered by a Leptospira infection. The MAT results for Pomona are still pending. Followup information pending. 21AUG14 CA: changes made to the case (eg treatment start date,
authorization number, use according to label).
Follow-up (6 Jan 2015): MAT results of Pomona: no indication that serogroup Pomona was the cause
of the infection, titer comparable to the other serogroups tested. No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
547 Reason:
Vaccination
Generic:
CANINE
PARVO
LVNobivac
Brand: Rabies.
NOBIVAC
PARVO-C
610
SAR.
Two dogs
were vaccinated
with
Nobivac
L4 and
Three
hours 10X1DS
later one
dogReason:
had an Boston Terrier
epileptiformic seizure, the dog fell down and was stiff for about 5 minutes. Afterwards the dog was
lethargic. Mucosa was pale. The next day, the dog had no symptoms anymore. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]
Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 23 June 2014. The second vaccination was in the morning of
German
15 July 2014. In the evening, the dog was restless and had an increase breathing and heart rhythm. The Shepherd Dog
next morning the dog was dead. Autopsy will be performed. Waiting for more information. Follow-up
(23 Jul 2014): autopsy results: dog had a gastric torsion including a torsion of the spleen. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Fawn Brittany
Basset

Anatolian
Shepherd Dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (04/04/201404/04/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(3 Week(s) 14/03/201404/04/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose (14/03/201414/03/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH.

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (01/07/201401/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (01/07/201401/07/2014)<BR><BR>
32.5 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once (22
Day(s) 23/06/201415/07/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Reasonable association in time but other factors have
not been ruled out. Other vaccine administered
concomitantly. Therefore, causality O1.

N - Unlikely

According to the autopsy results, the dog died due to
gastric torsion including a torsion of the spleen.
Therefore, causality changed to N-causality.

14.6 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (03/04/201403/04/2014)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N.

23 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (22/07/201422/07/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Clinical
signs are mainly conform the pharm/tox profile and
mentioned in the product information. Product
involvement is suspected and situation was growing
worse because of bacteria (possible from skin).
Therefore causality B.

Not
Known

71.6 Milbemax Large Dog - N/A,N/A,N/A N - Unlikely
,24,Unknown (15/07/201415/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHP 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (15/07/201415/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(15/07/2014-15/07/2014)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs is rather long. Clinical
signs do not fit the pharmacological / toxicological
profile of the product. However, anaphylactix is
mentioned in the product information but t.t.o. seems
too long. Insufficient data. Other causes are more
likely. Therefore causality N.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00661

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

20/03/2014

14/08/2014

1

1

0 25/03/2014 Yes

Pain NOS,Acute renal failure

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00664

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

30/07/2014

18/08/2014

1

1

0 30/07/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Increased heart rate,Shock,Pale
mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Decreased
appetite,Prolonged capillary refill
time

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00668

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

17 Week(s)

08/07/2014

01/10/2014

3

1

0 18/07/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Elevated bile
Not
acids,Listless,Abnormal test
Known
result,Weight loss,Lack of
efficacy,Elevated
creatinine,Decreased
appetite,Yellow mucous
membranes,Hepatitis,Vomiting,Slee
piness - neurological
disorder,Elevated total
bilirubin,General illness

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00671

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

04/08/2014

19/08/2014

1

1

0 07/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Enlarged liver,Enlarged
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes pupils,Panting,Appetite
loss,Listless,Muscle rigidity,Elevated
liver enzymes,Blood in
urine,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Restlessness,Flatulence,Diarrh
oea,Vomiting

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00692

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

25/08/2014

25/08/2014

1

1

0 25/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Muscle tremor,Chattering of
R><BR><BR>Yes teeth,Lateral recumbency

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00696

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

12/08/2014

27/08/2014

1

1

1 19/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Yellow mucous No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membranes,Death by
euthanasia,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated creatinine

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 20 Mar 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 25 Mar
2014 the dog had symptoms of pain and was taken to another vet who suspected the dog had a neck
hernia. That day there were no abnormalities of the kidney function. On 30 Mar 2014 the dog had
acute renal insufficiency. Unknown if or what kind of treatment was started but the dog did recover
fully (unknown when exactly). Before the dog was vaccinated on 20 Mar 2014 it had a period of
lameness. It was treated for this with NSAID's, treatment ended about 3-4 weeks before the
vaccination. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 30 Jul 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C, Nobivac L4
and Nobivac KC. About 2.5 hours later the dog started vomiting and had diarrhoea. The dog was taken
to the vet: the dog had pale mucous membranes and the capillary refill time could not be determined.
Heart rate was 200 bpm and according to the vet the dog was going into shock. Temperature was
normal. Treatment was started with fluids (+ glucose) S.C., an injection of dexamethasone and Cerenia
(maropitant). Food was offered but the dog did not want to eat. The dog seemed to be a bit better
(less pale) after fluids and was taken home. In the night the dog had bloody diarrhoea once. After
about 24 hours the dog had recovered. No further information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Unknown]
SLEE On 17 Jun 2014 a litter of pups was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C and Nobivac L4. On 8 Jul
2014 the pups were vaccinated with Nobivac DHP or DHPPi (unclear which of the two, chosen for DHP)
and Nobivac L4. At the end on Jul 2014 a number of pups were sold to new owners and 2 pups stayed
at the breeder. The breeder was informed that 1 of the sold pups had become sick on 15 Aug 2014
(unknown which symptoms were seen) and the attending vet of that pup sent the pup to a specialist
clinic. There leptospirosis was diagnosed (but unclear which kind of test was used). On 16 Aug 2014 a
second pup which was sold to a different owner also became sick (unclear which symptoms were
seen). The attending vet of that pup also sent the pup to a specialist clinic where they see Leptospirosis
as a possibility (but test results not back yet). Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (20 Aug 2014):
both dogs do come from the same breeder but are not from the same litter. The pup that became sick
on 15 Aug 2014 is from a previous litter and therefore older. Also for this pup it is now clear it was not
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 but unclear which product was used (therefore this pup will now be taken
out of this case). The other pup (which became sick on 16 Aug 2014) went to the specialist on 18 Aug
2014. Blood tests were done and the dog had elevated bilirubin and bile acids. A portosystemic shunt
was ruled out by ultrasound, the symptoms seen match a mild acute hepatitis. Just to be sure urine was
sent in for PCR on Leptospirosis, results pending. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (22 Aug
2014): On 14 Aug 2014 the dog was taken to the vet because it was not fit (VeDDRA coded as general
illness) since 1 week. The dog is mainly just very listless, has lost weight and is hardly eating anymore.
Also the dog had vomited once or twice. The dog does play with mice and eats them. It is also possible
that the dog licked grass which had been treated with a chemical product. The vet saw a slight yellow
coloration of the mucous membranes. Also creatinine was slightly elevated. Dog was sent to a
specialist clinic where the dog was admitted and i.v. fluid therapy and Primperid (metoclopramide) was
started. Ultrasound of the abdomen showed no significant abnormalities. At the clinic the dog did eat
quite well but slept a lot too. On 16 Aug 2014 the dog was doing quite well but creatinine level had
increased more. Just to be safe treatment with amoxicillin was started but Primeperid was stopped.
The dog had gained a bit of weight. On 17 Aug 2014 the dog was happy and eating well. Urine which
was collected before antibiotics were started was sent in to a lab for testing of Leptospirosis (PCR
test). 18 Aug 2014: Results of bile acids back from lab (sent in around 15 Aug 2014): elevated. Still, dog
was doing well
so went
home.On
On4 21
2014
of Leptospirosis
test were
dog is told
Suspected
Adverse
Reaction.
AugAug
2014
thethe
dogresults
was vaccinated
with Nobivac
L4.back:
The owner

Leonberger

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (20/03/201420/03/2014)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

Time to onset of clinical signs is rather long. Clinical
signs do not fit the pharmacological/toxicological
profile of the product. Other cause are more likely
such as un underlying disease. Product involvement is
unlikely.

Crossbred

Not
Known

NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL
610 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(30/07/201430/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(30/07/201430/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose (30/07/201430/07/2014)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Clinical
signs fit (partly) the pharmacological/toxicological
profile of the product. Other causes are possible and
concomitant use of several products, but product
involvement is suspected (possible vaccination
reaction, hypersensitivity reaction). Therefore
causality B.

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (08/07/201408/07/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(08/07/2014-08/07/2014)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with the comments of the MAH. But there
is a seroconversion for serogroup
Icterohemorrhagiae, although very low. Product
involvement is suspected. Therefore causality B.

Cairn Terrier

the vet she then suspected the dog had a bladder infection because the dog urinated more often than
usual. The vet checked the urine and found no abnormalities except a trace of blood after 1 minute on
the urine test strip. Around 6 Aug 2014 the owner gave the dog a Bravecto Small Dog chew. The next
day the dog was less alert (VeDDRA coded as listlessness) and didn't want to eat. Also vomited once
and still urinated more often than usual. On 9 Aug 2014 the dog was taken back to the vet. The urine
was checked again and was now clearly positive for blood. Treatment was started with an injection of
Suramox (amoxicillin) and Noroclav (amoxicillin-clavic acid) tablets to take home (for 5 days). The next
day the dog came back to the vet because it had vomited after giving Noroclav and was very listless.
The vet gave another injection of Suramox and an injection of Cerenia (maropitant) and said to keep
on giving the Noroclav tablets. On 11 Aug 2014 the dog came back to the vet again because it was
vomiting and couldn't keep any food down. Also very listless. Blood tests were done: liver enzymes
were elevated. On ultrasound the liver seemed a bit enlarged. The dog was admitted for a few hours
and treated with fluids (i.v. or s.c. is unknown), another injection of Suramox and Cerenia. That night
(at home) the dog seemed a bit better but did have diarrhoea once. The next day the dog went to a
specialist: a spot of lipidosis in the liver was seen, no other abnormalities (liver was not enlarged). On
14 Aug 2014 the dog had recovered, was eating well and had normal faeces. On 18 Aug 2014 around
12.30 am the dog was taken to the emergency vet because very suddenly the dog became restless and
was panting and seemed to be very tense (VeDDRA coded as muscle rigidity). The dog had flatulence
when the vet was palpating the abdomen. Treatment was started with metoclopramide and Onsior
(robenacoxib). Shortly after this the dog improved but still was panting, had large pupils and stayed
very close to the owner (abnormal behaviour). No further information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Fair]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 25 Aug 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Crossbred
L4. 2 hours after vaccination the dog was brought back to the vet because of tremors over the whole
body and had chattering teeth. The dog was still conscious and alert, temperature was normal, no
abnormalities of the eyes (no nystagmus or strabismus), no neurological abnormalities but was in
lateral recumbency. The dog was treated with 2ml Dexadreson (dexamethasone) and later also
diazepam i.v. but no improvement was seen. The vet thought the dog might have the 'white hairy
shaker syndrome'. The dog originally comes from Spain and it's previous vaccination status is unknown.
No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 12 Aug 2014 a pup was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C and Nobivac Other
L4 (pup was 10 weeks at the time). On 19 Aug 2014 the pup started vomiting and had diarrhoea. The
Canine/dog
vet gave medication for this. On 20 Aug 2014 the dog seemed to have septicemia, had elevated liver
values and elevated creatinine. Treatment with antibiotics and fluids was started. That evening the dog
had yellow mucous membranes. On 21 Aug 2014 the dog was euthanized. The breeder didn't want an
autopsy to be performed. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Unknown]

8.7 Bravecto 250 mg chewable tablets
for small dogs (>4.5-10 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets Once
(06/08/201406/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (04/08/201404/08/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

13 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(25/08/201425/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (25/08/201425/08/2014)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (12/08/201412/08/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose (12/08/201412/08/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Onset of symptoms quite long (3 days) after
vaccination. Dog already had symptoms of urinating
more often than normal and blood in urine before
vaccination, possibly this was already the start of the
problems which developed after vaccination. Other
VMP used concurrently. Insufficient data, however
product involvement cannot be excluded. Therefore,
causality O1.

Close association in time (2 hours) but not a known
reaction to Nobivac DHP. Many possible causes, none
of which have yet been investigated; insufficient data,
however product involvement cannot be ruled out at
this point. Therefore, causality O1.

Time to onset of clinical signs is rather long. Clinical
signs fit partly the pharmacological/toxicological
profile of the product. Insufficient data. Other causes
are possible and concomitant use of two products,
but product involvement can't be fully excluded.
Therefore causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00702

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

08/05/2014

27/08/2014

1

1

0 10/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Alkaline urine,Blood in
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes urine,Shaking,Crystalluria,Retching,
Seizure
NOS,Cough,Listless,Abnormal
posture NOS,Lateral recumbency

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 8 May 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4. Schapendoes
It was reported that the dog is sensitive to many things such as diet. A few days after vaccination the
dog had blood in the urine and was listless. Around 22 May 2014 the dog developed a loud dry cough
and retching when excited. On 30 May 2014 the dog was doing fine and received a booster vaccination
of Nobivac L4. On 2 Jun 2014 the owner reported to the vet she noticed the dog walking around with
an arched back. Also the dog had one episode of lateral recumbency and shaking. Urine was brought
in: pH was too high and struvite crystals were seen. Advice was to treat this with antibiotics and nsaid's
(but unclear if this was actually done) because results are indicative for a bladder infection. On 10 Jun
2014 the dog was doing very well but urine was checked again and the pH was still very high and
struvite crystals were still present. The vet still gave the advice to change to a special diet to lower the
pH of the urine and resolve the struvite crystals but the owner doesn't want to. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC
25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

20.3 NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL
610 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(08/05/201408/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Twice (22 Day(s) 08/05/201430/05/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Some of the clinical signs reported (e.g. listless) could
be related to the vaccination with Nobivac L4. Some
of the other signs reported (e.g. blood in the urine,
walking with arched back, lateral recumbency,
shaking, alkaline urine, crystalluria) are suitable for an
bladder infection, which does not fit the toxicological
profile of the product. Overall causality assessment
O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00724

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

22/07/2014

17/09/2014

1

1

1 22/07/2014 Yes

Slow heart rate,Shock,Pale mucous No Data
membrane,Digestive tract
haemorrhage
NOS,Vomiting,Hepatic necrosis,Not
drinking,Decreased respiratory
rate,Lung
oedema,Tachypnoea,Panting,Death
,Cyanosis,Listless,Anaphylactic
shock,Not eating,Apathy,Rapid
pulse rate,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated renal
parameters,Abdominal
discomfort,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Crackles on
auscultation,Abnormal necropsy
finding

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 22 Jul 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. At the time of
Crossbred
vaccination the owner said the dog was doing well but had lost a bit of weight. The dog had some
warts and some dental tartar. Seeing the dog was 10 years old, blood was drawn just for a general
check-up and if results are good, an appointment would be made to remove the warts and tartar. After
the owner arrived at home from the vet, the dog was listless and became pale. The owner put the dog
in a cold shower (because it was hot that day) and after that took the dog back to the vet. The vet saw
pale pink mucous membranes, a slow pulse (VeDDRA coded as slow heart rate) and slow respiratory
rate. The vet thought the dog seemed in shock and an injection of dexamethasone. The dog improved
within half an hour but hadn't recovered completely yet. The owner took the dog home but there the
dog started vomiting and became very pale again. The dog was still listless and didn't want to eat. The
dog was taken back to the vet again where i.v. fluids were started. Also another injection of
dexamethasone was given. After several hours the dog seemed stable but was panting. The dog went
home for the night but was panting all night. Didn't want to eat or drink anything and was taken back
to the vet in the morning. Now the vet heard crackles when lungs were auscultated. I.v. fluids were
started again, another injection of dexamethasone and furosemide was given. The dog started
deteriorating: tachypnea, rapid pulse, apathy, sensitive on abdominal palpation in liver region. Blood
was drawn: liver and kidney values elevated. Ultrasound of the abdomen: spleen has some hyperplasia
spots and the liver seems to have an abnormal structure and has rounded edges. On radiograph of the
thorax lung oedema was seen. Oxygen was given but the dog became more and more blue. The dog
was sent to a specialist but died on the way there. Autopsy was performed: acute hepatocellular
necrosis without a clear cause in a liver which already had chronic changes (fibrosis). Also, probably
secondary to the liver necrosis, bleeding in the stomach and intestines. No further information
expected. Follow-up 17 Sep 2014: autopsy report received again with different conclusion now.
Autopsy report now states abnormalities seen indicative for anaphylactic shock. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

25.2 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (22/07/201422/07/2014)<BR><BR>

A - Probable

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality A.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00726

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

28/08/2014

04/09/2014

1

1

1 28/08/2014 Yes

Epilepsy,Death

O1 - Inconclusive

Reasonable association in time but other factors have
not been ruled out. Case poorly documented.
Causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00727

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

28/08/2014

07/01/2015

1

1

0 30/08/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hind limb paralysis,Hind limb
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes paresis,Paraparesis,Discus prolapse

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 28 Aug 2014 at 3.30 pm the dog received a booster vaccination of
Nobivac L4 (primary vaccination was on 31 Jul 2014). At 7.30 pm the dog was suddenly not well and
died. It seemed like epilepsy. Just before this happened the dog had been for a walk and was fed, no
abnormalities were seen at that time. The dog was not sent in for autopsy. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 28 Aug 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
Rabies. 2 days later the owner noticed the dog had trouble using it's back legs (VeDDRA coded as hind
limb paresis). The next day the dog was taken to the vet who determined the dog's back legs were
paralyzed but it could still feel pain stimuli. The dog has been sent to a specialist, results are pending.
Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (15 Dec 2014): the dog was taken to the specialist on 8 Sep
2014 where paraparesis was seen. Blood tests were done, a CT-scan and an MRI scan and the
diagnosis of multiple spinal disc herniations was made. Seeing there were multiple herniations, surgery
was not advised. According to the specialist it is very unlikely this is caused by the vaccination.
Treatment was started with prednisolone. Outcome unknown.Follow-up information pending. Followup (6 Jan 2015): the dog has completely recovered. No further information expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

N - Unlikely

Close association in time (2 days). Diagnostic tests
showed cause of paresis was multiple spinal disc
herniations. Specialist indicated it is very unlikely this
is caused by the vaccination.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00752

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

10/09/2014

25/02/2015

1

1

0 11/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Unable to stand,Depressed
R><BR><BR>Yes reflexes,Abnormal test
result,Collapse of leg

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 10 Sep 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac German
Not
L4. The next day the dog suddenly couldn't stand on it's legs anymore and the legs collapsed. The dog Shepherd Dog Known
was taken to the vet who found no abnormalities on neurological examination. The dog was given an
injection of Solu-delta-cortef (prednisolone). The next day the dog came back, there was no
improvement. The vet noticed the knee reflex and radialis reflex were absent. Blood was sent to an
external lab for general tests. The vet treated the dog with acupuncture. In the weekend the dog was
taken to another vet who took blood to send in for an antibody test for Myasthenia gravis. Also a
radiograph of the thorax was taken, no abnormalities were seen. Treatment was started with
Mestinon (pyridostigmine) and on 15 Sep 2014 the dog was doing better (but unknown if completely
recovered). Results of general blood tests: monocytes slightly elevated and creatine kinase slightly
elevated. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (25 Feb 2015): antibody test for Myasthenia
gravis was negative. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00754

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

09/09/2014

18/02/2015

1

1

1 11/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy,Abnormal
R><BR><BR>Yes test result

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 22 Oct 2013 and 19 Nov 2013 the dog received a primary and Boxer
booster vaccination with Nobivac L4. On 9 Sep 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 again and (German
Nobivac DHPPi (or Nobivac DHP + Nobivac KC, unclear which, therefore chosen Nobivac DHPPi). On 11 Boxer)
Sep 2014 the dog was presented to the vet with classic symptoms of severe Leptospirosis (unclear
which symptoms, so not VeDDRA coded). Blood was sent to an external lab and PCR test for
Leptospirosis was positive. Treatment was started with among others antibiotics (first amoxicillinclavic acid on 11 Sep 2014, then Na-penicillin from 12 Sep 2014) but on 13 Sep 2014 the dog died. Dog
has been sent in for autopsy. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up 13 Nov 2014: results of MAT
test: obvious blood was taken shortly after vaccination: titers indicate some response (so dog is not a
non-responder) but titers not extremely high yet because the blood test was too short after
vaccination for the production of antibodies to reach its top. Due to the recent vaccination and the
titers caused by this, it is impossible to determine which serogroup was involved in the field infection.
Autopsy results pending. Follow-up (18 Feb 2015): autopsy results: the pathomorphological changes
seen fit a subacute leptospiral infection. No further information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

No Data

English
Springer
Spaniel

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (28/08/201428/08/2014)<BR><BR>

22.8 NOBIVAC RABIËS - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose (28/08/201428/08/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (28/08/201428/08/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC DHPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
O1 - Inconclusive
Dose Once (10/09/201410/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(10/09/2014-10/09/2014)<BR><BR>

24.3 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 A - Probable
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(09/09/201409/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(09/09/2014-09/09/2014)<BR><BR>

Close association in time (1 day). No definite
diagnosis yet and therefore unclear if there are other
known possible causes. Also multiple products used.

Dog was vaccinated 22-10-13, boostered on 19-11-13,
and then again on 09-09-14. The dog should therefore
still have immunological protection against
leptospiroses based on the 2013 vaccinations,
according to the SPC. LoE is suspected.
Pathomorphological changes associated with
(subacute) leptospiral infection confirmed on autopsy.
Therefore, causality A.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00757

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

06/05/2014

22/09/2014

1

1

0 09/05/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Bruising,Immune mediated
R><BR><BR>Yes thrombocytopenia

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00780

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

01/06/2014

18/02/2015

1

1

1 12/09/2014 Not Known

Hypersalivation,Vomiting,Dyspnoea Not
,Respiratory distress,Death by
Known
euthanasia,Anorexia,Listless,Lack
of efficacy

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00793

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

11/09/2014

27/10/2014

1

1

1 04/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Bilirubinuria,General
No Data
illness,Haematuria,Rapid pulse
rate,Discoloured urine,Not
eating,Listless,Decreased body
temperature,Death,Jaundice,Yellow
mucous
membranes,Leukaemia,Inappropria
te urination

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00794

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

29/09/2014

07/10/2014

1

1

1 04/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Pale mucous membrane,Death,Not No Data
eating,Generalised
weakness,Walking
difficulty,Breathlessness

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00814

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

10/10/2014

13/10/2014

1

1

1 10/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Death,Collapse of leg,Urine
No Data
abnormalities NOS,Decreased heart
rate,Coma,Urinary
incontinence,Abnormal breathing

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00845

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

21/10/2014

21/10/2014

1

1

0 21/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Slow heart rate,Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes, membrane,Decreased respiratory
<BR><BR><BR>< rate,Listless
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 6 May 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi. Not Applicable
3 days later the owner noticed a bruise on the dog's shoulder and in the following days more bruises
developed. The attending vet treated this with an injection of corticosteroids but in the weekend the
owner took the dog to an emergency vet. This vet sent the dog to a specialist where they diagnosed
the dog with immune mediated thrombocytopenia on 19 May 2014. Treatment was started with
Doxoral (doxycycline) just in case the dog had an infection with blood parasites (awaiting the results of
this blood test) and prednisolon. Blood test results for blood parasites and von Willebrand factor are
unknown. Therapy with prednisolon was planned to end around the end of Jul 2014, the dog improved
but unknown if it recovered completely and if the treatment really did end. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. In Jun 2014 (exact date unknown) the dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac L4 and on 19 Jul 2014 the dog received a booster vaccination. Around 12 Sep 2014 (exact date
unknown) the dog developed vomiting and anorexia and was listless. Also the dog developed
hypersalivation but did not have a fever. This went on for 1 week and on 19 Sep 2014 the dog
deteriorated acutely. The dog was sent to a specialist but when it arrived there it had respiratory
dyspnea syndrome and was euthanized. Leptospirosis is on the vet's list of differential diagnoses.
Follow-up information pending. Follow-up 18 Feb 2015: MAT titers were determined for several
serovars, all were negative. A PCR test was not done seeing dog had already been treated with
antibiotics. The specialist thinks leptospirosis is very unlikely. No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 4 Oct 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. The next day the
dog became sick, according to the vet the symptoms were indicative for hemolytic anemia (but
unknown which symptoms this were) Unclear if the diagnosis was confirmed by diagnostic tests
(therefore suspicion and not VeDDRA coded). On 7 Oct 2014 the dog died and was sent in for autopsy.
Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (8 Oct 2014): On 11 Sep 2014 the dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac DHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC and on 3 Oct 2014 the dog received a booster vaccination
of Nobivac L4. Starting the next day the dog didn't want to eat anything (but was still drinking) and was
listless. On 6 Oct 2014 the dog was taken back to the vet who also saw the dog was very listless. The
dog urinated in the waiting room, the urine was very yellow. The vet also saw yellow mucous
membranes, the respiratory rate was 30/minute (normal values 10-30/minute) and the pulse was
150/minute (normal values 70-120/minute). Blood was taken for tests, the in-house tests showed no
significant abnormalities, results of external blood tests pending. Urine was positive for bilirubin and
blood. The dog was admitted and treated with an injection of Dexadreson (dexamethasone). The next
morning the dog deteriorated: pulse rate increased and temperature decreased, even the dog's skin
was yellow (VeDDRA coded as jaundice), dog died when vet tried to start a drip. On 21 Aug 2014 the
dog had also been taken to the vet because the dog had diarrhoea and was loosing weight. The dog
was treated with a special diet and at the time of vaccination on 11 Sep 2014 the diarrhoea was over
and the dog had gained a little bit of weight again. Follow-up information pending.
19OCT14 CA: treatment start date Nobivac L4 changed in 11/09/2014 (1st vacc date). Follow-up (27
Oct 2014): autopsy results: in the bone marrow there is severe myodysplasia which has led to erythroid
leukemia. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV
Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

6.7 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(06/05/201406/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (06/05/201406/05/2014)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Bruising started 3 days post vaccination. Immune
mediated thrombocytopenia has been reported
before but a relation with vaccination has not been
substantiated but cannot be exlcuded either. Two
products used. Therefore, causality O1.

German Short- Not
haired
Known
Pointing Dog

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
(01/06/2014-19/07/2014)<BR><BR>

Sigs were aspecific en MAT titers for all Leptospira
serovars were negative. Therefore causality N is
given.

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 N - Unlikely
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(11/09/201411/09/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once (11/09/201411/09/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(11/09/2014-03/10/2014)<BR><BR>

According to the autopsy results the dog suffered
from severe myodysplasia in the bone marrow which
has led to erythroid leukemia. Thererfore, causality N.

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 29 Sep 2014 a Swiss Shepherd Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac
Other
DHPPi, Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4. On 4 Oct 2014 the dog died after going to another vet (weekend
Canine/dog
vet), according to that vet probably due to immune mediated hemolytic anaemia (suspicion, therefore
not VeDDRA coded). Follow-up information expected. Follow-up (8 Oct 2014): the symptoms seen
were acutely not eating, paper white mucosa, difficulty walking due to general weakness and
breathlessness. The dog did not have a fever, was not vomiting, had normal faeces and on abdominal
palpation there were no abnormalities. The owner didn't know if the dog could have possibly eaten
something he shouldn't (e.g. poison). The vet did no diagnostic tests at all but due to the white mucous
membranes the vet concluded the dog either had insufficient production of red blood cells or
increased degradation. Seeing the dog didn't have a fever the vet thinks immune-mediated hemolytic
anaemia is less probable. The dog was treated with an injection of Solu-delta-cortef (prednisolone)
and went home but 1 hour later the dog died. No further information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
O1 - Inconclusive
Dose Once (29/09/201429/09/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once (29/09/201429/09/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (29/09/201429/09/2014)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time; time frame could fit
IMHA. Clinical signs are indicative of IMHA (absence
of fever is not indicative of the dog not suffering from
IMHA), however other causes can certainly not be
ruled out as no diagnostic testing was done. Multiple
VMP's used. Product involvement cannot be ruled out.
Insufficient data (diagnostic testing, physical state of
the dog on the day of vaccination, previous
vaccinations). Therefore, causality O1.

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 10 Oct 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4
Pug
and Nobivac KC. 5 minutes later the dog's hind legs collapsed, it urinated brown-red urine and went
into a coma. The vet quickly injected dexamethasone i.v. and started i.v. fluids. The dog was intubated
and ventilated and adrenaline was injected i.v. After 1 hour the dog seemed to regain consciousness a
bit but another 2-3 hours later the dog stopped breathing (VeDDRA coded as abnormal breathing), the
hart stopped beating (VeDDRA coded as decreased heart rate) and the dog died. The dog came from
Spain, the owner knew the dog had previously developed a swollen face after a rabies vaccination
(vaccine was not from MSD). No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown. Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. A 9 week old pup was vaccinated with Nobivac KC, Nobivac L4 and
Crossbred
Nobivac Parvo-C. Shortly after vaccination (the dog was still at the vet practice) the dog became
listless, was pale, had a slow pulse and a slow respiratory rate. The vet gave oxygen but this gave no
improvement, therefore the vet gave an injection of Dexadreson (dexamethasone). Within a few hours
the dog recovered. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (23 Oct 2014): On 21 Oct the pup was
vaccinated and also the hair on the nose was clipped. Shortly after the pup became listless, pale, had a
slow pulse and a slow respiratory rate. After an injection of Dexadreson the dog had fully recovered
within a half an hour. On 16 Oct 2014 the owner had bought Stronghold at the vet but unknown when
or if this was administered to the pup. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Once (10/10/201410/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(10/10/201410/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(10/10/2014-10/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Close association in time (5 minutes). Possibly
anaphylactic shock due to vaccination, no autopsy
performed to confirm this. Multiple VMPs used.
Product involvement suspected but cannot be
confirmed, therefore causality B.

1.36 NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(21/10/201421/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(21/10/201421/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(21/10/2014-21/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Close association in time (<20 minutes). Possible
hypersensitivity reaction to vaccination but other
causes also possible and multiple products used.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00853

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

22/10/2014

11/11/2014

1

1

0 23/10/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00882

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

15/09/2014

06/11/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00894

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11.5 Year(s)

03/11/2014

11/11/2014

1

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00918

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

13/10/2014

21/11/2014

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00929

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

18/11/2014

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00957

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2014-NL-00958

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00011

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

Abdominal
Not
pain,Vomiting,Ataxia,Hypermetria,L Known
istless,Blood in faeces,Drunken
gait,Increased salivation,Arched
back

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 22 Oct 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Crossbred
L4. The next day the dog vomited 4 times in the morning, was listless, was salivating a lot and was
walking as if were drunk. The dog was taken to a vet (a different vet than the one who vaccinated the
dog). The dog did not have a fever and there were no abnormalities on lung and heart auscultation,
there were no indications for shock. The vet gave the dog an injection of metoclopramide and
proposed to do some blood tests (but owner chose not to do these). On 24 Oct 2014 the dog was
taken back to the vet who had vaccinated the dog on 22 Oct 2014. There the vet noticed blood in the
faeces, abdominal pain and dog walks with an arched back, ataxia and hypermetria. The dog did not
have a fever and the reflexes were normal. That same day in the afternoon the dog was taken to yet
another vet where the dog was admitted. The dog had previously only been vaccinated with Nobivac
Puppy DP but when exactly/at what age is unknown. No further information expected. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: Brand: Advocate Reason: Flea/ tick control] [State of health: Unknown] MAH (Bayer)
comment: Based on the signs observed case classified as non-serious Reason for Treatment:
Advocate: flea/tick control, Nobivac vaccinations: unknown

6.4 Advocate Spot-on pipette size
Ounknown - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Unclassifiable/unassessa
Syringe/Tube Once (22/10/2014ble
22/10/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Once (22/10/201422/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(22/10/2014-22/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Clinical
signs fit partly the pharmacological/toxicological
profile of the product. Insufficient data. Concomitant
use of VMP's and therefore difficult to assess. Other
causes are possible and product involvement can't be
excluded.

0 15/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Inappropriate defecation,Loose
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes stool,Vomiting,Lameness,Parapares
is,Listless,Reluctant to
move,Mucous stool,Not eating

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 15 Sep 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
Maltese
L4. The dog became very listless but the next day it recovered again. On 9 Oct 2014 the dog received a
booster vaccination of Nobivac L4. That evening the dog defecated inside, the stool was loose with
slime in it. The next morning the dog didn't want to come out of the bench. It seemed to be unable to
move it's front legs. Also the dog didn't want to eat and vomited a few times. The next day the dog
was lame. On 12 Oct 2014 the dog's appetite was back to normal and now it only seemed to be lame
on the left front leg. On 13 Oct 2014 the dog was taken to the vet who prescribed Metacam
(meloxicam). On 21 Oct 2014 the dog was taken back to the vet because the left front leg was still
lame and there was no improvement due to the Metacam. On 23 Oct 2014 the vet took x-rays of the
left front leg which showed some arthrosis of the left shoulder and on 1 toe. The dog will keep taking
Metacam and the vet advised to also start with a special diet food for joint problems or add a food
additive for dog's with joint problems. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Unknown] 19/11/2014 Additional information received by CA: dog became listless 2h after
vaccination, both at primer and booster vaccination.

4.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (15/09/201415/09/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Twice (24
Day(s) 15/09/201409/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Listlessness 1 day after vaccination with 2 products,
ABON B. Loose stool, vomiting, reluctance to move,
not eating could be signs of a hypersensitivity reaction
but the duration and progression of these signs after
second vaccination into possible neurological,
orthopedic or generalized systemic signs can have
multiple etiologies and despite a finding of localized
slight arthrosis on X-ray, no cause could be establised.
Vaccination is not exluded from differential diagnosis.
ABON O.

1

1 07/11/2014 Yes

1

1

0 13/10/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Fever,Elevated temperature,Apathy No Data
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

28/05/2015

2

2

0 21/11/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Dehydration
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

26/11/2014

04/12/2014

1

1

0 01/12/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypersalivation,Muscle tremor
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 3 Nov 2014 the dog received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4
(primary vaccination was on 6 Oct 2014). On 7 Nov 2014 the owner found the dog dead on the couch.
There were no symptoms of illness beforehand. The dog was not sent in for autopsy. The vet thinks the
dog just had acute cardiac failure due to old age. No further information expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. Seeing the dog has previously reacted to vaccinations with fever and
apathy the dog always receives an injection of promethazine (antihistamine) shortly before the vaccine
is administered as a precaution (and since this is given, the dog did not react to the vaccinations
anymore). On 13 Oct 2014 the dog received an injection of promethazine and was vaccinated with
Nobivac L4. About 4 hours later the dog was brought back to the vet due to a high fever (40.8 °C) and it
was very apathetic. The dog was treated with fluids, Dexadreson (dexamethasone) and cooled with
alcohol after which the dog recovered. On 19 Nov 2014 the dog received a booster vaccination of
Nobivac L4, also preceded by an injection of promethazine. 1.5 hours later the dog was brought back
to the vet again with elevated temperature (39.6 °C) and apathy. The vet treated the dog with an
injection of prednisone after which the dog recovered quickly. No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Promethazine-HCL Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health:
Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 18 Nov 2014 2 pug pups (litter mates) were vaccinated with Nobivac
Parvo-C and Nobivac L4. 3 days later both pups developed diarrhoea (colour and smell of the faeces
was still normal). A giardia snap test was negative. The pups were still lively and eating and drinking
well. But on 26 Nov 2014 1 pup was admitted by another vet because of dehydration and treatment
with i.v. fluids was started. At the age of 6 weeks both pups were vaccinated with Nobivac Puppy DP
without any problems. Faeces of both pups has been sent in for testing again. Follow-up information
pending. 28 May 2015: no further information expected anymore. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 26 Nov 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac
L4. On 1 Dec 2014 the dog developed very severe muscle tremors over the entire body and therefore
the dog could barely stand (not VeDDRA coded). Also the dog was hypersalivating. The dog was taken
to the vet where treatment with fluids and Valium (diazepam) was started. Within 2 hours the dog
improved: the hypersalivation stopped, the tremors decreased and the dog could lay down. Blood was
also tested but no abnormalities were seen. Unclear if the dog recovered fully. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

12 Week(s)

24/11/2014

04/12/2014

1

1

0 01/12/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Joint
R><BR><BR>Yes inflammation,Polyarthritis,Joint
pain,Falling,Unable to
stand,Listless,Fever,Not
eating,General illness

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 24 Nov 2014 a 12 week old Weimaraner pup was vaccinated with
Weimaraner
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On 1 Dec 2014 the pup was suddenly sick: listlessness and a fever (above
40 ºC). The next day the pup was even more listless, still had a fever and fell over a few times. On 3
Dec 2014 the pup still had a fever and now wasn't able to stand up any more. Both the front and back
legs had warm and painful joints. The dog also stopped eating but unclear when exactly this started.
Treatment was started with dexamethasone and on 4 Dec 2014 the dog's temperature had dropped to
38 ºC and the dog is eating again. The joints are still painful, the signs are indicative of polyarthritis. A
pup from the same litter died earlier and autopsy showed myocarditis as cause of death. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS
610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

9 Year(s)

07/01/2015

26/02/2015

1

1

0 07/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypersalivation,Epileptic
R><BR><BR>Yes, seizure,Falling,Urination,Shaking
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 7 Jan 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4,
Field Spaniel
Nobivac KC and Nobivac Rabies. 5.5 hours later the dog had a seizure: the dog fell over, was jolting
(VeDDRA coded as shaking), urinated and was hypersalivating. The seizure went on for about 30
seconds. After that the dog had another seizure every 3 hours, in between the seizures the dog seemed
normal. The next morning at 9 am was the last seizure known of seeing, the reaction was then
reported to MSD (so unknown if seizures are still continuing). At that time the vet had not yet seen the
dog and therefore no treatment had been started yet. The dog does not have a history of seizures.
The dog is vaccinated with Nobivac vaccines every year. Last year it received a vaccination with
Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC without any problems. Also the dog was a healthy dog and had only ever had
some skin problems in the past. Follow-up information pending. 26 Feb 2015: vet will not supply
follow-up, therefore no further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand:
NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Unknown. Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Found dead

No Data

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 OCA agrees with causality assessment and comments
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
Unclassifiable/unassessa of the MAH. Causality O.
(03/11/2014-03/11/2014)<BR><BR> ble

Crossbred

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection A - Probable
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Twice (5 Week(s) 13/10/201419/11/2014)<BR><BR>Promethazin
e-HCL - .25,N/A,N/A ,10,0.25 ml (5
Week(s) 13/10/201419/11/2014)<BR><BR>

Pug

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(18/11/201418/11/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once (18/11/201418/11/2014)<BR><BR>

French Bulldog Not
Known

Close association in time (several hours). Dog has had
the same kind of reaction before after a vaccination
and this time after primary vaccination and booster
vaccination. Probably a hypersensitivity reaction.

OCA agrees with causality assessment and comments
Unclassifiable/unassessa of the MAH. Causality O.
ble

NOBIVAC DHPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
ODose Once (26/11/2014Unclassifiable/unassessa
26/11/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4, ble
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(26/11/2014-26/11/2014)<BR><BR>

Weak association in time (5 days). Muscle tremors
have been described after vaccination before but are
aspecific and in this case no diagnostic tests have
been done. Product involvement cannot be excluded
but insufficient information to draw a realistic
conclusion.

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(24/11/201424/11/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (24/11/201424/11/2014)<BR><BR>

Association in time (7 days). Symptoms indicative of
polyarthritis but no diagnostics performed to confirm
this. Product involvement cannot be excluded if this
would have been an immune-mediated polyarthritis,
but also many other possible causes such as infectious
(e.g. bacterial) and non-infectious (e.g.
polyarthritis/meningitis syndrome). Causality O1.

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(07/01/201507/01/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once (07/01/201507/01/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (07/01/201507/01/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once (07/01/201507/01/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Stress
around a vaccination may trigger epileptic seizures.
Dog was healthy, had no history of seizures and was
vaccinated with Nobivac vaccins every year without
any problems. Insufficient data. Other causes are
possible, but product involvement is suspected.
therefore causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00032

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

04/12/2014

21/01/2015

1

1

0 08/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaemia NOS,Yellow mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes membranes,Decreased
appetite,Abnormal radiograph
finding

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00081

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

17/02/2015

31/12/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00083

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

15/12/2014

18/02/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00087

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

16/02/2015

22/05/2015

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00099

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

11/02/2015

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00114

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Year(s)

30/01/2015

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 4 Dec 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Pi. Labrador
Since 8 Jan 2015 the dog hasn't been eating well. On 15 Jan 2015 the dog was taken to the vet, at that Retriever
time the dog also had yellow mucous membranes. The vet did a blood test and the results showed an
anemia. On an abdominal x-ray some calcification of the liver was seen. Treatment with Dexadreson
(dexamethasone) was started. On 26 Jan 2015 the results of a Coombs's test were back, the test was
negative. But in the meantime the dog is responding well to the treatment (not fully recovered yet). No
further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV
Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(04/12/201404/12/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (04/12/201404/12/2014)<BR><BR>

0 17/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anxiety,Sleepiness - neurological
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder,Muscle stiffness,Unable to
stand,Slow reflexes,Urinary
retention,Listless,Hind limb
ataxia,Flaccid muscles

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 17 Feb 2015 at 9 am the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Other
Nobivac L4. 1.5 hours later the owner rang the vet because the dog was now listless, had slept a lot,
Canine/dog
it's tail was stiff and curled upwards (like that of a scorpion), it was walking strangely on it's back legs
(waddling like a duck) and the dog had an anxious look in it's eyes. In the afternoon the dog seemed to
be a bit better but in the evening it became worse again and the owner took the dog to the emergency
vet. The dog did not have a fever but did have slow proprioception reflexes. The vet gave the dog an
injection of Dexadreson (dexamethasone) and an injection of midazolam. The next morning there was
no improvement so the dog was taken back to the initial vet. Palpation of neck and back was not
painful, but the dog still had slow proprioception reflexes. Treatment with Novocam (meloxicam) was
started. In the afternoon the owner called that the dog had deteriorated: the back legs had less muscle
tone and she had not seen the dog urinate anymore. But the owner didn't want any more treatment. In
the evening the owner called again, the muscle tone of the back legs had become even less and now
the dog couldn't stand on it's back legs anymore. On 19 Feb 2015 the owner asked the vet to give the
dog an injection Solu-delta-cortef (prednisolone) but the vet advised to take x-rays of the back first.
The owner does not want this. The dog had urinated again but unclear if the dog did this consciously or
not. The vet contacted a specialist for his opinion: he is convinced the dog has a discus hernia and
advised to send the dog in for a scan and surgery but the owner doesn't want this. Then the only thing
to try is a high dose of prednisolone but if no improvement at all within 1-2 days, euthanasia is advised.
Follow-up information pending.31 Dec 2015: attending vet did not supply follow-up information, no
further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP
10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Once (17/02/201517/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(17/02/2015-17/02/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

1

1 15/12/2014 Yes

Found dead,Listless,Localised pain
NOS (see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Not eating,Disturbance in
attention

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 15 Dec 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 21 Jan 2015 Boston Terrier Not
the dog was brought back to the vet for the booster vaccination but the owner then told the vet the
Known
dog was more listless, not eating well and was less attentive than usual. According to the owner this
had started shortly (but unknown when exactly) after the primary vaccination on 15 Dec 2014. The vet
did a general physical examination but only found a painful neck. X-rays were taken of the neck but no
abnormalities were seen. Also some blood tests were done but also no abnormalities were seen. On
27 Jan 2015 the dog was found dead in it's basket in the morning. The dog was not sent in for autopsy.
The dog was already on treatment with Vetoryl (trilostane) for Cushing's disease (unknown when
treatment for this started exactly). No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: Brand: Vetoryl Reason: Other] [State of health: Unknown]

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (15/12/201415/12/2014)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

1

1

1 17/02/2015 Yes

Hind limb paralysis,Abnormal
No Data
necropsy
finding,Hyperactivity,Vocalisation,H
ead tilt - ear
disorder,Convulsion,Epilepsy,Epilep
tic seizure,Falling,Circling neurological disorder (see also
'Behavioural
disorders'),Nystagmus,Paralysis,Dea
th by euthanasia,Fever,Foaming at
the mouth,Stiffness
NOS,Tiredness,Head
tremor,Walking
difficulty,Breathlessness

27/02/2015

1

1

0 11/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site swelling,Behavioural No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder
NOS,Vocalisation,Diarrhoea,Bloody
diarrhoea,Listless,Walking difficulty

10/03/2015

1

1

0 30/01/2015 Yes

No Data

Hypercalcaemia,Polyuria,Not
No Data
eating,Confused,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Polydipsia

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 16 Feb 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (booster). The
Pug
next day the dog developed odd behaviour: episodes of suddenly running in circles, has its head tilted,
is shaking its head, screaming, then becomes tired and lies down but then has convulsions. The whole
body becomes stiff, sometimes also foaming at the mouth. In between episodes the dog is quite calm
but there is constant movement of the eyes (VeDDRA coded as nystagmus). The dog was taken to the
vet on 18 Feb 2015 where the vet noticed the dog was short of breath, temperature was 38.4 °C.
Treatment given was an injection of Rapidexon (dexamethasone) and Albipen (ampicillin). The
frequency of the episodes has decreased but the dog has not fully recovered yet. On 27 Feb 2015 the
dog has an appointment at a specialist in neurology. On 26 Jan 2015 the dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 without any problems. Also for the vaccination at 6 and 9 weeks of age
Nobivac products were used. 2 other pups from the same litter were also vaccinated with Nobivac
products without any problems. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (2 Mar 2015): dog has been
to the neurologist on 27 Feb 2015: MRI of the brain and blood tests all normal. According to the
neurologist the dog has severe epilepsy and paralysis of the back legs but the cause is still unknown.
Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (11 Mar 2015): the dog is doing a bit better, if it is kept in the
bench it stays calm and has no seizures. But when the dog is let out of the bench, it becomes very
active and runs until it falls over. The results of a DNA test for susceptibility to pug dog encephalitis are
known: no copies of the NME associated markers were found, this dog has a low risk of developing
necrotizing meningoencephalitis. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (3 Apr 2015): on 19 Mar
2015 the dog had another seizure after which it was almost completely paralyzed. The dog did improve
alot and was able to walk again, but not as well as before. A few days later seizures started again, now
the dog has short seizures every day and walking is hardly possible. The owner and vet have decided
euthanazia is the best option, this will be done on 13 Apr 2015 and the dog will be sent in for autopsy.
Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (22 May 2015): autopsy results: there is multifocal mild
vacuolization, satellitosis and gliosis in multiple areas of the brain and spinal cord. Also in the brain
stem and spinal cord a few degenerated or necrotic neurons were seen. The cause of these changes is
not clear but it is unlikely that the recent vaccination is the cause (but still cannot be excluded
completely). No further information expected. CA (8 June 2015): Death by euthanasia added as veddra
term, animal
adverse
reactionOn
section
use for product:
Generic:
Suspected
Adverse
Reaction.
11 Febupdated
2015 the[Reason
dog wasfor
vaccinated
with Nobivac
DHP and Nobivac
Other
L4. 5 hours later the dog developed a swelling at the injection site, was squeaking and had difficulty
Canine/dog
walking, didn't want to be touched and was more listless than usual. The owner gave the dog a tablet
Carporal (carprofen) but then still took the dog to the vet. The vet treated the dog with Buprecare
(buprenorphine) and dexamethasone. The next day the dog was a bit better and 2-3 days later the
swelling was completely gone. On 13 Feb 2015 the dog developed diarrhoea and the next day there
was also blood in the diarrhoea. Unknown if the dog was treated for this or if the dog recovered. The
dog has a history of bowel problems. When the dog was vaccinated as a pup the dog also reacted to
Nobivac L4. See case 2014-NL-00063. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 30 Jan 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and on 27 Feb
American
2015 the dog received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4. Somewhere between the first and second Bulldog
vaccination (unknown when exactly) the dog developed polyuria and polydipsia and was eating less.
The dog also became picky when it comes to food, only wants to eat certain things. The dog also
seemed to be confused, e.g. would stand in front of the wrong door. On 9 Mar 2015 the vet did a
blood test and the results showed the dog had elevated ureum and creatinine and calcium. The cortisol
level was normal. On 10 Mar 2015 the owner took the dog to another vet, no information available
about what happened there. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

3.4 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (16/02/201516/02/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

O1 - Inconclusive

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (11/02/201511/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (11/02/201511/02/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Twice (30/01/201530/01/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1

CA agrees with causality assesment MAH. O1

CA agrees with MAH causality assessments and
comments

ONot known what the time to onset of signs was after
Unclassifiable/unassessa 1th vaccination, no cause for elevated creatinini,
ble
BUN, calcium known. Product association cannot be
excluded but not enough information to draw
sufficient conclusions.Therefore causality O.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00116

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

20/01/2015

10/03/2015

3

1

1 24/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Encephalitis,Meningitis,Epileptic
R><BR><BR>Yes seizure,Death

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 20 Jan 2015 3 Shiba Inu pups were vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and
Shiba Inu
Nobivac Parvo-C. Before vaccination the owner (breeder) told the vet 1 of the pups had episodes of
screaming. The vet found no abnormalities on general physical examination and chose to also
vaccinate this pup. After vaccination the pups went to their new owners. The new owner of the pup
which previously screamed, reported to the breeder there was something wrong with the pup and a
few days later the breeder took the pup back, thinking it was a behaviour problem. Once back at the
breeder the pup had an epileptic seizure, which the breeder filmed. The film was sent to the vet, who
told the breeder to come in with the pup for tests and treatment. The breeder didn't do this at that
time but on 3 Feb 2015 the pup was taken to an emergency vet where it died. The pup was sent in for
autopsy. Results: no macroscopic abnormalities. Microscopically a necrotizing encephalitis and a
lymphocytic meningitis was seen. A viral infection could possibly be the cause but a toxicological agent
cannot be excluded. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health:
Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (20/01/201520/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (20/01/201520/01/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments; causality O1

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00130

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

20 Month(s)

17/02/2014

18/03/2015

1

1

1 05/03/2015 No

Vomiting,Icterus,Death,Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test result

Other

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (17/02/201404/03/2014)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assesment MAH. Causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00156

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11 Month(s)

04/07/2014

28/05/2015

1

1

0 13/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

Yellow mucous membranes,Not
No Data
drinking,Lack of efficacy,Not
eating,Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Abdominal
discomfort,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine

SLEE for Lepto On 4 Mar 2014 the dog received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4 (unclear when
Crossbred
exactly the primary vaccination was given). On 5 Mar 2015 the dog started vomiting and developed
icterus. The attending vet sent blood and urine to a lab for testing and in the mean time sent the dog
through to a specialist because the dog was suspected of Leptospirosis. The owner didn't want any
more tests done by the specialist due to the costs and took the dog back home. Unknown if any
treatment was given. The urine was positive for Leptospirosis in the PCR test. Serology was also
performed: a very low titer of antibodies was found for L. Icterohaemorrhagiae and no antibodies at
all for the other serovars. The dog died (unknown when exactly). Follow-up information pending.
Follow-up (27 Mar 2015): The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 17 Feb 2014 (primary
vaccination) and 4 Mar 2014 (booster) (extra label use seeing time between primary vaccination and
booster vaccination is 2 weeks instead of 4 weeks). At the time of the booster vaccination the dog was
in oestrus. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
SLEE for Lepto A Labrador pup was vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac Parvo-C and Nobivac KC on 4 Labrador
Jul 2014 and with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHPPi on 25 Jul 2014 (and also with Nobivac Puppy DP on 15 Retriever
May 2014). On 16 Mar 2015 the dog was presented to the vet because of not eating and not drinking
much since 13 Mar 2015. There was no diarrhoea or vomiting. The vet noticed yellow sclera (VeDDRA
coded as yellow mucous membranes) and the dog reacted sensitive to deep palpation of the cranial
abdomen. The dog was admitted, treatment with doxycycline, Cerenia (maropitant) and fluids was
started. Blood tests showed elevated AF and elevated creatinine and urea (BUN). On 20 Mar 2015 the
dog had improved a bit but was still not eating much. The dog was then sent to a referral vet. On 23
Mar 2015 the test result of the urine came back: positive for Leptospirosis. The blood was negative for
Leptospirosis. But the dog had recovered and went home that day. Blood was taken again on 23 Mar
2015 and was sent in to determine MAT titers and 2 weeks later blood will be draw again for MAT
titers. Follow-up information expected. Follow-up (7 Apr 2015): results of the first MAT test: for
Icterohemorrhagiae the titer was 1:800 and for Canicola 1:200. All other serogroups were negative.
Blood has now been sent in for second MAT test, results pending. Follow-up information pending.
Follow-up (28 May 2015): results of second MAT test: titer for Icterohemorrhagiae was again 1:800
and for Canicola it had decreased (so now lower than 1:200). Also no changes in other serogroup
titers. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE /
PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
N - Unlikely
Dose Once (25/07/201425/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(04/07/201404/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Twice (3
Week(s) 04/07/201425/07/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (04/07/201404/07/2014)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with assesment MAH. Causality N

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00166

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Year(s)

30/03/2015

22/04/2015

1

1

0 01/04/2015 Yes

Elevated BUN,Elevated
No Data
creatinine,Splenomegaly,Pale
mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Hepatomegal
y,Listless,Fever,Blood in
faeces,Abnormal test
result,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Discoloured
urine

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 30 Mar 2015 the dog received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4
Other
(unknown when exactly the primary vaccination was given). On 1 Apr 2015 the dog was somewhat
Canine/dog
listless and on 2 Apr 2015 the dog was taken to the vet because the dog was listless and wasn't eating.
The dog had a fever (40 ºC), pale mucous membranes, orange-red colored faeces and urine. Blood
tests were done: the results were indicative for inflammation and the BUN and creatinine were
elevated. The dog was suspected of immune-mediated hemolytic anemia and sent to a specialist. A
Coombs test was done by the specialist and the test was positive. On 2 Apr 2015 the dog was admitted
by the specialist and received a blood transfusion. No further information expected. Follow-up (22 Apr
2015): On 30 Mar 2015 the dog received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4 (the primary vaccination,
together with Nobivac DHP, was given on 2 Mar 2015). On 1 Apr 2015 the dog was a bit listless and on
2 Apr 2015 the dog developed orange colored diarrhoea and urine and pale mucous membranes. The
dog was sent to a referral (specialist) vet center where a Coombs test was performed, result was
positive. The diagnosis of immune mediated hemolytic anemia was made and the dog also had
hepatomegaly and splenomegaly. The dog received 4 blood transfusions and treatment with
Dexadreson (dexamethasone) was started. The treatment didn't have enough effect, therefore on 8
Apr 2015 treatment with Sespet (a human immunosupressive) was given. The hematocrit slowly
increased, the dog was still eating and drinking all this time and on 10 Apr 2015 the dog went home. On
20 Apr 2015 the dog went back to the specialist for a check-up, the hematocrit was then 0.32 and the
Sespet was stopped. The dog is now only receiving Dexadreson. No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(30/03/2015-30/03/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00173

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

07/04/2015

09/04/2015

1

1

1 09/04/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Found dead
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Jack Russell
Terrier

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 OCA agrees with assesment MAH
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(07/04/2015ble
07/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(07/04/2015-07/04/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00176

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

01/04/2014

09/04/2015

1

1

0 06/04/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Oral
R><BR><BR>Yes bleeding,Listless,Regenerative
anaemia,Skin petechiae,Mucosa
petechiae,Abnormal test
result,Thrombocytopenia

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 7 Apr 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
(extra label use of Nobivac DHP seeing this only needs to be given once every 3 years, but was also
given in 2014, approx. 1 Apr). On 9 Apr 2015 the owner found the dog dead with no prior symptoms.
The owner does not want autopsy to be performed. No further information expected. The dog has
also had an AE after vaccination on approx. 1 Apr 2014, see case 2015-NL-00176. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. Around 1 Apr 2014 (exact date unknown) the dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. 5 days later the dog was brought to the vet because the dog was
bleeding from it's mouth and the dog was more quiet than usual. The dog was sedated and the vet
found petechiae in the mouth and also in the groin area. Blood tests showed a leucocytosis, a
regenerative anaemia, indications of inflammation (VeDDRA coded as abnormal test result) and
thrombocytopenia. Bleeding times were not increased. Also the liver enzymes were abnormal (not
specified which enzymes and higher or lower than references at that, VeDDRA coded as abnormal test
result). On ultrasound no abnormalities were seen in the abdomen. The symptoms disappeared
spontaneously after 2 days, no treatment was given and no further testing was done. No further
information expected. After vaccination in 2015 the dog had an AE again. See case 2015-NL-00173.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]

Jack Russell
Terrier

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 OCA agrees with assesment MAH
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(01/04/2014ble
01/04/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(01/04/2014-01/04/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00207

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

19/01/2015

21/04/2015

1

1

0 21/01/2015 Not Known

Vocalisation,Skin lesion NOS,Skin
Not
swelling,Listless,Localised pain NOS Known
(see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Not eating,Arched back

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 19 Jan 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (injection site
Cavalier King
unknown). On 21 Jan 2015 the dog was very listless, didn't want to walk or eat, had an arched back and Charles
it's tail between it's legs. The vet couldn't locate any pain and gave the dog an injection of Rapidexon Spaniel
(dexamethasone). Later that day the dog wasn't any better and peeped when picked up. The vet gave
an injection of Novacam (meloxicam) and Vomend (metoclopramide), gave Novacam oral suspension
to take home and some special diet food. The next day still no improvement, now it seems the dog has
pain around it's right front leg and shoulder. On 23 Jan 2015 the rigth elbow was swollen and x-rays
were made, results unknown. The Novacam was changed to Previcox (firocoxib). On 24 Jan 2015 the
right elbow/front leg was even more swollen, an injection of Duplocilline (benzylpenicillin) was given
and the next day Clavubactin tablets were added to the treatment (for 7 days). On the lateral side of
the humerus a wound developed with a lot of brown discharge. On 26 Jan 2015 another wound
developed just under the elbow. In the next few days the wounds became bigger and eventually the
skin on the lateral side of the humerus between shoulder and elbow completely came off. The wounds
were often cleaned and when the skin came off completely bandage was applied. On 30 Jan 2015 the
dog was feeling good again (not listless anymore, eating well). The wound was checked regularly and
honey dressing was used to treat it. Also the treatment with antibiotics and painkillers was prolonged.
On 24 Mar 2015 the wound was looking good and had become a lot smaller but unclear if or when the
dog recovered completely. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00222

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

13 Month(s)

16/05/2014

22/05/2015

1

1

0 20/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Jaundice,Not
No Data
drinking,Listless,Ascites,Lack of
efficacy,Not eating,Abnormal test
result,Increased
salivation,Hypoalbuminaemia,Eleva
ted liver enzymes,Discoloured
urine,Elevated renal
parameters,Vomiting,Enlarged
liver,Yellow mucous membranes

SLEE for Lepto. On 16 May 2014 and 13 Jun 2014 (booster) the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4.
Boxer
On both occasions the dog was also vaccinated with other products, but unknown which. On 22 Apr
(German
2015 the dog was brought to the vet because the dog had developed yellow mucous membranes and Boxer)
listlessness, vomiting and not eating. The dog did not have a fever. Blood tests were done: the renal
parameters and liver values were elevated. Urine was also tested and PCR test for Leptospirosis was
positive. Treatment was started with antibiotics and the dog is responding well to the treatment.
Paired MAT tests will be performed. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up 30 Apr 2015: On 16
May 2014 the dog was also vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac KC, on 13 Jun 2014 the dog
was also vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi. On 22 Apr 2015 the dog was taken to the vet because it had a
yellow abdomen and lips since that morning, was not eating and not drinking well since 20 Apr 2015
and was listless. Also the dog had vomited once on 21 Apr 2015 and once on 22 Apr 2015. The urine
had a dark colour. The vet confirmed the dog was listless and was also salivating. The sclera, mucous
membranes and belly (skin) were yellow and the liver could be felt caudal of the last rib. Blood tests
showed extremely elevated liver and kidney values. Also albumin was low. An ultrasound of the
abdomen was performed, only an enlarged liver and some slight ascites was seen. The ascites fluid was
tested and was transudation. The dog was admitted and treatment was started: iv fluids, Amoxicillin
and Emeprid (metoclopramide). The next few days the dog improved (eating again, dog alert again,
albumin level normal again, kidney values improving), but on 26 Apr 2015 it hadn't recovered
completely yet. On 28 Apr 2015 the urine test (PCR) for Leptospirosis came back positive. The plan was
to start treatment with doxycycline if the kidney values were normal again. Follow-up information
pending. Follow-up (22 May 2015): results of MAT test: Ict 1:3200 (an increase of factor 2, but
unknown when the first sample was taken, and this one), Autumnalis titer increased from 0 to 1600.
Results will be discussed with an expert to interpret them. Follow-up information pending. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00267

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

15 Week(s)

20/04/2015

01/06/2015

1

1

0 20/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS,Listless,Abnormal test
R><BR><BR>Yes result

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 20 Apr 2015 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
German
Not
L4. That evening the dog became listless and shortly after that the dog had a seizure. The attending vet Shepherd Dog Known
suspected the dog of having epilepsy and started treatment with Phenoral (phenobarbital), no
diagnostic tests were done. Now the dog has been taken to another vet because it still has seizures
regularly. On 12 May 2015 the dog had 9 seizures and was admitted by this vet who is going to do
diagnostic tests. A differential diagnosis is a porto-systemic shunt. Follow-up information pending.
Follow-up (1 Jun 2015): blood tests showed an inflammatory reaction. Treatment was started with
antibiotics and the dog responded well and improved a lot (but unclear if the dog has recovered
completely or not). The attending vet suspects the dog had bacterial encephalitis. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS
610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00315

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

01/11/2014

21/07/2015

1

1

1 17/05/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

SLEE for Lepto As a pup (unknown when exactly, estimated at the age of 2-3 months) the dog was
vaccinated twice with Nobivac L4. At the age of 8 months the dog suddenly became ill and died. PCR
test of the blood and urine was positive for Leptospirosis. The dog had yellow mucous membranes,
elevated liver and kidney values and also bile acids were elevated. Results of a MAT test are pending.
Follow-up (21 Jul 2015): results of MAT test: L. bratislava
negative L. icterohemorrhagiae
negative L. australis
negative L. pomona
negative L. grippotyphosa
negative L. autumnalis
negative L. canicola
negative L. saxkoeb
negative. On 20 May 2015 the dog was presented to the emergency vet: the dog was listless and not
eating well since 3 days. Since 1 day also not drinking much and when she does drink something, she
vomits it all back out. In the afternoon of 20 May 2015 the dog had also been taken to it's own vet
where it was treated with an injection for the nausea and 750 ml of fluids. X-rays had been taken but
no abnormalities were seen. The emergency vet noticed the dog had very yellow mucous membranes.
Treatment was started with iv fluids, antibiotics and corticosteroids. The next day the dog was doing a
bit better but eventually the dog was still euthanized that day. No further information pending.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00342

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

20/05/2015

08/06/2015

1

1

0 21/05/2015 Not
Melaena,Depression,Abnormal
Known,<BR><BR breathing
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 20 May 2015 a dog was treated with a Bravecto Small Dog (250 mg) Not Applicable
chew. On the same day the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. One day after the
treatment/vaccination the dog had slow/heavy breathing and for 5 days melaena. The dog was also
very down. Dog is not treated for these symptoms and no diagnostics were performed. On 12 May
2015 the dog was also vaccinated with Merilyme. 4 months ago the dog was treated with Previcox but
it is unknown if the dog is still treated or if the treatment is already ended. On 08 Jun 2015 almost
three weeks later the dog is slowly recovering. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Flea/
tick control Generic: Brand: Previcox Reason: Unknown Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Merilyme Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Vomiting,Yellow mucous
membranes,Not drinking,Death by
euthanasia,Listless,Lack of
efficacy,Not eating,Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated renal
parameters,Elevated bile
acids,General illness

Belgian
Shepherd Dog Malinois

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(19/01/2015-19/01/2015)<BR><BR>

30.2 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Twice (4
Week(s) 16/05/201413/06/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once (16/05/201416/05/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Twice (4 Week(s) 16/05/201413/06/2014)<BR><BR>

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (20/04/201520/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(20/04/2015-20/04/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

CA agrees with causalit assessment and comments of
the MAH. Causality B.

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of MAH

22.5 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 OCA agrees with causality assessment and comments
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Twice
Unclassifiable/unassessa of the MAH. Causality O.
(01/11/2014-01/12/2014)<BR><BR> ble

6.5 BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB EU1 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets Once 1
Animal (20/05/201520/05/2015)<BR><BR>Merilym 3 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (12/05/201512/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(20/05/201520/05/2015)<BR><BR>Previcox N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(01/02/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time. However, many
causes are possible and multiple products were used.
No diagnostics were performed. Therefore, there is
insufficient information to draw a realistic conclusion.
Resulting in the causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00358

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

03/02/2015

14/07/2015

1

1

0 23/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

General illness,Abnormal test
result,Liver failure,Lack of
efficacy,Yellow mucous
membranes,Renal failure

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 3 Feb 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and
Portuguese
Nobivac DHPPI. On 27 Feb 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac Water Spaniel
Rabies. On 23 May 2015 the dog became very ill and was admitted to an intensive care medical center.
The dog had yellow mucous membranes and liver and renal failure. On 29 May 2015 the results of a
urine test (PCR) for Leptospirosis came back positive. That same day blood was drawn to do a MAT
test: exact titers unknown, results will follow. On 1 Jun 2015 the dog went back home, now on a
special renal diet and doxycyclin and is doing well. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (15 Jun
2015): batch number Nobivac L4 added. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (1 Jul 2015): results
of first MAT test: (reference < 1:100) L. bratislava 1:1600 L. copenhageni (L. icterohaemorrhagiae)
1:6400 L. australis 1:800 L. pomona 1:400 L. grippotyphosa negative L. canicola 1:100 L. saxkoeb
negative . Second MAT test will be done on 10 Jul 2015. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (14
Jul 2015): results of second MAT test (performed on 10 Jul 2015): L. bratislava 1:800 L. copenhageni (L.
icterohaemorrhagiae) 1:1600 L. australis 1:100 L. pomona 1:400 L. grippotyphosa negative L. canicola
1:200 L. saxkoeb negative . The dogs creatinin and phosphate levels are normal again, the dog is doing
well. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU
ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

14.1 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (24 Day(s)
03/02/201527/02/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(24 Day(s) 03/02/201527/02/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once (27/02/201527/02/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Dog tested positive for Leptospirosis in urine (PCR
positive). The results of both MAT tests together
indicate that the dog is infected with Lepto, but do
not indicate which serovar the dog was infected with.
It cannot be excluded it was a serovar includec in
Nobivac L4. Effectiveness of vaccination may be
expected (3 months after vaccination). Therefore,
causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00374

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

11/06/2015

01/07/2015

1

1

0 12/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known

Closed eyelid,Eye
No Data
inflamed,Vomiting,Corneal disorder
NOS,Decreased
appetite,Listless,Not eating

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 11 Jun 2015 a 3 month old Chihuahua pup was vaccinated with
Nobivac Parvo-C, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. On 12 Jun 2015 the owner gave the dog a deworming
product. Also on 12 Jun 2015 the dog started eating less, was listless and 1 eye was inflamed. The
owner took the pup back to the vet on 15 Jun 2015 because the pup was eating less and less and
vomited every now and then. The inflamed eye was stuck closed. The vet started treatment with CAF
eye ointment (chloramphenicol). On 16 Jun 2015 the pup was taken back to the vet again because the
pup deteriorated. It was not eating anymore and had vomited again once. The vet saw the cornea
became less clear but no lesion was visible. The vet thinks that some small drops of Nobivac KC may
have landed in the dog's eye at the time of vaccination (therefore extra label use). No further
information expected. Follow-up (1 Jul 2015): the dog was treated with NSAID's and within a few days
the dog recovered completely. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown. Generic:
Brand: Unknown worming product Reason: Worming] [State of health: Unknown]

Chihuahua

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(11/06/201511/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(11/06/201511/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (11/06/201511/06/2015)<BR><BR>Unknown
worming product - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown (12/06/201512/06/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00382

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

01/06/2015

18/06/2015

1

1

0 01/06/2015 Yes

Bloody diarrhoea,Listless,Not
eating

No Data

Golden
Retriever

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(01/06/2015-01/06/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00383

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

01/06/2014

18/06/2015

1

1

0 01/06/2014 Yes

Loose stool,Bloody diarrhoea

No Data

Golden
Retriever

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(01/06/2014-01/06/2014)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00414

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

11/06/2015

24/06/2015

1

1

0 19/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes mucopurulent discharge,Injection
site
necrosis,Vomiting,Fever,General
illness

Suspected Adverse Reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown when exactly,
estimated Jun 2015). 2 days after vaccination the dog developed bloody diarrhoea, not eating and
listlessness. The owner did not take the dog to the vet, after 3 days the dog had recovered. The dog is
allergic to chicken protein. Last year the dog also developed bloody diarrhoea after the Nobivac L4
vaccination, see case 2015-NL-00383. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown when exactly,
estimated Jun 2014) after which it developed bloody diarrhoea (unknown how long after vaccination).
According to the owner the dog kept soft stool (but not diarrhoea and no more blood in it) for a year.
The dog was switched to a home made diet after the vaccination but unclear when exactly. The dog is
allergic to chicken protein. In 2015 the dog also developed bloody diarrhoea after the Nobivac L4
vaccination, see case 2015-NL-00382. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 11 Jun 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac
L4. On 19 Jun 2015 the dog was brought back to the vet with an abscess on the right side of the neck
which had burst open (ventrolateral of the injection site). The vet felt a hard 3-4 cm wide strand going
down from the injection site (between the shoulder blades) to the abscess. There was hemopurulent
discharge coming out of the abscess and a large amount of necrotic tissue was visible. The vet opened
the abscess further and cleaned the wound. Treatment was started with antibiotics and NSAID's. The
dog was also generally ill, had a slight elevated temperature (39.2 ºC) and was vomiting. Therefore also
treatment with Cerenia (maropitant) was started. On 22 Jun 2015 the dog went back to the vet for a
check-up, the dog was not vomiting anymore and was generally better but some more tissue had died
off in the meantime. Treatment with antibiotics was continued. No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Unknown]

Nova Scotia
Duck Tolling
Retriever

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(11/06/201511/06/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (11/06/201511/06/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00440

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

20/04/2015

21/07/2015

1

1

1 16/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Vomiting,Yellow mucous
membranes,Anuria,Death by
euthanasia,Listless,Lack of
efficacy,Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated BUN,Elevated
total bilirubin,General illness

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. As pup the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 twice according Crossbred
to the normal vaccination schedule (unknown when exactly, estimated at March 2015). On 18 Jun 2015
the dog was brought to the vet because it was ill (which symptoms exactly is unknown) and on 20 Jun
2015 the dog was euthanized. Blood had been sent to an external lab, the results showed the dog was
positive for Leptospirosis. A MAT test has now been requested on that same blood sample (results
pending), a second MAT test cannot be done since the dog has been euthanized. Follow-up information
pending. Follow-up (6 Jul 2015): On 20 Apr 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4. On 26 May 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Parvo-C. On 14 Jun
2015 the dog ate a plant and on 16 Jun 2015 the dog started vomiting. On 18 Jun 2015 the owner gave
the dog paracetamol but later that day the dog was brought to the vet. The vet noticed very yellow
mucous membranes and the dog was listless. Blood tests were done, the most important abnormalities
were elevated bilirubin, alkaline phosphatase and ureum. Treatment was started with iv fluids,
Rapidexon (dexamethasone), furosemide and Cerenia (maropitant) but despite the fluids the dog didn't
produce any urine. On 20 Jun 2015 the dog was euthanized and post mortem blood was sent in to an
external lab and came back positive for Leptospirosis. Results of MAT test still pending. Follow-up (21
Jul 2015): results of MAT test: L. bratislava
1:200 L. icterohemorrhagie 1:400 L. australis
1:200 L. pomona
negative L. grippotyphosa
1:100 L. autumnalis
1:200 L. canicola
negative L. saxkoeb
negative No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(20/04/201520/04/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Twice (5 Week(s) 20/04/201526/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once (26/05/201526/05/2015)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00487

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

01/09/2014

13/07/2015

1

1

1 01/09/2014 Not Known

Vocalisation,Death,Pain NOS

Not
Known

SAR The report was obtained from a social media site (pointed out to us by the vet of the involved
Other
breeder). Suspected Adverse Reaction. Around Sep 2015 a 9 week old pup was taken to the vet for the Canine/dog
9 week vaccinations by it's new owner. It was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 among others (other
vaccines used unknown). After the vaccination the pup was in pain every time it was picked up and
screamed (unknown when exactly this started) and 1.5 days after the vaccination it died. The pup was
sent in for autopsy but no abnormalities were found. According to the breeder the pup was the largest
en strongest of the litter. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (01/09/201401/09/2014)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00488

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

27/06/2015

15/07/2015

1

1

1 04/07/2015 Not
Death
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

The report was obtained from a social media site (pointed out to us by an uninvolved vet). Suspected Polish
Adverse Reaction. Around 27 Jun 2015 a 9 week old pup was taken to the vet by it's new owner to get Lowland
it's 9 week vaccinations. The pup was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Parvo-C. About 1 week Sheepdog
later the pup died, autopsy was performed but the results are unknown. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS
610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unclassifiable/unassessa comments
Once (27/06/2015ble
27/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (27/06/201527/06/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00489

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

01/01/2015

13/07/2015

1

1

1 01/01/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

The report was obtained from a social media site (pointed out to us by an uninvolved vet). Suspected Golden
Adverse Reaction. A Golden Retriever pup was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown when and
Retriever
unknown at which age but estimated at 9 weeks) after it had been bought by its new owners. Other
vaccines given at the same time are unknown. The pup developed acute kidney failure (unknown when)
and died (or was euthanized, this is unclear therefore chosen 'death'). No autopsy was performed. No
further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unclassifiable/unassessa comments
Once (01/01/2015ble
01/01/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00539

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

24/07/2015

29/07/2015

1

1

1 25/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Death,Fever
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. The pup was vaccinated in Belgium with Versican DHPPi at the age of 6
Rottweiler
weeks. The new owner visited the pup around this time and the pup was then chubby. At the age of 9
weeks the new owner went to pick the pup up at the breeder and at this time the pup was quite skinny.
The new owner took the pup straight to the vet but on physical examination the vet found no
abnormalities. The pup was vaccinated at the same time (on 24 Jul 2015) with Nobivac Parvo-C,
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. The next day the dog developed watery diarrhoea, a fever and vomiting.
Therapy was started with fluids, Emeprid (metoclopramide), Nutrigel (vitamins and minerals) and
Metrobac (metronidazole) and an x-ray was made. No abnormalities were seen on the x-ray, the vet
suspected the dog of a parvo virus infection but no tests were done to confirm this. 4 days later the
dog died. No autopsy was performed. The owner went back to the breeder who did admit they
recently had parvo problems. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Unknown. Generic: BB CANINE /
PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL
610 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(24/07/201524/07/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (24/07/201524/07/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once (24/07/201524/07/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00540

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

23/07/2015

29/07/2015

1

1

0 23/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Listless,Dull

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 23 Jul 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C and
Nobivac L4. Almost immediately after vaccination the pup became listless, flat and had pale mucous
membranes. About 10 minutes later the dog had fully recovered again. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C
10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00560

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

01/07/2014

30/07/2015

1

1

0 27/07/2015 Yes

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (23/07/201523/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (23/07/201523/07/2015)<BR><BR>
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 N - Unlikely
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Twice
(01/07/2014-01/07/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00568

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11.5 Year(s)

06/07/2015

03/08/2015

1

1

0 06/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Not drinking,Epileptic
R><BR><BR>Yes seizure,Listless,Not eating

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00573

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Month(s)

17/01/2015

04/08/2015

1

1

0 28/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Yellow mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membranes,Vomiting,Diarrhoea,Ele
vated renal parameters,Elevated
liver enzymes,Abnormal test
result,Lack of efficacy

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00575

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

04/05/2015

06/08/2015

1

1

0 26/05/2015 Yes

Renal failure,Death

Anaemia NOS,Leucocytosis,Yellow No Data
mucous
membranes,Polydipsia,Ataxia,Incre
ased respiratory
rate,Listless,Fever,Lack of
efficacy,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated renal
parameters,General
illness,Crepitation on auscultation

Addison's disease,Listless,Loss of
condition,Not
eating,Dehydration,Weak
pulse,Vomiting

No Data

No Data

Jack Russell
Terrier

O1 - Inconclusive

SLEE for Lepto In Jul 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (primary vaccination and booster). Border Collie
From 27 Jul 2015 the dog was not well. On 29 Jul 2015 the dog was taken to the vet because it was
wobbly, listless, had an increased respiratory rate, light yellow mucous membranes, a body
temperature of 40.7 degrees Celsius, was drinking alot and had sharp respiratory sounds on
auscultation. Blood tests were done: increased liver enzymes and renal values, a mild anemia and a
severe leucocytosis. Also an abdominal ultrasound was performed but no abnormalities were seen.
Treatment was started with i.v. fluids, gentamycin, amoxicillin s.c., Baytril (enrofloxacin) i.v. and
Metacam (meloxicam). After a few days the dog was doing better but was still drinking a lot. The
creatinine level had improved but the BUN had increased a bit. On 1 Aug 2015 the i.v. fluids and Baytril
were stopped and the s.c. amoxicillin was changed to amoxicillin-clavic acid tablets. Blood and urine
was sent in to an external lab for testing on Leptospirosis (PCR). Follow-up information pending.
Follow-up (10 Aug 2015): results of urine and blood PCR test for Leptospirosis were negative. Samples
were taken either 29 Jul, the day of start of therapy) or 31 Jul, 2 days after starting the therapy. The
dog is doing quite well, but hasn't recovered completely yet. No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Around 6 Jul 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
L4. About 4 hours after the vaccination the dog became listless, didn't want to eat or drink and that
evening the dog had a mild epileptic seizure. The next day the dog recovered fully. The dog already had
epilepsy before the vaccination but hadn't had a seizure for over a year. The dog has always been
vaccinated with Vanguard vaccines in previous years without any problems. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 17 Jan 2015 the dog received a booster vaccination of
Nobivac L4 (the primary vaccination was given 3-4 weeks earlier) and also a vaccination of Nobivac
DHP. On 28 Jul 2015 the dog started vomiting and later also developed diarrhoea. On 31 Jul 2015 the
dog was taken to the vet, who also noticed the dog had yellow mucous membranes. Blood tests were
done: renal and liver values were elevated. Treatment was started with fluids (both sc and iv), an
injection of Duplocillin LA (benzyl penicillin), doxycycline which was later changed to Clavubactin
(amoxicillin-clavic acid), Cerenia (maropitant) and later Emeprid (metoclopramide) to take home. On 5
Aug 2015 the fluids were stopped and the dog went home with Clavubactin, Emeprid and sucralfate.
Clinically the dog is doing quite well but the renal parameters are still elevated. Blood and urine was
also sent in to an externa lab for a PCR test on Leptospirosis, the urine tested positive. Also a MAT was
performed: L.bratislava negative L.icterohaemorrhagiae 1:400 L.australis negative L.pomona
negative L.grippotyphosa negative L.autumnalis negative L.canicola 1:100 L.saxkoeb negative A
second MAT test will be performed, results will follow. Follow-up (13 AUG 2015): Results from the
second MAT (blood samples drawn one week after first MAT) show increased titers for
L.icterohaemorrhagiae 1:800 and L.canicola 1:200. All other remain negative. Leptospira infection
pressure seems particular high in the area of the Vet practice as for two recreational ponds within a 10
km radius of the Vet Practice swimming restrictions were issued after four human infections (JUL/AUG
2015). Follow-up infromation expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(06/07/201506/07/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (06/07/201506/07/2015)<BR><BR>

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (17/01/201517/01/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(17/01/2015-17/01/2015)<BR><BR>

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 4 May 2015 the dog received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4.
Standard
Around 26 May 2015 the dog became listless and started vomiting every now and then. On 26 Jun 2015 Poodle
the dog was taken to the vet. On general physical examination and on abdominal x-ray no
abnormalities were seen except for the fact the dog was very listless. The vet gave the dog an injection
of prednisone but the dog still stayed listless. Therefore the dog was sent to a specialist on 29 Jun 2015
where the diagnosis Addison's disease was made. Treatment was started and the dog is doing well
now. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (11 Aug 2015): The dog had a decreased stamina
(VeDDRA coded as loss of condition) since a few months, on 26 Jun 2015 the dog vomited a few times
and the dog didn't want to eat for 2 days (unclear when exactly). On 26 Jun 2015 at the vet the dog
was treated with an injection of dexamethasone and Buscopan (butylscopalamine). On 29 Jun 2015 at
the specialist the vet also noticed the dog had a weak pulse and had signs of dehydration. Blood tests
were done and the diagnosis Addison's disease was made. Treatment with fludrocortisone, salt and
cortisone acetate was started. Around 20 Jul 2015 the dog went back to the specialist for a check-up,
the dog is now doing well. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

O1 - Inconclusive

20 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(04/05/2015-04/05/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1.

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N-Unlikely.

Symptoms developed 6 months after vaccination,
efficacy of the vaccine is still expected. Dog must be
infected with Leptospira because it is shedding in the
urine. Clincial signs fit leptospirosis. Results from both
MAT tests show an increase in titer, although titers
remain too low to conclude full seroconversion as
would be expected in case of acute leptospirosis.
Leptospira infection pressure seems particular high in
the area of the Vet practice. These factors prevent a
conclusion being drawn, product involvement is
suspected however.

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00587

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

10/08/2015

21/08/2015

1

1

0 11/08/2015 Not
Epileptic seizure
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00590

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

07/05/2015

04/11/2017

1

1

0 09/05/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00592

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

19 Month(s)

10/08/2015

14/08/2015

1

1

0 14/08/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Meningitis,Muscle shaking,Tense
R><BR><BR>Not muscles
Known

Other

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A dog received an annual revaccination with Nobivac L4 (presentation
unknown, chosen 10x1DS).The revaccination took place 16 months after basic vaccination (treatment
program not respected). The dog is familiar with meningitis since 24-10-2014 and being treated for it
with daily Prednisolone (10 MG). Owners are meanwhile experienced and recognize the symptoms
quickly. The dog was stable before vaccination and had no clinical signs. Four days after vaccination
the dog was seen by the Vet with signs of meningitis. Vibrating legs when standing up. The cramped
behind makes standing difficult. The meningitis has flared up before when the dog stayed in a pension.
Prednisone treatment continued. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: Prednisolone Brand: Prednisone Reason: Meningitis] [State of health: Fair]

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00633

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

09/07/2015

28/08/2015

1

1

0 16/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Listless,Reluctant to
R><BR><BR>Yes move,Uveitis,Bumping into
walls,Eye disorder NOS (for
photophobia see 'neurological')

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 9 Jul 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac
Crossbred
L4. On 16 Jul 2015 the dog suddenly bumped into a door. On 17 Jul 2015 the dog was tired and listless
and didn't want to go for a walk (VeDDRA coded as reluctant to move). The next day the dog bumped
into a door again and the owner noticed a white film in both eyes. On 19 Jul 2015 the dog bumped into
many objects when walking around. The dog was taken to a veterinary eye specialist on 20 Jul 2015
where the diagnosis of uveitis of both eyes was determined. Treatment was started with
dexamethasone eyedrops, Idrops (eye lubricant), atropine drops and Trusopt (dorzolamide) and also
systemic prednisone and omeprazole treatment. On 29 Jul 2015 the dog was doing much better (not
bumping into objects) and on 26 Aug 2015 the dog had improved a lot, but had not completely
recovered (yet). No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00643

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

15/05/2015

21/09/2015

3

1

1 01/09/2015 Not
Death by euthanasia,Lack of
Known,<BR><BR efficacy
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Not
Known

Milbemax - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown (20 Day(s) 15/05/201504/06/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHP 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose Once (04/06/201504/06/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once (15/05/201515/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Twice (21 Day(s) 15/05/201504/06/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (15/05/201515/05/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00644

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

24/08/2015

02/09/2015

1

1

0 25/08/2015 Yes

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Yellow mucous No Data
membranes,Abnormal ultrasound
finding

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. The dog was vaccinated as a pup with Nobivac L4 according to
Labrador
25
the normal Dutch vaccination scheme (at 9 (May) and 12 (June) weeks). On 1 Sep 2015 (at the age of
Retriever
about 6 months) the dog was presented to the vet with vomiting and yellow mucous membranes.
Blood tests showed elevated liver enzymes and renal parameters and leucocytosis. Blood was also
drawn (before any antibiotics were given) and sent to an external lab for a PCR test for Leptospirosis
and also a MAT test (results pending). The dog also had oliguria. Treatment was started with i.v. fluids
and Depocillin and furosemide. On 2 Sep 2015 streptomycin was also added to the treatment. On 3 Sep
2015 the dog was doing reasonably well clinically and was producing urine. Follow-up information
pending. Follow-up (7 Sep 2015): 3 Labrador pups were vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac KC and
Nobivac Pi on 15 May 2015 and with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP on 4 Jun 2015. On 1 Sep 1 pup was
brought to the vet because it was vomiting, had diarrhoea (with a pinkish color and mushy consistency)
and anorexia. The vet also noticed yellow mucous membranes. Temperature was 39.2 ºC (slightly
elevated) and on abdominal ultrasound the vet saw some fluid around the kidneys. Blood tests were
done and showed elevated liver enzymes and renal values and elevated leucocytes (granulocytes).
Results of PCR test and MAT test for Leptospirosis: PCR test positive, MAT test negative for all tested
serovars (Copenhagi, Bratislava, Australis, Pomona, Grippotyphosa, Autumnalis, Canicola and Saxkoeb).
Treatment was started with penicillin, streptomycin, Cerenia (maropitant), Vomend (metoclopramide),
Finidiar (food supplement with among others aluminium hydroxide and kaolin), i.v. fluids,
buprenorphine and furosemide. On 1 and 2 Sep 2015 the dog had anuria and on 2 Sep 2015 the faeces
became black. Also the renal values deteriorated. On 3 Sep 2015 the dog started urinating but the next
few days the renal values kept deteriorating. On 5 Sep 2015 the dog improved a bit clinically but on 7
Sep 2015 the dog didn't want to stand up anymore and is still not eating well. The vet thinks it might be
time to euthanize the dog but the owner wants to keep trying. A second MAT test will be performed
soon. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (9 Sep 2015): the dog was euthanized on 8 Sep 2015.
Blood was drawn and sent in for second MAT, results pending. Follow-up information pending. Followup (15 Sep 2015): results of second MAT: L. Copenhagi 1:400, L. Bratislava negative, L. Australis
negative, L. Pomona negative, L. Grippotyphosa, L. Autumnalis negative, L. Canicola negative and L.
Saxkoeb negative. No further information expected. Follow-up (21 Sep 2015): antibody titers were
also determined
forReaction.
adenovirus,
parvovirus
to determine
if this dog
possibly
a Bernese
Suspected
Adverse
Ondistempervirus
24 Aug 2015 theand
dog
was vaccinated
with Nobivac
L4. was
On 25
Aug 2015
Not
the dog developed diarrhoea and on 26 Aug 2015 the dog also developed vomiting and slightly yellow Mountain Dog Known
mucous membranes. Treatment was started with Cerenia (maropitant) but the dog kept vomiting.
Therefore an abdominal ultrasound was performed on which a corpus alienum was seen. The dog
went to surgery, the corpus alienum was removed and the dog recovered. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 N - Unlikely
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(24/08/2015-24/08/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00668

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

10/09/2015

14/09/2015

1

1

0 10/09/2015 Yes

Panting,Dull

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A Dog (Bulldog) was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (booster). Immediately French Bulldog Not
after returning home from the vet, the dog was panting lot, was dull and hung over the sofa. Exact
Known
association in time unknown, less than 2 hours. After the primary vaccination, the dog has not reacted.
The Vet is going to examine the dog. Follow-up expected. Follow-up (14 Sep 2015): the dog came back
to the practiice straight away. When it arrived, it was panting but the dog had just walked all the way
from home to the practice so the vet thought it was just because of this. No other abnormalities. Just
to be sure the vet gave the dog an injection of dexamethasone after which the dog showed no
symptoms anymore. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(10/09/2015-10/09/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Reluctant to
move,Abdominal
discomfort,Decreased activity

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (presentation unknown, 10x1DS
Other
chosen) and also treated with Activyl Tick Plus (presentation unknown, 4X300MG chosen) in the
Canine/dog
evening. The dog was brought to a pension, where the dog experienced an epileptiform seizure within
one day after application of both products. It is unknown when or if the seizures have stopped or if the
dog was treated. The veterinarian has not seen the dog yet. Follow-up 21 Aug 2015: In the morning
after vaccination the dog was seen by the Vet, the dog was washed and treated with an infusion (NaCl
0.9%). The dog stayed at the Vet without any further seizures and was sent back to the pension the
same evening. The dog does not suffer from underlying epilepsy and is not treated for epilepsy or other
underlying conditions. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
INDOXACARB/PERMETHRIN OIL SOL Brand: ACTIVYL TICK PLUS MED DOG 4X300MG 545 Reason:
Flea/ tick control] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. A dog received a second vaccination of the basic vaccination
Crossbred
(presentation unknown, chosen 10x10DS) in the evening. Following the vaccination the dog was
brought to a foster home. In the days after vaccination the dog developed the following signs: Day
one, the dog did not feel like walking. Day two, the dog ate grass, was slow and laid down a lot. Day
three, did not feel like walking, small walks. Day four, vomiting a lot, few walks. Day 5, diarrhoea,
difficulty walking, high back (abdominal discomfort?), few walks. Day 6, few walks, difficulty walking, in
the evening the dog had fully recovered. The dog was not checked by a Vet and was not treated. In the
opinion of the Vet there are other plausible causes than vaccination, like change of environment, to
explain the changes in the dog's behaviour. Follow-up 17 Aug 2015: Dog three months after
vaccination (17 AUG 2015) was again at Vet for abdominal ultrasound, because of ongoing complaints
of vomiting. Outcome unclear. Dog is now on Maropitant (Cerenia). Vet felt thickness in abdomen, but
is unable to confirm this with echo. Follow up 20 Aug 2015: On day four after vaccination the dog
vomitted six times briefly in succession. Vet has punctured thickness in abdomen, results will follow.
Follow-up expected. 4 Nov 2017: no further information received and not expected anymore either.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
Nova Scotia
Duck Tolling
Retriever

Not
Known

ACTIVYL TICK PLUS MED DOG
O1 - Inconclusive
4X300MG 545 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown (10/08/201510/08/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown (10/08/201510/08/2015)<BR><BR>

18.45 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(07/05/2015-07/05/2015)<BR><BR>

23.4 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(10/08/201510/08/2015)<BR><BR>Prednisone 10,N/A,N/A ,3,10 mg per day
(24/10/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

14.2 NOBIVAC DHPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
O1 - Inconclusive
Dose Once (09/07/201509/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(09/07/2015-09/07/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1.

Insufficient information to draw a realistic conclusion.
Product involvement could not be fully excluded.
Therefore, causality O1-Inconclusive.

Product involvement could not be fully excluded, but
insufficient information to draw a realistic conclusion.
Therefore, causality O1-inconclusive.

Reasonable association in time. Bilateral uveitis has
been associated with vaccination in humans. Other
causes (infection) possible, multiple drugs used.
Overall, insufficient data to draw a final conclusion
however product involvement cannot be excluded.
Therefore, causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00669

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

10/12/2014

15/10/2015

1

1

1 04/09/2015 Not
Death,Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00676

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

09/09/2015

21/09/2015

1

1

0 09/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Haemorrhagic diarrhoea,Decreased No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes body temperature,Listless,Not
eating,Hypoglycaemia,Shock,Pale
mucous membrane

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 9 Sep 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Crossbred
That evening the dog was listless and the next morning the dog had hemorrhagic diarrhoea and
wouldn't eat. Eventually the dog was taken to the vet that day, the dog had a low temperature (35.3
°C) and white mucous membranes (shock according to the vet). Hematocrit was normal, glucose level
was low (2.2 mmol/ml). Treatment was started with i.v. fluids, an injection of amoxicillin, Metrobac
(metronidazol), Cerenia (maropitant) and Finidiar (food supplement with among others kaolin and
aluminiumhydroxide). The dog has always been vaccinated with vaccines from another company in
the past without any problems. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (21 Sep 2015): the dog was
admitted and treated until Friday evening 11 Sep 2015. On 14 Sep 2015 the vet rang the owner to see
how the dog was doing, the owner said the dog had recovered fully. No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.]
[State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00698

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

24/09/2015

25/09/2015

1

1

0 24/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Collapse of leg,Shaking
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00700

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

31/07/2015

25/09/2015

1

1

0 07/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site lump,Abnormal test
R><BR><BR>Yes result,Injection site abscess

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00731

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

22/09/2015

02/10/2015

1

1

0 23/09/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess,Injection site No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes lump,Walking
difficulty,Fever,Listless,Injection
site pain,Vocalisation

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Around 24 Sep 2015 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C and
Nobivac L4. About 10 minutes later the dog's back legs collapsed and were shaking. The mucous
membranes were pink, the dog was alert and the body temperature was normal. The pup went home
with the owner and came back to the vet 2 hours later for a check-up at which time the pup had fully
recovered. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARVO
LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. Around 31 Jul 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
KC. 1 week later the dog developed a lump at the injection site which burst open and blood and fluid
came out. The vet cleaned the wound and amoxicillin was given for 1 week. After treatment with
amoxicillin stopped, the lump came back. Amoxicillin was given again for 10 days, the lump
disappeared but after the treatment stopped, the lump came back yet again. Again treatment was
started with amoxicillin, again the lump disappeared and again the lump came back after the treatment
stopped. Then the vet surgically opened the lump, cleaned it out and a swab of the inside was taken
and sent to an external lab. Results pending. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (30 Sep 2015):
bacterial culture of the swab: Staphylococcus intermedius. The dog is recovering well without
antibiotics now that the abscess has been opened. No further information expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 22 Sep 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
L4. The next day the dog became very listless and cried when the owner touched its leg. On 24 Sep
2015 the dog was taken to the vet. On the right side of the ventral abdomen (injection site) the dog had
a lump which was very painful and it had a slight fever. The vet established it was not the dog's leg that
is painful, the dog has trouble walking because of the painful lump. Treatment was started with an
injection of Metacam (meloxicam), and Novacam (meloxicam) and Clavubactin (amoxicillin-clavic acid)
to take home. On 26 Sep 2015 the swelling had become much larger and spread in the direction of the
right hip area. On 28 Sep 2015 the dog was taken back to the vet who did a fine needle aspiration. Pus
came out so the diagnosis of an abscess was made. The vet placed a drain and prolonged the
treatment with antibiotics. On 29 Sep 2015 the dog came back for a check-up, the abscess was already
a lot smaller, no pus was coming out, the dog didn't have a fever anymore, was doing well. The drain
was removed and the abscess was cleaned with betadine. No further information expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00734

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

23/09/2015

06/10/2015

1

1

0 23/09/2015 Not
Facial oedema,Generalised itching
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A puppy was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac Parvo C and
Other
Nobivac L4. The dog reacted within a few hours after vaccination with facial oedema (swollen head)
Canine/dog
and itching. The reaction was treated with Dexamethasone (Dexadreson).The signs resolved within a
few hours. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARVO LV
Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00742

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 - 7 Year(s)

01/01/2015

08/10/2015

1

1

0 25/09/2015 Yes

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. In Jan 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (in 2014 the Border Collie
dog had received a primary vaccination and booster with Nobivac L4). On 25 Sep 2015 the dog became
sick: vomiting, diarrhoea and a sensitive abdomen. Shortly after that the dog developed icterus and the
liver enzymes and renal values were elevated. Treatment was started with antibiotics. The icterus
seems to be improving and the dog is a bit more active again, but it still doesn't want to eat (and is
therefore being force fed). Blood has been sent in for an ELISA test for Leptospirosis, results pending.
Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (16 Oct 2015): results of ELISA test: negative for
Leptospirosis. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

Lack of efficacy

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 10 Dec 2014
Labrador
(primary vaccination) and on 24 Dec 2014 (booster vaccination). On 10 Dec 2014 the owner also
Retriever
bought deworming tablets but unknown if and when they were given. On 24 Dec 2014 the dog's teeth
were also cleaned (under anesthesia, but unknown which products were used) and therefore the dog
received an injection of amoxicillin and Metacam (meloxicam) and also tablets of Clavubactin
(amoxicillin-clavic acid) and Metacam to take home. On 4 Sep 2015 the dog started vomiting and on 7
Sep 2015 the vet made a house call to look at the dog. The vet found a dog which didn't want to get up
anymore (was lying on it's side), had a pulse of 120/minute, pink mucous membranes and enlarged
lymph nodes. Abdominal palpation was painful. The vet sent the dog to the vet practice so further tests
could be done. When the dog arrived there, the dog was listless and in shock. Temperature was 39.6
degrees Celsius, the dog hadn't eaten or drunken anything in the last 3 days. Before these last 3 days
there was a period in which the dog did drink alot. Abdominal palpation was still painful, the mucous
membranes were now pale pink and the capillary refill time was >1 second. According to the owner the
dog also hadn't slept for the last 3 days. An abdominal x-ray was taken, no abnormalities were seen.
Blood tests showed elevated liver enzymes and renal values. Glucose was also very high (23, reference
approx. 6). Treatment was started with i.v. fluids, insulin, antibiotics (marbocyl) and pain medication.
Despite treatment the dog died on 7 Sep 2015. The vet had Leptospirosis in her differential diagnosis
but no tests were done to confirm this. No further information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: Brand: amoxicillin (brand name unknown) Reason: Other Generic: Brand:
Metacam injection Reason: Pain relief Generic: Brand: Clavubactin Reason: Other Generic: Brand:
Metacam tablets Reason: Pain relief Generic: Brand: Anesthetic (Brand name unknown) Reason:
Anest... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Good]
CA 28-09-15: VeDDRA terms
added in accordance with case narrative

Yorkshire
Terrier

Not
Known

Anesthetic (Brand name unknown) - O CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unclassifiable/unassessa comments
(24/12/2014ble
24/12/2014)<BR><BR>Clavubactin N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (24/12/201401/12/2014)<BR><BR>Metacam
injection - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Once (24/12/201424/12/2014)<BR><BR>Metacam
tablets - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (24/12/201401/12/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Twice
(10/12/201424/12/2014)<BR><BR>amoxicillin
(brand name unknown) N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Once
(24/12/2014-24/12/2014)<BR><BR>

2 NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(09/09/201509/09/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (09/09/201509/09/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(24/09/201524/09/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once (24/09/201524/09/2015)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1.

B - Possible

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Two
VMP's are used concomitantly. Clinical signs could fit
a hypersensitivity reaction (not typical) which can
happen after any vaccination. Other causes are
possible but product involvement is suspected.
Therefore causality B.

Basset Hound Not
Known

Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (31/07/201531/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(31/07/2015-31/07/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

Labrador
Retriever

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Once (22/09/201522/09/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(22/09/2015-22/09/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

Not
Known

2 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once
(23/09/201523/09/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Once (23/09/201523/09/2015)<BR><BR>
Not
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 N - Unlikely
Known 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(01/01/2015-01/01/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N-Unlikely.

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00765

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

16/10/2015

19/10/2015

1

1

0 16/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Spasm,Decreased
R><BR><BR>Yes appetite,Listless,Elevated
temperature,Reduced level of
consciousness

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 16 Oct 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
Crossbred
Parvo-C. That evening the dog was listless and was taken back to the vet. Glucose level was normal,
temperature slightly elevated (39.2 °C), dog had reduced consciousness. The vet gave the dog an
injection of Rapidexon and some fluids subcutaneously and the dog was sent home. According to the
owner the dog had spasms all through the night. On 19 Oct 2015 the dog came back to the vet, there
were no spasms and the dog was more alert but it still wasn't eating well. At the age of 6 weeks the
dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Puppy DP without any problems. No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00788

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

01/10/2014

28/10/2015

1

1

0 01/10/2014 Yes

Head tilt - ear
disorder,Neurological signs
NOS,Circulatory collapse (see also
'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders')

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00808

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

02/01/2015

20/11/2015

1

1

1 26/10/2015 Yes

Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Around Oct 2014 a 13 year old Drentsche Patrijshond) received a booster
vaccination of Nobivac L4. After the dog arrived home it collapsed, had delayed paw positioning
reaction and a tilted head. Unclear if any treatment was given. Now, 1 year later, the dog still has a
slight head tilt. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unclear when exactly)
and now has been diagnosed with Leptospirosis (unclear how the diagnosis was made). Blood has been
sent in to an external lab for more blood tests. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (20 Nov
2015): on 2 Jan 2015 the dog received a primary vaccination of Nobivac L4 and on 4 Feb 2015 a
booster vaccination. On 26 Oct 2015 the dog started vomiting and had diarrhoea. On 27 Oct 2015
seemed to have weakness of the hind legs and didn't want to eat or drink anything. The dog was taken
to the vet who noticed the dog had an arched back and suspected abdominal pain. Treatment was
started with an injection Cerenia (maropitant), an injection Dexadreson (dexamethasone), Emeprid
(metoclopramide) tablets and Finidiar tablets.The next day there was not much improvement so the
dog was taken back to the vet. The dog was listless and apathetic and the mucous membranes were
yellow. The dog was salivating a lot and smelt badly. Blood tests were done, liver and renal values
were elevated. The differential diagnosis was intoxication or Leptospirosis. Blood was sent to external
lab for Leptospirosis test, treatment with i.v. fluids and antibiotics was started. The dog didn't improve
and even developed anuria. On 30 Oct 2015 the dog was euthanized. The snap test for Leptospirosis
came back positive. Therefore also a MAT test was done, all tested serogroups were negative except
for L. icterohaemorrhagiae which had a titer of 1:100 (only just considered as a positive result, may
also be caused by vaccination). Since the dog had been euthanized, a second MAT test could not be
performed. A cat in the neighbourhood developed similar symptoms and died around the same time.
No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00846

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

01/02/2015

19/11/2015

1

1

1 18/11/2015 Not Known

Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00853

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

22/11/2015

23/11/2015

1

1

1 22/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Shock,Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Ataxia,Death,Fluid from
nose,Bumping into walls

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00857

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

15/10/2015

18/11/2015

1

1

0 23/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Urinary
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes incontinence,Leucocytosis,Hypersal
ivation,Seizure NOS,Loss of
consciousness,Spasm

NOBIVAC L4

NL-NLINTVINT-2015-NL-00858

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

17/04/2015

18/11/2015

1

1

0 20/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Spasm,Unable to stand,Muscle
R><BR><BR>Yes, shaking,Anxiety,Seizure NOS
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

NL-UKPFIZAH-2017-NL-00063

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

24/05/2017

26/05/2017

1

1

25/05/2017 Not
Convulsion,Unable to jump,Ataxia
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

No Data

Not
Known

0.61 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (16/10/201516/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (16/10/201516/10/2015)<BR><BR>

Close association in time. Both listlessness and
elevated temperature are known (in this case nonserious) adverse reactions for vaccination in general.
Spasms are unexpected. Multiple drugs used, spasms
could also be related to Rapidexon-shot (unknown
which VMP was used, multiple Rapidexons are
authorised in NL). Overall, causality O1

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 OTime to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Clinical
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
Unclassifiable/unassessa signs could fit a hypersensitivity reaction which can
(01/10/2014-01/10/2014)<BR><BR> ble
happen after any vaccination. Insufficient data. Other
causes are possible, but product involvement can't be
excluded. Therefore causality O.

Labrador
Retriever

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Twice (4 Week(s) 02/01/201504/02/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH (insufficient data). Causality O1.

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. A dog was vaccinated twice in the first quarter of 2015 with
Jack Russell
Nobivac L4 for the first time (basic vaccination, exact date unknown). 18 Nov 2015 the severely ill dog Terrier
was seen by the Vet with symptoms dark urine, pale mucous membranes, severe conjunctivitis,
tachycardia and a weak pulse. The dog was euthanized, notably the dogs blood would not coagulate by
itself. Dark kidney cortex and pale kidney marrow. A sample of sterile urine was checked
microscopically, the Vet thought he saw a spirochete. A urine sample has been sent in (refrigerated)
for culture .The owner of this dog had to euthanize an unvaccinated dog in Nov 2014 with signs of
Leptospirosis (unknown if related to the dog reported in this case). The Vet had adviced to vaccinate
the remaining dogs twice with Nobivac L4, it is unknown whether other vaccines were used as well.
Follow-up 27 Nov 2015: Serology performed by Veterinary Microbiological Diagnostic Centre(VMDC)
of the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine of Utrecht University. Serology results exclude the possibility of
acute Leptospirosis, only low Leptospirosis titers (IgG 1:40 , IgM 1:80 (negative)) and quicktest was
negative, indicative for vaccination were found. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection N - Unlikely
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A Weeks,24,basic
vaccination (01/02/201501/02/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N.

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 22 Nov 2015 a pup was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C and Nobivac
L4. A few hours later the owner noticed the pup started walking wobbly and walked into an object. The
pup was brought to the vet where it died immediately after arrival. The pup had pale mucous
membranes and after death serous fluid came out of its mouth (VeDDRA coded as fluid from nose). At
the age of 9 weeks the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC without any
problems. The pup is sent in for autopsy, results pending. Follow-up (2 Dec 2015): autopsy results:
indications of shock. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE
PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 15 Oct 2015 a pup was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4.
On 23 Oct 2015 the pup had an episode of cramping of the legs, loss of consciousness, hypersalivation
and incontinence. Since this first episode the dog has had more of these episodes and now also has
small spasms during walks or when playing. Blood tests and abdominal ultrasound have been done to
rule out a porto-systemic shunt. The blood test showed a slight leucocytosis, no further abnormalities.
The vet suspects the dog has primary epilepsy, possibly related to the vaccination. Treatment with
phenobarbital was started on 16 Nov 2015 but the dog vomited due to this, therefore on 19 Nov 2015
the vet switched to Pexion (imepitoine). No further information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 16 Mar 2015 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (primary
vaccination) and Nobivac KC. On 17 Apr 2015 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac Rabies and
Nobivac L4 (booster vaccination). On 20 Apr 2015 the pup developed episodes of cramping of the legs
and fear. The dog does not lose consciousness, does not hypersalivate and is not incontinent during
these episodes. In the following months the episodes seemed to become more intense: more muscle
shaking and the dog cannot stay standing at these times. The dog was sent to a specialist clinic where
several diagnostic tests were done: blood tests, MRI scan, testing of cerebrospinal fluid. No cause for
the episodes was found. Treatment was started with Pexion (imepitoine) but there was no
improvement, therefore started with phenobarbital on 19 Nov 2015. The vet suspects the dog of
having primary, atypical, partial epilepsy. The pup is from the Czech Republic, was imported to Belgium
and then to The Netherlands. It received a vaccination with Erican DHPPI2 on 7 Dec 2014 in the Czech
Republic. On 24 Dec 2014 it was vaccinated with CPV, DAP2I and Pneumodog in Belgium and on 2 Jan
2015 it was vaccinated with Rabisin in Belgium. No further information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Unknown. Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 SUSPENSION FOR
INJECTION - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (22/11/201522/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (22/11/201522/11/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

Other
Canine/dog

Crossbred

English Cocker
Spaniel

Welsh Corgi, 12 years of age received on 24 May 2017 leptospirosis vaccination (Nobivac L4). On 25
Welsh Corgi
May 2017 dog received at the beginning of the evening the 3rd monthly treatment with
Cardigan
Simparica.About 4 hours later the dog had 4 convulsions, but kept sleeping. When walking the dog a bit
later, dog was atactic and not able to jump on couch. Recovered fully next day. Follow up 14July2017:
on case review 14July2017 case assessed as serious [Reason for use for product: Generic:
SAROLANER Brand: SIMPARICA CHEWABLE TABLETS FOR DOGS Reason: Flea/Tick control Generic:
Brand: Nobivac L4 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Unknown]

B - Possible

3.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Once (15/10/201515/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(15/10/2015-15/10/2015)<BR><BR>

13.4 NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL
610 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(16/03/201516/03/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (17/04/201517/04/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once (17/04/201517/04/2015)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

O1 - Inconclusive

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(24/05/201724/05/2017)<BR><BR>Simparica 40
mg chewable tablets for dogs
>10–20 kg - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(25/05/2017-25/05/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1-Inconclusive.

The reported clinical signs are more likely due to
administration of Simparica. However, as the dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 the day before, product
involvement could not be fully excluded. Therefore,
causality O1-Inconclusive.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2015-NL-00903

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

08/12/2015

11/01/2016

40

1

1 09/12/2015 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Abortion,Intrauterine death,Found
dead,General illness,Uterine
neoplasm,Uterine atony,Abnormal
necropsy finding

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2015-NL-00905

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

26/05/2015

12/01/2016

1

1

0 11/12/2015 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2015-NL-00916

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

30/11/2015

18/12/2015

1

1

0 11/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Fever,Localised pain NOS (see
R><BR><BR>Yes other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Hypertrophic
osteodystrophy,Swollen
limb,Limping

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2015-NL-00924

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

14/12/2015

21/12/2015

1

1

1 18/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Pica
No Data
NOS,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Pneumoni
a,Panting,Nasal
discharge,Pleuritis,Listless,Fever,La
boured breathing,Breathlessness

This AE occurred during the Post Authorisation Study "A clinical study in dogs in the Netherlands to
Jack Russell
assess the safety and efficacy of an inactivated Bordetella bronchiseptica pilus antigen subunit
Terrier
vaccine". The objective is to assess the safety and efficacy of a new (not yet registered) Bb vaccine in
dogs under field conditions. The study is carried out according to a controlled, randomized, blinded
design on at least three sites (breeders). At least 160 dogs (80 dogs per treatment group) of various
breeds are included. The dogs are divided into 2 categories: puppies or adult dogs (pregnant bitches are
excluded). At least 80 puppies of ±6 weeks of age at first vaccination and 80 adult dogs are included.
Within each category, the dogs are randomly assigned to one of two treatment groups. One group will
be vaccinated subcutaneously with the new vaccine, the other group will be left untreated. Pups are
vaccinated twice; the first vaccination at ±6 weeks of age and the 2nd vaccination 2-4 weeks later.
Adult dogs receive a single vaccination if they were recently vaccinated (within the past year) with a Bb
vaccine. If they do not have a recent Bb vaccination history they are vaccinated twice, with the second
vaccination 2-4 weeks after the first vaccination. All dogs from both treatment groups are (also)
vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and L4. Day 0 of the study (8 Dec 2015) all dogs were vaccinated with
Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4 and depending on group also with the new Bb vaccine. For 1 dog which
was included in the adult 'vaccination' group the attending vet noticed the day before the start of the
study the dog had a relatively low rectal temperature (below 38 °C) and had a heart murmur. On the
day of vaccination the vet also thought the dog had a tumour above the teats. Still, she was found fit
enough to be included in the study and she was vaccinated. On 9 Dec 2015 the dog was checked by the
vet and no abnormalities were seen. That evening the breeder found a dead pup from the dog. It was
unknown the dog was pregnant, according to the breeder the dog must have been mated accidentally.
On 12 Dec 2015 the vet checked the dog again and noticed its health had deteriorated since 9 Dec
2015. That evening the dog was found dead by the breeder. Sent for autopsy, results pending. FU 24
Dec 2015: the dog had also received the experimental Bb vaccine on 8 Dec 2015. FU pending FU 11 Jan
2016: autopsy results: the dog had a tumour in the right uterine horn which prevented a fullgrown pup
from being born. Even though there were no strong indicative signs of sepsis, the death of the dog
seems to be related to the retention of the pup in the uterus. In many of the dogs organs mild
microscopic inflammation was seen. The cause of the mild chronic inflammatory changes in the lung is
unclear andLack
therefore
no conclusions
be drawn
concerning
the vaccination
involvementwith
of the
experimental
Suspected
of Expected
Efficacy. Acan
young
dog received
a basic
Nobivac
L4. On 26 Other
May 2015 the first (simultaneously with Nobivac Parvo C and concomitantly with Nobivac KC) and the Canine/dog
second vaccination on 15 Jun 2015 (simultaneously with Nobivac DHP). On 14 Dec 2015 the dog was
seen by the Vet with signs of lethargy, anorexia and vomiting. 16 Dec 2015, elevated liver and kidney
values, dog was admitted to the clinic. Treatment consisted of Amoxicillin Clavulanate infusion.
Witness quick test was positive for Leptospirosis. The dog lives in a horse pension. Another dog of the
same owner was treated for gastrointestinal complaints (treatment unknown) 6-7 days earlier that
quickly recovered. Serum samples have been sent in to confirm the diagnosis. Follow-up 4 Jan 2016:
Serology (IDEXX) results on paired samples showed titers that are consistent with vaccination (L.
bratislava 1:200/negative, L. icterohaemorrhagiae 1:800/1:800, L. australis 1:200/1:100). Thus a
boosting effect on titers in time was not observed, clinical relevant titers in case of acute leptospirosis
are in general much higher. Serovars pomona, grippotyphosa, autumnalis, canicola an saxkoebing were
negative. Another dog with Leptospirosis in the same Vet practice (vaccinated with another tetravalent
Lepto vaccine) shows similar results suggesting involvement of yet another serovar. No more
information expected. Follow-up (12 Jan 2016): errors noticed in case entry, corrected now: all
products set to 'suspect' and Nobivac DHP (which was accidentally entered twice) changed to Nobivac
Parvo-C once. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 50X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV
Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand:
NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. The pup, a Stabyhoun, was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 Other
on 30 Nov 2015. Starting on 11 Dec 2015 the dog developed mild limping every now and then. On 17
Canine/dog
Dec 2015 the left ulna and radius were extremely painful, the leg was swollen at this location and the
dog had a fever. X-rays were taken and sent to a specialist to interpret them. The diagnosis made by
the specialist was hypertrophic osteodystrophy. According to the specialist there is a known genetic
defect in Stabyhouns which leads to them reacting to the distemper virus (in the vaccine), hypertrophic
osteodystrophy is one of the possible reactions seen. The prognosis is good, treatment will be started
with NSAID's and if necessary prednisone will be added. No further information expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 14 Dec 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C, Nobivac German
L4 and Nobivac KC. On 18 Dec 2015 the dog was listless and vomited 4 times. It had eaten some
Shepherd Dog
Christmas decoration. The dog was taken to the vet where the vet determined the dog had a fever
(40.1 degrees Celsius) and the dog was indeed listless. Further no abnormalities on general physical
exam. An x-ray of the abdomen was made, some gas and a small branch (from the Christmas
decoration) was seen in the stomach, no abnormalities. The vet thought the dog had a viral infection
and gave an injection of Cerenia (maropitant) and Metacam (meloxicam). In the night it developed
severe diarrhoea, the owner didn't seen the dog vomit anymore. The next morning, the dog's fever had
gone down a bit but its breathing was now laboured and it was panting rapidly. It had white nasal
discharge from both nostrils and had breathlessness. Treatment was started with Marbocyl
(marbofloxacin), i.v. fluids and Metacam. In the evening the breathing had improved a bit and the fever
had gone. A parvo snap test was done, this came back negative. During the day the dog hadn't
defecated at all anymore. The vet decided to keep the dog hospitalized until the next day. The next
morning the dog was found dead. The dog was sent in for autopsy. Preliminary autopsy results:
pleuritis and local pneumonia, possibly caused by Nocardia or Actinomyces infection. Definitive results
pending. On 14 Dec 2015 the owner also took Milbemax tablets home and was advised by the vet to
give them 2 days later, but unknown if the owner already gave them or not. Follow-up information
pending. Follow-up (28 Dec 2015): definitive autopsy results: the dog had severe pneumonia and
pleuritis caused by a Streptococcus canis infection. No further information expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

Experimental Bordetella vaccine 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(08/12/201508/12/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (08/12/201508/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (08/12/201508/12/2015)<BR><BR>

OCA agrees with causality assessment and comments
Unclassifiable/unassessa of the MAH. Causality O.
ble

28 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (15/06/201515/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(26/05/201526/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,3 Weeks,24,basic vaccination
(21 Day(s) 26/05/201515/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (26/05/201526/05/2015)<BR><BR>

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
1 Animal (30/11/201530/11/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(30/11/2015-30/11/2015)<BR><BR>

8.3 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (14/12/201514/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(14/12/201514/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (14/12/201514/12/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

Reasonable association in time. The aetiology of
hypertrophic osteodystrophy is unknown, however it
is suggested that it is possibly caused by immunoreactions associated with Distemper virus and
vaccination against Distemper. Other possible causes
include vC-deficiency, infection in general. In one
article, two groups of genetically predisposed puppies
were vaccinated with vaccines both containing and
lacking Distemper, and in both groups puppies
developed HO however prevalence was much higher
in the Distemper group (Development of hypertrophic
osteodystrophy and antibody response in a litter of
vaccinated Weimaraner puppies). Based on this
information, HO seems to have a multi-factorial
aetiology, and vaccination in general and specifically
Distemper virus vaccination, may trigger HO in
sensitive (large breed, genetics) animals. Therefore,
causality B (possible) for DHP and O1 (inconclusive,
because product involvement cannot be ruled out) for
L4
CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2015-NL-00926

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

08/12/2015

22/12/2015

2

1

0 17/12/2015 Not
Opisthotonus,Epileptic
No Data
Known,<BR><BR seizure,Urinary incontinence,Tense
><BR><BR><BR> muscles,Hypokalaemia
Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 8 Dec 2015, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and the owner
Lhasa Apso
gave the dog a Bravecto Small Dog chew. The owner also took Milbemax tablets home, unknown if or
when these were given (therefore not added to the product screen). On 17 Dec 2015 the dog had some
kind of seizure: tense muscles, opisthotonus and urinated. It only went on for a short while after which
the dog recovered. It looked like an epileptic seizure according to the owner. The dog was taken to the
vet, some blood tests were done: no significant abnormalities (only potassium was 3.6 mmol and the
lowest reference value is 3.7mmol). The dog has been treated with Bravecto before without any
problems. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER
CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2015-NL-00931

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

06/11/2015

05/01/2016

4

1

0 22/11/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00005

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

04/01/2016

19/01/2016

2

1

1 04/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Shock,Death
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00045

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

13/01/2016

18/01/2016

2

1

1 13/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Gagging,Death,Circulato
ry collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic disorders'),Weakness

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 6 Nov 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (booster, first
vaccination was 16 Oct 2015). On 22 Nov 2015, 6 and 7 Dec 2015 the dog had epileptic seizures
(duration 1-2 minutes). The dog does not have a history of epilepsy. The dog has previously been
vaccinated with a Lepto vaccine of Zoetis without problems. On 7 Dec 2015 the dog was at the vet for
a consult, blood test results revealed normal TSH (Thyroid-stimulating hormone) but low T4. Follow up
5 Jan 2016: After 7 Dec 2015 the dog has had one more epileptic seizure (very short, exact date
unknown). Dog was not treated with an antiparasitic. No further information expected. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 4 Jan 2015 2 dogs were vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4.
While the vet was filling in the passports, someone came in and said there was something wrong with
one of the dogs (approx. 15 minutes after vaccination). The vet went to see and at that moment the
dog took its last breath. The dog is sent in for autopsy. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (13
Jan 2016): preliminary autopsy results: indications for shock. Follow-up information pending.Follow-up
(19 Jan 2016): final autopsy results: confirmed the dog died of shock.No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 13 Jan 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
L4. Almost immediately after the vaccination the dog became wobbly and started gagging. The vet
gave an injection of dexamethasone (s.c.) after which the dog became a bit more alert and the mucous
membranes were pink. The owner was asked to wait with the dog in the waiting room, where the dog
'crashed'. The mucous membranes were white. The vet gave the dog an injection of adrenalin
intracardial but this had no effect, the dog died. The dog was not sent in for autopsy. 2 weeks earlier
the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Rabies and Nobivac KC without any problems. And last year
(2015) the dog was vaccinated twice (primary vaccination and booster) with Nobivac L4 without any
problems. In the past the dog did have an allergic reaction to a different vaccination: unknown when
exactly, was at a different vet clinic and with a different vaccine (unknown which one). The dog had
then developed facial oedema and recovered after treatment. No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00048

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

30/12/2015

18/01/2016

1

1

0 30/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Listless,Swollen face (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin')

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00055

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

07/01/2016

20/01/2016

1

1

0 08/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Falling,Ataxia,Muscle
R><BR><BR>Yes shaking,Tremor,Head
tremor,Intention tremor

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00056

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

18/01/2016

19/01/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00078

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

01/02/2016

03/02/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00101

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

17/02/2016

18/02/2016

1

Hypothyroidism,Epileptic seizure

No Data

O1 - Inconclusive

15.8 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(06/11/2015-06/11/2015)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs is rather long. Clinical
signs do not fit the pharmacological/toxicological
profile of the product. Diagnostic tests showed only a
low potassium level. Insufficient data. Other causes
are possible, but product involvement can't be fully
excluded. Therefore causality O1.

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1 - Inconclusive.

Flanders
Cattle Dog

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (04/01/201604/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(04/01/2016-04/01/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

Pug

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (13/01/201613/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(13/01/2016-13/01/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

Suspected Adverse Reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C and Nobivac L4 on 30 Dec Chihuahua
2015. Shortly after vaccination the dog developed a swollen face and was a bit listless. The vet gave
the dog an injection of dexamethasone after which the dog recovered quickly. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C
10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Clinical
signs fit a hypersensitivity reaction, which is a known
AE for the product, but multiple products used.
Therefore, causality B

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 7 Jan 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Crossbred
On 8 Jan 2016 the dog developed shaking of the head. In the following days to weeks the shaking
became worse and also spread to other parts of the body. Also the dog started falling over. On 18 Jan
2016 the dog was taken to a vet who noticed the dog had ataxia and intention tremor (which
intensified due to stress). The dog did not have a fever. No diagnostic tests were performed but the vet
suspected the dog of having encephalitis or meningitis. Treatment with prednisone was started but 1
day later the dog was referred to a specialist. Results from the specialist will follow. Follow-up
information pending. FU 27 Jan 2016: the dog went to the specialist. General physical exam,
neurological examination and blood tests all showed no abnormalities. The specialist doesn't think
further diagnostic tests (CT, MRI or lumbal puncture) will result in finding a diagnosis. Possibly the dog
has 'little white shaker syndrome' . The specialists advice is to go on with prednisone therapy and see if
the dog improves. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (30/12/201530/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (30/12/201530/12/2015)<BR><BR>
NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(07/01/201607/01/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (07/01/201607/01/2016)<BR><BR>

0 18/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Listless

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 18 Jan 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
Parvo-C. Within 30 minutes the dog developed swelling of the face and became listless. The dog was
taken to the emergency vet where it was treated with an injection of dexamethasone. The dog
recovered quickly that same day. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

1

0 02/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

1

0 27/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Vomiting,Urticaria,Itch No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, ing
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 1 Feb 2016, at 8pm, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP,
Crossbred
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC by the owner (who has a veterinary degree). The next morning the dog was
listless, did not want to eat or walk and when the dog's back was touched it was painful. The dog was
taken to the vet where the vet noticed there was a subcutaneous swelling on the dog's back (unclear if
this was located at the injection site) which was painful. The dog didn't have a fever. Treatment with
Metacam (meloxicam was started and a few days later the dog had recovered. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 50X1DS 610 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 27 Jan 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C and
Jack Russell
Nobivac L4. Within 2 hours the owner and dog were back at the vet practice because the dog had
Terrier
developed itching, restlessness and urticaria of the head and torso. The dog was treated with
Dexadreson (dexamethasone). Since then, the dog had urticaria and itching of the head and torso
every morning which eventually went away during the day. On 17 Feb 2016 the dog was vaccinated
with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP. Within 1 hour of vaccination the dog developed extreme itching,
restlessness, vomited a few times and urticaria of the head and torso. The owner gave the dog
prednisone which the vet had given to take home as a precaution but the owner also took the dog to
the vet who gave an injection of Dexadreson. No further information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Unknown]

Listless,Reluctant to
move,Localised pain NOS (see
other 'SOCs' for specific pain),Not
eating,Local swelling (not
application site)

No Data

Schapendoes

7.1 Bravecto 250 MG - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Tablets 1 Animal (08/12/201508/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (1
Day(s) 08/12/201508/12/2015)<BR><BR>

Chihuahua

1.1 NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(18/01/201618/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(18/01/2016-18/01/2016)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (01/02/201601/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/02/201601/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/02/2016-01/02/2016)<BR><BR>

3.5 NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(17/02/201617/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(17/02/201617/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (27/01/201627/01/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Reasoanble association in time (1 day) however, not a
known possible reaction to Nobivac L4.Two products
used. Diagnostic tests have not led to a diagnosis,
possibly the dog has little white shaker syndrome.
Causality O1-Inconclusive.

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00103

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

09/02/2016

19/02/2016

1

1

0 09/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Crying,Listless,Oedema NOS (see
R><BR><BR>Yes, other SOCs for specific
<BR><BR><BR>< oedemas),Swollen eye
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00108

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

08/02/2016

24/02/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00110

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

23/02/2016

24/02/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00111

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

26/02/2016

10/03/2016

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00139

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

09/03/2016

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00183

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00189

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00204

Netherlands Animal

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00226

Netherlands Animal

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 9 Feb 2016 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac KC, Nobivac Parvo-C Other
en Nobivac L4. 20 minutes later the owner called the vet because the dog had developed swollen eyes. Canine/dog
When the dog arrived at the vet another 10 minutes later the dog had oedema over the whole body,
was listless and was crying. The vet gave the dog an injection of Dexadreson (dexamethasone) but this
didn't have enough effect. Therefore the vet gave the dog another injection of Dexadreson 30 minutes
later after which the dog became lively again and after a few hours the oedema was gone. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC
KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (09/02/201609/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(09/02/201609/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (09/02/201609/02/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

0 08/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swollen lip (see also 'Skin'),Swollen No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, eye,Facial oedema
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 8 Feb 2016 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Chihuahua
Nobivac KC. Within 30 minutes the pup developed swollen eyes, lips and nose. The vet treated the dog
with Rapidexon (dexamethasone) after which the dog recovered quickly. Unknown if the pup had been
previously vaccinated at all. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (08/02/201608/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(08/02/201608/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(08/02/2016-08/02/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

1

0 23/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swollen mouth,Sore tongue,Lateral No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes recumbency,Eyelid
oedema,Listless,Pale mucous
membrane

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 23 Feb 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
Pug
L4. 30 minutes- 1 hour later the dog was taken back to the vet with pale mucous membranes,
listlessness, lateral decubitus, swollen eyelids, tong and mouth. The vet gave the dog an injection of
Dexadreson (dexamethasone) and about 8 hours later the dog had recovered. A sibling of this dog also
had an AE after vaccination last year (pup vaccination), unknown which vaccines were used. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS
610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (23/02/201623/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(23/02/2016-23/02/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

1

1

1 26/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hypersalivation,Nasal
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes discharge,Death by
euthanasia,Septicaemia,Swallowing
difficult,Prostatitis,Enlarged lymph
node (localised)

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 26 Feb 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. Bernese
Not
A few hours after vaccination the dog developed clear nasal discharge and the dog started salivating.
Mountain Dog Known
On 28 Feb 2016 the dog was brought back to the vet because of hypersalivation. The dog was
otherwise not sick and was eating and drinking normally. The vet anesthetized the dog to inspect the
throat, the right tonsil was possibly slightly enlarged. No other abnormalities seen. The dog's
temperature was normal. The vet did notice the dog had trouble swallowing. The dog was vaccinated
with Nobivac KC last year without any problems. FU 4 May 2016: Dog has died. Investigation revealed
prostate abscess. case upgraded to serious.
CA 20160526: changed VeDDRA term "death" into
"unrelated death", as it does not seem to have any relation to the vaccination. Nobivac KC was
erroneously marked as suspension for injection
Follow-up (10 May 2016): conclusion of the
diagnostic tests performed by a veterinary specialist: the dog had sepsis as a result of severe prostate
abscesses. Possibly prostate cysts became abscesses as a result of the long treatment with
corticosteroids, which was initiated because of the primary problem which started after vaccination.
Due to the bad prognosis, the dog was euthanized on 23 Mar 2016.No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL
610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

14/03/2016

1

1

0 09/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Red eye,Lip erythema
R><BR><BR>Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 9 Mar 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
L4. 3 hours later the dog was taken back to the vet because it had developed vomiting, very red eyes
and lips. The vet treated the dog with dexamethasone after which the dog recovered quickly. Several
years ago the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Lepto without any problems. No
further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP
10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

30/03/2016

31/03/2016

1

1

0 30/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Groaning,Vomiting,Panting,Relucta No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, nt to move,Increased salivation
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 30 Mar 2016 at 3pm the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP,
Berger de Brie
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabies. After that the owner took the dog to the park where it played with
(Briard)
other dogs and had a swim. When the dog came home it vomited once but after that it ate a treat and
went to sleep in it's basket. At 6 pm the dog didn't want to stand up anymore, was panting and
groaning and salivating extremely. The dog was taken to the vet, who determined the color of the
mucous membranes and the temperature as normal. Auscultation of the lungs and heart was
impossible due to the groaning. The dog did not want to stand. The vet treated the dog with Cerenia
(maropitant) and Rapidexon (dexamethasone) and at 8.30pm the dog had completely recovered. No
further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP
10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES
10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

7 Year(s)

01/08/2015

30/03/2016

1

1

1 13/08/2015 Yes

Death,Vocalisation,Impaired
swallowing,Vomiting,Hair standing
on end

No Data

Canine/dog

13.5 Year(s)

07/04/2016

08/04/2016

1

1

0 07/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Circulatory collapse
R><BR><BR>Yes (see also 'Neurological' and
'Systemic disorders'),Pale mucous
membrane,Muscle weakness NOS

No Data

Canine/dog

Not Known

07/04/2016

14/04/2016

1

1

0 07/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Increased respiratory
R><BR><BR>Yes, rate,Listless,Lack of response to
<BR><BR><BR>< owner
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. This case is mentioned in an article written by the dog owners in a
magazine called 'Onze Drent' (feb 2016, p31), which is not a peer-reviewed scientific journal. No
veterinarian was located to verify this case. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 in the beginning
of Aug 2015. Just under 2 weeks later the dog started vomiting mucus and couldn't swallow anymore.
The dog was taken to the vet who examined the dog, also surgically, and did blood test. No
abnormalities were found. The owner gave the dog food and water trough a feeding tube to prevent
dehydration but during the 4th evening the dog deteriorated and that night (approx. 17 Aug 2015) the
dog's hair was suddenly standing on end, the dog cried out and died. The dog was not sent in for
autopsy. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 07 Apr 2016 an old dog of normal weight was vaccinated with
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabies. The dog has never been vaccinated with Nobivac L4 before, but has a
regular vaccination history for Nobivac Rabies (details unknown). The dog collapsed on the way from
the consulting room to the reception (exact time after vaccination unknown, chosen 10 minutes).
Directly before this the dog screamed once. The dog lost muscle tension, the mucous membranes were
pale pink. The capillary refill time was good, the pulse was strong and regular. The dog is known for a
serious heart murmur. The dog was treated with oxygen and recovered within 45 minutes and was sent
home. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 7 Apr 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac Parvo-C
and Nobivac KC. Within minutes of the vaccination the dog started vomiting, was listless, had an
increased respiratory rate and a pulse of 80/minute. The dog was not responsive. The vet treated the
dog with dexamethasone and 4 hours later the dog had fully recovered. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS
610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

No Data

Crossbred

Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (26/02/201626/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(26/02/2016-26/02/2016)<BR><BR>

6.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (09/03/201609/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(09/03/2016-09/03/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

40 NOBIVAC RABIES - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 O1 - Inconclusive
Dose 1 Animal (30/03/201630/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(30/03/201630/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(30/03/2016-30/03/2016)<BR><BR>

Close association in time. Vomiting, groaning and
hypersalivation are unexpeted, and may be related to
the swim in the park. Other signs (reluctant to move,
groaning) may be associated with the other clinical
signs, or with lethargy following vaccination. Time to
onset of clinical signs seems rather long for allergic
type reactions. Overall, multiple causes possible and
product involvement cannot be excluded. Therefore,
causality O1

Drentse
Not
Partridge Dog Known

NOBIVAC L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
1 Animal (01/08/201501/08/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1.

Miniature
Poodle

NOBIVAC L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable Not Applicable
(07/04/201607/04/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable Not Applicable (1 Day(s)
07/04/2016-07/04/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

1.75 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (07/04/201607/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(07/04/201607/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (07/04/201607/04/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00229

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 - 9 Year(s)

12/04/2016

03/05/2016

1

1

0 13/04/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Icterus,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Not eating,Tongue
disorder NOS,Elevated liver
enzymes,Limping,Elevated renal
parameters,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 for the second time (the first
Other
vaccination was on 15 Mar 2016 simultaneously with Nobivac DHP). The day after vaccination the dog Canine/dog
was flipping his tongue, a day later the dog was lethargic and vomited. Three days after vaccination the
dog was seen by a Vet, the temperature was normal, perhaps the sclera were a little yellow. The dog
was treated with an injection of corticosteroid. Four days after vaccination the animal owner reported
that the dog no longer wanted to eat, stopped vomitting but developed diarrhoea (black with fresh
blood), temperature 39.4 degrees Celsius. The dog suddenly developed limping of the left hind leg/knee
(possible ligament rupture according to the Vet), no clues for trauma. Blood testing showed elevated
liver and kidney values. Treatment consisted of IV infusion of salt and Procaine benzyl penicillin.
Within 24 hours the kidney values returned to normal. The next day the dog was eating a little again.
Six days after vaccination the dog had fully recovered and was sent home on antibiotics. Serum and
urine were sent in for additional testing. The animal owner indicated that they had cleaned the patio
with an algae cleaner one day before vaccination, as a possible route of intoxication. The dog is on
Ephedrine for incontinence. Follow-up expected. FU 3 May 2016 Dog serum and urine were tested
negative on leptospirosis. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Ephedrine Brand: Enurace Reason:
Urinary incontinence] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Enurace - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,Unknown Unknown Not
Applicable (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
Not Applicable (12/04/201612/04/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00240

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

08/03/2016

20/04/2016

1

1

1 09/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 8 Mar 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Miniature
Nobivac L4. On 9 Apr 2016 the dog developed vomiting and the next day also diarrhoea with some
Dachshund
blood in it. The dog didn't want to eat anymore. The vet found no abnormalities on general physical
examination and thought the dog had an acute gastro-enteritis. It was treated with fluids, and injection
Cerenia (maropitant) and Stomorgyl (metronidazol) tablets. On 11 Apr 2016 the dog lost alot of
hemorrhagic fluid rectally, was listless and its mucous membranes were a bit pale. It had not vomited
anymore since the day before. The dog was taken to the vet again, who gave fluids iv, Marbocyl
(marbofloxacine) iv, kept the dog warm and did a parvo snap-test of faeces. The snap-test was slightly
positive, therefore the vet sent faeces to an external lab for further testing. Blood tests showed
abnormalities in hematology and biochemistry analysis. That afternoon the dog died. On 20 Apr 2016
the vet received the parvo test results from the external lab: positive for canine parvovirus type 2.
Differentiation: negative for type 2a and 2b, unable to differentiate between type 2c and the vaccine
strain. When the lab was called for an explanation of the results, they stated most probable is an
infection with type 2c. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP
LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
1 Animal (08/03/201608/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(08/03/2016-08/03/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00253

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

20/04/2016

25/04/2016

1

1

1 21/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Loose stool,Digestive tract disorder No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Vomiting,Death,Decreased
appetite,Listless

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 20 Apr 2016 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
Crossbred
L4. The next day the dog was listless, had decreased appetite and had loose stool. On 22 Apr 2016 the
dog vomited. The next 2 days the dog deteriorated and on 24 Apr 2016 the dog died. The dog was sent
in for autopsy, results pending. The dog had only just arrived at its new owner, which was a dog
breeder. This breeder only recently (Mar 2016) had problems with one of his own litters, a few pups
died. Follow-up information 28 April 2016. Results of general autopsy: all organs normal except for
widening of the intestines with slightly bloody content. Follow-up 02-05-2016: Result of section: Dog
has died because of Parvo infection. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
1 Animal (20/04/201620/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(20/04/2016-20/04/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with MAH causality assessment and
comments

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00262

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

22 Month(s)

25/03/2016

26/04/2016

1

1

1 26/02/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Elevated C-reactive
No Data
protein,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated
BUN,Hypoalbuminaemia,Listless,De
creased appetite,Death by
euthanasia,Eosinophilia,Behavioura
l disorder NOS

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 26 Feb 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
L4. After the vaccination the dog was just not quite itself (unclear which symptoms were seen). This
improved again but after the Nobivac L4 booster vaccination on 25 Mar 2016 it came back again.
About 1 month after the booster vaccination the dog developed listlessness and decreased appetite.
On 22 Apr 2016 a blood test was done. The most significant abnormalities were: increased BUN,
creatinine, eosinophils and C-reactive protein. Decreased albumin. According to the attending vet
indicative for inflammation and a renal problem. On 28 Apr 2016 the dog was euthanized due to the
poor prognosis, the dog was not sent in for autopsy. At the end of Jan 2016 the dog had been treated
with Bravecto (unknown which presentation, therefore chosen for Medium Dog) and Milbemax, after
which worms were seen in the faeces. The dog came from Spain to The Netherlands in 2015. It has a
history of food intolerance and demodicosis. No further information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 500MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Flea/ tick control
Generic: Brand: Milbemax Reason: Deworming] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00269

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

15/12/2015

29/04/2016

1

1

1 19/04/2016 Yes

Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy

SLEE Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 15 DEC 2015 and 07 JAN 2016. The dog had been
Labrador
swimming in the Biesbosch (national parc). On 19 Apr 2016 the dog was brought to the veterinarian
Retriever
with the following symptoms: vomiting, diarrhoea, less appetite. Dog was treated orally with antibiotic
(sulfatrim) and antiemetic. On 20 Apr 2016 treatment with Depomycin and Cerenia. On 21 Apr 2016
treatment with Depomycin and Metacam. Blood analysis revealed kidney problems, elevated alkalic
phosphatase and anuria. Temperature was reduced to 37,5oC and mucosa looked yellow. PCR
showed positive on leptospirosis, but serovar is unknown. Dog was euthanized on 22 Apr 2016.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00294

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

01/01/2014

13/07/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2014 Yes

Pale mucous membrane,Decreased No Data
body
temperature,Listless,Reluctant to
move,Shaking

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Reaction happened in 2014. At the age of 1 year the dog was vaccinated Other
with Nobivac L4. Nearly immediately after vaccination the dog became listless, didn't want to walk
Canine/dog
anymore and was shaking. Also the dog's lips were white and the dog needed to be kept warm. The vet
gave the dog an injection (unclear which product this was). 1 hour later the dog had improved (was less
listless) but it took about 1 week before the dog had recovered completely. Follow-up information
pending. 13 Jul 2016: Owner did not respond to requests for follow-up information, therefore no
further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 A - Probable
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/01/2014-01/01/2014)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality A - Probable

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00341

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

25/05/2016

26/05/2016

1

1

0 25/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Rapid pulse rate,Dilated
No Data
pupils,Abnormal posture NOS,Slow
reflexes,Head tilt - ear
disorder,Vomiting,Excitation,Abnor
mal pupil light reflex

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 25 May 2016 around 2 pm the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Chihuahua
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. That evening the dog was taken for a last walk at 10 pm. During this walk
the owner came across some suspicious people, the owner thinks there is a possibility the dog ingested
some drugs. After returning home after that walk the dog developed a hollow back, tilting of it's head
backwards, excitation and vomiting. The dog was taken to the vet who noticed the pupils were dilated
and the pupil reflex was absent. The dog was indeed excitated, the pulse rate was increased and the
dog had slow paw positioning reflexes. The blood glucose level was normal. The dog was treated with
fluids subcutaneously, Solu-delta-cortef (prednisolon) and Cerenia (maropitant). The next morning the
dog was taken back to the vet for a check-up, the dog had recovered fully. Still, some blood tests were
done (liver enzymes, renal values glucose etc.), no abnormalities were found. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
O1 - Inconclusive
Dose 1 Animal (25/05/201625/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(25/05/201625/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(25/05/2016-25/05/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1.

No Data

Border Collie

19.4 Bravecto 500 MG - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 O1 - Inconclusive
Tablets 1 Animal (31/01/201631/01/2016)<BR><BR>Milbemax N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(31/01/201631/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(26/02/201626/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(25/03/2016-25/03/2016)<BR><BR>

30 NOBIVAC L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (23 Day(s) 15/12/201507/01/2016)<BR><BR>

For the animal not feeling well shortly after
vaccination, product involvement is possible; known
AE with any vaccine. For the remaining reactions,
product involvement is not considered likely. Overall,
causality O1

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00342

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

13/05/2016

26/05/2016

1

1

0 16/05/2016 Not Known

Behavioural disorder
Not
NOS,Megaoesophagus,Hypersalivat Known
ion,Vomiting,Pneumonia,Panting,In
creased respiratory rate,Nasal
discharge,Sneezing,Cough,Throat
irritation,Breathlessness

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 13 May 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. At the time of Golden
vaccination the vet noticed the dog had a lot of brown cerumen in both ears (but no otitis), therefore Retriever
the owner took some ear cleaner (not registered as a veterinary medicine) home to use for 10 days.
On 16 May 2016 the dog started vomiting, sneezing and didn't want to go outside anymore. On 17 May
2016 the dog was taken back to the vet. The dog was coughing and the vet noticed it's throat was red.
No other abnormalities were seen. Treatment was started with Cerenia (maropitant), but the dog kept
on vomiting and sneezing. On 18 May 2016 the vet saw the dog again and thought the symptoms
seemed like kennel cough. The dog had also developed panting and hypersalivation now. Treatment
was started with Doxoral (doxycycline) and cough mixture. On 19 May 2016 the dog was still vomiting,
had developed rapid breathing and breathlessness. Eventually (unclear when exactly) the dog also
developed nasal discharge. The dog was sent to a specialist for an ultrasound. The specialist diagnosed
the dog with a mega-oesophagus and an aspiration pneumonia. Treatment was started with i.v.
antibiotics and Mestinon (pyridostigmine) and the dog must be given water and food from a platform.
On 26 May 2016 the dog was doing well (but unclear if it had already recovered fully). No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00346

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

26/05/2016

27/05/2016

1

1

0 26/05/2016 Yes

Pale mucous membrane,Tear flow
increased,Scratching,Decreased
appetite,Listless,Elevated
temperature,Localised itching,Skin
warmth

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 26 May 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. When the dog Chihuahua
arrived home from the vet the dog felt warm according to the owner and became listless. That evening
the dog started scratching around its mouth and biting its hind legs. That night the dog developed pale
mucous membranes and watery eyes. The next morning the dog was still a bit listless and still had
watery eyes, but the mucous membranes were not pale anymore. On 28 May 2016 the dog was taken
to the vet. The dog's temperature was 40.2 degrees Celsius and the dog was not eating well.
Treatment was started with meloxicam, Previcox (firocoxib) and Nutriban (appetite enhancer, not a
registered VMP). The dog recovered (unclear when exactly, estimated at 29 May 2016). Last year the
dog was also vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (possibly also with other vaccines, but unclear) and
developed itching for 1 day, especially around the nose/mouth. No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (26/05/201626/05/2016)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Clinical
signs fit the pharmacological/toxicological profile of
the product and are mentioned in the product
information. Other causes are possible but product
involvement is suspected. Therefore causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00350

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

20/05/2016

30/05/2016

1

1

1 21/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pneumonia,Death,Listless,General
R><BR><BR>Yes illness

No Data

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(20/05/201620/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (20/05/201620/05/2016)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time. Listlessness is a
possible adverse reaction after vaccination. However,
could also fit (aspiration) pneumonia. Vaccination
could not be fully excluded, therefore causality O1Inconclusive.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00357

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

10/08/2015

31/05/2016

1

1

0 07/11/2015 Not
Hypothyroidism,Abnormal test
Known,<BR><BR result,Epileptic fit,Elevated bile
><BR><BR><BR> acids
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 20 May 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
L4. The next day the dog was a bit listless. On 24 May 2016 the dog became very sick. The dog was
taken to a different vet clinic where they diagnosed the dog with an aspiration pneumonia due to some
dog food in the lungs. Unknown if any treatment was started. Eventually the dog died (unclear when
exactly, estimated at 25 May 2016). No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. At a visit to the Vet for a vaccination with Nobivac KC, Nobivac Rabies
and Nobivac L4 on 10 Aug 2015 the Vet noticed and wrote down that the dog was a somewhat
anxious. On that day Bravecto was purchased, subsequently the dog was treated with Bravecto
(1000MG), application details unknown. On 7 Nov 2015 the dog developed the first epileptiform
attack, followed by 11 Dec, 28 Dec, 18 Jan 2016, 16 Feb (twice on one day). Somewhere between the
end of Feb 2016 and the beginning of Mar 2016 the dog was treated with Bravecto (1000MG). On 13
Mar the dog had three attacks at one day. This is treated as of 14 Mar 2016 with Imepitoïne, blood test
showed low T4 (9.0nM) and slightly elevated bile acids (24.7 uM), no further abnormalities. The attacks
continued, early May two times, 24 May three attacks. The Imepitoïne dose was increased and the
attacks stopped. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER
CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00377

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

7 Week(s)

24/05/2016

20/09/2016

160

1

1 05/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abdominal
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Vomiting,Sneezing,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Listless,Weight
loss,Lateral recumbency,Laboured
breathing,Pancreatitis,NT - hepatic
lipidosis (steatosis)

Post-Authorization Study: A clinical Study in dogs in the Netherlands to assess the safety and efficacy Other
of an inactivated Bordetella bronchiseptica plus antigen subunit vaccine. The objective of the study is Canine/dog
to assess the safety and efficacy of Nobivac Bord-I-Ject (non-registered investigational product) in
dogs under field conditions. The study will be carried out according to a controlled, randomized, and
blinded design on at least 3 sites (breeders). At least 160 dogs (80 dogs per treatment group) of various
breeds will be included. The dogs will be divided in two categories: puppies or adult dogs. At least 80
puppies of ±6 weeks of age (between 39-45 days) at first vaccination and 80 adult dogs will be
included. Within each category, the dogs are randomly assigned to one of 2 treatment groups. One
group will be vaccinated subcutaneously with Nobivac Bord-I-Ject, Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4, the
other group (control group) will only be vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI and Nobivac L4. On 5 Jun 2016
1 pup from the control group started vomiting and sneezing oddly and seemed thinner than before. It's
temperature was 39 degrees Celsius. The breeder force fed the pup but shortly after that the pup
vomited some watery fluid (from mouth and some came out the nose). That evening the breeder gave
some fluids subcutaneously. The next morning the pup was listless, therefore it was taken to the vet.
Treatment was started with iv fluids, anti-emeticum and antibiotics. Follow-up information pending.
Follow-up (18 Jul 2016): the pup was eventually euthanized around 8 Jun 2016 because it was in lateral
decubitus, had laboured breathing, had a painful abdomen and was lethargic. The dog was sent in for
autopsy. Results state it had acute pancreatitis with secondary hepatic lipidosis. No further
information expected. FU CA 20-09-2016_correction of a difference in CA assessment and assessment
tekst. CA assessment should be O in stead of O1. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
ODose 1 Animal (24/05/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa
24/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4, ble
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(24/05/2016-24/05/2016)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs is rather long. Clinical
signs (partly) fit the pharmacological/toxicological
profile of the product and can happen after
vaccination. General malaise and slowly decreased
health status can lead to pancreatitis with secundair
hepatic lipidosis (PM results). Insufficient data. Other
causes are possible, including an underlying disease,
but product involvement can't be fully excluded.
Therefore causality O.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00437

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

09/03/2015

16/06/2016

1

1

0 07/06/2016 Not Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. As a pup the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 around the age Other
of 6 weeks (approx. 9 Mar 2015) and again around the age of 9 weeks (approx. 30 Mar 2015). On 7 Jun Canine/dog
2016 the dog started vomiting. On 8 Jun 2016 the vomiting became more frequent and the vomit had a
blackish color. On 9 Jun 2016 the dog was taken to the vet who noticed the dog was listless and had
jaundice. Blood tests showed an elevated creatine. Blood and urine was also sent to an external lab,
for a PCR test for Leptospirosis and for some other tests also. The urine was positive for Leptospirosis,
blood was negative. Treatment was started with iv fluids, Doxoral (doxycycline), Cerenia, Metomotyl
and Furosoral. On 15 Jun 2016 the dog had improved a little bit, on 16 Jun 2016 there was a clear
improvement (but still not fully recovered). No further information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose twice (3
Week(s) 09/03/201530/03/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N-Unlikely.

Lack of efficacy

Not
Known

Labrador
Retriever

Golden
Retriever

33.6 NOBIVAC L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
1 Animal (13/05/201613/05/2016)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

35 BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB EU1 - N - Unlikely
1,N/A,6 Months,24,1 Tablets 6
Months (01/08/201501/02/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable Not
Applicable (10/08/201510/08/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable Not Applicable
(10/08/201510/08/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable Not
Applicable (10/08/201510/08/2015)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1.

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Therefore, causality N-Unlikely.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00470

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

01/06/2016

27/06/2016

1

1

0 09/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Lameness,Pain NOS,Reluctant to
move,Localised pain NOS (see
other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Elevated
temperature,Abnormal posture
NOS,Unsteady gait,Lumbar pain

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00482

Netherlands Human

Human

Not Known

30/06/2016

30/06/2016

1

1

0 30/06/2016 Not Known

Injection site bruising,Tingling
sensation,Injection site skin
discolouration

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00497

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

4.2 Year(s)

01/07/2016

22/07/2016

2

1

0 04/07/2016 Yes

Epileptic seizure

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 1 Jul 2016 2 dogs (brother and sister) were vaccinated with Nobivac
Alaskan
L4. On 4 Jul 2016 1 dog (the brother) had an epileptic seizure. No treatment was given. This dog never Malamute
had an epileptic seizure before. The other dog which was also vaccinated didn't show any adverse
event, but does have a history of epilepsy. Follow-up (17 Jul 2016): E-mail by the animal owner,
expressing concerns about a relation between the vaccination and the epileptic seizure and how these
cases are reported. Follow-up (20 Jul 2016): The animal owner shall report this case independently to
the authority (BBD). Follow-up (22 Jul 2016): The animal owner has submitted this case trough the
website of the VMD. Updated product (batch number) and patient age (4.17 years). No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00514

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

05/07/2016

06/07/2016

1

1

0 05/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Shock
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00515

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

05/07/2016

06/07/2016

1

1

0 05/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Shock
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00565

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

23/06/2016

02/02/2018

1

1

1 24/06/2016 Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 5 Jul 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Rabies and Nobivac
L4. The dog developed a shock-like reaction, unknown how long after vaccination. The dog was
treated with an injection of corticosteroids, unknown if the dog recovered. Follow-up information
pending. Another dog (also a Chihuahua) from a different owner but vaccinated on the same day with
same vaccines also reacted in a similar way. See case 2016-NL-00515. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 5 Jul 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Rabies and Nobivac
L4. The dog developed a shock-like reaction, unknown how long after vaccination. The dog was
treated with an injection of corticosteroids, unknown if the dog recovered. Follow-up information
pending. Another dog (also a Chihuahua) from a different owner but vaccinated on the same day with
same vaccines also reacted in a similar way. See case 2016-NL-00514. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 as part of an annual revaccination on 23 Jun 2016 (basic vaccination 2014, re-vaccination in 2015 and to date). On 24 Jun the
dog was seen by the Vet with a swelling around the site of injection, 10 cm long and 5 cm wide. The
dog was sent home with a three day course of a Carpofen NSAID (Carprodyl) 100 MG once daily. On 25
Jun the dog looked very ill, breathing heavily but not dyspnea, the swelling increased, treatment with
Clavubactin + infusion. On June 30, demarcation of the skin, referral to a specialist. Necrotising fasciitis
was diagnosed. Due to the uncertain outcome and long-term treatment it was decided to euthanize
the dog on 8-9 Jul 2016. 19 Jul 2016: microbiological testing showed that the necrosis was caused by
Streptococcus canis. 09-08-2016 CA: change reaction end date from 19 july into 9 july according to the
information in the case narrative. Follow-up (25 Jul 2016): The dog was vaccinated with batch
A046A01. No more information expected. Follow-up on 02 Feb 2018: VeDDRA code "death by
euthanasia" has been added. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Fair]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00570

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

19/07/2016

20/07/2016

1

1

0 19/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hypothermia,D No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes ecreased activity,Fainting

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00623

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

01/01/2015

03/08/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Not
Epileptic seizure
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site swelling,Skin
necrosis,Death by
euthanasia,Laboured
breathing,Abnormal test
result,General illness

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 1 Jun 2016 a pup was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and
Labrador
Nobivac KC. Before the vaccination the dog was slightly lame. The dog was being fed fresh meat. On 9 Retriever
Jun 2016 the owner mentioned the dog was cow hocked, was in pain and has a wobbly gait. The vet
noticed lameness of the left front leg. It reacted painful to bending and stretching the leg. It also
reacted extremely painful to slight pressure on the spinal cord. The dog was sedated and x-rays were
made, but no abnormalities were seen. Also blood tests were done, no abnormalities were seen. The
dog also had an elevated temperature and didn't want to walk. The vet suspected meningitis.
Treatment was started with a special diet food and NSAID's, the dog clearly improved. On 24 Jun 2016
the vet also gave the dog an injection of dexamethasone, the dog has almost completely recovered
now. A sibbling of this dog was diagnosed with polymyositis by another vet, possibly triggered by
vaccination. Unknown which vaccines were used. No further information expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
On 30 Jun 2016 a vet accidentally injected him/herself in the finger with Nobivac L4. That same day the Human
finger felt strange. The vet was advised by MSD to go to a doctor, unknown if this was actually done.
On 4 Jun 2016 the vet was doing well, only the fingertip had turned blue (unclear if this is already over
or still ongoing). No further information expected. Follow-up 4 Jul 2016: patient is male. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Accidental Exposure] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/06/201601/06/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (01/06/201601/06/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (01/06/201601/06/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1-Inconclusive.

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 - ,,,,24<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality A.

A - Probable

38.2 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/07/2016-01/07/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Therefore causality O1 given.

Chihuahua

3.3 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(05/07/201605/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies SUSPENSION FOR INJECTION
- 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(05/07/2016-05/07/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B

Chihuahua

2.7 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(05/07/201605/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (05/07/201605/07/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B

28.5 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection A - Probable
for dogs - 1,N/A,1 Years,24,Annual
re-vaccination (23/06/201623/06/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality A-Probable.

1.72 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (19/07/201619/07/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(19/07/2016-19/07/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible

German Shorthaired
Pointing Dog

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A dog of 'boomer breed' received a simultaneously vaccination with
Crossbred
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Parvo C at nine weeks of age. Within 5 minutes of vaccination the dog
developed a hypersensitivity reaction: vomiting non-stop, diarrhoea once, the dog fainted and
developed hypothermia. The reaction was treated with Dexamethasone (IV), an infusion, Maropitant
(Cerenia) and the dog was warmed. Blood sugar levels were okay. The rest of the day the dog was
slow, the next day the dog had recovered. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Puppy DP at six weeks
of age without any problems. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. In 2015 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4.
Beagle
Simultaneous use with other products is unknown. After approximately 3 weeks the dog suffered from
an epileptic seizure. In 2016 the dog was vaccinated again, this time with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC.
Concomitant use with other products is unknown. After approximately 3 weeks the dog had again an
epileptic seizure. The dog normally never had/has these epileptic seizures. No underlying problems
found with an extensive blood test. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI
LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/01/201501/01/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (01/01/201501/01/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1-Inconclusive

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00660

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

08/08/2016

29/09/2016

1

1

0 09/08/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Biting -aggression (see also 'Skin
Not
and appendages disorders'),Head
Known
down,Groaning,Shaking,Dry mucous
membrane,Decreased body
temperature,Pale mucous
membrane,Inappropriate
urination,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Loose stool,Unequal
pupils,Ataxia,Falling,Vomiting

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 6 Aug 2016 a dog (American Bully Pocket) was brought from the
Other
breeder. On 8 Aug 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Parvo-C. Also Advocate Canine/dog
medium dog was provided. The vet advised the owner to administer Advocate after a couple of days.
Unknown if this product was administered and when. On 9 Aug 2016 until 12 in the morning the dog
seemed fine, possibly a bit more calm. At 12 the dog ate after which the dog became more and more
shaky and atactic. Also the dog sat in its urine. At 15.15 the vet was visited. The dog had not vomited,
but had loose stool. The dog suffered from hypothermia (37.1 C), its mucous membranes were dry and
pale and it was very atactic. Blood glucose levels were normal. The dog was injected with Dexadreson
2 mg/ml IM. First it squealed, but after 15 minutes the dog was calm. The dog slept deep, groaned and
mucous membranes became slightly darker. After one hour it was noticed that one pupil was very big
and one very small. The dog still groaned, fell over, it tried to bite and hardly lifted the head (seemed
painful). Temperature was still 37 C. At 17.00 pm a sudden improvement was seen: the dog responded,
ate, peed. The dog seemed to recover. Only one time it vomited. After vomiting Metomotyl 5 mg/ml
was provided IM. At 20.00 pm the dog was sent home: it was happy and a bit wobbly. At 10 Aug 2016
the owner was called. The dog is doing good. No more information expected. Follow-up (21 Sep 2016):
dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP on 9 Sep 2016 without any problems at all. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Advocate medium dog Reason:
Unknown.] [State of health: Good] Follow-up received on 11th Oct 2016: dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac DHP on 9 Sep 2016 without any problems at all. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00666

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

12/11/2015

15/08/2016

1

1

1 25/07/2016 Not Known

Death by euthanasia,Lack of
efficacy

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 12 Nov 2015 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4.
Nova Scotia
Concomitant use with other products unknown. On 28 Jul 2016 the vet was visited because the dog
Duck Tolling
was lethargic and suffered from polyuria/polydipsia. Nothing special was found with examination.
Retriever
Blood test: Elevated hepatic levels. On 1 Aug 2016 an echo was made of the liver. Bile ducts were
enlarged. The dog was treated with, amongst others, amoxicillin/clavulanic acid, dexamethasone and
Cerenia. On 2 Aug 2016 blood was taken for a Microscopic Agglutination Test for leptospirosis. On 3
Aug 2016 the dog became worse. Higher hepatic levels. Also increased renal levels. From 4 Aug to 7
Aug 2016 the dog was treated in Gent. The dog was taken home because of financial reasons. On 8 Aug
2016 the dog was euthanized. On 9 Aug 2016 the results from the MAT came in: 1:100 positive for
Grippotyphosa. No more information expected. Follow-up (17 Aug 2016): On 25 Jul 2016 the dog
started gasping and drinking (the latter twice as much as usual). The ultrasound of 1 Aug 2016 also
showed thickened walls of the gall bladder. That day the animal was hospitalized, dripped with NaCl,
and treated with amoxicillin/clavulanic acid, dexamethasone, ursodeoxycholic acid, Losec and Cerenia.
The dog also vomited and did not want to eat. On 4 Aug 2016 an ultrasound examination was
performed: pancreatic edema and surrounding steatitis (most likely acute pancreatitis), gastritis, fluid
in cranial abdomen. On 5 and 6 Aug 2016 the dog vomited several times and had to be forced to eat.
Background: The dog appeared to be on a special diet for cholesterol deposition in the eyes. The dog
had access to open water. No more information expected.
CA 2 sept 2016: Reaction start
date changed from 28 July 2016 into 25 July 2016, in line with the information provided in the followup.
[Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (1 Day(s) 12/11/201512/11/2015)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. The
vaccine is indicated for the reduction of clinical signs
en excretion of leptospires with the urine and not
prevention. Clinical signs could be in concordance
with the signs of an infection with Leptospires. As
additional examination 1 MAT (1:100) was performed,
which could be an indicative factor on suspicion of
leptospirosis, but could also be related to vaccination
on 12 november 2015. No paired serum samples were
collected. Consequently, product involvement can not
be confirmed, but also not excluded. Insufficient data.
No autopsy is performed. Therefore causality O1
given.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00682

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

13 Month(s)

10/08/2016

01/09/2016

1

1

1 13/08/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Diarrhoea,Bloody
Not
diarrhoea,Hepatic necrosis,Death Known
by euthanasia,Weakness,Abnormal
test result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Renal
degeneration,Unresponsive to
stimuli,Rolling

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 10 Aug 2016 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Lhasa Apso
Nobivac KC. Concomitant use with other products is unknown. On 13 Aug 2016 the dog had mild
diarrhoea. From 14 to 16 Aug the dog seemed happy, no symptoms. On 16 Aug in the evening and night
the dog had diarrhoea again. On 17 Aug in the morning the dog was in the garden and happy. At 12:30
pm the dog was inside again and the owner left. At 15:30 pm the owner came back and the dog was
lying completely weak in its bed and did not respond to external stimuli. Blood tests were performed:
hepatic levels were extremely high and glucose levels extremely low. The dog had bloody diarrhoea.
The dog was dripped and glucose was provided iv. At the end of the evening glucose levels were slightly
elevated (3.1). During the night the dog was rolling on its back and started 'cycling' in the air. On 18 Aug
2016 in the morning the dog was euthanized. The dog might be send for autopsy. If so, more
information expected. Follow-up (1 Sep 2016): the dog was sent in for autopsy. Results state the dog
had acute panlobular liver necrosis and acute renal degeneration. This could fit an intoxication, it
doesn't really fit Leptospirosis. Panlobular liver necrosis due to canine adenovirus seems unlikely but
cannot be fully excluded. Due to the 9 days interval between vaccination and symptoms and death, a
relationship between both does not seem likely. No further information expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 O1 - Inconclusive
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (10/08/201610/08/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (10/08/201610/08/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(10/08/2016-10/08/2016)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Vaccines
are known to possibly cause or trigger systemic
reactions. Multiple products used concomitantly.
According to the autopsy report, an intoxication could
fit, but product involvement can not be fully excluded.
Overall, causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00692

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

18/08/2016

23/08/2016

1

1

0 20/08/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anaemia
Not
NOS,Tachycardia,Depressed
Known
reflexes,Hyperthermia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Fever,Abnormal test
result,Bloated stomach,Stomach
pain,Hind limb paralysis,Decreased
activity

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A dog from a breeder was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac L4
and Nobivac Parvo-C on 18 Aug 2016, it is unknown if other products were used. In the morning of 20
Aug the dog developed the following complaints: slow, T 40.2 degrees Celsius, sensitive stomach, a
heart frequency of 160/minute and pink mucous membranes. This was treated with a Meloxicam
injection. 21 Aug, the reaction continued, an echo of the abdomen (invagination??) did not show any
abnormalities, the dog was hospitalised and received an infusion. The belly remains tense, the dog
does not want to walk. 22 Aug, the dog is very slow, paretic hind legs, T 39.4, painful on lifting up,
Blood testing showed slightly elevated monocytes, decreased hematocrit, increased ALT but normal
alkaline phosphatase. No correction reflexes (hind legs), front delayed. The dog was treated with a
laxative and produced thin stool. 23 Aug 2016 the dog is eating well and is attentive (T 38.2) but still
cannot stand on its hind legs. Another dog from the same litter (female) from another animal owner,
vaccinated with Zoetis vaccines, has similar problems as the dog in this case. Follow-up expected. FU
25 Aug 2016: Since 23 Aug 2016 the dog is doing better. On 24 Aug 2016 at the end of the day the dog
walked home. The owner did not want to visit a specialist. More information expected.
CA 9
September 2016: Veddra terms lethargy and fever added. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Unknown]

9.5 NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(18/08/201618/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(18/08/2016-18/08/2016)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Vaccines
are known to possibly cause or trigger systemic
reactions. Other causes are possible, like an
underlying predisposition or disease, but product
involved can not be excluded. Therefore causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00713

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/08/2016

12/09/2016

1

1

0 01/01/2016 Not Known

Neurological signs NOS

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown when exactly, estimated Other
at Aug 2016) after which it developed neurological signs. No further details known at this time, follow- Canine/dog
up information pending. 12 Sep 2016: attending vet did not supply follow-up information, therefore no
further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 OCA agrees with causality assessment and comments
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
Unclassifiable/unassessa of the MAH. Causality O - Unclassifiable/unassessable
(01/08/2016-01/08/2016)<BR><BR> ble

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00725

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

01/07/2016

31/08/2016

1

1

0 01/07/2016 Not
Facial oedema,Swollen eye
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A pup was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC Other
at the age of 9 weeks. 20 minutes after vaccination the dog developed swollen eyes and a swollen
Canine/dog
nose. The dog was treated with dexamethasone after which it recovered. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC
25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C
10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (01/07/201601/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/07/201601/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (01/07/201601/07/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Beauce Sheep
Dog
(Beauceron)

5.5 Advocate Spot-on solution for
medium dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (08/08/201608/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(08/08/201608/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (08/08/201608/08/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00734

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Month(s)

15/11/2015

31/08/2016

1

1

1 19/08/2016 Not
Death,Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto. On 15 Dec 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Staffordshire
L4 and on 6 Jan 2016 it received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4 and a vaccination with Nobivac
Bull Terrier
DHP and Nobivac Rabies. On 19 Aug 2016 the dog developed vomiting, not eating and drinking and had
difficulty defecating. On 21 Aug 2016 the dog was taken to the vet, who noticed the mucous
membranes were very yellow and the dog was lethargic. Blood tests were done: liver enzymes and
renal values were extremely elevated. The vet suspected the dog of Leptospirosis. The dog was
admitted and treatment was started with IV fluids, dexamethasone, buprenorphine, amoxicillin-clavic
acid and ursodeoxycholacid, omeprazol and maropitant. Urine test showed glucosuria. A Leptospirosis
blood test has been requested at an external lab. On 24 Aug 2016 the dog deteriorated, developed
hemorrhages in the groins and armpits. Also it started to breath heavily. That evening the dog died.
Results of the Leptospirosis ELISA test were unclear, but the MAT test was positive for L. ballum
(1:1000). No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT
KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

12.4 NOBIVAC RABIES - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 O1 - Inconclusive
Dose 1 Animal (06/01/201606/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(06/01/201606/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose twice (7
Week(s) 15/11/201506/01/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00735

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

13 Month(s)

01/09/2015

01/11/2017

1

1

0 15/08/2016 Yes

Lack of efficacy

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto In Sep 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4
Other
once, no booster vaccination was given (therefore extra label use). On 15 Aug 2016 the dog became
Canine/dog
listless. On 18 Aug 2016 the dog also vomited and didn't want to eat. The dog also had clear nasal
discharge. It was taken to the vet, the only abnormality on general physical examination was a
temperature of 39.1 degrees Celsius. Treatment was started with metoclopramide and carprofen. On
19 Aug 2016 the dog was not doing well and was taken back to the vet. The dog was admitted and iv
fluids were given and an ultrasound was performed, the vet saw abnormalities of the gall bladder and
pancreas and sent the dog to a referral clinic. In the referral clinic the dog was tested for Leptospirosis:
urine was PCR positive, blood was PCR negative. A MAT test was done, there was only a very low
positive titer for L.icterohemorrhagiae (1:100). A second MAT test will be performed to try and
determine the serovar involved. Unclear which treatment the referral clinic prescribed. On 31 Aug 2016
the dog was back at home (unclear when exactly it went home) and doing quite well. Follow-up
information pending. FU 28 Oct 2016: results of second MAT test: L. bratislava 1:800, L. australis 1:400,
L. canicola 1:100, L.icterohemorrhagiae not tested, all other tested serovars negative. New
information: the dog did receive a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4, in a different vet clinic. Exact
date unknown, but according to the attending vet, within the specified time limit. FU pending. Followup on 23 Oct 2017: Diagnosis was a leptospirosis caused by a Leptospira serovar outside the
vaccination panel. Based on the results of the 2nd MAT there is no LEE applicable for the vaccine. No
more information became available. No more information is expected. 1 Nov 2017: correction of the
last follow-up information: it is not certain that the leptospirosis is caused by a serovar outside the
vaccination panel. Seeing the titer for L. bratislava went from negative to 1:800, it is possible that L.
bratislava caused the infection. Nobivac L4 should protect against L. bratislava, therefore there is
possibly a LEE for the vaccine. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]

20.5 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (01/09/201501/09/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00753

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

01/09/2016

12/10/2016

1

1

1 04/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Diarrhoea,Yellow mucous
membranes,Death,Decreased
appetite,Listless,General
illness,Abnormal necropsy finding

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 1 Sep 2016 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and French Bulldog Not
Nobivac Rabies. On 4 Sep 2016 the pup became ill: listless, not eating well. On 6 Sep 2016 the pup was
Known
yellow and died. The pup is sent in for autopsy. The final results are not available yet, but there is a
suspicion the dog had Leptospirosis or an adenovirus infection. The breeder of this pup has had Parvo
problems before (these pups were imported from the UK) and has also had pups die of Salmonella
infection due to feeding BARF (therefore they do not feed BARF anymore). Follow-up information
pending. Follow-up (12 Oct 2016): the dog had not only developed listlessness, not eatig well and
jaundice, but also diarrhoea. Treatment was started with i.v. fluids, metoclopramide (Emeprid),
amoxicilline-clavic acid (Synulox) and force feeding but the dog still died. Autopsy results:
abnormalities seen and positive test for Leptospirosis (with IgM and IgG antibody titers of >1:2560)
show the pup died of Leptospirosis. Since the pup was only vaccinated 3 days before symptoms
developed, it is probable that the pup was infected by a field strain of Leptospira before the
vaccination could lead to protective titers. The pup also had a lot of Salmonella group B in the
intestines. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 N - Unlikely
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dosage form 1
Animal (01/09/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/09/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dosage form 1
Animal (01/09/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00774

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2016

02/01/2017

1

1

0 01/09/2016 Not Known

Lack of efficacy

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Unclassifiable/unassessa of the MAH. Causality O - Unclassifiable/unassessable
Animal (01/01/2016ble
01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00778

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

14/01/2016

12/09/2016

1

1

0 03/03/2016 Yes

Listless,Fever,Weight
No Data
loss,Dehydration,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,NT lymphoplasmacytic
enteritis,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Drinki
ng a lot,Decreased appetite

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. A dog which was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 (unknown when)
Other
developed Leptospirosis (unknown how long after vaccination). No more information known at this
Canine/dog
moment. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up 2 Jan 2017: attending vet did not supply any
further information. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 14 Jan 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 7 Mar 2016 Crossbred
the dog developed diarrhoea and was drinking a lot. It was taken to the vet who started treatment
with Stomorgyl (metronidazole). On 12 Mar 2016 the dog had also developed fever (40.1 degrees
Celsius), listlessness and decreased appetite. The dog was taken to a weekend vet who did some blood
tests (results unknown), gave some fluids and antibiotics due to dehydration and prolonged the
antibiotics course the dog was already receiving. The dog seemed to be doing well but on 23 Mar 2016,
2 days after the antibiotics were stopped, the symptoms came back. The dog was taken to the vet
again and treatment was started with Metrobactin (metronidazole). On 4 Apr 2016 the dog kept
deteriorating and had already lost 10 kilograms of weight. The vet prescribed Stomorgyl again and
faeces was sent to a lab for testing, no abnormalities found. The dog was referred to a specialist
where an abdominal ultrasound was done. The intestinal wall was thickened, according to the owner
due to an auto-immune reaction caused by the vaccination. The owner took the dog to a homeopathic
vet, treatment there seemed to help. Also treatment with l-glutamine and probiotics was started and
later, on 26 Apr 2016 also treatment with prednisone, tylosine and a protein-rich diet was started. On
15 Jun 2016 the dog was taken back to the specialist where an endoscopy was performed and biopsies
were taken. The biopsies showed the dog had lymphoplasmacytic enteritis. The treatment is having
effect. Follow-up (14 Sep 2016): correction of/addition to the above: first symptoms, diarrhoea,
drinking a lot and vomiting, started on 3 Mar 2016 (not 7 Mar 2016), after the dog had eaten a bowl of
pasta. On 12 Mar 2016 the dog also received an injection of Emeprid (metoclopramide) and
dexamethasone. On 1 Apr 2016 the dog was vomiting and had diarrhoea again. Again treatment with
Emeprid and Stomorgyl was given and also Panacur. The dog was taken to a holistic vet on 6 Apr 2016
who told the owner the cause of the symptoms was the excipient in the Leptospirosis vaccination in
combination with eating a bowl of pasta. Follow up (26 Sep 2016): according to the vet the
lymphoplasmacytic enteritis was caused by eating corpora aliena and is not related to Nobivac L4. No
further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

23.8 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal; dose from 10X1DS 547
(14/01/2016-14/01/2016)<BR><BR>

Autopsy results concluded that the pup died of a
Leptospirosis infection. Therefore, causality N Unlikely

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00798

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

21/06/2016

03/01/2017

1

1

0 07/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 21 Jun 2016 and
Boxer
received a booster vaccination on 11 Jul 2016. On 21 Jun 2016 the dog was also vaccinated with
(German
Nobivac KC and Nobivac Parvo-C and on 11 Jul 2016 the dog was also vaccinated with Nobivac DHP.
Boxer)
On 7 Sep 2016 the dog developed symptoms of Leptospirosis. Unclear if any diagnostic tests were
performed to confirm the diagnosis, unclear if any treatment was started. Follow up (26 Sep 2016):
Blood was taken (exact date unknown) for a Microscopic Agglutination Test for leptospirosis. On 23
Sep 2016 the results from the MAT came in: 1:200 positive for L. Copenhageni (L. icterohemorrhagie)
and 1:200 positive for L. Canicola. Titer is expected for a vaccinated dog. Around 5 Oct 2016 a second
MAT will be performed. Dog is improving but liver parameters are not yet normal. Dog is still a bit
yellow. Dog is eating good and is able to walk for several minutes. Follow-up information pending.
Follow-up (3 Jan 2017): results of second MAT test: L. bratislava negative, L. copenhagi not tested (this
serovar was temporarily not available at the lab), L. australis negative, L. pomona negative, L.
grippotyphosa negative, L. autumnalis negative, L. canicola 1:800 and L. saxkoebing negative. After
treatment the dog recovered fully. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00834

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

24/02/2016

29/09/2016

1

1

1 28/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. Dog has been vaccinated as a pup (1 May 2015) and at the age of Rottweiler
1 year old (24 Feb 2016) With Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Approximately 4 months ago (Jun 2016)
the dog was brought back to the breeder and according to the breeder the dog was small and a bit
underweight but overall appeared healthy. In the weekend of 24/25 Sep 2016 the dog played with
other dogs in a meadow and one of the other dogs had severe diarrhea. On 28 Sep 2016 the dog
developed severe diarrhea with blood, unclear if any treatment was started, and on 29 Sep 2016 the
dog died. A snap test was performed and tested positive on Parvo. Dog is sent in for autopsy. Followup is expected. Follow-up (4 Oct 2016): autopsy results: acute necrotizing enteritis, large amounts of
Clostridium perfringens en Clostridium sordellii present in the intestines. Unclear if the positive snaptest for Parvo was confirmed or not, the pathologist will be contacted about this. Additional
information about previous vaccinations: as a pup the dog was vaccinated against parvo at approx. 6
weeks of age (Vanguard CPV), 9 weeks (Nobivac Parvo-C) and 12 weeks (Nobivac DHP). Follow-up
information pending. Follow-up (10 Oct 2016): extra information concerning autopsy after contact
with pathologist: abnormalities seen on autopsy are typical for a parvo-infection. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS
610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00838

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

02/09/2016

28/10/2016

1

1

1 28/09/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00840

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

27/09/2016

28/09/2016

1

1

0 27/09/2016 Not
Vomiting,Retching,Stumbling
Known,<BR><BR gait,Eyesight trouble
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00858

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

28/09/2016

04/10/2016

1

1

0 28/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Not drinking,Sniffing,Pain
R><BR><BR>Yes, NOS,Listless,Not eating
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 28 Sep 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac KC, Nobivac L4 and Chihuahua
Nobivac Parvo-C. 7 hours later the dog was taken to the emergency vet because it was listless, painful
when touched and didn't want to eat or drink. The temperature was 39 degrees Celsius. The vet gave
the dog an injection of dexamethasone and the next day the dog was almost back to normal. On 3 Oct
2016 the dog started to sniff a bit, but is otherwise fine. No further information expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00875

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

27/08/2016

07/11/2016

1

1

1 30/08/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A dog of unknown breed and age was vaccinated concurrently with
Labrador
Nobivac L4 and Versican Plus DHPP (Saturday 27 Aug 2016). Both vaccines were applied at the same
Retriever
site. The vaccination was not applied by the attending Vet but by an ambulant Vet service. The dog had
been vaccinated with Nobivac L4 before (11 Jun 2014) by this Vet service. According to the animal
owner the dog experienced rapid kidney failure. The following patient information, from the attending
Vet, was provided by the animal owner: As of Tuesday 30 Aug 2016 the dog was different and also
developed a hot-spot below the basis of the right ear (application site??). which was treated by the
animal owner. The dog also vomited a few times. In the night of 31 Aug 2016 the dog was seen by an
emergency Vet who treated the hotspot with an unknown ointment and treated with Cerenia, Emeprid
and a painkiller. 01 Sep 2016: The dog was seen by the attending Vet and upon examination only was
very sensitive to palpation of the abdomen and showed abnormal blood tests. Based on this the dog
was referred to a specialist for an echo of the abdomen. However, the specialist diagnosis and
diagnosis by the attending Vet are currently unknown. In the evening of 01 Sep 2016 it was decided to
euthanize the dog. Follow-up expected. FU 28 Oct 2016: a veterinary diagnostic imaging specialist
explained that based on hyperechogenicity of the kidneys, a suspicion of renal problems can be made,
but the difference between acute and chronic renal failure cannot be determined by ultrasound.
CA 3 november 2016: : breed and age added, according to information reported directly by the animal
owner to the Competent Authority. Follow Up (07 Nov 2016): No further infomation expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Versican Plus DHPPi Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

Inappropriate urination,Eye
Not
disorder NOS (for photophobia see Known
'neurological'),Cerebral
oedema,Nystagmus,Death by
euthanasia,Elevated
temperature,Abnormal movement
NOS,Impaired consciousness

Behavioural disorder
NOS,Abdominal
pain,Vomiting,Death by
euthanasia,Acute renal failure,Hot
spot (pyotraumatic
dermatitis),Abnormal test result

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 15 Aug 2016 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
Beagle
Parvo C. Also some antiparasitic products (Milbemax and Stronghold) were provided. On 2 Sep 2016
the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Also Milbemax was provided. On 28 Sep
2016 the dog suddenly suffered from epileptic seizures. The dog was absent, urinated inappropriately,
'cycled', temperature was 39.8 degrees C, it seemed to see the veterinarian and it had a vertical slow
nystagmus. The dog was treated with Midazolam, Medetomidine, Ketamine, Dexadreson and Stesolid.
The dog fell asleep after Midazolam/Medetomidine/Ketamine. The seizures came back immediately
when the dog woke up so it was sedated again. Again similar reactions when the dog woke up. It was
decided to euthanize the dog on 29 Sep 2016. Dog was sent for autopsy. More information expected.
Follow up (28 Oct 2016): Autopsy results came in: macroscopically and microscopically no significant
deviations found that could explain the epileptic seizure. An oedema was found in the hippocampus,
but it is unknown if this is the cause or the result of the seizure. Therefore, it is unknown if this case
concerns a primary or secondary epilepsy. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: Milbemax Reason: Unknown. Generic: Brand: Stronghold Reason: Unknown. Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. A puppy dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Other
Rabies. Approximately 5.5 hours later the dog started vomiting violently. The reaction was treated with Canine/dog
an injection of Metoclopramide. The next morning the dog was eating again but retched one time
without vomiting. The dog was tripping over everything and the Vet suspected an eyesight problem
(normal pupil reflexes though). In the afternoon the dog was seen by the Vet again and had fully
recovered. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT
KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Metoclopramide Brand:
Metoclopramide Reason: Other] [State of health: Unknown]

14 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (11/07/201611/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(21/06/201621/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose twice (20
Day(s) 21/06/201611/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (21/06/201621/06/2016)<BR><BR>

25.7 NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 N - Unlikely
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(24/02/201624/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(24/02/2016-24/02/2016)<BR><BR>

5.9 Milbemax - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
(15/08/201601/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(02/09/201602/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(02/09/201602/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(15/08/201615/08/2016)<BR><BR>Stronghold
Spot-on solution - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (15/08/201615/08/2016)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Metoclopramide - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown 1 Animal (1 Day(s)
27/09/201627/09/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (27/09/201627/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (27/09/201627/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (27/09/201627/09/2016)<BR><BR>
1.44 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (28/09/201628/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(28/09/201628/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (28/09/201628/09/2016)<BR><BR>
30 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (27/08/201627/08/2016)<BR><BR>Versican Plus
DHPPi lyophilisate and solvent for
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(27/08/2016-27/08/2016)<BR><BR>

Efficacy of vaccination may be expected (onset of
immuntiy should be expected 3 weeks after
vaccination in accordance with the SPC of the VMP).
The vaccine is indicated to reduce infection and
excretion of leptospires with the urine and not
prevention. Clinical signs could be in concordance
with the signs of an infection with Leptospires. Paired
serum samples were collected. Results of MAT tests
showed a strong increase in titer for L. canicola,
which indicates the dog was infected with this
serovar. Unfortunately, serovar L. copenhagi was not
tested (temporarily unavailable at the lab).
Consequently, product involvement is suspected.
Therefore causality B.

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N - Unlikely

No strong association in time (almost 4 weeks after
vaccination). Epileptic seizures have been reported in
isolated cases. Multiple products used. Autopsy did
not provide any more information on the possible
cause. Other causes are possible, including an
underlying disease, but product involvement can't be
excluded. Therefore causality O1.

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B- Possible

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Clinical
signs are not mentioned in the product information.
Other causes are possible and several VMP's used
concurrently, but product involvement can not be fully
excluded. Therefore causality O1 - Inconclusive

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00882

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

07/10/2016

11/10/2016

1

1

1 10/10/2016 Not
Death by euthanasia,Lack of
Known,<BR><BR efficacy
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for parvo. A pup with obvious malnutrition, bought from a puppy Labrador
mill, was vaccinated with Nobivac Puppy DP on 29 Sep 2016. 8 days later (at the age of 7.5 weeks) the Retriever
pup was brought to the vet by it's new owner, where it was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C, Nobivac
L4 and Nobivac KC (this is not according to the general vaccination schedule as used in The
Netherlands which advizes vaccinations at 6, 9 and 12 weeks of age). On 10 Oct 2016 the pup was
brought to the vet with symptoms of watery diarrhoea and vomiting. Despite treatment with fluids the
pup deteriorated very quickly and was therefore euthanized at the end of the day. Faeces will be sent
to an external lab to determine if the pup had Parvo virus. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up
(28 Oct 2016): results of faeces test: pcr test was positive for Parvo-virus, but after further
determination this was positive for vaccine virus, but negative for field virus. No further information
expected. CA 3 November 2016: Off label use Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC deleted. Label use
according to the product information. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE /
PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DP LV Brand:
NOBIVAC PUPPY DP 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Fair]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC PUPPY DP - 1,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (29/09/201629/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(07/10/201607/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(07/10/201607/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (07/10/201607/10/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N- Unlikely

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00896

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

06/06/2016

19/10/2016

1

1

1 10/06/2016 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Death by
Known,<BR><BR euthanasia
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Not
Known

Milbemax - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
(06/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(06/06/201606/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(06/06/2016-06/06/2016)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Clinical
signs can happen after any vaccination/stress.
Insufficiënt information. Multiple VMP's used. Other
causes are possible, but product involvement can't be
excluded. Therefore causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00923

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Week(s)

20/10/2016

21/10/2016

2

1

0 20/10/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Twitching,Eyes rolling back
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 6 Jun 2016 a pup was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. 3 Crossbred
days earlier the pup had arrived in The Netherlands from Slovakia and was sold to the new owner via a
pet shop. According to the dogs passport, it was born on 13 Feb 2016, but the attending vet thought
the dog was very small for it's age and questions if the age is correct. On 6 Jun 2016 the dog was also
treated with Milbemax. On 10 Jun 2016 the dog developed vomiting and diarrhoea (a large worm was
seen in the vomit). The vet started treatment with Finidiar and special diet, but this had no effect. On
11 Jun 2016 the dog was referred to another vet, who started treatment with fluids, antibiotics and
anti-emetics. A Giardia-test was negative. The vet suspected the dog had Parvo-virus, but no test was
done to confirm this. The dog deteriorated and therefore was euthanized on 13 Jun 2016. The dog
was not sent in for autopsy. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 20 Oct 2016 a mother dog and 2 pups were vaccinated. 1 of the pups Iceland
(6 weeks old) was accidentally vaccinated with the vaccines meant for the mother: Nobivac DHP (extra Sheepdog
label use seeing Nobivac DHP is only registered for dogs of 8 weeks and older) and Nobivac L4 (in The
Netherlands the puppy vaccination schedule for Nobivac L4 is 9 and 12 weeks of age). That evening the
pup woke up from it's sleep and had muscle twitching and it's eyes rolled back. The attending vet
advised the owner to give the pup some food every hour and the next morning the pup was back to
normal. No further information expected.
CA 9 November 2016: Off label use Nobivac L4
deleted. Label use according to the product information. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP
LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
1 Animal (20/10/201620/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(20/10/2016-20/10/2016)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Clinical
signs do not fit the pharmocological/toxicological
profile of the product. Several veterinary drugs were
used concomitantly. Other causes are possible,
however product involvement can not be excluded.
Therefore causality O1- Inconclusive

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-00937

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

28/07/2015

21/10/2016

1

1

0 31/05/2015 Not
Epileptic seizure
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 26 May 2015 a lump on the dog's back, which seemed to be a
sarcoma, was surgically removed. On 29 May 2015 and 10 May 2016 the dog was treated with
Bravecto Large Dog. On 28 Jul 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Rabies and Nobivac L4 and
on 18 Jul 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 again. Recently the owner mentioned that
since the end of May 2015 the dog has had an epileptic seizure (unclear when exactly or how often).
Follow-up information pending. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS
Brand: BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: RABIES IN ALU
ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

Small
Munsterlander

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N-Unlikely.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-01036

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

14/10/2016

07/11/2016

1

1

0 05/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Epileptic seizure
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes,<BR><
BR><BR><BR><B
R>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On approximately 23 Sep 2016 (date is unknown at this point but it was
the vaccination at 6 weeks) a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Puppy DP. 12 days after the
vaccination the dog had an epileptic seizure. On 14 Oct 2016 the dog was vaccinated (9 week
vaccination) with Nobivac Parvo-C, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. 12 days after these vaccinations the
dog had again an epileptic seizure. On 4 Nov 2016 the dog had an epileptic seizure. Follow up (14 Nov
2016): On 4 Nov 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (12 weeks
vaccination). In the evening of 4 Nov the dog had an epileptic seizure. On 12 Nov 2016 the dog had
again an epileptic seizure. Dog was taken to the vet. Dog is treated with anti-epileptic medication.
According the attending veterinarian the dog has primary epilepsy. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DP LV Brand: NOBIVAC PUPPY DP 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 1... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Good]

Dutch
Shepherd Dog

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-01050

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

21/09/2015

08/11/2016

1

1

0 04/11/2016 Yes

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto On 21 Sep 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac
English
L4. On 4 Nov 2016 the dog wasn't well and was eating less (only eats a few bites). A symptomatic
Springer
treatment was started for not eating and nausea: Cerenia (maropitant) injection and tablets and easily Spaniel
digestible food. On 7 Nov 2016 there was not much improvement and the dog seemed to have a
painful abdomen. The dog only eats nice treats but not its normal food. Blood tests were done:
elevated renal values and elevated liver enzymes. A test for pancreatitis was negative. On 8 Nov 2016
the vet concluded that Leptospirosis was also a possibility. Therefore blood was sent to an external lab
for a PCR test. After blood was drawn, treatment with antibiotics was started. On 9 Nov 2016 an
abdominal ultrasound was performed: no free fluid in the abdomen, the liver was a bit rounded and
hyperechogenic, but otherwise normal. On 10 Nov 2016 the dog seems to being doing a bit better:
seems to be a bit stronger, is eating a bit more and comes out of it's basket more often. On 11 Nov
2016 more improvement: eating better, no vomiting, no diarrhoea. On 12 Nov 2016 the results of the
Leptospirosis PCR test were received: blood and urine both negative for Leptospira spp. No further
information expected. CA 30112016: Treatment end date changed from 21-10-2015 into 21-09-2015
(~case narrative). [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

27.5 Bravecto 1000 mg chewable tablets N - Unlikely
for large dogs (>20-40 kg) - 1,1,11
Months,24,1 Tablets 11 Months 1
Animal (29/05/201510/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (28/07/201528/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (11
Month(s) 28/07/201518/07/2016)<BR><BR>
8.35 NOBIVAC PUPPY DP - 1,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (23/09/201623/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(04/11/201604/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(14/10/201614/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (3
Week(s) 14/10/201604/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (14/10/201614/10/2016)<BR><BR>
25.8 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection N - Unlikely
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (30 Day(s) 21/09/201521/09/2015)<BR><BR>

Lack of efficacy

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Therefore, causality O1-Inconclusive.

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-01054

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

01/01/2016

15/12/2016

1

1

0 12/11/2016 Not Known

Lack of efficacy

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-01089

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

24/10/2016

03/01/2017

1

1

0 29/10/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Anaemia NOS,Seizure NOS,Lack of No Data
efficacy,Abnormal posture
NOS,Abnormal test result,Increased
salivation,Involuntary movement

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-01102

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

21/11/2016

29/11/2016

1

1

0 21/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Eyelid
R><BR><BR>Yes, oedema,Lameness,Stiff gait,Facial
<BR><BR><BR>< swelling (see also 'Skin')
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-01109

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

19/09/2014

10/04/2017

1

1

1 01/10/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-01115

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

28/11/2016

29/11/2016

1

1

0 28/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylactic shock,Off
R><BR><BR>Yes colour,Falling

No Data

Lymphoma,Vomiting,Tiredness,Wei No Data
ght loss,Swollen lymph node,Death
by euthanasia

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Lepto A dog, which has been vaccinated with Nobivac L4
Flat-coated
(unknown when) has developed symptoms (unclear which) on 12 Nov 2016 and is suspected of
Retriever
Leptospirosis. Blood and urine has been sent in to an external lab for a PCR test, results pending.
Follow-up information pending. FU 17 Nov 2016: On 11 Nov 2016 the dog developed vomiting (large
amounts of fluids), not eating it's dog chow anymore. The owner didn't see the dog defecate between
11 and 15 Nov 2016. The dog is also a bit listless. The dog had recently been given some bones to
eat/chew on. On 14 Nov 2016 the dog was taken to the vet. Temperature was 38.2 degrees C, the dog
was alert, abdominal palpation was normal, the mucous membranes were pink and the CRT was <1
second. On abdominal auscultation only few bowel sounds were heard. An x-ray was made of the
abdomen, a lot of gas was seen, no indications for a bone (or any other foreign object) in the
intestines. Treatment was started with IV fluids and an injection of Cerenia (maropitant). On 15 Nov
2016 the dog is not doing well: still vomiting 'water' and the owner now saw the dog had diarrhoea.
The dog was taken back to the vet who now saw pale mucous membranes with icterus. The dog is now
suspected of Leptospirosis. Blood and urine samples were taken and IV fluids were started again. The
dog also received an injection of Albipen (ampicilline) and in the afternoon treatment with doxycycline
was started. In the evening the dog went home but was brought back the next day to be able to give IV
fluids again and doxycycline and Cerenia. PCR test results of blood and urine: blood negative for
Leptospira spp., urine positive. Blood will now be sent in for a MAT test to try and determine the strain
involved. Follow-up (24 Nov 2016): The first MAT test was negative (one strain showed threshold
level), the test will be repeated in two weeks. Follow up information pending. Follow-up (15 Dec 2016):
results of second MAT test: serovar Icterohaemorrhagiae titer 1:400, all the rest negative. Results
were discussed with a specialist who says the titer of 1:400 is not high enough to conclude
Icterohaemorrhagiae was the causal agens. It is probably a cross-reaction. The dog has survived the
infection. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 12 Sep 2016 a dog (White shepherd dog) was vaccinated with Nobivac Other
Puppy DP. On 24 Oct 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC (12- Canine/dog
week vaccination). The 9-week vaccination had not been performed. During the weekend of 29 Oct
2016 the dog had 3 convulsions in 3 days (it was really off). On 31 Oct 2016 a different veterinarian (in
Heerhugowaard) was visited. The faeces was tested negative for worms and parasites (tested with
Ovassay) and Neospora. The dog was not dewormed before. A blood test showed mild anaemia with
signs of eosinophilic inflammation. The dog was observed for 2 days. The seizures were marked with
salivation, involuntary movements with the ears and an unstable posture. On 1 Nov 2016 the dog was
hospitalized for research. On 5.00 am it had the last seizure. At 21.00 pm it had a small seizure of 30
seconds. 3 tablets of Pexion 100 mg were provided. On 2 Nov 2016 the dog ate and urinated well. At
8.00 am it was treated with 3 tablets of Pexion again. On this day it had one seizure. On 3 Nov 2016
Procox was provided. Unknown if the dog is MDR1 -/-. On 4 and 5 Nov 2016 the dog had 5 seizures.
Pexion 100 mg treatment was changed from 2x 3 tablets to 2x 3.5 tablets a day. On 9 Nov 2016 the
dog had 5 seizures again. The owner cancelled a visit as it wanted to go to a holistic vet. On 15 Nov
2016 the dog was treated with Pexion 100 mg 2x 3 tablets a day. On 17 Nov 2016 blood was tested for
MDR1 -/-. No results yet. On 18 Nov 2016 the dog had 3 seizures. On 21 Nov 2016 the dog was
returned to the breeder. The veterinarian suspects a primary epilepsy and that Nobivac L4 could have
been a trigger. No further tests could be performed as the dog was returned to the breeder. More
information from the MDR1 test expected. Follow up (28 Nov 2016): The dog was tested MDR1 +/(heterozygous/carrier). After the dog was treated with Procox the seizures became worse and more
frequent. Procox is not indicated for carriers. It is unclear if the dog was treated with a specific
product before the first seizures occurred. Waiting for this last information, more information
expected. Follow-up (8 Dec 2016): an internal medicine specialist has been contacted to discuss this
case. His opinion is that if metabolic causes of epilepsy have been ruled out, further diagnostic testing
(next step would be an MRI) will probably not reveal any additional relevant information. Therefore it
has been decided not to do any further testing. Correction of earlier information: according to the
product information, Procox is not indicated for MDR1 -/- dogs, but there is no contra-indication for
use in MDR1 +/- dogs. Seeing the seizures became worse and more frequent after use of Procox, this
product hasAdverse
been added
as suspect
And
seeing
didn'twith
decrease
the DHP,
severity
or L4
Suspected
Reaction.
On 21product.
Nov 2016
a dog
wasPexion
vaccinated
Nobivac
Nobivac
Miniature
and Nobivac Rabies. 1.5 hours after vaccination the dog started to vomit, developed swelling of the
Poodle
nose and eyelids, stiff gait and lameness. Vomiting and swelling lasted for 12 hours and the lameness
lasted 24 hours. Dog recovered without treatment. No more information expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/01/2016-01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

12.75 NOBIVAC DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,Unknown (24/10/201624/10/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(24/10/201624/10/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(24/10/201624/10/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
PUPPY DP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown (12/09/201612/09/2016)<BR><BR>Pexion N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,300-350 mg twice
daily (2 Week(s) 01/11/201615/11/2016)<BR><BR>Procox 0.9
mg/ml + 18 mg/ml oral suspension
for dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown (03/11/201603/11/2016)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs could be compatible
(vaccination date is not mesioned in case narrative,
booster vaccination?). Clinical signs fit the
pharmacological/toxicological profile of the product.
PCR test on urine positive for leptospirosis. 1e Blood
MAT test was negative (1 strain on threshold). 2e MAT
tetst shows 1:400 for serovar Icterohemorrhagiae,
but this does not indicate that the infectious serovar
was icterohemorrhagiae (discussed with a specialist)
It could be a crossreaction. Other causes are possible,
including an underlying disease, but product
involvement cant be fully excluded. Therefore
causality O1.

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1.

Not
Known

NOBIVAC RABIES - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 B - Possible
Dose 1 Animal (21/11/201621/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(21/11/201621/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(21/11/2016-21/11/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 19 Sep 2014 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. From
Polish
approximately 1 to 14 Oct 2015 the dog vomited frequently. On 14 Oct 2015 dog was taken to the vet Lowland
with swollen lymph nodes. No other symptoms. A thin needle biopsy was taken. Results: slight reactive Sheepdog
lymph nodes. Dog recovered but lymph nodes remain swollen. On 12 Nov 2015 dog was again
vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 16 Mar 2016 again a thin needle biopsy was taken. Results: low-grade
lymphoma. On 9 Jun 2016 dog is treated with prednoral (because dog was losing weight) On 1 Sep 2016
attending vet contacted the owner and dog was recovering. Animal owner suspects the thiomersal as a
cause of the swollen lymph nodes/lymphoma. No more information expected. Follow-up (31 Mar
2017): on 30 Mar 2017 the dog was euthanized because of the lymphoma. The dog was sent in for
autopsy, results pending. The owner thinks the lymphoma is caused by Nobivac L4. Follow-up (10 Apr
2017): despite treatment with Prednoral, the prescapulary lymphnode stayed enlarged. Also the dog
kept loosing weight and is always tired, the lymphnodes are enlarged and therefore it was decided to
euthanize the dog on 30 Mar 2017. Autopsy results: mailgnant lymphoma. There is no known
relationship between vaccination and lymphoma. No further information expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection N - Unlikely
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (13 Month(s) 19/09/201412/11/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Therefore causality N.

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 28 Nov 2016 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
Shih Tzu
Parvo-C. Concomitant use with other products is unknown. Within 5 minutes after vaccination the dog
was pale, started falling over and showed symptoms of a shock. Therapies provided: Atropine oral,
antihistamine (Ancesol) intramuscular, Dexadreson 1 cc subcutaneous and an oxygen mask. After 30
minutes the dog was recovered and went home. Background: the dog was vaccinated with DHPPi
(manufacturer unknown) on 7 Nov 2016. No more information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown (28/11/201628/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(28/11/2016-28/11/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-01119

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

03/08/2016

30/11/2016

1

1

0 18/11/2016 Not
Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. A dog from a breeder was vaccinated simultaneously with
Rottweiler
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 03 Aug 2016, the dog was presumably also dewormed on that date.
On 18 Nov 2016 the dog started vomiting clear fluid. 19 Nov: vomiting and bloody diarrhoea, T 41.1
degrees Celsius, very apathic and pale mucous membranes. 20 Nov: vomiting, T 38.6. 21 Nov vomiting
infrequently and bloody diarrhoea T 37.9, the dog is doing better. 24 Nov: Fecal testing was positive for
Cryptosporidium jejuna and Parvo but negative for Clostridium, blood: no panleucopenia. 26 Nov 2016:
The dog had recovered sufficiently to go home. The reaction was treated with a special dog feed
(Canikur) to support the gut flora, IV Metronidazole, Emeprid, salt infusion, Vetergesic, Albipen and
Cerenia. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: De-wormer Reason: Deworming]
[State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-01122

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

02/12/2016

02/12/2016

1

1

0 02/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylactoid reaction
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 2 Dec 2016 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C and Nobivac
L4. Immediately after vaccination (dog was still on the table), dog had an anaphylactic reaction. Dog
was treated with 0,2 ml Dexamethasone, 1 vial Tavegil (antihistamine), NH/Cl fluids, 0.2 ml Cerenia.
When treatment is effective enough dog is taken home in the evening of 2 Dec 2016. Dog was
vaccinated 3 weeks ago (6 weeks old) with Nobivac Puppy DP without any problems. No more
information expected. CA 28 December 2016: The following field has been changed: Animal adverse
reaction: deleted duration and reaction end date according to the information provided in the case
narrative and the field Outcome ongoing. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARVO LV
Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Cairn Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-01133

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

24/11/2015

06/12/2016

1

1

1 01/12/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-01136

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

15/12/2015

06/12/2016

3

1

0 16/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Inappropriate
urination,Not
eating,Weakness,Spasm,Vomiting

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-01142

Netherlands Human

Human

Not Known

18/11/2016

09/12/2016

1

1

0 18/11/2016 Not
Eye stinging
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-01147

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12.5 Year(s)

15/09/2016

09/12/2016

1

1

1 15/09/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 2 Dec 2014 dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP On 24
Nov 2015 dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 1 Dec 2015 the dog is not feeling well. On 2 Dec dog is
taken to the vet and treated with Doxoral. Test results: slightly decreased haematocrit, further no
more abnormalities. Dog recovered on 3 Dec 2015. On 5 Dec 2015 vet received phone call: dog has a
haemorrhage/abscess on the shoulder. Treated with Rimadyl. On 9 Dec abscess is closed but dog is still
a bit listless. On 18 Dec consult via phone call, dog is on and off listless (differs each day), dog has lost
weight (from 5.5 kg to 4.8 kg). On 22 Dec 2015 dog is taken to the vet and is deteriorated, in shock,
pale/yellow mucosae, appeared blue at home. Euthanized. According to the attending vet the dog
showed signs of an AIHA (auto immune haemolytic anaemia), not confirmed. No autopsy was
performed. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction from 2015 On 23 Nov 2015 all pups from the nest were vaccinated with
Nobivac Puppy DP (no problems). 2 pups from this nest had an umbilical hernia and had surgery, uclear
if the pup with symptoms had an umbilical hernia and surgery. On 15 Dec 2015 3 pups were vaccinated
with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Parvo-C. On 16 Dec 2015 1 pup vomited, had diarrhea, urinated and had
spasms. At the vet the dog has pale/pink mucosae, normal temp, further no abnormalities. Dog
preferred to lay on his side. Treated with injection Dexadreson, Emeprid and subcutaneous fluids. On
17 Dec 2015 dog is a bit weak and reluctant to eat. Pink mucosae. Approximately on 18 Dec 2015 dog
is recovered completely. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]
Human Exposure Symptomatic. A dog was vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
Parvo-C on 18 Nov 2016. While the Vet was injecting the vaccine into the dog the needle came loose
from the syringe and a little bit of vaccine fluid landed in one of the eyes of the animal owner. For
about one week the animal owner experienced a stinging sensation in the affected eye. The reaction
stopped without treatment. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Accidental Exposure
Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Accidental Exposure]
[State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. Background: the dog is known with recurrent ear complaints, blocked
anal glands and allergic complaints. On 26 Jul 2016 the dog suffered from itch and had a little lump (1
cm) on the lower back. The vet was visited: The weight of the dog was 8.9 kg. The dog had itch since
Oct 2015. The itch was over the whole body. Frontline was used to control/prevent fleas. The lump
looked sebaceous. The paws and axillae were brown from licking. In the fur no fleas, crusts or flakes
were seen. Diagnose: itch due to allergy. Therapy: Prednisone 20 mg once a day half a tablet for 5
days. After this, one fourth of a tablet every other day for 6 times. Bravecto 250 MG chewable tablet
was prescribed (unknown when exactly administered) for potential fleas. On 15 Sep 2016 the dog had
itch and visited the vet for a vaccination. The weight was 8.4 kg. The itch appeared less when the dog
was on Prednisone. It seemed to have leaner flanks. The dog also had a wavery walk (hind legs).
Examination: clean eyes, clean ears, red ear cups, dental calculus, pliant palpation abdomen, clear
heart tones, no fleas/crusts/flakes in the fur, red skin between toes, reflexes were ok, sensitive lumbar
palpation, moderate muscles hind legs, sensitive right knee. Diagnose: atopy. Therapy: First the dog
was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Prednisone was prescribed 20 mg once a day half a tablet. Reduce
dosis based on effect. Because of the vaccination Prednisone was not immediately started. On 26 Sep
2016 the last Prednisone was provided. On 29 Sep 2016 the owner noticed something was wrong with
the dog. Weight was 8.2 kg. The dog did not want to go outside anymore and drank a lot. The whole
body was shaking. Examination: clean eyes with pink conjunctiva, oral mucus membrane was pink and
wet, pain with deep palpation mid abdomen, rest of abdomen was pliant, back was pliant, reflexes
were ok, dog kept losing weight. Blood tests show deviations: High GPT (518 IU/L). Liver seemed to
function: urea and total protein were not reduced. Plasma was not icteric. Creatinine levels were a
little high (102 umol/L). In the urine struvite crystals were seen, no bacteria and no sign of
inflammation. Urine pH 8.5, urine density 1.025 (normal), urine strip result for protein was +/-. Echo of
the abdomen: the liver was patchy, not homogenous. Also a spot was seen that did not look good.
Diagnosis: neoplasia in the liver. Therapy: symptomatic treatment: Gabapentin 100 mg 2 times a day 1
capsule for 5 days. The owner did not want to do further examination on the liver (so it was not
confirmed) and wanted euthanasia when the dog would be bad. On 8 Dec 2016 the dog seemed to
have lost more weight, while it was eating a lot (also a lot of things outside). The dog seemed happy
but the owner noticed the dog was not itself. It was decided to euthanize the dog. No more

Decreased red blood cell
No Data
count,Abscess NOS,Weight
loss,Malaise,Listless,Death by
euthanasia,Yellow mucous
membranes,Pale mucous
membrane,Shock,Hypoxia,Haemorr
hage NOS

Behavioural disorder NOS,Pica
Not
NOS,Polyphagia,External ear
Known
disorder NOS,Liver tumour,Drinking
a lot,Joint pain NOS,Reddening of
the skin,Itching,Death by
euthanasia,Localised pain NOS (see
other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Weight loss,Hind limb
ataxia,Muscle weakness
NOS,Alkaline
urine,Shaking,Crystalluria,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated ALT,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Dental calculus

De-wormer - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,24,Unknown 1 Animal (03/08/201603/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (03/08/201603/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(03/08/2016-03/08/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N.

2 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (02/12/201602/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (02/12/201602/12/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible

Shih Tzu

4.6 - 5.5 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (24/11/201524/11/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

Shih Tzu

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (15/12/201515/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (15/12/201515/12/2015)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

Human

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - ,,,,<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - ,,,,<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical sign is compatible. A local
reaction seems likely related to accidental ocular
exposure to the product. Multiple products used.
Product involvement is suspected. Therefore causality
B - Possible.

8.2 Bravecto 250 mg chewable tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for small dogs (>4.5-10 kg) N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(26/07/201626/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(15/09/201615/09/2016)<BR><BR>PREDNISONE
- N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Used doses: see
narrative (8 Week(s) 26/07/201626/09/2016)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs is quite long. Clinical
signs do not fit the farmacological/toxicological
profile of the VMP. The dog was not send in for
autopsy (yet). Other causes are possible, including an
underlying disease or condition, but product
involvement can't be fully excluded. Therefore
causality O1 - Inconclusive.

Shih Tzu

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-01193

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

01/08/2016

18/01/2017

1

1

0 15/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for parvo On 1 Aug 2016 a pup was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP Crossbred
and Nobivac L4. The pup had been vaccinated against parvo twice before, according to the usual
vaccination schedule in The Netherlands.The owner of the pup is a veterinarian. On 9 and 10 Dec 2016
the owner came in contact with 2 unvaccinated pups which were infected with Parvo virus and
died/were euthanized. On 15 Dec 2016 the vet's own pup developed vomiting. On 16 Dec 2016 it also
developed very watery diarrhoea and in the evening the dog was very listless. On 17 Dec 2016 the dog
had blood in the faeces, was vomiting and salivating. A parvo snaptest was performed and was
positive. No further information expected. Follow-up (22 Dec 2016): serum has also been sent to an
external lab, results pending. Also faeces might be sent to an external lab in a later stadium. The vet
(owner) herself thinks her dog is a low- or non-responder to the vaccinations (unclear on what this
assumption is based). Follow-up information pending. On 23 Dec 2016 the vet reported another dog
suspected of Parvo virus, see case 2016-NL-01202. Follow-up (18 Jan 2017): antibody titers were
determined for Distemper virus and Adenovirus. For Distemper the titer was good, but the titer for
Adenovirus was negative. It seems the dog didn't respond optimally to the vaccinations and possibly
the titer against Parvo virus is also too low (but not tested). Tests from an external lab also showed the
dog was positive for Parvo virus type 2a/b. No further information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

15.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
1 Animal (01/08/201601/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/08/2016-01/08/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N - Unlikely

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2016-NL-01208

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

13/12/2016

27/12/2016

2

1

0 19/12/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 13 Dec 2016 two dogs were vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Chihuahua
KC. Six days after vaccination the 5-year-old dog started coughing/gagging. This was treated with a
Rapidexon injection and Bronchoforte. The complaints persisted. On 22 Dec 2016 Doxycycline was
provided because the dog was not healthy and coughed. On 22 Dec 2016 the dog had a partial epileptic
seizure. The coughing seemed to decrease during the day. In the evening the dog started to lose
balance and seemed absent. Subsequently, it started drooling and it took some time before the dog
was able to 'see' the owners. No cramps, no colouration of the tongue and no urine loss. The dog
seemed to do better (unknown when). No more information expected. See also case 2016-NL-01210
for the other dog. Follow up (2 Jan 2017): the patient file was received. It appeared the dog was taken
to the vet end of Mar 2016 because of sudden convulsions, spasms in the leg and shaking a lot. The dog
appeared to suffer from an abscess of the anal gland. Blood glucose concentration was determined
but hypoglycemia was not detected. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: Brand: Doxycycline Reason: Cough] [State of health: Unknown]

2.95 Doxycycline - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
(22/12/201601/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(13/12/201613/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(13/12/2016-13/12/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1 - Inconclusive

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-BE-00453

Belgium

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Month(s)

11/04/2017

29/01/2018

1

1

0 05/12/2017 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-IT-00129

Italy

Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Year(s)

19/04/2017

23/05/2017

1

1

0 21/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 11 Apr 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and
German
26
Nobivac DHP and also treated with Bravecto (unknown which presentation therefore chosen for
Shepherd Dog
Medium Dog seeing the dog was still a pup at the time) and Milbemax. On 5 Dec 2017 the dog had no
energy and was not eating. On 6 Dec 2017 the dog vomited, the vomit had a brown color and had
blood and mucous in it. The dog is quieter than usual, was in heat since 1 week, no polyuria/polydipsia.
On 7 Dec 2017 the dog was taken to the vet: jaundice of the mucous membranes, no fever, no other
abnormalities. Treatment started: injection of Cerenia (maropitant) and prednisone, Doxoral
(doxycycline) tablets. On 8 Dec 2017 at the vet again, still vomiting with blood, mucous membranes
now extremely yellow. Blood on thermometer after taking rectal temperature. Temp. 37 degrees
Celsius. Blood tests show increased liver and renal parameters. Dosis of prednisone increased. On 11
Dec 2017 still not eating and yellow mucous membranes, now also listless and wobbly. No other
neurological signs. The following days the dog was still not eating and fluid therapy and Zitac
(cimetidine) was added to the treatment. Results of a Leptospirosis PCR test were positive, therefore
treatment with Duplocillin was started. A MAT test might be performed. Follow-up information
pending. Follow-up (20 Dec 2017): results first MAT test: L.bratislava not tested, L.copenhagi
(L.icterohaemorrhagiae) 1:200, L.australis negative, L.pomona negative, L.grippotyphosa negative,
L.autumnalis negative, L.canicola 1:100 and L.saxkoebing negative. A second MAT test will be
performed in a few weeks time. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (4 Jan 2018): results second
MAT test: L.bratislava not tested, L.copenhagi (L.icterohaemorrhagiae) 1:800, L.australis negative,
L.pomona negative, L.grippotyphosa negative, L.autumnalis negative, L.canicola 1:200 and
L.saxkoebing negative. Also a large check up was done (biochemistry and hematology): BUN 13.4 (3.210.3), potassium 6.8 (3.9-5.8), phosphate 1.8 (0.9-1.7), bilirubin 23.4 (<6.8), ALT 1437 (<122), AF 930
(<147), GGT 30 (<13), AST 137 (<59) and GLDH 146 (<18) significantly elevated. A third MAT test will be
performed to see if titers increase any further. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (29 Jan
2018): results third MAT test: L.bratislava 1:400, L.copenhagi (L.icterohaemorrhagiae) 1:800, L.australis
1:100, L.pomona negative, L.grippotyphosa negative, L.autumnalis negative, L.canicola 1:100 and
L.saxkoebing negative. Also a large check up was done again, only ALT was still somewhat elevated:
130 (<122), no other abnormalities. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand:
10X1DS
547vaccinated
Reason: Vaccination
Suspected
Lack of Expected Efficacy for parvo
On 19NOBIVAC
Apr 2017L4the
dog was
with Nobivac L4 Nova Scotia
Not
and Nobivac KC. 2-7 days later the dog, while it was on holiday with the owner in Italy, developed not Duck Tolling
Known
eating, not drinking and vomiting. The dog was taken to a vet in Italy who did some blood tests: liver
Retriever
enzymes and bilirubin were elevated. Treatment was started with Metronidazol. On 8 May the dog was
back in the Netherlands and taken to it's own vet. The dog was still barely eating. Blood and urine were
sent in for a PCR test for Leptospirosis, but both were negative. Treatment was started with Doxoral,
fluids and Cerenia, the dog improved well (but unclear if the dog has recovered completely yet). The
vet thinks the dog had bacterial hepatitis. The dog has been vaccinated with Nobivac L4 since 2015
each year within the normal vaccination schedule. No further information expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00054

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

1.7 Year(s)

19/01/2017

20/01/2017

1

1

1 19/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Respiratory tract disorder
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Breathlessness,Organ
haemorrhage,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Shock,Intestinal
congestion,Vomiting,Pulmonary
congestion

No Data

Balance impaired,Impaired
consciousness,Cough,Epileptic
seizure,Gagging,Drooling,Lack of
response to owner

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 19 Jan 2017 at 8 pm the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
French Bulldog
Nobivac L4. The dog was a new patient in this vet practice, so no information about the previous
vaccinations. The dog had a high respiratory rate in the clinic and therefore the vet had difficulty with
the auscultation of the heart. The owner also said the dog cannot walk far, after about 1 km the dog
always lays down and cannot walk any further. But this has always been like this. Around 8.30 pm,
when the owner and dog were still in the car driving home, the dog started vomiting and developed
breathlessness. The dog was taken back to the vet, but when it arrived there, it was already dead. The
vet tried to resuscitate, but without success. The dog has been sent in for autopsy. Follow-up
information pending. Follow-up 3 Feb 2017: autopsy results: multifocal moderate to marked
congestion in numerous organs and hemorrhages in the thymus, indicative for cardiovascular shock,
possibly cardiogenic, neurogenic or anaphylactic. The changes observed in the upper and lower
respiratory tract indicate that brachycephalic obstructive airway syndrome is likely to have occurred as
well, but it is debatable on how much it contributed to the shock. No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

BRAVECTO 500MG 1X1TAB EU1 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets 1 Animal
(11/04/201711/04/2017)<BR><BR>Milbemax N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (11/04/201711/04/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
DHP 10X1DS 610 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (11/04/201711/04/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (11/04/201711/04/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL
O1 - Inconclusive
610 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(19/04/201719/04/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (19/04/201719/04/2017)<BR><BR>

16 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (19/01/201719/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(19/01/2017-19/01/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment

Insufficient information to draw conclusions, the dog
might have been infected by Leptospira spp. during
the imunization period.

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00063

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

01/01/2016

03/02/2017

1

1

0 01/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

Thrombocytopenia,Elevated
No Data
protein:creatinine
ratio,Glomerulonephritis,Renal
disorder NOS,Decreased
appetite,Listless,Weight
loss,Weight
gain,Hypoalbuminaemia,Elevated
liver enzymes,Blood in
urine,Proteinuria,Decreased urine
concentration,Elevated renal
parameters,Hyperphosphataemia,E
levated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Inversion of
albumin/globulin ratio,Diarrhoea

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A dog was treated with a Bravecto chew (chosen for large dog). Exact
Bernese
40 - 48
treatment day, time to onset is unknown at this point. Dog is losing weight, elevated kidney
Mountain Dog
parameters, elevated liver parameters, proteinuria. Possible diagnosis: glomerular problem (protein
loss). After ultrasound no abnormalities in abdomen. MAT test was done for leptospirosis, was
negative. Follow up (3 Feb 2017): Dog is treated with Bravecto since approximately Jun 2015, last
treatment day was 19 Nov 2016. Chosen for Bravecto Extra Large dog due to the weight of the dog.
Sep 2016: Dog was taken to the vet, dog lost weight from 48 kg to 42 kg. Dog is eating less, normal
behaviour and active. Dog is also vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac DHP and Nobivac KC (exact
treatment day(s) unknown). On 22 Dec 2016: dog has poor appetite for 5 days, normal
behaviour/active, lost more weight (38 kg), has diarrhea, unclear if the dog has polydipsia. Blood test
was done: elevated renal parameters, elevated globulin. Albumin normal (but at low end of ref value)
Liver parameters normal. No abnormalities during ultra sound kidneys. End Dec 2016: Dog was
hospitalized for several hours, received fluids and antibiotics, this did not normalize the renal
parameters. Globulin normal (but at high end of ref value), low albumin, increased liver parameters.
thrombocytopenia. Urine test: sg 1.020 (slightly decreased concentration), 500 mg/dl protein, 250
erythrocytes/micro liter. Dog is still active but has poor appetite. Beginning Jan 2017: Urine test:
Leucocytes, urobilinogen and glucose found in urine. high protein to Creatinine ratio (3.96 normal is <1)
Attending vet suspects glomerulonephritis. Dog is treated with special kidney diet and Fortekor. Dog is
a bit listless and has poor appetite. Mid Jan 2017: Urine test: sg 1.020, erythrocytes and protein found.
Dog is more active but still has poor appetite, weight of the dog 40 kg (slight weight gain). Titers for
leptospirosis were negative except for icterohemorrhagie and Canicola (both 1:200 normal for
vaccinated dog). Blood test: elevated urea, creatinine, phosphate, low albumin, thrombocytopenia.
Liver parameters are normal. This all is indicative for renal problem. No more information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 1400MG
1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00071

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

29/11/2016

30/01/2017

1

1

0 30/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Leucocytosis,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,D No Data
rinking a lot,Weight loss,Blood in
faeces,Not eating,Abnormal test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Blood in
urine,Elevated ALT,Elevated
SAP,Decreased red blood cell
count,Increased packed cell volume
(PCV)

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 15 Nov 2016 the owner bought a Bravecto Small Dog tablet and also Crossbred
Milbemax. Unknown when exactly these products were given, but estimated on the same day. On 29
Nov 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Also the dog was given an
injection of Norocarp and Norocarp tablets were given to take home and give for 14 days. This
because the dog fell of the bed and was lame and painful on the right hind leg. The next day the dog
started vomiting. Between 30 Nov 2016 and 21 Jan 2017 the dog also developed not eating (alternated
with periods of eating again), diarrhoea every now and then, drinking alot, decreased hematocrit and
later increased hematocrit, blood in the urine and possibly melena (faces was sometimes dark, but not
certain it was really melena), weight loss, decreased BUN and albumin, increased white blood cells and
elevated liver enzymes (AF and ALT). In this time period the dog has been treated with Zitac, Cerenia,
Metrazol, fluids, Buprecare, Zantac and Ursochol. Further diagnostic tests are still to be performed.
Dog has a history of cystitis, an epithelial cel tumor on 1 foot (surgically removed) and gingivitis. The
dog has been treated with Nobivac L4, Bravecto and Milbemax many times before without any
problems. The dog was treated with Norocarp twice before (in 2010 and 2015), also without any
problems. Follow-up information pending. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW
TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Milbemax Reason:
Worming Generic: Brand: Norocarp 20mg tablets Reason: Lameness] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00084

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

20/01/2017

02/02/2017

7

1

1 21/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting,Unable to stand,Collapse
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic
disorders'),Nystagmus,Death by
euthanasia,Musculoskeletal
disorder NOS,Neurological
symptoms NOS

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00101

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

30/01/2017

08/02/2017

1

1

0 31/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Falling,Not eating,Positive No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes tracheal pinch

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00108

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

02/02/2017

13/02/2017

2

2

0 03/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Neurological signs NOS,Decreased No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes appetite,Walking difficulty,Stiffness
limb,Listless

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Smallest puppy in nest of 7. Weighed about the half compared to the
litter mates, but seemed healthy at the time of vaccination. The litter was vaccinated on 20 Jan 2017.
In the morning the puppy vomited but recovered at the end of the day, the puppy was not seen by the
Vet or treated. On 24 Jan by the end of the day the puppy suddenly collapsed. The puppy was seen by
another Vet Practice. Symptoms: can no longer stand, overstretching neck, nystagmus, severe
neurological symptoms. The puppy was referred to the emergency clinic where the puppy was
euthanized (25 Jan) due to a poor prognosis. The puppy was considered to have a genetic abnormality.
The other 6 puppies did not react and all are doing well. No further information expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 30 Jan 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4.
The next morning the dog didn't want to eat, but in the evening it did eat. This went on every day until
5 Feb 2017. Then the dog stopped eating alltogether. The dog falls over when it sits down to defecate.
On 7 Feb 2017 the dog vomited twice. On general physical examination no abnormalities: temperature,
mucous membranes, heart and lungs, abdominal palpation, all normal. Only the trachea is sensitive to
pressure. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI
LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 2 Feb 2017 2 Chihuahua pups (litter mates) were vaccinated with
Nobivac Parvo-C and Nobivac L4. 1 pup already had an abnormal gait (walked to 1 side) but was
otherwise healthy. The next day both pups were a bit listless and ate a bit less than usual for a period
of about 12 hours. In the following 2 weeks the pup which already had an abnormal gait developed
deteriorated walking: it developed stiffness of the right front leg and abnormal reflexes of the right
hind leg. The fontanel is closed, movement of the head is not painful, these neurological signs could
possibly be caused by a hydrocephalus. The vet has advized the owner to take the pup to a neurologist.
No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00126

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

16/01/2017

15/02/2017

1

1

0 04/02/2017 Not
Epileptic seizure,Inappropriate
Known,<BR><BR urination
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

Other
Canine/dog

Bravecto 1400 mg chewable tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for very large dogs (>40-56 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets 1 Animal
(01/06/201519/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/01/2016-01/01/2016)<BR><BR>

Time to onset is unclear. Suspected
glomerulonephritis or a renal problem are not
mentioned in the SPC of the VMP. Other causes are
possible, like an underlying condition/illness of the
dog, but product involvement can not be fully
excluded. Therefore, causality O1-inconclusive.

6.4 Bravecto 250 mg chewable tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for small dogs (>4.5-10 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets 1 Animal
(01/12/201515/11/2016)<BR><BR>Milbemax 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(28/10/201015/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(29/11/201629/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(29/11/201629/11/2016)<BR><BR>Norocarp
20mg tablets - 2,N/A,1 Days,24,2
Tablets 1 Days 1 Animal (6 Day(s)
29/11/2016-05/12/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1 - Inconclusive

Not
Known

Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(20/01/201720/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(20/01/201720/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (20/01/201720/01/2017)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Clinical
signs partly fit the pharmacological/toxicological
profile of the product. Other causes are possible,
including an underlying disease (genetic abnormality),
but product involvement can't be fully excluded.
Therefore causality O1.

French Spaniel Not
Known

Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (30/01/201730/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(30/01/2017-30/01/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1.

Chihuahua

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (02/02/201702/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (02/02/201702/02/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Bravecto 1000 mg chewable tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for large dogs (>20-40 kg) N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (28/12/201628/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (16/01/201716/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (16/01/201716/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (16/01/201716/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Close association in time (next day). Listlessness and
eating less may occur post Nobivac L4. Product
involvement is suspected, but other causes for the
described symptoms have not been ruled out.
Therefore, causality B – Possible Abnormal reflexes,
walking difficulty and limb stiffness are not known
possible reactions to Nobivac L4. The pup already had
an abnormal gait before the vaccination so probably
there was already a pre-existing problem. Other
causes are possible, including an underlying disease
still, product involvement cannot be fully excluded.
Therefore, causality O1 - Inconclusive. Overall
assessment: B.
No strong association in time. Epileptic seizures are
not mentioned in the SPC of Nobivac L4. However,
medication in general can possibly trigger a seizure in
animals prone to epilepsy. Other causes are possible,
including an underlying disease, but product
involvement can't be excluded. Therefore causality
O1 - Inconclusive.

Suspected Adverse Reaction. The last week of Dec 2016 (28 Dec 2016* was chosen) a dog was treated Labrador
with Bravecto chewable tablet (dose and weight of the dog unknown, so based on the breed 1000 MG Retriever
was chosen). On 16 Jan 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4.
On 4 Feb 2017 the dog was completely 'out' for a few seconds and inappropriately urinated. This could
have been a very short epileptic seizure. Before and afterwards there were no complaints. No
investigation has started to find the possible cause. No more information expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason:
Unknown Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00131

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

01/01/2016

16/02/2017

1

1

0 07/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Fainting,Vomiting,Weakness
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00133

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

10/01/2017

16/02/2017

1

1

0 01/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Elevated
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes creatinine,Elevated
BUN,Hyperphosphataemia,Abnorm
al ultrasound finding,Drinking a
lot,Listless,Weight loss,Decreased
urine concentration,Elevated renal
parameters

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 10 Jan 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
French Bulldog Not
L4. As it was the first time the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4, the dog came back for a booster
Known
vaccination on 13 Feb 2017. But then the vet noticed the dog had lost quite a bit of weight (from 13 kg
to 11.7 kg) since the last visit in Jan 2017. The dog was also listless since a few days and also was
drinking a bit more and vomited a few times since a week. On general physical examination the vet
noticed the dog was listless. Blood tests showed the renal parameters were elevated. Urine specific
gravity was decreased. On ultrasound the kidneys looked abnormal. The dog was suspected of having
pyelonephritis. Treatment was started with fluids and antibiotics (amoxicillin-clavic acid), Ipakitine
(phosphor binder) and renal diet for 2 days. After that the NaCl was normal, phosphor has decreased a
lot and also BUN and creatinine had decreased. Unclear if clinical signs have also improved. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS
610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00136

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

01/02/2017

16/02/2017

1

1

0 01/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Swollen eye,Itching,Swollen lip (see No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes also 'Skin')

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00137

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/02/2017

16/02/2017

1

1

0 01/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Listless,Swollen eye,Swollen face
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, (see also 'Skin'),Swollen lip (see also
<BR><BR><BR>< 'Skin')
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A 12-week old pup was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4.
About 30 minutes later the pup developed swollen eyes and lips and was itching. The vet treated the
dog with an injection of dexamethasone and also gave a dexamethasone tablet to take home. 1.5
hours later the dog had recovered. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
KC in Feb 2017. Within 30 minutes the dog developed a swollen face: swollen eyes and lips. The dog
was also listless. The vet treated the dog with an injection of dexamethasone and also gave a
dexamethasone tablet to take home. Unclear if the dog recovered. No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00155

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

15 Week(s)

15/02/2017

15/05/2017

1

1

0 15/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Increased sensitivity to sound,Head No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes tilt - neurological
disorder,Ataxia,Nystagmus

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 18 Jan 2017 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C and Nobivac Dobermann
L4. On 20 Jan 2017 the dog developed a swollen jaw (see case 2017-NL-00205). On 15 Feb 2017 the
dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP (dog has received complete puppy vaccination
previously). Approximately 12 hours after vaccination the dog is more sensitive for sounds and has a
head tilt to the right. Dog is treated with Carporal and synulox. Treatment was also started for otitis
problems but after examination ears (outside and inside) are clean, no abnormalities. On 16 Feb 2017
dog is not improving: nystagmus, ataxia, head tilt. Normal appetite/drinking behaviour. Dog has
progressive neurological symptoms. Dog is sent for additional test (neurological). Attending vet
suspects vestibular problem. Follow up (22 Feb 2017): latest contact with vet: Dog is suspected to
have idiopathic vestibular syndrome. No relation with vaccination. report is pending. Follow up (3 Mar
2017): Result neurological examination on 21 Feb 2017: no more nystagmus, no abnormalities in
behaviour and consciousness. Head tilt is still present (left and right). Dog showed slight improvement
during stay. Diagnosis is still not clear, suspected idiopathic vestibular syndrome. Dog is treated with
Amoxicillin clavulanic acid 12.5 mg/kg 2dd during 3 weeks and NSAID for 10 days. Additional physical
examination is advice in 3 weeks time. Follow up (15 May 2017): No more information received from
vet. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00157

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Week(s)

09/02/2017

21/02/2017

1

1

1 15/02/2017 Not
Lack of efficacy (parvovirus),Death Not
Known,<BR><BR
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for parvo A 9.5 week old puppy dog of Bouvier breed was
Flanders
vaccinated simultaneously with Nobivac Parvo-C and Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 09 Feb 2017. On Cattle Dog
15 Feb the dog started to vomit (food and mucus) and had watery (yellow)diarrhoea. On 16 Feb the
dog was seen by the Vet: slow, not eating or drinking, 38.9C, smooth stomach palpation, a gastrointestinal infection was suggested. On 17 Feb no improvement, still vomiting (despite Cerenia) now also
with blood. Snap test was slightly positive for Parvo, negative for Corona, T = 39.7 also blood on
thermometer. The dog was hospitalized for treatment with infusion (Duphalyte) and Cerenia, Zitac,
Finidiar and Metrobactin. The dog died in the night. A Parvo field infection was suggested. The animal
owner does not want an autopsy, possibly fecal samples will be tested. Follow-up (02 Mar 2017): The
fecal sample tested positive (PCR) for a field strain of Canine Parvo virus (2a/2b). No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC
25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00168

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

23/09/2016

21/02/2017

1

1

0 01/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Limpness,Acting
R><BR><BR>Yes tense,Fainting

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. The dog was used for breeding (by breeder) before. Since Aug 2014 the
Jack Russell
dog is in possession of current owner. On 6 Oct 2014 the dog was dull and apathetic for less than one Terrier
hour after fighting with another dog. It had no cramps or signs of epilepsy. Approximately 1.5 hours
after the fight an emergency vet examined the dog. No clinical abnormalities found (not general nor
neurological). Since this event until 19 Jan 2015 the dog suffered from 3 'episodes' after excitement:
the dog collapsed, retired to dark place, had different pupil dilations. Nothing found with general
examination. No additional cardiac examination done (though this was proposed to the owner). On 27
Jul 2015 the dog was treated with Bravecto 250 MG chewable tablet. This was repeated every 12
weeks. Concomitant use with other products: last years it was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and it was
dewormed with Cestem and Milpro (unknown when). It also received a special diet (Hills Canine PD
metabolic). Most recent Bravecto administration was on 21 Nov 2016. On 7 Dec 2016 suddenly the
dog fainted (collapsed?) and vomited. It was weak in its bed. Duration unknown. Nothing found by the
vet. The owner is not at home all day, so unknown if this happens more often. The owner reported
this after seeing the item on Bravecto on TV. No more information expected.
14-03-17 CA:
Strength of Cestem is assumed according to information provided concerning animal data. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB EU1
Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Cestem Reason: Deworming Generic: Brand: Milpro Reason:
Deworming] [State of health: Fair]

9 Bravecto 250 mg chewable tablets
for small dogs (>4.5-10 kg) N/A,N/A,12 Weeks,24,Unknown 12
Weeks Unknown (16 Month(s)
27/07/201521/11/2016)<BR><BR>Cestem
smakelijke tabletten voor
middelgrote en kleine honden N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>Milpro N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (01/01/201601/01/2016)<BR><BR>

OCA agrees with causality assessment and comments
Unclassifiable/unassessa of the MAH. Causality O - Unclassifiable/unassessable
ble

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
1 Animal (10/01/201710/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(10/01/2017-10/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Time between vaccination and onset of clinical signs
is very long (more than 1 month). Symptoms with this
onset are not known possible reactions to Nobivac
L4. Other causes are possible, including an underlying
disease, but product involvement can't be excluded.
Therefore causality O1 - Inconclusive.

Chihuahua

0.97 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (01/02/201701/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/02/2017-01/02/2017)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time. A hypersensitivity
reaction is a known adverse effect of Nobivac L4,
which is mentioned in the SPC. Multiple products
used. Product involvement is suspected, but other
causes for the described symptoms have not been
ruled out. Therefore, causality B – Possible

Crossbred

1.7 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (01/02/201701/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/02/201701/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (01/02/201701/02/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Known 1 Animal (15/02/201715/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(15/02/2017-15/02/2017)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time. A hypersensitivity
reaction is a known adverse effect of Nobivac L4,
which is mentioned in the SPC. Multiple products
used. Product involvement is suspected, but other
causes for the described symptoms have not been
ruled out. Therefore, causality B – Possible

Not
Known

Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Not applicable 1 Animal
(09/02/201709/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (09/02/201709/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (09/02/201709/02/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N - Unlikely

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A 12 year and 8 months old dog was vaccinated simultaneously with
West Highland Not
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP on 23 Sep 2016. In December 2016 the dog fainted twice during a walk.
White Terrier Known
On 28 Jan 2017 the dog fainted again during a walk and became limp (no convulsions). The dog
recovered after a minute. The dog has never been keen on long walks and this has not changed after
the event. The dog is eating well and does not cough. According to the Vet the dog is very tense, no
heart murmur but high frequency, palpable pulse in both groins. T 38.0 Celsius, pink mucous
membranes, normal Creatinine, small inguinal lymph nodes, good turgor, smooth belly and normal
pupillary reflex. A heart problem or silent epilepsy were suggested. Additional testing (heartecho/internist) was adviced. The animal owner reported the event following social media attention for
the product. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
1 Animal (23/09/201623/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(23/09/2016-23/09/2016)<BR><BR>

Very poor association in time (approximately three to
four months). Clinical signs do not fit the
farmacological/toxicological profile of the VMP.
Other causes are more likely. Therefore N – Unlikely

Reasonable association in time. Vaccines are known
to possibly cause or trigger systemic reactions. Other
causes are possible, like an underlying genetic
predisposition, but product involved can not be
excluded. Therefore causality O1 - Inconclusive.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00216

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

02/03/2017

03/03/2017

1

1

0 02/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00234

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

02/03/2017

10/03/2017

1

1

1 02/03/2017 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Yellow mucous Not
Known,<BR><BR membranes,Death,Listless
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 2 Mar 2017 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
Crossbred
L4. That same day the dog became listless. Later it also developed vomiting and diarrhoea. On 4 Mar
2017 the owner called the vet after which the dog was started on rice and chicken diet. On 5 Mar 2017
the dog had deteriorated and was taken to the vet. The vet noticed the dog had yellow sclera and
mucous membranes, The owner didn't want to go to a specialist, therefore treatment with antibiotics
and Emeprid was started. That night the dog died. The dog was sent in for autopsy, results pending.
The dog was living on a farm. 1 month earlier it was vaccinated with Nobivac Puppy DP without any
problems. Follow-up (10 Mar 2017): autopsy results: dog died of leptospirosis infection. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS
610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00301

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

15/03/2017

17/03/2017

1

1

0 15/03/2017 Yes

Panting,Unable to stand,Unable to
rise,Shaking,Reduced level of
consciousness,Listless

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00329

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

05/07/2016

23/03/2017

1

1

0 10/08/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Abdominal pain,Enlarged lymph
Not
nodes
Known
(generalised),Gastroenteritis,Vomiti
ng,Not drinking,Coma,Increased
respiratory
rate,Dermatitis,Listless,Blood in
faeces,Not
eating,Hypoglycaemia,Decubitus,Ab
normal ultrasound finding,General
illness,Diarrhoea

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00335

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

21/03/2017

24/03/2017

1

1

0 21/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Drunken gait,Peripheral
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes vasoconstriction,Breathlessness,Pr
olonged capillary refill time,Weak
pulse,Anaphylactic shock,Pale
mucous membrane,Involuntary
defecation,Vomiting,Decreased
body temperature,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Tachycardia

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 15 Mar 2017 at 7.30 pm te dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. That
night, at midnight, the dog started panting and shaking, couldn't get up and seemed less conscious.
Eventually the dog could sit, but couldn't stand up. 10 minutes later all these symptoms were over. The
dog was taken to the vet that night, but on general physical examination no abnormalities were seen.
Also some blood tests were performed, no abnormalities. The owner mentioned the dog is still calmer
than usual. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 5 Jul 2016, a dog was treated with 1 tablet Bravecto 500 mg and
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC at a (unknown) veterinary clinic. The dog received dental
treatment on 27 Jul 2016 (including application of Sedastart-midazolam-ketamine, Stomorgyl,
Metacam). On 10 Aug 2016, while the dog stayed in a boarding kennel, the dog became suddenly ill,
was temporarily (duration unknown) in a sort of coma and arrived in lateral decubitus at an emergency
veterinary hospital. The dog had severe diarrhoea and an increased respiration rate (52/min).
Abdominal palpation was very painful (especially in epigastrium), further no striking abnormalities
observed at general examination. Abdominal ultrasound: no striking abnormalities except a prominent
pancreas. Pancreatitis was excluded based on normal CPL value. The dog was hypoglycaemic (values
unknown). Diagnosis: gastroenteritis (possibly viral/bacterial infection via kennel, not investigated).
The dog was hospitalized, received intensive care and was treated with Amoxicillin/clavulanic acid,
Zantac and fluids. On 11 Aug 2016 the dog was doing much better and ate again, however, due to
diarrhoea, developed dermatitis around the anus and tail base. The affected area was washed, shaved
and treated with cooling spray. On 12 Aug 2016 the dog was released from the hospital. At home,
treatment was continued with Cerenia and Clavubactin. Small food portions were advised. On 19 Aug
2016 the dermatitis was further treated by attending vet: Voreen injection + hydrocortiderm (topical).
Hydrocortiderm and a 10-day supply of Cephalexin tablets were taken home. (Unknown whether the
dog still had diarrhoea at this time). Seven months later, on 21 Mar 2017, the dog was not eating or
drinking. Since a couple of days, the dog had been vomiting and had watery diarrhoea. General
examination did not reveal significant abnormalities. Abdominal palpation was not painful. The dog
was treated with Cerenia injection. Cerenia and Finidiar tablets were taken home. The next day (22
Mar 2017) the dog was still not doing well, not eating and was more listless than the day before. The
dog had not vomited again. T=37.8 and bloody feces on thermometer, further no significant general
findings. Haematology, sodium and potassium in blood were normal. Blood glucose level was low-tonormal. The dog was treated with intravenous Ringer lactate and oral glucose. In the afternoon the
dog was more vivid and had been outside (the dog urinated, no defecation), would not eat by itself.
Due to a recent Bravecto discussion in the media, the dog owner requested to report these events. No
further information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS
Brand:
BRAVECTO
1X1TAB
tick control
Generic:
Suspected
Adverse500MG
Reaction.
On 21EU1
MarReason:
2017 theFlea/
dog was
vaccinated
with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00341

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

20/03/2017

27/03/2017

1

1

1 26/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
No Data
'Skin'),Weak pulse,Listless,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

No Data

Bloody diarrhoea,Vomiting,NT No Data
haemorrhagic
enteritis,Death,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Blood in vomit

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 2 Mar the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac KC. 2 hours later the dog was taken back to the vet because it was lethargic and had vomited
twice. The dog was very listless and had a weak pulse. The vet treated the dog with an injection of
dexamethasone intravenously. Later that evening the dog was still listless and had also developed
swelling of the head. No additional treatment was given. The next morning the dog had fully
recovered. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC
25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Other
Canine/dog

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N.

Labrador
Retriever

29 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (15/03/201715/03/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

Tibetan Terrier

18 Bravecto 500 mg chewable tablets N - Unlikely
for medium-sized dogs (>10-20 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets 1 Animal
(05/07/201605/07/2016)<BR><BR>Metacam N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(27/07/201627/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (1
Day(s) 05/07/201605/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(05/07/201605/07/2016)<BR><BR>Sedastart 1
mg/ml , injectie voor Honden en
Katten - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(27/07/201627/07/2016)<BR><BR>Stomorgyl 2,N/A,1 Days,24,5 days, 2 tablets
once a day (5 Day(s) 27/07/201601/08/2016)<BR><BR>Unknown N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(27/07/2016-27/07/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N - Unlikely

Maltese

2.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (21/03/201721/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(21/03/2017-21/03/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible.

Chihuahua

Not
Known

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B.

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
1 Animal (02/03/201702/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(02/03/2017-02/03/2017)<BR><BR>

L4. 5 minutes after vaccination the dog developed shortness of breath, tachycardia, weak pulse,
vasoconstriction, drunken gait, lethargy, pale mucosae, CRT unable to determine. After 10 minutes the
dog vomited and defecated involuntary. According to the vet the dog was in anaphylactic shock.
Treatment was started with oxygen, fluids and 2 injections of 0,02ml adrenalin. The dog's temperature
dropped to 36 degrees Celsius. After 2 hours the dog was released from the clinic with a pulse of 100
beats/minute, a CRT <2 seconds, pink mucosae, a normal pulse strength and a temperature of 37.2
degrees Celsius. The vet called the owner the next day and the day after that, the dog was doing well
and was back to normal. The dog has been vaccinated multiple times before without any problems. No
further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP
10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 20 Mar 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4
and Nobivac KC. On 26 Mar 2017 in the evening the dog started vomiting blood and developed bloody
diarrhoea. The next morning the dog was taken to the vet but when it arrived there, the dog had
already died. The dog was sent in for autopsy. Preliminary results state the dog is suspected of having
hemorrhagic enteritis. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (4 Apr 2017): final autopsy results:
hemorrhagic enteritis due to a Clostridium perfringens infection (which fits a food intoxication
according to the pathologist). The dog is fed a raw meat diet, according to the pathologist this is
certainly a risk factor. No further information expected. CA 18 April 2017: Added VedDRA term
Abnormal necropsy finding, according to the information provided in the case narrative [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

12.5 NOBIVAC DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
Dose 1 Animal (02/03/201702/03/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(02/03/201702/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(02/03/2017-02/03/2017)<BR><BR>

3.05 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
1 Animal (20/03/201720/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(20/03/201720/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(20/03/2017-20/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs is quite long. Autopsy
results concluded a hemorrhagic enteritis due to a
Clostridium perfringens infection. Possibly the dog's
raw food diet played a role in this. Therefore causality
N - Unlikely

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00370

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

08/04/2015

03/04/2017

1

1

0 20/05/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Incoordination,Neuromuscular
Not
disorder NOS,Foaming at the
Known
mouth,Epilepsy,Convulsion,Neurolo
gical signs
NOS,Barking,Vocalisation,Sleepines
s - neurological
disorder,Restlessness,Behavioural
disorder NOS,Polyphagia

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00377

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

25/03/2017

04/04/2017

1

1

0 30/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site haematoma,Injection Not
site inflammation,Injection site
Known
swelling,Restlessness,Polyphagia,Inj
ection site
abscess,Polyuria,Elevated
temperature,Ear twitching,Pasty
stool,Polydipsia

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00380

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

12/01/2017

03/05/2017

2

1

0 13/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
drinking,Snoring,Panniculitis,Skin
necrosis,Decreased appetite,Pain
NOS,Reluctant to
move,Malaise,Lump,Purulent
lesion(s),Not eating,Localised skin
reaction,Swallowing disorder
NOS,Abnormal stool
colouration,Increased
borborygmus,Polydipsia

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00417

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

07/04/2017

11/04/2017

1

1

0 07/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Anaphylactic
shock,Listless,Vomiting

Not
Known

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A Friesian Stabyhoun (Pointer dog) has been treated with Bravecto Chew Frisian
1000 mg approximately every 3 months, since Aug 2014 up to now (last tablet on 17 Feb 2017). On 8
Pointing Dog
Apr 2015, the dog was treated with 1 tablet Bravecto and the same day vaccinated with Nobivac KC,
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabies. On 20 May 2015 in the evening, the dog had 2 seizures showing the
following signs: chewing motions, foaming at the mouth, the dog goes into a cramp and makes strange
eye movements. These seizures lasted for approximately 2 minutes. The next day the dog had another
seizure and was clinically examined by the vet, who could not detect any abnormalities at that
moment. On 22 May 2015, the dog again had seizures and therapy with phenoral was started (twice
daily one 50 mg tablet). When the dog was presented to the vet on 26 May 2015 for check up, the
owner explained that the seizures had stopped, however the dog was still not behaving as usual:
sleeping a lot, very restless when awake, barking and howling at night, not listening any more, more
hungry and trying to steel food, walks against door posts, has a strange look in the eyes according to
the owner. The vet observed normal threat reflex, eyelid reflexes and pupil reflexes. Primary epilepsy
as diagnosis seemed likely, despite persisting abnormal behavior in between seizures (possibly more
intracranial problems?). Phenoral therapy was first lowered to twice daily 0.75 tablet and later (date
unknown) further lowered to one-half 50mg tablet twice daily. At a check up on 19 Jun 2015, the
owner explained that the dog was doing very well on the phenoral, did not have any more seizures and
showed normal behavior again. The dog was treated with Bravecto on 2 Jul 2015 and 25 Sep 2015. At a
consultation on 15 Jan 2016, the owner explained that the dog again had periods with seizures (a few
days in a row alternating with a few weeks without seizures). The dog was treated with Bravecto on 11
Mar 2016. At a check up on 4 Mar 2016, the owner explained that the dog was doing well, however,
still has seizures every now and then. The dog is very hungry due to phenoral treatment, therefore
dosage was lowered again to one-half 50mg tablet twice daily. At the next consultation on 15 Jun
2016, the owner explained that the dog had seizures since a few days after a few months without
seizures. First testing blood levels, than see if the phenoral dosage can be raised. On 16 Jun 2016, the
dog was treated with Bravecto and Milpro. On 20 Jun 2016, blood test result: fenobarbital (phenoral)
level too low (12.0, reference 20.0-40.0 mg/l). The phenoral dosage was raised to 1 tablet twice daily.
On 27 Sep 2016 and 17 Feb 2017, the dog was treated with Bravecto and Milpro. On 31 Mar 2017 the
owner wonders
if the
dog could
become
to Bravecto
treatments,
therefore
Suspected
Adverse
Reaction.
Onhave
25 Mar
2017, epileptic
a healthydue
10 year-old
Vizsla
was subcutaneously
Hungarian
vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 30 Mar 2017, a notable swelling in the neck was observed by the
Short-haired
owner. Observation by the attending vet on 31 Mar 2017: large thickening in the neck at the vaccine
Pointing Dog
injection site, T=39.7, inflammatory response to vaccination? The vet treated the dog with Amoxicillin (Vizsla)
by injection and amoxicillin (Amoxoral) 250 mg tablets were provided for treatment at home (3x daily
one tablet). On 3 Apr 2017, the dog was again examined by the vet: enormous swelling in the neck,
between the shoulder blades, 20 cm wide, 5 cm high. T=38.9. The dog was restless and twitching with
the left ear. The dog was eating, drinking and urinating more than usual and had a mushy stool. The
treatment with Amoxoral was continued and Rimadyl was added to the therapy. Follow up on 10 Apr
2017: Adding to the information above: on 1 Apr 2017, due to the weekend, the owner had brought the
dog to a different veterinary clinic, where a body temperature T=40.5 was measured and antibiotics
with a broader spectrum (not further specified) were provided. Follow up on 11 Apr 2017: The
attending vet reported that on 4 Apr 2017, the swelling had burst open. Only blood and clear exudate
had come out, thereunder some tissue reaction was observed by the vet. The height of the swelling
(first 5 cm high) was now reduced to a maximum of 1 cm high. Currently (11 Apr 2017), the dog is still
receiving Clavubactin antibiotics (amoxicillin) and, however not recovered yet, has much less burden
from the lesion and is feeling much better than before. Concluding the event, the attending vet thinks
that possibly development of a small abscess (as a result from the vaccination?) touching a blood
vessel caused a subcutaneous bleeding. The bleeding had stopped, however the blood could not go
anywhere yet. No more information is expected. CA 21 April 2017: Removed Reaction end date,
because this case is stated "Outcome ongoing", as described in the case narrative. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: amoxicillin Brand: Amoxycilline inj. Reason: Antimicrobial treatment Generic:
amoxicillin Brand: Amoxoral Reason: Antimicrobial treatment] [State of health: Good]

26.85 Bravecto 1000 mg chewable tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for large dogs (>20-40 kg) - 1,N/A,3
Months,24,1 Dose 3 Months 1
Animal (01/08/201417/02/2017)<BR><BR>Milpro N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (16/06/201617/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(08/04/201508/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(08/04/201508/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (08/04/201508/04/2015)<BR><BR>PHENORAL
50 MG TABLET - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (22/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

25.1 AMOXORAL 250 MG, SMAKELIJKE
B - Possible
TABLETTEN Reg NL 2233 250,N/A,N/A ,3,3 times daily
(31/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Amoxycilline inj. N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(31/03/201731/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(25/03/2017-25/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time. Close association in
anatomical site (at the site of injection). An increase
in body temperature and an injection site swelling are
mentioned in the SPC of the VMP, albeit a smaller
demension and a milder increase in body temperature
has been observed in clinical studies. Other clinical
signs are not mentioned in the SPC of the VMP.
Product involvement is suspected, but other causes
for the described symptoms have not been ruled out.
Therefore, causality B – Possible

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 9 Jan 2017 2 dogs were vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. Other
The following day 1 dog was in pain, the dog wouldn't let the owner touch the left flank. The dog was Canine/dog
taken to the vet who thought the dog might have an acute hernia. The advice was to just wait and see
for a few days. On 16 Jan 2017 an x-ray was made of the dog's hind side, no abnormalities were seen.
On 17 Jan 2017 the pain became worse and on 18 Jan 2017 the dog deteriorated more and started
eating less. On 19 Jan 2017 the dog didn't want to eat or drink anything and didn't want to walk
anymore. Then the owner's son noticed puss coming from the left flank. The dog was taken to the
emergency vet where the dog's left flank was shaved and 2 lumps under the skin were visible with puss
dripping out. The dog was sent to a specialist who noticed the skin was loose (detached from the
underlying tissues) and green puss was coming out. An ultrasound was performed because the dog
possibly ate a skewer, but no foreign objects found. The dog went for surgery, the skin was necrotic,
according to the vet this was possibly caused by the vaccination. At the time the owner reported this
to MSD (5 Apr 2017) the dog was doing quite well, the wounds are now closed and since about 4 days
the dog is eating quite well again. The faeces are not always as usual though. Follow-up (6 Apr 2017):
more information received from the emergency vet: the dog had 2 open lesions on the left thorax wall
behind the front leg with milky fluid coming out. The dog's temperature was 38.4 C, the owner said the
Rimadyl and Tramadol the dog was being treated with had no effect. Therefore the emergency vet
treated the dog with an injection of Dexadreson and Amoxyvet. Also a small needle aspiration biopsy
was taken to be sent to an external lab. Follow-up (26 Apr 2017): Correction treatment day. Dog was
vaccinated on 12 Jan 2017 with Nobivac L4 on the right flank (attending vet sees no correlation
between abscess and vaccination) and with Nobivac KC. On 19 Jan 2017 green puss was coming out of
the left flank of the dog, this could be bile. 21 Jan 2017 results biopsy: acute panniculitis with vascular
thrombosis. On 10 Feb 2017 dog was taken to specialist MCD Amsterdam, dog was not doing well, no
abnormalities at abdomen and wounds look fine. Treated with Injection Metomotyl, finidiar and
Metoclopramide. On 13 Mar 2017 at MCD Amsterdam: dog had decreased appetite, polydipsia, snoring
breathing, no abnormalities during further physical examination. possible gastritis from NSAID's.
Treated with Omeprazol 1 DD 10 mg and easy digestible feed. On 6 Apr 2017: dog is improving, normal
appetite, not losing more weight, received normal feed but is still treated with omeprazol. Dog is still
swallowingAdverse
a lot and
has borborygmus
and darker
stool
(3with
MayNobivac
2017): Dog
is stilland
swallowing
Suspected
Reaction.
On 7 Apr 2017
the pup
wasFollow-up
vaccinated
Parvo-C
Nobivac Crossbred
L4. Within 1 minute of the vaccination the pup developed anaphylactic shock, became listless and
white as a ghost. The vet tried to get an i.v. line in to give fluids, but didn't succeed. So the dog was
treated with an i.m. injection of dexamethasone soon after which it improved. The pup stayed at the
vet clinic for another hour for observation, in this time it vomited once. After the dog went home, it
vomited one more time. The next day the dog had completely recovered and was back to normal. No
further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand:
NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

16.5 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (12/01/201712/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(12/01/2017-12/01/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1 - Inconclusive.

2.2 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (07/04/201707/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (07/04/201707/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of seizures quite long (minimum of 6
weeks). Dog is continuously treated with Bravecto
every 3 months. Deviant behaviour seemed to occur
at the same time as the occurrence of seizures.
Seizures disappeared while on phenoral treatment but
came back when the phenoral dosage was decreased.
Based on blood tests it was confirmed that the
phenoral level was too low. After phenoral dosage
was increased again, no more seizures. Dog still
treated with Bravecto. Other products used
concomitantly. Other causes possible but not
investigated. Product involvement could not be fully
excluded. Therefore, causality O1.

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B-Possible.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00428

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

11/04/2017

13/04/2017

1

1

0 11/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Apathy,Hypoth No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes ermia,Falling

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00440

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

24/03/2017

14/04/2017

1

1

0 12/04/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Atrial fibrillation,Increased heart
Not
rate,Heart
Known
failure,Cardiomyopathy,Diarrhoea,
Vomiting,Increased respiratory
rate,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Breathing
difficulty,Harsh lung
sounds,Irregular pulse

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00460

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

12/04/2017

10/05/2017

1

1

0 18/04/2017 Yes

Vomiting,Icterus,Drinking a
lot,Decreased appetite,Elevated
gamma-glutamyl transferase
(GGT),Decreased urine
concentration,Elevated
SAP,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Abnormal test result

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00465

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

20/04/2017

24/04/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00496

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

24/04/2017

31/05/2017

1

1

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 11 Apr 2017, a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Miniature
Approximately 1 to 2 hours later, the dog became apathic, fell over and vomited. The dog was brought Dachshund
back to the veterinary clinic. The initial measured body temperature of 37.7 degrees Celsius later
declined to T=-37.0, upon which the dog laid down under a lamp. The dog was treated with a
dexamethasone injection and physiological fluids whereafter the dog was getting better quickly. A day
later, on 12 Apr 2017, the dog was still vomiting and also had diarrhea. On 13 Apr 2017, the owner
reported that the dog had not vomited anymore and the diarrhea had also stopped. However, the dog
was still a little listless. Note: an adverse reaction was also seen when the dog was vaccinated as a
puppy in Mar 2016, see PV case 2016-NL-00172. No more information is expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction. On 12 Apr 2017 in the morning, a dog was treated with one tablet
Crossbred
Bravecto Chew 500mg, whereafter the dog became slower than usual (unknown whether sign occurred
on day of treatment or the next day). The dog suffered from more signs, details are unknown so far. In
the same household another dog received Bravecto for which also a suspected adverse reaction was
reported (PV case 2017-NL-00439). Follow-up on 19 Apr 2017: The signs observed after intake of
Bravecto Chew that had not been reported yet, were of life-threatening nature. Therefore the
seriousness of the case changed (date deemed serious: 14 Apr 2017). 12 Apr 2017: see above. In
addition to lethargy (after Brravecto Chew), the dog also had a little diarrhea and vomited one time the
day after (13 Apr 2017). On 14 Apr 2017, the dog('s heart) was decompensating. Abdominal and rapid
breathing. Very difficult breathing (smothering). Low pulse rate, however high heart rate and
completely irregular. Lung auscultation: sharpened lung sound. Probably atrial fibrillation due to
cardiomyopathy. Therapy: digoxine and increased dose Furosemide (twice daily 1 tablet). Vetmedin
continuation. On 18 Apr 2017, follow-up veterinary consultation: The dog is doing much better. Heart
rate much lower, irregularities mostly under control. Fine-tuning of the heart medication. Dog has lost
already a lot of fluid, further lowering of dosage of the diuretics where possible. Dog's recent history
prior to Bravecto intake: 28 May 2016: prominent heart murmur was observed by the vet. This day
Bravecto Chew was purchased (unknown when the tablet was given to the dog). Feb 2017: prominent
systolic heart murmur observed by the vet, no heart therapy was started yet. Early Mar 2017: heart
medication was started: Vetmedin Chew (Pimobendan) and Furoseral (furosemide). 24 Mar 2017: dog
was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabies. No further information is suspected. CA 10 May
2017: Removed VedDRA terms "Uncoded sign" (two times). Added VedDRA term "Irregular pulse", on
the assumption that besides the heart rhythm the pulse was also irregular. Reason for use for product:
Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 500MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Flea/ tick
control Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: pimobendan Brand: Vetmedin Reason: Heart problems Generic: furosemide
Brand: Furosoral Reas... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Unknown]

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 12 Apr 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 18 Apr 2017 Labrador
the dog was taken back to the vet because the dog's appetite has decreased and the dog drinks alot
Retriever
and vomits every now and then (but unknown when exactly these symptoms were first seen). The dog
has icterus. The urine specific gravity is low (1.004, reference values 1.020-1.045) and the liver
enzymes were extremely elevated (AP 1000U/l, GPT 1000 U/l). Treatment was started with Clavubactin
500mg, 1 tablet twice daily. On 20 Apr 2017 a specialist performed an ultrasound of the abdomen. The
conclusion was that there were some (hyperplasia?) spots in the spleen. The liver seems somewhat
small, not enlarged (but this doesn't exclude (chronic) hepatitis). On 21 Apr 2017 the dog has not
improved at all and therefore treatment with Zantac 75mg, 1.5 tablets twice daily and Emeprid 10mg, 2
tablets twice daily. The owner was advised to go to a specialist to take liver biopsies. Follow-up
information pending. Follow-up (5 May 2017): preliminary results of liver biopsy: chronic hepatitis or
liver cirrosis. Final results pending. 10 May 2017: attending vet didn't receive the final results from the
specialist and doesn't want to try and retrieve them due to personal reasons. Therefore no further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

0 20/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 20 Apr 2017 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac KC, Nobivac Parvo- Chihuahua
C and Nobivac L4. 30 minutes later the pup suddenly had a swollen face and nose. The dog did not
develop any breathing difficulty. The vet treated this with an injection of dexamethasone (0.1ml) and
about 1 hour later the dog had recovered. No further information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

0 01/07/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 28 Apr 2016 and on 8 Aug 2016 (and before on unknown dates, one
Dachshund
time in 2014 and three times in 2015) a dog was treated by the owner with one tablet Bravecto Chew (Standard)
250mg each time. In the Summer of 2016 (dates unknown, chosen Jul 2016), the owner found urine in Wire-haired
the house a few times (possibly after an epileptic seizure) and also every now and then the dog showed
spasms. On 10 Oct 2016 and 11 Oct 2016, the dog had seizures, one on each day. This was filmed by
the owner and on 12 Oct 2016 showed to the vet, who then diagnosed the dog with epilepsy. The dog
also showed reverse sneezing on the film. Agreed was to await the next seizure before doing a blood
test or starting therapy. On 31 Oct 2016, the dog had its third observed epileptic seizure within one
month. On 9 Nov 2016, a blood test was done and showed no abnormalities in the blood.
Phenobarbital therapy was started (18-36 mg twice daily). After 3 to 4 weeks, the phenobarbital
concentration in the blood was tested: 37.35. This was within the desired range of 20-40, therefore
dosage was not changed. On 14 Dec 2016, it was noted in the vet's files that it was going well now.
Only the night before, the dog had its first seizure since 5 weeks, a milder seizure than before. In Feb
2017, the dog started having seizures more often and was now also briefly showing signs of absence
afterwards. The dog had also developed an enormous appetite (due to Phenoral?). Therapy was
gradually changed to Pexion through a transition schedule with phenobarbital (Phenoral) 10-20 mg/kg
twice daily and Pexion 100 mg twice daily (chosen start date Feb 2017). On 24 Apr 2017, the seizures
were still not under control and did occur once every 2 to 3 weeks, each time with a duration of
approximately 4 to 10 minutes. Also did the dog have diarrhea often (note: dog is often eating things
from the street, due to the excessive appetite), therefore the dog was put on diet food (Trovet). On 24
Apr 2017, the dog was also vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabies. On 26 Apr 2017 it was
reported that the dog currently still has seizures and that a consultation with a veterinary neurological
specialist is planned. Follow-up 11 May 2017: On 5 May 2017 presented to specialist, who confirmed
the diagnosis epilepsy based on the signs as described (and filmed) by the owner: classical tonic-clonic
seizures (17 in total since the first observation)(veddra code epileptic seizure amended to tonic-clonic
seizure), the dog is also very skittish and shows little jerks that the specialist classified as myoclonic
jerks. Due to the frequency (daily) these little jerks could have meaning: Lafora? (hereditary disease,
dash hound predisposed). No DNA test available for Lafora, an MRI could show abnormalities. For now
therapy is added: Levetiracetam 250 mg tablet, 3 times daily half a tablet. A follow-up consultation by

Spasm,Absence seizure,Myoclonic
jerk,Epilepsy,Tonic-clonic
seizure,Diarrhoea,Excessive
appetite,Inappropriate
urination,Reverse
sneezing,Miscellaneous eating
disorder NOS,Anxiety

5.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (11/04/201711/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(11/04/2017-11/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B-Possible.

Bravecto 500 mg chewable tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for medium-sized dogs (>10-20 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets 1 Animal
(12/04/201712/04/2017)<BR><BR>Furosoral N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (08/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC RABIES 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(24/03/201724/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(24/03/201724/03/2017)<BR><BR>Vetmedin N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (08/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Vaccines are known to possibly cause or trigger
systemic reactions, though time to onset of clinical
signs is quite long in this case (19 days). Clinical signs
do not fit the farmacological/toxicological profile of
the VMP. Multiple products used concomitantly.
Other causes are possible, including an underlying
disease or condition (heart disease), but product
involvement can't be fully excluded. Therefore
causality O1 - Inconclusive.

44 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (12/04/201712/04/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1 - Inconclusive.

1.11 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (20/04/201720/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(20/04/201720/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (20/04/201720/04/2017)<BR><BR>
9.1 Bravecto 250 mg chewable tablets N - Unlikely
for small dogs (>4.5-10 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets Unknown 1
Animal (01/01/201408/08/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (24/04/201724/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(24/04/201724/04/2017)<BR><BR>Pexion 100
mg tablets for dogs - N/A,N/A,12
Hours,24,2x d 1 tablet startdose
(01/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Phenoral N/A,N/A,12 Hours,24,2xd 1 tablet
startdose (09/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00511

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

01/05/2017

03/05/2017

1

1

0 01/05/2017 Not
Vocalisation,Convulsion,StarKnown,<BR><BR gazing,Decreased activity,Muscle
><BR><BR><BR> weakness NOS
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A puppy dog was vaccinated for the first time and simultaneously with
Australian
Not
Nobivac Parvo-C and Nobivac L4. The dog vocalized on the injection and was inactive after
Shepherd Dog Known
vaccination. Six hours after application the dog had some sort of a attack: convulsions, vocalisation
(violently squeaking), muscle weakness, seemed unconscious with the eyes open. The reaction was not
treated. The next morning everything was back to normal again. No further information expected. CA
23 May 2017: Added Lot number for both suspect drugs and changed assessments of the Primary
source into A - Probable, according to information reported directly by the veterinarian to the
Competent Authority. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00523

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

20/04/2017

04/05/2017

1

1

0 20/04/2017 Yes

Epileptic seizure

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 20 Apr 2017 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Approximately 2
hours after vaccination the dog developed an epileptic seizure. This lasted approximately 5 min and
dog recovered without treatment. Dog was vaccinated before with Nobivac L4 (31 Mar 2017) without
any problems. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00534

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

08/05/2017

09/05/2017

1

1

1 08/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Vocalisation,Abdominal cavity
hernia,Distension of
abdomen,Vomiting,Loss of
consciousness,Weak
pulse,Abnormal
breathing,Death,Off
colour,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Depressed reflexes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A pup died a short time (unknown how long exactly) after vaccination
Belgian
Not
with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. The pup has been sent in for autopsy, results pending. Shepherd Dog - Known
Follow-up (10 May 2017): around 8 May 2017, at 4pm, the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP,
Malinois
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. At 7pm the dog was taken to puppy training and all was fine. When the
pup came home from puppy training it started peeping and vomiting and at 3am the dog became calm
again. But at 5am the dog started vomiting bile, seemed to loose consciousness and stopped breathing.
When the pup arrived at the vet at 6.45am the pup was grey, not breathing, had no pulse and no
cornea reflex anymore. The abdomen was distended, but soft. The vet's diferential diagnoses were a
corpus alienum, an intestinal torsion or a delayed allergic reaction to the vaccination. The pup was
sent in for autopsy. Autopsy results state the cause of death was a mesenteric hernia with small
intestine which moved into the hernia which lead to congestion of the small intestines. The report
states there were no indications for anaphylactic shock and no indications the death was related to
the vaccination. No further information expected. CA 2 June 2017: Added VedDRA term: Abdominal
cavity hernia, according to the autopsy results. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC
25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
1 Animal (08/05/201708/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(08/05/201708/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(08/05/2017-08/05/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N - Unlikely

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00551

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

03/05/2017

12/05/2017

1

1

0 05/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Lameness,Quadriparesis,Urinary
No Data
incontinence,Polyneuritis,Hind limb
ataxia,Hind limb paresis,Abnormal
posture NOS

Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (03/05/201703/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(03/05/201703/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (03/05/201703/05/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00571

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

31/01/2017

19/05/2017

1

1

0 07/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Shaking,Ataxia,Seizure
R><BR><BR>Yes, NOS
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00587

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

11/05/2017

16/06/2017

1

1

0 13/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Panting,Walking
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes difficulty,Ulcerative dermatitis,Skin
lesion NOS,Skin necrosis,Appetite
loss,Listless,Fever,Abnormal test
result,Allergic
dermatitis,Furunculosis,Local
swelling (not application
site),Localised skin reaction,Rapid
pulse rate,Increased respiratory
rate

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 3 May 2017 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac ParvoC and Nobivac KC. 2 days later the pup was lame on it's left hind leg followed by increasing instability
of the pup's hind body. Another 3 days later the pup was taken back to the vet, treatment with
Metacam (meloxicam) was started but without effect. The symptoms were progressive: first paresis of
the hind legs, later tetraparesis and incontinence. On 11 May 2017 the pup was taken to a specialist:
blood tests and an x-ray were performed. The diagnosis was polyneuropathy of unknown cause. The
specialist said he didn't known if the vaccination had any relationship with the symptoms seen. He said
there are many possible causes. Usually a polyneuropathy recovers without treatment, but a
complicating factor is that this pup has a thorax seen in 'swimmers' (which is less positive for the
prognosis). No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE /
PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. After been treated with Bravecto Chew 250 mg for 1.5 years without
problems (chosen start treatment approximately 2015), approximately on 31 Oct 2016 (i.e. 3 months
before 31 Jan 2017), a dog was again treated with one tablet Bravecto. A week later, the dog showed
signs of ataxia and uncoordinated movements (shaking). Signs were not typically epileptic because dog
was conscious, responsive and did not loose urine during seizure (chosen date of onset: approx. 7 Nov
2016). A few weeks later, exactly the same signs were observed. Blood tests did not show
abnormalities. Seizures lasted for 10 to 15 minutes and often ended with vomiting (time of onset
vomiting also chosen as 7 Nov 2016). On 31 Jan 2017, the dog received another tablet Bravecto Chew
250mg and was vaccinated by the vet with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabies. Four weeks
before today (chosen approx. 21 Apr 2017), the exact same signs occurred (shaking, ataxia, unclear if
the dog also vomited at the end). The seizure again had a duration of 10-15 minutes. The vet (as well
as the owner) do not necessary think that Bravecto is involved in the cause for the seizures, however
flea and tick control treatment for this dog is now switched to another product to see if seizures stay
away from now on. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Flea/ tick control
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 11 May 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Rabies and
Nobivac L4 (one vaccine on the left thoracic wall, the other on the right thoracic wall). 2 days later the
dog was suddenly very listless and panting. Also the dog had no appetite. The dog was taken to the vet:
temperature 40.7C, pulse and respiratory rate were increased but regular, mucosae were pink. Quite a
large soft swelling in the right axilla region was present. The vet punctured the swelling, only a small
amount of blood came out. The vet first thought it was possibly a bacterial infection. Despite
treatment with corticosteroids, antibiotics and NSAID's, the dog still had a high fever for 3 days. The
swelling spread from between the front legs to the left and right over the thoracic wall. Now the vet
thought it might be lymphangitis. On 17 May 2017 the dog was eating and drinking again. The
temperature was normal, the swelling on the right side was gone, on the left side it was still present
and now sero-hemorrhagic fluid was leaking from the swelling. On 20 May 2017 the dog had trouble
walking and the dog's coat was wet. It was still eating and drinking. The vet shaved the left thoracic
wall and discovered enormous tears in the skin from the back to the sternum, only on the left thoracic
wall. The wounds were cleaned and flushed and covered with Acederm ointment. Further treatment
with Synulox tablets (amoxicillin-clavic acid) and Metacam (meloxicam) and Acederm wound ointment.
The diagnosis is now an infection/a hypersensitivity reaction due to which the skin is falling off, unclear
what the cause is. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (2 Jun 2017): the skin around the wounds
became necrotic and was completely rejected. The wounds were cleaned up, biopsies were taken and
skin grafts/flaps were performed. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (16 Jun 2017): results of
skin biopsies: severe chronic necrotizing dermatitis with extended ulceration and infiltration by
eosinophilic granulocytes, focal furunculosis. This fits a severe focal allergic reaction. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

No Data

Crossbred

Bulldog

Other
Canine/dog

Labrador
Retriever

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (1 Day(s) 01/05/201701/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (01/05/201701/05/2017)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical signs is compatible. Vaccines
are known to possibly cause or trigger systemic
reactions. Clinical signs could be related to a transient
acute hypersensitivity reaction, which is mentioned in
the SPC of the VMP. Multiple products used. Product
involvement is suspected, but other causes for the
described symptoms have not been ruled out.
Therefore, causality B – Possible

6.6 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (20/04/201720/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical sign is compatible. Epileptic
seizures are not mentioned in the product information
of the VMP. However, stress and excitation and
medication in general may possibly trigger an epileptic
seizure in animals with a low epileptogen level. Other
causes are possible, but product involvement can not
be excluded. Therefore O1-inconclusive

Not
Known

4.7 Bravecto 250 mg chewable tablets N - Unlikely
for small dogs (>4.5-10 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets Unknown 1
Animal (2 Year(s) 01/01/201531/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not
applicable 1 Animal (31/01/201731/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (31/01/201731/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (31/01/201731/01/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N - Unlikely.

28.5 NOBIVAC RABIES - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 B - Possible
Dose 1 Animal (11/05/201711/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(11/05/2017-11/05/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00596

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

17/05/2017

23/05/2017

1

1

0 17/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes, membrane,Anaphylactic
<BR><BR><BR>< shock,Unable to stand,Vomiting
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00609

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

19/05/2017

29/05/2017

1

1

0 21/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00645

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

31/05/2017

01/06/2017

2

1

1 31/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Spleen rupture,Pale mucous
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Hepatic cirrhosis,NT tumour (NOS),Malaise,Breathing
difficulty,Organ
haemorrhage,Death

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00659

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Month(s)

30/09/2016

21/06/2017

1

1

1 30/05/2017 Not
Death by euthanasia,Lack of
Known,<BR><BR efficacy
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 21 Oct 2016, at 14 weeks old, a puppy dog received the
Boxer
second inoculation of a twofold basic vaccination with Nobivac L4 (simultaneously administered with (German
vaccine Nobivac DHP). The first inoculation of Nobivac L4 was administered 3 weeks earlier at 30 Sep Boxer)
2016 (simultaneously administered with vaccine Nobivac Parvo-C). On 30 May 2017, the dog became
severely ill with (among other) symptoms vomiting and icterus, upon which the dog was tested for
Leptospirosis. The PCR results of blood and urine samples were both positive for Leptospira. Serotyping by means of a microscopic agglutination test (MAT) was not performed. Treatment with
amoxicillin/clavulanic acid was started (by intramuscular injections, because oral administration was
not possible due to emesis. Three days later, after worsening of the kidney parameters, treatment was
changed to doxycycline (orally, now possible). Despite the following stabilisation of the kidney
parameters, the dog was euthanized on 5 Jun 2017. In an attempt to find out which sero-type of
Leptospira was involved, serum of the dog that was stored (sampling date 30 May 2017?) is currently
being tested by means of MAT. CA 29 June 2017: the following fields have been changed or filled in:
Reaction end date and treatment start date of suspect drug Nobivac L4, all according to the
information provided in the case narrative. Follow-up on 21 Jun 2017: Result MAT test: serum of the
dog was negative for all tested Leptospira serovars (L. bratislava, copenhageni (icterohaemorrhagiae),
australis, pomona, grippotyphosa, autumnalis, canicola and L. saxkoebing). No more information is
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS
610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00678

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

03/06/2014

12/06/2017

1

1

0 01/01/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. The owner reported to MSD that on 3 Jun 2014 the dog was vaccinated
Rottweiler
with Nobivac L4, Nobivac DHP and Nobivac KC and on 27 Jun 2014 the dog received a booster
vaccination of Nobivac L4. In 2014 the dog had diarrhoea more often than usual. In Apr 2015 the dog
was vaccinated with Vanguard Lepto. Around Sep - Oct 2015 the dog developed constant diarrhoea
which didn't recover after treatment with Finidiar. Faeces was tested and Cyniclomyces guttulatus was
detected. The dog was treated for this but the diarrhoea persisted. The dog also had severe abdominal
pains. An ultrasound was performed and a large amount of free fluid in the abdomen was seen. Blood
tests showed a decreased total protein, decreased albumin and decreased vitamin B12. The dog was
taken to a specialist where an endoscopy was performed and the diagnosis made thereafter was
Protein Loosing Enteropathy. Treatment was started with Metrobactin and prednisone. With some ups
and downs the dog slowly improved. In the winter of 2015/2016 the dog hardly had any problems, but
if the owner decreases the prednisone dose, the dog develops episodes of abdominal pain and nausea.
Diet was changed to hypo- and nonallergenic food. Around Apr 2016 the dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac L4 again. In the months (spring and summer) following this, the dog has been taken to the vet
a few times because of diarrhoea and episodes of abdominal pain and nausea and also to check the
protein level. Now (Jun 2017) the dog has been doing well for quite a while with every now and then an
episode of nausea. But the prednisone dose cannot be reduced any further (now on 10mg every other
day). The owner has changed the diet again, now the dog is on raw meat. Some of the dates
mentioned by the owner are inconsistent, attending vet will be contacted to clarify. Follow-up
information (from attending vet) is pending. The owner also has another dog which also developed the
same symptoms after vaccination. See case 2017-NL-00683. Follow-up 19 Jun 2017: correction of the
above information: The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac DHP and Nobivac KC on 3 Jun
2014 and on 27 Jun 2014 the dog received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4. According to owner
the dog had diarrhoea more often than usual in 2014 (case changed from serious to non-serious seeing
now only the diarrhoea in 2014 is included in this case and seperate case is created for the vaccination
in 2016), according to the attending vet the dog had no problems after these vaccinations. On 3 May
2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 without any problems. In 2016 the
dog also developed diarrhoea, but also abdominal pain and nausea after vaccination, see case 2017-NL00722. The owner also has another dog which also developed similar symptoms after vaccination. See

Muscle pain,Fever,Not eating,Not
drinking,Vomiting,Localised pain
NOS (see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain)

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 17 May 2017, a puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
DHP by subcutaneous injection and intranasal with Nobivac KC. Within 5 minutes after the
subcutaneous vaccination, the dog started vomiting with pale to greyish mucous membranes and could
not stand anymore. The signs of anaphylactic shock were immediately treated with fluids (NaCl) and 2
mL Dexadreson administered by intravenous drip. After approximately 10 to 15 minutes, the mucous
membranes were recovered to pink and the dog was stabilized. No more information is expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 19 May 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4
and Nobivac Rabies. On 21 May 2017 the dog was taken to the weekend vet because it had muscle
pain. It was treated with an injection of Novacam but this had no effect. Therefore the dog was taken
to it's own vet on 22 May 2017: the dog had a temperature of 40.2 C, was vomiting, not eating and
drinking, had a painful neck (didn't want to move it's head to the right). Treatment was started with
Albipen and Novacam but on 24 May 2017 the dog came back because there was no improvement.
Then the dog was treated with 2.5ml Dexadreson iv and within 3 hours the dog clearly improved. On 25
and 26 May 2017 the dog was treated with Dexadreson iv again after which the vet switched to oral
prednisone. The dog is doing well now. The vet thinks the dog has steroid responsive
encephalitis/meningitis. No diagnostic tests were performed. No further information expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 31 May 2017, two dogs of one household were concomitantly
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP. Three hours later, the dog owner called the vet because
one of the dogs was doing badly. The vet came to examine the dog at home. The dog had very pale
mucous membranes and was breathing heavily. First the dog was treated with an injection with a
regular painkiller (NSAID), however the dog showed no improvement. The dog was then carried outside
and injected with Dexamethasone, upon which the dog stood up, walked to the other dog that was in
its cage, laid down and afterwards died. At time of vaccination, the dog was stressed, had a lot of
lumps all over the body. however was considered healthy. A few years ago, however, the dog had a
severe parvo infection (was never vaccinated before against parvo until then), from which the dog had
recovered. The vaccination on 31 May 2017 was the second parvo vaccination after the Parvo
outbreak. At autopsy, a ruptured spleen tumour was found. The pathology report concluded that the
dog had internally bled to death. No more information is expected. Follow-up on 8 Jun 2017: Final
pathology report: tumour in the spleen was histologically determined to be a myelolipoma. Also, liver
cirrosis was observed. No more information is expected. CA 20 June 2017: Added VedDRA term:
Hepatic cirrhosis and Reaction end date, according to the information provided in the case narrative
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

Crossbred

Flat-coated
Retriever

Crossbred

7.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (17/05/201717/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(17/05/201717/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (17/05/201717/05/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
NOBIVAC RABIES - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 O1 - Inconclusive
Known Dose 1 Animal (19/05/201719/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(19/05/201719/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(19/05/2017-19/05/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
1 Animal (31/05/201731/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(31/05/2017-31/05/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N - Unlikely

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O 1 Animal (21/10/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa
21/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4, ble
suspension for injection for dogs 1,1,3 Weeks,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
twice (30/09/201621/10/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (30/09/201630/09/2016)<BR><BR>

Diagnosis Leptospirosis despite vaccination:There is
an association in time (signs started 7 months after
correct vaccination according SPC= within expected
DOI). The PCR results of blood and urine samples
were both positive for Leptospira. Result MAT test:
serum of the dog was negative for all tested
Leptospira serovars, altbeit time of sampling date not
certain (possibly 30 May, the date the dog became
severely ill, and this date could be quite short for
interpreting a MAT result). Insufficient data available
to draw a realistic conclusion. Therefore causality O unclassifiable/unassessable

32.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
1 Animal (03/06/201403/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(03/06/201403/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose twice
(03/06/2014-27/06/2014)<BR><BR>

Close association in time (2 days). Clinical signs are
partly mentioned in the SPC of the VMP. Vaccines are
known to possibly cause or trigger systemic reactions.
Multiple products used. No diagnostic tests
performed. Other causes are possible, like an
underlying condition/illness of the dog, but product
involvement can't be excluded. Therefore O1 Inconclusive

Association in time unclear. Multiple possible causes,
no diagnostic tests performed. Multiple products
used. Therefore, causality O1-Inconclusive.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00683

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

21/02/2017

19/06/2017

1

1

0 01/02/2017 Yes

Diarrhoea,Distension of
No Data
abdomen,Decreased
appetite,Listless,Breathing
difficulty,Nausea,Hypoalbuminaemi
a,Hypoproteinaemia,Fluid in
abdomen NOS,Abnormal
ultrasound finding

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00699

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

02/06/2017

15/06/2017

1

1

0 02/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Epileptic seizure
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00720

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Month(s)

19/05/2017

21/06/2017

1

1

1 06/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Thrombocytopenia,Emesis
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes (multiple),Diarrhoea,Melaena,Blind
ness,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Mydriasis,Death,Anorexi
a,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Coagulopathy,Abnor
mal menace reflex test,Abnormal
test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Elevated
liver
enzymes,Hypoproteinaemia,Haema
tochezia,Decubitus,Cardiac arrest

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00733

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

27/06/2017

03/07/2017

1

1

0 27/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Pale mucous membrane,Emesis
No Data
(multiple),Rapid pulse rate,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 27 Jun 2017, a pup was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C, Nobivac L4
and Nobivac KC. Within 15 minutes after the vaccinations, the dog vomited 6 times, developed pale
mucous membranes, became lethargic and had an increased pulse rate. The dog was treated with an
injection of dexamethasone and recovered rapidly thereafter (within a few hours). No more
information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00744

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

07/06/2017

03/07/2017

1

1

0 10/06/2017 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Decreased
activity,Hiding,Shaking,Decreased
appetite,Inappropriate
defecation,Diarrhoea,Vomiting

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 8 Jun 2015 a dog was treated with a Bravecto small dog Chew (250
Maltese
mg), administered by the attending vet. No signs observed. On 7 Jun 2017 the dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. On 10 Jun 2017 the dog was treated with a Bravecto small dog Chew (250
mg) administered by the owner. The tablet was administered in pieces (Extra Label Use). Immediately
after intake, the dog vomited once. The pieces Bravecto were taken out of the vomitus and again given
to the dog (ELU). The dog did not vomit again. One hour later the dog started to defecate in the
house: first stool was normal, later diarrhea. This lasted for 3 days, no treatment was given. Also, the
dog's appetite was and is still reduced (the dog only eats out of the hand). The dog also started to hide
in places in the house (exact date unknown chosen approx. Jun 2017). During walks, the dog does not
(want to) keep up with the owner. The dog is somewhat shaking. On 3 Jul 2017, the dog was
presented to the vet, who did not find any abnormalities. Different kind of dog feed was provided.
No more information is expected.
20170727 CA: the following field has been filled according
to the information provided in the case narrative: time to onset of reaction (<=2 min). Treatment start
date for Bravecto has been changed to 10 June 2017 as it is clear that the reported adverse reactions
occurred after this treatment and not the treatment in 2015. This information is included in the
rechallenge information field. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS
Brand: BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Unknown]

No Data

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. The owner reported to MSD that the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4
on 24 Jan 2017 and received a booster vaccination of Nobivac L4 on 21 Feb 2017. In the months
following the dog's appetite became less and less and the abdomen distended slowly. The owner tried
different kinds of food, but the appetite still stayed poor until the dog hardly ate anything anymore. On
26 Apr 2017 the dog developed trouble breathing and was therefore taken to the vet immediately. On
ultrasound free fluid in the abdomen was seen and blood tests showed a decreased total protein and
albumin level was so low, it couldn't even be measured anymore. The dog had trouble breathing and
didn't want to eat because of the free fluid in the abdomen. The next day the dog was taken to a
specialist, but sadly no endoscopy was performed. The following day it was decided to start treating
for Protein Losing Enteropathy even though the diagnosis was not confirmed. The dog slowly
recovered with some ups and downs. Treatment was started with Metrobactin and prednisone. The
dose of prednisone cannot be decreased because then the dog becomes nauseous (the dog is now on
a dose of 2.5mg every other day). Also the owner has switched to a raw meat diet. Follow-up
information (from attending vet) is pending. Follow-up (19 Jun 2017): according to the vet the owner
also mentioned on 26 Apr 2017 that the dog had diarrhoea every now and then and was becoming
more and more listless. The free fluid seen on ultrasound was aspirated and was clear and translucent.
As no protein measurement was performed on the fluid, the ddx was either transudate or exudate. The
dog was taken to a specialist where also an abdominal ultrasound was performed. Again the free fluid
in the abdomen was aspirated and now it was determined it was transudate. The results of both
ultrasounds and blood tests were indicative for protein losing enteropathy but other causes (e.g.
Inflammatory Bowel Disease, intestinal lymphoma and lymphangectasia) could not be fully ruled out
as no biopsies of the intestines were taken. Treatment was started with Emeprid (metoclopramide)
and omeprazole. Later on, back at the own attending vet clinic, a giardia test was performed which
was negative. Also treatment with prednisone was started. Clinically the dog has recovered but is still
on a low dose of prednisone. The protein and albumin values have improved but are still a bit on the
low side (total protein 52 (reference values 55-72) and albumin 22 (reference values 26-37). No further
information expected. The owner also has another dog which also developed the same symptoms
after vaccination. See case 2017-NL-00678 and 2017-NL-00722. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand:
NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS
547 Reason:
Vaccination]
Suspected
Adverse Reaction. On 2 Jun 2017,
a dog was
vaccinated
with Nobivac
DHP, Nobivac
L4 and

Continental
Toy Spaniel Papillon (with
erect ears)

Collie Smooth
Nobivac Rabies. In the following night, the dog had an epileptic seizure (signs not further specified).
The next day, 3 Jun 2017, the dog had epileptic seizures two more times. It took until day 3 after
vaccination (5 Jun 2017) until the dog was it usual self again. The dog was not treated for the signs. In
the past, the dog had been vaccinated before with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, however this was the
first time the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Rabies. No more information is expected. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 19 May 2017, a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4
Small
(simultaneously administered with vaccine Nobivac DHP). On 6 Jun 2017 in the morning, the dog
Munsterlander
started to show the signs acute vomiting, diarrhea (initially without blood) and anorexia, and was later
that day presented to the reporting vet. The owner explained to the vet that the night before she
found flower bulbs (type of plant unknown) digged out of the ground. The dog was treated
symptomatically with Cerenia (maropitant) and Canikur Pro, however the dog's health was further
deteriorating (acute lethargy with collapse) the next day. Because an corpus alienum was suspected,
an explorative laparotomy was performed on 8 Jun 2017, however without result. After further
deterioration, the dog was send to a specialist on 9 Jun 2017. The dog arrived in lateral decubitus
where the dog was hospitalized and the following was determined: acute emesis, melaena,
haematochezia, highly elevated liver enzymes, hypoproteinemia, hypoalbuminemia, suspicion of
disseminated intravascular coagulopathy (coagulopathy, thrombocytopenia) (differential diagnosis:
intoxication, leptospirosis, Toxoplasma, Campylobacter, salmonella), blindness (bilateral mydriasis,
bilateral negative threat reflexes) possibly caused by cerebral damage (as result of haematoma,
inflammation or infection?). The dog received the following treatments: plasma transfusion, fluid
infuse, maropitant, pantoprazole, metoclopramide, amoxicillin-clavulanic acid, zenotyl, uroschol,
sucralfate. On 10 Jun 2017, the dog died after cardiovascular arrest. No autopsy was performed. Blood
test results: a single MAT (microscopic agglutination test) for leptospirosis was positive for 3 of the 4
Nobivac L4 vaccine serovars. The titres were not high enough to proof an acute Leptospira infection
and fit expected titres after recent vaccination. It is not possible to proof infection by proof of
seroconversion in a later blood sample due to death of the dog. No more information is expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]
Crossbred

3.4 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (21/02/201721/02/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1.

22.7 NOBIVAC RABIES - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 O1 - Inconclusive
ml 1 Animal (02/06/201702/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(02/06/201702/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(02/06/2017-02/06/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1-Inconclusive.

17.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(19/05/201719/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (19/05/201719/05/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1 - Inconclusive

Not
Known

Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (27/06/201727/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(27/06/201727/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (27/06/201727/06/2017)<BR><BR>
10.4 Bravecto 250 mg chewable tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for small dogs (>4.5-10 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets 1 Animal
(10/06/201710/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(07/06/201707/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(07/06/2017-07/06/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible.

There is an association in time (3 days). Reduced
appetite is a known possible adverse reaction after
vaccination. However, vomiting and diarrhoea are
known possible reactions after the use of Bravecto
and the time to onset is much closer. Therefore,
Bravecto is more likely the cause of these symptoms.
Behavioural changes have also been reported before
for Bravecto as well as after vaccination. Overall
assessment causality O1-Inconclusive.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00752

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

30/06/2017

01/11/2017

1

1

1 01/07/2017 Yes

Behavioural disorder
No Data
NOS,Inappropriate urination,Partial
deafness,Falling,Circling neurological disorder (see also
'Behavioural
disorders'),Disorientation,Muscle
spasm NOS,Death by
euthanasia,Reluctant to
move,Malaise,Foaming at the
mouth,Abnormal menace reflex
test,Lateral
recumbency,Paddling,Loss of
smell,Muscle weakness
NOS,Tiredness,Incoordination,Meta
static tumour,NT - lung tumour
(adenocarcinoma/adenoma/bronc
hiolo/alveolar
carcinoma/adenoma)

SAR small surgical procedure (unknown which), then vaccinated with Nobivac L4 seeing it had not been Flat-coated
vaccinated for years. The dog is used for hunting. THe next day (1 Jul 2017) it was taken on a hunting
Retriever
expedition. After 15 minutes the owner found the dog lying on her side, kicking with all her legs and
foaming at the mouth. This went on for a few minutes after which the dog slowly became calm again.
When she tried to stand up she fell over and she was circling. Slowly the dog improved but was still not
completely stable on her legs. Shortly after the owner and dog arrived back home, the dog had a
second episode: she was very unstable on her legs and fell over a few times, had muscle spasms, was
foaming at the mouth and later when she was standing up again, she was kicking with 1 leg. Again this
episode took a few minutes. The rest of the day the dog stayed lying in her basket as if she was tired.
She did eat and drink. The next day she improved further and on 3 Jul 2017 she was doing well, but still
not completely recovered. The dog will be taken to a specialist, follow-up pending. FU 17 Jul 2017: End
Jun 2017 (exact date unknown) a small wart was surgically removed from one eyelid. The dog also had
severe otitis externa in the left ear (treated with Easotic). During check up on 30 Jun left ear was ok,
but the right ear was questionable. On 30 Jun vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 11 Jul 2017 dog taken to
the vet. Owner notices a small improvement in recovery but at the vet the dog was circling to the left.
General examination: No abnormalities in posture reflex or proprioception. Menace reflex right is
negative, left is positive. sound right side negative left side positive (Deaf on the right side?) When a
biscuit is held on the right side dog appears not to hear/smell it while on the left side the dog
immediately wants to eat it. tail is kept down almost entire time, had difficulty sitting down (seems to
over think his actions) while sitting down, right front leg is sliding away. At home the dog lays down in
the most odd locations, hiding, loss of orientation, urinating in the middle of the street. Sometimes the
dog still has spasms and coordination is not optimal. Dog is on Caro Croq (pellets) and was dewormed
in Feb 2017 (Mansonil), never used anti flea/tick medication. Dog sent to specialist (SDU) 14 Jul. 17 Jul
dog deteriorates and euthanized. FU 21 Jul 2017: preliminary autopsy results: multiple tumors. Primary
tumor located in the lungs and metastasized to heart and liver. Possibly also metastasized to the brain.
These tumors explain the symptoms seen in the dog. FU 02 Aug 2017: final autopsy results:
Bronchoalveolar carcinoma (lungs), metastasized in lungs, hart, liver and brain. the localisation in the
brain can explain all neurological symptoms. No more information expected. FU 01 Nov 2017: final
report fromAdverse
the specialist:
based
on Jun
general
blood tests
creatinine,
sodium, Flanders
Suspected
Reaction.
On 22
2017,neurological
a puppy dogexam,
was presented
to(BUN,
the vet
for vaccination
with Nobivac Parvo-C and Nobivac L4. Also a Bravecto Chew 250 mg tablet was purchased that day,
Cattle Dog
which was given to the dog by the owner in the morning (exact date of application is unknown, chosen
for the day after purchase: 23 Jun 2017). The same day the dog was treated with Bravecto Chew, the
dog had a kind of seizure in the evening (chosen 12 hours as time of onset). The vet had advised to
treat the dog with Milbemax for deworming 2 days after vaccination, unknown if this was done
therefore not added as product. More information is requested. Follow-up on 17 Jul 2017: Correction:
the dog was treated with the Bravecto tablet on 24 Jun 2017 in the morning. Unknown if the dog was
also treated with Milbemax as was advised by the vet. That evening, while the dog was walked
together with the other dogs (with a lot of hectic), the puppy suddenly fossilized and was not
responding to the owner for a minute. 6-10-17 CA: changed Most recent info date. No more
information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand:
BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand:
NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00798

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

22/06/2017

14/09/2017

1

1

0 24/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of response to owner,Tonic
R><BR><BR>Yes, seizure
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00800

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

07/07/2017

12/07/2017

1

1

1 01/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vocalisation,Congenital
R><BR><BR>Yes cardiovascular disorder
NOS,Drooling,Hepatic
encephalopathy,Head tilt neurological disorder,Abnormal
breathing,Death by
euthanasia,Appetite loss,Bloated
stomach,Ataxia

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 8 Jun 2017 a pup (shih tzu, 3m) was brought home. It bumped into
Shih Tzu
objects. On 7 Jul 2017 at 12.30 p.m. the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Parvo-C.
Concomitant use with other products is unknown. Pupil reflexes were fine. In the evening the dog
started drooling a lot (the complete chest was wet). It still ate. The symptoms became worse and the
dog was hospitalized on 12 Jul 2017. The dog did not eat that day and lay still during hospitalization.
Pupil reflexes were fine but the dog bumped into objects and was atactic. The owner reported already
before vaccination that the dog bumped into objects from time to time and thinks it has impaired
vision. On 14 Jul 2017 the dog was doing fine again (the same as before vaccination according the
owner). It appeared this was only for one day. The dog became bad again and was euthanized (17 Jul
2017* was chosen). The dog was sent for autopsy. More information expected. Follow up (21 Jul
2017): preliminary test results came in. Clinical: the dog was not able to control the hind legs, was
blind, turned the head to the neck, squealed with opening the mouth, gasped, was atactic and had a
swollen stomach. Macroscopic results: right orbit not completely developed, protrusion of cerebellum,
narrow spinal cord, broadened intervertebral discs. Microscopic results: amyloid deposition in the
liver? The white matter in the cerebellum, brainstem, marrow is vacuolated: hepatic-encephalopathy?
Awaiting final test results. More information expected. Follow up 31 Jul 2017: Final test results: A
congenital vascular anomaly was found in the liver. Signs fit a portosystemic shunt or hepatoportal
microvascular dysplasia. Also, signs of hepatic encephalopathy were seen. No further information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS
610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

2.15 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection N - Unlikely
for dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown (07/07/201707/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (07/07/201707/07/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N - Unlikely

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00876

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

02/08/2017

03/08/2017

1

1

0 02/08/2017 Not
Anaphylaxis,Vomiting,Pale mucous
Known,<BR><BR membrane,Shock
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

1.98 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (02/08/201702/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (02/08/201702/08/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00879

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

04/08/2017

04/08/2017

1

1

0 04/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylactic shock
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 2 Aug 2017, a 12 weeks old puppy dog was vaccinated with Nobivac
DHP and Nobivac L4 by one injection. Within 10 minutes after the administration of the vaccines, the
dog started vomiting and the mucous membranes became pale. The animal went into a shock.
Immediately a branule was placed and adrenaline was administered, whereafter the dog rapidly
started recovering. The mucous membranes turned pink again and the dog was immediately much
more vivid. Background information pup: The dog was adopted from Germany and has no vaccination
passport, however, the breeder had said to the new owner that the dog had been vaccinated earlier in
Germany. Unknown which vaccinations or which vaccine brands (therefore chosen for unknown
correct administration of the vaccines). There is no identification document for the dog present
whatsoever, therefore the age of the dog can not be demonstrated. Probably the dog has not been
vaccinated against Rabies yet. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 4 Aug 2017 at half past one in the afternoon, an (almost) 13-weeks
old Labradoodle puppy dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. Within
a few minutes after vaccination (chosen approx. 3 minutes), the dog had an anaphylactic shock on the
examination table, for which the dog was immediately treated with dexamethasone, tavergyl and
Cerenia. Within the hour, the dog was recovered. (Note: the combination of the administered vaccines
is not according to the normal advised schedule in The Netherlands (but not off label). This was the
choice of the vet based on incomplete information about earlier vaccinations at 9 weeks old
(administered by a different vet). No more information is expected.
30-8-17 CA: the following field
has been changed: Breeds according to information provided in the case narrative. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

7.6 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(04/08/201704/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Not applicable
(04/08/201704/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (04/08/201704/08/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible.

German Spitz Pomeranian

Other
Canine/dog

Not
Known

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection N - Unlikely
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (30/06/201730/06/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N - Unlikely

8.8 Bravecto 250 mg chewable tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for small dogs (>4.5-10 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets Not
applicable 1 Animal (24/06/201724/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (22/06/201722/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (22/06/201722/06/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality comments of the MAH
resulting in adjustment of causality assessment from
O into O1 - Inconclusive.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00899

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

14 Month(s)

10/08/2017

11/08/2017

1

1

0 10/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous membrane,Limb
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, weakness,Hyperthermia,Diarrhoea
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 10 Aug 2017, a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4, Nobivac DHP and Crossbred
Nobivac KC. Twenty minutes after vaccination, the dog showed severe weakness in the legs, pale
mucous membranes and diarrhea. T=39.7. The dog was intravenously treated with Rapidexon. After 30
minutes the dog was recovered. The mucous membranes had turned pink again and the body
temperature was lowered to T=38.6. In the past, as a puppy, this dog also reacted after vaccination,
(PV case 2017-NL-00901). No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00901

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

12/08/2016

11/08/2017

1

1

0 12/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Hyperthermia,Swollen eye
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. At the age of 12 weeks (chosen approx. 12 Aug 2016), a dog was
Crossbred
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP, at 5.10 h. in the afternoon. At 7 h. in the evening at
home, the dog showed swollen eyelids and the dogs body temperature was T=39.3. The dog was
intravenously treated with Rapidexon, whereafter the dog recovered the same evening (chosen
approx. 2 hours as duration sign). A year later, this dog also reacted after a vaccination (PV case 2017NL-00899). No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00916

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

14/08/2017

16/08/2017

1

1

0 14/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Reduced responses,Elevated
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes temperature,Shivering,Shaking,Dull

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00937

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

22/08/2017

25/08/2017

2

1

0 22/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00940

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

22/08/2017

19/09/2017

1

1

1 25/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Jejunitis,Bloody
R><BR><BR>Yes diarrhoea,Enteritis,Death,Septicae
mia,Spleen hypertrophy,Mucous
stool,Lateral
recumbency,Apathy,Liver disorder
NOS,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Enlarged lymph nodes
(generalised),Congestive heart
failure,Shock

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00952

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

31/08/2017

01/09/2017

1

1

0 31/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Head tremor
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

Emesis (multiple),Inappropriate
defecation,Inappropriate
urination,Swollen lip (see also
'Skin'),Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Recumbency,Apathy,Pale
mucous membrane

5.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(10/08/201710/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (10/08/201710/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (10/08/201710/08/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Known Not applicable 1 Animal
(12/08/201612/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (12/08/201612/08/2016)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible.

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 14 Aug 2017, six o'clock at night, a puppy dog was vaccinated with
Crossbred
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. The puppy had a lot of fleas at that moment (Bravecto Chew was
purchased at the same consultation, however not administered yet at time of report). At 8 o'clock at
night, the owner phoned the vet: the dog was shaking/shivering (approx. 2 hours chosen as time to
onset signs). At arrival at the clinic (exact time unknown), the dog had become very dull, not alert and
had a body temperature of 39.6 degrees Celsius (chosen same time of onset signs). The vet treated the
puppy with an injection dexamethasone. Thirty minutes later, the dog was standing on his legs again,
could walk and was responding with alertness again (chosen approx. 1 hour as duration of the signs).
Earlier, at the age of 9 weeks, the puppy had been vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C, Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac KC without any problems. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 22 Aug 2017, two puppy dogs (male siblings) were vaccinated with
Crossbred
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Parvo-C. One puppy was very nervous and hyperactive at time of vaccination
(wanted to jump from the table). Two minutes after vaccination, this puppy defecated and urinated in
the consultation room. Another 3 minutes later the puppy vomited 3 times. Subsequently the dog
became apathetic, lay down and developed pale mucous membranes. Five minutes after the vomiting
had started, the dog was treated with a Dexamethasone injection. Half a hour after the
dexamethasone injection, the mucous membranes were pink again and the dog became active again.
One hour after the injection the puppy was walking around and taken home. Despite the corticosteroid
treatment, the dog did develop swollen eyelids and swollen lips at home (time to onset unknown,
chosen 2 hours after vaccination). When the dog was taken back to the clinic, the swelling was already
reducing again. Without further treatment (maximum dexamethasone dosage was already given) the
swelling disappeared (chosen the next day as end date sign). Approximately one week before
vaccination (chosen 15 Aug 2017), the puppy was treated with Milbemax for deworming. It was the
second time that the puppy was vaccinated: at the age of 6 weeks, the puppies were vaccinated with
Nobivac Puppy DP without any problems. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: Brand: Milbemax Reason: Deworming] [State of health: Good]

9.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (14/08/201714/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(14/08/2017-14/08/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible

9.8 Milbemax - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets
Unknown Unknown (15/08/201715/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(22/08/201722/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (22/08/201722/08/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 22 Aug 2017, a puppy dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP (for the Weimaraner
first time) and Nobivac L4 (for the second time). On 25 Aug 2017 in the evening, the dog was brought
into the clinic with emergency: shock, lateral decubitus, apathetic, tachycardia (auscultation), bloody
and slimy diarrhea, T=37.5. The dog was immediately hospitalized, put on an infuse and received
treatment for shock. Because the dog had possibly eaten something bad, the dog was treated with
norrit. The dog's feces was extremely sour- smelling and slimy, covered with mucous membrane and
some blood. The puppy was treated with Neurotranq, Norrit, Cerenia (injection) and Metronidazole.
The dog died the next morning. The vet performed an autopsy herself, with the following findings:
severely swollen and inflamed jejunum. Enlarged mesenteric lymph nodes. Clearly visible Peyerian
patches in other gut segments. Empty stomach. Intestines content low, however discoloration by the
norrit. No parasites visible, feces flotation test also negative. Slightly congested heart, slightly enlarged
spleen, pale liver. The dog has not been in a foreign country. The dog's diet: dog food pellets with fresh
meat. Diagnosis by the vet: bacterial and/or viral enteritis with septicemia and death as result. Several
samples were taken and send to the laboratory. Results are pending. The breeder of the dog blames
the L4 vaccination, therefore the owner wanted the vet to report the adverse event. Follow-up on
13+19 Sep 2017: Addition of problem type Suspected Lack of expected efficacy (against Parvovirus
infection) Patho- histology result of a jejunum sample: observations matching acute or sub-acute
enteritis with necrosis of the crypts. Strong suspicion of an enteritis caused by Parvovirus. An extra PCR
test is requested in an attempt to determine whether Parvo type 2, 2a, 2b or 2c was involved. Followup is pending. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

9.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(22/08/201722/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (22/08/201722/08/2017)<BR><BR>

SAR: Reasonable association in time (3 days).
Necropsy findings point to an infectious enteritis
(possibly Parvo) with septicemia and death as result.
Multiple products used. Lab results pending. Other
causes are possible, including an underlying disease,
but product involvement can't be fully excluded.
Therefore causality O1 - Inconclusive. SLEE: Nobivac
L4 does not claim to protect against parvo virus.
Therefore, causality N - Unlikely. Overall causality
O1- Inconclusive.

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 31 Aug 2017, a dog was treated by its owner with one tablet Bravecto Crossbred
Chew 500 mg, after the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4 earlier that
day at the clinic. According to the owner, 45 minutes after Bravecto intake, the dog started shaking her
head (a Parkinson-alike motion of shaking-no). This continued for 1.5 to 2 hours, where after the dog
was recovered without treatment. The vet has not seen the dog since the head shaking, however
according to the owner the dog was eating normal, had a normal consciousness, did not vomit, had no
diarrhea and showed no ataxia or nystagmus. Dog's history and origin: dog is a border collie-like cross
bred from Hungary, supposably born on 28 Feb 2017, however based on dental examination the vet
estimated the dog to be one month younger (therefore chosen date of birth approximately Mar 2017).
No abnormalities were observed at a health check. Supposably, the dog was vaccinated approximately
6 weeks ago with an unknown cocktail vaccine and a rabies vaccine (brands unknown). No more
information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand:
BRAVECTO 500MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP
10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS
DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

15.6 Bravecto 500 mg chewable tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for medium-sized dogs (>10-20 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets Not
applicable 1 Animal (31/08/201731/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (31/08/201731/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (31/08/201731/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (31/08/201731/08/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1 - Inconclusive.

No Data

B - Possible

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00957

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

01/09/2017

04/09/2017

1

1

0 02/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Leucocytosis,Vomiting,Dull,Increas No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes ed salivation,Elevated C-reactive
protein,Elevated temperature

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 1 Sep 2017, a 14 weeks old puppy dog was vaccinated with Nobivac
Crossbred
DHP and Nobivac L4. The next day, the dog became very dull and vomited once. Another day later (3
Sep 2017) the dog was still very dull and presented to the vet, who observed the following: T=40.8,
increased salivation and dullness. The dog was treated with Cerenia, Rimadyl, glucose and infuse. That
evening the dog did eat some dog food and the body temperature dropped to T=38.4. The following
morning, however, the temperature was up again to T=40.2, where after the dog was hospitalized for
treatment with infuse and Rimadyl. The next day (5 Sep 2017) the dog was doing a little better (body
temperature had dropped again), however still much too calm compared to the dog's usual behavior.
Blood tests are pending. The dog was adopted by its new owner at 10 weeks old and has not been sick
nor received any treatments since then, besides vaccination with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Parvo-C at
the age of 11 weeks (no reactions observed then). Follow-up is pending. Follow-up on 13 Sep 2017:
Blood test results: signs of inflammation (increased CRP and Leucocytes) at unknown location.
Injection site of the vaccines is not red, swollen or warm. Pancreatitis excluded (normal cPLI values). In
the meantime the dog has recovered. No more information is expected. Case has been upgraded to
serious due to hospitalization and infusion. CA 10 October 2017: Changed Outcome Ongoing into
Outcome Recovered, according to the information provided in the case narrative [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00967

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

17/08/2017

07/09/2017

1

1

0 17/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Urticaria,Dull,Swollen
R><BR><BR>Yes eye,Emesis (multiple),Lump

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 17 Aug 2017, a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Miniature
A few hours later (chosen approximately 2 hours), the dog suddenly became dull, developed lumps all Dachshund
over the body and vomited a few times. The vet observed swollen eye(s?), urticaria and tachycardia
and treated the dog with an injection dexamethasone and with Tavegil. Within 2 hours after treatment,
the lumps had fully disappeared (chosen approx. 2 hours as duration of signs). At the age of 9 weeks,
the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo- C and Nobivac L4 without problems (the owner forgot to
bring the dog back in for follow-up vaccinations at the age of 12 weeks). No more information is
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-00973

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Month(s)

09/11/2016

23/10/2017

1

1

1 02/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death by euthanasia,Lack of
R><BR><BR>Yes, efficacy
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01007

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

21/09/2017

08/11/2017

1

1

1 24/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy against Leptospirosis. On 30 Nov 2016, at 12 weeks old, a dog had Labrador
received the second inoculation of a twofold basic vaccination with Nobivac L4 (simultaneously
Retriever
administered with Nobivac DHP). The first inoculation with Nobivac L4 took place 3 weeks earlier on 9
Nov 2016 (simultaneously administered with vaccine Nobivac Parvo-C and concurrently with the intranasal vaccination with Nobivac KC). On 4 Sep 2017, the dog (almost 1 year old) was presented to the
vet. It had not eaten for 2 days and when it finally ate something he vomited 3 to 4 times. The dog had
also difficulty walking. Examination by vet: dull, pink mucous membranes, lame at right hind leg. On an
X-ray image of the abdomen, no signs of ileus or obstruction were observed. Treated with Emeprid and
Carporal. The next day the condition of the dog had not improved and was presented to the vet again:
vomiting, anuria. Blood test results: neutrophilia and strongly elevated liver and kidney values.
Differential diagnosis: leptospirosis, intoxication, (Addison disease). The dog was hospitalized and
treated with infuse, Emeprid, and Noroclav. Because the dog didn't improve, the dog was send to the
specialist (academic veterinary hospital) on 6 Sep 2017. There the following was concluded after more
investigations: anuria despite diuretics. Signs of acute kidney failure due to Leptospirosis (positive in
ELISA and PCR). The dog was euthanised because of his poor health condition in combination with a
poor prognosis. In an attempt to find out which sero-type of Leptospira was involved, serum of the
dog that was stored at the reporting vet's clinic was tested by means of MAT. Result: negative for all
(7) tested serovars (L. bratislava test was not available). It is currently unclear if the earlier positive PCR
test was performed on a urine or serum sample. Additional information requested. At the moment,
also serum and urine of (human) members of the family of the dog is being tested (they have been
swimming in the same water as the dog). Results are awaited. Follow-up 19 Sep 2017: Correction: only
blood was tested in the PCR (urine not tested), however the Leptospirosis PCR was negative (not
positive!). The ELISA was very highly postive for IgM antibodies against Leptospirosis. More tests are
planned on the serum. Follow-up pending. Follow-up information on 23 Oct 2017: no more
information available. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand:
NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC
KC 5X1DS+5X1DS
610 Reason:
Vaccination]
[Statewith
of health:
Good]
Suspected
AdverseDIL
Reaction.
A puppy
dog was treated
Milbemax
for deworming on 15 Sep 2017 Pug
and vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Parvo-C on 21 Sep 2017. On 24 Sep 2017 in the
afternoon, the dog became dull, did not eat and vomited. The dog had a normal defecation and did still
drink. On 25 Sep 2017 in the morning, the dog was presented to the vet: T=39.3, dog is not dehydrated,
abdomen is flexible, no abdominal pain. The dog was injected with Cerenia and Metacam and send
home. Metacam for use at home was provided. In the afternoon, the dog had not vomited any more
but was still very weak and was still not eating. The dog was hospitalized for the day and treated with
Ringer lactate and glucose by infusion, subcutaneous administration of fluids and another Cerenia
injection. The puppy reacted well to the treatments, was vivid again and had eaten a little bit. T=38.5.
Therefore the dog was taken home. That same evening the dog had walked and defecated. During the
night, the puppy became more and more quiet. On 26 Sep 2017 in the morning the puppy didn't walk
anymore and was vocalizing. The dog was presented to the vet again: impaired consiousness,
compulsive movements, abdomen very painful, T=37.9, dog was belching bloody fluid, impossible to
place infuse (not enough volume of the venes). Fluid was administered subcutaneously. Dog was
vomiting more and more fluids and started to make cycling movements, whereafter the dog was
administered valium. The dog was calming down, however passed away shorly thereafter. According to
the vet, the symptoms resembled a servere gastro-intestinal infection. Parvo test was performed:
negative. Preliminary autopsy result dated 27 Sep 2017: pale liver with distinct zonal pattern. Follow-up
is pending. UPDATE 2 Nov 2017:Follow-up on 5 Oct 2017: End conclusion of the autopsy: Peracute,
massive liver necrosis. There are no indications for a infectious origination. Observed necropsy findings
resemble an intoxication, of which the most common causes in dogs are: poisonous mushrooms (in
particular Amantium spp.), blue algae intoxication and paracetamol overdose. Given the peracute
necrosis of the liver, with hardly any (pathological) signs of inflammation, a causal relation with a 3days earlier administered injection is excluded. This conclusion of the veterinary pathologist has been
discussed with the dog owner, who is convinced that the dog can not have been exposed to
paracetamol or wild mushrooms because the dog was walked on a leash. For the time of the year, it is
very unlikely that the dog was exposed to blue algae. No further information is expected. 7-02-18 CA:
VedDRA terms Hepatic necrosis, Dull and Weakness added. Removed VedDRA term Lethargy according
to the original report of the MAH (INTERVET NEDERLAND B.V.) [Reason for use for product: Generic:

Vocalisation,Abdominal
No Data
pain,Vomiting,Belching,Hepatic
necrosis,Death,Hyperthermia,Weak
ness,Abnormal movement NOS,Not
eating,Impaired
consciousness,Involuntary
movement,Poor peripheral
circulation,Walking
difficulty,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Dull

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
1 Animal (01/09/201701/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/09/2017-01/09/2017)<BR><BR>

3.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (17/08/201717/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(17/08/2017-17/08/2017)<BR><BR>

Close association in time (the next day). Clinical signs
are partly mentioned in the SPC of the VMP. Vaccines
are known to possibly cause or trigger systemic
reactions. Multiple products used. Other causes are
possible, like an underlying infection, but product
involvement can not be fully excluded. Therefore
causality O1 - Inconclusive

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible

24.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Not applicable 1 Animal
(30/11/201630/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (09/11/201609/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,3 Weeks,10,1 ml 3 Weeks 1
Animal (09/11/201630/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (09/11/201609/11/2016)<BR><BR>

There is an association in time (signs started 9 months
after correct vaccination according SPC= within
expected DOI). The PCR result of blood was negative
for Leptospira. Result MAT test: serum of the dog was
negative for all tested Leptospira serovars, altbeit L.
bratislava test was not performed. Time of sampling
date was 5 September, one day before the date the
dog was presented to the vet and already was ill for 2
days. This date could be quite short for interpreting a
MAT result. No paired serum samples available. The
clinical signs and high IgM could indicate a probable
infection with Leptospires. Therefore, causality B –
Possible

2.77 Milbemax Tablet Dog - 1,N/A,1
N - Unlikely
Months,N/A,unknown mg/kg
(15/09/201715/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (21/09/201721/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (21/09/201721/09/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N - Unlikely.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01016

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

18/09/2017

28/09/2017

1

1

0 18/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Rolling,Swollen eye,Itching,Facial
swelling (see also
'Skin'),Vomiting,Increased
yawning,Anxiety,Inappropriate
defecation,Pale mucous
membrane,Slow heart rate

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 18 Sep 2017, a puppy dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac Tibetan Terrier
L4 and Nobivac KC. Immediately after vaccination (chosen 3 minutes as time of onset), while still in the
consultation room, the dog started to yawn, had a pale tongue and slow heart rate. While standing at
the counter (for payment) (chosen 15 minutes as time of onset), the dog defecated and right away the
tongue became pink again and the heart rate went up (back to normal). During the walk back home,
the dog was normal. Upon arrival back home (chosen 30 minutes as time of onset), the dog vomited,
was in a panic and started rolling (due to itching). At a quarter to seven that evening (time to unset
unknown, chosen 3 hours), the dog had developed a big head: the nose, nose back and eyes were
swollen, however not the ears. At midnight the swelling was gone. The dog would only raise his head
when called by the owner. The next day the dog was fully recovered without treatments. The puppy
had been vaccinated before on 18 Aug 2017 (unknown Versican vaccine) and on 29 Aug 2017 (vaccine
unknown) (no AE's were mentioned after these vaccinations). No more information is expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01028

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

01/08/2017

03/10/2017

1

1

1 01/08/2017 Yes

Death,Not
eating,Vomiting,Diarrhoea

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Report obtained from a social media website. A Dutch dog owner posted French Bulldog Not
on 19 Sep 2017 on the internet that his dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 in Aug 2017. The dog was
Known
healthy at moment of vaccination, however in the past the dog had suffered from a long-term illness
that had started 2 to 3 weeks after Nobivac L4 vaccination in 2016 (diagnosed as severe gastroenteritis, separately reported in 2017-NL-01030). Two weeks after the vaccination in Aug 2017, the dog
showed the same signs as after the Nobivac L4 vaccination in 2016, which were: not eating anymore,
vomiting and diarrhea (chosen also Aug 2017 for time of onset signs). According to the owner, the dog
received the same medications as last year, which were: antibiotics and prednison. Despite treatment
the dog died on 18 Sep 2017 (the owner described that the dog died in his arms and did not mention in
the word euthanasia).The owner stated also that the dog had also been vomiting and had diarrhea in
Jan 2016 and Apr 2016, long before the vaccination in 2016 (unknown if the dog received treatment
then). After the second AE in 2017, according to the owner the vet does not want to exclude anymore
that both AE's might be related to the vaccinations. Attempts are made to obtain more information.
Follow-up is pending. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (01/08/201701/08/2017)<BR><BR>

No strong association in time. Vaccines are known to
possibly cause or trigger systemic reactions. Clinical
signs (reduced appetite) are partly mentioned in the
SPC of the VMP, albeit time to onset is quite long.
Other causes are possible, like an underlying
condition/illness of the dog, but product involvement
could not be fully excluded. Therefore, causality O1Inconclusive.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01030

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

01/08/2016

03/10/2017

1

1

0 01/09/2016 Yes

Diarrhoea,Gastroenteritis,Vomiting, No Data
Not eating

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Report obtained from a social media website. This case is related to a
French Bulldog Not
more recent AE that occurred in Sep 2017 (gastrointestinal signs, outcome: death), reported in 2017-NLKnown
01028. In current case, a AE from the past is reported retrospectively: In 2016, a dog was vaccinated
with Nobivac L4 (exact date unknown, chosen Aug 2016, which is approximately 1 year before the next
vaccination, see related case). Two to three weeks later (chosen 1 Sep 2016), the dog was not eating
anymore, was vomiting and had diarrhea. The dog was treated with antibiotics and prednisone. The
(unknown) vet had diagnosed a severe gastroenteritis, after performing a gastro endoscopy and taking
a biopsy sample of the stomach. The dog recovered after many weeks of care and manual feeding of
the dog with a fork (randomly chosen one month for duration of the signs). The owner stated also that
the dog had also been vomiting and had diarrhea in Jan 2016 and Apr 2016, long before the vaccination
in 2016 (unknown if the dog received treatment then). After the second AE in 2017 (see linked case),
according to the owner the vet does not want to exclude anymore that both AE's might be related to
the vaccinations. Attempts are made to obtain more information. Follow-up is pending. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (01/08/201601/08/2016)<BR><BR>

No strong association in time. Vaccines are known to
possibly cause or trigger systemic reactions. Clinical
signs (reduced appetite) are partly mentioned in the
SPC of the VMP, albeit time to onset is quite long.
Other causes are possible, like an underlying
condition/illness of the dog, but product involvement
could not be fully excluded. Therefore, causality O1Inconclusive.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01034

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

30/07/2017

03/10/2017

1

1

1 01/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Cardiomyopathy,Heart
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes murmur,Panting,Death,Weight loss

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 17 Jul 2015 the dog was treated with Bravecto Extra Large Dog. In the Flanders
12 months following the intake of Bravecto, the dog started loosing weight. In 10 months time the dog Cattle Dog
went from 48.6 kg to 38.9 kg. 11 months after the intake of Bravecto, the dog developed panting after
physical exercise and it would then take quite a while before the dog was calm again. The dog had
always had a good stamina. In Jun 2016 the dog was taken to the vet for a vaccination. The vet noticed
a heart murmur on general physical examination. Due to this and the panting after physical exercise, a
cardiac ultrasound was performed. This lead to the diagnosis of dilated cardiomyopathy (DCM).
Treatment was started with Cardisure (pimobendan). On 30 Jul 2017 the dog was taken to the vet
again for it's yearly vaccination. The dog was doing well at that time, it even went running with the
owner again. On 3 Aug 2017 the dog died. According to the vet, the dog just developed DCM which is
seen quite often in large dog breeds. The vet thinks this has nothing to do with Bravecto. No further
information expected. Follow-up (13 Oct 2017): the vaccination which was administered to the dog on
30 Jul 2017 was Nobivac L4. DCM is mostly seen in dogs older than 3 years and weigh more than 20kg.
Also DCM is seen more often in several breeds, among which the Bouviers de Flandres. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand:
BRAVECTO 1400MG 1X1TAB EU1 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01069

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

16/10/2017

18/10/2017

1

1

0 17/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Not eating,Hind limb
R><BR><BR>Yes ataxia,Impaired
proprioception,Stiffness
NOS,Decreased drinking

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 16 Oct 2017, as every year, a dog was vaccinated by the vet with
French Bulldog
Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4. The next day in the afternoon, the dog very suddenly started showing signs
of ataxia of the hind legs, which developed progressively. On 18 Oct 2017 in the morning, the dog was
presented to the vet. According to the vet, the dog was alert, however did not want to eat and was not
drinking well. The dog had a stiff neck. The dog showed no abnormalities of the forelegs. The dog was
atactic at the hind legs: the so-called crossed hopping test (a variation on the regular hopping test by
placing the contralateral limbs in a crossed starting position) and the knuckling test were very delayed
or absent for the pelvic limbs. The dog was treated by the vet with a Metacam injection. According to
the owner, it is excluded that the dog has fallen or has fought. In other words: no trauma has occurred
according to the owner. On 23 Oct 2017, the vet was contacted and explained that the dog had
reacted well to the single NSAID (Metacam) injection. The dog is again happy and eating well. Since the
dog reacted so well to the Metacam, the vet is pretty sure that the signs were caused by a problem in
the vertebral column (against the expectations of the owner) and does not think the signs were related
to the vaccinations. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01071

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

02/06/2017

20/10/2017

1

1

1 23/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lung oedema,Found dead
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 2 Jun 2017, a puppy dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4. On 23 Jun 2017 in the morning, the dog was found dead in its bed in the utility room. No
signs had been observed beforehand. A (limited) necropsy was performed by the attending vet. The
only observed necropsy abnormality was lung edema. No further examinations were performed. This
case is reported in relation to a later AE (2017-NL-01074) reported for another puppy dog from the
same breeder (same father dog, different mother dog), adopted by the same owner, died in the same
utility room in the same dog bed near the heating boiler, one day after vaccination with the same
vaccines. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

German
Shepherd Dog

4.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (18/09/201718/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(18/09/201718/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(18/09/2017-18/09/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible

48.6 Bravecto 1400 mg chewable tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for very large dogs (>40-56 kg) 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets 1 Animal
(17/07/201517/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(30/07/2017-30/07/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1 - Inconclusive.

13 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(16/10/201716/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (16/10/201716/10/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1.

13.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
Not applicable 1 Animal
(02/06/201702/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (02/06/201702/06/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01074

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

22/09/2017

20/10/2017

1

1

1 23/09/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal necropsy finding,Lung
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema,Found dead,Liver disorder
NOS

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 22 Sep 2017, a puppy dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
German
Nobivac L4. The next morning, the dog was found dead in the dog bed located in the utility room. No
Shepherd Dog
signs had been observed beforehand. Autopsy was performed by a veterinary pathologist. Autopsy
conclusion: The most significant findings in the animal are severe lung oedema and severe congestion
in the liver. Both signs in the first place apply to heart failure. No patho-morphological deviations were
found in the heart. A functional disorder, for example arrhythmia, can not be excluded. Further, an
idiosyncratic drug reaction to (one of) the vaccine(s) can not be excluded, although lung oedema and
liver congestion are not typical signs for this. This case is reported simultaneously with a earlier AE
(2017-NL-01071) reported for another puppy dog from the same breeder (same father dog, different
mother dog), adopted by the same owner, that died in the same utility room in the same dog bed, 3
weeks after vaccination with the same vaccines. The dog bed in which both puppy dogs died was at
both occasions located near a central heating boiler. After the second AE occurred, the suspicion of
carbon monoxide (CO) poisoning due to a possible malfunctioning of the heating boiler had arisen.
Therefore the heating boiler was checked by a professional service man who determined that there
was nothing wrong with the boiler and that CO poisoning was excluded according to the service man.
In addition, the pathologist confirmed that the aspect of the tissues did not match the typical aspect
seen after CO poisoning (dark mucous membranes). After this conclusion, more similarities between
the two events were searched for. The vaccination with both VMPs was another similarity found
between the two events. This was the reason to report both events as suspected reaction to the
vaccines. Note: from the patient file it became clear that the products Milbemax Large Dog and
Bravecto Chew 500 mg tablets were purchased by the owner on 25 Aug 2017 and 1 Sep 2017,
respectively. It is unknown if at all (or when) these products were administered to this dog. The vet
does not suspect any of these two products to be related to the death of the puppy and therefore the
(grieving) client was not asked about it anymore by the vet. Therefore these lather VMP's are not
reported in this case as suspected products. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

14.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(22/09/201722/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (22/09/201722/09/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01095

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

16/10/2017

30/10/2017

1

1

1 18/10/2017 Yes

Impaired vision,Circling No Data
neurological disorder (see also
'Behavioural
disorders'),Ataxia,Hypermetria,Deat
h by euthanasia,Elevated
temperature,Abnormal pupil light
reflex,Abnormal test result,Brain
disorder NOS,Local swelling (not
application site),Gait
abnormality,Head tilt - neurological
disorder

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 16 Oct 2017, a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 25 Oct 2017, Drentse
the dog informed the vet by phone that the dog has not been well since a week (chosen approximate Partridge Dog
time of onset as 18 Oct 2017): the dog keeps her head tilted and is walking strange. The dog was
presented to the vet (date unknown, chosen the same day): dog was walking slightly atactic, tilted head
and hypermetria of the forelegs. The knuckling test (proprioception) and the knee-tendon reflex test
went well. The pupil reflex on the right side was good, however, on the left side moderate-to-poor.
The dog was walking in circles, clockwise. Body temperature T=39.1, further no abnormalities.
Treatment with Prednisone (30 mg daily) is started. Follow-up on 2 Nov 2017: The dog is still walking
insecurely, keeps her head tilted and the left pupil reflex is still impaired. The dog also seems to see
very little to nothing on the left side. The dog will now be send to a veterinary specialist for further
examination. Follow-up is pending. Follow-up (14 Nov 2017): the specialist performed a CT scan of the
scull with contrast fluid. This showed a large mass in the brain with also defect of the scull bone and
swelling of the soft tissue in the muscles overlying the scull bone. The specialist is surprised the dog
doesn't have more symptoms seeing the mass is so large. The chance is very small that this mass can
be completely removed and that the defect in the scull can be closed. The owners therefore chose to
euthanize the dog, this took place in the evening of 14 Nov 2017. No further information expected.
7-12-17 CA: VedDRA term Local swelling added according to information provided in the case
narrative. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

35.5 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection N - Unlikely
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not
applicable 1 Animal (16/10/201716/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time. Clinical signs (except
elevated temperature) are not mentioned in the SPC
of the VMP, though neurological signs are reported
before. Slightly elevated body temperature is
expected to be possible shortly after vaccination with
the VMP according to the SPC, however, only for a
duration of a few days. Therefore the measurement
of an elevated temperature 9 days after vaccination is
not expected. CT scan showed the dog had a large
mass in it's brain with a scull defect and soft tissue
swelling, which is the cause of the clinical signs seen.
Other causes are more likely. Therefore, causality N Unlikely.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01097

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

21/10/2017

31/10/2017

1

1

1 31/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Cardiac disorder NOS,Enlarged
liver,Pulmonary
congestion,Pulmonary
oedema,Foam in the
trachea,Sudden death,Hepatic
disorder NOS,Abnormal necropsy
finding,NT - necrotic
myocarditis,Enlarged lymph node
(localised)

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 21 Oct 2017, a puppy dog was simultaneously vaccinated with
Crossbred
Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Parvo-C, simultaneously by one subcutaneous injection. The dog was also
treated with one application Stronghold Spot-On for Dogs on this day. On 31 Oct 2017 in the morning,
the dog was seen alive without any signs, but shortly thereafter the dog had suddenly died. No
preceding signs were observed. The dog will be send for autopsy. Follow-up on 2 Nov 2017: Preliminary
autopsy result: enlarged retropharyngeal lymph node, foamy content in the trachea, lung oedema,
poorly collapsed lungs, slightly swollen liver, spotted heart: in the heart muscle there is a whitish, pale
area present, extending from the apex into the wall of the left and right ventricles. Follow-up is
pending. Follow-up (14 Nov 2017): final autopsy results: the dog had necrotizing myocarditis (subacute,
5-7 days old) with unknown cause which lead to congestion of liver and lungs. The bacteria Providencia
alcalifaciens was cultured from the dog, but the significance of this bacteria is unknown. The dog was
tested for Toxoplasmosis, results were negative. According to the pathologist, a relationship with the
vaccination cannot be fully excluded seeing the cause of the myocarditis is unknown. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC
PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Stronghold Spot On solution for Dogs
Reason: Unknown] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01107

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

02/11/2017

02/11/2017

1

1

0 02/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lump,Nausea,Swollen face (see
R><BR><BR>Yes, also 'Skin')
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 2 Nov 2017 at 11 o'clock in the morning, a 9 weeks old puppy dog was Other
vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. An hour later the owner called to say that Canine/dog
the dog developed lumps on his head and that the head as a whole was becoming thicker. The dog was
brought back to the vet, who treated the dog with dexamethasone. The dog was also treated with
Emeprid because he seemed to be somewhat nauseous. One hour after the treatment the dog was
recovered. The puppy dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Puppy DP at the age of 6 weeks (no reactions
were seen then). No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC
KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01120

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

17/10/2017

07/11/2017

1

1

0 17/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Nasal
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes discharge,Cough,Cyanosis,Local
swelling (not application site),Nasal
congestion,Breathlessness,Reverse
sneezing,Choke

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 17 Oct 2017 the dog, a Pomeranian from Russia, was vaccinated with German Spitz Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. The attending vet noticed the dog was obese (body condition score of 7
Pomeranian
out of 9) and it's nose/snout is somewhat misformed. On 23 Oct 2017 the owner called the vet
because the dog has been coughing and 'sneezing like a piglet' since a while (started somewhere after
the vaccination). The dog was taken for a consult and the vet noticed the dog had a very wet nose,
nasal discharge was dripping out. Also the dog had reverse sneezing (this is what the owner meant by
'sneezing like a piglet'), is very short of breath and turns a bit blue sometimes. The vet treated the dog
with an injection of dexamethasone and gave prednisone tablets to take home for 10 days. On 31 Oct
2017 the dog was taken back to the vet, the dog had not recovered yet. The vet then prescribed
Clavubactin. The dog kept choking because it's nose was completely blocked. On 7 Nov 2017 the vet
had proposed to do a rhinoscopy or tracheoscopy, but the owners don't want the dog to be put under
general anesthesia. The vet is going to switch the dog to Doxoral, and possibly also corticosteroids
again. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (10 Nov 2017): the dog is being treated with Doxoral,
Metacam and Bronchofort since a few days now. The coughing had decreased and the swelling of the
nose is only half of what is was first. The dog can partially breath through its nose again. The treatment
will be prolonged seeing it seems to have a good effect. No further information expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

9 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not
applicable 1 Animal (21/10/201721/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (21/10/201721/10/2017)<BR><BR>Stronghold
SPOT-ON SOLUTION - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Syringe/Tube Not applicable 1
Animal (21/10/201721/10/2017)<BR><BR>

3.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (02/11/201702/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(02/11/201702/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(02/11/2017-02/11/2017)<BR><BR>

4 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 N - Unlikely
Animal (17/10/201717/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(17/10/2017-17/10/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1-Inconclusive.

Close association in time (1 hour). Vaccines are
known to possibly cause or trigger systemic reactions.
Clinical signs could be related to a transient acute
hypersensitivity reaction, which is mentioned in the
SPC of the VMP. Multiple products used. Product
involvement is suspected. Therefore, causality B –
Possible

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N - Unlikely.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01143

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

20 Month(s)

10/03/2017

17/11/2017

1

1

0 12/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01162

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

09/10/2017

29/11/2017

1

1

0 10/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Injection site lesion,Injection site
No Data
mucopurulent discharge,Injection
site lump,Injection site
scratching,Injection site
serosanguinous
discharge,Vocalisation,Listless,Feve
r,Injection site infection

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01173

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

07/06/2016

16/01/2018

1

1

1 30/06/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Restlessness,Thrombocytopenia,Ly No Data
mphopenia,Impaired
swallowing,Hypercalcaemia,Epilepti
c
seizure,Panting,Death,Fever,Muscle
shaking,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated AST,Elevated
ALT,Elevated bile acids,Elevated
SAP,Hyperproteinaemia,Pacing,Hae
moconcentration

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On 10 Mar 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4,
Labrador
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac KC. On 12 Nov 2017 the dog became sick and was taken to the vet on 14
Retriever
Nov 2017. Blood was tested for Leptospirosis (PCR test) and was positive. Treatment was started with
antibiotics (Doxycycline) and the morning after treatment was started also urine was collected for a
PCR test. Results of urine test are also positive. On 17 Nov 2017 the dog still didn't want to eat and
was sent to a specialist for a esophageal feeding tube to be placed. A MAT test is being done, results
pending. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 the year before on 6 May 2016 and 27 May 2016.
Follow-up information expected. Follow-up (24 Nov 2017): On 12 Nov 2017 the dog started lip
smacking and vomiting food and mucous. On 13 Nov 2017 the dog vomited 2-3 times, but still had a
good appetite. On 14 Nov 2017 the dog didn't have any appetite anymore, faeces was normal. That
day the dog was taken to the vet who determined the dog was lethargic and listless. The sclera were
slightly yellow, the oral mucous membranes are pigmented so the vet was unable to determine if these
were also yellow or not. Blood tests were performed and the following abnormalities were seen:
creatinine 174 (reference range 44-159), uremic acid 15.8 (2.5-9.6), phosphorus 2.7 (0.81-2.2), ALT 402
(10-125) and ALKP 1057 (23-212). The dog was treated with an injection of Metacam (meloxicam),
Cerenia (maropitant) and Doxoral (doxycycline) tablets. Because the dog was still drinking well, it was
sent home. On 15 Nov 2017 the dog stopped drinking and didn't urinate at all. The dog still didn't eat
anything, vomiting has stopped. The dog has severe jaundice and is listless. The dogs temperature was
37.5 degrees Celsius. The vet would like to retrieve some urine to test for Leptospirosis. The dog was
hospitalized and treated with Cerenia again and an injection of Duplocillin LA (benzylpenicilline) seeing
the dog won't eat the Doxoral tablets anymore. Also iv fluid treatment was started. On 16 Nov 2017
the dog still hadn't produced any urine, therefore treatment with furosemide was started. 1 hour later
the dog urinated. The dog is very nauseous, treatment with Emeprid (metoclopramide) was started. On
17 Nov 2017 the dog seemed a bit more lively, but still hasn't eaten. The dog hasn't vomited anymore.
The mucous membranes are extremely yellow, the dog has urinated well. Dog is sent to a specialist
clinic where it was hospitalized for further treatment. Follow-up information pending. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB
CANINE / PIAdverse
LB/LV Reaction.
Brand: NOBIVAC
KC2017
25X1DS+25X1DS
610 Reason:
Vaccination]
[State
of
Suspected
On 9 Oct
the dog wasDIL
vaccinated
with Nobivac
DHP and
Nobivac
Labrador
L4. The vet administered the vaccines between the shoulder blades. The next day, the owner noticed a Retriever
lump at the injection site. The dog keeps scratching the lump and on 12 Oct 2017 the dog also became
listless and started peeping when it scratched the lump. There was brownish (hemorrhagic) fluid
coming out of the lump and the dog had a temperature of 40.1 degrees Celsius. The lump has the size
of an egg. The dog was admitted by the vet that day and treatment was started with Meloxidyl
(meloxicam) and Duplocillin (benzylpenicillin). Also a special t-shirt was put on so the dog couldn't
scratch anymore. After a few hours the dogs temperature was back to 38.8 degrees Celsius and the
dog was happy again. Therefore the dog went home and Meloxidyl tablets were given for 3 days at
home. On 17 Oct 2017 the dog was taken to the vet again because the lump was opening up on 1 side
(suspected lack of expected efficacy for Duplocillin seeing the abscess didn't heal). The dog is still
happy but the wound is large and crater like with alot of discharge. Treatment with Clavubactin
(amoxicillin-clavic acid) was started. The vet contacted a specialist and followed their advice: the
wound was flushed on 18, 19 and 20 Oct 2017 with NaCl and diluted Betadine. Also Dermiel wound
ointment was applied, but still alot of puss kept coming out of the wound. On 20 Oct 2017 the wound
had an ugly star shape and the edges were different in thickness. The vet performed surgery to clean
up the wound, to get rid of ol d scar tissue and inflammation tissue. Also a drain was placed. On 24 Oct
2017 the wound was only slightly swollen, the drain was still somewhat productive but still the drain
was taken out. Treatment with Clavubactin was prolonged/restarted and on 17 Nov 2017 an old suture
was removed, the wound looked very well. No further information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
Brand: Milpro Reason: Deworming Generic: BENZAPROCPEN INJ SUSPENSION Brand: DUPLOCILLINE
LA 1X100ML 610 Reason: Abscess(es) Generic: Brand: Meloxidyl Reason: Abscess(es) Generic:
Brand: Clavubactin R... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. The dog has been treated with Bravecto Large Dog every now and then Bernese
from 2014 on (3 times in total). The last treatment was on 26 Apr 2016. On 7 Jun 2016 the dog was
Mountain Dog
vaccinated with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4. On 30 Jun 2016 the dog had an epileptic seizure, the
seizure took about 4 minutes. After that the dog was still restless and walking up and down in the room
(the restlessness and walking up and down the room is something the dog started doing a few months
earlier, since the owner has his own business). Later that day the dog had 2 more seizures, 10 minutes
apart. The legs were shaking and the dog is panting alot. The dog was taken to the vet: temperature
41.6 degrees Celsius. The dog was admitted and treated with an injection of Antipyranal
(phenylbutazon) and sedated with ketamine and Domitor (medetomedine). That night the dog had
another 5 seizures. The dogs temperature is still high (>39 degrees Celsius). The next day the dog had
another 4 seizures. Seeing the dog couldn't swallow, treatment with phenobarbital was no option.
Therefore iv fluids were given (Lactetrol). On 2 Jul 2016 at 12.35 am the dog died. Some blood tests
were performed, results: Hematocrit : 62,8 [43,0 - 59,0] Lymfocytes total : 878 [1000 – 4800]
Thrombocytes 99000 [164000 – 510000] Calcium: 2,97 [02 - 2,85] Uremic acid: 143 [6 – 57] Creatinin:
388,1 [76-164] Total protein: 95 [53 – 80] AST: 1826 [ < 50] ALT: 202 [<70] AP: 158 [< 111] Bile acids
(total) 26 [< 19] The vet thinks it is very likely the dog had liver problems, but the blood tests are too
concise to determine a good differential diagnosis. The dog was not sent in for autopsy. The vet does
not think the symptoms and death of this dog are related to Bravecto. No further information
expected. CA 15 December 2017: Changed "Animal Death" (2 July 2017 changed in 2 July 2016). CA 16
January 2018: Changed Brand name: "PHENYLBUTAZON 20% PRO INJ." in "Antipyranal" [Reason for
use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB EU1
Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL
610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Antipyranal Reason: Epilepsy Generic: Brand: Ketamin
Reason: Sedation Generic... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
1 Animal (10/03/201710/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(10/03/201710/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(10/03/2017-10/03/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible.

10.6 Betadine solution - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Unknown Unknown (2 Day(s)
18/10/201720/10/2017)<BR><BR>Clavubactin N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (17/10/201701/11/2017)<BR><BR>DUPLOCILLIN
E LA - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (12/10/201712/10/2017)<BR><BR>Meloxidyl N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,injection and
tablets (3 Day(s) 12/10/201715/10/2017)<BR><BR>Milpro N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(09/10/201709/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(09/10/201709/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(09/10/2017-09/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time and anatomical site.
Injection site reactions, fever and listless are known
adverse effects of Nobivac L4, which are mentioned
in the SPC. Possibly foreign material or bacteria have
been brought under the skin due to the injection.
Product involvement is suspected, but other causes
for the described symptoms have not been ruled out.
Therefore, causality B – Possible

31.5 ANTIPYRANAL - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,Unknown Unknown (30/06/201630/06/2016)<BR><BR>Bravecto
1000 mg chewable tablets for large
dogs (>20-40 kg) - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Tablets 1 Animal (01/01/201426/04/2016)<BR><BR>Domitor N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (30/06/201630/06/2016)<BR><BR>Ketamin N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (30/06/201630/06/2016)<BR><BR>Lactetrol N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (1 Day(s) 01/07/201602/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(07/06/201607/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(07/06/2016-07/06/2016)<BR><BR>

Time between vaccination and onset of clinical signs
is quite long (more than 3 weeks). Vaccines are known
to possibly cause or trigger systemic reactions. Clinical
signs are partly mentioned in the SPC of the VMP.
Diagnostic tests are indicative for a liver problem, but
also renal parameters are elevated and complete
blood count was deviant. No blood values prior to
treatment are available. No autopsy performed.
Overall case causality assessement: Other causes are
possible, like an underlying condition/illness of the
dog, but product involvement can not be excluded.
Therefore causality O1 - Inconclusive

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01185

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

10/05/2016

18/01/2018

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01200

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

07/12/2017

09/01/2018

1

1

1 08/11/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
1 07/12/2017 Yes

Anxiety,Behavioural disorder
Not
NOS,Hyperactivity,Barking,Diarrhoe Known
a,Polydipsia,Epilepsy,Epileptic
seizure,Falling,Muscle spasm
NOS,Twitching,Enlarged
pupils,Polyuria,Death by
euthanasia,Decreased
appetite,Listless,Elevated
temperature,Increased
salivation,Destructive
behaviour,Head shake behavioural disorder

Liver disorder NOS,Pulmonary
congestion,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Sudden death,Cardiac
failure

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01218

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

12/12/2017

12/12/2017

1

1

0 12/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

General illness,Eyelid
No Data
erythema,Injection site
pain,Hypersensitivity to pain,Eyelid
oedema,Not eating,Localised
itching,Swollen face (see also
'Skin'),Shaking

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2017-NL-01233

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

26/11/2017

21/12/2017

1

1

0 26/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Blindness,Eye disorder NOS (for
No Data
photophobia see
'neurological'),Retinal disorder
NOS,Mydriasis,Pain
NOS,Listless,Fever,Abnormal
menace reflex test,Abnormal pupil
light reflex,Third eyelid
protrusion,Drooping eyelid,Injected
sclera

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2018-NL-00025

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

16/12/2017

10/01/2018

1

1

0 16/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Breathing difficulty,Facial swelling
R><BR><BR>Yes (see also 'Skin'),Swollen limb

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 3 Nov 2015 the dog was treated with Bravecto Medium Dog. On 8
Crossbred
12.05
Nov 2015 the dog showed abnormal behaviour: jerky movements with its head, very large pupils.
According to the vet it was certainly not an epileptic seizure. The vet thought the dog might have
accidentally eaten some drugs. Some young adults in the household do use cannabis, maybe the dog
ate some of this? The dog was treated with Rimadyl (carprofen) just incase the symptoms seen were
caused by pain. On 9 Nov 2015 the dogs temperature was 39.1 degrees Celsius, pupil reflex was as
good as normal, the dog seemed a bit calmer (less jerking) and was eating a bit. On 13 Nov 2015 the
owners showed the vet a video of the dog on which it showed compulsive movements, it wants to go
to its food bowl but then backs up, bites in the curtains etc. The vets differential diagnosis was epilepsy
and a liver shunt. Ammonia blood level was tested, this was not elevated. The video was also sent to
an internal medicine specialist, she said it doesn't look like epilepsy, but this still cannot be fully
excluded. She advised to the dog to a behaviour specialist. This was discussed with the owner, but at
that time the dog seemed to be doing better, it was very active and barked alot, but showed no
abnormal behaviour at that time. On 18 Feb 2016 the dog seemed very anxious and had nerve twitches
around the mouth and in its face. The dog was treated with an alprazolam tablet. On 8 Apr 2016 the
dog had an epileptic seizure: the dog fell down, had cramps and was salivating. The dog was taken to
the vet, where it still showed some symptoms of the seizure: mouth open and salivating alot.
Atropinsulphate was given as treatment and Stesolid (diazepam) was given to take home for if the dog
had any seizures that go on for too long. The dog was taken to a specialist. He did some blood tests (E.
cuniculi serology and PCR, Neospora and Ehrlichia, organic acid panel for >40 degradation products), all
results were negative. According to this specialist the symptoms seen in this dog can be called 'lobus
temporalis epilepsy'. Internationally this is called compulsive behaviour, the specialist himself sees it
more as hallucinations. Dogs with lobus temporalis epilepsy don't always respond well to treatment
with phenobarbital. On 10 May 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and
treated with Milpro. The dogs behaviour seemed to be more stable, but it still acted strange when
going to its food bowl. On 15 May 2016 the dog had 3 epileptic seizures and the vet treated the dog
with an injection of Ziapam. From then on, until 28 Oct 2016 the dog had multiple epileptic seizures.
This was treated with Phenoral (phenobarbital, 1 blood test was performed after the start of
treatment Adverse
to determine
the blood
of phenobarbital,
this was sufficient),
later
Pexion,
Ziapam,
Suspected
Reaction.
On 7level
Dec 2017
a dog was vaccinated
with Nobivac
L4.also
In the
morning
the Labrador
22.4
dog went running with the owner, 25 km (this was done before). Dog is clinically fine, appears slightly
Retriever
thin but is well muscled. Dog was in heat 2-3 weeks before and escaped, unclear if the dog
accidentally mated. During physical examination no abnormalities were found and dog appeared
clinically healthy and was vaccinated. During the evening of 7 Dec 2017 approximately 6 hours after
vaccination dog suddenly dropped dead. Dog is send for autopsy. Follow up (9 Jan 2018); Results
autopsy: Cause of death remains unclear. The congestion in liver and lungs indicate acute
cardiovascular failure with no primary underlying pathology. No indications found for anaphylactic
shock. It is possible that there is a functional disorder, like cardiac arrhythmia, without any
morphological changes. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 12 Dec 2017 a 9-week-old pup was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C, Chihuahua
1.2
Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4. Soon after the owner and dog arrived back home from the vet, the dog
developed swollen, somewhat red eyelids, a swollen snout, itching of the head, shaking, not well and
not wanting to eat. Also the injection site was painful, the dog bites when the owner touches the
injection site. The dog was taken back to the vet where is was treated with an injection of Rapidexon
(dexamethasone). Within a few hours the pup recovered. No further information expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610
Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 26 Nov 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Welsh Springer Not
L4. 2 hours later the dog was listless and the eyes seemed strange: they seemed somewhat retracted Spaniel
Known
and there was protrusion of the third eyelids. The dog seemed to be in alot of pain. 3 days later the
dog was taken to the vet: temperature 39.6 degrees Celsius, protrusion of third eyelids, no other
abnormalities on general physical examination. Eye examination: both eyes mydriasis. Right eye
decreased pupil reflex, left eye no pupil reflex at all. Cornea not damaged, tear production ok. Right
eye corneal reflex (blink reflex) present, left eye absent. Both eyelids of the left eye somewhat hanging
downwards. Also the left eyeball is somewhat retracted. The vets differential diagnosis is Horner
Syndrome. Blood tests were performed (hematology and biochemistry): no significant abnormalities.
Minins Phenylephrine HCL (as a diagnostic test) was administered in the eyes, this gave only a bit of
improvement. Treatment with Cavasan eye ointment (chloramphenicol) was started, for 5-7 days. On
4 Dec 2017 the dog came back to the vet, now the left eye was blind. Mydriasis was more severe on
left eye than right. Still some protrusion of the third eyelid on left eye. No glaucoma. Dog was sent on
to an eye specialist. Specialist report: left eye enophthalmus and protrusion of membrana nictitans.
Mild congestion of sclera, mydriasis, incomplete direct pupil reflex and questionable indirect pupil
reflex. Conclusion: left eye has a dark papilla due to (old) neuritis or decreased blood supply of ocular
nerve. According to the eye specialist the acute pain reaction of the eye(s) with enophthalmus and
protrusion of the membrana nictitans is probably not caused by the vaccination, but this cannot be
fully excluded. The abnormalities seen on the retina and the blindness is a chronic problem and cannot
be caused by the vaccination (was already present at the time of vaccination, but just never noticed
before). No further information expected. CA 8 January 2018: Added "Retinal disorder NOS" and
remved "Papillary necrosis" (renal disorders are not described in the case narrative). Also added "Time
to onset of reaction" [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 610
Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Cavasan Reason: Other] [State of health: Fair]

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 16 Dec 2017 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
Parvo-C. Within 2 hours the pup developed swelling of the front legs and the head. The pup was taken
to the vet and while driving there, the pup also developed difficulty breathing. The vet treated the pup
with an injection of dexamethasone and the pup immediately improved and could go home, where it
soon recovered completely. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Good]

Jack Russell
Terrier

ATROPINESULFAAT 1 MG/ML O1 - Inconclusive
.3,N/A,N/A ,10,0.3 ml 1 Animal
(08/04/201608/04/2016)<BR><BR>Alprazolam .5,N/A,N/A ,3,0.5 mg 1 Animal
(18/02/201618/02/2016)<BR><BR>Amoxibactin N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (03/11/201503/11/2015)<BR><BR>Bravecto 500
mg chewable tablets for mediumsized dogs (>10-20 kg) - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 tablet once (03/11/201503/11/2015)<BR><BR>Dexoral N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (01/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Milpro - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown (10/05/201610/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(10/05/201610/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(10/05/201610/05/2016)<BR><BR>Pexion N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (5 Month(s) 15/05/201628/10/2016)<BR><BR>Phenoral
Nobivac
L4, suspension for injection
O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (07/12/201707/12/2017)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time (time between
vaccination and next epileptic seizure 5 days.).
Vaccines are known to possibly cause or trigger
systemic reactions and medication in general may
possibly trigger an epileptic seizure in animals with a
low epileptogen level. According to a specialist, the
symptoms seen in this dog can be called 'lobus
temporalis epilepsy'. Albeit the dog had already a
history of seizures before the vaccination, the dog had
slightly improved before it was vaccinated and the
frequency of seizures increased afterwards. Multiple
products used. Other causes are possible, like an
underlying condition, but product involvement can not
be fully excluded. Therefore causality O1 Inconclusive

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1 - Inconclusive.

Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (12/12/201712/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(12/12/201712/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (12/12/201712/12/2017)<BR><BR>
CAVASAN OOGZALF - N/A,N/A,N/A B - Possible
,24,Unknown Unknown (5 Day(s)
29/11/201704/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(26/11/201726/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(26/11/2017-26/11/2017)<BR><BR>

Close association in time. Vaccines are known to
possibly cause or trigger systemic reactions. Clinical
signs could be related to a hypersensitivity reaction.
Multiple products used. Product involvement is
suspected. Therefore, causality B – Possible

2.15 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (16/12/201716/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (16/12/201716/12/2017)<BR><BR>

Reasonable association in time (<2 hours). Multiple
products used. Therefore, causality O1-Inconclusive.

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2018-NL-00058

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

6 Week(s)

18/01/2018

09/04/2018

1

1

1 29/12/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2018-NL-00067

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

25/01/2018

23/02/2018

3

1

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2018-NL-00076

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

29/01/2018

30/01/2018

1

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2018-NL-00104

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

01/02/2018

08/02/2018

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2018-NL-00128

Netherlands Human

Human

Not Known

18/01/2018

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2018-NL-00153

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

26/02/2018

Injection site haematoma,Injection No Data
site lump,Injection site
pain,Anaemia
NOS,Tachycardia,Shock,Pale
mucous membrane,Epileptic
seizure,Skin
oedema,Death,Decreased body
temperature,Septicaemia,Dry
mucous
membrane,Apathy,Abnormal
necropsy finding,Weak pulse

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 29 Dec 2017 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac Puppy DP, after
Dutch
Not
which a small sensitive lump at the injection site developed. On 18 Jan 2018 the pup was vaccinated
Shepherd Dog Known
with Nobivac Parvo-C and Nobivac L4. On 19 Jan 2018 the pup was taken to the vet because it had
developed a very large (15cmx15cm) lump on its back. Temperature: 38.1 degrees Celsius, mucous
membranes pale pink, still eating and drinking. Treatment started with injection of Dexaject
(dexamethasone) and Amoxibactin (amoxicillin) tablets. The next morning the pup had apathy, seemed
to be in shock. Temperature 36.8 degrees Celsius, mucous membranes pale and sticky, tachycardia,
weak pulse. Very large subcutaneous swelling on back, vet punctured the swelling to determine the
content, it was blood. The vet treated the dog with dexamethasone, 30% glucose i.v., vitamin K
injection and Prevomax (maropitant). In the following 2 hours the pup had 3 short (15-30 seconds)
'epileptic' seizures and died. The pup was sent in for autopsy, results pending. Follow-up (29 Jan 2018):
preliminary autopsy results: a large subcutaneous hematoma of 25cmx15cmx5cm on the middle of the
back, spreading out to both front legs. Also subcutaneous oedema on the caudal part of the back and
the tail. All organs were pale and the mucous membranes were very pale. Final results pending.
15FEB18 CA: addition of reaction end date.Follow-up (7 Feb 2018): final autopsy results: indications for
sepsis due to an E. coli infection. Also anemia due to the large subcutaneous hematoma. The attending
vet doesn't think there is any relation with the vaccination. He did a culture of the hematoma himself,
which was negative and therefore concluded this was not the origin of the sepsis. The owner
mentioned that another pup from the same litter was also admitted at a vet clinic because of anemia,
therefore the attending vet suspects there might be a hereditary clotting problem in this litter.
(addition of Veddra terms septicaemia and anaemia NOS). No further information expected. [Reason
for use for product: Generic: DP LV Brand: NOBIVAC PUPPY DP 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 610 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: Brand: Dexaject Reason: Other Generic: Brand: Amoxibactin Reason: Other Generic:
Brand: Dexamethasone Reaso... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Unknown]

Amoxibactin - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,Unknown (1 Day(s) 19/01/201820/01/2018)<BR><BR>Dexaject N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
(19/01/201819/01/2018)<BR><BR>Glucose 30% N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
(20/01/201820/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dosage form 1
Animal (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (18/01/201818/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Puppy DP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (29/12/201729/12/2017)<BR><BR>Prevomax 10
mg/ml solution for injection for dogs
and cats - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown (20/01/201820/01/2018)<BR><BR>Unknown N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
(20/01/2018-20/01/2018)<BR><BR>

Large injection site lump (after second vaccination):
close association in time (next day) and anatomical
site. Shock, seizures and death: close association in
time (2 days). Multiple products used. Therefore,
overall causality B-Possible.

1 25/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Foam in the
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes trachea,Death,Circulatory collapse
(see also 'Neurological' and
'Systemic disorders'),Abnormal
necropsy finding,Shock,Pale
mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Pu
lmonary congestion,Lung oedema

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Around 26 Jan 2018 3 dogs from the same owner were vaccinated with
American
Nobivac L4. When they arrived back home from the vet, 1 dog was in bad condition (unclear which
Staffordshire
symptoms were seen). The owner took the dog back to the vet immediately, but the dog died at
Terrier
arrival. The dog was sent in for autopsy, results pending. Follow-up (30 Jan 2018): On 25 Jan 2018 3
dogs were vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. On the way home from the vet, 1 dog started
vomiting. When they arrived home, the dog collapsed at the door. The owner hurried back to the vet,
but the dog was already dead when they arrived there. The mucous membranes were as white as
paper. Also the rigor mortis occurred very quickly according to the vet. The vet reported the dog had
very red skin due to excitation just before the vaccinations were administered. The dog was sent in for
autopsy. Preliminary results: macroscopy: diffuse dark red heavy and wet lungs, foam in the trachea
which is indicative for oedema/congestion of the lungs. Histology will be performed to determine the
cause. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (23 Feb 2018): final autopsy results: congestion of
multiple parenchymatic organs and also lung oedema. These signs are suggestive of shock, which lead
to the death of the dog. It cannot be excluded that the vaccination was the cause of the shock. No
further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand:
NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 B - Possible
Animal (25/01/201825/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(25/01/2018-25/01/2018)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible

1

0 29/01/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Eyelid oedema,Swollen lip (see also No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Allergic pruritus

Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 29 Jan 2018 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
Parvo-C. 30 min after vaccination the dog developed swollen eyelids and lips, also appears to have
pruritus. Normal temperature (38.5 Celsius). Treated with injection Dexadreson. Recovered
immediately. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE PARVO
LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

1.1 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection B - Possible
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (29/01/201829/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (29/01/201829/01/2018)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality B - Possible.

1

1

0 01/02/2018 No,<BR><BR><B Anaphylactic shock
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Around Feb 2018 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac Parvo-C, Nobivac Other
L4, Nobivac KC and Nobivac Rabies after which it developed anaphylactic shock. Outcome unknown.
Canine/dog
This was reported to MSD by the vet of another pup (owner heard it from the breeder) from the same
litter (see case 2018-NL-00103), not by the own vet (unknown who this is) of the concerned pup. No
further information expected. CA 6 March 2018: Changed Animal suspect drug Nobivac Rabiës: "Use
according to label", since the dog is approximate 9 weeks old. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Vaccination Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 25X1DS+25X1DS DIL 610 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 610 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

Not
Known

15/02/2018

1

1

0 19/01/2018 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Suspected
Known,<BR><BR infectious agent transmission
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

28/02/2018

1

1

0 27/02/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Loss of
R><BR><BR>Yes consciousness,Panting,Circulatory
collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic disorders'),Listless

No Data

Human exposure symptomatic. On 18 Jan 2018 2 pups from the same litter were vaccinated with
Human
Nobivac Parvo-C and Nobivac L4. After vaccination both pups developed vomting and diarrhoea (see
case 2018-NL-00123). Also the owner herself developed vomiting and diarrhoea on 19 Jan 2018,
according to her because she came in contact with faeces of the pups when cleaning it up. The vet
doesn't know when exactly the owner recovered, but assumes she was recovered at the time the
owner reported it to her (15 Feb 2018). The owner thinks the symptoms were caused by the
vaccination, the vet does not think this. The owner is against vaccinating. The vet even wonders if the
owner is completely truthful. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
CANINE PARVO LV Brand: NOBIVAC PARVO-C 10X1DS 610 Reason: Accidental Exposure Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason: Accidental Exposure]
[State of health: Unknown]
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 26 Feb 2018, around 1 pm, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP Maltese
and Nobivac L4. On 27 Feb 2018, around 6 pm, the dog suddenly started panting, fell over and was
'gone' (assumed loss of consciousness is meant). When the dog woke up again (several minutes later),
it started vomiting and was listless. The dog was then taken to the vet: alert, pink mucous membranes,
temp. 38.5 degrees Celsius. The only abnormality on general physical examination was a cardiac
murmur and an irregular heart beat, but the dog already had this for some time (so already present
before the vaccination was given). But the dog has never had clinical signs of heart failure before. The
dog was treated with Prevamax for the vomiting. Unknown how the dog is doing now. On 2 Mar 2018
the dog has another appointment for further testing. The dog has been vaccinated every year before
without any problems. Follow-up information pending. Follow-up (5 Mar 2018): the dog came back to
the vet on 2 Mar 2018 for an ECG: no abnormalities. The dog hasn't had any more symptoms since 27
Feb 2018, the dog is doing well. The vet had planned to do an ultrasound of the heart and blood tests,
but the owner cancelled this because the dog is doing well and has no symptoms anymore. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS
610 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Fair]

Chihuahua

Not
Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC RABIES - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 O1 - Inconclusive
Dose 1 Animal (01/02/201801/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/02/201801/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/02/201801/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (01/02/201801/02/2018)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4, suspension for injection N - Unlikely
for dogs - 1,,,,24<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C - 1,,,,24<BR><BR>

Time to onset of clinical sign is unclear. Vaccines are
known to possibly cause or trigger systemic reactions.
Clinical sign could be related to a hypersensitivity
reaction. Multiple products used. Insufficient data.
However, product involvement could not be fully
excluded. Therefore, causality O1-Inconclusive.

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
1 Animal (26/02/201826/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(26/02/2018-26/02/2018)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1-Inconclusive.

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality N-Unlikely.

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-MERCKMSD-2018-NL-00174

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

01/02/2017

22/02/2018

1

1

0 01/12/2017 Not Known

Lack of efficacy

NOBIVAC L4

NLD-USMERIAL-17NL000051

Netherlands Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

04/04/2017

05/04/2017

1

1

04/04/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Reddening of the skin,Pruritus
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

NO-NONOMA-2017-8679

Norway

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/01/2017

29/06/2017

1

1

01/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site swelling,Lethargy (see No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Vomiting,Diarrhoea

NOBIVAC L4

No-Nonoma-2015-9322

Norway

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

27/06/2015

01/07/2015

1

1

27/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Weak pulse,Tachycardia,Pale
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes mucous
membrane,Angioedema,Abnormal
breathing,Circulatory collapse (see
also 'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Red mucosae,Decreased
body temperature,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Anaphylactic shock

The dog was vaccinated With Nobivac DHPPi + Nobivac L4, general Health good. Five minutes after
Not Applicable
vaccination the owner comes back With the dog who had collapsed outside. Mucosa white almost
bluish. Weak pulse, HR approx 200bpm. Uneven HR, very lethargic. T 37,3C. Treatment With i.v. NaCl,
adrenalin, Oxygen-mask. Kept warm. The dog responded and HR was 100 bpm, T 38,9. Two hours later
the dog deteriorated; mucosal mmembranes became dark red, skin around eyes and muzzle swelled
and became red. HR 200bpm, fast respiration. Another bolus of i.v. fluid, Penrexyl, dexametasone. 15
minutes later the HR was reduced to 120 bpm and the mucous membranes became lighter red. Better
pulse quality. The dog seemed quicker and was urinating normally. The dog was sent to an ICU in
another clinic. At departure the HR was 160 bpm, T 38,9C and mucosalmembranes lighter/better
coloured.

NOBIVAC L4

No-Nonoma-2016-10795

Norway

Animal

Canine/dog

4.5 Year(s)

25/08/2016

26/08/2016

1

1

26/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Erythema (for
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes urticaria see Immune
SOC),Angioedema,Ocular discharge

NOBIVAC L4

No-Nonoma-2016-3861

Norway

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

10/03/2016

16/03/2016

1

1

10/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Angioedema,Lethargy (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Anaphylactic
shock

NOBIVAC L4

NoNonoma-2016-0942

Norway

Animal

Canine/dog

5.6 Year(s)

05/01/2016

18/01/2016

1

1

01/01/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Injection site swelling
R><BR><BR>No

This healthy dog was vaccinated With Nobivac Pi and L4 approx 7 o'clock in the afternoon on August
25. During the evening the head started to swell. Approx 5 o'clock in the morning the dog was taken to
the veterinarian. The swelling in the head was pronounced, erythema around the eyes and
submandibule,the dog made "smacking" sounds and was stressed. Yellow discharge from right eye.
Normal temp and alert. The dog was treated With diphenhydramine 2 mg/ml i.m. One hour later the
dog had improved , the swelling was reduced and the dog was sent home.
the dog was in general good helath and was vaccinated With Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 in the
same dose. Approx 15 minutes later the dog shows signs of hypovolemic shock and has drop in blood
pressure. the dog is treated With i.v. fluids and cortisone. After approx one hour swellings started to
appear around the eyes and muzzle. The day after - the dog is still lethargic, but much better. Still some
swellings in the head, and the dog is still. 6.6.2016 - revised: date of vaccination was 10.3.2016 (Not
11.3.2016 as first described).
The dog was vaccinated With Rabisin vet and Nobivac L4 on january 5, 2016. On January 13 the dog is
seen by vet due to a swelling at the injection site of vaccines. The swelling has the size of a tennisball
and is filled With fluid. The cyst has two Chambers. 20 millilitres of serous fluid is drained from the
cyst. The vet is referring to swelling caused by Rabisin With the comment that this is not uncommon.

NOBIVAC L4

PL-NLINTVINT-2014-PL-00085

Poland

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

10/03/2014

19/03/2014

1

1

0 13/03/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

PL-NLINTVINT-2014-PL-00109

Poland

Animal

Canine/dog

45 Month(s)

21/02/2014

26/03/2014

3

1

NOBIVAC L4

PL-NLINTVINT-2014-PL-00321

Poland

Animal

Canine/dog

10.5
Week(s)

29/09/2014

29/09/2014

1

NOBIVAC L4

PL-NLINTVINT-2014-PL-00387

Poland

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

13/12/2014

08/01/2015

1

Behavioural disorder
NOS,Vomiting,Erythema (for
urticaria see Immune
SOC),Pruritus,Lump,Localised
oedema (not application site)

Not
Known

No Data

Not
Known

Case received via agency imported case (see case 2018-NL-00144). Suspected Lack of Expected
Efficacy. The dog was diagnosed with Leptopsirosis (confirmed with MAT test, Leptospira serovar
Copenhageni). Dog showed icterus and was loosing weight. Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 ten
months before. The dog was treated with Doxoral for 3 weeks, an injection of Cerenia, prednisone,
Zitac and an injection of Duplocilline after which the dog recovered from the Leptospirosis (unknown
when exactly, estimated at Jan 2018). No further information expected. The dog developed loss of
voice during the third week of treatment with Doxoral, see case 2018-NL-00144. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 547 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]
As reported by the veterinary technician dog Nera (Belgian sheperd, neutered female, born 22-08-2011,
26.9kg) received on the 4th of April 2017 around 16.00h a vaccination (Nobivac L4, batch A061A01,
expdate 12-2017) and also a chew Nexgard L (batchnr AA1474PA, exp date 12-2018). Around 19.30h
the same day the dog expierenced severe pruritis and redness of the skin, which persisted for almost 2
days. In the afternoon of the 6th of April Nera recoverd to almost normal again. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: AFOXOLANER 136 MG CHEWABLE TABLETS Brand: NEXGARD (136 mg)
kauwtabletten voor honden >25–50 kg Reason: Flea and Tick Treatment Generic: Brand: Nobivac L4
Reason: Routine vaccination] [State of health: Good]
The report is sparse in information. One dog vaccinated With Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHPPi. The dog
developed lethargy, vomiting, diarrhoea and a local subcutaneous swelling at the injection site (3cm in
diameter). No further information is given in the report.

German
Shepherd Dog

Other
Canine/dog

26 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (01/02/201701/02/2017)<BR><BR>

CA agrees with causality assessment and comments
of the MAH. Causality O1-Inconclusive.

26.9 NEXGARD (136 mg) kauwtabletten
voor honden >25–50 kg - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (04/04/201704/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (1
Day(s) 04/04/201704/04/2017)<BR><BR>

Not Applicable Not
Known

Nobivac DHPPi vet - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,10,N/A (01/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (01/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
1.75 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A A - Probable
(27/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4, suspension for injection for dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (27/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Local swelling is a well known ADR according to the
SPC.

Crossbred

10.9 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection A - Probable
for dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(25/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Pi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(25/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

English Cocker
Spaniel

11.5 Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
A - Probable
,N/A,N/A (10/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (10/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Both Components likely to have contributed to the
reaction.

Small
Munsterlander

27.2 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection A - Probable
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(05/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Rabisin
vet - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (05/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Injection site swellings, also fluid filled, are not
uncommon after vaccination. It is not possible to say
which vaccine, or if both together, caused the
swelling. However it is considered A=probable that
vaccination caused the reaction.

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction. Dog has history of few episodes of vomiting and indigestion, but diagnosis Other
was not performed. Animal received during one visit Nobivac L4, Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac Rabies.
Canine/dog
After administration there was no reaction. Three days after administration nodules appeared in
scrotum area, erythema in area of the armpits and groin area. After a few hours on whole body area.
Very strong pruritus, animal was behaving like burned. Vomiting. Oedema of the one side of the
muzzle. Dog received short acting steroid, in third day of the reaction Calcort was administered. After
15 minutes reaction started to recede and receded fully. Dog recovered. No more information is
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 584 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X1DS 410 Reason:
Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410 O1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal Unclassifiable/unassessa
(10/03/2014ble
10/03/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 584 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (10/03/201410/03/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X1DS 410 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(10/03/2014-10/03/2014)<BR><BR>

0 21/02/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Itching,Stomach
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Swollen face (see also 'Skin')

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Three dogs from the same breeding were vaccinated at 16:20 (10 minutes Miniature
earlier vaccines was taken out from fridge). In one of them face area swelling and itch occurred about Schnauzer
2 hours after vaccine administration. Then vomiting and severe stomach ache occurred about 20:00.
Dog was brought to vet clinic on 22-FEB-2014. Treatment was done with Rapidexon (dexamethasone
sodium phosphate) and No-Spa (drotaverini hydrochloridum). No-Spa injection was repeated evening.
All signs gone. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 584 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dosage form Once 1
Animal (21/02/201421/02/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 584 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dosage form Once 1 Animal
(21/02/2014-21/02/2014)<BR><BR>

1

0 29/09/2014 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site pain,Abdominal
R><BR><BR>No pain,Diarrhoea,Blood in
faeces,Decreased activity

Other

1

0 16/12/2014 Not
Dyspnoea,Nasal discharge,Sneezing Not
Known,<BR><BR
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. Dog was brought to the clinic for its first vaccination, no changes in
clinical examination. 30-60 minutes after Nobivac DHPPi with L4 administration diarrhea with small
amount of blood and mucus occurred. Dog became silent (not active as usually) and had painful
abdomen. In clinical examination: dog was sad and had a pain in site of injection (right flank). No more
changes in examination stated. After Buprenorphine subcutaneous and Pro-Kolin oral administration
all signs had gone within few hours. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410 Reason: First vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 584 Reason: First vaccination] [State
of health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction. During visit in the clinic dog received Nobivac KC and Nobivac DHP+
Nobivac L4 (one injection in the neck area). During the same visit the second dog (Cocker Spaniel) of
the owner was vaccinated without AEs. Three days after vaccination snorting, attacks of (nasal)
dyspnoea, increasing on evenings, nasal serous discharge, during dyspnoea attacks discharge increases,
temperature 38.7-39.2 (mean during 3 consecutive visits), state of being normal, appetite normal.
Around 18 Dec 2014 signs were not receding and treatment was initiated doxycycline, Catosal, Lydium
KLP. During last visit 19 Dec 2014 animal owner informed that before vaccination she noticed that dog
of the neighbor was coughing as well (but she did not report that earlier to the vet). On 21 Dec 2014
attending vet received information from the owner's son: there is slight amelioration of the patient
clinical status, quotation "sometimes is better, sometimes is worse". Animal owner scheduled control
visit before Christmas. Follow up on 08 Jan 2015: Attending veterinarian informed that patient is in
good condition, since a week there were no disturbing signs. Treatment was performed for 20 days
with Doxycycline administered twice daily. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 410 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 410 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 584 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

Yorkshire
Terrier

1.36 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dosage form Once 1
Animal (29/09/201429/09/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 584 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dosage form Once 1 Animal
(29/09/2014-29/09/2014)<BR><BR>

Yorkshire
Terrier

3.8 NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 410 N - Unlikely
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Once 1
Animal (13/12/201413/12/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 410 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Once 1
Animal (13/12/201413/12/2014)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 584 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Once 1 Animal
(13/12/2014-13/12/2014)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

PL-NLINTVINT-2015-PL-00455

Poland

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

09/11/2015

10/11/2015

1

1

1 09/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Abnormal posture
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Apathy,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Increased heart rate,Cardiac
arrest,Abnormal breathing

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

PL-NLINTVINT-2015-PL-00477

Poland

Animal

Canine/dog

19 Week(s)

24/11/2015

27/11/2015

1

1

0 24/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

POL-MERCKMSD-2016-PL-00156

Poland

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

22/04/2016

26/04/2016

1

1

0 22/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Pruritus,Facial oedema
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction. On unknown date the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Puppy DP in
Maltese
another clinic. On 22 Apr 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, 1 hour after
vaccination the dog started vomiting and after another 30 minutes developed facial oedema and
pruritus. Symptoms disappeared after implementing intramuscular treatment with Dexafort. No more
information is expected. This report is linked with report #2016-PL-00155 (cluster of reports from the
same reporter received on the same day). 02 Jun 2016: Duplicate breed label fix installed in PV-Works;
Breed is corrected to match the appropriate species [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHP LV
Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 410 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 584 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

POL-MERCKMSD-2016-PL-00362

Poland

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Month(s)

06/10/2016

10/10/2016

1

1

0 06/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Allergic
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema,Hypothermia,Pallor

No Data

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

POL-MERCKMSD-2016-PL-00394

Poland

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

12/11/2016

15/11/2016

1

1

0 12/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Skin hyperaemia,Facial oedema,Ear No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes flap oedema,Tachycardia

Suspected adverse reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4
Maltese
simultaneously on 06 Oct 2016. He has never been vaccinated with two products at one time before.
Dog's medical history include vaccination with Nobivac Puppy DP, Nobivac DHPPi and Vanguard
vaccines. The dog developed following signs after being vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac
L4 vaccines: diarrhoea, vomiting, low body temperature, pallor, body oedema. Treatment included:
steroid drug, calcium, Ringer solution, Zyrtec. The dog was reported as recovered at the time of the
report. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410 Reason:
Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 560 Reason:
Prophylaxis] [State of health: Fair]
Suspected adverse reaction. A 9 weeks old Poodle puppy was vaccinated on 12 Nov 2016 with Nobivac Standard
DHPPi and Nobivac L4 during the same visit (more details remain unknown). The dog has a history of a Poodle
probable Biocan Puppy vaccination during stay at the kennel on 18 Oct 2016. After about one hour
post vaccination the dog developed oedema and hyperaemia of muzzle, eyelids and ears. No vomiting
or apathy was reported. The hyperaemia of inner surface of ear canals causes the dog to flap her ears.
Right auricle has a swelling of soft tissues. Heart BPM about 160, regular, no auscultation changes over
lungs area. Peristalsis was proper. The clinical manifestation suggests anaphylactic reaction according
the attending vet notes. Treatment included dexamethasone (Dexasone) 0.3 mg/kg im. The dog was
observed. After an hour muzzle hyperaemia disappeared, muzzle and eyelids oedema reduced,
hyperaemia of conjunctivas and auricles was still present. The dog was discharged. Self Nobivac DHPPi
vaccinations was scheduled for the next week. The dog was reported as recovered on the same day.
No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 410 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 560 Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

POL-MERCKMSD-2017-PL-00044

Poland

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

01/12/2016

08/02/2017

1

1

0 01/12/2016 Not
Generalised rash,Dyspnoea
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction. The dog has a history of being vaccinated only with Nobivac vaccines
Bulldog
before. Before Christmas he was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. After an hour the
dog developed troubles with breathing and whole body rash. Treatment included Dexaven, iv fluids and
started to feel better, the symptoms disappeared. No more information is expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410 Reason: Unknown Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 560 Reason: Unknown] [State of
health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410 B - Possible
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (01/12/201601/12/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 560 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(01/12/2016-01/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

POL-MERCKMSD-2017-PL-00045

Poland

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

07/02/2017

08/02/2017

1

1

0 07/02/2017 Not
Laryngeal oedema,Facial oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction. The dog had a history of developing adverse reaction to Eurican DHPPi at Shih Tzu
the age of 3 years. In 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi, L4 and Rabies with no adverse
reaction. The dog was diagnosed as suffering from atopy. On 07 Feb 2017 the attending vet vaccinated
the Shih-tsu dog with Nobivac DHPPi and L4 in one injection shot and Nobivac Rabies in another one.
After about 4 hours post vaccination the dog developed facial and laryngeal oedema. Treatment
included Dexajet and after about 4 hours the symptoms disappeared. No more information is
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 10X1DS 560 Reason: Unknown Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410 Reason:
Unknown Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X10DS 410 Reason:
Unknown] [State of health: Unknown]

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410 B - Possible
N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (07/02/201707/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 560 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(07/02/201707/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X10DS 410 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(07/02/2017-07/02/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

POL-MERCKMSD-2017-PL-00080

Poland

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

23/02/2017

27/02/2017

1

1

0 23/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Arrhythmia,Tachycardia,Bloody
R><BR><BR>Not diarrhoea,Stiffness limb,Not
Known
drinking,Inappetence,Vomiting

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Rabisin and Nobivac L4 on 23 Feb 2017. Pet
owners visited on 24 Feb 2017 different veterinary clinic than the one where the dog had been
vaccinated claiming that 1 hour after vaccination the dog developed stiff walking, inappetance and
reluctance to drinking, body temperature proper, tachycardia, arrhythmia in auscultation.
Subsequently, to these clinical signs attached bloody diarrhea and vomiting. Treatment included
Vetergesic, Ringer solution, Rapidexon, adrenaline. On 25 Feb 2017 the dog was reported as in good
condition, no changes in auscultation and with proper appetite. No more information is expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS
560 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: Brand: Rabisin Reason: Unknown] [State of health: Fair]

Elevated temperature,Excessive
No Data
licking and/or
grooming,Hypersensitivity NOS,Skin
hyperaemia,Pruritus

Suspected adverse reaction. A pet owner called the PV site to inform that he visited the veterinary
clinic with his dog to vaccinate her with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 vaccines. After 30 minutes
from vaccinations the dog died. The pet owner asked to contact him to talk about vaccines and
attending vet work being responsible for the dog's death. He was contacted and reported that during
the walk outside with a lively dog he decided to vaccinate her. 5 minutes after vaccination he put down
the dog on the ground to let her walk but she was benumbed and they returned to the clinic. The
attending vet administered 'life saving injection' but the dog died. The vet was performing cardiac life
support procedure for about an hour. Sales rep was asked to contact attending vet and collect missing
information which stated as follows: The dog behaves 'weird' and stands astride, shows apathy, body
temperature within normal range, CRT less than 2 seconds heart rate 150 per minute. Treatment with
dexamethasone, adrenaline, phenazolinum was implemented. ECG was performed and showed
ventricular rhythm to be steady with frequency of 150 per minute. After about half an hour the dog’s
status deteriorated, breathing rate increased and dog developed cardiac arrest. The vet performed
cardiopulmonary resuscitation procedure with dog being intubated. The procedure lasted about 2
hours but the dog did not respond. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 584 Reason: Unknown.] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on estimated
date of 03 Nov 2015. On 24 Nov 2015 during the prophylactic visit the dog was vaccinated with one
injection containing following vaccines: Nobivac L4, Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Rabies. Concurrently
the vet administered Nobivac KC vaccine intranasally. After about an hour the pet owner noticed
sensitivity when lifting limbs and licking them. The attending vet was contacted and recommended
observation, but after 2-3 hours dog developed additionally hyperemia and increased temperature of
the skin. Hyperemic skin included especially ventral area, dog showed signs of pruritus and was licking
his paws. During the clinical examination performed before vaccination the dog had normal body
temperature, general condition was good and there were no edemas. During the second visit after few
hours the attending vet administered dexamethasone as a treatment for the clinical signs, which
disappeared after another few hours. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: BB CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC KC 5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 410 Reason: Prophylaxis
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 584 Reason: Unknown.
Generic: DHP LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 410 Reason: Unknown. Generic: RABIES IN ALU
ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 10X10DS 410 Reason: Unknown.] [State of health: Good]

Other
Canine/dog

12.3 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(09/11/201509/11/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 584 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (09/11/201509/11/2015)<BR><BR>

Yorkshire
Terrier

1.95 NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 410 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(24/11/201524/11/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC KC
5X1DS+5X1DS DIL 410 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(24/11/201524/11/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 584 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (24/11/201524/11/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X10DS 410 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(24/11/2015-24/11/2015)<BR><BR>

Yorkshire
Terrier

1.2 NOBIVAC DHP 10X1DS 410 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dosage form
(22/04/201622/04/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 584 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(22/04/2016-22/04/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(06/10/201606/10/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 560 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (06/10/201606/10/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

1.47 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dosage form 1
Animal (12/11/201612/11/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 560 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dosage form 1 Animal (12/11/201612/11/2016)<BR><BR>

6 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 560 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (23/02/201723/02/2017)<BR><BR>Rabisin N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown Unknown (23/02/201723/02/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

There is a strong association in time, signs are
compatible with allergic potential of vaccine, two
product used concurrently, causality B.

NOBIVAC L4

POL-MERCKMSD-2018-PL-00115

Poland

Animal

Canine/dog

10 - 10
Week(s)

10/01/2018

26/03/2018

1

1

1 10/01/2018 Not
Flatulence,Diarrhoea,Death,Decrea Not
Known,<BR><BR sed body temperature,Anaphylactic Known
><BR><BR><BR> shock,Pallor,Generalised weakness
Not Known

Suspected adverse reaction. Dog with fleas, positio mandibulae anterior, most probably elongated soft Shih Tzu
palate, different iris color. Claws were corrected. On the same visit on 10 Jan 2018 dog (13:27) was
vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHPPi. Few minutes after vaccination dog become limp and
pale. Temperature 37.7 C. Dog was having pudding like feces and gasses. Dog developed shock after
vaccine. Dog did not receive anti flea products. Following treatment was applied: Atropinum
sulfuricum 0,05 ml, Dexa-ject 0,1 ml, NaCl 0.9% 15 ml, Glucosum inj 5% 5 ml, calcium borogluconatum
25% 1,5 ml. Dog was diagnosed with post vaccination shock, died around 16:15. No more information
is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 560 Reason: Vaccination Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410
Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Fair]

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2016-PT-00042

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

24/03/2016

01/04/2016

1

1

0 24/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Angioedema,Reddening of the skin No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes

Suspected Adverse Reaction A veterinarian reported on 1 Apr 2016 that a dog was vaccinated with
French Bulldog Not
Nobivac DHPPi + L4 on 24 Mar 16. After 2 hours the dog went again to the clinic and showed
Known
angioedema of the face and erythema.The dog was treated with solu-medrol 3 mg/kg IV and
treatment was repeated on the following day, 25 Mar 2016. On 25 Mar 2016 the dog was completely
recovered. No more information is expected [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 170 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(24/03/201624/03/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (24/03/201624/03/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2016-PT-00054

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

18 Month(s)

22/04/2015

15/04/2016

1

1

0 22/04/2015 Not Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi on 14 Apr 2016 and had a
Boxer
Suspected Adverse Reaction (case 2016-PT-00053). During reporting the veterinarian described that
(German
last year on 22 Apr 2015 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and developed a hypersensitivity
Boxer)
reaction with tachypnea, dyspnea, cough, hemoptysis and left hindlimb Lameness. On 23 Apr 2015 the
dog went to the clinic and was treated with dexamethasone IV. The dog recovered after 3 days. No
more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 A - Probable
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(22/04/2015-22/04/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2016-PT-00116

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

10/05/2016

25/05/2016

1

1

0 10/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Angioedema
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2016-PT-00141

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

14/06/2016

30/08/2016

1

1

1 15/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2016-PT-00183

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

01/06/2016

06/10/2016

1

1

1 10/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Death,Lack of efficacy
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspect lack of efficacy for Lepto. A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI + Nobivac L4 on Jun
West Highland
2016*and not known if the animal was vaccinated before with Nobivac L4. On 10 Jul 2016 the dog
White Terrier
went to the clinic displaying prostration, vomits and anorexia. The blood analysis showed high levels
for BUN 74.9 mg/dL (normal 9.2 - 29.2) CREA 4.9 mg/dL (normal 0.4 - 1.4), ALP 1119 U/L (normal, 47 –
254). leucocytosis 19.52 10^9/L (6-17), 18.09 10^9/L (3.62-12.3),thrombocytopenia 55 10^9/L (117490). The dog was treated with sucralfate 250 mg - 15 mg/kg SID, ranitidine 2 mg/kg BID, cerenia, 1
mg/kg SID, hyperbiotic 20 mg/kg TiD, methadone 0.2 mg/kg every 6 hours. On 11 Jul 2016 and 12 Jul
2016 the blood analysis continued to show abnormal levels and on 12 Jul 2016 the results showed IgG
positive and ab IgM positive to leptospira. The dog was euthanized on 12 Jul 2016. Waiting for MAT
results. Follow up 17 Jul 2016: The Diagnosis of leptospirosis by MAT was performed in other Lab and
the test was negative to the presence of antibodies to Leptospira. Update 6 Oct 2016 - The MAT test
included the following serovars: Icterohaemorrhagiae, Copenhageni, Pomona, Grippotyphosa,
Canicola, Bratislava, Hardjo, Panama, Pyrogenes, Ballum, Poi, Tarassovi, Autumnalis, Cynopteri and
Mozdok. This MAT test was negative. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health:
Unknown]

7 NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(01/06/201601/06/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (01/06/201601/06/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2016-PT-00213

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

09/09/2016

15/09/2016

1

1

0 14/09/2016 Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction. A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 9 Sep 2016. It was the second
time the dog received Nobivac L4. The first time was on 10 Aug 2016 with Virbac Rabigen (CASE 2016PT-00212). On 14 Sep 2016, after the vaccine booster (only L4) the dog had biliar emesis, cranial
abdominal pain, dehydration, and the exams showed increased pancreatic values (PLI). It was
administered cerenia (maropitant citrate), ranitidine, metoclopramide BID and famotidine BID. No
more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2016-PT-00221

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

16/09/2016

21/09/2016

1

1

0 16/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Angioedema,Papule
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction. On 16 Sep 2016 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI + Nobivac L4.
Two hours after the vaccination the dog was displaying angioedema of the head and papules on the
whole body. The dog was treated with cortisone sc and recovered after one hour. No more
information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
50X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

French Bulldog

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2017-PT-00001

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

16/03/2016

18/01/2017

1

1

1 05/12/2016 Yes

No Data

Suspect lack of expected efficacy for Lepto. A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 16 Mar 2016.
Labrador
On 05 Jan 2017 the dog went to the vet clinic displaying symptomatology compatible with leptospirosis Retriever
with ascites, tachypnea, tachycardia, jaundice, anemia, hepatic insufficiency, vomit and feces with
blood. The blood analysis were positive to leptospira. Waiting for MAT results. More information
expected. Follow up 16 Jan 2017: The vet informed that the dog was euthanized on 13 Jan 2017. Still
waiting for MAT results. More information expected. Follow up 18 Jan 2017. The MAT result was
negative to Leptospira. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]

Lameness,Dyspnoea,Haemoptysis,T Not
achypnoea,Cough
Known

No Data

Pyometra,Pulmonary
No Data
congestion,Tachypnoea,Death,Anor
exia,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Fever,Abnormal test
result,Fluid in abdomen
NOS,Hepato-biliary disorder
NOS,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated SAP,Elevated
lipase,Bilirubinuria,Basophilia,Thro
mbocytopenia,Neutrophilia,Abdomi
nal
pain,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Icterus,Ne
urological signs NOS,Anuria

Elevated lipase,Emesis
(multiple),Abdominal
pain,Dehydration

Lack of efficacy,Death by
euthanasia

Suspected Adverse Reaction. A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 10 May
2016. After 2 hours the dog vomited and after more 2 hours the dog vomited and was showing an
angioedema of the muzzle. The vet administered hydrocortisone (2mg/kg) and the dog recovered
completely after 30min. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]
Suspected adverse reaction. On 14 Jun 2016 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPI + Nobivac L4 +
Nobivac Rabies. On 15 Jun 2016 the dog was lethargic displaying anorexia, vomits and greenish
diarrhoea. On 17 Jun 2016 the dog went to the veterinarian. The vet confirmed normal temperature,
lethargy, anorexia, abdominal pain, bilirubinaemia, bilirubinuria. The blood analysis revealed
Neutrophilia (34.74 K/µL, normal: 2.00-12.00 K/µL), thrombocytopenia (80 K/µL, normal: 175-500
K/µL), basophilia (0.11 K/µL, normal: 0.00-0.10 K/µL), increased levels for urea (59.1 mg/dL, normal:
0.4-1.4 mg/dL), creatinine (1.6 mg/dL, normal: 0.4-1.4 mg/dL), alkaline phosphatase (1110 normal: 1383 U/I) and pancreatic lipase ( 400 and max is 160), WBC (37.37K/µL, normal 5.50-16.90 K/µL). The dog
was treated with antibiotic, pain control and fluid therapy. On 18 Jun 2016 was displaying high fever.
On 19 Jun 2016 with a temperature of 42 ºC displayed anuria, tachypnea, neurological sings and died.
A necropsy and blood analysis were carried out and waiting for the results. More information is
expected. Follow up 8 Aug 16 – necropsy results. External exam: icteric skin and mucous membranes.
Thoracic cavity: multifocal pulmonary congestion. Abdomen – the organs were with some degree of
autolysis. Mild distension of the uterine horns with yellow pus. 30 mL of free bloody fluid in the
abdominal cavity. Empty stomach. Waiting for more lab results. Follow up 30 Aug 2016: Blood test
results were negative to the presence of leptospira and histopathological exam revealed an uterine
infection. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC RABIES 50X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Shih Tzu

Serra da
Estrela
Mountain Dog

Not
Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 410 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Vial/Ampoule(s) Not
applicable 1 Animal (10/01/201810/01/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 560 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(10/01/2018-10/01/2018)<BR><BR>

1.5 NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(10/05/201610/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (10/05/201610/05/2016)<BR><BR>
32 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 170 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(14/06/201614/06/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (14/06/201614/06/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 50X1DS 170 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (14/06/201614/06/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Angioedema of the face and erythema. There is a
temporal relationship between vaccination and onset
of the clinical signs (2 hours) and a hypersensitivity
reaction can occur after vaccination. 2 vaccines were
administered at the same time. Therefore it is not
possible to know which of the vaccines triggered the
reaction. ABON = B.
There is a close association in time. The symptoms
can be compatible with a hypersensitivity reaction to
the vaccination. This situation had occurred again this
year.

B - Possible

There is a temporal association between vaccination
and onset of the clinical signs. Possible due to a
hypersensitivity reaction, but, as two vaccines were
administered at the same time, it is not possible to
know which of the vaccines caused the reaction.

N - Unlikely

We agree with MAH's assessment comments: While
there is some temporal association with vaccination
(with 3 products), given the lack of pathophysiological
explanation between vaccination and the results of
the necropsy, pyometra or other causes are more
likely the cause of the chain of events, with
vaccination coincidentally occuring at the same time.

O1 - Inconclusive

We agree with MAH's assessment: Leptospirosis IgM
and IgG antibodies were positive. The elevated IgM is
indicative of a recent infection. Elevated IgG also
shows the dog responded to vaccination. It is unclear
which serogroup/serovar the dog was infected with:
MAT was negative for prevalent serovars. It is also
not known if this dog received a priming vaccination.
Therefore no conclusion can be drawn regarding the
efficacy of the vaccine.

4 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (09/09/201609/09/2016)<BR><BR>

Dog reacted after vaccination with vomiting and
diarrhoea. However, the time to onset was very long
for a causal relation with vaccination, and test results
indicate that dog has a pancreatic disorder.
Nevetheless, it is not to exclude some contributing
factor of vaccination.

4.1 NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(16/09/201616/09/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(16/09/2016-16/09/2016)<BR><BR>

The time to onset and reported clinical signs are
consistent with an anaphylactic-type reaction, which
is a known possible side effect of vaccines as a class.
Two vaccines were given so it is impossible to
determine which of the administered vaccines may
have been responsible. ABON: B.

32 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(16/03/2016-16/03/2016)<BR><BR>

The dog had clinical signs that could be compatible
with Leptospirosis. An unknown test was positive and
a seronegative MAT does not completely rule out
Leptospirosis. Thus, the case is assessed as
Inconclusive. ABON: O1.

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2017-PT-00015

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

17/09/2016

20/03/2017

1

1

0 30/01/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2017-PT-00022

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

19/01/2016

06/02/2017

1

1

0 11/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2017-PT-00023

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

19/01/2016

07/03/2017

1

1

0 06/02/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2017-PT-00024

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

19/01/2016

06/02/2017

1

1

0 23/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lack of
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes efficacy
(parvovirus),Prostration,Fever,Anor
exia

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. 8 puppies from the same litter were vaccinated with Nobivac
Portuguese
Not
DHPPi and L4 on 19 Jan 2016. 3 dogs from this litter, now living separated in different owner,
Water Spaniel Known
developed Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Parvovirosis (other cases 2017-PT0022 and 2017PT0023). On 23 Jun 2016 the dog possibly ate a rotten egg and was displaying brown diarrhea,
anorexia vomit and fever. The blood analysis showed lymphopenia. The dog started with
metoclopramide, synulox, ranitidine and cerenia. On 24 Jun 2016 the dog continued with prostration,
anorexia and diarrhea. On 25 Jun 2016 the dog was hospitalized and started with fluid therapy,
ranitidine, metoclopramide, enrofloxacin, ciprofloxacin and romefen. On 28 Jun 2016 no changes in
the blood and on 01 July 2016 the dog was fully recovered. No blood test for parvovirus was
performed but as 2 other dogs were positive to parvovirus the vet think that this case is also a Lack of
Expected Efficacy. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2017-PT-00043

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

20/02/2017

27/02/2017

1

1

0 26/02/2017 Yes

Suspected adverse reaction. A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 20 Feb 2017. On 26 Feb 2017
Other
the owner detected that the dog had bruises disseminated on all body. The blood analysis, performed Canine/dog
on 27 Feb 2017 showed high levels for ALP (191, normal values 13-83) and very low level for PLT (18,
normal values 117-490). On 28 Feb 2017 blood was taken to investigate antibodies against
Leishmania, Babesia canis, Ehrlichia canis and Rickettsia coronii. The dog was positive to Rickettsia
coronii. The dog started the treatment with doxycycline, methylprednisolone and omeprazole. No
more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2017-PT-00082

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

23/03/2017

13/04/2017

1

1

0 23/03/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Central No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Angioedema

Suspected adverse reaction. On 23 Mar 2017 a dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Pi + Nobivac L4. On
that day the dog vomited once and was lethargic. On 24 Mar 2017 the dog was displaying angioedema
of the head. The dog was treated with a corticosteroid and recovered on 24 Mar 2017*. No more
information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand:
NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

Labrador
Retriever

35.7 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(23/03/201723/03/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 170 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(23/03/2017-23/03/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2017-PT-00179

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

13/07/2017

14/07/2017

1

1

0 13/07/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Urticarial
R><BR><BR>Yes, erythema,Respiratory signs
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Suspected adverse reaction. A dog (Yorkshire Terrier, female, 11 years old, 2.5 kg) was vaccinated with Yorkshire
Nobivac Pi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabies on 13 Jul 2017 at nearly 15:30h. Approximately 2 hours the Terrier
dog was displaying generalized erythema, urticaria, vomits and respiratory difficulties/disturbances.
The dog went to a vet hospital at approximately 18:00h, and was treated with IV corticosteroid, antihistaminic and ranitidine. The dog reversed the sigs immediately after the treatment. A thoracic
radiographic exam was performed and the result was normal. The dog went home and it was
prescribed anti-histaminic and gastric protection medication for a week. This dog has done several
times Nobivac DHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabies, but the association Nobivac Pi, Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac Rabies was the first time. No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: CANINE PARAINFLUENZA LV Brand: NOBIVAC PI 10X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 50X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

25 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (13/07/201713/07/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC PI
10X1DS 170 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(13/07/201713/07/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 50X1DS 170 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(1 Day(s) 13/07/201713/07/2017)<BR><BR>

Elevated
SAP,Thrombocytopenia,Abnormal
test result,Ecchymosis

No Data

No Data

Suspected lack of expected efficacy. A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi (not known when and
if the vaccination program is in accordance with the leaflet). The vet suspects parvovirus infection.
More information expected. Follow up 20 Mar 2017, case has now become serious: The dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabies on 17 Sep 2016 (previously
vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 20 Aug 2016). On 02 Jan 2017 the dog displayed
vomiting, diarrhoea without blood and was prostrated. The dog was treated with tramadol,
metronidazole and amoxicillin + clavulanic acid. On 03 Jan 2017 the dog was more prostrated. On 05
Jan 2017 the dog was hospitalized with leukopenia and the ultrasound revealed intestine without
motility. On 08 Jan 2017 the dog displayed fever and the vet substituted amoxicillin + clavulanic acid by
enrofloxacin. On 10 Jan 2017 the dog recovered and went home with enrofloxacin, metronidazole,
sucralfate and WeBiotic (nutritional supplement). No more information is expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination Generic:
RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES 50X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Unknown]
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. 8 puppies from the same litter were vaccinated with Nobivac
DHPPi and L4 on 19 Jan 2016. 3 dogs from this litter, now living separated in different owner,
developed Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Parvovirosis (other cases 2017-PT0023 and 2017PT0024). On 11 Oct 2016 the dog started with vomit, hemorrhagic diarrhea, anorexia and prostration.
The veterinarian prescribed antibiotic and antiemetic. On 13 Oct 2016 the dog was hospitalized and
started fluid therapy, ranitidine, metoclopramide, buprenorphine, ceftriaxone, metrodinazole. On 14
Oct 2016 the test was positive to Parvovirus. On 15 Oct 2016 the treatment was changed to ampicillin,
gentamycin, metrodinazole, metoclopramide and ranitidine. On 24 Oct 2016 the dog was recovered.
No more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI 50X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

English Cocker
Spaniel

8 NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(17/09/201617/09/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (17/09/201617/09/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 50X1DS 170 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose 1 Animal (17/09/201617/09/2016)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

Possible Parvovirosis. This product does not protect
against parvo.

Portuguese
Water Spaniel

22 NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(19/01/201619/01/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (1 Day(s) 19/01/201619/01/2016)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

Suspected Parvovirosis. Nobivac L4 does not protect
against parvo.

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. 8 puppies from the same litter were vaccinated with Nobivac
Portuguese
DHPPi and L4 on 19 Jan 2016. 3 dogs from this litter, now living separated in different owner,
Water Spaniel
developed Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy for Parvovirosis (other cases 2017-PT0022 and 2017PT0024). On 06 Feb 2017 the dog started with prostration, hemorrhagic diarrhea and anorexia. The
dog started with fluid therapy, ranitidine, metoclopramide, buprenorphine, ceftriaxone, metrodinazole.
The blood analysis revealed WBC 2.21 10^9/L (6-17), RBC 9.33 10^12/L (5.10-8.50) and HGB 21.5 g/dL
(11.0-19.0) and positive to Parvovirus. The vet confirmed that as one of the dogs was positive to
parvovirus (case 2017-PT0022) this dog was vaccinated again with Nobivac DHPPi on 14 Oct 2016.
More information expected. Follow up 07 Mar 2017: The analysis report: Negative to bacteria
(salmonella); Positive Parvovirus PCR in feces; Positive Coronavirus PCR in feces; Parvovirus - CPV2c
isolated; ELISA antibody coronavirus positive and ELISA antibody parvovirus negative. More
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
50X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

22 NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(19/01/201619/01/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (1 Day(s) 19/01/201619/01/2016)<BR><BR>

N - Unlikely

Suspected Parvovirosis. Nobivac L4 does not protect
against parvo.

N - Unlikely

Suspected parvovirosis. As Nobivac L4 does not
protect against parvo causality assessment is N Unlikely.

O1 - Inconclusive

We agree with MAH's assessment: Dog was positive
for Rickettsia. Thrombocytopenia is a common
manifestation of Rickettsiosis and may be the
principal cause of the ecchymosis. However, a
contributing factor of vaccination cannot be fully
excluded. ABON remains inconclusive, O1.

NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(19/01/201619/01/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
1 Animal (1 Day(s) 19/01/201619/01/2016)<BR><BR>

30 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (20/02/201720/02/2017)<BR><BR>

Signs are suggestive of a hypersensitivity reaction.
This kind of reactions may occur after administration
of any foreign antigen to an individual. Two vaccines
were given so it is impossible to determine which of
the administered vaccines may have been responsible.
ABON: B.
Time to onset and reported clinical signs are
consistent with an anaphylactic-type reaction, which
is a known possible side effect of vaccines as a class.
Three vaccines were used so it is impossible to
determine which vaccine would be responsible.
ABON: B.

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2017-PT-00325

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

01/05/2017

18/10/2017

1

1

1 04/10/2017 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2018-PT-00004

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

26/12/2017

23/01/2018

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2018-PT-00005

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

30/12/2017

23/01/2018

1

NOBIVAC L4

PRT-MERCKMSD-2018-PT-00009

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

29/01/2018

01/02/2018

NOBIVAC L4

PT-NLINTVINT-2015-PT-00046

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

28/02/2015

NOBIVAC L4

PT-NLINTVINT-2015-PT-00062

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

PT-NLINTVINT-2015-PT-00150

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

PT-PTDGVFVV-2017-I-061

Portugal

Animal

Canine/dog

Lack of efficacy

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. On May 2017* a dog (French mastiff, female, 2 years, 37 kg) was Mastiff
vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 4 Oct 2017 the dog started displaying clinical signs. On 6 Oct 2017 the
dog went to the hospital displaying diarrhea, anorexia, prostration and uremic halitosis. Lab results
revealed Alb 2.4 g/dL (2.6-4.0), BUN >140 mg/dl (9.2-29.2), Ca 8.8 mg/dl (9.3-12.1), Crea 7.8 mg/dl (0.41.4), Phosphorus >15 mg/dl (1.9-5.0), K 6.5 mEq/L (3.8-5.0), eosinophils 0.003% (0.005-0.10),
erythrocytes 4.47 (5.10-8.50), hematocrit 0.313 (0.33-0.56), platelets 61x109/L (117-490), PDW 18.6
(12.0-17.5).The vet reported that the dog kills rats. The dog was treated with Cerenia (maropitant),
Synulox (amoxicillin + clavulanic acid, 2 days), ranitidine, metoclopramide, ampicillin, sucralfate and
omeprazole. On 8 Oct 2017 lab results revealed BUN >140 mg/dl (9.2-29.2), Crea 9.4 mg/dl (0.4-1.4),
Phosphorus >15 mg/dl (1.9-5.0), K 6.6 mEq/L (3.8-5.0). On 9 Oct 2017 lab results revealed eosinophils
0.03 (0.04-1.62), eosinophils 0.002% (0.005-0.10), erythrocytes 3.42 (5.10-8.50), hemoglobin 87 (110190), hematocrit 0.251 (0.33-0.56), RDW-SD 46.9 (33.2-46.3), platelets 83x109/L (117-490), PCT 0.82
ml/L (0.90-5.80). On 10 Oct 2017 lab results BUN >140 mg/dl (9.2-29.2), Crea 7.0 mg/dl (0.4-1.4),
Phosphorus >15 mg/dl (1.9-5.0), Na 165 mEq/L (141-152), K 5.3 mEq/L (3.8-5.0), eosinophils 0.03 (0.041.62), eosinophils 0.004% (0.005-0.10), erythrocytes 3.73 (5.10-8.50), hemoglobin 92 (110-190),
hematocrit 0.283 (0.33-0.56), RDW-SD 48.6 fL (33.2-46.3), platelets 99x109/L (117-490). Lab results
were positive for Leptospira antibodies. Waiting for more lab results. More information is expected.
Follow-up on 18 Oct 2017: The animal died on 14 Oct 2017. Lab results were positive for Leptospira
Canicola and Leptospira Icterohaemorrhagiae antibodies. Waiting for lab results and pet vaccination
book. More information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination] [State of
health: Good]

0 26/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Allergic oedema,Pruritus,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema

No Data

2.55 NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (26/12/201726/12/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(26/12/2017-26/12/2017)<BR><BR>

The time to onset and reported clinical symptoms are
consistent with an anaphylactic-type reaction, which
is known possible side effect of vaccines as a class.
Two vaccines were used so it is impossible to
determine which vaccine would be responsible.
ABON: B.

1

0 30/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Allergic oedema,Facial
R><BR><BR>Yes oedema,Allergic pruritus

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: On 28 Dec 2017 a dog (<8 kg) was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and
Pekingese
Nobivac Lepto 4 (other cases 2018-PT-00002, 2018-PT-00003 and 2018-PT-00005). The vet reported
that the dog reacted after vaccination. More information expected. Follow up 23 Jan 2017: On 23 Jan
2017 the vet confirmed that the dog (pekingese, female, intact, 3 years, 2.550 kg) was vaccinated with
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 26 Dec 2017. 3-4 hours after the vaccination the dog displayed
severe facial oedema, neck and hind limb oedema and severe pruritus. The dog was treated with
dexafort and sultropin at the clinic and prednicortone at home. The dog was fully recovered (unknown
date). Attending vet's level of suspicion is possible = B. No more information expected. [Reason for
use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination
Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination]
[State of health: Unknown]
Suspected adverse reaction: On 28 Dec 2017 a dog (<8 kg) was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and
Pug
Nobivac Lepto 4 (other cases 2018-PT-00002, 2018-PT-00003 and 2018-PT-00004). The vet reported
that the dog reacted after vaccination. More information expected. Follow up 23 Jan 2017: On 23 Jan
2017 the vet confirmed that the dog (pug, female, intact, 1 year, 10.300kg) was vaccinated with
Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4 on 30 Dec 2017. 30 min after the vaccination the dog displayed facial
oedema, neck oedema and severe pruritus. The dog was treated with dexafort and prednicortone. The
dog was fully recovered (unknown date). Attending vet's level of suspicion is possible = B. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
50X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

10.3 NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (30/12/201730/12/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(30/12/2017-30/12/2017)<BR><BR>

The time to onset and reported clinical symptoms are
consistent with an anaphylactic-type reaction, which
is known possible side effect of vaccines as a class.
Two vaccines were used so it is impossible to
determine which vaccine would be responsible.
ABON: B.

1

1

1 29/01/2018 No,<BR><BR><B Death,Pulmonary oedema,Fluid in
R><BR><BR>No, thorax,Respiratory signs
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Other

Suspected adverse reaction: A dog (Pincher, 7 months, 4 kg, female) was vaccinated with Nobivac
Miniature
DHPPi + Nobivac L4 + Nobivac Rabies (ELU, simultaneously mixed in one syringe) on 29 Jan 2018. Few Pinscher
hours after vaccination the dog started with respiratory issues. The RX showed pulmonary oedema and
fluid in thorax. The liquid was removed. The dog was treated with adrenaline, corticosteroid, diuretic
and ampicillin. The dog died on 01 Feb 2018. Without the possibility to perform a necropsy. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
50X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES
10X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

4 NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (29/01/201829/01/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Not applicable 1 Animal
(29/01/201829/01/2018)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X1DS 170 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Not applicable 1 Animal
(29/01/2018-29/01/2018)<BR><BR>

Time to onset and reported clinical signs are
consistent with an anaphylactic-type reaction, which
is a known possible side effect of vaccines as a class.
Three vaccines were administered, so it is impossible
to determine which vaccine would be responsible.
Additionally, ELU for all vaccines since all were mixed
in one syringe.

28/02/2015

1

1

0 28/02/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Facial swelling (see
R><BR><BR>No also 'Skin'),Abnormal
breathing,Congested mucous
membrane

Other

Suspected adverse reaction: A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi+Nobivac L4 on 28 Feb 2015.
Pekingese
After 10 min of the vaccination the dog showed swelling of the face, breathing difficulty, tachycardia
and congested mucous. The dog was treated with corticoids, furosemide and fluid therapy. The dog
recovered after 4 hours. No more information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI
LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

There is a close association in time (same day).
Symptoms may be due to a hypersensitivity reaction
to vaccination. Two vaccines were given so it is
impossible to determine which vaccine or
combination would be responsible.

01/04/2015

01/04/2015

1

1

0 01/04/2015 Yes

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction. A dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 01 Apr 2015. After vaccination, Other
at home, the dog showed lethargy and posterior limbs without strength. The dog was in hypovolemic
Canine/dog
shock when arrived at the vet and also with a swelling on the injection site. The dog was treated first
with an NSAID but without response. Then was treated with corticosteroid and iv fluids. The dog
recovered completely and went home. The vet also referred that 4 weeks ago, after the first
vaccination, the dog showed lethargy and vomiting (case 2015-PT-00063). No more information
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

2 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 170 B - Possible
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(28/02/201528/02/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once (28/02/201528/02/2015)<BR><BR>
17 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 A - Probable
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(01/04/2015-01/04/2015)<BR><BR>

5 Month(s)

02/04/2015

01/07/2015

1

1

0 23/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site reaction
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes NOS,Lameness,Ataxia,Lack of
efficacy,Impaired
proprioception,Abnormal test
result,Neurological symptoms NOS

SAR and SLEE. A dog was vaccinated on 02 Apr 2015 with Nobivac DHPPi + Nobivac L4. On 23 Apr 2015 German
Not
the dog was revaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi. The dog developed a nodule at injection site. On 14
Shepherd Dog Known
May the dog received Nobivac L4 + Nobivac Rabies and was showing lameness of the left front limb. At
that day started anti-inflammatory and chondroprotective. On 21 May 2015, as still was showing the
same symptomatology, a X-ray was performed to confirm elbow dysplasia. It was negative. On 08 Jun
2015 the dog was displaying ataxia of the back and front limbs, decreased proprioception of back limbs
and all members were plantigrade. On 10 June 2015 the lab results revealed that the dog was positive
to toxoplasmosis, positive to distemper (IgG and IgM) and negative to hemoparasiticides. Was
prescribed clindoceptin and waiting for PCR results for distemper. Follow up is pending. Follow up on
1 Jul 2015. Blood sample was tested by RT-PCR and the result is negative to canine Distemper virus.
No more informatiom expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC
DHPPI 10X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC
L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

10 Year(s)

04/09/2017

05/09/2017

1

1

0 04/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Case received from DGAV. A male dog, unknown breed, 10 years old, weighing 15 kg, was vaccinated Other
with Nobivac DHPPi, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac Rabies on 4th September 2017. Approximately 30
Canine/dog
minutes after administration of these vaccines the dog presented snout's angioedema, pruritus on the
snout and oedema of the phalanges of the left anterior limb and urticaria. Methylprednisolone was
administered at the dose of 1.1 mg/kg, after which the signals were disappeared in about 2 hours. Case
PT-NLINTVINT-2017-PT-00289 for MAH. [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand:
NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand:
NOBIVAC RABIES 50X1DS 170 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Unknown]

Shock,Injection site
swelling,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Loss of strength

Oedema of the extremities (see
Not
also other SOCs for most applicable Known
oedema),Pruritus,Angioedema,Urtic
aria

37 NOBIVAC L4 50X1DS 542 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (01/05/201701/05/2017)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 170 N - Unlikely
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once 1 Animal
(02/04/201502/04/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Once 1 Animal (02/04/201502/04/2015)<BR><BR>

15 NOBIVAC DHPPI 50X1DS 170 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (04/09/201704/09/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
50X1DS 542 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(04/09/201704/09/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 50X1DS 170 - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml (04/09/201704/09/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Symptoms are compatible with Leptospirosis and
within the period of expected efficacy of Nobivac L4.
However, there is no proof so far that the animal was
really vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on May 2017.
Positive results for Leptospira antibodies can be due
to vaccination or field infection. ABON:O1. Overall
ABON: O1.

There is a close association in time and symptoms are
compatible to a hypersensitivity reaction. Dog
showed a similar reaction after vaccination 4 weeks
earlier. Hypersensitivity reactions may occur after the
administration of vaccines.

SAR: injection site reaction appeared before
administration of this vaccine. ABON – N. SLEE: this
vaccine is not against Distemper and, furthermore, the
cause for the signs are most likely due to
toxoplasmosis. ABON – N.

Time to onset and reported clinical signs are
consistent with an anaphylactic-type reaction, which
is a known possible side effect of vaccines as a class.
Three vaccines were administered, so it is impossible
to determine which vaccine would be responsible.

NOBIVAC L4

SE-SEMPAV-2016-00286

Sweden

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

14/06/2016

19/12/2016

1

1

1 15/06/2016 Yes

Seizure
No Data
NOS,Falling,Staggering,Cough,Death
by euthanasia,Stiffness
limb,General illness

A serious adverse event report from veterinarian was received by the MPA on June 21, 2016 regarding Labrador
a dog, Labrador Retriever, male, 11 years old, and bodyweight 33.6 kg. On June 14, the dog was
Retriever
vaccinated with Nobivac L4, batch no. A010A01. The next day the dog staggered, hind limbs were stiff,
reared up and then fell down on the side. The whole event lasted for approximately 10 seconds. The
next was on June 20, the dog fell directly on the side, and this lasted for 30 seconds. The dog was
treated with 1 mg/kg (0.2 mL) of prednisolone, single dose given subcutaneously. The dog has been
vaccinated against Leptospirosis earlier without adverse reactions. The animal owner called the
reporting veterinarian on June 20 and asked about tick prevention treatment, but was advised to wait
until the dog has been without seizures at least 2-3 weeks. The dog had not yet recovered at the time
of the report. Follow up received from a veterinarian on 07 DEC 2016: The dog was euthanized
approximately 1 month later. The dog had became acutely ill, with a severe cough. The veterinarian
suspected the seizures were due to asphyxia from a lung tumor and not due to vaccination. However,
no autopsy to confirm the diagnosis was performed. No more information expected. MPA: Follow up
information was received by MAH and then forwarded to the MPA.

NOBIVAC L4

SE-SEMPAV-2016-00547

Sweden

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

27/06/2016

17/11/2016

1

1

30/06/2016 Not Known

Autoimmune disorder NOS,Claw /
hoof / nail loss,Claw / hoof / nail
disorder NOS

A serious adverse event report from veterinarian was received by the MPA on November 17, 2016
Standard
regarding a dog, Standard Poodle, female, 5 years old and bodyweight 25 kg. The dog was vaccinated Poodle
with Nobivac L4, on May 30, 2016 and June 27, 2016. Batch no. A010A01, 1 dose respectively. No
concomitant medication. On June 30, 2016 (3 days after second vaccination) the animal owner noticed
that dog seemed tender in its claws. On October 14, 2016, the dog was brought to clinic, due to claw
problems. Several claws were corroded and split. There was a strong suspicion that the dog had
Symmetrical Lupoid Onychodystrofi (SLO) (Onchymadesis), not confirmed by Biopsy. The dog had not
yet recovered at the time of the report.
An adverse event from a veterinarian received by the MPA on February 15, 2017, regarding a dog,
Border Terrier
Border Terrier, male, approximately 8 months old, bodyweight 6.1 kg. The dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac Rabies vet, injection, batch no. A301A01 and Nobivac L4 injection, batch no. A049A01 on
February 03, 2017, 1 dose respectively for immunisation. No concomitant medication. Prior to
vaccination general conditions was without remarks. Within a few minutes after the vaccination the
dog becomes dull. Mucous membrane, Capillary Refill time and femoral pulse without remarks. After
about 5-10 minutes the dog was back in its habitual state. No treatment was given.

NOBIVAC L4

SE-SEMPAV-N2017-00084

Sweden

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

03/02/2017

15/02/2017

1

1

03/02/2017 Not
Dull
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

SE-SEMPAV-N2017-00592

Sweden

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

29/09/2017

20/10/2017

1

1

0 29/09/2017 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

SE-SEMPAV-N2017-00665

Sweden

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

18/09/2017

05/12/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

TWN-MERCKMSD-2017-TW-00033

Taiwan

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

19/08/2017

21/08/2017

1

1

Immediate pain upon
injection,Injection site pain,Joint
pain NOS

Not
Known

Not
Known

33.6 NOBIVAC L4 10X1DS 550 O1 - Inconclusive
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(14/06/2016-14/06/2016)<BR><BR>

25 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose
(27/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

6.1 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection A - Probable
for dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose
(03/02/201703/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies vet. - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
dose, 2 IE (03/02/201703/02/2017)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

A serious adverse event report from veterinarian, received by the MPA on October 20, 2017, regarding Crossbred
a dog, crossbred ( Toy poodle/Chinese crested dog -Powder Puff), neutered male, approximately 4
years old and bodyweight 2.25 kg. The dog was brought to the clinic on September 25, 2017 due to
lameness on the left hind leg, but when examined at the veterinary clinic the dog was not sore when
palpated, had a stable knee and was not sore when the back was palpated. The dog had tartar and
gingival recession. The dog was sent home without any treatment, the knee was recommended to be
checked later in connection to sedation and mouth sanitation. On a revisit on September 29, the dog
was better and moved without any lameness, but not completely recovered. Was a bit sore at the
lower back muscles and did not want to stretch the left hind leg. The dog was also vaccinated with a
subcutaneous injection of Nobivav L4, 1 ml, batchno A076A01, No concomitant medications. When
receiving the vaccine the dog winced and screamed. Later that same day the dog was brought back to
the clinic as the dog had started to scream when lying under the kitchen table. The dog screamed when
he was lifted up and when the neck was touched. At clinical examination the dog was very tense and
not willing to move. Could bend the neck side to side and forward, unwilling to bend the neck upward.
Palpation back and chest was without any remarks. When palpated in the neck, the dog screamed.
When bending the left front leg the dog screamed and showed discomfort after when moving. The
right front leg and both hind legs without detectable findings. The dog was kept for observation and
pain relief treatment with Nobligan (avoided NSAID due to sensitive stomach). In the afternoon the
dog was not lame, but held his left front leg up when standing still. Reacted a bit when the neck was
palpated and felt a bit oedematous on both side of the neck. The dog went home later that day with
syringes of Nobligan and recipe of Metadon. On October 02, when contacting the owner the dog was
not completely symptom free, whined when turning around and screamed sometimes when lifted.
They decided to await CT and kept on with pain relief treatment for another couple of days. On
October 06 the owner announced that the dog had completely recovered, moved unhindered and was
alert. Recovery date was according to the reporter October 04.

2.25 Nobivac L4, suspension for injection O1 - Inconclusive
for dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml
(29/09/2017-29/09/2017)<BR><BR>

0 25/09/2017 Not
Reddening of the skin,Itchy
Known,<BR><BR ears,Papule,Alopecia local
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

A serious adverse event report from a veterinarian received by the MPA on December 05, 2017,
Dalmatian
regarding a dog, Dalmatian, male, 3 years old and bodyweight 34 kg. The dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac L4 batchno A049A01, on September 18 and batchno. A076A01 on October 16. Concomitant
medication on September 18 was Nobivac DHP live vet, batchno. A101D01 and on October 16 Nobivac
Pi batchno A046B01. One week after the first vaccination the dog got ear itching and localized alopecia
on the back. The animal owner flushed the ears with NaCl without results. The dog had a history of
allergies and Cetirizin STADA 10 mg tablets were prescribed. It is unknown if the dog completely
recovered. After second vaccination the dog got severe skin reddening and papules over the entire
back /neck and head. The dog was prescribed Kefavet, APOQUEL and Prednisolon 10 mg tablets.
Outcome at the time of report was unknown. At a quality review in 2018 this report was upgraded to
serious.

34 Nobivac DHP live vet. - N/A,N/A,N/A B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (18/09/201718/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (16/10/201716/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4,
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (18/09/201718/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi
vet. - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(16/10/2017-16/10/2017)<BR><BR>

0 19/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous membrane,Swollen
R><BR><BR>Yes, feet,Dyspnoea,Vomiting
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction A 3 year old dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi, Nobivac L4 (mixed) Other
and Nobivac Rabies (separately) subcutaneously (back). About 30 min after vaccination, dog showed
Canine/dog
vomiting, dyspnea and pale mucous membranes. The vet treated the reaction with epinephrine,
diphenhydramine, prednisolone and oxygen inhalation. The patient was getting stable. The owner took
her home and came back again for red swollen front legs. After oral medication, patient recovered. No
more information expected [Reason for use for product: Generic: DHPPI LV Brand: NOBIVAC DHPPI
10X1DS 165 Reason: Vaccination Generic: LEPTO*4(ICT,CAN,GRIPP,BRAT) KB Brand: NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 165 Reason: Vaccination Generic: RABIES IN ALU ADJUVANT KV Brand: NOBIVAC RABIES
10X1DS 165 Reason: Vaccination] [State of health: Good]

6.3 NOBIVAC DHPPI 10X1DS 165 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (19/08/201719/08/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC L4
10X1DS 165 - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (1 Day(s)
19/08/201719/08/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
RABIES 10X1DS 165 - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(19/08/2017-19/08/2017)<BR><BR>

After follow up information the MPA changed the
causality from O to O1.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-NLLEVET-Metrobactin20171103

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

14/09/2017

08/11/2017

1

1

0 20/09/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Hepatitis,Hepatopathy,Elevated
R><BR><BR>Not liver enzymes,Elevated
Known
AST,Elevated ALT,Elevated bile
acids,Elevated SAP,Liver
degeneration,Elevated cholesterol
(total)

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0002/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Year(s)

03/11/2015

04/01/2016

2

1

0 03/11/2015 Yes

Restlessness,Injection site
irritation,Rolling

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0008/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.45
Month(s)

23/11/2016

11/01/2017

1

1

1 30/12/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting,Renal
Not
failure,Death,Inappetence,Decreas Known
ed body temperature,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated creatinine

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0020/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

30/12/2014

05/01/2015

1

1

0 01/01/2015 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0034/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.7 Month(s) 04/01/2017

11/01/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0037/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.92 Year(s)

09/12/2015

06/01/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0040/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.4 Year(s)

06/01/2015

06/01/2015

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0042/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.33 Year(s)

02/01/2017

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0042/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0046/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.33 Year(s)

Previous clinical history: Dog not previously had any metronidazole. 11th August 2017: Dog had
Lhasa Apso
booster of Nobivac Dhp and started course of Nobivac Lepto 4. Dog has bad dental disease. 14th
September 2017: Dog in for second vaccination of Nobivac Lepto 4, dog has bad teeth gingivitis with
pus. Vet started the dog on 125 mg (1/2 250 mg tablet) Metrobactin BID for 10 days. Dog is 7.7 kg=
16.2 mg/kg BID. Dog was given the whole course with no reported problems by the owner. Adverse
reaction: 20th September 2017: Dog in for pre-anaesthetic bloods= manual PCV 54%, ALT 345 (10-118),
Urea 3.7, ALKP 118 (20-150). Owner reports no polyuria or polydipsia, always a fussy eater, no
concerns about gastrointestinal tract (only had one bout of colic last year). Haematology and SDMA
normal. Idexx report elevated liver parameters show evidence of a hepatopathy with no evidence of
hepatic functional impairment, but doesn''t rule out grumbling hepatitis. Could also be primary or
secondary liver disease, unlikely related to Metrobactin, couldn''t rule out being secondary to dental
disease. Postponed dental surgery. 11th October 2017: Scan (kind of scan not further specified)- all
normal, suspect ALT elevation secondary to periodontitis. 20th October 2017: Dog has been fine,
eating well. Pre-anaesthetic bloods= ALT 2751, ALKP 516, AST 167, GGT 4, cholesterol 11. Bile acid
stimulation test- pre prandial 63.9, post prandial 110. Dog sent home on Noroclav 125 mg BID, 75 mg
Destolit BID and Denamarin (unknown dose, nutritional supplement) and Hills I/D diet. 26th October
2017: Owner reports dog is fine. Blood clotting and albumin both fine. 2nd November 2017: Liver scan
(kind of scan not further specified) all within normal limits. Restarted Noroclav 125 mg BID. Dog seems
fine, won''t eat the liver diet. 3rd November 2017: Lab report (probably results from biopsy-histology,
but date of performance of biopsy is not reported)- no neoplasia, acute hepatocellular degeneration
with hepatitis (diffuse and reversible) secondary to extra hepatic disease, no primary hepatitis.The
degeneration is probably caused by some extra hepatic metabolic or toxic insult. It could be an
idiosyncratic reaction to metronidazole. Dog has also been in vicinity of a product called ''Roundup''- a
weed killer, which is associated with hepatotoxicity. Follow up information (received 08-11-2017):
Amended narrative with new information included: Dog not previously had any Metronidazole. 11th
August 2017: Dog had booster of Nobivac Dhp and started course of Nobivac Lepto 4. Dog has bad
dental disease. 14th September 2017: Dog in for second vaccination of Nobivac Lepto 4, dog has bad
teeth. gingivitis with pus. Vet started the dog on 125 mg (1/2 250 mg tablet Metrobactin BID for 10
days. Dogsite
is 7.7
kg= 16.2rolling
mg/kgonBID.
Dog
was given
whole
course
with no reported
by the Other
Injection
irritation,
back,
unsettled
at the
night
(coded
as restlessness)
withinproblems
24 hours of
vaccination. Clinical signs resolved within 4 weeks without treatment, no previous reaction or
Canine/dog
exposure. Nothing further.

7.7 Metrobactin 250 mg Tablets for
O1 - Inconclusive
Dogs and Cats - 125,1,12 Hours,3,0.5
tablet (16.2 mg/kg) BID (10 Day(s)
14/09/201724/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Hepatotoxicity is not expected following vaccination.
However it is a known adverse effect of
metronidazole which was given concurrently. Dog has
also been in vicinity of a product called ''Roundup''- a
weed killer, which is associated with hepatotoxicity.
Cannot exclude product involvement however due to
confounding factors, the assessment is inconclusive

15 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
(03/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Within 8 days of the final dose in the vaccination course, she went off her food, was vomiting and
Labrador
became very lethargic. Temperature low, creatinine levels high. Treated with intravenous fluid therapy. Retriever
Within 10 days of administration went into kidney failure. Previous reaction. Nothing further.

9.8 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate and
B - Possible
Solvent for Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,First jab 23/11/16
A055A02 followed by final nobivsc l4
on 22/12/16 injected into back of
the neck (23/11/201622/12/2016)<BR><BR>

Injection site irritation is known to occur following
vaccination, this is most likely explanation of the
rolling on back. The periods of restlessness at night
have a close time association with the vaccination,
and are therefore possible. Overall, coded A.
Temporal association between administration and
symptoms. Renal failure is not a known adverse event
following vaccination with this product.

5.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
followed by 1 ml 4 weeks later
(30/12/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Injection site warmth,Injection site
lump,Injection site pain,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia
0 04/01/2017 Not
Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Pinnal erythema,Swelling
><BR><BR><BR> around eye
Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site lump, warmth and pain 48 hours after vaccination administration. Five days after
vaccination lethargic and pyrexic. Unknown treatment commenced, outcome unknown. Nothing
further.

King Charles
Spaniel

Not
Known

Swelling around eyes and nose and erythema of ears within 1 hour of administration. No previous
exposure. Outcome unknown. Nothing further.

Shetland
Sheepdog

1

0 09/12/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site swelling noticed within 24 hours post vaccination. Lump still present 5 weeks later when
dog presented for 2nd dose vaccination. No treatment given, outcome unknown.

Labrador
Retriever

1

1

0 06/01/2015 Not
Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Urticarial erythema,Allergic
><BR><BR><BR> pruritus
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Allergic pruritus, allergic oedema and urticaria of the face, lips and around the eyes within 6 hours post Maltese
vaccination. Recovery an unspecified period later following unspecified treatment.

2.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single B - Possible
dose of each product (Lepto and
DHP given S/C, KC given intranasal)
(06/01/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (06/01/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (06/01/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Possible hypersensitivity reaction but multiple
products administered.

12/01/2017

1

1

0 04/01/2017 Not Known

Collapse with crying then bowel release (coded as Inappropriate defecation) within 48 hours of
vaccination. After one minute he awoke, dazed (coded as Behavioural disorder NOS) and scared
(coded as apprehension). No previous exposure. Recovered without treatment. Nothing further.

Dogue de
Bordeaux

47 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(02/01/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal relationship between administration and
symptoms. Similar symptoms have been seen
following use of this product, however other causes
cannot be excluded.

03/01/2018

03/01/2018

1

1

Distress,Behavioural disorder
Not
NOS,Apprehension,Crying,Circulato Known
ry collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic
disorders'),Inappropriate
defecation
0 03/01/2018 Not
Facial oedema
Not
Known,<BR><BR
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Facial oedema less than 6 hours after vaccination. Outcome unknown.

English Cocker
Spaniel

14 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,DHP powder reconstituted with
L4 suspension and resultant mixture
1ml injected subcutaneously
(03/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (03/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

20/12/2017

09/01/2018

1

1

0 23/12/2017 Not
Anxiety,Behavioural disorder NOS
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Three days after starting treatment with Apoquel and receiving Advocate spot on and Nobivac L4, the
owner described the dog acting abnormally, taking herself away from the family, scratching at the
flooring and seemed very anxious. The owner described the symptoms seemed to settle a little as she
decreased the dose and stopped when the medication was stopped. The reaction lasted for 7 days.

Labrador
Retriever

Injection site swelling

Not
Known

2.27 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,DHP and L4 mixed vaccine
(04/01/201704/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,DHP and L4 mixed
vaccine (04/01/201704/01/2017)<BR><BR>
37.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
(09/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

24.6 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Large O1 - Inconclusive
Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(20/12/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Apoquel
5.4mg Film-coated Tablet for Dogs 5.4,2,12 Hours,3,5.4mg tablet 2 bid
for 3 days then 2 sid for 4 days (7
Day(s) 20/12/201727/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (20/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Injection site reactions may occur after
administration of the product.

Temporal association between administration and
symptoms. In very rare cases a transient acute
hypersensitivity reaction may occur. Symptoms
consistent with such a reaction. Multiple products
used.

Close time and anatomical association, unexpected
for it to last this long.

The signs are not typical of a vaccine reaction
although there could be a possible product link. Other
products also used concurrently.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0047/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.17 Year(s)

02/01/2018

08/01/2018

1

1

0 02/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Facial swelling (see also
Not
'Skin'),Reddening of the skin,Scrotal Known
irritation NOS,Urticarial
erythema,Urticarial rash

Within 6 hours of vaccination there was slight muzzle swelling and redness, and inflamed scrotum and Shih Tzu
mild urticaria on the ventrum. The reaction lasted for 2 days. No treatment recorded. The dog was
previously fine with nobivac L4 but seemed to have reacted the same to vanguard vaccine 2 years ago.

9.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ML
B - Possible
SUBCUT NOBIVAC DHP/L4 VACC
(02/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (02/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

Very strong temporal relation to signs suggestive of a
vaccine reaction. 2 products used concurrently so
unable to say which has caused.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0048/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Month(s)

11/08/2016

05/01/2017

1

1

0 26/12/2016 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No

Other

On 11 Aug 2016, dog vaccinated with first Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (no details given). On 25 Aug
Labrador
2016, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac DHP, fit and well and no other products given at the Retriever
same time. On 8 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4. On 21 Nov 2016,
presented with diarrhoea and given Duphamox LA and dietary advice given. On 27 Dec 2016,
panolsteitis and diarrhoea, vomiting and pyrexic (40 degrees Celsius). Reported that the dog had been
eating rubbish over the week. Given Cerenia, Synulox, Tramadol and Vetergesic. On 28 Dec 2016,
presented with further vomiting and diarrhoea that has turned bloody. Dehydrated and temperature
39.2 degrees Celsius, the a dog was admitted for intravenous fluid therapy, antibiotics and pain relief. A
faecal sample tested externally and was negative for parvovirus antigen but positive on PCR.
Continued Metronidazole, Synulox and potassium supplement. On 31 Dec 2016, dog was discharged on
medication and improving. The veterinary practice reports an outbreak of parvovirus in the area in
both vaccinated and unvaccinated dogs. No further information expected.

22 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,Given N - Unlikely
dose 1ml on 11/8/16 and
(11/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(11/08/2016-11/08/2016)<BR><BR>

This vaccine provides no immunity to Parvovirus.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0048/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15.42
Year(s)

05/12/2017

08/01/2018

1

1

0 16/12/2017 Not
Cough,Respiratory tract disorder
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Lack of efficacy (bacteria
><BR><BR><BR> NOS)
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

11 days after vaccination the dog developed signs of kennel cough infection, lasting for 3 weeks. No
treatment recorded. No more information expected. Linked to ADR 0050/18( 2018-UK-00089) where
by the owner had a reaction.

3.9 Loxicom 1.5 mg/ml Oral Suspension N - Unlikely
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (05/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (05/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,whole vial
administered (1 Year(s) 05/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (05/12/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs not expected for this product, are related to the
KC vaccine

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0050/18

United
Kingdom

Human

Human

Not Known

05/12/2017

05/01/2018

1

1

0 16/12/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known
0 30/12/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

A dog owner reported that she started sneezing shortly after her dog that had been vaccinated against Human
Kennel Cough less than 2 weeks previously. She does not appear to have sought medical advice about
her symptoms. Linked case (dog) UK-VMD-0048/18.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0053/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

29/12/2014

07/01/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0060/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

16/11/2017

04/01/2018

1

1

0 19/11/2017 Not
Anaemia NOS,Polyarthritis,Immune Not
Known,<BR><BR mediated haemolytic anaemia
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anaemia developed, possibly Immune mediated Haemolytic anaemia + poly arthritis three days after
vaccination, outcome unknown. *NEW* Case received by the Veterinary Medicines Directorate
Suspected Adverse Reaction On 16 Nov 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac KC. Anaemia developed, possibly Immune mediated Haemolytic anaemia and poly arthritis
three days after vaccination (19 Nov 2017), outcome unknown. No further information expected.

Other
Canine/dog

30 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (16/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (16/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (16/11/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0066/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.33 Year(s)

02/01/2015

08/01/2015

1

1

0 04/01/2015 Not Known

Seizure NOS

Not
Known

Convulsions 48 hours post vaccination. Recovery the same day. Blood tests carried out the next day
showed no abnormalities.

Jack Russell
Terrier

4.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O Convulsions are not expected and there was not a
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
Unclassifiable/unassessa close time association. Role of vaccination cannot be
(02/01/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
ble
ruled out.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0072/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.17 Year(s)

10/12/2014

08/01/2015

1

1

0 12/12/2014 Not Known

Restlessness,Vocalisation,Pacing

Not
Known

Hyperactivity and vocalisation 48 hours post vaccination. Recovery 1 day later with no treatment.

Jack Russell
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0077/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.17 Year(s)

23/12/2016

06/01/2017

1

1

0 28/12/2016 Not Known

Behavioural disorder
Not
NOS,Inappropriate
Known
defecation,Diarrhoea,Retching,Poly
dipsia,Ataxia,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Limb weakness

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0080/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.06
Month(s)

04/01/2017

04/01/2018

15

15

Sneezing

Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in 'Neurological')

0 01/01/2018 Not
Injection site
Known,<BR><BR pruritus,Crying,Scratching
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Continental
Toy Spaniel Papillon (with
erect ears)

Not
Known

Anorexia and lethargy 12 hours post vaccination. Still ongoing 1 week later despite unspecified
Shih Tzu
treatment. History of a similar reaction 4 weeks earlier post vaccination with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4. The dog had recovered 2 weeks after start of adverse reaction. Therefore VS only suspects
Nobivac L4.

About a week after the dog was administered this vaccine, he became isolated and wretching a lot we English Cocker
then noticed that when he rose from resting his front legs were giving way and he was momentarily
Spaniel
collapsing. He is drinking more water than normal and defecating less. Case received from Veterinary
Medicines Directorate. About a week after the dog was administered this vaccine, he became isolated
and wretching a lot we then noticed that when he rose from resting his front legs were giving way and
he was momentarily collapsing. He is drinking more water than normal and defecating less. Case
received by MAH 6 Jan 2017 Suspected Adverse Reaction On 26 Nov 2016, dog vaccinated with first
Nobivac L4 and booster of Nobivac KC. On 23 Dec 2016, dog had second dose of Nobivac L4 (unknown
exact details). On an unknown date (approximately a week), dog developed retching, weak and
unsteady on forelimbs when getting up, dog has been isolating himself from owner and family. The dog
is also drinking more and passed diarrhoea the previous week (date unknown). Await further
information.
Several puppies (number entered as 15 from narrative information below) have recently reacted more Crossbred
than normal to the vaccinations; crying for up to a minute and scratching at their neck post injection,
different breeds, different vets. Two vets today who have noticed this also these last few weeks.
Connecting factor in some of those which we can remember seems to be Nobivac L4 batch A085A01,
some have had Nobivac DHP at same time A110B02. Recent reports of puppies crying/screaming at
vaccination, having spoken to two other vets in the practice today they have noticed the same
reactions, 10-15 puppies at least if not more as not spoken to other team members as yet. The vet
practice is using the same vaccine that they have used for a long time and kept in the same conditions
in a fridge, administered using MSD vaccination syringes and sometimes changing needle after drawing
vaccine from bottle. Reported to VMD in case others have had the same problem, ( serious for puppy
and off putting for owner as puppy may become needle shy in future) as yet not spoken to
manufacturer due to opening hours.

Loxicom 1.5 mg/ml Oral Suspension
for Dogs - ,,,,<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP ,,,,<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,,,,24<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs ,,,,<BR><BR>

9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(01/12/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form
(29/12/2014-29/12/2014)<BR><BR>

Close time association and a similar reaction was
seen following each dose of the vaccination course.

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Three products administered concurrently

10.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O Not a close time association and unspecific signs but
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,GIVEN AS Unclassifiable/unassessa product role cannot be ruled out.
ROUTINE ANNUAL VACCINATION
ble
(10/12/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (23/12/201623/12/2016)<BR><BR>

One week is not a very strong temporal association,
and signs are not expected after vaccination. Product
involvement cannot be excluded, however, some
underlying condition is also possible

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(04/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (04/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association and clinical signs suggest
product involvement is possible. Two vaccines used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0085/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.4 Year(s)

05/12/2016

12/01/2017

1

1

1 25/12/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not drinking,Death,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia,Food refusal

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0086/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

30/12/2017

05/01/2018

3

1

0 30/12/2017 Not
Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Central Not
Known,<BR><BR nervous system depression in
Known
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological')
Not Known

On 30 Dec 2017 three dogs were vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Within 30 minutes of
Chinese
vaccination one dog was vomiting 3 times over the course of an hour. Very lethargic for 24 hours. Then Crested dog –
back to normal completely after that. Nothing further.
Hairless

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0091/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.33 Year(s)

05/01/2017

08/01/2017

1

1

0 06/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy, restless, stiff gait, arched back, appeared painful but no site of pain found on examination.
Signs appeared 24 hours after vaccination, outcome unknown.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0095/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.5 Year(s)

19/11/2014

11/01/2016

1

1

0 04/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site mass
R><BR><BR>Yes

Injection site masses in both sites of vaccination, increasing in size since time of vaccination (exact
dates unknown) and still continuing to grow in size at 14 and 15 months post vaccination respectively.
No treatment given, no further information.

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0096/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.42 Year(s)

04/01/2018

06/01/2018

1

1

0 04/01/2018 Not Known

UK-VMD-0103/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.4 Year(s)

07/12/2015

12/01/2016

1

1

0 09/12/2015 Yes

On 4 Jan 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. From the same day, the dog developed
lethargy, pyrexia and inappetance. The client was suspicious of a vaccine reaction, however the vet
was concerned about a possible pyometra. The client declined ultrasound however bloods show
elevated white blood cell count. No further information.
Injection site lump with alopecia within 2 days of vaccination; FNA showed serosanguinous fluid,
treated with NSAIDs leading to recovery in 30 days. Similar reaction previously, that time resolved
spontaneously (see linked cases 2013-UK-00048 and 2016-UK-00154). No further information.

Golden
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

Leucocytosis,Inappetence,Lethargy Not
(see also Central nervous system
Known
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia
Injection site hair loss,Injection site No Data
lump

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0104/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

17/12/2015

11/01/2016

2

1

0 17/12/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site pain,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Localised pain NOS
(see other 'SOCs' for specific pain)

Not
Known

Injection site pain, limb pain and pup remained in bed (coded as lethargy) in 1 puppy out of 2 within 30
minutes post vaccination and concurrent deworming. No treatment given, recovery 3 days later.

Lhasa Apso

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0104/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

03/01/2017

09/01/2017

1

1

0 05/01/2017 Not Known

Petit mal epilepsy

Not
Known

Multiple petit mal convulsion approx 48 hours after the second vaccination. No treatment given - signs Dalmatian
ongoing

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0111/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

05/01/2017

09/01/2017

1

1

0 05/01/2017 Not
Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR pain,Restlessness,Shivering
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Shivering and unsettled from 6 hours after vaccination. Presented 4 days later with painful
Crossbred
subcutaneous swelling over dorsal neck. No previous reactions. Recovered with course of NSAID after
5 days. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0111/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.19 Year(s)

08/01/2018

08/01/2018

1

1

0 08/01/2018 Not
Urticaria,Facial rash (For urticaria
Known,<BR><BR see Immune SOC)
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 8 Jan 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4. Within one hour the dog developed
urticaria on the face. No information on treatment or outcome.

Pug

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0112/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13.96
Year(s)

09/01/2015

12/01/2015

1

1

0 10/01/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

Lethargy 24 hours post vaccination followed by a vestibular episode the next day. Unspecified
treatment given leading to recovery after 3 days.

Jack Russell
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0114/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.61 Year(s)

07/01/2015

12/01/2015

1

1

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Vestibular disorder
NOS
0 08/01/2015 Not
Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Central
Known,<BR><BR nervous system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological')
Not Known

Not
Known

Emesis and lethargy 24 hours post vaccination. Recovery 24 hours later following unspecified
treatment. History of a similar reaction post vaccination the previous year (unknown which vaccines
used).

Yorkshire
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0118/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.67 Year(s)

05/01/2015

12/01/2015

1

1

0 05/01/2015 Not Known

Immune mediated
thrombocytopenia

Not
Known

Immune mediated thrombocytopaenia within 6 hours of vaccination administration, lasting three days, Greyhound
outcome unknown. VS suspects vaccination reaction. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0118/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.25 Year(s)

04/01/2017

10/01/2017

1

1

0 04/01/2017 Not Known

Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Wheal,Urticaria,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Macular rash

Not
Known

URTICARIAL REACTION WITH SWELLING OF FACE, WEALS ON BODY AND NUMEROUS PINK MACULES
ON RELATIVELY HAIRLESS AREAS (GROIN/BELLY/AXILLAE), LETHARGIC AND VOMITED 12 TIMES OVER
36 HOURS STARTING WITHIN 12 HOURS OF VACCINATION. NO PREVIOUS REACTION TO
VACCINATION. PREVIOUS NON-VACCINE RELATED URTICARIAL REACTION. TREATED WITH
DEXADRESSON. RECOVERY WITHIN 3 DAYS. NOTHING FURTHER.

Hungarian
Short-haired
Pointing Dog
(Vizsla)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0122/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

31/12/2015

12/01/2016

1

1

0 31/12/2015 Not Known

Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')

Not
Known

Allergic oedema of the face starting within 6 hours post vaccination. Treated with dexamethasone
leading improvement within hours and to full recovery 1 day later.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0123/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Year(s)

12/12/2017

09/01/2018

1

1

0 12/12/2017 Not
Diarrhoea
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On the same day as vaccination, the dog had diarrhoea with no blood or vomiting. Dog remained bright Jack Russell
with a good appetite. An in contact dog remains unaffected. The dog has been given nobivac lepto L2 Terrier
and DHP vaccines in the past, this is the first year of receiving the L4 vaccine. The reaction lasted for 5
days, with no treatment recorded.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0126/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

11/01/2016

12/01/2016

1

1

0 11/01/2016 Not Known

Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Lethargy, anorexia and pyrexia within 6 hours post vaccination. No treatment given, recovery 12 hours Other
later.
Canine/dog

Stiff gait,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Pain
NOS,Restlessness,Arched back

No Data

Lethargic, not eating or drinking 20 days following vaccination. 21 days following vaccination admitted Crossbred
to vets, had a blood transfusion and other unknown treatment. 22 days post-vaccination died from
immune mediated haemolytic anaemia. Unknown previous exposure. Nothing further.

English
Springer
Spaniel

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(05/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Pi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (05/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal association between vaccination and signs.
According to the SPC, in very rare cases, clinical signs
of immune-mediated haemolytic anaemia have been
reported. Multiple products administered.

2.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial B - Possible
(30/12/201730/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (30/12/201730/12/2017)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs and timing suggest product involvement
is possible. Two vaccines given.

22.2 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(05/01/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (05/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

General pain can be associated to post-vaccination,
temporal association is close. Two products
administered

18.35 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
B - Possible
(21/10/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (19/11/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

Dermal masses are known to occur following
vaccination, however unusual that the masses are
increasing in size still at 14-15 months post
vaccination, therefore cannot rule out other possible
causes. Overall, B.

26.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial
(04/01/2018-04/01/2018)<BR><BR>

Lethargy, pyrexia and inappetence can be seen
following this product however possible causes have
not been excluded - product involvement is possible.

20 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,gave 1
vial for annual booster (07/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
1.9 Milbemax Tablets for Small Dogs
B - Possible
and Puppies - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(17/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 VIAL (17/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Parvo-C 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (17/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one
dose given 5.12.2016 - second given
3.1.2017 (03/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
8.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial
of each (05/01/201705/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (05/01/201705/01/2017)<BR><BR>
11 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 bolus
each (08/01/201808/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (08/01/201808/01/2018)<BR><BR>
12 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(09/01/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

5.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml reconsituted warmed vaccine, S/C
injection clinical exam NAD prior to
vax (07/01/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (07/01/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
35.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,2nd L4
vaccination (05/01/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
31 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,SINGLE
VIAL OF NOBIVAC LEPTO4 GIVEN
SUB CUTANEOUS NECK REGION
(04/01/2017-04/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Considering close temporal association, and previous
reaction, a product related reaction is probable.

Close time and anatomical association, known
adverse effect.

O1 - Inconclusive

Onset time is not clear: sometime less that 48 hours
after vaccination and signs are not expected. Product
involvement is possible. however, other factors such
as underlying conditions cannot be discarded

B - Possible

Temporal and local association between vaccination
and signs. A small transient swelling at the site of
injection (= 4 cm), which can occasionally be firm and
painful on palpation, has been observed very
commonly in clinical studies. Multiple vaccines
administered.
Close temporal association - suspected
hypersensitivity reaction. Two products used.

B - Possible

O1 - Inconclusive

Lethargy is a non-specific sign and could be expected
post vaccination but a vestibular episode is not
expected and other causes are possible.

B - Possible

Close time association but non-specific signs and 2
products administered.

OClose temporal association, however insufficient
Unclassifiable/unassessa information to fully assess case and assign causality.
ble
A - Probable

2.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,given to 10
week old puppy. standard vial
(31/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
12.6 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (12/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,yearly annual
vaccination booster (1 Year(s)
12/12/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
6.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial by
subcutaneous injection (11/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal association between vaccination and signs.
Signs consistent with hypersensitivity reaction. In very
rare cases a transient acute hypersensitivity reaction
may occur.

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction.

The diarrhoea may be linked to the vaccination and
occurred on the same day. 2 concurrent vaccination
products.

Close time association, signs could be expected.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0139/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

10/01/2017

10/01/2017

1

1

0 10/01/2017 Not
Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Facial swelling within 30 minutes of vaccination. Outcome unknown. Had a first vaccination without
any reaction

Shih Tzu

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0147/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.84
Month(s)

08/01/2018

10/01/2018

1

1

0 08/01/2018 Not
Swollen face (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Swollen feet
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Within 6 hours of vaccination the puppy suffered from swollen face and paws, reaction duration
unknown, no treatment recorded

Jack Russell
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0152/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Year(s)

23/10/2014

14/01/2015

1

1

0 23/10/2014 Yes

Cough,Listless

No Data

Cough for 48 hours, listless for 4 days with signs commencing within 24 hours of vaccination. Same
vaccination (different batch) administered 1 month prior with no known adverse events noted.

English Cocker
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0153/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

30/12/2016

11/01/2017

1

1

0 30/12/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site pain,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Not
Known

Lethargy, mild pyrexia and pain at injection site soon after administration. No previous reactions.
Treated with single dose of meloxicam. Recovery within 4 hours of onset. Nothing further.

Other
Canine/dog

2.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1st
B - Possible
vac 2/12/16 (30/12/201630/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1st vac 2/12/16
(30/12/2016-30/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0155/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

02/12/2016

19/01/2017

1

1

0 02/12/2016 Not
Seizure NOS
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

2 mini seizures same day following administration. No previous reactions. Recovery without treatment Jack Russell
same day. Nothing further.
Terrier

7.4 Advocate Spot-on Solution for
B - Possible
Medium Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (02/12/201602/12/2016)<BR><BR>Droncit
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(02/12/201602/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (02/12/201602/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (02/12/201602/12/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0164/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

20/01/2017

1

1

0 01/01/2017 Not
Lack of efficacy,Partial lack of
Known,<BR><BR efficacy
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy. Monthly advocate applied with last dose 25/12/2016. Fleas
observed on dog by vet on 11/1/17. Owner has also been using Indorex spray in house and cats in
house have been treated monthly with stronghold. No previous lack of efficacy noticed. Nothing
further.

Crossbred

7.7 Advocate Spot-on Solution for
No assessment
Medium Dogs - 1,1,1
performed
Months,24,Monthly advocate given,
last dose 25th December and fleas
seen on dog today <BR>(11/1/17) (2
Month(s) 01/10/201625/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0165/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.86 Year(s)

03/01/2018

10/01/2018

1

1

0 09/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anaemia NOS,Pale mucous
Not
membrane,Balance
Known
problem,Unable to
stand,Weakness,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia

Progressive weakness, inability to stand and imbalance 6 days after vaccination. Pale mucous
membranes, anaemia -marked - IMHA. Initial response to immunosuppressive dose of prednisolone,
currently doing ok. Reaction duration approx 2 days

Crossbred

15.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial B - Possible
DHP mixed with 1 vial L4
(03/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (03/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
IMHA can be related to vaccination, particularly in
adult dogs following various exposures. Two products
administered

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0173/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.33 Year(s)

08/01/2018

10/01/2018

1

1

0 09/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Polydipsia,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to move

Very lethargic reluctant to move, inappetence, drinking a lot the day after vaccination. Was
concurrently taking prednisolone tablets. Reaction duration one day

Bull Terrier

26.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial B - Possible
of each given together (08/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (08/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Prednisolone 5 mg
Tablets - 2.5,1,1 Days,3,on
prednisolone 5mg tablets dose is
half a tablet once daily (08/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0179/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

17/01/2014

08/01/2015

1

1

0 17/01/2014 Not Known

Allergic oedema,Facial swelling (see Not
also 'Skin')
Known

Allergic oedema of the head 1 hour post vaccination. Nothing further.

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0180/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

05/07/2016

11/01/2018

1

1

1 10/09/2017 Not Known

Proteinuria,Polyphagia,Polydipsia,R Not
enal failure,Death
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0192/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.98 Year(s)

15/01/2016

16/01/2016

1

1

0 15/01/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Hyperactivity,Erythema (for
urticaria see Immune
SOC),Pruritus,Hyperthermia,Pinnal
erythema,Eyelid erythema

Trouble with kidneys, polydipsia, proteinuria and polyphagia over one year after vaccination with
Staffordshire
Nobivac L4. Died after unknown period of time. *NEW* Case received from veterinary medicines
Bull Terrier
directorate Suspected adverse reaction The dog developed trouble with kidneys, polydipsia, proteinuria
and polyphagia 14 months after being vaccination with Nobivac L4 on 5 July 2016 . Died after unknown
period of time. No more information expected
Hyperactivity, pruritus, hyperthermia and generalised erythema including the pinnae and periocular
Crossbred
skin. Treatment with Dexadreson, resolved within 2 hours (1 hour post treatment). No further
information.

Not
Known

Not
Known

3.4 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,dose vaccine, this was the
second vaccine no reaction to first
(10/01/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (10/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
2.15 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One B - Possible
vial (08/01/201808/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (08/01/201808/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (08/01/201808/01/2018)<BR><BR>
18.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage
form (23/10/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest a hypersensitivity
reaction to the vaccine. Two vaccines administered

Reaction consistent with vaccine hypersensitivity
reaction, more than 1 product used concurrently.

Despite a close time association, coughing is not a
known adverse event following this vaccination.
Lethargy is a known occurrence following vaccination,
however with the presence of a cough, this is
suggestive of another possible underlying cause.
Temporal and local association between vaccination
and signs. A mild and transient increase in body
temperature (= 1 °C) has been observed very
commonly in clinical studies for a few days after
vaccination, with some pups showing less activity. A
small transient swelling at the site of injection (= 4
cm), which can occasionally be firm and painful on
palpation, has been observed very commonly in
clinical studies.
Temporal association between vaccination and signs.
NCA have received reports of seizure following use of
this product in other dogs. Multiple products
administered.

28 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 vial
(17/01/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>
22 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (05/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
13.85 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,Gave B - Possible
1ml of reconstituted DHP with L4
sub-cutaneously plus KC vaccination
intra-nasally. (15/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,Gave 1ml of
reconstituted DHP with L4 subcutaneously plus KC vaccination
intra-nasally. (15/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal association is not strong (over one year)
and signs are not expected. Product involvement
cannot be excluded however some preexisting
condition may also explain the signs.
Signs are consistent with a probable vaccine
hypersensitivity reaction but 3 vaccines were given
together. Possible product involvement.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0205/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.46 Year(s)

09/01/2016

18/01/2016

1

1

0 10/01/2016 Not Known

Immune mediated haemolytic
anaemia

Not
Known

20 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,1,1 Years,N/A,1 vial
yearly (09/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Vaccines can act as a trigger for IMHA but other
causes exist. Product may be a factor.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0217/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14.15
Year(s)

05/01/2018

17/01/2018

1

1

0 08/01/2018 Not Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
swelling,Injection site infection
Known

Three days after vaccination, a suspected vaccination injection site reaction had developed. There was Jack Russell
a hard mass, aspirated purulent looking material from it and sent it for cytology, culture and sensitivity, Terrier
awaiting results. Nothing further.

18 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one vial
(05/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

There is a close time and site association with
injection, and signs consistent with a vaccination
reaction.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0222/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.83
Year(s)

05/01/2017

12/01/2017

1

1

0 06/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site lump,Injection site
pain,Abdominal
cramp,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Not
Known

Lethargic inappetance, possible abdominal cramping, started approx 24 hours after vaccination and
lasted approx 2 days. The owner came to hospital on 8/1/17. Owner noticed a painful lump on the
back of neck at injection site 5 days after vaccination. Doesn''t appear to have had L4 before, has had
DHP.

Bull Terrier

24.2 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (05/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (05/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
19.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
No assessment
(23/12/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac performed
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 vial of
vaccination dissolved in 1 vial of
vaccination solvent (23/12/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (23/12/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0227/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.58 Year(s)

23/12/2014

20/01/2015

1

1

0 23/12/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Application site
inflammation,Application site
swelling,Application site
irritation,Nasal irritation

Not
Known

Inflammation, swelling and irritation of the nares 30 minutes after administration of vaccination.
Reaction lasted 6 hours, assume recovered.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0234/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

10/01/2017

13/01/2017

3

1

0 10/01/2017 Not
Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Eyelid oedema
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Swollen eyelids and face within 24 hours of vaccination. No previous reactions. Outcome unknown.
Nothing further.

Pug

3.45 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (10/01/201710/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (10/01/201710/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose (10/01/201710/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Temporal association between vaccination and signs.
Signs consistent with hypersensitivity reaction.
Multiple vaccines administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0254/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

02/11/2016

23/01/2017

1

1

0 05/11/2016 Not
Polydipsia,Pain NOS,Limb
Not
Known,<BR><BR weakness,Vocalisation,Vomiting,Re Known
><BR><BR><BR> tching
Not Known

Started drinking excessive amounts of water, then on the 3rd day after injection started retching and
vomiting yellow frothy vomit, still drinking excessively. We didn''t associate it with anything at first,
keeping an eye on her. The sickness stopped after 2-3 days, but then she started to have weakness in
her back legs, she could not get down steps or jump on the sofa, she had to be lifted up and down,
yelping at the pain, even when laying still. We phoned the vet after we associated it with the vaccine
on 17th November, 2016. The vet asked us to bring our dog in but we would be charged, we declined.
She had this vaccine along with usual boosters (unknown), however this was the first contact with L4.
To this date 15th January, she is still drinking excessive amounts of water.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

48 hours is a reasonable association in time, and signs
such as vomiting and retching can occur after
vaccination. According to the SPC, in very rare cases,
immune-mediated polyarthritis have been reported,
which may be the cause of limb weakness. However
polydipsia is not expected. Another unknown vaccine
was given concurrently. The onset time is suggestive
of product involvement but other causes remain
plausible.

0 12/01/2018 Not
Discomfort
Not
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Rubbing,Itching,Facial swelling Known
><BR><BR><BR> (see also 'Skin')
Not Known

Facial swelling, itchy, rubbing self on carpet, unsettled less than 6 hours after vaccination. Reaction
duration 12 hours.

Jack Russell
Terrier

14 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,First sub
cutaneous dose, not being a vet I
dont know how much was
administered (02/11/201602/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Parvo-C Lyophilisate for Suspension
for Injection for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose (02/11/201602/11/2016)<BR><BR>
9.05 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Vaccination sc
(12/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (12/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0256/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.75 Year(s)

12/01/2018

15/01/2018

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0258/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

08/01/2017

10/02/2017

1

1

1 08/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

The puppy that was vaccinated on 8/01/16 (first course vaccination) with L4 and DHP in (Vets4Pets).
Miniature
Within hours of the vaccine being administered the dog started with severe vomit and diarrhoea. Two Schnauzer
days later I went back to the Vet and the dog was given a nausea injection. At 2 in the morning of the
13th of Jan I had to find an emergency vet (Seers Croft Veterinary Surgery) who administering an
antibiotic and pain killer to my dog. I had the dog back at my Vet on the 13th (Vets4Pets). The vet said
my dog was in very bad shape. They wanted to keep her overnight, do x-rays and giver antibiotics. I
could not afford the treatment so I got some antibiotics (oral) which I administer myself. I have also
noticed (14 Jan) that my dog appears to be blind in one eye. I have attached photo for your reference
(see email in efiling). Puppy started eating well on 15th Jan (a week after the vaccination). She is still on
antibiotics (twice daily). Her health seems to be improving but she still approximately 20 to 22 hours a
day sleeping. She is not playful at all. Follow-up received via email: puppy died on the 19th of January.
According to the conclusions of the post mortem results, the cause of death is aspiration pneumonia

1.62 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 B - Possible
ml (08/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml (08/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal association is very close and vomit,
diarrhoea and lethargy are expected signs. Blindness is
not expected, however it can be part of an unusual
immunological reaction to the vaccine. Two product
administered. According to the post-mortem results
the cause of death was aspiration pneumonia likely
do to the vomiting.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0260/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.33 Year(s)

14/11/2014

21/01/2015

1

1

0 12/12/2014 Not
Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR swelling
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site swelling noted 1 month post 1st dose administration of Nobivac L4 and concurrent
Staffordshire
Nobivac DHP. 2nd dose Nobivac L4 administered on the same day at a different location. Injection site Bull Terrier
swelling noted 3 weeks later the the site of the 2nd dose administration. Both swelling confirmed as
injection site abscesses. Antibiotic treatment started but still ongoing 2 weeks later.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0261/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

19/01/2016

21/01/2016

1

1

0 19/01/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Lethargy within 12 hours of L4 progressing to nausea, emesis the following day. Nausea continued at
reexamination 3 days later. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0266/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.22 Year(s)

21/01/2015

22/01/2015

1

1

0 22/01/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous
R><BR><BR>Yes system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

No Data

lethargy, pyrexia within 6 hours of administration. Nothing further. Nobivac KC assumed to have been English Cocker
given on the same date as Nobivac L4.
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0279/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.17 Year(s)

10/01/2018

16/01/2018

1

1

0 11/01/2018 Not Known

Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

On 10 Jan 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 11 Jan 2018 the dog was lethargic and
inappetant. Also pyrexic (39.8 degrees Celsius). Treatment of Pardale has been given. At the time of
reporting 6 days later the reaction was still ongoing. Nothing further.

Crossbred

6.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial
(10/01/2018-10/01/2018)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association and clinical signs fit with
SPC although duration is unexpected. Product
involvement is possible.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0284/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.43 Year(s)

20/12/2016

17/01/2017

1

1

0 21/12/2016 Not Known

Constipation,Diarrhoea,Appetite
Not
loss,Elevated temperature,Sickness Known

Loss of appetite, sickness, constipation then went to very loose diarrhoea and temperature and
burning up from 24 hours after vaccination. No previous exposure. Recovery after 3 days with no
treatment. Nothing further.

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

42 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(20/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal association between vaccination and signs.
A mild and transient increase in body temperature (= 1
°C) has been observed very commonly in clinical
studies for a few days after vaccination, with some
pups showing less activity and/or a reduced appetite.
Reports of diarrhoea following vaccination have also
been received by the NCA in previous cases.

Sleep disturbance
Not
NOS,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Blindness, Known
Pneumonia,Death,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Loss
of condition

Emesis,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Nausea

Immune mediated haemolytic anaemia within 48 hours of Nobivac L4. Animal sent to referral centre
for treatment. No further information.

English
Springer
Spaniel

Weimaraner

Timing/clinical signs suggest a possible
hypersensitivity/anaphylactic reaction to the vaccine.
Two administered concurrently

20 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(14/11/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (14/11/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,2 injection site
abscesses following L4 vaccination
batches a019a01 on 14/11/14
a021a01 12/12/14 (14/11/201412/12/2014)<BR><BR>

Close anatomical association and occurred following
both doses.

31.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
(19/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs may be consistent with hypersensitivity but are
non specific. Onset may be consistent. Overall:
product involvement is possible.

14.8 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose (21/01/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs consistent with possible
product related reaction. Clinical signs seen are
known to occur post vaccination.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0287/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

16/01/2017

17/01/2017

1

1

0 16/01/2017 Not
Lethargy (see also Central nervous
Known,<BR><BR system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological'),Discomfort NOS
Not Known

Not
Known

Lethargy and discomfort within 6 hours following vaccination. No previous exposure. Recovery within
24 hours without treatment. Nothing further.

English Cocker
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0292/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

10/01/2017

18/01/2017

1

1

0 10/01/2017 Not
Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Central Not
Known,<BR><BR nervous system depression in
Known
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological'),Shaking
Not Known

Vomiting, lethargy and shaking within 1 hour of vaccination. No previous reactions. Recovery without
treatment 1-2 hours later. Nothing further.

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0295/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.1 Year(s)

20/12/2016

25/01/2017

1

1

0 24/12/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Hyperthermia and anorexia 4 days after vaccination on 20 Dec 2017 with Nobivac L4. No previous
reactions. Recovery with unknown treatment after 1 week. Nothing further.

German Shorthaired
Pointing Dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0299/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.2 Year(s)

05/01/2017

25/01/2017

1

1

0 06/01/2017 Not
Behavioural disorder NOS,Smell
Known,<BR><BR perversion,Star-gazing
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Hallucinating, staring fearfully at the ceiling. obsessively smelling the floor and walls, started the day
after vaccination and solved within 28 hours approx

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0304/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.06
Month(s)

04/01/2018

18/01/2018

1

1

1 12/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Haemorrhage
Not
NOS,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Seizure
Known
NOS,Dyspnoea,Respiratory
distress,Haemothorax,Death by
euthanasia,Mental impairment NOS

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0309/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

06/01/2007

23/01/2015

1

1

0 07/01/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Nasal
Not
discharge,Sneezing,Cough,Pyrexia,S Known
tridor (Upper respiratory; for lower
respiratory see also Bronchial
rale),Reverse sneezing

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0327/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

17/01/2017

28/03/2017

1

1

0 17/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Inappetence,Le Not
thargy (see also Central nervous
Known
system depression in
'Neurological'),Sleepiness systemic disorder,Dehydration,Dry
mucous membrane,Tense
abdomen,Listless

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0330/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

12/10/2015

26/01/2016

1

1

0 12/10/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Injection site alopecia,Injection site Other
R><BR><BR>Not pruritus
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0334/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.33 Year(s)

09/12/2015

26/01/2016

1

1

0 09/12/2015 Not Known

Malaise,Musculoskeletal pain,Head Not
down
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0334/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.38 Year(s)

12/01/2018

18/01/2018

1

1

0 12/01/2018 Not Known

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0341/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.33 Year(s)

20/01/2017

21/01/2017

5

1

0 20/01/2017 Not Known

Periorbital oedema,Swollen face
(see also 'Skin')

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0355/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

16/12/2014

28/01/2015

1

1

0 18/12/2014 Not
Injection site lump
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0367/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14.08
Year(s)

21/12/2015

27/01/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0371/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

19/01/2018

20/01/2018

1

1

Anorexia,Hyperthermia

Presented on 12th January after some vomiting and diarrhoea the night before (8 days following
Beagle
vaccination). On arrival to practice, patient appeared to be demonstrating seizure like activity.
Responsive initially to medication however rapid deterioration in mentation over next few hours.
Respiratory distress developed and bloody fluid drained from chest. Concern for internal hemorrhage
(intrathoracic and intracranial). Euthanasia decided. Post mortem being carried out. Puppy was 8
weeks and 2 days at time of vaccine administration. Age at time of clinical signs leading to death was 9
weeks and 3 days. *NEW* Case received form Veterinary medicines Directorate Suspected adverse
reaction, vaccinated on 4 Jan 2018 with Nobivac DHP and L4 . Then Presented on 12th January after
some vomiting and diarrhoea the night before (8 days following vaccination). On arrival to practice,
patient appeared to be demonstrating seizure like activity. Responsive initially to medication however
rapid deterioration in mentation over next few hours. Respiratory distress developed and bloody fluid
drained from chest. Concern for internal hemorrhage (intrathoracic and intracranial). Euthanasia
decided. Post mortem being carried out. Puppy was 8 weeks and 2 days at time of vaccine
administration. Age at time of clinical signs leading to death was 9 weeks and 3 days. Open case , await
more information
Nasal discharge, stertor (respiratory tract disorder), cough, sneezing, reverse sneezing and pyrexia
Chihuahua
within 24 hours of vaccination administration. Required treatment with antibiotics and NSAIDs and
recovered within 2 weeks. Nothing further.

Temporal association between vaccination and signs.
Signs are non-specific; such signs can occur following
vaccination. Multiple vaccines administered.

19 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(05/01/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (05/01/201705/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Temporal association is strong. Product may be a
factor and cannot be completely excluded, however
the signs are not expected, two products administered

2.89 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
Omillilitre (DHP) (04/01/2018Unclassifiable/unassessa
N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (04/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

Time association between vaccination and signs.
Multiple vaccines given. Non-specific signs; such signs
can occur following vaccination.

Time association between vaccination and signs. A
mild and transient increase in body temperature (= 1
°C) has been observed very commonly in clinical
studies for a few days after vaccination, with some
pups showing a reduced appetite.

Vomiting, diarrhoea and seizures can be seen with this
vaccination. The rest of the signs are not expected,
however and 8 days is a strong temporal relation so
product involvement cannot be excluded. Await info
to confirm cause of death. Two vaccines
administered.

2.5 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,standard No assessment
single dose (0.3ml reconstituted)
performed
(06/01/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (06/01/2007N/A)<BR><BR>
1.7 Identification Chip - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (17/01/201717/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single dose vials of
each vacc (17/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose (17/01/201717/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

37.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(12/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Osurnia
Ear Gel for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs are consistent with probable product
involvement. Temporal relationship is strong.

Malaise, musculoskeletal pain and low head carriage starting within 24 hours of vaccination and lasting Border Terrier
for 5 days. No further information.

13.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage
form (09/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs are not expected but may be due to injection
site pain. Onset is consistent.

Not
Known

On 12 Jan 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On the same day within 6 hours the dog
developed vomiting and lethargy, then developed diarrhoea. No information on treatment or
outcome.

Bulldog

28.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,no
concurrent medications used
(12/01/2018-12/01/2018)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association and suspected
hypersensitivity reaction. Product involvement is
probable.

Not
Known

Swollen muzzle and around eyes within 1 hour of vaccination. No previous exposure. Outcome
unknown. Nothing further.

English Cocker
Spaniel

14 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(20/01/2017-20/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with vaccine hypersensitivity
reaction.

Not
Known

Injection site lump noted 2 days post vaccination, still ongoing 4 weeks later. No treatment given.

Hungarian
Short-haired
Pointing Dog
(Vizsla)

27 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(16/12/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 off dose
(16/12/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time and anatomical association.

0 11/01/2016 Not
Nausea,Vomiting,Hepatopathy,Lary Not
Known,<BR><BR ngitis,Anorexia
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Nausea noted within 6 hours post vaccination followed by emesis and anorexia for the next 2 weeks.
Laryngitis was diagnosed during this 2 week period and was treated with a steroid injection. Blood
tests showed hepatopathy. The dog had been previously vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac
L4.

Crossbred

0 20/01/2018 Not
Moist dermatitis
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

owner found acute moist dermatitis at base of tail the day after vaccination (final vaccine of primary
course, has ha dhp and L4 previously)

Crossbred

Not
Known

Case received from Veterinary medicines Directorate Less than 12 hours after vaccine given puppy
Crossbred
vomited 4-5 times over 12 hour period and listless/lethargic/sleepy. Dog was checked again 24 hours
later when it now had passed soft yellow faeces (coded as diarrhoea) and had remained lethargic but
was eating and drinking voluntarily. No further vomiting was reported. The puppy recovered after 3
days Case reported to MAH on 20 Jan 2017 Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 17 Jan 2017
with Nobivac DHP and L4 . Also microchipped. That night started to vomit , lethargic and not eating.
Examined on 18 Jan and had a temperature of 38.9. Injected with Ranidine and owner declined having
Intravenous fluids and bloods. They gave 50ml subcutaneous fluids. Seen on 19 Jan had some
diarrhoea and is drinking and eaten a small amount, not himself. Temperature normal. Has vomited
again bringing up food. Had a manual PCV 32 % ( no ref range) All other bloods were normal. Seen on
20 Jan dehydrated, dry mucous membranes, slightly tense on abdominal palpation, vomited 4 times
after abdominal palpation Placed on Intravenous fluids and Metoclopramide and probiotics. Open case
await more information
Injection site pruritus and alopecia starting within 24 hours of Nobivac L4. Concurrent treatment with Labrador
Osurnia for ear infection. Recovered after an unknown time. No further information.
Retriever

12.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(16/01/201716/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose (16/01/201716/01/2017)<BR><BR>
30 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(10/01/201710/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (10/01/201710/01/2017)<BR><BR>
29.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ML GAVE
AS SUBCUTANEOUS INJECTION
(20/12/2016-20/12/2016)<BR><BR>

11.1 Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
No assessment
,N/A,N/A (21/12/2015performed
N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (21/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Versican Plus L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml - one dose given
once (11/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
4.1 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
(19/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose (19/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

signs are not likely to be related to vaccine but does
show time association and product involvement
cannot be completely excluded, it may have had
immune modifying effects that allowed the dermatitis
to occur

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0372/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

18/01/2018

20/01/2018

1

1

0 19/01/2018 Not
Diarrhoea,Emesis (multiple),Partial
Known,<BR><BR anorexia
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

within 24 hours of the vaccine there was a reduced appetite, mild diarrhoea, and 2x vomiting. Reaction Golden
duration unknown. No treatment recorded
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0376/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.45
Month(s)

12/01/2017

24/01/2017

1

1

0 12/01/2017 Not
Injection site
Known,<BR><BR abscess,Vomiting,Swollen
><BR><BR><BR> eye,Swollen mouth
Not Known

Not
Known

Vomited when got home (apporx 6 hours onset), had swollen eyes and lips. given cetirizine and
dexadresson, then developed large abscess over initial injection site. Outcome unknown

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0376/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

12/01/2018

22/01/2018

1

1

0 12/01/2018 Not
Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 15 Dec 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4 - no reaction occurred. On 12 Jan
2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4. Within 5 minutes of vaccination the dog
vomited. No information on treatment. The reaction lasted 5-10 seconds.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0379/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.08 Year(s)

10/01/2017

24/01/2017

1

1

0 11/01/2017 No

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0398/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

27/01/2015

01/02/2015

1

1

0 27/01/2015 Not
Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0401/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

17/01/2017

25/01/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0415/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 06/01/2017

01/02/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0427/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

13/01/2016

01/02/2016

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0436/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

28/01/2016

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0438/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0444/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0458/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0463/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Diarrhoea,Haemorrhagic
Other
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Inappetence,Le
thargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Haemoconcentratio
n,Hypokalaemia

8 episodes of emesis 12 hours post vaccination. Recovery 1 day later with no treatment.

Jack Russell
Terrier

0 21/01/2017 Not
Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR inflammation
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Large abscess and inflammation at site of injection 4 days after vaccination. No previous exposure.
Treatment and outcome unknown. Nothing further.

English
Springer
Spaniel

1

0 06/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting and lethargic, marked oedema of muzzle and pinnae and skin of forelegs erythematous and
Siberian Husky
sensitive to touch 1 hour after vaccination. Previous vaccination with Zoetis Versican on 16/12/16 - no
reaction. Recovery after treatment with intravenous fluid therapy and 10 mg chlorphenamine within 5
hours. Nothing further.

1

1

0 13/01/2016 Not
Injection site oedema,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR lump,Injection site pain
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site oedema and lump starting 1 day post vaccination. Injection site pain 2 days post
vaccination. Signs persisted for at least 7 days but outcome is unknown. No further information.

Miniature
Schnauzer

01/02/2016

1

1

0 28/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Face and neck swelling (see also
'Skin'),Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Periorbital oedema,Allergic
oedema

Face and neck swelling, especially periorbital oedema and muzzle (coded as facial swelling) within 2-3
hours of vaccination. Recovery within 2 hours following treatment with steroids and antihistamines.
No further information.

Other
Canine/dog

26/01/2016

01/02/2016

1

1

0 31/01/2016 Yes

Periorbital oedema,Eyelid
No Data
oedema,Facial oedema,Lip oedema
(see also 'Skin')

Periorbital oedema, blepharitis, facial oedema, lip oedema within 5 days of vaccination. Recovery
within 4 hours, after unknown treatment. No previous reaction. Nothing further.

4 Year(s)

30/12/2014

04/02/2015

1

1

0 31/12/2014 Not Known

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Lethargy, diarrhoea, emesis within 24 hours of vaccination. No treatment given, recovered within 48
hours.,

Canine/dog

1.3 Year(s)

15/01/2018

29/01/2018

1

1

0 15/01/2018 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Sw Not
Known,<BR><BR ollen face (see also 'Skin')
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

ON 15 Jan 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4. Within 30 minutes of vaccination
Beagle
the owner called to say that while on a walk after vaccination, the dog''s face had swollen up and he
had had vomiting and diarrhoea. He came straight to vet and his face was extremely swollen and puffy.
Administered dexamethasone. Nothing further. . No more information expected

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

04/01/2016

02/02/2016

1

1

0 18/01/2016 Not
Injection site swelling
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site swelling noted 2 weeks post vaccination. No treatment given, outcome unknown.

Vomiting,Pinnal oedema,Erythema
(for urticaria see Immune
SOC),Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Facial
oedema,Increased skin sensitivity

Not
Known

Case received from Veterinary Medicines Directorate. Vomiting and haemorrhagic, watery diarrhoea
Jack Russell
24 hours after vaccination. Bloods were unremarkable, just showing haemoconcentration and mild
Terrier
hypokalaemia. No previous exposure. Recovery after 3 days with fluid therapy and antibiotic
treatment. Nothing further. Case received to MAH on 24 Jan 2017 On 10 Jan 2017, dog vaccinated with
Nobivac L4 (not given at room temperature - extra label use), fit and well and no other products given
at the same time. On 11 Jan 2017, dog developed vomiting, diarrhoea, inappetant and unwell. On 12
Jan 2017, presented to the veterinary practice and on examination was lethargic, passing haemorrhagic
diarrhoea, vomiting and was admitted. The dog was placed on intravenous fluid therapy and
Metronidazole, Cerenia and was parvo test egative. On 13 Jan 2017, the dog stopped passing diarrhoea
and stopped vomiting. On 14 Jan 2017, all clinical signs resolved and the dog was discharged from the
veterinary practice. No further information expected.

Not
Known

No Data

Not
Known

Not
Known

6.3 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (18/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (18/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>
8.6 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (12/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (12/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
1.87 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(12/01/201812/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (12/01/201812/01/2018)<BR><BR>
3.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 vial
(10/01/2017-10/01/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

signs compatible with a hypersensitivity reaction, but
may have other causes. 2 vaccines given concurrently.

B - Possible

Timing/clinical signs suggest a hypersensitivity
reaction to the vaccine. Two products administered

B - Possible

Close temporal association -suspected
hypersensitivity reaction. Two products used.

B - Possible

Timing suggests product involvement, however signs
are inconclusive. Product involvement possible.

5.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Routine vaccination by subcut
injection, DHP and L4 vaccine
combined together (27/01/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (27/01/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
25 Meloxidyl 1.5 mg/ml Oral
A - Probable
Suspension for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 injection
(17/01/2017-17/01/2017)<BR><BR>
8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose (06/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (06/01/201706/01/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

10.15 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
B - Possible
(13/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (13/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, other causes possible.

Timing, location and signs suggest probable product
involvement.

Timing and signs suggestive of hypersensitivity
reaction to vaccination. Multiple vaccines given.

Clinical signs are consistent with probable vaccine
involvement but two vaccines were given
concurrently.

2.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(28/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(28/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (28/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Suggestive of type I hypersensitivity reaction; close
temporal association. Multiple products administered
therefore causality is possible.,

German
Shepherd Dog

10.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(26/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Although these are clinical signs of a type I
hypersensitivity reaction, five days to onset is too long
a period of time. There are other possible causes of
these clinical signs, therefore considered unlikely.

Labrador
Retriever

24.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(30/12/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing consistent with product related reaction
however there are other possible causes of these
clinical signs.

14.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One
vial of L4 mixed with one
(15/01/201815/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (15/01/201815/01/2018)<BR><BR>
15 Endectrid 100 mg + 25 mg Spot-on
Solution for Medium Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial for
vaccination (1 Day(s) 04/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (04/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial for
vaccination (1 Day(s) 04/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Suspected hypersensitivity reaction. Two products
used.

B - Possible

Close anatomical association but 2 products
administered.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0465/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.35
Month(s)

04/02/2015

06/02/2015

1

1

0 04/02/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Diarrhoea,Seizure NOS,Circulatory
collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic disorders'),Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Hypoglycaemia

Not
Known

Lethargy and diarrhoea within 6 hours post vaccination. Collapse, convulsions and hypoglycaemia the
next day. Unspecified treatment given, outcome unknown.

Chihuahua

0.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
Dosage form (04/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form
(04/02/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dosage form
(04/02/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0477/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

18/01/2016

03/02/2016

1

1

0 01/02/2016 Not
Lethargy (see also Central nervous
Known,<BR><BR system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological'),Pyrexia
Not Known

Not
Known

Pyrexia and lethargy starting within 2 hours post vaccination. Unknown if any treatment given,
outcome unknown.

Crossbred

Close time association, known signs, 2 products
administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0481/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.01
Year(s)

28/01/2017

28/01/2017

1

1

0 28/01/2017 Not
Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Urticaria
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Generalised urticaria with facial swelling within 6 hours of vaccination. Recovery within 20 minutes
following unspecified treatment. No previous exposure, no further information available.

Boston Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0482/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.17 Year(s)

05/02/2015

06/02/2015

1

1

0 05/02/2015 Not Known

Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological')

Emesis and lethargy within 6 hours post vaccination. Recovery 18 hours later with no treatment.

Border Collie

3.35 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(18/01/201601/02/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (18/01/201601/02/2016)<BR><BR>
7.1 Advocate Spot-on Solution for
B - Possible
Medium Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Standard Vaccine
Vial (28/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (28/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
22.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Vaccination
with Nobivac L4 only. Single dose.
(05/02/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0483/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.83 Year(s)

02/02/2015

06/02/2015

1

1

0 03/02/2015 Not Known

Self trauma,Polydipsia,Greasy
Not
skin,Itching,Depression,Erythemato Known
us rash

Polydipsia and pruritus within 12 hours post vaccination. Seborrhoea and lethargy also noted.
Erythema of the ventrum with some evidence of self trauma noted on examination 3 days later.
Unspecified treatment given leading to recovery the next day.

Welsh Terrier

Some of the signs noted could be expected with a
hypersensitivity reaction, but the time to onset is
longer than you would expect for this type of
reaction. Other causes are possible.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0504/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

21/12/2015

04/02/2016

1

1

0 22/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Appetite loss,Lethargy (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Elevated
temperature,Mouth blister

Malaise, anorexia, lethargy, hyperthermia, mouth blisters within 24-48 hours of vaccination. No
previous reaction to DHPPiL. Recovery within 3 days, unknown whether treatment was administered.
No further information.

Pug

12.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Annual
booster, first time been given the
new L4 injection, given approx 1ml
subcutaneously. (02/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
B - Possible
(21/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (21/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0504/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.74
Month(s)

25/01/2018

25/01/2018

1

1

0 25/01/2018 Not
Off colour,Vomiting,Injection site
Known,<BR><BR swelling
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

On 25 Jan 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4 - the dog vomited in car on way
home and been off colour since. Clinical examination was within normal limits with exception of local
swelling at injection site. No information on treatment or outcome.

Jack Russell
Terrier

1.62 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
B - Possible
vaccination vial of each (25/01/201825/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (25/01/201825/01/2018)<BR><BR>

Close temporal and site association - product
involvement is possible - two vaccines given.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0517/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.35
Month(s)

26/01/2018

31/01/2018

1

1

0 26/01/2018 Not
Facial
Not
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Tachycardia,Vomiting,Ana Known
><BR><BR><BR> phylaxis,Listless
Not Known

On 26 Jan 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4. The dog started with vomiting within Crossbred
15 min post injection, which continued with another 7 times vomiting and facial edema, tachycardia
and listlessness. The reaction lasted 12 hours - nothing further.

Timing and clinical signs suggest product involvement
is possible. Two vaccines given.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0524/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.42
Month(s)

06/02/2015

10/02/2015

1

1

0 09/02/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site
Not
abscess,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Injection site abscess, pyrexia, lethargy and anorexia 3 days post vaccination. Unspecified treatment
given, leading to improvement one day later. The puppy lives and plays with a cat and the vet stated
that a cat bite was a possibility but no skin wounds were noted at the time of examination.

French Bulldog

4.98 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
B - Possible
dose was injected at that ti
(26/01/201826/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (26/01/201826/01/2018)<BR><BR>
4.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 vial B - Possible
of DHP and L4 mixed together which
was given as a single subcutaneous
injection. (06/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (06/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0528/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.58 Year(s)

23/01/2015

10/02/2015

1

1

0 23/01/2015 Not Known

Emesis (multiple),Alopecia

Not
Known

Emesis within 24 hours post vaccination followed by alopecia (unknown onset time). No treatment
give, outcome unknown.

Bichon Frise

8.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
(23/01/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0529/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.08 Year(s)

05/02/2016

05/02/2016

1

1

0 05/02/2016 Not Known

Hyperextension,Twitching,Paddling Not
Known

Head twitching, stretching (coded hyperextension) and paddling of front paws (coded convulsions)
within 6 hours post vaccination whilst the dog was sat on the owners lap, no loss of consciousness
noted. No treatment given and recovery within 30 seconds.

Jack Russell
Terrier

6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose of
each (05/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Onset and clinical sign of emesis may be consistent
with product reaction. Alopecia may be related to
product hypersensitivity reaction so cannot rule out
product involvement.
Close time association, signs are unexpected and
other causes are possible.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0534/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.08 Year(s)

31/01/2017

31/01/2017

1

1

0 31/01/2017 Not Known

Vocalisation,Lameness

Right front limb lameness a few hours post-vaccine. Yelped/screamed upon vaccine administration.
Had previous exposures with no reactions. Outcome unknown.

Border Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0570/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

29/01/2018

30/01/2018

1

1

0 29/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Hypersensitivity NOS,Facial swelling Not
(see also 'Skin'),Pyrexia,Eyelid
Known
oedema,Lip oedema (see also
'Skin')

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0571/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

08/02/2016

09/02/2016

1

1

0 08/02/2016 Not
Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

within 6 hours of vaccination there was marked facial swelling, including swelling of the eyelids and lips Labrador
and pyrexia,lasting for 2 hours. No treatment recorded.
Retriever

Allergic oedema of the muzzle and around the eyes starting 1 hour post vaccination. Treated with
antihistamines leading to significant improvement. Antihistamines administered again the next day.

Pug

10.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml preprepared vaccine in vial (1 Year(s)
31/01/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
12.15 Droncit Tablets 50 mg B - Possible
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,second dose
(29/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,second
injection (29/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4ml vaccine
reconstituted with dilutent
(29/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,second injection
(29/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

13 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(08/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial administered.
(08/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association and initial signs of lethargy and
diarrhoea could be association with vaccination. The
following signs could be due to the puppy being very
small.

Clinical signs and timing suggest hypersensitivity
reaction to vaccine. Two products used.

Close time association but signs are non-specific and
other causes are possible.

Close temporal association;
malaise/lethargy/anorexia/hyperthermia are all
known findings post vaccination, As two products
were given, causality B.

Close time and anatomical association, but 2 products
administered.

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement

signs show close time association and suggestive of a
hypersensitivity reaction. Multiple vaccines used.

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction, 2 products administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0574/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.3 Year(s)

23/01/2018

31/01/2018

1

1

0 25/01/2018 Not
Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR necrosis,Injection site swelling
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

On 23 Jan 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4 and Nobivac KC. On 25 Jan 2018 the Crossbred
dog initially developed a swelling at injection site. Assumed to be injection site reaction, but then
developed over next 4 days into large abscess at injection site, with skin necrosis in areas over abscess.
No information on treatment or outcome.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0590/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

12/02/2015

13/02/2015

2

1

0 12/02/2015 Not
Agitation,Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Panting
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Allergic oedema of the face and lips, tachypnoea and agitation in 1 out of 2 dogs 3.5 hours post
vaccination. Improvement within 20 minutes following antihistamine treatment but unknown if fully
recovered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0594/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Year(s)

29/01/2015

13/02/2015

1

1

0 30/01/2015 Not
Cough
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Dry cough starting 24 hours post vaccination. Recovery 2 weeks later following unspecified treatment. Toy Poodle

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0595/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

04/02/2015

13/02/2015

1

1

1 05/02/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Death by euthanasia,Circulatory
Not
collapse (see also 'Neurological'
Known
and 'Systemic
disorders'),Hypothermia,Hypoglyca
emia

Collapse, hypothermia and hypoglycaemia 24 hours post concurrent vaccination, Milbemax
Bull Terrier
administration (assumed to be Milbemax for small dogs and puppies) and Advantage application. Some
improvement noted following treatment with glucose and fluids, however, decision to euthanase due
to puppy''s condition. The puppy''s parents were closely related, 3 other pups in the litter had already
died, this puppy weighed 0.99Kg but the only other remaining puppy weighed 3.8Kg.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0601/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.58 Year(s)

30/01/2017

02/02/2017

1

1

0 30/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Weight loss,Faecal
incontinence

Lethargy, anorexia, weight loss, soft faeces was observed on the same day of vaccination. Recovered
after approx 3 days,

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0613/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.42 Year(s)

30/01/2018

31/01/2018

1

1

0 30/01/2018 Not
Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin')
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

On 30 Jan 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4. The dog had vomiting (multiple
episodes) and partial swelling of the face within 6 hours of vaccination. The reaction lasted 24 hours.
No information on treatment given. Nothing further.

Pug

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0617/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.31 Year(s)

05/02/2015

16/02/2015

1

1

0 10/02/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Swelling, inflammation and pain at the injection site, lethargy and pyrexia 5 days post vaccination.
Injection site abscess diagnosed, lanced and drained. Recovery 6 days later.

King Charles
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0629/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.33 Year(s)

04/02/2017

04/02/2017

1

1

0 04/02/2017 Not
Swelling around eye,Swollen face
Known,<BR><BR (see also 'Skin')
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Swollen face, muzzle and around the eyes within 1 hour of vaccination. Previous exposure. Previous
reactions unknown. Outcome unknown. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0630/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.17 Year(s)

05/02/2016

12/02/2016

2

1

0 05/02/2016 Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological')

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0638/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.58 Year(s)

30/12/2015

12/02/2016

1

1

0 30/12/2015 Yes

Diarrhoea

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0645/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.68
Month(s)

05/02/2016

13/02/2016

3

1

0 05/02/2016 Not
Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Australian
Shepherd Dog

5.85 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (23/01/201823/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (23/01/201823/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one dose of nobivac
DHP, mixed (23/01/201823/01/2018)<BR><BR>
8.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(12/02/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 vaccine vial
(12/02/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (12/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal and site association. Abscess
formation can be due to method of administration.
Two products given.

Close time association, signs suggestive of
hypersensitivity reaction but 3 products given.

4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
No assessment
(29/01/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac performed
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,EXPIRY 30.9.16
(29/01/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (29/01/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

0.99 Advantage 40 mg Spot-on Solution O Puppy was in poor condition and severely
for Small Cats, Small Dogs and Pet
Unclassifiable/unassessa underweight, but product role cannot be ruled out.
Rabbits - .1,N/A,N/A ,10,0.1ml from ble
0.4ml pipette (04/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Milbemax Chewable
Tablets for Small Dogs and Puppies .5,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (04/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 vial of each product
(04/02/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 vial of each product
(04/02/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

26 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial B - Possible
of each product (30/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial of each
product (30/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
7.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 x
B - Possible
standard vacc dose (30/01/201830/01/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (30/01/201830/01/2018)<BR><BR>
8.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
dosage form/vial (05/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form/vial
(05/02/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

Chihuahua

5.7 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (04/02/201704/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (04/02/201704/02/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs suggest product involvement.

Lethargy in 1 dog out of 2 starting within 1 hour post vaccination. No pyrexia noted on examination
and dog eating well. No treatment given, recovery within 24 hours.

Irish Red and
White Setter

Close time association, sign listed in SPC.

No Data

Severe diarrhoea within 24 hours of vaccination. Recovery within 72 hours, no treatment was given.
No previous reaction, nothing further.

Labrador
Retriever

36 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose (
first ) of L4 (05/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
30 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,single dose
1ml under the skin (1 Day(s)
30/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Acute onset emesis 7 hours post 2nd dose vaccination. Vet suspected foreign body but nothing was
noted on exploratory laparotomy. Treated symptomatically leading to recovery 24 hours later.

Border Terrier

2.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial B - Possible
DHP and L4 mixed together. Second
dose, the first was given 4 weeks
previously (1 Day(s) 05/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial DHP and L4
mixed together. Second dose, the
first was given 4 weeks previously (1
Day(s) 05/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, emesis could be associated
with a hypersensitivity reaction but other causes are
possible.

Not
Known

Injection site pain,Lethargy (see
Not
also Central nervous system
Known
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Injection
site abscess,Injection site
inflammation,Injection site swelling

Close temporal association and suspected
hypersensitivity reaction. Two products given

Close anatomical and time association, an abscess
would be unexpected and could be due to injection
technique.

Although diarrhoea is unusual following vaccination,
there is a close temporal association therefore it is
possible the vaccination caused this episode.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0650/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.06
Month(s)

31/01/2017

06/02/2017

1

1

0 02/02/2017 Not
Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR lump
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lump formed at injection site 2 days after injection, burst as an access 3 days after original injection.
Crossbred
Draining access at injection site. Puppy treated with Loxicom. Recovered approx 4 days after beginning
of signs

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0666/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

24/02/2014

18/02/2015

1

1

0 24/02/2014 Not Known

Vomiting

Not
Known

Emesis starting within 12 hours post vaccination, recovery a few days later. This occurred on 2
occasions 1 month apart.

Border Terrier

18.75 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,One vial
vaccine administered subcut
(24/02/2014-24/03/2014)<BR><BR>

Close time association but unusual to last for a few
days.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0667/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.25 Year(s)

10/09/2014

18/02/2015

1

1

0 10/09/2014 Not Known

Anorexia

Not
Known

Lethargy and anorexia starting 12 hours post vaccination. Recovery 3 days later with no treatment.

West Highland
White Terrier

10.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1ml
administered as the second of 2
parts. (10/09/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association and could be due to
vaccination, but non-specific signs and other causes
are possible.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0672/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Month(s)

21/02/2017

1

1

0 06/02/2017 No,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (endoparasite
R><BR><BR>Not NOS),Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected lack of expected efficacy. Despite having treatments applied on 15/10/2016, 12/11/2016,
7/12/2016 and 6/1/2017 started passing extremely large amounts of roundworms on 6/2/17. Nothing
further. MAH (Bayer) comment: Concomitant drugs treatment start dates are added as "2017". Note:
Date in case narrative changed from "7/12/2015" to "7/12/2016" (as discussed with LDSM).

English
Springer
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0672/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

21/12/2017

21/02/2018

1

1

0 10/01/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0676/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

10/11/2014

19/02/2015

1

1

0 17/11/2014 Not
Injection site swelling
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0678/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14.79
Year(s)

15/02/2016

16/02/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0686/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

18/02/2015

19/02/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0704/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.67 Year(s)

13/02/2015

20/02/2015

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0715/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

31/01/2017

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0736/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0737/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

Vomiting,Blepharitis,Conjunctivitis, Not
Alopecia local,Pyoderma,Skin
Known
ulcer,Lymph node abscess,Enlarged
lymph nodes (generalised),Rubbing

6 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,Given full dose of L4
component (1ml) combined with
DHppi powder vaccine (1 (s)
31/01/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (31/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

12 Advocate Spot-on Solution for
No assessment
Medium Dogs - 1,1,1
performed
Months,N/A,Single pipette applied
to the skin every month (15/10/201606/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

Submandibular lymph nodes abscesses, blepharoconjunctivitis, pyoderma on skin surrounding nose and Crossbred
of the ventral neck was noticed approx 20 days after vaccination. Reaction duration 14 days. Case
received to MAH - 7 Feb 2018 On 21 Dec 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and
also dispensed Panacur (unknown if given). On 1 Jan 2018, owner reports developed bilateral
conjunctivitis and given Isathal eye ointment. On 18 Jan 2018, dog now rubbing eyes and nose, alopecia
around nose, submandibular lymph nodes enlarged and abscessed (burst through). the veterinary
surgeon flushed lymph nodes and started Metacam and Synulox. On 19 Jan 2018, improving, continued
medication and ulcerated lesion around nose. On 22 Jan 2018, stopped Metacam as vomited and
wound healing and continued medication. On 26 Jan 2018, much more improved and continued
Synulox as still some discharge from lymph nodes. On 3 Feb 2018, all healed and no other
abnormalities detected. No further information. NCA update 21 Feb 2018 - Information from reporter
confirms age of dog as 10 weeks at date of vaccination on 21 Dec 2017. Also clarification of history on
19 Jan 2018 that the clinical signs of ulcerated lesion on nose was ongoing from prior to this date. NCA
update 21 Feb 2018 - Information from reporter confirms age of dog as 10 weeks at date of
vaccination on 21 Dec 2017. Also clarification of history on 19 Jan 2018 that the clinical signs of
ulcerated lesion on nose was ongoing from prior to this date. No more information is expected.

1.5 Isathal 10 mg/g Eye Drops,
O1 - Inconclusive
Suspension for Dogs, Cats and
Rabbits - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Metacam
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal (4
Day(s) N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,As
reconstituted (21/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/12/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Synulox
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

Of all the signs described, only the lymph note
inflammation could be related to the vaccine,
however, while inflammation can be expected,
infection is not and skin or eye infection is not
expected either. 20 days is not a very strong temporal
relation. Cannot exclude product involvement,
however other causes have not been ruled out.

Not
Known

Injection site oedema (swelling) noted approximately 1 week post vaccination. No treatment given, no Not Applicable
further information expected.

12 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(10/11/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,amount of product
admin :1 Duration of admin: 1
(10/11/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Onset and clinical signs are consistent with possible
product reaction.

0 15/02/2016 Not
Restlessness,Injection site
Known,<BR><BR pain,Distress
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site pain, anxiety and restlessness within 1 hour post vaccination. No treatment given,
recovery within 12 hours.

English Cocker
Spaniel

8.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One B - Possible
vial (mixed and administered with
Nobivac L4 - see below)
(15/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial (mixed and
administered with Nobivac DHP)
(15/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, 2 products administered
concurrently, injection site pain can be expected.

1

0 18/02/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Lethargy, emesis and injection site irritation within 12 hours post vaccination. Recovery 1 day later
with no treatment.

Crossbred

1.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Nobivac vaccination DHP
reconstituted in L4 fraction
(18/02/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (18/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, 2 products given.

1

1

0 14/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Immune mediated haemolytic
R><BR><BR>Yes anaemia

No Data

Immune mediated haemolytic anaemia within 24 hours of vaccination. Nothing further. Has received
Pi previously, however first time with L4.

Crossbred

18 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml dose of
Nobivac Lept4 used to re-constitute
Nobivac Pi. (13/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml dose of Nobivac
Lept4 used to re-constitute Nobivac
Pi. (13/02/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Considering the close temporal association, product
related reaction is deemed possible. Two products
used.

09/02/2017

1

1

0 03/02/2017 Not
Injection site mass
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site mass within 3 days of vaccination. No previous exposure. Outcome ongoing. Nothing
further.

English
Springer
Spaniel

15/01/2015

24/02/2015

2

2

0 15/01/2015 No

Diarrhoea,Emesis,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Emesis, diarrhoea and lethargy in 2 dogs (one aged 3 years and one aged 9 years, both FN, both 5kg)
within 24 hours post vaccination. Clinical signs resolved without treatment within 24 hours.
Rechallenge 5 weeks later produced the same clinical signs with the same onset and duration.
Recovery without treatment. No further information expected.

Not Applicable

5.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,2,5 Weeks,24,1 dosage
form/vial (15/01/201519/02/2015)<BR><BR>

Temporal relationship, clinical signs and repeated
event at re-challenge are suggestive of a possible
product reaction, however, other factors cannot be
completely excluded. No further information
expected.

19/01/2016

19/02/2016

1

1

0 20/01/2016 Not Known

Vomiting,Regurgitation

Unauthori
sed
dosage administr
ation not
frequent
enough
Not
Known

Emesis and regurgitation of food starting within 24 hours post vaccination. This continued
intermittently for a period of 2 weeks. No treatment given, full recovery.

Dogue de
Bordeaux

63 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(19/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association but signs are unexpected and
duration of signs unexpected post vaccination, other
causes are possible.

Injection site
irritation,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

20.4 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A A - Probable
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,1,1 Years,N/A,Once yearly
injection of vaccine vial (31/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs/location suggest probable product
reaction.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0739/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.2 Month(s) 19/01/2016

22/02/2016

1

1

1 20/01/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Death,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in
'Neurological'),Malaise,Ascites,Abn
ormal test
result,Hypoproteinaemia,Abnormal
radiograph finding,Increased
percentage reticulocytes,Intestinal
disorder NOS,Vocalisation,Anaemia
NOS,Leucocytosis,Cardiac
arrest,Pale mucous
membrane,Abdominal pain

Malaise, vocalisation and lethargy starting 24 hours post vaccination progressing to deterioration and German
cranial abdominal pain 2 days later. Lungworm snap and saline agglutination negative. Blood tests
Shepherd Dog
showed anaemia, high reticulocytes, leucocytosis, low total protein. Radiographs showed intestinal
thickening and opacity in abdomen. Adominocentesis showed fluid, 2 mls transudate drained. This was
followed by deterioration, cardiac arrest and death despite resuscitation attempts. No PME carried
out.

5.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial B - Possible
(19/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (19/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association but signs are unexpected and 2
products administered. No PME carried out.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0739/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.42 Year(s)

05/02/2018

06/02/2018

1

1

0 05/02/2018 Not
Swollen face (see also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Less than 6 hours after vaccination reaction leading to swollen face requiring dexadreson and
chlorpheniramine. Reaction duration 1 day.

Pug

9.7 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (05/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (05/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Routine
administration of L4 and DHP
vaccines and Kennel cough vaccine
by intra-nasal administration
(05/02/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest a possible
hypersensitivity/anaphylactic reaction to the vaccine.
Three vaccines administered at the same time.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0754/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

12/01/2016

19/02/2016

1

1

0 13/01/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy, anorexia, change in temperament and aggression towards the owner 24 hours post
vaccination. Diarrhoea was noted 5 weeks later. The owner refused to have the 2nd dose of L4
administered due to this adverse event. The dog recovered with no treatment given.

German Wirehaired
Pointing Dog

34.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose O1 - Inconclusive
administered (12/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose administered
(12/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association with initial signs and anorexia
and lethargy could be expected. Other signs are
unexpected and duration of adverse event is
unexpected.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0771/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.1 Year(s)

08/02/2018

09/02/2018

1

1

0 08/02/2018 Not
Facial swelling (see also
Not
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Urticaria,Vomiting,Diarrhoea Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting and diarrhoea, swollen muzzle, urticaria, less than one hour following vaccination. Outcome
unknown

French Bulldog

15.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (08/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial
(08/02/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Rabies - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (08/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal relation is close and signs are consistent
with hypersensitivity/anaphylactic reaction to the
vaccine, Because several vaccines were used
concomitantly, they are possibly responsible.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0780/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

02/02/2016

22/02/2016

1

1

0 02/02/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

General malaise and discomfort starting within 6 hours post vaccination. No treatment given, full
recovery 2 days later.

Border Terrier

10 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(02/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, lethargy is listed in SPC and
signs could be related to this.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0786/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

18/02/2016

23/02/2016

1

1

0 19/02/2016 Not
Injection site pain,Localised pain
Known,<BR><BR NOS (see other 'SOCs' for specific
><BR><BR><BR> pain),Injection site stiffness
Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site pain starting within 24 hours post vaccination leading to localised pain of the neck and
injection site stiffness and unwillingness to move neck. Unspecified treatment given, signs were
ongoing 4 days later when report was received. The dog was a rescue dog and therefore no previous
medical history was known.

Beagle

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0797/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

06/03/2017

09/02/2018

1

1

0 30/07/2017 Not
Iris disorder,Papillomatosis
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Canine papillomatosis and Iris cysts seen 4 months after the last vaccination with Lepto 4 and Nobivac German
DHP. Outcome unknown. My dog has received annual vaccinations from a pup. She was given given
Shepherd Dog
Vanguard 7 (DA2Pi) and Vanguard 7 (CPv-L) on the 10.03.2016 by our previous vet. On moving to our
present vet, she was given in the following March 2017, Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 followed by a
second Nobivac L4 just under a month later. I also feel changing her from Lepto 2 to Lepto 4 is also a
contributory factor in her developing canine papilloma and Iris cysts. Our dog was also at the time,
receiving monthly Advocate spot on treatment which I have since discontinued due to adverse
reactions. This was administered by myself but not on the same day as the vaccinations

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0799/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.89 Year(s)

04/01/2017

09/02/2018

1

1

0 04/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Sleepiness - systemic
disorder

Not
Known

Owner reports very quiet day after vaccination last year, not wanting to move, not opening eyes, still
Bull Terrier
eating/drinking/urinating/defecating as normal. Resolved spontaneously after few days, not presented
to vets. The year before, owner reports had been slightly quiet after the vaccination. The years prior
to this nothing abnormal detected

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0800/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

07/02/2017

14/02/2017

1

1

0 07/02/2017 Not Known

Reluctant to move,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Not
Known

Lethargy and reluctance to leave bed 2 hours after vaccination. No previous exposure. Recovered
without treatment after 24 hours. Nothing further.

English Cocker
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0803/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.03
Month(s)

17/02/2016

25/02/2016

4

2

0 18/02/2016 Not Known

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Weight
loss,Hypoglycaemia

Not
Known

Emesis, diarrhoea, weight loss and hypoglycaemia in 2 puppies out of 4 starting within 24 hours post
vaccination. Unspecified treatment given leading to recovery in 1 of these pups, treatment is still
ongoing in the other one.

German Spitz Pomeranian

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0805/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.92 Year(s)

16/01/2017

14/02/2017

1

1

0 18/01/2017 Not
Cough,Lethargy (see also Central
Known,<BR><BR nervous system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological'),Inappetence
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Coughing, lethargic and off food within 2 days of vaccination. Previous exposure unknown. Outcome
unknown. Nothing further.

Border Collie

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0810/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

26/02/2015

27/02/2015

3

2

0 26/02/2015 Yes

No Data

Injection site pain within 2 minutes of vaccination in 2/3 vaccinated. Previous reaction duration was 24 Other
hours and treated with analgesics. This reaction duration was approximately 10 minutes. VS notes
Canine/dog
repeated pain reactions with the Nobivac L4 compared to L2. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0822/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.58 Year(s)

04/02/2015

02/03/2015

1

1

0 04/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous
R><BR><BR>Yes system depression in
'Neurological')

No Data

Lethargy at unknown time post vaccination. Duration 2 days. Nothing further.

Not
Known

Aggression,Behavioural disorder
Not
NOS,Diarrhoea,Inappetence,Lethar Known
gy (see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Malaise,Pain NOS

Injection site pain

Crossbred

17.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(18/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (18/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
36 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (06/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (06/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

38.9 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(04/01/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (04/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
12 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml vial
(07/02/2017-07/02/2017)<BR><BR>
0.64 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(17/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time and anatomical association but 2 products
given and other causes are possible.

Canine papillomatosis and Iris cysts are not expected
and temporal relation is not strong.Product
involvement cannot be excluded however some preexisting condition may also explain the signs

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered.

Timing/signs suggest probable product involvement.

Close time association, some of the signs you could
expected but other causes are possible.

23 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (16/01/201716/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (16/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (16/01/201716/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/lethargy/inappetence suggest possible product
involvement. Multiple vaccines administered.

1.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose
(26/02/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing of pain reaction suggestive of probable
product related reaction.

25.6 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(04/02/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (04/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Possible product related reaction however unknown
time post vaccination and 2 products administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0846/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0855/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.25 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0857/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.06
Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0870/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0874/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0875/17

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0885/16

NOBIVAC L4

19/01/2015

03/03/2015

1

1

0 19/01/2015 Not
Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Allergic pruritus
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Allergic oedema of the face, muzzle and ears and allergic pruritus starting within 1 hour post
vaccination. Recovery 2 hours later following treatment with antihistamines and corticosteroids.

26/02/2016

1

1

0 25/02/2016 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy. Signs of kennel cough 6 weeks post vaccination. Unknown if any treatment Jack Russell
given, outcome unknown.
Terrier

14/01/2014

27/02/2014

1

1

0 16/01/2014 Not
Seizure NOS,Malodour
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Convulsion 2 days after vaccination, 13 days later the owner contacted the vet and reported that the
dog was malodourous. The dog presented to the vet 19 days later having had 4 further convulsions.
The vet confirmed malodour, but suspects this is due to the voiding of anal glands during convulsions.
Concurrent treatment with Soloxine. Clinical exam and blood tests were unremarkable and thyroid
sample suggested only adequate supplementation. No previous exposure to DHP or L4 but has had
DHPPi and L2 previously with out adverse event. Referred to a neurologist and brain tumour
diagnosed.

Crossbred

31.25 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
N - Unlikely
dosage form - single injecti
(14/01/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form
(14/01/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Soloxine 0.8 mg
Tablet - .8,N/A,N/A ,3,0.8mg/tablets
u.i.d. long term (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

9 Year(s)

06/02/2017

17/02/2017

1

1

0 06/02/2017 Not
Lethargy (see also Central nervous
Known,<BR><BR system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological'),Pain NOS
Not Known

Not
Known

Lethargy and in pain 4 hours after vaccination. No previous reactions. Recovery after 12 hours
following treatment with NSAIDs. Nothing further.

Lhasa Apso

Canine/dog

4.42 Year(s)

01/02/2018

14/02/2018

2

1

0 04/02/2018 Not
Pharyngitis,Seizure NOS,Cough
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Within 48 hours of administration, the dog suffered two grand mal seizures, each lasting approximately Pug
30 seconds. A diagnosis of pharyngitis and clinical signs mimicking a kennel cough infection were also
detected by the out-of-hours surgery. No more information expected. MAH Commnet : changed Vedra
date to 3 Feb 2018 as per narrative rather than 4 Feb 2018

Animal

Canine/dog

2.19
Month(s)

15/02/2017

17/02/2017

1

1

0 15/02/2017 Not
Diarrhoea,Lethargy (see also
Not
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression Known
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological'),Inappetence
Not Known

Lethargy, inappetence, diarrhoea within 12 hours of vaccination. No previous exposure. Recovery
without treatment after 2 days. Nothing further.

6 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(06/02/201706/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (06/02/201706/02/2017)<BR><BR>
9.8 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial B - Possible
KC vaccine administered
(01/02/201801/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Dose (01/02/201801/02/2018)<BR><BR>
1.02 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(15/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Mixed both vials
together for admin via sterile syringe
(15/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.06
Month(s)

20/02/2016

29/02/2016

1

1

0 22/02/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Injection site swelling,Injection site Other
R><BR><BR>No seroma

Injection site swelling noted 2 days post vaccination. Lump gradually increased in size. Serosanguinous Staffordshire
fluid drained from the lump 1 week later and unspecified treatment given, injection site seroma
Bull Terrier
confirmed. Outcome unknown.

UK-VMD-0889/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

13/02/2018

15/02/2018

1

1

0 13/02/2018 Not
Emesis,Swollen eye,Allergic pruritus Not
Known,<BR><BR
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

within 30 minutes of administration there was repeated vomiting, with swollen and itchy eyelids.
Unknown reaction duration. No treatment recorded. MAH , Follow up 19 Feb 2018 Changed the
Patient screen form Recovered to Unknown as per narrative.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0896/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

17/10/2017

16/02/2018

1

1

1 11/12/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Gagging,Retching,Other immune
Not
system disorder NOS,Collapse (see Known
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Nephritis,Respiratory
arrest,Pneumonia,Death,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Pancytopeni
a,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Enlarged lymph node
(localised),Tonsillitis,Anaemia
NOS,Non-regenerative
anaemia,Blood and lymphatic
system disorder
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Low
platelet count,Neutropenia,Cardiac
arrest,Vomiting

Waxing and waning signs of lethargy and intermittent vomiting for 3-4 weeks, beginning one month
Crossbred
after second L4 dose (two months after first dose) with more recent development of retching and
gagging, worsened by eating. Investigation at local practice had documented borderline pyrexia and
marked neutropenia and thrombocytopenia. Moderate non-regenerative anaemia was also noted. On
presentation at referral hospital the dog was quiet, in excessive body condition (but weight loss
reported). Rectal temperature was 39.6C and the submandibular and prescapular lymph nodes were
enlarged. RR 50/min but normal respiratory effort and cardiovascularly stable. Oral examination
revealed swollen and necrotic-appearing tonsils but no other abnormalities. Haematology confirmed
marked pancytopenia with leukocyte count 0.88x109/l (ref 6.0 – 15.0), neutrophils 0.05x109/l (ref 3.0
– 11.5), platelets 12x109/l (ref 200 – 500) and HCT 0.20l/l (ref 0.37 – 0.55). The anaemia remained nonregenerative. Biochemical evaluation was unremarkable. Fine needle aspirates were obtained of the
prescapular and submandibular lymph nodes, which revealed mild reactive hyperplasia and no evidence
of neoplasia. A faecal parvovirus antigen test was negative. The dog was hospitalised overnight
pending further investigation, with a plan for thoracic and abdominal imaging to assess for a neoplastic
focus, and bone marrow biopsy. She remained stable until 7am but then developed acute onset
collapse with respiratory arrest, followed shortly by cardiac arrest. Resuscitation attempts were
unsuccessful. PM was performed, as below: • Lung: Severe, multifocal, acute necrotizing pneumonia
with abundant intralesional bacteria • Soft Palate (Right and Left palatine tonsils): Bilateral, severe,
subacute to chronic necrotizing tonsillitis • Spleen: Moderate multifocal chronic splenic hemosiderosis
• Kidney: Moderate, chronic, multifocal to coalescing interstitial and periglomerular nephritis The
necrotizing bacterial pneumonia was suspected to be the cause of death, and it is possible that the
bacteria may have reached the lungs by aspiration, secondary to the upper respiratory signs described.
The causes of the tonsillar and renal lesions remain unknown. It is considered likely that the bone
marrow disease resulting in pancytopenia resulted in secondary infection causing death, and the most
likely cause is myelodysplastic syndrome or immune-mediated cytopenia. It is also possible that the
severe infection resulted in bone marrow suppression but this is considered less likely. No evidence of
neoplasia was found. The owners are concerned that the leptospirosis vaccine given several weeks
prior to referral may have played a role

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0907/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.17 Year(s)

12/02/2016

01/03/2016

2

1

0 13/02/2016 Not Known

Diarrhoea

Diarrhoea starting within 24 hours post vaccination. No treatment given, recovery 1 week later.

Not
Known

Not Applicable

Crossbred

Crossbred

Saluki

3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,2nd
B - Possible
vaccination given. first vac with
breeder, no reaction reported to
first vac by breeder (19/01/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (19/01/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
8.85 Advantix Spot-on Solution for Dogs No assessment
over 4 kg up to 10 kg - N/A,N/A,N/A performed
,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Drontal Plus Flavour
Bone Shaped Tablets - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (11/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

5 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A B - Possible
(20/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml in total
(20/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (13/02/201813/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (13/02/201813/02/2018)<BR><BR>
7.9 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
O1 - Inconclusive
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Second L4 vaccine
given 14/11/ (17/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (17/10/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

21.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage
form - full vial (12/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction, 2 products given.

Timing and lethargy suggest product involvement.
Involvement in pain unclear.

There is close temporal association to the signs and
seizures can be reported post vaccination. The
respiratory signs are more likely associated with the
KC vaccination.

Timing/signs suggest product involvement. Two
vaccines administered.

Close time and anatomical association, 2 products
administered concurrently.

Close time association to the signs and drug
administration suggestive of a hypersensitivity
reaction to vaccination. Two products used so
impossible to assign a single cause.

severe and systemic bone marrow suppression may
have numerous causes including immune modification
by vaccination, however there may be numerous
other causes which have not been ruled out.

Close time association but diarrhoea is note expected,
other causes are possible.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0917/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.17 Year(s)

21/02/2017

21/02/2017

1

1

0 21/02/2017 Not
Periorbital oedema,Lip oedema
Known,<BR><BR (see also 'Skin'),Erythema (for
><BR><BR><BR> urticaria see Immune SOC)
Not Known

Not
Known

Periorbital/lip oedema and erythema within 30 minutes of vaccination. No previous exposure.
Recovery after 1 days with unknown treatment. Nothing further.

Pug

14 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial of
each reconstituted (21/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi,
Lyophilisate and Solvent for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (21/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs suggest product involvement. Two
vaccines administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0917/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

06/02/2018

14/02/2018

6

6

0 06/02/2018 Not
Aggression
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 6 Feb 2018 6 pups were vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4. The puppies were normal until
vaccination then within 48 hours sudden onset aggression between all 6 puppies for no reason. No
further information.

Basset Griffon 5.25 Vendeen
6.35
(Large)

Limited information supplied and clinical signs may
have other causes, however product involvement
cannot be fully discounted. Two vaccines given
concurrently.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0932/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.2 Month(s) 02/03/2016

07/03/2016

1

1

0 02/03/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Injection site
Other
R><BR><BR>No pain,Vocalisation,Tachypnoea,Leth
argy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological')

Injection site pain and vocalisation immediately post vaccination. Lethargy, vocalisation and
tachypnoea later the same day. Unspecified treatment given, outcome unknown. History of injection
site pain following 1st dose vaccination given 4 weeks earlier.

Toy Poodle

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
(06/02/201806/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (06/02/201806/02/2018)<BR><BR>
1.5 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
DOSE OF EACH, MIXED, SUBCUTA
(02/03/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (02/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0978/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Month(s)

20/02/2016

13/03/2016

1

1

0 02/03/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Corneal oedema,Blue
Not
eye,Uveitis,Cloudy eye (for Miosis, Known
Mydriasis, Anisocoria, Nystagmus see 'Neurological'),Sore eye

Uveitis and corneal oedema affecting one eye noted 11 days post vaccination. Referred to Glasgow
Vet School. Unspecified treatment given. Puppy reported to be doing fine, unknown whether fully
recovered.

West Highland Not
White Terrier Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0981/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

20/02/2017

24/02/2017

1

1

0 20/02/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Increased heart
rate,Diarrhoea,Sleepiness systemic disorder,Elevated
temperature,Shaking,Vomiting

repeated vomiting and shaky 2 hours after vaccine given. Increased heart rate, then sleepy. Some
diarrhoea too and mild increased core temp. Resolved after approx. 9 hours

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-0998/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.33 Year(s)

02/03/2016

08/03/2016

1

1

0 02/03/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Diarrhoea,Decreased
No Data
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Increased bowel
movements (frequency)

Diarrhoea, anorexia, increased bowel movements and lethargy within 12 hours of vaccination.
Recovery within 6 days following unknown treatment. No previous reaction. no further information

Bulldog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1000/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.23
Month(s)

24/02/2017

25/02/2017

1

1

0 24/02/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Inappropriate defecation,Lethargy Not
(see also Central nervous system
Known
depression in
'Neurological'),Vomiting,Diarrhoea

Vomited within 15 minutes of receiving injection, did a very large stool, then became very lethargic for Miniature
30 minutes. Steadily improved and back to normal within 12 hours.
Schnauzer

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1000/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.33 Year(s)

13/02/2018

14/02/2018

1

1

0 13/02/2018 Not Known

Not
Known

On 13 Feb 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. About 3 hours post vaccination, the dog
Toy Poodle
started to cry when being picked up, lethargic at times, not seeming her normal self, off food next day,
severely tachycardic next day on vet check, very sensitive all over body but particularly over dorsal
neck on site of booster vaccination (coded as injection site pain). No further information.

3.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial of
Nobivac Lepto 4 Vaccination
(13/02/2018-13/02/2018)<BR><BR>

Close temporal and site association with vaccination.
Product involvement is probable.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1002/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.33 Year(s)

18/10/2016

07/03/2017

1

1

1 07/12/2016 Not Known

Injection site
pain,Crying,Tachycardia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Not eating,Increased skin
sensitivity
Musculoskeletal pain,Heart
failure,Vomiting,Ataxia,Stiff
gait,Death,Localised pain NOS (see
other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Pyrexia,Neurological
symptoms NOS,Muscle spasm NOS

Not
Known

prior to vaccination fit active dog who had no previous health problems. Approx 2 months after
German Wirevaccination signs started: 7/12/2016 painful toe 12/12/2016 began with facial muscle spasm and
haired
vomiting 13/12/16 ataxic stiff gait seen by vet and diagnosed with tetanus at hallam veterinary centre Pointing Dog
Sheffield 14/12/16 given tetanus anti toxin for progressive worsening neurological symptoms 16/12/16
admitted to pride veterinary centre in derby due to rapid progression of neurological symptoms. 17 12
16 died of multiorgan failure after hyperpyrexia and cardiac arrest secondary to presumed tetanus

30 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,first dose
on 18/10/16 second dose
administered 15/11/2016
(18/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Time association is not strong (almost two months)
and neurological signs are not expected. The vet and
diagnosed with tetanus. Product association cannot
be discounted but other concomitant medical
conditions are more likely to be the cause of death.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1029/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.4 Year(s)

05/03/2016

09/03/2016

1

1

0 06/03/2016 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anorexia
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Diarrhoea, emesis and anorexia 24 hours post vaccination. Unspecified treatment given, signs still
ongoing 4 days later when report submitted.

Crossbred

9.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Given B - Possible
vaccines on 5th March (05/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (05/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (05/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, these signs might be seen post
vaccination. Multiple vaccines administered
concurrently.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1032/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.33 Year(s)

20/02/2017

27/02/2017

1

1

0 20/02/2017 Not
Angioedema,Facial rash (For
Not
Known,<BR><BR urticaria see Immune SOC),Pruritus Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Angioedema & Urticarial lesions on face/muzzle, pruritus, less than one hour after vaccination,
recovered after one hour.

Flat-coated
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1035/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.82 Year(s)

07/03/2016

09/03/2016

1

1

0 08/03/2016 Not Known

Muscle tremors, shaking, lethargy, injection site swelling and injection site pain within 12 hours post
vaccination. Unspecified treatment given leading, outcome unknown.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1046/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.17
Year(s)

28/02/2017

28/02/2017

1

1

0 28/02/2017 Not
Lethargy (see also Central nervous
Known,<BR><BR system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological'),Trembling
Not Known

Lethargy and trembling 2 hours after administration of vaccine. Reaction duration one hour approx

Not
Known

Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
pain,Trembling,Depression,Shaking Known

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
(20/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (20/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

1.33 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose of each
vaccine as above given s/c
(20/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (20/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
27.4 Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (03/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial only. Also
given DHP+L4 on 3/2/16 with no
adverse effects (1 Second(s)
02/03/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Known Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (24/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (24/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, 2 products administered,
injection site pain is listed in SPC.

Relatively close time association but more likely to be
associated with DHP vaccine than the lepto vaccine.

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

CLose temporal association, and clinical signs known
to occur following vaccination, however as other
possible causes, overall coded B

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

37.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(20/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,DHP & L4 mixed in a
sterile syringe and sterile
hypodermic needle for
subcutaneous injection thereof
(20/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

Yorkshire
Terrier

9.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ML VIAL
GIVEN (07/03/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, some of the signs can be
expected.

Miniature
Dachshund

4.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(28/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial, part of annual
vaccination, also given Nobivac DHP,
vm - 01708/4513, batch
number=A105DO1 (28/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1050/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.5 Year(s)

07/05/2014

10/03/2016

1

1

0 23/07/2015 Not
Pemphigus foliaceus
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Pemphigus foliaceus starting within 30 days of Nobivac DHP and L4. Signs persisted for at least 6
months. Outcome is unknown. No further information.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1055/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

28/02/2017

28/02/2017

1

1

0 28/02/2017 Not
Diarrhoea,Injection site pain
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Diarrhoea and pain at injection site one hor after vaccination approx and recovered after one hour
approx

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1062/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.67 Year(s)

15/02/2018

16/02/2018

1

1

0 15/02/2018 Not Known

Vomiting

Not
Known

Vomiting 20 minutes after injection given, continued intermittently until next day, cerernia injection
given to prevent vomiting- awaiting results. Vomiting lasted for 2 days

Pug

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1069/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Year(s)

25/02/2017

01/03/2017

1

1

0 25/02/2017 Not Known

Vocalisation,Injection site pain

Not
Known

Injection site pain - screamed for approx 1 minute after vaccination

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1073/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.32 Year(s)

16/02/2018

16/02/2018

1

1

0 16/02/2018 Not
Swollen mouth,Skin inflammation
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Swelling around eye,Facial
><BR><BR><BR> swelling (see also 'Skin')
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Facial swelling around eyes and muzzle, inflammation of skin, other clinical parameters within normal
limits. Signs started less than one hour after vaccination. Outcome unknown.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1074/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

07/03/2016

11/03/2016

1

1

0 07/03/2016 Not
Periorbital oedema,Facial
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Lip oedema (see also
><BR><BR><BR> 'Skin')
Not Known

Not
Known

Facial allergic oedema including periorbital oedema and swollen lips starting within 2 hours of
vaccination. Treatment with Dexadreson and chlorphenamine resolved signs within 24 hours. No
further information.

Gordon Setter

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1076/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

13/02/2015

13/03/2015

1

1

0 14/02/2015 Not
Diarrhoea
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Diarrhoea 24 hours post vaccination. Recovery 3 days later. Diarrhoea recurred 2 weeks later
Labrador
following a 2nd dose of Nobivac DHP and then recurred again 2 weeks after that following Nobivac L4 Retriever
2nd dose.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1082/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.84 Year(s)

05/02/2016

11/03/2016

1

1

0 19/02/2016 Not
Chemosis,Conjunctivitis
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Conjunctivitis and chemosis in both eyes starting 14 days post Nobivac KC and Lepto 4. An unknown
treatment was given. Signs persisted for at least 6 days, outcome unknown. No further information.

English Cocker
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1085/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.7 Year(s)

17/02/2017

02/03/2017

1

1

0 01/03/2017 Not
Injection site serous
Known,<BR><BR discharge,Injection site swelling
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

swelling at Injection site, 150-200ml serous fluid removed, signs appeared 12 days after vaccination,
outcome unknown

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1085/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 15/02/2018

27/02/2018

1

1

0 15/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Hypersensitivity reaction,Allergic
Not
pruritus,Facial oedema,Periorbital Known
oedema,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Conjunctival
oedema

Suspected adverse reaction within 1 hour of injection on 15 Feb 2018 with Nobivac DHPPI and L4 there English Cocker
was Marked facial swelling and pruritus, particularly periorbital, conjunctival and muzzle. Depressed
Spaniel
but responsive. vitals all normal T = 38.3, P = 200bpm, R = 40bpm Intramuscular clorphenamine 2.5mg
and dexadresson 1mg given. Admitted and monitored overnight, gradual improvement, discharged the
next morning. No more information expected. MAH Follow up on 09 March 2018: Conjunctival
oedema was added to veddra.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1089/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.67 Year(s)

21/01/2018

21/02/2018

1

1

0 21/01/2018 Not Known

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Disorientation, Not
Anuria,Appetite loss,Unsteady
Known
gait,Shaking,Sleepiness - systemic
disorder

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1093/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

17/02/2018

17/02/2018

1

1

0 17/02/2018 Not
Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin')
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 21 Jan 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Within 6 hours the dog had projectile
vomiting, was unsteady walking, no appetite, very sleepy, didn''t pass water for a full 24 hours,
disoriented, shakes, diarrhoea, tried to take in water but vomited it straight back up. The clinical signs
lasted for 5 days. No information on treatment. Nothing further. MAH Follow up 21 Feb 2018.
Changed the Veddra dates from 23 Jan to 28 Jan as per narrative to 21 Jan to 26 Jan 2018.
On 17 Feb 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC. Within 30 minutes of
vaccination the dog vomiting once and had swelling to the muzzle. The clinical signs lasted for 1 day.
Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1095/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

15/02/2016

18/03/2016

1

1

0 02/03/2016 Not
NT - granulomatous lymphadenitis
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Pyogranulomatous lymphadenitis (ventral neck) noted 16 days post vaccination. No other signs.
Treatment with Synulox and Metacam. Outcome unknown.

German
Shepherd Dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1110/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

23/02/2015

17/03/2015

1

1

0 02/03/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site swelling and pyrexia 1 week post vaccination. Treated with antibiotics and NSAIDs,
outcome unknown. History of a similar reaction post vaccination 1 year previously.

Crossbred

Injection site swelling,Pyrexia

Crossbred

9.5 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (07/05/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (07/05/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
1.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(28/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial given
(28/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Vaccines may be a trigger in autoimmune diseases
such as pemphigus but there is no conclusive evidence
to support this in this case.

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

7.65 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,2nd
Vaccine Given (15/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>
4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(25/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
One product administered.

4.15 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,One dose of Nobivac DHP/L4 +
KC given as booster. (16/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (16/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (16/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest a possible
hypersensitivity/anaphylactic reaction to the vaccine,
3 administered concurrently

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.

7.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(07/03/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (07/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs are consistent with a possible
hypersensitivity reaction but another product was
used and other causes cannot be completely
excluded.

5.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,nobivac dhp A081CO1.28.9.16
LEPTO 4
A023A02.31.8.17<BR>KENNEL
COUGH A060B02 30.9.16
(13/02/201527/02/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (13/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (13/02/201513/03/2015)<BR><BR>
19.2 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,Nobivac N - Unlikely
KC - 0.4mls<BR>Nobivac L4 - 1mls
(05/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1mls (05/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association and occurred on more than
one occasion. Other factors are possible.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 B - Possible
ml 1 Animal (17/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Full vial of
vaccination (17/02/201717/02/2017)<BR><BR>
4.1 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (15/02/201815/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/02/201815/02/2018)<BR><BR>

11.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (21/01/201821/01/2018)<BR><BR>
4.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(17/02/201817/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (17/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (17/02/201817/02/2018)<BR><BR>
11 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One O1 - Inconclusive
vial of L4 mixed into DHP
(15/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial of L4 mixed
into DHP (15/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
18.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(23/02/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Onset prolonged and signs are not expected. Product
involvement deemed unlikely.

Temporal association is strong. Product may be a
factor and cannot be completely excluded. Two
products involved

Close time association to reaction and known adverse
event, two product administered

Although nature and duration of clinical signs is
unexpected - product involvement is possible.

Timing and clinical signs suggest hypersensitivity
reaction. Three products used.

Clinical signs are not expected and the onset is
prolonged although it is possible that the product was
involved.

A close time and anatomical association, a known
adverse event and occurred in 2 separate occasions.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1111/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

05/03/2015

17/03/2015

1

1

0 05/03/2015 Not
Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1123/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.67 Year(s)

02/03/2015

24/03/2015

1

1

1 13/03/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1123/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

06/02/2018

19/02/2018

1

1

0 08/02/2018 Not
Injection site swelling
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

2 days after vaccination, there was a Subcutaneous swelling in scruff region, non painful to palpate.
Patient is well otherwise. Reaction duration not recorded, no treatment recorded.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1128/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

17/02/2018

21/02/2018

10

1

0 17/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 17 Feb 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHPPi and L4. Within 2 hours of vaccines the dog Crossbred
became excessively pruritic, muzzle and ear pinna became v swollen, been scratching his ears to the
point he''s ripped his skin open and caused a severe secondary skin infection with yellow pus coming
out of his ear pinna (ear canals themselves look relatively ok). No further information. MAH Follow up
21 Feb 2018 . Added Vedra term self trauma MAH Follow up 21 Feb 2018 . Added Vedra term self
trauma

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1137/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.42 Year(s)

04/02/2016

16/03/2016

1

1

0 13/02/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Claw / hoof / nail disorder NOS
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Nail disorder (acute onset brittleness of nails leading to breakage and pain, and now generalised
onchydystrophy) within 9 days of vaccination. Suspected to have immune mediated origin by
dermatologist. No previous reaction. Outcome unknown.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1147/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.32
Month(s)

16/02/2018

27/02/2018

1

1

0 16/02/2018 Not
Unresponsive to stimuli,Lateral
Known,<BR><BR recumbency,Tachypnoea,Eyes
><BR><BR><BR> rolling back
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction: within 12 hours of vaccination on 16 Feb 2018 with Nobivac DHP and L4, Border Collie
the puppy was in lateral recumbency, breathing very fast and eyes rolled back and could not be
wakened even when water put on puppy. Owner phoned out of hours service and took put in for
examination but over the period from the phone call to arrival at the surgery puppy had recovery and
was clinically normal. Reaction duration 45 minutes. No More information expected. MAH Follow up
27 Feb 2018 set as serious, added eyes rolling back. VMD comment 13/03/18: amended to serious and
veddra term added.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1154/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.42 Year(s)

18/02/2016

17/03/2016

1

1

0 18/02/2016 Not
Injection site pain
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site pain starting 4 days after Nobivac DHP and L4. Recovery following prednisolone.
Unknown if previously vaccinated. No further information.

Beagle

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1155/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.17 Year(s)

03/03/2017

03/03/2017

1

1

0 03/03/2017 Not
Neck writhing,Lethargy (see also
Not
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression Known
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological'),Lameness
Not Known

Lethargy, stiffer around neck, occasionally holding up right fore, signs appeared 1 hour after
vaccination and lasted 1 day approx. Had previous exposures with no reactions.

Jack Russell
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1158/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.25 Year(s)

18/01/2017

15/03/2017

1

1

0 22/01/2017 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1159/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14.17
Year(s)

31/01/2018

21/02/2018

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1162/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.15 Year(s)

05/06/2016

04/03/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1163/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

05/11/2014

05/03/2017

1

Death,Gastric perforation,Gastric
Not
ulcer,Vomiting,Peritonitis,Circulator Known
y collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic disorders')

Bacterial skin infection
NOS,Swollen face (see also
'Skin'),Pruritus,Pinnal
oedema,Pinnal irritation,Self
trauma

Allergic oedema around the eyes within 6 hours post vaccination. Recovery 12 hours later following
unspecified treatment.

Labrador
Retriever

Emesis and collapse 13 days after start of administration and concurrent vaccination. Blood tests and Collie Rough
imaging confirmed peritonitis. Exploratory laparotomy showed a perforated gastric ulcer. Death at the
end of surgery.

English
Springer
Spaniel

English Cocker
Spaniel

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Trembling,Exercise
intolerance,Not eating,Decreased
drinking,Diarrhoea,Vomiting
0 01/02/2018 Not
Lethargy (see also Central nervous
Known,<BR><BR system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological'),Anorexia
Not Known

Not
Known

Vomiting, not eating, lethargy, barely drinking, watery diarrhoea, trembling and worn out after exercise Golden
from 4 days after vaccination. No previous exposure. Recovery with supportive care after 14 days.
Retriever
Nothing further.

Not
Known

within 24 hours of vaccination, the dog had lethargy and inappetance lasting for 4 days. No treatment
recorded.

Golden
Retriever

1

0 24/06/2016 Not
Epileptic seizure,Seizure NOS
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

My dog Rolo started to have a seizure at 4.45am in the morning which lasted approx. 5 minutes. He
had never had any problems before this injection. Onset time is 19 days according to the report.
Owner took him to the emergency night vet. The dog has since had further seizures and has been put
on epileptic medication, which made him worse.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

1

1 01/01/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

Periods of unusual behaviour during 2015 - anxious, nervous, confused. Had a further vaccination with Bichon Frise
Nobivac L4 in November 2015. In 2016 started cluster seizures. 1st cluster in March consisting of 6
seizures in 18 hours. Treated with Pexion and Phenobarbital to no effect. By December 2016 he had
had 9 clusters with a total of over 70 seizures. A further vaccination with Nobivac L4 on 6th December
2016. 12 days later a cluster of 18 seizures in 48 hours, then 3 weeks later a cluster of 16 seizures in 48
hours. A further 3 weeks and then a cluster of 23 seizures in 48 hours, at which stage we decided with
the Vet to euthanize him. Nothing further.

Anxiety,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Death by
euthanasia,Confusion,Seizure NOS

9.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,s/c,
intra-nasal (05/03/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (05/03/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (05/03/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
33.85 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
dosage form (02/03/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form
(02/03/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Previcox 227 mg
Chewable Tablets for Dogs - 6.7,1,1
Days,5,6.7mg/kg sid (11 Day(s)
02/03/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
18 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One
vial of each vaccinations given
subcutaneous in scruff region
(06/02/201806/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial of each
vaccinations given subcutaneous in
scruff region (06/02/201806/02/2018)<BR><BR>
6 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(17/02/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>
12 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,single
routine vaccine using DHP/L4
combined by s/c inj and intranasal
KC (04/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (04/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (04/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
6.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
,N/A,vaccine vial approx 1-2 ml (1
Month(s) 16/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (16/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>
18.4 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,injected L4 vaccine s/c in scruff
of neck (18/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (18/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
7.7 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,DHP vaccine reconstituted with
Lepto 4 vaccine and injected
subcutaneously (03/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (03/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
41 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(18/01/2017-18/01/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

No assessment
performed

B - Possible

close time association and known common reaction
to vaccination. 2 products given together.

B - Possible

Timing and clinical signs suggest hypersensitivity
reaction with secondary complications. Two vaccines
given.

O1 - Inconclusive

Clinical signs unusual and unexpected, however due to
a relatively close temporal association a product
related reaction cannot be ruled out.

B - Possible

close time association with vaccination, possible
hypersensitivity/anaphylactic reaction although time
to onset is quite long for an anaphylactic reaction
response

B - Possible

Onset is prolonged and other causes of neck pain exist
therefore product involvement cannot be confirmed.
Two products were used.

B - Possible

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

A - Probable

Timing/signs consistent with probable product
involvement.

34.7 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(31/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,1,1 Years,N/A,1 Vial once per year
(31/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>
11 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (05/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,yearly vaccine
dose by injection (05/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Vaccinations: 5/11/2014,
11/2015, 6/12/2016. (05/11/201406/12/2016)<BR><BR>

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction. More than one product given.

O1 - Inconclusive

known vaccination reaction and close temporal
association the product being given. 2 products given
concurrently.

Temporal association is not strong (19 days) and signs
are not expected after vaccination. Product may have
played a role, however, some preexisting condition
cannot be ruled out as cause of signs. Two vaccines
administered

OPoor time association. No information on
Unclassifiable/unassessa investigations in to underlying cause of seizures and
ble
no PME. Progression of disease suggests underlying
disease process, however product involvement
cannot be completely excluded on the basis of the
available information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1168/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

04/03/2017

27/02/2018

1

1

0 15/01/2018 Not
Lack of efficacy (bacteria NOS)
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 9 Feb 2016 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and DHPPi. On 8 Mar 2016 the dog was
vaccinated again with Nobivac L4. On 4 Mar 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and
Nobivac Pi. On 15 Jan 2018 the dog had inappropriate urination, haematuria, lethargy and hyporexia.
Leptospirosis was isolated in patient urine following referral to RDVS. No further information
available. MAH Follow up 27 Feb 2018 Changed products to Nobivac DHPPI and PI as suspect due to
local guidelines

Crossbred

6.1 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (09/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Pet was vaccinated
with L4 (04/03/201704/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi,
Lyophilisate and Solvent for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (04/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Although serovar confirmation has not been provided,
lack of efficacy is possible in this vaccinated dog due
to detection of leptospira in patient urine.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1187/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

06/03/2017

06/03/2017

1

1

0 06/03/2017 Not
Erythema (for urticaria see Immune Not
Known,<BR><BR SOC),Periorbital oedema
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Acute periocular swelling both eyes with erythema within 2 minutes of vaccination. No previous
exposure. Treated with chloramphenamine IM. Signs improved after 10 minutes. Outcome unknown.

Chihuahua

Timing/signs consistent with product sensitivity
reaction. Two vaccines administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1190/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

01/12/2015

06/03/2017

1

1

0 02/12/2015 Not Known

Vomiting, orange diarrhoea, tenderness in limbs, face and jaw, nflammation of heart, liver, brain,
Rottweiler
swollen mouth, fur loss and skin weeping. Lethargy unable to eat and drink, heavy panting, intermittent
blindness (initially blind for a month) change in behaviour with no previous (pinned vet up against the
wall) starting within 6 hours of vaccination. No previous exposure. Treated with steroids and tramadol.
Outcome unknown. Nothing further.

1.7 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (06/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (06/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
52 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Vaccine (01/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1204/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

02/02/2017

18/03/2017

1

1

0 08/02/2017 Not
Lymphadenopathy,Decreased
Known,<BR><BR packed cell volume
><BR><BR><BR> (PCV),Regenerative anaemia
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1207/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.26
Month(s)

19/03/2015

26/03/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1215/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.17 Year(s)

18/03/2015

24/03/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1228/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

01/03/2017

08/03/2017

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1240/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

08/03/2017

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1241/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1244/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.33 Year(s)

Jaw pain,Liver disorder
Not
NOS,Cardiac disorder
Known
NOS,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Adipsia,Pa
nting,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Localised pain
NOS (see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Brain disorder NOS,Hair loss
NOS,Skin disorders NOS,Swollen
mouth,Transient
blindness,Behavioural disorder NOS

OMany of the signs are unexpected. Onset of signs and
Unclassifiable/unassessa diagnostic tests not clear. Other causes likely, but
ble
product involvement cannot be excluded on the basis
of available information.

Generalised lymphoadenopathy, regenerative anaemia, decreasing haematocrit within 6 days of first
vaccination and unknown time after Endectrid. No previous exposure. Recovery after 6 days without
tratement. No reaction to subsequent second vaccinations. Nothing further.

American
Bulldog

6 Endectrid 100 mg + 25 mg Spot-on B - Possible
Solution for Medium Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Several days after
vaccination (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,Given 02/02/17 (DHP
mixed w/ L4 to provide 1ml dose)
and 23/02/17 (alone). (02/02/201723/02/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,Given 02/02/17 (DHP
mixed w/ L4 to provide 1ml dose)
and 03/03/17 (alone) (02/02/201703/03/2017)<BR><BR>

0 19/03/2015 Not
Lack of response to
Not
Known,<BR><BR owner,Recumbency,Reduced
Known
><BR><BR><BR> reflexes,Anorexia,Malaise,Shivering
Not Known

Muscle tremor, anorexia, malaise, recumbency and lack of response to stimuli less than 1 hour after
vaccination with Nobivac DHP and L4. Recovery in 6 hours after unknown treatment. No further
information expected.

Chihuahua

1

0 21/03/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Cough,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Respiratory
signs,Nasal discharge

(Upper) respiratory signs, rhinitis, coughing, lethargy within 4 days of vaccination. Duration of 4 days,
no treatment given. Nothing further, assumed recovery.

Chihuahua

0.84 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
dosage form - I gave the standard
single Dose of DHP and L4, mixed
together in a single syringe
(19/03/201519/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form - I
gave the standard single Dose of
DHP and L4, mixed together in a
single syringe (19/03/201519/03/2015)<BR><BR>
3.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
No assessment
(18/03/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac performed
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single supplied
dose (18/03/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (18/03/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

1

1

0 01/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Shivering,Shaking,Anorexia,Lethargy Not
(see also Central nervous system
Known
depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise

Quiet, shivering, shaking, anorexic and wouldn''t play within 6 hours of vaccination. No previous
exposure. Recovery within 24 hours without treatment. Nothing further.

Crossbred

08/03/2017

1

1

0 08/03/2017 Not
Swollen ear canal,Swollen
Known,<BR><BR eye,Abnormal breathing
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Swollen eyes and ears. Breathing raspy less than 6 hours after vaccination. Outcome unknown.

Pug

17/03/2015

26/03/2015

1

1

0 17/03/2015 Yes

No Data

Diarrhoea less than 12 hours after vaccination. Progression to haemorrhagic, mucoid diarrhoea and
colitis 5 days post vaccination. Prior history of intermittent colitis. Treatment with Colvasone and
Promax. Outcome unknown, no further information expected.

Crossbred

18/03/2016

23/03/2016

1

1

0 18/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Pruritus,Skin
R><BR><BR>Yes warmth,Restlessness

No Data

Generalised pruritus, skin warmth (ears and abdomen), restlessness and emesis within 2 hours of
vaccination. Treated with antihistamines, fully recovered by the following day. Has received
vaccinations annually, but no reaction previously. Nothing further.

Miniature
Schnauzer

Colitis,Diarrhoea,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Mucous stool

Not
Known

B - Possible

Not
Known

2 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (01/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose (01/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
3.5 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (08/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (08/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
7.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml
(17/03/2015-17/03/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Timing/signs consistent with possible vaccine
reaction. Multiple products administered.

Clinical signs and onset may be consistent with
product reaction.

Timing/signs consistent with product involvement.

No assessment
performed

O1 - Inconclusive

11.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose B - Possible
of combined DHP and Lepto 4
(18/03/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose of combined
DHP and Lepto (18/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Cannot exclude product involvement but history of
intermittent colitis and becoming extremely stressed
at the vet''s complicates assessment. Possible
multifactorial aetiology.
Timing and clinical signs suggestive of product related
reaction; two products used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1247/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.79 Year(s)

22/03/2016

23/03/2016

1

1

0 22/03/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin'),Increased respiratory rate
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Facial swelling and tachypnoea within 2 hours of vaccination. Did have access to outdoors so could not Pug
rule out insect bite. No previous reaction. Recovery within 12 hours following treatment with
antihistamines, although mild swelling still present. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1256/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.4 Year(s)

04/02/2015

26/03/2015

1

1

0 04/02/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site swelling within 24 hours post vaccination. Recovery 7 days later following unspecified
treatment. This occurred on 2 separate occasions 4 weeks apart.

West Highland
White Terrier

6.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,1,4 Weeks,24,2
injections 4 weeks apart
(04/02/2015-25/02/2015)<BR><BR>

This is a known adverse effect and occurred with a
close time association.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1256/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

20/02/2018

26/02/2018

1

1

0 20/02/2018 Not
Hypersensitivity reaction,Facial
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Hyperexcitation
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

less than 1 hour after vaccination there was Oedema of face, hyperexcitation. No dyspnoea.
Reaction duration 1 hour, 0.5ml chlorphenamine given iv. Then clinical signs subsided over next 40
minutes.

Shih Tzu

3.8 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,Single dose vaccination as
initial part of vaccine course
(20/02/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (20/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

known vaccination hypersensitivity response, shortly
after vaccine given. 2 products used concurrently.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1272/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.53 Year(s)

26/02/2016

24/03/2016

1

1

0 28/02/2016 Not
Emesis,Anorexia
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Emesis and anorexia starting within 2 days of Nobivac DHP and Lepto 4. No treatment was given. Signs English Cocker
persisted for at least 5 days but outcome is unknown. No further information.
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1284/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.4 Year(s)

01/03/2017

10/03/2017

1

1

0 02/03/2017 Not Known

Haemorrhagic diarrhoea

Not
Known

Haemorrhagic diarrhoea started <24 hrs after vaccination given. Outcome unknown.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1285/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

11/04/2016

20/03/2017

1

1

1 20/08/2016 Not Known

Death,Immune mediated
haemolytic anaemia

Not
Known

Developed immune mediated haemolytic anaemia approx 4 months after vaccination with Nobivac L4 Other
on 11 April 2016. Reaction lasted 3 weeks and animal died. Vet does not believe the reaction is related Canine/dog
to the vaccine. No more information available.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1286/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13.5 Year(s)

18/02/2017

20/03/2017

1

1

0 18/02/2017 Not Known

Inappetence,Lameness,Hair loss
NOS

Not
Known

Case received from Veterinary Medicines directorate. Suspected adverse reaction Inappetence, hair
loss and lame hind legs were observed approx 24 hours after vaccination with Nobivac L4 on 18 Feb
2017. Reaction duration: two weeks. No more information expected

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1301/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

18/03/2016

29/03/2016

2

1

0 23/03/2016 Not
Sneezing
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Sneezing immediately after Nobivac KC which had persisted for at least 5 days at the time of reporting. Not Applicable
Also given Nobivac L4 and DHP at the same time. Outcome unknown. Treatment with Nisamox. No
further information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1303/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.08 Year(s)

06/03/2017

13/03/2017

1

1

0 06/03/2017 Not
Periorbital oedema,Swollen lip (see Not
Known,<BR><BR also 'Skin')
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Swollen lips engorged/solid tissue, area around eyes also swollen within 6 hours of vaccination. No
previous exposure. Recovery without treatment after 6 hours. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1307/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.33 Year(s)

28/02/2017

13/03/2017

1

1

0 13/03/2017 Not Known

Injection site mass

firm mass formed at injection site, plum-sized, 13 days after vaccination. Had previously reacted to the English
same product. Outcome unknown.
Springer
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1307/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.82 Year(s)

21/02/2018

26/03/2018

1

1

1 23/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Renal failure,Pruritus,Death by
Not
euthanasia,Appetite loss,Lethargy Known
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Depression,Reluctan
t to
move,Pyrexia,Dehydration,Abnorm
al test result,Bruising,Hives (see
also 'Skin'),Skin
haematoma,Anuria,Hypersensitivity
to light,Drinking a lot,Facial swelling
(see also 'Skin'),Walking
difficulty,Haemorrhage
NOS,Neutrophilia,Leucocytosis,Alle
rgic oedema,Conjunctivitis,Swelling
around eye,Elevated liver
enzymes,Ecchymosis,Azotaemia,Pal
e mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Haematemesis

Injection site swelling

Not
Known

Bull Terrier

English
Springer
Spaniel

Crossbred

Slight swelling to face appearance if ''hive'' type rash on stomach. Increased over time Vomiting,
Crossbred
lethargy, loss of appetite, diarrhoea, the blood in loose stools, reluctance to walk then unable to walk.
Vomiting blood when admitted to vets and appearance of bruising type marks on body noticed by vet.
The dog is still undergoing hospitalization. As of yet we do not know if she will survive this
reactionUPDATE 13 MAR 2018 INFORMATION RECEIVED BY THE MAH: As reported by the animal
owner and the attending veterinary surgeon, Indi, a 20 month old female entire Labrador cross Husky
dog weighing 26.4 kg and in good condition, which came to the owner on 13 FEB 2018, received
NEXGARD SPECTRA L (batch and expiry unknown) administered orally by the animal owner on the
evening of 21 FEB 2018. The dog also received Nobivac L4 vaccination, as a restart of her vaccination
programme, at the attending vets in the morning of 21 FEB 2018. The owner reported that they believe
their animal suffered a major reaction leading to it''s death by euthanasia after being given the product
(the owner reported the animal received NEXGARD but the attending vet confirmed the dog was
prescribed and received NEXGARD SPECTRA). By 23 FEB 2018 the animal was showing mild signs of
allergic reaction, slight swelling around the eyes, and by Saturday (24 FEB 2018) the animal had
developed an intermittent intense itch and hive like rash on her tummy, as well as a couple of bouts of
loose stools and vomiting. The attending vet was contacted via phone, who suggested Piriton
treatment, which was administered. The owner reports that by Sunday morning (25 FEB 2018) the
animal appeared worse and did not want to go for a walk and was showing signs of light sensitivity in
addition to previous symptoms, except that the hives had resolved. The attending vet was contacted
again, and they administered a steroid injection, Dexadreson, as they continued to treat as for an
allergy. The attending vet reports that the animal also had bilateral conjunctivitis. By Monday (26 FEB
2018) the owner reports that the animal appeared a little brighter though still showing the same
symptoms and now drinking lots. The attending vet reports that the animal was flat, lethargic, and
dehydrated, as well as continuing to pass large amounts of bloody diarrhoea. The attending vets
continued to treat as a standard colitis problem. The owner reports that by Monday evening (26 FEB
2018) the animal was passing very bloody diarrhoea, was vomiting and appeared very lethargic and
depressed. The animal went back to the vets who gave her fluids, antibiotics and stomach calming
paste. By Tuesday morning (27 FEB 2018) the animal had to be admitted as she could not walk without
support. The attending vets kept her on a drip and conducted various blood tests. The attending vet

9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One B - Possible
vial of dhp mixed with l4 and
injected sc<BR>Nobivac KC vacc
given intranasally (22/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (22/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (22/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

12.8 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (26/02/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single dose of
vaccine as annual booster
(26/02/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
25 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(01/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

16 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(11/04/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
20.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml
(18/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
3.2 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
No assessment
,N/A,N/A (18/03/2016performed
N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (18/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (18/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
10 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (06/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial, one off use
(06/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (06/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
20.07 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,initial
vaccination 1ml 4 weeks apart, then
every 12 months (12 Month(s)
28/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Three vaccinations administered, more likely to be the
subcutaneous injections than the KC however
consider all as possible causes of the clinical signs.

Onset of 48 hours is prolonged and other causes exist.
There was also another vaccine given concurrently.

Diarrhoea is consistent with pharmaco-toxicological
product profile. Hemorragic diarrhoea is less
expected, however, temporal association is very
strong. Product may be a factor and cannot be
excluded. No other product administered.
Temporal association is not strong (4 months).
Product may be a contributing factor, however, some
preexisting condition may be another plausible cause
of the disease
Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement

Timing/signs consistent with allergic reaction. 3
vaccines administered.

Clinical signs suggest product involvement. Dog had
previously reacted to the same vaccine. No other
product administered

26 Antibiotic Unidentified OMultiple drugs given - product involvement cannot be
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown (N/A- Unclassifiable/unassessa fully discounted.
26/02/2018)<BR><BR>Dexadreson 2 ble
mg/ml Solution for Injection N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown (N/A25/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nexgard
Spectra 75 mg / 15 mg Chewable
Tablets for Dogs - 1,1,1 Months,24,1
dosage form 1 Month(s) 1 Ani
(21/02/201821/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(21/02/201821/02/2018)<BR><BR>chlorphenira
mine/chlorphenamine (human) N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown (N/A24/02/2018)<BR><BR>furosemide
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown Unknown
(01/03/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>other
supplement (unauthorised VP) N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown (N/A26/02/2018)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1312/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

09/03/2017

13/03/2017

1

1

0 09/03/2017 Not
Stiffness limb,Injection site skin
Known,<BR><BR change NOS,Hind limb ataxia
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Tenderness around shoulder blades (assume at injection site) and ataxia/stiffness of back legs one
hour after vaccination. Resolved after loxicom injection and time.

Standard
Poodle

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1319/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.08 Year(s)

13/03/2017

13/03/2017

1

1

0 13/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

vomiting, facial/aural pruritus, pink skin and lethargy less than one hour after vaccination, recovered
after three hours approx.

Miniature
Schnauzer

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1325/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.75 Year(s)

27/03/2015

15/04/2015

1

1

Malaise, anorexia, adipsia within 24 hours of vaccination. Injection site swelling within 48 hours.
Crossbred
Treated with NSAIDs. No improvement over the next 5 days. Injection site abscess lanced and debrided
and treated with antibiotics. The dog was then referred for further treatment. Sent home 5 days later.
Beta haemolytic Strep isolated on culture.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1346/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.5 Year(s)

08/02/2018

05/03/2018

1

1

0 28/03/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Abnormal test
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes result,Malaise,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Anorexia,Adipsia,Inj
ection site swelling,Injection site
abscess,Injection site necrosis
1 09/02/2018 Not
Vomiting,Cholangitis,Jaundice,Deat Not
Known,<BR><BR h by euthanasia,Circulatory
Known
><BR><BR><BR> collapse (see also 'Neurological'
Not Known
and 'Systemic
disorders'),Malaise,Partial
anorexia,Neutrophilia,Leucocytosis
,Hepatopathy

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1351/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.25 Year(s)

10/03/2017

14/03/2017

1

1

0 10/03/2017 Not
Swelling around eye,Itching,Face
Known,<BR><BR and neck swelling (see also 'Skin')
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Itching, swollen face/around eyes/snout and neck within 6 hours of vaccination. KC was sprayed into
her nose, but also sprayed her face/eye and me (see linked human case UK-VMD-1379/17). Treated
with benadryl and steroids. Recovery after 4 days. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1353/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.48
Month(s)

19/01/2018

01/03/2018

1

1

0 19/01/2018 Not
Hypersensitivity NOS,Facial
Known,<BR><BR oedema
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

within 24 hours of injection there was swelling of the face which went down on its own, no treatment
was needed, reaction duration 2 hours

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1358/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.7 Year(s)

22/02/2016

31/03/2016

2

2

0 23/02/2016 Not Known

Injection site swelling

Not
Known

Injection site swelling in 2 of 2 dogs vaccinated with Nobivac L4 persisting for 4 weeks before recovery. Crossbred
No further information.

10.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(22/02/2016-22/02/2016)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs, onset and resolution are all consistent
with probable product involvement.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1358/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.25 Year(s)

13/03/2017

15/03/2017

1

1

0 13/03/2017 Not Known

Vomiting

Not
Known

Vomiting within 1 hour of vaccination. No previous exposure. Recovery after 12 hours without
treatment. Nothing further.

Jack Russell
Terrier

21.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(13/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with probable product
involvement.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1359/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.3 Year(s)

13/03/2017

24/03/2017

1

1

0 15/03/2017 Not Known

Pyrexia,Lameness

Not
Known

Reluctant to put right back leg down and temperature 40.3C within 48 hours of vaccination. No
wounds/signs of trauma/ligament damage. No previous reactions. Outcome unknown. Nothing
further.

Miniature
Poodle

Timing consistent with product involvement. Pyrexia is
expected. Lameness is not usually expected, but
product involvement cannot be excluded.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1378/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13.5 Year(s)

01/03/2017

15/03/2017

1

1

0 06/03/2017 Not
Walking difficulty,Injection site
Known,<BR><BR lump
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

A large lump came up on the scruff of his neck the size of a tennis ball, where the drug was
administered, approx 48 hours after vaccination. It also caused him to stumble and fall to the ground
on walking. Recovered after 12 days

English
Springer
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1379/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

31/03/2016

04/04/2016

1

1

0 01/04/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

UK-VMD-1380/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.6 Year(s)

25/01/2017

24/03/2017

1

1

Not
Known

Stiffness and pain 24 hours post 2nd dose vaccination. Treated with NSAIDs leading to recovery 2 days
later. Owner reported injection site swelling and stiffness following 1st dose vaccination an unspecified
period prior to the 2nd dose reaction.
Pyrexia, coughing, sneezing, tracheal sensitivity 5 days after vaccination. No previous exposure.
Recovery after 3 weeks with unspecified treatment. Nothing further.

Jack Russell
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

Stiffness NOS,Injection site
swelling,General pain (see other
SOCs for specific pain)
0 30/01/2017 Not
Sneezing,Tracheal and laryngeal
Known,<BR><BR disorder NOS,Pyrexia,Cough
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

6.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
injected sc (13/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
23.1 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
7 Lepto 4 vaccine - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A B - Possible
(31/03/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Other
Canine/dog

2.75 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
O1 - Inconclusive
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml (25/01/201725/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,single dose of vaccine
(25/01/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml (25/01/201725/01/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/pyrexia consistent with product involvement.
3 vaccines administered. Product involvement cannot
be excluded.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1387/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.42
Month(s)

07/03/2017

24/03/2017

1

1

0 10/03/2017 Not
Cough
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Coughing within 3 days of vaccination. No previous exposure. Treated with metacam oral. Outcome
unknown. Nothing further.

Bichon Frise

6.6 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(07/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml (07/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Ear pruritus,Skin disorders
NOS,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Pruritus,Vomiting

6.5 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (09/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (09/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
8.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,standard vaccine vials
(13/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs such as muscle stiffness and tenderness
at injection site can be seen after vaccination. Ataxia
is not expected, however, temporal association is very
close therefore product involvement cannot be
excluded.Two products administered

8.8 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A A - Probable
(27/03/201527/03/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose given s-c for
vaccinati (27/03/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
13 Antibiotic Unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A B - Possible
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(01/02/201801/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 VIAL AS ROUTINE
BOOSTER (08/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs known to occur post
vaccination, therefore product relationship is
probable.

Crossbred

9.4 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Suitable for a dog
weighing 9.4kgs (10/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (10/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (10/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product involvement.
Multiple products administered.

Weimaraner

9.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial A - Probable
each of Nobivac DHP and L4 mixed
together and admin by
subcutaneous injection (1 Minute(s)
19/01/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial each of
Nobivac DHP and L4 mixed together
and admin by subcutaneous
injection (19/01/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

close time assocation to vaccination and
hypersensitvity response, 2 products used
concurrently

Gradual onset from mild malaise starting the next day after vaccination, with occasional vomiting,
English Cocker
poor appetite gradually deteriorating over the next few weeks to jaundice, collapse and death
Spaniel
(euthanasia). Treatment started 1 week after vaccination with antibiotics, then more intensive
treatment i/v fluids and antibiotics in the last 5 days Bloods indicated an increasing WBC count and
neutrophilia developing to a huge response, with jaundice developing in the last few days No post
mortem was performed . No more information expected. MAH Follow up 5 March 2018 Added
vedrda term Neutrophilia and Leucocytosis and added Products antibiotics and IV fluids. End date from
Veddra was removed for Death by euthanasia. 29 Mar 2018 NCA comment Follow up information :The
animal was in good health at the time of vaccination on 08/02/18. The owner noticed her a little quiet
the next day and friends also remarked on this a few days later. we saw her 1 week after the
vaccination and treatment started for vomiting and poor appetite. Unfortunately this progressed
despite treatment until she was euthanased on 28/02/18. A confirmed diagnosis of the illness was not
made, but the bloods were indicative of hepatopathy/ cholangitis. Post mortem wasn''t performed.
Veddra terms hepatopathy/ cholangitis added - Nothing further.

Timing/clinical signs suggest a hypersensitivity
reaction to the vaccine. Two products involved

Close time association to initial onset of clinical signs
however no investigation performed to establish
cause of death.

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

Close time association and similar signs reported
following each dose administered.

Timing consistent with product involvement. 2
vaccines administered. KC vaccine more likely
primarily involved, although immunologically L4
involvement cannot be excluded.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1392/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.28 Year(s)

01/04/2016

04/04/2016

1

1

0 01/04/2016 Not Known

Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Malaise,Haematemesis

Not
Known

Malaise within 1 hour of vaccination. Either haematemesis or haemorrhagic diarrhoea noted the
morning after vaccination. Outcome unknown. No further information.

Border Terrier

7.45 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Contents
of vial injected under the skin
(01/04/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Malaise is expected following vaccination and is likely
to be product related. Diarrhoea and emesis are not
expected but may be part of hypersensitivity
reactions. Onset is a little delayed for this. Overall: B

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1395/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.17 Year(s)

14/03/2016

04/04/2016

1

1

0 16/03/2016 Not Known

Emesis,Pruritus

Not
Known

Pruritus (especially the feet) and emesis starting within 48 hours of vaccination. Signs persisted for at
least 15 days. An unknown treatment was given. Outcome unknown. No further information.

Jack Russell
Terrier

6.72 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial
(14/03/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Product hypersensitivity cannot be excluded but the
onset is delayed and other causes exist such as atopy.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1409/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

05/03/2018

05/03/2018

1

1

0 05/03/2018 Not Known

Trembling,Lethargy (see also
Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in 'Neurological'),Shaking

On 5 Mar 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. within 6 hours of vaccination the dog had
acute onset lethargy, shaking and trembling. The clinical signs lasted 6 hours. No further information.

Crossbred

1.85 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(05/03/2018-05/03/2018)<BR><BR>

Close temporal assocation - product involvement is
probable.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1413/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.33 Year(s)

01/04/2015

06/04/2015

1

1

0 02/04/2015 Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Lethargy, pyrexia within 24 hours of vaccination administration. No further information.

English Cocker
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1423/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.58 Year(s)

10/03/2017

16/03/2018

1

1

0 15/03/2017 Not Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
swelling,Inappetence,Lethargy (see Known
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Purulent
lesion(s)

Large swelling developed at injection site. Purulent material aspirated from the site. A drainage tract
has also developed from the injection site and extends to the ventral aspect of the thorax. Patient is
also showing systemic signs - lethargy, inappetence and pyrexia. Treatment has involved fluid therapy,
iv antibiotics and GA to lance and drain abscess Purulent material has been sent for culture.Follow up
16 March 2018 The date of the Injection Site Swelling was changed to 10 Mar 2017. The outcome was
changed to unknown. No more information received. Close case .

Italian Hound
Coarse-haired

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1426/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

14/03/2017

17/03/2017

1

1

0 14/03/2017 Not
Periorbital oedema,Swelling around Not
Known,<BR><BR eye,Allergic oedema,Swollen mouth Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vaccine given 9.30am, dog represented 2.30pm having devloped muzzle/periocular left eye swelling 1
Hour before. No resp distress, myxoedematous swelling, allergic reaction type

Crossbred

9.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(14/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement..
Two products administered

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1429/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.42 Year(s)

15/03/2017

17/03/2017

2

1

0 15/03/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

Gastrointestinal signs - vomiting, diarrhoea, inappetance. Reaction duration: 3 days. Had previous
exposure with no reactions

Labrador
Retriever

28.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
(15/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
One product administered

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1442/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.42 Year(s)

16/01/2017

17/03/2017

1

1

0 16/01/2017 Not
Lethargy (see also Central nervous
Known,<BR><BR system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological')
Not Known

Not
Known

Very lethargic 24 hours after vaccination, recovered after 2 days. Had previously reacted to the same
vaccine

Crossbred

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1444/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13.71
Year(s)

23/01/2017

27/03/2017

1

1

1 23/01/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Clinical history: 23/01/17 No reported problems, has dropped a little weight recently so needs to be
Other
monitored, tartar/plaque build up to upper arcade especially, heart ok and lungfields clear,
Canine/dog
comfortable on abdo palp and NAD, otherwise unremarkable, discuss L4 vacc, owner aware due
booster in 4 weeks time. Next appointment in 4 weeks. 24/01/2017 O reports that Bobby has been
lethargic overnight and not seeing well post vaccination. O would not like to have L4 repeated. Advised
owner to give loxicom at home if eating. If not advise re-ex. 17/02/17 O concerned reagrding a mass
palpable in caudal abdomen on the LHS. O reports V+ after drinking water and has done this morning
and wasn''t keen for food. O not noticed any problems urinating. Weight stable Advise scan abdomen
to see if it can be identified what the mass is EL :Abdo scan: Bobby laid in R lateral recumbenecy and
abdomen clipped/prepped for conscious scan, diffuse hepatomegaly with large hyperechoic fluid filled
cavities and heterogenous echotexture to entire liver parenchyma, no defined masses though entire
liver appears to be affected by ongoing pathology, hepatomegaly obscures visualisation of remaining
abdominal contents, though no evidence of abdominal free fluid as far as I am able to tell. ZGP informed O of results - offered options GA ex lap and biopsy, bloods but O would prefer to leave and
monitor. owner aware than liver likely to increase in size and press on surrounding organs and signs of
liver dysfunction. O will be pts when time is needed. clipped claws 24/02/2017 spoke to Bridget - giving
him milk thistle and R60 - not V+ since. feeding cat food as will not eat anyhting else. Advised unable to
prognosis to the amount of time he has. 13/03/2017 euthanased.

32.2 Isathal 10 mg/g Eye Drops,
A - Probable
Suspension for Dogs, Cats and
Rabbits - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial
(16/01/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
7.8 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
O1 - Inconclusive
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Annual
vaccination of Nobivac (23/01/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1444/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

21/02/2018

13/03/2018

1

1

0 21/02/2018 Not
Application site reaction
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Application site rash
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 21 Feb 2018 the dog had Advantix Spot-on Solution for Dogs over 4 kg up to 10 kg applied. the dog
was also vaccinated concurrently with Nobivac DHP and L4. The dog developed a local skin reaction
overnight. Huge rash reported by owner resolved within 24 hrs. No further information.MAH (Bayer)
comment 23 March: reaction end date updated from 22 Mar 2018 to 22 Feb 2018, in line with case
narrative.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1454/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.3 Year(s)

10/02/2018

08/03/2018

1

1

0 06/03/2018 No

Unauthori
sed
dosage administr
ation too
frequent

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1458/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.23
Month(s)

20/02/2017

20/03/2017

1

1

0 01/03/2017 Not
Joint swelling,Joint
Not
Known,<BR><BR pain,Musculoskeletal disorder NOS Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Haemorrhagic diarrhoea, inappetence 8 days after vaccination. This animal received L4 in combination Saint Bernard
with nobivac DHPPI 10 weeks old (20.1.15) and was fine This animal received L4 on its own 14 weeks
Dog
old (17.2.15) and presented with having vomited a couple of times since vaccination- resolved
uneventfully. This animal received L4 in combination with nobivac DHPPI (27.1.16) and was fine. This
animal received L4 alone 10.2.17 and had vomit and diarrhoea 6 days later. This animal received L4
alone 26.2.18 and had haemorrhagic diarrhoea and inappetence 8 days later. Dog appears potentially
ok with DHPPIL4 combination but not L4 alone. Follow from MAH 8 March 2018 Nobivac L4 given 10
Feb and 26 Feb 2018 (ELU added as only a 2 week gap )
Soft tissue and joint swelling of forelimbs nine days after vaccination and 2 days after starting
Border Collie
Clavaseptin. Very painful. Dog unable to walk for two days, then gradual improvement. Normal again a
week alter. No previous reactions. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1458/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.7 Year(s)

04/03/2018

12/03/2018

1

1

0 04/03/2018 Not
Swollen eye,Swollen lip (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin')
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1459/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.39
Year(s)

07/03/2016

06/04/2016

1

1

0 25/03/2016 Not Known

Vomiting,Diarrhoea,Inappetence

Vomiting,Hepatomegaly,Death by
euthanasia,Abdominal
mass,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Off colour,Liver
disorder NOS,Inappetence

Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Inappetence

Not
Known

Not
Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
swelling
Known

On 4 Mar 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4. Within 12 hours of
vaccination the dog had swollen lips and left eye (and was seen by Vets Now). the clinical signs lasted
24 hours. The dog was in the park between the vaccination and the reaction occurring. No further
information.MAH follow up 12 march 2018 ABON code B rather than O1.

Pug

Other
Canine/dog

Pyogranulomatous injection site swelling noted 3 weeks post vaccination. Unspecified treatment given, Jack Russell
outcome unknown.
Terrier

16.85 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(01/04/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
39.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1ml of
vaccine (1 vial) (10/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association, clinical signs exhibited
can be seen following vaccination.

5 days is a reasonable temporal association, signs are
consistent with the pharmaco-toxicological product
profile. One product administered

Product involvement cannot be excluded, however
signs are not expected and the dog had dropped a
little weight previous to vaccination, therefore the
signs could also be related to an underlying liver
condition. Two products administered.

8.2 Advantix Spot-on Solution for Dogs O1 - Inconclusive
over 4 kg up to 10 kg - 1,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (21/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (21/02/201821/02/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (21/02/201821/02/2018)<BR><BR>
84 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,1,2 Weeks,10,standard
1ml (1dose) administe (10/02/201826/02/2018)<BR><BR>

Although clinical signs are unexpected - product
involvement cannot be fully discounted. Two vaccines
and one spot on product given concurrently.

6 Clavaseptin 50 mg Palatable Tablets O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs and Cats - 100,1,1
Days,3,N/A (27/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHPPi,
Lyophilisate for Suspension for
Injection for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,Single injection. Second
vaccination of primary course
(20/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (20/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Product involvement is possible, however nine days is
quite a long time to onset and other causes should be
also taken into account. Two vaccinations
administered. Antibiotic also administered.

6.1 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,as
O1 - Inconclusive
reconstituted (04/03/201804/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (04/03/201804/03/2018)<BR><BR>
6.15 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(07/03/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association and suspected
hypersensitivity reaction however there can be many
triggers for this - two vaccines given concurrently and
dog was also in the park after vaccination. Product
involvement cannot be discounted.

Dog reacted various times with similar symptoms to
L4 alone. Timing/clinical signs suggest product
involvement.

Close anatomical association but not a close time
association therefore other causes are possible.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1465/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

01/03/2017

20/03/2017

2

2

0 01/03/2017 Not
Diarrhoea,Appetite loss,Lethargy
Known,<BR><BR (see also Central nervous system
><BR><BR><BR> depression in 'Neurological')
Not Known

Not
Known

Extreme lethargy, no appetite, very watery diarrhoea less than six hours after vaccination. Recovered
after 4 days.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1484/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

04/04/2016

07/04/2016

1

1

0 04/04/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Inflammation and erythema at the injection site within 2 minutes post vaccination. Unspecified
treatment given leading to recovery 4 hours later.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1487/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

06/02/2018

13/03/2018

6

6

0 07/02/2018 Not
Aggression,Behavioural disorder
Known,<BR><BR NOS
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Puppies vaccinated at 4 pm on 6 th february at 8 weeks old, started showing aggression at 1pm the
Crossbred
following day. Pups put on 5mg Aceprom twice daily. Aggression was very bad and they were no longer
voice responsive. Breeders considered euthanazing the whole litter. 16th feb behaviour started to
improve medication was continued for 4 more days 5mg Aceprom. Puppies now fine. MAH follow up
13 March 2018 Added Aceprom as a concurent product as got worse on it initially

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1506/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.33
Year(s)

09/04/2015

15/04/2015

1

1

0 09/04/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

Emesis, haemorrhagic diarrhoea within 12 hours of vaccination administration. Weight loss also.
Nothing further.

Golden
Retriever

31.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Vaccination
vial (09/04/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association, other causes have not
been ruled out. Possible sensitivity to product.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1524/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

20/03/2017

22/03/2017

1

1

0 20/03/2017 Not
Urticaria,Swollen eye,Urticarial
Not
Known,<BR><BR rash,Swollen lip (see also
Known
><BR><BR><BR> 'Skin'),Swollen face (see also 'Skin')
Not Known

Rapid swelling of eyelids and lips. Urticaria seen on skin of legs. Went out to puppy party after
vaccination. Had been out in paddock. Owner noticed eye bit swollen. Brought back into practice and
face and eyes were swelling up. IV catheter was placed and 10mg slow chlorphenamine was given.
Swelling reduced over next 30min. Dog was kept in over night for observation

Pug

Timing/clinical signs suggest an anaphylactic reaction
to the vaccine.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1536/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.75 Year(s)

15/03/2017

23/03/2017

1

1

0 20/03/2017 Not
Anorexia,Pyrexia,Lethargy (see also Not
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression Known
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological')
Not Known

Progressive lethargy, anorexia and severe pyrexia (105.2F) since the vaccination. No previous
exposure. Treated with a NSAID. Recovery after 5 days. Nothing further.

Crossbred

3.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,standard vac dose (20/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (20/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
14.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Vials B - Possible
mixed together and given s/c
(15/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1539/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

16/02/2015

11/04/2016

1

1

0 27/02/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Listless,Injection site lump,Injection No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes site oedema,Injection site
crust,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Injection site lump within 11 days of first vaccination (date 16/2/15), and another injection site lump
Not Applicable
within 7 days of second vaccination (date 16/3/15). Listless, lethargy and injection site oedematous
plaque (coded as injection site oedema and crust) within 7 days of third vaccination (concurrent
vaccination with DHP- date 23/3/16). No previous vaccine reactions. No further information, outcome
unknown.

9.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
A - Probable
(N/A-23/03/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (16/02/201523/03/2016)<BR><BR>

CLinical signs occurred following all three
administrations of the vaccine.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1546/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

07/03/2018

12/03/2018

1

1

0 07/03/2018 Not
Injection site pain
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 7 Mar 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and DHP. Within 2 minutes of vaccination the
dog had a severe pain reaction for 5-10 seconds post injection. Vaccine had been warmed up to room
temperature prior to administration - as advised by manufacturer. Nothing further.

Crossbred

1.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(07/03/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (07/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal and site association - product
involvement is possible. Two vaccines given.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1547/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.9 Month(s) 07/03/2018

14/03/2018

1

1

0 07/03/2018 Not Known

Injection site pain

Not
Known

English Cocker
Spaniel

UK-VMD-1548/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.42 Year(s)

12/03/2018

1

1

0 07/03/2018 Not
Injection site pain
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

4.25 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (07/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>
12.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(07/03/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (07/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal and site association. Product
involvement is probable.

NOBIVAC L4

On 7 Mar 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. Within 2 minutes of injection the dog had a
severe pain reaction lasting 5- 10 seconds post injection. Vaccine had been warmed up to room
temperature prior to administration - as advised by manufacturer. Nothing further.MAH Follow up
27.Mar.2018: Outcome changed to recovered.
Injection site pain (severe) within 5-10 seconds of vaccination. Vaccine had been warmed up to room
temperature prior to administration - as advised by manufacturer. Recovered within unspecified time,
no treatment given. No previous reaction/. No further information

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1552/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.83 Year(s)

11/04/2016

1

1

0 05/04/2016 Not
Sneezing,Cough
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Persistent cough and sneezing within 6 days of vaccination. Recovery within 3 days following unknown Yorkshire
treatment. No previous reaction. Nothing further.
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1574/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

14/03/2017

23/03/2017

1

1

0 14/03/2017 Not Known

Dull,Injection site skin change
NOS,Dermal thickening,Injection
site pain,Injection site swelling

Not
Known

Pain across injection site - skin thickened, swollen and painful. Puppy slightly dull but otherwise fine.
Outcome uknown

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1575/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

14/03/2017

23/03/2017

1

1

0 14/03/2017 Not Known

Injection site swelling,Dull,General
pain (see other SOCs for specific
pain),Injection site pain

Not
Known

Pain when moving, sore around prescapular region and very small swelling 6 hours after vaccination.
Localised to this area but puppy slightly dull in himself. Outcome unknown.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1576/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.9 Month(s) 06/03/2017

23/03/2017

1

1

0 23/03/2017 Not
Injection site serosanguinous
Known,<BR><BR discharge,Injection site swelling
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

4-5cm cutaneous swelling (we assume at injection site) see approx 17 days after vaccination. None
painful, drained 6mls serosanguinous fluid, swelling still present but reduced. Clinical examination
unremarkable otherwise. Animal is well in self. No other symptoms. Previously vaccinated with DHP
and Lepto 2 vaccination with no reactions (brand unknown). Will be monitoring and re-examination
due in 1 weeks time. Treated with warm compresses and NSAIDS.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1578/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.42 Year(s)

16/03/2017

24/03/2017

1

1

0 18/03/2017 Not
Bronchitis,Cough,Tracheitis
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Cough suggestive of mild kennel cough/ tracheobronchitis started 2 days after vaccination, slowly
improved and almost gone after 6 days

Jack Russell
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1580/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

09/04/2016

13/04/2016

1

1

0 09/04/2016 Not
Vomiting,Anorexia,Diarrhoea
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Emesis and diarrhoea 12 hours post vaccination followed by anorexia for a further 2 days. No
treatment given, full recovery.

Crossbred

07/03/2018

Injection site
inflammation,Injection site
erythema

Emesis,Weight loss,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea

French Bulldog

12 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (01/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Puppy first vax
(01/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
5.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
(04/04/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Not applicable 1 Animal
(06/02/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (06/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>acepromazine
unidentified - 5,1,12 Hours,3,5 mg 12
Hours 1 Animal (13 Day(s)
07/02/2018-20/02/2018)<BR><BR>

2.97 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Applied one intranasal
dose of KC (31/03/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
1.87 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Administered first L4 vaccine
on 14/02 no reaction noted, then
2nd L4 given on 14/03 (14/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
2.61 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,First L4
on 14/02 and 2nd L4 on 14/03
(14/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

Close time and anatomical association.

Temporal association is strong and product
involvement cannot be excluded however, signs are
not consistent with pharmaco-toxicological product
profile, other causes are possible and a realistic
conclusion on causality with vaccination cannot be
given. Also, two vaccine swere administered
concurrently on the same day (Nobivac L4 and DHP).

Timing/signs consistent with product involvement.
Two vaccines administered.

Close temporal and site association. Product
involvement is possible. Two vaccines given.

No assessment
performed

A - Probable

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
One product administered

A - Probable

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
One product administered

12 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,Full vaccination given
(06/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (06/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

5 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4ml
No assessment
(16/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac performed
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (16/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
7.26 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A B - Possible
(09/04/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,One dose
administered alongside one dose of
DHPPi. (09/04/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, known adverse effects but 2
products administered concurrently.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1585/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

13/03/2017

24/03/2017

1

1

0 14/03/2017 Not
Inappropriate urination,Appetite
Known,<BR><BR loss,Vomiting
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1586/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.23 Year(s)

05/03/2018

22/03/2018

1

1

0 09/03/2018 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1597/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

23/03/2015

20/04/2015

1

1

0 24/03/2015 Not
Lethargy (see also Central nervous
Known,<BR><BR system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological')
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1600/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.42 Year(s)

11/04/2015

21/04/2015

1

1

0 11/04/2015 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1604/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

15/04/2015

22/04/2015

1

1

0 18/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1631/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.17 Year(s)

08/03/2018

20/03/2018

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1632/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.68
Month(s)

09/04/2015

22/04/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1637/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.33 Year(s)

14/04/2016

14/04/2016

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1645/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.92 Year(s)

06/02/2018

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1648/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13.41
Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1651/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

Not
Known

Elevated temperature,Injection site No Data
abscess,Injection site
swelling,Injection site pain,Injection
site scab,Reluctant to
move,Dullness,Decreased appetite

Vomiting, off food and urinating in the house within 2 hours of vaccination. Unknown previous
exposure. Recovery without treatment after 4 days. Nothing further.

Labrador
Retriever

40 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/03/201713/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/03/201713/03/2017)<BR><BR>

Case received from Veterinary medicines Directorate Suspected adverse reaction Injection site
King Charles
swelling within 4 days of vaccination on 5 March 2018 with Nobivac L4. Reaction ongoing. No previous Spaniel
reaction. No further information Follow up 14 March 2018. Reported to MAH . Suspected adverse
reaction Vaccinated on 5 March 2018 with Nobivac L4. Then on 9 March 2018 it developed a injection
site mass. Seen on 13 March 2018 the lump was the size of a golf ball 7-8.8 cm in diameter and non
painful . With a temperature of 39.7. No treatment was given , they monitored the dog only. Seen
again on 14 March 2018 very dull and has a temperature of 39.7. It was not wanting to move and was
now being hand fed by the owner. The mass was the same size but now painful when touched. they
placed it on antibiotics and non steroidals. Open case await more information Follow up 22 Mar 2018,
reported to MAH. On 16 Mar 2018, vet reported the dog had improved and the swelling was 24 cm by
13cm in diameter. The dog was being hand fed by the owner. Treatment with NSAIDs and antibiotics
was continued. On 19 Mar 2018, vet reported the swelling had burst and purulent material consistent
with an abscess came away. The vet reported the dog was improved and eating much better. On 21
Mar 2018, vet reported the swelling was resolved and there was a scab at the point of abscess rupture.
Vet reported the dog was bright, alert and responsive and eating and drinking normally. No further
information expected.

13.7 Antibiotic Unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(14/03/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>NSAID
unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (14/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml subcut
(05/03/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

Lethargy within 24 hours post vaccination. No treatment given, outcome unknown.

English Cocker
Spaniel

14.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(23/03/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (23/03/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (23/03/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Vocalisation and hind limb ataxia within 30 minutes post vaccination. Ataxia noted on hind legs but no
other abnormalities noted. Lethargy and hind limb ataxia still ongoing 5 days later. Unspecified
treatment given, outcome unknown.

Schnauzer

No Data

Emesis and diarrhoea within 3 days of vaccination. nothing further.

Not Applicable Not
Known

0 10/03/2018 Not
Conjunctivitis
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 8 Mar 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac KC, DHP and L4. On 10 Mar 2018 the dog had
bilateral conjunctivitis. Dog appears well, no other upper respiratory signs either. The clinical signs
lasted 5 days. Nothing further.

Crossbred

1

0 09/04/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site lesion,Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes crust,Injection site
swelling,Behavioural disorder NOS

No Data

Injection site swelling, behavioural change (veddra-behavioural disorder) noted within 6 hours of
vaccination, lasted for 2 days. Recovered but developed injection site crust/lesions approximately 2
weeks after. Nothing further.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

1

1

0 14/04/2016 Not
Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Allergic oedema of the face and lips starting within 6 hours post vaccination. Unspecified treatment
given leading to recovery 2 hours later.

French Bulldog

15/03/2018

1

1

1 07/02/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Appetite
Not
loss,Death,Diarrhoea,Lethargy (see Known
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

On 6 Feb 2018 the dog was given Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC. From 7 Feb 2018 the dog had waxing and
waning lethargy and reduction in appetite since vaccination. Rapid deterioration in demeanour on 3
Mar 2018- diarrhoea and lethargy. Died on route to vets. No further information.

Yorkshire
Terrier

04/09/2016

28/03/2017

1

1

0 30/09/2016 Not
Drowsiness - systemic
Known,<BR><BR disorder,Seizure NOS
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

02/11/2015

15/04/2016

1

1

0 03/12/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

Vocalisation,Lethargy (see also
Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in 'Neurological'),Hind limb ataxia

Not
Known

Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
sarcoma,Restlessness
Known

Case received from Veterinary Medicines Directorate. Seizures staring 26 days after vaccination with
Border Collie
L4, 9 days after KC. Seizures on: 29/10/16, 18/11/16, 18/1/17, 26/1/17, 9/2/17, 11/3/17 and 14/3/17.
No previous exposure to L4. Outcome unknown. Nothing further. Suspected Adverse Reaction On 21
Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with first Nobivac L4 and booster for Nobivac KC. On 30 Sep 2016, dog had a
seziure that lasted approximately 30 seconds. On 19 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with second Nobivac L4.
On 29 Oct 2016, the dog had further seizures (6 seizures) and the last happening on 14 Mar 2017.The
first five seizures lasting approximately 30 seconds and last two were longer and then the dog was
sleepy for the last two seizures for two hours. The dog has not been presented for these seizures and is
concurrently on Metacam and Nutraquin. The dog has no previous history of seizure type episodes. No
further information expected
Restlessness within 24 hours post vaccination followed by injection site swelling. Lump was sampled
American
and histopathology was suggestive of an injection site sarcoma.
Cocker Spaniel

A - Probable

11.85 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1ml given
subcutaneously benea (11/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(15/04/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (15/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (15/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

24.65 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
Unknown 1 Animal (08/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single dose intranasal
vaccine (1 Second(s) 08/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(08/03/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

2.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
dosage form - as per manufacturer's
recomm.= 1 vial of DHP + L4 mixed
together (09/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form - as
per manufacturer's recomm.= 1 vial
of DHP + L4 mixed together
(09/04/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
12.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
dose (14/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (14/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (14/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
3.45 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
dose administered (06/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (06/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (06/02/2018N/A)<BR><BR>
19.5 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1
Animal (21/09/201621/09/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Full vaccine
administered on 4 (04/09/201619/10/2016)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Timing, vomiting and anorexia are consistent with
product involvement. Inappropriate urination is not
expected. Two vaccines administered.

Injection site swellings known to occur following
vaccination. Close temporal association, therefore
probable product involvement

Close time association, a known adverse reaction to
vaccination but 3 products administered concurrently.

Close time association but unexpected signs. No
investigation carried out.

Temporal association not close, however cannot rule
out product association.

Clinical signs are unexpected however product
involvement cannot be fully discounted. Three
vaccines given.

Timing and clinical signs suggestive of product related
reaction. Two products used, therefore coded B.

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction but 3 products administered concurrently.

ONo investigation to establish cause of death. Initial
Unclassifiable/unassessa onset of clincal signs shortly after vaccination.
ble
Product involvement cannot be fully discounted.
Three vaccines given.

OWeak association in time. No report of investigations
Unclassifiable/unassessa into cause of seizures. Product involvement
ble
inconclusive. Another vaccine given more temporally
related to start of seizures.

12 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1dose given
s/c on 2/11/15, 2nd dose given s/c
3/12/15 (02/11/201503/12/2015)<BR><BR>

Close time and anatomical association.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1658/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.08 Year(s)

06/03/2017

28/03/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1661/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.08 Year(s)

16/02/2017

29/03/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1669/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

14/03/2017

29/03/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1687/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

08/03/2018

16/03/2018

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1706/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.48
Month(s)

20/03/2017

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1716/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.58 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1725/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1726/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1732/17

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1736/18

NOBIVAC L4

1 16/03/2017 Not Known

Elevated liver enzymes,Elevated
creatinine,Vomiting,Unable to
stand,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death by
euthanasia,Abnormal test
result,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Liver failure
0 22/02/2017 Not
Pyrexia,Injection site pain,Injection
Known,<BR><BR site abscess
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

My dog had the Nobivac L4 and leptospirosis vaccine on 6 March 2017 and collapsed unknown cause Labrador
on 16 March, I contacted on call vet for advice, on 3 occasions within following 6 days his health
Retriever
deteriorated, I took him to the vets took bloods and they said he had gone into liver failure with a
raised liver function of 175. During the night of 21 March he deteriorated further,, vomiting lethargy
and unable to stand I took him to the vets on 22 March where vet said my dog was neurologically dead
and had not responded to tests, further bloods done and his creatinine was elevated and liver results
raised >400. Having no previous health issues I wish to raise a concern regarding the vaccine to ensure
its safety for further animals. He was put to sleep at 2pm on 22 March in support and recommendation
of the vet secondary to organ failure.
Abscess at injection site. Neck pain (we assume at injection site) and pyrexia 6 days days after
Crossbred
injection. Reaction duration: one week

1

0 29/03/2017 Not
Injection site reaction NOS
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site reaction (size of a grape) found 2 weeks after vaccination. Previous exposure unknown.
Outcome unknown. Nothing further.

Crossbred

1

1

0 09/03/2018 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site
Not
infection,Pyrexia,Lethargy (see also Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Vomiting,Injection
site reaction NOS,Injection site
swelling

On 8 Mar 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4. On 9 Mar 2018 there was a large
injection site reaction (20cm diameter) with secondary infection. The dog was lethargic, vomiting and
pyrexic. No further information.

Labrador
Retriever

30/03/2017

1

1

0 20/03/2017 Not Known

23/03/2015

27/04/2015

1

1

3 Year(s)

27/04/2015

05/05/2015

1

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

01/04/2017

01/04/2017

Animal

Canine/dog

12.43
Year(s)

17/03/2017

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.33 Year(s)

UK-VMD-1743/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1769/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1792/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

38 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(06/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs are not expected after vaccination. Ten days is
still a reasonable association in time, however, the
dog was not young for that particular breed, and
some underlying condition cannot be excluded either
as cause of signs. No post mortem was carried out to
confirm the cause of death

21.6 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (16/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (16/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (16/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Three products administered

4.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml of B - Possible
vaccination administered in scruff of
neck (14/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (14/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
43.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
B - Possible
dose of vaccine (08/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (08/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product involvement.
Two vaccines administered.

2.84 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(20/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product involvement.

9.2 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(21/04/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Two doses of L4
vaccination, 4 (23/03/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association, anorexia can be seen
following vaccination administration. Other clinical
signs unexpected following use of vaccination,
however the repeatable nature may suggest
sensitivity. Two products used.

4 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml B - Possible
(27/04/201527/04/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Subcutaneous
injection (27/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
5.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial B - Possible
of each DHP mixed with 1 vial of L4
(01/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs and onset are consistent with a possible
product reaction. Treatment details and previous
exposures unknown, other causes cannot be fully
excluded at this stage.

27.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,standard vaccine vial given. b
(17/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml 1 Animal
(17/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs/locale consistent with reaction following
vaccination. Two vaccines administered.

Close temporal and site association. Act of
vaccination could contribute to clinical signs - two
vaccines given. Product involvement is possible,

Shivering,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Not
drinking,Appetite loss
0 23/03/2015 Not
Tarry or black stool (see also
Known,<BR><BR haemorrhagic
><BR><BR><BR> diarrhoea),Snuffle,Cough,Rash,Anor
Not Known
exia,Bruising,Emesis (multiple)

Not
Known

No appetite, not seen drinking, shivering and when placed on puppy pad to urinate lays down starting Chihuahua
within 6 hours of vaccination. No previous exposure. Recovery after 4 hours with unknown treatment.
Nothing further.

Not
Known

Emesis (multiple) within 24 hours of vaccination administration. Continued for three days, developed
anorexia, cough, skin rash, bruising (unspecified location) and tarry faeces. Treated with maropitant
and cimetidine. Assume recovered as reaction duration provided. Had episode of emesis after
vaccination 4 weeks earlier (only L4), recovered spontaneously. Nothing further.

1

0 27/04/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Allergic pruritus,Lip oedema (see
R><BR><BR>Yes also 'Skin'),Facial oedema

No Data

Allergic oedema and allergic pruritus of the face 1 hour after vaccination, treated with steroids leading Miniature
to recovery within one hour. No further information expected.
Dachshund

1

1

0 01/04/2017 Not
Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Vomiting within 2 hours of vaccination. No previous reactions. Outcome unknown. Nothing further.

07/04/2017

1

1

0 30/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

14/09/2016

20/03/2018

1

1

0 01/09/2017 Not
Seizure NOS
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 14 Sept 2016 the dog was given 1 tablet of Nexgard Spectra 75 mg / 15 mg Chewable Tablets for
Crossbred
Dogs and the dog has been treated monthly since then for 18 months with this product. 1 Sept 2017
the dog started having seizures. They last 5-10mins, seem to be 3-4 days after having the product
although she had had it for 12 months before the fits started. The worst episode was 3 fits together in
December 2017. The dog has also received Droncit (dose and formulation not available), Nobivac DHP
and Nobivac L4 concurrently on 14/09/16. No further information.

13 Droncit unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A No assessment
,N/A,N/A (14/09/2016performed
N/A)<BR><BR>Nexgard Spectra 37.5
mg / 7.5 mg Chewable Tablets for
Dogs - 1,1,1 Months,N/A,1 tablet
monthly (18 Month(s) 14/09/201614/03/2018)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

7 Year(s)

30/03/2017

13/04/2017

1

1

0 30/03/2017 Not
Shaking,Panting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Case received from veterinary medicines Directorate Suspected adverse reaction Shaking and
occasional panting within 4 hours of vaccination with Nobivac DHP and L4 30 March 2017 . No
previous exposure. No abnormalities detected on physical examination. Recovery after 4 hours
without treatment. Nothing further.

Crossbred

6.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,standard vaccine dose
(30/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (30/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Canine/dog

1.42 Year(s)

20/04/2016

21/04/2016

1

1

0 20/04/2016 Not
Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Allergic oedema of the face, chin and neck starting 1.5 hours post vaccination. Unspecified treatment
given, outcome unknown.

Jack Russell
Terrier

6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,The
B - Possible
two components were mixed and
administered as one subcut injection
(20/04/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (20/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

29/04/2015

29/04/2015

1

1

0 29/04/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

Seizure lasting 5 minutes approximately 30 minutes after vaccination administration. No history of
seizures. Nothing further.

Yorkshire
Terrier

9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O Close temporal association, clinical signs would be
for Dogs - 1,1,1 Years,24,yearly
Unclassifiable/unassessa unexpected following administration of the product,
vaccination (29/04/2015ble
no diagnostics performed to rule out other causes.
N/A)<BR><BR>

Skin and tissue infection
Not
NOS,Injection site abscess,Injection Known
site swelling,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Seizure NOS

Bichon Frise

Crossbred

case received from Veterinary Medicines Directorate on 3 Apr 2017 Suspected Adverse Reaction . On Labrador
17 Mar 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (not given at room temperature)(extra Retriever
label use), fit and well at time of vaccination and no other products given. On 30 Mar 2017, dog
presented in surgery with a burst abscess and owner had noticed a lump and had been a bit lethargic.
No swabs taken and put on antibiotics and ani-inflammatories. On 1 Apr 2017, presented again and the
abscess is improving and area drying up but not resolved. No further information expected.

Timing/signs consistent with possible product
involvement. Two vaccines administered.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1798/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.33 Year(s)

31/03/2017

06/04/2017

1

1

0 02/04/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site swelling,Dermal
Not
thickening,Elevated
Known
temperature,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Anorexia

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1802/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.33 Year(s)

07/03/2017

06/04/2017

1

1

0 07/03/2017 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1816/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.8 Year(s)

29/03/2017

20/07/2017

1

1

0 30/03/2017 Not
Not drinking,Jaw
Not
Known,<BR><BR disorder,Myositis,Musculoskeletal Known
><BR><BR><BR> pain,Sore mouth,Jaw pain,Anorexia
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1822/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Year(s)

14/03/2018

22/03/2018

1

1

0 16/03/2018 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1831/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.81
Month(s)

25/04/2016

26/04/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1836/18

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.17 Year(s)

17/03/2018

23/03/2018

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1843/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

15/03/2017

08/04/2017

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1845/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.1 Month(s) 26/04/2016

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1856/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.75
Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1862/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1884/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1888/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Not
Known

Injection site swelling and dermal thickening, lethargy, hyperthermia and anorexia 2 days post
vaccination. Unspecified treatment given leading to recovery 3 days later.

Whippet

Close time and anatomical association, signs could be
expected, 2 products administered concurrently.

Vomiting and diarrhoea starting 4 hours post vaccination. No treatment given. Recovery 2 weeks later. Labrador
Retriever

37 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
(07/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (07/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association but signs are unexpected and
also not expected to last that long.

Stiff mouth within 24 hours of vaccination. Presented to PVP 48 hours post-vaccination unable to close English Cocker
mouth, pain on palpation of TMJ, masseter and temporalis muscles, and tentative diagnosis of
Spaniel
masticatory myositis. Presented to vets 48 hours post-vaccination. No previous exposure. One month
later, not 100% but now able to close mouth more than previously. Outcome ongoing. Nothing further.
NCA comment: onset date and narrative updated from reporter additional information. Follow up
reported to MAH on 2 May 2017 Vaccinated on 29 March 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4. Owner
reported 24 hours later it had a sore mouth, . 48 hours post vaccination was unable to close it''s
mouth, was given metacam and antirobe. 3 April still unable to close mouth and now unable to eat,
they suspect masticatory mycosis, they gave Tramadol and Pred. 6 April 2017 no better and unable to
lap water, owner is syringing water.8 April owner is feeding soft food bolus and is no better. 10 April is
slightly better, able to close it''s mouth, seems to be no more pain, continued on pred. 25 April not
100% but is much improved, still syringing food. They have never sent the bloods away to confirm the
diagnosis . Open case await more information Follow up 20 Jul 2017 - no further information received,
case closed.
On 14 Mar 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 16 Mar 2018 the dog had a high
Dalmatian
temperature, was collapsed and an abscess had developed bilaterally and subcutaneously at the
injection site. No information on treatment or outcome.

12 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
(29/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (29/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing consistent with product involvement. Signs not
typical. Product involvement cannot be excluded. Two
vaccines administered.

22 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial
(14/03/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal and site association although act of
vaccination may contribute to clinical signs. Product
involvement is possible.

Injection site abscess,Circulatory
collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic disorders'),Elevated
temperature
0 25/04/2016 Not
Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Urticaria
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

Urticaria and allergic oedema of the face, neck and limbs starting within 6 hours post vaccination.
Treated with antihistamines leading to recovery 12 hours later.

1

0 18/03/2018 Not
Vomiting,Cough,Elevated
Known,<BR><BR temperature,Laboured
><BR><BR><BR> breathing,Snoring
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 17 Mar 2018 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac KC, Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP . The dog had Crossbred
vomiting 1 day and 5 days post vaccination. Developed mild cough 24-48 hrs post vaccination, cough is
ongoing. Owner reported episode of ''laboured'' breathing last night (22nd Mar). On further
questioning laboured breathing might be ''snorting'' (coded as snoring) . On clinical examination there
where no abnormalities other then T39.3C (was excited) and a mild cough (clearing throat type).
Respiratory pattern normal. No further information available.

1

1

0 16/03/2017 Not
Colitis,Lethargy (see also Central
Known,<BR><BR nervous system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological'),Vomiting
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Intermittent vomiting, intermittent colitis, slight lethargy within 24 hours of vaccination. No previous
reactions. Recovery after 3 weeks without treatment. Nothing further.

Crossbred

27/04/2016

1

1

0 26/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Tachycardia,Dyspnoea No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes, ,Tachypnoea
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Tachypnoea, tachycardia, restlessness and mild dyspnoea within 2 hours of administration. Recovery
within 12 hours following unknown treatment. No previous reaction, no further information.

English Cocker
Spaniel

28/02/2017

21/04/2017

1

1

0 02/03/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

Lethargy and malaise starting within 48 hours post vaccination. No treatment given, recovery 3 weeks
later. No more information expected

Golden
Retriever

1 Year(s)

01/05/2015

05/05/2015

1

1

0 01/05/2015 Not
Hives (see also 'Skin'),Facial
Known,<BR><BR swelling (see also 'Skin')
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Allergic oedema of the face and urticaria within 1 hour post vaccination. Treated with corticosteroids, Pug
outcome unknown.

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

23/04/2015

06/05/2015

7

1

1 28/04/2015 Not
Respiratory distress,Death,Acute
Known,<BR><BR renal failure,Haemolysis
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Anaemia, acute renal failure and dyspnoea 5 days post vaccination in 1 puppy out of 7 leading to death Rottweiler
4 days later despite unspecified treatment. PCR for leptospirosis was negative. No PME carried out.

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

07/04/2017

13/07/2017

1

1

0 08/04/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Elevated BUN,Liver damage
Not
aggravated,Weight loss,Lethargy
Known
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Hypoglycaemia,Elev
ated
SAP,Inappetence,Hepatitis,Vomiting

Anorexia and emesis starting 24 hours post vaccination. The vet suspects a flare up of a previous
Crossbred
underlying hepatitis which was well controlled with liver supplements until the vaccination
administration. Treatment given, signs still ongoing. Follow up reported to the MAH on 13 Jul 2017 On
10 Apr 2017, owner reported the dog had been sick every morning since vaccination. Dog has
underlying chronic liver disease and is on treatment for this (Hepatic diet, Denamarin and Destolit).
Clinical examination was unremarkable, his temperature was 38.4 C, he was bright, alert and
responsive, abdominal palpation was normal and the vet suspected a flare up of his liver disease. Dog
was given Emeprid and Ranitidine. On 11 April 2017 the owner reported the dog as not eating and
becoming lethargic. On 12 April 2017 the dog was not himself, was eating a little, and had vomited bile
on several occasions. On examination his anal glands were full, his temperature was 38.7 C, and
further clinical examination was normal. He was given Ranitidine. On 18 Apr 2017 he was quiet, alert
and responsive, had lost 0.5 kg in weight since vaccination, and had ongoing anorexia. He had a blood
Glucose of 3.61 (4.11-7.95), BUN 10.0 (2.5-9.6) and ALKP 292 (23-212). He had intravenous fluids,
Noroclav antibiotic, Dexadreson and Vomend. No further information expected.

Malaise,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

14.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
B - Possible
dose administered by subcutaneous
injection (31/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (31/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Pug

8.35 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,single B - Possible
dose (25/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (25/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
5.9 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (17/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,I vial (standard dose)
(17/03/2018-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (17/03/2018N/A)<BR><BR>
8.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One B - Possible
vial given (15/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
5.47 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one B - Possible
reconstituted vial (26/04/201626/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml (26/04/201626/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml (26/04/201626/04/2016)<BR><BR>
36 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1
Animal (28/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
8.6 Canigen DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,one off B - Possible
(01/05/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (01/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single O1 - Inconclusive
vaccination given by subcutaneous
injection of the combined vaccine
(23/04/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single vaccination
given by subcutaneous injection of
the combined vaccine (23/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

11 Human Medicine - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,Unknown 1 Animal
(07/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 Animal
(07/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (07/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>supplement
(unauthorised VP) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown 1 Animal
(07/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction but 2 products administered.

Clinical signs are unexpected and respiratory signs are
more likely related to intranasal product, however
product involvement cannot be fully discounted three products given.

Timing/signs consistent with possible product
involvement. Three vaccines administered.

Close temporal association, two products used. A
product involvement is possible.

Close time association, known adverse effects but
duration of signs is unexpected.

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction, 2 products administered.

Close time association but unexpected signs, other
factors must be involved.

Close time association, underlying hepatitis may have
predisposed dog to adverse event.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1891/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

29/03/2017

12/04/2017

1

1

1 03/04/2017 Not Known

Behavioural disorder
NOS,Respiratory arrest,Unable to
rise,Circulatory collapse (see also
'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death

Not
Known

Sleeping on the rug (something only usually done on hottest summer nights) 48 hours after vaccination. Crossbred
Collapse, unable to get up, breathing stopped and death after 5 minutes 5 days after vaccination.
Nothing further.

25 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O Unknown cause of death. No PME performed. Not
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One dose Unclassifiable/unassessa able to conclude on product role on the basis of
(the first administration of L4, so
ble
available information.
part 2 scheduled for 4 weeks
(29/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1903/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

21/09/2016

26/04/2017

1

1

0 22/09/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Meningitis,Pyrexia,Localised pain
NOS (see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Not
Known

Pyrexia, Lethargy, Cervical pain the day after vaccination. Was treated with steroids and had a rapid
Crossbred
response. On 2/6//16 Howie presented at this practice with lethargy + neck pain + made poor response
to NSAID. He was referred to a neurologist at Dovecote Veterinary hospital for investigation. He had
an MRI scan and csf analysis and steroid responsive meningitis was diagnosed. Howie was dispensed
steroids responded well, +his dose was gradually tapered over the next 2 months. On 21/9/16 he was
seen at our practice for his booster vaccinations + also kennel cough vaccine. At that point he had
been off his steroids for about 4 weeks + seemed fine. On 22/9/16 his neck pain, lethargy + pyrexia
recurred so his owner took him straight back to Dovecote veterinary hospital where they confirmed
recurrance of meningitis + he responded well to steroids. When Mrs Slater presented Howie today for
an entirely seperate problem she mentioned that the neurologist at Dovecote had suggested that the
meningitis may have recurred because of the vaccination, for this reason I am reporting a possible
adverse reaction in September today as I dont think that the vet at Dovecote had done this already .
No further information expected.

19 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(21/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml 1 Animal
(21/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1907/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

12/04/2017

18/04/2017

1

1

0 12/04/2017 Not
Facial oedema,Periorbital oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Oedema around eyes, nose and mouth within 6 hours of vaccination. No previous reactions. Outcome French Bulldog
unknown. Nothing further. Folow-up received: Case reported to MAH 13 April 2017 Suspected adverse
reaction. Vaccinated on 12 April 2017 with a second Nobivac DHPPI and L4 (not given at room
temperature ELU) About 4 hours later it developed facial swelling, was seen about 6 hours post
vaccination in practice with a swollen right eye and swollen nose and mouth. They gave
Dexamethasone and the puppy recovered. No more information expected

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1922/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.52
Month(s)

12/04/2017

13/04/2017

1

1

0 13/04/2017 Not
Lethargy (see also Central nervous
Known,<BR><BR system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological'),Inappetence
Not Known

Not
Known

Quiet/lethargic, inappetant approx 12 hours after vaccination, reaction duration 1 day

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1923/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

12/04/2017

13/04/2017

1

1

0 12/04/2017 Not
Behavioural disorder
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Shaking,Depression,Vomiting
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1925/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.1 Year(s)

12/05/2014

1

1

1 10/02/2014 Not
Death,Immune mediated
Known,<BR><BR haemolytic anaemia,Immune
><BR><BR><BR> mediated thrombocytopenia
Yes

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1935/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.58 Year(s)

02/05/2016

02/05/2016

1

1

0 02/05/2016 Not
Localised pain NOS (see other
Known,<BR><BR 'SOCs' for specific pain)
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1936/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

22/04/2016

02/05/2016

1

1

0 22/04/2016 Not
Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR pain,Distress,Anorexia,Hyperthermi Known
><BR><BR><BR> a
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Distress, anorexia, hyperthermia and injection site pain and swelling starting within 6 hours of Nobivac
Lepto 4, Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac KC. FNA unremarkable. Treatment with dexamethasone. No
improvement within 72 hours. Treatment with 3 days prednisolone 5 mg BID resulting in recovery. No
further information. Practice have seen several other reactions involving Nobivac L4 and are stopping
using the vaccine- details of these are unknown. No further information.

Shih Tzu

6.4 Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (22/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (22/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (22/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1937/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.83 Year(s)

02/03/2015

07/05/2015

1

1

0 02/03/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

Lethargy starting the day post vaccination lasting for 1 day. History of a similar reaction post previous
vaccination 1 month earlier.

Labrador
Retriever

25.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial
(02/03/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1973/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.39
Month(s)

03/05/2016

04/05/2016

1

1

0 04/05/2016 Not
Emesis (multiple)
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Emesis (multiple) starting within 24 hours of vaccination. No further information. Outcome unknown.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1988/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.34 Year(s)

04/04/2016

05/05/2016

1

1

0 07/04/2016 Not
Urinary incontinence
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

3 episodes in 3 weeks of urinary incontinence starting within 3 days of Nobivac L4 and DHP. USG and
dip stick at second vaccine were normal. No further information.

Whippet

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1989/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.02
Year(s)

27/02/2017

26/04/2017

1

1

0 27/02/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

Vaccine for Lepto 4 administered to my dog. Vaccine site felt warm very shortly after. Lump began to King Charles
come up the next day . I thought it might go down but continued to increase in size over next few days Spaniel
and was uncomfortable when touched. I saw vet who confirmed it was a reaction to vaccine though
he would need to do a needle aspiration taking cells to prove it. A decision was made to see if I could
administer alternative treatment at home to irradiate it but if not gone in one week anti inflammatory
drugs would need to be given and cells sent to lab. With the use of cold compresses and Aloe Vera and
Arnica gel alternatively the reaction resolved. I have absolutely no doubt whatsoever that the Lepto 4
vaccine caused this problem. My vet has suggested going back to Lepto 2 next time. Reaction duration
2 weeks. No more information expected.

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological')

Injection site lump,Injection site
warmth,Injection site pain

Sign are consistent with the pharmaco-toxicological
product profile and temporal association is strong,
however, the previously diagnosed meningitis may
have also played a role in the development of the
signs. Three vaccines administered

4.55 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Contents of 2 vials
given subc (12/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (12/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product involvement.
Two vaccines administered.

Chihuahua

1.6 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(12/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,single dose of
vaccination (1 Day(s) 12/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two vaccines administered

About 7 hours after vaccination, became depressed, vomited five times, shakey and whiney. Given
cerenia and dexadresson and improved. Recovered well

Crossbred

3.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
B - Possible
dose, mixed with Nobivac L4
vaccination (12/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (12/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (12/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Three vaccines administered

No Data

Immune mediated haemolytic anaemia and immune mediated thrombocytopenia within 14 days of
vaccination, death 5 weeks later.

Beagle

Not
Known

Ataxia, hyperthermia and pain around chest area starting within 1 hour of Nobivac Lepto 4, Nobivac
Lhasa Apso
DHPPi and Nobivac KC. Signs persisted for at least 6 hours. An unknown treatment was given. Outcome
unknown.

15 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 O1 - Inconclusive
ml (27/01/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
10.2 Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (02/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (02/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (02/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

1.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(03/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (03/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Most clinical signs are consistent with vaccine
involvement but several products were used together.
Ataxia is not usually expected but the product cannot
be excluded.

Several vaccines used together. Injection site issues
are likely related to this, one other product or both.
Other signs may be seen following vaccination.

Close time association, similar reaction following
each dose vaccination.

Clinical signs may represent a hypersensitivity reaction
but no other signs were seen, onset is slightly long and
other causes have not been excluded.

15.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial O Clinical sign is not expected. Insufficient information
of DHP diluted in L4 (04/04/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa to exclude product involvement.
N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (04/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
10.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (27/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1996/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

14/03/2017

18/04/2017

4

1

0 11/04/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1998/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

08/05/2015

12/05/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-1999/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.25 Year(s)

11/04/2017

18/04/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2024/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

07/04/2017

19/04/2017

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2027/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

15/04/2015

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2033/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2035/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2041/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2044/17

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2058/17

NOBIVAC L4

Vomiting,Facial oedema,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Disorientation

Not
Known

Vomited once within 30 minutes of administration. Over next 2-3 hours developed facial oedema,
lethargy, disorientation. No previous reactions. Outcome unknown. Nothing further.

Crossbred

0 09/05/2015 Not
Injection site pain,Injection site
Known,<BR><BR lump
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Painful lump at the injection site within 24 hours post vaccination. Recovery 4 days later with no
treatment needed.

Crossbred

1

0 15/04/2017 Not Known

Injection site lump,Injection site
serosanguinous discharge

Not
Known

Small firm lump at vaccine injection site 4 days after vaccination, purulent serosanguinous fluid
aspirated. Outcome unknown. Had previous exposure with no reactions.

Japanese Spitz

9.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(11/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
One product administered

1

1

0 13/04/2017 Not Known

Injection site lump

Not
Known

25mm lump on dorsal neck, towards shoulder blades. We assume at injection site. Freely moveable,
non painful, non erythematous. Seen 24 hours after vaccination. Outcome unknown.

Crossbred

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
One product administered

06/05/2016

1

1

0 26/03/2016 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy: Negative DHP titre prior to booster. Protective titres 3 weeks post Nobivac Schipperke
Lepto 2 vaccination (had L4 the previous year). Vet suspects batch or storage issue. No further
information.

1.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Standard
vial dose (07/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,subcut N - Unlikely
vaccination. (15/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (15/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

03/02/2017

20/04/2017

1

1

0 28/02/2017 Not Known

Immune mediated haemolytic
anaemia

Not
Known

Immune mediated haemolytic anaemia diagnosed 25 days after vaccination. Unknown previous
exposure. Outcome unknown. Nothing further.

Chihuahua

1.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(03/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product involvement.

3.16
Month(s)

12/05/2015

13/05/2015

1

1

0 12/05/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site
inflammation,Injection site
swelling,Injection site
pain,Vocalisation,Injection site
reddening

Not
Known

Swelling, pain including vocalisation if touched, erythema and inflammation at the injection site
starting within 6 hours post vaccination. Recovery 5 hours later with no treatment.

Chihuahua

Close time and anatomical association, 2 products
administered.

Canine/dog

2.12 Year(s)

08/05/2015

13/05/2015

1

1

0 08/05/2015 Not Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
swelling,Injection site ulcer
Known

Injection site swelling noted within 6 hours post vaccination. This developed into an injection site
abscess which burst 5 days later leaving and area of injection site ulceration. Unspecified treatment
given, outcome unknown.

Crossbred

1.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
dosage form standard vaccine
protocol - 2nd dose of a course of
two vaccines (12/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form
(12/05/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
34 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(08/05/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Animal

Canine/dog

2.58 Year(s)

13/04/2017

20/04/2017

1

1

0 13/04/2017 Not Known

Significant conjunctivitis bilaterally with third eyelid protruding, unable to see cornea and lethargic
within 6 hours of vaccination. No previous reactions. Recovery with unknown treatment after 1 day.
Nothing further.

Bulldog

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.35
Month(s)

13/04/2017

21/04/2017

1

1

0 13/04/2017 Not Known

Conjunctivitis,Lethargy (see also
Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in 'Neurological'),Third eyelid
protrusion
Injection site pain
Not
Known

UK-VMD-2059/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.7 Year(s)

11/04/2016

13/05/2016

1

1

0 10/05/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Head tilt - ear
disorder,Ataxia,Neurological
symptoms NOS,Head tilt neurological disorder

Ataxia, left sided head tilt and veering to left when walking (coded as neurological symptoms NOS)
starting within 24 hours of second Nobivac L4. The dog had been given Nobivac DHPPi and L4 4 weeks
previously with no signs. Outcome unknown, signs had persisted for at least 24 hours. No further
information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2070/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.75 Year(s)

28/04/2016

10/05/2016

2

1

0 30/04/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
pain,Vocalisation,Anorexia,Hyperth Known
ermia,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise

Injection site pain and swelling, hyperthermia, lethargy, anorexia, malaise and vocalisation starting 2
Chihuahua
days post Nobivac Lepto 4, DHPPi and KC. Minimal response to amoxicillin and dexamethasone.
Switched to prednisolone and potentiated amoxicillin but still no improvement 2 weeks after onset. No
further information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2078/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

04/04/2016

10/05/2016

6

6

0 04/04/2016 Not Known

Weight
loss,Diarrhoea,Emesis,Facial
oedema,Alopecia,Ataxia,Anorexia

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2081/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

11/05/2015

15/05/2015

1

1

0 11/05/2015 Not
Pale mucous membrane,Circulatory Not
Known,<BR><BR collapse (see also 'Neurological'
Known
><BR><BR><BR> and 'Systemic disorders'),Dyspnoea
Not Known

Emesis immediately following vaccination in all 6 puppies vaccinated with Nobivac L4 followed by
Border Collie
diarrhoea in all 6 puppies. 5 puppies experienced weight loss, 4 puppies showed anorexia, 1 puppy
showed ataxia and 1 puppy developed facial swelling which was treated by the attending vet. Outcome
unknown. History of other Nobivac L4 reactions in the same kennels but details are unknown. No
further information.
Collapse, pale mucous membranes and dyspnoea within 2 minutes post vaccination. Recovery 2 days Crossbred
later following treatment with oxygen, steroids, frusemide and pimobendan.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2082/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.08 Year(s)

17/04/2015

15/05/2015

1

1

0 17/04/2015 Not
Lethargy (see also Central nervous Not
Known,<BR><BR system depression in
Known
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological'),Diarrhoea,Anorexia
Not Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

Exceptionally painful reaction to the vaccine over the site of injection. Signs started less than 2 minutes Siberian Husky
after vaccination and lasted approx ~30secs. Vaccine had been warmed to room temp prior to
administration.

Crossbred

Lethargy and anorexia starting within 1 hour post vaccination. Diarrhoea started 2 days later. Recovery West Highland
2 weeks later, no treatment given.
White Terrier

3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,28/3/17 Nobivac DHP A101E01
(28/03/201711/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,9/3/17 Nobivac
KC A077B01 14/3/17 Nobivac KC
A093A01 (09/03/201714/03/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,14/3/17 Nobivac
Lepto 4 A057A01 (14/03/201711/04/2017)<BR><BR>
1.21 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial B - Possible
of nobivac L4 (batch no A023A02)
reconstituted with nobivac DHP
(batch no A081C01) (08/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial of nobivac L4
(batch no A023A02) reconstituted
with nobivac DHP (batch no
A081C01) (08/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

20.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial
(13/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
4.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Administered vaccine by
veterinary surgeon. (13/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
24 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
Dose (11/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,2,4 Weeks,N/A,2 doses, 1 on
11/4/16, 2nd dos (11/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
2.4 Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (28/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (28/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (28/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(04/04/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product involvement.
Two vaccines administered concurrently.

Close time and anatomical association, 2 vaccines
administered.

Lepto titres not taken.

Close time and anatomical association but other
factors may have been involved in the development
of the abscess.
Timing consistent with product involvement.

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
One product administered

Clinical signs are not typical but may represent an
inflammatory or type III hypersensitivity reaction to
the vaccination. Onset from second vaccine is
consistent.

Onset is consistent with possible vaccine involvement,
signs seen may fit. 3 vaccines used together, two of
which were injectable.

Clinical signs are consistent with possible product
involvement but details are vague regarding onset of
some signs and hence product involvement remains
possible rather than likely.

4.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,One
B - Possible
dose (one vial) Mixed with Nobivac
L4 as Diluent Lot no a027a01
(11/05/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Nobivac L4 as a
diluent (11/05/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction.

11 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,normal B - Possible
single vial (17/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,normal single vial
(17/04/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, but signs are non-specific, 2
products given.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2092/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

24/03/2017

22/04/2017

1

1

0 21/04/2017 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2095/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.55
Month(s)

13/05/2015

15/05/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2108/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Month(s) 20/04/2015

18/05/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2112/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.33
Year(s)

12/04/2017

25/04/2017

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2147/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

15/05/2015

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2175/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.17 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2177/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2181/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2204/15

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2211/15

NOBIVAC L4

NOBIVAC L4

Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
pruritus,Sleepiness - systemic
Known
disorder,Vocalisation,Distress

Vocalisation, distress and injection site swelling within 2 minutes post 2nd dose vaccination followed
by lethargy and injection site pruritus. No treatment given, outcome unknown.

Crossbred

0 14/05/2015 Not
Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
No Data
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

Hyperthermia, lethargy, anorexia within 24 hours of vaccination. Worsened within the following 24
hours. Unknown treatment given, no previous reaction on vaccination one month prior.

English
Springer
Spaniel

4.6 Advocate Spot-on Solution for
B - Possible
Medium Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(13/05/201513/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (13/05/201513/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (13/05/201513/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (13/05/201513/05/2015)<BR><BR>

1

0 25/04/2015 Not
Tracheitis,Cough,Cough,
Known,<BR><BR productive,Enlarged lymph nodes
><BR><BR><BR> (generalised)
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Cough, occasionally productive, positive tracheal pinch (Veddra-tracheitis), enlarged bilateral
submandibular lymph nodes within 5 days of vaccination. Treated with antibiotics and
antiinflammatories. Nothing further.

Crossbred

5.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
No assessment
(20/04/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac performed
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (20/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (20/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

1

1

0 14/04/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

Lump developed at vaccine site within 48 hours, over 10 days this mass extended down neck and on
24/4/17 dog was represented at vets and found to have abscess at vaccine site. Outcome unknown.

Toy Poodle

19/05/2015

1

1

0 15/05/2015 Not
Listless,Pyrexia
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Hyperthermia and lethargy 24 hours after vaccination persisting for 24 hours. Emesis 36 hours after
vaccination, persisting for 48 hours. Recovery after unspecified treatment. No further information
expected.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

6.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
singleuse vial of nobivac Lepto 4
administered subcutaneously on
12/4/2017 (12/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
4.3 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (15/05/201515/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/05/201515/05/2015)<BR><BR>

14/05/2015

30/09/2015

1

1

0 15/05/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Irregular
Not
breathing,Dyspnoea,Lethargy (see Known
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Inappetence,Cough,
Elevated temperature,Dull

Cough 24 hours after vaccination with Nobivac KC and L4 in a dog with a previous history of Kennel
Cough 1.5 years previously. Positive tracheal pinch, dyspnoea, pyrexia and lethargy 6 days later.
Treated with NSAIDs. Improved but still coughing 6 days later.

Jack Russell
Terrier

8 Year(s)

14/05/2016

16/05/2016

1

1

0 14/05/2016 Not
Diarrhoea,Emesis,Inappetence
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Emesis, diarrhoea and inappetence starting within 6 hours of Nobivac DHP and L4. Signs persisted for
at least 2 days but outcome is unknown. No further information.

Crossbred

10.8 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,As B - Possible
instructed by data sheet
(14/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs and onset are consistent with possible
vaccine involvement but two were used together.

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

22/04/2016

16/05/2016

1

1

0 23/04/2016 Not
Emesis,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Not
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression Known
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological'),Weakness
Not Known

Weakness, lethargy, emesis and anorexia starting within 24 hours after first vaccination. Second
vaccinations were given 2 weeks apart (DHP and L4). Outcome unknown. No further information.

Maltese

0.94 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ML
B - Possible
(22/04/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (22/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal onset consistent and signs may represent
hypersensitivity or other vaccine reaction. Two
products used.

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

15/05/2015

21/05/2015

1

1

0 15/05/2015 Not
Blepharitis,Chemosis,Facial
Known,<BR><BR oedema
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Chemosis, allergic oedema (facial) and blepharitis 1-2 hours post vaccination with Nobivac DHP and L4. Siberian Husky
Outcome unknown. No further information expected.

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.17
Year(s)

21/04/2015

21/05/2015

2

2

0 21/04/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Flatulence,Lethargy (see also
Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in 'Neurological'),Increased
borborygmus

Lethargy, increased borborygmus and flatulence in 2 dogs from the same litter within 24 hours post
Shetland
vaccination and start of oral Metacam (assumed to be 1.5 mg/ml oral Metacam as this is the marketed Sheepdog
formulation). Recovery in both dogs 1 week later. Similar signs were seen in 1 out of 2 of these dogs 1
month later within 24 hours following 2nd dose vaccination. On this occasion no Metacam was
administered.

UK-VMD-2213/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

28/04/2017

09/05/2017

1

1

0 28/04/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site pain,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Anorexia,Vomiting

Not
Known

Vomited, anorexia, lethargy, pain reaction (we assume at injection site) apprx 30 minutes after
vaccination. Reaction duration one day

UK-VMD-2228/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.1 Year(s)

17/05/2016

24/05/2016

1

1

0 17/05/2016 Not
Facial oedema,Periorbital oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Facial oedema including periorbital within 2 hours of vaccination. Eyes swollen shut and all facial folds Pug
missing. Previous vaccination with Vanguard 7 in Hungary. Admitted for treatment of anaphylaxis.
Intravenous steroids, IM antihistamine. Discharged after 3 hours and recovered after an unknown
time. No further information.

Injection site lump,Injection site
abscess

Not
Known

Not
Known

Crossbred

13.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(24/03/2017-21/04/2017)<BR><BR>

6 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,One vial O of vaccine mixed with (14/05/2015- Unclassifiable/unassessa
14/05/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,One vial of vaccine
mixed with (14/05/201514/05/2015)<BR><BR>

19 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(15/05/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (15/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Metacam 1.5 mg/ml Oral
Suspension for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,N/A (21/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,gave 1 vaccination
dose subcutaneously 4 weeks apart
(2nd dose on 19/05/2015 stopped
giving metacam) (21/04/201521/05/2015)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

3.7 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,full vaccine (28/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (28/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
8.45 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,10,reconstituted vaccination 1ml
(17/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,reconstituted
vaccination 1ml (17/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, some of the signs are
expected.

These clinical signs are known to occur following
vaccination.

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
One product administered

Clinical signs of pyrexia and lethargy may be
consistent, emesis not expected but possible.
Temporal onset is consistent. Two products used,
possible product reaction.

The dog was treated with a concurrent intranasal
kennel cough vaccination at the same time. The onset
of signs is short making transmission of infectious
agents from the Kennel Cough vaccine unlikely
although this may be possible. The dog has a previous
history of respiratory disease and the dog may have
already been incubating kennel cough at the time of
vaccination. Vaccine involvement cannot be ruled out,
however, in a product hypersensitivity role. There is
insufficient information for accurate assessment.

Clinical signs may be consistent with allergic reaction,
other causes cannot be excluded and two products
involved. Possible product reaction.

Close time association but 2 products administered,
however, similar signs were seen in one of the 2 dogs
following 2nd dose vaccination when the 2nd product,
Metacam, was not administered.

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two porducts administered

Anaphylaxis starting within 2 hours of vaccination is
consistent with involvement of one or both vaccines
given.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2229/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.1 Month(s) 17/05/2016

24/05/2016

1

1

0 17/05/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Diarrhoea,Intestinal disorder
NOS,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Dyspnoea,Emesis

Not
Known

Emesis and diarrhoea starting with a few hours of Nobivac L4, DHP and an unknown time after
English
Advantage. Dyspnoea noted 1 hour later. Presented to vets, clinical exam showed: lethargy and slightly Springer
thickened intestines. Treatment with Colvasone. No further information.
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2232/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.92 Year(s)

28/04/2015

22/05/2015

2

2

0 28/04/2015 Yes

Increased borborygmus

No Data

Increased borborygmus in 2/2 vaccinated 6 hours prior. Duration 12 hours. No treatment given, no
previous reaction; nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2233/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.08 Year(s)

20/05/2015

22/05/2015

1

1

0 22/05/2015 Yes

Diarrhoea

No Data

Diarrhoea within 48 hours of vaccination. Duration 2-3 days, unknown treatment given. Same reaction Saluki
after L4 booster vaccination. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2240/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.52 Year(s)

16/03/2017

02/05/2017

1

1

0 17/03/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Distension of
Not
abdomen,Falling,Weakness,Arched Known
back,Stiffness NOS,Tense
abdomen,Pyrexia

Normal the morning following the vaccinations. Owner returned from work to find Barney weak,
Yorkshire
almost falling over, moving with arched back and stiff. Abdomen felt tense and a bit pendulous, pyrexic Terrier
(39.4C), mucous membranes pink, CRT 1 sec. No previous reactions. Treated for pyrexia and given
antihistamines. Recovery after 8 hours. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2254/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

27/04/2017

02/05/2017

1

1

0 27/04/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Shaking,Increased
skin sensitivity,Off colour

Quiet, lethargic, shaking, hypersensitisation (especially around the neck) within 30 minutes of
vaccination. No previous exposure. Recovery without treatment after 5 hours. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2257/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.21 Year(s)

20/04/2017

24/05/2017

1

1

0 22/04/2017 Not Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
swelling,Injection site pain,Injection Known
site warmth,Off colour,Elevated
temperature,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2275/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

15/12/2015

20/05/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2285/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

12/04/2017

04/05/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2291/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.19
Year(s)

19/05/2016

20/05/2016

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2293/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

11/05/2016

20/05/2016

Not
Known

Jack Russell
Terrier

3.4 Advantage 40 mg Spot-on Solution B - Possible
for Small Cats, Small Dogs and Pet
Rabbits - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 dose/1 ml
(17/05/201617/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (17/05/201617/05/2016)<BR><BR>
9.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(28/04/2015-28/04/2015)<BR><BR>
25.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
VACCINE DOSE (20/05/201520/05/2015)<BR><BR>
9.1 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
(16/03/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml of Nobivac L4 SQ
and standard dose of Nobivac KC
intra-nasally. (16/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs may be consistent with
hypersensitivity/inflammatory reaction. Onset is
consistent but at least 2 products including 2 vaccines
were given together.

Timing suggestive of product related reaction
however could be other causes of clinical signs seen
and especially considering seen in both dogs there
could be other underlying causes.,
Considering same clinical signs and presentation post
both vaccines, it is suggestive of probable product
related reaction.
Not typical duration of onset for hypersensitivity, but
product involvement cannot be excluded. Two
vaccines administered.

Crossbred

5 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (27/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (27/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product involvement.
Two vaccines administered.

Case received from Veterinary Medicines Directorate. Suspected adverse reaction Swelling, heat and
Crossbred
pain at site of vaccination 2d post vacc, developing into an abscess 7 days post-vaccination on 20 April
2017 with Nobivac L4. Owner reported to have been unwell since vaccination. No previous reactions.
Abscess lanced and treated with antibiotics and improved. Swab from pus showed nil growth
(extended growth still underway). Vet reports dog struggled at time of vaccination. Outcome unknown.
Nothing further. Case reported to MAH on 3 May 2017. Vaccinated on 20 April 2017 with Nobivac L4.
Then on 22 April 2017 the dog was lethargic with a temperature of 39.4 , it also had a painful injection
site swelling. They gave non steroidals. Then on 24 April 2017 the dog is better, still inappetant and
temperature is 39.5 they gave antibiotics. Then on 25 April the temperature is elevated (unknown
what) they aspirated fluid from the lump, is unknown what it looked like. 27 April they sedated and
lanced the lump , it was now a abscess with Purulent material , they flushed , they sent the swab for
culture. No growth was found so they placed the dog on antibiotics. The dog is doing well. No more
information expected . Follow up 24 May 2017 - the dog is reported to have fully recovered, unknown
exact date of recovery. Nothing further expected.

7.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single
vaccination (20/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs/location consistent with product
involvement - infection at the time of vaccination
likely related to the act of injection.

0 22/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vasculitis,Disorder of red blood cell Not
R><BR><BR>Not NOS,Erythematous rash,Low
Known
Known,<BR><BR platelet count
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Erythematous rash on ventral abdomen and pinnae, giving the appearance of vasculitis within 21 days Other
of administration. Dog otherwise well. Bloods showed very minor increased in haematocrit, very minor Canine/dog
decrease in mean corpuscular haemoglobin concentration, mildly low platelet count. Treated with
antibiotics; outcome unknown. Dog already suffering with Demodex. Nothing further.

21 Bravecto 1000 mg Chewable Tablets No assessment
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
performed
(01/04/201601/04/2016)<BR><BR>Malaseb
Shampoo for Dogs and Cats N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (30/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Milbemax Tablets for
Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(27/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

1

1 28/04/2017 Not Known

Owner reported 16 days post vaccination dog behaving normally including playing ball in fields with our Labrador
other dogs until later that day when at refused normal food completely and within 24 hrs stopped
Retriever
drinking after which took only morsels of food for further 24 hours and water only when syringed into
mouth. Over next day temperature dropped, breathing became laboured, difficulty standing & walking
and stopped passing faeces and urine. At local veterinary practice on 1/5/17 diagnosed abdominal
cavity distended with fluid. Blood & scan results showed abnormalities in Kidney & Liver. Colour of
fluid sample from abdomen suggested possible tumour. Referred to Bristol University Veterinary Small
Animal Hospital. Tests showed fluid in abdomen developing rapidly. CT scan abnormal changes to
Kidney & Liver functions. Unable to provide definitive diagnosis but by excluding other possibilities
concluded probably tumour. Option of keyhole surgery to provide specimens for biopsy impractical as
unlikely she would survive long enough to benefit from results as deteriorating fast. On 2/5/17 agreed
to course of steroids as last options although infection ruled out on basis of test. Advised 3/5/17
deteriorated further with fluid in the lungs necessitating permanent oxygen support. With no further
options for treatment we took the decision to permit euthanasia. Request for further information. 29
Mar 2018 NCA update - Follow up information received 1st vaccination Nobivac L4 was 15 Mar 2017
and 2nd vaccination was 12 Apr 2017. The dog became unwell on 28 Apr 2017. Post mortem final
report from clinician at Veterinary School : Further to our previous discussion I added additional tests
to assess for whether the L4 vaccination may have been responsible for Bess’s signs. The additional
tests have come back negative (leptospirosis PCR on blood, FISH and PCR on tissue), our specialist
pathologist in this field feels this means leptospirosis vaccination reaction would be unlikely.
Frustratingly we are still in the dark about the exact cause of Bess’s terrible illness, and I am very sorry I
am not able to provide you with more answers, only to say that I have no doubt (as I know you agree)
we did the right thing for her when we let her go, I hope this is a small comfort as I know you must be
missing her terribly. No further information.

25 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml set
dose (12/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Post mortem examination did not establish cause of
death and also did not detect leptospira however
product involvement in clinical signs seen in this case
cannot be fully discounted.

1

1

0 19/05/2016 Not
Emesis,Periorbital
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Urticaria,Facial oedema
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Urticaria on ventral abdomen and pinnae, periorbital and facial allergic oedema and emesis (once)
starting within 30 minutes of vaccination. Signs persisted for 2 days but outcome is unknown. An
unknown treatment was given. No further information.

Dachshund
(Standard)
Long-haired

4.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,DHP
B - Possible
reconstituted with L4 vaccine, whole
dose given under the skin.
(19/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (19/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs are consistent with vaccine
hypersensitivity but two were used together; one or
both products may be involved.

1

1

0 11/05/2016 Not
Diarrhoea,Polyuria,Urinary
Known,<BR><BR tenesmus
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Diarrhoea, polyuria and urinary tenesmus starting within 24 hours of Nobivac L4 and DHP. Signs
persisted for at least 2 days. No treatment was given and outcome is unknown. No further
information.

Labrador
Retriever

9.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
(11/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (11/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Diarrhoea can be seen following vaccinations
indicating hypersensitivity. Other signs are not
expected but a temporal association exists.

Faecal
Not
impaction,Hepatopathy,Adipsia,Anu Known
ria,Dyspnoea,Pulmonary
oedema,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Hypothermia,
Weakness,Ascites,Elevated renal
parameters

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2299/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.06
Month(s)

21/05/2016

21/05/2016

1

1

0 21/05/2016 Not
Periorbital oedema,Hypersensitivity Not
Known,<BR><BR reaction
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Right sided periorbital oedema within 1 hour of vaccination. Vet suspects allergic reaction to
vaccination. Unknown treatment given, outcome unknown. No further information.

English Cocker
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2300/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

05/05/2016

22/05/2016

1

1

0 14/05/2016 Not
Emesis,Cough,Uncoded sign
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Cough and emesis including mucoid material starting 9 days post Nobivac KC, DHP and L4.
Improvement on Metacam but ongoing at reporting. No further information.

Bulldog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2322/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

19/10/2016

17/05/2017

1

1

1 21/10/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Initially diarrhoea then collapse within 2 days of treatment/vaccination. Pre-existing heart murmur.
Diagnosed with congestive heart failure on 14/1/17. No previous exposure. Death on an unknown
date. Nothing further. . MAH (BAYER) comment: chanegd Droncit unknown formulation to "Droncit
Tabl (50 mg Praz) Cat / Dog 10 kg " as only authorised Droncit product in UK for dogs. Reaction end
date and death date added as 2017. Medical History Veddra term ''Heart murmur'' added.

Border Collie

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2327/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Month(s)

05/05/2017

1

1

0 13/03/2017 Not
Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Received Nobivac DHP (A095A01) on 19/12/16 and DHP (A100D02) on 03/01/17 at over 10 weeks old
but still contracted parvovirus. Diagnosis with in house SNAP parvo test. Recovery after 8 days with IV
fluids, cerenia and zinacef. Nothing further.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2346/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.17 Year(s)

24/04/2017

16/05/2017

1

1

0 03/05/2017 Not Known

Injection site abscess,Pyrexia,Off
colour,Injection site swelling

Not
Known

English
Springer
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2370/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.34 Year(s)

19/05/2016

25/05/2016

1

1

0 19/05/2016 Not
Facial oedema,Respiratory sound
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Swelling at injection site, aspiration would suggest abscess, pyrexia (40.4 C) but clinically only a bit
below par within 9 days of vaccination. Clinical response to antibiotics. Outcome unknown. Nothing
further. NEW* Case received from Veterinary medicines Directorate Suspected adverse reaction
Swelling at injection site, aspiration would suggest abscess, pyrexia (40.4 C) but clinically only a bit
below par within 9 days of vaccination which was given on 24 April 2017 Nobivac L4. Clinical response
to antibiotics. Outcome unknown. Nothing further.
Facial allergic oedema within 30 minutes of vaccinations followed some time later by increased
respiratory sounds. No treatment given, signs persisted for at least 5 hours. Outcome unknown.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2373/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.3 Year(s)

06/04/2016

25/05/2016

1

1

0 08/04/2016 Not
Dry lip,Skin scab
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

No Data

Dry lips, skin scab on lips within 48 hours of vaccination. Outcome unknown, no further information.

German
Shepherd Dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2373/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.1 Year(s)

27/04/2017

18/05/2017

1

1

0 29/04/2017 Not Known

Injection site swelling,Skin
warmth,Swelling NOS

Not
Known

Needle shy patient necessitated injection L flank. Quite a lot of movement at the time. Developed
English
swelling within 48 hours of vaccination of Nobivac L4 on 27 April 2017, presented 2wks later with
Springer
diffuse swelling L lateral hemithorax. Heterogenous texture (firm core, softer periphery), local heat, no Spaniel
other issues detected. No previous reactions. Outcome unknown. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2374/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

01/05/2017

18/05/2017

9

1

0 02/05/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Regenerative anaemia,Swollen
Not
joint,Monocytosis,Neutrophilia,Pyr Known
exia,Polyarthritis,Lameness,Letharg
y (see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Other
immune system disorder NOS

Suspected immune-mediate polyarthritis starting within 24 hours of vaccination. Lethargic, lame on
Crossbred
RHL with swollen stifle, progressing to bilateral HL lameness with bilateral stifle swelling. Pyrexia of
40.3C. Moderate regenerative anaemia, neutrophilia and monocytosis on bloods. Unknown previous
exposure. Treated with antibiotics, analgesia and steroids and responding. Outcome unknown. Nothing
further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2378/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.58 Year(s)

02/06/2015

03/06/2015

3

1

0 02/06/2015 Not Known

Muscle tremor,Emesis,Ataxia

Ataxia, muscle tremor and emesis starting less than 30 minutes post vaccination and persisting for 3
hours. Recovery without treatment. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2403/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.42 Year(s)

09/04/2015

09/06/2015

1

1

1 27/05/2015 Not Known

Vocalisation,Disseminated
Not
intravascular coagulation,Low
Known
platelet count,Bradycardia,Cardiac
arrest,Pale mucous
membrane,Diarrhoea,Distension of
abdomen,Vomiting,Jaundice,Disorie
ntation,Nystagmus,Tachypnoea,Na
sal
discharge,Death,Hyperthermia,Late
ral recumbency,Respiratory
depression,Respiratory
signs,Immune mediated haemolytic
anaemia

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2404/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.83 Year(s)

26/05/2015

04/06/2015

1

1

0 26/05/2015 Not
Emesis,Haematuria,Prostatitis
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Diarrhoea,Congestive heart
failure,Circulatory collapse (see
also 'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death

Not
Known

Not
Known

Chihuahua

Jack Russell
Terrier

Immune mediated haemolytic anaemia diagnosed 7 weeks after first vaccination with L4, and 3 weeks English Cocker
after the second vaccination. Unresponsive to treatment (prednisolone, azathioprine, aspirin, blood
Spaniel
transfusion (cross matched)). Led to disseminated intravascular coagulation and death over 4 days.
Nothing further.

Emesis and haematuria secondary to prostatitis less than 12 hours after vaccination. Unknown
treatment given, recovery within 2 days. No further information expected.

English
Springer
Spaniel

4.44 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial B - Possible
of each (21/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (21/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
24.1 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,N/A,N/A (05/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (05/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (05/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
22 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Large O1 - Inconclusive
Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Product
size NCA best guess (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Droncit Tablets 50
mg - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(01/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(19/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (19/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs are consisted with possible hypersensitivity
reaction although are very localised. Two vaccines
used together so one or both could be involved.

11.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A N - Unlikely
(03/01/201703/01/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
22.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single
vaccine dose (24/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Product does not provide immunity to parvo virus.

1.92 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Full
B - Possible
dose of vaccine Subcutaneously
(19/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (19/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs consistent with probable hypersensitivity
reaction to one or both vaccinations.

Onset prolonged, signs are not expected and are more
likely due to field infection or one of the other
products used.

Timing consistent with product involvement with
diarrhoea. Cardiac murmur pre-existing and product
involvement in cardiac failure and death unlikely.
Multiple products administered.

Timing/signs/location consistent with vaccination site
reaction, due to either product or vaccination
technique.

38 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Extra- O1 - Inconclusive
Large Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Drontal Plus
Flavour Bone Shaped Tablets N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (06/04/201606/04/2016)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association, however clinical signs are
unusual and could be due to another underlying
cause. Overall cannot rule out product involvement

20 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Administered L flank as needle
(27/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs/location consistent with product
involvement. Patient moving during injection likely
caused local trauma and contributed to reaction.

5.05 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial of DHPPi +
one vial o (01/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial of DHPPi +
one vial o (01/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 VIAL
SUBCUTANEOUSLY (SITE IS NOT
WORKING WILL NOT ALLOW
SUBCUTANEOUS USE OR JACK
RUSSELL; (02/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
11.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 2,1,1 Months,N/A,2 doses
of vaccine administere (09/04/201507/05/2015)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product involvement.
Two vaccines administered.

19.2 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (26/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (26/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Emesis may be consistent with a vaccine
hypersensitivity reaction but prostatitis and
haematuria are not expected. The temporal
relationship appears possible, two products were used
and it is unknown whether the dog had preexisting
prostatic disease.

Clinical signs and onset are consistent with a possible
product hypersensitivity reaction.

MAH agrees with MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2404/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

13/04/2017

09/05/2017

1

1

0 21/04/2017 Not
Epileptic fit,Tonic-clonic seizure
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

8 days after vaccination (the 21st April) the dog had 4-5min grand mal seizure. On the 6th May 8 am
Boxer
2mins grand mal seizure (coded as tonic clonic seizure). On the 8th May 2 or 3 fits 2mins each
(German
(suspicious of having had one that wasn''t observed) On the 9th of May had 2 seizures - so 5 seizures in Boxer)
total in past 24h. No previous episodes of epileptiform events in this dog. Normal intra-ictal/post ictal
period. The dog has had bloods taken today which were unremarkable. suspect this is an incidental
occurrence with start of idiopathic epilepsy coincidental to the restart of vaccinations. have started
treatment with phenobarbitone for the seizures

33 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one O1 - Inconclusive
dose mixed with Nobivac Lepto4
(a057a02), also Nobivac KC
(a080h01) at same time (1 Day(s)
13/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one dose mixed
with Nobivac Lepto4 (a057a02), also
Nobivac KC (a080h01) at same time
(13/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one dose mixed with
Nobivac Lepto4 (a057a02), also
Nobivac KC (a080h01) at same time
(13/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal association is weak. Product involvement
cannot be excluded however some preexisting
condition may also explain the signs

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2407/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.2 Year(s)

28/04/2017

19/05/2017

1

1

0 28/04/2017 Not
Vomiting,Reddening of the
Known,<BR><BR skin,Rash,Facial swelling (see also
><BR><BR><BR> 'Skin')
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Facial swelling, redness to the muzzle and eyelids and had vomiting within 30 minutes of vaccination.
Treated with 1ml Dexadresson. During the day the swelling subsided but a rash developed on the
ventrum which had dissapeared by the next morning. He also continued to vomit so 2.5mls Cerenia
was administered the following day. Previous exposure to DHP and KC. Imported from Cyprus 2 year
ago. Recovery after 24 hours. Nothing further.

27 Dexadreson 2 mg/ml Solution for
B - Possible
Injection - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(28/04/201728/04/2017)<BR><BR>Epiphen
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,single injection
(28/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,0.4 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (28/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (28/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product allergic reaction.
Three vaccines administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2421/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.08
Year(s)

09/03/2016

10/05/2017

1

1

1 16/03/2016 Not Known

35 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,1,4 Weeks,N/A,1 dose
another dose 4 weeks later (4
Week(s) 09/03/201604/04/2016)<BR><BR>

Time association with being unwell, signs non-specific.
Other signs not usually expected but product
involvement cannot be excluded.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2426/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.92 Year(s)

26/05/2016

27/05/2016

1

1

0 26/05/2016 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2432/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

05/06/2015

05/06/2015

1

1

0 05/06/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2442/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.1 Month(s) 01/06/2015

07/06/2015

1

1

0 03/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes pain,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2442/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.33 Year(s)

04/05/2017

17/05/2017

1

1

0 09/05/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
swelling,Injection site
Known
warmth,Listless,Pyrexia,Increased
respiratory rate

9/5/2017 - local reaction swelling noted (we assume injection site swelling). 11/5/2017 - swelling
Pug
appeared larger and firmer - suspected abscess and drained 10ml purulent material. Also pyrexic
(temperature 39.5). Treated with Amoxycillin-Clavulanic acid for abscess and Paracetamol for pyrexia.
Suspected Adverse Reaction - received by MAH on 17 May 2017 - Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4 on 4 May 2017. Presented on 9 May 2017 as owner noticed a lump at vaccine site. On
examination the lump is 8cm in size at vaccine site, non painful. 11 May 2017 feels hot, listless,
increase respiratory effort. Temperature 39.5 Celsius, swelling hot and firm. Draining 10mls of pus,
clipped and cleaned wound. Started on antibiotics and paracetamol. 17 May 2017 not bothered with
mass and owner feels the dog is happy at home, non painful. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2451/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.42 Year(s)

11/05/2017

17/05/2017

2

1

0 11/05/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Circulatory collapse (see also
Not
'Neurological' and 'Systemic
Known
disorders'),Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Wheal,Facial
oedema,Tachypnoea,Panting,Hyper
thermia,Urticaria

Administered vaccine in consult to 2 pugs, one was fine. The other was fine initially, then as the owner Pug
went out and put her in the car she had a collapsing episode and became tachypnoeic. She was
brought straight back in for 02 therapy as initial thoughts were that she was overheating. After cooling
and oxigen therapy she recovered over 20mins, but was still a little quiet. The owner took her home
but on arrival approx 20mins later they noticed facial swelling. She was brought straight back in. She
had facial oedema and then wheals and urticaria followed. Dexamethasone was administered IV and
she recovered and was monitored over the next few hours. On discharge she was quiet but
comfortable. Urticaria still present but facial oedema much reduced and breathing well. Case reported
to MAH on 12 May 2017 Suspected adverse reaction, vaccinated on 11 May 2017 Nobivac DHP and L4 .
Almost straight away it collapsed in car park and was panting . They went back into the practice and
gave it oxygen and it settled after 20 minutes. Within half an hour of being home the dog''s face
started to swell. It went back to the practice on examination it had facial oedema and urticaria, they
gave Colvasone and Piriton . Within a few hours it had 90% resolved. No more information expected

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2456/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.5 Year(s)

04/06/2015

08/06/2015

1

1

0 06/06/2015 Not
Diarrhoea,Lethargy (see also
Not
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression Known
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological')
Not Known

Diarrhoea and lethargy starting 2 days post vaccination with Nobivac DHP and L4. No treatment given, English Cocker
signs improved but had not abated after 2 days. No further information expected.
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2460/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

25/04/2017

19/05/2017

1

1

0 25/04/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vocalisation,Reluctant to
Not
move,Discomfort NOS,Stiffness
Known
NOS,Localised pain NOS (see other
'SOCs' for specific pain)

Case received from Veterinary Medicines Directorate. Dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac Chihuahua
L4 on 27 Apr 2017. Since vaccination has been uncomfortable with being pickedSore over palpation of
neck and yelping when picked up and won''t jump onto sofa starting within 6 hours of vaccination.
Otherwise well. No previous exposure. Treated with meloxicam. Outcome unknown. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2463/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.34 Year(s)

03/05/2016

31/05/2016

1

1

0 03/05/2016 Not Known

Emesis (multiple)

Emesis within an hour of Nobivac L4 and a further 3 times over the following week. The same signs
were seen after the second Nobivac L4 vaccine. No other medications were given concurrently. No
other signs seen. No further information.

Crossbred

Eye disorder NOS (for photophobia Not
see 'neurological'),Drinking a
Known
lot,Skin lesion
NOS,Death,Malaise,Lack of hair
regrowth,Weight loss,Bloated
stomach,Hair loss
NOS,Pancreatitis,Off colour
Injection site lump
Not
Known

Unwell a week after vaccination . Drinking vast amounts of water. Stomach blew up after second
Golden
vaccination. Gradually became slower. Fur stopped growing and eventually began to fall out. Began to Retriever
lose weight losing 9.5kgs by the time he died. Lesions appeared on dogs and face pink and black in
colour eventually causing severe eye infection. 8 months after the vaccinations he developed
pancreatitis. Fit and well before the vaccinations. Nothing detected on blood test, scans, xrays. No
previous exposure. Nothing further.
Injection site lump starting within 24 hours of Nobivac L4 and persisting for an unknown period of
time. Outcome unknown. No further information.

Other
Canine/dog

14.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial
(26/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal and anatomical association.

Ataxia,Dull

No Data

Dull and ataxia within a few minutes of vaccination. Nothing further.

Jack Russell
Terrier

Close temporal association; possible product related
reaction.

No Data

Lethargy, anorexia, injection site pain, tachycardia, hyperthermia within 48 hours of vaccination.
Unknown treatment given; recovered by the following day. No reaction on previous vaccination.,
Nothing further.

Crossbred

8.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Adminstered one vial (1
Minute(s) 05/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
2.74 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,2nd
B - Possible
Dose DHP L4 (01/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,2nd Dose DHP L4
(01/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
9.5 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 B - Possible
ml Unknown 1 Animal (04/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (04/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

9.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,Standard combination vials- mi
(11/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose Not
applicable 1 Animal (11/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest hypersensitivity reaction
to the vaccine. Two vaccines administered
concurrently

Not
Known

Border Collie

Suggestive of vaccine related reaction. Two products
used therefore coded B.

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

10.6 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
No assessment
,N/A,Routine booster vaccination
performed
(04/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,routine booster
vaccination (04/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
3.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,Whole vial of each vaccine
(25/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (25/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
17.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial 4
weeks apart (03/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment

Emesis can be seen after vaccination and although the
duration of signs is not particularly suggestive, the
close temporal relationship and the rechallenge data
support product involvement.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2473/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.17 Year(s)

12/05/2017

13/05/2017

1

1

0 12/05/2017 Not
Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2478/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.3 Year(s)

25/07/2015

23/05/2017

1

1

1 26/07/2015 Not Known

Injection site lump,Discoloured
Not
urine,Pale mucous
Known
membrane,Impaired
swallowing,Yellow mucous
membranes,Not
drinking,Epistaxis,Death,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Weakness,Elevated
temperature,Breathing
difficulty,Not eating,Increased
salivation,Swollen lymph
node,Swollen tongue,Unsteady
gait,Immune mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Behavioural disorder NOS

A walnut-size lump appeared where the product was injected. This lasted for 3 days. A week later, on English Cocker
Friday, the dog looked lethargic and could not drink or eat even though he wanted to, also had a nose Spaniel
bleed. Visit to the vets - elevated temperature, "no known cause", a painkiller was injected. On
Monday the dog could not swallow or breathe, had sick saliva in his mouth with clots of blood. The
tongue and glands were swollen. Biopsy op under GI, fluids, following 2 weeks of antiinflammatory/painkillers + antibiotics, with further 4 weeks of antibiotics. The cause of swelling and
inflammation was "unknown". Next 4 months in recovery as the dog was very weak. Better by January
2016. 5 Feb 2016 sudden change in mood, dizziness (coded as unsteady gait), weakness, orange urine,
pale gums and yellow eyes. Diagnosed with immune mediated haemolytic anaemia same day. Died
two days later. No previous exposure. Nothing further.

16 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
(25/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association with injection site swelling.
Relationship to other signs unclear, but not a close
association in time.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2490/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.92 Year(s)

18/04/2017

15/05/2017

1

1

0 18/04/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Behavioural disorder NOS,Lethargy Not
(see also Central nervous system
Known
depression in 'Neurological'),Food
refusal,Shaking,Reluctant to move

Very lethargic, refused food, refused walk (coded as Reluctant to move) etc, shaking, hiding, behaviour Crossbred
very uncharacteristic within 1 hour of vaccination. No previous exposure. Recovery without treatment
after 24 hours. Nothing further.

6.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml of B - Possible
vaccine and diluent mixed
(18/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (18/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product involvement.
Two vaccines administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2498/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.33 Year(s)

07/05/2015

12/06/2015

1

1

1 29/05/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Thrombosis,Vestibular disorder
Not
NOS,Ataxia,Collapse (see also
Known
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Abnormal
test result,Nausea,Immune
mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV)

Vestibular disorder, collapse and ataxia 22 days after vaccination with Nobivac Lepto 4 and DHP,
pyrexia noted on examination, no obvious signs of infection. Nausea noted the next day so treated
with Clavaseptin and Cerenia. Lethargy and blood tests showed autoaglutination and anaemia 2 days
later. Progression to IMHA. Treated with blood transfusion and steroids. Thrombotic disease and
euthanasia 4 days later. No further information expected.

Labrador
Retriever

37.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(07/05/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (07/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2512/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.67 Year(s)

02/05/2017

16/05/2017

1

1

0 03/05/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Weakness,Shallow
breathing,Elevated
temperature,Dull,Off colour

Not
Known

Very lethargic, weak, hang dog response (coded as Off colour), shallow breathing, very unhappy (coded Labrador
as Dull), hot within 24 hours of vaccination. Unknown previous exposure. Recovery without treatment Retriever
after 7 days. Nothing further.

Timing/signs consistent with product involvement.
Signs non-specific. Two vaccines administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2513/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.42 Year(s)

09/06/2015

18/06/2015

1

1

0 09/06/2015 Not
Blepharitis,Conjunctivitis
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Bilateral conjunctivitis and blepharitis less than 6 hours after Nobivac L4 and KC. Unknown treatment
given, recovery within 12 hours.

34 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (02/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (02/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
21 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
(09/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial
administered via subc (09/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2527/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.8 Year(s)

01/06/2016

08/06/2016

1

1

0 01/06/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Loose stool,Emesis,Decreased
Not
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal test
result,Elevated liver
enzymes,Elevated ALT

Emesis and lethargy starting within 30 minutes of vaccinations. Treated with ranitidine and
Border Terrier
dexadreson. Emesis and diarrhoea over the following 24 hours, with anorexia. Lethargy worse. Bloods
showed elevated ALT, elevated liver enzymes, decreased amylase (coded as abnormal test result),
treated with IVFT and showed much improvement within 24 hours. Nothing further. An unknown
treatment was given. Outcome unknown but signs persisted for at least 3 days. No further
information.

8.5 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml B - Possible
(01/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Standard 1 vial dose.
(01/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association, duration is prolonged.
Signs can be seen following vaccination but unable to
tell if one or both vaccines used are involved.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2531/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.58 Year(s)

08/05/2015

26/06/2015

1

1

0 05/06/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Diarrhoea,Haemorrhagic
Not
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Collapse (see
Known
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Tachypnoea,Appetite
loss,Hypothermia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Abnormal posture
NOS,Glazed
eye,Shivering,Shaking,Abnormal
radiograph finding

Lethargy, emesis, shivering, shaking, tachypnoea, reluctance to move, diarrhoea, abnormal posture and English
glazed eyes progressing to collapse, 1 hour following 2nd dose vaccination and 4 weeks after Lepto 4 Springer
vaccination. Seresto collar was applied on the same day as the 2nd dose vaccination, but exact time
Spaniel
not clear. Blood tests were normal. Hospitalised and developed haemorrhagic diarrhoea.
Improvement within 10 days but persistence of diarrhoea. Radiographs showed gas in the intestines.
Treated with metronidazole, ranitidine, Parval 5 and Canikur Pro. Improvement over the next 4 days.
No further information expected, no further contact between vet practice and owner as dog is now
receiving holistic treatment.

23.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(08/05/201505/06/2015)<BR><BR>Seresto 4.50
g + 2.03 g, Collar for Dogs > 8 kg 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Collar (05/06/201505/06/2015)<BR><BR>

Appears to be a very long onset to clinical signs
although history is somewhat incomplete. Other
causes of signs have not been ruled out but it is
difficult to exclude product involvement altogether
due to the weak history. Insufficient information for
assessment. Updated information shows close time
association with vaccination, therefore causality
changed to B,

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2532/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.06
Month(s)

19/06/2015

1

1

0 04/06/2015 Not
Application site
Known,<BR><BR erythema,Application site pruritus
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Application site erythema and pruritus spreading to a 6 inch by 4 inch area on the neck and back. Initial American
signs were seen within 15 minutes of Endectrid and an unknown time after Quantex treatment and 2
Bulldog
days post vaccination. Treatment with Isaderm twice daily and trauma prevention. Recovery after 1
day. No further information expected.

22.25 Endectrid 250 mg + 62.5 mg Spot-on No assessment
Solution for Large Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A performed
,N/A,The contents of one pipette
was applied to the skin on the back
of the neck once. (04/06/201504/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (02/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Quantex 50 mg
Tablets - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2534/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.17 Year(s)

03/06/2016

07/06/2016

1

1

0 03/06/2016 Not
Angioedema,Local swelling (not
Known,<BR><BR application site)
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Angioedema of the eyelids and muzzle starting within 6 hours of vaccination. Treatment with
Maltese
antihistamines. Signs had improved but not resolved 10 hours post vaccination. Outcome unknown. No
further information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2535/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.67 Year(s)

02/06/2016

03/06/2016

1

1

0 02/06/2016 Not Known

4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,one
B - Possible
dose (03/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (03/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
26.55 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(02/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Lethargy (see also Central nervous Not
system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Anorexia,Emesis,Shi
vering

Vomiting within 30 minutes of vaccination. No previous reactions. Recovery with unspecified
treatment after 1 day. Nothing further.

Lethargy, anorexia, emesis, shivering starting within 1 hour of vaccination and persisting for at least 2
days. Outcome unknown. No further information.

Jack Russell
Terrier

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

Other
Canine/dog

10.3 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
(12/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1ml once
(12/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing consistent. Vomiting is non-specific. Two
vaccines administered.

Signs are not expected although vaccines have been
implicated as a cause of IMHA previously. Time to
onset is quite long and there is no history of exposure
to this vaccine. Multifactorial aetiology including
possible product involvement.

Product role cannot be excluded but the other
product given is considered more likely. There is also a
potential that the dog had been exposed to something
in the garden that evening. Product remains a possible
factor.

Clinical signs are consistent with a possible vaccine
hypersensitivity reaction involving one or both of the
vaccinations used.

Very strong temporal association, signs can be seen
with hypersensitivity reactions.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2546/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.16
Month(s)

16/05/2017

17/05/2017

1

1

0 16/05/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site pain,Walking
difficulty,Elevated
temperature,Increased respiratory
rate

Not
Known

Increased respiration rate, temperature, wobbly, pain at vaccination site the same day of vaccination.
Outcome unknown

Rottweiler

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2549/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14.42
Year(s)

28/05/2014

02/06/2014

1

1

0 29/05/2014 Not Known

Fit,Ataxia,Disorientation,Pacing

Not
Known

Convulsions and ataxia 12 hour post vaccination followed by disorientation and hyperactivity for 5
days. Recovery with no treatment.

Border Collie

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2576/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.42 Year(s)

05/05/2016

07/06/2016

1

1

0 20/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site mass
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Injection site mass within 14 days of vaccination. Recovery without treatment within 14 days. Had a
similar reaction following the administration of another lepto vaccination the previous year. Nothing
further.

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2578/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.13
Month(s)

31/05/2016

07/06/2016

1

1

0 07/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Frequent
R><BR><BR>Not urination,Involuntary defecation
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Emesis and involuntary defecation within 2 minutes of milbemax administration. Frequent urination for Other
the following 12 hours. Had recovered by the following day. Nothing further.
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2584/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.55
Month(s)

15/06/2015

24/06/2015

1

1

0 15/06/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Allergic pruritus,Vomiting,Facial
swelling (see also 'Skin'),Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour

Not
Known

Malaise, emesis, lethargy, allergic oedema of the face and allergic pruritus 1 hour post vaccination.
Treated with antihistamines and corticosteroids leading to full recovery by the next day.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2590/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 02/06/2016

10/06/2016

1

1

1 05/06/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Respiratory
Not
arrest,Dyspnoea,Respiratory
Known
distress,Reverse sneezing,Breathing
difficulty,Hyporeflexia,Death

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2600/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.23
Month(s)

25/05/2016

08/06/2016

1

1

0 25/05/2016 Not
Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Central Not
Known,<BR><BR nervous system depression in
Known
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological')
Not Known

Lethargy and anorexia starting within 6 hours of vaccination. Treatment with Dexadreson.
Improvement within 12 hours, recovery within 2 days. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2613/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

19/05/2017

19/05/2017

1

1

0 19/05/2017 Not
Swelling around eye
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Within a few hours of having the vaccine, his face was swollen around his eyes. Eyes themselves were French Bulldog
ok, but swelling peri-occular. He had been in owners small garden, and no-where else. Owner had been
sanding but they have been for the past week with no problems. Nothing unusual to eat. Outcome
unknwon

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2617/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.55
Month(s)

30/05/2015

17/06/2015

1

1

0 30/05/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting,Tachycardia,Anaphylaxis, Not
Urticarial
Known
erythema,Pyrexia,Dyspnoea,Facial
swelling (see also 'Skin'),Wheezing

Emesis, allergic oedema of the face, generalised urticaria, pyrexia, tachycardia, wheezing and dyspnoea Staffordshire
30 minutes post vaccination. Treated with dexamethasone leading to improvement over the next 30
Bull Terrier
minutes followed by complete recovery within 1 hour. Antihistamines were administered prior and
post 2nd dose vaccination 2 weeks later and no adverse effects were noted.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2619/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.12 Year(s)

20/04/2017

20/05/2017

1

1

0 21/04/2017 Not Known

Head tremor

Not
Known

Head tremors when resting for a day or so within 24 hours of both doses of vaccine. Milder after
second vaccination. No previous exposure. Recovery after 24 hours without treatment. Nothing
further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2621/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

17/05/2016

09/06/2016

1

1

0 21/05/2016 Not
Lameness,Cough
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Intermittent spasmodic coughing starting 4 days post vaccination. Intermittent hindlimb lameness also Crossbred
noted but vet feels this is more likely due to pre-existing patella luxation. Outcome unknown. No
further information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2628/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

08/06/2015

17/06/2015

1

1

0 09/06/2015 Not
Cough,Lethargy (see also Central
Known,<BR><BR nervous system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological')
Not Known

Not
Known

Cough and lethargy starting 20 hours post vaccination with Nobivac KC and L4. Treated with Metacam, Crossbred
outcome unknown. No further information is expected.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2638/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

05/06/2015

18/06/2015

1

1

0 06/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site swelling
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Injection site swelling within 24 hours of administration.

Border Collie

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2639/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

13/04/2017

22/05/2017

1

1

0 16/04/2017 Not
Nasal discharge
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Nasal discharge (clear mucoid then purulent) from 3 days after vaccination. No previous exposure to
Nobivac KC. Treated with Ronaxan 20mg SID. Recovery after 25 days. Nothing further.

Chihuahua

Not
Known

Labrador
Retriever

Dyspnoea, reverse sneezing starting 3 days post vaccination and progressing to respiratory distress the Shih Tzu
same day. Collapse the following day, apnoea, no neurological reflexes (hyporeflexia) on presentation.
Intubated, given adrenaline and dopram but respiratory arrest which was not reversible leading to
death. No further information.

Crossbred

Crossbred

Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (16/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (16/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
(28/05/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement. 2
products adinistered concurrently

28.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single B - Possible
dose of DHP/L4 vaccination given
subcutaneously on 5/5/16
(05/05/201605/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (05/05/201605/05/2016)<BR><BR>
7.55 Milbemax Chewable Tablets for
No assessment
Small Dogs and Puppies - 1,N/A,N/A performed
,N/A,ONE tablet (1 Day(s)
07/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(31/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (31/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Injection site lumps known to occur following
vaccination. Two products used.

8.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,one
B - Possible
dose given s/c (15/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (15/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
1.83 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,N/A,N/A (02/06/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa
N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC ble
1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Given entire vial split
betwee (02/06/201602/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (02/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
0.68 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single B - Possible
SC injection given at 9 weeks old
(24/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (25/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction, 2 products administered.

4.85 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (19/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose of nobivac
DHP and L4 vaccine was given 4
weeks after the first one to a puppy
(19/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
1.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial, B - Possible
once (30/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (30/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
9.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,2 doses of
vaccine - 1st on 20/4/17 and 2nd on
18/5/17 (both same batch)
(20/04/2017-18/05/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest a possible anaphylactic
reaction to the vaccine (two administered
concurrently)

6.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
N - Unlikely
(17/05/201617/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (17/05/201617/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (17/05/201617/05/2016)<BR><BR>
9 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
(08/06/201508/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (08/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(05/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 vial (05/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
2.25 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (13/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/04/201713/04/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Insufficient information regarding cause of death for
accurate assessment. Signs may be more consistent
with toxin exposure.

Clinical signs and onset are consistent with probable
product involvement.

Anaphylactic reaction but 2 products administered.

Timing/recurrence consistent. Signs not usually
expected. Product involvement cannot be excluded.

Not an expected AE for this product.

Coughing is not expected but sign of lethargy within
24 hours of vaccination may be related to the
product. Two products were used and other disease
processes cannot be excluded therefore product is
possibly a factor in the signs seen.
Close temporal association, injection site swellings
known to occur, two products used therefore coded
B.

Timing/signs consistent with product involvement.
Three vaccines administered. KC vaccine more likely
cause, but product involvement cannot be excluded.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2643/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.58
Year(s)

06/05/2017

02/06/2017

1

1

0 15/05/2017 Not Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
infection,Injection site
Known
swelling,Injection site pain

Subcutaneous swelling approx 5cm noticed a few days ago at the site of injection. Painful on
palpation. Subsequent abscessation and discharge of haemopurulent material. Outcome unknown.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2677/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

31/12/2016

22/06/2017

1

1

1 04/01/2017 Not Known

Low platelet count,Death by
Not
euthanasia,Inappetence,Lethargy
Known
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Pallor,Immu
ne mediated haemolytic
anaemia,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Dull,Platelet disorder
NOS

Vaccinated on 31 Dec 2016 with Nobivac L4. On 6 Jan 2017 it presented with pyrexia (41.2), lethargic, English
dull and innapetant, PCV 19% and PLT 21 IMHA ( immune mediated haemoltyic anaemia) and IMTP(
Springer
immune mediated thrombocytopenia) suspected, Azathioprine, prednisolone and ranitidine started and Spaniel
iv fluids. On 8 Jan 2017 nibbling food, pallor, T39, PCV 17%. Owner declined further support attempts
and requested PTS (put to sleep). 4 days to onset of signs, reaction duration 3 days and PTS. No more
information expected. Follow up from NCA 22 Jun 2017 Signs started on 4 January, then on 6 Jan 2017
it was presented to the vet with the signs as reported in the initial narrative. No further information
expected. NCA comment: Veddra terms ''Platelet disorder NOS'' and ''Immune mediated haemolytic
anaemia'' are included to reflect case narrative.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2679/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

08/05/2017

24/05/2017

1

1

0 11/05/2017 Not
Localised skin reaction,Lump
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Two pale cutaneous nodules appeared on face within 48 hours of administration, have decreased in
Rhodesian
size 2 weeks later. no pruritus. Follow up Case reported to MAH on 24 May 2017 Suspected adverse
Ridgeback
reaction . Vaccinated on 8 May 2017 with Nobivac DHPPI and L4. Reported on 11 May 2017 developed
2 pale cutaneous nodules on it''s face within 48 hours of vaccination. 1-2 mm in size. No pruritis
developed . When seen on 23 May 2017 for a second vaccination the nodules had almost disappeared.
Unknown if second vaccine was given. No more information expected

9 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose each of
primary vaccina (08/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (08/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2686/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

16.26
Year(s)

22/05/2017

23/05/2017

1

1

0 22/05/2017 Not
Eyelid oedema,Urticarial rash,Facial Not
Known,<BR><BR oedema
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Urticarial generalised facial oedema more so on right hand side and especially upper dorsolateral
Chihuahua
eyelid margin. Did go out in mothers garden in afternoon so also possibly insect sting or plant reaction.
Signs started less than 6 hours after vaccination, outcome unknown.

1.54 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1x
B - Possible
dose (1x vial) (1 Year(s) 22/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (22/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (22/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest a possible hypersensitivity
reaction to the vaccines. Three vaccines administered
concurrently

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2706/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.45
Month(s)

25/04/2017

24/05/2017

1

1

0 25/04/2017 Not
Blood in faeces,Loose stool
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Sloppy faeces, some spots of blood in. Owner didn''t present to vets, resolved spontaneously in two
weeks. Had previously had Nobivac L2 vaccine with previous Owner, no reported problems.

Siberian Husky

19.5 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
(25/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial of each
(25/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2710/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.17 Year(s)

24/05/2017

24/05/2017

1

1

0 24/05/2017 Not
Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Facial swelling less than half hour after administration. Outcome unknown.

Pug

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2718/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.52 Year(s)

14/01/2016

15/06/2016

3

1

0 28/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Panting,Appetit No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes e loss,Weight
loss,Dehydration,Apathy

Diarhhoea, emesis, weight loss, apathy, tachypnoea, dehydration, anorexia in one of three within 14
days of vaccination. Details of previous reactions unknown. Reaction ongoing at time of report.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2720/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.34 Year(s)

19/05/2016

16/06/2016

1

1

0 19/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Central No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Shaking

Lethargy, shaking, emesis within 30 minutes of administration. Recovery within 2 hours, no treatment
given. No previous reaction. Nothing further.

Jack Russell
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2725/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

18/06/2015

23/06/2015

1

1

0 18/06/2015 Not
Injection site pain
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site pain on injection of Nobivac L4 and DHP, treatment with Metacam 2 hours after
vaccination and recovery within 12 hours. No further information expected.

Not Applicable

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2746/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

26/05/2015

23/06/2015

1

1

0 26/05/2015 Not Known

Injection site pain,Vocalisation

Not
Known

Injection site pain and vocalisation less than 24 hours after Lepto 4 vaccination. Signs persisted for 2
days before recovery without treatment. Repetition of clinical signs on rechallenge persisting for 8
hours; recovery after unknown treatment. No further information expected.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2755/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.59 Year(s)

10/06/2015

24/06/2015

1

1

0 10/06/2015 Not Known

Vomiting,Polydipsia,Malaise

Not
Known

Suspected emesis within 6 hours post vaccination (fluid noted in bed) followed by malaise lasting for 2
weeks. Owner also noted polydipsia but also noted that the days were warmer. Recovery after 2
weeks following unspecified treatment.

Miniature
Schnauzer

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2756/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Year(s)

18/06/2015

25/06/2015

1

1

0 19/06/2015 Not
Vocalisation,Injection site pain,Off
Known,<BR><BR colour,Reluctant to move
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site pain, vocalisation and lethargy starting 6 hours post vaccination. No Treatment given.
Lethargy and injection site pain still ongoing the next day, treated with NSAIDs leading to recovery 24
hours later.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2758/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

17/06/2016

18/06/2016

1

1

0 17/06/2016 Not
Urticaria,Pruritus
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Urticaria and pruritus starting within 1 hour of Nobivac DHP and L4. Signs persisted for at least 24
hours. An unspecified treatment was given. Outcome unknown. No further information.

Bulldog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2759/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

14/06/2016

18/06/2016

1

1

0 14/06/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Diarrhoea,Anorexia,Lethargy (see Not
also Central nervous system
Known
depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise,Dehydratio
n

West Highland
White Terrier

Lethargy, anorexia and malaise in 1 of 2 puppies vaccinated within 12 hours of vaccination. Signs in the Labrador
other puppy are described in 2838/16. Signs continued 4 days post vaccination. Dehydration and
Retriever
diarrhoea also noted. Symptomatic treatment given. Outcome unknown. No further information.

8.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,First
dose of this vaccination
(06/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
21 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (31/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
One product administered

Temporal association is strong (4 days), lethargy
pyrexia and off food are expected after vaccination.
The rest of the signs are not, however some vaccines
are known to cause IMHA. This was not confirmed,
however product involvement is possible. One vaccine
administered

Signs are unexpected and localised to the face and
timing does not indicate an anaphylactic reaction,
however temporal association is strong and product
involvement cannot be excluded.

9.3 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,Reconstituted together as a
booster (24/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (24/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
30 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
O(14/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Unclassifiable/unassessa
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,24,Full dose (14/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest a possible hypersensitivity
reaction to the vaccine. Two products administered

4.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(19/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,DHPL4 administered
as 1st booster at 13 months of age
(19/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs suggest product involvement.
As two products used, an association is possible.

Not a close time association, and clinical signs are
rather unspecific and may be due to another
underlying condition. Further information required to
rule out other conditions.

1.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(18/06/201518/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (18/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
1.07 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(26/05/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs are consistent with a product reaction
but two products were used concurrently therefore
impossible to say if one product or both products
involved.

12.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial
(10/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association but signs are non-specific and
other causes are possible.

9.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(18/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one vial
(18/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
B - Possible
reconstituted vaccine (17/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (17/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one B - Possible
vial of L4 used to reconstitute DHP
vaccine. (14/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs are consistent with a probable product reaction,
the temporal relationship is strong and the signs
recurred on rechallenge.

Close time and anatomical association, known to
cause injection site pain and swelling.

Signs may be consistent with a vaccine
hypersensitivity but two vaccines were used together
(unable to ascertain if one or both involved).

Clinical signs may be expected but prolonged nature is
not typical. Two vaccines were used together; unable
to say if one or both involved.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2764/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.19
Month(s)

24/05/2017

26/05/2017

1

1

0 24/05/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Neurological signs NOS,Head
pressing,Rolling,Limb
weakness,Elevated gammaglutamyl transferase (GGT),Ataxia

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2772/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

07/05/2014

17/06/2014

1

1

1 09/05/2014 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2797/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.33 Year(s)

11/05/2017

09/06/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2838/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

14/06/2016

22/06/2016

1

1

0 14/06/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2849/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.7 Year(s)

15/05/2017

16/06/2017

1

1

0 23/05/2017 Not
Pyoderma,Pruritus,Allergic pruritus
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2859/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.25 Year(s)

30/05/2017

02/06/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2865/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

01/04/2017

02/06/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2874/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.52
Month(s)

18/05/2016

23/06/2016

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2900/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.17 Year(s)

18/06/2014

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2916/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.17 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2929/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.33
Year(s)

Thrombocytopenia,Lymphopenia,Bl
oody
diarrhoea,Melaena,Vomiting,Impair
ed vision,Partial
blindness,Hyphaemia,Circling neurological disorder (see also
'Behavioural disorders'),Collapse
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic
disorders'),Dyspnoea,Cough,Death
by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Weakness,
Regenerative anaemia,Limb
weakness,Respiratory
sound,Respiratory signs,Abnormal
test result,Bloodshot eye,Low
vision
0 11/05/2017 Not
Falling,Abnormal posture,Epileptic
Known,<BR><BR fit
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Neurological signs, ataxia, head pressing, rolling, dragging limbs. blood work showed slightly elevated
GGT. The pup was also microchipped on the same day but radiograph showed correct placement of
this chip. Signs started approx 6 hors after concurrent administration of two vaccines and Milquantel.
Reaction duration: 24 hours

Chihuahua

0.79 Milquantel 2.5 mg/25 mg Tablets for O1 - Inconclusive
Small Dogs and Puppies Weighing at
Least 0.5 kg - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
tablet per os (24/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (24/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (24/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Hindlimb weakness two days following vaccination. Emesis, reduced vision, hyphaemia bilaterally,
circling, melaena and dyspnoea. Treatment advised but owner declined due to costs. Blood tests
showed regenerative anaemia, lymphopenia, monocytosis and thrombocytopaenia. Anorexia,
dyspnoea, rales, collapse and hyphaemia 3 days later. Euthanased. No PME carried out. The dog had a
history of diarrhoea over the previous few months prior to vaccination. No further information
expected.

Shetland
Sheepdog

13 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,1,4 Weeks,10,1 ml
Twice 1 Animal (4 Week(s)
07/05/2014-02/06/2014)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

About 7h after L4/KC came in, fore paw started curling around, then spine curled to side and fell over.
Owner has seen epileptic fits before and thought this looked very similar. Lasted about 5-10 mins
before recovery. NAD on veterinary examination (8h post injection). Regarding previous exposures has had L4 and KC before but I believe these were from different suppliers.

Beagle

Emesis,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in
'Neurological'),Malaise,Dehydratio
n

19.2 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Routine O1 - Inconclusive
one off doses given. K (11/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(11/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs are not expected, however, temporal
association is very strong. Two vaccines and
Milqualntel administered on the same day. Cannot
rule out product involvement

Temporal association is very strong and product may
have played a role, however owner has seen epileptic
fits before and thought this looked very similar. Two
products administered

Lethargy, anorexia and malaise in 1 of 2 puppies vaccinated within 12 hours of vaccination. Signs in the Labrador
other puppy are described in 2759/16. Signs continued 4 days post vaccination. Dehydration and
Retriever
emesis also noted. Symptomatic treatment given. Outcome unknown. No further information.

5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(14/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs are consistent with possible product
involvement but duration is longer than expected.
Cannot exclude involvement of one or both vaccines.

Not
Known

On 15 May 2017, dog vaccinated with booster of Nobivac L4 and a repeat injection of Cartophen. One Golden
week after co-administration of Nobivac L4 vaccine and Cartrophen dog developed pruritic pyoderma Retriever
patches on head above eyes. Did same thing previous year when also had Nobivac L4 and Cartrophen
on same day. Treatment given: Apoquel, Rilexine, Isaderm gel. Outcome unknown

31.9 Cartrophen Vet 100 mg/ml Solution B - Possible
for Injection for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Unknown 1 Animal
(15/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (15/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered concurrently and dog
reacted to the same two products the previous year.

0 31/05/2017 Not
Restlessness,Walking
Known,<BR><BR difficulty,Panting,Joint pain
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

16 hours after vaccination, the dog became restless, was panting excessively and seemed unable to
Golden
walk on its legs. Four hours into this reaction veterinary assistance was sought and I made a home
Retriever
visit. The dog s'' clinical examination was normal. There was mild pain on extension of the right stifle.
All other parameters were normal. Bloods were taken for haematology, biochemistry and electrolytes
which were all normal. Assessment of the dog 5 hours later (26 hours after vaccine) was completely
normal.

30.2 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(30/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Intranasal kc and
subcutaneous L4 were administered
in routine fashion by the veterinary
surgeon (30/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs are unexpected but the very close time
association, product involvement is possible. Two
products administered

1

0 01/04/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Very lethargic, shivering, any movement appeared painful, off her food within 6 hours of vaccination.
Previous unspecified reactions. Recovery without treatment after 12 hours. Nothing further.

A - Probable

Timing/signs consistent with probable product
involvement.

1

1

0 18/06/2016 Not
Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Central Not
Known,<BR><BR nervous system depression in
Known
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological')
Not Known

Lethargy and anorexia starting the same day as vaccination and persisting for at least 5 days. Outcome West Highland
unknown. No further information.
White Terrier

B - Possible

Close temporal association and signs are expected but
another product was also used. Unable to ascertain
whether one or both products involved.

25/06/2014

1

1

0 20/06/2014 Not
Injection site abscess
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site abscess 2 days after administration. No further information.

Labrador
Retriever

4.4 Metacam 5 mg/ml Solution for
Injection for Dogs and Cats N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Standard vial
(01/04/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
1.98 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (18/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,I vial (18/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
33 Cartrophen Vet 100 mg/ml Solution
for Injection - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown dosage (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form/vial of
each (18/06/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form/vial of
each (18/06/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

05/06/2017

06/06/2017

1

1

0 05/06/2017 Not Known

Inappetence,Dull,Off colour

Not
Known

Off colour, inappetant, quiet 6 hours after vaccination. Nothing specific on exam, temp normal and
took treats in consult. Reaction duration 12 hours approx. Was off colour about 5 days post-vacc last
year and owner thinks actually started a day or so post-vac on that occasion.

Crossbred

4.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial
given subcutaneously. Needle
changed between drawing up and
administering product. (05/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.

26/05/2017

07/06/2017

1

1

1 26/05/2017 Not Known

Pancreatitis,Death by
euthanasia,Vomiting,Elevated
lipase

Not
Known

Intermittent vomiting starting within 12 hours of vaccination and continuing over next few days initially appeared to improve but then deteriorated again a few days later. Admitted for treatment signs suggestive of pancreatitis and cPLI positive. Deteriorating and euthanased. No previous
exposure. Nothing further.

West Highland
White Terrier

9.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single
dose given (1 Day(s) 26/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing consistent. Signs not expected. Product
involvement cannot be excluded.

Inappetence,Shaking,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),General pain (see
other SOCs for specific pain)

Miniature
Poodle

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2937/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Week(s)

21/06/2016

06/07/2016

1

1

0 21/06/2016 Not
Ataxia,Trembling
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Trembling and ataxia starting the same day as Advocate, Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Resolved after
washing off Advocate. No further information.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2938/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.06 Year(s)

28/06/2016

28/06/2016

1

1

0 28/06/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Conjunctival
oedema,Facial oedema,Eyesight
trouble

Not
Known

Oedema of the muzzle and conjunctiva accompanied by lethargy starting within 6 hours of vaccination. Crossbred
Signs persisted for 2 hours, a steroid injection was given. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2944/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Year(s)

03/07/2015

06/07/2015

1

1

0 04/07/2015 Not Known

Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological')

Emesis and lethargy within 12 hours post vaccination. Recovery 36 hours later with no treatment
needed.

Rottweiler

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2962/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.17 Year(s)

06/07/2015

07/07/2015

1

1

0 06/07/2015 Not Known

Stiffness
Not
NOS,Tachycardia,Anorexia,Relucta Known
nt to move,Pyrexia

Stiffness and reluctant to move starting within a few hours post vaccination. Anorexia the next day.
Pyrexia and tachycardia noted on examination but otherwise no other abnormalities. Unspecified
treatment given, outcome unknown.

Yorkshire
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2982/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.12 Year(s)

21/06/2016

30/06/2016

1

1

0 23/06/2016 Not
Rhinitis,Cough,Malaise
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Malaise, rhinitis and cough starting 2 days post Nobivac KC and L4. Rhinitis and malaise resolved after 1 Pug
week but cough remained. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2996/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.25 Year(s)

04/05/2017

09/06/2017

1

1

0 05/05/2017 Not
Decreased appetite,Lethargy (see
Known,<BR><BR also Central nervous system
><BR><BR><BR> depression in 'Neurological')
Not Known

Not
Known

Lethargic, reduced appetite - transient less than 24 hours after administration of product, reaction
duration 36 hours

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-2999/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

10/06/2017

22/06/2017

1

1

0 10/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site pain,Hind limb
paresis,Localised pain NOS (see
other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Vocalisation

Not
Known

Off back legs and crying out within 3 hours of vaccination. On examination by vet, moderate soreness Crossbred
over injection site and on stretching out forelimbs, otherwise normal. Prior to vaccination vet noted,
and informed owners, puppy was scratching neck as if uncomfortable. No previous exposure. Recovery
after 1 hour. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3002/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.75 Year(s)

10/06/2017

11/06/2017

1

1

0 10/06/2017 Not Known

Seizure NOS

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3008/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.92 Year(s)

11/06/2015

09/07/2015

1

1

0 12/06/2015 Not Known

Diarrhoea

Not
Known

Partial seizure within 9 hours of vaccination. Dog has had occasional previous partial seizure
approximately every 6 months, last one on 4/1/17. L4 vaccination first given May/June 2016, no
reaction at the time. Dog had had a possible partial seizure in January 2016. Further seizures in
Sept/Oct 2016 and Jan 2017. No previous reactions. Recovery after 2 hours. Nothing further.
Diarrhoea within 24 hours post vaccination. Recovery 1 week later with no treatment needed.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3015/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.58
Year(s)

20/06/2016

01/07/2016

1

1

0 21/06/2016 Not Known

Anorexia,Hyperthermia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Limb
weakness,Generalised weakness

Not
Known

Hindlimb weakness, lethargy, anorexia starting the day after vaccination. Presented to vets 9 days later Crossbred
with hyperthermia and weakness. Bloods were normal. Responded to treatment with IVFT and NSAIDs
on an unknown date. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3020/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.45 Year(s)

14/04/2016

01/07/2016

1

1

0 25/04/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Reduced level of
consciousness,Shaking,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Not
Known

Lethargy, shaking, reduced level of consciousness starting within 1 hour of second Altuvetrin.
Monitored by out of hours vet. Recovery within 24 hours. Injection had been given intramuscularly
rather than subcutaneously. The same symptoms were seen after the third and fourth Altuvetrin
injections. The dog had Nobivac L4 and DHP 2 weeks after the first Altuvetrin injection. No further
information.

West Highland
White Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3022/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.1 Year(s)

25/06/2016

01/07/2016

1

1

0 26/06/2016 Not
Hypersalivation,Lethargy (see also Not
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression Known
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological')
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy and hypersalivation starting within 12 hours of Apoquel onset and 24 hours of Nobivac DHP
and L4. Apoquel dechallenge performed leading to resolution of signs within 48 hours. Treated with
Malcetic Aural and Cephalexin instead.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3030/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.22 Year(s)

02/07/2014

07/07/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3045/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

06/04/2016

04/07/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3046/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

29/06/2015

12/07/2015

1

Yorkshire
Terrier

1.39 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small O1 - Inconclusive
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(21/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(21/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (21/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(28/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml
(28/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (28/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
36 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(03/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal relationship, signs may represent
hypersensitivity but did resolve once dechallenge of
another product was performed.

Clinical signs are consistent with a hypersensitivity
reaction to one or more of the products used.

Close time association but other causes are possible.

5.75 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml vial
(06/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, signs are non-specific but
could be caused by vaccination.

11.2 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 KC
O1 - Inconclusive
vacc given up the nose with a lepto
4 vaccination at the same time
(21/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (21/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Role in malaise cannot be excluded but signs are more
likely association with the other vaccine or field
infection.

2.6 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (04/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (04/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
1.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One O1 - Inconclusive
vial of each mixed (10/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,u (10/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
31 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial
(10/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

36 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 (one)ml
sub -cutaneous injection
(11/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association but unexpected adverse event.

11 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Vaccine given alone for annual
booster, no other vaccines given at
the same time. (20/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
10 Artuvetrin (imported) - 1,1,4
No assessment
Weeks,10,1.0ml given every 4 weeks performed
(30/03/201630/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association with initial onset although
signs did persist for a prolonged period. No other
causes identified and signs may be consistent with a
product reaction.

English Cocker
Spaniel

13 Apoquel 5.4mg Film-coated Tablet B - Possible
for Dogs - 5.4,2,1 Days,3,5.4mg
twice daily (3 Day(s) 25/06/201627/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (25/06/201625/06/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (25/06/201625/06/2016)<BR><BR>

Hypersalivation may represent nausea and lethargy is
also present; both signs may be related to any
individual or combination of products used. Onset
also consistent for all products, as is recovery.
Product involvement is possible.

0 02/07/2014 Not
Vomiting,Anaphylaxis,Dyspnoea,Los Not
Known,<BR><BR s of consciousness,Facial swelling Known
><BR><BR><BR> (see also 'Skin')
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Emesis within minutes post vaccination. Allergic oedema of the face and neck, dyspnoea and loss of
Boston Terrier
consciousness 2 hours later. Recovery 3 hours later following antihistamine administration. Suspected
anaphylaxis.

7.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Dog
B - Possible
due annual booster - given
(02/07/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(02/07/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (02/07/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

1

0 07/04/2016 Yes

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological')

No Data

Lethargy within 24 hours of both vaccinations that were given four weeks apart. Recovery within 3
weeks following first vaccination, but five weeks following second vaccination, and the lethargy was
worse. Owner concerned the dog has noticeably aged and is not back to normal self.

1

0 29/06/2015 Not Known

Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')

Not
Known

Crossbred

Golden
Retriever

Greyhound

27.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,1,1
Months,N/A,Single subcutaneous
dose given 6/4/16. Second dose
given 3/5/16 (1 Day(s) 06/04/201603/05/2016)<BR><BR>
Allergic oedema of the face within 1 hour post vaccination. Recovery 1 day later following unspecified English Cocker Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
treatment.
Spaniel
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,VACCINATION (29/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product involvement.
Possible pre-existing condition. Two vaccines
administered.

Timing consistent with most recent seizure. Product
involvement cannot be excluded.

Close time association, same clinical signs developed
after both vaccinations, therefore product
involvement is probable.

Close time association, suspected hypersensitivity
reaction.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3059/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

13/07/2015

13/07/2015

1

1

0 13/07/2015 Not
Periorbital oedema,Allergic
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Facial oedema
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Periorbital, facial and labial allergic oedema (subcutaneous and pitting) less than 6 hours after
vaccination with Nobivac DHP and L4 which had persisted for 3 hours at the time of reporting.
Unknown treatment given, outcome unknown. No further information expected.

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3063/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

12/05/2014

08/07/2014

1

1

1 30/06/2014 Not
Lymphoma,Death by euthanasia
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

High grade lymphoma confirmed by biopsy noted 6 weeks following 1st dose vaccination and 3 weeks
following 2nd dose vaccination. Euthanasia at owners request.

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3065/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

25/05/2016

05/07/2016

1

1

0 25/05/2016 Yes

No Data

Diarrhoea and anorexia within 24 hours of vaccination. Full recovery within 48 hours, no treatment
given. No further information

Border Collie

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3071/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.42 Year(s)

09/04/2016

05/07/2016

1

1

0 01/05/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Digestive tract disorder NOS
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Intermittent digestive tract disorder since vaccination 4 weeks earlier. Abdominal ultrasound,
urinalysis, blood and thyroid profile all within normal limits. Also noted that diarrhoea presented once
following GA two months prior to vaccination. No previous vaccine reaction. Outcome unknown.
Nothing further.

Basset Hound

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3071/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

22/05/2017

21/07/2017

1

1

0 29/05/2017 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3073/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Year(s)

16/12/2015

05/07/2016

1

1

0 18/12/2015 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3074/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.23
Month(s)

27/05/2017

15/06/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3075/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

22/05/2017

15/06/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3081/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.3 Year(s)

20/01/2016

05/07/2016

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3092/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.25
Year(s)

08/06/2016

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3094/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Week(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3096/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3096/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3098/16

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3101/15

United
Kingdom

Diarrhoea,Anorexia

Autoimmune disorder
Not
NOS,Ataxia,Food refusal,Unsteady Known
gait,Arched back,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Lethargy which then escalated to arching of the back and lack of interest in food then wobbling around Crossbred
and unsteady on the feet within 7 days of vaccination. Diagnosed with auto immune problem being
treated currently with chemotherapy. No previous exposure. Outcome unknown. Linked case UK-VMD3075/17. Nothing further.

Not drinking,Falling,Unable to
No Data
stand,Disorientation,Collapse (see
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Not eating,Balance
impaired
0 29/05/2017 Not
Musculoskeletal
Not
Known,<BR><BR pain,Diarrhoea,Inappetence,Polyart Known
><BR><BR><BR> hritis
Not Known

Unable to stand, ataxia, balance impaired, disorientation, collapse, anorexia, adipsia within 48 hours of Crossbred
vaccination. Recovery within 3 days following unspecified treatment. No previous reaction. Report
sent in by owner following press article.

1

0 03/06/2017 Not Known

Sickness,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological')

Sickness and lethargy for 5 days starting within 12 days of vaccination. No previous exposure. Lethargy Crossbred
ongoing. Linked case UK-VMD-3071/17. Nothing further.

1

1

0 11/02/2016 Yes

Abdominal
pain,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Food
intolerance syndrome,Weight
loss,Stomach inflammation

No Data

Emesis, diarrhoea within 12 hours lasting for three days following vaccination. Recovery following
German
omeprazole however clinical signs returned three days later. Nothing abnormal detected on
Shepherd Dog
radiographs. Abdominal pain; endoscopy confirmed stomach inflammation. Continued treatment with
omeprazole however has developed food intolerance syndrome as well as weight loss. Treatment
continued. Outcome unknown. Nothing further.

06/07/2016

1

1

0 09/06/2016 Not
Diarrhoea
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Diarrhoea within 24 hours of Nobivac DHP and L4. An unknown treatment was given and outcome is
unknown. No further information.

English Cocker
Spaniel

27/06/2014

04/08/2014

3

1

1 29/06/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site swelling in 1 out of 3 puppies 2 days post vaccination. An identification chip was
implanted at the same time. Swelling increased in size by the next day. Swelling increased again
spreading to the neck, flank and groin, bruising in the groin also noted 3 days later. Pain and lethargy 1
week later, treated with NSAIDs. Cardiovascular shock and death later the same night. PME cause of
death haematoma suspect due to clotting disorder not vaccine reaction.

Crossbred

3 Month(s)

02/07/2015

15/07/2015

1

1

Injection site swelling,Cardiac
Not
disorder NOS,Shock,Skin
Known
oedema,Skin swelling,Death,Pain
NOS,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Bruising,Haematom
a NOS
0 05/07/2015 Not
Nasal discharge,Sneezing
Not
Known,<BR><BR
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Sneezing and rhinitis 3 days post vaccination. Still ongoing 9 days later when report submitted, despite
unspecified treatment. Vet reports dog is brachcephalic and this may aggravate any respiratory signs.

Chihuahua

Canine/dog

12.92
Year(s)

04/07/2016

06/07/2016

1

1

1 05/07/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Emesis, lethargy and recumbency the day after Nobivac DHPPi and L4. Leucocytosis on bloods.
Treatment with Meloxicam. Died over night. Sent for PME but no results provided. No further
information.

Labrador
Retriever

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

30/06/2016

06/07/2016

3

2

0 01/07/2016 Not
Anorexia,Hyperthermia,Lethargy
Known,<BR><BR (see also Central nervous system
><BR><BR><BR> depression in 'Neurological')
Not Known

Not
Known

Lethargy, anorexia, hyperthermia starting within 24 hours of Nobivac L4 and DHPPi. Signs persisted for French Bulldog
at least 5 days. Outcome unknown. No further information.

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

10/07/2015

16/07/2015

1

1

0 14/07/2015 Not
Injection site lump
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Non-painful injection site lump noted 4 days post vaccination. No treatment given, still ongoing when
report submitted 2 days later. The dog was administered a kennel cough vaccine concurrently.

Leucocytosis,Emesis,Recumbency,D Not
eath,Lethargy (see also Central
Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Diarrhoea, inappetence and signs of polyarthritis - started with lumbar pain but progressed to affect
stifles and then front limbs (mostly elbows) within 2.5 days of vaccination. No previous exposure.
Treated with anti-inflammatories. Recovery after 2 weeks. Nothing further.

Crossbred

Tibetan Terrier

45.95 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,One
dose vaccine with both parts
injected together after mixing.
(13/07/201513/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,One dose vaccine
with both parts injected together
after mixing. (13/07/201513/07/2015)<BR><BR>
28.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml of
dissolved product (12/05/201409/06/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (12/05/201409/06/2014)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(25/05/2016-25/05/2016)<BR><BR>
27.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,vaccination and second L4
weeks later due to practice change
from L2 (09/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (09/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
6.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Not
known (22/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

B - Possible

3.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,10,Standard dose 1 ml L4 used to
dissolve DHP and combined product
injected subcutaneously.
(27/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (27/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(22/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

25 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Injection Nobivac DHPPI
further on 10/02/16 of single
Nobivac L4 lotA041A01 b
(20/01/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
21.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
(09/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Nobivac DHP/L4
vaccine (08/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml single dose (27/06/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (27/06/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association; clinical signs known to
occur following vaccination however there may have
been another cause.

OClinical signs are unusual, and no cause has been
Unclassifiable/unassessa determined following diagnostics. Although there is a
ble
close time association with the vaccination, overall
product involvement is inconclusive. Two products
used.

14.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(16/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Signs and onset are consistent with possible product
involvement however, 2 products were used
concurrently so unable to prove/disprove involvement
of either conclusively.

Timing/initial signs of lethargy and food refusal
consistent with product related reaction. Product
involvement in further signs cannot be excluded, but
further investigations not reported.

Although clinical signs are unusual, there is a close
temporal association, therefore product involvement
cannot be ruled out.

Timing/signs consistent with possible product related
reaction. Two vaccines administered.

Longer time to onset than expected. Signs consistent
but non-specific. Product related reaction cannot be
excluded.
Close temporal association therefore coded B.
Clinical signs are unusual however product
involvement is possible. No other causes have been
identified .

Sign may represent hypersensitivity although onset is
slightly delayed and information is minimal. Another
product was also used concurrently.

B - Possible

1.15 Bronchi-Shield, Lyophilisate and
N - Unlikely
Solvent for Suspension for Nasal
Drops for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
dose of vaccine (02/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (02/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (02/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
37 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
(04/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (04/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
3 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A B - Possible
(30/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ampule combined
with DHPPI (30/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
5.3 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
A - Probable
(10/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single dose vaccine
(10/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs are more likely to be related to kennel cough
vaccination.

Clinical signs (except death) are consistent with
possible product involvement. Death is not expected
and another product was used concurrently. No PME
results at reporting.

Temporal association supportive and signs may be
expected following vaccination but prolonged signs
noted and signs are non specific. Two vaccines used,
unknown if one or both involved.

Close time and anatomical association, known
adverse effect.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3107/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.42 Year(s)

08/06/2017

01/07/2017

1

1

0 09/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lameness,Lethargy (see also
Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in
'Neurological'),Vomiting,Diarrhoea

Lethargic starting within 12 hours of vaccination or first 48 hours progressing to diarrhoea and
Dobermann
vomiting from 48-96 hours then back to normal. Transient lameness on one leg. No previous exposure.
Advocate and seresto dispensed but unknown if applied. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3109/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.17 Year(s)

09/06/2017

21/06/2017

1

1

1 10/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Restlessness,Balance problem,Eye Not
disorder NOS (for photophobia see Known
'neurological'),Meningitis,Circling neurological disorder (see also
'Behavioural disorders'),Head tilt neurological disorder,Laboured
breathing,Brain disorder
NOS,Swallowing disorder
NOS,Walking difficulty,Oral cavity
disorder NOS,Death

Head tilting to one side, veering to opposite side, moving in circles, complete loss of use in one eye,
Shih Tzu
really really heavy breathing, couldn''t eat properly, couldn''t seem to pick food up or swallow it
properly starting within 24 hours of vaccination. At first couldn''t walk more than 2 steps but then this
changed to being very restless and not being able to keep still. Blood test okay. Xray clear. MRI showed
swelling of the brain and meningitis. The eye was dead and couldn''t get her breathing under control.
Unknown if died or euthanased. 3 days remaining of course of Clavubactin for a sore vulva which had
cleared up at the time of vaccination. Nothing further.

7.8 Clavubactin 250/62.5 mg Tablets for B - Possible
Dogs - .5,2,1 Days,N/A,0.5 Tablets 1
Days 1 Animal (21 Day(s)
22/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(09/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing consistent. Signs not usually expected. Product
related reaction possible, but not investigation of
other causes. Clavubactin also being administered at
time of vaccination.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3124/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

16/07/2015

17/07/2015

1

1

0 16/07/2015 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anorexia,Shiver Not
Known,<BR><BR ing
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Shivering, diarrhoea, emesis and anorexia starting within 24 hours post vaccination. No treatment
given at the time the report was made 1 day later, outcome unknown.

3.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,Vaccine given together in one
syringe as per data sheet
(16/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Vaccine given
together in one syringe as per data
sheet (16/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association and some signs could be
expected but 2 products given and other factors could
be involved.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3126/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.41 Year(s)

06/07/2016

07/07/2016

1

1

0 07/07/2016 Not Known

Emesis,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

The dog was administered the second dose of the vaccine (6 weeks after the first one) and started with Dobermann
emesis (vomited 3 times) within 24 hours. The dog was also reported as being more quiet the day after
the first vaccination of Nobivac L4. Unknown if any treatment given, outcome unknown. The dog did
react to past administrations (product name and time of reaction unknown).

33 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial
(06/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3131/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

16/06/2017

1

1

0 16/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous Not
system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Increased
respiratory rate,Facial swelling (see
also 'Skin'),Swelling around eye

Swollen eyes and face, increased respiratory rate, lethargy within 6 hours of vaccination. No previous
reactions. Recovery after 3 hours. Nothing further.

German Spitz Pomeranian

Clinical signs are unusual and not listed on the SPC,
however product involvement is possible as no other
causes have been identified and because of the
previous exposure to the product, a mild
hypersensitivity (anaphylaxis) reaction may have
caused the symptoms.
Timing/signs consistent with product related allergictype reaction. Two vaccines administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3132/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

20/07/2016

1

1

1 21/05/2016 Yes

Death by euthanasia,Lethargy (see No Data
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Acute
renal failure,Elevated creatinine

Lethargy within 24 hours for approximately 10 days following vaccination. Bloods showed elevated
creatinine; no leptospirosis was detected however acute renal failure was diagnosed. Treated with
fluids, cortisol, cerenia, later requiring dialysis. Death by euthanasia 2 weeks later due to poor
recovery.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3133/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

17/07/2015

1

1

0 04/07/2015 Not
Lack of efficacy (endoparasite
Known,<BR><BR NOS)
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3139/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14.17
Year(s)

02/04/2016

08/07/2016

1

1

1 21/05/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3140/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

30 Day(s)

28/05/2016

20/07/2016

1

1

1 18/06/2016 Not
Death by euthanasia,Death,Lack of Not
Known,<BR><BR efficacy
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected lack of efficacy. Leptospirosis and multi-organ failure 3 weeks post vaccination leading to
euthanasia. Leptospirosis PCR was positive. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3155/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.1 Month(s) 23/05/2017

19/06/2017

1

1

1 17/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Acidosis,Diarrhoea,Prolonged
Not
activated partial thrombin time
Known
(APTT),Hypoglycaemia,Haemorrhag
ic diarrhoea,Death by
euthanasia,Epistaxis,Vomiting

The puppy received Nobivac DHP and KC on the 16th of May and Nobivac L4 only on the 23 of May. On English Cocker
the 30th of May he received the second dose of DHP. The reaction started on the 17 of June, that is 25 Spaniel
days after the L4 and 18 days after the last DHP but the owner is convinced it is a reaction to Nobivac
L4 from their own research online and via the breeder. They feel that the vaccination should not have
been given until the puppy was at least 16 weeks old and that the disease was autoimmune and
secondary to the vaccination. The puppy presented with acute onset vomiting/diarrhea on 17/6. He
was hypoglycaemic and had metabolic acidosis. Imaging and comprehensive bloods were performed
and supportive care at our emergency clinic provided. He then developed epistaxis and haemorrhagic
diarrhea, with prolonged clotting times. He was negative on parvo snap test and lungworm snap test.
He was euthanased in the earlier hours 19/6. A full history can be provided if needed.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3178/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

21/07/2015

1

1

0 13/07/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting,Adipsia,Inappetence,Leth Not
argy (see also Central nervous
Known
system depression in
'Neurological'),Dehydration

Lethargy, anorexia, adipsia, dehydration and emesis 12 hours post vaccination. Recovery 2 days later
following unspecified treatment.

20/05/2016

13/07/2015

Not
Known

Not
Known

Abdominal pain,Hepatitis,Death by Not
euthanasia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see Known
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Pancreatitis,
Small liver

English Cocker
Spaniel

Suspected lack of efficacy. Faecal sample positive for Toxocara ova 4 days after Advocate application. Pug
Owner used a different wormer 1 week later and a large adult worm was passed in the faeces
following by general improvement in the dog.

Lethargy and anorexia 3 weeks post 2nd dose vaccination. Blood tests showed hepatitis, unspecified
English Cocker
treatment given. This progressed to pyrexia, abdominal pain 3 weeks later. Pancreatitis and hepatitis
Spaniel
were diagnosed and a reduced liver mass noted on ultrasound. Euthanasia 30/6/2016 due to failure to
improve. The dog had other underlying conditions at the time including chronic bronchitis and early
heart disease.

Saluki

Shih Tzu

Not
Known

Advocate Spot-on Solution for Extra- B - Possible
Large Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Product size NCA best guess
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHPPi,
Lyophilisate for Suspension for
Injection for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A
,N/A,standard dose (08/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (08/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Seresto 4.50 g + 2.03
g, Collar for Dogs > 8 kg N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Product size NCA
best guess (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

2.82 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (16/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
14 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(20/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with possible product related
reaction. Two vaccines administered and possible
antiparasitic products applied.

Lethargy is known to occur following vaccination
however it is more likely that the lethargy was related
to the renal failure. Overall cannot rule out product
involvement especially as such young dog and not
common for primary renal failure in this age/breed.

1 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small No assessment
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One pipette performed
applied to skin at back of neck
(04/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
14.25 Metacam 1.5 mg/ml Oral
OLong time to onset, signs are unexpected and the dog
Suspension for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A Unclassifiable/unassessa had other underlying conditions but the product role
,N/A,N/A (N/Able
cannot be ruled out.
N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (02/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1st Dose 02.04.16
with DHP, 2nd dose 30.04.16 just L4
(02/04/2016-30/04/2016)<BR><BR>
10 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose N - Unlikely
(28/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,first vaccine
(28/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Full immunity is expected at 3 weeks but signs started
3 weeks post vaccination.

6.2 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (16/05/201730/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (16/05/201716/05/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single vaccination
vial (1 Day(s) 23/05/201723/05/2017)<BR><BR>

Even thought vomiting and diarrhoea can be expected
after vaccination, in this case the signs had an acute
onset and started 18 days after the DHP and 25 days
after the L4. This is long onset time for signs such as
vomiting and diarrhoea. Three vaccines were
administered in the same month, therefore it is
difficult to determine which is more likely to have
played a role in the development of the signs, if any.
Product involvement cannot be excluded, however,
temporal association is not strong for any of the three
vaccines and some concomitant medical conditions
may also explain the signs

0.95 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1ml
B - Possible
(13/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (13/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, 2 products administered and
some signs are expected but other causes are
possible.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3187/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

20/06/2016

12/07/2016

1

1

0 20/06/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vocalisation,Lethargy (see also
Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in 'Neurological'),Localised pain
NOS (see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Pyrexia

Nobivac L4 was administered together with Nobivac DHP on the 20/06/16 and after less than 6 hours
the dog was examined at the clinic: floppy, yelping as if in pain, not happy. EXAM: QAR, T=39.9, no area
of discomfort apparent and otherwise NAD exam reexamination. Went back to the clinic on the
11/07/16: never been right since last seen 10 days ago, showed pyrexia, was given single AB injection
(unknown) and a couple days metacam - perked up a bit, yelps when moves head a certain way +
generally quiet and lethargic. EXAM: painful bending neck to the right and down, pyrexia (40.0), QAR,
no other concerns on exam DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS: meningitis (infectious, steroid responsive...),
general infectious problem, vac reaction (+ triggered meningitis?). Investigation and treatment in
ongoing.
Yelping when weight bearing on both forelimbs within 3 hours of vaccination. Pain response worsened
over next 12 hours. On examination on the 20/6/17, bilateral forelimb lameness and pyrexia (39.8).
Extremely reactive on examination of both forelimbs and resistant to flexion of both elbows - no
notable joint swelling. No previous reactions. Nothing further.
Lethargy, anorexia, subdued (coded as dull), distension of abdomen, dyspnoea, oedema (throat) within
5 hours of vaccination. Blood tests all normal. Treated with NSAIDs, recovery 3 days later. Previous
exposure with no previous reactions. Nothing further.

Border Collie

8.6 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (20/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3191/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.17 Year(s)

19/06/2017

20/06/2017

1

1

0 20/06/2017 Not Known

Vocalisation,Musculoskeletal
pain,Pyrexia,Lameness

German Shorthaired
Pointing Dog

27 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vaccine
vial (19/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3212/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.75 Year(s)

25/06/2015

24/07/2015

1

1

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3217/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.23
Month(s)

21/06/2016

27/07/2016

1

1

0 25/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Distension of
R><BR><BR>Yes abdomen,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Laboured
breathing,Respiratory
discomfort,Local swelling (not
application site),Tense
abdomen,Dull
0 21/06/2016 Not
Vocalisation,Shock,Circulatory
Known,<BR><BR collapse (see also 'Neurological'
><BR><BR><BR> and 'Systemic disorders'),Pain
Not
NOS,Rigidity,Shaking
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Vocalisation immediately post vaccination. Advocate was applied following this. Vocalisation, general
pain, collapse, shock, shaking and rigidity a few hours later. The dog was not seen by a vet. The owner
washed the Advocate application site leading to improvement within 1 hour of washing.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3233/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

17/06/2017

22/06/2017

1

1

0 22/06/2017 Not
Injection site
Known,<BR><BR pain,Shaking,Pyrexia,Malaise
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3237/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

22/10/2013

14/07/2016

1

1

1 22/10/2013 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3243/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.58
Month(s)

10/05/2016

14/07/2016

1

1

0 10/05/2016 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3252/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13.17
Year(s)

19/06/2015

24/07/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3257/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.58 Year(s)

02/12/2014

17/12/2015

2

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3263/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

10/07/2014

18/07/2014

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3269/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.08 Year(s)

02/07/2014

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3269/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.3 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3272/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3275/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Death by euthanasia,Increased
seizure frequency

Not
Known

Not Applicable

Timing/pyrexia consistent with product related
reaction. Lameness has also been known to occur
following use of this product.

B - Possible

Close temporal association and clinical signs suggest a
vaccine related reaction is possible.

Crossbred

1.4 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small B - Possible
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(21/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(21/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (21/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Vocalisation could be due to injection site pain known
to occur, other signs could be delayed hypersensitivity
reaction or due to Advocate given improvement
following washing.

Not
Known

Slight tenderness reported by owner at injection site for first few days after injection otherwise well. 5 Chihuahua
days after vaccination quieter than normal, trembling and pyrexia. No previous exposure. Recovery
after 1 day. Nothing further.

1.02 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,ONE B - Possible
VIAL OF EACH VACCINE TYPE WAS
ADMINISTERED MIXED TOGETHER
AND INJECTED AS SINGLE DOSE
(17/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (17/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

No Data

Owner claims vaccine exacerbated PRE EXISTING epilepsy, though no seizures reported immediately
post vaccine over 3 years presentation for vaccination. Dog put to sleep following series of grandmal
seizures

Crossbred

11.2 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(25/06/201525/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,standard dose of
vaccine given (25/06/201525/06/2015)<BR><BR>

OTemporal association is strong and most clinical signs
Unclassifiable/unassessa are known to occur following administration, as listed
ble
on the SPC. Because of the previous administration, a
mild hypersensitivity (anaphylaxis) reaction may have
occurred. However, multiple products were used.

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Owner
claims vaccine exacerbated pre
existing epilepsy (22/10/2013N/A)<BR><BR>
2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Not known
(10/05/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/tenderness consistent with local product
related reaction. Pyrexia consistent, but unknown
onset. Other signs non-specific and started 5 days
after vaccination. Two products administered.

Unlikely product involvement considering owner had
not reported any increase in seizures within the three
years following vaccination.

Lethargy (see also Central nervous No Data
system depression in
'Neurological'),Listless,Limb
weakness,Hind limb paresis
0 23/06/2015 Not
Inappropriate
Not
Known,<BR><BR defecation,Ataxia,Disorientation,Hy Known
><BR><BR><BR> perkalaemia,Elevated renal
Not
parameters
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy, listless within 6 hours of vaccination followed by hind limb paresis and weakness. Continuing West Highland
at time of reporting, outcome unknown. Nothing abnormal detected on imaging. First exposure to this White Terrier
vaccine.

1

0 22/01/2015 Yes

1

1

0 11/07/2014 Not Known

Linked report to UK-VMD-3324/15. Urination 6 weeks post vaccination. ACTH stimulation test
suggestive of Cushings and hyperthyroidism noted on blood tests. Unknown if any treatment given.
Blood tests 1 month later showed improvement in T4 levels. Anorexia, diarrhoea, emesis and
borborygmus. Tests indicate acute pancreatitis 3 months after primary course of L4 vaccination.
Treated with fluids, analgesics and ranitidine leading to improvement. 2 months later, treatment with
Laventa started.
Malaise and aggression 24 hours post 2nd dose vaccination. Lethargy, malaise and emesis the next
day. Recovered by the following day.

18/07/2014

2

1

0 11/07/2014 Not Known

Diarrhoea

20/06/2017

27/06/2017

1

1

0 22/06/2017 Not Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
swelling,Injection site pain,Lethargy Known
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

8 Year(s)

08/04/2016

15/07/2016

1

1

0 20/05/2016 Not
Polydipsia,Anorexia,Decreased
Known,<BR><BR urine concentration,Elevated
><BR><BR><BR> ALT,Dull
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Lethargy, anorexia, polydipsia, elevated ALT and decreased urine concentration 1.5 months post
vaccination with Nobivac DHP and L4 and 2 week following 2nd dose L$ and start of Carprodyl
administration. Recovery 6 weeks later.

Labrador
Retriever

28 Carprodyl F 50 mg Tablets for Dogs - O Product role cannot be ruled out but signs are
1,2,1 Days,24,N/A (06/05/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa unexpected and possibly more likely to be related to
N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP ble
Carprodyl.
1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (08/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one vial
(08/04/2016-06/05/2016)<BR><BR>

8 Year(s)

16/05/2014

24/07/2014

1

1

0 10/07/2014 Not Known

Not
Known

Subcutaneous injection site mass within 2 months of injection. Histology shows site of
trauma/reaction. No further details known.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

9.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Vaccination Unclassifiable/unassessa
(16/05/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>
ble

Inappropriate
No Data
urination,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Hyper
thyroidism,Not eating,Abnormal
test
result,Nausea,Pancreatitis,Increase
d borborygmus
Aggression,Vomiting,Lethargy (see Not
also Central nervous system
Known
depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise

Injection site mass

Not
Known

Disorientation, ataxia and inappropriate urination and defecation 4 days post vaccination. Recovery 4 Labrador
hours later with no treatment. This also occurred post vaccination 4 weeks earlier following the 1st
Retriever
dose. The dog was also on concurrent treatment with Prednicare and Tavegil. Blood tests were carried
out an unspecified period later and elevated renal parameters and hyperkalaemia were noted.

Dandie
Dinmont
Terrier

Lethargy known to occur following vaccination
however the remaining clinical signs are unusual;
overall a close temporal association therefore
product involvement possible.
28 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
ONot a close time association but occurred within a
(19/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Unclassifiable/unassessa similar time frame following 1st and 2nd dose
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (19/06/2015- ble
vaccination. The dog was diagnosed with renal
N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
insufficiency, the vet suspects this was the cause for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs the signs observed but it is unclear if this is the cause
1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial by
or a consequence as blood tests prior to vaccination
subcutaneous injection on two
were not done.
occasions 4 weeks apart
(19/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Prednicare Tablets 5
mg - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
11 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Booster 1st
Dose 02/12/2014 2n (02/12/201429/12/2014)<BR><BR>

41.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage
form/vial - had reaction to 2nd L4 inj
after 1st. (10/07/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
Diarrhoea for two days starting within 24 hours of vaccination administration. No further information. English Cocker Not
Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
Spaniel
Known for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage
form/whole vial (02/07/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
Lethargy, mild pyrexia (rectal temp 39.4C) and diffuse painful swelling in SQ on scruff (assume injection Old English
37.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
site) 48 hours after vaccination. Outcome unknown. Case reported to MAH on 27 June 2017
Sheepdog
for Dogs - 1,1,1 Years,N/A,Injection
Vaccinated on 20 June 2017 with Nobivac L4 nothing else was given. Then on 22 June 2017 the owner
of 1 dose of L4 as a (20/06/2017reported that it was lethargic . Temperature 39.4C. It developed a painful diffuse swelling at the site of
N/A)<BR><BR>
injection about 4 cm in size, they gave Metacam. 24 June 2017 was still lethargic with a temperature
39.3C. Painful raised area around the site of vaccination, ultrasound confirmed it looked like abscess,
then gave a general anaesthetic and lanced and drained the abscess, a swab was sent for culture. The
dog is still on metacam and amoxyclav .open case , await results

Not close temporal association, clinical signs unusual
for vaccine related reaction. Overall a vaccine related
reaction is not likely however cannot be ruled out,
therefore O1.

Crossbred

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3283/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.33 Year(s)

27/06/2015

30/07/2015

1

1

1 23/07/2015 Not
Death by euthanasia,Convulsion
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Convulsions 1 month post vaccination and concurrent Galastop administration, 10 days following
Great Dane
general anaesthesia and spay and 4 days after the spay wound burst open, was resutured and the dog
was treated with metronidazole, Comfortan, Vetergesic, Synulox and Co-amoxyclav. The dog had been
sent home the day before the seizures were noted. The owner requested euthanasia. No PME was
carried out. Another dog in the same household developed convulsions following vaccination (see case
2015-UK-02971). No further information provided.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3289/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

20/06/2015

18/07/2016

1

1

0 26/07/2015 Yes

Increased seizure frequency

No Data

Increased seizure frequency/severity within 6 days of vaccination. Did suffer with seizures previously,
treatment started a few months later. No previous exposure, outcome unknown.

Border Collie

18.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one vial
(20/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3292/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.55 Year(s)

14/06/2017

02/08/2017

1

1

0 23/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site lesion,Hot spot
(pyotraumatic
dermatitis),Pruritus,Injection site
swelling,Diarrhoea,Eczema

Not
Known

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

38.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
B - Possible
one off dose (annual boost (5
Minute(s) 14/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3294/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

28/05/2017

07/07/2017

1

1

0 28/05/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Application site crust,Application
Not
site swelling,Nasal dryness,Nasal
Known
cavity disorder NOS,Application site
pain

Circular hotspot and swelling on back of neck at needle site within one week of vaccination. No
previous reactions. Recovery after 1 week. Nothing further. Case received by MAH on 11 Jul 2017
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 given on 14 Jun 2017. 23 Jun 2017 skin lesion appeared at vaccine site 7
days after the vaccine. Small amount of diarrhoea passed. Given anti biotics and Probiotics. 26 Jun
2017 skin lesion appears more like wet eczema, clipped and cleaned the area and given cream to apply,
unknown cream used. 27 Jun 2017 extreme pruritis, applied Intra site gel to the area and given anti
biotics and steroids. 30 Jun 2017 skin appears better and the dog seems well, reducing steroids. 3 Jul
2017 area of skin lesion reduced and looking better. Not reported to be fully recovered. Nothing
further expected. NCA update 21/08/17: veddra term ''Injection site swelling'' added and reaction start
date changed to 21/06/17 to reflect report received by VMD.
Left nostril looked sore (application site pain) and slightly swollen (application site swelling) and has
been dry and crusty (application site crust) ever since vaccination. On examination 4 weeks after
vaccination, nostril normal colour, crusting laterally and into mucocutaneous junction, dry (nasal
dryness) and nares slightly stenotic (nasal cavity disorder NOS). No previous exposure. Outcome
unknown. Nothing further.

Crossbred

9.5 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 N - Unlikely
ml Unknown 1 Animal (28/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Given as part of
initial vacci (28/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (28/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3298/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.83
Year(s)

23/01/2016

18/07/2016

1

1

1 24/01/2016 Yes

No Data

Bladder incontinence within 24 hours of first L4 vaccination. Bladder incontinence, hindlimb paresis,
disorientation, abnormal vision and lethargy within 24 hours of second L4 vaccination (4w later).
Metacam was given but no improvement. Death by euthanasia 8 weeks later. No further information.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

12.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(23/01/2016-20/02/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3298/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

12/06/2017

07/07/2017

1

1

0 13/06/2017 Not Known

Disorientation,Death by
euthanasia,Hind limb
paresis,Bladder
incontinence,Fatigue,Visual field
defect
Gait abnormality,Decreased
appetite,Dull

Not
Known

22 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (12/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3301/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.33 Year(s)

26/06/2017

17/07/2017

1

1

0 26/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Subdued, reduced appetite and owner aware of difficulties with hind limb gait, scraping nails and
Staffordshire
occasional stumbles within a day or two of vaccination. On examination on 22/06/2017 there is a
Bull Terrier
marginal gait abnormality left hind. Possible previous similar reaction. Vet is not convinced the gait
abnormality is related to vaccination because it was first reported in January 2017, 7-8 months after
previous vaccination in May/June 2016. Outcome unknown. Nothing further.
Patient passed faeces, vomited bile and then collapsed and mucous membranes white within 30
Bolognese
minutes of vaccination. Conscious and responsive. No previous reactions. Recovery after 2 hours.
Nothing further. Follow up 17 Jul 2017 - Dog was previously vaccinated on 24 Jun 2016 with Nobivac
DHP and Nobivac L4 and on 22 Jul 2016 with Nobivac L4 and no reaction occurred. On 26 Jun 2017
dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. The reaction reported was treated with
adrenalin intramuscularly which was repeated after 15 minutes, the dog was placed on intravenous
fluids and given oxygen via a mask. A PCV was 49.3 % (38.3-56.5) Biochemistry bloods showed ALT 221
(10-118), Phosphorus 2.54 (0.7-2.13), globulins 22 (23-55), neutrophils 16.36 (2.94-12.67) and WBC
18.8 (4.9-17.6). Dog was starting to stand after 45 minutes. Blood test for lungworm were negative.
On 27 Jun 2017, vet reported the dog as fully recovered on clinical examination.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3302/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

18/07/2016

29/07/2016

1

1

0 18/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes, scratching,Vocalisation,Crying
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Crying, vocalisation and injection site scratching within 2 minute of vaccination. Vaccine was taken out Toy Poodle
of the fridge 10 mins prior to administration. Recovery within 1-2 minutes. Has had similar previous
reactions.

1.99 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml B - Possible
(18/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (18/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose administerd
(18/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association; injection site reactions
known to occur following vaccination. Two products
used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3307/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13.17
Year(s)

09/07/2016

19/07/2016

1

1

0 10/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous
R><BR><BR>Yes system depression in
'Neurological'),Inappetence

No Data

Lethargy and anorexia within 24 hours of vaccination. Recovery within 7 days without treatment. No
previous exposure, nothing further.

Golden
Retriever

Close temporal association, clinical signs known to
occur following vaccination. Two products used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3318/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.42 Year(s)

01/07/2015

31/07/2015

1

1

1 05/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death,Cyanosis,Head
tremor

Loss of consciousness, head tremors, cyanosis followed by death 4 days post first L4 vaccination. VS
suspected heart attack. No further information.

Miniature
Dachshund

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3323/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

28/07/2015

29/07/2015

1

1

0 28/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Rash,Erythema (for
R><BR><BR>Yes urticaria see Immune SOC),Facial
oedema

Erythema (eyes, face, abdomen, legs), facial oedema, diarrhoea and dermatitis (ventral abdomen and
hind legs) within 6 hours of vaccination. No further information.

Labrador
Retriever

30 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
dose once (09/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (09/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
11.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(01/07/201501/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1st of two lepto 4
vaccination (01/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
3.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
,24,standard dose (28/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (28/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Pale
Not
mucous membrane,Involuntary
Known
defecation,Reduced
globulins,Anaphylaxis,Circulatory
collapse (see also 'Neurological'
and 'Systemic
disorders'),Hyperphosphataemia,El
evated ALT,Vomiting

No Data

56 Comfortan 10 mg/ml, Solution for
OWeak temporal association, other products
Injection for Dogs and Cats Unclassifiable/unassessa administered more recently, other causes are
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (19/07/2015- ble
possible. No investigation carried out.
19/07/2015)<BR><BR>Galastop 50
ug/ml Oral Solution - 5,1,1
Days,10,galastop :5 ml sid po
(27/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(27/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (27/06/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Synulox Ready-toUse Suspension for Injection N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (19/07/201519/07/2015)<BR><BR>Vetergesic
0.3 mg/ml Solution for Injection for
Dogs and Cats - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (19/07/201519/07/2015)<BR><BR>amoxicillin /
clavulanate (human) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (19/07/201519/07/2015)<BR><BR>metronidazol
e (human) - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(1 Day(s) 19/07/201520/07/2015)<BR><BR>

5.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,1,1 Days,24,SAingle B - Possible
dose of vaccine (26/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,1,1 Days,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 ml
(26/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Although the seizures were pre existing, cannot rule
out product involvement in increasing the severity of
the seizures since there is a close temporal
association
Timing/location/swelling consistent with possible
product related reaction. Two vaccines administered.
Hotspot not usually expected.

Local nasal reaction. Product involvement unlikely.

Although clinical signs are unusual, there is a very
close temporal association with both vaccinations,
therefore cannot rule out product involvement,
however there may have been other underlying issues
involved
Timing/some signs (subdued, reduced appetite)
consistent with possible product related reaction
although these signs are non-specific. Unlikely gait
abnormality associated with vaccination - age
provides a more likely explanation.
Timing/signs consistent with product related allergictype reaction. Two vaccines administered.

OInsufficient information to determine causality.
Unclassifiable/unassessa
ble

B - Possible

Close temporal association and clinical signs are
suggestive of a hypersensitivity reaction. Two
products used, therefore coded B.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3324/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

02/12/2014

17/12/2015

2

1

0 08/03/2015 Yes

Reddening of the
No Data
skin,Panniculitis,Decreased
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Depression,Weight
gain,Bloated,Hives (see also
'Skin'),Poor coat condition,Injection
site serous
discharge,Aggression,Desquamatio
n

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3324/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.42 Year(s)

09/02/2017

27/06/2017

1

1

0 20/02/2017 Not
Nephropathy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3346/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.83 Year(s)

29/07/2015

30/07/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3348/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

16/06/2017

12/07/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3353/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.19 Year(s)

20/06/2017

29/06/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3354/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.75 Year(s)

04/05/2016

20/07/2016

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3356/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.11 Year(s)

28/06/2017

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3358/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3363/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3365/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3374/16

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3375/17

United
Kingdom

Not
Known

Linked report to UK-VMD-3257/15. Severe Chronic Nodular Pyogranulomatous Necrotising Panniculitis Dandie
within approximately 3 months post vaccination. Treated with steroids leading to improvement.
Dinmont
Further examination by a dermatologist showed saliva staining of the forefeet, erythema and
Terrier
lichenification. Further treatment with steroids, Vitamin E, Ranitidine and Hibiscrub. The dog has since
been treated with homeopathy. Depression, lethargy, coat changes, increase appetite and food
aggression, weight increase and bloat. Lowest lump in chain started draining. Desquamation on top of
the head. No further information expected.

Not
Known

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Booster 1st
Dose 02/12/2014 2n (02/12/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

Not close temporal association, clinical signs unusual.
Overall a vaccine related reaction is not likely
however cannot be ruled out, therefore O1.

20 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (09/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (09/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial B - Possible
(29/07/201529/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (29/07/201529/07/2015)<BR><BR>
3.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Unknown 1 Animal (16/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (16/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (16/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Reaction occurred 11 days after vaccination. Product
related reaction cannot be excluded but other causes
possible. No details of diagnostics. Two product
administered.

3.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
(20/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one
reconstituted vial (20/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (20/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing consistent. Multiple vaccines administered and
another product provides alternative plausible
explanation. Product involvement cannot be
excluded.

Developed protein losing nephropathy of immune mediated origin within 11 days of vaccination. No
previous reactions. Duration currently 4 months, outcome unknown. Nothing further.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

0 29/07/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Vomiting,Dyspnoea,Leth
argy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Anaphylactic-type
reaction
0 19/06/2017 Not
Nasal discharge,Cough,Enlarged
Not
Known,<BR><BR lymph nodes
Known
><BR><BR><BR> (generalised),Pyrexia,Anorexia
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anaphylactic-type reaction: emesis, lethargy, pale mucous membranes, some dyspnoea within 30
minutes of vaccination. No further information.

Yorkshire
Terrier

Pyrexia, mild lymph node enlargement sub mandibular, symptoms of kennel cough, bilateral green
nasal discharge, anorexia within 3 days of vaccination. No previous exposure. Recovery after 6 days.
Nothing further.

Beagle

1

0 25/06/2017 Not
Cough,Retching
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Harsh, dry, hacking cough, sometimes retching starting within 5 days of vaccination. No previous
exposure. Recovery after 5 days. Nothing further.

Yorkshire
Terrier

1

1

0 03/06/2016 Not
Injection site pain,Injection site
Known,<BR><BR mass
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

A solid mass developed at the injection site of both injections. The onset time of development is
Chihuahua
unknown. The mass is described as a firm, tender, 3 cm round mass. Both resolved within 3 weeks with
no treatment. This occurred following both injections of Nobivac L4.

29/06/2017

1

1

0 28/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Hives (see also 'Skin'),Localised
Not
itching,Swollen face (see also
Known
'Skin'),Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Injection site
itching,Vomiting,Pruritus,Sleepiness systemic disorder

5/10 min after injection dog showed sleepiness and lethargy, after 30 min started vomiting and very
Crossbred
itchy at the site of injection and around face and ears. In the next hour and half dog''s face was
swollen and hives on all body and very pruritic. No previous exposure to Nobivac, unspecified reaction
to a different vaccination previous year. Recovery after 4 hours. Nothing further.

13/06/2014

28/07/2014

1

1

0 10/07/2014 Not Known

Injection site lump

Not
Known

Injection site lump 4 weeks after vaccination administration. Treated surgically. No further
information.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

10 Year(s)

19/06/2014

28/07/2014

1

1

0 17/07/2014 Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Tachypnoea

Not
Known

Tachypnoea and lethargy within 48 hours of vaccination administration. Treated with 7 days synulox
and metacam with view for further treatment if not resolving.

Labrador
Retriever

Canine/dog

1.42 Year(s)

29/07/2015

30/07/2015

1

1

0 29/07/2015 Not
Diarrhoea
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Diarrhoea within 12 hours post vaccination. Unspecified treatment given leading to recovery 1 day
later.

Weimaraner

39.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(29/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (29/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, diarrhoea is listed in the SPC, 2
products administered.

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

19/06/2016

04/08/2016

1

1

0 25/06/2016 Not
Low platelet count,Pale mucous
Known,<BR><BR membrane,Regenerative anaemia
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

No Data

Pale mucous membranes, regenerative anaemia and low platelet count within 6 days of vaccination.
No previous reaction. Recovery within 14 days following unspecified treatment. Nothing further.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

Timing and clinical signs suggest possible product
involvement. Two products used.

Animal

Canine/dog

11.17
Year(s)

26/06/2017

13/07/2017

1

1

0 26/06/2017 Not Known

Swelling site of injection, lethargy, generalised lymphadenopathy, SMLN, prescap and Popliteals.
Gastritis, retching, eating grass and anorexia 6 hours after vaccination, temperature normal. Reaction
duration 3 days. No more information expected

West Highland
White Terrier

24.1 Milbemax Chewable Tablets for
B - Possible
Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Nobivac DHP L4 given
sc as ann (19/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 Animal
(19/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Onsior
40 mg Tablets for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose 1 Animal
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>supplement
(unauthorised VP) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
11 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
subcutaneous injection (ab
(26/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Injection site
Not
swelling,Lymphadenopathy,Gastriti Known
s,Retching,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

6.6 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A A - Probable
(04/05/201604/05/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Two doses
administered 4 weeks apart.On the
first occasion DHPPi was also
administered (04/05/201601/06/2016)<BR><BR>
14.8 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose (28/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (28/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association. Anaphylatic type
reactions known to occur following vaccination. 2
products used therefore coded B.

Timing/signs consistent with possible product related
reaction, however another vaccine provides plausible
explanation. Multiple vaccines administered.

Temporal association is strong and clinical signs are
known to occur following administration, as listed on
the SPC.

Timing/signs consistent with possible product related
allergic-type reaction. Two vaccines administered.

9.25 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,single
injection, 1 vial (13/06/201413/06/2014)<BR><BR>
38 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,1,1 Months,N/A,2 doses
total, one month apart, reaction
seen after second vaccination
(19/06/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3403/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

21/07/2016

04/08/2016

1

1

0 21/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Urticaria,Swollen face (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin')

No Data

Swollen face, urticaria within 12 hours of vaccination. Recovery within 24 hours following unknown
treatment. No previous exposure. Nothing further.

Rhodesian
Ridgeback

34 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
B - Possible
subcutaneous (1 Year(s) 21/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml subcut (1 Year(s)
21/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association; clinical signs known to
occur following vaccination. Two products used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3404/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.1 Year(s)

30/06/2016

04/08/2016

1

1

0 30/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site mass
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Injection site mass at unknown time following first vaccination with DHP/L4 (dates unknown);
resolution within 4 weeks. Injection site mass noted again following vaccination with just L4 within 24
hours. Lump increased in size to 3cm over following 3 weeks. Non painful. No treatment given.
Outcome unknown.

Other
Canine/dog

26 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose A - Probable
(30/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,whole vaccine vial
(30/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Injection site lumps known to occur following
vaccination.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3405/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.75
Year(s)

13/06/2017

14/07/2017

1

1

1 13/06/2017 Not
Diarrhoea,Death,Gall bladder & bile Not
Known,<BR><BR duct disorder NOS
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Was sick within a few hours of visit, developed diarrhoea which continued overnight and next day.
Rechecked by vet twice during day, admitted for care at a different vet centre overnight then referred
to specialist centre with concernes about the gall bladder. emergency surgery- ruptured gall bladder
mucocoele. died under anaesthetic during recovery phase.

Medium size
Poodle

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3422/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.58 Year(s)

20/06/2017

17/07/2017

1

1

0 28/06/2017 Not
Injection site pain,Injection site
Known,<BR><BR lump
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Subcutaneous firm nodule starting within 8 days of vaccination, painful at first but within 24 hours
decreased in size to 2cm diameter and non-painful. No previous reactions. Treated with meloxicam.
Recovery after 2 days. Nothing further. No more information expected

Jack Russell
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3427/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.06
Month(s)

23/07/2016

23/07/2016

1

1

0 23/07/2016 Yes

Injection site pain, vocalisation, injection site self trauma within 5 seconds of vaccination. Recovery
within 3 minutes, no treatment necessary. Had been warmed to room temperature prior to
administration. No previous exposure.

English Cocker
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3444/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.25 Year(s)

01/07/2017

05/07/2017

1

1

0 01/07/2017 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3447/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.58 Year(s)

19/05/2017

05/07/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3457/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

30/07/2015

11/08/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3461/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.15 Year(s)

25/07/2016

26/07/2016

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3464/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

21/07/2014

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3467/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3468/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3483/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3486/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Not
Known

Injection site pain,Injection site self No Data
trauma,Vocalisation

7.75 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,0.4 B - Possible
ml Unknown 1 Animal (13/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one dose of vaccine
(13/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Diarrhoea can be seen after vaccination and temporal
association is close, however, gall bladder mucocoele
is not an expected sign. The cause of death seams to
be related to anaesthetic complications during
recovery phase. Two products administered
concurrently

6.3 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,0.4 ml A - Probable
Unknown 1 Animal (20/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single subcutaneous
injection (20/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
3.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
(23/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs consistent with product related reactions. Onset
longer than expected.

28 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial
Nobivac L4 (01/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
27 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (19/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (19/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial
(19/05/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product related reaction.

Close temporal association, clinical signs known to
occur following vaccination.

Lethargy (see also Central nervous Not
system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Panting,Hypersalivat
ion,Pyrexia
0 20/05/2017 Not
Vomiting,Diarrhoea
Not
Known,<BR><BR
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Hypersalivation, lethargy, panting, then pyrexia starting within 6 hours of vaccination. Temp 39.6 48 hrs Labrador
after vac. No previous reactions. Recovery after 3 days. Nothing further.
Retriever

1

0 31/07/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Injection site oedema

Not
Known

Lethargy, reluctance to move and injection site oedema approximately 24 hours post vaccination.
Signs persisted for at least 24 hours and were treated with Dexamethasone injection. No further
information expected, outcome unknown.

Not Applicable

14.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial B - Possible
(30/07/201530/07/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (1 Day(s)
30/07/2015-30/07/2015)<BR><BR>

Signs are consistent with a possible vaccine reaction,
however there were two products used concurrently
therefore unable to ascertain which/if both products
were involved.

1

1

0 26/07/2016 Not Known

Emesis

Not
Known

The dog vomited twice the morning following vaccination. It had been previously exposed to the
vaccine and had no reactions. No other product administered.

English
Springer
Spaniel

12.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial of
vaccination given as directed
(25/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Emesis is not mentioned on the SPC, however, the
temporal association is strong and no other products
were administered. Product may be a factor and
cannot be excluded.

31/07/2014

1

1

0 22/07/2014 Not Known

Diarrhoea,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Emesis

Not
Known

Emesis, diarrhoea progressing to haemorrhagic gastroenteritis within 36 hours. Treated with intensive
care and recovered. Has previous history of gastrointestinal issues. No further information.

English
Springer
Spaniel

10 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(21/07/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

23/06/2016

09/08/2016

1

1

0 27/06/2016 Not Known

Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological')

The dog was vaccinated on the 23 of June and started with lethargy and anorexia on the 27 of June,
the dog was unwell for 48 hours and then recovered without treatment. No concurrent product
administered. The dog had been previously vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 4 and had no reactions.

Other
Canine/dog

8.75 Year(s)

09/07/2015

06/08/2015

1

1

0 10/07/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Ataxia,Inappet Not
ence,Lethargy (see also Central
Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Lethargy, ataxia, emesis, diarrhoea and anorexia within 24 hours post vaccination with Nobivac L4 and Crossbred
Nobivac KC and concurrent Milbemax administration. Recovery 24 hours later with no treatment.

Canine/dog

9.5 Year(s)

02/03/2017

17/07/2017

2

1

1 22/04/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Death by
euthanasia,Death,Inappetence,Off
colour,Abnormal test
result,Immune mediated
haemolytic
anaemia,Haematemesis,Anaemia
NOS,Low platelet
count,Leucocytosis,Heart
murmur,Vomiting,Decreased
packed cell volume (PCV)

Not
Known

Developed Auto Immune Haemolytic Anaemia about 2.5 weeks after 2nd dose of vaccine. No previous Yorkshire
reactions. Case received from Veterinary Medicines Directorate Suspected adverse reaction
Terrier
Developed Auto Immune Haemolytic Anaemia about 2.5 weeks after 2nd dose of vaccine. No previous
reactions. Nothing further. Follow up reported to MAH on 6 July 2017 Vaccinated in March 2016 with
Nobivac L4, never came back for a second dose. Then on 3 March 2017 it had Nobivac L4, no reaction
occurred. Vaccinated again on 4 April 2017, was fit and well at the time. Then on 23 April 2017 was
seen having been unwell for 24 hours. Has a heart murmur 2. Temperature 39.6, also vomiting and
inappetant. Was treated with Metacam and Cerenia. 24 April bloods show Haematocrit 14%( no ref
range)Anaemia and increased Pancreatic enzymes( no values or ref range given ) High WBC ( no value
or ref range ) Placed on steroids and blood transfusion. 25 April 2017 Vomiting so given Cerenia, Owner
reported clots in vomiting though this was never seen. Still on steroids Pred 10mg. 26 April 2017
nasogastric tube placed. PCV 17:post transfusion. 27 April bloods worse PCV 12.8% dog refusing to eat.
Dog Euthansed . No post mortem performed.No more infromation expected

10.7 Nexgard Spectra 37.5 mg / 7.5 mg
Chewable Tablets for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 VIAL GIVEN ON
2/3/17 AND ON (02/03/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

26/07/2016

27/07/2016

1

1

0 26/07/2016 Not
Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Emesis starting within 24 hours post vaccination. Unknown if any treatment given, recovery 24 hours
later.

1.68 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (26/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (26/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Vomit and diarrhoea the day after vaccination. Reaction duration 48 hours. This dog had an initial
Staffordshire
reaction of V+ and D+ post first vaccination. He then had another reaction of V+ after the 2nd. Details Bull Terrier
unknown regarding which vaccines were given with the first vaccination

Crossbred

2.25 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 VIAL
(23/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Milbemax Chewable Tablets for
B - Possible
Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(09/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (09/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,One vial of Lepto 4
vaccine administered as a one off
injection sub-cutaneously
(09/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
B - Possible

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Three products administered. The dog reacted with
same signs after the previous vaccination

4 days is still a reasonable association in time with the
application of the product and clinical signs are known
to occur following administration, as listed on the
SPC.
Close time association, signs are non-specific, 3
products administered.

Timing/signs consistent with possible product related
reaction. Two products administered.

Close time association, known adverse effect, 2
products administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3505/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.37 Year(s)

05/09/2014

08/07/2017

1

1

0 16/12/2014 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3506/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.67
Year(s)

10/07/2015

07/08/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3509/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

30/07/2014

07/08/2014

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3513/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Year(s)

13/06/2016

28/07/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3517/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

07/06/2017

10/07/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3544/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.02
Year(s)

22/07/2016

28/07/2016

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3558/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

18/05/2015

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3560/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.23 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3575/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3576/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3597/15

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3599/16

United
Kingdom

Autoimmune disorder NOS,Low
platelet count,Fever,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Not
Known

Healthy dog who seemed an invincible. I noticed a change in her character. Lethargy mainly at first, the English Cocker
feeling of something was wrong made me decide to visit our local vet on the 16th Dec. Tilly had very
Spaniel
high temperature and after antibiotics and a few days of no change only worsening of condition I took
her back. We were then referred to Dick Whites New Market with a very very sick dog. Fever, lethargic
many symptoms mimicking various problems. Main now being SLE (Systemic lupus erythematosus),
nearly lost her twice. As I said on first reaction noticed. Tilly has SLE and has cost in the past 3 years
possibly £15000 plus during which have been very touch and go with very low platelets She has
battled against what I believe is an adverse reaction to Nobivac L4 and will never be quite the dog she
was before. She was perfectly fit and healthy and seemed invincible however that soon changed and
her health declined rapidly one / two months after. It''s been terrible, fortunately insurance has helped
but I am also in debt over this. Never ever will I have another dog injected with L4 sadly I trusted the
vets advice to have her inoculated. I should have looked into it more. The last Three Years I have been
travelling monthly to New Market for blood tests which itself has been a struggle. All her notes are
mainly with DW of New Market and I would be happy if you wanted to view them.

0 11/07/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Emesis
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

Emesis and diarrhoea less than 24 hours after treatment with Nobivac L4 and Milbemax. Recovery
after 2 days with no treatment. No further information expected.

Labrador
Retriever

0 31/07/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vocalisation,Head tilt - ear
disorder,Circling - neurological
disorder (see also 'Behavioural
disorders'),Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')
0 16/06/2016 Not
Autoimmune disorder
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Ataxia,Circulatory collapse
><BR><BR><BR> (see also 'Neurological' and
Not Known
'Systemic disorders')

Not
Known

Circling, head tilt, vocalisation, lethargy within 24 hours of vaccination administration. Treated with
meloxicam for pain. No further information.

Not Applicable

Not
Known

Collapse and ataxia starting 3 days post vaccination. Referral to university showed an inflammatory
Labrador
lesion on the spine which they suspect may be due to an underlying autoimmune response, but this has Retriever
not been confirmed. Treatment is ongoing. No further information available.

1

0 07/06/2017 Not
Aggression,Pain
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Vocalisation,Behavioural
><BR><BR><BR> disorder NOS
Not Known

Not
Known

Growling when approached and very painful when stroked, became aggressive less than one hour after Crossbred
vaccination. Reaction duration 24 hours

1

1

1 24/07/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

12/08/2015

1

1

0 25/05/2015 Not
Muscle degeneration,Muscle
Known,<BR><BR weakness NOS,Polyneuritis
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

04/08/2014

08/08/2014

1

1

0 05/08/2014 Not Known

1.25 Year(s)

16/07/2015

13/08/2015

1

1

Canine/dog

1.35 Year(s)

29/06/2016

01/08/2016

1

Animal

Canine/dog

5.25 Year(s)

11/08/2015

13/08/2015

Animal

Canine/dog

13.42
Year(s)

19/09/2014

02/08/2016

Anaemia NOS,Icterus,Death by
No Data
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Immune
mediated haemolytic anaemia

Sudden onset jaundice, symptoms of IMHA; lethargy, anaemia, hyperthermia within 48 hours of
vaccination. Treated with prednisolone and IVFT; leading to death by euthanasia 2 days later as no
improvement. No previous reactions to this vaccine. Nothing further

Greyhound

Not
Known

Muscle loss and weakness of the masticatory muscles starting 1 week post vaccination. The vet was
unsure if there were any early signs prior to vaccination. Suspected trigeminal neuritis. Unspecified
treatment started, outcome unknown.

English Cocker
Spaniel

Restlessness,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Haematemesis,Blood in
vomit,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')
0 22/07/2015 Not
Injection site crust,Injection site
Known,<BR><BR swelling,Dermal
><BR><BR><BR> thickening,Injection site alopecia
Not Known

Not
Known

Restlessness, haemorrhagic diarrhoea and haematemesis within 24 hours post vaccination. Lethargy
noted on examination. Treated with Cerenia, antibiotics and a light diet. Recovery the next day.

Crossbred

Not
Known

Injection site swelling 6 days post vaccination developing into area of thickened skin, crusting and
alopecia. Still ongoing when checked 4 weeks later.

Shih Tzu

1

0 30/06/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
R><BR><BR>Yes also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

No Data

Acute onset emesis, diarrhoea, lethargy within 24-48 hours following vaccination. No treatment given, Jack Russell
recovery within 2 days. No further information available.
Terrier

1

1

0 12/08/2015 Not
Lethargy (see also Central nervous
Known,<BR><BR system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological'),Anorexia,Pyrexia
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Anorexia, pyrexia and lethargy starting less than 12 hours post Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and an
unknown time after Apoquel treatment. Signs had persisted for 2 days at the time of reporting,
outcome unknown. An unknown treatment was given. No further information expected.

Jack Russell
Terrier

1

1

0 19/09/2014 Yes

No Data

Blindness, ataxia, convulsion occurring during the three years following L4 vaccination. Had declined
further investigation offered by VS. No further information available.

English Cocker
Spaniel

Blindness,Fit,Balance impaired

15 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(05/09/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Fever and lethargy are commonly seen after
vaccination, and immune mediated diseases have
been associated with vaccination before, however,
three month is a very long time to onset. Product
involvement cannot be completely excluded, but
some preexisting condition present cannot be ruled
out either

31.1 Milbemax Chewable Tablets for
OMultiple drugs given, sign is not expected, no
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
Unclassifiable/unassessa diagnostics performed. Insufficient information for
(10/07/2015ble
assessment.
N/A)<BR><BR>Milbemax Chewable
Tablets for Small Dogs and Puppies 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (10/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial of vaccine.
1 x Milbemax dog and 1 x Milbemax
puppy tablet given that evening at
home. (10/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

8.4 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(30/07/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml (30/07/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
30 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
(13/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (13/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
4 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (07/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (07/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
25.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(22/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Vetmedin 5 mg
Chewable Tablets for Dogs - 1,2,1
Days,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>carprofen
unidentified - 100,1,1 Days,3,N/A
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>
12.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One
vial of each of the 3 vaccines (1
Day(s) 18/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial of each of the
3 vaccines (18/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial of each of the
3 vaccines (18/05/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
39.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
(04/08/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, but other causes are possible.

B - Possible

Temporal association is strong, signs may be due to
the pain following vaccination, which is a known side
effect. Two products administered concurrently

B - Possible

Close temporal association, IMHA possibly related to
vaccination

O1 - Inconclusive

It is unclear if the signs had started prior to
vaccination or not, masticatory muscle weakness has
been reported previously following vaccination.

OUnclassifiable/unassessa
ble

6.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(16/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (16/07/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Close anatomical association, injection site reactions
are expected but the length of time is unexpected.

7.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(29/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (29/06/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association, clinical signs can occur
following vaccination, two products used.

8.95 Apoquel 5.4mg Film-coated Tablet B - Possible
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(11/08/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Given once. Full
Vial (11/08/201511/08/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (11/08/201511/08/2015)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs are consistent with possible vaccine
involvement; 2 other products were given
concurrently including one other vaccination
therefore the role of the other products cannot be
excluded. Overall product involvement is possible.

12 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Booster
Vaccination in 2014 and 2015
(19/09/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Unlikely vaccine involvement; elderly dog and many
other more likely causes of these clinical signs than
related to vaccine.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3601/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.33 Year(s)

17/07/2015

14/08/2015

1

1

0 17/07/2015 Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise

Not
Known

Owner reported that the dog appeared "groggy", as if coming round from anaesthetic 6 hours post
vaccination (coded as lethargy and malaise). Recovery 1 day later with no treatment.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3619/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.17 Year(s)

03/08/2015

16/08/2015

1

1

0 06/08/2015 Not Known

Alopecia local

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3633/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

30/06/2015

17/08/2015

1

1

0 10/07/2015 Not
Glossitis,Hypersalivation
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Alopecia of the rump area starting 3 days post 1st dose vaccination. No treatment given, signs ongoing Crossbred
at time report made 10 days later. The dog has a history of allergic reactions to Advocate, other
medications and some foods. Vet advised owner that there is no need for a second dose to be
administered.
Glossitis, hypersalivation 6 weeks post vaccination. Similar signs the previous year within several days Border Collie
of vaccination; biopsies showed inflammation. Outcome unknown, no further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3640/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.33 Year(s)

07/08/2015

18/08/2015

1

1

0 07/08/2015 Not
Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Central Not
Known,<BR><BR nervous system depression in
Known
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological')
Not Known

Lethargy and inappetence less than 6 hours post vaccination. No treatment given, outcome unknown.
No further information expected.

Miniature
Schnauzer

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3644/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

03/08/2016

15/08/2016

4

1

0 03/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Tachycardia,Lethargy (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Anaphylaxis,Vomitin
g

Emesis, lethargy, tachycardia, heart rate between 192 to 201 /min within 30 minutes of vaccination in
1/4 treated suggesting anaphylaxis. No further information available, outcome unknown.

Miniature
Dachshund

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3646/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.5 Year(s)

11/08/2015

18/08/2015

1

1

0 13/08/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Pyrexia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in
'Neurological'),Tachypnoea,Diarrho
ea,Polydipsia

Tachypnoea, polydipsia, anorexia, lethargy, diarrhoea, pyrexia less then 48 hours after vaccination and German
an unknown time after starting meloxicam treatment. Treated with amoxyclav, improvement within 24 Shepherd Dog
hours of starting antibiosis, recovery within 7 days. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3648/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

03/08/2016

03/08/2016

1

1

0 03/08/2016 Yes

Injection site
pain,Vocalisation,Fasciculation

No Data

Injection site pain, muscle fasciculation and whining (coded as vocalisation) within 6 hours of
vaccination. Recovery within 6 hours without treatment. No previous reactions, nothing further.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3661/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

04/08/2014

12/08/2014

1

1

0 04/08/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Localised pain NOS
(see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Pyrexia

Not
Known

Lethargy, neck pain, pyrexia within 24 hours of vaccination. Treated with NSAIDs. No further
information.

Yorkshire
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3664/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14.5 12/06/2014

04/08/2016

1

1

1 14/06/2014 Yes

Renal disorder NOS,Death,Malaise

No Data

Malaise within 48 hours of vaccination; renal disorder NOS confirmed on bloods and urine. Four days
later death by euthanasia. No further information available.

Tibetan
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3665/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

04/07/2017

14/07/2017

1

1

0 12/07/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

Off food and lethargic starting 6 days after vaccination. Lump on ventral neck noted 8 days after
vaccination. Lump was hard, warm and painful to palpate. Centre felt fluid filled, with surrounding
region quite hard - consistent with abscess formation. Clinical exam of dog was pretty unremarkable
except for slightly pale mucous membranes. No previous reactions. Outcome unknown. Nothing
further.

Lhasa Apso

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3671/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.17 Year(s)

13/07/2017

14/07/2017

1

1

Injection site warmth,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Inappetence,Injectio
n site pain,Injection site
lump,Injection site abscess,Pale
mucous membrane
0 13/07/2017 Not
Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Central
Known,<BR><BR nervous system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological'),Elevated
Not Known
temperature,Hind limb ataxia

Not
Known

Wobbly with bag leg, lethargy, vomits, increased rectal temperature within 1 hour of vaccination. No
previous exposure. Recovery after 12 hours. Nothing further.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3677/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.15 Year(s)

04/08/2016

04/08/2016

1

1

0 04/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Periorbital oedema,Itchy skin
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Periorbital swelling, pruritus within 6 hours of vaccination. Treated with steroids/antihistamines and
recovered within 2-3 hours. NOthing further

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3679/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

03/07/2016

05/08/2016

1

1

0 03/08/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Urination,Sleepiness - systemic
Not
disorder,Vomiting,Anorexia,Letharg Known
y (see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Lethargy 3 hours post vaccination. Emesis the next day followed by further lethargy and anorexia.
Urination when sleeping on sofa. Recovery by the next day.

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3686/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

03/08/2016

08/08/2016

1

1

0 03/08/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Tachycardia,Facial swelling (see
Not
also 'Skin'),Abnormal
Known
breathing,Panting,Laryngeal
irritation,Swollen eye,Swollen face
(see also 'Skin'),Swollen lip (see also
'Skin'),Swollen mouth

4month old shih Tzu in for re start vaccinations - previously had Nobivac dhppi & L2 in March this year Shih Tzu
but lapsed past the time for 2nd vacc. Given Nobivac DHP batch number A095A01 and Lepto 4 batch
number A048A01 and Nobivac K/cough batch number A075F01 Owner feels it was the k/cough vaccine
which caused the reaction. When dog left surgery it was fine and had been given a clean bill of health.
Aprox 1hr later owner contacted surgery to say her eyes seemed swollen and during conversation her
face then seemed swollen. Owner brought dog down for re-examination. Owner states dog had only
gone home and eaten her tea with other dogs and couldn''t have been exposed to anything in the
garden etc which may have caused the problem. Exam of dog showed acute swelling of conjunctiva
and surrounding tissue and along the upper lip line, breathing noisy, tachycardia, panting, mmb - pink,
but difficult to examine due to inflammation, crt <2secs, temp 39.1 treatment - dexamethasone
0.2mg/kg & iv fluids, face washed with cold water - within 30mins breathing back to normal temp
reduced, pulse normal and inflammation reduced. Outcome unknown.

Not
Known

Crossbred

6.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial
(17/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association and malaise and lethargy are
known to occur.

31 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(03/08/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association but the signs are unexpected
and the dog has an ongoing problem with allergic
reactions and skin problems.

22 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,One No assessment
vial of each DHP and L4 (30/06/2015- performed
30/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,One vial of each DHP
and L4 (30/06/201530/06/2015)<BR><BR>
8.1 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (07/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (07/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
1.92 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(03/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (03/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs and onset are suggestive of product
involvement, however 2 products were used
concurrently therefore involvement is possible.

43 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (11/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one vial
(11/08/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
4.32 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Whole
contents of vaccine administered
subcutaneously. (03/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
4.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
dosage form (04/08/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (04/08/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form
(04/08/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs are non specific. 2 products used, onset
of 24-48 hours is possible but other causes do exist.
Dog was also treated with an NSAID which cannot be
excluded as a cause for GI symptoms. Product is a
possible factor in signs seen.

Not
Known

Timing/clinical signs suggest vaccine related
anaphylaxis.

Clinical signs appear to be associated with injection
site pain which is known to occur following
vaccination.

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O Insufficient information available.
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(12/06/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>
ble

8.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Annual
booster injection. 1 vial of 1ml
administered (04/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product related reaction.

12.3 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose (13/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product related reaction.
Two vaccines administered.

7.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml of L4
mixed with nobivac PI was injected
under the skin today (04/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (04/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (03/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (03/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
5.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (03/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml 1 Animal
(03/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Hypersensitivity reactions can occur following
vaccinations; two products used.

Close time association, signs could be expected.

Temporal association is strong an according to the
SPC a hypersensitivity (anaphylaxis) reaction may
occur after vaccination with L4. However, the
symptoms are more likely to be related to Nobivac
DHP and other factors cannot be discarded as the dog
went home and had some food after vaccination.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3697/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

13/07/2017

17/07/2017

1

1

0 14/07/2017 Not
Anorexia,Haemorrhagic diarrhoea
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Vaccination was given on 13/07/2017 at 10.40 am. by the next morning developed haemorrhagic
Whippet
diarrhoea and was also anorexic. Dog has been on Hill''s zd/ Purina HA for 4-5 months suspected
adverse food reaction- both dermatological and gastrointestinal signs- intermittent vomiting, anorexia
and diarrhoea. No further episodes since 13/06/2017. Reaction duration 12 hours. I have ticked that
dog has not previously received similar meds however been regularly vaccinated with Vanguard
DHPPiL2 but this was a first time the dog received Nobivac DHPL4

22.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,standard one vial (13/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal association is very strong and signs may
occur as part of a hypersensitivity reaction however
dog had been on Hill''s zd/ Purina HA for 4-5 months
suspected adverse food reaction (intermittent
vomiting, anorexia and diarrhoea). Dog reported to
have been find during the month before vaccination.
Some preexisting condition may have contributed to
the signs, however, product involvement is possible.
Two vaccines administerd concurrently

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3727/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

12/08/2015

21/08/2015

1

1

0 13/08/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

Rhinitis, upper respiratory congestion (coded respiratory tract disorder) and transient lethargy starting
within 24 hours post vaccination. Still ongoing 8 days later when report received. Unspecified
treatment given, outcome unknown.

19.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,One single
dose L4 vaccine administered alone
(12/08/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association but signs are unexpected,
other causes are possible, no investigation carried
out.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3738/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

22/07/2016

08/08/2016

1

1

1 24/07/2016 Not
Diarrhoea,Death,Anorexia,Dull
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Puppy became quieter, stopped eating, developed diarrhoea aprox 24-48 hours after vaccination. Was Crossbred
not presented for medical treatment. Deteriorated over 24hours and then died at vets during
consultation. I am of the opinion that the puppy was already subclinically unwell or carrying incubating
disease when rehomed to the client and that the vaccination was not the cause of illness which caused
decline and death.

The Temporal association is strong however clinical
signs are not listed on the SPC, and the onset of
immunity is three weeks and the animal died less that
one week after vaccination, therefore he was likely to
be incubating the disease previous to the vaccination.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3745/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.58
Month(s)

18/08/2015

24/08/2015

1

1

0 19/08/2015 Not
Urticaria
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Generalised urticaria within 24 hours post vaccination. Unspecified treatment given leading to
recovery 6 days later.

Pug

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3750/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.83 Year(s)

29/07/2016

09/08/2016

1

1

0 30/07/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Urticaria affecting the feet and ventral abdomen starting within 24 hours post vaccination leading to
self trauma and self mutilation. This only occurred following 2nd dose administration and the dog had
a previous history of licking his feet. Unspecified treatment given leading to recovery 6 days later.

Other
Canine/dog

0.92 Endectrid 40 mg + 10 mg Spot-on
N - Unlikely
Solution for Small Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml L4 vaccine was
used to reconstitute 1 vial of DHP
vaccine and was injected
subcutaneously. (1 Day(s)
22/07/201622/07/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (1 Day(s)
22/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
4 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
B - Possible
Vial (18/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (18/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (18/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
6.85 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial
administered as second dose for
upgrading onto lepto 4 vaccination
(29/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3787/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.18 Year(s)

21/07/2016

10/08/2016

1

1

0 27/07/2016 Not
Injection site swelling
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site swelling noted 6 days post vaccination. Unknown if any treatment given, outcome
unknown.

Whippet

14.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(21/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,single dose
(21/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close anatomical association but 2 products
administered concurrently.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3791/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.61
Month(s)

12/07/2017

21/07/2017

3

1

0 12/07/2017 Not
Swollen face (see also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Owner reported a swelling of the face onset approximately an hour post injection. The Owner treated
this animal with a low dose of piriton and the animal is now fine (reaction duration 3 hours)

Miniature
Pinscher

0.605 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Given B - Possible
as a single injection combined
vaccination 1ml (12/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (12/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3807/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.25 Year(s)

27/06/2016

10/08/2016

1

1

0 01/08/2016 Not Known

Addison's disease

Not
Known

Dog has gone into an acute Addisonian crisis 35 days after the administration of Nobivac L4.The
reaction started the 1st of August and is still ongoing. The dog was previously exposed to the vaccine
with no reactions. Outcome unknown.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3811/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.42 Year(s)

11/07/2017

21/07/2017

1

1

1 20/07/2017 Not Known

UK-VMD-3812/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.26 Year(s)

04/07/2017

28/07/2017

1

1

0 18/07/2017 Not Known

IMHA 9 days after vaccination with L4. I saw daisy today, after she started to be lethargic and not
eating much . She had lepto 4 vaccination solely as part of her yearly booster, last week on the 11th
July . She was checked last week before being inoculated and was healthy to be vaccinated . I have
seen this dog today and she developed immune haemolytic anaemia and had to be hospitalised for
immune suppressive treatment. Reaction duration and date of death unknown.
Non-painful injection site lump noted 2 weeks post vaccination. FNA showed predominantly blastic
lymphocytes, occasional non-degenerate neutrophils, occasional plasma cell and red blood cells. No
treatment given, outcome unknown.

Miniature
Schnauzer

NOBIVAC L4

Not eating,Death,Immune
Not
mediated haemolytic
Known
anaemia,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')
Injection site lump
Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3816/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

08/07/2016

24/08/2016

1

1

0 08/07/2016 Not
Diarrhoea,Emesis (multiple)
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

The dog showed emesis and diarrhoea the same day of the vaccination. The symptoms lasted 4 days.
No previous exposures.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3833/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.1 Month(s) 10/08/2016

11/08/2016

5

1

0 10/08/2016 Not
Emesis,Lethargy (see also Central
Known,<BR><BR nervous system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological')
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

The dog showed lethargy and emesis aprox 1 hour after vaccination. No previous exposures. The dog
recovered after aprox 12 hours.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3834/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.17 Year(s)

28/07/2014

22/08/2014

1

1

0 28/07/2014 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Emesis started a few hours post vaccination. This continued intermittently for another 17 days, then
diarrhoea started. Recovery within 2 days after being fed a bland diet. Intermittent emesis started
again after being weaned onto normal food.

Dogue de
Bordeaux

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3836/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.42 Year(s)

13/08/2015

27/08/2015

1

1

0 14/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Gagging,Sneezing,Cough,Dry nose
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Cough, gagging, sneezing, dry nose within 24 hours of vaccination with KC and L4. No further
information.

Chihuahua

Respiratory tract disorder
NOS,Nasal discharge,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Self trauma,Urticaria,Self
mutilation

Bulldog

English
Springer
Spaniel

28.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml dose
Unclassifiable/unassessa
given as annual booster vaccination ble
(27/06/2016-27/06/2016)<BR><BR>

7.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,vaccination booster
(11/07/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
23.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,Booster
vaccination, received (04/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml B - Possible
(08/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml (08/07/201608/07/2016)<BR><BR>

Close time association but multiple products
administered and length of signs are unexpected.

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction.

Timing/clinical signs suggest a possible
hypersensitivity/anaphylactic reaction to the vaccine
Two products administered

The onset is quite long to be related to the vaccine
administration and another more plausible
explanations may exists. The animal was previously
exposed to the vaccine and had no reactions. The
product involvement cannot be excluded, however it
is very unlikely.
Only one product was administered, and IMHA is
known to occur after vaccination and 9 days is a
strong temporal relation. Cannot exclude some other
preexisting condition either, but still product
involvement is possible
Close anatomical association and can be expected but
long time to onset.

Clinical signs are not known to occur following
administration according to the SPC however
temporal association is strong and product
involvement cannot be discarded.

1.42 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O,N/A,N/A (10/08/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa
10/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (10/08/201610/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (10/08/201610/08/2016)<BR><BR>
38.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
O1 - Inconclusive
dosage form/vial each vaccination
(28/07/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form/vial of
each vaccination (28/07/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal association is strong but clinical signs are
not listed on the SPC. Other vaccines were
administered concurrently. However product may be
a factor and cannot be completely excluded.

3.86 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,one vial. N - Unlikely
(13/08/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (13/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs more likely due to the KC component

Emesis within a few hours following vaccination
makes a link possible, however, it would be
unexpected for it to continue for such a length of time
and for diarrhoea to only start 17 days following
vaccination. Given that the dog improved on a bland
diet but then emesis started again after the normal
diet was reintroduced, then a dietary factor is likely.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3863/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.45
Month(s)

26/08/2015

29/08/2015

1

1

0 27/08/2015 Not
Convulsion
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Convulsions within 24 hours post vaccination. No treatment given, outcome unknown.

English
Springer
Spaniel

4.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
OConvulsions are unexpected but there was a close
(26/08/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Unclassifiable/unassessa time association, no investigation given and outcome
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs - ble
unknown.
1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (26/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3869/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

27/06/2017

26/07/2017

1

1

0 27/06/2017 Not
Lethargy (see also Central nervous
Known,<BR><BR system depression in
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological')
Not Known

Not
Known

Lethargy for 2-3 hours after vaccination. No previous reaction. Nothing further.

Jack Russell
Terrier

3.1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(27/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (27/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3880/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

22/08/2014

27/08/2014

1

1

0 22/08/2014 Not
Syncope,Hypotension,Weakness,An Not
Known,<BR><BR aphylactic-type reaction
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Suspected anaphylaxis, weakness, syncope, hypotension within 24 hours of vaccinaiton administration, Crossbred
lasting 3 hours. Exact time scale unclear. Assume recovered given duration of reaction.

12.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O1 - Inconclusive
(22/08/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(22/08/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (22/08/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs correlated with a hypersensitivity type
reaction, though time scales not clear, and multiple
products used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3888/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

14/08/2014

27/08/2014

1

1

0 15/08/2014 Not Known

Injection site lump,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Lethargy within 24 hours post vaccination. Injection site lump noted 6 days later. Treated with NSAIDs, German Spitz outcome unknown.
Pomeranian

4.95 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(14/08/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Injection site reactions and lethargy are known
adverse effects of the product.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3892/13

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

14/09/2013

30/09/2013

1

1

0 14/09/2013 Not Known

Convulsion,Confused,Stiffness NOS Not
Known

Convulsion 2-3 hours after vaccination, lasted for a few minutes and then was stiff and disorientated.
Recovered after 24 hours

Labrador
Retriever

31.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(14/09/2013-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3903/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Month(s)

10/07/2015

02/09/2015

1

1

0 19/08/2015 Yes

Conjunctivitis

No Data

Bilateral conjunctivitis within 4 days of vaccination. Treated with Fucithalmic. One month later was
given second L4 vaccination, presented 2 days later with conjunctivitis. Treated with lubricating eye
drops. No further information.

Not Applicable

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3909/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.08
Year(s)

04/07/2017

01/08/2017

1

1

0 04/07/2017 Not Known

Injection site mass

Not
Known

Suspected adverse reaction Injection site mass noted within 24 hours post vaccination on 4 July 2017
with Nobivac L4 Outcome unknown. No more information expected

English
Springer
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3910/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.75 Year(s)

21/07/2016

16/08/2016

1

1

0 21/07/2016 Not Known

Vomiting

Not
Known

3 episodes of emesis within the 24 hours post 2nd dose vaccination and starting about 6 hours post
vaccination. No treatment given and no further problems after the 24 hours. The dog also had emesis
following the 1st dose vaccination given 1 month earlier.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3912/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

04/08/2015

02/09/2015

1

1

0 08/08/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Inappetence,Lethargy
R><BR><BR>Yes (see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Dull

No Data

Lethargy, dull, anorexia, emesis (bile) within 4 days of vaccination with DHP and L4. No further
information.

Miniature
Dachshund

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3913/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.67 Year(s)

27/07/2017

27/07/2017

1

1

0 27/07/2017 Not
Conjunctival oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Conjunctival oedema within 5 to 7 minutes post application of eye drops. Dexadreson treatment given Crossbred
leading to recovery 2 hours later. Concurrent vaccination.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3915/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.08 Year(s)

25/08/2015

03/09/2015

1

1

0 27/08/2015 Not
Injection site swelling
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site swelling 2 days post vaccination. Still ongoing 8 days later, no treatment given, outcome
unknown.

Bull Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3956/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

16/07/2014

01/09/2014

1

1

0 18/07/2014 Not Known

Not
Known

Emesis and diarrhoea within 2-3 days of each dose (2 doses of restart vaccination course), happening
twice, after each vaccination. Nothing further.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3956/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

30.46
Year(s)

28/07/2017

29/07/2017

1

1

0 28/07/2017 Not
Angioedema,Facial oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Angioneurotic oedema of the face starting within 6 hours of vaccination. No previous exposure.
Recovery after 1 day. Nothing further.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3957/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.25 Year(s)

02/09/2015

05/09/2015

1

1

0 02/09/2015 Yes

No Data

Lethargy within 6 hours of vaccination. Clinical exam was unremarkable however lethargy continued,
progressively improving over the following 3 days. No treatment was given, no previous reaction,
nothing further.

Jack Russell
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3958/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.74
Month(s)

06/06/2017

29/07/2017

1

1

0 24/06/2017 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

After the 2nd Nobivac DHP, she developed severe diarrhoea and vomited once. After the 3rd Nobivac
dose, she developed severe diarrhoea within 48 hrs and vomited 4 times. Berta was treated with
antibiotics and Panacur on the first occasion and antibiotics, omeprazole and kaolin on the current
occasion. Stool culture was negative. We fed her chicken and rice for a few days as advised and
slowly re-introduced her Kibble. We were advised to change to a different Kibble after the prolonged
first episode.

Labrador
Retriever

Diarrhoea,Emesis

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological')

Not
Known

8.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(10/07/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

28.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single
dose by 1ml Nobivac L4 (04/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
32 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,standard
single vial (21/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
9.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
(04/08/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (04/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
27.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection No assessment
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
performed
(27/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>tetracaine
hydrochloride eye drops (minims)
(human) - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single
application to facilitate IOP
measurement (27/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
27.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(25/08/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,One vial (25/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
19.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,1,4 Weeks,24,N/A
(16/07/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>
7 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (28/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (28/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
5.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1ml vaccine
(02/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
14.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,3
B - Possible
doses, 06/06/2017, 22/06/2017, and
27/07/2017. Volume administered
unknown. (8 Week(s) 06/06/201727/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Nobivac KC on
22/06/2017 (1 Day(s) 22/06/201722/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs on
06/06/2017 and 27/07/2017. (8
Week(s) 06/06/201727/07/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/sign consistent. Sign non-specific. Two
vaccines administered.

Although clinical signs are unusual, the close temporal
association to both episodes, and the fact that the
same signs have occurred at both vaccinations; a
vaccine related reaction is deemed possible.
Close time and anatomical association.

Close time association and known adverse effect but
other causes also possible.

4 days is not considered an overly close temporal
association, and there are other causes of these
clinical signs; however a product related reaction
cannot be ruled out.

Known adverse effects, close time and anatomical
association, 2 products administered.

Moderate temporal reaction, occurred after each
vaccination administration, so is a repeatable
reaction.
Timing/signs consistent with product related reaction.
Two products administered.

Timing and clinical signs suggestive of probable
product related reaction.

The third dose of L4 was given on the same day of
DHP. Product involvement is possible for both
products

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3981/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.08 Year(s)

14/07/2017

03/08/2017

1

1

0 18/07/2017 Not
Application site swelling,Injection
Known,<BR><BR site swelling,Medication
><BR><BR><BR> error,Injection site warmth
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

On 14/7/17 Nobivac KC vaccine was given subcutaneously instead of intranasally with Nobivac DHP
and Nobivac L4. 18/7/17 Large swelling at injection site approx 15cm diameter, firm, hot to touch
within 4 days of vaccination. Patient normothermic. No previous reactions. Outcome unknown. No
further information supplied on treatment.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3983/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.17
Year(s)

26/07/2017

01/08/2017

1

1

0 31/07/2017 Not
Circulatory collapse (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Neurological' and 'Systemic
><BR><BR><BR> disorders'),Tremor,Weakness
Not Known

Not
Known

Episodic weakness/collapse and body tremor several times daily starting 5 days after vaccination. No
previous exposure. Outcome unknown. Nothing further.

English Cocker
Spaniel

13.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(26/07/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (26/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Onset longer than expected. Product related reaction
possible. Other causes possible. Two vaccines
administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3984/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.25 Year(s)

26/08/2014

04/09/2014

1

1

0 29/08/2014 Not
Injection site
Not
Known,<BR><BR abscess,Tachycardia,Inappetence,O Known
><BR><BR><BR> ff colour,Pyrexia,Stiffness NOS
Yes

Stiffness, injection site abscess within 3 days of administration. GA to drain and flush, drain due to be
removed, started on metacam and synulox.

English Cocker
Spaniel

11.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage
form/vial (26/08/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (26/08/201426/08/2014)<BR><BR>

Temporal association and injection site reaction,
abscess may be associated with method of injection
rather than product itself but this is not determined.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-3986/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

03/09/2015

15/10/2015

3

3

2 04/09/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Abnormal necropsy
Not
finding,Unresponsive to
Known
stimuli,Hypersalivation,Diarrhoea,V
omiting,Seizure NOS,Collapse (see
also 'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death,Appetite
loss,Circulatory collapse (see also
'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Hypothermia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Off
colour,Dehydration,Hypoglycaemia,
Abdominal discomfort

Diarrhoea, emesis and anorexia in 3 puppies out of 3 starting within 24 hours post vaccination, a 4th
Maltese
puppy was not vaccinated. Malaise and collapse in 1 of the puppies the next day. Abdominal
discomfort, loss of consciousness, dehydration and collapse on examination. Treated with fluids. Other
2 pups also admitted for fluid treatment. Hypersalivation, hypothermia and hypoglycaemia in 1st puppy
2 days later. Treated with fluids and glucose. Lethargy, collapse and convulsions in the 2nd puppy later
the same day. Treated with Cerenia, glucose, Metronidazole and placed in incubator. 3rd puppy died
and has been sent for PME. PME showed changes to liver, pancreas and kidney suggestive of storage
disease but this is not conclusive. PME of a 2nd pup showed changes to the surface of the GIT
suggestive of bacterial infection but not conclusive. Nothing further expected.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4014/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.31 Year(s)

29/08/2014

09/09/2014

1

1

0 29/08/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting,Emesis,Joint
swelling,Lameness,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Localised pain NOS
(see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Pyrexia

Not
Known

Emesis followed by the lethargy on the same day post vaccination. Treated with Zantac. Lameness,
joint swelling, spinal pain and pyrexia noted 2 days later. Recovery 1 week later following unspecified
treatment. Reporter states history of previous reaction but no details provided. Emesis one hour
following vaccination administration. Lethargic, inappetance, abnormal stance, reluctance to move,
lameness, joint effusion, joint pain and pyrexia within next 48 hours. Reaction lasting 4 days, assumed
recovered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4014/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

28/07/2017

02/08/2017

1

1

1 28/07/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting,Death by
euthanasia,Circulatory collapse
(see also 'Neurological' and
'Systemic disorders'),Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Not
Known

Lethargy, vomiting starting within 24 hours of treatment. Progressed to collapsed and died 4 days after Crossbred
vaccination. No previous exposure. Nothing further. Case reported to MAH on 2 Aug 2017 Suspected
adverse reaction, vaccinated on 28 July 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4, was thought to be clinically
well at the time. 31 July 2017 owner reported the puppy had been vomiting since being vaccinated. She
also informed the vet when she brought it to be vaccinated on 28 July, she had not said but at the time
it was lethargic and off it''s food. 31 July they gave Cerenia and Panacur ( unknown what formulation
or dose was given )and advised to go to their out of hours service, but she didn''t. Then on 1 Aug she
took it to the RSPCA as it had collapsed and they euthanased it. No post mortem performed . No more
information expected

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4039/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.1 Month(s) 19/08/2016

22/08/2016

1

1

0 19/08/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Diarrhoea,Haemorrhagic
Not
diarrhoea,Emesis,Lethargy (see also Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4059/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

21/07/2014

09/09/2014

2

1

0 05/09/2014 Not
Lump,Swelling NOS,Swollen lymph
Known,<BR><BR node
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4061/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.35 Year(s)

21/07/2016

22/08/2016

1

1

0 23/07/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous Not
system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Weakness,Pyoderm
a

Lethargy and weakness starting 48 hours post vaccination followed by pyoderma. Unspecified
treatment given leading to recovery 6 days later.

Golden
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4070/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

20/07/2016

23/08/2016

1

1

0 20/07/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Hiding,Vocalisation,Pain
NOS,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Not
Known

Vocalisation as if in pain, especially when touched, lethargy and hiding behaviour 12 hours post
vaccination. No treatment given, recovery 12 hours later.

Fox Terrier
(Wire)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4094/13

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

10/10/2013

05/12/2013

1

1

0 10/10/2013 Not
Retching,Cough,Respiratory
Known,<BR><BR discomfort
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Coughing and retching within 30 minutes of vaccination, increased respiratory effort has been given
the Vedra term dyspnoea

Crossbred

Not
Known

English Cocker
Spaniel

Suspected Adverse Reaction reported to Veterinary Medicines Directorate on 24 Aug 2016: First
Bulldog
vaccination 8 week old Bulldog puppy. Owners had for a few days. Vaccinated with DHP and L4
subcutaneous. Bright and alert on first examination, doing really well at home. 1 hour after came back
in as vomiting and diarrhoea, very lethargic. Stayed in hospital for 2 days as was not doing well. Pink
tinged diarrhoea day after. Parvo negative. Wormed 2 weeks ago with Panacur by breeder. No
intussusception etc or anything else on investigation. Eventually recovered and went home two days
later/ Reported to MAH on 22 Aug 2016 Suspected Adverse Reaction Vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and
Nobivac L4 on 19 Aug 2016. Presented 1 hour later with vomiting, diarrhoea and lethargy. On
examination the puppy was very flat. Bloods were taken and all normal. Vet gave Cerenia, Zantac,
Metronidazole and Protexin. 20 Aug 2016 alot better in self, but continued diarrhoea. Parvo snap test
negative and continued lethargy. The dog was admitted and placed on intra venous fluid therapy. 21
Aug 2016 90% resolved, no further diarrhoea, eating well and bright. The dog was sent home on
Ranitidine, Metronidazole, Protexin and GI food. Nothing further expected.
Swelling, enlarge lymph node 3 weeks after vaccination administration. Treated with antibiotics. Lump Cavalier King
improved slightly after two days. Nothing further.
Charles
Spaniel

15 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (14/07/201714/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Vaccine given
subcutaneously off licence
(14/07/201714/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 Animal
(14/07/2017-14/07/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product related reaction.
Multiple vaccines administered.

0.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
ORelatively close time association, signs are
dosage form x vaccine vial
Unclassifiable/unassessa unexpected and other causes are possible.
(03/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac ble
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form
(03/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

10.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
dosage form/vial of each
(29/08/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(29/08/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form/vial of
each (29/08/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

There is a time association and emesis and lethargy
could be expected. Possible sensitivity/immune
mediated response to vaccination. No information
pertaining to diagnostics performed.

0.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,The B - Possible
contents of one reconstitu
(28/07/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (28/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Panacur Small Animal
10% Oral Suspension - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(31/07/2017-31/07/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing//some signs consistent with product related
reaction. Collapse and death is not expected. Two
products administered.

4.32 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,First vaccination 8 weeks old,
(19/08/201619/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(19/08/2016-19/08/2016)<BR><BR>

Temporal association is strong but clinical signs are
not listed on the SPC. Another vaccine applied same
day. Product may be a factor and cannot be
completely excluded.

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose O (21/07/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Unclassifiable/unassessa
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,24,2nd dose given on
18/8/14 (21/07/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

37 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
O1 - Inconclusive
constituted vial (21/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (21/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
9.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(20/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (20/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
4.5 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 B - Possible
Dose (10/10/2013N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form/vial Standard (1 Second(s) 10/10/2013N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (10/10/2013N/A)<BR><BR>

Possibly related to vaccination use, though long delay
in time between administration and development of
clinical signs. Not able to assign causality, insufficient
information.

Lethargy could be expected but pyoderma is not,
other causes possible.

Close time association, some of the signs could be
expected but 2 products administered concurrently.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4129/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.08 Year(s)

25/08/2016

25/08/2016

1

1

0 25/08/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Restlessness,Scrotal disorder
NOS,Scrotal oedema,Hives (see
also 'Skin'),Swollen eye,Swollen
face (see also 'Skin')

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4145/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.33 Year(s)

02/08/2017

08/08/2017

1

1

0 02/08/2017 Not
Loose stool,Lethargy (see also
Not
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression Known
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological')
Not Known

Lethargic since administration and stools are soft. No previous reactions. Outcome unknown. Nothing Golden
further.
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4164/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Year(s)

26/08/2015

21/09/2015

1

1

0 13/09/2015 Yes

Injection site lesion/necrosis noted within 3 weeks of vaccination. Debrided and cleaned lesion. No
previous reaction. Nothing further. The dog did undergo general anaesthesia 1 week post vaccination
for a fractured tooth but was not given any subcutaneous injections at that time.

Not Applicable

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4184/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.17 Year(s)

23/08/2016

27/08/2016

1

1

0 23/08/2016 Not
Distress,Abdominal pain,Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Multiple episodes of vomiting/urging approx. 40 min following vaccines. Distressed. Would not lie
down. Possible abdominal pain. Recovered after aprox 4 hours. Had previous exposures with no
reactions.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4186/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14.43
Year(s)

12/09/2014

15/09/2014

1

1

0 12/09/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4186/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.25 Year(s)

22/08/2015

22/09/2015

1

1

0 22/08/2015 Not
Hypersalivation,Hind limb ataxia
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4186/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.83 Year(s)

10/08/2016

27/08/2016

1

1

0 18/08/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4209/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.23
Month(s)

23/08/2016

30/08/2016

2

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4210/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.3 Year(s)

14/07/2016

02/03/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4212/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

02/09/2014

16/09/2014

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4215/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

12/09/2016

Injection site necrosis,Injection site No Data
reaction NOS,Injection site
lesion,Injection site scab
Not
Known

Tachycardia,Vestibular disorder
Not
NOS,Head tilt - ear disorder,Unable Known
to
stand,Ataxia,Nystagmus,Tachypnoe
a,Horizontal nystagmus,Stiffness
NOS

Not
Known

After vac dog inside with door to garden, approx 6 hours after vaccination owner noticed becoming
restless and that face starting to become swollen not seen to have chased/eaten bee etc EXAM: BAR,
T=38.6, p=100, r=p+ mmembs a bit hyperaemic, CRT<1s swollen around muzzle and eyes, hive lesions
ventrum + groin, scrotum swollen and inflammed DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS: allergic reaction - insect
bite/sting vs vaccine

English Cocker
Spaniel

Vestibular syndrome, ataxia and nystagmus within 12 hours of treatment. Treated in hospital with IVFT, Weimaraner
cerenia, dexadresson and improved over three days.

13.95 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (25/08/201625/08/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (25/08/201625/08/2016)<BR><BR>
38 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,monodose (1 Year(s)
02/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (1 Year(s)
02/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal association is strong and a hypersensitivity
(anaphylaxis) reaction may have occurred, (mentioned
on the SPC). However the dog went out in the garden
after vaccination so other possible causes cannot be
discarded.

15.55 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(26/08/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs suggestive of vaccine related
reaction.

Timing/signs consistent with product related reaction.
Signs are non-specific. Two vaccines administered.

1.85 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
OTemporal association is strong however emesis is not
,N/A,Standard dose of each. DHP
Unclassifiable/unassessa known to occur following administration and other
and L4 given separately. Nobivac
ble
vaccines were used concurrently.
sterile water diluent for DHP.
(23/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(23/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (23/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

24 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage
Unclassifiable/unassessa
form/vial (12/09/2014ble
N/A)<BR><BR>Thyforon Flavoured
400 Microgram Tablets for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

Hypersalivation and ataxia within a few hours post vaccination. Recovery within minutes with no
treatment. Examination at the vet practice shortly after this found no abnormalities.

Lakeland
Terrier

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Conjunctivitis,A Not
dipsia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Conjunctivitis, emesis, diarrhoea, anorexia, adipsia and lethargy starting 8 days post vaccination.
Unspecified treatment given including fluids and antibiotics, signs ongoing at time report received 10
days later.

Yorkshire
Terrier

0 28/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Injection site
No Data
abscess,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature

Injection site abscess, hyperthermia, anorexia and lethargy within 5 days of vaccination in 1/2. Abscess Crossbred
lanced and flushed; recovery within 2 days. No previous exposure, nothing further.

1

1 14/07/2016 Yes

Vomiting,Ovarian cyst,Death by
euthanasia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Intestinal disorder
NOS,Intestinal stasis,Myasthenia
gravis,Dehydration,Electrolyte
disorder,Weight loss

Case received from Veterinary Medicines Directorate Suspected adverse reaction Lethargy, anorexia, Akita
weight loss, electrolyte disorder, ovarian cyst starting within 1 hour of second vaccination on 14 July
2016 with Nobivac L4. Leading to death by euthanasia 6 weeks later due to ongoing severe weight loss.
Full diagnostics (Bloods, imaging) revealed nothing but the ovarian cyst. No previous exposure prior to
first vaccination. No further information available. Case received by MAH 14 Sep 2016. Suspected
Adverse Reaction. On 14 Jul 2016, dog vaccinated with second dose of Nobivac L4 (unknown if given
at room temperature). Same day, very lethargic and inappetant. Dates unknown but dog started
vomiting and losing weight. Presented and given an antiemetic. Reported a dry nose and dehydrated.
Admitted and placed on intravenous fluid therapy. Diagnostics were performed but no abnormalities
were detected other than an ovarian cyst. The dog continued to lose weight. An endoscopy was
performed which found black sludge from undigested food and no peristalsis in her intestines. A PEG
tube was placed and fed via this. On 29 Aug 2016, the dog was euthanased as no improvement. No
further information expected. Follow up 23 Sept 2016 - Bloods were carried out prior to euthanasia
and results returned on 6 Sept 2016 and showed a positive titre for Myasthenia Gravis. Nothing further
expected. Follow up 10 Oct 2016 - Vets stated that an endoscopy was not carried out, no further
information available. Nothing further expected. Follow up 25 Nov 2016 - reported on social media
"Stop killing our pets". No update to case required. Follow up 2 Mar 2017 - Reported in a newspaper
article together with cases 2016-UK-00727 and 2017-UK-01079

34.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1st
inoculation 16/6/2016 2nd
(14/07/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Lethargy, anorexia, and therefore weight loss can
occur following vaccination however is usually self
limiting and recovery within 48 hours. It is unusual for
the clinical signs to continue for 6 weeks.

1

1

0 02/09/2014 Not Known

Depression, lethargy within 3 hours of administration. Pyrexia at home, hypothermia when seen by VS. Toy Poodle
Treated supportively. Recovered the next day.

1

0 30/08/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

1.95 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Given s-c
vaccine second dose (02/09/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
2.89 Identification Chip - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1. Microchip implanted sc - tr
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHPPi,
lyophilisate and solvent for
suspension for injection for dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml (30/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

Pyrexia and lethargy can be seen after vaccination
administration. Hypothermia is unexpected.

1

Hypothermia,Lethargy (see also
Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in
'Neurological'),Depression,Pyrexia
Seizure NOS,Lethargy (see also
No Data
Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Shaking,Unresponsiv
e to stimuli

No Data

Possible convulsion, shaking, unresponsive to stimuli, lethargy within 6 hours of vaccination. No
previous exposure. Outcome unknown.

Beagle

10.1 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(22/08/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial
(22/08/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Insufficient data to assign causality. Although a
temporal relationship exists, vestibular syndromes
would be unexpected after vaccination
administration. The dog is an older dog, it is possible
geriatric vestibular syndrome may affect an animal
this age. Further diagnostics were not explored.

Close time association, signs are unexpected, 2
products administered, possible type of
hypersensitivity reaction.

4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
ONot a close time association but product role cannot
,24,Vaccination Booster
Unclassifiable/unassessa be ruled out.
(10/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac ble
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (10/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
1 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
B - Possible
due to be repeated four weeks later
(23/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (23/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Panacur Granules
22.2% w/w - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

Injection site infection can occur in rare cases if
bacteria introduced during act of injection.

Close temporal association; possible product
involvement

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4221/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

10/08/2017

22/08/2017

1

1

0 10/08/2017 Not
Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Urticaria,Itching,Breathing
><BR><BR><BR> difficulty,Anaphylaxis
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Sudden and sever itching, swelling of face, urticarial, breathing difficulty within 1 hour of treatment. No French Bulldog
previous exposure. Recovery after 6 hours. Nothing further. MAH (Bayer) comment: Duration of
reaction changed from 1 hour to 6 hours.

4.45 Advocate Spot-on Solution for
B - Possible
Medium Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (10/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Droncit Tablets 50
mg - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(10/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(10/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(10/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (10/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with product related reaction.
Multiple products administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4231/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.17 Year(s)

21/06/2017

11/08/2017

1

1

0 01/08/2017 Not
Injection site lump
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Small, firm lump in between shoulder blades, (we assume at injection site) non painful, noticed approx
40 days after vaccination. Outcome unknown

Chihuahua

3.54 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
B - Possible
(21/06/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (21/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

There is a not a strong temporal association between
the administration of the product and the onset of the
initial clinical signs, however the signs are suggestive
of product involvement

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4232/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.17 Year(s)

30/08/2016

01/09/2016

1

1

0 30/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site swelling,Reddening of No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes the skin,Swollen face (see also
'Skin')

Swollen face, reddening of the skin as well as injection site swelling within 30 minutes of vaccination.
Recovery within one hour following unspecified treatment. No previous reactions.

Shih Tzu

3.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
bottle of vac of DHP exp.03-2018
and 1 of L4 exp.:01-2019
(30/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (30/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs suggest vaccine involvement;
two products used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4240/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.83 Year(s)

04/09/2014

17/09/2014

1

1

0 04/09/2014 Not Known

Lethargy and bradypnoea within 2 hours of vaccination administration. Resolved after 24 hours
without treatment. Nothing further.

Chihuahua

4.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage
form (04/09/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Lethargy is known to occur following vaccination,
bradypnoea is unexpected however may is a
component of the clinical presentation. Strong
temporal association.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4260/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

28/07/2017

14/08/2017

9

1

1 09/08/2017 Not
Diarrhoea,Death,Tonic-clonic
Known,<BR><BR seizure,Fit
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Puppy was vaccinated on 28/07 and had been fit and well according to breeder. Went to new home
Crossbred
on the evening of the 8th August, settled well no crying. Awoke at 5am the morning of the 9th August
having had serious diarrhoea and fitting. Full tonic/clonic cluster seizures. He was taken to her vets
immediately who sedated him for the day to see if this would help, they left him sedated over night
with the intention of waking him the following morning. Controlled with propofol infusion initially but
the puppy died during the night due to continuous fitting (around 12 hours later). I do not believe this
puppy had any underlying problems as for 9 weeks he had been a happy, healthy puppy with no reason
for concern. I can only conclude that this poor puppy has had a serious reaction to the Lepto 4 vaccine
10 days after receiving it, similar to other reported cases. It is too much of a coincidence that the
symptoms match those of other cases of reaction to this vaccine reported and I would like some
answers as not only have we both unnecessarily lost a valued pet we have also had an unnecessary
financial loss.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4270/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.5 Year(s)

09/07/2016

29/08/2017

1

1

0 28/07/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

Positive case of leptospirosis confirmed by PCR in a fully vaccinated dog. Leptospirosis culture positive, Border Collie
acute renal failure. Reaction date 28/07/2017 and last time vaccinated with L4 was 11/06/2017 and
09/07/2017. Had been vaccinated annually using Nobivac DHPPi/Pi & L2 since 2010, started with 2
injections of L4 in 2014. Outcome unknown. 6/9/17 NCA update - the actual vaccination dates for
Nobivac L4 were 2 injections given s/c 4 weeks apart 11/6/16 and 9/7/16. not 2017 as entered above.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4277/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

24/09/2015

28/09/2015

1

1

0 26/09/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

Oedema of the nictitating membrane, periorbital oedema and oedema of the extremities starting 2
days post Nobivac L4 treatment. Outcome unknown but signs persisted for at least 2 days. An
unknown treatment was administered. No further information is expected.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4284/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.01 Year(s)

09/08/2017

21/08/2017

1

1

Not
Known

Less than 1 hours after vaccination my dog could not walk, only crawl. His eyes glazed over, his
French Bulldog
breathing changed. He ended up on his side. Reaction lasted 30 minutes but then has happened 5 times
since the injection and on a daily basis. Outcome unknown. Vet practice confirmed by phone that dog
was given Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on the same day of 09/08/17.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4298/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.27 Year(s)

15/08/2017

16/08/2017

1

1

0 15/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4302/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.17 Year(s)

29/09/2015

30/09/2015

2

1

0 29/09/2015 Not
Cough
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4303/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.3 Year(s)

05/11/2015

02/11/2016

1

1

1 01/12/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4313/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.33 Year(s)

29/08/2015

30/09/2015

1

1

0 30/08/2015 Not
Injection site alopecia,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR scab,Injection site dermatitis
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Bradypnoea,Lethargy (see also
Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in 'Neurological'),Generalised
weakness

Lack of efficacy

Periorbital oedema,Oedema of the
extremities (see also other SOCs
for most applicable
oedema),Oedema NOS (see other
SOCs for specific oedemas)
0 09/08/2017 Not
Lateral recumbency,Glazed
Known,<BR><BR eye,Walking difficulty,Abnormal
><BR><BR><BR> breathing
Not Known

Panting,Disorientation,Sleepiness - Not
systemic disorder,Unsteady
Known
gait,Vomiting,Eye disorder NOS (for
photophobia see 'neurological')

Not
Known

Abdominal mass,Urine
Not
abnormalities
Known
NOS,Malaise,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Death,Renal
disorder
NOS,Polydipsia,Lymphoma,Abdomi
nal pain

English
Springer
Spaniel

Vomiting, disorientation, eyes flickering, panting, sleeping a lot, un-steady on legs within 1 hour of
vaccination. No previous reactions. Outcome unknown. Nothing further.

French Bulldog

Coughing less than 12 hours post vaccination with Nobivac KC, DHP and L4 persisting for at least 12
hours. Outcome unknown, no treatment given.

Cairn Terrier

2 Frontline Spray 0.25% w/v
O1 - Inconclusive
Cutaneous Spray Solution N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (28/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Milpro 2.5 mg/25 mg
Film-coated Tablets for Small Dogs
and Puppies - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(28/07/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(28/07/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (28/07/201728/07/2017)<BR><BR>

25 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,1,4 Weeks,N/A,given 2
injections s/c 4 weeks apart
(09/07/2016-09/07/2016)<BR><BR>

Whilst diarrhoea can be expected following
vaccination, seizure and fits are not expected, and
temporal relation is not strong (12 days). Product
involvement cannot be excluded, however further
information would be necessary to exclude some
possible preexisting epileptic condition. Moreover, 4
products were administered concurrently.

The dog has been vaccinated correctly with 4 strains
of Lepto. Leptospirosis confirmed by PCR, therefore a
lack of efficacy is possible, however unknown which
serovar involved and reaction start date appears
beyond duration of immunity.

23.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O Onset is delayed and no information regarding other
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Second
Unclassifiable/unassessa causes: insufficient information for assessment.
dose of Lepto 4 given (24/09/2015- ble
N/A)<BR><BR>
12 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(09/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (09/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs are not expected, but temporal association is
strong. The vaccine may have unmasked some preexisting condition or it may well be a slightly atypical
hypersensitivity reaction. Product involvement cannot
be excluded

12.3 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/signs consistent with possible product related
reaction. Two vaccines administered.

8.7 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
N - Unlikely
,N/A,N/A (29/09/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single dose
(29/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (29/09/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs are not expected, especially at this short onset
time and other more plausible causes exist.
Respiratory manifestations of hypersensitivity
reactions are not expected in this species.

Abdominal pain and lethargy 3 weeks post vaccination. No abnormalities noted on examination.
English
Further malaise over the next month. Polydipsia and strong smelling urine noted during the next month Springer
followed by further abdominal pain. Abdominal mass noted on examination. FNA and biopsy showed Spaniel
lymphoma. Chemotherapy was started but the dog deteriorated and died within 12 days of the start of
chemotherapy (within 4 months of vaccination). A primary renal tumour was confirmed. Follow up:
Case reported to MAH on 2 Nov 2016. Limited information, vaccinated on 5 Nov 2016 with Nobivac L4,
then in Feb 2016 was diagnosed with renal lymphoma and had a poor response to treatment and died (
date unknown) No more information expected . Client also has another dog that was vaccinated in
Nov 2015 and showed an adverse reaction (see case 2016-UK-05484)

17.5 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
N - Unlikely
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(05/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (05/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Injection site dermatitis 48 hours post vaccination leading to injection site scab and injection site
alopecia. Recovery 2 days later apart from alopecia. No treatment given.

30.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One
vial of reconstituted Nobivac
DHP/L4 vaccination given
subcutaneuously cranial to
shoulderblades (28/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (29/08/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time and anatomical association but 2 products
administered concurrently.

German Shorthaired
Pointing Dog

B - Possible

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4316/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.26
Month(s)

18/09/2014

23/09/2014

1

1

0 20/09/2014 Not
Haemorrhagic
Not
Known,<BR><BR diarrhoea,Emesis,Inappetence,Pyre Known
><BR><BR><BR> xia,Dehydration,Diarrhoea
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Emesis, diarrhoea, haemorrhagic diarrhoea, inappetance, pyrexia, dehydration 2 days following
vaccination, same day as application of Advocate. Treated with IVFT. Assumed recovered given
reaction duration of 3 days.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4316/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.17 Year(s)

14/08/2017

16/08/2017

1

1

0 14/08/2017 Not
Lethargy (see also Central nervous Not
Known,<BR><BR system depression in
Known
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological'),Dehydration,Pyrexia
Not Known

Dog vaccinated on 14/08/17 with DHP and L4 at 10:30am. Lethargy noted at 11pm. Examination 10am English Cocker
15/08/17: pyrexia (T - 39.9), mild dehydration and lethargic. Reaction duration one day
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4317/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.21 Year(s)

28/09/2015

01/10/2015

1

1

0 28/09/2015 Not
Anorexia,Pyrexia
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Anorexia and pyrexia starting within 12 hours post vaccination. Unspecified treatment given, still
ongoing 3 days later when report submitted. Owner stated a new batch of dog food was started
concurrently.

Border Collie

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4320/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

08/08/2016

17/09/2016

1

1

0 09/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Severe diarrhoea within 24 hours of vaccination and advocate administration. Recovery within one
day. No previous reaction. No further information

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4323/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

16/08/2016

05/09/2016

1

1

0 17/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Pale mucous
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes membrane,Diarrhoea,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Adipsia,Anorexi
a,Elevated temperature,Glazed eye

Emesis, anorexia, adipsia, diarrhoea, hyperthermia, haemorrhagic diarrhoea, pale mucous membranes
within 24-48 hours of vaccination. Treated with IVFT, antibiotics. 3 days later had glazed eye.
Haemorrhagic diarrhoea lasted 8 days at which point recovered. No previous reaction. No further
information

Collie Rough

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4324/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.52 Year(s)

30/09/2015

01/10/2015

1

1

0 30/09/2015 Not Known

Not
Known

Vocalisation, shaking, abnormal posture (hunched back), lethargy, injection site pain and injection site
stiffness (unwilling to flex or extend neck) immediately after vaccination and persisting for at least 1
day. Treatment with Metacam, outcome unknown. No further information expected.

Toy Poodle

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4326/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

08/08/2017

21/08/2017

1

1

0 11/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Abscess at injection site three days after concurrent administration of Nobivac L4, nobivac DHP and
KC, Still being treated.

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4327/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

15/08/2017

21/08/2017

1

1

0 16/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Subcutaneous swelling, pain (we assume injection site), fever, inappetence and lethargy 24 hours after
vaccination. Haematology showed mild neutrophilia, biochemistry NSF. Treated with meloxicam and
amoxiclav. Injection site swelling increased 3 days post onset. No further information.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4334/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

26/07/2017

22/08/2017

1

1

0 03/08/2017 Not
Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Central Not
Known,<BR><BR nervous system depression in
Known
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological'),Trembling,Knuckling
Not Known

Vaccinated on 26/07/17 with Nobivac DHP and L4 - a half dose of each vaccine was given as
German
recommended by the breeder. The report states treatment route was intravenous but it has been
Pinscher
assumed that this was an error on entering this data. On 3/08/17 - eight days after vaccination the dog
was trembling, knuckling and lethargic. No information is given on treatment but the reaction duration
was 2 days.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4335/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.21 Year(s)

29/09/2015

01/10/2015

1

1

0 29/09/2015 Not
Trembling,Panting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Tachypnoea and muscle tremors starting within 6 hours post vaccination. Recovery 6 hours later with
no treatment given.

Collie Rough

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4347/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.68
Month(s)

05/07/2016

06/09/2016

2

1

0 05/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site abscess
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Injection site abscess within 7 days of second vaccination in 1/2. Recovery within 14 days following
unspecified treatment. No previous reaction, nothing further.

Basset Hound

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4350/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.6 Month(s) 25/08/2016

16/09/2016

1

1

0 01/09/2016 Not
Wheezing,Cough,Lethargy (see also Not
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression Known
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological'),Not eating
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Wheezing, cough, anorexia and lethargy starting within 7 days of vaccination. Recovery within one
week following unspecified treatment. No previous exposure, nothing further.

Bichon Frise

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Abnormal posture
NOS,Injection site
stiffness,Shaking,Injection site
pain,Vocalisation
Injection site abscess

Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
pain,Fever,Inappetence,Lethargy
Known
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Neutrophilia

Crossbred

3 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small O1 - Inconclusive
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One full
pipette (20/09/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (18/09/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (18/09/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
13 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
B - Possible
vaccine administered by
subcutaneous injection (L4 vacc
used to reconstitute powder in DHP
vacc) (14/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (14/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
16.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
VACCINE (28/09/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 vaccine
(28/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
7.3 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small B - Possible
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(08/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (08/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

48 hours after product administration. GIT signs
(including anorexia) and pyrexia may be seen
following vaccination administration. Two
vaccinations used.

19 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (16/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (16/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
3.05 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial of
vaccine administered (1 Day(s)
30/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association. The progression and
worsening of the clinical signs is unusual however still
possible

7.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (08/08/201708/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,0.4 ml Unknown
1 Animal (08/08/201708/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (08/08/201708/08/2017)<BR><BR>
11 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,As
recommnded by manufacturer(15/08/201715/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi,
Lyophilisate and Solvent for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,unkn (15/08/201715/08/2017)<BR><BR>
Not
Nobivac DHP - .5,N/A,N/A ,24,Given O1 - Inconclusive
Known half dose as recommend breeder.
(30 Second(s) 26/07/201726/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs .5,N/A,N/A ,24,Given half dose as
recommend breeder. (26/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
21.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(29/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (29/09/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
14.65 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
B - Possible
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,1,1 Months,24,N/A (1
Month(s) 05/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,1,1 Months,24,Primary and second
vaccinations given 4 weeks apart.
Reaction to second vaccination. (1
Month(s) 05/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
2.5 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
ml 1 Animal (25/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4ml administered
yearly (25/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml 1 Animal
(25/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

Close time association and known adverse effects, 2
products administered concurrently.

Diarrhoea can occur following administration. Two
products given.

Clinical signs and onset are consistent with a probable
product reaction.

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Three products administered concurrently

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

Non specific clinical signs and weak temporal
association but cannot exclude a drug related adverse
event.

Close time association, 2 products administered.

Injection site abscess can occur following vaccination.
Two products used.

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4356/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.33 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4368/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.5 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4380/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

19.83
Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4385/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4391/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4393/16

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4405/17

NOBIVAC L4

12/08/2016

06/09/2016

1

1

0 30/08/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site swelling
R><BR><BR>Yes

07/09/2016

1

1

0 02/08/2016 Not
Anorexia,Cough,Lethargy (see also Not
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression Known
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological'),Sneezing
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy, anorexia, cough, sneezing starting within 6 hours of vaccination. Clinical signs have continued Old English
for over a month. Starting antibiotics. No previous exposure. No further information.
Sheepdog

37.6 Endectrid 400 mg + 100 mg Spot-on No assessment
Solution for Extra-Large Dogs - 1,1,1 performed
Months,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Given 1 vial KC
(Nobivac KC and sterile diluent)intranasally during annual vaccinations.
(02/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Quantex 50 mg
Tablets - 4,1,6 Months,N/A,4- give
all 4 together every 6 months (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

18/08/2017

19/08/2017

1

1

0 18/08/2017 Not Known

Male neutered, 19 year 10 month old border terrier cross presented for routine vaccination. Otherwise Crossbred
healthy and on no other medications apart from a joint supplement for osteoarthritis. Had had the
primary course of the Canigen version of the L4 vaccine administered the year before with no adverse
effects. The brand that the dog was given on the 18th Aug 2017 was Nobivac. The morning after, the
owner phoned in to report that the evening after the vaccination the dog was very lethargic, vomited
multiple times and she had thought her almost 20 year old dog was "going to die." She reported that at
the current time the dog seemed to be much better, and declined to come in for a check up.

10 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial
once only. (18/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.

8 Year(s)

01/09/2016

07/09/2016

1

1

0 01/09/2016 Not
Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Central Not
Known,<BR><BR nervous system depression in
Known
><BR><BR><BR> 'Neurological')
Not Known

Lethargy and anorexia starting within 6 hours post vaccination. No treatment given, recovery 24 hours Staffordshire
later.
Bull Terrier

18 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,standard 1
dose of each vaccine (01/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (01/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, known adverse effects but 2
products administered concurrently.

Canine/dog

10.33
Year(s)

11/07/2016

21/09/2016

1

1

0 08/08/2016 Not
Diarrhoea
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Diarrhoea starting within 24 hours post application, lasting for 7 days. No treatment given. This
Crossbred
occurred on two separate occasions. The dog was on concurrent treatment with Urilin, Milquantel and
vaccinations 1 month prior to this.

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

22/08/2016

19/09/2016

1

1

0 25/08/2016 Not
Uveitis
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Unilateral uveitis of the right eye 3 days post vaccination. Unspecified treatment given, sign was
ongoing 2 weeks later, outcome unknown.

Beagle

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.33 Year(s)

25/07/2017

21/08/2017

1

1

0 03/08/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

Flare up of yeast like smell and browning of the fur around the eyes, mouth and lips, feet and around
vulva 9 days after vaccination with Nobivac L4. Reaction duration 5 days

Crossbred

UK-VMD-4409/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.2 Month(s) 14/08/2017

24/08/2017

1

1

0 18/08/2017 Not
Pyrexia,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Inappet Not
Known,<BR><BR ence
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting diarrhoea pyrexia inappetence 4 days after vaccination with Nobivac L4 and DHP. Treated
with antibiosis, maropitant and probiotics - recovered after two days

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4412/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

16/09/2015

06/10/2015

1

1

0 02/10/2015 Not
Injection site lump
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site lump approximately 2.5 weeks post vaccination and microchip implantation. Outcome
unknown. No further information expected.

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4424/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.33
Year(s)

01/09/2016

08/09/2016

1

1

0 02/09/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site
swelling,Anorexia,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Not
Known

Injection site swelling noted within 24 hours post vaccination. Anorexia and lethargy noted 2 days later Shih Tzu
and pyrexia noted on examination. Unknown treatment given, outcome unknown.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4428/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

16/08/2017

22/08/2017

1

1

0 16/08/2017 Not Known

Vomiting,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Anorexia

Lethargy, vomiting, anorexia within 1 hour of vaccination. No previous exposure. Recovery after 2
days. Nothing further.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4432/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Week(s)

04/06/2015

07/10/2015

1

1

1 15/08/2015 Not Known

Weight
Not
loss,Anorexia,Septicaemia,Death by Known
euthanasia

Weight loss and anorexia starting about 2 months post vaccination (exact date unknown) leading to
septicaemia and euthanasia. The litter mate to this dog developed masticatory myositis (exact details
unknown, also unknown if also vaccinated or not).

Crossbred

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Vomiting

Localised skin reaction,Poor coat
condition,Smell disorder NOS

No Data

Not
Known

Injection site swelling within 3 weeks of vaccination. Has had similar reaction previous to Lepto
component of vaccine. No treatment given, outcome unknown, no further information

Crossbred

30.7 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,as B - Possible
per data sheet (12/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (12/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

CLinical signs known to occur following vaccination.
Two products used though perhaps more likely to be
the lepto component seeing as had similar reaction
previously

22.9 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Large No assessment
Dogs - 1,1,1 Months,N/A,One
performed
pipette applied to the back of the
neck. Two doses applied with a
month duration in between.
(08/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Milquantel 12.5
mg/125 mg Tablets for Dogs
Weighing at Least 5 kg - 1,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (11/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (11/07/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Urilin 40 mg/ml Syrup
for Dogs - 11,3,1 Days,24,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
19.5 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 O Animal (22/08/2016Unclassifiable/unassessa
N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
ble
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,single vial
(22/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>supplement
(unauthorised VP) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>
11.95 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,Standard
1ml single dose administered as per
guidelines a year from previous
vaccination. (25/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
6.35 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml O1 - Inconclusive
Unknown 1 Animal (14/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,inj vial of L4, 4
weeks after (14/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
5.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,single B - Possible
use (16/09/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (16/09/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
6.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,DHP
B - Possible
and Lepto 4 given together in single
subcutaneous injection.
(01/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (01/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
20 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial
(16/08/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
Not
Known

Close time association but signs are unexpected, 2
products administered concurrently.

9 days is not a strong temporal relation and signs are
unexpected. Product involvement is unlikely and some
preexisting condition is more likely to explain the signs

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Clinical signs are consistent with possible product
involvement however a microchip and another
vaccine were used concurrently.

Signs could be expected and close time and
anatomical association.

Timing/signs consistent with product related reaction.

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O Very limited information available, but product role
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
Unclassifiable/unassessa cannot be ruled out.
(04/06/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
ble

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4434/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.17 Year(s)

28/08/2014

30/09/2014

1

1

0 28/08/2014 Not Known

Muscle stiffness,Lethargy (see also Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in 'Neurological'),Dehydration

Lethargy within 12 hours following 1st dose administration. Lethargy, muscle stiffness and dehydration Crossbred
12 hours following 2nd dose administration, given 1 month after the 1st dose.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4442/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.25 Year(s)

09/09/2015

07/10/2015

1

1

0 09/09/2015 Not
Diarrhoea,Lethargy (see also
Not
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression Known
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological')
Not Known

Diarrhoea and lethargy starting within 6 hours post vaccination. No treatment given, recovery 2 weeks Shih Tzu
later.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4460/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.39
Month(s)

09/09/2016

09/09/2016

1

1

0 09/09/2016 Not Known

Diarrhoea,Emesis,Anorexia,Letharg Not
y (see also Central nervous system Known
depression in 'Neurological'),Dull

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4464/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.02 Year(s)

28/09/2014

08/10/2014

1

1

0 29/09/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Conjunctivitis,A Not
norexia,Lethargy (see also Central Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

This was the second dose of L4 vaccine. Previous dose was administered with DHP fraction on 8.8.16 Crossbred
with no ill effect. After vaccination, on the way home she had diarrhea. Was subdued at home and
vomited twice, and had more diarrhea. off food. Seen back at the clinic inn the evening. Subdued and a
bit hunched.
Diarrhoea, emesis, lethargy, anorexia and bilateral conjunctivitis within 24 hours post vaccination.
Crossbred
Bland diet and treatment for eyes started, outcome unknown, still ongoing at time report made.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4470/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.25
Year(s)

05/08/2016

12/09/2016

1

1

0 05/08/2016 Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4482/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.61 Year(s)

16/08/2016

12/09/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4484/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

09/10/2015

09/10/2015

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4518/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.9 Year(s)

05/10/2015

13/10/2016

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4520/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.23
Month(s)

07/09/2016

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4526/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.58
Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4538/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4547/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4555/15

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4565/14

NOBIVAC L4

NOBIVAC L4

8.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage
form/vial 28/08/14 and 1 vial
29/9/14 (28/08/201429/09/2014)<BR><BR>
5.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,mixed on vial of Nobivac L4
with one vial of Nobivac DHP and
injected total sub-cutaneously
(09/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (09/09/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial of
vaccine administered (09/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,24,Vaccination protocol - vaccine
(28/09/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (28/09/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

Not
Known

Lethargy for several days, started aprox 30 minutes after vaccination, lasting aprox 1 week. No
previous exposures.

Border Collie

21.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
subcutaneous vaccine dose. (1
Year(s) 05/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

0 18/08/2016 Not
Diarrhoea
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Signs of diarrhoea started 48 hours after vaccination. The reaction lasted 6 days. Previous exposures
with no reactions.

Collie Rough

19 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single B - Possible
dose novibac DHP and lepto 4
combined given subcutaneously
(16/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (16/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

1

0 09/10/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Not
Known

Lethargy, allergic oedema of the face and emesis starting within 30 minutes post vaccination.
Unspecified treatment given, outcome unknown.

Labrador
Retriever

1

1

0 05/10/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Circulatory collapse (see also
Not
'Neurological' and 'Systemic
Known
disorders'),Vomiting,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Weak
pulse,Unresponsive to stimuli,Pale
mucous membrane,Anaphylaxis

Lethargy, collapse, pale mucous membranes, weak pulse and emesis within 15 minutes post
vaccination. Vet suspected acute anaphylaxis. Treated with fluids, adrenalin and corticosteroids
leading to recovery 3 hours later.

Pug

14/09/2016

2

2

0 13/09/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Pyrexia, anorexia, adipsia, ocular discharge, lethargy and shaking in 2 dogs 6 days post vaccination.
Unspecified treatment given, outcome unknown.

Irish Red
Setter

09/09/2016

14/09/2016

1

1

0 09/09/2016 Not Known

Ocular
discharge,Adipsia,Anorexia,Letharg
y (see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Shaking
Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Hiding,Walking
difficulty,Lip licking

Not
Known

Lethargy, lip licking, difficulty walking, hiding behaviour and anorexia starting within 1 hour post
vaccination. No treatment given, recovery 2 days later.

Other
Canine/dog

14 Day(s)

12/10/2015

13/10/2015

1

1

0 12/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Periorbital oedema,Facial swelling
R><BR><BR>Yes (see also 'Skin'),Anaphylactic-type
reaction

No Data

Possible anaphylactic-type reaction. Periorbital oedema and facial swelling within 1 hour of
vaccination. First vaccination with L2 was given a few weeks prior (no reaction). Unknown treatment
was given, and recovery within 5 hours. Nothing further.

Toy Poodle

Canine/dog

1.17 Year(s)

25/08/2017

27/08/2017

1

1

0 25/08/2017 Not Known

Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Swelling around
eye,Hypersensitivity NOS

Not
Known

Following vaccination on 25/08/2017, the dog''s face started swelling within 30 minutes of the
vaccination being injected - her muzzle and eyes severely swelled. Emergency care was given and it is
assumed that she has recovered.

Crossbred

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

28/09/2015

14/10/2015

1

1

0 28/09/2015 Not Known

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lameness

Not
Known

Emesis, diarrhoea and lameness of the left foreleg starting within 24 hours post vaccination. Treated
with antibiotics, NSAIDs and rehydration salts. Recovery an unspecified period later.

Miniature
Dachshund

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

29/09/2014

07/10/2014

1

1

0 01/10/2014 Not Known

Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Pyrexia, lethargy and anorexia 48 hours post vaccination. NSAID treatment given, outcome unknown.

Border Collie

UK-VMD-4571/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

13/10/2015

15/10/2015

1

1

0 14/10/2015 Not
Anorexia,Pyrexia,Injection site
Known,<BR><BR pain,Adipsia
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anorexia, adipsia, pyrexia and injection site pain less than 24 hours post vaccination with Nobivac L4
and DHP. An unknown treatment was given. Outcome unknown. No further information expected.

English Cocker
Spaniel

UK-VMD-4582/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

22/08/2017

01/09/2017

1

1

0 22/08/2017 Not
Periorbital oedema,Swelling around Not
Known,<BR><BR eye
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Following vaccination on the 22/08/17 with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 the dog developed
periorbital swelling, which was treated with piriton and resolved within 12 hours.

German
Shepherd Dog

Not
Known

7.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,DHP
B - Possible
and L4 componant mixed together
in single syringe and injected s/q in
the scruff of the neck (09/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (09/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
11.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single B - Possible
dose given subcut (05/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single dose given
subcut (05/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

8.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(07/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

6.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,the one
millitre dose was given
subcutaneously (09/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
2.18 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,one
B - Possible
off vaccination (12/10/201512/10/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (12/10/201512/10/2015)<BR><BR>
4.55 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Injected in
the loose skin just below the neck.
(25/08/2017-25/08/2017)<BR><BR>
5.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
(28/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
16.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage
form/vial (29/09/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
8.25 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,One
B - Possible
dose given 13/10/15 (13/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (13/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (22/08/201722/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(22/08/2017-22/08/2017)<BR><BR>

The same reaction on both occasions following
administration, close time association.

Non-specific signs but close time association, 2
products administered, unexpected for these signs to
last this long.

Temporal association is strong and clinical signs are
known to occur following administration. No other
product administered.
Lethargy and anorexia are non-specific signs and
could be expected post vaccination. Emesis, diarrhoea
and conjunctivitis are not expected.

Temporal association is strong and clinical signs are
known to occur following administration. No other
product administered.

Temporal association is strong, however another
vaccine was administered concurrently.

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction, 2 products given concurrently.

Anaphylaxis, 2 products administered concurrently.

Not a close time association, an infectious cause is
more likely given it has affected both dogs in the same
household.

Close time association, some of the signs are
expected but other causes also possible.

Close temporal association; typical of vaccine related
anaphylactic type reaction. Two products used,
therefore a product related reaction is deemed
possible (B).

Signs and timing of adverse event are typical of a Type
1 hypersensitivity reaction.

Close time association but signs are unexpected.

Close time association but non-specific signs.

Signs are consistent with probable vaccine
involvement, however, two vaccines were given
concurrently.

Timing and clinical signs are consistent with a Type 1
hypersensitivity reaction.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4583/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

27/08/2017

29/08/2017

1

1

0 27/08/2017 Not
Blood in faeces,Diarrhoea,Mucous
Known,<BR><BR stool
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

The dog was vaccinated on 27.08.2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4 and within 24 hours had developed
Other
loose faeces (coded as diarrhoea) with presence of blood and mucous, no vomiting. Had only been in Canine/dog
owner''s possession for 24 hrs prior to vaccine and no dietary changes reported. The dog was very well
in self otherwise and appetite still good. No information on treatment given and reaction lasted 2
days.

4.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single B - Possible
dose of vaccine given by
subcutaneous injection (27/08/201727/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single dose of vaccine
given by subcutaneous injection
(27/08/2017-27/08/2017)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association with product use- two
products given.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4585/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.42 Year(s)

02/10/2014

09/10/2014

1

1

0 06/10/2014 Not Known

Not
Known

Lethargy, swelling of neck within 48 hours of administration, lasting 2 days. Assume recovered.

17 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(02/10/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4594/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.83 Year(s)

05/07/2017

01/11/2017

1

1

1 05/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

Moderate temporal association, lethargy can be seen.
Unknown if injection site swelling or other local
swelling associated with neck. Possible product
relationship.
PME results: according to the pathologist, the main
suspect aetiology is hepatic toxicity. The number of
toxins that can cause similar lesions is very broad,
including drugs (acetamiophen), fungi, bacterial
products, industrial products or metal. Toxicological
studies would be needed to try to determine the
involvement of the toxins. Hepatic toxicity is not
expected according the product literature, however,
one month is still a reasonable association in case the
product should have played a role. The aetiology was
also complicated d by other signs such as stiff gait,
walking difficulty, falling over and unable to jump,
which is not explained by the liver failure and were
preced. Overall the assessment is inconclusive with
the current information available.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4600/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

06/09/2016

16/09/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4610/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.08 Year(s)

08/10/2015

16/10/2015

1

1

0 09/10/2015 Not
Sneezing,Dry nose,Reverse sneezing Not
Known,<BR><BR
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4615/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

29/09/2014

10/10/2014

1

1

0 07/10/2014 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4619/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.81
Month(s)

20/04/2015

19/10/2015

1

1

0 22/09/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Lack of efficacy (parvovirus)
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4619/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

05/08/2016

16/09/2016

1

1

0 05/08/2016 Not Known

Adipsia,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Dog became lethargy, anorexia, would not drink, subjectively pyrexic aprox 6 hours after vaccination. Staffordshire
Dog was not seen at the surgery in this time period, reaction reported by owner. Dog recovered after 7 Bull Terrier
days. No previous exposures.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4620/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

12/09/2016

16/09/2016

1

1

0 15/09/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting,Collapse (see also 'Cardio- Not
vascular' and 'Systemic
Known
disorders'),Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Diarrhoea

The dog started with vomit and diarrhoea 3 days after vaccination and was lethargic and collapsed.
Outcome unknown.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4629/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.17 Year(s)

17/09/2016

19/09/2016

1

1

0 17/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Swollen eye

No Data

Swollen eye and minor facial swelling within 1 hour of vaccination. No previous exposure. Treated with French Bulldog
antihistamine and steroid. Owner took home to monitor, case lost to follow up. No further
information

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4630/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.42 Year(s)

25/08/2016

19/09/2016

1

1

0 09/09/2016 Yes

Haematuria,Haemolytic anaemia

No Data

Haematuria, haemolytic anaemia within 2 weeks of vaccination. No previous exposure. Clinic reports
this is the second HA in a spaniel that they have seen in the few weeks following L4. Outcome
unknown, no further information available.

English Cocker
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4637/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.83 Year(s)

22/09/2015

20/10/2015

1

1

0 22/09/2015 Not Known

Colitis,Anorexia

Not
Known

Colitis and anorexia starting within 24 hours post vaccination. Treated with kaolin and buprenorphine,
outcome unknown.

Chihuahua

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Swelling NOS

Behavioural disorder
No Data
NOS,Haemorrhage NOS,Abdominal
pain,Vomiting,Eye disorder NOS
(for photophobia see
'neurological'),Gall bladder & bile
duct disorder NOS,Hepatic
necrosis,Enlarged liver,Hepatic
failure,Icterus,Seizure
NOS,Falling,Unable to
stand,Preputial
discharge,Hydrothorax,Death by
euthanasia,Death,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Listless,Dehydration,
Abnormal test result,Cognitive
impairment,Local swelling (not
application site),Walking
difficulty,Elevated liver
enzymes,Hyperglycaemia,Stiff
gait,Tense
abdomen,Shaking,Musculoskeletal
pain,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Haematoma
NOS,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Elevated lipase,Elevated
gamma-glutamyl transferase
(GGT),Elevated
cholesterol site
0 12/09/2016 Not
Injection site mass,Injection
No Data
Known,<BR><BR warmth,Elevated
><BR><BR><BR> temperature,Reluctant to
Yes
move,Anorexia

Injection site lump

English Cocker
Spaniel

1 month post vaccination: sudden onset seizure followed by cognitive impairment and unable to jump. Crossbred
Admitted to vets for 2 days, treated with pain relief and anti-inflammatories (details unknown). Bloods
showed lipaemia. Owner then noticed green pus like discharge from prepuce. A large haematoma then
developed on one leg with haemorrhages across the ventral abdomen. The dog was radiographed
(details unknown) and a microchip placed. A further haematoma was noted on the dog’s dorsum. The
dog was bandaged and discharged. Dog then unable to stand, bloods showed acute liver failure.
Referral but euthanased the following day. PME results pending. VMD update received: Full history 5
August: Telephone conversation. Owner reports off food in the last two days but eating small
amounts. Noticed shaking and unable to walk properly, falling over and eyes don’t look right. Owner
son feels abdomen is swollen/different size than normal. Seen OOH emergency service: Shaking and
behaving strangely, decrease appetite, fell off the sofa, walking oddly. Not himself, no vomit or
diarrhoea. Gait on assessment looks normal, a bit stiff on hind left, pain on abdominal palpation, very
tense on palpation. Abdominal pain likely to be causing other signs although can’t rule out something
neurological. Bloods: mild elevation in ALP, high chol slightly high, serum very lipaemic and stress
hyperglicaemia 6 August X ray and hospitalization, 0.19 x Vetergesic Multidose given Has been
hospitalized since last night after being seen for a 3 days history of reduced appetite and a walking
abnormality/shaking and behaviour strangely. Clinical exam was largely unremarkable. No neurological
orthopaedic or abnormalities seen, except from stiffness in hind limbs and either spinal or abdominal
pain. Bloods unremarkable. 7 August Large amount of yellow discharge from penis soon after went
home, prostate tiny as castrated young. No bladder stone felt on abdominal palpation. Very painful on
extension of right hip and lumbar spine. Suspect two issues here: original reason for admission was
pain and hunched over, owner say he looks like walking like a hyena, typical of spinal pain. Treated
with 5 days 20.00 x Synuclav Tabs 50 mg (100) to clear penis discharge 11 August: Microchip placed 16
August: large oedematous swelling after microchiop was implanted, described as massive swelling on
the left side of the body Being treated with tramadol and vet discussion on possibly of removing chip
implant if causing further problems. 19 August: Haematoma formed from microchip implant 5 ml
drained, no infection, should resolve with time 23 August: Owner has come down with dog listless, very
lethargic, vomited food today and not eating, dehydrated. The oedema however has improved. Bloods
show
highreluctant
ALP, GGTto
and
bilirubin.Dog
maintenance.
Have advised
to owner
thatpost
concern
Anorexia,
move,
injectionon
sitefluid
mass/warmth,
hyperthermia
within
6-7 days
Yorkshire
vaccination (12/09) Given 1ml dexadreson injection and 0.6ml synulox injection. The fur has changed
Terrier
colour and consistency (now dark and coarse) 13/09/16 vet exam 6pm - better tonight, eaten some
treats. Temperature normalised 14/09/16 vet exam More lively, eating chicken & treats. Mass
decreased slightly (7cm diameter) but still very hard. Given clavaseptin 250mg (1 tab BID) and
prednisolone 5mg (2 tabs SID for 3 days, then 1 tab SID for 3 days, then 1/2 a tab SID for 3 days). Reexam on 20/09/16
Sneezing, reverse sneezing and dry nose within 24 hours of vaccination with Nobivac KC, Pi and L4.
English Cocker
Signs had persisted for 7 days at reporting. No treatment given, outcome unknown. No further
Spaniel
information expected.

Not
Known

Injection site lump 8 days after vaccination. No further information.

Yorkshire
Terrier

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy. Parvovirus confirmed (exact test carried out unknown) 5 months post 2nd
dose vaccination. Unspecified treatment given, outcome unknown. 2nd dose vaccination was
administered at 9 weeks 5 days of age.

Welsh Springer
Spaniel

Chihuahua

5 Endectrid 100 mg + 25 mg Spot-on O1 - Inconclusive
Solution for Medium Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 pipette given
(05/07/201705/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Not known (1 Day(s)
05/07/201705/07/2017)<BR><BR>Quantex 50
mg Tablets - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 50 mg
Tablet (05/07/201705/07/2017)<BR><BR>

10.4 Apoquel 5.4mg Film-coated Tablet
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1st L4 vacc
(06/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

A - Probable

13.5 Nobivac KC - .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4ml
O1 - Inconclusive
once (1 Day(s) 08/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (08/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (08/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
6.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage
form (29/09/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Injection site reactions are known to occur following
vaccination

Clinical signs are not expected following vaccination
however the product was used in combination with
two other vaccines and therefore cannot be excluded
as a factor.

Injection site reactions can occur following
administration of vaccination.

5.68 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1st
No assessment
vacc nobivac DHP A082A01
performed
20/04/2015, 2nd vacc nobivac DHP
A081C01 05/05/2015 (20/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (20/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (20/04/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
16 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single vial
(05/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal association is strong and clinical signs are
known to occur following administration.

0.53 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (12/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 x 1ml vial
(12/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
14.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml of B - Possible
vaccine (standard vial) (17/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (17/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs described can be expected after vaccination,
however the temporal association is not strong.
Product involvement is not very likely but cannot be
excluded. DHP also administered concurrently.

15.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Routine vaccination. first time
had L4 (25/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Immune mediated conditions are known to occur
following L4 vaccination; close time association,
therefore product involvement possible.

3.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage
form (22/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Type I hypersensitivity reactions can occur following
vaccination. Two products used.

Close time association, anorexia could be expected
but colitis would be unusual, other causes are
possible.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4643/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

14/10/2015

26/10/2015

1

1

0 16/10/2015 Not
Sneezing,Cough
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Cough and sneezing 2 days post vaccination. Signs persisted for at least 4 days, outcome unknown. An
unknown treatment was given. No further information expected.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4644/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

22/12/2014

20/10/2015

1

1

1 14/10/2015 Not Known

Death,Lack of efficacy

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy: leptospirosis despite vaccination less than 1 year post start of vaccination
course. Death after an unknown time. No further information expected.

Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4666/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

02/10/2014

13/10/2014

1

1

0 02/10/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Not
Known

Emesis within a few hours post vaccination. Emesis, lethargy and allergic oedema of the face the next
day. Treated with antihistamines, outcome unknown.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4666/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.25 Year(s)

08/09/2016

20/09/2016

1

1

0 08/09/2016 Not Known

Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
pain,Injection site stiffness,Dull
Known

Lethargy, neck pain, difficulty turning head or bending neck to eat and swelling at injection site noted
Jack Russell
within 24 hours post vaccination. No treatment given, recovery 4 days later. Similar but milder reaction Terrier
was noted following 1st dose vaccination given 4 weeks earlier.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4671/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

16/09/2016

21/09/2016

1

1

1 16/09/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Weakness,Symptom NOS involving Not
neurological and muscular skeletal Known
SOCs,Tremor of limb,Unable to
stand,Ataxia,Recumbency,Parapare
sis,Death

Ataxia starting 6 hours post vaccination leading to weakness, paraparesis, tremors and unable to stand. Crossbred
Unspecified treatment given, outcome unknown. Case received by MAH on 3 Oct 2016 On 12 Aug
2016, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (not given at fridge temperature). On 16
Sep 2016, dog given second Nobivac L4 (not given at room temperature) and clinically healthy at the
time and no treatment given. On 18 Sep 2016, presented with weakness and neuromuscular symptoms
(no specific signs mentioned). Given Metacam and amoxicillin. On 19 Sep 2016, presented to
emergency practice recumbent and unable to stand and the breeders did not want any diagnostics
performed and the puppy was placed on intravenous fluid therapy and antibiotics. On 20 Sep 2016, the
puppy started steroids. On 21 Sep 2016, puppy died overnight. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4676/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

17/10/2015

23/10/2015

1

1

0 17/10/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4687/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Year(s)

10/10/2015

21/10/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4707/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.75 Year(s)

01/09/2016

21/09/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4709/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.5 Year(s)

21/09/2015

22/10/2015

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4714/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

15/09/2015

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4715/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.58
Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4715/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4732/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4740/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.33 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4747/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.25 Year(s)

Neutropenia,Haemorrhagic
Not
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Inappetence,Le Known
thargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Blood in
faeces,Dehydration,Abnormal test
result,Nausea,Hypoalbuminaemia,A
bdominal discomfort,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Abdominal cavity
haemorrhage,Jejunitis
0 14/10/2015 Not
Injection site abscess
Not
Known,<BR><BR
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Blood in faeces, lethargy and emesis within 12 hours post vaccination. Anorexia, lethargy, dehydration Golden
and abdominal discomfort noted 2 days later on examination. Blood tests showed neutropenia,
Retriever
hypoalbuminaemia and low amylase. Treated with fluids, antibiotics, maropitant, ranitidine and
buprenorphine. Abdominal ultrasound showed dilated colon, fluid in the uterus and hyperechoic area in
the dorsal abdomen. Exlap and OVH were carried out. Marked jejunal inflammation with small
haemorrhage in the mesentery were seen. Haemorrhagic diarrhoea the next day. Parvo snap test was
negative. Gradual improvement over the next week.

Injection site abscess 4 days post vaccination. The dog was on concurrent Caninsulin injections twice
daily. Antibiotic treatment started, outcome unknown.

Jack Russell
Terrier

1

0 18/09/2016 Not Known

Injection site swelling

Large firm non-painful subcutaenous swelling, we asusme at injection site, appears to be
spontaneously resolving but slowly. Previous exposures with no reactions.

Crossbred

1

1

0 23/09/2015 Yes

Emesis, diarrhoea, anorexia, lethargy within 48 hours of vaccination. Diarrhoea and emesis improved
within 2 weeks, lethargy ongoing. Weight loss also noted (details of dates unknown). No further
information.

22/10/2015

1

1

0 15/09/2015 Not Known

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Inappetence,Le No Data
thargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Weight loss
Vomiting
Not
Known

Emesis within 24 hours post vaccination. Recovery later the same day with no treatment. This
occurred a second time within 24 hours following 2nd dose vaccination 4 weeks later.

05/09/2016

21/09/2016

1

1

0 05/09/2016 Not Known

Abdominal
pain,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Anorexia,
Off colour

Not
Known

Off colour approximately 6 hours after vaccination. Eating very little, vomiting & having frequent
Greyhound
watery diarrhoea. Temperature=39.1, discomfort & boarding on abdominal palpation (coded as
abdominal pain), mucous membranes pink & moist. Similar signs were noted after last L4 but thought it
must have been a coincidence but happened again with 2nd dose. Unspecified treatment given.
Recovered after 5 days. Had reacted already to previous exposure of the same vaccine.

29/08/2017

05/09/2017

1

1

1 04/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Icterus,Seizure NOS,Arched
back,Death,Hypothermia,Collapse
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders')

Not
Known

6 days after vaccination pup cold, collapsed, arched, had seizures throughout the night, icteric mm''s
and skin. Very very poorly. Owner opted to put to sleep. Vet is not 100% sure if a reaction to vaccine
but puppy appeared healthy at time of vaccination then severely ill in under 1 week

Crossbred

05/10/2016

1

1

0 18/09/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Retching,Nasal
Not
discharge,Anorexia,Hyperthermia,L Known
ethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Enlarged lymph
node (localised),Positive tracheal
pinch

Cough 2 days post vaccination. Nasal discharge, anorexia, lethargy retching, positive tracheal pinch,
enlarged submandibular lymph nodes and hyperthermia 3 days later. Unspecified treatment given,
outcome unknown.

Pug

24/09/2015

23/10/2015

1

1

0 24/09/2015 Not Known

Lameness,Lethargy (see also
Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in 'Neurological'),Skin warmth

Lethargy and lameness of one front leg within 6 hours post vaccination. Owner said foot felt warm to
touch (coded as erythema). Recovery by the next day with no treatment given.

Scottish
Terrier

22/09/2016

22/09/2016

1

1

0 22/09/2016 Not
Urticaria,Facial oedema,Facial rash Not
Known,<BR><BR (For urticaria see Immune SOC)
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

The dog developed urticaria and myxoedema of the head and face aprox 6 hours after vaccination.
Outcome unknown. No previous exposures.

Lhasa Apso

Not
Known

14.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
(14/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial
administered intranasal (14/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (14/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
28 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,1,4 Weeks,24,2 injection
at 4 week interval (22/12/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
9.35 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixed B - Possible
in same syringe (02/10/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (02/10/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

Onset is prolonged for product involvement but
vaccination cannot be excluded as a factor in the
signs seen. Multiple products used concurrently.

Development of Leptospirosis despite vaccination
may be consistent with lack of expected efficacy,
however, there is insufficient information regarding
the serovar of lepto involved to confirm this.
Close time association but 2 products given, possible
hypersensitivity reaction.

5.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
vaccine administered sc 11/08/2016,
second inj 08/09/16 (08/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One O1 - Inconclusive
vial (16/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 Animal
(16/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association and the signs are listed in the
SPC.

24 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One
vial (17/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (17/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association but signs are unexpected. 2
products administered concurrently.

O1 - Inconclusive

Close time association but signs are unexpected.

10 Caninsulin 40 IU/ml Suspension for B - Possible
Injection - N/A,2,1 Days,N/A,BID
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (10/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (10/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
16.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(01/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time and anatomical association but 2 other
product administered concurrently.

Crossbred

7.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single vial
(21/09/2015-21/09/2015)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs are suggestive of possible
product related reaction, however cannot rule out
other possible causes. Therefore overall B.

Crossbred

27.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage
form (15/09/201513/10/2015)<BR><BR>
25.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,2ND DOSE
OF LEPTO 4 VACCINATION
(05/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

2 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (29/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (29/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
10.15 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 No assessment
ml (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC - performed
1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vaccination vial
once (16/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
11 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
injected subcutaneously
(24/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
8 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
B - Possible
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Given 1
dose diluted with Nobivac L4
(22/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (22/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement

Close time assocciation, occurred on both occasions
post vaccination but other causes are still possible, eg
car sickness.
Temporal association is strong and clinical signs are
known to occur following administration, moreover
the dog had reacted to the previous administration of
the product.

Temporal relation is not strong, but still reasonable,
however, signs are not expected. Product involvement
cannot be excluded however some preexisting
condition may also explain the signs

Close time association but signs are unexpected,
particularly only effecting one limb - unless
vaccination administered in unusual location, which
report does not specify.
Temporal association is strong and signs are
compatible with a hypersensitivity reaction to the
vaccine. Nobivac DHPPi administered concurrently.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4759/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

23/10/2015

24/10/2015

5

5

0 23/10/2015 Not
Injection site lump,Emesis
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Emesis and injection site lumps in 5 of 5 puppies vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4. Recovery in all
animals by the following day. No further information expected.

Miniature Bull
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4821/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.33 Year(s)

28/10/2015

30/10/2015

2

1

0 28/10/2015 Not
Hypersalivation
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Hypersalivation approximately 5 hours post vaccination. Signs had resolved by examination,
temperature 39.0. No further information expected.

Lhasa Apso

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4833/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

06/09/2017

21/09/2017

1

1

0 06/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Distress,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Twitchi Not
ng,Shaking,Lethargy (see also
Known
Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Depression,Weight
loss,Shivering,Anorexia

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4834/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.84
Month(s)

23/09/2016

07/10/2016

1

1

0 23/09/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Restlessness,Sleepiness Not
neurological
Known
disorder,Tachycardia,Stumbling
gait,Panting,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4835/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.58
Year(s)

26/10/2015

29/10/2015

1

1

0 27/10/2015 Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4856/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.25 Year(s)

11/09/2017

12/09/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4865/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.25 Year(s)

13/09/2016

28/09/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4866/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.37 Year(s)

20/10/2015

29/10/2015

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4866/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.17 Year(s)

13/09/2016

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4887/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4889/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4893/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4900/16

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4904/15

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4909/17

within an hour of booster vaccination dog became v lethargic and began vomiting, anorexia and
Jack Russell
shaking. not eaten since. Follow up from the MAH on the 21 Sept 2017. Diarrhoea also reported
Terrier
within 24 hours of vaccination. On the 7 Sept 2017, remains lethargic and vomited again. On 8 Sept
2017, shivering lots more, and now twitching. Owner feels like dog is in physical distress and was
concerned that dog might die. Vomited again. On exam by Attending Vet on the 9 Sept 2017, reported
as depressed, weight loss. Treated with Cerenia, Oralyte. Improving on 10 Sept 2017. Recovered by 14
Sept 2017. No more information expected.
Panting starting within 2 hours post vaccination followed by hyperthermia, tachycardia and lethargy.
Crossbred
Treated with fluids and NSAIDs leading to recovery within 24 hours. Case received by MAH on 7 Oct
2016: Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 23 Sep 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
(not given at room temperature)(extra label use). Reported within an hour the dog developed lethargy,
sleepy and stumbling around. Presented 3-4 hours later and was pyrexic and an increased heart rate as
well as restless and panting. The dog was admitted and given intravenous fluid therapy and an injection
of a non-steroidal anti-inflammatory. Reported after 1-2 hours the dog improved and was discharged
that evening. No further information expected.

4 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1st B - Possible
vaccination (23/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (23/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
6.4 Canigen DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
O1 - Inconclusive
subcutaneously under the s
(28/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (28/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs and onset are consistent with probable product
involvement of one of more vaccines given
concurrently.

6.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (06/09/201706/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial given s/c
(06/09/2017-06/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

2.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ML
B - Possible
(23/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (23/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction, 2 products administered concurrently.

Sign is not expected but has a strong temporal
relationship with vaccination. Involvement cannot be
ruled out- inconclusive.

Malaise,Acting tense,Impaired
proprioception,Abnormal posture
NOS,General pain (see other SOCs
for specific
pain),Knuckling,Vocalisation
0 11/09/2017 Not
Urticaria,Lip oedema (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Face and neck swelling (see
><BR><BR><BR> also 'Skin'),Pruritus
Not Known

Not
Known

General pain, standing hunched (coded abnormal posture), malaise, vocalisation when touched,
knuckling on both forelimbs, slow proprioception and tense on examination (coded as anxiety), all
starting within 24 hours post vaccination. Unspecified treatment given leading to recovery 1 day later.

Dalmatian

38.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial
(26/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, some signs are unexpected.

Not
Known

Facial pruritus. Oedema of muzzle and neck. Urticaria, Onset of reaction 10 hours post vaccine.
Reaction started after walk on beach, though owner unaware of any incident/ trigger on beach.
Reaction duration one hour. Had previous exposure with no reactions.

Bedlington
Terrier

10.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One B - Possible
vial of each vaccine. (11/09/201711/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml 1 Animal
(11/09/2017-11/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Temporal association is not strong for these kind of
reactions but still plausible, clinical signs suggest a
possible hypersensitivity/anaphylactic reaction to
either of the two vaccines.

1

0 14/09/2016 Not
Seizure NOS,Nasal
Known,<BR><BR discharge,Hyperventilation
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Two dogs treated together, both reacted, but the other is reported separately (4866/16). This one
reacted with hyper ventilation, nasal discharge and had a seizure aprox 24 hours after vaccination.
Outcome unknown.

Pug

9.2 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(13/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing (not sudden onset) and clinical signs suggest a
possible hypersensitivity reaction. Two vaccines
administered at the same time. Investigation ongoing.

1

1

0 20/10/2015 Yes

No Data

Restlessness, emesis, and lethargy within 12 hours of vaccination. Recovery within 2 days, after
unknown treatment given. No further information.

Yorkshire
Terrier

6.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(20/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs suggestive of possible product
related reaction.

28/09/2016

1

1

0 14/09/2016 Not
Pale mucous membrane,Collapse
Known,<BR><BR (see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
><BR><BR><BR> 'Systemic disorders')
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Two dogs treated together, both reacted, but the other is reported separately (case 4865/16). This one Pug
reacted with pale mucosae and collapsed aprox 24 hors after vaccination. Outcome unknown. No
previous exposures. Investigation is ongoing.

8.2 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (13/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing (longer onset) and clinical signs suggest a
possible hypersensitivity reaction. Three vaccines
administered at the same time. Investigation ongoing.

21/10/2015

30/10/2015

1

1

0 22/10/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin')

No Data

Emesis starting within 10 minutes of vaccination and facial swelling within 12 hours. Treated with
antihistamine and steroid injection. Nothing further.

Pug

8.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
B - Possible
(21/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (21/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs suggestive of vaccine related
reaction. Considering two products were
administered, overall causality is deemed B (Possible).

16/10/2015

30/10/2015

1

1

0 17/10/2015 Not Known

Lethargy and tachypnoea within 24 hours post vaccination. Unspecified treatment given leading to
recovery 6 hours later.

Pug

3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single dose
of L4 (16/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, signs reported are non specific
and other causes are possible.

Canine/dog

3.1 Month(s) 06/09/2017

13/09/2017

1

1

0 06/09/2017 Not
Swollen face (see also 'Skin'),Eye
Known,<BR><BR irritation
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Swelling to face and weepy eyes less than 6 hours after vaccination, reaction duration 3 hours. Given
Colvosone injection and Piriton. Had previous exposures with no reactions

Crossbred

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

08/08/2016

29/09/2016

1

1

1 09/08/2016 Not
Vomiting,Death,Pyrexia,Diarrhoea
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Diarrhoea, vomiting/pyrexia occurred 24 hrs after giving vaccine. No previous exposures. Animal died 5 Whippet
days after the beginning of the clinical signs.

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.92
Year(s)

16/08/2015

13/11/2015

1

1

0 30/09/2015 Yes

Elevated liver
No Data
enzymes,Groaning,Melaena,Jaundic
e,Appetite loss

Anorexia and jaundiced, melaena, elevated liver enzymes within 2 weeks of second vaccination
(administered 1 month after first). Treatment continuing with IVFT, antibiotics, SAMe, antacids.
Unknown outcome. Other suspected vaccine related reaction occurred 1 month prior where was
groaning for 10 days after vaccination (starting within 24 hours). Potential other vaccine reaction 4
months prior - details unknown. Nothing further.

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.3 Month(s) 13/09/2017

13/09/2017

1

1

0 13/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Crying,Increased heart
Not
rate,Increased respiratory rate,Dry Known
mucous membrane,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise,Pyrexia,Dec
reased appetite

Admitted for monitoring and treatment as needed of suspected adverse reaction to vaccination.
Crossbred
Rocco became v flat (coded as lethargy) about 30-60 min after vaccination was given. Yelped once
(coded as crying) when O picked him up. Otherwise no other symptoms noted. O fed him a bit at 12:00,
not very interested. No V/retching/D. Cx: QAR, M sl tacky, P, CRT 2s, Hr144, RR 36, abdomen soft and
comfortable, Ln wnl. Normothermic 38.4. Rec hospit for close monitoring. If condition deteriorates
might require medication, IVFT etc. Plan: Admit for monitorization. Start w TPR every 30 mins. If stable,
can go on hourly checks. Consider NSAIDs, antihistaminic if further symptoms/pain develops. Bloods
and IVFT if condition deteriorates. Patient became pyrexic so intravenous fluids - no further
information supplied.

Restlessness,Vomiting,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Increased respiratory rate,Lethargy Not
(see also Central nervous system
Known
depression in 'Neurological')

Labrador
Retriever

3.5 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,2nd vaccination (06/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (06/09/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
3.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Standard dose (08/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (08/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
25.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
(16/08/2015-16/09/2015)<BR><BR>

4.8 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 Animal
(13/09/201713/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 x dose (13/09/201713/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest a possible
hypersensitivity/anaphylactic reaction to the vaccine

Temporal association is strong. Vomit, diarrhoea and
pyrexia are known to occur following administration.
Death is not expected, however, product involvement
cannot be discarded. Two vaccines administered
concurrently.
The temporal associations for both reactions are not
particularly close, and the reactions are unusual and
not expected if vaccine related. There are other
potential underlying causes of these clinical signs,
however a vaccine related reaction cannot be ruled
out at this stage.
Close temporal association and symptoms are non
specific but could be due to post vaccinal malaise.
Two products used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4910/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.81
Month(s)

27/09/2016

29/09/2016

1

1

0 27/09/2016 Not
General pain (see other SOCs for
Known,<BR><BR specific pain),Tiredness
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Very tired when getting home and appears in pain when being touched, still very tired when brought for Labrador
check up a few hours later. The symptoms eased swiftly after the use of piriton.
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4919/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.33 Year(s)

29/07/2017

19/09/2017

1

1

0 29/08/2017 Not
Immune mediated haemolytic
Known,<BR><BR anaemia
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Inmunomediated anaemia diagnosed one month after concurrent vaccination of Nobivac DHPPi and
L4. Responding ok to treatment, outcome unknown. Had previous exposures with no reactions

Chihuahua

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4920/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.1 07/10/2014

27/10/2014

1

1

0 07/10/2014 Not Known

Injection site swelling,Anorexia

Not
Known

Injection site swelling and anorexia within 24 hours post vaccination. Recovery 5 days later with no
treatment.

West Highland
White Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4931/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

26/09/2016

03/10/2016

1

1

0 27/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Vomiting,Renal
No Data
failure,Anorexia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Hyperphosphataemi
a,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Abdominal
pain,Diarrhoea,Bloody diarrhoea

Lethargy and anorexia within 24 hours of vaccination. Elevated BUN/creatinine diagnosed as renal
Crossbred
failure 5 days after vaccine. Unknown treatment given. No previous exposure, no further information
available. Case received to MAH on 3 Oct 2016: Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 26 Sep 2016, dog
vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 (unknown if given at room temperature). Stronhold and
Milbemax were dispensed but it is unknown if these were given. On 27 Sep 2016, dog developed
vomiting and diarrhoea on 28 Sep 2016 and was anorexic for 48 hours. On 30 Sep 2016, presented and
had pain on palpation of abdomen. The dog was admitted and had intravenous fluid therapy (spiked
potassium) and oral antacids, on blood tests Urea 73.5 (2.5-10.4) and Crea 545 (27-106). On 3 Oct
2016, dog has remained hospitalised and repeated blood tests showed Urea 37.5 (2.5-10.4), Crea 138
(27-106) and Phos 4.75 (<3.36). On 6 Oct 2016, reported renal parameter significantly improved but
unknown value given and the dog has now developed blood diarrhoea. On 8 Oct 2016, dog discharged
from hospital, had a culture and sensitivity on urine which was negative and await results for PCR
testing for leptospirosis. Await further information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4934/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

24/09/2015

04/11/2015

1

1

0 24/09/2015 Not Known

Injection site swelling,Lethargy (see Not
also Central nervous system
Known
depression in 'Neurological')

Lethargy noticed within 12 hours post vaccination lasting for a few days. Injection site swelling 2 weeks Jack Russell
later. Owner administered NSAIDs leading to recovery an unspecified period later.
Terrier

5.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(24/09/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Initial lethargy could be expected and there was a
close time association. Injection site swelling with
delayed onset is unusual.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4942/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.33 Year(s)

17/10/2014

28/10/2014

1

1

0 17/10/2014 Not
Injection site
Known,<BR><BR pain,Hyperaesthesia,Dull
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site pain immediately post vaccination lasting for 30 minutes followed by lethargy and
hyperaesthesia for 3 days. No treatment given.

24 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(17/10/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (17/10/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml - single dose
(17/10/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, unknown if vaccine was given
at room temperature. 2 products administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4952/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

01/10/2016

03/10/2016

1

1

0 02/10/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4955/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14.42
Year(s)

10/09/2014

29/10/2014

2

1

0 10/09/2014 Not
Miscellaneous eating disorder
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Dysphagia,Unable to stand
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Difficulty eating (reporter described food dropping out of mouth and unable to eat) and ataxia
Border Terrier
(reporter stated dog struggling to stand) in 1 out of 2 dogs on the same day post vaccination. Recovery
3 days later with no treatment.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4956/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

16/09/2014

29/10/2014

1

1

0 17/09/2014 Not
Erythematous rash
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Rash on the abdomen starting 2 days post vaccination. Recovery after 2 to 3 weeks with no treatment. Border Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4963/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

28/09/2016

04/10/2016

1

1

0 28/09/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Dog started vomiting and showing lameness aprox 6 hours after vaccination. Recovered in 24 hours.
Had previously been exposed with no reactions.

Shih Tzu

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4986/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.23
Month(s)

14/09/2017

18/09/2017

1

1

0 14/09/2017 Not
Tachycardia,Periorbital
Not
Known,<BR><BR oedema,Conjunctivitis,Conjunctival Known
><BR><BR><BR> oedema,Facial oedema
Not Known

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4990/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Week(s)

24/08/2017

15/09/2017

1

1

0 24/08/2017 Not
Diarrhoea,Pyrexia,Emesis
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Periorbital, conjunctival and muzzle oedema, conjunctival erythema and tachycardia starting within 1
hour of vaccination. Treatment details unknown. Recovery within 7 hours. No further information.
Follow up 15 Sept 2017 reported to MAH Suspected adverse reaction Vaccinated on 14 Sept 2017 with
Nobivac DHP and L4, clinically well at the time. Then 2 hours later was seen with periorbital swelling ,
severe oedema, mild moderate muzzle oedema. Also had an increased heart rate ( unknown what )
was given antihistamines and dexadresson. Within the next hours, the vet saw a vast improvement in
the swelling. No More information expected.
Pyrexia, diarrhoea and vomiting within 18 hours of initial vaccination. Treated with Cerenia, Meloxicam
and Protexin. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-4993/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.55
Month(s)

05/10/2016

05/10/2016

1

1

0 05/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site pain,Behavioural
R><BR><BR>Yes disorder NOS,Vocalisation,Rolling

No Data

Marked injection site pain, rolloing around screaming (coded as vocalisation) and trying to bite himself
and people holding him (coded as behavioural disorder) within 2 minutes of administration. Recovery
within 2 minutes. No previous exposure. VS reports they often see injection site pain following
vaccination with Nobivac L4. Nothing further

English Cocker
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5003/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

06/10/2016

20

1

0 28/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Unable to jump,Injection site
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling,Injection site pain,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to move

Not
Known

Behavioural disorder
Not
NOS,Diarrhoea,Lethargy (see also Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia

Vomiting,Lameness

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

Pyrexia and diarrhoea started showing aprox 24 hours after vaccination. Lethargy and deterioration in Other
demeanour. Recovered after aprox 1 day. No previous exposures.
Canine/dog

Whippet

Lethargy within 24 hours of vaccination in 1 of 20 vaccinated. Reluctant to walk (coded as reluctant to Miniature
move), unable to jump. 10 days after vaccination presented with large injection site swelling/pain.
Schnauzer
Outcome unknown. No further information available.

8.5 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,2nd vaccination but first use of
this make, due for booster in 4
weeks (1 Month(s) 27/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (27/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
3 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
O1 - Inconclusive
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (29/07/201729/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (29/07/201729/07/2017)<BR><BR>
8.35 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(07/10/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered concurrently.

3.46 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial O1 - Inconclusive
each (26/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial each
(26/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Stronghold 30 mg
spot-on solution for dogs 2.6–5.0 kg N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose 1 Animal
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

Vaccinations are unlikely to cause renal failure
however the lethargy/anorexia occurring within 24
hours can occur following vaccination and this in itself
may have contributed to the need to take bloods and
diagnose renal failure. It is most likely that the renal
disease was underlying prior to vaccination.

2.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
each vial (1 Day(s) 01/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (01/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
10.85 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage
form (10/09/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form
(10/09/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>
6.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
dosage form/vial (16/09/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form/vial
(16/09/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>
10 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
(28/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Immune mediated diseases have been associated with
vaccination before. One month is a reasonable
association in time for this condition, however,
whether there is a causal relationship between
vaccination and IMHA remains unclear.

Close time association and known adverse effects.

B - Possible

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products involved.

B - Possible

Close time association, 2 products administered,
unexpected adverse effects.

B - Possible

Close time association, 2 products used

B - Possible

Vomiting can be expected after administration of a
vaccination, lameness is not expected, unless it
affects the leg were the vaccine was applied.
Temporal association is strong. Product involvement
is possible.
Close temporal association and signs are consistent
with product hypersensitivity but two products given
together. Product involvement possible.

7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,DHP
B - Possible
and L4 combination (14/09/201714/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,DHP and L4
combination (14/09/201714/09/2017)<BR><BR>
3.6 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (24/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (24/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (24/08/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
2.33 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(05/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial (1ml)
warmed to room temperature and
administered with Nobivac DHP
(05/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
7.6 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
B - Possible
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(28/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

Signs may represent product hypersensitivity reaction
but three vaccines were used together. Temporal
relationship is consistent.

Injection site pain known to occur following
vaccination; two products used

Lethargy and injection site swelling/pain known to
occur following vaccination. Two products used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5005/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5007/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5009/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5014/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5019/15

United
Kingdom

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5021/17

NOBIVAC L4

6 Year(s)

03/06/2017

06/09/2017

1

1

0 01/09/2017 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

4.75 04/10/2016

06/10/2016

1

1

0 04/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylactic-type
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes reaction,Collapse (see also 'Cardiovascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Low blood
pressure,Pyrexia,Pale mucous
membrane,Tachypnoea

13.33
Year(s)

13/09/2016

06/10/2016

1

1

0 14/09/2016 Yes

Seizure NOS

No Data

Canine/dog

Not Known

13/09/2017

15/09/2017

1

1

0 13/09/2017 Not Known

Fit,Foaming at the
mouth,Ataxia,Tonic-clonic seizure

Not
Known

Following vaccination with Nobivac L4 on 13/9/17, the dog was ataxic , tonic clonic fit outside clinic
and foaming. The signs lasted 3-4 min the owner reported and the vet gave oxygen to the dog.

English
Springer
Spaniel

Animal

Canine/dog

2.24 Year(s)

06/11/2015

10/11/2015

1

1

0 07/11/2015 Not Known

Injection site lump

Not
Known

Injection site lump (reaction) within 12 hours of Nobivac L4 vaccination. Outcome unknown, no
treatment given.

Crossbred

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

15/09/2017

19/09/2017

1

1

0 15/09/2017 Not Known

Pain NOS,Vocalisation

Not
Known

Following vaccination on 15/09/17 with Nobivac L4 the dog had a pain reaction for three hours and
was whimpering and crying (coded as vocalisation). No information on whether any treatment was
given.

Crossbred

UK-VMD-5041/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.42 Year(s)

18/09/2017

19/09/2017

1

1

0 18/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Skin
irritation,Tachypnoea,Laboured
breathing,Urticaria

Not
Known

Following vaccination with Nobivac DHP and L4 on 18/9/17, the dog started vomiting bile multiple
Pug
times within 5-10 minutes of injection being given. Urticaria and severe facial swelling developed
rapidly within 10-15 minutes. Irritation around the muzzle (coded as skin irritation). Respiratory rate
increased, with excessive effort. They gave Ranitidine and Dexamethasone intravenous and
Chlorophenamine. Signs reduced in an hour and fully resolved that day. No more information expected

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5067/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.96 Year(s)

13/12/2016

19/09/2017

1

1

0 27/12/2016 Not Known

Gastritis,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological'),Diarrhoea,Inappete
nce

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5069/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11.9 Year(s)

13/09/2016

10/10/2016

1

1

0 25/09/2016 Not Known

Injection site abscess

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5087/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

21/10/2014

07/11/2014

1

1

0 22/10/2014 Not
Snuffle,Sneezing,Tracheitis,Cough,P Not
Known,<BR><BR yrexia
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Rhinitis, sneezing, coughing, tracheitis, pyrexia commencing within 24 hours of vaccination, ongoing.
Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5096/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.58 Year(s)

19/09/2017

20/09/2017

1

1

0 19/09/2017 Not Known

Vomiting

After vaccination with Nobivac L4 on 19/09/17, the dog was vomiting within 12 hours and the reaction Labrador
lasted one day. No further information supplied on treatment or outcome.
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5101/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.7 Year(s)

19/09/2017

21/09/2017

1

1

0 20/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Inappetence,Lethargy (see also
Not
Central nervous system depression Known
in 'Neurological'),Off colour,Gait
abnormality,Sleepiness - systemic
disorder

The dog was vaccinated on 19/09/17 with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Within less than 24 hours on
20/09/17 the dog was off colour. lethargic, inappetent, sleeping a lot, walking as though lopsided
(coded as gait abnormality) at times earlier in the day. No further information supplied. Follow up.
Case was reported to the MAH on the 21 Sept 2017. Case updated. Owner reported dog was back to
normal on 21 Sept 2017. No more information expected.

Yorkshire
Terrier

4.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
B - Possible
Dose 1 Animal (19/09/201719/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One whole vial
(19/09/2017-19/09/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5117/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.25 Year(s)

06/11/2014

07/11/2014

1

1

0 06/11/2014 Not Known

Sleepiness - neurological
Not
disorder,Lethargy (see also Central Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Depression,Off
colour,Abnormal posture,Intestinal
disorder NOS

Lethargy, depression, sleepiness, malaise, abnormal posture, intestinal thickening within 6 hours of
vaccination administration. Treated with metacam.

Miniature
Poodle

2.59 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1ml
(06/11/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5126/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

12/11/2015

16/11/2015

1

1

0 12/11/2015 Not
Rash,Pruritus,Pain NOS
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Rash, pruritus and pain within 6 hours of vaccination with Nobivac DHP and L4, persisting for at least 5 Dachshund
days. Outcome unknown. No further information expected.
(Standard)
Smoothhaired

6 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,Diluted with Nobivac L4
(12/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (12/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs are non specific and 2 products used but signs
may be consistent with product hypersensitivity.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5130/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.21 Year(s)

14/11/2015

16/11/2015

1

1

0 14/11/2015 Not
Pyrexia,Facial oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Hypersensitivity signs: allergic facial oedema and pyrexia within 6 hours of dosing. Unknown treatment Crossbred
given, outcome unknown. No further information expected.

10 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single B - Possible
standard dose of vaccination
(14/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(14/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Signs are consistent with a possible vaccine
hypersensitivity reaction but 3 products were used
together. Product involvement is possible.

Not
Known

Not
Known

The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4 on 3/6/17. On 1/9/17 the dog presented with Border Collie
coughing alot and looks gagged. The owner is concerned she has swallowed something. Admitted for
sedation and xrays and examination of mouth and throat. No sign of foreign body -possible tracheo
bronchitis. Sent home with Metacam, Clavaseptin and Codeine. The owner reports the dog has
recovered 5/9/17 but is concerned that the vaccine was not effective. Case received to MAH on 6 Sep
2017 Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy On 3 Jun 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac
KC, clinically well at the time of vaccination. On 1 Sep 2017, owner reported that dog developed cough,
gagging and retching. The dog was presented and had a radiograph as suspected may have eaten
something. The radiographs were unremarkable. Given oral antibiotics, non-steroidal antiinflammatories and antitussive. On 5 Sep 2017, owner reported dog is doing much better however the
outcome is unknown. No further information expected.
Collapse within 5 minutes of vaccine administration. Pale mucous membranes, tachycardia,
Labrador
tachypnoea and mild pyrexia within 30 minutes; suggestive of anaphylactic type reaction. Outcome
Retriever
unknown, unspecified treatment given. No further information. Case received to MAH on 6 Oct 2016.
Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 4 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4
(unknown if given at room temperature). Reported within minutes post vaccination the dog collapsed
in the veterinary practice car park, still conscious. Given oxygen therapy IPPV, intravenous fluid therapy
and adrenaline. BP started at 66 mmHg and within 20-30 mins was 180 mmHg (normal). After 30-45
minutes the dog was discharged and no medication was sent home with dog and fully resolved by 5 Oct
2016. No further information expected.
Seizure within 24 hours of vaccination. Has suffered with seizures previously but increased frequency Not Applicable
following vaccination. Previous vaccination reactions however details unknown. No further
information available.

Following vaccination with Nobivac L4 on 13/12/2016, from 27/12/2016 the dog has had lethargy,
German
diarrhoea and stomach problems (coded as gastritis). The reporter says that since this injection was
Shepherd Dog
administered the dog has gone off his food , suffered from diarrhoea. Is lethargic. He has been treated
on several occasions by the Named vets and has been treated with anti biotics steroids and vitB12
injections. Approx 2 weeks after the effects of the tablets wear off his symptoms reappear. We have
raised our concerns with the vets over the injection but it has always been played down. We believe
that this injection has caused the symptoms which will now be ongoing for the rest of his life. Nothing
further.
Subcutaneous abscess developed at/near injection site 12 days after vaccination. Owner became
Crossbred
aware of problem when abscess burst. Flushed with antiseptic solution and treated with antibiotics
(Clavaseptin) for 10 days.

Crossbred

18 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,0.4 ml N - Unlikely
1 Animal (03/06/201703/06/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml 1 Animal
(03/06/2017-03/06/2017)<BR><BR>

This product does not protect against kennel cough.

28.1 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml 1 Animal
(04/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml 1 Animal
(04/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs suggestive of anaphylactic type reaction.
Two products used.

5.45 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 DOSE
GIVEN 16/08/16. SECOND DOSE
GIVEN 13/09/16 (13/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
22.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (1
dose) (13/09/201713/09/2017)<BR><BR>
9.85 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,First
booster vaccination (06/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
3.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Standard
1 vial administered (15/09/201715/09/2017)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

Due to the close time association we cannot rule out
product involvement entirely, however seizures can
worsen in severity/frequency as a natural progression
of the underlying condition

B - Possible

Close temporal association with vaccination although
other possible causes of clinical signs have not been
excluded.

A - Probable

Clinical signs and onset are consistent with probable
product involvement.

A - Probable

Close temporal association with product use.

B - Possible

Close temporal association and signs are consistent
with hypersensitivity reaction. Two products used.

6.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Given
1 vial of Nobivac DHP re
(18/09/201718/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Given 1 vial of
Nobivac DHP re (18/09/201718/09/2017)<BR><BR>
39 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(13/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

OInsufficient information to make an assessment.
Unclassifiable/unassessa Clinical signs reported can have a number of possible
ble
causes and no information supplied regarding any
investigation.

16.65 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single
dose of Nobivac L4 administered
subcutaneously in scruff between
scapulae (13/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
7 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage O1 - Inconclusive
form (21/10/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (21/10/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
35.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(19/09/2017-19/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement

Multiple products given. Pyrexia can be seen following
vaccination administration however respiratory signs
would be unexpected with administration of this
vaccination.

Close association in time. Product involvement is
possible although there are many causes of vomiting
in dogs which have not been excluded.
Non specific signs but close association in time.
Product involvement is possible. Two products used.

General signs (eg lethargy, depression, sleepiness) may
be seen following vaccination administration.
Abnormal posture and intestinal thickening would be
unexpected. Given the close temporal association, a
product relationship is possible however other causes
have not been ruled out.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5140/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.32 Year(s)

11/10/2016

1

1

0 11/10/2016 Not
Erythema (for urticaria see Immune Not
Known,<BR><BR SOC)
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Generalised erythema one hour afer vaccination, resolved after aprox 3 hours.

French Bulldog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5141/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.42 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5142/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

20/10/2014

11/11/2014

1

1

0 20/10/2014 Not
Sneezing
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Sneezing started within 6 hours of intranasal vaccine, lasted for 20 days. Nothing further.

West Highland
White Terrier

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 11/10/2016

21/10/2016

1

1

0 11/10/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Owner came out of consult after vaccination and Puppy was lethargic and unresponsive to stimuli, i.e Crossbred
stroking head. Senior nurse noticed pallor mucus membranes and took puppy straight back to the vet.
Acute reaction post-subcutaneous injection (within 3 minutes) between the shoulder blades. Pale mms,
drop in blood pressure and pulse quality with prolonged capillary refill time. IV administration of
diluted 1:1000 adrenaline (diluted in 5ml with injectable saline), atropine and dexamethasone. Vomited
food 3 times in consult. Recovery over 30 minutes. Observed over 2 hours in surgery before discharge.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5149/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

04/11/2014

11/11/2014

1

1

0 08/11/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Upper respiratory tract infection within 24 hours of vaccination, lasting 3 days. Assume recovered.
Nothing further.

Boston Terrier Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
No assessment
(04/11/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac performed
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form
given (04/11/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (04/11/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5150/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

Not Known

04/11/2014

11/11/2014

1

1

0 08/11/2014 Not
Respiratory tract infection NOS
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Upper respiratory tract infection within 24 hours of vaccination administration. Lasting 3 days, assume Boston Terrier Not
recovered. Nothing further.
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
No assessment
(04/11/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac performed
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (04/11/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (04/11/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5157/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.74
Month(s)

06/09/2016

11/10/2016

1

1

0 06/09/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5165/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.58
Month(s)

25/09/2017

25/09/2017

1

1

0 25/09/2017 Not
Urticaria
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Intense pain for approximately 5 hours. Shivering. Movement causing intense pain. Reluctance to
move neck / back. Following day a swelling developed under the skin. Approx 4 cm long, like a pencil
shape under the skin. This lasted for about a week. The previous injection of Nobivac L4 Both she also
experienced intense pain as the injection site and lost control of her bladder and a swelling developed
below the site of the injection.
Urticaria within 30 minutes of vaccination. An unknown treatment was given and signs resolved within
2 hours. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5194/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

05/11/2015

19/11/2015

1

1

0 12/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site lump
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Injection site lump within 7 days of vaccination. Almost resolved 2 weeks post vaccination. Nothing
further.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5203/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Week(s)

05/10/2016

10/11/2016

1

1

0 07/10/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Diarrhoea,Decreased
Not
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Mucous
stool

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5219/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.39
Month(s)

24/08/2017

02/10/2017

5

1

1 25/08/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Anuria,Renal
Not
failure,Uraemia,Urinary bladder
Known
disorder NOS,Death,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Proteinuria,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Enlarged
kidney(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5229/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.83 Year(s)

03/11/2015

20/11/2015

1

1

0 05/11/2015 Yes

Skin scab,Generalised red
spot,Itching,Skin lesion NOS

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5238/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

25/10/2015

27/11/2015

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5273/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.17 Year(s)

15/10/2016

16/10/2016

1

1

Prolonged capillary refill
time,Unresponsive to
stimuli,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Vomiting,Pale
mucous membrane,Low blood
pressure
Respiratory tract infection NOS

Implant site swelling,Injection site
pain,Bladder
incontinence,Shivering,Neck
writhing

French Bulldog

case received from Veterinary Medicines Directorate. Pyrexia and diarrhoea 2 days post vaccination.
Other
Unspecified treatment given, outcome unknown. Case reported to MAH on 21 Oct 2016 Suspected
Canine/dog
Adverse Reaction. On 5 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with first vaccination of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac
L4. On 7 Oct 2016, dog developed diarrhoea with mucus, reduced appetite, temperature 40 degrees
Celsius and lethargic. Presented this day and given bland food and supportive treatment (unspecified).
the Dog was seen again approximately 2-3 days alter and had improved but unknown if the clinical
signs resolved. No further information expected. Follow up 10 Nov 2016 - reported to be recovered on
10 Oct 2016. Nothing further expected.
Following vaccination and application of spot on treatment the dog became very lethargic. When
Newfoundland
presented to the clinic he had a blocked bladder and renomegaly (confirmed on ultrasound). Bloods
were taken showing a normal UREA and CREATININE. Bladder unblocked under general anaesthetic,
viscous gelatinous substance expressed from bladder. Analysis showed red blood cells +++ and protein
+++. Went home unblocked. Taken to OOH vets overnight where he presented with anuria, repeat
bloods showed elevated UREA and CREATININE. Died over night. A speculative presumptive diagnosis
for acute renal failure has been made. There was no post mortem performed. Nothing further.

12.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
single dose vial (11/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
11.8 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single
dose (1 Second(s) 20/10/201420/10/2014)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single dose (1
Second(s) 20/10/201420/10/2014)<BR><BR>
2.4 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
ml (11/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml (11/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

No assessment
performed

B - Possible

3.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(06/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

5.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 x
B - Possible
vial of each vacc, KC given
intranasal. (25/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (25/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (25/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
1.93 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 vial B - Possible
(05/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (05/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
3.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml
1 Animal (05/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml 1 Animal
(05/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest a hypersensitivity
reaction.Two vaccines administered.

B - Possible

5.85 Advocate Spot-on Solution for
O1 - Inconclusive
Medium Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(24/08/201724/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (24/08/201724/08/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,Standard 1ml dose
(24/08/2017-24/08/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest anaphylactic reaction.
Two vaccines involved

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement

Close temporal association, several vaccines given,
signs consistent with possible hypersensitivity to one
or multiple products.

Injection site lump known to occur following
vaccination. Two products used, therefore B.

close time association, 2 products administered
concurrently

Close temporal association with product use but
symptoms would not be expected. Three products
used and full investigation not performed to establish
cause.

No Data

Pruritus, multiple skin scabs, and raised red lesions over head/neck/dorsum/ventrum (coded as
generalised red spot and skin lesion NOS) appearing within 24-48 hours following vaccination.
Unknown treatment given, recovery within 7 days. Nothing further.

Crossbred

18 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(03/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association; a product related
reaction is possible.

0 25/10/2015 Not
Vomiting,Diarrhoea,Lethargy (see
Known,<BR><BR also Central nervous system
><BR><BR><BR> depression in 'Neurological')
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Emesis, diarrhoea and lethargy within 6 hours post application of Advocate which was administered
within 24 hours post vaccination. No treatment given, recovery 4 days later.

Bullmastiff

Close time association but other products
administered concurrently.

0 15/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Anaphylaxis,Urticaria,Pruritus
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Anaphylaxis within 2 minutes, followed by urticaria and extreme pruritis 1 hr later. Dog responded to
Shih Tzu
anaphylactoid reaction treatment (unspecified), back to normal within 3 hrs post injection. No previous
reactions. No further information.

5.3 Advocate Spot-on Solution for
O1 - Inconclusive
Medium Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One
pipette applied to skin at back of
neck (25/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHPPi 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (25/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (25/10/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
5.9 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (15/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Annual
vaccination (15/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Anaphylaxis and type I hypersensitivity reactions
known to occur following vaccinations. Two products
used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5278/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.77
Month(s)

22/09/2017

03/10/2017

1

1

0 22/09/2017 Not
Skin scab,Skin lesion
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Rash,Haemorrhage NOS
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 22 Sep 2017, dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 4 and a microchip was implanted. The dog
Pug
was reported to have had Nobivac Lepto 4 before (details not given) and no reaction occurred. That
evening (estimate 6 hours) owners noticed beginning of a rash under chin and on neck. On 23 Sept
2017 in the morning the dog had multiple scabs and was bleeding (no self trauma seen). Resolved on its
own within a couple of days (estimate 25 Sep 2017). No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5281/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.42 25/09/2016

17/10/2016

1

1

0 27/09/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Polydipsia,Polyuria,Lethargy (see
R><BR><BR>Yes also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Immune
mediated haemolytic anaemia

No Data

Immune mediate haemolytic anaemia, lethargy, polyuria, polydipsia, pyrexia within 2-3 days post
vaccination. Outcome unknown, unspecified treatment given, no further information available.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5284/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.42 Year(s)

11/11/2015

27/11/2015

1

1

0 15/11/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Skin lumps, possibly urticaria, lethargy, pruritus, injection site pyoderma and erythema 4 days post
Bichon Frise
vaccination. Treated with antibiotics and pain relief, leading to improvement and development of large
scab.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5299/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.42 Year(s)

19/09/2016

17/10/2016

1

1

0 19/09/2016 Not
Diarrhoea,Inappetence,Lethargy
Known,<BR><BR (see also Central nervous system
><BR><BR><BR> depression in 'Neurological')
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5338/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

29/09/2017

03/10/2017

1

1

0 29/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5345/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

08/11/2014

21/11/2014

2

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5345/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.75
Year(s)

29/06/2016

19/10/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5362/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13.11
Year(s)

11/11/2015

30/11/2015

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5377/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.25 Year(s)

27/11/2015

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5381/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.2 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5410/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5415/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5428/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Signs may represent a hypersensitivity reaction but
are non specific.

20 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (25/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (25/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
12.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixing B - Possible
of L4 with the DHP (11/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,mixing of L4 with the
DHP (11/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

IMHA is possibly linked to vaccination with Nobivac
L4. Other vaccine given. Overall, possible

Lethargy, diarrhoea, inappetence within 6 hours of vaccination. Recovery within one week without
Crossbred
treatment. Another reaction occurred following next vaccination on 17-10-2016. On 17-10-2016 the
animal was seen again at the practice. Physical examination was essentially normal, but the animal
was clearly subdued. No prior exposure. No further information available. Note concurrent treatment
with Drontal Plus tablets (best guess made; dates unknown)

5.7 Drontal Plus Flavour Tablets for
B - Possible
Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(19/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(19/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single dose of vaccine
administered on 19-09-2016 and
again on 17-10-2016 (19/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs can occur following vaccination. Two
products used.

Periorbital oedema,Facial swelling Not
(see also 'Skin'),Lethargy (see also Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Eyelid oedema

Facial swelling reported by owners within an hour of vaccination. Very swollen eyelids on presentation. French Bulldog
Respiration normal, temperature normal. Mild lethargy. Admitted for monitoring. 0.5ml
chlorphenamine administered intramuscularly and swelling much reduced after 2 hours. Nothing
further.

2 products used, signs are consistent with
hypersensitivity reaction. Close temporal association.

0 08/11/2014 Not Known

Injection site lump

Injection site lump within 24-48 hours post vaccination. Occurred previous year also. First time using L4 Miniature
last year. No treatment given, just monitoring. Nothing further.
Dachshund

4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml B - Possible
1 Animal (29/09/201729/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single dose vial (5
Second(s) 29/09/201729/09/2017)<BR><BR>
5.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(08/11/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

1

1 01/07/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Prolonged bleeding
No Data
NOS,Haemorrhage
NOS,Vomiting,Haematemesis,Exces
sive thirst,Panting,Epistaxis,Death
by euthanasia,Blood in
faeces,Breathing difficulty,Not
eating,Gum disorder NOS,Immune
mediated thrombocytopenia,Small
liver

My dog had Lepto 4 and DHP vaccinations on 29/6/16. Four weeks later she had a vaccine for
Crossbred
leptospirosis (Norbivac L4)on 29/7/16. She had issues with being thirsty, panting a lot after the first
vaccine which i mentioned when i took her for the leptospirosis. 6 weeks after this she had bleeding in
her ears (haemorrhage NOS). The week after There was blood in her faeces. The vet gave pain killer
and antibiotic injections in the neck. The site where she was injected did not stop bleeding (prolonged
bleeding NOS). Bloods were taken and she was diagnosed with Immune Mediated Thrombocytopaenia
with underlying systemic lupus. Gave steroids but she was violently sick; vomiting blood all night (huge
clots). An ultrasound and xray was done and they said her liver was hardly showing it was so small
(small liver). Gave an anti sickness injection using icepacks to stem bleeding. Tried another night to
give tablets but not eating. The following morning her breathing was more difficult (difficulty breathing)
and blood was coming from her nose (epistaxis).Her gums were now very sore and swollen as well
(gum disorder NOS) and the vet said she had internal bleeding (haemorrhage NOS) and advised it would
be kinder to put her to sleep (death by euthanasia).

1

1

0 11/11/2015 Not Known

Unable to stand,Pain NOS,Lethargy Not
(see also Central nervous system
Known
depression in 'Neurological')

Lethargy, general pain and ataxia within 12 hours post vaccination. Recovery 4 days later with no
treatment given.

Border Terrier

6.45 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ML
(11/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

03/12/2015

1

1

0 28/11/2015 Not
Wheezing,Laryngitis,Tracheitis,Coug Not
Known,<BR><BR h
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Coughing, wheezing, laryngitis and positive tracheal pinch test 24 hours post vaccination. Treatment
with NSAIDs, signs still ongoing when report received 2 days later.

Cairn Terrier

16/11/2015

01/12/2015

1

1

0 17/11/2015 Not
Tracheitis,Cough
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Cough and positive tracheal pinch 24 hours post vaccination with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4. Treated Crossbred
with antibiotics, outcome unknown.

11.4 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one
No assessment
vial (27/11/2015performed
N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (27/11/201527/11/2015)<BR><BR>
15.1 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
N - Unlikely
(16/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (16/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

2.6 Year(s)

13/10/2016

03/11/2016

1

1

0 13/10/2016 Yes

Behavioural disorder
NOS,Lump,Not eating,Localised
hair loss,Skin abscess,Gait
abnormality,Musculoskeletal pain

No Data

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

06/06/2016

22/10/2016

1

1

1 05/08/2016 Yes

Canine/dog

2.58 Year(s)

14/11/2014

04/12/2014

1

1

0 14/11/2014 Not Known

Death by
No Data
euthanasia,Death,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Liver
failure,Muscle weakness
NOS,Autoimmune disorder
NOS,Lameness,Skin lesion NOS
Hypersensitivity
Not
reaction,Lymphadenopathy,Allergic Known
oedema,Allergic pruritus

Not eating, neck pain and pain on picking up (coded as musculoskeletal pain) within 24 hours of
Miniature
vaccination. One week after vaccination found open abscess on both sides of chest. No previous
Schnauzer
reaction. Recovery within 5 days following unspecified treatment. No further information available.
Received by MAH on 24 Oct 2016 - Suspected Adverse Reaction. Vaccinated with second Nobivac L4
on 13 Oct 2016. Primary vaccine given on 15 Sept 2016 of Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Since the
second vaccine, owner reported the dog has neck pain, reduce appetite, walking with an unusual gait
and generally occurred in the evening. Examined on 17 Oct 2016 no swellings or neck pain. 20 Oct
2016 presented at emergency Vets, and noticed open abscesses both sides of the chest and lumps in
the same area, antibiotics and pain relief was given. Shampoo was also dispensed. The dog was eating
less and difficult to examine. The dog has not been seen since. Nothing further expected. Follow up 3
Nov 2016 - Reported that dogs wounds are healing although there has been hair loss around the area
and dog slowly getting back to normal. Dog has not been re-examined yet. No further information
expected.
Autoimmune disorder (suspected Lupus); shifting lameness, muscle weakness, footpad lesions (coded Siberian Husky
as skin lesion NOS), lethargy, bloods suggest liver failure within 2 months of vaccination. Two months
duration of clinical signs leading to death by euthanasia. Unknown treatment given, first exposure to
this vaccine, no further information available.

Injection site
pyoderma,Urticaria,Erythema (for
urticaria see Immune
SOC),Pruritus,Pyoderma,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Lump

Not
Known

Hypersensitivity reaction, allergic oedema of face, lymphadenopathy, pruritus within 24 hours of
vaccination. Treated with chlorpheniramine leading to recovery 24 hours later. Nothing further.

English
Springer
Spaniel

3.4 Identification Chip - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,1 Implant Unknown 1 Animal
(22/09/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,Was given 1ml of
Lepto 4. Had (22/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Border Collie

Not
Known

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(29/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,1,4 Weeks,24,1 dose 4 weeks
apart (29/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

8.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose of
lepto 4 given 15/09/ (13/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

31.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(06/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

17 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage
form/vial (14/11/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

Considering timing, and previous occurrence post the
same vaccination, it is most probable that the
vaccination has caused the lump.
Close temporal association. Immune mediated
disorders are reported to occur following vaccination.
Overall, product involvement is possible

Lethargy is listed in SPC and the pain may have been
due to injection site pain but ataxia is unexpected.
Close time association.

More likely to be associated with Nobivac KC
administration.

Anorexia can occur following vaccination; there was a
close time association. Clinical signs of neck pain/pain
on picking up is unusual and perhaps due to
vaccination or possibly due to abscess formation. Site
of abscesses unusual; not linked to site of vaccination,
however overall product involvement is possible

Immune disorders are known to manifest following
vaccinations therefore cannot rule out product
involvement; however other possible causes and
factors involved.

Hypersensitivity reactions are known to occur
following vaccination use. In this instance, as exact
times aren''t given, it is possible the dog went home
and encountered an alternative allergen elsewhere
but this information is not provided. Overall, a
product relationship is possible.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5446/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.42 Year(s)

01/12/2014

07/11/2016

1

1

0 02/12/2014 Not Known

Distress,Eyes rolling back,Unable to Not
stand,Vomiting
Known

24 hrs after vaccine booster administered the dog presented extremely distressed, unable to walk,
vomiting repeatedly. His eyes were spinning. It took a long time for him to become stable on his feet
again.

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5447/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

23/11/2015

10/12/2015

1

1

0 29/11/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Vocalisation,Lameness,Neurologica No Data
l signs NOS,Reluctant to
move,Pyrexia,Hind limb
ataxia,Proprioception loss,Bacterial
skin infection NOS,Central nervous
system infection NOS,Injection site
infection

Hindlimb lameness, lethargy, vocalisation and hyperthermia within 48 hours. Treatment with NSAIDs.
Progressing to hindlimb ataxia, neck pain, vocalisation, lethargy, neurological signs including
proprioception loss over the following few days. Treatment with Intravenous antibiotics, fluids and
pain relief. Radiographs normal. Referral confirmed bacterial infection from muscles between
scapulae to vertebral canal/ epidural empyema (coded as injection site infection/central nervous
system infection) on CT scan. No further information.

German
Shepherd Dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5467/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

11/08/2014

04/12/2014

1

1

0 11/08/2014 Not Known

Allergic pruritus and urticarial erythema 2 hours post vaccination followed by bacterial skin infection
between the toes. Recovery an unspecified period later following unspecified treatment. Skin scaling
and erythema noted on dorsum 3 months later. Improving but not resolved.

Siberian Husky

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5472/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Year(s)

22/10/2014

01/12/2014

1

1

Erythema (for urticaria see Immune Not
SOC),Papule,Decreased
Known
appetite,Elevated
temperature,Itchy
skin,Crust,Scale,Hot spot
(pyotraumatic dermatitis),Flaking
skin,Hair loss NOS,Skin
inflammation NOS,Urticarial
erythema,Allergic pruritus
0 22/10/2014 Not
Lameness
Not
Known,<BR><BR
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lameness of the left hind limb starting within 24 hours following flank vaccination. Still ongoing 4.5
weeks later despite treatment with NSAIDs. History of previous use of Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac
Lepto 2, with no adverse effects, but no previous use of Nobivac L4.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5484/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.33 Year(s)

27/09/2017

06/10/2017

1

1

0 28/09/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

Firm swelling at site of subcutaneous injection 24 hours after vaccination, reaction duration one week. Labrador
Retriever

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5495/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.05 Year(s)

01/12/2015

07/12/2015

1

1

0 04/12/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
R><BR><BR>Yes also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

No Data

Emesis, diarrhoea, lethargy within 3 days of vaccination. Unknown treatment given, no previous
reactions, nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5497/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

13.25
Year(s)

27/11/2015

07/12/2015

1

1

0 29/11/2015 Yes

Injection site swelling

No Data

Injection site swelling (dermal and subdermal) within 48 hours of administration. Still present at follow Shih Tzu
up 2 weeks later. Nothing further.

5.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml of
vaccine given subcut with adjuvant
(27/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs suggestive of product related
reaction.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5504/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.17 Year(s)

26/10/2016

1

1

0 25/10/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Swollen face (see also
'Skin'),Conjunctival
oedema,Vomiting,Inappropriate
defecation,Skin inflammation NOS

Not
Known

Flare of skin inflammation (already has low grade inflammed skin), conjunctival oedema, facial
swelling, vomiting, inappropriate defaecation. Signs appeared 6 hors after vaccination. Outcome
unknown.

32 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
B - Possible
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(25/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest hypersensitivity reaction
to the vaccine. Three vaccines administered

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5508/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.5 Year(s)

14/10/2016

27/10/2016

1

1

0 14/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes, 'Skin'),Urticaria
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Vomiting, urticaria, facial swelling within 1 hour of vaccination. No previous reactions. Recovery within Pug
6 hours following unspecified treatment. Nothing further.

Close temporal association, type I hypersensitivity
reactions known to occur following vaccination. Two
products used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5509/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10.17
Year(s)

19/09/2017

09/10/2017

1

1

0 26/09/2017 Not
Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR mucopurulent discharge,Skin slough Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Abscessation at injection site, pus discharge and skin sloughing at site one week after vaccination,
controlled with antibiotic use and cleansing, wound slowly granulating after 2 weeks.

Bernese
Mountain Dog

9.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,DHP
B - Possible
mixed with L4 as a solvent,
concurrently use intranasal KC
vaccine (14/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (14/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,DHP mixed with L4 as
a solvent, concurrently use
intranasal KC vaccine (14/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
65 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(19/09/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (19/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5521/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.17 Year(s)

04/12/2015

09/12/2015

1

1

0 04/12/2015 Not
Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Allergic oedema of the eyelids and lips starting within 12 hours post vaccination. Recovery 1 day later
following unspecified treatment. Advocate spot on was being applied concurrently, exact date and
time unknown.

Shih Tzu

7.4 Advocate Spot-on Solution for
B - Possible
Medium Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,vial of reconstituted
DHP vaccine with L4 vaccine. 1 vial
of 4-10kg advocate cutaneously.
(04/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (04/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction, 2 products administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5550/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.32 Year(s)

28/10/2016

28/10/2016

1

1

0 28/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Crying,Injection site self
R><BR><BR>Yes trauma,Injection site pain

No Data

No pain on initial injection, but shortly after injection there was a severe pain reaction, crying and
trying to scratch at the area (coded as injection site self trauma) within 2 minutes of administration.
Recovery within 1 minute. No previous reaction. Nothing further

Crossbred

4.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(28/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial (1ml)
(28/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest vaccine involvement.
Two products used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5552/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

13/08/2015

11/12/2015

1

1

0 14/08/2015 Not Known

12 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,2nd vacc
(13/08/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, signs are non-specific but are
listed in the SPC.

Injection site swelling

Anorexia,Lethargy (see also Central Not
nervous system depression in
Known
'Neurological')

Border Terrier

Labrador
Retriever

Lethargy and anorexia within 12 hours post 2nd dose vaccination. No treatment given, recovery 5 days English Cocker
later.
Spaniel

25 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,2 doses,
one on 1/11/14 and se (01/12/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
9.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(23/11/201523/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (23/11/201523/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (23/11/201523/12/2015)<BR><BR>
30.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(11/08/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

21.55 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A O (22/10/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Unclassifiable/unassessa
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (22/10/2014N/A)<BR><BR>
32.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Standard
vaccine dose (27/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
7.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml SC B - Possible
reconstituted product (01/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (01/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs suggest anaphylactic reaction.
Anaphylaxis is usually sudden (short time to onset),
however, a longer onset reaction cannot be
discarded.
Close temporal association, a product related
reaction is possible.

The erythema and pruritus occurring 2 hours post
vaccination could be related to the product and a
hypersensitivity reaction but the erythema and skin
scaling noted 3 months later is unlikely to be related
to the product.

This is an unexpected sign, although there is a close
time association. Polyarthritis is known to occur in
some cases following vaccination but this is likely to
affect more than one joint.

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
One product administered

Time association not as close as expected for vaccine
reaction, however a product related reaction is still
possible.

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5552/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.65 Year(s)

21/10/2016

08/02/2017

1

1

0 21/10/2016 No

Aggression,Behavioural disorder
Other
NOS,External ear disorder
NOS,Anorexia,Dull,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Depression,Hiding,P
ain NOS

Dog developed lethargy, anorexia and bitten the owner possibly due to pain in head. Onset to signs
Border Collie
approx 24 hours after vaccination with Nobivac Lepto 2 on 21 Oct 2016, recovered after 7 days
approx. No more information expected Reported to MAH on 8 Feb 2017 - Vaccinated with Nobivac L4
on 21 Oct 2016, given at fridge temperature (Extra Label Use). Not vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 2 as
previously reported. Presented on 28 Oct 2016 as owner reported the dog was dull and off food for
the last 6 days, reported to have occured after the vaccine-exact time scale is not known. The dog has
bitten the owner twice and appears sleepy with a sore ear. On examination, no sign of pain. Loxicom
injection was given. 29 Oct 2016 remains miserable. 1 Nov 2016 eating well, but owner reports the dog
hides and seems scared. No abnormalities on examination, Zylkene dispensed. 7 Feb 2017 Appears to
continue to look frightened. Nothing further expected.

20 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,single dose
by subcutaneous in (21/10/201621/10/2016)<BR><BR>

Lethargy and anorexia can be seen after vaccination.
Aggression is not expected and it is not clear which
was the cause of the pain. Temporal association is
strong. Product may be a factor and cannot be
excluded.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5557/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

11/12/2015

11/12/2015

1

1

0 11/12/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Tachypnoea,Erythema (for urticaria Not
see Immune SOC),Facial
Known
oedema,Localised itching,Allergic
pruritus

Allergic facial oedema, tachypnoea, facial pruritus and erythema following vaccination within 1 hour
post vaccination. Recovery within 1 hour following Dexadreson. No further information expected.

6.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One O1 - Inconclusive
vial Nobivac DHP reconstit
(11/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (1 Day(s)
11/12/201511/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose (11/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs may be associated with product
hypersensitivity but three products were given
concurrently, therefore unable to ascertain if
all/which one was involved.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5557/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.25 Year(s)

15/09/2016

28/10/2016

1

1

0 19/09/2016 Not
Immune mediated haemolytic
Known,<BR><BR anaemia
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Development of Immune Mediated Haemolytic Anaemia, signs initially noted 4 days after vaccinations. Crossbred
Ongoing reducing steroid treatments.

40 Nobivac KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(15/09/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Complete
vaccination vial (15/09/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Immune Mediated Haemolytic Anaemia is one of the
known possible adverse reactions of Nobivac L4 and
termporal association is close. Two vaccines
administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5565/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

19/09/2017

10/10/2017

1

1

1 20/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Disseminated intravascular
Not
coagulation,Circulatory
Known
shock,Circulatory collapse (see also
'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in
'Neurological'),Ecchymosis,Abdomi
nal cavity
haemorrhage,Hypovolaemia

History of lethargy. Presented with hypovolemic shock approx 24 hours after vaccination and
Norfolk
collapsed. Haemoabdomen and Ecchymoses were detected. Suspected rodenticide ingestion. Treated Terrier
with Blood transfusion, Vit K, O2. Died of Disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC) approx 24 hours
after initial signs.

8.4 Milpro 12.5 mg/125 mg Film-coated O1 - Inconclusive
Tablets for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A
,N/A,N/A (16/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (19/09/201719/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (19/09/201719/09/2017)<BR><BR>Simparica
20mg Tablets for Oral use in Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (18/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal relation is strong. Cannot exclude product
involvement however, signs are not expected and the
vet suspected rodenticide ingestion. Two vaccines and
two antiparasitic products were given concurrently in
the same days.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5566/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.17 Year(s)

07/10/2016

28/10/2016

1

1

0 09/10/2016 Not Known

Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
mass
Known

Swelling and hard mass on injection site appeared approx 2 days after vaccination. Outcome unknown. English
Springer
Spaniel

16.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one dose
(07/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest a product involvement

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5566/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.33 Year(s)

27/09/2017

10/10/2017

1

1

0 03/10/2017 Not
Tracheitis,Cough
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Tracheitis resulting in coughing 6 days after vaccination. Animal was still coughing at the time of the
reporting. Ongoing

Cannot exclude product involvement and temporal
relation is strong but signs are more compatible with
KC vaccine

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5567/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.02 Year(s)

11/10/2016

28/10/2016

1

1

0 12/10/2016 Not
Diarrhoea
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Dog usually has diarrhoea after each vaccine but it was much worse this time. Started approx 12 hours English Cocker
after vaccination, recovered after 5 days.
Spaniel

4.95 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Given 1 N - Unlikely
standard dose (27/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (27/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
18.6 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
B - Possible
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(11/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (11/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5599/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

07/12/2015

21/12/2015

1

1

0 13/12/2015 Not
Injection site abscess
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Injection site abscess (10 cm x 6 cm) within 6 days of vaccination. Drained 25 ml purulent fluid.
Outcome unknown, further treatments unknown. No further information expected.

Akita

Clinical signs are consistent with possible injection site
reaction. Onset is consistent. Product involvement is
probable. 2 products used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5599/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.25 Year(s)

30/09/2017

11/10/2017

1

1

0 30/09/2017 Not
Vomiting,Off colour
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Owner reported off colour, vomiting less than 24 hours after administration. Not presented to the
practice for clinical exam. Reaction duration 24 hours

Border Terrier

48.5 Canaural Ear Drops, Suspension for B - Possible
Dogs and Cats - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,unknown dates (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHPPi 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml (07/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one vial along with
nobivac DH (07/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
8.3 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
(30/09/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (30/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5616/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

02/10/2017

12/10/2017

1

1

0 02/10/2017 Not
Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Vomited once within 12 hours of being vaccinated, no other signs. Reaction duration 2 hours. Been on Crossbred
Onsior 40mg one tablet daily since 29/9 but not vomited until 12 hours after vaccine

30 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One
vaccination dose of L4 (02/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Onsior 40 mg Tablets
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Been on
Onsior 40mg one tablet (29/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5618/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1 Year(s)

24/11/2014

10/12/2014

1

1

0 24/11/2014 Not
Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Allergic oedema of the muzzle 4 hours post vaccination. Recovery by the next day without any
treatment.

3.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(24/11/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage form single (24/11/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (24/11/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction but multiple products used.

Not
Known

Shih Tzu

Lhasa Apso

Miniature
Dachshund

Timing/clinical signs suggest a product involvement.
The dog had had the same reaction various times
before. Two vaccines administered.

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5620/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.19 Year(s)

02/11/2016

02/11/2016

1

1

0 02/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Vomiting within 30 minutes of vaccination. No previous reactions. Recovery within one hour following Border Collie
unspecified treatment. No further information available.

15.7 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Yearly B - Possible
DHP/L4 vaccination given SC and KC
vac given intranasally (02/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (02/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (02/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Emesis can occur following vaccination; close
temporal association, three vaccines administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5621/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

20/10/2016

02/11/2016

1

1

0 31/10/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site swelling
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

Injection site swelling within 11 days of vaccination. No previous reactions. Outcome unknown.
Nothing further available.

Injection site swellings known to occur following
vaccination. Two products used (B)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5631/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.25 Year(s)

04/12/2015

16/12/2015

1

1

0 09/12/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Injection site
inflammation,Injection site
abscess,Hyperthermia,Anorexia

Not
Known

Injection site abscess, hyperthermia, lethargy and anorexia less than 7 days post Nobivac L4, DHPPi and English Cocker
KC. Drained and lanced, severe injection site inflammation. Outcome unknown.
Spaniel

68.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one B - Possible
vial dhp and l (20/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (20/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
9.6 Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (04/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (04/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (04/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5639/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.92 Year(s)

06/10/2014

11/12/2014

1

1

0 03/11/2014 Not Known

Tachycardia,Malaise,Pyrexia,Immu Not
ne mediated haemolytic anaemia Known

Malaise 24 hours post 2nd dose vaccination vaccination. No improvement noted over the next 2
Chihuahua
weeks, treated with corticosteroids. Pyrexia, tachycardia and pale mucous membranes. Diagnosed
with immune mediated haemolytic anaemia. The dog had been reported to have malaise following 1st
dose vaccination 1 month earlier but had recovered with no treatment.

5.15 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dosage
form - single (06/10/201403/11/2014)<BR><BR>

Close time association but other potential causes are
possible.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5645/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.25 Year(s)

01/12/2014

17/02/2015

1

1

1 04/12/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Abnormal ultrasound
Not
finding,Immune mediated
Known
haemolytic anaemia,Anaemia
NOS,Tachycardia,Pale mucous
membrane,Vomiting,Lameness,Dea
th by euthanasia,Anorexia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Localised pain NOS (see
other 'SOCs' for specific pain),Off
colour,Abnormal test
result,Hyperalbuminaemia

Lethargy, localised pain and lameness of the left hindleg 3 days post vaccination. Treated with
Crossbred
Carprieve and Drontal given. No further lameness but started with anorexia, lethargy and emesis.
Carprieve stopped 2 days later and Zantac started. Immune mediated haemolytic anaemia diagnosed 2
days after this, blood tests showed anaemia and hyperalbuminaemia Ultrasound showed enlarged
spleen and possibly an abnormal kidney. Pale mucous membranes and tachycardia 1 month later.
Treatment started with cyclosporin. Euthanised 2 days later. Nothing further.

26.7 Drontal Plus Flavour Bone Shaped
B - Possible
Tablets - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(04/12/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,vials mixed and
injected subcu (01/12/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (01/12/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, 2 products used, other causes
are possible.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5650/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

04/10/2017

12/10/2017

1

1

0 11/10/2017 Not Known

Pruritus,Localised hair loss

Not
Known

Fur loss and pruritis over caudolateral gluteal region and proximal to right hock medially. Had previous Crossbred
exposures with no reactions. Outcome unknown.

6.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Annual
(04/10/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5651/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.19
Month(s)

28/10/2016

02/11/2016

1

1

0 28/10/2016 Not Known

Injection site
pain,Vocalisation,Reluctant to
move

Not
Known

Intense pain over dorsal neck/shoulder region, yelping, reluctant to move, not pyrexic. Signs appeared
approx 6 hours after vaccination, recovered 1 day later, treated with Meloxicam.

Crossbred

3.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(28/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5656/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

06/10/2017

13/10/2017

1

1

0 06/10/2017 Not
Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR pain
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Swelling in area vaccinated less than 6 hours after vaccination, but also microchipped there so hard to
distinguish. Painful on palpation. Treated with NSAID''s and Meloxicam. Reaction duration 12 hours

Other
Canine/dog

2.8 Identification Chip - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Not Applicable (06/10/201706/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (06/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (06/10/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement. 2
vaccines and microchipped at the same time

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5660/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.25 Year(s)

18/09/2017

17/10/2017

1

1

0 11/10/2017 Not
Injection site haematoma,Injection Not
Known,<BR><BR site seroma
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

The dog was vaccinated on 18/09/17 with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 . On the 11/10/17 the dog had Beagle
a seroma/haematoma at either injection site of Nobivac DHP/L4 or could be reaction to ID chip as
located between shoulder blades. No further information.

Site and weak temporal association. Three products
used. Product involvement is possible.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5665/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.33 Year(s)

18/09/2017

13/10/2017

1

1

1 22/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5680/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.75 Year(s)

18/11/2015

17/12/2015

1

1

0 19/11/2015 Not
Pruritus
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Following vaccination on 18/09/17 with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac DHP, the 1.3 year old, male Chow
Chow dog developed a number of signs from 22/09/17. The reporter states that it began by him being
restless and not sleeping, just wandering around our flat. It then progressed to him looking
uncomfortable, so I took him outside as I thought he may have an upset stomach and diarrhoea. He
did seem constipated. When we came back home he started panting heavily and throwing up. He
didn''t want to lie down and just stood in front of his fan. I then took him to our emergency vet, who
realised he had a fever of 42.5 and diagnosed him as having heat stroke. I was baffled as it had not
been hot outside that day and we very carefully monitored the temperature indoors (especially as he
was a Chow). They then tried to cool him down, took blood tests which were inconclusive and he
passed away a few hours later. I later realised the only thing unusual that had happened earlier in the
week was his vaccines. After doing some research, it seems that this vaccine has caused many other
dogs to pass away.
Pruritus of the ventral neck 24 hours post vaccination with Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC. Unknown if any
treatment given. Recovery 2 weeks later. History of a previous adverse reaction to these vaccines but
details unknown.

12 Identification Chip - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,1 Implant Unknown 1 Animal
(18/09/201718/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial of DHP
(18/09/201718/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (18/09/201718/09/2017)<BR><BR>
28 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
(18/09/201718/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,It was the first time
he had received this vaccine.
(18/09/2017-18/09/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5686/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

19/11/2015

18/12/2015

2

1

0 19/11/2015 Not
Distress,Self trauma,Erythema (for Not
Known,<BR><BR urticaria see Immune SOC),Pruritus Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Constipation,Vomiting,Sleep
Not
disturbance NOS,Restlessness,Heat Known
stroke,Uncomfortable,Pyrexia,Deat
h,Panting

Not
Known

Great Dane

Chow Chow

Border Collie

Pruritus, erythema, self trauma and distress in 1 out of 2 dogs starting 6 hours following Nexgard
Shih Tzu
Spectra administration. Nobivac L4 vaccination was administered the same day. Unspecified treatment
given, signs were ongoing when case reported 1 month later.

24.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml,
O1 - Inconclusive
once every 3 years (18/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (18/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (18/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
10.5 Nexgard Spectra 18.75 mg / 3.75 mg O Chewable Tablets for Dogs Unclassifiable/unassessa
1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One tablet given
ble
(19/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (19/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Three products used together, 2 injectables. Signs are
likely due to one or both products. Overall possible
involvement.

Temporal relation is not strong but still compatible
with product involvement, however the signs are not
localised at injection site therefore are not expected.
Other causes are possible
Timing/clinical signs suggest a product involvement

Close temporal association and product involvement
cannot be discounted. Two products used.

3 products administered concurrently, signs are
unexpected, other causes are possible.

Close time association but signs are unexpected,
administered concurrently with Nexgard which is
known to cause pruritus.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5687/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.29
Month(s)

09/10/2017

17/10/2017

1

1

0 11/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Quiet,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Appetite
loss,Diarrhoea,Vomiting

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5688/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.17 Year(s)

21/09/2017

26/10/2017

1

1

1 24/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Haemorrhagic diarrhoea,Bloody
Not
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Enlarged
Known
liver,Pulmonary
congestion,Death,Inappetence,Mal
aise,Abnormal necropsy
finding,Subdued

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5689/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

06/10/2017

15/10/2017

1

1

0 12/10/2017 Not
Cough
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5697/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

15/12/2015

18/12/2015

1

1

0 15/12/2015 Not
Injection site
Not
Known,<BR><BR inflammation,Injection site oedema Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site inflammation and oedema within 6 hours of Nobivac DHP and L4. Ongoing at the time of Crossbred
reporting. An unknown treatment had been given. No further information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5699/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

08/12/2015

21/12/2015

1

1

0 13/12/2015 Not
Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR lump
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site abscess (lump) 5 days post Nobivac DHP, Lepto 4 and concurrent Milbeworm (assumed
for small dogs based on weight). Treatment with Betamox LA and Loxicom. Outcome unknown. No
further information expected.

Schnauzer

4.9 Milbeworm 2.5 mg/25 mg FilmB - Possible
coated Tablets for Small Dogs and
Puppies - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(08/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
(08/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (08/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs are likely to be associated with
administration of one or both of the injectable
products used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5703/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

02/12/2015

18/12/2015

1

1

0 03/12/2015 Not
Diarrhoea,Emesis
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Emesis and diarrhoea within 12 hours of Nobivac L4 and DHP. An unknown treatment was given.
Outcome unknown.

Crossbred

Onset and signs are consistent with possible product
involvement e.g. vaccine hypersensitivity. Another
product was also given and the signs are not specific.
Overall involvement is possible.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5707/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.42 Year(s)

28/09/2017

19/10/2017

1

1

0 06/10/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

Following vaccination with Nobivac L4 on 28/9/17, the dog developed a grapefuit sized fluid filled lump American
on back of neck by 6/10/17. Lanced and blood tinged pus drained -Amoxiclav and Meloxicam
Cocker Spaniel
treatment. Nothing further.

7.5 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (02/12/201502/12/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (02/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
9.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (28/09/201728/09/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5723/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.7 Year(s)

03/11/2016

15/11/2016

1

1

0 04/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Yes 'Skin'),Urticaria,Facial
oedema,Hives (see also 'Skin')

No Data

Urticaria, facial swelling/oedema, hives within 24 hours of vaccination and milbemax (best guess)
administration. Outcome unknown. No previous reactions. No further information available.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5726/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

16/10/2017

17/10/2017

1

1

0 16/10/2017 Not
Vocalisation
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

The puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC on 16/10/17. The puppy showed extreme
vocalisation after administation of the vaccine. Lasted for about 1minute. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5738/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.58 Year(s)

20/11/2015

22/12/2015

1

1

0 22/11/2015 Not
Colitis,Diarrhoea,Anorexia
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Colitis post first L4 and DHPPi starting within 24 hours and lasting for 4 days. Following second L4:
diarrhoea and anorexia. Treatment with bland diet. Recovery after an unknown time. No further
information expected.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5743/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

08/12/2014

18/12/2014

1

1

0 09/12/2014 Not
Limb weakness
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Limb weakness of the right foreleg and right hindleg 24 hours post vaccination. Improvement noted
following unspecified treatment but still ongoing 8 days later.

Injection site lump,Injection site
mucopurulent discharge,Injection
site abscess

Not
Known

Not
Known

The dog was given the first vaccination on 9/10/17 with Nobivac DHP and L4 and given a wormer ( Best Chihuahua
guess) Milquantel . On 11/10/17 the second day after vaccination the dog was quiet and decreased
appetite and on the fourth day had diarrhoea and fifth day vomited once. Nothing specific on
examination: temperature 37.7C, membrane colour and hydration normal, abdomen relaxed. Given
yudigest sachet to settle digestion. Nothing further. Follow up case reported to MAH on 17 Oct 2017. A
female entire Chihuahua, weighing 670grams (date of birth 8th July 2017) was given a vaccination of
Nobivac DHP and L4 as well as a Milquantel on 9th October 2017. On the 11th October 2017, the dog
was lethargic and inappetant and vomited once on the 12th October 2017. The dog had diarrhoea on
the 13th October 2017 and was seen by the vet on the 14th October and reported to be quiet. Dog
treated with YU-digest sachets. No further information expected.

The dog was vaccinated on 21/09/17 with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. The reporter states that
Shih Tzu
during Sunday night 24/9/17 the dog was sick and unwell. Monday morning 25/9/17, the dog was sick
and very subdued, at vets 9.30 given anti sickness jab, not any better after giving her water didn''t eat,
reporter rang again at 3.30 pm Monday afternoon, took her back to the vets where the vets squeezed
her tummy and milky brown/blood came out she looked terrible, stayed at the vets overnight where
she died at 14 months old. 25/10/17 NCA update from medical history - 21/09/17 vaccination Nobivac
DHP and L4 - reexamined at vet practice 26/09/17 Vomiting 2 days , no food yesterday, no diarrhoea given treatment - returned later the same day - further vomiting for IV fluids - passed watery
haemorrhagic diarrhoea in consult - unfortunately she passed away overnight . Postmortem
examination initial investigation in vet practice and samples sent for histopathology. Await further
information. 26/10/17 NCA update - PM examination summary from veterinary practice: Mouth - sl.
pale, otherwise NAD. No obstruction in pharynx. Eyes NAD. Thorax - lungs NAD - hypostatic congestion
left side. No evidence inhalation. Heart NAD. Heart blood clotted. Abdo - Stomach - thickened wall
near pylorus. Liquid GI contents - sl. bloody. No obstructions. No evidence peritonitis/ perforation.
Contents also watery and bloody. Liver sl. enlarged with rounded edges. Gallbladder full. Spleen NAD.
Kidneys NAD. No petechiae on organs consistent with DIC etc. Samples taken of liver/ kidney/ spleen/
lung in plain and formalin but not sent for histopathology. Most likely haemorrhagic gastroenteritis.
Treatment appropriate to this. Likely died secondary to acute metabolic derangement (eg
hypokalaemia/ acid-base imbalance) or acute airway obstruction from vomitus etc. Nothing further.

The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4 on 6/10/17. On 12/10/17 the dog was
coughing particularly in the morning- this lasted for 4 days. Nothing further.

Crossbred

Beagle

0.67 Milquantel 2.5 mg/25 mg Tablets for O1 - Inconclusive
Small Dogs and Puppies Weighing at
Least 0.5 kg - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Not applicable
Unknown (09/10/201709/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml (09/10/201709/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 Dose Not applicable
1 Animal (09/10/201709/10/2017)<BR><BR>
3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml 1 O1 - Inconclusive
Animal (21/09/201721/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(21/09/2017-21/09/2017)<BR><BR>

14.3 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
N - Unlikely
intranasal dose reconstitued with
diluent (06/10/201706/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (06/10/201706/10/2017)<BR><BR>
8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 DOSE B - Possible
(15/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (15/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

19.1 Milbemax Tablets for Dogs A - Probable
1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (03/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose (03/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
Crossbred
1.45 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(16/10/201716/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (16/10/201716/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (16/10/201716/10/2017)<BR><BR>
Skye Terrier
Not
Nobivac DHPPi - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
Known ,N/A,N/A (22/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Given booster
with new L4 20/11/15, then 2nd
vacc 4 weeks later (20/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>
Not Applicable Not
Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
OKnown (08/12/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Unclassifiable/unassessa
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs - ble
1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (08/12/2014N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association. Non specific signs with
other possible causes in a dog of this age. Three
products given.

Close temporal association with product use and
limited investigation - product involvement is
inconclusive. Two products used.

Coughing would not be expected following use of this
product. Intranasal vaccine also administered at same
time is a more likely cause of clinical signs. Product
involvement is unlikely.

Signs are consistent with probable involvement of one
or both vaccines.

Close temporal and anatomic association. Act of
administration can result in introduction of infection product involvement is probable.

Type I hypersensitivity signs most probably
attributable to vaccination. Close temporal
association.

Close temporal association with vaccination. Three
products administered.

Signs recurred on rechallenge but two products were
given during first dose. Possible involvement.

Signs noted 24 hours post vaccination but signs are
inconsistent with vaccine reaction due to affecting
two limbs on one side of body, but product role
cannot be ruled out.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5756/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.4 Year(s)

05/11/2016

10/11/2016

1

1

0 05/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Facial oedema,Lethargy
R><BR><BR>Yes (see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Urticaria

No Data

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5758/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

17/12/2015

22/12/2015

1

1

0 17/12/2015 Not
Periorbital oedema,Emesis
Known,<BR><BR (multiple)
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5765/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

25/11/2015

22/12/2015

1

1

0 25/11/2015 No,<BR><BR><B Restlessness,Vocalisation,Tachypno Other
R><BR><BR>No ea,General pain (see other SOCs for
specific pain),Reluctant to move

Restlessness, appeared to be in pain (coded general pain), tachypnoea, lethargy and vocalisation
starting within 1 hour post vaccination. Recovery 8 hours later with no treatment given.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5767/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.92 Year(s)

12/09/2017

18/10/2017

1

1

1 17/09/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

My dog had her annual booster on the Tuesday and she was very unwell from the following Sunday and Rhodesian
two weeks later I had to have my dog put to sleep
Ridgeback

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5773/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.17 Year(s)

17/10/2017

18/10/2017

1

1

0 17/10/2017 Not
Hives (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Restlessness,Panting,Facial
><BR><BR><BR> oedema
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 17/10/17 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC. Within one hour the dog had facial Pug
oedema, hives on feet, restless, panting.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5788/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.5 Year(s)

18/11/2014

19/12/2014

1

1

0 18/11/2014 Not Known

Not
Known

Diarrhoea and emesis 24 hours post vaccination followed by ataxia and impaired vision. The VS
advised to change the diet as the owner had been feeding raw vegetables but no improvement noted.
Owner described dog as more "nostalgic" (coded behavioural disorder), but one owner has been ill in
hospital. Still ongoing intermittently 4 weeks later.

English Cocker
Spaniel

13.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,contents
of one vial of vaccine administered
(18/11/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Initial signs close time association but unusual for it to
go on as long as this. May be related to diet and diet
change.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5791/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.14 Year(s)

21/12/2015

24/12/2015

1

1

0 21/12/2015 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Emesis and diarrhoea starting 2 hours post vaccination. No treatment given, the dog was not examined Newfoundland
by the vet and no further information could be obtained. Outcome unknown.

86.5 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
(21/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 vial (21/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, insufficient information, 2
products administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5795/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.67 Year(s)

27/12/2015

1

1

0 24/12/2015 Not
Lack of efficacy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Suspected lack of efficacy: signs of kennel cough 10 months post vaccination having been kept with a
puppy with kennel cough. Signs persisted for at least 1 week. Outcome unknown. No further
information expected.

Labrador
Retriever

29.2 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
No assessment
,N/A,N/A (N/Aperformed
N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (20/02/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5798/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.17 Year(s)

17/10/2017

23/10/2017

1

1

0 18/10/2017 Not Known

Weakness,Bloated,Diarrhoea,Abnor Not
mal radiograph finding,Weight loss Known

Sudden onset severe diarrhoea, presented very weak and lost 600g since day of injection. Suspect
coincidence but as vaccinated day before can''t rule out reaction. Bloods wnl. Radiographs shown
gassy colon and caecum. Responded to 24hours ivft. Case received from the Veterinary Medicines
Directorate Suspected Adverse Reaction Dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 4 on 17 Oct 2017.
Dog had received Nobivac Lepto 4 and Nobivac DHP 4 weeks previously (exact date not given) and no
reaction occurred. Sudden onset severe diarrhoea, presented very weak and lost 600 grams since 18
Oct 2017. Bloods were reported as normal (results not given). Radiographs showed a gassy colon and
caecum. The dog was treated with intravenous fluids for 24 hours and reported as responded to
treatment. Unknown if fully recovered. No further information expected.

Dachshund
(Standard)
Wire-haired

8.1 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,2nd Lepto 4
injection, 4 weeks (17/10/201717/10/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5801/15

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.81
Month(s)

29/12/2015

29/12/2015

1

1

0 29/12/2015 Not
Hyperthermia,General pain (see
Known,<BR><BR other SOCs for specific
><BR><BR><BR> pain),Anxiety,Malaise
Not Known

Anxiety, general pain, hyperthermia and malaise within 6 hours of Nobivac DHP and L4. Outcome
unknown. An unknown treatment was given. No further information expected.

Other
Canine/dog

Clinical signs are consistent with possible vaccine
reaction; 2 products used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5811/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.17 Year(s)

08/11/2016

08/11/2016

1

1

0 08/11/2016 Not Known

Anaphylactoid reaction starting within 1 hour post vaccination includes allergic oedema of the face,
tachypnoea, increased upper respiratory sounds and allergic pruritus of the face. Unspecified
treatment given leading to recovery 1 hour later.

Pug

2.35 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml
B - Possible
subcutaneous 2 vials (29/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml subcutaneous 2
vials (29/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>
9.9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(08/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5838/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.19 Year(s)

04/11/2016

09/11/2016

1

1

0 06/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous
R><BR><BR>Yes system depression in
'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Discomfort
NOS

No Data

Lethargic, pyrexic, hunched appearance (coded as discomfort NOS) within 48 hours. Following
English Cocker
treatment with anti-inflammatories is much improved (exact timings unknown). No previous exposure, Spaniel
nothing further.

Timing and clinical signs suggest possible vaccine
related reaction: two vaccines used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5839/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Year(s)

06/10/2017

20/10/2017

1

1

0 07/10/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5853/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

17/10/2017

02/11/2017

1

1

0 20/10/2017 Not
Injection site mass
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

The owners report anorexia, lethargy and wobbliness (coded as ataxia) in the 8 days following
Crossbred
vaccination. Prior to vaccination he was healthy and no concerns. NAD on pre-vaccination clinical
exam. They report 1 episode of vomiting on the 8/10/2017 but no further. The owners were tempting
to eat and syringe feeding water in the week following vaccination and on the morning of 16th
October the owners report he improved and is now back to his normal self. He has not previously had
any vaccinations but this was the first exposure to the lepto 4 vaccination.
The dog was vaccinated on 17/10/17 with Nobivac DHP, L4 and KC. On 20/10/17 the dog had a round Nova Scotia
fluid filled mass around injection site- no more information.
Duck Tolling
Retriever

17.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Given B - Possible
one vial of DHP and L4 mixed
together (04/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (04/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
27.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial of
vaccine (06/10/201706/10/2017)<BR><BR>

26.9 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(17/10/201717/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (17/10/201717/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (17/10/201717/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Close temporal and site association - product
involvement is possible. Two products used
subcutaneously.

Death by euthanasia,Malaise

Behavioural disorder
NOS,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Impaired
vision,Clumsy

Not
Known

Facial swelling (see also
Not
'Skin'),Wheezing,Tachypnoea,Anaph Known
ylactoid reaction,Allergic pruritus

Vomiting,Ataxia,Anorexia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Not
Known

Facial oedema, cutaneous urticarial lesions, diarrhoea, lethargy within 6 hours of vaccination.
Pug
Recovery within 6 hours following unspecified treatment. No previous exposure. No further
information available. Case received to MAH on 10 Nov 2016. Suspected Adverse Reaction. On 5 Nov
2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. On the same day that evening, owner
reported swelling to muzzle. Dog presented with facial swelling and generalised urticaria but otherwise
no other abnormalities detected. Given Dexadreson, antihistamine injections and a Piriton and dog was
sent home for monitoring. On 6 Nov 2016, the clinical signs had fully resolved. No further information
expected.
Emesis (multiple) 15-30 minutes post vaccine, periorbital swelling 30 minutes post vaccination.
Pug
Treatment 0.95 ml Cerenia, 1 ml Ranitidine, 4 mg Piriton. Outcome unknown. No further information
expected.

Crossbred

10 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,One
B - Possible
dose administered by subcu
(05/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(05/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association, clinical signs suggest
delayed Type I hypersensitivity reaction. Two
products used.

9.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(17/12/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (17/12/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs and onset are consistent with probable
product involvement.

3 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,Charlie had a dose of DHPPi
reconstituted with L4 injected
together subcutaneously.
(25/11/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (25/11/2015N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, 2 products administered, signs
are non-specific.

44.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O Insufficient information
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
Unclassifiable/unassessa
(12/09/2017-12/09/2017)<BR><BR> ble
8.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(17/10/201717/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (17/10/201717/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose (17/10/201717/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association. Suspected
hypersensitivity. Three products used.

Close temporal association. Product involvement is
possible.

Close time association, signs suggestive of
anaphylactoid reaction.

Close temporal association although wobbliness and
vomiting and duration of clinical signs are not
expected. Product involvement is possible.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5857/14

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

10/11/2014

24/12/2014

1

1

0 11/11/2014 No,<BR><BR><B Circulatory collapse (see also
Other
R><BR><BR>No 'Neurological' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Hypothermia,Weakness,
Dull

Lethargy, collapse, hypothermia and weakness within 6 hours post vaccination. Recovery 2 days later
following unspecified treatment.

Chihuahua

0.25 Nobivac DHPPi - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
B - Possible
vaccination reconstitutes DHPPI
AND L (10/11/2014N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 vaccination
reconstitutes DHPPI AND L
(10/11/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>
0.49 Identification Chip - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (21/10/201721/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml reconsituted with
Nobivac L4 suspension for injection
for dogs (21/10/201721/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (21/10/201721/10/2017)<BR><BR>

close time association but non-specific signs

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5860/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.06
Month(s)

21/10/2017

23/10/2017

1

1

0 21/10/2017 Not
Ataxia,Hypoglycaemia,Head tilt Known,<BR><BR neurological disorder
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

The pup was vaccinated on 21/10/17 with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 and microchip was placed.
Within less than 6 hours the pup had ataxia, head tilt, low blood glucose. Reporter suspects clinical
signs related to hypoglycaemic episode rather than vaccine reaction. Similar subsequent episodes in 2
days following. Nothing further.

Pug

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5907/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.98 Year(s)

12/11/2016

13/11/2016

1

1

0 13/11/2016 Not Known

Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')

Not
Known

Allergic oedema over the muzzle starting within 24 hours post vaccination. Temperature was normal
and no respiratory distress noted. No treatment given, outcome unknown.

English Cocker
Spaniel

11.7 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,one dose
(12/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5925/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.19
Month(s)

14/11/2016

14/11/2016

1

1

0 14/11/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site pain,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Not eating

Not
Known

Owner reports puppy lethargic & reluctant to move or eat 6 hours after vaccination. Owner reports
West Highland
pain at site of vaccination when touched. Puppy not seen after vaccination by vet. Outcome unknown. White Terrier

2.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial B - Possible
of each (14/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (14/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
12.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A
(30/06/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two vaccines administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5972/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Year(s)

30/06/2016

16/11/2016

1

1

0 30/06/2016 Yes

Collapse (see also 'Cardio-vascular' No Data
and 'Systemic disorders')

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5980/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.17 Year(s)

16/11/2016

01/02/2018

1

1

0 16/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Decreased heart rate,Low blood
R><BR><BR>Yes pressure,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-5983/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.06
Month(s)

28/10/2016

17/11/2016

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6009/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.68
Month(s)

19/10/2017

01/11/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6045/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.4 Year(s)

15/09/2017

09/11/2017

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6060/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.9 Month(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6067/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.4 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6101/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.06
Month(s)

Close temporal association with vaccination given symptoms would not be expected and blood results
indicated hypoglycaemia - product involvement is
inconclusive.

Collapse within one hour of vaccination. Recovery within 24 hours - unknown whether treatment
given. No further information available.

Crossbred

No Data

Lethargy, vomiting (twice), low blood pressure and decreased heart rate within 2 minutes of
vaccination. Recovery within one hour without treatment. No previous vaccine related reactions.
Nothing further. Case received to MAH on 1 Feb 2018 On 16 Nov 2016, dog was vaccinated with
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Shortly after vaccination - dog collapsed and required intravenous fluid
therapy and was hospitalised as had bradycardia and hypotension. Recovery within 24 hours. No
further information expected.

Bichon Frise

4.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Vial B - Possible
of DHP and 1 vial of L4 (16/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml 1 Animal
(16/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs can occur following vaccination; two
products used

0 04/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site swelling
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

severe Subcutaneous swelling at injection site within 7 days of vaccination. CYTOLOGIC
INTERPRETATION: MARKED MIXED INFLAMMATION, PROBABLE INJECTION REACTION. Recovery
within 11 days. No previous exposure. No further information.

Whippet

5.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(28/10/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (28/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Injection site swellings can occur following
vaccination. Two products used.

1

0 19/10/2017 Not Known

Vomiting,Sleepiness - systemic
disorder,Breathing
difficulty,Pneumonia

Not
Known

The pup was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 on 19/10/17. Within 30 minutes of vaccination the pup had
violent vomiting, followed by deep sleep. The vomiting lead to breathing problems so saw emergency
vet in 48 hours. Aspiration pneumonia (coded as pneumonia) has been diagnosed and he is now on iv
penicillin. No further information.

French Bulldog

4.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Second
vaccination (19/10/201719/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs suggest product involvement
is possible although pneumonia would not be
expected but may have developed as consequence of
the other clinical signs.

2

1

1 04/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Increased heart rate,Abdominal
Not
pain,Diarrhoea,Haemorrhagic
Known
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Death,Inappete
nce,Hypothermia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Dehydration,Abnormal test
result,Hypoglycaemia,Tense
abdomen,Hyperphosphataemia,Ele
vated BUN,Increased packed cell
volume
(PCV),Monocytosis,Hyponatremia

18 days after vaccine, severe vomit and diarrhoea for 2 days (4-5/10) then haemorrhagic watery
Shih Tzu
diarrhoea for several hours on 6/10 prior to admit. Inappetant for the full 2 days. Owner did not seek
Veterinary advice at all during this period. Bloods unremarkable (dehydration and slightly increased
monocytes). Constant deterioration throughout the day with supportive treatment being administered
(IVFT (Vetivex 11 Hartmann''s), Zinacef, Zantac, Cerenia, Vetergesic) and intensive nursing care. Dog
died despite treatment after an unknown period of time. Case received to MAH on 30 Oct
2017:Suspected Adverse Reaction On 15 Sep 2017, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 also had Bravecto
250 mg and Milbemax given on 15 Sept 2017 and was clinically well at time of vaccination. On 6 Oct
2017, owner reports dog has been passing diarrhoea, vomiting and not eating for the past few days (no
date given). That morning passed diarrhoea with blood and prompted the owner to bring dog in. On
examination, temperature 36.6 degrees Celsius, heart rate 160 per minute, abdomen tense and painful,
very flat and not wanting to stand. Blood tests performed: HCT 60.5 (37-55), Haemoglobin 21.9 (1218), monocytes 2.58 (0.3-2), Glucose 4.06 (4.11-7.95), Sodium 143 (144-160), Phosphorus 3.78 (0.812.2), Urea 16.9 (2.5-9.6). Parvovirus snap test negative. The dog was admitted and placed on
intravenous fluid therapy, antibiotics, Zantac, Cerenia and Vetergesic. The dog was then being moved
to emergency practice and the dog died on route. The owner declined a post mortem and took home
to bury. Open case, await further information. Follow up 09 November 2017. The following products
were added as concomitant medication in the product screen: Intravenous fluids (Vetivex 11
Hartmann''s), Zinacef (antibiotic), Zantac, Cerenia and Vetergesic. No new information received. Open
case, await further information. Follow up 9 Nov 2017 - It was confirmed from the veterinary practice
that the dog was never given the Bravecto 250mg chewable tablet or Milbemax. This have been
removed from the product screen. No further information expected.

5.5 Cerenia unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A O1 - Inconclusive
,24,Unknown Unknown (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one vial s/c
(15/09/201715/09/2017)<BR><BR>Vetergesic
unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Vetivex 11
(Hartmann''s) Solution for Infusion
for Cattle, Horses, Dogs and Cats N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>cefuroxime (human) N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown, Treatment Start and End
Date 06/10/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>ranitidine (zantac)
(human) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown, Treatment
Start and End Date 06/10/17 (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

18 days after vaccine is not a strong temporal
relation, however, signs such as vomit and diarrhoea
and inappetence are expected. The deterioration of
the signs leading to death are not expected and may
have a multifactorial aetiology. Overall cannot
exclude product involvement but assessment is
inconclusive.

30/11/2016

1

1

0 06/11/2016 Not
Vocalisation,Localised hair loss
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Owner reports circular area of thinning hair with central point of new hair between shoulder blades,
Chihuahua
milk bottle top size since more noticeable over past 2-3 weeks since had first vacc/advocate, not sore,
did cry at first and a few seconds after injection of 2nd vaccination. Had recent id chip at breeder.
Unsure which drug might be. It is not clear if the alopecia is at advocate application site or were the
vaccine was applied. The vaccine date application is not clear either. Hair is growing back now,

NCA agrees with the MAH assessment.

21/11/2016

30/11/2016

1

1

0 21/11/2016 Not
Drowsiness - systemic
Not
Known,<BR><BR disorder,Lameness,Disorientation,I Known
><BR><BR><BR> ncreased respiratory rate
Not Known

Dog started becoming drowsy, increased respiratory rate, seemed lame on right forelimb and looked
disorientated starting within 6 hours post vaccination. Unspecified treatment given, recovery 1 hour
later.

West Highland
White Terrier

1.2 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small O1 - Inconclusive
Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 pipette (1
Day(s) 29/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Identification Chip N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
9.5 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(21/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,Standard 1ml dosage
from vaccine single vial was given.
(21/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

15/10/2016

23/11/2016

1

1

0 15/10/2016 Not
Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR pain
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Reaction site swelling developed about 2 hours post injection, was painful to touch; swelling resolved
over a few hours.

Crossbred

Not
Known

4 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Standard Lepto 4 liquid mixed
with DHP powder and given as a
single injection. (15/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (15/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

Close temporal association although clinical signs
unusual and other possible causes of impaired
consciousness

Close time association, 2 products administered
concurrently.

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two vaccines administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6110/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

20/11/2016

23/11/2016

2

1

0 20/11/2016 Not
Swollen face (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Anaphylaxis
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Anaphylaxis post vaccination. Calla was presented at the practice an hour post inoculation with
swollen face. No hives, fever or respiratory distress. Outcome unknown.

Chihuahua

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6144/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.08 Year(s)

22/11/2016

25/11/2016

1

1

0 22/11/2016 Yes

No Data

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6154/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.23
Month(s)

31/10/2017

02/11/2017

1

1

0 01/11/2017 Not
Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR serosanguinous discharge
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Profuse vomiting starting a couple of hours after visit to practice, unable to keep food or water down.
Client reports dog was "off colour" after vaccine previous year but not seen in clinic. NAD on general
exam when presented 28h post vaccination - dog responded to treatment with ranitidine and
maropitant. Nothing further
Large soft swelling over injection site: 22 mls (though some remained) drained by 21 g needle. Blood
stained watery fluid. Reaction duration 24 hours

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6156/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.33 Year(s)

27/10/2017

05/12/2017

1

1

0 28/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6163/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

01/11/2017

03/11/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6186/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

26/10/2015

29/11/2016

5

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6197/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.2 Month(s) 01/11/2016

07/12/2016

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6215/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.26 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6221/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.1 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6226/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.83 Year(s)

02/10/2017

13/10/2016

Off colour,Vomiting

Timing/clinical signs suggest a possible anaphylactic
reaction to the vaccine. Two vaccines administered.

CLose temporal association, clinical signs can occur
following vaccination. Possible mild reaction previous
year also .

4.34 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
B - Possible
dose per vial: reconstituted as per
manufacturers instructions
(31/10/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (31/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

Suspected adverse reaction. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC on 27 Oct 2017. Crossbred
On 28 Oct 2017 the dog was off colour with a painful dorsal neck and pyrexia. Swelling and then
abscess formation dorsal neck. Drained area, Antibiotics and IV fluids given but then within 48 hrs
marked swelling ventral neck - cellulitis (Coded as injection site infection) and further pus formation.
Drained again. Situation on going and dog is hospitalised at present still undergoing treatment. Details
reported by Attending Vet to the MAH on 3 Nov 2017. Dog was also described as very flat and off food
on 28 Oct 2017. Also treated with Paracetamol. Sent home on 30 Oct 2017. 2 Nov 2017: Neck very
painful and swollen at site of injection. Attending Vet sedated, drained and cleaned the area which had
started sloughing. Treated with Antibiotics and pain relief. Swab taken. In house cytology - Mixed
inflammatory infiltrate predominantly mature neutrophils and the odd macrophage. Await results of
External Lab C&S. Follow up received by MAH on 5 Dec 2017 - On 28 Oct 2017, dog was reported to
have swollen right axillary and right popliteal lymph nodes. On 29 Oct 2017, treated with Meloxicam
and Buprenorphine. Vet reported the dog was hypersalivating and temperature was 38.2 degrees C,
treated with Cerenia. On 30 Oct 2017, hospitalised on intravenous fluids, metronidazole and
buprenorphine. On 31 Oct 2017, vet reported swelling on dorsal neck and sternal oedema and cellulitis
on the left foreleg. Treated with Synuclav. On 2 Nov 2017, owner reported burst abscess on the left
side of the dogs sternum and vet reported skin bruising and a temperature of 39.5 degrees C. On 2 Nov
2017 and 3 Nov 2017, dog was sedated and the abscess flushed with saline. On 6 Nov 2017, dog had a
general anaesthetic and necrotic tissue was debrided from the wound. The wound was situated on the
ventral sternum and chest, between the forelimbs. The dog had ongoing sedation to manage the
wound (open) and dress it from the 7 Nov 2017 to 11 Nov 2017. On 13 Nov 2017, primary wound
closure was carried out under a general anaesthetic. On 17 Nov 2017, vet reported a serous discharge
from the wound. On 21 Nov 2017, the surgical wound had broken down and on 27 Nov 2017 dog had a
general anaesthetic and the wound was re-sutured. On 4 Dec 2017, vet reported the wound to be
healing. Culture and sensitivity isolated Pasteurella spp and Staphylococcus. Vet is suspicious of a dog
bite injury. No further information expected. Closed case.

17.1 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose A - Probable
1 Animal (27/10/201727/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single dose
(27/10/2017-27/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Close temporal and site association. Abscess
formation can be due to act of administration
however product involvement is probable.

0 02/11/2017 Not
Swallowing difficult,Swollen lip (see Not
Known,<BR><BR also 'Skin'),Anal oedema
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

The dog was vaccinated on 01/11/17 with Nobivac DHPPi and Nobivac L4. On 02/11/17 the dog had
swelling of lips, difficulty swallowing and anal mucosal protrusion. No information supplied on
treatment or outcome.

Shar Pei

Timing and clinical signs suggest product involvement
is possible.

2

2 26/10/2015 Yes

No Data

Vomiting, lethargy within 12 hours in 2 of 5 vaccinated. Treated with antiemetic injection however
owner returned them to vets the following day as reluctant to move. VS noted "swelling in belly"
(coded as abdominal oedema). Death within 3 days of vaccination. First litter of pups and the breeder
had waited until 10 weeks old to vaccinate. Nothing further.

Great Dane

5.92 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial of L4 mixed
with 1 vial of DHPPi (01/11/201701/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial of L4 mixed
with 1 vial of DHPPi (01/11/201701/11/2017)<BR><BR>
8.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (1
Year(s) 26/10/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

1

1

0 01/11/2016 Not
Flaccid paralysis,Pain NOS
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

No Data

"Floppy" (coded as flaccid paralysis) and pain (NOS) within 2 hours of vaccination. Recovery within 10
hours without treatment. No previous reactions. Nothing further

Crossbred

07/11/2017

2

1

0 02/10/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

Swollen lump on nose less than one hour following vaccination. Reaction duration 5 hours. Owner
gave dog piriton after which the swelling came down. Dog has had DHP before without side effects.
New L4 Vaccine this time.

Miniature
Dachshund

07/12/2016

1

1

0 16/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Breathing
R><BR><BR>Yes difficulty,Skin warmth

No Data

Vomiting, diarrhoea, skin warmth and breathing difficulty within 6 hours of vaccination. Recovery
within 2 days without treatment. Previous reactions have occurred; details unknown. No further
information available.

Crossbred

22/12/2016

1

1

1 13/10/2016 Yes

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
swelling,Injection site pain,Injection Known
site serous
discharge,Hypersalivation,Skin
slough,Skin necrosis,Skin
oedema,Skin
swelling,Cellulitis,Inappetence,Off
colour,Pyrexia,Abnormal test
result,Bruising,Injection site
infection,Skin abscess,Swollen
lymph node,Dehiscence,Injection
site mass,Limpness

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move,Abdominal
oedema,Death,Vomiting

Lump

Monocytosis,Hyperphosphataemia, No Data
Elevated renal
parameters,Hyperglycaemia,Lethar
gy (see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Death
by euthanasia,Polyuria,Collapse
(see also 'Cardio-vascular' and
'Systemic disorders'),Unable to
stand,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated SAP,Abdominal
mass,Platelet disorder
NOS,Inappropriate
urination,Neutrophilia,Oral
ulceration,Vomiting,Blood in
vomit,Polydipsia

Golden
Retriever

1.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One B - Possible
vial mixed with nobivac L4 batch
number A053A01 (20/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (20/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
7.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial
(22/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Polyuria, polydipsia, vomiting within 48 hours of first dose of Nobivac L4. Lethargy, vomiting, polyuria, Yorkshire
polydipsia, oral ulceration, markedly elevated renal parameters: elevated
Terrier
BUN/creatinine/hyperphosphataemia, hyperglycaemia, elevated SAP, neutrophilia, monocytosis within 5 days of second dose of Nobivac L4. Radiographs showed cranial abdominal mass; death by
euthanasia on humane grounds. Nothing further. On 28 Sep 2016, reported severe pyoderma and given
Noroclav and started prednisolone. On 13 Oct 2016, dog vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and an unknown
time association afterwards the dog had vomiting. On 10 Nov 2016, dog had second Nobivac L4. On 11
Nov 2016, dog was lethargic and had a urinary accident in her bed. On 12 Nov 2016, vomiting
continued, drinking more than normal and urinating in her sleep. On 15 Nov 2016, dog collapsed and
was unable to stand, when presented had a sore abdomen on palaption and had an infected right eye.
Given buprenorphine. The dog on this day then developed blood in vomit, mouth ulcers and a palpable
mass in abdomen which was confirmed on radiogaphs. Blood results: WBC 29.23 (5.05-16.76),
Neutrophils 21.39 (2.95-11.64), monocytes 4.58 (0.16-1.12), platelets 0.47 (0.14-0.46), creatinine too
high to read and elevated urea (no value or reference range). A snap test for canine pancreatic lipase
was abnormal and dog has a history of pancreatitis. On 15 Nov 2016, the dog was euthanased due to
no improvement. No further information expected.

B - Possible

OAlthough the clinical signs started in close temporal
Unclassifiable/unassessa association with the vaccination, it is unclear whether
ble
any diagnostics were performed. There are many
causes of vomiting/lethargy in puppies. It is also
assumed other vaccinations (DHP) would have been
administered at the same time however there is no
information on these.
1.39 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small B - Possible
Close temporal association; two vaccinations given.
Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial of DHP
reconstituted wi (01/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial of DHP
reconstituted with L4 (01/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
8.45 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
NCA agrees with MAH assessment
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vail
(02/10/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
8.64 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,Routine vaccination vial dose
(16/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Routine vaccination
vial dose of DHP and L4 combined.
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>
5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,1,4 Weeks,N/A,1 vial
administered 13/10/16. 2nd dose
administered 4 weeks later as per
data sheet 10/11/16 (13/10/201610/11/2016)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association; GI signs can occur
following vaccination however the dyspnoea and
erythema are unusual. Two vaccines used.

Cranial abdominal mass was diagnosed therefore the
most likely underlying cause of all the clinical signs
seen.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6227/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

03/11/2017

06/11/2017

1

1

0 03/11/2017 Not
Blood in faeces,Diarrhoea,Mucous
Known,<BR><BR stool
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6232/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.58 Year(s)

24/11/2016

01/12/2016

1

1

0 24/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Seizure NOS,Lethargy (see also
No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Lethargy within 3 hours, seizure type episode within 8 hours of vaccination. Recovery within 5 hours
without treatment. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6242/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.77
Month(s)

01/12/2016

1

1

0 01/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Depression,Apathy,Shaking,Vocalisa No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes tion

Depression, shaking, unwilling to interact with owner (coded as apathy), vocalisation within 30 minutes Crossbred
of vaccination. Recovery within 6 hours without treatment. No previous reactions, nothing further

5.45 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,administered by vet student
under direct supervision of vet.
(01/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

Very close temporal association. Clinical signs can
occur following vaccination. Two products used

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6243/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.22 Year(s)

26/11/2016

12/12/2016

1

1

0 26/11/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site
R><BR><BR>Yes swelling,Diarrhoea,Vomiting

No Data

Vomiting and diarrhoea starting within 6 hours of vaccination and persisting for 4 days before
Basset Hound
spontaneous resolution. Swelling at site of vaccination for 5 days that then resolved. No previous
reactions. Nothing further. Case reported to MAH on 2 Dec 2016 Vaccinated on 26 Nov 2016 with
Nobivac DHP and L4. Later that day it started vomiting multiple times. Also developed a swelling a the
vaccination site .Developed diarrhoea on 27 Nov. 28 Nov vomiting stopped and was still eating. 29 Nov
diarrhoea stopped. 30 Nov the swelling had resolved. No more information expected

19.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
(26/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single dose of vaccine
administered by normal route
(26/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association, clinical signs known to
occur following vaccination. Two products used.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6244/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15.84
Year(s)

01/11/2017

07/11/2017

1

1

0 03/11/2017 Not
Distress,Behavioural disorder
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Vocalisation,Spasm,Panting
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Yelping in pain running around screaming, panting, distressed. would settle and then restart in spasms.
Signs started two days after concurrent administration of Nobivac KC, Nobivac L4, Vivitonin 50 mg
Tablets and Amlodipine 1.25 mg Ceva Chewable Tablets. Reaction duration 2 days.

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6277/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.13
Month(s)

02/12/2016

1

1

0 29/11/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Upper respiratory tract signs: coughing, sneezing, watery oculonasal discharge, mildly increased upper
respiratory tract noise (coded as rales), mild submandibular lymph node enlargement within 24 hours
of vaccination. No previous exposure. Recovery within 3 days following unspecified treatment.
Nothing further.

Chihuahua

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6282/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.75 Year(s)

05/11/2017

09/11/2017

2

1

0 05/11/2017 Not
Vomiting,Swollen lip (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin')
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

The dog vomited 5-10 minutes after vaccine 6-7 times. Then later in the day she had a swollen lip.
Treated with Cerenia soon after vomiting then Dexadresson and Chlorphenamine at 5pm. Signs are
ongoing

Pug

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6293/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.5 Year(s)

22/04/2015

03/12/2016

1

1

1 13/05/2015 Yes

Staggering, head tilt, violent vomiting, nystagmus within 3 weeks of vaccination leading to collapse,
unable to stand, anorexia, vestibular disorder within 24 hours of vaccination. Slow recovery by end of
first week and over following six months she regained approximately 80% normality. Head tilt, loss of
balance and cognitive impairment remained ultimately resulting in death. No previous exposure.
Nothing further

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6319/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.83
Year(s)

09/11/2017

10/11/2017

1

1

0 09/11/2017 Not Known

Labrador
Retriever

35 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single
Dose (09/11/201709/11/2017)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association and reduced activity can
be seen according to SPC- product involvement is
probable.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6326/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Year(s)

21/10/2017

10/11/2017

1

1

The dog was vaccinated on 09/11/17 with Nobivac L4. From one hour after vaccination the dog
became lethargic and the dog simply lies down and sleeps. The dog became listless about 8 hours after,
however he ate his supper on the 9th November and breakfast on the 10th November but has simply
laid down and does not like walking any distance before he lies down again. No further information on
treatment or outcome.
The dog was vaccinated on 21/10/17 with Nobivac L4. On 28/10/17 the dog had a seizure,poor
appetite, continuous rapid respiration and occasional coughing,(not panting). 2 further seizures over
next 2 days. Fortekor prescribed, no effect. General lethargy and fatigue. Euthanized on 3/11/17 due
to further deterioration. Blood work within usual ranges. Nothing further.

Jack Russell
Terrier

8.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1ml
(21/10/2017-21/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Although clinical signs of seizures, cough and rapid
respiration are not expected and timing is delayed,
product involvement cannot be discounted.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6327/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.23
Month(s)

10/11/2017

24/11/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6330/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Year(s)

15/11/2016

05/12/2016

1

1

Enlarged lymph node
(localised),Respiratory
signs,Cough,Nasal
discharge,Rale,Ocular
discharge,Sneezing

Vomiting,Unable to
No Data
stand,Staggering,Collapse (see also
'Cardio-vascular' and 'Systemic
disorders'),Death,Head tilt neurological disorder,Horizontal
nystagmus,Cognitive disorder
NOS,Cognitive impairment,Central
vestibular disorder,Anorexia

Sleepiness - systemic
disorder,Listless,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Reluctant to
move
1 28/10/2017 Not Known
Seizure NOS,Increased respiratory
rate,Cough,Death by
euthanasia,Appetite loss,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Fatigue
0 10/11/2017 Not
Inappetence,Pain
Known,<BR><BR NOS,Agitation,Crying,Facial swelling
><BR><BR><BR> (see also 'Skin'),Adipsia
Not Known

0 17/11/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

Not
Known

Lameness,Pemphigus foliaceus,Skin Not
inflammation NOS
Known

On 3/11/17 the dog was given one tablet of Nexgard Spectra 18.75 mg / 3.75 mg Chewable Tablets for Rottweiler
Dogs and vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On the same day within 12 hours, the dog had diarrhoea with
blood and mucus. Puppy is well in herself, eating and lively, but bloody diarrhoea. Treatment of
metrobactin and prokolin paste has been given. No information on outcome.

Other
Canine/dog

On 10/11/17, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 as a second dose (four weeks after the first
Boxer
vaccination had been given) and Advocate was applied.. The dog developed swelling of muzzle in early (German
hours of the morning following injection that evening. Unsettled (coded as agitation) and crying during Boxer)
the night, painful swelling with reluctance to let owners handle, and would not eat or drink this
morning. Otherwise bright. No information on treatment - the reaction lasted one day.

Pemphigus foliaceus affecting all 4 paws causing lameness and neutrophilia inflammation of the claws Lhasa Apso
starting 2 days post vaccination. Unspecified treatment given, outcome unknown.

7.9 Nexgard Spectra 18.75 mg / 3.75 mg B - Possible
Chewable Tablets for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One tablet of
Nexgard Spectra 3.5-7.5kg (1
Month(s) 03/11/201703/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (03/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
31 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
(24/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (24/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

9.5 Amlodipine 1.25 mg Ceva Chewable O1 - Inconclusive
Tablets for Cats - 2.5,1,1
Days,3,AMLODIPINE BESILATE
2.5mg sid (01/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,given at the same
time intranasally (01/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 full vial
(01/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Vivitonin 50 mg
Tablets - 50,1,12 Hours,3,VIVITONIN
TABS 50MG 1 tablet bid (01/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

1.13 Endectrid 40 mg + 10 mg Spot-on
No assessment
Solution for Small Dogs performed
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 vial (28/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Quantex 50 mg
Tablets - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>
7.55 Cerenia unidentified - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,24,1 Dose Unknown 1 Animal
(05/11/201705/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (05/11/201705/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (05/11/201705/11/2017)<BR><BR>
30 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection N - Unlikely
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N\K
(22/04/2015-N/A)<BR><BR>

9.66 Advocate Spot-on Solution for
B - Possible
Medium Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(10/11/201710/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml injected s/c as
second dose 4 weeks later than the
first (10/11/201710/11/2017)<BR><BR>
5.75 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One vial
(15/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association although diarrhoea is not
expected. Two products given concurrently. Product
involvement is possible.

Lethargy can occur following vaccination however
seizures are not an expected reaction following
vaccination. Due to the close temporal association;
vaccine involvement cannot be ruled out. Two
vaccines administered.

Two days is not a close temporal relation for these
kind of signs. Multiple products used, all of which
could have been involved. There is insufficient
information to be able to assign causality.

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

Clinical signs unusual, unexpected, and not a close
temporal association. More likely to be idiopathic or
other disease process leading to the clinical signs
seen.

Timing and clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Vaccine given is more likely cause of facial swelling.
Two products used.

Signs are unexpected but close time association.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6348/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.1 Year(s)

13/11/2017

14/11/2017

1

1

0 13/11/2017 Not
Swollen mouth,Swelling around
Known,<BR><BR eye,Reddening of the skin,Skin
><BR><BR><BR> inflammation NOS
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6358/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.75 Year(s)

15/04/2017

14/11/2017

1

1

0 18/04/2017 Not
Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Ataxia,Anorexi Not
Known,<BR><BR a,Allergic skin reaction
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting, Diarrhoea, anorexia 3 days after vaccination. Since then worsening allergic type skin disease German
and hind limb ataxia. Dog had existing skin issues before receiving L4 but owner really feels this was
Shepherd Dog
involved with the exacerbation of his cutaneous signs. Vomit, diarrhoea and anorexia reported
previously. Hind limb ataxia consistent with Chronic Degenerative Radiculomyelopathy (CDRM) but
seem to be progressing quickly. Outcome unknown.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6364/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

06/12/2016

1

1

0 30/11/2016 Not
Sneezing,Stridor (Upper respiratory; Not
Known,<BR><BR for lower respiratory see also
Known
><BR><BR><BR> Bronchial rale),Reverse sneezing
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Sneezing, reverse sneezing and stridor within 24 hours post vaccination. Still ongoing 1 week later
despit unspecified treatment.

Chihuahua

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6365/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.67 Year(s)

17/11/2016

07/12/2016

1

1

0 17/11/2016 Not
Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin')
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Facial swelling and emesis within 6 hours post vaccination. Treated with dexamethasone and
antihistamines leading to recovery later the same day.

Dandie
Dinmont
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6379/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

10/07/2017

14/11/2017

1

1

0 27/07/2017 Not
Metaphyseal osteopathy
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4 on 10/07/17 and then with Nobivac DHP on
24/07/17. On the 27/07/17 the dog was diagnosed with Metaphyseal osteodystrophy (metaphyseal
osteopathy). No information on treatment or outcome.

German Shorthaired
Pointing Dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6387/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

20/09/2016

15/11/2017

1

1

0 22/09/2016 Not Known

Not
Known

On 20/09/16 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. From 22/09/16 the dog went off food, was very Other
sleepy and nervous (wasn''t before) (coded as anxiety), had sickness and diarrhoea and loss of weight Canine/dog
over time and became noise sensitive. Liver and kidneys tests came back clear. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6393/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.33 Year(s)

29/11/2016

08/12/2016

1

1

0 29/11/2016 Not Known

Anxiety,Diarrhoea,Appetite
loss,Sleepiness - systemic
disorder,Increased sensitivity to
sound,Sickness,Weight loss
Shaking,Depression,Injection site
pain,Weakness

Not
Known

Depression, shaking, weakness and pain at the injection site starting within 6 hours post vaccination.
Treated with NSAIDs leading to recovery by the next day.

Bedlington
Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6394/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9 Year(s)

06/09/2017

15/11/2017

1

1

0 18/09/2017 Not Known

Injection site swelling

Not
Known

The dog was vaccinated on 06/09/17 with Nobivac L4. On the 18/09/17 the dog had a subcutaneous
swelling at the injection site. No further information.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6399/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7 Year(s)

01/04/2015

20/11/2017

1

1

1 31/08/2015 Not Known

Renal disorder NOS,Death,NT glomerulosclerosis,Distension of
abdomen,Glomerulonephritis

Not
Known

Welsh Terrier

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6400/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

06/10/2014

20/11/2017

1

1

0 22/10/2014 Not Known

Seizure NOS

Not
Known

The dog was vaccinated on 01/04/2015 with Nobivac L4. From 31/08/2015 the dog was investigated
for the cause of a swollen abdomen and was subsequently diagnosed with kidney disease. She
underwent kidney biopsy which confirmed the presence of immune complexes deposited in the
glomerular basement membranes - immune mediated glomerulonephritis and glomerulosclerosis. No
further information.
Suspected Adverse Reaction The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto 4 on 6 Oct 2014. On 22 Oct
2014 the dog had a seizure. Previously the dog had never had any seizures. First started seizuring 2
weeks after first dose of Nobivac Lepto 4. The dog has continued to have seizures for the last 3 years.
No details of treatment given. No details of investigations carried out given.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6401/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.67 Year(s)

11/08/2014

23/11/2017

1

1

1 10/11/2014 Not Known

Polydipsia,Polyuria,Renal
failure,Death

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6402/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Month(s)

30/09/2017

20/11/2017

1

1

1 24/10/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Renal failure,Death,Abnormal test
R><BR><BR>Yes, result
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known

Not
Known

My boxer pup Ethel was treated at 8 wks and 10 wks with Nobivac Lepto 4 in August 2014 and 3
months later she suffered from excessive drinking and urination. Was taken to happy pets in Enfield
London. Was told renal failure stage 2? She was then treated for 9 months at RVC hospital potters bar.
Her kidneys were damaged from the vaccine. I spent a year getting her better after this. She died
having a routine spay, her kidneys had been damaged so badly I believe by the Nobivac Lepto4 Vaccine
. *NEW* Case received by the Veterinary Medicines Directorate Suspected Adverse Reaction Owner
reported that a boxer pup was vaccinated at 8 weeks and 10 weeks of age (extra label use, treatment
regime not respected) with Nobivac L4 on 11 Aug 2014 (assume this is date of second vaccination,
details not given). Owner reported that 3 months later dog suffered from excessive drinking and
urination (estimate Nov 2014). Owner reported the dog was taken to the vet, who informed them that
the dog was in renal failure stage 2. The dog was then treated for 9 months at a referral vets (no
details of investigations or treatment given). The owner believes the dogs kidneys were damaged from
the vaccine. Owner reported that they spent a year getting her better (estimate recovery in 2015).
Owner reports that the dog died whilst undergoing a routine spay (estimate 2017), no details given
regarding this and unknown if bloods were performed prior to general anaesthetic. No further
information expected.
The puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP/L4 on 02/09/17. The puppy was then vaccinated with
Nobivac DHP/Nobivac KC on 16/09/17 and the puppy received Nobivac L4 on 30/9/17. On 24/10/17
the dog developed kidney failure - blood results were ''off the scale'' (coded as abnormal test result)
and the dog died on 02/11/17. No further information.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6426/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.84
Month(s)

08/12/2016

09/12/2016

1

1

0 09/12/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Allergic oedema of the face and ears, emesis and lethargy starting 12 hours post vaccination. Treated
with antihistamines leading to recovery a few hours later.

Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Not
Known

Muzzle swollen and eyes bilaterally swollen and associated skin red and very inflamed less than 12
hours after vaccination with Nobivac KC, Lepto and DHP. Reaction duration 12 hour.

Coton de
Tuléar

8.75 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 B - Possible
ml Unknown 1 Animal (13/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,0.4 ml Unknown
1 Animal (13/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (13/11/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>
51 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
O1 - Inconclusive
,N/A,N/A (15/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (15/04/2017N/A)<BR><BR>
4.5 Milbemax Chewable Tablets for
No assessment
Small Dogs and Puppies performed
N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 standard dose
(29/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
11.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(17/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (17/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (17/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
8.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,DHP
O1 - Inconclusive
and L4 vaccine given on 10/07/2017
and DHP given on 24/07/2017
(24/07/201724/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (10/07/201710/07/2017)<BR><BR>
17 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(20/09/2016-20/09/2016)<BR><BR>
9 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 dose
injected subcutaneously
(29/11/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
30 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
(06/09/2017-06/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest a possible
hypersensitivity/anaphylactic reaction to the vaccine.
Two vaccines injected concurrently (and one nasal KC)

Dog had existing skin issues before receiving L4 and
vomit, diarrhoea and anorexia were reported
previously. Ataxia can be expected according t more
recent information, however, other underlying causes
are also possible such as CDRM. Assessment is
therefore inconclusive

suspected hypersensitivity reaction, 3 products
administered concurrently.

This condition affects young rapidly growing large
breed dogs and it has been reported in German Short
haired Pointers. The aetiology of the disease is
unknown however product involvement cannot be
discounted.

Close temporal association and reduced appetite and
sleepiness can be expected, however sickness,
diarrhoea, weight loss and noise sensitivity are not
expected. Product involvement is possible.
Signs could be expected, close time association.

Swelling at site of injection is listed on SPC - product
involvement is probable.

10 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1
Animal (01/04/201501/04/2015)<BR><BR>

The reported clinical problems would not be expected
but immune mediated disorders can have many
triggers. Product involvement cannot be discounted
although temporal association is weak.

12.4 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (06/10/201406/10/2014)<BR><BR>

Seizures are not an expected adverse event following
vaccination however product involvement cannot be
discounted.

Boxer
(German
Boxer)

29 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,2 doses
one at 8 wks, 2nd at 10wks
(11/08/2014-N/A)<BR><BR>

Renal failure is not expected following the use of this
vaccination and three months is not a close temporal
relation. Product involvement cannot be excluded,
however, some underlying kidney disease prior to
vaccination cannot be excluded either, therefore
assessment is inconclusive.

Golden
Retriever

5.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
O1 - Inconclusive
Unknown 1 Animal (16/09/201716/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (16/09/201716/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Previous dose of
Nobivac L4 02/09/17 (30/09/201730/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Clinical signs reported would not be expected and
limited information supplied, however product
involvement cannot be discounted.

Beagle

5.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,FULL B - Possible
VIAL, 2ND INJECTION AS PART OF
THE PRIMARY COURSE OF
VACCINATIONS, 4 WEEKS AFTER 1ST
DOSE (08/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (08/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity but 2
products administered concurrently.

Pug

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6432/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

16/11/2017

17/11/2017

1

1

0 16/11/2017 Not
Injection site
Known,<BR><BR pain,Vocalisation,Trembling
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Pain (assumed injection site pain): crying, trembling less than 2 minutes after vaccination. Reaction
duration 3 minutes. This reaction was after the injection was completed without a reaction, and
despite the vaccine being at room temperature prior to use, as previously advised by manufacturer

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6453/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

02/12/2016

12/12/2016

1

1

0 02/12/2016 Not
Facial swelling (see also 'Skin')
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Allergic oedema of the face 2 hours post vaccination, unspecified treatment given leading to recovery
an unspecified period later.

Other
Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6453/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

10/07/2017

01/12/2017

1

1

0 24/07/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6456/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.87
Month(s)

17/11/2017

18/11/2017

1

1

0 17/11/2017 Not
Anaphylaxis,Facial swelling (see
Known,<BR><BR also 'Skin'),Breathing difficulty
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 17/11/17, the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP/L4. Anaphylaxis occurred 2 hours after
Shih Tzu
administration of mixed DHP + L4 vaccine given subcutaneously. Presented with oedematous swelling
of the face and muzzle which did not respond to intravenous administration of dexamethasone. Intraoral soft tissue swelling developed impairing breathing. Supported with oxygen therapy. The reaction
lasted 4 hours.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6459/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

11/01/2016

24/11/2017

1

1

1 01/01/2016 Not Known

Death,Multi-organ failure NOS

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6462/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

12/09/2017

29/11/2017

1

1

0 12/09/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Adipsia,Appetit Not
e loss,Lethargy (see also Central
Known
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6463/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.3 Year(s)

27/10/2017

29/11/2017

1

1

0 27/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6497/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

20/11/2017

21/11/2017

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6507/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.32 Year(s)

09/11/2016

14/12/2016

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6526/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.25 Year(s)

17/11/2017

23/11/2017

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6561/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

28/11/2016

28/12/2016

1.96 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(16/11/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose administered
(16/11/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

36 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(02/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (02/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Close time association, possible hypersensitivity
reaction, 2 products administered concurrently.

8.9 Cerenia 10 mg/ml Solution for
O1 - Inconclusive
Injection for Dogs and Cats N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Treatment date
27/07/17 (N/A27/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,DHP - injected twice
initially (10/07/201724/07/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,1,1 Years,10,1ml injected once
annually (10/07/201710/07/2017)<BR><BR>Noroclav
Injection for Cattle and Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Treatment date
27/07/17 (N/A27/07/2017)<BR><BR>ranitidine
(zantac) (human) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Treatment date 27/07/17 (N/A27/07/2017)<BR><BR>
3.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A B - Possible
(17/11/201717/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single dose
(17/11/2017-17/11/2017)<BR><BR>

The lameness was subsequently diagnosed on
radiography as metaphyseal osteodystrophy and so a
connection with vaccination seems unlikely however
product involvement in the gastrointestinal signs
cannot be discounted.

On 11/01/16 the dog went for his yearly check up and the owner was told he was in very good health German
and condition for his age. He had the Lepto jab ( Nobivac L4) and was dead within 3 weeks - the owner Shepherd Dog
was told all his organs had failed. The date of onset of the clinical signs was reported as 16/11/16
however the narrative says the animal died within 3 weeks of vaccination - so the incident date has
been set as 01/01/16. No further information available.
The puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and DHP on 12/09/17. On the same day within 12 hours of Dobermann
vaccination the puppy had vomiting, severe diarrhoea, extreme lethargy, loss of appetite and no desire
to drink. The reaction was extreme and required a great deal of veterinary intervention including one
late night emergency visit where she had to be given sub cutaneous fluids to prevent her death. She has
now fully recovered but has an understandable fear of vets which is going to take a lot of work to put
right. She had blood tests and vomit and stool samples checked, all came back clear .

52 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose
Unknown 1 Animal (11/01/201611/01/2016)<BR><BR>

Limited information supplied however product
involvement cannot be discounted.

10 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (12/09/201712/09/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (12/09/201712/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs suggest product involvement two vaccines given

Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Adipsia,Appetit No Data
e loss,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4 on 27/10/17. Within 12 hours the dog developed
vomiting, severe diarrhoea, extreme lethargy, loss of appetite and no desire to drink. The reaction
lasted 3 days. No more information expected.

Irish Red
Setter

22 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (27/10/201727/10/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (27/10/201727/10/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs suggest product involvement
is possible. Two vaccines given.

0 20/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Diarrhoea,Haemorrhagic
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological')

Not
Known

ON 20/11/17 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and Nobivac KC. within 6 hours of vaccination
the dog had sudden onset diarrhoea followed by vomiting. Both repeated episodes. Lethargy
progressing to haemorrhagic diarrhoea. No known exposure to new food, toxin or foreign body. No
information on treatment or outcome.

English Cocker
Spaniel

1

0 09/11/2016 Not Known

Lameness,Tiredness,Walking
difficulty

Not
Known

Collie Rough

1

1

0 17/11/2017 Not
Vomiting,Facial swelling (see also
Not
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Wheezing,Shallow breathing Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Pet owner noticed lameness since home after her vaccinations and thought it might be right leg then
left, difficulty walking, back legs have not been stable and is very tired. Had L4 vaccination at 4:30pm
noticed lameness a few hours later and called 10 pm tonight and seems fine in self other then
lameness. Episode last night. Right hind and then left hind lameness. All ok today as yet. t38.8 no
swollen joints, abdominal relaxed and chest ok. Colour etc fine. Given metacam last night. No further
information
The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac KC and Nobivac L4 on 17/11/17. On the same day as the
vaccination the dog vomited and had swelling around nose, wheezing, short shallow breaths. Treated
with Chlorphenamine injection. The duration of symptoms was 3 days. No further information.

1

1

1 28/11/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Muscle
No Data
pain,Lameness,Inappetence,Lethar
gy (see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated
temperature,Weight loss,Stiff
gait,Vocalisation,Diarrhoea,Loose
stool,Bloody
diarrhoea,Vomiting,Metaphyseal
osteopathy

Behavioural disorder
NOS,Restlessness,Spleen and
reticulo-endothelial system
disorder NOS,Pale mucous
membrane,Distension of
abdomen,Vomiting,Panting,Death,
Weakness,Depression,Liver
disorder NOS,Abdominal cavity
haemorrhage,Food refusal

Not
Known

diarrhoea and lameness occurring less than 14 days after the vaccination was administered to the dog. German ShortSubsequent radiographs revealed metaphyseal osteodystrophy as the likely cause of lameness, and
haired
veterinary opinion that metacam suspension as a likely cause of the diarrhoea. 05/12/17 NCA
Pointing Dog
UPDATE - medical history received - Vaccination 10 July 2017 Nobivac DHP/L4, 24 July 2017 Nobivac
DHP only - had slight diarrhoea this morning but eating other dog food, very bright. Soft stools from 24
July then 26 July watery diarrhoea , then vomiting and bloody diarrhoea - lethargic and picky with food.
27 July 2017 Admitted for fluids, abdominal scan - nothing remarkable and given cerenia, ranitidine and
noroclav injections. 28 July 2017 very lethargic- seems sore when walked - stiff stilted gait and lame
both forelimbs and yelping when examined. T39.3 - admit for observation and bloods. Subsequent
referral 2 Aug 2017 for diarrhoea, weight loss and lameness - diagnosed with metaphyseal osteopathy.
No information on primary practice history of dog receiving metacam. 7/11/17 NCA update:
radiographs taken at Vets Now on 31/7/17 confirm a cause of lameness as metaphyseal osteopathy,
the dog was given one dose of metacam after diagnosis and was switched to paracetomol, but this
was subsequent to the initial presentation of diarrhoea and lameness, no further information to add.

Miniature
Dachshund

Stopped eating normally (coded as Food refusal) within 6 hrs after product administration. Continued Crossbred
for 10 days, at which time he vomited (coded as Vomiting) and became withdrawn (coded as
Depression). He only wanted to sit out in the garden where he was cooler (coded as Behavioural
disorder NOS). He could not settle (coded as Restlessness), and could not lift his leg to urinate (coded
as Weakness). He was carried indoors but would not settle (coded as Restlessness), just sat on all fours
(coded as Behavioural disorder NOS), panting (coded as Panting). On arrival at emergency vets, his
gums were almost white (coded as Pale mucous membranes). Scans showed abnormalities in his
spleen (coded as Spleen and reticulo-endothelial system disorder NOS) and liver (coded as Liver
disorder NOS) and he had suffered a massive bleed internally (coded as Abdominal cavity
haemorrhage) as his abdomen was distended (coded as Distension of abdomen). It was decided he
would not have survived emergency surgery. No previous exposure, but was recorded as annual
booster. Unclear whether died or was euthanised 11 days post administration (coded as Death). No
further information available.

14.3 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(20/11/201720/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml of a 1ml vial given
SC (1 Year(s) 20/11/201720/11/2017)<BR><BR>
20.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,First
dose of L4 Primary course
(09/11/2016-09/11/2016)<BR><BR>

4 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,0.4 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (17/11/201717/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (17/11/201717/11/2017)<BR><BR>
22.35 Nobivac DHPPi, lyophilisate and
solvent for suspension for injection
for dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml
(N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,Dosage not known,
annual booster (28/11/201628/11/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac Pi N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products used.

Close temporal association. Although signs are not
expected product involvement is possible. Two
vaccines given - one was intransal.

Time association is strong and according to the SPC,
immune mediated polyarthritis has been reported
after vaccination. Product involvement is possible.

B - Possible

Timing and clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products used.

O1 - Inconclusive

Temporal relationship between onset of anorexia and
administration which has been observed following
vaccination. Delayed development of remaining signs
suggests underlying condition, however in very rare
cases, clinical signs of immune-mediated haemolytic
anaemia, immune-mediated thrombocytopenia, or
immune-mediated polyarthritis have been reported
and there is insufficient information to rule out
product involvement in this case.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6562/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Month(s)

09/12/2016

23/12/2016

1

1

0 09/12/2016 Not
Unable to stand,Lethargy (see also Not
Known,<BR><BR Central nervous system depression Known
><BR><BR><BR> in 'Neurological'),Not eating
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Lethargy, unable to get up and not eating within 6 hours of administration. Reaction duration 7 days.
No previous reactions. No further information available. Bayer (MAH) comment: No treatment start
date selected for Endectrid & Quantex entered 2016 as no date stated in the case description.
Reaction end date added as 2016.

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6576/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

16/08/2016

16/12/2016

1

1

1 16/08/2016 Yes

Drinking a lot, decreased appetite, loose stools, lethargy, jaw looked out of shape (coded as jaw
disorder), halitosis, discoloured teeth, teeth worn into points (coded as tooth disorder) renal failure,
elevated renal failure, leading to death within unknown period of time following second L4
vaccination. No further information available

English Cocker
Spaniel

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6578/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

16/12/2016

18/12/2016

1

1

0 16/12/2016 Not Known

Toy Poodle

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6587/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.42 Year(s)

11/10/2017

29/11/2017

1

1

1 11/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6590/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

16/11/2017

27/11/2017

1

1

0 16/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Injection site swelling,Injection site Not
R><BR><BR>Not pain,Vocalisation,Anorexia,General Known
Known
pain (see other SOCs for specific
pain),Reluctant to move,Pyrexia

Happy healthy puppy before 2nd dose of lepto4. Within 6hrs dog uncomfortable and moaning (coded
as Groaning). Within 12 hrs listless, drooling, clenching feet (coded as Discomfort NOS), diarrhoea,
cry''s of pain (coded as Crying). By day four symptoms easing but puppy still drooling occasionally and
keeps urinating with no urine coming out (coded as Urine abnormality NOS). Seen by vet but no
treatment given. No further information available.
Owner brought dog in 5 days post vaccination but said that the dog had ''''not been right'''' since her
vaccination on 11 Oct 2017 with Nobivac DHP and L4. Was seen on 16 Oct with Pyrexia, malaise, right
fore lameness, inappetence, enlarged submanidibular lymph nodes, left sided facial swelling, had
intravnous fluids, bloods, antibiotics etc, and then referred and euthanased 30 Oct 2017 This dog had
previously been vaccinated with L4 13 Oct 2015, 10 Nov 2015 & 6 Oct 2016 but never previously had
DHP as prior to that had been vaccinated with DHPPi + Lepto 2. No more information expected This
dog had previously been vaccinated with L4 13/10/15, 10/11/15 & 06/10/16 but never previously had
DHP as prior to that had been vaccinated with DHPPi + Lepto 2
Within 4 hours of 2nd dose vaccine administration (Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 on 16 Nov 2017; first
dose of each was given 19/10/17) there was generalised pain, refusal to walk, crying and swelling at
vaccine site and anorexia. Symptoms were treated with non- steroidals and buprenorphine and lasted
for 4 days.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6591/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.4 Year(s)

13/11/2017

16/02/2018

1

1

0 15/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
necrosis,Injection site
Known
swelling,Injection site weeping (see
also
'skin'),Leucocytosis,Neutrophilia,Dri
nking a
lot,Cellulitis,Inappetence,Pyrexia,Inj
ection site panniculitis,Abnormal
test
result,Hypoalbuminaemia,Quiet

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6616/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

18/11/2016

20/12/2016

1

1

0 18/11/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Sleepiness - systemic
disorder,Facial swelling (see also
'Skin'),Swelling around eye,Pinnal
oedema

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6620/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

17/12/2016

20/12/2016

1

1

0 17/12/2016 Not Known

Shaking,Vomiting,Crying,Limping

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6625/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

12.83
Year(s)

07/12/2016

20/12/2016

1

1

0 10/12/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Off colour,Gait abnormality,Not
Not
eating,Pyrexia,Lethargy (see also
Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological')

Off colour, lethargic, off food (coded as Not eating), walking badly (coded as Gait abnormality), pyrexia West Highland
within 48 hrs of vaccination. No previous exposure. Outcome unknown. No further information
White Terrier
available.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6776/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.5 Year(s)

22/12/2016

29/12/2016

1

1

0 29/12/2016 Not Known

Injection site swelling

Not
Known

Small soft swelling at the site of vaccination showed some days after vaccination, outcome unknown.
Had previous exposure with no reaction

Chihuahua

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6785/16

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

30/12/2016

30/12/2016

1

1

0 30/12/2016 Not
Swollen face (see also
Known,<BR><BR 'Skin'),Swollen lip (see also 'Skin')
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Swollen face/lips within 6 hours of vaccination. No previous reaction. Outcome unknown. Nothing
further.

Miniature
Dachshund

Decreased appetite,Death,Renal
No Data
failure,Jaw disorder,Drinking a
lot,Loose
stool,Halitosis,Discoloured
teeth,Tooth disorder,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Elevated renal
parameters
Diarrhoea,Uncomfortable,Discomf Not
ort NOS,Groaning,Urine
Known
abnormalities
NOS,Listless,Drooling,Crying
Lameness,Death by
Not
euthanasia,Inappetence,Malaise,Of Known
f colour,Pyrexia,Local swelling (not
application site),Enlarged lymph
node (localised)

O1 - Inconclusive

Temporal relationship between reaction and
administration. Non-specific clinical signs. Multiple
products administered.

OInsufficient information on diagnostics, time to onset
Unclassifiable/unassessa of clinical signs.
ble

2.98 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(16/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal association between product
administration and symptoms. Symptoms such as
vocalisation, diarrhoea and listlessness have been
observed following administration of this product.

Cavalier King
Charles
Spaniel

8.6 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Single B - Possible
injection of annual boo (11/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (11/10/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Pyrexia, malaise, lameness, inappetence and enlarged
lymph nodes can be expected following vaccination,
however, the seriousness of the rest of the signs is not
expected. Vaccination may have triggered some some
preexisting condition but product involvement is also
possible. Two vaccines administered concurrently, so
both are equally involved.

Crossbred

7.5 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,restart vaccination course
(16/11/201716/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,restart vaccination
course (16/11/201716/11/2017)<BR><BR>
51 Baytril unidentified - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,N/A (23/11/201723/11/2017)<BR><BR>Dexadreson 2
mg/ml Solution for Injection N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (23/11/201723/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (13/11/201713/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (13/11/201713/11/2017)<BR><BR>tramadol
(human) - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(23/11/2017-23/11/2017)<BR><BR>

As 2 vaccines have been given concurrently it is
impossible to determine which has caused the
symptoms, although the timing of and effects are
likely related to one or either vaccine administration

4.2 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml L4 B - Possible
used to dissolve DHP (18/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (18/11/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal relationship between vaccination and
symptom onset. Reported symptoms have been
known to occur on administration of this product.

2 days after vaccination the dog became quiet, a panniculitis reaction at the site of injection was noted Newfoundland
up to 25cm and organised into an abscess. Pyrexia was also noted 41.3C.No treatment details
supplied. Reaction duration 7 days. Case received to MAH on 16 Feb 2018 Suspected Adverse Reaction
On 13 Nov 2018, dog vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4, clinically well at time of
vaccination. On 20 Nov 2017, swelling at injection site approximately 3-4cm thick and 20cm in
diameter. On presentation temperature was 40.8 degrees Celsius and a fine needle aspirate taken and
no pus was aspirated. On 21 Nov 2017, re-examined and temperature 38.9 degrees Celsius, drinking
more and inappetant and only eating treats. Swelling 20cm still. On 22 Nov 2017, temperature 41.3
degrees Celsius and swelling increasing in size and was aspirated and given an injection of steroids. On
23 Nov 2017, abscess not better and temperature 41.2 C and started Tramadol, Dexadreson and
Baytril. On 24 Nov 2017, admitted as abscess burst and formed cellulitis and treated abscess with
saline flushed and temperature reduced to 39 degrees Celsius. On 26 Nov 2017, dog was bright but still
no interest in food. The wound was discharging was cleaned and flushed. Blood sampling showed
leucocytosis, neutrophilia with mildly low urea and albumin, no values are available or ref ranges . On
28 Nov 2017, dog had surgery to remove necrotic skin from abscess. A drain was placed and from then
dog started to recover well. On 10 Jan 2018, all healed and dog recovered. No further information
expected.
Facial swelling within 1 hour of product administration. Profuse swelling bilaterally periocular, over
French Bulldog
bridge of nose, upper lips and some swelling to both pinnae. No vaccination site swelling. Very sleepy
in consult. No previous exposure. The patient had received a different brand vaccine antigen 2 weeks
previous. Outcome unknown. No further information available.

Within 30 minutes of vaccination, vomited once and if touched would cry out. Limping on RF. Shaking
from approx 9am until 5pm at which point she perked up. Previous reaction. Recovered after 8 hours.
No further information available.

18 Endectrid 250 mg + 62.5 mg Spot-on
Solution for Large Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,restarting of the
vaccines - 1 (09/12/201609/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(09/12/201609/12/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (09/12/201609/12/2016)<BR><BR>Quantex 50
mg Tablets - 2,N/A,N/A ,N/A,2
Tablets 1 Animal (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>
2.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(16/08/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Crossbred

The suspected reaction occurred within a few days of
administration of the vaccine. Pyrexia is a likely
adverse event following vaccination as well as
injection site reaction as well. Two vaccines
administered

5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(17/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>

Temporal association between vaccination and onset
of symptoms. Described symptoms have been
previously reported on administration of this product.

11 Cortavance 0.584 mg/ml Cutaneous B - Possible
Spray Solution for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Metacam 1.5 mg/ml
Oral Suspension for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 single dose
(07/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>
3.15 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,Given 1
standard dose (22/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>
2.08 Nobivac DHP - N/A,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,second vaccine given today.
first vac given on 02.12.16.
(30/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,second vaccine
given today. first vac given on
02.12.16. (30/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal relationship between vaccination and
onset of symptoms. These symptoms have previously
been reported following administration of this
product. A mild and transient increase in body
temperature (= 1 °C) has been observed very
commonly in clinical studies for a few days after
vaccination, with some pups showing less activity
and/or a reduced appetite. Administered concurrently
with Metacam and Cortavance.
Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement

Close temporal association between vaccination and
symptoms. These symptoms have previously been
seen following administration of this product.
Multiple vaccinations administered.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6813/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.45
Month(s)

23/11/2017

24/11/2017

1

1

0 23/11/2017 Not
Periorbital oedema,Pruritus,Facial
Known,<BR><BR oedema
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6892/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

17/11/2017

29/11/2017

1

1

0 18/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Respiratory distress,Nasal
Not
discharge,Cough,Decreased
Known
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Nasal congestion

On 17/11/17 the dog was vaccinated with Canigen KC and Nobivac L4. On 18/11/17 the dog had
French Bulldog
coughing and serous nasal discharge 24-48 hours after administration. Progressed to lethargy,
hyporexia (coded as decreased appetite), severe nasal congestion & mild respiratory difficulties (coded
as respiratory distress) 4 days after vaccine. Managed with mucolytic and NSAID. The clinical signs
lasted 8 days. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6901/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.25 Year(s)

22/11/2017

29/11/2017

1

1

0 23/11/2017 Yes

Diarrhoea,Vomiting

Vomiting and diarrhoea started the day after vaccination. The vomiting resolved after 48 hours, the
diarrhoea was still ongoing when report was received despite unspecified treatment.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6918/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.3 Month(s) 22/11/2017

01/12/2017

1

1

1 25/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Abnormal posture NOS,Increased Not
salivation,Tremor,Unconscious,Sha Known
king,Eyes rolling back,Shallow
breathing,Sleepiness - systemic
disorder,Quiet,Tachycardia,Involunt
ary
defecation,Hypersalivation,Letharg
y (see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Death
by euthanasia,Increased respiratory
rate,Trembling,Seizure
NOS,Distension of
abdomen,Diarrhoea

The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4 on 22/11/17. On 25/11/17 the dog had a seizureChihuahua
type episode and diarrhoea which became soft, more like liquid the next day. No vomiting, no blood in
diarrhoea, sleepy yesterday, quiet today. Owner hasn''t given advocate and no access to any toxins.
Seizure type episode this evening approx 5.30pm, eyes rolling back and head stretched up, whole body
shaking passed, no urine or faeces during episode. Owner didn''t time episode, quiet and trembling
since. On arrival at vet practice - quiet, no neurological deficits, chest sound clear, HR approx 180 but
RR very high and shallow breathing. Mucous membranes pink,CRT<2 secs, abdomen slightly enlarged hasn''t been wormed, temperature 38.1, BG 8.8 . Owner reports usually very lively puppy, eats well
and plays lots. Vaccinated Wednesday 22nd Nov 9am. Neurological episode? toxin? shunt? vaccine
reaction (quite late for this?)? other? advise unlikely to be vaccine reaction but o is convinced linked to
vaccine. The dog had another episode while waiting for blood results- lasted approx 30 seconds
salivating+++, defecated soft faeces, eyes rolled upwards, body over on one side with tremors,
unconscious, after episode quiet with rapid breathing as previously. Passed reasonable volume soft
faeces after this episode. No significant abnormalities on haematology and biochemistry - kept in
overnight on IV fluids, no further seizure activity. Home the following day, rechecked on Monday 27th
Nov - Owner reports subdued, nad on exam. Brought in 29/11, has had another seizure, Owner elected
for dog to be put to sleep. Owner offered further investigations throughout - advised would report as a
possible reaction. Nothing further.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6936/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.5 Month(s) 27/07/2017

30/11/2017

1

1

0 27/07/2017 Not Known

Lethargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Stiffness
NOS,Subdued

Not
Known

The puppy was vaccinated on 27/07/17 with Nobivac L4 - on the same day the pup was very subdued
and seemed stiff the evening of the day the vaccine was administered. Back to normal self by the
following morning and repeated Nobivac L4 vaccination 4 wks after 1st vaccine and no reaction was
seen.

Other
Canine/dog

6.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,vaccine
administered subcutane
(27/07/2017-27/07/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs suggest product involvement
is probable.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-6941/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

24/11/2017

01/12/2017

1

1

0 25/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Application site lesion,Application
site necrosis,Injection site
lesion,Injection site
necrosis,Application site
dermatitis,Injection site dermatitis

Not
Known

Local deep skin dermatitis with small necrotic lesion in the centre (we assume at injection site) less
than 24 hours following vaccination with L4 and DHP. Outcome unknown.

Golden
Retriever

39 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
B - Possible
(24/11/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (24/11/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered no change in assessment
from update

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7027/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.45
Month(s)

27/11/2017

01/12/2017

1

1

0 01/12/2017 Not
Erythema (for urticaria see Immune Not
Known,<BR><BR SOC),Pruritus,Epidermal collarette Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

On 27 Nov 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP/L4 and KC and given a Milbemax Tablets
for Small Dogs and Puppies. On 1 Dec 2017 the dog had epidermal collarettes and skin erythema in
patches across ventrum. The dog may be pruritic but the owner was not sure. No further information.

Other
Canine/dog

8.1 Milbemax Tablets for Small Dogs
OClinical signs are not expected and may have another
and Puppies - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A Unclassifiable/unassessa cause - however product involvement cannot be fully
(27/11/2017ble
discounted. Four products used.
27/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac DHP 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (27/11/201727/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (27/11/201727/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (27/11/201727/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7031/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

1.2 Year(s)

04/11/2017

06/12/2017

1

1

0 04/11/2017 Not
Periorbital oedema,Facial oedema
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 4 Nov 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4 - within less than 30 minutes the dog
had facial oedema and periorbital swelling that lasted 3 hours. Nothing further.

French Bulldog Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7062/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.25 Year(s)

24/11/2017

05/12/2017

1

1

0 24/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 24/11/17 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4 . The owner reported a violent reaction Chihuahua
in the dog to the vaccines around an hour after given-Shaking, feeling hot, clingy (coded as attention
seeking behaviour) and not wanting to stand up. No vomiting or Diarrhoea. No information on
treatment or outcome.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7063/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2.32
Month(s)

05/12/2017

05/12/2017

1

1

0 05/12/2017 Not
Swelling around
Known,<BR><BR eye,Pruritus,Swollen mouth,Ear
><BR><BR><BR> pruritus
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Swollen muzzle & peri-orbital area. Pruritus of face and ears less than 6 hours after vaccination.
Reaction duration 2 hours

Crossbred

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7091/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

21/11/2017

06/12/2017

1

1

0 21/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 21 Nov 2017 the pup was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4. From the same day of vaccination,
the dog was lethargic, vomiting, coughing, snorting (coded as Stridor) and had a loss of appetite. The
pup developed a respiratory infection and is being treated with antibiotics.

Crossbred

Behavioural disorder NOS,Unable
to stand,Elevated
temperature,Shaking,Skin
warmth,Attention-seeking
behaviour

Respiratory tract infection
NOS,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Appetite
loss,Cough,Stridor (Upper
respiratory; for lower respiratory
see also Bronchial rale),Vomiting

Not
Known

No Data

The puppy was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4 on 23/11/17. (Stronghold 30mg spot on had been Crossbred
applied on 13/11/17). ON 23/11/17 within one hour of vaccination the puppy had generalised pruritus
followed by oedematous swelling of face (periorbital and muzzle) . The reaction lasted for four hours.

Labrador
Retriever

5.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml,
B - Possible
mixed as per manufacturer's
recommend. (23/11/201723/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,N/A (23/11/201723/11/2017)<BR><BR>Stronghold
30 mg spot-on solution for dogs
2.6–5.0 kg - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(13/11/2017-13/11/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs suggest product involvement
is possible. Two vaccines given.

7.7 Canigen KC - .6,N/A,N/A ,10,1st
O1 - Inconclusive
kennel cough vaccination
(17/11/201717/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (17/11/201717/11/2017)<BR><BR>
36.5 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 single
dose (22/11/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Lethargy and reduced appetite can occur post
vaccination, although other signs are more likely due
to intranasal vaccine. Two products given.

1.04 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (22/11/201722/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (22/11/201722/11/2017)<BR><BR>

The case was not fully investigated and the clinical
signs are unexpected however product involvement
cannot be fully discounted. Two vaccines given.

O1 - Inconclusive

The acute onset of symptoms less than 24 hours after
vaccination may be associated with the vaccine use.

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (04/11/201704/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (04/11/201704/11/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs suggest product involvement
is possible. Two vaccines given.

Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (24/11/201724/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (24/11/201724/11/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing and clinical signs indicate product involvement
is possible. Two products used.

2.3 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,One B - Possible
dose of DHP L4 injected once
subcutaneously, one dose of KC
administered once intra-nasally. (1
Day(s) 05/12/201705/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (05/12/201705/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (05/12/201705/12/2017)<BR><BR>
1.4 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
B - Possible
(21/11/201721/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A (21/11/201721/11/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest a possible
hypersensitivity/anaphylactic reaction to the vaccine.
Three vaccines administered concurrently

Not
Known

Lethargy and reduced appetite can be seen but
vomiting, coughing and respiratory infection are
unexpected and may have another cause. Two
vaccines given. Product involvement is possible.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7100/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

14 Week(s)

22/11/2017

08/12/2017

1

1

0 23/11/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Thrombocytopenia,Neutropenia,Uv Not
eitis,Inappetence,Lethargy (see also Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Anaemia NOS

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7106/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.33 Year(s)

05/12/2017

07/12/2017

1

1

0 05/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Allergic oedema,Wheal,Reddening
R><BR><BR>Not of the skin,Facial oedema,Pruritic
Known,<BR><BR rash,Anal oedema
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7110/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Month(s)

06/12/2017

08/12/2017

1

1

0 07/12/2017 Yes

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7111/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Month(s)

04/12/2017

28/03/2018

1

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7263/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

7.85 Year(s)

18/11/2017

13/12/2017

1

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7268/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.5 Year(s)

08/12/2017

15/12/2017

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7326/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

5.8 Year(s)

13/11/2017

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7351/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7377/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7443/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7459/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Not
Known

On 22 Nov 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4 and Advocate small dog was applied Crossbred
in the consultation. On 23 Nov 2017 the dog was lethargic, inappetant with thrombocytopenia,
neutropenia, anaemia, severe uveitis. Treated with IVFT, Blood transfusion, Amoxiclav, Sucralfate and
Lubrithal. No history of previous vaccinations. No information on outcome.

Within 2 hours of vaccination face / anal area and feet oedematous swelling and redness. wheals on Pug
trunk. pruritic. Dog has vaccinated annually, but the first time with this brand and L4. Reaction duration
3 hours.

2.4 Advocate Spot-on Solution for Small B - Possible
Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,At vacc
consult approx 4pm 22/11/17
(22/11/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(22/11/201722/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (22/11/201722/11/2017)<BR><BR>
9.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A
B - Possible
,N/A,whole vials DHP and L4 by
subcut injection and whole vial KC
intranasal (05/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,whole vials DHP and
L4 by subcut injection and whole vial
KC intranasal (05/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,whole vials DHP and
L4 by subcut injection and whole vial
KC intranasal (05/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Lethargy and inappetence can occur following
product use however blood and ocular changes are
unexpected - product involvement is possible. Three
products given.

0.8 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml
Unknown 1 Animal (06/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

symptoms are consistent with a vaccine reaction and
the onset interval of suspected adverse event with
injection suggest causality ABON A

the symptoms described are consistent with a vaccine
reaction and the close temporal link suggests
causality. 3 vaccines were used concurrently

Injection site
No Data
pain,Diarrhoea,Anorexia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Anaphylactic
shock,Hypoglycaemia
0 04/12/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Miscellaneous eating disorder
Not
R><BR><BR>Not NOS,Colitis,Diarrhoea,Vomiting,Let Known
Known
hargy (see also Central nervous
system depression in
'Neurological'),Off
colour,Pyrexia,Dehydration,Abdomi
nal discomfort,Intestinal disorder
NOS

Diarrhoea, hypoglycaemia, lethargy, shock and anorexia and pain on injection site starting within 12
hours post vaccination. Unspecified treatment given, pain resolved after 5 hours, outcome for other
signs unknown.

Crossbred

Within 24 hours of vaccination, the puppy showed signs of vomiting, lethargy, pyrexia and intestinal
spasms lasting for 12 hours. Unspecified treatment recorded. Follow up reported to MAH 15 March
2018 On the 6 November 2017, the dog was presented for the first dose of his primary vaccination
course. The dog was fit and well at the time of vaccination; Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 were given.
On the 11 November 2017, the dog was presented with colitis post vaccination but also reportedly
eating things that it shouldn''t (unspecified). Treatment with Canikur Pro Paste was given. On the 4
December 2017, the dog was given the second dose with Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4. Later on the
same day, about 2.5 hours after vaccination, the dog started vomiting and passing diarrhoea, was off
colour, lethargic, the body temperature was 102.6 degree Fahrenheit, the dog had moderate
abdominal discomfort, intestal spasms and the skin was mildly tent. No dietary indiscretions were
reported that would explain this. The signs appeared to resolve in 24-48 hours. Unknown if treatment
was given. No more information expected. Follow up 28 Mar 2018 - New case set for reaction to
Nobivac DHP and Nobivac L4 administered on 6 Nov 2017. Please see linked case 2018-UK-01821.

Crossbred

1

0 01/12/2017 Not Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
lump,Polydipsia,Polyuria
Known

1

1

0 11/12/2017 Not Known

Stiffness NOS,Spondylitis,Lumbar
pain,Vomiting,Localised pain NOS
(see other 'SOCs' for specific pain)

On 18 Nov 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. On 1 Dec 2017 the dog had a lump/abscess Crossbred
formation at site of injection. Also, possibly mild polyuria and polydipsia. The mass was approximately
the size of small peach. FNA showed blood/purulent material. Resolving on amoxy-clav antibiotics. No
further information
The dog was given 1st dose of Nobivac L4 on 8 Nov 2017. Owner reported one episode of vomiting,
French Bulldog
stiffness and spinal pain following vaccination. Treated as a possible discospondylitis with antibiotics
and analgesia. Improved with medication. Second dose of Nobivac L4 given 4 weeks later on 8 Dec
2017 and the dog has a similar reaction starting 11 Dec 2017. No further information.

15/12/2017

1

1

0 13/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Diarrhoea,Vomiting
R><BR><BR>Not
Known

13/12/2017

20/12/2017

1

1

0 17/12/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
mucopurulent discharge,Injection Known
site swelling,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Pyrexia,Subdued

Soft swelling on dorsum, between shoulder blades (at site of previous injection). Presented 5 days after English
vaccination. First noticed by owner 4 days after vaccination. Seems tender. Animal slightly subdued at Springer
home. Appetite fine. Temp 39.1 degrees. Skin cleaned with surgical spirit and fine needle aspirate
Spaniel
taken. Aspirated 5 ml purulent discharge. Diagnosis - abscess. Possibly related to administration of
vaccine.

2.52 Year(s)

05/09/2017

19/12/2017

1

1

0 11/09/2017 Not Known

Behavioural disorder
NOS,Meningitis,Seizure
NOS,Appetite loss

Not
Known

On 5th Sept 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4. The dog started to behave unusually days
French Bulldog Not
after receiving the vaccination however because she had also come in to season, (Reaction start date
Known
entered as 11 Sept for reporting purposes), the owner mistook her symptoms of moodiness and going
off food for her change in hormones. By 26 Oct she started having seizures and after the vets
investigations and CT scan it was determined that she had developed meningitis by something
''unknown''. She is now being treated with steroids and chemotherapy. Nothing further.

Canine/dog

3.68
Month(s)

28/11/2017

20/12/2017

1

1

0 28/11/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B Facial swelling (see also
R><BR><BR>Not 'Skin'),Eyelid oedema,Swollen lip
Known,<BR><BR (see also 'Skin')
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

within 1 hour of vaccination the dog had a swelling in the face area, the rest of the clinical examination Crossbred
was normal. Unspecified treatment given leading to recovery 1 hour later. Case recieved to MAH on 20
Dec 2017 Suspected Adverse Reaction On 28 Nov 2017, puppy vaccinated with Nobivac Kc, Nobivac
DHP and Nobivac L4. Same day an hour later developed facial swelling including eyes and lips - the
respiration was unaffected. Given Colvasone and the swelling settled down and resolved. No further
information expected.

2.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 B - Possible
Animal (28/11/201728/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac KC .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Unknown 1
Animal (28/11/201728/11/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml 1 Animal
(28/11/2017-28/11/2017)<BR><BR>

NCA agrees with MAH assessment.

Canine/dog

2.24 Year(s)

20/12/2017

20/12/2017

1

1

0 20/12/2017 Not Known

Not
Known

within 6 hours of vaccination the dog lost bladder control, vomited and suffered a seizure. No
recorded treatment given. Reaction lasted 20 minutes.

2.6 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection A - Probable
for Dogs - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Annual
vaccination. (10 Second(s)
20/12/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

There is a close temporal association between the
onset of signs and the product administration. No
other concurrent products involved.

Vomiting,Seizure NOS,Urine
leakage

Not
Known

Not
Known

Vomiting and diarrhoea starting within 6 hours post vaccination. No treatment given, recovery 2 days
later.

Crossbred

German Spitz Pomeranian

2.65 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,one
vial of each mixed accordi
(04/12/201704/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (04/12/201704/12/2017)<BR><BR>

B - Possible

signs and consistent with a vaccine reaction with
close time association to vaccination but as 2
concurrent products cannot be sure which may have
caused.

16.2 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,single
dose vial (18/11/201718/11/2017)<BR><BR>
10.3 Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection B - Possible
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,2 doses
administered 4 weeks apart
(08/12/2017-08/12/2017)<BR><BR>

Injection site lump can occur although abscess is
unexpected and may be due to act of administration polyuria and polydipsia may be due to infection.
Product involvement is possible.
Although clinical signs are unexpected, timing and
recurrence after second dose suggest product
involvement is possible.

4.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,vial B - Possible
DHP 1 dose <BR>Vial Lepto 1 dose
<BR>administered dhp/lepto 4 and
then DHP 2 weeks later (13/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (13/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Onset to clinical signs suggest a close time association
with common vaccination reaction, although 2
products were used so unsure of which is causing this.

20.8 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1ml of B - Possible
reconstituted vaccine a (13/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Unknown 1
Animal (13/12/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Nobivac L4 Suspension for Injection O1 - Inconclusive
for Dogs - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,N/A
(05/09/2017-05/09/2017)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

Clinical signs developed after vaccination and
although signs are unexpected, product involvement
cannot be discounted.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7461/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

9.48 Year(s)

23/10/2016

20/12/2017

1

1

1 13/11/2016 Not
Seizure NOS,Death by
Known,<BR><BR euthanasia,Increased seizure
><BR><BR><BR> frequency
Not Known

Not
Known

Within 3 weeks of vaccination (13/11/2016) Milo started to have seizures. He had never had seizure
Crossbred
before the vaccination. The attending vet never got a definitive diagnose, however rhere was a
suspicion of idiopathic seizure or a neolplasia or mass. The treatment for the seizures started on the 19
th November 2016 with Keppra (250 mg every 8 hours) and Phenobarbiton (15 mg every 12 hours) and
Diazepam 5 mg rectal tube only in case of seizures. The treatment did show some improvement at the
beginning. The owner did not report any seizures until the 17 th of January. After the 17 of January
2017 the dose was increased but despite of that the frequency of the seizures kept increasing until he
was fitting every 7-9 days and the length of each episode was getting longer, plus recovery was getting
longer, up to 24 hours. He was PTS 13 May 2017. VMD note: we contacted the vet practice to gain
more details on the seizures. See efile
On 1 Dec 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac DHP and L4. The dog had a hard reaction at the
French Bulldog
injection site after 2 days progressing to massive s/c swelling with skin necrosis & abscess formation.
Piriton given before this years vaccine as precaution as last year the dog''s head swelled after a
different vaccine was given. No information on treatment or outcome.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7547/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

3.3 Year(s)

01/12/2017

29/12/2017

1

1

0 03/12/2017 Not
Injection site abscess,Injection site Not
Known,<BR><BR necrosis,Injection site swelling
Known
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7566/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

6.13 Year(s)

19/12/2017

29/12/2017

1

1

0 21/12/2017 Not
Moist dermatitis,Purulent lesion(s)
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

On 19 Dec 2017 the dog was vaccinated with Nobivac L4 and given Nobivac KC concurrently. On 21
Dec 2017 the dog had moist dermatitis across dorsal neck and thorax with a purulent discharge. No
information on treatment or outcome.

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7623/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

8.42 Year(s)

27/09/2017

29/12/2017

1

1

0 29/09/2017 Not
Seizure NOS,Increased seizure
Known,<BR><BR frequency
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Not
Known

Severe cluster of seizures starting the night of 29/09/17, 2 days after vaccination. Since then having
German
seizures every 2 weeks or so despite being on epiphen and Keppra. 2 previous generalised seizures
Shepherd Dog
07/05/17 and 18/09/17. Owner concerned this could be related to the L4 vaccine. Reaction duration 3
months

NOBIVAC L4

UK-VMD-7625/17

United
Kingdom

Animal

Canine/dog

4.83 Year(s)

18/12/2017

29/12/2017

1

1

0 22/12/2017 Not
Injection site
Known,<BR><BR swelling,Malaise,Injection site
><BR><BR><BR> warmth
Not Known

Not
Known

Subcutaeneous swelling overlying scapula (assume injection site), local heat, malaise approx 4 days
after vaccination, no pyrexia or lympahdenopathy. Antibiotic responsive and recovered in approx one
week.

NOBIVAC L4

US-FRMERIAL-12US085879

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

30/08/2012

07/09/2012

1

1

03/09/2012 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Arthritis,Anorexia,Pain
NOS,Petechiae NOS,Abnormal test
result,Hives (see also
'Skin'),Abnormal radiograph
finding,Fever

Not
Known

NOBIVAC L4

US-NLINTVINT-2015-US-03988

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

31/03/2015

25/08/2015

1

1

0 13/04/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

Hyperactivity,Ataxia,Twitching,Tre
mbling,Anorexia,General pain (see
other SOCs for specific
pain),Abnormal movement
NOS,Abnormal stool colouration

Other

Suspected Adverse Event:As reported by veterinarian, Axel, a 103.0 pound, 6 year old, neutered male
Bloodhound
Blood hound received FRONTLINE PLUS DOG 89-132LBS (either H60802AR or G66105AR) topically to
the skin between the shoulder blades on 30 August 2012 while boarding at the veterinary clinic. The
pet presented to the veterinary clinic on 5 September 2012 with hives down the spine (spaced 4 inches
apart) with petechia centers, hives on the pectoral region and inguinal region, and was so painful when
touched down the dorsum he growled. The pet’s temperature on presentation was 104.7 and so the
veterinarian gave the dog 1 L of I.V. fluids and Tramadol. Later in the day on 5 September 2012, the
pet’s temperature went down to 104.2 F. Blood work was performed and the chemistries were within
normal limits, but the CBC yielded the following abnormal results: RBC 5.03 (5.5-8.5), hematocrit= 34.7
(37-55), neutrophils= 13.05 (2-12), eosinophils= 0.08 (.1-1.49), and glucose = 57 (74-143). Abdominal
and thoracic radiographs were performed and there seemed to be a mass in the stomach and the
articular facets appeared arthritic. The veterinarian sent the radiographs to a veterinary radiologist
and the findings are unknown. The veterinarian also submitted a blood sample to the lab for a tick
panel to and the results were negative. The veterinarian started the pet on Doxycycline on 5
December 2012. The reporting veterinarian then referred the pet to an emergency/veterinary specialist
clinic for further monitoring and treatment. The referral veterinary treated the pet with I.V plasmalyte,
Benadryl, Cephalexin, and shaved the pet’s hair for further examination of the affected areas of skin.
An ultrasound of the abdomen was performed to try to identify the exact location of the mass seen on
the radiographs on 5 September 2012 and it is believed that the mass is the spleen flipped over on
itself; further ultrasounds are planned. On 6 September 2012, the pet’s temperature had decreased
and the hives were beginning to resolve. It is unknown if a recheck CBC was performed at the referral
center. It must be noted that in the prior medical history of this pet that he had presented to the
reporting veterinary clinic for boarding on 30 August 2012 and the pet was vaccinated with B.I’s oral
bordetella vaccine, Intervet’s Lyme vaccine, Nobivac’s 3 year DAPP, and Nobivac 4 way lepto vaccine.
A dose of FRONTLINE PLUS DOG 89-132 was applied at this time. On physical exam, the pet had a
yeast infection of the skin, severe otitis (au), entropian (ou) with a green purulent discharge, tartar on
the teeth with severe gum recession. The veterinarian ruled out a staph infection of the skin and
prescribed NPB ophthalmic ointment TID, 2 capsules of 50 mg Hydroxizine BID, and the veterinary staff
were usingAdverse
Zymox ear
cleansing
in the aclinic
once daily
while
boarding.
The
petgiven
had already
Suspected
Reaction:
Onsolution
28 Apr 2015,
vet reported
that
a dog
that had
been
a Nobivac Crossbred
Canine 1-DAPPV and Nobivac Lepto 4 vaccine plus a Bravecto 250 mg tablet for dogs 9.9 pounds to 22
pounds on 31 Mar 2015, became ill with signs of non specific pain, twitching, difficulty moving and
hyperactivity 15 Apr 2015. It is unknown if food had been given with the Bravecto tablet. The dog had
also received another company's rabies and had been placed on doxycycline for tick borne diseases.
The dog continues to have issues, despite the discontinuing of doxycycline and supportive care,
including Rimadyl and Clavamox. The vet is considering a neurology referral. Follow up pending for
patient outcome and referral information. Follow up on 08 May 2015, the vet forwarded medical
records of the patient. The serial numbers of the vaccines were added to the case. Signs noted in the
records included dark stool, trembling and ataxia on 17 Apr 2015. The dog also had inappetence
around 13 Apr 2015. Follow up pending for patient outcome. Follow-up on 25 Aug 2015: The dog
responded to care and recovered on 18 May 2015. Changed doxycycline to a suspect product. No
more information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE DA2PPV (ORIG S-P US)
LV Brand: NOBIVAC CANINE 1-DAPPV 25X 1 DS Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE LEPTO*4(ORIG
S-P US) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 4 25X1DS Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Doxycycline
Reason: Tick-borne diseases Generic: Brand: Merial Rabies Vaccine Reason: Vaccination Generic:
FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB 240 ... Reason for use truncated.
[State of health: Fair]

Staffordshire
Bull Terrier

German
Shepherd Dog

9.5 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (23/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (23/10/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

O1 - Inconclusive

14 Nobivac DHP - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (01/12/201701/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Unknown 1
Animal (01/12/201701/12/2017)<BR><BR>

There is a temporal relationship to the vaccination
although other causes eg epilepsy may be causes. 2
products used concurrently.

Close temporal and site association. Two products
given. Product involvement is possible.

14.1 Nobivac KC - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose B - Possible
Unknown 1 Animal (19/12/201719/12/2017)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial (19/12/201719/12/2017)<BR><BR>
36.5 Alzane 5 mg/ml, Solution for
O1 - Inconclusive
Injection for Dogs and Cats N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (27/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Dorbene Vet 1 mg/ml
Solution for Injection for Dogs and
Cats - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(27/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nexgard Spectra 150
mg / 30 mg Chewable Tablets for
dogs - 1,1,1 Months,N/A,N/A
(27/09/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
KC - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A
(27/09/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
L4 Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 vial injected
subcutaneously (27/09/2017N/A)<BR><BR>

Close temporal association and location of lesion is in
region of vaccination, however clinical signs are
unexpected - product involvement is possible.

37.7 Nobivac DHPPi, Lyophilisate for
B - Possible
Suspension for Injection for Dogs N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (18/12/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac L4
Suspension for Injection for Dogs 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Single vial
(18/12/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

Timing/clinical signs suggest product involvement.
Two products administered

46.72 BI's oral bordetella - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 dose (30/08/2012N/A)<BR><BR>FRONTLINE PLUS
DOG 89-132 LBS - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 pipette (30/08/2012N/A)<BR><BR>Hydroxizine N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,(2) 50 mg
capsules (01/01/2012N/A)<BR><BR>Hylyte Shampoo N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,N/A (04/09/2012N/A)<BR><BR>Intervet's Lyme N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose
(30/08/2012-N/A)<BR><BR>NPB
opthalmic ointment - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,unknown (30/08/2012N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac 3 year DAPP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 dose
(30/08/2012-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
4 way lepto - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
dose (30/08/2012N/A)<BR><BR>Zymox ear cleaner N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,unknown (5
Day(s) 30/08/201204/09/2012)<BR><BR>

7.44 BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB 240 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets Once 1
Animal (31/03/201531/03/2015)<BR><BR>Doxycycline N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown (13
Day(s) 31/03/201513/04/2015)<BR><BR>Merial Rabies
Vaccine - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
(31/03/201531/03/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
CANINE 1-DAPPV 25X 1 DS 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(31/03/201531/03/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
ml Once 1 Animal (31/03/201531/03/2015)<BR><BR>

seizures occurred prior to vaccination and had first
vaccination without any seizures. However booster
vaccine and results eg pyrexia may have contributed
to increased seizure frequency.Other concurrent
products and vaccines used also

NOBIVAC L4

US-UKPFIZAH-2016-US-15772

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

15 Year(s)

01/04/2016

16/05/2016

1

1

1 01/04/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Dehydration,Elevated liver
Not
enzymes,Elevated renal
Known
parameters,Hyperphosphataemia,E
levated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated ALT,Elevated
SAP,Dull,Hyponatremia,Emesis,Hea
d tilt - ear disorder,Circling neurological disorder (see also
'Behavioural disorders'),Unable to
stand,Ataxia,Death by
euthanasia,Hypothermia,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Not
eating

NOBIVAC L4

US-UKPFIZAH-2016-US-56591

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

21/12/2016

14/02/2017

1

1

1 23/12/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B Vomiting,Death by
R><BR><BR>Yes, euthanasia,Palpable mass NOS
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2015-US-02123

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

13 Year(s)

16/09/2014

01/04/2015

1

1

1 01/02/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>No

Lymphopenia,Neutrophilia,Heart
Other
murmur,Adrenal gland disorder
NOS,Polydipsia,Drinking a
lot,Polyuria,Urinary
incontinence,Death by
euthanasia,Appetite loss,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in 'Neurological'),Lack
of efficacy,Weight loss,Abnormal
movement
NOS,Dehydration,Abnormal test
result,Swollen lymph
node,Hypoalbuminaemia,Blood in
urine,Proteinuria,Decreased urine
concentration,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Decreased red
blood cell count,Enlarged
kidney(s),Behavioural disorder
NOS,Inappropriate
defecation,Leucocytosis

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2015-US-04759

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

16 Week(s)

09/05/2015

12/05/2015

1

1

0 09/05/2015 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Diarrhoea,Melaena,Vomiting,Anore No Data
xia,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological')

Not
Known

On 4/18/16, a veterinarian called to report a perceived adverse event involving Bronchicine
Miniature
(serial#119935A) and Cerenia Injectable (lot number unknown) in a 15 y/o, FS 11.5 lb Miniature Poodle Poodle
in fair health. Concomitant medical conditions include cataracts, vision and hearing loss, arthritis and
oral disease. Concomitant products included Merial DHPP, Merial rabies and Novibac Lepto 4. The dog
was vaccinated with Bronchicine, Merial DHPP, Merial rabies and Novibac Lepto 4. Less than 24 hours,
the dog had an adverse event that was characterized as dull, ataxia, lethargy, anorexia and emesis. Five
days post vaccination, additional signs were noted: elevated liver values, elevated renal values and
hyponatremia. Treatment included Cerenia Injectable. Five days post Cerenia therapy, the dog was
unable to stand and was euthanized. A necropsy was performed. Case owner assessment is
inconclusive for Bronchicine. Although a temporal relationship does not. Pre-existing disease (ie., renal
disease) is possible especially since bloodwork was not performed prior to vaccination. Case owner
assessment is unclassified for Cerenia Injectable. Since a necropsy was not performed, a definitive
cause of the dog's clinical signs is unknown. Pre-existing disease (ie., renal disease) has not been ruled
out. Per the reporter, the dog presented to the clinic on 4/1/16 for an examination and vaccination. On
physical exam, several concomitant medical conditions were noted (see above). The dog was
vaccinated with Bronchicine, Merial DHPP, Merial rabies ands Novibac Lepto 4. Later that day, the dog
appeared dull, ataxic and lethargic. The dog was not eating and had signs of emesis. On 4/6/16, the dog
returned to the clinic. Bloodwork was performed that revealed the following abnormalities: ALKP 911
(20-150), ALT 234 (10-118), Bun 107 (7-25), Creat 2.3 (.3-1.4), Phos 10 (2.9-6.6), low NA 116 (138-160).
Treatment included Cerenia Injectable (dose unknown). On 4/11/16, the dog returned back to the
clinic unable to stand. Bloodwork and a referral to a specialist were declined. On 4/12/16, the dog was
euthanized. A necropsy has not been performed. The dog's body is in the freezer. The veterinarian's
level of suspicion is low for causality. Medical records were requested. If any new information is
received, it will be reported. 4/19/16: Medical records were received and reviewed. On 4/4/16, the dog
was treated with Dexamethasone (1.5 ml SQ) and sent home with oral Prednisone suspension 3mg/ml1.5 ml sid. Additional clinical signs that was noted on 4/6/ included dehydration, hypothermia (99.8F),
circling to the right and head tilt to the right. The dog was treated with 0.75 ml of Cerenia Injectable
and 200 ml SQ fluids. The dog's body has been submitted for necropsy. Histopathology is pending.
5/16/16 Necropsy
results reported
were received
and reviewed.
Upon examination,
Bilateral
suppurative
27DEC2016:
A technician
a possible
adverse reaction
with Vanguard
CIV, Simplicef,
Cerenia
Mastiff
Injectable and Cerenia 160 mg Tablets in an older canine considered to be in fair prior health with no
prior reactions. It is unknown if the dog had been administered these products in the past. Despite
request, the reporter could not provide any lot numbers for Simplicef, Cerenia Injectable or the Cerenia
Tablets because they were not recorded in the patient's medical record. The event is characterized as
vomiting, which developed 2 days after administration of Vanguard CIV and a Merck Nobivac
Leptospirosis vaccine, and 2 days after initiation of Simplicef and use of topical Duoxo chlorhexidine
wipes. That day, the dog was administered an injection of Cerenia and then dispensed Cerenia tablets
to go home, for treatment of vomiting. The day after the Cerenia injection (same day as dog's first
dose of oral Cerenia), the dog continued to decline and was taken to a different veterinary hospital.
The dog was diagnosed with an unspecified tumor and was euthanized. The reporter could not provide
any additional information as her hospital had not seen the dog back since they administered the
Cerenia. If additional information is received it will be reported. 14Feb2017: Follow-up information on
this case was sought from the clinic, but none was provided.Case closed [Reason for use for product:
Generic: CANINE INFLUENZA VIRUS H3N8, KV Brand: VANGUARD CIV Reason: Immunoprophylaxis
Generic: CEFPODOXIME PROXETIL Brand: SIMPLICEF Reason: Skin Infections Generic: MAROPITANT
CITRATE Brand: CERENIA INJECTABLE Reason: Vomiting/ Gastrointestinal disorders Generic:
MAROPITANT CITRATE Brand: CERENIA TABLETS Reason: Vomiting/ Gastrointestinal disorders
Generic: Canine Vac... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Fair]
Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy: On 18 Mar 2015, a veterinarian reported that a dog tested
Labrador
positive for Leptospirosis on 18 Mar 2015 after receiving the Nobivac Lepto 4 on 16 Sep 2014. The dog Retriever
also received this vaccine on 13 Sep 2013, 18 Sep 2012, and 16 Sep 2011 (Extra Label Use-Booster not
given). On 26 Feb 2015, the owner reported that the dog hadn't been herself for weeks (Vedra Code:
Behavioral Disorder), was having urinary accidents, inappropriate defecation and drinking more than
normal. The dog was receiving elevated levels of Glucosamine and Fish Oil (Unknown dose). The owner
then scaled back those medications on an unknown date. On 05 Mar 2015, Incurin Tablets 1 mg once a
day was dispensed (Extra Label Use-Treatment Program not respected, Low Dosage). On 13 Mar 2015,
the dog presented for decreased appetite, slow movement, moderate dehydration, lethargy, weight
loss, polydipsia and polyuria. Bloodwork on 26 Feb 2015 showed ALP 182 U/l (20-150), Neutrophils
12.75/l (3-12), Lymphocytes 7.4% (12-30) and Monocytes 7.3% (2-4). Bloodwork on 13 Mar 2015
showed WBC 17.98/l(6-17), Neutrophils 15.78/l (3-12), Lymphocytes 5.9% (12-30), Neutrophils 87.8%
(62-87), RBC 5.32/l (5.5-8.5), Albumin 2.4 g/dl (2.5-4.4), ALP 171 U/l (20-150), BUN 81 mg/dl (7-25),
Creatinine 2.6 mg/dl (0.3-1.4). Urinary Analysis on 13 Mar 2015 showed a mild amount of blood (2+) in
the urine and Specific Gravity 1.011 (1.015-1.050). The Urine Protein/Creatinine was 1.1 (<0.2)
indicating Proteinuria. Cortisol levels performed on 13 Mar 2015 were normal. The Urinary/Cortisol
Ratio was 52 (<34) indicating that Hypoadrenocorticism is possible. A Micro Agglutination Test was
performed on 18 Mar 2015 showed L. bratislava 1:100, L.canicola 1:100, L. grippotyphosa 1:1600, L.
pomona 1:100 and L. autumnalis 1:800. Follow up is pending. Follow up on 01 Apr 2015: An
examination by a specialist revealed a pre-existing condition of Arthritis. A Grade II/VI Murmur was
noted. An ultrasound on 31 Mar 2015 revealed an enlarged lymph node, an enlarged left adrenal gland,
and Bilaterally Enlarged Kidneys that are suggestive of Neoplasia. A fine needle aspirate on 31 Mar
2015 did not reveal infectious organisms. MAT on 27 Mar 2015 revealed L. bratislava 1:100, L. canicola
1:100, L. grippotyphosa 1:1600, L. icterohaemorrhagiae 1:100, L. pomona 1:100, and L. autumnalis
1:400. The dog was euthanized on 31 Mar 2015. No more information is expected. [Reason for use
for product: Generic: CANINE LEPTO*4(ORIG S-P US) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 4 25X1DS Reason:
Vaccination Generic: Brand: Glucosamine Reason: Unknown Generic: Brand: Fish Oil Reason:
Unknown Generic: ESTRIOL TABLETS Brand: INCURIN 1MG 1X30TAB 240 Reason: Urinary
incontinence]
[State
of health:OnGood]
Suspected
Adverse
Reaction:
12 May 2015, a vet reported that a dog that had been vaccinated
Chesapeake
with Nobivac Canine 1-DAPPV and Nobivac Lepto 4 on 09 May 2015, developed signs of vomiting,
Bay Retriever
melena, and lethargy within 3 hours. The dog had also been given a Bravecto 1000 mg (extra label useoverdose and age) and a monthly non-company heartworm preventative. The dog was treated with
intravenous fluids and antibiotics and is being given supportive care. Radiographs and bloodwork are
not remarkable. Parasitology and parvo tests were also negative. Follow up on 14 May 2015: the vet
reported that the dog was doing well and was sent home. The signs are expected to completely
resolve. The vomiting and diarrhea have resolved around 14 May 2015 and the dog is starting to eat.
The dog was sent home with medication. A full recovery is expected. No more information is
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE DA2PPV (ORIG S-P US) LV Brand: NOBIVAC
CANINE 1-DAPPV 25X 1 DS Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE LEPTO*4(ORIG S-P US) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC LEPTO 4 25X1DS Reason: Vaccination Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand:
BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB 240 Reason: Unknown. Generic: Brand: Heartguard Reason: Parasite
control] [State of health: Good]

5.216 BRONCHICINE CAE - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1
Dose 1 Animal (01/04/201601/04/2016)<BR><BR>CERENIA
INJECTABLE - .75,N/A,N/A ,10,0.75
ml 1 Animal (06/04/2016N/A)<BR><BR>DHPP
Merial(Vaccine) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown 1 Animal
(01/04/201601/04/2016)<BR><BR>Dexamethas
one Injection (Injection) N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown 1
Animal (06/04/201606/04/2016)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 4 ISP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown 1 Animal
(01/04/201601/04/2016)<BR><BR>Prednisone
(Unknown) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown 1 Animal
(06/04/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Rabies
(Vaccine) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown 1 Animal
(01/04/201601/04/2016)<BR><BR>SQ Fluids
(Injection) - 200,N/A,N/A ,10,200 ml
1 Animal (06/04/201606/04/2016)<BR><BR>
36.287 CERENIA INJECTABLE - 3.6,N/A,N/A
,10,3.6 ml 1 Animal (23/12/201623/12/2016)<BR><BR>CERENIA
TABLETS - 80,N/A,1 Days,3,80 mg 1
Day(s) 1 Animal (24/12/201624/12/2016)<BR><BR>Duoxo
chlorhexidine Wipes - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown 1 Animal
(21/12/2016-N/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 4 ISP - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown 1 Animal
(21/12/201621/12/2016)<BR><BR>SIMPLICEF 300,N/A,1 Days,3,300 mg 1 Day(s) 1
Animal (21/12/2016N/A)<BR><BR>VANGUARD CIV 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose 1 Animal
(21/12/2016-21/12/2016)<BR><BR>

28.39 Fish Oil - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (25 Day(s)
01/02/201526/02/2015)<BR><BR>Glucosamine N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (25 Day(s)
01/02/201526/02/2015)<BR><BR>INCURIN
1MG 1X30TAB 240 - 1,N/A,N/A
Days,3,1 mg Once 1 Day(s) (8 Day(s)
05/03/201513/03/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS - 1,N/A,N/A
Years,10,1 ml Once 1 Year(s)
(16/09/2014-16/09/2014)<BR><BR>

11.79 BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB 240 1000,N/A,N/A ,3,1000 mg Once 1
Animal (09/05/201509/05/2015)<BR><BR>Heartguard 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets Once 1
Animal (09/05/201509/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
CANINE 1-DAPPV 25X 1 DS 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Once 1 Animal
(09/05/201509/05/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
ml Once 1 Animal (09/05/201509/05/2015)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2015-US-09065

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

29/05/2015

13/08/2015

1

1

0 25/06/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Thrombocytopenia,Hepatic
No Data
cirrhosis,Jaundice,Polydipsia,Hypo
magnesaemic
condition,Polyuria,Cystitis,Anorexia
,Weight loss,Abnormal test
result,Loss of
smell,Hypoalbuminaemia,Alkaline
urine,Proteinuria,Decreased urine
concentration,Fluid in abdomen
NOS,Small liver,Urinary tract
infection,Crystalluria,Elevated
AST,Elevated ALT,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated SAP,Uterine
disorder NOS,Bilirubinuria,Elevated
gamma-glutamyl transferase
(GGT),Elevated cholesterol (total)

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2016-US-01408

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

9.5 Year(s)

05/01/2016

08/02/2016

1

1

1 18/01/2016 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes,<BR><
BR><BR><BR><B
R>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Oral bleeding,Diabetes
No Data
mellitus,Polydipsia,Polyuria,Celluliti
s,Death by
euthanasia,Septicaemia,Pancreatiti
s,Hyperglycaemia,Glucosuria,Elevat
ed lipase

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2016-US-01864

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

3 Year(s)

10/02/2016

29/02/2016

1

1

0 12/02/2016 No,<BR><BR><B Lethargy (see also Central nervous No Data
R><BR><BR>Yes system depression in
'Neurological'),Anorexia,Vomiting,H
aemorrhagic gastroenteritis,Bloody
diarrhoea

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 17 Feb 2016 a technician called and reported that a 3 year old,
Shih Tzu
female spayed Shih Tzu weighing 13 pounds may have had a reaction following vaccination and
administration of Bravecto. The dog was vaccinated with Nobivac Lepto on 10 Feb 2016 and a dose of
Bravecto 112.5 mg (over 4.4 and up to 9.9 lbs)(this was the size noted on the patient invoice) (extralabel use - underdose). On 12 Feb 2016 the owner reported the dog had bloody diarrhea, vomiting,
lethargy and anorexia and she was taken to an emergency clinic. The emergency clinic diagnosed the
dog with hemorraghic gastroenteritis and she was treated with subcutaneous fluids, buprinex,
maropitan, sucralfate and metronidazole. The owner had declined hospitalization, intravenous fluids
and diagnostics. The clinic contacted the owner on 17 Feb 2016 and the owner reported that the dog
was still not doing well, anorexic and wouldn't take her medication. Additional information expected.
Follow-up on 29 Feb 2016: The clinic was contacted and stated they have not heard from the owner
since 17 Feb 2016. No additional information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
CANINE LEPTO*4(ORIG S-P US) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK Reason: Vaccination
Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 112,5MG 1X1TAB 240 Reason: Flea/ tick
control] [State of health: Good]

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2016-US-03890

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

25/03/2016

21/06/2016

1

1

0 25/03/2016 No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

Suspected adverse reaction: On 28 Mar 2016, a veterinary technician reported that a dog had vomiting West Highland
1-1.5 hours after vaccination with Nobivac Lyme, Nobivac Lepto, Nobivac Canine 1-DAPPv and a half
White Terrier
of a Bravecto 500 mg (over 22 and up to 44 lbs) on 25 Mar 2016 (extra-label use; low dose and
treatment program not respected). The dog developed lethargy and inappetance on 26 Mar 2016. The
dog was evaluated at the veterinarian on 28 Mar 2016 and is being treated symptomatically. Followup information is pending. This case was upgraded to 15 day reporting on 07 Apr 2016 follow up: The
veterinary technician reported that the dog developed idiopathic facial nerve paralysis and
keratoconjunctivitis sicca (KCS) (date unknown; estimated 29 Mar 2016). The dog is being treated with
eye medications. On 02 Apr 2016, the owner reported that the dog is slowly improving, is
eating/drinking, but is still lethargic. A full recovery is expected. No more information is expected.
Follow-up on 25 May 2016: A technician reported the dog was seen by an ophthalmologist for ongoing
clinical signs. The records were faxed and the dog had scarring on the cornea, is unable to blink and has
no corneal sensation and decreased facial sensation. Follow-up is pending. 21 Jun 2016 follow up: The
owner reported that the dog still has signs of facial nerve problems and KCS. The dog is being treated
with Optimmune. Follow up is pending. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW
TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 500MG 1X1TAB 240 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: CANINE B
BURGDORFERI *2 ALU KB Brand: NOBIVAC LYME 25X1DS Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE
LEPTO*4(ORIG S-P US) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE DA2PPV (ORIG S-P US) LV Brand: NOBIVAC CANINE 1-DAPPV 25X 1DS MRK Reason:
Vaccinatio... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Good]

Vomiting,Corneal disorder
NOS,Palpebral disorder
NOS,Keratoconjunctivitis
sicca,Inappetence,Lethargy (see
also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Cranial nerve
paralysis,Sensation loss

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 29 Jul 2015, a veterinarian called to report a possible adverse reaction Labrador
in an 8 year old, female Labrador Retriever. The dog received Bravecto 1000 mg (over 44 and up to 88 Retriever
lbs) on approximately 24 Jun 2015 (unknown if given with food). On the same day, the owner began
transitioning the diet from a chicken-based to a salmon-based food. Other relevant history includes
the dog was just coming out of a heat cycle and is fed chicken jerky strip treats. After receiving
Bravecto, the dog became anorexic within one day. The owner tried the old diet and the dog would still
not eat. On 01 Jul 2015, the dog was still not eating well and was boarded at a kennel for 21 days. The
dog was picked up from the kennel on 21 Jul 2015 and the owner noted weight loss. The vet was
contacted by the owner on 27 Jul 2015 regarding weight loss, loss of smell, not eating well, polyuria
and polydipsia. On 28 Jul 2015, the dog presented to the clinic and was noted to be bright and
energetic, was eating treats well, but the gums appeared slightly jaundiced and the dog had weight loss.
The dog was not febrile and has been immunized for leptospirosis with Nobivac Lepto within the last
year. On 30 Jul 2015, the veterinarian faxed bloodwork which revealed hypoalbuminemia at 2.3 g/dL
(2.7-4.4), hyperglobulinemia at 3.9 g/dL (1.6-3.6), a decreased albumin - globulin ratio of 0.6 (0.8 - 2.0
ratio), an increase in AST (SGOT) at 114 U/L (15-66), an increase in ALT at 881 U/L (12-118), an increase
in Alkaline Phosphatase (SAP) at 2277 U/L (5-131), an increase in GGTP at 40 U/L (1-12), an increase in
total bilirubin at 6.8 mg/dL (0.1 - 0.3), a decrease in urea nitrogen at 5 mg/dL (6-31), hypomagnesemia
at 1.3 mEq/L (1.5-2.5), hypercholersterolemia at 363 mg/dL, a decrease in lipase at 56 U/L (77-695),
thrombocytopenia at 147 X1000/uL. A urinalysis revealed hyposthenuria at 1.011 (1.015 - 1.050), a pH
of 8.5 (5.5-7), mild proteinuria (trace protein), bilirubinuria at 2+ (Neg to 1+), crystalluria (struvite and
amorphous phosphate), and cocci bacteria (over 100/HPF on a sample via cystocentesis). On 04 Aug
2015, a Lepto PCR on blood and urine was negative. The dog has an appointment with an internist
scheduled for 11 Aug 2015. Additional diagnostics are pending. Follow-up on 13 Aug 2015: The
internist called and faxed her report from the appointment on 11 Aug 2015. The dog had an abdominal
ultrasound performed which revealed: microhepatica with normal liver echogenicity with a primary
consideration given to cirrhosis; cystitis; focal splenic nodule (no appropriate code found); uterine
fluid (coded uterine disorder) and scant volume peritoneal fluid. The internist commented that the
presence of microhepatic strongly suggests chronicity and that she does not suspect that the Bravecto
is the causeAdverse
for the Reaction:
hepatopathy.
additional
information called
is expected.
[Reason
for year
use for
Suspected
On 08No
Feb
2016, a veterinarian
to report
that a 9.5
old,product:
male Dobermann
neutered Doberman Pincher weighing 102 pounds developed pancreatitis and diabetes after
vaccination. The dog was vaccinated on 05 Jan 2016 with Nobivac Lepto and Nobivac Intra-Trac 3. A
chemistry panel run this day revealed a pre-existing mild hyperglycemia. The dog also has a pre-existing
history of hypothyroidism treated with thyroxine, arthritis treated with Vetprofen, many granulomas
on the body, cellulitis in limbs previously and a resistant MRSA infection. On 15 Jan 2016, the dog was
vaccinated with Nobivac Canine Flu H3N8 and Canine Influenza H3N2. On 01 Feb 2016, the dog
presented to the vet with a two week history of polyuria and polydipsia. The owner had noted blood in
the dog's drinking water (coded as oral bleeding). The vet did not note bleeding on exam. A complete
blood count was normal. A chemistry panel revealed hyperglycemia of 600 (units and normals not
provided). A Spec cPL (canine pancreatic lipase) test was abnormal and urinalysis revealed glucosuria.
The dog was diagnosed with diabetes mellitus and pancreatitis. The dog was started on Vetsulin at 22
units once daily for two days, then increased to 24 units twice daily. The dog was responding to the
Vetsulin. The dog then presented for cellulitis in multiple limbs and septicemia and was euthanized on 8
Feb 2016. No necropsy was performed. No additional information expected. [Reason for use for
product: Generic: CANINE BB/PI3/ADENO 2 LV/LB Brand: NOBIVAC INTRA-TRAC 3 25X 1 DS Reason:
Vaccination Generic: CANINE LEPTO*4(ORIG S-P US) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK
Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE INFL H3N8 KV Brand: NOBIVAC CIV FLU H3N8 25X1 DS
Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE INFL H3N2 KV Brand: NOBIVAC CIV H3N2 25X1DS 240 Reason:
Vaccination Generic: INSULI... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Fair]

32.21 BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB 240 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets Once 1
Animal (24/06/201524/06/2015)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
ml Once 1 Animal (29/05/201529/05/2015)<BR><BR>

46.266 NOBIVAC CIV FLU H3N8 25X1 DS 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (15/01/201615/01/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC CIV
H3N2 25X1DS 240 - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(15/01/201615/01/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
INTRA-TRAC 3 25X 1 DS - .5,N/A,N/A
,10,0.5 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(05/01/201605/01/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(05/01/201605/01/2016)<BR><BR>Thyroxine N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (01/06/201318/01/2016)<BR><BR>VETSULIN
1X10ML 240 - 24,N/A,12
Hours,19,24 IU 12 Hours 1 Animal (1
Week(s) 01/02/201608/02/2016)<BR><BR>Vetprofen 100,N/A,12 Hours,3,100 mg 12
Hours 1 Animal (2 Year(s)
21/06/2013-18/01/2016)<BR><BR>
5.897 BRAVECTO 112,5MG 1X1TAB 240 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Tablets Not
applicable 1 Animal (10/02/201610/02/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Dose
(10/02/2016-10/02/2016)<BR><BR>

11.158 BRAVECTO 500MG 1X1TAB 240 .5,N/A,N/A ,24,0.5 Tablets Not
applicable 1 Animal (25/03/201625/03/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
CANINE 1-DAPPV 25X 1DS MRK 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (25/03/201625/03/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(25/03/201625/03/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LYME 25X1DS - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Not applicable 1 Animal
(25/03/2016-25/03/2016)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2016-US-05247

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Month(s)

16/04/2016

22/04/2016

1

1

0 19/04/2016 Not
Seizure NOS
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2016-US-06592

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Week(s)

05/05/2016

09/05/2016

12

10

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2016-US-06664

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

05/05/2016

01/06/2016

1

1

0 06/05/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

Neurological signs NOS,Pain
NOS,Musculoskeletal disorder
NOS,Stiffness NOS,Walking
difficulty

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2016-US-14699

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

06/09/2016

12/09/2016

1

1

1 07/09/2016 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>

Haemoglobinuria,Elevated
No Data
creatinine,Elevated total
bilirubin,Abnormal ultrasound
finding,Bilirubinuria,Azotaemia,Wea
k pulse,Decreased packed cell
volume (PCV),Haemolytic
anaemia,Thrombocytopenia,Gall
bladder
inflammation,Icterus,Adipsia,Nysta
gmus,Anuria,Death by
euthanasia,Inappetence,Lethargy
(see also Central nervous system
depression in
'Neurological'),Fever,Pallor,Mental
impairment NOS,Stomach
upset,Pancreatitis,Hypoglycaemia

10 07/05/2016 Not
Found dead,Abnormal test
Known,<BR><BR result,Trauma NOS,Abnormal
><BR><BR><BR> necropsy finding
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: On 19 Apr 2016, a veterinarian reported that a dog who was vaccinated
Siberian Husky
on 16 Apr 2016 with Nobivac Lepto 4 and Nobivac Lyme and then dosed 17 Apr 2016 with Bravecto
1000 mg (over 44 and up to 88 lbs) (unknown if with food), then presented 19 Apr 2016 for a seizure
that occurred that morning lasting 5 minutes. Bloodwork was pending. Further information expected.
22 Apr 2016 Follow Up: Bloodwork was unremarkable. The reportability for FDA has been corrected to
Periodic with an expected sign. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: CANINE LEPTO*4(ORIG S-P US) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK Reason:
Vaccination Generic: CANINE B BURGDORFERI *2 ALU KB Brand: NOBIVAC LYME 25X1DS Reason:
Vaccination Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X2TAB 240 Reason:
Flea/ tick control] [State of health: Fair]

27.76 BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X2TAB 240 1000,N/A,N/A ,3,1000 mg Not
applicable 1 Animal (17/04/201617/04/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(16/04/201616/04/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LYME 25X1DS - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Not applicable 1 Animal
(16/04/2016-16/04/2016)<BR><BR>

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 09 May 2016, a vet called to report that a litter of 2-week old nursing Other
puppies died after the mother was dosed with Bravecto 1000 mg (over 44 and up to 88 lbs) and
Canine/dog
vaccinated with Nobivac 1-Rabies, Nobivac Canine 1-DAPPv, Nobivac Intra-Trac KC, and Nobivac Lepto
4 on 05 May 2016. The pups were dewormed with Panacur 10% suspension (extra label use for
species) and treated with a non-company spray-on flea product on 05 May 2016. The presenting
complaint that day was fleas, but the pups did not appear anemic. The pups were not treated with any
products on 06 May 2016 and were acting normally. The owners were out for the day on 07 May 2016
and when they returned, they found 10 of the 12 pups dead. The dogs are housed outdoors on a farm.
It is unknown if the product was administered with food. The preliminary necropsy report done on 3
submitted puppies indicated acute trauma to the head of each puppy which was considered the cause
of death. The small, penetrating skin wounds and opposition of these wounds on the top of the head
and under the jaw are consistent with a bite wound from another animal. The relatively small size of
the penetrating skin wounds increases the likelihood of a smaller animal, rather than a larger dog or
coyote. Parasitology indicated low to moderate numbers of Ancylostoma eggs on fecal flotation.
Follow-up on 13 May 2016: Histopathology confirmed intracranial hemorrhage and supports the
necropsy findings in this case. Acute trauma remains the cause of death. No further information is
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO
1000MG 1X1TAB 240 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: RABIES IN HHH ADJ PFIZER KV Brand:
NOBIVAC 1 RABIES 5 X 10DS Reason: Vaccination in the dam Generic: CANINE DA2PPV (ORIG S-P US)
LV Brand: NOBIVAC CANINE 1-DAPPV 25X 1DS MRK Reason: Vaccination in the dam Generic: BB
CANINE / PI LB/LV Brand: NOBIVAC INTRA-TRAC KC 25 X 1DS... Reason for use truncated. [State of
health: Good]

0.907 BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB 240 N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1000 mg once to
the dam (05/05/201605/05/2016)<BR><BR>Mycodex flea
spray, pyrethrins, pbo, methoprene N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (05/05/201605/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC 1
RABIES 5 X 10DS - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 ml once to the dam
(05/05/201605/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
CANINE 1-DAPPV 25X 1DS MRK N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 ml once to the
dam (05/05/201605/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
INTRA-TRAC KC 25 X 1DS N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,0.4 ml once to
the dam (05/05/201605/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,1 ml once to the dam
(05/05/201605/05/2016)<BR><BR>PANACUR
SUSPENSION 10% 1X1GAL 240 .25,N/A,N/A ,10,0.25 ml Not
applicable 1 Animal (05/05/201605/05/2016)<BR><BR>

No Data

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 09 May 2016 a technician called to report that an 8 year old, male
Rottweiler
neutered Rottweiler weighing 90 pounds developed pain after multiple vaccines and Bravecto. On 05
May 2016 the dog was given hydroxyzine and carprofen (this clinic routinely premeds all dogs - no prior
history of reactions) prior to vaccination with Nobivac 3 Rabies, Nobivac Intra-Trac 3 and Nobivac
Lepto4. The owner was dispensed Bravecto 1400 mg (over 88 and up to 123 lbs) at the vaccine visit
and it was administered later the same day at home (unknown if given with food). On 06 May 2016 the
owners reported the dog was stiff and sore in the hind end. On 09 May 2016 the owners called and
said that the dog was unable to walk. The dog presented to the vet and on physical exam he was stiff,
unable to walk, no pain noted. The vet felt that the dog was neurologic. Bloodwork was normal. The
dog was started on prednisone and Tramadol. On 12 May 2016 the technician reported the clinical
signs are ongoing and an examination is planned for 13 May 2016. On 13 May the clinic was contacted
and reported that the dog was approximately 20% improved. The dog was being referred to a
neurologist. The technician mentioned that the dog had also received a non-company injectable
heartworm preventative on the 05 May 2016. Follow-up pending. On 18 May 2016 the clinic was
contacted and stated that the neurologist felt the dog had a cervical lesion causing his signs.
Diagnostics scheduled. Follow-up pending. Follow-up on 26 May 2016: The clinic faxed the neurology
report. The dog was diagnosed via MRI with bony stenosis (multiple areas of bony vertebral
compression in the cervical spine which has been present for years resulting in a slow accumulation of
spinal cord changes, coded as musculoskeletal disorder NOS). Surgery was recommended. No
additional information expected. Follow-up on 01 Jun 2016: a change was made to the code for
musculoskeletal disorder. The start date was as written on the report, 24 May 2016. No further
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: RABIES IN HHH ADJ PFIZER KV Brand:
NOBIVAC 3 RABIES 50X1DS Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE BB/PI3/ADENO 2 LV/LB Brand:
NOBIVAC INTRA TRAC 3 ADT 150X1DS Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE LEPTO*4(ORIG S-P US)
KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK Reason: Vaccination Generic: FLURALANER CHEW
TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 1400MG 1X1TAB 240 Reason: Flea/ tick control ... Reason for use
truncated. [State of health: Good]

40.823 BRAVECTO 1400MG 1X1TAB 240 1400,N/A,N/A ,3,1400 mg Not
applicable 1 Animal (05/05/201605/05/2016)<BR><BR>Carprofen N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (05/05/201605/05/2016)<BR><BR>Hydroxyzine N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (05/05/201605/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC 3
RABIES 50X1DS - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Not applicable 1 Animal
(05/05/201605/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
INTRA TRAC 3 ADT 150X1DS .5,N/A,N/A ,10,0.5 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (05/05/201605/05/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(05/05/201605/05/2016)<BR><BR>ProHeart 6 N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (05/05/201605/05/2016)<BR><BR>

Suspected Adverse reaction: On 12 Sep 2016 an office manager contacted the Animal Product Safety
Shih Tzu
Service to report that a 4 year old Shih Tzu developed hemolytic anemia following vaccination with
Nobivac Lepto 4 administered on 06 Sep 2016. On 07 Sep 2016 the dog was lethargic, inappetant,
adipsic, and had hemolytic anemia. Previously, on 16 Aug 2016 the dog received Nobivac Lepto 4 and
Nobivac Lyme without incident. On 16 Aug 2016 the dog was also prescribed Bravecto 250 mg (9.9-22
lbs) and a non-company heartworm preventative however the date of administration is unknown. On
02 Aug 2016 the dog was treated with an amoxicillin and clavulanic acid antibiotic and prednisolone for
an anal gland abscess. On 09 Sep 2016 the dog had a PCV of 8%, thrombocytopenia, and
hyperbilirubinemia at the regular vet and was then referred to a veterinary medical teaching hospital.
The dog was lethargic, had pale gums, weak pulses, and icterus. The PCV was 15%. The dog was
admitted and treated for suspected IMHA with IV fluids, steroids, gastro protectants, antibiotics
fragmin, and Plavix. The dog received a blood transfusion during which the dog's temperature elevated
slightly but the dog was treated with diphenhydramine and the fever resolved once the transfusion was
done. Her PCV on 10 Sep 2016 was 12%. The dog became more icteric/bilirunin
(verbatim)/hemoglobinuric. Ultrasound revealed gallbladder and pancreatic inflammation consistent
with an anaphylactic reaction. The dog required plasma exchanges and 2 more blood transfusions to
keep the PCV over 20%. The dog developed GI upset and was treated with Cerenia, Reglan, Zofran,
metronidazole, and cyclosporine. The dog had trouble maintaining its blood sugar and it was
supplemented. On 11 Sep 2016 the dog became azotemic (creatinine 3.4 mg/dl) and had not urinated
in over 12 hours. Nystagmus and progressive mental obtundation were noted. On 12 Sep 2016 the
dog's creatinine was 4.3 mg/dl and the dog had only urinated 30 ml over 12 hours, so the owners
elected euthanasia. No further information is expected . [Reason for use for product: Generic:
CANINE LEPTO*4(ORIG S-P US) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK Reason: Vaccination
Generic: CANINE B BURGDORFERI *2 ALU KB Brand: NOBIVAC LYME 25X1DS Reason: Vaccination
Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB 240 Reason: Flea/ tick
control Generic: Brand: HeartGard Reason: Heartworm prevention Generic: Brand: Clavamox
Reason: Anal G... Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Good]

6.033 BRAVECTO 250MG 1X1TAB 240 250,N/A,N/A ,3,250 mg Not
applicable 1 Animal (16/08/201616/08/2016)<BR><BR>Blood
transfusion - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(09/09/201609/09/2016)<BR><BR>Cerenia N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (10/09/201610/09/2016)<BR><BR>Clavamox N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (10 Day(s)
02/08/201612/08/2016)<BR><BR>Fragmin N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (09/09/201609/09/2016)<BR><BR>HeartGard N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (16/08/201616/08/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(06/09/201606/09/2016)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LYME 25X1DS - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Not applicable 1 Animal
(16/08/201616/08/2016)<BR><BR>Prednisolone -

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2017-US-08902

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

24/04/2017

08/09/2017

1

1

1 11/05/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Neutrophilia,NT - lymphoma/
Not
lymphadenomegaly,Urinary bladder Known
disorder NOS,Pulmonary disorder
NOS,Death,Anorexia,Abnormal test
result,Heart valve
disorder,Pulmonary
neoplasm,Metastatic
neoplasia,Elevated ALT,Elevated
bile acids,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
radiograph finding,Abnormal
necropsy finding,Renal disorder
NOS

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2017-US-13239

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

11 Year(s)

30/05/2017

02/10/2017

1

1

0 15/06/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes

Diarrhoea,Seizure NOS,Urinary
No Data
incontinence,Weight loss,Glazed
eye,Balance impaired,Collapse of
leg,Tremor,Hypoglycaemia,Shaking,
Elevated ALT,Elevated SAP

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2017-US-16824

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

5 Year(s)

05/09/2017

26/09/2017

1

1

1 16/08/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes,<BR><
BR><BR><BR><B
R>Not Known

Anaemia NOS,Lack of efficacy
No Data
(ectoparasite
NOS),Diarrhoea,Death by
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Weight
loss,Abnormal test result,Blood in
urine,Urinary tract
infection,Hyperphosphataemia,Elev
ated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Emesis
(multiple),Azotaemia,Decreased
packed cell volume (PCV),Elevated
amylase,Pyuria,Low platelet count

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 06 Jun 2017 a pet owner reported via social media that a 6-year-old, Labrador
Labrador Retriever received Bravecto and then died of liver damage. The veterinarian reported that on Retriever
24 Apr 2017 the dog was seen for vaccines: Bordetella (SQ) LEPTO4 and stand-alone Parvovirus vaccine
(non-company). Bravecto was also purchased on that day. The dog was obese and had been on a
weight loss diet. On 26 Feb 2015 the dog weighed 108 pounds, and the veterinarian noted it was 20 to
40 pounds overweight. On 24 Apr 2017 the dog weighed 93.4 pounds, and the veterinarian noted it had
20 more pounds to lose. On 13 May 2017 the dog presented for anorexia that the owner reported
began on 11 May 2017. He weighed 95.2 pounds, which did not represent a decrease in weight. On
physical examination on 13 May 2017 the dog seemed normal. Blood work showed mild neutrophilia,
ALP was elevated at 1045 (20-150) and ALT 174 (10-118). These values were normal at last blood work
in 2013. On 15 May 2017 bile acids were run and we high both pre and postprandial. Pre: 39.2 (<25)
and Post: 87.6 (<25), indicating abnormal liver function and supportive of hepatobiliary disease.
Hepatitis, a hepatic shunt, and neoplasia were the veterinarian's rule outs, and a referral to a specialist
was recommended but not obtained. Radiographs were performed on 15 May 2017 and pleural
fissures or thickening was found, and a diagnosis of thoracic disease was made. A thoracic ultrasound
was recommended but not obtained. No organomegaly was identified but opacities were seen in the
kidneys and bladder. The dog did not present for recheck. The owner called on the morning of 06 Jun
2017 and reported the dog died at home. A necropsy was performed which identified a 14 x 13 x 4 cm
multi lobulated thoracic mass with metastasis to the lung and lymph nodes. Nodules were found on
the mitral and tricuspid valves, as well as on the left kidney and lung surface. Histopathology to
identify the neoplasia is pending. Further information is expected. Follow up information received on
08 Sep 2017: The necropsy found malignant lymphoma with metastasis to the kidney and lymph nodes.
A final diagnostic comment stated that based on the location of the largest mass, a lymphoblastic Tcell lymphoma arising from the thymus is most likely. The areas of calcification in the lung are due to
paraneoplastic hypercalcemia of malignancy commonly seen in lymphomas. No further information is
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO
1400MG 1X1TAB 240 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: Brand: Subcutaneous Bordetella vaccine
Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Lepto 4 vaccine Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: Parvo
virus vaccine
Reason:
Vaccination]
of health:
Unknown]
Suspected
Adverse
Reaction:
On 02 [State
Aug 2017
a veterinarian
(vet) reported that a dog developed
Weimaraner
multiple clinical signs after receiving Nobivac Lepto4, Nobivac Intra-Trac3, and Bravecto 1000 mg (over
44 up to 88 lb) (unknown if given with food). On 30 May 2017, the vaccines were administered and the
Bravecto was dispensed. The date of administration of Bravecto was unknown. It was unknown if any
of the products had been previously administered. In mid-June (verbatim), the dog developed diarrhea
and was dispensed Fortiflora without exam. The diarrhea resolved at an unknown date. On 12 Jul
2017, the dog had an episode which lasted for a few minutes: tremors, shaking, loss of balance, glazed
look in the eyes. The owner reported this as seizure activity (verbatim). The dog was brought to the
vet and bloodwork revealed alanine transferase (ALT) 128 U/L (N=5-107), and SAP 2260 U/L (N=10150). The remaining chemistry and complete blood count were normal. There was no previous lab
work documented. The dog was treated with Gabapentin, Denamarin, and Firocoxib. On 02 Aug 2017,
the dog developed splayed legs and urinary incontinence which lasted for a few minutes. The vet
administered midazolam and Zonisamide. The dog had pre-existing issues with urinary incontinence
and had been on Diethylstilbestrol since at least 2016 and had periodic episodes occurring over
multiple years (unknown date of onset) of shaking like it was cold (verbatim). The dog had lost 3.4 lbs
(64.4 lbs Sep 2016, 61 lbs 02 Aug 2017) and the owner reported that the dog had not been eating well
for 3 months (pre-existing). Follow up is expected. Follow-up on 02 Oct 2017: Patient information was
updated. The vet reported that the dog was examined on 02 Oct 2017 due to the occurrence of a
seizure. According to the vet, the dog had seemed controlled (verbatim) on Zonisamide. Blood work
revealed SAP over 2400 U/L, normal ALT, glucose 59 mg/dL (N=70-138). The vet stated that the
glucose on 12 Jul 2017, which was not provided at the time of the initial report, was 61 mg/dL. The
SAP was 1800 U/L on blood work performed approximately 1.5 years prior (approximately 2016). The
vet did not know how many seizures the dog had in total. The owner told the vet that he felt that the
dog was having spells (verbatim) prior to using Bravecto, but that they were milder. The vet did not
feel that the adverse event was related to the use of the product. No further information is expected.
[Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 1000MG
1X1TAB 240 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: CANINE BB/PI3/ADENO 2 LV/LB Brand: NOBIVAC
INTRA-TRAC 3 25X 1 DS Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE LEPTO*4(ORIG S-P US) KB Brand:
NOBIVAC LEPTO
25X1DS MRK
Reason:
Vaccination
Generic:
Brand: On
Diethylstilbesterol
Reason:
Suspected
Lack of4 Expected
Efficacy
and Suspected
Adverse
Reaction:
26 Sep 2017 a pet
owner
Labrador
reported that his dog was diagnosed with Lyme disease, despite receiving Bravecto 1000 mg (over 44
Retriever
and up to 88 lbs) on 17 Apr 2017 and 06 Jul 2017. The owner reported the dog experienced emesis
before and on approximately 18 Sep 2017, the dog was presented to the veterinarian for treatment,
and experienced lethargy, elevation of creatinine, and had a positive Lyme test. The dog did not
improve with overnight treatment with fluids, and was euthanized due to a poor prognosis. Further
information was received from the veterinarian on 27 Sep 2017. The dog was found to be Lyme
positive on 18 Sep 2017 via an IDEXX 4DX test. The owner had reported seeing ticks crawling on the
dog after use of Bravecto began, but details were not known regarding engorgement or attachment.
No prior Lyme tests had been performed, so Lyme status at time of starting Bravecto was not
established. Historically, on 16 Aug 2017 the dog presented for a urinary tract infection and was
treated with Clavamox for 10 days. On 05 Sep 2017 the dog received Nobivac Intra-Trac3 and Nobivac
Lepto4, and had a negative fecal test. The dog began vomiting on 13 Sep 2017 and was treated with
probiotic. The dog presented on 18 Sep 2017, and weight loss, lethargy, continued vomiting, and
diarrhea were reported beginning 13 Sep 2017. A fecal examination was not performed. Blood work
run on 18 Sep 2017 showed BUN 112 mg/dL (7-25), creatinine 6.3 mg/dL (0.3-1.4), phosphorus 12.3
mg/dL (2.9-6.6), amylase 1800 IU/L (200-1200), Urinalysis showed ongoing red and white blood cells.
The culture was negative. The hematocrit showed anemia at 20% (30-45) with low platelets 7,000/ul
(200,000+ is normal). The veterinarian diagnosed azotemia, with suspicion for Lyme nephritis. The dog
responded poorly to treatment and was euthanized on 20 Sep 2017. A necropsy was not performed.
No further information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW
TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB 240 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: CANINE
BB/PI3/ADENO 2 LV/LB Brand: NOBIVAC INTRA-TRAC 3 25X 1 DS Reason: Vaccination Generic:
CANINE LEPTO*4(ORIG S-P US) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK Reason: Vaccination
Generic: Brand: Clavamox Reason: Urinary Tract Infection Generic: Brand: probiotic Rea... Reason
for use truncated. [State of health: Unknown]

43.182 BRAVECTO 1400MG 1X1TAB 240 1400,N/A,N/A ,3,1400 mg Not
applicable 1 Animal (24/04/201724/04/2017)<BR><BR>Lepto 4
vaccine - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not
applicable 1 Animal (24/04/201724/04/2017)<BR><BR>Parvo virus
vaccine - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not
applicable 1 Animal (24/04/201724/04/2017)<BR><BR>Subcutaneou
s Bordetella vaccine - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,N/A (24/04/201724/04/2017)<BR><BR>

27.669 BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB 240 1000,N/A,N/A ,3,1000 mg Not
applicable 1 Animal (30/05/201730/05/2017)<BR><BR>Denamarin N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (12/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Diethylstilbesterol N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (01/01/2016N/A)<BR><BR>Firocoxib N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (12/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Fortiflora N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (15/06/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Gabapentin N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (12/07/2017N/A)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC INTRATRAC 3 25X 1 DS - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(30/05/201730/05/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(30/05/2017-30/05/2017)<BR><BR>

25.855 BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB 240 1000,N/A,11 Weeks,3,1000 mg 11
Weeks 1 Animal (11 Week(s)
17/04/201706/07/2017)<BR><BR>Clavamox N/A,N/A,12 Hours,24,Unknown 12
Hours 1 Animal (10 Day(s)
16/08/201726/08/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
INTRA-TRAC 3 25X 1 DS - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(05/09/201705/09/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(05/09/201705/09/2017)<BR><BR>probiotic N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (1 Week(s)
13/09/2017-20/09/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2017-US-17588

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

8 Year(s)

06/10/2017

19/10/2017

1

1

0 08/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No,<BR
><BR><BR><BR>
<BR>Not Known

Increased intra-ocular
pressure,Dilated pupils,Abnormal
pupil light reflex,Cloudy eye (for
Miosis, Mydriasis, Anisocoria,
Nystagmus - see
'Neurological'),Blindness

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2017-US-20274

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

17/01/2017

15/11/2017

1

1

1 11/11/2017 Not
Death by euthanasia,Lack of
Known,<BR><BR efficacy
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2017-US-20648

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

4 Year(s)

27/05/2017

25/01/2018

1

1

0 17/06/2015 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>No,<BR
><BR><BR><BR>
<BR>Yes,<BR><B
R><BR><BR><BR
>Yes,<BR><BR><
BR><BR><BR>Ye
s,<BR><BR><BR
><BR><BR>Yes,<
BR><BR><BR><B
R><BR>Yes,<BR>
<BR><BR><BR><
BR>Yes,<BR><B
R><BR><BR><BR
>Yes,<BR><BR><
BR><BR><BR>Ye
s,<BR><BR><BR
><BR><BR>Yes,<
BR><BR><BR><B
R><BR>Yes,<BR>
<BR><BR><BR><
BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><

No Data

Suspected adverse reaction: On 08 Oct 2017, a veterinarian reported via voicemail that a dog
Siberian Husky
developed clinical signs after administration Bravecto, Panacur, and vaccines on 06 Oct 2017. On 09
Oct 2017, a follow-up conversation with the veterinarian yielded additional information. The dog had
received Nobivac Canine 1-DAPPv, Nobivac Lepto4, Panacur Cattle Dewormer Suspension 10% (extralabel use; species. Dose was unknown, though prescribed to be given once daily for three days), and
Bravecto 1000 mg (over 44 and up to 88 lbs) on 06 Oct 2017 during a boarding stay. The dog had
received a non-company Rabies vaccine at the same visit. The dog also tested positive for whipworms
at the visit (present prior to the administration of products). It is unknown if the Bravecto was given
with food. On 08 Oct 2017, while still in boarding, the boarding staff thought that the dog had
developed changes in vision. The dog was brought to a veterinarian, and upon physical examination,
the veterinarian determined the dog was completely visual and a fundic exam was unremarkable.
However, the veterinarian found the dog to have dilated pupils and changes in pupillary light reflex
(PLR) (reported as minimal PLR). The dog was administered subcutaneous fluids and monitored. The
same day, 08 Oct 2017, the dog recovered. On 12 Oct 2017, the owner called the Animal Product
Safety Service (APSS) with additional information. The owner reported to the APSS that the dog had
developed cloudiness of one eye (which eye was not reported) on 10 Oct 2017. The dog returned to
the clinic, and upon physical examination, the veterinarian determined that the dog had an increased
intraocular pressures. A visit with an ophthalmologist was planned. Follow-up is pending. Follow-up:
On 19 Oct 2017, the pet owner reported to the APSS that the dog was blind in the left eye, and the dog
was loosing vision in the right eye. The dog was under the care of a specialist. No more information is
expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: CANINE DA2PPV (ORIG S-P US) LV Brand: NOBIVAC
CANINE 1-DAPPV 25X 1DS MRK Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE LEPTO*4(ORIG S-P US) KB
Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK Reason: Vaccination Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS
Brand: BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB 240 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: FENBENDAZOL
SUSPENSION Brand: PANACUR SUSP 10% 6X1 LT US Reason: Whipworm... Reason for use truncated.
[State of health: Fair]

20.276 BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB 240 1000,N/A,N/A ,3,1000 mg Not
applicable 1 Animal (06/10/201706/10/2017)<BR><BR>Mrab Vaccine
- N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable Unknown (06/10/201706/10/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
CANINE 1-DAPPV 25X 1DS MRK 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (06/10/201706/10/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(06/10/201706/10/2017)<BR><BR>PANACUR
SUSP 10% 6X1 LT US - N/A,N/A,1
Days,24,Unknown 1 Days Unknown
(2 Day(s) 06/10/201708/10/2017)<BR><BR>Subcutaneou
s fluids - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Not applicable (08/10/201708/10/2017)<BR><BR>

No Data

Suspected Lack of Expected Efficacy: On 15 Nov 2017 a technician called to report that a dog
Labrador
developed lethargy, wasn't feeling well, stiff hindlimbs, fever, azotemia, elevated alkaline phosphatase Retriever
(ALP), mild hypoalbuminemia, ecchymosis and thrombocytopenia despite receiving Nobivac Lyme on
20 Dec 2016 and 17 Jan 2017 and Nobivac Lepto on 17 Jan 2017. The dog was reported to have
received a leptospirosis vaccine annually (manufacturer unknown). The dog had moved to their region
in Oct 2017. The dog has also been receiving Bravecto 1000 mg (over 44 and up to 88 lbs) since 16 May
2017. It is unknown whether it was administered with food. The dog was negative on a SNAP 4DX on
20 Dec 2016. The dog was seen on 11 Nov 2017 with a complaint of not feeling well and difficulty
getting up to walk. Physical examination revealed a body temperature of 104.3 F and stiff hindlimbs. A
SNAP 4DX was positive for Lyme. Laboratory testing revealed the following abnormalities: ALP 248
U/L (212 high normal), creatinine 1.8 (1.0 high normal) and albumin 2.1 (low, normal not provided).
Doxycycline and Gabapentin were started. The dog was not able to be put on a non-steroidal drug due
to previous hepatopathy associated with administration (time not provided). The dog was seen again
13 Nov 2017 because the dog was not any better. The owner was unable to administer the
doxycycline. It is unknown whether she administered the Gabapentin. The dog's body temperature was
103 F. The BUN was now 42 mg/dL (elevated, normal not provided), creatinine 2.7 and platelet count
13,000 (low, normal not provided). The dog also had some ecchymosis. Radiographs were
unremarkable. The dog is currently being treated at the local university with intravenous doxycycline. A
platelet count performed at the referral hospital was 81,000 (date unknown). The dog's liver enzymes
and renal values were reported as being unchanged. C6 test and PCR for leptospirosis pending. Follow
up information expected. Follow up 27 Nov 2017: A receptionist reports that the dog was euthanized
on 19 Nov 2017. A referral letter indicated that the dog developed proteinuria, worsened azotemia,
peripheral edema, and had an enlarged lymph node and despite immunosupporessive therapy she did
not improve. The owner then elevated euthanasia. PCR and titers were negative for leptospirosis. The
dog's Lyme C6 titer was 143 U/ml. No further information expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: CANINE B BURGDORFERI *2 ALU KB Brand: NOBIVAC LYME 25X1DS Reason: Vaccination
Generic: CANINE LEPTO*4(ORIG S-P US) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK Reason:
Vaccination Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB 240 Reason:
Ectoparasitic
control
Generic:
Brand:
Lactated ringers
Generic:
Brand:
Suspected
adverse
reaction
(SAR)
and suspected
lack of solution
expected Reason:
efficacy Hydration
(SLEE): On 21
Nov 2017
a
Chesapeake
veterinarian reported that a dog vomited (SAR) on 10 Oct 2017 1 day after treatment with Bravecto
Bay Retriever
1000 mg (over 44 and up to 88 lbs) administered on 09 Oct 2017. The dog was administered Bravecto
since 06 Jun 2015. It was unknown if the Bravecto was administered with food. Medical records were
provided by the clinic. Bravecto was purchased on 06 Jun 2015, 05 Sep 2015, 26 Mar 2016, 15 Oct
2016, 11 Mar 2017 and 09 Oct 2017 (Extra label use - frequency too low). The dog was administered
Interceptor monthly since 15 Oct 2016. The dog was current on vaccinations. The dog had a history of
anxiety and was treated with on Zoloft since 06 Jun 2016 and with Trazodone intermittently since 04
May 2016 (SAR). The dog was very itchy and pulling tufts of fur around the back end on 17 June 2015
(SAR). Examination on 17 Jun 2015 revealed scabs, patchy alopecia and erythema to caudal dorsum,
bilateral upper thighs, perineum and medial thighs (SAR). The ears had moderate debris and erythema
(SAR). The veterinarian (vet) was highly suspicious of flea allergy dermatitis because the cats in
household had fleas. The vet was not reporting a lack of efficacy with Bravecto. The dog was chewing
at the paws (coded with pruritus) on 26 Jun 2015 (SAR). The previously reported itching and scabs were
improved but not resolved on 26 Jun 2015. On 29 Jan 2016 the dog was examined for licking the right
rear foot since 24 Jan 2016. Examination on 29 Jan 2016 revealed no noted alopecia, scabs, or ear
canal erythema. The dog had a torn right rear 5th digital nail on 29 Jan 2016 which was repaired (SAR).
The dog was itching on approximately 10 May 2016. Examination on 17 May 2016 revealed mild
erythema to bilateral inguinal region. Medical records noted that the dog had allergies and was under
treatment with Apoquel. The dog had watery brown stool (SAR) on 09 Aug 2016 and was diagnosed
with hookworms. Examination on 09 Aug 2016 revealed normal skin and no pruritus. The diarrhea
continued on 02 Sep 2016. On 11 Oct 2016 the dog was examined for vomiting since 08 Oct 2016 and
for bloody diarrhea that occurred on 11 Oct 2016 (SAR). Radiographs showed mild gas distended
stomach and generalized ileus (SAR). There was an incidental finding of a metallic ball/bb noted in the
left hip region (verbatim). On 07 Nov 2017 the dog was examined for not feeling well for 1 month
duration (SAR). Abnormal findings were: bradycardia -70 beats per minutes (normal value not stated);
the abdomen was painful on palpation of the cranial quadrant; jaundice sclera; and tacky yellow
mucous membranes (SAR). Bloodwork on 07 Nov 2017 revealed monocytes 5.4% (2.0-4.0), Alkaline
Phosphatase (ALP) 2232 (20-150 U/L), Alanine Aminotransferase (ALT) 1708 (10-118 U/L), total bilirubin

32.477 BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB 240 1000,N/A,3 Months,3,1000 mg 3
Months 1 Animal (16/05/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Doxycycline 150,N/A,12 Hours,3,150 mg 12
Hours 1 Animal (5 Day(s) 13/11/201718/11/2017)<BR><BR>Enrofloxacin 261.5,N/A,1 Days,3,261.5 mg 1 Days
1 Animal (4 Day(s) 14/11/201718/11/2017)<BR><BR>Lactated
ringers solution - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal (6
Day(s) 13/11/201719/11/2017)<BR><BR>Maropitant 25,N/A,1 Days,3,25 mg 1 Days 1
Animal (5 Day(s) 13/11/201718/11/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(17/01/201717/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LYME 25X1DS - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml
Not applicable 1 Animal
(17/01/201717/01/2017)<BR><BR>NaCl 0.45% +
2.5% dextrose - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal (2
Day(s) 14/11/201716/11/2017)<BR><BR>Pantoprazole
36.786 Antisedan
- N/A,N/A,N/A

Bloody diarrhoea,Ear discharge,Gall No Data
bladder & bile duct disorder
NOS,Hepatopathy,Jaundice,Hypoca
lcaemic condition,Erythema (for
urticaria see Immune
SOC),Pruritus,Decreased
appetite,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Malaise,Lack of
efficacy,Ileus,Gastric distension,Dry
mucous membrane,Abnormal test
result,Allergic
dermatitis,Alopecia,Pancreatitis,Cla
w / hoof / nail disorder NOS,Urine
abnormalities NOS,Decreased urine
concentration,Elevated
ALT,Elevated total
bilirubin,Elevated SAP,Abnormal
ultrasound finding,Abnormal
radiograph finding,Emesis
(multiple),Skin
scab,Pyuria,Monocytosis,Elevated
triglyceride,Reduced globulins,Ear
canal erythema,Anxiety,Self
trauma,Eosinophilia,Leucocytosis,N
eutrophilia,Bradycardia,Abdominal
pain,Loose stool

,24,Unknown Not applicable 1
Animal (08/11/201708/11/2017)<BR><BR>Apoquel N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (01/05/2016N/A)<BR><BR>BRAVECTO 1000MG
1X1TAB 240 - 1000,N/A,N/A ,3,12
weeks-7 months (2 Year(s)
06/06/201509/10/2017)<BR><BR>Butorphanol N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (08/11/201708/11/2017)<BR><BR>Cerenia N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (07/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Denamarin N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (08/11/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Dexdormitor N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (08/11/201708/11/2017)<BR><BR>Doxycycline N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (10 Day(s)
10/11/201720/11/2017)<BR><BR>Famotidine N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (07/11/2017-

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2017-US-22080

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

20/06/2017

12/01/2018

1

1

0 02/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Anaemia
No Data
NOS,Thrombocytopenia,Weakness,
Immune mediated haemolytic
anaemia

Suspected adverse reaction: On 26 Dec 2017 a technician reported that a 7 year old Labrador Retriever Labrador
developed suspected immune mediated hemolytic anemia after dosing with Bravecto 1400 mg (over
Retriever
88 and up to 123 lbs) on approximately 28 Mar 2017. The owner was dispensed 2 doses but she does
not recall giving the second dose. Both packages were empty in Dec 2017. On 02 Oct 2017 the dog
was brought in for examination because of weakness. The red blood cells (RBCs) were 2.83 x 1000/uL
(5.5-8.5) and platelets were 37 x1000/uL (165-500). The dog was sent home with doxycycline and an
iron-Vitamin B supplement. The RBCs and platelets remained low, and the dog was continued on
doxycycline and the iron-B vitamin supplement, through 26 Dec 2017. On that day immune mediated
hemolytic anemia was diagnosed and the dog was started on prednisolone. The dog was diagnosed as
hypothyroid and started on levothyroxine in Feb 2017 (pre-existing). The dog was treated with a
sulfadiazine - trimethoprim antibiotic for an infected toenail in Apr 2017. It was boostered with
Nobivac Lepto 4 on 20 Jun 2017. An Ehrlichia and Lyme test were negative on 19 Dec 2017. A follow
up is pending. Follow-up 11 Jan 2018: Changed reproductive status from "mixed" to "neutered". Followup 12 Jan 2018: Re-approved and resubmitted case. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 1400MG 1X1TAB 240 Reason: Flea/ tick control
Generic: CANINE LEPTO*4(ORIG S-P US) KB Brand: NOBIVAC LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK Reason:
Vaccination Generic: Brand: levothyroxine Reason: Hypothyroidism. Generic: Brand: Trimethoprim sulfa Reason: Anti-infective Generic: Brand: B vitamins Reason: Supportive treatment Generic...
Reason for use truncated. [State of health: Fair]

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2018-US-01398

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

04/05/2017

19/02/2018

1

1

0 25/10/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known

Aggression,Behavioural disorder
NOS,Seizure NOS,Depression,Lack
of efficacy,Weight gain,Abnormal
test result,Appetite disorder
NOS,Decreased drinking

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2018-US-01460

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

2 Year(s)

07/04/2017

30/01/2018

1

1

0 07/04/2017 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes,<BR><
BR><BR><BR><B
R>Yes,<BR><BR>
<BR><BR><BR>Y
es,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Yes

Inappropriate
No Data
urination,Vomiting,Blepharospasm,
Seizure NOS,Epilepsy,Uncoded
sign,Abnormal test
result,Conjunctival
irritation,Tremor,Shaking

Suspected Adverse Reaction and Suspected Lack of Efficacy: On 29 Jan 2018 an office manager
Crossbred
reported that a dog had seizures after administration of Bravecto 1000 mg (over 44 and up to 88 lbs)
(unknown if given with food). The product was given July 2017, Sep 2017, 13 Nov 2017, 20 Jan 2018.
The Bravecto was instructed to be given every three months, but the owner chose to give it more
frequently, which was extra label use, frequency too high. Interceptor was given approximately May
2017, Aug 2017, Oct 2017, 17 Dec 2017. The owner reported that she was under the impression that
Bravecto and Interceptor should be alternated monthly. The dog had been treated in Jan 2017 for
papillomatosis (pre-existing). It also had chronic skin allergies, had allergy testing performed, and a
food trial had been discussed in Mar 2017. The owners were instructed to clean the ears weekly with
Triz Ultra Keto (since Jan 2017). On 04 May 2017, the dog received Nobivac Intra-Trac KC and Nobivac
Lepto4. On 16 Oct 2017 the veterinarian (vet) dispensed Aloe Clens to administer in the ears after
swimming. On 25 Oct 2017, the dog was examined for coughing and was treated with Amoxicillin and
cough tabs. On 23 Nov 2017, the dog was brought to an emergency clinic for evaluation of a seizure
that lasted three minutes. The owner reported that the dog seemed aggressive afterward. A complete
blood count, chemistry panel, and blood gas revealed pH 7.47 and PCO2 31 (normals not reported).
The physical exam was unremarkable and the dog was not treated. The first seizure (23 Nov 2017) had
occurred 10 days after Bravecto was administered (13 Nov 2017) and the second seizure (27 Dec 2017)
had occurred 11 days after Interceptor (27 Dec 2017). Bravecto was administered again on 20 Jan
2018. On 31 Jan 2018, the owner reported that the dog was slow to eat breakfast for the past few
days, seemed to need more attention and seemed depressed. The owner started adding broth to the
dog's food because she was concerned he was not drinking enough. Medical exam on 31 Jan 2018
was unremarkable except for mild weight gain. The vet recommended that the dog lose weight.
Diagnostics were recommended but not performed. Follow-up is expected. Follow-up on 08 Feb 2018:
The practice manager reported that the dog had a seizure on 03 Feb 2018. It was unknown if the dog
was treated. Follow-up is expected. Follow-up 19 Feb 2018: Note: The narrative incorrectly states
Extra-Label Use, when it is unknown if the product was used correctly. Also product problem type lack
of efficacy was removed from Bravecto. Follow-up is expected. [Reason for use for product:
Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 1000MG 1X1TAB 240 Reason: Ectoparasitic
control Generic:
Interceptor
Heartworm prevention
Generic:
Triz de
Ultra
Keto Coton de
Suspected
adverseBrand:
reaction:
On 30 JanReason:
2018 a veterinarian
reported that
a 2 yearBrand:
old Coton
Tulear
developed seizures after administration of Bravecto 112.5 mg (over 4.4 and up to 9.9 lbs) every 12
Tuléar
weeks starting on 06 Feb 2017. The most recent dose was administered on approximately 23 Jan
2018. The dog was adopted from a rescue in approximately Jan 2017. On 06 Feb 2017 the dog also
received Interceptor Plus, and non-company Bordetella and Canine Influenza H3N8 vaccines. On 27
Feb 2017 the dog received Nobivac Canine Flu H3N8 booster and a non-company injectable Bordetella
vaccine. On 07 Apr 2017 the dog presented for blepharospasm, erythema of the conjunctiva. Trauma
was suspected as the cause Tobramycin eye drops were dispensed. The dog also received Nobivac
Lepto 4 and a Lyme vaccine from an unknown manufacturer. The dog started vomiting after
vaccination and was treated with Cerenia and diphenhydramine. Subsequent vaccinations were
uneventful. The dog returned on 22 Dec 2017 for a dental that was uneventful. On 02 Jan 2018 the
dog had its first seizure and was taken to an emergency clinic where exam and complete blood count,
packed cell volume, total solids, a chemistry panel, and electrolytes were all normal. The owner
described that the dog was resting on the sofa when it suddenly began shaking. The dog urinated a
small amount and the episode lasted 5 minutes. Following the episode the dog had small intermittent
tremors but then appeared to return to normal behavior quickly. A dose of Bravecto was administered
on approximately 23 Jan 2018. Another seizure occurred on 30 Jan 2018. The dog was immediately
taken in for an exam. Complete blood count and serum chemistries were normal. A fecal was positive
for Isospora oocysts. The urinalysis had a specific gravity of 1.061 (1.015-1.05), pH of 7.5 (5.5-7), and
protein of 2+ (negative). The dog was normal on physical exam. The vet feels the dog has epilepsy and
started it on phenobarbital. A follow up is pending. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand: BRAVECTO 112,5MG 1X1TAB 240 Reason: Flea/ tick control
Generic: Brand: Interceptor Plus Reason: Heartworm prevention Generic: Brand: Zoetis Influenza
H3N8 Reason: Vaccination Generic: CANINE INFL H3N8 KV Brand: NOBIVAC CIV FLU H3N8 25X1 DS
Reason: Vaccination Generic: Brand: BronchiShield III BI Reason: Vaccination Generic:... Reason for
use truncated. [State of health: Fair]

No Data

47.31 B vitamins - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal (12
Week(s) 02/10/201726/12/2017)<BR><BR>BRAVECTO
1400MG 1X1TAB 240 1400,N/A,N/A ,3,1400 mg Unknown
1 Animal (28/03/201701/01/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(20/06/201720/06/2017)<BR><BR>Trimethoprim
- sulfa - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (01/04/201701/01/2017)<BR><BR>doxycycline N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (12 Week(s)
02/10/201726/12/2017)<BR><BR>levothyroxine
- .8,N/A,1 Days,3,0.8 mg 1 Days 1
Animal (01/02/2017-N/A)<BR><BR>

28.758 Aloe Clens - N/A,N/A,N/A
,24,Unknown Unknown 1 Animal
(16/10/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Amoxicillin 500,N/A,12 Hours,3,500 mg 12
Hours 1 Animal (1 Week(s)
25/10/201701/11/2017)<BR><BR>BRAVECTO
1000MG 1X1TAB 240 - 1000,N/A,2
Months,3,1000 mg 2 Months 1
Animal (01/07/201720/01/2018)<BR><BR>Cough Tabs N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Unknown 1 Animal (4 Day(s)
25/10/201729/10/2017)<BR><BR>Interceptor N/A,N/A,2 Months,24,Unknown 2
Months 1 Animal (01/05/201717/12/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
INTRA-TRAC KC 25 X 1DS .4,N/A,N/A ,10,0.4 ml Not applicable
1 Animal (04/05/201704/05/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(04/05/201704/05/2017)<BR><BR>Triz Ultra
Keto - N/A,N/A,1
Weeks,24,Unknown
Weeks 240
1 4.082 BRAVECTO
112,5MG11X1TAB
112.5,N/A,12 Weeks,3,112.5 mg 12
Weeks 1 Animal (06/02/201723/01/2018)<BR><BR>BronchiShield
III BI - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not
applicable 1 Animal (27/02/201727/02/2017)<BR><BR>Cerenia N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown Not
applicable 1 Animal (07/04/201707/04/2017)<BR><BR>Diphenhydra
mine - N/A,N/A,N/A ,24,Unknown
Not applicable 1 Animal
(07/04/201707/04/2017)<BR><BR>Interceptor
Plus - N/A,N/A,1
Months,24,Unknown 1 Months 1
Animal (06/02/2017N/A)<BR><BR>Lyme vaccine 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (07/04/201707/04/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC CIV
FLU H3N8 25X1 DS - 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1
ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(27/02/201727/02/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(07/04/201707/04/2017)<BR><BR>Tobramycin

NOBIVAC L4

USA-MERCKMSD-2018-US-03443

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

6 Year(s)

27/06/2017

26/03/2018

1

1

0 27/06/2017 Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Yes,
<BR><BR><BR><
BR><BR>Yes,<B
R><BR><BR><BR
><BR>Not
Known

Sternoabdominal
No Data
recumbency,Platelet disorder
NOS,Tremor,Seizure NOS,Abnormal
test result,Laceration,Limpness

NOBIVAC L4

USA-PFZRCVMP-2014-US-44031

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

29/10/2014

06/01/2015

1

1

1 08/11/2014 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
No,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vomiting,Death by
Not
euthanasia,Lethargy (see also
Known
Central nervous system depression
in 'Neurological'),Abnormal stool
colouration,Elevated BUN,Elevated
creatinine,Elevated ALT

NOBIVAC L4

USA-PFZRCVMP-2015-US-24726

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Year(s)

22/06/2015

07/07/2015

1

1

1 29/06/2015 Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes,<BR><BR><B
R><BR><BR>Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not Known

Vocalisation,Neutropenia,Hypotens Not
ion,Falling,Recumbency,Skin lesion Known
NOS,Cellulitis,Death,Inappetence,P
ain NOS,Lethargy (see also Central
nervous system depression in
'Neurological'),Localised pain NOS
(see other 'SOCs' for specific
pain),Fever,Purulent
lesion(s),Dehydration,Abnormal
test
result,Bruising,Hypoglycaemia,Eleva
ted renal parameters,Elevated
BUN,Elevated creatinine

United
States

Animal

NOBIVAC L4

USA-ZZELANCO-US2017_021711

Canine/dog

10 Year(s)

09/08/2017

10/08/2017

1

1

1 10/08/2017 Not
Sudden death
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

Not
Known

Suspected Adverse Reaction: On 08 Mar 2018, a technician (tech) reported that a 6 year old male
Golden
neutered golden retriever weighing 102.6 pounds had a seizure on 05 Mar 2018, after treatment with Retriever
Bravecto 1400 mg (over 88 and up to 123 lbs) on 03 Mar 2018. The dog had previously received 3
doses of Bravecto in May 2017, Aug 2017, and Nov 2017 with no adverse events. The dog also
received Nobivac Lepto 4, Nobivac Canine Flu Bivalent, Nobivac Intra-Trac 3 on 27 Jun 2017. The dog
received a second dose of Nobivac Canine Flu Bivalent on 19 Jul 2017. Medical history since receiving
Bravecto included a laceration on the medial canthus of the eye on 27 Jun 2017 caused by the dog
getting caught in a collar. The laceration was treated with ciprofloxacin drops. Bloodwork on 27 Jun
2017 revealed elevated platelets (432 10^3/mL, range 170-400) and low percentage of eosinophils (0%,
range 2-10%) (low percentage of eosinophils seen in previous bloodwork before Bravecto). On 05 Mar
2018, the dog had a seizure characterized by not being able to get up from the sternal position, limp
legs, and tremoring that lasted 5 minutes. The dog was not treated. The dog had a history of seizures
before starting Bravecto. Previous abnormalities include a seizure in Dec 2015 (exact date unknown)
and 04 Aug 2016. The seizure in Dec 2015 was characterized as falling to the side, stiff, and seeming
dazed afterwards. The seizure on 03 Aug 2016 was characterized as waking up from sleep, sitting on all
4 legs, swaying a little, and not seeming responsive. Bloodwork abnormalities on 23 Jun 2016 and 04
Aug 2016 included a low neutrophil percent, high lymphocyte percent, and low eosinophil percent. A
high pH and high cholesterol were also noted on 04 Aug 2016. On 28 Dec 2016, the dog was seen at
the clinic for coughing and gagging after boarding and was diagnosed with kennel cough. On 07 Jan
2017, the dog was seen for a skin lesion. The dog had been on Sentinel monthly since Aug 2016, and
was on Trifexis from Jun 2016 to Aug 2016. On 08 Mar 2018 blood was collected for analysis and
radiographs were taken and sent for consult. Follow-up expected. Follow-up: On 26 Mar 2018, a
technician reported that the dog had not had any more seizures since the seizure on 05 Mar 2018. A
complete blood count, chemistry, radiographs, and electrocardiogram were all unremarkable on 08
Mar 2018. The laceration at the medial canthus of the eye was resolved with an estimated date of 20
Nov 2017 due to indication in the medical record that the eyes appeared normal at that time. No more
information expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic: FLURALANER CHEW TABLETS Brand:
BRAVECTO 1400MG 1X1TAB 240 Reason: Flea/ tick control Generic: CANINE LEPTO*4(ORIG S-P US)
KB 11/13/14
Brand: NOBIVAC
LEPTO reported
4 25X1DSan
MRK
Reason:
Vaccination
INFL H3N2
On
a veterinarian
extra
label use
(treatmentGeneric:
programCANINE
not respected)
and/ aH3N8 Labrador
possible adverse event with Proheart 6 (partial lot 367254), and a possible adverse event with Rimadyl Retriever
75 mg Chewable Tablets (lot not provided) in a dog, a 10 year old 72.1 pound MC Labrador Retriever,
with a history of arthritis, cataracts, and recently diagnosed heartworm positive. Prior to the
heartworm positive diagnosis, the dog was on Trifexis, and it often caused vomiting in the dog. Despite
the heartworm positive diagnosis, the veterinarian administered Proheart to the dog, and also
dispensed doxycycline. The same day, the veterinarian also administered Nobivac Leptospirosis
vaccine and dispensed 6 days worth of Rimadyl 75 mg BID for the dog's arthritis. Eleven days after the
Proheart 6 administration and Rimadyl initiation (which would be 5 days after Rimadyl would have
been discontinued), the dog became lethargic. Two days after that the dog began vomiting. The dog
presented back to the veterinarian 16 days after the last office visit because of ongoing lethargy and
vomiting. The dog also had grey stool, however a fecal float was negative. There have not been any
other diagnostics or treatments. The doxycycline was discontinued, in the event it was causing GI
upset. With respect to Proheart 6, the case is assessed as 'unlikely' because signs did not develop until
11 days after administration, and thus a temporal relationship does not exist, despite the heartworm
positive status. With respect to Rimadyl the case is assessed as 'unlikely' because clinical signs did not
develop until 5 days after the Rimadyl was discontinued, and the dog was only administered Rimadyl
for 6 days. The signs could be due to the dog's heartworm disease. On 10/29/14 the dog was
diagnosed positive for heartworm and microfilaria. The dog was administered 1.6 ml Proheart 6 SC,
for the first time. The dog was dispensed Rimadyl 75 mg BID for 6 days. On 11/8/14 the pet owner felt
the dog was lethargic, and the entire family was sick with GI disease at that time. On 11/10/14 the dog
started vomiting. The dog is otherwise acting normal, and is eating well, and is not coughing. The
veterinarian's physical exam on 11/13/14 was normal (normal temperature, normal abdominal
palpation, no weight loss). The reporting veterinarian thinks the dog's signs are possibly due to
heartworm disease, doxycycline, or Rimadyl. The veterinarian is not suspicious of Proheart 6. If
additional information is received it will be reported. Later in the day on 11/13/14 the veterinarian
called back. A serum chemistry profile showed elevated BUN=119, creatinine=12.9, ALT=509.
Bloodwork had been done on 10/29/14 and was normal (BUN=10, Creat=1.3, ALT=45). The dog was
treated with
Hills K/D prescription
diet. The dog
may event
have Leptospirosis.
If additional
information
is
7/7/15:
A veterinarian
reported a perceived
adverse
involving Bronchicine
CAE (serial
A409720A)
Siberian Husky
and Rimadyl injectable (lot unknown) in a 12 year old, 80.7 pound, M/N Siberian Husky in good pretreatment health with no history of vaccine reactions. Two non-Zoetis vaccines were given
concomitantly. Bronchicine and Imrab rabies had been given previously with no reactions. It is
unknown if Rimadyl injectable was previously administered. The reaction was characterized by
lethargy, non-specific pain, falling over, inappetance, fever, a red, firm swelling over the right shoulder
with pain, presumed cellulitis, laterally recumbency, dehydration, vocalization secondary to pain,
bruising, a puncture at cranial aspect of swelling, abnormal laboratory values, hypotension, suspicion
of septic shock, and death which developed 7 days after the Bronchicine and two non-Zoetis vaccines
were administered. The Rimadyl was given in treatment after the initial signs were described. No
necropsy was performed and the case owner considers the causal relationship as inconclusive for
Bronchicine with the severity of the adverse signs not typical of a localized reaction secondary to
vaccination and two other products administered concomitantly in this case. The case owner assesses
the involvement of Rimadyl injectable as unlikely with significant abnormal signs present prior its
administration and prior disease likely responsible for the signs in this case. On 6/22/15, the patient
received a Bronchicine, a Merial Rabies, and a Novibac Lepto 4, all in the general area over the right
shoulder. A Senior blood panel was within normal limits. On 6/29/15, the patient was noted to be
lethargic, inappetant, and painful. On 6/30/15, the dog presented to the veterinarian and was falling
laterally, had pain in his right shoulder, and had a fever of 105. A large red, firm area was noted over
the right shoulder, which was assumed to be cellulitis. An unknown volume of Rimadyl injectable was
given and Cefpodoxime was prescribed. Later on the 30th, the dog presented to the ER laterally
recumbent and vocalizing in pain. The patient was also dehydrated, had bruising over his right
shoulder, and a puncture was noted at the cranial dorsal edge of the swelling. The patient's condition
worsened at the ER with identification of elevated renal values (BUN and Cr), hypoglycemia with a BG:
67, and hypotension with a BP: 40. Despite treatment with IV pain meds, antibiotics, Hetastarch, and
dextrose, the patient passed away, possibly secondary to septic shock. No necropsy was performed.
The attending veterinarian assesses this case as a possible Bronchicine adverse event and did not
implicate (unlikely) Rimadyl injectable. If additional information is provided, the case will be updated.
7/8/15:
Medical
records
received.
The
aboveowner
information
was
confirmed.
The medication
On 10 Aug
17, Elanco
waswere
contacted
by an
animal
regarding
a potential
adverse
drug experience Siberian Husky
involving Trifexis (spinosad + milbemycin oxime) in a 10-year-old 40 kg Siberian Husky - German
Shepherd Dog. The dog received monthly Trifexis 1620 mg/27 mg (40.5 + 0.68 mg/kg) from about 01
Jan 17 through 07 Aug 17. The dog presented to the attending veterinarian on 09 Aug 17 for routine
preventive care. He received a Merck Leptospirosis vaccination. A heartworm test returned below
detectable limits for heartworm antigen and the examination did not reveal any abnormalities. The
dog was left in a fenced in yard overnight; the animal owner found the dog deceased the morning of 10
Aug 17. The owner buried the dog; a necropsy has not been performed. Clinic staff does not attribute
the dog's death to Trifexis administration. The dog has no other known health concerns and receives
no other medications. No further information is expected. [Reason for use for product: Generic:
spinosad; milbemycin oxime Brand: Trifexis 1620 mg spinosad Reason: Parasite control Generic:
tetravalent leptospirosis vaccine Brand: Nobivac L4 Reason: Prevention of disease] [State of health:
Good]

46.539 BRAVECTO 1400MG 1X1TAB 240 1400,N/A,3 Months,3,1400 mg 3
Months 1 Animal (01/05/201703/03/2018)<BR><BR>Ciprofloxacin
eye drops - 2,N/A,12 Hours,23,2
Drop(s) 12 Hours 1 Animal (1
Week(s) 27/06/201704/07/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
CANINE FLU BIVALENT 25X1 DS 229 1,N/A,N/A ,10,1 ml Not applicable 1
Animal (19/07/201719/07/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
INTRA-TRAC 3 25X 1 DS - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(27/06/201727/06/2017)<BR><BR>NOBIVAC
LEPTO 4 25X1DS MRK - 1,N/A,N/A
,10,1 ml Not applicable 1 Animal
(27/06/201727/06/2017)<BR><BR>Sentinel N/A,N/A,1 Months,24,Unknown 1
Months 1 Animal (01/08/2016N/A)<BR><BR>

32.7 Doxycycline (Unknown) N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
Unknown (15 Day(s) 29/10/201413/11/2014)<BR><BR>K/D Diet
(Food ) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown (N/AN/A)<BR><BR>Nobivac Lepto 4 ISP N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown Once
(29/10/201429/10/2014)<BR><BR>PROHEART 6 1.6,N/A,N/A ,10,1.6 ml Once
(29/10/201429/10/2014)<BR><BR>RIMADYL
CHEWABLE TABLETS - 75,N/A,N/A
,3,75 mg Twice Daily (6 Day(s)
29/10/201404/11/2014)<BR><BR>Trifexis N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
Unknown (N/A-N/A)<BR><BR>

36.6 Antibiotic (Unknown) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown
(30/06/201530/06/2015)<BR><BR>BRONCHICIN
E CAE - 1,N/A,N/A ,24,1 Dose Once
(22/06/201522/06/2015)<BR><BR>Dextrose
(unknown) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown
(30/06/201530/06/2015)<BR><BR>Hetastarch
(Unknown) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Unknown
(30/06/201530/06/2015)<BR><BR>Nobivac
Lepto 4 - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Once (22/06/201522/06/2015)<BR><BR>RIMADYL
INJECTABLE - 1.6,N/A,N/A ,10,1.6 ml
Once (30/06/201530/06/2015)<BR><BR>Rabies
Vaccine (Vaccine) - N/A,N/A,N/A
,N/A,Unknown Once (22/06/201522/06/2015)<BR><BR>hydromorpho
ne - N/A,N/A,N/A ,N/A,Unknown
Unknown (30/06/201530/06/2015)<BR><BR>
40.188 Nobivac L4 - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1 Dose
(1 Day(s) 09/08/201709/08/2017)<BR><BR>Trifexis 1620
mg spinosad - 1,N/A,1 Months,N/A,1
Tablets 1 Months (01/01/201707/08/2017)<BR><BR>

NOBIVAC L4

USA-ZZELANCORG-US201501259

United
States

Animal

Canine/dog

12 Week(s)

22/01/2015

23/01/2015

1

1

1 22/01/2015 Not
Inappropriate urination,Sleepiness - Not
Known,<BR><BR neurological disorder,Respiratory
Known
><BR><BR><BR> distress,Death
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Not
Known,<BR><BR
><BR><BR><BR>
Yes

On 23 Jan 15, Elanco was contacted by an attending veterinarian regarding a potential adverse drug
Other
event involving Trifexis (spinosad + milbemycin oxime) in a Pitt Bull dog named Bruno. Bruno was
Canine/dog
presented to the attending veterinarian on 22 Jan 15 at approximately 1:40 pm CST, for a routine
wellness exam and vaccination. Trifexis was dispensed at the visit. Bruno received Trifexis 560 mg +
9.3 mg (50.60+ 0.84 mg/kg) on 22 Jan 15 at approximately 7 pm CST after a meal consisting of puppy
food. The attending veterinarian reported that he chewed half the pill, and spit the other half out, and
the animal owners wrapped the remaining half pill in cheese and successfully re-administered it. The
dog was without incident until approximately 3 hours later, around 10 pm CST on 22 Jan 15 when he
was described as sleepy. The dog then laid down, went into acute respiratory distress, released his
bladder then passed away at home. The attending veterinarian stated it happened so quickly the
owners had no time to seek veterinary care. The owner attempted CPR unsuccessfully. Bruno had no
known medical conditions prior to Trifexis administration. Bruno did receive vaccines on 22 Jan 15 at
approximately 1:40 pm CST. The vaccinations he received were a SQ Bordetella vaccine and a 1DAPPV+ Leptospirosis vaccine, which contained 4 strains of Leptospirosis per the attending
veterinarian. The attending veterinarian was not sure if the dog's death was related to a vaccination
reaction or Trifexis administration. The dog had no known medical conditions nor was he receiving any
other medications besides those previously mentioned. The attending veterinarian has recommended
a necropsy be performed, although the animal owner buried the dog on 22 Jan 15. Elanco veterinarian
to follow up on or after 27 Jan 15. 27 Jan 15: On 27 Jan 15 Elanco veterinarian contacted the attending
veterinarian who reported that the owner decided not to proceed with necropsy, as they had already
buried Bruno. He said that they have the owner's understanding. He asked owners if they saw any
facial swelling, or anything indicative of an allergic reaction prior to the dog's demise, and they said no.
No further information is expected. Strength = 560 mg per dose [Reason for use for product:
Generic: spinosad; milbemycin oxime Brand: Trifexis 560 mg spinosad Reason: Parasite control
Generic: 4-in-1 canine vaccine Brand: Nobivac DHPPi Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: tetravalent
leptospirosis vaccine Brand: Nobivac L4 Reason: Prophylaxis Generic: Bordetella vaccine Brand:
Reason: Prophylaxis] [State of health: Good]

11.068 Bordetella vaccine - N/A,N/A,N/A
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22/01/201522/01/2015)<BR><BR>Trifexis 560
mg spinosad - 1,N/A,N/A ,N/A,1
Tablets (1 Day(s) 22/01/201522/01/2015)<BR><BR>

